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CORNELIUS.

ITH some sense of responsibility I

undertake to write the biographical

and the critical history of one of

the chief Art-epochs known] in

modern Europe. The principles it

will be needful to discuss are vital

;

the actors which this movement has

called upon the stage are animated

by no ordinary ardour, and have

won by their talents no inconsider-

able renown ;
and the works which

these artists have, over the space

of the last fifty years, given to the

world are assuredly lofty in aim and

mature in knowledge. These painters

and these pictures have indeed deserv-

edly made themselves illustrious. Cor-

nelius, Overbeck, Kaulbach, Lessing, and
others, who will in this and succeeding ar-

ticles furnish themes for literary description

and pictorial illustration, are rightly received

with honour wherever sacred and historic

Art is revered ; and the schools of Munich,

of Dussoldorf, and Berlin, which it is proposed to

pass in review, have, we all know, become centres

of study, places for pilgrimage, and examples for

emulation. It is, I repeat, no light responsibility to

enter on a task such as this
;

it is matter of no small anxiety that

topics of such import shall obtain impartial discussion, in order that

justice may be fairly administered amongst all the parties interested.

Surely the memory of great men who have devoted their lives to

the work of this Art-rewival deserves to be handled with reverence.

Grand pictures, into which years of earnest study have been

thrown, must be approached with the intent rightly to estimate the

ideas the artist wished to express. So much is due to every

painter and every picture that has earned the title to be noticed at

all. Yet, on the other hand, no less does it become the duty of

the critic, standing between the painter and the public, to exercise

the office of censor. Fairly, then, to balance between blame and

praise is the happy mean which in these articles I desire to hit.

Peter von Cornelius, the subject of our present memoir, was

bom in Dusseldorf, on the 27th of September, 1787. His father

was keeper of the gallery in that town, then rich in the pictures

which are now the pride of the Munich Pinakothek. The future

painter seems to have been no exception to the proverbial precocity

of genius : betimes did he show while yet a youth an unusual

predilection towards Art, and gave promise of the powers which

ere long were to win him renown. It is interesting also to observe

how the young artist’s ardent mind at once kindled at the approach

of those high thoughts which have since proved the guide and the

inspiration of a life now reaching far beyond threescore years and

ten. It appears that Cornelius was not sixteen when he fell

within the sphere and became captive to the spell of the poet

Goethe. Thus was he early enamoured with the ideal beauty of

classic Art. At the same period also does he seem to have come
within the influence of such writers as Tieck, Novalis, and the

brothers Schlegel, and thus with the culture of classic tastes were

mingled a love for mediaeval Art and a sympathy for the spirit

of middle-age romance. From his parents, too, who were good

Christians, Cornelius inherited reverence for the Bible, which, under

the guise of Bible stories illustrated by Bible prints, formed the

Literature and Art with which the would-be painter became first

acquainted. It will be curious to trace how in the sequel these

several lines or threads of thought inteiweave their texture and

colour into the works of after life. But the course of an artist’s

true love for Art seldom runs smooth, especially in its opening

passages. Accordingly we need not be surprised to find that the

road to fame was for Cornelius obstructed at the outset by ob-

stacles. His father dies, and it becomes a question whether the

son may not be forced by the needs of the family into the drudgery

of a mere handicraft trade. From this calamity, however, he is

delivered chiefly by indomitable courage and perseverance, up-

borne happily by the never-to-be-forgotten injunction of his father,

that he should always strive after the things which are most

excellent. But yet another danger besets the aspirant. He is in

the midst of an Art fallen into servility, and how shall he find

escape F His imagination, we have seen, has already been kindled

at the newly lighted lamps of literature and philosophy, and his

mind, we may be sure, was not long in breaking loose from the

trammels in which his fellow-artists were still bound. In the

by TV. J. Allen.'] [ Engraved by J. D. Cooper.

if approaching manhood we find him prepared to take a

a bold range through nature. It is true that as yet he
|

had done little
;
that the pictures he had painted fell short of the

standard at which he aimed. But let it be observed, that all this

B
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time he is laying diligently the firm foundation upon which to
rear the future structure of his lofty Art : he is busy in the burning
of the stubble and in the casting away of the chaff before the wind,
that so the ground may be made ready for the coming harvest.
In plainer words, and to narrate the simple facts, he eschews the
copying of works which were themselves but copies and compila-
tions, and he rebels against that compromise of eclecticism which
in destroying originality had enthroned mediocrity. In short,
Cornelius was now to become the forerunner of the new and great
revival about to open for the Arts of his country. And just as in
the thirteenth century an emasculate Byzantine Art had been
supplanted by schools manly and free, through the discovery of
Grecian remains and the study of living nature, so was the con-
ventionalism under which painting lay prostrate in the last century
overthrown by the study of classic forms and an appeal to the
actual model. This was the revolution and the renovation which
Cornelius, while yet little more than one-and-twenty years of age,
pledged his life to accomplish.
The works which gave first proof of the creative power of

Cornelius, were a painting in the old church of Neuss, near Dus-
seldorf, executed when the artist was of the age of nineteen, a

series of designs illustrative of Goethe’s “Faust,” and another
senes of works taken from the “ Niebelungon Lied.” These two
last compositions, echoing a popular Gennan drama and a national
German ballad, show the direction at this time given to the
painter s tumultuous imagination. His heart evidently was kindled
with the new love to which the Fatherland had fallen a willing
captive. At this period—close upon the time, be it observed,
when our own Percy was collecting and reviving the taste for the
old ballads of England—the writers of Germany were intent upon
bringing to light the neglected lore of their middle age literature.
The “ Niebelungen Lied ”—a national song chaunted in olden
time by the people—became a theme for the exercise of the critic’s
ingenuity, or for the display of the artist’s creative power, and
many were the remnants of legendary romance thus disinterred
from the rums of the dark ages and placed once more in the light
of day. A national revival in literature thus set in, and the
movement growing general, and even intense, found of course in
the end diverse and divergent manifestations. IQopstock, Wieland,
Lessing, Herder, Goethe, and Schiller—in literature the prede-
cessors, or the contemporaries, of the school of painters among
whom Cornelius was the prince—each gave to the spirit of the ago

his own varying bias. Thus the revival in literature, which doubt-
less as a whole was one and indivisible, appears, on close scrutiny,
to be composed of many individual parts. Before long, indeed,
within the camp rose dividing discord. Schools realistic declared
war agamst schools idealistic

; classicists fought hand to hand with
romancicists

;
pagans were set upon by Christians. And thus was

it, in some measure, likewise in that army of painters whose
exploits we shall in this and succeeding papers record. Among
these champions of the new faith, of whom a few showed them-
selves bigots, Cornelius is conspicuous for his all-comprehensive
intellect. Some of the disciples of the new school were able to
receive one doctrine, some were ready to promulgate another;
some, such as Overbeck, devoted their lives to religious Art,
others were known by works secular; but to none, save to Corne-
lius, was it given to be all-embracing and universal. Hence has
Cornelius often been termed the Goethe of painters, and hence is
it a fact of special significance that the energy of the artist in this
his maturing manhood was devoted to the illustration of “ Faust,”
the poet's masterpiece. The analogy which runs between the
creations of the poet and the painter is more than casual. Goethe,

in his drama of “ Iphigenia,” worked on the models of Grecian
Art, which Cornelius cast into pictorial form on the ceiling of the
Glyptothek. Goethe was in genius German, and Cornelius, in
like manner, retained more than any of his school the national
idiosyncrasy. But Goethe, though glorying in his birthright as a
German, sought to give to his Art-aspirations full development by
contact with Italian masterworks

;
and so also the Goethe of

painters made pilgrimage to Eome in order to obtain for his high
conceptions complete fruition. “Cornelius,” writes his friend
Niebuhr, “ is an earnest enthusiast for Goethe, perhaps none more
so ; certain is it that Goethe has inspired no other person so frilly

and powerfully.”
At length, in the year 1811, Cornelius, having reached the age

of twenty-four years, makes the much-longed-for pilgrimage to
Eome—poor, we are told, in pocket, but richly stored in projects.
Italy was for him, as for others, the promised land, and not to
have reached this country, so fertile in Art, would have been to
perish in the desert where gushed no wells of water for the thirsting
soul. In spirit, at least, Cornelius did not come as a foreigner to
this land of classic and mediaeval Art

;
he had long in imagination
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From the northern Fatherland there was soon gathered a German who will all receive the honour which is their due in subsequent
brotherhood. Overbeck, whose mission and works will fall under numbers of our series—were also of the company of these German
our notice next month, impelled by a love which was indeed a

|
enthusiasts, who day and night thought of little else than of the

worship, believed that the time had come when Christian Art, as building up of this “new and old,” this “ German and Italian
practised in the middle ages, should be restored in its original

j

school of painting.” Cornelius among these his fellows appears
purity and fervour. Schnorr, Yeit, and the brothers Schadow— as a giant, and stood as a tower of strength. lie seems to have

dwelt among the ruins of the seven hills
;
he had in fancy wandered

through tho halls of the Vatican crowded with statues of the gods,

and visited the churches adorned with paintings of Christian saints.

Reaching, as the realisation of long-cherished hopes, the Eternal

City, he beheld the cupola of St. Peter’s from afar, and loosing

himself from the fetters with which ho might yet be bound, casting

j

aside the incumbrance of old prejudices laid upon him by obsolete

academic teaching, he felt himself free for the coming future
;
and

I as he gazed on that exultant dome which seemed to proclaim faith

triumphant, the thought rose in his mind that upon this rock

would he build his school—that from this city would he preach

the doctrines which should bring to the world of Art deliverance.
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been confident in the consciousness of power, and be evidently bad

tbe faculty of inspiring other minds with the faith which so

strongly held possession of his own. The small company of

painters among whom he was a presiding spirit were in Borne poor

and unknown, but ere long they gathered within their sphere kindred

and sympathetic intellects. Learned professors, who could give

to comparatively inexperienced students guidance, patrons who
were able to afford these unproved painters a trial, and men of

state, whose privilege it is to bestow prestige and sanction, were all

in the end ready to extend to the young adventurers a helping

hand. The palace of Niebuhr, the historian, then ambassador

from the court of Berlin, was open to his countrymen of the new
school; the Prussian consul-general, Bartholdy, had a house on

the Pincian, which he inclined to decorate after the fresco manner
his young friends sought to revive ;

there was the villa, too,

of the Marchese Massimi, standing in a garden near the church

of the Lateran, which was ready to submit its walls as a field

whereon the poetic fancy of these sciolists might loose the rein

to the utmost of its bent ; and lastly, and not least, the Crown
Prince of Bavaria, the present ex-king Ludwig, ever glad to

coquette with a new idea, made overtures to the novices, now
matured into adepts, and nothing would do but that Cornelius

should consent to be carried away captive to Munich in order

that he might aid in painting the new toy, the prince’s pet

capital. In biographies such as that of Niebuhr, we find scat-

tered, interesting details of the mode of life to which the disciples

of high Art were at this time addicted. These painters, especially

cloister-loving Overbeck, desiring to live in the simple spirit of

olden times, adopted a stern, almost a monastic way of life.

Wishing to raise themselves to the height of a great argument,

they ever loved to talk of the pictures which embodied noblest :

thoughts ; at the house of their kind friend Niebuhr, would they

night after night discuss the principles in which they put their

trust, and there did they lay out in the mind’s eye the leading

ideas of those great compositions which have since extended
throughout Europe their renown.

I have thus given a rapid sketch of the rise of the modem
German school. It is now time that we should turn to the paint-

,

ings by which the merits of that school must be judged. Speaking
generally, I think it will have to be conceded that these works

j

create some little disappointment
;

it is felt that while the grandest

principles have been enunciated as a prelude, the sequel furnished
|

by tho pictures themselves is far from satisfactory. Cornelius, ,

for example, took Goethe for his guide and Michael Angelo for

his model ; he was manifestly inflated by some of the most gran-
j

diloquent ideas which can distend the imagination
;
and then, when

;

we come upon the painter’s actual creations, it is discovered that
j

facility is wanting for the realisation of his cherished thoughts,

and that the hand too often falters to express what the mind has
j

conceived.

The power of Cornelius is felt in that four cities have been
,

subject to his sway, Borne, Munich, Dusseldorf, and Berlin. Of
these Munich is the only city which gives the measure of the

(

painter in the majesty of his giant dimensions—a majesty, how-
j

ever, which sometimes, it must be admitted, grows monstrous, i

The least happy of his efforts I have always been accustomed to

consider the elaborate series of mythological frescoes on the ceilings

of the Glyptothek. Among the works by which Cornelius will be
best remembered are two grand compositions, ‘ God the Creator,’

j

and ‘ Christ the Judge,’ both chosen as illustrations to this article.

Cornelius, in the ceiling of the Glyptothek, threw his imagination
j

into the midst of classic myths ; again, in the Loggie of the
;

Pinakothek, he unfolded the annals of Ant. There remained yet !

another region of which his mind sought to take possession. The
task which Michael Angelo accomplished in the Sistine, that did
Cornelius wish to essay in the church of St. Ludwig. The faith

to which all churches are dedicated, that was the pictorial theme
wherewith the church of St. Ludwig was to be decorated. God the
Father, as Creator and Upholder of all things, God the Son, as the
world’s Bedeemer and final Judge, and God the Holy Ghost,
the Lord’ and Giver of life—this, the creed of Christendom, was to

be cast by Cornelius into vast pictorial epics. Space does not
permit me to do more than describe out of the entire series the
two compositions here engraved. In ‘ The Creation of the Heavens,’
Cornelius again shows himself a pensioner on the power and
resources of his great predecessor. He has, like Michael Angelo
in a well-known design on the ceiling of the Sistine, made unto
himself a Jupiter God, of thundering brow and lion mane, and
arm uplifted for almighty sway. The Creator’s footstool is the
earth, and his canopy the skies. Around Him are the heavenly
host, angels on bended knees who bum the cloudy incense, balance
the spheres, map out creation with a compass, and plant the stars

in the spangled fields of space. Here, too, are the hierarchy of
the heavens, here likewise is the seraph, and here sit the company
of minstrels, while the peopled vault resounds praises to God

—

praise Him sun and moon, praise Him all ye stars of light.

Cornelius, following in the steps of the great Christian artists,

had even from his youth cherished the ambition to give proof of

his power by a painting of the ‘ Last Judgment,’ the most arduous

in the whole cycle of biblical subjects. Giotto, Orcagna, Fra
Angelico, Signorelli, and Michael Angelo, had put forth their

utmost strength in surmounting the difficulties of this tremendous
theme. The treatment adopted by these successive artists shows
progressive development, and Cornelius, coming last of all, has at

least tho merit of producing the most elaborate composition. This,

his culminating work, occupying the east wall of the church of

St. Ludwig, we have chosen for illustration. H estimated by its

mere size, or by the time occupied in its design, it is almost with-

out rival in the history of Art. On the cartoon the artist spent

ten years
;

in other words, upon the composition and the drawing,

as evident from an examination of the work, he devoted, after the

manner of his school, severest study. The fresco itself is sixty-two

feet high, and the seated figure of Christ occupies no less than

twelve feet. Such are the giant proportions of the composition,

and such the commensurate toil involved in its manipulation.

The execution of less important pictures had been delegated to

scholars. Cornelius with his own hand painted this his master

work. The arrangement of the figures, and the manner in which
the stoiy is told, will be best learnt by an examination of the

engraving which we publish. It will be seen that the prescriptive

treatment of the Italian masters has been, for the most part, fol-

lowed. At the summit sits Christ as Judge, in the midst of saints

and angels, and on either side kneel the Virgin and the Baptist.

Immediately beneath is a symmetric group of angels, holding

the book of life and death, and sounding the trumpet of the final

doom. On the left, in dire confusion and overthrow, grand in

form as of archangels ruined, are the damned, hurled down to hell.

On the right rise the blessed, in the beauty of purity, to life eternal.

On mid earth stands the noble figure of St. Michael, armed with

sword and shield, as the angel of the resurrection. A work such

as this is in need of no general terms of commendation. We may,
however, say that it exemplifies both the merits and the defects of

its school. It is studious in the sense of compilation, it is careful

after the manner of eclecticism. For accuracy of drawing it is

unexceptionable ; in expression of character it is highly dramatic

;

for composition it is elaborate, simple in its balanced symmetry,

and yet complex in the multiplicity of its parts. But, notwith-

standing these its rare merits, I exclaimed, when last in the pre-

sence of the work, how supremely disagreeable ! The colour is

crude, the chiar-oscuro harsh, and tho execution hard. Again

I repeat, what a pity it is that Cornelius will not condescend to be

pleasing.

Cornelius, at the end of some fifteen or twenty years, taken from

the very prime of his life, finds his mission at Munich accom-

plished. In an interval of comparative leisure he makes a journey

to Paris, and a year afterwards he visits London. Soon, however,

he is again in harness, for yet another labour of Hercules there

may be time to finish before the hour cometh when no man can

work. Four capitals of Europe, we have said, acknowledge the

painter’s dominion, and Cornelius now enters Berlin to win his

final triumph. Here, under commission from the king, he was

to compose what the Germans call a ‘

‘ Christian picture cycle,”

for the decoration of the Campo Santo. Of the designs executed

for this place of burial we select for engraving one of the painter’s

boldest and most original compositions, ‘The Four Eiders of

the Apocalypse,’ taken from the sixth chapter of the Bevela-

tion of St. John. In the terror-striking vision, the demons of

Pestilence, Famine, War, and Death, let loose at the opening of the

seals, with the voice of thunder hull their curses on the earth.

This astounding composition suggests one or two critical remarks.

In the first place, it is matter for commendation that the mystery

and the mysticism which the inspired writer maintains, Cornelius

has not dispelled. Furthermore, the feeling of undefined horror

which fills the mind on the reading of the text finds response

on turning to its illustration. Lastly, in the spirit of this work
we are glad to recognise the weird genius of northern Art

I

dominant over that plagiarism from Italian masters which has

too often plunged the modern German school into servility. In

short, in this mature composition it is interesting to find Cornelius

reverting to that German form of thought, that national mode of

treatment to which, as we have seen, he gave himself while yet

a youth, but which doubtless was put in jeopardy by his sojourn

in Borne.
Cornelius is now well stricken in years, and crowned in the

honours which great achievements gain. In the retrospect of a

5

long life he has the satisfaction to know that the world at length

acknowledges his deserts. The revival of which he was the pioneer

at first encountered violent opposition and provoked the keenest

ridicule. He has lived to see the day when every German pro-

nounces the name of Cornelius with pride.

J. Beavtngton Atkinson.
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PREFATORY.

Not many months ago, a friend, whose
familiarity with both living and past schools

of Art rendered his opinion of great autho-

rity, said casually to me in the course of

talk, ‘ 1 1 believe we have now as able painters

as ever lived ;
but they never paint as good

pictures as were once painted.” That was
the substance of his saying

;
I forget the

exact words, but their tenor surprised me,
and I have thought much of them since.

Without pressing the statement too far, or

examining it with an unintended strictness,

this I believe to be at all events true, that

we have men among us, now in Europe,
who might have been noble painters, and
are not

;
men whose doings are altogether

as wonderful in skill, as inexhaustible in

fancy, as the work of the really great

painters
;
and yet these doings of theirs are

not great. Shall I write the commonplace
that rings in sequence in my ear, and draws
on my hand—“ are not Great, for they are

not (in the broad human and ethical sense)

Good?” I write it, and ask forgiveness

for the truism, with its implied unchari-

tableness of blame; for this trite thing is

ill understood and little thought upon by
any of us, and the implied blame is divided

among us all
;
only let me at once partly

modify it, and partly define.

In one sense, modem Art has more good-
ness in it than ever Art had before. Its

kindly spirit, its quick sympathy with pure
domestic and social feeling, the occasional

seriousness of its instructive purpose, and
its honest effort to grasp the reality of con-

ceived scenes, are all eminently “ good,”

as compared with the inane picturesqueness

and conventional piety of many among the
old masters. Such domestic painting, for

instance, as Richter’s in Germany, Edward
Erere’s in France, and Hook’s in England,
together with such historical and ideal work
as perhaps the reader would bo offended

with mo were I to set down the several

names that occur to me here, so I will set

down one only, and say—as that of Paul de

la Roche; such work, I repeat, as these

men have done, or are doing, is entirely

good in its influence on tho public mind

;

and may, in thankful exultation, be com-
paredwith the renderings of besotted,vicious,

and vulgar human life perpetrated by Dutch
painters, or with the deathful formalism

and fallacy of what was once called “ His-
torical Art.” Also, this gentleness and
veracity of theirs, being in part communi-
cable, are gradually learned, though in a
somewhat servile manner, yet not with-

out a sincere sympathy, by many inferior

painters, so that our exhibitions and cur-

rently popular books are full of very lovely

and pathetic ideas, expressed with a care,

and appealing to an interest, quite unknown
in past times. I wiH take two instances of

merely average power, as more illustrative

of what I mean than any more singular

and distinguished work could be. Last
year, in the British Institution, there were
two pictures by the same painter, one of a
domestic, tho other of a sacred subject. I
will say nothing of the way in which they
were painted; it may have been bad, or

good, or neither : it is not to my point. I

wish to direct attention only to the concep-
tion of them. One, ‘ Cradled in his Call-

ing,’ was of a fisherman and his wife, and
helpful grown-up son, and helpless new-

born little one
; the two men carrying the

young child up from the shore, rocking it

between them in the wet net for a ham-
mock, the mother looking on joyously, and
the baby laughing. The thought was pretty

and good, and one might go on dreaming
over it long—not unprofitably. But the

second picture was more interesting. I

describe it only in tho circumstances of tho

invented scene—sunset after the crucifixion.

The bodies have been taken away, and the

crosses are left lying on the broken earth

;

a group of children have strayed up the

hiR, and stopped' beside them in such
shadowy awe as is possible to childhood,

and they have picked up one or two of the

drawn nails to feel how sharp they are.

Meantime a girl with her little brother—
goat-herds both—have been watering their

flock at Kidron, and are driving it home.
The girl, strong in grace and honour of

youth, carrying her pitcher of water on her

erect head, has gone on past the place

steadily, minding her flock
;
but her little

curly-headed brother, with cheeks of burn-
ing Eastern brown, has fingered behind to

look, and is feeling the point of one of the

nails, held in another child’s hand. A lovely

little kid of the goats has stayed behind to

keep him company, and is amusing itself

by jumping backwards and foiwards over

an arm of the cross. The sister looks back,

and, wondering what he can have stopped

in that dreadful place for, waves her hand
for the little boy to come away.

I have no hesitation in saying that,

as compared with the ancient and stereo-

typed conceptions of the “ Taking down
from the Cross,” there is a living feeling in

that picture which is of great price. It

may perhaps be weak, nay, even super-

ficial, or untenable—that will depend on
the other conditions of character out of

which it springs—but, so far as it reaches,

it is pure and good
;
and we may gain more

by looking thoughtfully at such a picture

than at any even of the least formal types

of the work of older schools. It would be
unfair to compare it with first-rate, or even
approximately first-rate designs

;
but even

accepting such unjust terms, put it beside

Rembrandt’s ghastly white sheet, laid over

tho two poles at the Cross-foot, and see

which has most good in it for you of any
communicable kind.

I trust, then, that I fully admit whatever
may, on duo deliberation, be alleged in

favour of modem Art. Nay, I have hereto-

fore asserted more for some modern Art
than others were disposed to admit, nor do
I withdraw one word from such assertion.

But when all has been said and granted

that may be, there remains this painful

fact to be dealt with,—tho consciousness,

namely, both in living artists themselves

and in us their admirers, that something,

and that not a little, is wrong with us;

that they, relentlessly examined, could not

say they thoroughly knew how to paint,

and that we, relentlessly examined, could

not say we thoroughly know how to judge.

The best of our painters will look a little to

us, the beholders, for confirmation of his

having done well. We, appealed to, look to

each other to see what we ought to say.

If we venture to find fault, however sub-

missively, the artist will probably feel a

little uncomfortable : he will by no means
venture to meet us with a serenely crush-

ing “ Sir, it cannot be better done,” in the

manner of Albert Durer. And yet, if it

could not bo better done, he, of all men,
should know that best, nor fear to say so

;

it is good for himself, and for us, that he

should assert that, if he knows that. The
last time my dear old friend William Himt

came to see me, I took down one of his

early drawings for him to see (three blue

plums and one amber one, and two nuts).

So he looked at- it, happily, for a minute or

two, and then said, “Well, it’s very nice,

isn’t it ? I did not think I could have done
so well.” The saying was entirely right,

exquisitely modest and true
;
only I fear

he would not have had the courage to main-
tain that his drawing was good, if anybody
had been there to say otherwise. StiR,

having done weR, he knew it ;
and what is

more, no man ever does do weR without
knowing it : he may not know how weR, nor
be conscious of the best of his own quali-

ties
;
nor measure, or care to measure, the

relation of his power to that of other men,
but he wiR know that what ho has done
is, in an intended, accomplished, and ascer-

tainable degree, good. Every able and
honest workman, as he wins a right to

rest, so he vans a right to approval,—his

own if no one’s beside ; nay, his only true

rest is in the calm consciousness that the

thing has been honourably done— cTweiStjoig

on kciXov. I do not use the Greek words in

pedantry, I want them for future service

and interpretation ; no English words, nor

any of any other language, would do as

weR. For I mean to try to show, and
believe I can show, that a simple and
siue conviction of our having done rightly

is not only an attainable, but a necessary

seal and sign of our having so done
;
and

that the doing weR or rightly, and iR or

wrongly, are both conditions of the whole

being of each person, coming of a nature

in him which affects aff things that he may
do, from the least to the greatest, according

to the noble old phrase for the conquering

rightness, of “ integrity,” “ wholeness,” or
‘
‘ wholesomeness.” So that when we do ex-

ternal things (that are our business) iR, it

is a sign that internal, and, in fact, that all

things, are iR with us
;
and when we do

external things weR, it is a sign that in-

ternal, and aR things, are weR with us.

And I believe there are two principal ad-

versities to this wholesomeness of work,
and to aR else that issues out of wholeness

of inner character, with which we have in

these days specially to contend. The first

is the variety of Art round us, tempting us

to thoughtless imitation ;
tho second our

own want of belief in tho existence of a

rule of right.

I. I say the first is the variety of Art
around us. No man can pursue his own
track in peace, nor obtain consistent guid-

ance, if doubtful of his track. A11 places

are fuR of inconsistent example, aR mouths
of contradictory advice, all prospects of

opposite temptations. The young artist sees

myriads of things he would like to do, but
cannot learn from their authors how they
were done, nor choose decisively any method
which he may foRow with the accuracy and
confidence necessary to success. He is not

even sure if his thoughts are his own ; for

the whole atmosphere round him is full of

floating suggestion: those which are his

own ho cannot keep pure, for he breathes

a dust of decayed ideas, wreck of the souls

of dead nations, driven by contrary winds.

He may stiffen himself (and all the worse

for him) into an iron self-wifi, but if the

iron has any magnetism in it, he cannot pass

a day without finding himself, at the end
of it, instead of sharpened or tempered,

covered with a ragged fringe of iron filings.

If there be anything better than iron—living

wood fibre—in him, he cannot be aRowed any
natural growth, but gets hacked in every

extremity, and bossed over with lumps of

frozen clay ;—grafts of incongruous blossom

that wifi never set ;
whfie some even recog-
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nise no need of knife clay (though, both
are good in a gardener’s hand), but deck
themselves out with incongruous glittering,

like a Christmas-tree. Even were the

style chosen true to his own nature, and
persisted in, there is harm in the very emi-
nence of the models set before him at the

beginning of his career. If he feels their

power, theymake him restless and impatient,

it may be despondent, it may be madly and
fruitlessly ambitious. If he does not feel

it, he is sure to be struck by what is

weakest or slightest of their peculiar qua-
lities; fancies that this is what they are

praised for
;
tries to catch the trick of it ;

and whatever easy vice or mechanical habit

the master may have been betrayed or

warped into, the unhappy pupil watches
and adopts, triumphant in its ease :—has

not sense to steal the peacock’s feather, but
imitates its voice. Better for him, far better,

never to have seen what had been accom-
plished by others, but to have gained

gradually his own quiet way, or at least

with his guide only a step in advance of

i
him, and the lantern low on the difficult

path. Better even, it has lately seemed, to

be guideless and lightless ;
fortunate those

who by desolate effort, trying hither and
i thither, have groped their way to some

independent power. So, from Cornish rock,

from St. Giles’s Lane, from Thames mud-
shore, you get your Prout, your Hunt,
your Tinner

;
not, indeed, any of them well

ablo to spell English, nor taught so much
of their own business as to lay a colour

safely ; but yet at last, or first, doing some-
how something, wholly ineffective on the

national mind, yet real, and valued at last

after they are dead, in money
;
—valued

otherwise not even at so much as the space

of dead brick wall it would cover ;
their

work being left for years packed in parcels

at the National Gallery, or hung conclu-

sively out of sight under the shadowy iron

vaults of Kensington. The men themselves,

quite inarticulate, determine nothing of

their Art, interpret nothing of their own.

minds
;
teach perhaps a trick or two of their

stage business in early life—as for instance,

that it is good where there is much black

to break it with white, and where there is

i

much white to break it with black, &c., &c.
;

1 in later life remain silent altogether, or

j

speak only in despair (fretful or patient

j

according to their character); one who
; might have been among the best of them,

the last we heard of, finding refuge for an
entirely honest heart from a world which

i declares honesty to be impossible, only in a
madness nearly as sorrowful as its own

;

—
the religious madness which makes a beau-
tiful soul ludicrous and ineffectual

;
and so

passos away, bequeathing for our inheritance

!
from its true and strong life, a pretty song

j

about a tiger, another about a bird-cage, two
' or three golden couplets, which no one will

ever take the trouble to understand,—the
spiritual portrait of the ghost of a flea,—and
the critical opinion that ‘

‘ the unorganised

1
blots of Bubens and Titian are not Art.”
Which opinion the public mind perhaps

j

not boldly indorsing, is yet incapable of

I

pronouncing adversely to it, that the said

|

blots of Titian and Rubens are Art, per-

ceiving for itself little good in them, and
hanging them also well out of its way, at

tops of walls (Titian’s portrait of Charles V.
at Munich, for example ;

Tintoret’s Susan-

|

nah, and Veronese's Magdalen, in the

Louvre), that it may have room and roadi-

1

ness for what may be generally termed
l “railroad work,” bearing on matters more

j

immediately in hand
;
said public looking

to the present pleasure of its fancy, and the

portraiture of itself in official and otherwise

i

imposing or entertaining circumstances, as

the only “ Right ” cognisable by it.

II. And this is a deeper source of evil,

by far, than the former one, for though it

is ill for us to strain towards a right for

which we have never ripened, it is worse

for us to believe in no right all. “Any-
thing,” we say, “ that a clover man can do

to amuse us is good ;
what does not amuse

us we do not want. Taste is assuredly a
frivolous, apparently a dangerous gift;

vicious persons and vicious nations have it
;

we are a practical people, content to know
what we like, wise in not liking it too much,
and when tired of it, wise in getting some-
thing we like better. Painting is of course

an agreeable ornamental Art, maintaining
a number of persons respectably, deserving

therefore encouragement, and getting it

pecuniarily, to an hitherto unheard of ex-
tent. What would you have more F ” This
is, I believe, veiy nearly our Art-creed.

The fact being (very ascertainably by any
one who will take the trouble to examine
the matter) that there is a cultivated Art
among all great nations, inevitably neces-
sary to them as the fulfilment of one part

of their human nature. None but savage
nations are without Art, and civilised

nations who do their Art ill, do it because
there is something deeply wrong at their

hearts. They paint badly as a paralysed

man stammers, because his life is touched
somewhere within

;
when the deeper life is

full in a people, they speak clearly and
rightly

;
paint clearly and rightly ; think

clearly and rightly. There is some reverse

effect, but very little. Good pictures do not
teach a nation ; they are the signs of its

having been taught. Good thoughts do not

form a nation
;

it must be formed before it

can think them. Let it once decay at the

heart, and its good work and good thoughts
will become subtle luxury and aimless

sophism; and it and they will perish to-

gether.

It is my purpose, therefore, in somo sub-

sequent papers, with such help as I may
anywise receive, to tiy if there may not

be determined some of the simplest laws
which are indeed binding on Art practice

and judgment. Beginning with elementary

principle, and proceeding upwards as far as

guiding laws are discernible, I hope to

show, that if we do not yet know them,

there are at least such laws to be known,
and that it is of a deep and intimate im-
portance to any people, especially to the

English at this time, that their children

should be sincerely taught whatever arts

they learn, and in riper age become capable

of a just choice and wise ' pleasure in the

accomplished works of the artist. But I

earnestly ask for help in this task. It is

one which can only come to good issue by
the consent and aid of many thinkers ;

and
I would, with the permission of the Editor

of this Journal, invite debate on the subject

of each paper, together with brief and clear

statements of consent or objection, with

name of consentor or objector : so that after

courteous discussion had, and due correction

of the original statement, we may get some-
thing at "last set down, as harmoniously
believed by such and such known artists.

If nothing can thus be determined, at least

the manner and variety of dissent will show
whether it is owing to the nature of the

subject, or to the impossibility, under pre-

sent circumstances, that different persons

should approach it from similar points of

view; and the inquiry, whatever its imme-
diate issue, cannot be ultimately fruitless.

John Ruskin.

SELECTED PICTURES.

FROM THE PICTURE IN TIE NATIONAL
GALLERY.

ROUT OF COMUS AND HIS BAND.

SirE. Landseer, R.A., Painter. J. C. Armytage, Engraver.

This picture owes its origin to a commission
given several years ago by the Queen and
the late Prince Consort, when Sir Edwin
Landseer and several others of our most
eminent painters were instructed to decorate

the pavilion in the grounds of Buckingham
Palace with frescoes. Sir Edwin selected

for illustration a passage from Milton’s
“ Comus,” a poem that has furnished sub-
jects for numerous works both of painting

and sculpture. We have not seen the fresco

since it was first executed, and cannot,

therefore, determine at this distance of time
whether it exactly agrees with this picture,

—the original sketch, we believe, for the

larger work. There may be some difference

between tho two, but if so, it is veiy little.

Both represent the rout of Comus, whose
enchantments have transformed the unfor-

tunate travellers through the wood in which
he has taken up his abode into monsters :

—
“ Tlieir human countenance,

Th’ express resemblance of the gods, is changed
Into some brutish form of wolf, or bear,

Or ounce, or tiger, hog, or bearded goat,

All other parts remaining as they were.”

A young lady, having heedlessly wandered
into the domains of the sorcerer, falls into

his hands, but cannot be induced by him to

drink of
“ The baneful cup

With many murmurs mixed, whose pleasing poison

The visage quite transforms of him who drinks,

And the inglorious likeness of a beast
Fixes instead, unmoulding reason’s mintage
Charactered in the face.”

While Comus is using all his powers of

persuasion to entice her to taste, her two
brothers, who have long been searching for

her, “ rush in with swords drawn, wrest the

glass out of his hand, and break it against

the ground ;” his nondescript companions at

first make a show of resistance, but are all

driven in. Tho drama, or masque, of
“ Comus,” was founded on an incident that

happened to the sons and daughter of Earl

of Bridgwater, which Milton worked up into

an imaginative story. The masque was
performed, in 1634, at Ludlow Castle, where
the earl then resided.

There must always be in the nondescript

and unnatural combination of the human
and brute forms a presentation to the mind
of what is both disagreeable to the eyo and
repugnant to the feelings. Some individuals

can more easily than others rid themselves

of this disturbing influence ;
such will

examine without any great measure of alloy

this masterly composition ;
while even those

to whom tho burlesque scene is far from
pleasant in itself, cannot fail to admire tho

artistic merits of the work. Comus occu-

pies the centre of the picture ; he is in full

retreat with the others, his countenance

indicating extreme anguish at the loss of

his supernatural powers, for his enchanting

wand, which he still holds, has become
as it were a broken reed in his hand. A
female figure of beautiful form, as the thin

drapery which covers her shows, clings to

hi rii as if for safety. Round the pair is a

motley group, hurrying as rapidly as they

are able in tho melee, from the apparent

destruction awaiting them. A noticeable

feature in the treatment of the subject is the

aptitude with which the heads are fitted to

the bodies, those ofdelicately formed animals

being placed on the female and other slight

figures, and stout, burly bodies wearing the

heads of large and ferocious beasts.
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EARLY PAINTERS OF ENGLAND.

SIR PETER LELY.

Walpole’s own account of Sir Peter Lely,

in Ids well-known Anecdotes, as left by bim
for posthumous publication, fills three pages

of the quarto edition (the only edition we
have, strange to say,) of Walpole’s Works.
To the two reprints of tho Anecdotes in 1826

and 1849 Mr. Dallaway added a few trifling

notes, and Mr. Wornuin a few others of a

like character. Our knowledge, therefore,

of this popular painter (in full practice in

fashionablo London for thirty-five years,

1645—1680) is indeed “ nearly nought.”

To what Walpole and his editors tell us, so

scantily, I propose to add (from a variety of

sources) some now materials to our catalogue

and tombstone information touching Sir

Peter when in England.
In the first place, I have discovered the

prices which Lely “ painted at,” a point of

importance in a painter’s life. His prices

were not high, and this is the more wonder-
ful when we reflect on the large fortune ho
died worth, and the style in which ho is

Icnown to have lived both at London and at

How. In the MS. accounts of the Treasurer

of the Chamber to King Charles H. (for-

merly in the Audit Office, Somerset House)
I find this entry connected with two great

names in English Art and English litera-

ture :

—

Paid to Sir William Temple for the reim-

bursing him for the like summe by him paid to

Mr. Lilly for their Majesties’ Pictures : by
virtue of tho Lord Chamberlain’s Warrant dated

the 20th of September, 1671 lxli-

Thirty pounds a portrait, though equal to

sixty pounds a picture of the year 1864,

would hardly fall in with tho terms of

Messrs. Grant or Boxall, the Academicians.
But Lely lived to charge higher. In a

MS. volume of the Household Expenses of

Catherine of Braganza, queen of Charles H.,
I find an entry under the 20th of October,

1678, of forty pounds “To Mr. Lilly for a
Picture.” * This was probably a knee piece

of theWindsor Beauty size—Lely’s favourite

canvas—and as this was his price two years

before his death, ho is not likely to have
raised it.

Lely was buried in the church of St.

Paul’s, Covent Garden (the parish in which
he lived), by torchlight, on the 7th of De-
cember, 16S0, and the sum of six pounds
thirteen shillings and fourpence was paid

by his executors for the ground and the use

of the pall. His monument, for which he
left one hundred pounds , was the work of his

neighbour Grinling Gibbons. The famous
fire of 1795, which destroyed Inigo’s Covent
Garden church, destroyed Gibbons’s bust of

Sir Peter Lely
;
any kind of representation

of it is, I believe, unknown.
The Will of Sir Peter Lely was printed for

tho Camden Society in the year 1863, under
the editorial and competent care of Mr. J.

Gough Nichols. It was made the year be-
fore his death. One of his executors was
Hugh May, Comptroller of the Works at

Windsor. Lely died rich, the forty days’

sale of his effects by public auction pro-
ducing, it is said, £26,000, at the very least

sixty thousand pounds of the money of her
Majesty Queen Victoria. Sir Godfrey
Kneller (knight and baronet) did not die so

rich, nor did Sir Joshua, and certainly Sir

Thomas Lawrence did not leave as much.
One “item” in Lely’s will, Taits and

* Additional MS. in British Museum, 10,613. This pay-
ment to Lely is here referred to in print for the first time.

Milmans and Penroses will like to be re-

minded of—towards the rebuilding of St.

Paul’s under Wren, Lely left fifty pounds.

Like an admiring Hollander, Sir Peter

sought and acquired his landed property in

England amid tho flats and foss-dykes of

Lincolnshire. It was in land and in mar-
vellous collections of Art-treasures (some
still carrying his stamped initials) that he
invested the large earnings of his active and
able pencil.

His Executors’ Account Book is among
the Additional MSS. of the British Museum
(No. 16,174.)

“ Lelys,” or so-called “ Lelys,” are nume-
rous enough in England, but were littlo un-
derstood by dealers (Mr. Farrer excepted)

until Manchester, at its Art-TreasuresExhi-
bition, gave place to some five and twenty
examples of his pencil. It was then seen

how closely and successfully Lely had
founded his style on Vandyck. If cruel

necessity had not put his fine full-length of

the Duchess of Portsmouth (the Goodwood
picture) too high to be studied, the air of

the head and the whole treatment ofthe bust

of Mrs. G'arwell (Louiso Ren€e do Penen-
court de Querouelle) would have raised Lely
higher in Royal Academy of Arts reputation
than portrait painters are at times willing

to allow his reputation deserves to reach,

rA list of Lely’s works with their present

whereabouts is among “things” hitherto

“unattempted” and is much needed. The
following list (a work of labour and of love

not lost) will lead, I trust, more to. addi-

tions than corrections. Our National Gallery

(shame to say) does not contain a single

specimen of Sir Peter’s pencil.

MALE PORTRAITS.

Kino Charles I., and his son the Duke of York
t at the age of 14. Drawn at Hampton Court
when the King was last there (in 1647). At
Sion House (the Duke of Northumberland’s).

Oliver Cromwell. The pimple and wart
picture

;
said to he at Chicksands (Sir John

Osborne’s) in Bedfordshire. If all the known
portraits of Oliver were brought to London
for a month and seen together, the exhibition

would prove instructive and remunerative.

King Charles II. Full-length, in St. George’s
Hall, Windsor; another (in armour) in the

Council Chamber, at the same place. Three-
quarter at Winchester, presented to the Cor-

poration by the King himself, 1 Sept., 1682,

when he was made free of the Corporation.

Duke or York (King James II.). If the full-

length in St. George’s Hall, Windsor, is by
Lely, it was painted before the Duke’s acces-

sion to tho throne. Lely died four years be-

fore King Charles II. died.

Duke of Gloucester, youngest son of Charles I.,

when a child. At Windsor.
Prince Rupert. Half-length, at Windsor,

holding a truncheon. Waagen says it is

“ very near to Vandyck.”
Duke of Albemarle (Monk). At the Town

Hall, Exeter. Monk was a Devonshire worthy.
Duke of Ormond (Butler).

Duke of Monmoutii (James Crofts), fino full-

length of, at the Duke of Buccleuch’s, Dal-

keith Palace.

Duke of Lauderdale (Maitland), fino portrait

of. At Ham House, Petersham. Another at

Thirlstane House, Scotland.

Lord Chancellor Clarendon (Edward Hyde).
Three-quarters, in his robes as Chancellor.

At Lord Clarendon’s, at The Grove, Herts.

Earl of Southampton (Thomas Wriothesley).

At Woburn (the Duke of Bedford’s). En-
graved in Lodge.

Earl of St. Alban’s (Queen Henrietta Maria’s

Henry Jermyn). At Rushbrook, in Suffolk.

Lord Chancellor Nottingham (Heneage
Finch). At Gorhambury. Engraved in Lodge.

Lord Chancellor Shaftesbury (Anthony Ash-
ley Cooper). At the Earl of Shaftesbury’s,

St. Giles’s Houso, Dorset.

Earl of Rochester (John Wihnot). At Lord
Sandwich's, at Hinchinbrooke ; another for-

merly at Stanmore Priory, Middlesex.

Earl of Chesterfield (Philip Stanhope), the

handsome earl of De Grammont. At Bretby
(Lord Chesterfield’s).

Earl of Manchester (— Montagu). At Wo-
burn. Engrated in Lodge.

Earl of Northumberland (Joscclinc Percy),

as a boy. At Petworth, and fine.

Viscount Brouncker (Henry Brouncker), First

President of the Royal Society. At Hagley
(Lord Lyttelton’s).

Earl of Stamford (Henry Grey, 1st Earl). At
Dunham Massey, in Cheshire (Lord Stamford

and Warrington’s). Engraved in Lodge.
Thomas Lord Clifford, of the Cabal. At Ug-

brooke, Devonshire.
Viscount Dundee (John Graham of Claver-

house). At Glammis Castle (the Earl of

Strathmore’s). Engraved in Lodge. Dupli-

cate at Abbotsford, and highly valued by Sir

Walter Scott.

Lord Crofts of Saxham (the mad fellow Crofts

ofDe Grammont). At Hengrave Hall, Suffolk.

Lord Cornwallis (Charles, 3rd Lord). At
Audley End (Lord Braybrooke’s).

Sir Samuel Morland.
Sir Geoffrey Palmer.
Shi Philip Warwick.
Sir Harbottle Grimston: At Gorhambury.
Sir Richard Fanshawe. Lady Fanshawe re-

fers in her memoirs to the portrait of her
husband by Lely.

Sir Joseph Williamson, Secretary of State.

Sir Leoline Jenkins. At Jesus College, Oxford.

Sir Robert Southwell.
Sir William Temple (the statesman and es-

sayist). At Lord Palmerston’s, Broadlands,

Hants.
Sir Richard Temple.
Sir Ralph Bankes. At Corfe Castle, Dorset-

shire.

Mr. Cajsar. At Rousham, Oxfordshire.

Col. William Ashburnham (of the Bedcham-
ber to Charles I.). At the Earl of Ashburn-
ham’ s, Ashburnham Place, Sussex.

Edward Progers (of the Bedchamber to Charles

I. and II.).

Tobias RusTAT(ofthe Bedchamber to Charles II.)

fine portrait of. At Jesus College, Oxford.

John Hervey of Ickwortii. At Ickworth,

Suffolk.

Abraham Cowley (as a Shepherd). Horace
Walpole’s picture, bought at the Strawberry
Hill sale by the Minister Sir Robert Peel, and
now at Drayton Manor.

Edmund Waller. At Rousham, Oxfordshire.

Half-length, seated, holding a paper inscribed
“ Sed Caimina major imago.”

Samuel Butler. At the Bodleian, and Lord
Clarendon’s, The Grove, Herts. Mr. Farrer

had a third.

William Wycherley. At Drayton Manor
(Sir Robert Peel’s). Sold at Watson Taylor’s

sale for 26 guineas. Excellently engraved
by John Smith, withWycherley’s own selected

motto from Virgil beneath it, placed there in

his old age, “ Quantum mutatus ab illo.”

Charles Cotton (Walton’s associate).

John Ogilby (the translator and geographer).

At the Bodleian.

Thomas Stanley (poet). Only known by
Faithorne’s admirable engraving from it.

Thomas Simon (the medallist). This picture,

of which unfortunately nothing is now known,
was seriously injured by the fall, in 1702, of

Grinling Gibbons’s house in Bow Street.

Hugh May (architect) and Grinling Gibbons

(
the carver) on one canvas.

SLR PETER LELY. A head (engTaved in

Dallaway’ s Walpole). Formerly at Straw-

berry Hill, now at Knowsley, the seat of the

Earl of Derby.

“It was objected against a late noble painter

[meaning Lely] that he drew many graceful

pictures, but few of them were like. And
this happened to him because he always

studied himself more than those who sat to

him.”—Dryden, Preface to Second Miscellany.

Another portrait of Lely by; himself, “ animated

and careful” (Waagen), is at Longford Castle

(Lord Radnor’s).

I
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THE LELY “ FLAGMEN,”

Painted for the Duke of York (James II.), and
strangely enough never engraved. The
“ Flagmen ” are twelve in number :

—

1. James Duke of York (King James II.).

2. Earl of Sandwich (Edward Montagu).
Duplicate at Lord Sandwich’s, at Hin-
chinbrooke, Hunts. Engraved in Lodge.

3. Sir Thomas Allen (Sir Morton Peto’s pre-

decessor in Suffolk).

4. Sir George Ascue.
5. Sir William Berkeley.
6. Sir Thomas Harman. The finest of the

series, very Vandyck-like in conception

and treatment.

7. Sir Joseph Jordan.
8. Sir John Lawson.
9. Sir Christopher Mennys.

10. Sir William Penn (father of Quaker Penn).

11. Sir Jeremy Smith.
12. Sir Thomas Tiddiman.
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each, one “ unfinisht,” are entered in the

account hook of Lely’s executors.

Lucy Waters (the mother of the Duke of Mon-
mouth). At the Duke of Buccleuch’s, Dal-

keith Palace.

Margaret Hughes (the mistress of Prince Ru-
pert). At Middleton, in Oxfordshire, the seat

of the Earl of Jersey. A half-length of Mrs.

Hughes is mentioned in the account book of

Lely’s executors
;
a Mr. Bayley bought it for

£17 10s.

Mrs. Uphill (an actress, first the mistress, then

the wife of Sir Robert Howard, Dryden’s
brother-in-law). A half-length is mentioned
in Lely’s executors’ accounts, price £14 15s.

I have reserved to the last the Lely or
“ Windsor Beauties,” as they are called,

now at Hampton Court. They are so well

known that a mere catalogue will he suffi-

cient. The Countess de Grammont is by
far the finest of the twelve.

In the landscapes, all open-air studies,

there will be found much freshness and
sweetness, which in very many cases far

excel the best qualities of the studio draw-
ings by the same hands.
The figure subjects are comparatively

few : forth of his wizard’s cauldron John
Gilbert conjures—‘Don Quixote disputing

with the Priest and the Barber,’ ‘Nurse
and Peter,’ from “ Romeo and Juliet,” ‘ Fal-
staff and Justice Shallow,’ and a ‘Drink-
ing Chorus,’ with some others. To say
anything of these would bo but a repe-

tition of eulogies sung in these columns
long ago. ‘ Saved’ (107), F. W. Topham,
is the sketch for the drawing exhibited last

year. By F. Smallfield there is a study,
‘ After Sunset Merrily ’ (350), of Italian

figures, spirited, characteristic,andluminous.
Carl Haag’s contributions are remarkable
for their variety, point, and truth; they are

numerous, and might be much more so,

as they evidence a remarkably rapid me-
thod of drawing. ‘ Designs of the Four
Seasons to be executed in Robbia Ware’
(330), E. Burae Jones, show a singular

power of compliance with severe conditions.

Frederick Tayler’s communications are

as usual unique in their way ; they would
persuade us that we live too late, that all

romance and gallantry died with the seven-
teenth century. Miss Gillies, eminent for

the sentiment of her female figures, has
sent a * Girl with Faggots ’ (140), ‘ From
Toulouse’ (142), ‘Study in Dieppe Cathe-
dral’ (319), ‘Study of a Head’ (327),
&c. ‘ A Sketch for Subjects from Denis
Duval’ (401), and ‘A Sketch’ (420), are

two slight forecasts by F. Walker, the

painter of last year’s ‘ Philip.’ ‘ A Mea-
dow ’ (184), by Walter Goodall, is a careful

study, coloured with much delicacy. E.
Duncan paints the living rock and the
“ glad waters,” in ‘ St. Abbs’ Head’ (440),

and not less true are ‘ Road across the Sands
to Holy Island’ (440), and ‘ The Ruins of

Lindisfame Abbey’ (37), with others, all

essentially local studies fully worked out.

Of the works of the late J. D. Harding
there are not less than twenty-one examples.
The studies by Birket Foster are charming

;

with apparently an eye of great penetration

he has eminently the gift of dealing with
difficulties, so as to make the worse ap-
pear the better feature. Grouped in one
frame are four sketches (27), by George A.
Fripp, remarkable for their reality. By
T. M. Richardson, the ‘ Bay at Portree,

Isle of Skye’ (17), ‘Four Studies from Na-
ture ’ (93), and ‘ Four Studies from Nature
in the Islands’ (263), by their shortcomings
in respect of what may be called studio

finish, refer more immediately to the face of

nature than some of the finished drawings
we have seen by this painter. Those
of John Burgess maintain throughout an
incorruptible regard for veracity of descrip-

tion and an utter disregard of the play-
ful amenities of execution. ‘Six Sketches
and Studies ’ (54), James Holland, exhibit

immense enthusiasm, with the rare talent of
effecting very much by means of very little.

Dodgson’s drawings set forth some of the
most beautiful phenomena of nature, as in

a ‘ Study in Knole Park’ (23). J. J. Jen-
kins has betaken himself to English land-
scape, in which he displays not less power
than in his former class of subjects. And
there are highly meritorious studies by
G. H. Andrews

; S. Reade
; E. A. Goodall

;

D. Cox, jun.; S. P. Jackson; W. Colling-
wood; i^aul J. Naftel; E. Lundgren; J. W.
Whittaker

; A. Glennie, &c. ; the whole
forming an exhibition incomparably better

than the two that have preceded.

Of these twelve portraits, eleven were
given by George IV. to Greenwich Hos-
pital. The one not given, Sir John Lawson
(and why not given I know not), is at

Hampton Court. Her Majesty, we make
little doubt, would readily consent to its

return to the series, and to its proper hang-
ing at Greenwich.*

FEMALE PORTRAITS.

Queen of Charles n. (Catherine of Braganza).

Duchess of York (Anne Hyde, mother of Queen
Mary and Queen Anne).

Duchess of Cleveland (Barbara Palmer), one
of the Beauties.

Duchess of Portsmouth. Full-length, at

Goodwood (the Duke ofRichmond’s), and fine.

Duchess of Mazarin. At King’s Weston, in

Gloucestershire. The Duke of St. Alban’s
has I believe a very fine portrait of the Ma-
zarin by Lely.

Duchess of Somerset.
Duchess of Richmond (La Belle Stuart). Sold

at the Stowe sale to Lord Blantyre (a Stuart)

for 68 guineas : a full-length in brown satin,

with black scarf fastened with pearl-headed
pins. A good Lely of La Belle is at Hagley
(Lord Lyttelton’s).

Duchess of Newcastle (Margaret Lucas, the
authoress). Very fine full-length of her, in

blue, at Welbeck (the Duke of Portland’s).

Marchioness of Wharton (Anne Lee, daughter
of Sir Henry Lee). Three-quarters. For-
merly at Houghton, now at St. Petersburg.

Countess of Chesterfield (— Butler, daughter
of the Duke of Ormond, and one of the De
Grammont heroines). At Narford (Mr.
Fountaine’s), in Norfolk. Engraved for Mrs.
Jameson’s “Beauties.” Horace Walpole had a
copy made in crayons of this fine picture. It

is mentioned by Granger.
Countess of Middlesex. Three-quarters, very

elegant. In Bridgwater Gallery.
Countess of Kildare, holding a flower. At
Drayton Manor (Sir Robert Peel’s).

Countess of Soutiiesk (Anne Carnegie). At
Hagley (Lord Lyttelton’s). Another sold at
the Stowe sale for £84.

Lady Henrietta Berkeley. Three-quarters,
seated, in a brown dress, veiy elegant. Sold
at the Stowe sale to James Dorington, Esq., of
Hanover Square, for 70 guineas.

Lady Isabella Thynn (the lady celebrated in
verse by Waller and Cotton).

Lady Glffard (Sir William Temple’s sister).

Jervas, the painter, told Dean Swift that it

was in Lely’s best manner, and the drapery
all by the same hand.f Lord Palmerston
has this picture, I believe.

Nell Gwyn. At Bothwell Castle, and Good-
rich Court

;
and admirably engraved for Mrs,

Jameson’s “ Beauties of the Court of King
Charles II.” Two portraits of her, price £25

* Since this was written I observe that the Sir John
Lawson is not mentioned by Pepys (18th April, 1666) with
the rest of the Flagmen. I have a note that he was killed
in June, 1665; ample reason enough, perhaps, for the
omission ; but still—in my belief, Lawson formed one of the
Lely Flagmen.

t Swift’s Works, by Sir Walter Scott, six. 37.

THE LELY BEAUTIES,
Painted for the Duchess of York, and well en-

graved by Wright and others, with sensible

letterpress by the late Mrs. Jameson.

“ Sir Peter Lely scarce saves appearances but
by a bit of fringe or embroidery. His nymphs,
generally reposed on the turf, are too wanton
and too magnificont to be taken for anything but

I Maids of Honour.”— Walpole
(
Wornmn

, p. 427).

j

1. Duchess of York (Anne Hyde).
I

2. Duchess of Cleveland (Barbara Palmer),

i
3. Duchess of Richmond (Frances Stuart).;

4. Countess of Rochester (Henrietta Boyle).

5. Countess of Northumberland (Elizabeth

Wriothesley).
6. Countess of Sunderland (Anne Digby).
7. Countess of Ossory.
8. Countess of Falmouth (Elizabeth Bagot).

9. Countess Grammont (La Belle Hamilton).

10. Lady Denham (the poet’s wife).

11. Lady Whitmore.
12. Mrs. Jane Middleton.

My task of cataloguing the animated can-
vases of a favourite painter has been a labo-

rious but a pleasant one. I invite from
every well-informed person both corrections

and additions.

Peter Cunningham.

THE SOCIETY OF PAINTERS IN
WATER-COLOTJRS.

This Society opened its third exhibition of
“ sketches,” on the 26th of November, with
an assemblage not less remarkable for

beauty than the finished works that occupy
the walls in summer, and in a multitude
of instances much more distinguished for

spirit. The probationary term for a winter
exhibition has been short

;
the experi-

ment was successful on its first trial, and
it is now confirmed for annual recur-

rence. It was observed in these columns,
in reference to the first exhibition, that

the free manner of the drawings of that oc-

casion would mature into that of “ studies,”

which again would advance into pictures.

And so it is; yet with the increased care

observable in these works, it cannot be
said that generally the artists transgress

the conditions under which they are un-
derstood to present themselves before the

public. There’'are some drawings worked
out to the extremity of nice manipula-
tion; but a knowledge of painters and
their works teaches us there are men who
cannot trust themselves to sketch—they
can make nothing speak but a finished pic-

ture. While, again, there are others whose
elaborate works become simply hardware,
from a defect of vision—that of seeing too

much— though the same efrawings half

wrought had been soft and brilliant.
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Fig • l.

carvingof differentperiodsof the great Gothic
era were altogether lost. Now, thanks to a
better archaeological sentiment, paint and
dust have alike disappeared, and these ad-
mirable specimens of the skill of early
carvers in wood are restored to their true

dignity, and they may be readily and most
advantageously studied by all who are able
to find time and leisure to visit them. In
like manner, vast numbers of works, and
fragments of works, of the wood-carver’s
art have been brought into notice, and re-

stored (in the proper sense of that term) in
other churches, many of them edifices of
comparatively humble architectural preten-
sions

; and yet these remains have proved
to be well worthy of careful preservation,
because they have shown themselves quali-

WOOD-CARYING
BY GRINDLING GIBBONS,

IN THE CHOIR OF ST. PAUL’S CATHEDRAL.

Good sendee to Art has been done, and
done in various ways, by the numerous'
local archaeological societies which, during

the last quarter of a century, have attained

to such a flourishing condition in many of

the counties of England. Through the

agency of these associations a taste and a
feeling for all true and noble Art have grown
out of a search after early Art. The archae-

ological societies also have impressed upon
their members the advantages of organised

and systematic action ;
they have shown

how a fashion may be elevated into a study,

and they have gone on to demonstrate that

even the study of antiquities can be treated

in a manner, which may prove no less

agreeable and attractive than practically

useful. But more especially in their printed

and published transactions, and miscella-

neous papers, these societies have deseiwed

well of all who are devoted to the true in-

terests of Art. In these productions two
objects, both of them most difficult to

accomplish by any other means, have found
the most satisfactory accomplishment ; the

one is, that the almost unknown exist-

ence of early works of Art of various kinds

has been recorded
;
and in the next place,

copious, faithful, and frequently carefully

illustrated descriptions of many of these

relics have been published. The publica-

tions of the local archaeological societies,

in their influence upon the study of Art,

may be compared with what will not be
readily forgotten—the “Loan Collection”

exhibited in 1862 at the South Kensing-

ton Museum. They lay open unexplored
stores of examples of what the artist-

workers of past times have done
;

and
they lead the student-workers of to-day
to inquire and to compare, that they may
acquire fresh stores of experience and en-
lightenment through the ever-widening
channels of investigation and comparison.

Unfortunately, like the Loan Exhibition,
the publications of the local archaeological

societies are open only to a restricted num-
ber of readers. These volumes, indeed, can
scarcely be said to be published, so far as

the community at large is concerned
;

still

they do exist, and they are accessible, and
consequently it is possible for other publi-

cations which enjoy a far wider range of

circulation, to cany out and to complete
what these works are constrained to leave

imperfect, or to keep within the narrow
limits of their own comparatively small
circle.

Among other subjects of commanding
archeeological interest, and also of special

present value to lovers and students of Art,

are the cathedrals and the larger and more
important churches. These edifices are,

each in its own degree, storehouses of works
of early Art. In the days when cathedrals

were built, the best artists in every depart-
ment of Art concentrated their powers in

1 the grand work of adorning them. Marble,

|

and stone, and wood, were sculptured and
i

carved, and metal was' wrought, with the
best of skill and the highest of aim. The
times have altered since those days; and
one change has succeeded to another, until
now, at length, we are learning to regard
even the shattered relics of those bygone
centuries as treasures of Art, which we shall
do well to study with thoughtful attention,
while we secure them from further injury
with renewed care. The archaeological
societies’ publications have not failed to
bestow a becoming portion of their regard
upon the various specimens of early Art-
workmanship that yet linger in our larger
churches; and they lead ourselves, among
others, to explore these same unconscious
museums, that we may point out to students
of Art who are not, and who do not even
desire to be, members of archaeological
societies, how much of valuable instruction
and suggestion may be acquired from the
study of both the greater works and the
minor accessories of our national ecclesias-

tical architecture.

The art of carving wood for various de-
corative purposes has been very auspiciously
revived amongst us, and vigorous efforts are
now being made to raise this beautiful and
eminently useful art to the highest possible
standing of excellence. One all-important
agency for improving the wood-caning of
the present day is to familiarise living wood-
carvers with the best works of their pre-
decessors

;
and many of those best works

are to be found beneath cathedral roofs.
The stalls of the choir at Winchester, and
those also at Lincoln and Norwich, we well
remember to have seen so disguised beneath
paint and accumulated dust, that their high
merits as examples of truly artistic wood-
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fied not only to exemplify their own period,

but also to give instruction of practical

utility in its application to the requirements

of our own time.

As a general rule, architectural wood-
carving may be considered to be distin-

guished by certain conventionalities of stylo

and treatment, which adapt it to its special

uses in connection with architecture itself

properly so called. This is more parti-

cularly the case in Gothic carved wood-
work ; it is essentially Gothic, and it yields

a submissive obedience both to the Gothic

feeling of its time, and to the distinctive re-

quirements of the edifice and the part of

the edifico in which it is destined to appear.

There exists, however, another class of

wood-carving, which is based upon prin-

ciples that are in decided opposition to such
motives and sentiments as these. There is

the strictly naturalistic style of carved

wood-work, as well as the emphatically
conventional

;
and the artists who have de-

voted themselves to this naturalistic style,

claim for their wood-carving the supremo
merit of universal applicability, combined

with the highest perfection of the wood-
carver’s art. It is altogether to be desired

that the wood-carvers of our own times
should study the best examples of both
styles. They will assuredly learn much
from both the conventional and the natu-
ralistic schools. And it is more than pro-

•bable they will consider that to be the

most valuable lesson which impresses most
forcibly upon their minds the conviction

that both styles have imperfections as well

as excellencies, and which accordingly leads

them at once to avoid failures and errors

both on the right and on the left, and also

to work out the combination of apparently
conflicting successes and triumphs.
A cathedral built, and its structural

members decorated, in the time of Queen
Anne, can scarcely expect to be regarded
as an edifice that comes within the province
of archaeology. And yet archaeologists may
fall into many much greater inconsisten-
cies than such as they might be disposed to
assign to the investigation and study of the
metropolitan cathedral of St. Paul. In the

Fig. 2.

one particular to which we now more par-

ticularly refer, St. Paul’s Cathedral pos-

sesses strong claims upon every person who
entertains a respect for the Arts, as well of

all past ages as of those which are more de-

cidedly remote from themselves. St. Paul’s

is rich in wood-carvings—the works of

Grindling Gibbons. And these carvings

by this remarkable master of the art of the

wood-carver are in the highest degree cha-

racteristic of the artist himself, and of his

own style of Art and system of treatment,

and they also may be justly accepted as
j

typical specimens of their naturalistic school
j

of carving in wood. We have selected for i

engraving a sufficient number and variety
of these works of Grindling Gibbons, now

j

in the choir of St. Paul’s Cathedral, to

enable us to deal with them as illustrations

of a style of peculiar value to students.

It will be observed, that in these carvings
Grindling Gibbons has adopted five distinct

yet closely allied modifications of his system
of design and treatment. First, there are I
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flowers and foliage in combination, with no

other accessories than certain flowing rib-

bons, the whole being purely naturalistic,

as in Fig. 4 ;
or the foliage being so far

subjected to a certain conven-

tionality as to be conformed in a

degree to the scroll-foliage of

Roman Art, as in Figs. 6 and 7

.

Secondly, we have before us a

panel, Fig. 3, in which, without

any architectural forms or adap-

tations, the design is strictly

arabesque, without any flowers,

and with only so much of fo-

liage of the most decidedly con-

ventional character, as would be

necessary to relieve and to com-
bine the mere lines of the com-
position. In the third place, as

in the moulding, Fig. 5, the floral

and foliated members of the com-
position are more prominent, the

latter being somewhat less re-

mote from the true natural forms,

while the arabesque lines retain

their decided distinctness. Next,

we see the artist constructing

and carving mere decorative sur-

faces upon positive architectural

members, as in the canopy in

part represented in Fig. 2. And,
finally, in this same Fig. 2, and
also in Fig. 1, we observe in

what manner the artist would
bring together, in order to pro-

duce a single composition, his

natural flowers and leafage with

the forms of living creatures, his

pure arabesques, his semi-con-

ventional foliage, the winged in-

fants and infantine heads, the

terminal figures of the Renais-

sance, and the carved structural

architecture of his canopies and
cornices.

Thus, in Figs. 4, 5, 6, and
the artist expatiates freely in

working out his own strong love

for natural forms. Here, with

some indications of the influ-

ences of the study of arabesques

and of classic or semi-classic scroll-work,

Gibbons puts forth his strength and bids

the hard wood, which has grown up into

the tall and massive tree-trunk, to be-

come flowers and leaves and fruits also.

This is the naturalistic style in freedom,

rejoicing in natural forms, and struggling

to reproduce them, as far as may be, truth-

fully, and without any conventional in-

fluence. Nothing can be finer than these

carvings. Rich to luxuriance, free in hand-

ling, masterly in touch, everydetail wrought

with that happy combination ot thoughtful

care and bold indifference which proclaims

a master thoroughly enjoying his work,

these carvings command unqualified admi-

ration. Let us not neglect to

advert to the consummate skill

w'ith which the boldest of these

carvings is, in at least a becoming
degree, adjusted to the character

and the capacity of the material

in which it is executed. This

is a point always to be kept
carefully in remembrance by
every true artist and true artist-

workman. These are genuine
wood-carvings. They profess to

bo wood-carvings, and they real-

ise exactly what they profess.

On the contrary, in opposition

to this felicitous appropriateness,

Fig. 3 presents us with a design

far better adapted to the struc-

tural characteristics and quali-

ties of iron than of wood. The
ribbons in Fig. 4 (the example
is from an elaborately enriched

panel) can scarcely establish any
title to being true carvings in

wood—there is about them more
of the touch of the hammer on
metal than of tho chisel on oak ;

there is a metallic feeling about
tho arabesque lines in Fig. 5 ;

and Fig. 3 is positive metal-work
wrought in wood. This panel,

in fact, might have been wrought
to form a part of the famous
Hampton Court gates, and its

harmonious agreement with the
rest of that remarkable example
of the art ofthe smith would have
been admitted at once.

Except in their more natural

flowers and leaves, and in the

true Gibbons - carving between
the figures in Fig. 1, and imme-
diately above the semicircular

arch in Fig. 2, both the cornice

represented in Fig. 1, and the
canopy of No. 2, are designed in

a manner that would be equally

applicable to carving executed either in

stone or in wood. As Renaissance archi-

tectural carved work, studiously adjusted to

Renaissance architecture, these compositions

Fig. 4.

are perfect examples of their class. The
several component parts are equally faithful

to their common style, and they are brought
together and combined to produce a single

composition, in exact conformity with the

feeling and the practice of that style. The
carving of all these various examples ex-

hibits the same exact and expert manipu-

lation. Whatever portion of his work we
may subject to our most critical examina-
tion, we shall always discover the traces of

the same gifted mind and the same skilful
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conventional—more decided in the conven-
tionality of a certain style. In all proba-
bility, we should have applied precisely the
same remark to the finest of the carved oak
stall-canopies in the choir of Norwich Ca-
thedral, with their remarkable crockets

|

fonned of pelicans, each with one outspread
wing, and all of them wrought with such
exquisite skill, had Gothic wood-carving

!

been our present immediate subject. It is, !

indeed, most true that we enjoy the grand
j

advantage of 'contemplating them from a
sufficient distance to form a just estimate of
the conventional influences whether of the
era of Queen Anne or of Margaret of Anjou.
We can observe and study the works both
of Grindling Gibbons and of those who
lived and worked more years before he
flourished, than have elapsed between his
period and our own. What we have to do, !

therefore, is, to apply such great advantages
to our own real benefit. We have to study

|

as students who are in earnest in their de-
sire to learn. And our learning must be
such as will exemplify its character and
also its capacity, through its practical
action upon our own Art. The works of
Grindling Gibbons are eloquent teachers to
our own carvers of wood. They point out
the path to eminence : they indicate also
the no less important warnings, which may
guide us in safety away from whatever
might cripple our powers or mislead them

was a contemporary. On some future oc-
casion we may make such Gothic wood-
carvings as those to which we now refer
the subject of our special consideration.
Meanwhile, we close our present notice of
the wood-carvings of Grindling Gibbons
with the admonition to students of our own
times, that the really great works of all
past times are associated in the strong alli-
ance of a common fellowship in Art, and
therefore that they all participate in a com-

Fiff. 7.

mon claim upon their reverent regard. We
remind them also that we have still living
and working amongst us a veteran artist,

whom they may regard as a second Gibbons,
whose wood-carvings may be studied in

connection with those of Gibbons himself,
and who thus, in the happiest and most im-
pressive manner, exemplifies the practical

teaching of the Gibbons school. Mr. Ro-
gers might have worked side by side with
Sir Christopher Wren’s great wood-carver,

had he lived in the days of Queen Anne :

we now may congratulate ourselves in pos-
sessing a wood-carver of such distinguished
ability,—one who, in the days of Queen
Victoria, has secured for himself a reputa-
tion equal to that of the most eminent of
his predecessors

; and we have shown by
these observations and engravings how
much existing wood-carvers may learn from
the works of their great master.

Chakles Botjtell.

hand. In some of his carvings Grindling
j

Gibbons naturally demonstrates what forms
j

and combinations of forms he loved best,
and executed with the greatest satisfaction

:

but in all his carvings we can readily dis- !

tinguish that impress, which proclaims them
J

to be works of the same Grindling Gibbons.
]

With the carvings in St. Paul’s Cathedral
;

we may connect, as allied models for the '

benefit of students, the woodwork by the
same master in the Chapel of- Trinity Col- i

lege, Oxford. The designs, in their style
and character, are essentially the same.
The carver has introduced the same classes
and the same varieties of materials, and he
has treated them precisely in a similar
manner. These carvings, which are in
perfect preservation, are in every respect
equal to the examples in the metropolitan
cathedral. Like the St. Paul’s carvings, the
woodwork by Gibbons at Oxford exemplifies
the extraordinary ability of the artist to

carve in salient relief, to execute the boldest
under-cutting, and to produce in the wood
the natural texture of the fruits and flowers
and foliage.

One result of our examination into these
truly fine carvings, is the evidence which
they bring before us of the complete sub-
jection of the artist, in his most important
works, to the conventional influences of the
style of his era. Than our examples, Figs.
1, 2, and 3, nothing can be more decidedly

in their application. Whatever the objects
may be that we study, it will be our wisdom
to seek as well the lessons that warn as
those that encourage and direct. Our car-
vers of wood require long, profound, and
thoughtful study of the conventional, and
also of the natural, in their Art. They need
to observe what effects result from every
modification of natural treatment, from
every combination of natural with artificial

and conventionalised forms, and also from

Fig . 6.

the direct action of positive conventionalism.
And this observation must extend to treat-
ment, to execution and touch and finish,

as well as to design and composition and
aggroupment.
Our woodcuts may accomplish something

for those who study after such a fashion as
this : but the wood-carvings themselves

,
in

St. Paul’s Cathedral, and also in the chapel
of Trinity College, Oxford, tell their own
tale best and most effectually, and to them

we cordially refer all who would thoroughly
and perfectly master the lessons of which
we have been writing.
In like manner we commend to the

thoughtful study of our own wood-carvers
the works of those earlier masters of their
Art who lived and worked in the great
Gothic era—the productions of the men who
designed and executed the wood-carvings
that yet remain in the cathedrals, with
which the predecessor of Wren’s St. Paul’s
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A WORKING- LIFE.*

In the list of names of earnest men who have

honourably laboured in spreading knowledge

among their fellows, there is none more deserv-

ing respectful recognition (such as it will receive

now and hereafter) than that of Mr. Charles

Knight. An energetic pioneer, he had to thread

his way through a dark mass of old-fashioned

forms and prejudices, to combat trade fallacies,

and, at his proper risk, to fight against and sub-

due them. In his early youth cheap literature

was unknown. The generation that has arisen

since he, -with others, firmly established the

great boon, can scarcely imagine what the state

of general literature then was, or the difficulties

that beset its improvement. Mr. Knight has

lived to see his own cheapness “ out-cheapened,”

and his Penny Magazine
,
once considered a mi-

racle at its price, dear when compared with

modem “ pennyworths,” such as the press now
furnishes.

“A working life ” is a simple and most appro-

priate title for the Book of Mr. Knight. It has

been one of constant labour from its earliest

years to its latest, for tho earnest old bookseller

labours yet. The rewards of literature are never

ample
;
and though in his instance a large busi-

ness knowledge was combined with literary

power, from vory obvious causes it failed to

bring fortune. Many may have reaped where

he has sowed, for it is the fate of such men to

make the way clear for others that was all but

impracticable to themselves. Add to this that

he had the tastes of a scholar and a gentleman,

a real love for literature and Art, and then we
may perhaps understand why the end has been

less fortunate than it should have been.

It will bo obvious that Mr. Knight’s volumes

are not to be considered as records of his work-

ing life only. He has from the earliest years of

his career been associated with scholars of the

best class, and -with men who had the great

cause of intellectual progress at heart ;
chief

among them was Henry Brougham, and it is

gratifying to read in Mr. Knight’s pages of the

friendship that still links together the great ex-

chancellor and his old publisher. Mr. Knight’s

pages record the growth of the cheap and whole-

some literature which he has done so much to

establish ; hence his volumes will always have

a value as part of the history of progress in civi-

lisation. His first volume is particularly in-

structive reading, and deserves very extended

perusal
;

it cannot fail to interest all who desire

to know the value of the present over the past,

and it will in no small degree surprise many to

find, although that past is removed so little from

our present time, that the changes have been

so great and so important.

It is not too much to assert that a man of

fifty years of age at the present day has seen

more of change and vast social improvement

than was spread over a century and a half of

previous time. In reading Mr. Knight’s record

of old Windsor, when George III. and his court

were there in the full vigour of their somewhat
mild glory, or his account of London and the

book trade as he first remembered it, we feel

very much as we do when reading the records

of Queen Anne. It is all very odd, very re-

spectable, “very slow,” but apparently as far

removed from modem style as the days of Marl-

borough
;
yet to Mr. Knight, and very many

others still among us, it was the every-day life

of England. It is difficult to realise these old

days of obstinate prejudice among the influential,

and of grumbling acquiescence among inferiors.

Unreasoning bigotry was simply opposed to

ignorant want
;
hence originated rioting and

the Manchester mobs of the following reign. If

reading was to be had, it was to be had under
difficulties

;
newspapers paid stamp duties, and

a host of other duties, almost enough to destroy

the crippled press. Indeed there was an evident

desire on the part of government to baulk poli-

tical information; and nothing could do this

better than a duty of fourpence on every news-
paper, and three shillings and sixpence on each

* Passages of a Working Life during Half a
Century. By Charles Knight. Published by Bradbury
and Evans, London.

advertisement. It is strange to think such a

state of things existed but forty years ago.

When Charles Knight was a young man
booksellers were content to publish very little

at large prices
;
they had no wish for a cheap

literature and a diffusion of knowledge
;
their

own trade regulations were in opposition to it.

We must not, however, blame the booksellers

alone; they were tradesmen, educated by older

traders, and imbibing old restrictive ideas—as

was perfectly natural. But many men of station

and learning had even narrower ideas of the

danger of popularising education
;

it tended in

their notions to break down the barriers of rank,

and to revolutionise England. It is not won-
derful to find in such times the Company of

Stationers opposing all useful and sensible' al-

manacs, and sticking as long as they could to

the grotesque indecencies of Poor Bobin, or the

solemn fooleries of Francis Moore, physician.

We are not sure that the latter worthy is dead

yet
;
we only know that he worked for his re-

putation in the days of Charles II., and was

innocently believed to be in the full vigour of

prognostication when Air. Knight opposed his

prophecies by facts some fifty years ago.

The Society for the Diffusion of Useful Know-
ledge was the first important opposition to the

old state of things. That body supplied readers

having only moderate purses with information

of a first-rate kind at a cheap rate. Their open-

ing career was beset by difficulties, but they

were too strong in the right to be conquered by
the wrong. It is amusing to read of the minor

obstacles in their path, and how author, en-

graver, publisher, printer, and mechanist had to

meet in solemn conclave over the production of

very ordinary press-work, so little experience

had they then of illustrated literature. Then
came the Penny Magazine, with woodcuts that

were looked upon as marvels of costly Art.

Many of them are ludicrous now. Improvement
constantly followed success, and Air. Knight
ultimately issued works that will bear any

rivalry, and are not likely to be surpassed.

AYc allude particularly to 'his “Shakespeare”
and “Arabian Nights’ Entertainments.” The
art of the wood-engraver has never been carried

higher than in these beautiful books
;

it is an
art that has dwindled since then—sound en-

graving, in which some knowledge of Art was
demanded from the engraver, haring generally

given place to mechanical elaboration, imitating

very often merely bad blotted etching.

.

AVe must await a future volume for Air.

Knight’s own explanation of why all these

works were not a monetary, as they assuredly

were a literary and artistic, success. AYe know
that his own liberality and taste made him think

less than usual of the magical £ s. d. His reve-

lations of some part of his trouble with authors,

when to go on with them was dangerous, but to

stop was ruinous, lets a little light on the scene.

Altogether his career has been an instructive one,

and his volumes are no less so. AVe have not

often met with so clear and pleasant a narrative,

or one that is so entirely free from all acerbity

and fretfulness. The author speaks “more in

sorrow than in anger ” of his trials and disap-

pointments. It is not too much to say that very

few men would look as calmly on the past, and

show so much of forbearance and philosophy.

Vigorous still, clear-headed and honest-

hearted, Charles Knight now labours among us
;

but “the night cometh,” and ere its shadows

close the busy scene, shall we not ask for the

honourable recognition due to him from every

Englishmanwho values the intellectual advance-

ment of his country ? Here is a “ working life”

of the most laudable labour, not asking, but

which should undoubtedly receive, its due re-

cognition. AYe know little of our fellow-coun-

trymen, or of men in general, if we are not sure

that there are many who reverence him and his

labour whom he may never meet, or whose sen-

timents he may never know
;
we are sure also

that the future historian of our literature can

never omit honourable mention of this grand
“ working life.” But we would that this feeling

should take a more decisive shape-come put in

“ word and deed ” while our old pioneer is still

with us, and may feel the warm hand and hear

the kind word of such as reverence continuous

industry and high integrity.

HISTORY AT HOLYROOD.

A desire to visit places of historic interest,

and re-enact “ in the mind’s eye ” the events

which give them their celebrity, is naturally

inherent to us all, differing only in clearness

as our education admits
;

it hence becomes
a duty for the instructed to aid the ignorant

when they come, full of reverent interest,

to see what they have knowm to be long

renowned. AVlien their laudable curiosity

is honestly satisfied, their labour has not

been in vain
;
but when public instructors

and paid officials coolly mislead and ab-

surdly misinstruct all comers, the case is

entirely altered, and their interference be-

comes mischievous.

The royal palace at Holyrood is certainly

one of the most interesting historic sites in

Scotland. The rooms in which were enacted

one tragic scene in the life of Mary—the

murder of Rizzio—cannot be visited without

peculiar emotion ;
indeed, no part of the

ancient remains of the old palace of the

Scottish kings is without its absorbing in-

terest. It is, therefore, the more to be re-

gretted that foolish explanations and absurd

relics should be held forth to the admiration

of visitors where they are least of all re-

quired, and where they become positively

offensive.

A very slight amount of education will

suffice to dispel a belief in much that is

shown here ;
but there are many things

plausible enough to pass muster with the

ignorant and the credulous. The absurd
collection of portraits of Scottish kings that

decorate the walls can but excite a smile

from a schoolboy, when he gazes on the

features of Fergus I., who reigned, we are

told, three hundred and thirty years before

Christ, and his successors, Nothatus and
Dornadilla, who most probably never ex-

isted at all; or, most certainly, could not

have borne so strong a family resemblance

to the royalties of the seventeenth century,

and at least would not have worn similar

furred garments, armour, or royal insignia.

Such works cany their own condemnation
;

but it is not so palpable, though equally

inherent, to other historic mementoes that

crowd Queen Maiy’s rooms. Here we are

shown her bed, a box decorated by her with
needlework, and portions of the armour and
dress of her ill-fated husband, Darnley.

The bed is certainly fifty years later than
Queen Mary’s era ;

the box displays the

peculiar features of design and execution

which characterise the needlework of the

latter half of the seventeenth century, and
was probably executed about 1680. All this

is foolish enough, but the climax is reached

when the visitor is introduced to the cham-
ber of the queen, and shown the relics of

Damley’s attire. Here wo find a buff coat

of the Cromwellian era, with the helmet and
breastplate of an ordinary soldier of King
Charles I.’s army, combined with a noble

paii- of jack-boots of the time of Dutch
AYilliam. And all exhibited as one suit,

and that of Earl Darnley !

This may be all very well, for the few who
know better, to laugh at ;

but it is not be-

fitting that such absurdities be publicly

shown in a royal palace, as if under govern-

ment sanction, to misinstruct the ignorant,

and “make the judicious grieve.” Surely

something might, and should be done, to

clear the ancient rooms of this rubbish, and
leave them to tell their own tale.

The culpable absurdities at Holyrood are

not the only evils of the kind, but they are

more gross than those of any other ‘ ‘ show-

place ” with which we are acquainted.

F. AY. Fairholt.

E
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THE NEW TESTAMENT
ILLUSTRATED*

If it were 'necessary to adduce evidence of the
devotional spirit that animated the old painters
in their efforts to embody on their canvases the
narratives of Gospel history, we need go no fur-
ther than examine the pages of the noble volume
issued by Messrs. Longman and Co., and whose
title appears at length in the note below.

!
Christian Art, as practised from the earliest

l

period down to nearly the close of the seven-"
! teenth century, when it almost entirely dis-

appeared from the vocabulary of painters, has
of late years received so much and such length-
ened attention from writers both here and on
the Continent, that little or nothing new can
now he said concerning it. Among the modern
countries of Europe, in Germany alone has
sacred Art been rerived, and thero only does it

exist and flourish as a grand and distinct feature.

To gather up some of the thoughts of the old
Italian painters, and to present them to the
public in the exquisitely beautiful form in which
they appear in this edition of the New Testa-
ment, was an idea worthy of the great publish-
ing firm which has carried it out, at what, wc
are satisfied, must have entailed a very large
outlay of capital as well as a vast expenditure
of time and labour. Wo have heard that the
work originated with Mr. William Longman,
and that the superintendence and direction of

it has been for some years a labour of love to
him

;
if this he so, he ought to have all the

credit arising out of it
;
and this is undoubtedly

very great. But we must describe the book,

* The New Testament of Our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ. With Engravings on Wood from Designs
of Fra Angelico, Pietro Perugino, Francesca Francia, Lo-renzo ch Credi, Fra Bartolommeo. Titian. Raphael, Gau-
denzio Ferrari, Daniel di Volterra, and others. Publishedby Longman and Co., London.

and report the names of those who were engaged
on it, as we find them reported in a few in-

troductory pages.

The principal illustrations are sixty engravings
from noted paintings, or other pictorial compo-
sitions by artists, some of whose names are in-

dicated on the title-page
;
hut there are others

of scarcely less distinguished reputation—for

example, Paolo Veronese, Annibale Carracci,

and Giordano, with N. Poussin, of the French

! chool, and Van Dyck, of the Flemish. Two
of the engravings we are permitted by the pub-
lishers to introduce here :

‘ The Annunciation,’

;

engraved by J. Cooper, after Andrea Orcagna,

;

one of the oldest Italian masters, 1315—1376;
1 and ‘ The Nativity,’ engraved by J. L. Williams,

\

after Lorenzo di Credi, 1453—1536, or about
1 that period : we may remark that almost the

|

whole of the illustrations appear as seen in the

j

latter woodcut, that is, with a rich marginal
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eight, and Mr. W. L. Williams six
;
the others

had lower numbers.
It could scarcely he expected that all the

engravings have an equality of excellence.

Everywhere may he discovered the greatest

refinement and delicacy
;
hut occasionally, in

tho desire to attain this, the engraver’s work
has become comparatively feeble in colour and
general expression

;
a result which is also, per-

haps, due in some measure to the manner in

which the original picture was executed
;
these

elder painters looked more to the spirit and

feeling of their compositions, than to what we
call “ artistic effects.” Still, wt jannot imagine
wood-engraving could he carried to greater per-

fection of finish than is seen in such cuts as

Mr. Cooper’s ‘ Last Supper,’ ‘ The Disciples at

Emmaus,’ ‘ The Annunciation,’ ‘ The liaising of

Lazarus,’ ‘ The Crown of Thorns ;’ in Mr. Mea-
som’s * Feed my Sheep,’ and ‘ Christ before

Pilate ;’ in Mr. Linton’s ‘ Widow of Nain’s Son’

and ‘Pool of Bethesda;’ in Messrs. Dalziel’s

* Driving the Money-changers out ofthe Temple ;’

and in some others wo have not room to point

out. But it certainly was a “ mistake ” to print,

especially in such large type, on the tablet,
,
or

open space, under these pictures, the heading

of the chapter : this lettering sadly obtrudes on
the eye.

Great credit is due to Mr. Clay, for the man-
ner in which he has printed the volume

;
it is

really a beautiful specimen of typography : yet,

why use ink of so brown a tone ? it gives to the

engravings a faded and impoverished appearance,

which, though soft, is certainly not an improve-

ment in other respects.

cimens in the British Museum and elsewhere,

by Mr. Henry Shaw, F.S.A., were drawn on

the wood by him, and engraved under his super-

intendence. The drawings on tho wood-blocks

of the subjects from pictures were made by A.

J. Waudby, with the exception of Sebastian del

Piombo’s ‘ Raising of Lazarus,’ which is the

work of Mr. Scott.

But no skill in drawing, no amount of watch-

ful supervision, would have produced the result

we find here, if the engravers employed had not

thrown into their work all the care and ability

border. Tho pages containing tho text have,

where a chapter is commenced, elaborate mar-

ginal borders also
;
and, where the chapter is

continued, graceful scroll-work and ornament

at top and bottom, between which is carried

sometimes a central panel of Raffaellesque work

to diride the columns, sometimes a floriated

device, and sometimes a slender ornamented

column. These, with the initial letters, and all

the other decorative portions of the. volume,

such as the medallions, &c., were designed, or

adapted, from the most approved ancient spe-

possessed by them. This has assuredly been
done by those who have a right to feel a just

pride in being associated with such an under-
taking, and theymaypoint to these illustrations as

evidence of what they are capable of executing
under favourable circumstances. Besides the
two whose names have been already given, we
find those of Messrs. Anderson, Dalziel, Green,
Linton, W. Measom, W. Thomas, J. Thompson,
R. C. West, A. Williams, and T. Williams

;
but

Mr. Cooper has had the lion’s share—twenty-six
out of the sixty—Mr. W. Measom executed
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THE TURNER GALLERY.

MERCURY AND ARGUS.
Engraved by J. T. Willmore, A.E.A.

In liis first volume of “ Modem Painters,”
Mr. Ruskin makes the following remarks,
when speaking in general terms of the
“ truth” of Turner’s works :

—“As there is

nothing in them which can be enjoyed with-
out knowledge, so there is nothing in them
which knowledge will not enable us to en-
joy.”

.

Certainly such knowledge as Mi-.

Ruskin contends for is absolutely neces-
sary to the enjoyment of Turner’s pic-
tures ; but there are some of his works
which must extort admiration even from
those who possess not this knowledge, who
can give no explanation of, nor intelligent

reason for, the feelings called forth, or for

the impression made on the mind. They
see before them a “thing of beauty,” and
that is simply sufficient in itself to van their

applause, aud they are as unwilling as un-
able to analyse that beauty so as to give an
account of the faith which is in them. Such
a work is the ‘ Mercury and Argus ’ of this
great painter, unquestionably one of the
noblest landscapes his pencil ever drew ; as
we examine it minutely, and get an insight
into its manifold details, one is astonished
at the wealth of imagination contained in
it. The picture is one of those ideal Italian
scenes to which Turner occasionally was
accustomed to give a classic title, by the
introduction of some story of Greek or Ro-
man fable as a secondary feature. The
author already quoted remarks that *

‘ the
effect of Italy upon Turner’s mind is very
puzzling : on the one hand it gave him the
solemnity and power which are manifested
in the historical compositions of the Liber
Studiorum,”—some of which he mentions,—“and on the other, he seems never to
have entered thoroughly into the spirit of
Italy, and the materials he obtained there
were afterwards but awkwardly introduced
in his large compositions.” We confess
ourselves unable to recognise the “ awk-
wardness ” which this distinguished writer
sees, and are content to receive these Italian
compositions as glorious works of Art,
whatever shortcomings others may discover
in them.
The ‘ Mercury and Argus ’ requires little

description : the foreground is a mass of
grassy banks, through which a stream of
water flows and sparkles in the brilliant
sunlight; the ground is not only covered
with grass but with tangled trailing weeds
mingled with bushes; cattle are browsing
all around

; among them the white cow into
which Jupiter transformed Io, is particu-
larly distinguishable. To the right is a
range of lofty rocks more or less covered
with foliage, and crowned by a vast mass
of magnificent architectural min s; the
whole overlooking an expanse of water in
which some small islands are set, while a
long line of buildings seems to connect the
mainland with some far distant promontory
on which the outlines of buildings are faintly
seen. Seated almost in front of the picture
are Mercury and his companion Argus

; the
latter, according to the legend, having been
sent by Juno to see that Io, the white cow,
did not stray from the place allotted her.
Mercury finding it impossible to elude the
vigilance of the hundred-eyed 1 Argus, slew
him, and Juno, to commemorate his un-
timely death, placed his eyes on the tail of
her favourite bird, the peacock.
The picture was exhibited at the Royal

Academy in 1836, when it was purchased
by Mi-. J . Naylor, of Liverpool, in whose
possession it still remains.
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OBITUARY.

MR. CHAELES HARRIOTT SMITH, R.I.B.A.

This gentleman, who died on the 27th of

October last, was an instance of how much
knowledge a man may acquire if sincerely

disposed to leara. His father, a respectable
stonemason in the Portland Road, took him
from school at the early age of twelve years
to work at his own business : that was m
1804, for he was born in 1792 ; but his active
mind soon aimed at higher pursuits and a
wide range of knowledge. After the day’s
work he learned to draw, became a student
at the Royal Academy, gained the gold
medal for architecture in 1817, and at
various subsequent exhibitions, gave proof
of skill in sculpture and in architectural
designs. He also became at sixteen a
member of the Society of Arts, and at one-
and-twenty a life member. At both Insti-
tutions bo made friends whose esteem
continued during life. While he studied
the fine Arts at the Academy he imbibed
a taste for science and its useful applica-
tions at the meetings and discussions of
the Society. Listening respectfully to the
opinions of Bryant Donkin and Alexander
Galloway, he acquired sound notions of
practical mechanics

;
from Brayley, Britton,

and Strutt, a taste for archceological anti-
quities

; nor did he neglect opportunities
of learning chemistry and geology. His
writings on perspective, linear and aerial,

proved him to be a thorough master of that
science, and convinced many architects that
its importance in their profession had been
too much neglected. When the late Sir
Charles Barry was appointed to rebuild the
Parliament Houses, he felt a difficulty in
procuring a sufficient quantity of good stone
for so vast an edifice, and proposed to go-
vernment the appointment of a Royal Com-
mission to visit ancient castles and cathedrals
and the quarries whence the material had
been obtained. At the suggestion of Mr.
Smith the Commissioners were, Sir Henry
de la Becho, Dr. William Smith, and the
subject of this memoir. Their report won
the admiration of the profession as a great
addition to professional knowledge, and
Mr. Smith secured the lasting goodwill and
esteem of his colleagues by bis zeal, intel-

ligence, and cheerful co-operation. Barry
felt tbe importance of having so able and
practical a man to inspect tbe stone supplied
by the contractors, in order to reject faulty
blocks, as in eveiy quarry there are im-
perfect veins; but the Board of Works,
though approving the suggestion, refused
to pay for so important a guarantee

; and,
for want of that inspection, many unsound
stones have been used, and have now occa-
sionally to be removed at great expense.
As an example of useful intelligence and

integrity of purpose few men stood higher.
In acknowledgment of his merit, the Royal
Institute of British Architects elected him
an honorary member of that society in
1855.

MR. CHARLES WINSTON.
TnE announcement of the death of this

gentleman, in the month of October last,

did not escape our notice. That it was not
earlier recorded in our columns has been
entirely owing to want of space; but his
claim on us, as an ardent admirer and up-
holder of ecclesiastical glass-painting, to
which he devoted so much attention, is too
great to be altogether passed over.
Mr. Winston was bom in 1814, and was

the elder son of the Rev. Benjamin Sand-
ford, vicar of the pretty little rural village

j

of Farningham, Kent, who afterwards took

the surname of Winston on succeeding to
some West Indian property inherited from
his maternal grandfather. The writer of
this notice was living in the neighbourhood
of Farningham when Charles Sandford

—

for that was then his name—and his brother
Thomas were youths, and be gave them
both their earliest instruction in drawing, for
which the elder certainly showed the most
aptitude and the greater fondness, though
not taking any very special interest in it.

He subsequently entered at Oxford, and
graduated there, “in which city,” says one
of his biographers, “ his attention, no doubt,
was first attracted to the study of ancient
glass, in examples of which the university
abounds.” This was not quite so, for the
present writer distinctly remembers his
pupil asking him for information about the
subject, as he “ wanted to put up something
in a window of his father’s church.” Such
knowledge as the master possessed—and it

was very little—was given, and one or two
little treatises on glass-painting were pro-
cured. With these aids he set to work, and
one day showed the writer a. small square
of glass on which he had succeeded in paint-
ing, veiy fairly too, a figure with ornaments.
This was the beginning of Charles Winston’s
experiments in glass-painting, which, not
veiy long after, resulted in the production
of a small window, that does credit to his
early talents, in Farningham Church, in me-
mory of his young friend, William Carteret.
On leaving Oxford, Mi-. Winston was

entered at the Inner Temple, and became
pupil, first of Mr. Samuel Warren, and then
of Mi-. Twopenny. In 1845 he was called
to the bar, and practised as a special
pleader, chiefly on the Home Circuit

; but
though the law occupied much of his time
and attention, the subject of glass-painting
had, perhaps, a larger share of both ; for
he not only studied it as an antiquarian,
but made himself master, theoretically, of
its practice, and especially of the chemistry
of the colours used in it. Many of the best
glass-painters of the present day are in-
debted to his researches and acquired know-
ledge. In 1847 he published, anonymously,
in two volumes, ‘

‘ An Inquiry into the dif-

ference of Style observable in Ancient Glass
Paintings, especially in England: with Hints
on Glass Painting.

’
’ This valuable work was

the result of about fifteen years of study and
observation. Two years afterwards he pub-
lished, in his own name, a summary of the
larger book

;
and at different times, papers

in tbe Transactions of the Royal Institute of
British Architects. In the opening address
of the present session of this society, Pro-
fessor Donaldson referred to the labours of
Mr. Winston in the most complimentary
terms, as most valuable to the workers in
stained glass :

— ‘
‘ His facility ofdrawing was

great, and his delineations of painted glass
admirably rendered the vigour, expression,
and character of the originals.”

There cannot be a doubt but that the art
of glass-painting has lost a wise advocate
and zealous promoter by the sudden death
of this gentleman.

DAVID ROBERTS, R.A.

[The news of the sudden death of this
distinguished painter, on the 25th of No-
vember last, was, as might be expected,
received with universal regret, not alone
by his friends, but by the public generally.
A notice of his career appeared in the Art-
Journal for 185S ; we have, however, ma-
terials of much interest for additional
remarks, but they must be postponed till

next month.]
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MEMORIES
OF THE AUTHORS OE THE AGE.

My opportunities of personal intimacy with the

distinguished men and women pf my time have
been frequent and peculiar. There are few by
whom the present century has been glorified,

with whom I have not been acquainted—either

as the editor of works to which they were con-
tributors,* as associates in general society, or
in the more familiar intercourse of private life.

It will be obvious that there are not many to

whom the task I undertake is possible ;—to have
been personally acquainted with a large propor-

tion of those who head the epoch, infers a youth
long past, yet passed under circumstances such
as could have been enjoyed by few. Some of
whom I writo had put on “immortality” before
the greater number of my readers were bom

:

one generation has passed away, and another
has attained its prime, since the period to which
I shall take them back—for I write only of the
Departed.
My hope is, indeed, to do with the pen what

the artist does with his pencil—to present to

my readers a series of written portraits—to

bring before them mighty “makers” of the
past, and to empower them to realise, or to cor-

rect, the portrait they have drawn in their

minds of the author whose works have been
their solace, their instruction, their amusement,
or their joy.

S. C. Hall.

The “ Memories ” will be generally those of

Mr. S. C. Hall
;
occasionally they will be also

those of Mrs. S. C. Hall, and sometimes of both.

It may be right to add that we have never
kept a “ Diary,” and that we have preserved but
few of the many letters we have received from
the great people we have known.
Our “ Memories,” therefore, must be strictly i

memories, and by no means our autobiographies. 1

Neither will they be considered as biographies,

although biographical facts will, in many cases,

be necessary for our purpose.

We believe we may add to the store of infor-

mation which all-readers of immortal works de- !

sire to obtain concerning their authors
;
and

]

that we should not “let die” these records of
J

illustrious benefactors of mankind who have be-
j

queathed to us the rich fruitage of their lives :— ]

“•Leaving us lieirs to amplest heritages
Of all the best thoughts of the greatest sages

teaching from their tombs, for Al Ifeople,

nations, and ages—the millions u]mn^<millions
who speak the Anglo-Saxon tongue.

These Memories will relate principally to

THOMAS MOORE.
AMELIA OPIE.
SAMUEL ROGERS.
LISLE BOWLES.
GEORGE CRABBE.
MARIA EDGEWORTH.
JAMES MONTGOMERY.
EBENEZER ELLIOTT.
CHARLES LAMB.
WORDSWORTH.
COLERIDGE.
SOUTHEY.
SYDNEY SMITH.

HANNAH MORE.
LADY MORGAN.
LEIGH HUNT.’
PROFESSOR WILSON.
ALLAN CUNNINGHAM.
JAMES HOGG.
FELICIA HEMANS.
MISS MITFORD.
L.ETITIA E. LANDON.
THOMAS CAMPBELL.
THEODORE HOOK.
THOMAS HOOD.

With sketches of Sir Walter Scott, Locicart,

John Banim, Gerald Griffin, Fenimore ,

Cooper, Horace and James Smith, Grace
Aquilar, Jane and A. M. Porter, Wash- .

ington Irving, Edward Irving, Robert ;

Montgomery, J. G. Lochart, Captain Mar- I

ryatt, Dr. Maginn, John Poole, Tyrone 1

Power, Charles Maturin', Laman Blan- 1

chard, De Quincey, Joanna Baillie, Lady !

Blessington, Mrs. IIofland, Mrs. Jame-
son, T. K. IIervey, Thomas Pringle, John
Galt, D. M. Moir, Robert Hall, M. J.

Jewsbury, Shiel, Crofton Croicer, Haynes
Bailey, John Clare, Bernard Barton, Tal-
fourd, Hallam, Macaulay, Miss Pardoe,
Colley Grattan, Croly, W. S. Landor,
&c. &c. &c.

* The Amulet ,
from 1S26 to 1836. The New Monthly

Magazine, from 1830 to 1S36. The Hook of Gems of
Poets and Artists, (1838), to which nearly all the then
living poets contributed autobiographies.

MEMORIES OF THE AUTHORS OF THE AGE:
A SERIES OF WRITTEN PORTRAITS (FROM PERSONAL ACQUAINTANCE) OF GREAT

MEN AND WOMEN OF THE EPOCH.

By S. C. HALL, F.S.A., and Mrs. S. C. HALL.

“ History may be formed from permanent monuments and records, but lives can only be written from personal

knowledge, which is growing every day less and less, and in a short time is lost for ever.”—

D

r. Johnson.

THOMAS MOORE.

ORE than forty

yearshave gone
since I had first

the honour to

converse with
the poet Tho-
mas Moore.
Afterwards it

was my privi-

lege to know
him intimate-
ly. He sel-

dom, of late

years, visited

London with-
out spending
an evening at

ourhouse; and
in 1845, we passed a week at his cottage,

Sloperton—his happy home in Wiltshire :—

•

“ In my kalendar
There are no whiter days !,”

The poet has himself noted the time in his

I
Diary (November, 1845), and the terms in
which he refers to our visit cannot but
gratify us much.*

It was in the year 1822 I made his ac-
quaintance in Dublin, while I was a casual
resident in that city. He was in the full

ripeness of middle age : then as ever, “ the
poet of all circles, and the idol of his own.”
As his visits to his native city were few and
far between, the power to see him, and espe-
cially to hear him, was a boon of magnitude.
It was, indeed, a treat when, seated at the
piano, he gave voice to the glorious “ Melo-
dies” that are justly regarded as tho most
valuable of his legacies to mankind. I can
recall that evening as vividly as if it were
not a seven-night old

;
the graceful man,

small and slim m figure, his upturned eyes
and eloquent features giving force to the
music that accompanied the songs, or rather,

i to the songs that accompanied the music.
1 Among the guests that evening were the

;

poet’s father, mother, and sister—the sister

to whom he was so fervently attached, thing more, and assuming to he nothing
The father was a plain, homely man :* no-

1

more, than a Dublin tradesman. The

* Mrs. Moore—writing to me in May, 1864—tells me I * I may be permitted to mention that our renewed in-
liave a wrong impression as to Moore’s father ; that he

!
tercourse resulted from his having, in his “ History of Ire-

was “ handsome, full of fun, and- with good manners.”
j

land.” quoted some Lines I had written in an early poem
Moore himself calls him “ one of Nature’s gentlemen.” entitled “ Jerpoint Abbey.”

F
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mother evidently possessed a far higher
mind. She, too, was retiring and unpre-
tending; like her great son in features;
with the same gentle, yet sparkling eye,

flexible and smiling mouth, and kindly and
conciliating manners. It was to be learned,
long afterwards, how deep was the affec-

tion that existed in the poet’s heart for

these humble relatives—how fervid the love
he bore them—how earnest the respect with
which he invariably treated them—nay, how
elevated was the pride with which he re-
garded them, from first to last.

The sister, Ellen, was, I believe, slightly

deformed
; at least, the memory tome is that

of a small delicate woman, with one shoulder
“ out.” The expression of her countenance
betokened suffering, having that peculiar
“sharpness” which usually accompanies
severe and continuous bodily ailment.* I
saw more of her some years afterwards, and
knew that her mind and disposition were
essentially loveable.

To the mother—Anatasia Moore, n£e

Codd, a humbly-descended, homely, and
almost uneducated woman f—Moore gave
intense respect and devoted affection, from
the time that reason dawned upon him to

the hour of her death. To her he wrote
his first letter (in 1793), ending thus :

—

And in the zenith of his fame, when society
drew largely on his time, and the highest
and best of the land coveted a portion of his

leisure, with her he corresponded so regu-
larly that at her death she possessed (it has
been so told me by Mrs. Moore) four thou-
sand of his letters. Never, according to the
statement of Earl Russell, did he pass a
week without writing to her twice, except
while absent in Bermuda, when franks were
not to be obtained, and postages were costly.

When a world had tendered to him its

homage, still the homely woman was his
“ darling mother,” to whom he transmitted
a record of his cares and his triumphs, his
anxieties and his hopes, as if he considered
—as I verily believe he did consider—that
to give her pleasure was the chief enjoyment
of his life. His sister

—“ excellent Nell”

—

occupied only a second place in his heart

;

while his father received as much of his
respect as if he had been the hereditary re-
presentative of a line of kings.

All his life long “he continued,” accord-
ing to one of the most valued of his corre-
spondents, “amidst the pleasures of the
world, to preserve his home fireside affections
true and genuine, as they were when a boy.”
To his mother he writes of all his facts and

fancies
;

to her ho opens his heart in its

natural and innocent fulness
;

tells her of
each thing, great or small, that, interesting

Mrs. Moore writes me, that I am here also wrong
in mv impression. “ She was only a little grown out in one
shoulder, but with good health: her expression was feel-
ing, not suffering.” “ Dear Ellen,” she adds, “ was the
delight of every one that knew her—sang sweetly—her
voice very like her brother’s. She died suddenly, to the
grief of my loving heart.”

t She was born in Wexford, where her father kept a
“ general shop.” Moore used to say playfully, that he was
called, in order to dignify his occupation, “ a provision
merchant.” When on his way to Bannow in 1S.

-

15, to spend
a few days with his friend. Thomas Boyse—a genuine
gentleman of the good old school—he records his visit to
the house of his maternal grandfather. “Nothing,” he
says, “ could be more humble and mean than the little low
house that remains to tell of his whereabouts.”

I visited this house in the summer of 1864. It is still a
small “general shop,” situate in the old corn-market of
Wexford. The rooms are more than usually “quaint.”
Here Mrs. Moore lived until within a few weeks of tlie
birth of her illustrious son. We are gratified to record that, at
our suggestion, a tablet has been placed over the entrance
door, stating in few words the fact that there the mother
was bom and lived, and that to this house the poet came on
the 26th August, 1835, when in the zenith of his fame, to
render homage to her memory. He thus writes of her
and her birthplace in liis “ Notes” of that year:— 1“One of
the noblest-minded, as well as most warm-hearted, of all
God’s creatures was bom under that lowly roof.”

him, must interest her—from his introduc-
tion to the Prince, and his visit to Niagara,
to the acquisition of a pencil-case, and the
purchase of a pocket-handkerchief. ‘

‘ You,
dear mother,” he writes, “can see neither
frivolity nor egotism in these details.”

In 1806 Moore’s father received, through
the interest of Lord Moira, the post of Bar-
rack-master in Dublin, and thus became
independent. In 1815 “ retrenchment” de-
prived him of that office, and he was placed
on half-pay. The family had to seek aid

from the son, who entreated them not to

despond, but rather to thank Providence
for having permitted them to enjoy the

fruits of office so long, till he (the son) was
“in a situation to keep them in comfort
without it.” “Thank Heaven,” he writes
afterwards of his father, *

‘ I have been able

to make his latter days tranquil and com-
fortable.” When sitting beside his death-
bed (in 1825) he was relieved by a burst of
tears and prayers, and by “ a sort of con-

fidence that the Great and Pure Spirit above
us could not be otherwise than pleased at

what He saw passing in my mind.”
When Lord Wellesley (Lord-Lieutenant),

after the death of the father, proposed to

continue the half-pay to the sister, Moore
declined the offer, although, he adds, “ God
know's how useful such aid would bo to me,
as God alone knows how I am to support all

the burthens now heaped upon me,” and his
wife at home was planning how

‘ ‘ they might
be able to do with one servant,” that they
might be the better able to assist his mother.
The poet wasbom at the comer ofAungier

Street, Dublin, on the 28th of May, 1779,
and died at Sloperton, on the 25thFebruary

,

*

1852, at the age of seventy-two. What a
full life it was ! Industry a fellow-worker
with Genius for nearly sixty years !

He was a sort of “show-child” almost
from his birth, and could barely walk, when
it was jestingly said of him, he passed all

his nights with fairies on the hills. “ He

lisped in numbers, for the numbers came.”
Almost his earliest memory was his having
been crowned king of a castle by some of
his playfellows. At his first school he was
the show-boy of the schoolmaster

;
at thir-

teen years old he had written poetry that
attracted and justified admiration.* In 1797
he was ‘ ‘ a man ofmark at the University.
In 1798; at the age of nineteen, he had
made “considerable progress” in translat-

ing the odes of Anacreon; and in 1800, he
was ‘

‘ patronised ” and flattered by the Prince
of Wales, who was “ happy to know a man
of his abilities,” and “hoped they might
have many opportunities of enjoying each
other’s society.”

His earliest printed work, “Poems by
Thomas Little,” has been the subject of
much, and perhaps merited, condemnation.
Of Moore’s own feeling in reference to these

compositions of his mere, and thoughtless,
boyhood, it may be right to quote three of
the dearest of his friends.

Thus writes Lisle Bowles of Thomas
Moore, in allusion to these early poems

—

“ Like Israel’s incense, laid

Upon unholy earthly shrines ”

—

“ Who, if in the unthinking gaiety of pre-
mature genius, hejoined the syrens, has made
ample amends by a life of the strictest vir-

tuous propriety, equally exemplary as the
husband, the father, and the man

;
and as

far as the muse is concerned, more ample
amends, by melodies as sweet as scriptural
and sacred, and by weaving a tale of the
richest oriental colours, which faithful affec-

tion and pity’s tear have consecrated to all

ages.” This is the statement of his friend
Rogers :

—“ So heartily has Moore repented
of having published ‘ Little’s Poems,’ that

* “ Trinity College. Dublin.—Thomas Moore, soil of John * I find in Earl Bussell’s memoir, the date given as the
Moore, merchant, of Dublin, aged 14, pensioner, entered 26th February ; but Mrs. Moore altered it (iu a letter to
2nd June, 1794. Tutor, Dr. Burrows.’* me) to February 25.
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I have seen him shed tears—tears of deep
contrition—when we were talking of them.”
And thus writes Jeffrey :

—“He has long
ago redeemed his error

;
in all his later

works he appears as the eloquent champion
of purity, fidelity, and delicacy, not less than
of justice, liberty, and honour.”

I allude to his early triumphs, only to

show that while they would have “ spoiled”
nine men out of ten, they failed to taint the
character of Moore. His modest estimate
of himself was from first to last a leading
feature in his character. Success never en-
gendered egotism; honour’s never seemed
to him only the recompense of desert : he
largely magnified the favours he received

;

and seemed to consider as mere “ nothings”
the services he rendered, and the benefits

he conferred. That was his great charac-
teristic—all his life. I have myself evidence
to adduce on this head. In illustration, I
print a letter I had the honour to receive
from Moore, dated “ Sloperton, November
29, 1843 ” :

—

“ My dear Mu. Hall,
“ I am really and truly ashamed of my-

self for having let so many acts of kindness on
your part remain unnoticed and unacknow-
ledged on mine. But the world seems deter-
mined to make me a man of letters in more

SLOPERTON, TnE COTTA

senses than one, and almost eveiy day brings
me such an influx of epistles from mere strangers,

that friends hardly ever get a line from me.
My friend, Washington Irving, used to say, ‘ It

is much easier to get a book from Moore than a
letter.’ But this has not been the case, I am
sorry to say, of late

;
for the penny-post has be-

come the sole channel of my inspirations. How
am I to thank you sufficiently for all your and
Mrs. Hall’s kindness to me ? She must come
down here when the summer arrives, and be
thanked a quattr’ occhi—a far better way of
thanking than at such a cold distance. Your
letter to the mad Repealers was far too good
and wise and gentle, to have much effect on
such Rantipoles.” *

The house in Aungier. Street is pictured
on the preceding page. I visited it so re-

cently as 1864. It was then, and still is,
j

as it was in 1779, the dwelling of a grocer— |

altered only in so far as that a bust of the poet
j

is placed over the door, and the fact that he
was bom there is recorded on a marble
tablet. May no modern “improvement”
ever touch it :

—

“ The great Emathian conqueror bid spare
The house of Pindarus, when temple and tow’r
Went to the ground.”

This humble dwelling of the humble trades-
man is the house of which the poet speaks in

GE OF THOMAS MOORE.

so many of his early letters and memoranda.
Here, when a child in years, he arranged a
debating society, consisting of himself and
his father’s two ‘

* clerks ;” here he picked up
a little Italian from a kindly old priest who
had passed some time in Italy, and obtained
a “ smattering of French” from an intelli-

gent emigre named La Frosse
;

here his

tender mother watched over his boyhood,
proud of his opening promise, and hopeful,

yet apprehensive, of Ins future ; here he and
his sister, “ excellent Nell,” acquired music,
first upon an old harpsichord, obtained by
his father in discharge of a debt, and after-

wards on a piano, to buy which his loving
mother had saved up all superfluous pence.
Hence he issued to take country walks with
unhappy Robert Emmet. Hither he came
—not less proudly, yet as fondly as ever

—

when college magnates gave him honours,
and the Viceroy had received him as a guest.
In 1835, he records “a visit to No. 12,

Aungier Street, where I was bom;” “visited
every part of the house ; the small old
yard and its appurtenances ; the small, dark

kitchen, where I used to have my bread and
milk

;
the front and back drawing-rooms ;

the bed-rooms and garnets— murmuring,
‘ Only think, a grocer’s still

!’ ” “ The
many thoughts that came rushing upon me
while thus visiting the house,where the first

twenty years of my life were passed, may
be more easily conceived than told.”

I spring with a single line from the year
1822, when I knew him first, to the year
1845, when circumstances enabled us to en-
joy the long-looked-for happiness of visiting

Moore and his beloved wife in their home
at Sloperton.

The poet was then in his sixty-fifth year,
and had, in a great measure, retired from
actual labour

;
indeed, it soon became evi-

dent to us that the faculty for continuous
toil no longer existed. Happily it was not
absolutely needed, for, with very limited

wants, there was a sufficiency—a bare suf-

ficiency, however, for there were no means to

* Alluding to a pamphlet-letter I had printed, addressed
to Repealers, when the insanity of Repeal (now happily
dead) was at fever-heat.

|

procure either the elegancies or the luxuries

j

which so frequently become the necessities

j

ofman, and a longing for which might have
been excused in one who had been the friend

of peers and the associate of princes.

The forests and fields that surround

,

Bowood, the mansion of the Marquis of

Lansdowne, neighbour the poet’s humble
dwelling

; the spire of the village church

—

beside the portals of which he now “rests
”

—is seen above adjacent trees. Labourers’

j

cottages are scattered all about : they are a

|

heavyand unimaginative race those peasants
1 of Wiltshire

;
and, knowing their neighbour

1

had written books, they could by no means
get rid of the idea that he was the writer of

Moore's Almanac ! and perpetually greeted

him with a salutation, in hopes to receive in

return some prognostic of the weather,

that might guide them in arrangements
for seed-time and harvest. Once, when he
had lost his way—wandering till midnight
—he roused up the inmates of a cottage, in

search of a guide to Sloperton, and found
he was close to his own gate. “ Ah ! sir,”

said the peasant, “that comes of yer sky-
scraping !”

He was fond of telling of himself such
simple anecdotes as this ;—indeed, I re-

member his saying that no public applause
had ever given him so much pleasure as a
compliment from a half-wild countryman,
who stood right in his path on a quay in

Dublin, and exclaimed, slightly altering the

words of Byron, “ Three cheers for Tommy
More, the pole of all circles, and the darlint

of his own.”
I recall him at this moment,—his small

form and intellectual face, rich in expression,

and that expression the sweetest, the most
gentle, and the kindliest. He had still in

age the same bright and clear eye, the same
gracious smile, the same suave and winning
manner, I had noticed as the attributes of

his comparative youth : a forehead not re-

markably broad or high, but singularly im-
pressive, film and full, with tho organs of

music and gaiety large, and those of benevo-
lence and veneration greatly preponderating.

Tenei’ani, when making his bust, praised

the form of his ears. The nose, as observed
in all his portraits, was somewhat upturned.
Standing or sitting, his head was invariably

upraised, owing, perhaps, mainly to his

shortness of stature, with so much bodily

activity as to give him the character of rest-

lessness
;
and no doubt that usual accom-

paniment of genius was eminently his. His
hail- was, at the time I speak of, thin and
very grey, and he wore his hat with the
“jaunty” air that has been often remarked
as a peculiarity of the Irish. In dress, al-

though far from slovenly, he was by no
means particular. Leigh Hunt, writing
of him in the prime of life, says, “ His fore-

head is bony and full of character, with
‘ bumps ’ of wit large and radiant enough
to transport a phrenologist. His eyes are

as dark and fine as you would wish to see

under a set of vine leaves ;
his mouth gene-

rous and good-humoured, with dimples.”

Jeffrey, in one of his letters, says of him

—

‘
‘ He is the sweetest-blooded, warmest-
hearted, happiest, hopefulest creature that

ever set fortune at defiance ;” he writes also

of “ the buoyancy of his spirits and the in-

ward light of his mind ;” and adds, “ There
is nothing gloomy or bitter in his ordinary

talk, but rather, a wild, rough, boyish plea-

santry, more like nature than his poetry.”

“ The light that surrounds him is all from within.”

He had but little voice
;
yet he sung

with a depth of sweetness that charmed all

hearers : it was true melody, and told upon
the heart as well as the ear. No doubt
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much of this charm was derived from asso-

ciation, for it was only his own melodies

he sang. It would he difficult to describe

the effect of his singing. I remember some
one saying to me, it conveyed an idea of

what a mermaid's song might be. Thrice

I heard him sing “Asa beam o’er the face

of the waters may glow”—once in 1822,

once at Lady Blessington’s, and once in my
own house. Those who can recall the

touching words of that song, and unite

them with the deep yet tender pathos of the

music, will be at no loss to conceive the

intense delight of his auditors.

I occasionally met Moore in public, and
once or twice at public dinners. One of the

most agreeable evenings I ever passed was
in 1830, at a dinner given to him by the

members of “ The Literary Union.” That
“club” was founded in 1829 by tho Poet
Campbell. I shall have to speak of it when
I write a memory of him. Moore was
then in strong health, and in the zenith

of his fame. There were many men of mark
about him,—leadingwits, and men of letters.

He was full of life, sparkling and brilliant

in all he said, rising every now and then to

say something that gave the hearers de-
light, and looking as if “dull care” had
been ever powerless to check the overflow-

ing of his soul. But although no bard of

any age knew better how to

“ Wreathe the bowl with flowers of soul,”

he had acquired the power of self-restraint,

and could “ stop” when the glass was circu-

lating too freely.

Moore sat for his portrait to Shee,

Lawrence, Newton, Maclise, Mulvany, and
Richmond, and to the sculptors Tenerani,

Chantrey, Kirk, and Moore. On one occa-

sion of his sitting, he says, ‘ ‘ Having nothing
in my round potatoe face but what painters

cannot catch—mobility of character—the
consequence is, that a portrait of me can be
only one or other of two disagreeable things

—a caput mortuum, or a caricature.” Rich-
mond's portrait was taken in 1843. Moore
says of it, “ The artist has worked wonders
with unmanageable faces such as mine.”
Of all his portraits this is the one that pleases

me best, and most forcibly recalls him to my
remembrance. It is the one I have engraved
at the head of this “ Memory.”

I soon learned to love the man. It was
easy to do so, for nature had endowed him
with that rare but happy gift—to have plea-

sure in giving pleasure, and pain in giving

pain; while his life was, or at all events
seemed to be, a practical comment on his

own lines :

—

I had daily walks with him at Sloperton
—along his “terrace walk”—during our

,

brief visit; I listening, he talking
;
he, now

|

and then, asking questions, but rarely
speaking of himself or his books. Indeed,
the only one of his poems to which he made
any special reference, was his '

‘ Lines on the
death of Sheridan,” of which he said, “that
is one of the few things I have written of
which I am really proud.”
The anecdotes he told me were all of the

class of those I have related—simple, unos-
tentatious. He has been frequently charged
with the weakness of undue respect for the

aristocracy ; I never heard him, during the
whole of our intercourse, speak of great peo-
ple with whom he had been intimate

; never
a word of the honours accorded to him;
and, certainly, he never uttered a sentence
of satire, or censure, or harshness, concern-
ing any one of his contemporaries. I re-

member his describing with proud warmth
his visit to his friend Boyse, at Bannow, in

the county of Wexford
;
the delight he en-

joyed at receiving the homage of bands of
the peasantry, gathered to greet him; the
arches of green leaves under which he pas-

sed ;
and the dances with the pretty peasant

girls—one in particular, with whom he led

off a country dance. Would that those who
fancied him a tuft-hunter could have heard
him ! they would have seen how really

humble was his heart. Indeed, a reference

to his journal will show, that of all his con-
temporaries—whenever he spoke of them

—

he had ever something kindly to say. There
is no evidence of ill-nature in any case—not
a shadow of envy or jealousy. The sturdiest

Scottish grazier could not have been better
pleased than he was to see the elegant home
at Abbotsford, or have felt prouder to know
that a poet had been created a baronet.
The house at Sloperton is a small cottage,

for which Moore paid originally the sum of

£40 a-year, “ furnished.” Subsequently,
however, he became its tenant, under a re-

pairing lease at £18 annual rent. He took
possession of it in November, 1817. Bessy
was ‘

‘ not only satisfied, but delighted with

it, which shows the humility of her taste,”

writes Moore to his mother
;

‘
‘ for it is a

small thatched cottage, and we get it fur-
nished for £40 a-year.” “It has a small
garden and lawn in front, and a kitchen
garden behind; along two of the sides of
this kitchen garden is a raised bank,”—the

poet’s “ ten-ace walk ;” so he loved to call

it. Here a small deal table stood through
all weathers

;
for it was his custom to com-

pose as he walked, and, at this table, to

pause and write down his thoughts. Hence
he had always a view of the setting sun

;

and I believe few things on earth gave him
more intense pleasure than practically to

realise the line

—

“ How glorious the sun looked in sinking 1 ”

for, as Mrs. Moore has since told us, he veiy
rarely missed that sight.

In 1811, the year of his marriage, he lived

at York Terrace, Queen’s Elm, Brompton.
Mrs. Moore tells me it was a pretty house :

the Terrace was then isolated and opposite

nursery gardens. Long afterwards (in 1824),

he went to Brompton to “ indulge himself

THE GRAVE OF THOMAS MOORE.

with a sight of that house.” In 1812 he was
settled at Kegworth, and in 1813 at May-
field Cottage, nearAshbourne, in Derbyshire.

Of Mayfield, one of his friends, who, twenty
years afterwards, accompanied him there to

see it, remarks on the small, solitary, and
now wretched-looking cottage, where all the

fine “ orientalism ” and “sentimentalism”
had been engendered. Of this cottage he
himself writes—“ It was a poor place, little

better than a barn
;
but we at once took it

and set about making it habitable.”

He had a public appointment. As Burns
was made a guager because he was partial to

whisky, Moore was made colonial secretary

at Bermuda, where his principal duty was
to “ overhaul the accounts of skippers and
their mates.” Being called to England, his

affairs were placed in charge of a super-

intendent, who betrayed him, and left him
answerable for a heavy debt, which rendered

necessary a temporary residence in Paris.

That debt, however, was paid—not by the

aid of friends, some of whom would have
gladly relieved him of it, but—literally by
“ the sweat of his brow.” Exactly so it was

when the MS. “ Life of Byron” was burned

:

it was by Moore, and not by the relatives of

Byron (nor by aid of Mends), the money he
had received was returned to the publisher
who had advanced it. “ The glorious privi-

lege of being independent” was indeed es-

sentially his,—in his boyhood, throughout
his manhood, and in advanced age—always

!

In 1799, he came to London to enter at the
Middle Temple. (His first lodging was at

44, George Street, Portman Square.) Very
soon afterwards we find him declining a loan
of money proffered by Lady Donegal. He
thanked God for the many sweet things of

this kind God threw in his way, yet at that

moment he was ‘ ‘ terribly puzzled how to

pay his tailor. ” In 1 8 1 1 , his Mend Douglas,
who had just received a large legacy, handed
him a blank cheque, that he might fill it up
for any sum he needed. ‘

‘ I did not accept
the offer,” writes Moore to his mother, “but
you may guess my feelings.” Yet, just then,

he had been compelled to draw on his pub-
lisher, Power, for a sum of £30, “to be re-

paid partly in songs,” and was sending his

mother a second-day paper, which he was
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enabled *
‘ to purchase at rather a cheap rate.”

liven in 1842 he was “ haunted worryingly,”

not knowing how to meet his son EusselTs

draft for £100 ;
and, a year afterwards, he

utterly drained his banker to send £50 to

his son Tom. Once, being anxious that

Bessy should have some monev for the poor

at Bromham, he sent a friend £5, requesting

him to forward it to Bessy, as from him self;

and when urged by some thoughtless person

to make a larger allowance to his son Tom,
in order that he might ‘

‘ live like a gentle-

man,” he writes, “if I had thought but of

living like a gentleman, what would have
become of my dear father and mother, of my
sweet sister Nell, of my admirable Bessy’s

mother.” He declined to represent Limerick

in Parliament on the ground that his “ cir-

cumstanceswere not such asto justifycoming
into Parliament at all, because to the labour

of the day I am indebted for my daily sup-

port.” He must have a miserable soul who
could sneer atthepoet studying howhemight
manage to recompense the doctor who would
“take no fees;” or at his “amusement”
when Bessy was * ‘ calculating whether they

could afford the expense of a My to Devizes.”

As with his mother, so with his wife : from
the year 1811, the year of his marriage,* to

that of his death in 1852, she received from
him the continual homage of a lover ; away
from her, no matter what were his allure-

ments, ho was ever longing to be at home.
Those who love as he did, wife, children, and
friends, will appreciate—although the world-

ling cannot—such commonplace sentences

as these,
—

“ pulled some heath on Bonan’s

Island (Killarney) to send to my dearBessy ;”

when in Italy,
‘

‘ got letters from my sweet

Bessy, more precious to me than all thewon-
ders I can see;” while in Paris, “sending
for Bessy and my little ones ;

wherever they

are, will be home, and a happy homo to me.”
When absent (which was rarely for more
than a week), no matter where or in what
company, seldom a day passed that he did

not write a letter to Bessy. The home en-

joyments, reading to her, making her the

depository of all his thoughts and hopes,

—

they were his deep delights, compensations

for time spent amid scenes, and with people

who had no space in his heart. Ever when
in “terrible request,” his thoughts and his

heart were there !—in

“ That dear Home, that saving Ark,
Where love’s true light at last I’ve found,

Cheering within, when all grows dark

And comfortless and stormy round.”

This is the tribute of Earl Bussell to the

wife of the poet Moore :
—“The excellence of

his wife’s moral character ; her energy and
courage; her persevering economy, made her

a better, and even a richer, partner to Moore,

than an heiress of ten thousand a year would
have been, with less devotion to her duty, and
less steadiness of conduct.” Moore speaks

of her “democratic pride it was the pride

that was ever above a mean action, always

sustaining him in proud independence.

In March, 1846, his diary contains this

sad passage—“ The last of my five children

is gone, and we are left desolate and alone

;

not a single relation have I in this world.”

His sweet mother had died in 1832 ;
“ ex-

cellent Nell” in 1846 ;
his father in 1825 ;

and his children one after another, three of

them in youth, and two grown up to man-
hood—his two boys, Tom and Bussell, the
first-named of whom died in Africa (in 1846)

an officer in the French service, the other at

Sloperton (in 1842), soon after his return

from India, having boen compelled by ill-

health to resign Ins commission as a lieu-

tenant in the 25th regiment. In 1835, the

* Moore was married to Miss Elizabeth Dyke, at St,Mar-
tin’s Church, Loudon, on the 25th March, 1811.

influence ofLord Lansdowne and Lord John
Bussell obtained for Moore a pension of

£300 a-year from Lord Melbourne’s govern-
ment,—“ as due from any government, but
much more from one, some of the members
of which are proud to think themselves your
fx-iends.” The “wolf, poverty,” therefore,

in his latter years, did not “ prowl ” so con-
tinually about his door. But there was no
fund for luxuries—none for the extra com-
forts that old age requires. Mrs. Moore re-

ceived on the death of her husband a pension
of £100 a-year, and she has also the interest

of the sum of £3,000,—the sum paid by the
ever-liberal friends of the poet, the Long-
mans, for the Memoirs and Journal edited

by Lord John, now Earl, Bussell—a “ lord
”

whom the poet dearly loved.

When his Diary was published—as from
time to time volumes of it appeared—slander

was busy with the fame of one of the best

and most upright of all the men that God
ennobled by the gift of genius.* For my
own part, I seek m vain through the eight

thick volumes of that “ Diary ” for any evi-

dence that can lessen the poet in this high
estimate. I find, perhaps, too many pas-
sages fitted only for the eye of love, or the

ear of sympathy ; but I read no one that

shows the poet other than the devoted and
loving husband, the thoughtful and affec-

tionate parent, the considerate and generous
friend.

It was said of him by Leigh Hunt, that

Lord Byron summed up his character in a
sentence—“ Tommy loves a lord !” Perhaps
he did

;
but only such lords as Lansdowne

and Bussell wore his friends. He loved
also those who are “ lords of human kind ”

in a far other sense
;
and, as I have shown,

there is nothing in his character that stands

out in higher relief than his entire freedom
from dependence. To which of the great did

he apply during seasons of difficulty ap-
proaching poverty ? Which of them did he
use for selfish purposes P Whose patronage
among them all was profitable ? To what
Baal did the poet Moore ever bend the

knee ?

He had a large share of domestic sorrows;

one after another his five beloved children

died; I have quoted his words, “We are left

—alone.” His admirable and devoted wife

survives him. I visited, a short time ago,

the home that is now desolate. If ever man
was adored where adoration, so far as earth

is concerned, is most to be hoped for and
valued, it is in the cottage where the poet’s

widow lives, and will die !

Let it be inscribed on his tomb, that ever,

amid privations and temptations, the allure-

ments of grandeur and the suggestions of
poverty, he preserved his self-respect ; be-
queathing no property, but leaving no debts

;

* There were two who wrote with a view to dishonour the
poet’s grave, and they were his own countrymen—Charles
Phillips and John Wilson Croker. The former printed a
wretched and unmeaning pamphlet, which lie suppressed
when a few copies only were issued. The atrocious

attack on Moore in the Quarterly Review was written

by John Wilson Croker. It was the old illustration of the

dead lion and the living dog. Yet Croker could at that

time be scarcely described as living; it was from his

death-bed he shot the poisoned arrow. And what brought

out the venom? Merely a few careless words of Moore’s
in which he described Croker as “ n scribbler of all work,”

—

words that Earl "Russell would have erased if it had oc-

curred to him to do so. Another countryman, Thomas
Crofton Croker, assailed after his death the man whose
shoe-latchets he would have been proud to unloose during his

life. Moreover, his earliest slanderer was also of his own
country— an author named Quin, whowas atone time editor

of the Morning Herald. Of a truth it has been well said,

a prophet is never without honour save in his own country.

The proverb is especially true as regards Irish prophets.

Assuredly Moore was, and is, more popular in every part

of the world than he was, or is, in Ireland. The reason is

plain : he was, so to speak, of two parties, yet of neither

;

the one could not forgive his early aspirations for liberty,

uttered in imperishable verse, the other could not pardon
what they called his desertion of their cause, when he
saw that England was willing to do, and was doing, “jus-
tice to Ireland.”

bating bad no £ ‘ testimonial
’

’ of acknowledg-
ment or reward ;

seeking none, nay, avoid-

ing any
;
making millions bis debtors for

intense delight, and acknowledging himself
paid by “ the poet’s meed, tbe tribute of a
smile;” never truckling to power ;

labour-
ing ardently and honestly for bis political

faitb, but never lending to party that wbicb
was meant for mankind

;
proud, and rightly

proud, of bis self-obtained position
;

but
neither scorning nor slighting the bumble
root from wbicb be sprang.

He was born and bred a Boman Catholic

;

butbis creedwas entirelyand purely Catholic.
Charity was tbe out-pouring of bis heart ; its

pervading essence was that wbicb be ex-
pressed in one of bis melodies,

—

“Shall I ask the brave soldier who fights by my side,

In the cause of mankind, if our creeds agree ?

Shall I give up the friend I have valued and tried,

If he kneel not before the same altar with me?”

His children were all baptised and edu-
cated members of tbe Church of England.
He attended tbe parish church, and accord-
ing to tbe ritual of that church bewas buried.

It was not any outward change of religion,

but homage to a purer and holier faitb, that

induced him to have bis children baptised
and brought up as members of tbe English
Church. “For myself,” he says, “my
having married a Protestant wife, gave mo
opportunity of choosing a religion, at least

for my children
;
and if my marriage had

no other advantage, I should think this

quite sufficient to be grateful for.”

Moore was the eloquent advocate of his

country when it was oppressed, goaded, and
socially enthralled ; but when time and en-
lightened policy removed all distinctions be-
tween the Irishman and the Englishman

—

between the Protestant and the Boman
Catholic—his muse was silent, because con-
tent

; nay, he protested in impressive verse
against a continued agitation, that retarded
her progress, when her claims were admitted,
her rights acknowledged, and her wrongs
redressed.

Beference to the genius of Moore is need-
less. My object in this “Memory” is to
offer homage to his moral and social worth.
The world that willingly acknowledges its

debt to the poet, has been less ready to

estimate the high and estimable character

—

the loving and faithful nature—of the man.
There are, however, many—may this humble
tribute augment the number—by whom the
memory of Thomas Moore is cherished in
the heart of hearts ; to whom the cottage at
Sloperton will be a shrine while they live

;

that grave beside the village church a mo-
nument better loved than that of any other
of the men of genius by whom the world
is delighted, enlightened, and refined.

“ That God is Love,” writes his friend and
biographer, Earl Bussell, “ was the sum-
mary of his belief

;
that a man should lovo

his neighbour as himself seems to have been
the rule ofhis life.” The good Earl of Carlisle,

inaugurating a statue of the poet in Dublin,
bore testimony to his moral and social worth
“in all the holy relations of life—as son, as
brother, as husband, as father, as friend;”
and on the same occasion. Mr. O’Hagan,
Q.C., thus expressed himself:—“Ho was
faithful to all the sacred obligations and all

the dear charities of domestic life—he was
the idol of a household.”
Perhaps a better, though a briefer, sum-

maxy of the character of Thomas Moore
than any of these may be given in the
words of Dr. Parr, who bequeathed to him
a ring :

— ‘
‘ To one who stands high in my

estimation for original genius, for his ex-
quisite sensibility, for his independent spirit,

and incori’uptible integrity.”
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THE NATIONAL GALLERY.

During the autumn recess the surfaces of

certain of the pictures in the collection have
been subjected to a reviving process under
the hands of Professor Pettenkofer, of Mu-
nich, to whose efforts in the cause of water-
glass painting artists who practise that kind
of mural decoration owe many obligations.

The works that have been treated by Dr.
Pettenkofer are—Rembrandt’s ‘ Jew,’ and
‘ Woman taken in Adultery,’ Titian’s ‘Bac-

chus and Ariadne,’ and many others. We
are told that in the course of treatment

they are “not touched,” which is meant
to signify that the surfaces have not been
subjected to the friction used in the ordinary

processes of cleaning. The pictures that are

considered safe under this method are those

which have been coated with mastic; others

that have been formerly clogged with megilp

must be most carefully dealt with. The
work which shows most favourably this

kind of revival is the ‘Woman taken in

Adultery.’ It is small, and hangs low,

so that the whole surface may bo closely

inspected.

The means employed by Dr. Pettenkofer

are not a secret, having been registered at

the Patent Office in Southampton Buildings.

The specification sets forth the rationalia of

the flattening of varnished surfaces as hav-
ing been determined by means of powerful
microscopes, and a consideration of the

chemical nature of the materials employed,
as well in painting as in varnishing. The
beginning of the evil is the universal crack-

ing of the surface, but so minute is this as

to be invisible without the aid of glasses,

and these fissures are not only common to

the surface, but they penetrate the substance

of the pictrue. The result of such disin-

tegration is the free admission of air, which
operates on the paint and varnish in the

same manner that water affects oil, that is,

by rendering it opaque, when intimately

mixed with it.

Dr. Pettenkofer describes his remedy as

effected by the vapour of spirits of wine, but
without being stimulated by heat. The
surface of the picture is subjected to the
action of the spirits by being fitted closely

over a vessel, and hence the reduction of the
gum and its recombination with spirits, in

such wise as to give to the picture the
appearance ofhaving been freshly varnished.
The value of Dr. Pettenkofer’ s patent will

be readily understood in its application to

old and much injured surfaces, like those of
some of Reynolds’ works, as for instance, that
replica of Mrs. Siddons as the Tragic Muse,
at Dulwich, for, from what we see, it may bo
inferred that the vapour deals not unkindly
with asphaltum; but, whatever amount of
dust or other defilement adheres to the
paint and varnish beyond the power of a
simple washing, it removes all that is em-
bodied in the varnish, as we see in the
‘ Woman taken in Adultery.’ If this
method is final ft is most valuable, but if it

must be periodically repeated, the inevitably
accumulating dust must in the end obscure
the picture; and whateverbe the argument to
the contrary, the discovery has not yet been
sufficiently long under trial for assurance
that in a lapse of years, should the old
method of cleaning be again necessitated,
the dangers of restoration will not bo in-
creased manifold. We hope time will prove
that no such repetition of the process is

called for.

In justice to Dr. Pettenkofer, it must bo
said that the pictures are much improved in
appearance, and much has been gained if

this present brilliancy endures.

THE BRITISH MIJSEIJM.

The very valuable examples of ancient
sculpture that for some time past are
known to have been purchased by Govern-
ment arc now added to the collection in the
British Museum. They consist of an eques-
trian statue of a Roman emperor, an Apollo,

a Mercury, a group of Mercury and Herse,
the famous Diadumenos of Polyclitus, a
heroic figure, a Satyr, and a colossal bust.
These precious antiques have been pur-
chased from the ex-king of Naples, having
formed a portion of the Fameso collection,

that was partly in the Famese Palace at
Rome, and partly in the Museo Borbonico
at Naples, and which principally, with the
Oalipyge Venus, and others of even more
questionable character, adorned the baths
of Caracalla. The head of the equestrian
figui’O is that of Caligula, but it is sup-
posed not to be that belonging properly to

the group
;
indeed, a statue so unassum-

ing would scarcely satisfy the man who
desired that a statue of Jupiter should
be converted into a portrait of himself.

Restorations are observable in the legs

of the horse and parts of the figure
;

but
the statue is a great prize, as being one
of the only four known ancient marble
equestrian groups existing— the two of
the Balbi, at Naples, another from the
Mausoleum, and this, the Farnesian.
The original Diadumenos of Polyclitus

is lost, but we have here the only existing

replica of one of the masterpieces of the
great master of the school of Sicyon, the
author also of the Doryphoros which the
artists of the time regarded as establishing
the canons of beautiful proportion.

The figure represents a youth in the
act of binding a diadem round his head,

—

whence Diadumenos. Although represent-
ing an athlete, it is not necessaiy that the
proportions should be either heroic or what
is commonly understood as athletic. Com-
pared with the descriptions of the Dory-
phorus, also a youth, the proportions are

less developed than they were in the latter.

To Polyclitus is also ascribed that principle

which gives so much natural relief to a
statue—that of resting the weight of the
body on one foot. The Mercury is one of
three, perhaps, copies of some famous statue

now lost; of the other two, one is in the
Vatican, and the other at Lansdowne House;
but this, the Farnesian, is the most perfect.

The Apollo stands with his right hand
thrown over his head, and the left elbow
resting on a column, the hand holding the

bow, while the quiver hangs below. He
seems to be resting after a combat, though
the quiver is yet open. The lengthened
oval of the face, and its expression, as

well as it could be seen, point to the Athe-
nian school. The heroic statue, without as

yet a name, is a very noble work ; it is

supposed to represent a Macedonian king
in the character ‘of a deity. The Satyr,

having his right hand holding a staff held

up behind his head, holds in his left a

basket of fruit, from which an Amorino
is helping himself. At the foot of the

figure is a panther with the head of a
goat. In the group Mercury and Herse,

the former is seated with his right arm
thrown round the girl’s waist. The head
given to the principal figure has been
modelled with all the individuality of an
every-day portrait. It is, we believe,

mainly to the intervention of Mr. Storey,

an American sculptor of high reputation,

that the trustees have been enabled to secure

these treasures to the nation.

THE NEW STRAND MUSIC HALL.

This edifice is an experiment in architec-

ture, and it is an experiment which may
fairly claim to have proved its own case.

In the Strand new Music Hall, with
its two street fronts, wo have exactly that
bizarre assemblage of multifarious incon-
gruities, all of them closely packed, which
might have been painted on canvas with
happy effect, as the ‘

‘ palace scene ” in an
extravaganza, but which implies a solecism
in Art when solidified in brick, stone, &c.

In one respect this building is consistent,

and that is, in being consistent with itself

throughout. Within and without, from
basement to parapet, ornamentation, or

what does duty for ornamentation, is every-
thing and everywhere. You never know
where you may not expect to find an arch
or an arcade

;
and when you do find them,

they are low where you would have sup-
posed they must have been lofty, and solid

where as certainly they ought to have been
light. And the spandrels are at least as

perplexing and contradictory as the arches

;

when very small, large heads protrude from
them, which provoke inquiry as to how they
could possibly haye got there. In like

manner the capitals appear actuated by a
common desire not to belong to the shafts

which are supposed to carry them. Then,
in every direction there are the strangest

chamfers, which reveal unexpected half-

hidden slender shafts, which grow out of

nothing, and go nowhere, and having no-
thing to do, do it ; and with these cham-
fers must be associated the innumerable
notches, facets, and other queer cuttings,

which are doubtless intended to take their

part in the universal ornamenting, while in

reality they fail altogether to be ornamental.
Colour also has been treated precisely after

the same fashion as all theso varied forms
of chisel-work. Variously-coloured bricks

have been brought into strong contrast with
one another, and with white stone ; and
paint has had its capabilities put to the test

without reserve or hesitation.

In a word, the Strand Music Hall is an
architectural warning, and nothing else.

The extraordinary extravagance of his

architecture is the more to be regretted,

because in his general arrangements the
architect of the Strand Music Hall has
shown decided ability. The various rooms
required in an establishment of this kind
are well planned, and they all work well.

The communications also and the stair-

cases are good, their sole failures arising

out of their participation in the architec-

tural character of the edifice. The principal

hall itself is equally worthy of commend-
ation for its arrangements, as it fully main-
tains its title to being the climax of the
architect’s style. But here, in this the

Music Hall, one very important feature

demands our unqualified admiration. The
entire coiling is formed of tinted glass,

divided into panels by beams and pendants
of cut crystal glass ; and the lighting of the
hall is effected by means of gas jets above

this ceiling, which shine down through it

with beautiful effect. For this very Clevel-

and completely successful transparent and
luminous ceiling the Strand Music Hall is

entirely indebted to Messrs. Defries and
Sons, whose ability and skill in treating

glass and gas are so well known. This is

a fresh illustration of what may be accom-
plished by these able glass manufacturers

;

and we cordially congratulate them on
having produced artificial sunshine in a
manner that is so pleasantly suggestive of

the shining of the great luminary itself.
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usual form assumed by tbeso signets. It

bas a somewhat clumsy movable handle,

attached to a cross bar passing through a
cube, engraved on each of its facets with
symbolical devices. Wilkinson t speaks of

it as one of the largest and most valuable
he had seen, containing twenty jiounds’

worth of gold. “ It consisted of a massive

ring, half an inch in its largest diameter,
boaring an oblong plinth, on which the de-
vices were engraved, one inch long, six-

tenths in its greatest and four-tenths in its

smallest breadth. On one face was the name
of a king, the successor of Amunoph HI.,
who lived about b.o. 1400 ; on the other a
lion, with tho legend * lord of strength,’

referring to the monarch : on one side a
scorpion, and on the other a crocodile.”

Judah’s signet was, of course, formed of
less valuable material, and had probably a
single device only.

The lighter land of hooped signet, as

generally worn at a somewhat more recent
era in Egypt, is shown in Eig. 2. The gold
loop passes through a small figure of the
sacred beetle, the flat under side being en-
graved with the device of a crab. It is cut
in cornelian, and is in the possession of the
author of this paper ;

it once formed part
of the collection of Egyptian antiquities

gathered by our consul at Cairo—Henry
Salt, the friend of Burckhardt and Belzoni,

who first employed the latter in Egyptian
researches, and to whom our national mu-
seum owes the colossal head of Memnon
and many of its chief Egyptian treasures.

From a passage in Jeremiah (xxii. 24)
it appears to have been customary for the
Jewish nation to wear the signet-ring on
the right hand. The words of the Lord
are uttered against Zedekiah— “ though
Coniah, the son of Jehoiakim, King of
Judah, were the signet on my right hand,
yet would I pluck thee thence.”
The transition from such signets to the

solid finger-ring was natural and easy.

The Biblical record treats them as contem-
poraneous even at that early era. Thus the
story of Judah and Tamar is immediately
followed by that of Joseph, when we are
told “ Pharaoh took off tho ring from his

hand and put it upon Joseph’s hand,” when
he invested him with authority as a ruler

in Egypt. Dr. Abbott, of Cairo, obtained
a most curious and valuable ring, inscribed

quity is in the highest state of preservation,

and was found at Ghizeh, in a tomb near
that excavation of Colonel Yyse’s called
‘ Campbell’s Tomb.’ It is of fine gold, and
weighs nearly three sovereigns. The style

of the hieroglyphics is in perfect accordance
with those in the tombs about the Great
Pyramid

;
and the hieroglyphics within the

oval make the name of that Pharoah
(Cheops) of whom the pyramid was the
tomb.” Fig. 3 represents this ring, and
beside it is placed the hieroglyphic inscrip-

tion upon the face of the ring, which is cut

with the most minute accuracy and beauty.

Eings of inferior metal, bearing royal

names, were worn, probably, by officials of

tho king’s household. Tho Consul Salt,

already alluded to, had one such in his col-

lection, which was purchased at his sale by
the author of this paper, and by him added
to the remarkable collection of rings formed
by the late Lord Londesborough. It is re-

presented in Fig. 4, and is entirely of bronze.

The name of Amunoph III. is engraved on
the oval face of the ring, exactly as it ap-
pears on the tablet of Abydus in the British

Museum. Amunoph (who reigned, accord-
ing to Wilkinson, b.c. 1403-1367) is the

Fig. 5. Fig. 4.

same monarch known to tho Greeks as
Memnon

; and the colossal “ head of Mem-
non,” also placed in tho British Museum
through the agency of Mr. Salt, has a simi-
lar group of hieroglyphics sculptured on its

shoulder. There was another kind of official

ring, which wo can recognise from the de-
scription of Pliny, and of which we give an
engraving, Fig. o, from the oxiginal in the
author’s possession. It is of bronze, and
has engraved upon its face the figure of the
scarabrous

;
such rings were worn by the

Egyptian soldiers.

_

The lower classes, who could not afford
rings of precious metals, but, like their mo-
dern descendants, coveted the adornment,
pm-chased those made of ivory or porcelain.
In the latter material they abounded, and
are found in Egyptian sepulchres in large
quantities

; they are very neatly moulded,
and the devices on their faces, whether de-
picting gods, emblems, or hieroglyphics,
are generally well and clearly rendered.

This fondness for loading the fingers with
an abundance of rings is well displayed on

FACTS ABOUT FINGEE-BINGS.

Chapter I.

—

Ajntiqtje Eings.

Archaeology, until a comparatively recent

period, was considered by the majority of

persons to bo a dull and uninteresting study,

abounding with dry details of small general
interest, which, when not pompously pre-

tentious, were, in the other extreme, of tri-

fling insignificance. That this was the mere
error of unacquaintanco with the true posi-

tion of archceology as the handmaid of his-

tory, will now bo readily granted, inasmuch
as the study has become popular, or wo
might even say fashionable

;
most English

counties have societies especially devoted
to its district claims, and our large cities

have their arcliEoological institutes also.

They all well know how to blend instruction

with amusement; their congresses are anti-

cipated with pleasure, not only by the illu-

minati, but by ladies and young persons
who find gratification where they might
have expected ennui. All this is due to the
good sense which has divested the study of

its drier details, or has had the tact to hide
them beneath agreeablo information. It is

not too much to assert that archaeology in
all its branches may be made pleasurable,

abounding as it does in curious and amusing
details, sometimes ^humorously contrasting
with our modem manners.
We here take up one of these branches

—

the history of finger-rings—and shall briefly

show, in these chapters, the large amount of

anecdote and curious collateral information
it abounds in. Our illustrations will de-
pict the great variety of design and orna-
mental detail embraced by so simple a thing
as a hoop for the finger. It would be easy
to multiply the literary and the artistic

branch of this subject until a volume of no
small bulk resulted from the labour. Vo-
lumes have been devoted to the history of
rings—Gorheus among tho older, and Ed-
wards, of New York, among the modern
authors. Tho ancients had their Dadylio-
theca, or collection of rings

; but they were
luxurious varieties of rings for wear. Tho
modem collections are historic, illustrative

of past tastes and manners. Of these the
best have been formed by the late Lord
Londesborough (whose collection was re-

markable for its beauty and value), and
Edmund Waterton, Esq., F.S.A., who still

lives to possess the best chronological series

of rings ever brought together. We have
had the advantage of the fullest access to

each collection.

Oiu- object is not to exhaust but merely
to open the subject, to touch upon its chief

points, to give the reader an hour’s amuse-
ment, and most probably furnish a few
authorities in our engravings that may bo
useful to the goldsmith who may wish for

“novelties” from the past time; such is

the imitative Etruscan jewellery now so
fashionable; and piu- cuts will show that
“the newest fashion” of finger-rings, the
coiled snake, is as ancient as the days of the
Pharaohs.

It is in the oldest of histories, the books
of Moses, that we find the earliest records
of the use of the finger-ring. It originally
appears to have been a signet, used as wo
now use a written autograph; and it

is not a little curious that the unchanged
habit of Eastern life renders the custom as
common now as it was three thousand years
ago. When Tamar desired some certain
token by which she should again recognise
Judah, she made her first request for his
signet, and when the time of recognition
arrived, it was duly and undoubtingly ac-
knowledged by all.* Fig. 1 exhibits tho

Fig. 3.

with a royal name. It is now preserved,
with his other Egyptian antiquities, at New
York, and is thus described in his cata-

logue:—“This remarkable piece of anti-

* Genesis, chap, xxxviii.

t “ Manners and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians,”
vol. iii. p. 373.

the crossed hands of a figure of a woman,
upon a mummy case in the British Museum.
Here the thumbs as well as the fingers are
encircled by them. The left hand is most
loaded

; upon the thumb is a signet with
hieroglyphics on its surface

; three rings on
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the forefinger; two on the second, one
formed like a snail-shell

;
the same number

on the next, and one on the little finger.

The right hand carries only a thumb-ring,
and two upon the third finger. These hands
are cut in wood, and the fingers are par-
tially broken.

Wilkinson observes—“ The left was con-
sidered the hand peculiarly privileged to

bear these ornaments ; and it is remarkable
that its third finger was decorated with a
greater number than any other, and was
considered by them, as by us, par excellence

,

the ring-finger; though there is no evidence
of its having been so honoured at the mar-
riage ceremony.”

Herodotus, the father of history, has nar-
rated a curious antique legend! he obtained

in Egypt, concerning the ring of Polycrates.

It is remarkable as having spread into the

legendary history of all countries, being still

credited by the commonality. We shall have
hereafter to note its existence as an old

London tradition
;
but the version of the

historian is briefly thus :—Aniasis, King of

Egypt, conceived an extraordinary friend-

ship for the Greek, Polycrates, and, observ-
ing that the latter was attended by unusual
success in all his adventures, reflected

that such unvarying felicity seldom lasted

through life, and the end of such a career

was often calamitous. He therefore advised
him to propitiate future fortune by seeking
some object whose loss would produce most
regret, and voluntarily casting it away from
him where it could never be recovered.

Polycrates attached most value to a signet-

ring he constantly wore; it was of gold,

set with an emerald cut by Theodoras of

Samos, a famed engraver of gems. He
went out in a galley far on to the open
sea, and then cast his precious ring into

its waters, returning in an excess of grief.

Some six days afterwards a fisherman came
to his gate, bearing a fish so fine and large

he deemed it to be only fitted for the table

of Polycrates. The King of Samos accepted
the gift, the fish was sent to the royal
kitchen, and on opening it a valuable ring
was found in its stomach. It was at once
taken to Polycrates, who immediately re-

cognised his abandoned treasure, which he
now valued the more as it seemed to be re-

turned by divine interposition.

In the comparatively modem era of Ho-
man rule in Egypt, lings of more fanciful

• construction were occasionally worn. In

the British Museum is a remarkable one
(Fig. 6), havingthe convolutions of a serpent,
the head of Serapis at one extremity and of
Isis at the other

; by this arrangement one
or other of them would always be correctly
posited

;
it has also the further advantage

of being flexible owing to the great sweep
of its curve.

The ancient Assyrians, though remark-
able for that love of jewellery which has
ever been the characteristic of the Eastern
nations, appear to have worn no finger-rings.
Yet many of their bracelets are admirably
designed for the purpose if produced on a
limited scale ; and they were worn by men
as well as by women. Bonomi, in his vo-

lume on “Nineveh and its Palaces,” ob-
serves, “that not a single case occurs,

amidst all this display of personal jewellery,

of a finger-ring
;
the entire absence of tins

ornament in sculpture, wherein details of

this nature are so elaborately and carefully

attended to, leads to the conclusion that
the finger-ring was an ornament then un-
known.”
Among the earliest traces of western

civilisation the finger-ring appears. Fig. 7

is an Etruscan ring of gold, now in the
British Museum; upon the face are chi-

merce opposing each other. The style and
treatment of this subject partakes largely

of the ancient character of Eastern art, and
like that is very decisive and conventional.
The Greeks and Romans literally revelled

in rings of all styles and sizes. Nothing
can be more beautiful in design and ex-
quisite in finish than Greek jewellery, and
the custom of decorating their dead with
the most valued of these ornaments, has
furnished modem museums with an abun-
dance of fine specimens. Figs. 8 and 9
are copied from originals found in the more
modem Etruscan sepulchres, and are pro-
bably contemporary with the earliest days
of the Roman empire. Fig. 8 is admirably
adapted to the finger ; bemg made of the
purest gold, it is naturally slightly elastic

;

but the hoop is not perfected, each extre-

Fig. 8. Fig. 9.

mity ending in a broad leaf-shaped orna-
ment, most delicately banded with threads
of beaded and twisted wire, acting as a

brace upon the finger. Fig. 9 is equally

meritorious ; the solid half-ring is com-
pleted by a small golden chain attached to

it by a loop passing over studs
;
the links

of this chain are perfectly flexible, and of

extreme delicacy; they resemble the mo-
dem guard-chain, or to speak more properly,

the modem chain imitates the ancient one

;

and we shall meet in the course of our re-

searches with very many other instances of

the oft-repeated fact, “ there is nothing new
under the sun.”

This ring mania was not content with
considering the ring as an ornament, or

even as a talisman : a new science was re-

vealed, the Dactyliomancia, so named from
two Greek words, signifying ring and divi-

nation. The performance of its mysteries

was in itself so simple, that it was deemed
expedient to add certain formulas, in order

to make them more expressive. A ring

was held, suspended by a fine thread, over

a round table, on the edge of which were
placed counters engraved with the letters

of the alphabet. The thread was shaken
until tho ling, touching the letters, had
united as many as formed an answer to a

question previously put. This operation

was preceded and accompanied by certain

ceremonies. The ring was consecrated with
divers mysterious forms. The person who
held it was arrayed in linen only ; a circle

was shaved round his head, and in his hand
he held a branch of verveine. Before com-
mencing the gods were appeased by prayer. *

The simplest and most useful form of ring,

and that, by consequence, adopted by the

people of all early nations, was the plain

* Barrera, “ History of Gems and Jewel3.”

elastic hoop, as shown in Fig. 10. Cheap in

construction and convenient in wear, it may
be safely said to have been generally patro-
nised from the most ancient to the most
modem times. Fig. 11 gives us the old

form of a ring made in the shape of a coiled

serpent, equally ancient, equally far-spread
in the old world, and which has had a very
large sale among ourselves as a “ decided
novelty.” In fact it has been the most
successful design our ring-makers have
produced of late years. Yet this antique
ring may add another “new idea” to the
modern designer. It is “ made on the prin-
ciple of some of our steel rings which we
use to hold household keys, widening then-
circle by pressure. In this finger-ring the
part in the mouth is inserted loose, so as to
draw out and increase to the size of the
circle needed.”*
Though a great variety of form and

detail was adopted by Greek and Roman
goldsmiths for the rings they so largely
manufactured, the most general and lasting
resembled Fig. 12, a Roman ring, probably
of the time of Hadrian, which is now in the
author’s possession, and is said to have been
found in the Roman camp at Silchester,
Berkshire. The gold of the ring is massive
at the face, making a strong setting for the
cornelian, which is engraved with the figure
of a female bearing com and fruit. By far
tho greater majority of Roman rings ex-
humed at home and abroad are of this
fashion, which recommends itself by a dig-
nified simplicity, telling, by quantity and
quality of metal and stone, its true value,
without any obtrusive aid.

Sometimes a single ring was constructed
to appear like a group of two or three upon
the finger. Mi-. Edwards has furnished us

Fig. 12. Fig. 13.

with the example, Fig. 13. “It has the
ap]Dearance of three rings united, widened
in the front and tapering within the hand.
Upon the wide part of each are two letters,

the whole forming ‘ ZHCAIC, Mayest thou,

live.' The Romans often preferred the
Greek language in their most familiar

customs.”
Among the beautiful objects of antique

Art collected by B. Hertz, Esq., and sold by
auction in 1859, by Messrs. Sotheby, were
many antique rings inscribed with sen-
tences and mottoes of a remarkable kind.
Those bearing Greek inscriptions were the
wordiest; such as—“ I love not lest I go
astray

;
but I observe well, and I laugh.”

—

“They say what they will; let them say,

I care not.” Many were evidently memo-
rials of friendship ; one represented a hand
pulling tho lobe of an ear, with the word
“Remember;” another, with a similar de-
vice, with the motto “Remind me of the
noble character.” Others were inscribed

—

* The cut and description is copied from “The History and
Poetry of Finger-Rings,” by Charles Edwards, Counsellor-
at-Law, New York; one of the pleasantest little books
which the American press has added to English literature.



EYTYXI — “ Good luck to you,” and
“ I bring luck to him who wears this ring.”

Among tho Latin inscriptions were simple

good wishes expressed in the words ‘
‘Yivas

’ ’

and “Bene;” or sentiments expressed in

few words, such as—“ Love me, I will love

thee ;” “ Come, I will not;” “ Be greeted,

Fabiana.” Many were simply inscribed

with the names of tho wearers, such as

VLP. PRISCELLiE (“the ring of TJlpia

Priscilla”)
;
sometimes with two names, as

—

Valeria Cleopatra and Hermadion Csesaris.

A massive silver ring inscribed with the

name “ Sabbina” is engraved (Fig. 14) from
the original in theLondesborough collection.

We place beside it a ring with a very dif-

ferent device, but ono that cannot fail to be
looked on with singular interest. It is

marked with the Labarum, the oldest sacred

Fig. 14. Fig. 15.

monogram of Christianity, which Constan-
tine believed he saw in a vision, and placed
upon his victorious standard and his coins,

with the motto—“In hoc signo vinces-!”

This ring came from tho Roman sepulchre
of an early Christian, and the hand for

which it was originally fashioned may have
aided in the conquering war1 of the first

Christian emperor
; or may have been con-

vulsed in an agonising death, “ thrown
to the beasts ” of tho circus, but reposing
after death with the first martyrs to tho
faith.

Clement of Alexandria suggests to the
Christians of his era, that they should have
engraved devices of symbolic meaning
allusive to their faith, in place of the hea-
then deities and other subjects cut byRoman
lapidaries

;
such as a dove, which sym-

bolises life eternal and the Holy Spirit ; a
palm-branch, peace

;
an anchor, hope

;
a

ship in full sad, tho church
;
and others of

similar import.

Gorius has preserved a representation of

a gold ring (here copied) which ho believes

to have been presented by a Roman lady to

tho victorious charioteer in the horse-races

;

it is of peculiar form, but one that was a
favourite with Roman wearers. The bust
of the donor appears on the summit of the

ring, and on each side are the heads of

reined horses, as shown in our cut. Her
name is engraved on the lower part of tho
hoop, and on each side AMOR-OSPIS.
The latter properly being HOSPES, having
the aspirate omitted and an I for an E, in-

duces Gorius to consider it a late work of

the Roman era.

We have already spoken of the ring-hand
and the ring-finger, but have not noted the

origin of the custom of placing the wedding
ring' on that finger. It resulted from an
inaccurate belief that a nerve went from
thence to the heart. That tho ancients

were indiscriminate in the use of their
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fingers as recipients for rings we have al-

ready shown
;
Mr. Waterton has placed in

his curious Dadyliotheca the forefinger

from a bronze statue of late Roman work-
manship, wearing a large ring upon the

second joint. In Germany it is still cus-

tomary to wear the ring in this fashion, a
custom they evidently borrowed from their

Roman subjugators, and have retained
through every century of change since then.

F. W. Fairholt.

RECENT SCIENTIFIC AIDS TO ART.

ANILINE AND COAL-TAR COLOURS.

As a considerable period has elapsed since

any account has appeared in this Journal of
the wonderful colours obtained from coal-

tar, the last paper on the subject having
been communicated by Mr*. Robert Hunt, in

1859, it is thought desirable to publish a
series of articles on this remarkable source
of dyeing materials, so interesting to printers

of fabrics, dyers, paper-stainers, chromo-
lithographers, and even to artists.

The beauty and bloom of these new colours

immensely surpass those of the correspond-
ing hues formerly obtained from madder,
indigo, cochineal, safflower, &c., and since

Mr. Hunt described the mauve of Mr. Per-
kin, many other colours from the same fer-

tile sourco have been discovered, of which
it is no exaggeration to say that some of
them rival in brilliancy the flowers of na-
ture herself. Thus, from the dark, sticky,

and noisome fluid called coal-tar, chemists
and manufacturers have succeeded in pre-
paring the following variety of colours :

—

purples (many shades), blues, reds, pinks,

greens, yellows, orange, brown, black.

In the present series of papers we propose
to describe tho processes by which many of

these colours arc manufactured, and also to

epitomise the remarkable discoveries of Dr.
W. A. Hofmann, so as to give our readers

a clear view of the present state of our
knowledge on this subject, and to enable
them to appreciate the rapid progress which,
in a very few years, has so largely developed
the commercial application of Dr. Hof-
mann’s chemical discoveries. It is not un-
reasonable to infer, from the experience of

these few years, that tho time is not distant

when the dyes derived from coal-tar will

completely displace all others, as they have
already materially diminished the use " of

such dyes as cochineal, safflower, and prus-
siate of potash. It is also probable that the
production of these new colours will be
cheapened, and their fastness improved, from
which it may be predicted that the most
renowned and hitherto valuable dye-stuffs,

such as indigo and madder, will in their

turn be superseded. Should this prove to

bo the case, so far from this country de-
pending upon foreign sources for its dyeing
materials, as upon India and South America
for indigo, France, Turkey, Holland, and
Sicily for madder, Spain for safflower, and
Mexico for cochineal, wo shall prepare our
own more splendid dyes from our' coal-

fields, in which the luxuriant vegetation of

antediluvian times has stored up for our
use the coloured sunbeams of countless
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ages. Further, this production of coal-tar

colours will also bring some alteration in our
commercial relations with other countries,

from the fact that besides ceasing to import
the various dyeing materials mentioned
above, we shall probably supply the world,
as in fact wo have done of late years France,
Germany, and Switzerland, if not with tho

actual dyes, at least with the substances from
which they are derived. As a proof that

this inference is not exaggerated, it may bo
stated that we now export to several parts of

the world the substance called salammoniac
(one of several ammoniacal salts which may
be prepared with the ammonia generated in

tho distillation of coal), instead of importing
a few tons, as formerly, from Ammonia, in

Lybia. Another example is, that instead of

procuring alum from the Roman states, and,

until recently, from Whitby shales, wo now
manufacture and supply the world with
ammoniacal alum, obtained from the refuse

of coal-pits and gas-works.

Without entering here into tho compo-
sition and properties of the fifty compounds
-which chemists have succeeded in isolating,

and which are produced during the de-

structive distillation of coal, it may be
stated that the following six substances
chiefly have, up to the present time, been
employed in the manufacture of coal-tar

colours :—Benzine (or Benzole), Toluol,

Aniline, Toluidine, Carbolic acid, Naph-
thaline, and Rosalie acid. Of these six, ani-

line may be considered the most important,

and although it exists in coal-tar, and, as

such, was used by Mr. Perkin in his first

experiments, still the progress of organic

chemistry has been so rapid, that it is now
found cheaper and more easy to produce it

artificially. The great importance now ac-

quired by aniline will justify a few parti-

culars respecting its production, as well as

the interesting chemical reactions upon
which it depends.

In 1835 the illustrious Michael Faraday
discovered in tho products of coal distillation

a substance which he called benzole, but it

was Mr. Charles Mansfield who in 1848
first noticed its presence in any quantity in

coal-tar ; and it is this substance (well known
to the public as a remover of grease stains, as

a solvent for caoutchouc, &c.) which is trans-

formed into an iline by the following chemi-
cal reaction :—Impure commercial benzine is

submitted to the action of nitric acid, which
gives rise to nitro-benzine, or artificial oil

of bitter almonds ;
this in its turn is mixed

with acetic acid and iron filings, and allowed

to remain a few hours, during which time a
chemical action takes place, converting the
nitro-benzine into aniline. To isolate the
aniline from the mass, the whole is placed

in an iron cylinder and distilled
;
and after a

further distillation it is ready to be used for

tho production of colour's. This discovery
of the artificial production of aniline fur-

nishes a curious instance of the combination
for practical results of the labours of various
scientific men, working without concert and
at a distance from each other. Thus Fara-
day discovers benzine inEngland

;
Mitscher-

lich, nitro-benzine at Berlin ;
another Ger-

man chemist (Unverdorben), a substance

which he calls crystalline, and which is

subsequently called by Fritsche, a Russian
chemist, aniline, from anil

,
the Portuguese

name for indigo ; and lastly, Dr. Hofmann,
in 1842, discovers aniline among the pro-

ducts of coal-tar ;
so that we may say that

the researches of eminent chemists have
converted the benzine of Faraday into the

aniline of Hofmann.
The last-named learned chemist has lately

made the extraordinary discovery that pure

aniline is not a colour-producing agent, but
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that it must be mixed with an homologous
substance called toluidine to be susceptible

of yielding colours
;
and in this respect the

anilines of commerce are well adapted for

the manufacture of dyeing materials, a pro-
portion of toluidine being always contained
in them.

Purples.—We shall first give a sketch of
the various purples which have been intro-

duced into commerce, treating them in the
order of dates. The first tar colour which
was made available in practice, was that
discovered by Mr. Perkin in 1856, and
introduced in 1857 under the name ofmauve.
It was prepared by Che following simple pro-
cess :—Aniline was combined with sulphuric
acid, and mixed with bichromate of potash,

when the oxygen of the latter oxydised the

aniline, and converted it into what is com-
mercially known as aniline purple or mauve.
To extract from the black mass thus pro-
duced, the colour called by Mr. Perkin
“ mauvine,” it is necessary first to wash
the mass with water, and, when dry, with
coal naphtha, which removes a large quan-
tity of a dark brown substance

; the re-
maining mass then easily yields its purple
dye to aloohol

;
or the black mass first pro-

duced may bo treated with acetic acid,

which effects more simply the solution of
the colouring matter, and this, or the alco-
holic solution, may be at once used for
dyeing or printing. To enable this to com-
pete with others, various processes have
from time to time been adopted to still

further improve this colour, into the details

of which it is unnecessary to enter. It
should, however, be stated that Mr. Perkin
has succeeded in isolating mauvine, by
adding a solution of hydrate of potash to
a boiling solution of commercial crystallised
mauvine, when, after a short time, a crystal-
line body is deposited, which only requires
to be washed with alcohol and water to
become perfectly pure. Mr. Perkin has
proved this colouring matter to bo a dis-
tinct organic substance, of a black glittering
appearance, and a most powerful base, capa-
ble of combining with acids, even carbonic
acid. Further, mauvine is characterised by
its solubility in alcohol, and by its forming a
violet solution, which immediately becomes
purple on the addition of an acid.

This important purple colour had no
sooner appeared, than numerous methods
were discovered of attaining the same or
similar results. For example, Messrs. De-
pouilly and Lauth oxydised commercial
aniline by means of hypochlorite of lime

;

Mr. Kay employed a mixture of peroxide
of manganese and surphuric acid

; Mr. Gre-
ville Williams, permanganate of potash

;

Mr. D. Price, peroxide of lead
; and Messrs.

Dale and Caro, perchlori.de of copper and
chloride of sodium. Subsequently several
new methods differing entirely from these
were devised, upon which a few words should
bo said, as they have been more or less
extensively employed. Thus, the Eegina
purple, discovered by Mr. Nicholson, is
obtained by heating a red dye to bo pre-
sently described, called Magenta, in a suit-
able vessel to a temperature of about 400°,
when a chemical action occurs, by which
ammonia is liberated, and the purple pro-
duced. The black mass remaining in the
vessel is then treated with acetic acid, which
dissolves a magnificent purple colour, re-
quiring only mixing with alcohol to be
ready lor use. I believe, however, that the
most beautiful purple yet produced is due
to a discovery of Dr. Hofmann’s, made
during his recent scientific investigations on
the chemical composition of these remark-
able dyes. This new colour, which is called
Hofmann s Primula Purple,” is prepared

by Messrs. Simpson, Maulc, and Nicholson,
the great manufacturers of tar colours in

England, by the following process, or some
slight modification of it. They take one part
of rosaniline (this organic colour-giving
base of magenta or roseine will be fully

described in our next paper), two parts of

iodide of ethyl, and two parts of methylated
alcohol

;
the whole is heated for three or

four hours at a temperature of 212°, in a
suitable metallic vessel capable of support-
ing pressure, when the whole of the ro-
saniline is converted into a new colouring
substance. To obtain the colour from it, it

is simply necessary to allow the mass in
the vessel to cool, and to dissolve it in
methylated alcohol, which solution may be
at once used for dyeing and printing

; but
no doubt Messrs. Simpson and Co. find it

not only advantageous to remove from the
mass the iodine it may contain, and also to
further purify the colour by other chemical
processes. It may bo stated with truth
that the “Primula Purple” is the finest

shade of purple yet produced.
It is highly probable that the successful

introduction of these magnificent colours
in arts and manufactures would have been
less rapid, but for the discovery in 1856
of another fast purple from lichens, by
Mr. Mamas (of the firm of Guinon, Mamas,
and Bonnet), of Lyons, the beauty of which
colour tended greatly to stimulate the public
taste for fast purple on the Continent, and
then in England, and thus materially as-
sisted in overcoming the inertia and reluct-
ance of dyers and printers to incur the
great expense at that time involved in the
application of tar purples.
The next coal-tar colour brought under

public notice was a red dye, which received
the name of Magenta or Solferino. The
first scientific glimpse of the existence of
this colour was obtained by Dr. Hofmann,
in 1843 ; it was further noticed, in 1856, by
Mr. Natanson, but was frilly described by
Dr. Hofmann in 1S58. There is consequently
no doubt that his researches suggested to

Mr. Verguin, a chemist of Lyons, the idea
of substituting the action of anhydrous
bichloride of tin on aniline for that of
tetrachloride of carbon, employed by Hof-
mann. Dr. Hofmann’s process was further
developed by Mr. Gerberkellor, and carried

out on a practical scale at Mulhouse, where,
under the superintendence of a commission
ofscientific men, the red colour of Hofmann,
generated by the action of tetrachloride

of carbon on aniline, was produced in large
quantities. It was Mr. Verguin’s process,

however, which was first commercially
adopted, and a red manufactured by it was
for some time sold, under the name of Fuch-
sine, by Messrs. Benard Freres, of Lyons,
who prepared it by heating to ebullition in

an earthenware vessel a mixture of ten
parts of aniline and seven parts of bichloride

of tin, either anhydrous or hydrated. After
this mixture had boiled for fifteen or twenty
minutes, it was allowed to cool, and then
boiled with water, which dissolved the
colouring matter. To separate and purify
it, the richly-coloured solution thus obtained
was partially saturated with carbonate of
soda, and then, by the addition of a little

common salt, the aniline red was liberated
in the form of a paste, which when dissolved
in alcohol water, or acetic acid, was ready
for the dyer’s or printer’s use. The extra-
ordinary brilliancy of the colour of fuchsine,
so far surpassing anything then known,
attracted so much attention, that many
scientific and practical men made great
efforts to devise other means for its pro-
duction, amongst whom may be cited

Mr. D. Price, whose process was adopted

by Messrs. Simpson, Maule, and Nicholson,
and consisted in boiling a solution of sul-
phate of aniline with binoxide of lead. The
colouring matter, called roseine, was then
dissolved with water, and after further puri-
fication was ready for use. Mr. Gerber-

keller also produced a beautiful shade of
magenta, w'hich he called azaleine, and
prepared it by acting on aniline with nitrate
of mercury. Messrs. Louth and Depouilly
substituted nitric acid for the nitrate of
mercury

; Messrs. Dale and Caro, the action
of nitrate of lead on hydrochlorate of aniline

;

and Mi\ Smith, of Glasgow, perchloride of
antimony

;
but the process now generally

adopted is one first brought to public notice
by Dr. Medlock, and further improved by
Messrs. Do Laire and Girard. Dr. Med-
lock’s process consists in heating together
a mixture of dry arsenic acid with aniline,
to a temperature near that of the boiling
point of aniline itself, when the mixture
assumes a purple colour

;
it is then diluted

with water and allowed to cool. The aque-
ous solution contains the colouring matter,
whilst a tarry substance remains behind.
It is to be regretted that Dr. Medlock did
not give a more complete and precise de-
scription of his method of producing roseine
with arsenic acid, for he would then have
secured for this country the honour of
having devised the best means of making
this important dyeing material. To obviate
the irregularity in the quantity of colour
produced, in consequence of the varying
proportions of water existing in dry arsenic
acid, the following more perfect process of
Messrs. De Laire and Girard is that now
generally preferred. It consists in well
mixing twelve parts of arsenic acid, twelve
of water, and ten of commercial aniline,
and after the mixture has become solid,

heating it gradually to a temperature not
exceeding 320°. After four or five hours
it is allowed to cool, when the mass presents
a coppeiy hue similar to that of Florentine
bronze. This colouring-matter is highly
soluble in water and other solvents, and
imparts to them a fine purple-red tint,

which could be used for dyeing purposes,
but the exigencies of trade have forced the
manufacturers to purify it more and more
until they have gradually reached the stan-
dard of chemical purity. All who visited
the chemical department of the last exhi-
bition must have noticed the splendid
crowns formed of well-defined crystals of
aniline red, called magenta or roseine, in
which the French, although they expected
to be unrivalled in this class of production,
were distanced by Messrs. Simpson, Maule,
and Nicholson. It would be tedious to
enter fully into the details of the various
methods adopted for purifying the crude
aniline reds, but it may be as well to state
that the following process is used to remove
some of the salts of aniline, tarry matters,
&c. The impure colour is boiled with an
excess of alkali, which liberates and expels
the unaltered aniline, and fixes the acids
with which it was combined. The insoluble
portion is treated with a weak solution of
acid, generally speaking acetic, which dis-
solves the colouring-matter, leaving behind
the tarry substances. To the acid solution
is then added a small quantity of alkali, to
reprecipitate the colour, which is slightly
washed with water, and then redissolved in
acid. If the solution is then concentrated,
beautiful crystals, haring the brilliant ap-
pearance of cantharides’ wings, are produced,
which in this case will be acetate of ro§ani-
line, or the roseine of Messrs. Simpson,
Maule, and Nicholson.

F. Crace Caxyert.
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ART IN SCOTLAND, IRELAND,
AND THE PROVINCES.

Edinburgh.—

T

he thirty-seventh annual re-

port of tho Royal Scottish Academy has been

published. We regret we cannot refer to it at

any length, for the past year has been an event-

ful ono in the history of the institution, inas-

much as it has lost its late president, Sir John

Watson Gordon, It.A., and one of its most dis-

tinguished members, Mr. Dyce, R.A. The re-

port, which is altogether most satisfactory as

regards the position and prospects of the Aca-

demy, alludes to many matters connected with

Scottish Art which are of considerable interest.

The sales at the last exhibition reached a larger

amount than on any former occasion.

Hamilton.—

A

memorial of the late Duke of

Hamilton is to be erected in this town by public

subscription. It is proposed to make it a monu-
mental portico enclosing a statue of the Duke.

Dublin.—

T

he School of Art in this city, one

of the oldest in Great Britain, is progressing-

most favourably. The numbers of those receiv-

ing instruction in drawing, in public and other

schools, have increased during the past year

from 900 to 2,080, and the sound instruction

afforded in elementary drawing in such schools

has become a valuable part of general education.

Since October, 1S6 3, the Dublin School has been
conducted by Mr. Lyne.

Bristol.—

T

he friends and pupils of the

School of Art in this city held their annual

meeting on the 29th of November. The yearly

report, read by Mr. J. B. Atldnson, one of the

honorary secretaries, states that the classes, both

day and evening, havo been well attended, good
discipline has been maintained in the school,

and the drawings executed, especially the studies

from natural history, show considerable advance

on former years. The report also states that

the services of the head-master, Mr. J. A. Ilam-
mersley, E.S.A., will cease in the month of

February, and application has been made to

the Department of Science and Art for the no-

mination of a gentleman to succeed him. The
financial statement shows a balance of nearly

£19 in favour of the school.

Carlisle.—

T

he annual meeting of tho Carlisle

School of Art took place on the 25th of Novem-
ber, Mr. Potter, M.P., presiding. The honour-
able gentleman, in the course of a long and able

address, alluded in no very measured terms to

the waste of money on tho South Kensington
Museum, while the Schools of Art throughout
the country were left comparatively destitute

of assistance of almost every kind. The Carlisle

School is altogether in a satisfactory state.

Gloucester.—

T

he authorities at South Ken-
sington have expressed a wish to purchase six

of the works sent up by students of the Glou-
cester and Stroud Schools of Au-t at the last

national competition; the object of the purchase
being to use these drawings as studies for other

schools. The circumstance is equally creditable

to the master of the school and to those pupils

whose works have been selected.

,
Lewes.—

T

he memorial of the late Duke of
Richmond, intended for the County Hall of this

town, has been completed by Mr. Foley. It

consists simply of a bust and a carved pedestal.

In the former the Duke wears a military uni-

form, over which is thrown a cloak
;
and on the

latter is described a character entitled to the
respect of mankind. The cost of the memorial
is defrayed by subscription.

Lincoln.—

T

he first meeting for tho distri-

bution of prizes to the students of the Lincoln
School of Art, and also to celebrate the opening
of the new school, was hold in the month of
November, in the large room of the Corn Ex-
change. It was in every respect a most suc-
cessful meeting, and the eloquent speeches of
the Bishop of Oxford and the Dean of Lincoln
were especially listened to with marked atten-
tion. During the evening a valuable timepiece
was presented to Mr. E. R. Taylor, the master,
by Mr. Richardson, on behalf of his fellow-
students, in token of their esteem.

Manchester.—

T

ho annual meeting of the
Manchester Academy of Arts was held in the
month of November. The report speaks favour-
ably of the condition of the Academy, which

has now entered on its fifth year
;

it numbers
twenty members, of whom four are non-resident

:

it has also two associate members. The late

president, Mr. J. L. Brodie, having removed to

London, Mr. W. K. Keeling, one of the oldest

members of the London Institute of Water-
Colour Painters, has been elected to succeed him.

The council notices with satisfaction that the

advantages of study afforded by the Academy
were becoming better understood, not only by
members, associates, and students, but also by
several architects who had applied for admission.

Norwich. — The prizes, which included

eighteen medals, awarded at the last examination

of the students in the Norwich School of Aid,

were distributed at a meeting of the pupils, their

friends and supporters, towards the close of the

past year. In the course of the preliminary

remarks made by the chairman, Mr. Burwell,

he stated that a deputation, important in num-
bers and position, had had an interview with

Earl Granville, at the office of the Privy

Council, the result of which was, that certain

modifications with regard to existing arrange-

ments were to be made, and measures adopted

for obtaining a parliamentary committee on the

alleged grievances of the provincial schools.

Southampton.—

T

he annual examination of

the pupils of the School of Art in this town was
made by Mr. S. Hart, R.A., one of the govern-

ment inspectors, in November last, when 387

drawings of various lands were worked in the

presence of the examiner, who expressed himself

much gratified with tho general excellence of

what was done. Mr. Hart expressed his sur-

prise that the Southhampton School should be
located in a building like the Victoria Rooms,
which afford neither light nor space adequate
to the requirements of the pupils.

York.—

T

he annual meeting of the subscribers

and others interested in the York School of Art
took place in the month of November. Lord
Houghton occupied the chair, and in his pre-

fatory remarks said, that when he was a member
of the House of Commons he took a different

view from the government on the question of

payment to schools by results. But whatever
rules were established by the Department, he
trusted would be submitted to cheerfully, and
made the best of, however unpalatable they
might be. Wo confess not to see the force of

Lord Houghton’s logic, nor the justice and rea-

sonableness of his recommendations.
Yorkshire Art-Union.—

A

t the time when
the terrible catastrophe took place in Sheffield

by the bursting of the reservoir’, a collection of
pictures, got together by the committee of the

Yorkshire Art-Union, was exhibited in that

town
;
in the autumn of the year these works

were sent to Leeds, and subsequently were trans-

ferred again to Sheffield for exhibition, thus
affording a very large proportion of the inhabi-

tants of the county an opportunity of seeing

them. The collection includes about three hun-
dred and thirty specimens.

ART IN CONTINENTAL STATES.

Paris.—

T

he genius of John Leech is not
unrecognised in France. His premature and
lamentable demise has been feelingly noted in

more than one of the Parisian journals, and in
the leading artistic periodical a special tribute

has been paid to his memory. “ His delicate,

subtle, and piquant pencil,” observes the writer
thereof, “ excelled in touching off, in a few firm

strokes, contemporary physiognomy, and his

satirical pleasantries, ephemeral as they may
seem, will best afford to future antiquarians a
genuine presentment of our age. Vainly would
pretentious canvases of High Art compete, by
the hundred, with tnese sketches, flung off, as it

were, for a brief to-morrow of existence, to be
thence seemingly consigned to oblivion. How
many masterpieces—genuine masterpieces—in

their intrinsic purport, are thus momentarily
dashed by the hands of artists spurned by
academies and neo-Grec schools !”—Apropos
of schools, the Academic des Beaux Arts held,

towards the close of November, its first sitting,

since it has been shorn of its functionary attri-

butes by the remorseless decree of the past

year. Although the circular hall of the In-

st itut was as fully crowded on the occasion

and with as brilliant a reunion of fair visitants

as in days of the palmy past, yet the whole
proceeding seemed a melancholy anomaly.
Substantially the Academic has ceased to exist,

and its soul has undergone a transmigra-
tion. The whole business of the day resolved

itself into an eulogistic oration, on the part of

the perpetual secretary, Monsieur Beule, in

memory of the deceased Hippolyte Flandrin

—

in whom France has lost an unequivocally great

painter, and the Academic one whom it would
fain associate with itself as a cherished pupil.

This studied tribute was fervidly eloquent, al-

though a coldly dispassionate critic would mingle
a grain of salt with some of its superlatives. Its

pith and purpose were, however, resolved into

the essence of the following sentence of perora-

tion. “ The memory of Flandrin will be held

in especial honour by the Academic des Beaux
Arts, of whom, at the first, he has been tho

well beloved offspring, and, at the last, of whose
doctrines he became the noble representative.

The single name of Flandrin, Messieurs, con-

founds your calumniators and avenges the in-

gratitude by which you have been visited.”

But alas ! all this and more will not repeal the

Imperial statute of November, 1SG3 ! By the

way, it is intended to erect a statue of the de-

ceased artist.—The exhibition of works of Art
at tho Salon last year, notwithstanding its com-
parative mediocre character, realised 110,000

francs, while the number of catalogues sold was
28,000. M. Aristide Husson, one of the best

pupils of David d’Angers, the distinguished

sculptor, is dead
;
he had reached his sixty-first

year. Ilis numerous works are found in the

various museums of tho country.

Bretten.—

A

monument to Melancthon, by
the sculptor Drake, of Berlin, has been erected

in this town.
Brussels.—

A

monument in memory of Counts
Egmont and Horn, who were executed in 1508

for their resistance to the tyrannical domination

of Spain over their country, is to be erected in

this city where they suffered. It will includo

four figures, tho two nobles and two other
soldiers.

Copenhagen.—

I

ndustrial Exhibitions are in-

creasing in the continental states of Europe
;

one was opened in the autumn of last year at

Amsterdam—reference was made to it in our
number for the month of October—and it is

proposed to hold another at Copenhagen. A
committee for carrying out the project was ap-

pointed some time ago, of which Prince Oscar
is president, and the following resolution was
adopted :

—“ That an Exhibition of the Products
of the three Scandinavian States—Sweden, Nor-
way, and Denmark—should take place in the

summer of 1866
;
and for that purpose a Crystal

Palace should be constructed at the expense of

the state and of the capital.”

Florence.—

A

“ Society for the Promotion of

tho Fine Arts ” in such a city as Florence—the
school of so many grand old painters—seems an
anomaly; and yet an institution bearing this

title has existed for twenty years, its twentieth
annual exhibition having been opened in the

autumn of last year, with two hundred and
twenty oil-pictures, fourteen water-colour draw-
ings, and eleven examples of sculpture, contri-

buted by artists residing in Florence, Venice,
Milan, Bologna, Verona, &c.

Lacken.—

I

t is proposed to erect here a per-

manent building for the exhibition of works in

Art, science, and manufacture. A company has
been formed in Brussels for the purpose.

PoMREii.—Among the most recent discoveries

made in this city of the dead is, it is reported, a
magnificent temple dedicated to Juno, in which
nearly three hundred skeletons were found.

The statues adorning the building are stated to

be in an excellent state of preservation, and are

decked with numerous jewels.

Potsdam.—

A

copy, in marble, of ‘ The Angel
of the Resurrection,’ in the church of St. Maria
da Gloria, at Rome, has been placed over thevault

containing the body of Frederick William IV.,

King of Prussia, in Friedenskirche. The copy
was executed by Tenerani, of Rome.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

••WEDGWOOD AND ETRURIA.”

Sir,—

T

he interesting history of “ Wedgwood
and Etruria” commenced in your Journal in
April last, having terminated, I take the liborty
of sending you some slight information respect-
ing “the brothers Elers” (?) spoken of in page
91

;
and although it is partly from a copy of

Burke’s “ Landed Gently,” and partly from one
or two family letters of a late date in my pos-
session, I think you will admit that the account
I have collected from them, and send you, of
the secret of mixing the clay, is much more
agreeable to contemplate than the story detailed
in your Journal, of deceit and hypocrisy prac-
tised by a potter named Astbury, a relative of
Josiah Wedgwood, on the Elers, and supposed
to be true, and which theft is made to appear a
discovery and improvement in their art by this

same man.
That Elers was mainly instrumental in dis-

covering, by his knowledge of chemistry, the
art of mixing the clay in greater perfection than
had before been attained, is admitted in the his-

tory you published
;
and it is strange so im-

portant a discovery, which ultimately tended to

the greatness of (ho Wedgwoods, should have
received so insignificant a notice from the hands
of the biographer as almost to make it a matter
of secondary importance in the history of Wedg-
wood Ware.
The man who made this great discovery was

John Philip Elers (not “the brothers Elers”).
He was descended from an ancient baronial
family in Lower Saxony, and his immediate
ancestor was Admiral Elers, who married a
princess of the royal house of Baden. Their
son, Martin Elers, born in 1621, removed from
Geraiany to Holland, and was ambassador at

several courts in Europe. He married the
daughter of Daniel Van Jlildret, a rich burgo-
master of Amsterdam, and reputed to have been
worth a ton of gold. They left a daughter, who
married Sir W. Phipps, the ancestor of the
Marquis of Normanby, and two sons, David and
John Philip. The former settled in London as
a merchant

;
the latter, the person in question,

was named after his godfather, John Philip,

Elector of Mentz
;
and his godmother, Christina

of Sweden, held him in her arms at the bap-
tismal font, and always addressed his father as
cousin, in reference to his royal ancestor.

He became a man of great abilities, a great
chemist, and a great mechanic. The celebrated
Boerhavc had a great esteem and friendship for

him as a man of science. He had also the
honour of the friendship of the Prince of Orange,
and accompanied that prince to England. Ho
soon after settled in Staffordshire, where he
married a Miss Banks, whose sister married a
Yernon, the ancestor of the present Lord. Being
fond of chemistry, he discovered, and I am told
by my text, that he taught the Wedgwoods the
art of mixing the Delft. It is further stated that
he never derived any pecuniary advantage from
the discovery

;
and therefore from this statement

it appears doubtful if Elers ever made pottery a
business

;
and, indeed, I think his reputed scien-

tific and studious habits authorise the presump-
tion that he did not

;
but I am open to correc-

tion, if it can be otherwise proved.
This account is what has been handed down

and generally accepted by the descendants of
this scientific and learned man, and the asser-
tion that he taught the Wedgwoods the art of
mixing their clay is certainly much more plea-
sing, if true, than the story of the contemptible
artifice and theft said to have been committed
by the potter Astbury.

Therefore I think it is to be hoped Burke and
my documents may be correct, since so much
has lately been done to honour Josiah Wedg-
wood, and leave Elers disregarded, who, accord-
ing to the history published in your Journal, was
driven, by unfair dealing, by that family from
Bradwell, after his secret had been clandestinely
stolen

;
thus founding, as it were (though, I be-

lieve, no uncommon thing), a greatness on the
genius of another man.

It may be interesting to note further that
the colebrated authoress, Maria Edgeworth, was

granddaughter of this same John Philip Elers,

his daughter, Maria Elers, having married
Richard Lovell Edgeworth. There are some
descendants of the Elers family, and I believe

I possess the only few letters existing, though
of a late date, of any former member of it,

through my wife, who was the youngest daughter
of the late Lieutenant Edward Elers, R.N., great

grandson of John Philip, and who died at the

early age of twenty-eight, leaving four children,

and whose widow afterwards married the late

Admiral Sir Charles Napier.

W. Lacy, Major.
The Folygon. Southampton,

Dec. 1864.

A BASKET OF LOVES.
FROM THE BAS-RELIEF BY THORWALDSEN.

Born of a father whose early home was
in the inhospitable climate of Iceland, reared
in the scarcely less inclement atmosphere of

Copenhagen, Thorwaldsen’s name stands,

perhaps, the foremost among the sculptors

of the present century ; for we do not think
that even Canova— who, probably, has
acquired more popular fame—has shown
so much vigour of expression, and such
high poetical qualities, as the Danish artist.

Canova is known chiefly by his statues,

Thorwaldsen both by these and bas-reliefs

;

and though his statues are of the highest
order,—for example, his ‘Hope,’ his ‘Venus,’
and the sitting figure of Byron,— his

relievos certainly transcend these, and are

the works which have brought most glory
to his name : the most remarkable are the
‘ Triumph of Alexander,’ ‘ Priam asking for

the Dead. Bodyof Hector,’ and the sculptured
decoration of the cathedral at Copenhagen.

In his ‘ Basket of Loves ’ we have one of

those fanciful poetical compositions in which
he occasionally indulged

;
it is a sculptured

picture, characterised by grace and humour.
The female is evidently a wanderer, the
pilgrim’s staff indicates this

;
she is resting

by the way, and, perhaps in a moment
of unguardedness, one oi the nestlings,

eager to try its powers of flight, like a
young bird, has spread its wings, and
flies away ; while its’ owner seems vainly
striving to allure it back again. Of those
still in the nest or basket, one looks archly
up to its brother who has taken flight;

another lays its hand playfully on the nose
of a noble dog, the wanderer’s companion

;

two are caressing each other; and one,

which appears the youngest, is fast asleep.

In every part of the composition there is

much to admire, both in the conception,

and in the execution. Look, for instance, at

the tiny faces of the young loves, how
expressive they all are. But the sculptor

has thrown all his energy into the principal

figure, whose countenance is very beautiful,

.

Sculptors who aim at being pictorial, are

very apt to lose the dignity of their art in

the attempt to carry out their ideas ; but
no such charge can be brought against this

design. Full ofpicturesque materials as it is,

all is made subordinate to the true principles

of sculpturesque art : while to show how
carefully the artist had studied the arrange-
ment of the subject so as to preserve
uniformity, attention should be directed to

the upper end of the staff, which, by being
thus placed, fills up what would otherwise
be a blank space, giving to the whole
composition a complete pyramidal form.
This portion of the staff, seen behind the
female, acts as a balancing power to the
group of small figures projecting in the
same line with it, on the opposite side.

MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.

Tile Hangers at the Royal Academy
in 1S65 will be Messrs. Ward, Millais, and
Cooke. H.W. Pickersgill, Esq.

,
has resigned

the office of Librarian. It is understood that
his successor will bo Mr. S. A. Hart, R.A.

—

The election of two Academicians took place
on the 17th December, when Messrs. Faed
and Horsleybecame members.—On the 10th
of December silver medals wore awarded to
Mr. Thomas Davidson, for the best painting
from tho Life

;
to Mr. Frederick George

Oakes for the best copy made in the paint-
ing school

;
to Mr. Claud Andrews Calthrop

for the best drawing from tho Life
; to Mr.

Richard Lincoln Alldridge for the best
drawing from the Antique

; to Mr. James
Griffiths for the best model from the An-
tique

; to Mr. Sydney Williams Lee for the
best architectural drawing; to M\ Horace
Henry Canty for the best perspective draw-
ing. It is "ratifying to add that Mr.
Richard Phene Spiers was at tho same time
appointed to the “ travelling studentship ”

for an architectural design. This young
gentleman—tho eldest son of Mr. Alderman
Spiers, of Oxford, whose name has been so
long associated with much that is estimable
in Letters and in Art—has now, we believe,

obtained every honour which tho Royal
Academy can bestow upon a student.
John Gibson, R.A., has intimated to tho

Royal Academy his intention to bequeath
to it the sum of £32,000, the sole condition
being that a part of its gallery shall contain
casts of his works, which casts the sculptor
will supply.

The National Gallery.—The autho-
rities of the parish of St. Martin-in-the-
Fields, in which the National Gallery
stands, have received notice from the office

of Woods and Forests that Government
requires the whole of the workhouse and
tho site for the purposes of the National
Gallery ; the parish is invited to send in an
estimate of its value.

The Memorial of the late Prince
Consort.—Preparations have been some
time in progress for the reception of the
memorial ofIns Royal Highness tho ‘

‘ Good”
Prince Consort, though a lengthened period
must elapse before the works themselves
will be ready for placing, from tho multi-
tude of details involved in the monument.
The sketches have -all been sent in to the
committee, and photographs of them have
been made for the Royal Family, and also

for transmission to the Crown Princess of
Prussia. In order to help the memory of
our readers and to assist them to an esti-

mate of the importance of this work, and
of the quality of Art they may expect, it

may not be out of place to recapitulate,
that the four principal groups will be by
MacDowell, Foley, Theed, and Bell, being
symbolical of the four' quarters of the
globe. The second series, to describe
Commerce, Agriculture, Manufacture, and
Engineering, are respectively entrusted to
Marshall, Weekes, Thomycroft, and Lawler.
The British Institution.—Tho copies

made from a selection of the exhibition of
“ Old Masters ” were open to inspection on
the 16th of November. The works left for
study were—a portrait of the Duchess of
Cumberland, by Gainsborough; of Went-
worth Earl of Stafford, Vandyke

;
of a

man, by Flink; Sir Endymion Porter, by
Vandyke

;
of a Burgomaster, Vander Heist

;

the Penn Family, by Reynolds ; a Lady,
Romney; Lord Mulgrave, Gainsborough;
and Lady Sheffield, by the same. ‘ The
Morning Ride,’ C’uyp ;

‘ Spanish Girls at
a Window,’ Murillo

;
‘ River with Boats,’
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Yander Capolla
;

‘ Landscape,’ Both

;

‘Magdalen,’ Carlo Dolce; ‘A Poultry-

Yard,’ Hondekoeter ; ‘Dead Game and
Still Life,’ Snyders

;
‘Theseus and Atheco,’

S. Rosa; a ‘Plight into Egypt,’ Vanni

;

and a very beautiful interior by Teniers.

At the Last Election heid by the In-
stitute of Water-Colour Painters, Mr. W.
Thomas was admitted an associate. There
is at present no intention on the part of this

society to hold a winter exhibition.

General Exhibition ofWater-Colour
Drawings.—An exhibition under this title

will be opened at the Egyptian Hall, on
Monday, the 20th of February, 1865. As
contributions are invited from painters in
water-colour,—subject, of course, to the ap-
proval of a committee,—it does not appear
that this exhibition will be held by an ex-
clusive body, although it is probable that a
selection of the contributors will eventually
form themselves into a society, which, if

instituted on liberal principles, would be a

boon to a great mass of water-colour artists

to whom no institution in their own depart-

ment of Art is open, as both of the water-
colour institutions are more exclusive than
the Royal Academy. Tho exhibition is

opened on the principle of guaranteeship,
the fund amounting to £250.
Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects.—The first meeting of this society

for tho session 1861-65 took place on tho
7th of November, when the president, Mr.
T. L. Donaldson, delivered an address on
the position of the Institute at this time,

its prospects for the future, and on the pro-

gress of architecture generally in the coun-
try. Ho referred especially to what was
being done in London, and contrasted the
“niggardly” spirit in which architecture

was carried out hero with the gigantic

strides made in Paris under the “master-
mind” of the Emperor.
The London Institution.— We are

gratified to find the Council of this old

and important literary and scientific society

still continues to include the subject of Art
among its proceedings. In the month of

November last, Mr. John Zephauiali Bell

delivered three lectures in the theatre of

the Institution on ‘
‘ Story in Pine Art and

in Ornamental Art.” It is not, perhaps,

generallyknown that the London Institution

possesses one of the largest and most valu-
able libraries, and the most extensive

apparatus for scientific purposes, in tho

kingdom
; the former includes many books

not found in the British Museum.
The Society of Arts has opened its

111th session. The list of members is

now “prodigious,” numbering, we believe,

between three thousand and four thousand.

The yearly subscription of each is two gui-
neas

;
the annual income of the society,

therefore, approaches £8,000. It is conse-
quently in its power to do an immense
amount of good, and greatly to advance the

interests of “ Art and manufacture.” It

has certainly not been idle of late years

;

for nearly half a century it indulged in ab-
solute sleep

;
within the last ten or perhaps

twenty years, however, it has been roused
into active exertion, and very beneficial

results havo followed. For Art, however,
the society has done little or nothing—not
so much, indeed, as it did when Sloth pre-
sided over its proceedings. It seems, in

reality, to ignore this—a very important, if

not the most important—part of its duty.
We believe if it were to appoint a com-
mittee to take into consideration how the
interests of Art may be best promoted
in Great Britain, the society might very
greatly enlarge its means of usefulness.

The Dublin International Exhibi-

tion.—This work is proceeding satisfac-

torily. The committees—those of Dublin
and London—are exerting themselves to

the utmost to bring it to a successful issue.
“ Her Majesty has been graciously pleased
to allow the Exhibition to be placed under
her royal patronage,” as “ a patriotic under-
taking, which she is happy to encourage
and support,” and the Irish court is ener-
getically sustaining it. Zealous aid has been
tendered by the several governments of the
Continent, and from India and our colonies

much valuable help is looked for. We hope
the manufacturers of England and Scotland
are fully alive to the importance of the
movement, and are arranging to send con-
tributions. It will answer their purpose to

do so—“ commercially of that we have no
doubt; but there are other, and not less

weighty, considerations bywhich they should
be influenced. There has never occurred a
better opportunity for drawing nearer and
closer the relations of the two countries, on
which so much of the happiness and pros-
perity of both must essentially depend.
The Liverpool Statue of Gladstone

is, we understand, to bo executed by Mr.
John Adams. Under what circumstances,
or by whose influence, this commission was
obtained, we are at a loss to guess ; certainly

the event is not to be attributed to any
merit of the sculptor above that of his com-
peers. When commissions are given so heed-
lessly, or in such utter ignorance, it can
scarcely bo matter of wonder that so many
of our public testimonials are either absur-
dities or atrocities

;
with men ready to do

works of this order—Foley, MacDowell,
Marshall,Diu-ham,Bell,Weekes, and several

others—men who are fully capable of pro-
ducing “memorials” that will honour tho
subjects and the country, it is not a little

singular, while it is certainly very deplor-

able, that second or third-class artists

should be commissioned to produce them.
Bust of Thackeray.—A bust of this

renowned author is to be placed in West-
minster Abbey, between the monuments of

Addison and Macaulay. It will not be out
of place : all of human kind owe a debt to

Thackeray. It appears that a committee
has commissioned Baron Marochetti to pro-

duce this bust
;
we cannot say why—for of

all our sculptoi’s, he seems to us almost tho

last that should have been selected. We
say this without by any means disparaging
an artist of great ability ; but the bust of a
plain English gentleman is not “ in his

line ;” there will be no scope for the exercise

of any talent, beyond that of preserving a
likeness of the man ; to elevate the features

into poetry or lofty expression would be to

do injustice to the great literary satirist of

the age. There are sculptors who knew
him at least as well as did the Baron Maro-
chetti, and could have done the work better

than the Baron will do it. Moreover, if it is

to be a bust merely, on a pedestal, we desire

to know on what grounds the committee
ask for subscriptions to the amount of six

hundred pounds ! Can it cost more—in-

cluding Westminster Abbey fees—than half

that sum.
Working Men’s Exhibitions.— This

principle is extending
;
arrangements are

in progress for exhibitions in Marylebone,
Lambeth, and in the eastern parts of Lon-
don

;
moreover, they are “ talked about” in

the Provinces. That at Islington was “a
great success:” opened by Earl Russell, and
closed by Mr. Gladstone, it has been made
famous. Any means of employing wisely

the leisure hours of working men ought to

be encouraged
;
amusement that is also in-

structive is, above all things, to be desired.

We rejoice, therefore, that the experiment

at Islington was commercially, as well as

socially, profitable : it is understood that, at

the several evening “receptions,” nearly

one hundred thousand persons, ofboth sexes,

attended. Results, therefore, veiy beneficial

must have arisen from the movement. We
venture, however, to council the directors

and arrangers of such schemes, that it may
be wise to use some sort of supervision over
articles tendered for admission

;
it need not

be too strict ;
while it will be most desirable

to encourage artisans to send more freely

their own actualworks in their own callings

—borrowed they may be from their owners
or the masters by whom they are employed.
“ The Report of the Adjudicators” at Isling-

ton has been printed ;
but it tells us little

beyond the fact that they (the adjudicators)

found “ the experience, acquired by them in

the exhibitions of 1851 and 1862 in London,
and of 1855 in Paris,” “helped them less

than might have been expected,” in infer-

ence to their duties at Islington.

Henry Deux Ware.—A costly trifle has
been lately added to the South Kensington
Museum, in tho shape of a small earthen-

ware candlestick of this very rare ware. The
Museum already possessed specimens of the

manufacture, but its rulers have thought
well to add this at a cost of seven hundred
and fiftypounds !—a price so monstrous that

few persons would believe it on hearsay
evidence. When Sir Anthony Rothschild

bought a similar one in Paris, some years
ago, for a little over £200, it was thought
the freak of a millionaire, who would not
be controlled in his fancies. It is to bo
borne in mind that this Museum is not pre-

sumed to be a collection of expensive curio-

sities, but exists only as an addition to the

School of Design, and the rejDOsitory of

works of reference and utility.

The Seal of the Confederate States
of America, the composition of which is

by J. H. -Foley, R.A., contains as a centre

a representation of that statue of Washing-
ton which was executed by the American
sculptor Crawford, and erected at Richmond.
The figure is mounted and in uniform, as

if commanding in an engagement. It is

surrounded by a wreath beautifully com-
posed of the most valuable vegetable pro-
ducts of the Southern soil, as tobacco, rice,

maize, cotton, wheat, and sugar-cane. The
rim bears the legend, “ The Confederate
States of America, 22nd February, 1S62.

Deo Vindice.” The diameter of the seal is

from three to four inches, and it is of silver.

Specimens of Church Plate, consisting

of flagon, chalice, and paten, manufactured
by Mr1

. Keith, havo been supplied by Frank
Smith and Co. to All Saints’ Church,
Windsor, which was consecrated by tho
Bishop of Oxford, November, 1864, in the
presence of H.R.H. the Princess of Wales,
and other members of the royal family.

The flagon, of silver gilt, is a fine specimen
of Art-workmanship, and the tasteful and
judicious introduction of the engraved orna-
ments assists to develop the form of the
vessel.

Playing Caeds.— Messrs. Delarue

—

whose cards are undoubtedly much the best
for use, as all players know—are exerting
their ample “means and appliances” to give

them the aid of Art. Several of their ‘
‘ new

patterns” are true and graceful in design,

while others are not so, because they aim
to accomplish objects that, though more
costty, are less effective. In such matters
simplicity is far preferable to elaboration

;

the eye should be refreshed by purity of form
rather than by gaudy colours and gilt. The
failures of Messrs. Delarue are, however, the

exceptions; their cards are, for the most
part, very meritorious in ornamentation,
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and may be recommended on that ground,

as -well as for their manufactured 1
‘ good-

ness” of material.

The Winter Exhibition, 120, Pall
Mall.—The prizes offered by the manager
of this gallery have been thus awarded by
the committee entrusted with the task of

selection: that of £100 to Mr. Orchardson,
for his picture of ‘ The Challenge ;’ and that

of £50 to Mr. W. H. Davis, for his ‘ Morn-
ing on the Salaises at Boulogne.’ An
extra prize of £50 was given by Mi'. Wallis

to Mr. J. Morgan for his picture of 1 Rais-

ing a Church-rate.’
An Artist without Arms. — There

dwells in Antwerp an artist named Fillu,

who, bom without arms, educated his feet

effectively to do their work. His taste di-

rected his choice of life. He became a
painter, and has succeeded in being a very
accomplished one. He may be seen, in the

Museum, copying with great fidelity some
fine work or other. He balances himself

with ease and firmness on a stool, grasps

his maulstick and palette with the left great

toe, and with the right uses his brush with
perfect facility. The toes of his feet alone are

exposed. M. Fillu has a most agreeable

and intelligent physiognomy.
A Life of Wedgwood.—The papers by

Llewellynn Jewitt, F.S.A., which have ex-

cited groat attention, and given much satis-

faction, in the pages of the Art-Journal,

are about to bo collected and published in

one volume, with many valuable additions.

These additions have resulted from a mass
of communications received by M\ Jewitt,

important aids having been tendered to him
on a variety of incidental and illustrative

topics. All, therefore, that careful research

and industry, added to largo experience

concerning British ceramic Art, can bring to

the assistance of the writer, in treating the

life of this illustrious man, will be given in

this book, which will contain upwards of

one hundred engraved illustrations.

Mr. Fuller, of Pall Mall, formerly of

Rathbone Place, whose name has long been
respected, entreats us to state that he is in no
way connected with a “ firm ” which, under
the same name, advertises to “teach,” and
to give “prizes ” for instructions in, “ illu-

minating ’
’ and so forth . Farther, we advise

persons who may receive circulars and
prospectuses from this “firm ”—ladies, more
especially, who may be told how to earn
“ respectable livelihoods ” by paying certain

unascertained sums of money for “ teach-
ings ”—to be very minute in their inquiries

before remittances “by post-office order”
or otherwise are sent as directed.

Sir Edwin Landseer’s picture, ‘ The
Maid and the Magpie,’ has been added to

the Kensington Collection. This, it will

be remembered, was one of the pictures
bequeathed by the late Mr. Jacob Bell.

Another, called ‘An Incident in a Battle,’

by Tschaggeny, has been placed there under
tho will of the late Mr. Oppenheim.
An Altar Cloth of richly embroidered

velvet has been recently produced by Messrs.
Frank Smith and Co., for the Infirmary
chapel of Radcliffo, Oxford. It is from the
design of Mi-

. A. W. Blomfield, the archi-

tect of the chapel, and is beyond doubt one
of the most beautiful and harmonious works
of its class. When such artists as Mi'.

Blomfield do not consider it a conde-
scension to think of all the minor and sub-
ordinate needs of a church, the results

cannot be otherwise than gratifying. He
has found competent allies in Messrs. Smith,
who have admirably executed their part of
the task. The superfrontal of the cover is

composed of the x’ichest crimson silk velvet,

in colours, with conventional roses; the

i

frontal is of green velvet, and to this por-

tion of the work has been successfully ap-
plied some of the richest specimens of the art

of the embroideress. The frontal is divided

into three compartments by four orphreys,

embroidered at the base with vases, out of

which spring conventionalised plants or

flowers, arranged in such a manner that

the colours introduced greatly assist in

developing the graceful forms of the orna-
ment-. The two side compartments contain

a medisevalised floral design, worked out
also with great skill in colours, while in the

centre panel is introduced the finest em-
broidery, in the shape of a large cross with
floriated ends, worked in coloured silks and
gold thread, with fine large crystals which
add much to the brilliancy of the whole.
The Graphic.—In the arrangements for

the ensuing season, it is proposed that

ladies be invited to one of the meetings.
The first conversazione was held as usual,

at the London University, on the 14th of

December.
A Long Resident in Venice.—Mr. E.

L. Fryer has painted several excellent pic-

tures of the famous ’sea- city, some of which
are commissions executed for Vienna. They
are of great merit as accurate portraits of

places and objects which have been made
familiar to us by the pencils of Canaletti,

David Roberts, and others ; but they are

none the less interesting therefore. Mr.
Fryer knows Venice well

;
ho has sought

and found scenes hitherto little known, and
has delineated them with freedom, force,

and fidelity. His largest work describes

the Palace of the Doge and the Ponte della

Paglia, with groups of incidental figures.

He has also sketches and pictures of Italian

and Swiss scenery', and one of Fontain-
bleau, a rich and picturesque landscape,

that exhibits considerable ability.

The Last Work of Thomas Battam.
—It is sad to write this sentence—to know
that the fertile mind, rich fancy, and skil-

ful hand of this valuable artist cannot again
assist in educating the public taste, for

which he long catered so well and wisely.

Mr. Alderman Copeland has issued his last

work ; it is one of the most charming of

his many excellent productions, designed
with singular delicacy and beauty. The
work is called the Lurlino Tazza ; it is

simply a stooping figure supporting a fan-

ciful shell, intended to hold flowers. A
pillar, which sustains the figure, stands in

a somewhat large basin, for flowers also;

flowers therefore being underneath and
above the fabled nymph of the Lurlei Berg,

the perilous maiden of tho Rhine. The
whole composition is conceived in the purest

taste; it is admirably modelled, and is,

moreover, a most fortunate example of

manipulative skill.

The Art-Union, hitherto known as that

of the Crystal Palace, but now, we believe,

as the “ Ceramic Art-Union,” is preparing

for a vigorous campaign. It is to this

special class ofArt that the society has been

hitherto indebted for its success. It has

given much impetus to Ceramic Art, its

issues having all been of great excellence,

produced exclusively for members, each

being generally of the full value of the

guinea subscribed. Tho productions on

which its directors calculate for “a run”
in 18G5 are two busts of great excellence of

the Queen and Prince Albert, from the

originals by Theed, representing the sove-

reign and her illustrious consort—“ the

good Prince”—in the prime of life, just

at the period when it will be most pleasant

to cherish the memory of both. The busts

are consequently very desirable acquisi-

tions. Other objects of value are shown at

tho official depot, the Polytechnic, in Regent
Street : they are very varied, many of them
being elegant utilities. The society has
always had our cordial support

;
it has done

much good service to British industrial Art,

fostering and ministering to pure taste, and
placing the best of its productions within
easy reach. We rejoice, therefore, to know
that the lamented death of its projector,

Mi*. Thomas Battam, will in no way inter-

rupt its prosperous progress.

The Institute of Sculptors.—The re-

solutions adopted by this body in reference

to the late Exhibition of Sculpture at South
Kensington having been dissented from in

a few cases, Mi'. Westmacott and the Baron
Marochetti retired from the society ; and in

another case tho virtual expulsion of a
member took place by a vote of the body,
confirmatory of all its foregone acts bearing
on this matter, and in effect excluding from
the Institute members who act in contra-
vention of the resolutions of the majority.

Tho origin of these dissensions is still found
in the impossible conditions to which the
profession was to bo subjected in contri-

buting to the exhibition, and which must
be entirely re-modelled, if any worthy show
of English sculpture be in future contem-
plated at Kensington.
The Society of Female Artists.—Tho

ninth exhibition of the works of this society

and those of contributors will be opened in

the present month. All works intended for

exhibition should be sent to the gallery,

48, Pall Mall, on the 14th or 15th of January,
between the hours of 10 a.m. and 5 p.m.,
after which days no works can be received.

By the retirement of the ladies who have
hitherto undertaken the direction of tho
affairs of the society, the entire management
devolves upon the artists themselves, by
whom a committee has been formed.
Picture Sale.—Tho recent premature

death of Mr. Leggatt, of the well-known
firm of Messrs. Hayward and Leggatt has
been the occasion of dispersing the valuable

collection of pictures, and other works con-
tained in their gallery, in Comhill. These
were submitted to auction, at the rooms of

Messrs. Christie, Manson, and Woods, on
the 7th of December and following days, too

late in the month to enable us to give any
detailed notice in our present number.
Portrait of' Shaxspere.—An impres-

sion of Droeshout’s engraved portrait of the

Bard, prefixed to the first edition of his

works, has been recently discovered in a
very different “ state ” from any other copy
known. Its peculiarities consist in its being
as it first left the engraver’s hands, all other
impressions having very coarse additions.

Thus, the moustache and beard have re-

ceived considerable additions, thereby de-

stroying the expression of the muscles about
the mouth and chin. Dark shadows, pro-
duced in the coarsest manner, give the face

the character of a long oval ;
this is parti-

cularly the case with the forehead. The hair

in tho original flows naturally from the

shadow lines of the forehead, but, in the
usual impressions it is divided by a deep
shadow that gives it the appearance of a

wig. The eyebrows have been elongated,

and, in one instance, re-engraved with lines

at right angles to the original, and in oppo-
sition to nature. This curious print, now
the property of Mr. Halliwell, justifies Ben
Jonson’s commendatory verses, much more
than could be imagined from the plate as

we ordinarily see it.

Mr. Rimmel has issued his New Tear’s

Calendar; as usual, it is a very graceful

collection of small chromo- lithographs,

having this novelty, that it is perfumed by
“ a varnish composed of fragrant gums.”
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A New History op Painting in Italy from
the Second to the Sixteenth Century.

Yols. I. and II. By J. A. Crowe and

G. B. Cavalcaselle, Authors of “The Early

Flemish Painters.” Published by J . Mur-
ray, London.

If we in England remain ignorant of the his-

tory of Italian painters and pictures, it is not

because there has been any lack of information

concerning both within our reach. The writ-

ings of their own biographers, Vasari and Lanzi,

have been fully translated into English, and cir-

culated among us at a comparatively cheap rate.

Kiigler’s work has also appeared in an English

garb
;
Sir Charles L. Eastlake and Lady East-

lake, Mrs. Jameson, Mr. Wornum, Mr. J. T.

James, with others, have done good service in

the same domain of Art-literature, to say no-

thing of encyclopaedias, dictionaries, magazines,

and journals, many of which have at different

times within the last twenty years taken up the

subject with a zeal and knowledge that evinced

how much interest it has created. In truth,

Italian Art has been so variously and amply
discussed, that one would almost think little

more remained to he said
;
and yet two other

volumes—thick octavos—now claim our atten-

tion, from the pens of Messrs. J. A. Crowe and

J. B. Cavalcaselle, who announce them as

“ drawn up from fresh materials and recent

researches in the archives of Italy, as well as

from personal inspection of the works of Art

scattered throughout Europe.” These two

volumes are, however, hut the first instalment

of a history to he completed hereafter.

Italian Art, and especially that portion of it

which is embraced in the epochs, now under

consideration, being almost exclusively limited

to what is known as Christian Art, it may natu-

rally he inferred that much of what we read in

the volumes of Mr. Crowe and his coadjutor,

has also received due attention from such pre-

vious writers as Lira. Jameson, and M. Rio, in

his “ Poetry of Christian Art,” a work trans-

lated into English. Yet we do not find here

any direct reference to them or to any other

authors, except those of Italy,—Vasari, Baldi-

nucci, Lanzi, and others,—and to these rather in

short notes than in matter extensively incor-

porated with the text. So far, therefore, an in-

dependent tone has been adopted throughout,

though much of the information obtained must

be derived from these early sources.

Starting from the records of early Christian

Art as represented in the paintings in the Cata-

combs, in the mosaic work executed in Rome,
Naples, and elsewhere, between the fourth and 1

seventh centuries, and in the examples of
j

glass painting and wall pictures from the latter

date to the beginning of the thirteenth century,

we come, in the third chapter, to the works of

the Cosmati and Pietro Cavallini, in Rome and

its vicinity. As the latter artist was contem-

porary with Giotto, whom he assisted in the

mosaics of the basilica of St. Pietro, we reach

at once the morning twilight of the revival of

the art of painting. Tho fourth chapter is

especially interesting, because the subject treated

—sculpture in Central Italy during the twelfth

century—has been little discussed in books by
modem -writers on Italian Art. This art was
then prominently represented by tho works, at

Pisa, of Niccola Pisano, who, “rejecting the

conventional religious sentiments which had
marked his predecessors and contemporaries,

revived tho imitation of the classic Roman
period, and remained a mere spectator at first

of the struggle for tho new and Christian types

of the early school of Florence. Grand in com-
parison with Guido”— not Guido Reni, of

Bologna, whose name is so familiar as a painter

to our readers, but Guido, of Como, a sculptor

of the thirteenth century—“and his predeces-

sors, whose religious sentiment was allied to

the rudest and most primitive execution, he gave

new life to an apparently extinct art, and had,

in common with the men of his time at Pisa

nothing but the subject. Pagan form subservient

to Christian ideas, such was the character of

Niccola’ s sculptures.” Tho mention of Pisa
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naturally leads to the consideration of the state

of painting in that city and the neighbouring
cities of Lucca and Sienna

;
among the painters

of these places, Francesco of Assisi, Guido of Si-

enna, and Montana ofArezzo, were conspicuous.

The revival of painting occurred in Florence,

and the history of Florentine Art is traced in

the succeeding chapters—about twenty in num-
ber—of the first volume. A few pages suffice

to speak of Andrea Tafi and Cimabue, the earliest

artists of that school, but several chapters are

assigned to their immediate follower, Giotto,

and most justifiably so, for he is one who claims

the veneration of eveiy real lover of Art—its

morning star, which even now sheds its quiet

glory over our hearts as we gaze on some of

those sacred compositions which time has spared

to us. Painting since his days has unquestion-

ably made vast progresses in much which con-

stitutes its beauty and its value, but it may be
questioned whether many of Giotto’s 'successors

have surpassed, or even equalled him—except,

perhaps, Fra Angelico—in the deeply earnest

and devotional spirit that characterises his

works. The history of the Florentine school is

continued through Taddeo Gaddi, Buffalmacco,

Giottino, Orcagna, Agnolo Gaddi, Antonio Ve-
niziano, Masaccio, Fra Giovanni da Fiesole,

and others, to the death of the last-named,

which concludes the first volume.
The second opens with a chapter on the de-

cline of the school that Giotto founded in

Florence
;
the period of its decadence was, how-

ever, illuminated by the works of a few painters

of note, among whom Spincllo, of Arezzo, was
prominent. Five chapters immediately fol-

lowing are devoted to a review of Siennese Ant,

which had revived in the hands of Buoninscgna
Duccio, who died about 1340 ;

he was contem-

porary with Giotto, but his stylo of painting

was much in advance of the latter’s. Martini

Simone, to whom Petrarch bequeathed his pic-

ture of the Virgin by Giotto, was one of the

famous early painters of this school. Among
his contemporaries and followers were Lippo and
Andrea Vanni, the brothers Ambrogio and
Pietro Lorenzetti, and Paolo Neri. Vanni
seems to havo been a great name associated

with the Art of Sienna, for, nearly two centuries

after the period we now write of, there were
two celebrated painters of the same name, Fran-
cesco and Raffaelle Vanni, father and son, both
born in Sienna, their immediate progenitor

being also an artist, though of small repute.
“ Nothing is clearer,” say the authors of this

history, “ than that the Umbrian school arose

under the impulse of Siennese examples. The
geographical position of Gubbio and Fabriano,

with reference to Sienna, might alone explain

that result
;
the temper of the people, akin to

the mercurial Siennese rather than to the graver

Florentine, favoured it Second in talent

to the artists of Sienna, these men”—the Um-
brians—“ were characterised by a tendency to

intensify the affectation of grace and tenderness

which, from the earliest time, had been peculiar

to their masters. Prettincss was their chief

quality, and from their outset marked a class

of men whose posterity was destined to contri-

bute, by its progress in Perugia and Urbino,

to the greatness of Raphael. A smiling gaiety

and lightness gave charm to their works, which,

at the same time, bore the impress of the care-

ful finish and the flat brilliancy of miniatures.”

Of the masters specially treated of in this section

may be pointed out Paolo Uccelli, .Domenico

Veniziano, Fra Filippo Baldovinetti, Verroc-

chio, painter and sculptor, Botticelli, Filippino

Lippi, Ghirlandaio, Pietro della Francesca,

Melozzo da Forli, Marco Palmezzano, and

Giovanni Santi
;
while Brunelleschi, Ghiberti,

and Donatello, to whom Italian architecture

and sculpture were so greatly indebted, are not

overlooked
; a whole chapter is set apart for the

consideration of their works.

Though we have enumerated the chief names
of those artists who figure prominently in the

two volumes, it must not be supposed that the

books consist of biographical notices and nothing

more
;
this would be doing manifest injustice

to the authors, who assume to give, and have

given, a history of painting in Italy, as well

as—in fact, even more than—the lives of the

men whose names are prominently associated
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with it. Tho causes which led to the institu-

tion of particular schools, the changes in style,

the social, religious, and moral effects which
influenced Art, and led to its progress and its

temporary decay, arc reported in a manner both
agreeable and instructive. The authors say :

—

“We shall leave it to the reader to consider
that we cannot hope to charm him with a nar-
rative like that of Vasari, copious, varied, re-

lieved by lively local tints, and mellow with
age

;
nor captivate him with a sketch as light

and curt as that of Lanzi.” For ourselves, wo
are quite indifferent about instituting any com-
parison between Messrs. Crowe and Cavalcaselle

and their predecessors over the same literary

field
;

it is sufficient for us to know that wo
possess in these volumes a well-defined, per-
spicuous, and careful narrative of early Ita-

lian Art, which, though certainly rarely or
never rising into enthusiasm or poetic feeling,

quite as certainly never degenerates into com-
monplace description or criticism, nor loses

sight of the dignity of the subject
;
and -we

shall only be too pleased to see the second in-

stalment which is to complete the history.

It would be an unpardonable omission not
to notico the large number and excellence of

the woodcuts illustrating the works of many
of the masters, which appear in these volumes

;

some few of these engravings have appeared in

previous books, but the rest are entirely new.
They are all drawn by Mr. Scharf, and en-
graved by Messrs. J. Cooper, J. Thompson, S.

Williams, and others.

Turner’s England and Wales : Turner’s
Righmondshere. Photographed by G. C.

and M. E. Bertolagci. Published by the

Photographers, at Pickton’s, 89, Great
Portland Street.

It is difficult, within reasonable space, to do
justice to these very beautiful works ; they are
triumphs of the art of photography, singularly

clear and forcible
;
improving, while preserving,

all that is meritorious
.
in the original plates of

which they are transcripts. It is evident that

the production has been “a labour of love;”

no merely professional photographer would have
given to the task so much of thought, care, and
toil

;
each print has been a study, and it is not

too much to say that a collection so perfect has
not yet resulted from the art.

It is to the printing of these photographs that

we desire to direct special attention
;
in these

“prints” we have valuable evidence of the

high importance of this branch of the art, for

it is a most essential branch of it. We have
never seen printing so unexceptionably good,

so clear, so uniform, so satisfactory in tone and
colour

;
and no doubt much of the gratification

we receive from this series hence arises, for the
printing has rarely been so good—never better.

The “ England and Wales ” consists of ninety-

seven photographs, including the National Gal-

lery portrait of the great painter. The work of

which they are copies is “rare it was always
costly, and now is not to be obtained except at

a large price : the copper plates were long ago
“ worn out they were produced by the best

engravers of the age—such engravers as are not
to be found in our time, for line engraving as

an art has died out in England. A few remain
—Cousins, Miller, Wallis, and Allen, are with
us yet

;
but Brandard, Willmore, Middiman,

Cooke, Jeavons, W. R. Smith, are gone. ;Pye
long ago resigned the burin, and those who
eould still do good things have literally nothing
to do.

Our remarks apply to the views in “ Rieh-
mondshire,” as well as to the “ England and
Wales.” They are treasures of Aa-t, sources of

intense delight to all who can appreciate Art
and who love nature

;
and they are, moreover,

very valuable as records of places that have
.either greatly changed or have altogether passed

away. To bring these rich boons within easy

reach of Art-lovers is a work for which they

should be grateful. Even if the originals were
accessible, we believe these photographic, copies

would be preferred; the “new” art gives to

them greater delicacy, combined with greater

vigour, and they seem to be more truthful

transcripts of the painter’s mind.
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A large number of our readers have pro-
bably never seen the published works—Turner’s
“England and Wales,” and Turner’s “Rich-
mondshire ”

—

or have only seen detached plates
;

they will thank us for enabling them to ex-
amine the whole and to possess them

;
for the

portfolios that contain both are to be acquired
at comparatively little cost, and theymay be ob-
tained separately by those who prefer a selection.

The Cornhill Gallery. Published by Smith,
Elder, & Co, London.

The illustrations which havo appeared in the
Cornhill Magazine since the first publication of
that popular “ monthly,” under the editorship
of the late Mr. Thackeray, arc generally of too
high and attractive a character to be consigned
to the oblivion of a book-shelf, where most
magazines find a home when they have done
their month’s work, unless too insignificant or
worthless to pass into the hands of the binder.

It was therefore a good idea of the publishers
to collect these scattered works of genuine Art
into a volume which, as they state, “ may revive,

in a new and agreeablo way, the memories” of
the pleasant stories that amused the readers of
Cornh ill. It is indeed a pleasant “ gallery” to

walk through,—these pictures by F. Leighton,
A.R.A.

;
J. E. Millais, R.A.

;
G. Du Maurier;

J. Noel Paton, R.S.A.
;
F. Sandys; G. A. Sala;

W. M. Thackeray
;
and F. Walker

;
engraved

by the Dalziels, Linton, and Swain
;
and printed,

from the original blocks, at the press of Messrs.
Dalziel, with all the care and skill which could
be bestowed upon them. With the additional

advantages of India paper mounted on stout

paper, and wide margins, these engravings pre-
sent a very different appearance to those which
appeared in the magazine, when they were
printed from stereotypes, and by a rapid process.

Of the hundred designs which make up the
volume, three-fourths are by Messrs. Millais,

Leighton, and Walker, each ofwhom contributes
about an equal number

;
and twelve are by

Thackeray. To point out those deserving special

remark would far exceed the space we can devote
to the work: yet among them all there is

scarcely one we should care to see subtracted
from the aggregate.
The book—a full-sized quarto—is handsomely

bound, and is certainly one of the “presentable”
works of the season

;
destined to be a pleasant

beguiler of many dark and wearisome hours
during the long wintry evenings. It would do
this, however, more easily and effectively, if the
subjects, or titles, of the engravings had been
printed underneath them, instead of forming an
index at the commencement of the volume.
Very many persons, doubtless, have never read
the stories, and some of those who have, may
not remember them so as to recognise at once
the characters and scenes. It is a troublesome
process to turn to the index every time one wishes
to ascertain what the picture has to tell us.

Hyperion: a Romance. By H. W. Long-
fellow. Illustrated with Twenty-four Pho-
tographs by Francis Frith. ' Published
by A. W. Bennett, London.

It may be taken for granted that it answers
Mr. Bennett’s purpose to publish books with pho-
tographic illustrations, otherwise he would not
continue to issue them. Wo have always held
the opinion that engraving, either on wood or
metal, is far better suited to book-work, as being
lighter in character, and admitting more grace-
ful expression of the subject than even the best
comparatively mechanical process can give.
Still, if publishers are able to secure a market
for such photographic pictures, they are quite
justified in supplying it

;
and if anything could

reconcile us to the adoption of the camera, with
its “ rigid inflexibility,” as Mr. Frith most hap-
pily terms it—the very quality that causes our
objection—it would be the views he has pro-
duced for tills edition of Longfellow’s long-
known and popular story. Mr. Frith has cer-
tainly brought all his experience and artistic
knowledge to bear upon his work, and the result
is a series of pictures of Rhenish, Swiss, and
Tyrolese scenery, true as Nature herself, and as
beautiful as photographic art can render, taking

them as a whole. Any one who is at all aware
of the difficulty of producing a number of such
pictures with anything approaching to perfect

uniformity of excellence, will not be surprised

to find here some differing in this respect from
others

;
such a result is inevitable, with all the

skill and care the artist can bestow.

The volume is sent out in the usual attractive

form of the “gift-books” of the season, and will

doubtless meet with the favour it deserves.

The Sketch-Book of Geoffrey Crayon, Gent.
Artists’ Edition. Illustrated with One Hun-
dred and Twenty Engravings on Wood,
from Original Designs. Published by Bell
and Daldy, London.

When Washington Irving first desired to give
his “Sketch-Book” to the English public, he
found such difficulty in meeting with any pub-
lisher who would incur the responsibility of
undertaking it, that, to avoid any further delay
by negotiation, he published the first series of
papers on his own account. But the author was
soon relieved of all solicitude as to future ope-
rations, by Mr. Murray, of Albemarle Street,

taking the work in hand at the instigation of
Sir Walter Scott. Its success was so unequi-
vocal that in a short time a second series of
papers was called for, and from thenceforth the
“ Sketch-Book ” has been a universal favourite

with all who can appreciate scenes descriptive,

humorous, or sentimental, clothed in language
as graceful and finished as that of Addison, and
portraiture as true to nature as that of Gold-
smith. The style of Irving’s writings is of such
a refined character that it would be well if some
of our modem writers would condescend to

adopt him as their model.
This edition of these once most popular stories

and essays,—we say “ once,” because it is to be
feared that the tasto of those who are the most
ardent readers of light literature in the present
day finds no relish in such quiet elegancies of
style and matter as Irving delighted in,—is

worthy of them
;
and that is saying much.

Though the title-page bears on it the names of
English publishers, we are inclined to believe

the book was printed in America : the illustra-

tions are certainly American, for we do not
recognise any one of our own artists among
either the designers or engravers : but they
have done their work well

;
so well that it is

only now and. then we find anything much
better done in England in the way of book-
illustration. Those who know the “ Sketch-
Book ” must remember that tho scenery it de-

scribes is chiefly laid in this country
;
and when

we look at the character of these landscapes, it

is rather difficult to believe that the artists who
drew them are not as familiar with our rural

churches, villages, meadows, trees, and peasantry
as we ourselves are, so truthfully are all repre-
sented. If anything can again bring Irving’s
first literary efforts among us into popularity
again, it will be this elegant volume

;
and we

have little fear of its effecting the object.

Naddin’s Portfolio. Edited by Hamilton
Hume. Part I. Published at the Office,

124, Brompton Road.

It is scarcely fair to predict the success of a work
by the first number, though it is only reasonable
to suppose that the proprietors of a new serial

publication will use their best efforts to produce
a favourable impression at the very outset. If
this has been tried with the work now before us,

we cannot augur for its future a large amount
of popularity : its contents are simply a photo-
graph, considerable in size, of Mr. Charles
Dickens’s house at Gadshill, and carte de visile

portraits of Mr. Tom Taylor, Mrs. HenryWood,
the novelist, Mr. Benjamin Webster, and Capt.
Blakeley, the great gun manufacturer. In the
foreground of the Gadshill picture a group

—

consisting of the owner of the house, Mr. Fechter,
Mr. Wilkie Collins, Mr. Charles A. Collins, with
other gentlemen, and some ladies—has assem-
bled on the lawn

;
but the figures arc too small

to be easily recognisable. Short biographical
sketches accompany the four separate photo-
graphic portraits, which, by the way, are very
good

;
so also is the view of the house.

Pictures of English Life, after Original

Studies. By R. Barnes and E. M. Wim-
peris. Engraved by J. D. Cooper. With
Descriptive Poems by J. G. Watts. Pub-
lished by Sampson Low & Co., London.

Wood-engravings the size of these—about ten
and a half inches by eight and a half—are much
too large for a book of this kind, though it may
be intended only for children. These pictures

of the cottage home-life of England are, how-
ever, very spirited in design and execution, and
making every allowance for the rosy atmosphere
in which our peasantry and artisans are pre-
sumed to dwell, present many pleasant, and
some not untruthful features. Mr. Barnes’s
pencil has remarkable rigour, yet shows no
coarseness, and there is a life-like character in

his figures which we are bound to commend.
‘Fireside Joys’ is a notable example of this

;
and

‘The Race down the Hill’—two round-cheeked
rustic girls, with a younger child in the centre,

whom they hold by the hand, as all three rush
down at full speed—is full of joyous movement.
‘ The Shy Child ’ is another very clever design
by the same artist. Mr. Wimperis’s share of
the illustrations is limited to two coast scenes

;

both unquestionably good, but ‘ Off for the
Cruise,’ by moonlight, is our favourite. Thero
are in all ten engravings, each of which is ac-

companied by a short and simply-worded poem,
from the pen of Mr. Watts, whose aim appears
to have been to adapt his muse to the subject

without attempting any lofty flight. The verses,

which are surrounded by a graceful floral design,

convey a cheerful, healthy moral.

Schiller’s Lay of the Bell. Translated by
the Right Hon. Sir E. Bulwer Lytton,
Bart. With Forty-two Illustrations, drawn
on wood by T. Scott, and engraved by
J. D. Cooper, after designs by Moritz
Retzscii. Published by Sampson Low &
Co., London.

Some of our older subscribers will, in all proba-
bility, have in remembrance various designs
from the pencil of Moritz Retzsch which in
years past adorned the pages of the Art-Journal;
and it is also very possible that his series of
etchings illustrating Schiller’s famous “ Lay of
the Bell” are not unknown to many, from the
publication issued in Germany. The original
plates having been very carefully copied on
wood by Mr. T. Scott, and engraved with equal
care by Mr. Cooper, arc now presented to the
English public, with Sir Bulwer Lytton’ s faithful

and skilful translation of the poem, which is a
history of the life of man as indicated by the
sound of the Church Bell, at his birth, christen-
ing, marriage, death, with the episodes of a
social character which may be presumed to come
between these important epochs. The scries of
illustrations commences with the preparations
for casting the. Bell and the process of effecting

it, and terminates with the destruction of the
instrument and of the church in which it was
suspended.

Retzsch’s designs are not remarkable cither
for elegance of expression or high poetical feel-

ing, taken as a whole : three or four, perhaps,
might be selected for these qualities, but by far
the larger proportion of them is hard and formal,
and characteristic of the manner adopted by the
artists of Germany some centuries ago, when per-
spective seems to have been little understood, and
the power ofgrouping quite as little : hence a de-
gree of barrenness in the composition which not
even the introduction of light and shadow—for
the designs arc not much beyond outline—by
way of filling in, would always enrich, and make
really effective. On the other hand, considerable
thought has evidently been given to each subject
respectively, and many of the figures are care-
fully and delicately drawn; and, notwithstanding
the drawbacks referred to, these designs will
doubtless be appreciated by all who can enter
into the spirit of Schiller’s remarkable poem.
The artists employed here to reproduce them
have been most successful in their work

;
but

certainly the modem German school of design
is not worthily represented in these illustra-

tions ; neither are they equal to many we have
seen from the hand of the venerable artist,

Moritz Ketsch.
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THE CESTUS OF AGLAIA.

Chapter, I.

*L\TJR knowledge of human labour, ifU intimate enough, will, I think, mass
it for the most part into two kinds—mining
and moulding

;
the labour that seeks for

things, and the labour that shapes them.
Of these the last should be always orderly,
for we ought to have some conception of the
whole of what wo have to make, before we
try to make any part of it : but the labour of
seeking must be often methodless, following
the veins of the mine as they branch, or
trying for them where they are broken. And
the mine, which wo would now open into the
souls of men, as they govern the mysteries of
their handicrafts, being rent into manydaik
and divided ways, it is not possible to map
our work beforehand, or resolve on its

directions. We will not attempt to bind our-
selves to any methodical treatment of our
subject, but will get at the truths of it here
and there, as they seem extricable : only,
though we cannot know to what depth wo
may have to dig, let us know clearly what we
are digging for. We desire to find by what
rule some Art is called good, and other Art
bad: we desire to find the conditions of
character in the artist which are essen-
tially connected with the goodness of his
work : we desire to find what are the
methods of practice which form this cha-
racter, or corrupt it; and finally, how the
formation or. corruption of this character
is connected with the general prosperity of
nations.

And all this we want to learn practically :

not for mere pleasant speculation on things
that have been ; but for instant direction of
those that are yet to be. My first object is

to get at some fixed principles for the teach-
ing of Art to our youth

;
and I am about to

ask, of all who may be able to give me a ser-

viceable answer, and with and for all who are
anxious for such answer, what arts should
be generally taught to the English boy and
girl,—by what methods,—and to what ends ?

How well, or how imperfectly, our youth of
the higher classes should be disciplined in
the practice of music and painting P—how
far, among the lower classes, exercise in
certain mechanical arts might become a
part of their school life ?—how far, in the
adult life of this nation, the Eine Arts
may advisably supersede or regulate the
mechanical Arts P Plain questions these,
enough ! clearly also important ones

;
and,

as clearly, boundless ones—mountainous

—

infinite in contents— only to be mined
into in a scrambling manner by poor in-
quirers, as their present tools' and sight
may serve.

I have often been accused of dogmatism,

* I beg the Editor’s and reader’s pardon for an infor-
mality in the type : hut I shrink from ornamental letters,
and have begged for a legible capital instead.

‘
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and confess to the holding strong opinions
on some matters

;
but I tell the reader in

sincerity, and entreat him in sincerity to
believe, that I do not think myself able to
dictate anything positive respecting ques-
tions of this magnitude. The one thing I
am sure of is, the need of some form of dic-
tation

; or, where that is as yet impossible,
at least of consistent experiment, for the
just solution of doubts which present them-
selves. every day in more significant and
more impatient temper of interrogation.
Here is one, for instance, lying at the

base of all the rest—namely, what may be
the real dignity of mechanical Art itself ? I
cannot express the amazed awe, the crushed
humility—with which I sometimes watch a
locomotive take its breath at a railway
station, and think what work there is in its

bars and wheels, and what manner of men
they must be who dig brown ironstone out
of the ground, and forge it into That ! What
assemblage of accurate and mighty faculties
in them

;
more than fleshly power over

melting crag and coiling fire, fettered, and
finessed at last into the precision of watch-
making; Titanian hammer-strokes beating,
out of lava, these glittering cylinders and
timely-respondent valves, and fine ribbed
rods, which touch each other as a serpent
writhes, in noiseless gliding, and omnipo-
tence of grasp

; infinitely complex anatomy
of active steel, compared with which the
skeleton of a living creature would seem, to
a careless observer, clumsy and vile —a mere
morbid secretion and phosphatous prop of
flesh ! What would the men who thought
out this,—who beat it out, who touched it

into its polished calm of power, who set it

to its appointed task, and triumphantly saw
it fulfil this task to the utmost of their will,—-feel or think about this weak hand of
mine, timidly leading a little stain of water-
colour, which I cannot manage, into an
imperfect shadow of something else,—mere
failure in every motion, and endless dis-
appointment ;—What, I repeat, would these
Iron-dominant Genii think of me ? and
what ought I to think of them ?

But as I reach this point of reverence, the
unreasonable thing is sure to give a shriek
as of a thousand unanimous vultures, which
leaves me shuddering in real physical pain
for some half minute following

;
and assures

me during slow recovery, that a people
which can endure such fluting and piping
among them is not likely soon to have its

modest ear pleased by aught of oaten stop,
or pastoral song. Perhaps I am then led
on into meditation respecting the spiritual
nature of the Tenth Muse, who invented
this gracious instrument, and guides its

modulation by stokers’ fingers ;—medita-
tion, also, as to the influence of her inven-
tion amidst the other parts of the Parnas-
sian melody of English education. Then
it cannot but occur to me to inquire how
far this modem “pneuma,” Steam, may bo
connected with other pneumatic powers
talked of in that old religious literature, of
which we fight so fiercely to keep the letters

bright, and the working valves, so to speak,
in good order (while we let the steam of it all

carefully off into the cold' condenser), what
connection, I say, this modern “spiritus,”
in its valve-directed inspiration, has with
that more ancient spiritus, or warm breath,
which people used to think they might be
“bom of.” Whether, in fine, there be any
such thing as an entirely human Art, with
spiritual motive power, and signal as of
human voice, distinct inherently from this

mechanical Art, with its mechanical motive
force, and signal of vulture voice. For after-

all, this shrieking thing, whatever the fine

make of itmay be, can but pull, or push, and

K
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do oxen’s work, in an impetuous manner.
That proud king of Assyria, who lost his
reason, and ate oxen’s food, would he have
had much more cause for pride, if he had
been allowed to spend his reason in doing
oxen’s work ?

These things, then, I would fain consult
about, and plead with the reader for his
patience in council, even while we begin
with the simplest practical matters; for

ravelled briars of thought entangle our
feet, even at our first step. We would
teach a boy to draw. Well, what shall
he draw?— Gods, or men, or beasts, or
clouds, or leaves, or iron cylinders ? Are
there any gods to be drawn ? any men
or women worth drawing, or only worth
caricaturing ? What are the aesthetic laws
respecting iron cylinders

;
and would Titian

have liked them rusty, or fresh cleaned
with oil and rag, to fill the place once
lightened by St. George’s armour ? How
can we begin the smallest practical busi-
ness, unless we get first some whisper of
answer to such questions P We may tell a
boy to draw a straight line straight, and a
crooked one crooked

; but what else ?

And it renders the dilemma, or multi-
lemma, more embarrassing, that whatever
teaching is to be had from the founders
and masters of Art is quite unpractical.
The first source from which wo should
naturally seek for guidance would, of
course, be the sayings of great work-
men

; but a sorrowful perception presently
dawns on us, that the great workmen
have nothing to say ! They are silent,

—

absolutely in proportion to their creative
power. The contributions to our practical
knowledge of the principles of Art, fur-
nished by the true captains of its hosts, may,
I think, be arithmetically summed by the
0 of Giotto :—the inferior teachers become
didactic in the degree of their inferiority;

and those who can do nothing, have always
much to advise.

This however, observe, is only true of
advice direct. You never, I grieve to say,
get from the great men a plain answer
to a plain question

;
still less can you en-

tangle them in any agreeable gossip, out
of which something might unawares be
picked up. But of enigmatical teaching,
broken signs and sullen mutterings, of
which you can understand nothing, and
niay make anything ;—of confused discourse
in the work itself, about the work, as in
Durer’s Melencolia ;—and of discourse not
merely confused, but apparently unreason-
able and ridiculous, about all manner of
things except the work,— the great Egyp-
tian and Greek artists give us much : from
which, however, all that by utmost indus-
try may be gathered, comes briefly to this,—that they have no conception of what
modern men of science call the ‘

‘ Conserva-
tion of forces,” but deduce all the force they
feel in themselves, and hope for in others,
from certain fountains or centres of per-
petually supplied strength, to which they
give various names : as, for instance, these
seven following, more specially :

—

1. The Spirit of Light, moral and physical,
by name the “ Physician-Destroyer,”
bearing arrows in his hand, and a lyre

;

pre-eminently the destroyer of human
pride, and the guide of human har-
mony. Physically, Lord of the Sim

;

and a mountain Spirit, because the sun
seems first to rise and set upon hills.

2. The Spirit of helpful Darkness,— of
shade and rest. Night the Restorer.

3. The Spirit ofWisdom in Conduct, bearing,
in sign of conquest over troublous and
disturbing evil, the skin of the wild
goat, and the head of the slain Spirit
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of physical storm. In her^hand, a

weaver’s shuttle, or a spear.
~

4. The Spirit of Wisdom in Arrangement

;

called the Lord or Father of Truth

:

throned on a four-square cubit, with a

measuring-rod in his hand, or a potter’

s

wheel.
5. The Spirit of Wisdom in Adaptation

;

or

of serviceable labour: the Master of

human effort in its glow
;
and Lord of

useful fire, moral and physical.

6. The Spirit, first of young or nascent
grace, and then of fulfilled beauty

:

the wife of the Lord of labour. I have
taken the two lines in which Homer
describes her girdle, for the motto of

these essays
:
partly in memory of these

outcast fancies of the great masters

:

and partly for the sake of a meaning
which we shall find as we go on.

7. The Spirit of pure human life and glad-

ness. Master of wholesome vital pas-

sion
; and, physically, Lord of the vine.

From these ludicrous notions of motive
force, inconsistent as they are with modem
physiology and organic chemistry, we may,
nevertheless, hereafter gather, in the details

of their various expression, something use-
ful to us. But I grieve to saythat when our
provoking teachers descend from dreams
about the doings of Gods to assertions re-

specting the deeds of Men, little beyond the

blankest discouragement is to be had from
them. Thus, they represent the ingenuity,

and deceptive or imitative Arts of men,
under the type of a Master who builds laby-
rinths, and makes images of living creatures,

for ovil purposes, or for none
;
and pleases

himself and the people with idle jointing

of toys, and filling of them with quicksilver

motion ; and brings his child to foolish, re-

mediless catastrophe, in fancying his father’s

work as good, and strong, and fit to bear
sunlight, as if it had been God’s work. So,

again, they represent the foresight and
kindly zeal of men by a most rueful

figure, of one chained down to a rock by
the brute force and bias and methodical
hammer-stroke of the merely practical Arts,

and by the merciless Necessities or Fates of

present time ; and so having his very heart
tom piece by piece out of him by a vulturous
hunger and sorrow, respecting things he
cannot reach, nor prevent, nor achieve. So,

again, they describe the sentiment and pure
soul-power of Man, as moving the very
rocks and trees, and giving them life, by
its sympathy with them ;

but losing its own
best-beloved thing by mere venomous acci-

dent : and afterwards going down to hell for

it, in vain ; being impatient and unwise,
though full of gentleness

;
and, in the issue,

after as vainly trying to teach this gentle-
ness to others, and to guide them out of
their lower passions to sunlight of true
healing Life, it drives the sensual heart
of them, and the gods that govern it, into
mere and pure frenzy of resolved rage, and
gets tom to pieces by them, and ended

; only
the nightingale staying by its grave to
sing. All which appearing to be anything
rather than helpful or encouraging instruc-
tion for beginners, we shall, for the pre-
sent, I think, do well to desire these enig-
matical teachers to put up their pipes and
begone ; and betaking ourselves in the
humblest manner to intelligible business,
at least set down some definite matter for
decision, to be made a first stepping-stone
at the shore of this brook of despond and
difficulty.

Most masters agree (and I believe they
are right) that the first thing to be taught
to any pupil, is how to draw an outline of
such things as can be outlined.

Now, there are two kinds of outline—the

soft and hard. One must be executed with
a soft instrument, as a piece of chalk or

lead ; and the other with some instrument
producing for ultimate result a film line of

equal darkness ;
as a pen with ink, or the

engraving tool on wood or metal.

And these two kinds of outline have both
of them their particular objects and uses,

as well as their proper scale of size in work.

Thus Raphael will sketch a miniature head
with his pen, but always takes chalk if he
draws of the size of life. So also Holbein,

and generally the other strong masters.

But the black outline seems to be pecu-
liarly that which we ought to begin to rea-

son upon, because it is simple and open-
hearted, and does not endeavour to escape
into mist. A pencil line may be obscurely
and undemonstrably wrong ; false in a
cowardly manner, and without confession :

but the ink line, if it goes wrong at all,

goes wrong with a will, and may be con-
victed at our leisure, and put to such shame
as its black complexion is capable of. May
we, therefore, begin with the hard line F

It will lead us far, if we can come to con-
clusions about it.

Presuming, then, that our schoolboys
are such as Coleridge would have them

—

i.e. that they are
5 “ Innocent, steady, and wise,

And delight in the things of earth, water, and skies;”

and, above all, in a moral state in which
they may bo trusted with ink,—we put
a pen into their hands (shall it be steel F)

and a piece of smooth white paper, and
something before them to draw. But what ?

“Nay,” the reader answers, “you had
surely better give them pencil first, for that

may be nibbed out.” Perhaps so ; but I
am not sure that the power of rubbing out
is an advantage; at all events, we shall

best discover what the pencil outline ought
to be, by investigating the power of the

black one, and the kind of things we can
draw with it.

Suppose, for instance, my first scholar

has a turn for entomology, and asks me to

draw for him a wasp’s leg, or its sting

;

having first humanely provided me with a
model by pulling one off, or out. My pen
must clearly be fine at the point, and my
execution none of the boldest, if I comply
with his request. If I decline, and he
thereupon challenges me at least to draw
the wasp’s body, with its pretty bands of

black crinoline—behold us involved in-

stantly in the profound question of local

colour ! Am I to tell him he is not to draw
outlines of bands or spots ? How, then,

shall he know a wasp’s body from a bee’s ?

I escape, for the present, by telling him the

story of Dtedalus and the honeycomb ;—set

him to draw a pattern of hexagons, and lay

the question of black bands up in my mind.
The next boy, we may suppose, is a con-

chologist, and asks me to draw a white
snail-shell for him ! Veiling my conster-

nation at the idea of having to give a

lesson on the perspective of geometrical

spirals, with an “ austere regard of control”

I pass on to the next student :—Who, bring-

ing after him, with acclamation, all the rest

of the form, requires of me, contemptuously,

to “ draw a horse !

”

And I retreat in final discomfiture; for

not only I cannot myself execute, but I

have never seen, an outline, quite simply

and rightly done, either of a shell or a

pony; nay, not so much as of a pony’s
nose. At a girls’ school we might perhaps
take refuge in rose-buds

;
but these boys,

with their impatient battle-cry, 1
‘ my king-

dom for a horse,” what is to be done for

them ?

Well, this is what I should like to be

able to do for them. To show them an en-
larged black outline, nobly done, of the

two sides of a coin ,of Tarenturn, with that

fiery rider kneeling, careless, on his horse’s

neck, and reclined on his surging dolphin,

with the curled sea lapping round them

;

and then to convince my boys that no one
(unless it were Taras’s father himself, with
the middle prong of his trident) could draw
a horse like that, without learning ;—that

for poor mortals like us there must be
sorrowful preparatory stages; and, having
convinced them of this, set them to draw
(if I had a good copy to give them) a horse’s

hoof, or his rib, or a vertebra ofhis thunder-
clothed neck, or any other constructive
piece of him.
Meanwhile, all this being far out of pre-

sent reach, I am fain to shrink back into

my snail-shell, both for shelter, and calm
of pace

;
and ask of artists in general how

the said shell, or any other simple object

involving varied contour, should be out-

lined in ink F—how thick the lines should
be, and how varied F My own idea of an
elementary outline is that it should be
unvaried

;
distinctly visible ; not thickened

towards the shaded sides of the object ; not
express any exaggerations of aerial per-

spective, nor fade at the further side of a
cup as if it were the further side of a crater

of a volcano; and therefore, in objects of

ordinary size, show no gradation at all,

unless where the real outline disappears,

as in soft contours and folds. Nay, I
think it may even be a question whether
wo ought not to resolve that the line should
never gradate itself at all, but terminate
quite bluntly ! Albert Durer’s “ Cannon”
furnishes a veiy peculiar and curious ex-
ample of this entirely equal line, even to

the extreme distance; being in that re-

spect opposed to nearly all his other work,
which is wrought mostly by tapering lines

;

and his work in general, and Holbein’s,

which appear to me entirely typical of

rightness in use of the graver and pen,
are to be considered carefully in their re-

lation to Rembrandt’s loose etching, as

in the ‘ Spotted Shell.’ But I do hot
want to press my own opinions now, even
when I have been able to form them dis-

tinctly. I want to get at some unanimous
expression of opinion and method ; and
would propose, therefore, in all modesty,
this question for discussion, by such artists

as will favour me with answer,* giving
their names :

—

How ought the pen to he

used to outline a form of varied contour

;

and ought outline to he entirely pure
,

or,

even in its most elementary types, to pass
into some suggestion of shade in the inner
masses ? For there are no examples what-
ever of pure outlines by the great masters.
They are always touched or modified by
inner lines, more or less suggestive of solid

form, and they are lost, or accentuated, in
certain places, not so much in conformity
with any explicable law, as in expression of
the master’s future purpose, or of what he
wishes immediately to note in the character
of the object. Most of them are irregular
memoranda, not systematic elementary
work : of those which are systematised,
the greater part are carried far beyond the
initiative stage ; and Holbein’s are nearly
all washed with colour : the exact degree
in which he depends upon the softening and
extending his touch of ink by subsequent
solution of it, being indeterminable, though

* I need not say that this inquiry can only be pursued
by the help of those who will take it up good-humouredly
and graciously : such help I will receive in the spirit in
which it is given

;
entering into no controversy, but ques-

tioning further where there is doubt :—gathering all I can
into focus, and passing silently by what seems at last irre-
concilable.
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exquisitely successful. His stupendous
drawings in the British Museum (I can
justly use no other term than “stupen-
dous,” of their consummately decisive

power) furnish finer instances of this treat-

ment than any at Basle
;
but it would be

very difficult to reduce them to a definable

law. Venetian outlines are rare, except
preparations on canvas, often shaded be-
fore colouring ;—while Raphael’s, if not

shaded, are quite loose, and useless as ex-
amples to a beginner : so that we are left

wholly without guide as to the preparatory

steps on which we should decisively insist

;

and I am myself haunted by the notion
that the students were forced to shade
firmly from the very beginning, in all the
greatest schools

;
only we never can get

hold of any • beginnings, or any weak
work of those schools : whatever is bad in

them comes of decadence, not infancy.

I purpose in the next essay to enter upon
quite another part of the inquiry, so as to

leave time for the reception of communica-
tions bearing upon the present paper : and,

according to their importance, I shall ask
leave still to defer our return to the subject

until I have had time to reflect upon them,
and to collect for public service the concur-
rent opinions they may contain.

John Ruskin.

THE ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM.

The prizes offered to Art-workmen have been
awarded by the adjudicators. The Council,

in its report, regrets that the specimens of

Wood-carving contributed in competition

are so inferior, that it declines to give any
prize at all. Only five examples were sent

in. The first prizo, of £10, for the best

specimen of Silver-work, was given to Mr.
H. Whitchouse, jun. ;

the second, of £o,

to Mil'. S. Beresford ; and an extra prize, of

three guineas, to Mr. G. J. Langley. A
specimen sent by Mr. W. Harrison, ap-

prentice to Messrs. Garrard, was considered

so meritorious, that although it did not

fulfil, as to requisite size, the conditions

demanded of competitors, a gratuity of one
guinea, and a bound copy of Labarte’s
‘

‘ Handbook of the Arts of the Middle Ages,”
were awarded to Mr. Harrison. The special

object of the prize for silver-work is to en-

courage hand-tooling, or chasing. The
Colour prizes usually given by the Eccle-

siological Society and Mr. Beresford Hope,

|

were, on this occasion, transmuted by the

donors into a prize of £10 for a rosette exe-

cuted in transparent enamels on silver

;

and a prize of equal value was offered by
Mi’. Ruskin for a rosette of similar size and
design, executed in opaque enamels on a
ground of copper. For the first prize two
competitors strove, and, acting on the dis-

cretionary power contained in the instruc-

tions, the judges divided the prize into one
of £7 to Mi’. H. de Koningh, and one of £3
to Mr. Frederick Lowe. Mr. de Koningh’

s

work was remarkable for the success with
which he had enamelled good ruby on silver,

a feat which Cellini pronounced impossible,

though comparatively easy on gold. For
Mi’. Ruskin’s prize there were three com-
petitors, and the prize was assigned to Mi’.

Alfred Gray, in the employ of Messrs. El-
kington, of Birmingham. Mr. de Koningh,
however, competed with so much spirit, not
only with the prescribed rosette, but with a
volunteered imitation of Chinese cloisonne,

that, although the latter had no equitable

claim to a prize, the judges recommended
the Architectural Museum to recognise its

merit by a gift of Labarte’s “ Handbook.”

THE '

EARLY PAINTERS OF ENGLAND.

SIR GODFREY KNELLER.

No man ever painted so many Royal por-
traits as it was the good fortune of Kneller
to paint and preserve to us ; not even Sir

Thomas Lawrence, with his Windsor-

Waterloo Gallery of Allied Sovereigns. I
will catalogue and contrast the two. Here
is Kneller’s list of Royal likenesses :

—

1. King Charles H.
2. King James II.

3. Queen Mary (wife of James n.).
4. King William III.

5. Queen Mary (wife of William HI.).
6. Queen Anne.
7. King George I. Yertue engraved the first

print published of George I. on his acces-

sion to the English throne. Kneller was
the painter.— Walpole

(
Wornum cd., p.

990).

8. The Old Pretender. Drawn the day after

the hoy’s birth.

9. Louis XIV. A drawing only, preserved at

Hampton Court, and inscribed in Knel-
Icr’s own handwriting—“ Drawn by the

life at Versailles, in the year 1G84, by
G. Kneller.”

10. Peter the Great. Full-length in armour,
and fine

;
painted when the Czar was in

England, in William IH.’s reign. The
late Mr. Seguier assured me that the
background—a naval action—is by the

younger Vandervelde. This fine portrait,

long at Hampton Court, was removed to

Windsor at the instigation of the late

Prince Consort.

Here is Sir Thomas’s list :

—

1. King George IV.
2. Charles X. of France.
3. Emperor of Russia.

4. Emperor of Austria.
5. King of Prussia.
6. King of the Belgians (when Prince Leo-

pold).

7. King of Rome (Napoleon’s son). <

Ten against seven.

Kneller has left us nine Dukes upon
canvas :

—

1. The Duke of Marlborough (John
Churchill)

.

2. The Duke of Richmond (Charles Lenox).
3. The Duke of Grafton (Charles Fitzroy).

4. The Duke of Devonshire (William Caven-
dish).

5. The Duke of Somerset (Charles Seymour).
6. The Duke of Montagu (John Montagu).
7. The Duke of Kingston (Evelyn Pier-

point).

8. The Duke of Newcastle (Thomas Holies
Pelham), and his son, The Earl of Lin-
coln, on one canvas.

9. The Duke of Dorset (Lionel Cranfield

Sackville).

Then we have one Marquis, Thomas
Lord Wharton, made immortal by Pope,
and memorable by his own wild conduct
and a single speech.

A bevy of Earls found their way to

Covent Garden and Great Queen Street :

—

1. Earl of Huntingdon (Theophilus Hast-
ings).

2. Earl of Dorset (Charles Sackville).

3. Earl of Essex (Algernon Capel).

4. Earl of Carlisle (Charles Howard).
5. Earl of Burlington (Richard Boyle).

6. Earl of Berkeley (James Berkeley).

7. Earl of Scarborough (Richard Lumley).
8. Earl of Godolphin (Francis Godolphin).

9. Earl of Halifax (Charles Montagu). The
Mouse Montagu of Dryden and Prior, and
the Bufo of Pope.

10. Earl Stanhope (James Stanhope), Com-
mander of the British army in Spain
during the war of the succession, and sub-

sequently Prime Minister under George I.

11. Earl of Wilmington (Sir Spencer Comp-
ton), Speaker of the House of Commons.

12. Earl of Carberry (John Vaughan).
13. Earl of Bath (then only Mr. Pulteney)

.

“ How can I, Pulteney, Chesterfield forget.

While Roman spirit charms and Attic wit ? ”

—

Pope.
“ He foams a Patriot, to subside—a Peer.”—Pope.
“ How many Martials were in Pulteney lost.”—

P

ope.

14. Earl of Orford (then only Sir Robert
Walpole).

Then Sir Godfrey has given us two Vis-
counts

—

Viscount Temple (Richard Cobham).
“ Who plants like Cobham, or who builds like Boyle.”

Viscount Shannon (Richard Boyle), whose
fine monument, by Roubiliac, will repay a
visit to the church of Walton-on-Thamcs.

Then a Baron

—

Baron Cornwallis (Charles Cornwallis), last

husband of the “ A. B. C.” lady—Anne Buc-
cleuch Cornwallis, who

“ In pride of youth aud beauty’s bloom,
Had wept o’er Monmouth’s bloody tomb.”

Four Lord High Chancellors of England

—

Jeffreys, Somers, Harcourt, andCowPER

—

sat to Sir Godfrey.

Followed by two Lord High Treasurers of
England—

G

odolphin and Oxford.

Then a future Secretary of State, and something
more

—

The Right Hon. Joseph Addison.

Then the Gazetteer, Patentee, Dramatist, Essay-
ist, Knight, M.P., &c.

—

Sir Richard Steele.

Then the Poet and Physician

—

Sir Samuel Garth.
“ Garth, generous as his Muse, prescribes and gives.”

Dryden.
“ And Garth, the best good Christian he,
Altho’ he knows it not.”—Pope.

Then the Architect, Dramatist, Herald, and
Patentee

—

SirJohnVanbrugh, Knight and Clarencieux.
Then the Gentleman-Author

—

William Congreve, Esq.

Then Pope’s early Patron, “ Knowing Walsh”

—

William Walsh, of Abberley, in Worcester-
shire, Esq.

Then—
Georce Stepney, Esq., the subject of one of

Johnson’s “ Little Lives.”

Then Mrs. Oldfield’s lover, and a wit withal

—

Arthur Maynwaring, Esq., one of the two
Auditors of Imprests from the Exchequer.

Finally, some still known and some forgotten

—

Charles Dartiqueneuve, Esq., famous for his
“ ham pies ”—no mean merit.

“ Dartneuf, grave joker.”

—

Gay to Pope.

With—
John Dormer, Esq.

Edmund Dungh, Esq.

Edward Hopkins, Esq.

Thomas Hopkins, Esq.

Abraham Stanyan, Esq.
John Tidcomb, Esq., famous for his fatness.

(See Gay’s “ Welcome to Pope.”)

Of whom, one and all, many “Ana” might be
told :—finally, Jacob Tonson himself, holding
a copy of his cheapest and best-paying copy-
right, Milton’s “ Paradise Lost.”

Among the treasures at Houghton Hall,
in Norfolk, the palace of the Minister, Sir

Robert Walpole, were the following pictures

by Sir Godfrey Kneller :

—

1. King William III. “ An exceedingly fine

sketch for the large equestrian picture

which he afterwards executed very ill,

at Hampton Court, and with several al-

terations, 4 feet 3 in. high, by 3 feet 6 in.

wide. Mrs. Barry and another actress

sat for the two emblematic figures on the
foreground in the great picture.”

—

Wal-
pole, A Description ofthe Pictures at Hough-
ton Hall.

2: King George I. “A companion to the

Kneller King William, but finished. The
figure is by Sir Godfrey, which he took
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from the King at Guilford horse-race . The
horse is here painted by Wootton. I

suppose this is the very picture which
gave rise to Mr. Addison’s beautiful poem
to Kneller.”

—

Walpole, lb. If this is the

case, the interest is enhanced, in mind
and money.

3. The Same—in his Coronation Kobes, full

length. “ The only picture for which he
ever sat in England.”

—

Walpole, lb.

4. Charles Lord Viscount Townshend, Secre-

tary of State to King George the First and
Second. Three-quarters.

5. John Locke. Ahead,—hung in Sir Robert’s

time in the Common Parlour.

6. Joseph Carreras, a Spanish poet, writing.

Hewas Chaplain to Catherine ofBraganza,

queen of Charles II. Half-length. There
is a mezzotinto from this picture.

7. Grinling Gibbons, the great carver in wood.

Three-quarters. “It is a master-piece,

and equal to any of Vandyck’s.”

—

Wal-

pole's Works, ii., 242.

Our National Portrait Gallery in Great
George Street, "Westminster—thanks to my
Lord Stanhope and Mr. Scharf—can show
six characteristic heads of great men from
the easel of Sir Godfrey :

—

1. Lord Chancellor Jeffreys.
2. Robert Harley, Earl of Oxford;

—

but

the best portrait of this eminent man is at

Welbeck. A knee piece, standing. He
is in his Robes as Speaker of the House
of Commons, and holds in his hand 'tho

“ Succession Bill.”

3. James, First Earl Stanhope. Half-length.

Lord Stanhope was Commander of the

British army in Spain during the war
of the Succession, and subsequently Prime
Minister under George I. This inte-

resting portrait was presented to the

National Portrait Gallery by its founder,

the present Earl Stanhope.
4. Viscount Torrington.
5. Sir Christopher Wren. At the Royal

Society. The best Kneller (or portrait,

indeed) of this great architect, with St.

Paul’s in the background.
6. Congreve, the Poet. The best portrait of

Congreve is among the Kit-Kats at Bay-
fordbury, Herts.

Lodge’s great work, his “ Illustrious Per-
sonages,” contains sixteen engravings from
paintings by Kneller. They merit enume-
ration :

—

1. Queen Anne (from Petworth: why thus

selected I know not).

2. Great Duke of Marlborough (from Blen-
heim). The full-length of the Duke of
Marlborough, given to Craggs, was sold

at the Stow sale for £52 10.?. (cheaply

enough). The half-length at Windsor
of the Duke, in a cuirass, and holding a
truncheon, was bought by George III.

in 1805.

3. Proud Duke of Somerset (from Petworth).
4. The First Duke of Ormond (from Glands

Castle). Prior has a poem on seeing the
Duke of Ormond’s picture at Sir Godfrey
Kneller’ s.

5. The Second Duke of Ormond, who died in
exile (from Chatsworth).

6. The Duke of Argyll and Greenwich
(from Dover House, London).

7. The Duke of Shrewsbury (from Hey
Throp).

8. The Duke of Montagu—the second Duke
(from Petworth).

9. Robert Harley, Earl of Oxford, Lord
Treasurer (from the British Museum).

10. Sidney Godolphin—Lord Treasurer Godol-
phin (from Blenheim).

11. Henry St. John, Viscount Bolingbroke
(from Petworth).

12. Lord Chancellor Somers (from Wimpole).
13. Bishop Burnet (from Wimpole).
14. Bishop Atterbury (from the Bodleian).
15. Sir Isaac Newton (from Petworth).
16. John Locke—half-lengthseated (fromChrist

Church, Oxford).

A very memorable beauty of the time
whose lovely face lives on the canvas of

Kneller, was Anne Chuiiciiell, Countess
of Sunderland (second daughter of the

great Duke ofMarlborough and his Duchess,
Sarah)—“ a lady,” says Colley Cibber,* “ of

extraordinary beauty,” long “the Toast”
of the Whigs at their Kit-Kat meetings.

The first stone of the first theatre in the

Haymarket of London, was inscribed ‘
‘ the

Little Whig,” in honour of this Anne
Churchill, “ then (1704) the celebrated Toast

and Pride ” of the Whigs in fashionable and
political London. When the Kit-Kat Club
portraits are photographed and published in

a series—as they well deserve to be—the

Blenheim portrait of “the Little Whig”
should accompany the volumes.
The Countess of Ranelagh (a Cecil

by birth, and a widow before she was nine-
teen) is to be seen, as Kneller saw her, at

Hatfield and at Hampton Court.

Tho Hampton Court picture carries an
association with it beyond its value as a
work of Art. It was this picture which
Fielding had in his eye, he tells us, when
he drew the Sophia Western of Tom Jones.

Handbookers do not tell us this, but they
should. Here is the passage in Fielding’s

fine epic in prose :

—

“ The lovely Sophia comes. Reader, perhaps
thou hast seen the Statue of the Venus do
Medicis. Perhaps, too, thou hast seen the Gal-

lery of Beauties at Hampton Court. Thou
mayest remember each bright Churchill of the

Galaxy, and all the Toasts of the Kit-Cat. Or
if their reign was before thy Times .... Yes,
it is possible, my Friend, that thou mayest have
seen all these without being able to form an
exact idea of Sophia

;
for she did not exactly

resemble any of them. She was most like the

picture of Lady Ranelagli.

Another English ‘
‘ beauty and wit, ” whose

then unpainted and overpainted face was
painted by Sir Godfrey, is that of the famous
Lady Mary Plerrepoint, daughter of the

Duke of Kingston, and wife of Edward
Wortley Montagu

—

“ If to her share some female errors fall,

Look on herface, and you’ll forget them all.”

Kneller, whose English tongue and pen
forty years of the best society never made
good, calls her Lady Mary Whortley. His
pencil, however, transferred to canvas tho

magic of her eyes.

“ And other beauties envy Wortley’s eyes.”—

P

ope.

“ Joy lives not here, to happier seats it flies,

And only dwells where Wortley casts her eyes.”
Pope to Gay (on his finishing his house and garden).

“ What lady’s that, to whom lie gently bends ?

Who knows not her? ah ! those are Wortley’s eyes.”
Gay to Pope (“ Mr. Pope’s Welcome from Greece”).

The deathbed of Sir Godfrey is described

by his neighbour Pope, in a letter to their

neighbour, the Earl of Strafford, then in

Yorkshire. As the letter (good in itself) is

not included in any edition of Pope’s works,
and is, moreover, unknown to all who have
written about Kneller, it more than calls for

insertion here :

—

“ Sir Godfrey sent to me just before he died.

He began by telling me he was now convinced

he could not live, and fell into a passion of

tears. I said I hoped he might, but that if not,

he knew it was the Avill of God. He answered,
4 No, no, no ; it is the Evil Spirit.’ The last

word he said was this
—

‘ By God, I will not be
buried in Westminster!-’ I asked him why.
He answered, 4 They do bury fools there.’ Then
he said to me, 4My good friend, where will you
be buried?’ I said, 4 Wherever I drop; very
likely in Twitnam.’ He replied, 4 So will I

;’

then proceeded to desire I would write his

epitaph, which I promised him.”

And the Knight-and-Baronet Painter of

* Cibber’s “ Apology,” cd. 1740, p. 257.

Kings and Queens, and Princes and Prin-

cesses, of Dukes and Duchesses, of War-
riors and Archbishops, of Lord Chancellors

and Bishops, personages illustrious by birth,

by beauty or by wit, died at Whitton, in

Middlesex, on the 23rd of October, 1723,

and was buried in the church of the parish

at Twickenham, 44 where he fell,” on the

7th of the following month. The spot is

unmarked, but his name as “ Churchwar-
den ” is still to be read on the outer wall of

the churchyard. Twenty years later Pope
was buried in the same church. ,

I have said that Kneller’ s grave is un-
marked. The why and wherefore are alike

curious. His widow (he died childless)

designed erecting a monument to his

memory in Twickenham Church, but un-
happily for her ladyship, the best place in

the church was occupied by Pope’s monu-
ment to his father, his mother, and here-
after, 44

et sibi” (as it reads), to himself. The
Lady of Whitton courted, nay stormed, to

the poet, to get it removed to a less con-
spicuous position in the church, but the

little wasp and nightingale of Twickenham
would not give way, and Rysbrach’s monu-
ment to Sir Godfrey and his wife was carried

to Westminster Abbey, where it may be
seen, though not in the place where it was
erected and—paid for. Dean Ireland and
the late Mr. Blore (architect to the Dean
and Chapter) removed, I am sorry to say,

Dame Kneller’s last piece of human vanity
to a less conspicuous spot in the Sepulchre
of England.
Our portrait painters, in their fashion-

able movements, have generally stepped
“westward Sir Godfrey, however, stepped
44 eastward,” and with no disadvantage to

his practice or his pocket. When, in the

year 1705, the gold plate of Lord Romney
(the handsome Sidney of De Grammont)
was to be sold, the “ Christie” of the day
disposed of it by public advertisement and
auction, “at the late Dwelling House of

Sir Godfrey Kneller, in the Great Piazza
”

of Covent Garden. Sir Godfrey had removed
to Great Queen Street, Lincoln’s Inn Fields
(then a better locality than it was even in Sir

John Soane’s time), and rank and fashion,

and men of sort and ladies of quality, fol-

lowed the Knight and Baronet to his new
painting room. With his removal he raised

his prices, and, like Lawrence in later

times, left much to his assistants. The
head was on the canvas (masterly)—the
millinery and Nugeedom were left to pupils.

There is a picture by Kneller which, I
am sorry to say, I have never seen, and it

is no fault of mine that I have not. I have
been allowed to see the plate-room and tho
pantry of Windsor Castle, and I believe I
have seen every picture of moment in the
noble castle of our beloved Queen

; but seen
I have not (why I know not) the celebrated
Chinese of Sir Godfrey. King James’s
Chinese were in London in 1688, and the
pencil of Lely’s successor was at work at
once in perpetuating their features. Surely
this picture, of which Kneller himself was
wont to speak so highly, should once more
be admitted into my Lord Chamberlain’s
daylight and privileged vision of—the skilled

few, and the admixing many.
The portrait painters of the Royal Aca-

demy of Arts in London, who took up Sir
Joshua’s key-note, and laughed aloud at
Sir Godfrey’s talent, are dead, and a good
Sir Godfrey at Christie’s will bring its ample
number of guineas. With all the late Sir
Robert Peel’s well-merited love for Sir
Joshua, he would have “gone in” heavily
for the Kit-Kats of Sir Godfrey.

Peter Cunningham.
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GERMAN PAINTERS OF THE MODERN SCHOOL.

OVERBECK.

F I were asked what a religious artist

of the middle ages was like—if any
one would wish to learn what
was the devout life and the
earnest work of an old Italian
painter— I would, without
hesitation, point to Overheck.
Here is a man the veiy type
not only of what history tells

us the spiritual painter was,
but also the personal realisa-
tion of that which the mind
conceives the Christian artist

should be. It has been my
privilege not unfrequently to

visit the studio of this vene-
rable man; to listen to his
hushed voice, solemn in ear-

nestness of purpose, and touched with the pathetic tones which
lise from sympathy

; to look upon that head gently bowed upon
the shoulders, tho face furrowed with thoughts which for eighty
years have worn deep channels, the forehead and higher regions
of the brain rising to a saint-like crown

; and never have I left
those rooms, where Christian Art found purest examples, without
feeling towards the artist himself gratitude and affection. The
world, indeed, owes to such a man no ordinary debt. The Art of
Europe had fallen, and Overbeck believed that to him was en-
trusted its restoration. His life has been a mission, his labour a
ministration, and as years rolled on a gathering solemnity sha-

dowed round his work. That work was tho building up of the
ruined structure of Christian Art. And thus Overbeck became
the founder of the modern school of religious painting, and his
name is now identified with the forms of pure and spiritual beauty
which clothe the Christian faith. As a father, then, of the so-
called “ Christian school of painting,” purified from paganism,
and delivered from the carnal allurements of corrupt renaissant
masters, Overbeck will now claim our reverent yet critical regard.
The life of Overbeck, like that of other quiet, self-contained, 'and

inwardly-centred men, has been unmarked by startling incident.
Cornelius, as we have seen in our memoir of last month, was born
at Dusseldorf in the year 1787; Overbeck, his brother in Art, his
companion in labour, his fellow-citizen in Rome, came into the
world two years later, in the ancient, gothic, and gable-built town
of Lubeck, a free port on the Baltic. It has often been said that
nature never repeats the same types, nor history recurs to iden-
tical situations; yet between the Art epochs and the Art leaders in
Romo of the sixteenth and the nineteenth centuries, rise analogies
which strike the mind as something more than accidental. In
these peiiods, divided by an interval of three centimes, were alike
existent two opposing schools, the one distinguished by spiritual
expression, the other by physical power. In Italy of the fifteenth
and tho sixteenth centuries, Era Angelico, Perugino, and the
youthful Raphael, clothed Christian Art in tenderest lineaments

j

of beauty. On the other hand, Signorelli and Michael Angelo, of
the opposite school, attained unwonted grandeur through massive
muscular development. And so we shall see, likewise, it hap-
pened within living memory, when new birth was to bo given to

i
noble Art, that the two contrary yet ofttimes co-operativo prin-

j

ciples from the first prevailed, the one steadfast in spirit, the other
stalwart in the flesh

; the one which, in tho middle ages, had
acknowledged Raphael for its disciple, the other which was proud
to recognise Michael Angelo its giant master—the one which, in
our own day, inspired the loving devotion of Overbeck, the other

I which commands the stem service of Cornelius. And thus, as we

have said, history is here, in remarkable analogies, repeating her-
self. The world of modern German Art, as that of old, divides
itself into two hemispheres : Overbeck rules as the modem Raphael
over the ono

;
Cornelius, as a German Michael Angelo, bears iron

sway over tho other. Overbeck is the St. John which leant in
love on the bosom of our Lord

; Cornelius is St. Peter, strong as
a rock on which to build the Church. And as with Michael
Angelo followers were wanting, so with Cornelius, ho walks in
that “ terribil via” wherein few can venture to tread. The lot
of Overbeck is more blessed. Like to Raphael, his forerunner, he

draws by love all men unto him
; near to him, through fellowship

of ondealing sympathy, warmed by the emotion which beauty,
akin to goodness, in the universal heart begets.
The biography of an artist such as Overbeck is not so much the

record of events as the register of thoughts, the chronicle of those
specific ideas which have given to his pictures an express
character, and the recognition of the living faith which begets
followers and creates a school. Overbeck, in the year 1808, at
the age of twenty-one, went to Vienna, to pursue his studies in
the academy of that city. Already we find his mind brooding over
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palaces, and lastly, oil or easel pictures. When first I visited the 1

studio of Overbeck, some sixteen years ago, then located in the

palace of the Cenci, his rooms were occupied by designs executed
in charcoal, intended for engraving and publication in one of those

series of religious prints which have since obtained universal

currency over Europe. Referring to my note-book, I see the

record of the deep impression made on my mind by the painter

and his works. Here was a man who lived in the presence of

prophets, patriarchs, and saints, and who seemed to have entered 1

the spirit-world to bring down to earth those forms of purity and !

beauty which his canvas revealed. I was in company with a

young sculptor in whom Overbeck took a fatherly interest.

“"What,” said the venerable man, “are you now studying?”
“ I have received,” said the sculptor in reply, “ a commission to
execute in marble a ballet girl, slightly draped.” A cloud
shadowed the face of the Christian purist as he saw one more
artist a wanderer from the fold, allured and lost. Designs similar
in character to those to which I have referred, sometimes slight
and sketchy in outline, and sometimes shaded into roundness and
hatched with detail—the illustration on the precedingpage, ‘ Christ
BLESSING little Children,’ is a favourite and well-known ex-
ample—have occupied a large portion of Overbeck’s labours. This
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the thoughts which fifty years later had become visibly engraven
on his countenance, and were legibly transferred to his canvas.

Overbeck in Vienna soon grew impatient of cold academic teach-

ing, and to the much lauded pictures of Guido and others of the

eclectic school he was indifferent. Enthusiasm he reserved for the

early masters of Italy and Germany, whose earnestness and sim-
plicity taught him how far modern painters had wandered from
the true and narrow way. Other students he knew to be like

minded. The zeal of the youthful artists seems to have overstepped
discretion. Refusing to take further counsel of the director of the

Academy, and despising the classic style then in vogue at Vienna,
Overbeck and his associates broke out into revolt, and were in

consequence expelled from the schools. This happened in the

year 1810, and immediately the rebels, nothing daunted, betook
themselves to the more congenial atmosphere of Rome, and there

chose the deserted cells of the cloister of San Isidoro for their

dwelling and studio. The Art-brotherhood grew in zeal and in

knowledge, and for ten years these painters kept close company,
mutually confirming the common faith, all putting their shoulders
together to meet the brunt of opposition.

The numerous works which crowd the busy life of Overbeck,
afford evidence of teeming invention and untiring industry.
These creations are divisible into three classes : outline composi-
tions of the nature of cartoons, frescoes executed in churches or
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is a stylo of work, indeed, for which, both physically and mentally,
he is obviously expressly fitted. Wanting in bodily vigour,
deficient in technical aptitude, and taking no delight in colour,

these simple designs in black and white do not over-tax his
powers. Such compositions come moreover as special fulfilments
of his own Art aspirations. It is well known that the new-
born Christian school declared all painting must henceforth be
“soul painting;” and accordingly the shadowy forms found in
these designs, frail in bodily lineaments, freed from fleshly lusts,

and delivered from tho vain adornings of fashion, may be taken
as the deliberate exponents of the theory held and promulgated.
Coleridge said that a picturo was a product occupying an inter-
mediate position somewhere between a thought and a thing, and
this aphorism of our English poet-metaphysician serves to show
the attitude held by Overbeck among painters. Artists there are

who lay strong emphasis on the “thing,” who, to borrow tho
favourite term of German philosophers, are “ objective,” positive
in line, powerful in form, and triumphant in all outward and
material manifestations. Overbeck was not of their number. He
belonged on the contrary to the other categoiy—painters of
“thought.” Long before his picture became a “thing” visible
and tangible, it dwelt, unencumbered by gross bodily form, as a
shadowy conception in the chambers of secluded meditation.
While Overbeck the devotee knelt, as did the monk Beato of
Fiesole, in his church, when he walked in solitude along the silent
cloister, these “thought pictures,” even like “word pictures” to
the poet, came crowding to his mind ; and as with the prophet of
old, so with the prophet-painter in our day, would the exclamation
arise, “ Speak, Lord, for thy servant hearcth.” Artists like these
—such, for example, as vision-seeing Blake—live in close

communion with the world of spirits ; the heavenly portals are I nearest approach to disembodied thoughts possible to pictorial
thrown open, and rays of light and truth shower down abundantly forms.
on him who waits and watches for guidance and divine conception. ‘ Christ blessing little Children,’ an engraving of which we pub-
Ideas thus framed or communicated seek utterance, and no more

I
lish, is deservedly one of the most popular amon^ Overbeck’s

facile expression can be gained than that sought by Overbeck
I numerous compositions. Three different versions of tho subject

through tho point of soft charcoal, which readily transfers each now he before us, whereof this which we select is the most copious
inward form to the visible surface of paper. His drawings bespeak • and symmetric in the composition of the figures. It is interesting
whence they come. In technical qualities they may fail, in ' to note that though Overbeck, as a spiritual artist, may be supposed
physical structure theymay be feeble

; but then each line is sensi- to transcend all mundane conditions, yet that in the putting to-
tive, each form seems begotten in realms removed from this lower

|

gether of this design he studiously conforms to the technical laws
sphere, tho figures belong to worlds untainted by sin, the

.
of composition. He seems to have known that of all the bases

characters are the imaginings of a mind loth to look outward on
j

upon which the materials of a picture can be built, the circle is
the earth, but prone to gaze inward on consciousness and upward the most pleasing and intelligible

;
and his study of historic art

towards deity. Taken for all in all, these works are perhaps the
j

doubtless told, him that many renowned works owe their popularity
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to concentration of the eye on a fixed centre, round which, at

the circumference, the action of the story revolves. It will be seen

at a glance that Overbeck has applied this principle with singular

success to the lovely composition, ‘ Christ blessing little Children.’

The Saviour stands in the midst with upraised hands of benediction,

pronouncing the words, “Whosoever shall receive this child in my
name, recoiveth me,” and “Whosoever shall humble himself as

this little child, the same is greatest in the kingdom of heaven.”

It will be observed how the upper portion of the figure is main-

tained in undisturbed isolation, how the head of the Saviour rises

to a culminating point above the surrounding figures, and how
thereby dignity and importance are gained. At the same time the

needful connection with the bystanding groups is secured through

the company of little children drawn around the Master’s feet.

The accessory figures range themselves in balanced symmetry on

either side, and are skilfully gathered into unity by lines which,

in broken, yet with recurring contiguity, indicate a containing

circle. This geometric distribution has, through the correspon-

dence which connects outward form with inward thought, a value

felt without being analytically understood. As mental discord

would be indicated through disturbed composition, so on the other

hand are inward tranquillity and peace made appreciable to sense

by pictorial symmetry and well-balanced order. Eightlyis it said

that order is heaven’s first law
;

the spheres move in cadence

through the heavens, and the old painters, by happy intuition,

when they descanted on the blessedness of earth, or approached to

the bliss which reigns in the upper sky, arranged their figures in

groups of appointed harmony. In this placid concord of sweet

forms, in a rest unruffled by the strife of tongues, in an inward

peace which makes the rugged paths of the world smooth, and the

current of life to flow in music, the compositions of Overbeck are

unsurpassed, save, perhaps, by the designs of Angelico, ever

supremo in those celestial harmonies the cadence whereof the

modern Germans have caught.

Overbeck’s ‘Life of Christ,’ exemplified in forty. designs, admits

of interesting comparison with the like theme depicted by Era

Angelico. Each painter being leader in the same spiritual school,

thou- works naturally possess much in common. The difference

between the two modes of treatment arises, in fact, from the

wide interval of four centimes which lies between the artist of the

fifteenth century and the artist of the nineteenth century. The

painters of the modern German school wished, as we have seen, to

revive the use of mediceval ages. How far they have done so is

evident on a comparison of one of the most memorable of the Lives

of Christ known in Italy with the scarcely less celebrated series

published at Dusseldorf. The simplicity- of form, the symmetry of

composition, the solemnity of thought, which wc admire in the

cloister school of Overbeck, can be traced back to a fountain

head within the Florentine monastery of San Marco. But Art,

during four eventful centuries, had in some points progressed, and

in certain other directions suffered retrogression. In what relates

to spirit even spiritual schools have gone back, but in all which

concerns the body, in all that pertains to outward material form,

modern painters have moved forwards. I think, for example, that

no one will pretend that Overbeck, in the treatment of the ‘ Annun-

ciation,’ approaches the monk of Fiesole in spiritual purity and

beauty. Art, then, as a spirit-utterance, as a soul-outpouring,

lacks the life and unction of other days, and herein she shares the

common lot of the moral and metaphysical sciences which cease to

bo progressive. But Art in her bodily structure partakes of the

onward development known to new physical discoveries ;
and hence

in all that pertains to perspective, foreshortening, anatomy
,
the

cast of drapery, and even the management of an intricate composi-

tion, modern painters are in far advance of their early forerunners.

On these points Angelico was the child, and Overbeck is the man

:

the child, however, in all things else is father to the man.
‘ The Holy Family ’ we engrave shows how faithfully and how

lovingly the modem German painters follow in the footstops of

their Italian predecessors. Their designs are sometimes modelled

on the works of Perugino, or are derived from still more early,

and perhaps even more devout, conceptions of other Umbrian

artists. Sometimes, again, their compositions take us to Bologna,

in memoiy of pale and placid Francia
;
and still more often to

Sienna, to commune with Pinturicchio and his fellows. How
closely it may be permittedwith impunity, even to a Pre-Eaphaelite,

to copy Eaphael, the supposed source of countless evil,this ‘ Holy

Family ’ by Overbeck is the witness. Overbeck’s Madonna, of a

beauty, yet of a saint-like dignity, seldom seen in the common
nature known to modern realistic schools, might have stepped

out from a frame hung in the Florentine Tribune
;
and St. Eliza-

beth is almost identical with the ‘ Mother of St. John,’ as por-

trayed by Sanzio. Nor does the transcript of Eaphaelesque

forms stop here. In this ‘ Holy Family’—loving and tender, even

to the most painstaking of detail—look attentively at the landscape

wherein the figures are grouped. Let us commence with the

foreground, and there mark the flowei’s of'the field, whence Christ

in His teachings was to take parables, painted as if every leaf

spake a lesson ; then, advancing midway in the picture, see on the

one side a slight graceful tree, growing on a frail and slender

stalk, and on the other a ruin planted on a gentle slope
;
beyond

rises the hoiizon
;
a town, perchance Nazareth, is in the distance

:

and above all mount the hill tops, two-thirds up into the canvas.

Now, be it observed, in every one of these circumstantial de-

tails, Eaphael has been studiously transcribed. This I say not

to the disparagement of Ovei'beck, but rather to his praise ;
for

ever it becomes praiseworthy when the practice of a man is, though

unconsciously to him self, better than his creed. One thing, at all

events, I wish to emphasise distinctly—that the dogmas by which

Pre-Eaphaelites, both in Germany and England, seek to depre-

ciate Eaphael, are narrow and false. In proof of which I point to

one of the most lovely compositions executed by Overbock, this

‘ Holy Family,’ the inexpressible charms whereof are but truth

and beauty reflected from the greatest of painters, Eaphael.
‘ The Sisters,’ personifications of Italy and Germany, engraved

in these pages, suggest remarks which may prove not without

interest. The original picture, painted on panel, the figures nearly

life-size, hangs in the new Pinakothek, Munich, and is ono of the

few examples I know in which Overbeck has chosen a secular

subject, and employed oil as his medium. In giving preference

to panel over canvas, the artist reverts to the practice of the early

Italian painters, and in his manipulation of oil, he eschews all the

blandishments of later and more ornate schools. The execution

is careful, but feeble
;
the colour, as common to the Germans, is

crude, and the outlines, unmitigated by the play of light and shade,

are studiously harsh. These qualities, it is well known, are not

deemed defects by modern Pre-Eaphaelite painters. The work is

of further interest as an exemplification of other principles held

dear by the school. For example, the face of neither sister is

beautiful, perhaps even, especially with the light-haired German,

the features must be pronounced the reverse of beautiful, yet this,

also, in the eyes of the flesh-denying brotherhood, is not so much
a failing as a virtue. Other cherished purposes of the school—for

instance, the exaltation of inward expression at the expense of

outward form—are apparent ;
and the consanguinity- of German

and Italian Art is symbolised in the embrace of these light and

dark eyed sisters. The lesson intended to be taught may be easily

read. The German painters, as we havo seen, went wooing to

the Arts of Italy, and accordingly the fair German girl clasps

with tender hand her stately sister of the south, and gazes sted-

fastly into the face of the Italian Muse of Painting, crowned

with poet’s laurel. It is a pretty thought, true to history, and

warm with the sentiment which gave birth to the transalpine

revival.

Overbeck has reached the venerable age of seventy-six years,

and he real's to himself a monument, and writes his epitaph, in the

multitude of his works. Many of these remain to be noticed did

space permit. In what has been said already, little has been

done beyond offeiing a mere sketch of his Art-life. In repeated

commissions given by Pope Pius, Overbeck has received from

the head of his Church that approval which, to a mind subject

to authority, is peculiarly grateful. Among his paintings in

fresco specially worthy of note, is the masteipiece in the Church

of Santa Maria degli Angeli, built at the foot of the hill

crowned by the town of Assisi. This work, ‘ The Vision of

St. Francis,’ when last I saw it four years ago, suffered not

by immediate compai'ison with the sacred pictures of the devout

Umbrian school, in the midst of which it shone as a witness to

the worth of German Christian Art. Among the oil paintings

of Overbeck, ‘ The Triumph of Beligion in the Arts,’ one of the

choicest treasures in the Stfidel Institute, Frankfort, is certainly

the most elaborate and ambitious. This grand composition,

which may be likened in its intent to Eaphael’s ‘ School of

Athens,’ or to the ‘ Hemicycle,’ by Delaroche, has been aptly termed

by Gorman critics “ the Christian Parnassus,”—the dawn of light

in Europe. I wish that space were left for detailed description of

this work, weighty in thought, and loaded with symbolism—awork

meant as a declaration of faith, the programme of a creed, preaching

to the world a homily. Yet while pondering on this picture well

worthy of veneration, I could not but regret once more, that

Overbeck, in maturing his pictorial thoughts, had not shown like

diligence in the perfecting of the material instruments, through

which alone ideas can be made visible. In the remembrance of

the heavenly harmonies of Angelico and Perugino, it is hard to

forgive even a spiritual artist for crudeness of tone, and for the use

of colours which are of the earth earthy. In the recollection of

Italian pictures, lovely in all perfections, it is not easy to bestow

unqualified admiration on figures which, whatever bo their Christian

graces, are severe in outline, ungainly in form, and feeble in bodily

frame. Such defects, however, may be perchance but motes that

darken the sunbeam : they are, perhaps, but the vapours of earth

which the light of heaven has straggled in vain to dispel.

J. Beavington Atkinson.
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IRISH BOG-OAK ORNAMENTS.

We are always glad to draw public attention

to any efforts of the sister island connected
with the Fine Arts. One branch of Art-
manufacture exclusively Irish deserves

something more than the passing notice we
gave it in our papers on the Exhibition of

Manufactures, Machinery, and Fine Arts,

inaugurated last summer in Dublin : we
mean the manufacture of ornaments Rom
Irish bog-oak. In compensation, as it

were, for the coal-fields of England, Ireland
possesses vast tracts of peat-moss or bogs

:

in these have been found, deeply buried, tho

relics of primaeval forests winch flourished,

it may be, before man had trodden the

earth. Oak, fir, deal, and yew, have been
dug up and used for firing and other pur-
poses. But in the present century the hand
of Art has converted portions of this product
from comparative uselessness to articles of

artistic value.

The history of bog-oak manufacture is

somewhat interesting. When George IY.
visited Ireland, in 1821, a person of the
name of McGurk presented him with an
elaborately carved walking-stick of Irish

bog-oak, the work of his own hands, and
received, we believe, a very ample remune-
ration. Tho work was much admired, and
McGurk obtained several orders from time
to time. Subsequently a man of the name
of Connell, who lived in the lovely lake

district of Killarney, commenced to do
somewhat more regular business in carving
the oak to be found plentifully in the district,

and selling his work to the visitors as sou-
venirs of the locality. The trade prospered
sufficiently to induce him to establish him-
self in Dublin, some twenty years ago, and
at his retirement tho business, now a pro-

fitable one, passed to his son-in-law, Mr.
Cornelius Goggin, of Nassau Street. Tho
beauty of the carving, and the elegance of

the designs, chiefly taken from objects of

antique Irish Art, made these ornaments
the fashion not only in Ireland, but in

England. The Queen, the Prince Consort,

and other members of tho royal family
and the nobility, were purchasers of the

most beautiful specimens
;
and so, carving

in Irish bog-oak attained the position of a

native Art, giving employment to many
hands, and supporting many establishments.

The oak is black, and as hard as ebony

;

that best suited for carving is brought from
the coimties of Meath, Tipperary, Kerry,
and 'Donegal. Of a load, which will be
purchased for about thirty shillings, a con-
siderable portion is unfit for use, by reason
of flaws or splits. The wood is cut into

pieces suitable for carving, and is worked
on the end of the grain or section, and not
on the length of the grain, or plankwise.
The process of carving is similar to that of

ivory. The more experienced workmen
carve designs without any pattern before

them, and can earn from forty to fifty shil-

lings a week
;
the wages of the less expert

vary Rom ten shillings upwards
;
and women

earn nearly as much as men. The total num-
ber ofpersons employed in this artistic handi-
craft is something over two hundred. Many
of them work on the premises of their em-
ployers, while others take the material to
them own houses.

A method of producing very fine effects

at a great saving of cost and labour, has
been patented by Mr. Joseph Johnson, of
Suffolk Street. This is effected by stamping

:

the piece of wood, cut to the required size,

is placed on the top of the die, which latter

is heated by means of a hot plate of metal
upon which it stands; over the wood a

similar hot plate is laid ; upon this a power-
ful screw-press descends, and the wood
receives the impress of the die as Reely as

wax, the bitumen in it preventing the fibre

R’om cracking or crumbling. In this way
object of exquisite delicacy and very high
relief, almost to the height of an inch, are

produced in a moment. The designs thus
obtained by the die are readily distinguish-

able from those wrought by the carver's

tool; they want the extreme sharpness of

the carving, but they are capable of show-
ing, in compensation, more minute figuring

and more elaborate details.

The dies, some of which are very beauti-

ful in design, and all sharply cut, are made
on the premises.

This branch of trade has done some
service to Art in Ireland, by producing
many excellent native carvers, several

of them in the humblest walks of life.

Amongst those one pre-eminently deserves

to be mentioned. Many years ago, three

ladies of the name of Grierson, persons of

education and refinement, turned then* at-

tention to educating some of the young
people in their neighbourhood, in the Dub-
lin mountains, in the art of wood-carving,
as they had seen it practised in Sweden.
The project was successful, and amongst
the pupils one of the name of Thomas Rogers
attained to such excellence that his work
will safely bear comparison with the best

artists of any country. He is of course in

full business. From time to time he comes
down Rom his retired home, a glen in tho

Dublin mountains, known by the poetic

name of Glen-nci-Smohl, or the 1 ‘Valley of the
Thrush”—receives his orders, takes homo
his wood, and returns in due time with his

work executed in the most exquisite manner.
This year he executed for Mr. Johnson, of

Suffolk Street, one of the most elaborate and
beautiful pieces of work that has ever been
produced in this country—the largo bog-
oak box made for the purpose of holding

the Irish lace presented to the Princess
of Wales by tho ladies of Ireland, tho box
being a gift to her Rom the Irish gentry.

It is not easy to estimate the amount of

the sales of bog-oak work. Mr. Johnson
sells between £4,000 and £o,000 a year,

and Mr. Samuel, Mr. Connell, and others,

do a proportionably large business. It is

to be regretted that a very inferior imitation

is produced in England, made of common
deal, stamped and coloured, which is sold

as genuine Irish carved bog-oak. It can,

however, deceive only the very ignorant or

the very unwary.
The stranger who visits Dublin may dis-

pose of an idle hour very agreeably m the
inspection of the shops where these bog-oak
ornaments are sold. The principal estab-

lishments are those of Mi*. Johnson and
Mr. Goggin, already alluded to, and of the
brother of the latter in Grafton Street, and
those of Mr. Samuel in Nassau Street, and
Mr. Johnson in Fleet Street. Articles of

very much the same character may be seen

in them all. Antique sculptured crosses in

high relief, round towers, abbeys, antique

brooches and fibula), harps, shamrocks, and
other national emblems, besides a multitude

of articles used in the boudoR and the

drawing-room.
Unhappily there are not many Irish

manufacturers : it is a duty to encourage
those that do exist : they will in time be-

come better as well as more numerous : we
have strong faith not only in the capabilities

of the country—so fertile in raw materials

of every available and useful kind—but in

the power of its people to turn them to

valuable account.

GNOSTICISM.*

The Archbishop of York found occasion, a short
time since, to express a very strong opinion upon
much of the popular literature of the time, as

unhealthy, if not actually demoralising. The
most reverend prolate said nothing more than
what is true

;
hut however much this condition

of things is to be deplored as baneful to society

at large, it is yet satisfactory to know there arc
men who employ their minds in searching out,

and their pens in describing, the deep things of
the world. All that is great, and noble, and of
“good report;” all that can elevate both mind
and heart

;
all that can draw forth the hidden

springs of man’s intelligence, or educate him in

the highest wisdom,—that which will render
him happy here and fit him for a future state of
happiness

;
these fi*uits of literary labour and

well-directed, studious effort grow up around us
simultaneously with the rank and noisome weesd
which meet us on all sides.

And there is no subject so remote in its origin,

so obscure in its development, or so beset with
difficulties of every kind, as to deter some of

these searchers after truth from entering upon
it

;
for this is an age of inquiry, and to throw

the light of investigation upon what appears
dark and mysterious, and to correct the errors

to which preceding epochs—with fewer means
at command than our own possesses—gave birth,

is made the special vocation of no small number
of learned men who have been, or are, our con-
temporaries.

Gnosticism, which Mr. King has undertaken
to inquire into and elucidate, was one of those
ancient theological schools whose theories have
often been discussed, yet without any positive

satisfactory result in determining its origin or

the precise nature of what it professed to he.

The word is derived Rom the Greek yviaoig,

“knowledge,” and those who embraced its

theories acquired the name of Gnostics,—

a

sect of philosophers that sprang up in the first

century of our era, although theft chief doc-

trines were long previously current in the East.

Theft creed may briefly he described as a belief

that Jesus Christ was the Son of God, but inferior

to the Father
;
that he came into the world for

the rescue and happiness of man. They rejected

the humanity of Christ, upon tho principle that

everything corporeal is essentially and intrinsi-

cally evil. Persuaded that evil resided in matter
as its centre and source, they Rented the body
with contempt, discouraged marriages, denied
the resurrection of the dead and its reunion with
the spirit. They divided all nature into tho
material, the animal, and the spiritual

;
and

men were also divided into three classes :—those
who were incapable of knowledge, and perished
soul and body

;
the spiritual, among whom the

Gnostics placed themselves, and who were cer-

tain of salvation
;
and the animal, those who

were capable of being saved or damned. They
held other doctrines in common with these

;

such as that God dwelt in a plcroma of inacces-

sible light, and that ho was unknown to the
world till the coming of Christ, &c. &c. Theft
creed, however, produced very opposite effects

on theft moral conduct
;
some, looking upon the

body as sinful, mortified it by severe penances

;

while others led immoral lives, maintaining that
the soul could not be affected by the acts of the
body.

Dr. Burton, in his “ Bampton Lectures,” ar-

gues that Gnosticism' was not by any means
a new and distinct philosophy, but made up
of selections Rom almost every system. Thus
it is found in the Platonic doctrines of ideas,

and in the notion that everything in this lower
world has a celebrated and immaterial archetype

;

and he sees Races of it in that mystical and ca-

balistic jargon which, after the return of the
Jews fi*om captivity, deformed theft national

religion. That it had its origin, in some form
or other, at a much earlier period than the dif-

fusion of Christianity, there is no doubt, though
Gnosticism is regarded as a generic term per-

* Tiie Gnostics and their Remains, Ancient
and Medi.eval. By C. W. King, MA„ Fellow of

Trinity College, Cambridge, Author of “Antique Geras.”

Published by Bell & Daldy, London; Deighton & Co.,

Cambridge.
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tabling to the Christian religion, inasmuch as

it comprehends “ all who pretended to be wise

‘ above that which is written,’ it explains the

New Testament by the dogmas of the philoso-

phers, and it derives from the sacred writings

mysteries which they never contained.”

Egypt is generally supposed to have been the

birthplace of the doctrines which led to these

heresies of the early Christians. But Mr. King
is of a different opinion. After briefly noticing

'

Matter’s Histoire Critique du Gnosticisme, he
says:—“That the seeds of the Gnosis were
originally of Indian growth, and were carried

westward by the influence of that vast Bhud-
dist movement which in the fifth century be-

fore our era had overspread all the East from
Thibet to Ceylon, was hinted at by Matter, 1

and became apparent to me on a very slight
'

acquaintance with the fundamental doctrines !

of Indian theosophy. To show this, the two 1

systems in then’ two most perfected forms,
,

that of Valentinus and that of the Nepaulesc '

Bhuddists, are briefly described and confronted
; j

and throughout, innumerable points of analogy .

will be found indicated. In the history of the

first four centuries of the Church, everything 1

that was denounced as heretical may be traced

up to Indian speculative philosophy, as its

genuine fountain-head
;
how much that passed

j

current for orthodox, had really flowed from
the same source, it is neither expedient nor de- I

corous now to inquire.” The consideration of

this portion of the subject, the Indian sources

of Gnostic ideas, may be regarded as the first

divisional section of Mr. King's book.

Next in importance, for her contributions to

the opinions, and vastly more to the monuments
that remain, comes Egypt with her primaeval

religion, whose productions, he says, “ in their

Romanised and latest disguise, are often con-

founded with the true offspring of the Gnosis.

These are discriminated, their distinctive cha-

racters pointed out, and ranged under then-

several heads, according as they were designed

for a religious or for a medicinal object.” Fol-

lowing this consideration, much space is given

to “ that ingenious figment of the Alexandrian

mystic, the Abraxas Pantheos, who has given his

name to the entire class of talismans, many of

them long anterior in date to his creation in a
visible form, many belonging to ideas totally

unconnected with his religion. . . . The Mithraic

religion, under whose kindly shelter so much of

Occidental Christianity grew up unmolested, is

next reviewed, and the causes pointed out for

this alliance, at first sight so inexplicable.

With this are connected the singular affinity

between the ceremonial of the two, and the

transfer of so much Mithraic into the usage of

the orthodox.”
These aggregated subjects, which may be

regarded as the several elements of Gnosticism,

naturally lead to the consideration of the Sym-
bols and the Terminology, “whereby their

ideas were communicated to those initiated into

their arcana
;

composite figures and siglce,

‘having a voice to the wise, but which the

vulgar heareth not.’ ” As Astrology justly

lays claim to a large proportion of tho relics

popularly called Gnostic, Mr. Kang has not lost

sight of it, while he has endeavoured to separate

the purely astrological from the borrowed types.

Then comes the Gnosis in its “ last and greatest

manifestation, the composite religion of Manes ;

its wonderful revival and diffusion in mediaeval
Europe, and its supposed connection with the
downfall of the Templars. The assigned grounds
for this event are adduced

;
although to give any

opinion upon their validity is about the most
difficult problem in all history. With their

scandal and their fate is coupled that most sin-

gular fact of modem times, the retention by
their asserted successors, the Freemasons, of so

much symbolism unmistakably Gnostic in its

origin.” Under this division, which appears to

connect, inferentially, our own age and all con-
temporary civilised nations—for what country
is there where Freemasonry does not exist ?

—

with the remotest epochs and people ofantiquity,

the subject of Masons' Marks is discussed to-

gether with Talismans and Amulets as objects of

a kindred nature.

Art, as exemplified on engraved gems, coins,

and talismans, some hundreds of which are still

in existence, has done much to aid in the inves-

tigation of this veiy curious subject. Mr. King’s

volume contains a very large number of en-

gravings from these gems, &c. ;
more than half

of the drawings, he tells us, were made by him-

self from specimens that came under his notice
;

the remainder, when his own sight no longer

availed him, were furnished by the owners of

the originals. There is a deep meaning in these

mystical designs and hieroglyphic inscriptions,

though intelligible only to the initiated: but

they serve to show how Art always has, and al-

ways will, lend an effective hand to the pro-

motion of knowledge.
We have preferred giving an outline sketch

of j\Ir. King’s plan of treating his subject, to

making our own comments, which would have

occupied too much space. He scarcely attempts

to discuss the philosophic question of Gnosticism,

giving as his reason for abstaining from it, that,

“ As Matter treats of the doctrine alone, and
only quotes the monuments in illustration of

his remarks, and tho present essay is designed

to be subsidiary to his invaluable treatise, I

refer the reader to him for the complete eluci-

dation of the philosophy of the subject, and have

given my chief attention to the archfeological

portion (which is cursorily passed over by him),

in which nothing has been done since the publi-

cations of Chiflct and of Montfaucon.”
They who, not knowing anything of the sub-

ject, may think it too abstruse, dry, and mystical

to interest them, will rise from the perusal of

this valuable book with very different notions,

or we are greatly mistaken.

PICTURE SALES.

Want of space prevented us last month from

doing more than announcing the sale of pictures,

&c., in the possession of the firm of Messrs.

Hayward and Leggatt. We now append a list

of the principal works offered in competition :—
‘ Summer Time,’ a landscape with three cows, a

small canvas, T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., 95 gs.

(Hering)
;

‘Resting by the Way,’ a female

figure, W. T. C. Dobson, A.R.A., 150 gs.

(Holmes)
;

*The Marshalsea Prison,’ from “Little

Dorrit,” W. P. Frith, R.A., 290 gs. (Marshall)

;

‘A la Fuente, Andalusia,’ a female figure, J.

Phillip, R.A., 290 gs. (Morby)
;

‘ The Road by
the River,’ T Creswick, R.A., figures by M.
Stone, 150 gs. (Hering)

;
‘ Diethirehen, on the

Luhn,’ G. C. Stanfield, 100 gs. (Sampson)

;

‘Landscape,’ with seven sheep, T. S. Cooper,

A.R.A., 145 gs. (Agnew) ;
‘The Wood,’ AV.

Linnell, 335 gs. (Seguier)
;

‘ Cattle on Lytham
Sand Hills,’ exhibited at the Academy last year,

R. Amsdell, A.R.A., 410 gs. (Amos)
;
‘The Fair,’

a female figure, C. Baxter, 115 gs. (Agnew) ; ‘A
Sailor’s Wedding,’ exhibited at the Academy in

1863, J. C.Hook, R.A.,650gs. (Agnew); ‘AMoor
Scene,’ R. Ansdell, A.R.A., 210 gs. (Hering)

;

‘The Origin of the Combing Machine,’ exhibited

at the Academy in 1862, A. Elmore, R.A., 680

gs. (Marshall)
;
the small finished sketch of this

picture was sold immediately afterwards for

ISO gs. (Evans)
;

‘ The Infancy of Moses,’ H.

Lo Jeune, A.R.A., 210 gs. (Holmes); ‘Mount

St. Michael, Coast of Normandy,’ D. Roberts,

R.A., 300 gs. (Ames)
;
‘Lucy’s Flittin,’ not yet

exhibited, but the purchaser Tinder an engage-

ment to send it to the Academy this year,

T. Faed, A.R.A., 570 gs. (Marshall); ‘In the

Highlands of Scotland,’ T. S. Cooper, A.R.A.,

and F. R. Lee, R.A., 320 gs. (GambarC
;

‘ The
Relenting Creditor,’ T. S. Brooks, 97 gs. (Agnew)

;

* The Avenue at Derby,’ T. Creswick, R.A., 360

gs. (Allcroft)
;

‘ Over the Moors,’ R. Ansdell,

A.R.A., 270 gs. (Gibbs) ;
‘ Brodick Castle

—

Isle of Arran,’ C. Stanfield, R.A., 845 gs. (Agnew)

;

‘Alicante, Coast of Spain,’ E. W. Cooke, R.A.,

160 gs. (Angel); ‘Sultan Ilassan’s School at

Cairo,’ F. Goodall, R.‘A., 255 gs. (Jenner);

‘ Battle of Noveredo,’ small finished sketch,

C. Stanfield, R.A., 305 gs. (Crofts); ‘The House
of Prayer,’ II. S. Marks, 145 gs. (Harland)

;

‘ Lighting the Beacon on the Coast of Cornwall,’

in the Academy last year, P. F. Poole, R.A.,

570 gs. (Harland)
;

‘ Hylas and the Nymphs,’
W. E. Frost, A.R.A., 340 gs. (Marshall.)

THE TURNER GALLERY.

THE LORETTO NECKLACE.

Engraved by C. Cousen.

The closest examination of this picture

would fail to discover what connection there

is between the subject and the title; the

latter, as Mr. Wornum rightly says in his

remarks upon the picture, ‘
‘ is one of those

unmeaning fanciful designations with which
Turner loved to perplex people.” The only
explanation that could be given is that the

scene is presumed to be a view of the town
of Loretto, and the two figures are peasants

of the locality, one of whom, a young fe-

male, is being decorated with a necklace by
her lover. The picture, as a composition,

is more simple, yet not less beautiful in de-

sign, than the majority of Turner’s Italian

scenes. On the summit of a lofty eminence,

richly clothed with olive trees, stands a
portion of what is assumed to be Loretto ;

through a chasm, flanked at each topmost
side by ancient ruins, is a lushing cascade,

whoso waters, widening at the base of the
bill

,
roll on to join the stream in tho valley,

and the two torrents united wind their way
to the foreground. In the middle distance

is a long viaduct ; and beyond, a range of

bold mountainous country skirting the

shores of the Adriatic. The artist for once
has ignored his favourite stone-pine and
substituted a tree of another description.

The picture would have been more agree-

able to our eye without any such introduc-

tion ; the tree is not elegant in itself, and
it looks obtrusive, as if the painter, and not

nature, had caused it to grow there for a

purpose, the meaning of which, as a point

in the composition, is not very evident, un-
less to “ balance ” the heights on the right.

There is a charming play of sunshine in the

water and portions of the foreground, which
acts as a powerful relief to the masses of

shadow cast over the greater part of the

subject.

Loretto stands on a hill that commands
an extensive view of the magnificent country

all round, and especially towards the sea,

from which it is about three miles distant

;

the town, or rather city, is visible to sailors

many miles from the coast. The shrine of
‘

‘ Our Lady of Loretto ” has been for several

centimes a great magnetic attraction for

the followers of the Roman Catholic faith

;

“ the most pious pontiffs and the most
ambitious monarchs have swelled the crowd
of votaries whom its fame and sanctity have
drawn together from the remotest parts of

the Christian world.” The church seen in

Turner's picture is that entitled the Chiesa

della Santa Casa, the Santa Casa being, as

the legend affirms, the veritable dwelling-

place of the Virgin Maiy, the scene of the

Annunciation and the Incarnation, and the

house in which the Holy Family found
shelter after the flight out of Egypt. Tra-
dition explains to the satisfaction of believers

how the housewas transferred fromNazareth
into Italy, but we have not space to give

the details of its history. It must suffice to

state that it suddenly appeared, in 1291, in

a grove near Loretto, and its arrival was
announced by Mary herself in a vision to

St. Nicholas of Tolentino. After changing
its position three times, the Santa Casa
settled down on its present site, in 1294.

But although multitudes of pilgrims flocked

to the house, there does not appear to have
been any attempt to preserve it by enclosure

till nearly two centuries afterwards, when
Pope Paul II. commenced erecting a church

over it, which Sixtus V. completed.

Turner’s picture was exhibited at the

Royal Academy in 1829.
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OBITUABY.

DAVID ROBERTS, R.A.

In briefly announcing last month the sudden
death of this distinguished artist, it was
stated that his career will be found sketched

out in the Art-Journal for 1858, from ma-
terials with which he furnished the writer.

We can say—now that he is no longer among
us—more both of the man and the painter

than his honest nature and his unpretending
character would have cared to see recorded

of him.
David Boberts was born at Stockbridge,

near Edinburgh, on October 24, 1796. His
father was a shoemaker in Church Lane,
Stockbridge ; and it may be stated that in

the Calton Cemeteiy is a monument to the
memory of his parents, erected by their

son—so reads the inscription—in testimony
of their worth, and in gratitude for the ex-
ample they had set him, to which he attri-

buted his success in life. Evincing at an early

age a strong aptitude for drawing and paint-

ing, he was apprenticed to a house and herald
painter in Edinburgh, named Bengo, with
whom he had a wearisome servitude of

seven years to a harsh and exacting master.
Among his fellow apprentices were Mr. D.
B. Hay, and two or three others who have
since made themselves reputations. Theso
lads, desirous of setting up a “ life-studio,”

subscribed a few shillings each to purchase
a donkey as their “model.” They kept it in

a kind of cellar in Mary Kang’s Close, one
of the dingy alleys branching out of the
High Street of old Edinburgh

;
and the

young students took it by turns to go out
at odd hours foraging for the animal, bring-
ing in thistles, dandelions, kale blades, &c.

,

for its provender. Such—as Boberts told a

friend of ours—was his first studio. Even
at this early period his pencil-drawings
were remarkable for their correctness and
beauty, for there was scarcely a pictur-

esque nook or comer in and around Edin-
burgh which he had not sketched.

At the expiration of his term of servitude,

Boberts was engaged to paint scenery for

the principal theatre in Edinburgh. While
thus employed his talents reached the ears of

Elliston, then lessee of Drury Lane Theatre,

who invited him to London, and offered him,
in conjunction with his friend Mr. Clarkson
Stanfield, an engagement of three years.

His first easel-picture was seen at the
British Institution in 1824, about the time
when the Society of British Artists, in

Suffolk Street, was established. Both
Boberts and Stanfield were among its earliest

members, and their works were annually
seen in this gallery, as well as at the Boyal
Academy and the British Institution for

several years. On seceding from the asso-

ciation in Suffolk Street, of which he held,

during some years, the post of vice-pre-

sident, his works were sent only to the two
other galleries.

The style and character of his paintings
are too well-known to require descrip-
tion. In his peculiar department, that of
representing picturesque architecture, he
stands unrivalled by any artist ancient or

modem. He has been sometimes called the
Canaletti of our time, but the parallel

cannot justifiably be maintained. Canaletti,

with Peter Neefe and others of the Dutch
school, certainly painted architectural sub-
jects, But not one of them gave to their

works the true pictorial character and rich

luminous colouring that we find in Boberts.
Canaletti and the rest may be called photo-
graphic painters

;
our countryman invested

his compositions with no small amount of

poetical feeling. Probably his early train-

ing in the theatrical school had much to do
with this mode of treatment

;
but whether

it had or no, the result gave no little charm
to his works. He was elected Associate of
the Academy in 1838, and Boyal Academi-
cian in 1841.

His long sojourn in Belgium, Spain,
Africa, and the East—from about 1827 to
1837—marks an era, not alone in the
practice of the painter, but in British Art.
Prior to his return, little comparatively was
known in England of the gorgeous archi-
tecture of Spain, and the still more inte-

resting scenery of the Holy Land and the
adjacent countries. His pencil made fami-
liar to us the glorious edifices of Seville,

Grenada, &c., the majestic mins of the land
of the Pharaohs, and the localities asso-
ciated with the events of early Christian
history. It showed us what the metropolis
of Egypt might have been when the tribes
of Israel marched forth from the house of
bondage, and how the magnificent capital
of the descendants of the same Israehtish
hosts probably appeared when Titus with
his Boman legions was hurling its mighty
battlements and splendid temple to the
ground, so that “not one stone was left

upon another.” In the vast sandy plains
that border the Nile, he sketched those
marvellous structures the Pyramids, which
Moses is presumed to have seen, which
certainly were regarded with wonder and
admiration by Homer and Herodotus,
Pythagoras and Plato, and under whoso
shadows Alexander the Great marshalled
his cohorts, and Napoleon his armed bat-
talions. If David Boberts had done nothing
more than produce his ‘

‘ Sketches in tho
Holy Land, Egypt, &c.,” which Mr. Louis
Haghe has transferred so faithfully and
artistically to the stone, he would have dono
a work that must have immortalised his
name. A word is here due to Alderman
Sir F. G. Moon, through whose enterprise
and liberality this magnificent work was
produced, and to whom also the public is

indebted for a very large number of the
finest engravings which have appeared in
this country during the last half century.
Mr. Boberts, who always referred with
much pleasure to the Alderman’s honourable
dealings with him, received the sum of
£3,000 for the Holy Land sketches, and for

the trouble of superintending their repro-
duction in lithography. It was sufficiently

vexatious and galling to the artist to find a
few years back that a Belgian publisher
had pirated and issued the entire series,

without even an acknowledgment of Mr.
Boberts’s name as their author, and that
this same unscrupulous publisher had re-

ceived an order of merit from the pope, and
various marks of distinction from European
monarchs and princes, as if he had origi-

nated and carried out a great work.
Latterly Venice and Borne supplied him

with subjects for pictures, and still more
recently he found that London had some
scenery not altogether unworthy of his at-

tention. We understand he had received a

commission from Mr. Lucas, the eminent
contractor, to faint a series of metropolitan
views, some of which have made their ap-
pearance at the Boyal Academy ; others

were sketched out, and in progress, at the
time of his death. Who would undertake
to finish them ? There is, we hear, an in-

tention to exhibit to the public the drawings
and sketches left by Mr. Boberts.

Our contemporary, theAthenceum, says:

—

“ Boberts was one of the most methodical
of men : from the practice of his art to tho

arrangement of his studio, everything was
in order He has left behind him,
besides an immense mass of notes and

memoranda, two quarto volumes, which
contain on every one of the leaves of the
first, and on the greater number of those
in the second, sketches of his own pic-
tures. These are drawn with charac-
teristic dexterity and clearness, and en-
able any one not only to recognise the
manner of the artist, but to identify each
work represented.” Thus, in these volumes,
‘ ‘ there is a complete history of the man’s
artistic life, for side by side of these sketches
is a register of the date of the picture, its

title, the name of the purchaser, the price

obtained for it, and its place of deposit.

"When the work has been resold, as was
frequently the case, and sometimes over
again, the facts are recorded, with the prices

the picture realised, purchaser’s name, &c.”
A more curious register of business trans-
actions has, it may be presumed, never
appeared in the “ ledger ” of any artist.

A kindly, genial disposition had David
Boberts, which attached him much to his

brother artists and his many other friends

both in England and Scotland. His at-

tachment to the land of his birth was very
strong, and scarcely a year elapsed, unless
when abroad, that he did not pay a visit to
Edinburgh to renew his acquaintance with
his many Mends there, and with the haunts
of his boyhood, among which he delighted
to wander. Not very many years ago he was
entertained at a public dinner in Edinburgh,
when Lord Cockburn presided, and a num-
ber of the most influential inhabitants of
the city were present. In 1858 the freedom
of Edinburgh was conferred upon him, and
on the evening of the same day ho and his

old friend and early fellow-worker, Mr. C.

Stanfield, B.A., were the honoured guests
at a banquet given by the Boyal Scottish

Academy. His kindness of heart often

prompted him to acts of benevolence, though
he was among the number of those who “ do
good by stealth.” Many of his old friends
in reduced circumstances experienced the
benefit of his bounty, conveyed to them
by one who was strictly enjoined not to
divulge the name of tho giver. He was a
vice-president of the Artists’ Benevolent
Fund, and took an active part in its manage-
ment, and also interested himself greatly in
other Art-societies of a kindred nature. We
hear, and quite believe, that he amassed
very considerable property, and as his only
child, if wo are not mistaken, is married to

a wealthy gentleman, Mr. Henry Bicknell,

—who, by the way, possesses the finest col-

lection of his father-in-law’s pictures in the
kingdom, which are now, and have been
for several months past, exhibited at the
Crystal Palace,—we hope that the loss of
the Art-world occasioned by Mr. Boberts’s
death will prove the great gain of those
benevolent institutions which he helped to

sustain while living. He was buried on
the 2nd of December, at Norwood Cemetery,
in a quiet, unostentatious manner, in com-
pliance with his own desire.

MRS. MANNIN.
We have to record the sudden death at

Brighton, in October last, of Mrs. Mannin
—nee Millington. This lady was an excel-

lent miniature painter, and for many years
exhibited at the Boyal Academy. Among
her best works may be mentioned portraits

of the grand nephews of Lord Gough, the

children of the Hon. Lady Brooke Pechell,

Sir Felix and Lady Agar, and of the late

Sir Henry Havelock, taken when he was
last in England, and considered inimitable.

But Mrs. Mannin excelled chiefly in por-

traits of ladies and children.
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Paris.—Something like an apotheosis of Dela-

croix notified the last month of the past year.

A considerable collection of the works of that

great master was exhibited in the extensive

saloons of the Boulevard dos Italiens, and two

appropriate tributes have been further paid there-

in to his merits and his memoiy. One of these

was in the form of a lecture given by the veteran

Dumas, who happened to have enjoyed the inti-

mate friendship of the painter, and who, in rich

strain of colloquy, rather than less formal and
ungenial disquisition, pictured forth his vigorous

and various peculiarities of character. So greatly

was this outpouring of the author of “ Monte
Christo ” relished, that its repetition became ex-

pedient. The other tribute took the form of a re-

union of artists at a dinner in the same quarter,

under the presidency of the well-known critic,

Theophile Guatier.
’ This also passed off effec-

tively. The reputation, however, of Delacroix

now rests, not upon the eulogistic advocacy of

friends, but upon the verdict which the present

and the future will mete out to the canvases

which crowded the walls of that locale where these

two scenes took place.

—

Apropos of French Art,

and the modest self-sufficiency of its adherents,

it is amusing, to say the least, to find in one

of tho favourite publications devoted to it—in

a notice of one of your London sales of native

works of Art—an expression of surprise at tho

high prices which some dozen pictures realised,

amounting altogether to 210,300 francs, or be-

tween £8,000 and £9,000 sterling. The writer

winds up by the remark, “ En France on pcicnt

mieux et a plus juste prix."—Under Marshal

Yaillant and the Count de Nieurkerke’s dispen-

sation, which has superseded the old academy,

reforms are in progress of realisation in the

Ecole des Beaux Arts. One of these was surely

wanted. Under the effete academic arrangement,

there were twelve professors who guided the

evening studies of the more advanced class of

scholars. The consequence was that each month
brought a new master and all manner of con-

flicting systems, by which the youths were

seriously perplexed and annoyed. This is now
set aside, and the whole responsibility of direct-

ing tuition is thrown upon the shoulders of M.
Yvon, whose great military illustrations have

proved him to he at the least a most accomplished

draughtsman. The measure has given satisfaction

to all, except the devoted adherents of the anta-

gonistic academy.—Madame Pompadour, the

bright particular star of Louis XV., was, in addi-

tion to her other great accomplishments, a devoted

admirer of Art, and, moreover, herself an artist

of no ordinary skill. This won for her the

following tribute from the pen of Voltaire :

—

“ Pompadour, ton crayon divin,

Devait dessiner ton visage.

Jamais une plus belle main
N’auvait fait un plus bcl ouvrage.”

To he rendered freely thus

—

“ From no other pencil but thine,

Pompadour, should thy portrait be given

;

And then—what a work all divine

We should have from a hand fair as heaven.”

Nuremberg, according to a'statement in the

Builder, “promises a monument to Stonewall

Jackson. The way in which Nuremberg has

come to promise it is rather curious. A young
man from Nuremberg, named Volk, emigrated

to America as a journeyman cooper. After

arriving there his early passion for Art grew
stronger

;
he made sketches for illustrated

papers, and gradually became a self-taught

artist. The war found him at Baltimore,

whence he wandered south, and was engaged as

draughtsman on the staff of one of the Southern
generals. lie made a bust of Stonewall Jackson
from a mask which he took from the dead face

;

and when the monument was put up to compe-
tition by the Southern Government, the young
German artist won the prize. But even then
he had to find means for executing his work,
and for this he ran a ship laden with cotton

through the blockade, and brought it to Europe,
where the sale of the cotton gave him the funds

required. The monument represents the general

on horseback
;
a fine Arabian steed from Stutt-

gart serving as a model for the horse.”

ELORENCE.

It cannot he otherwise than interesting to the

painter to hear something of the changes that

are about to he effected in the earliest citadel of

his Art. There is, perhaps, no other city of

such limited size as Florence that could have so

readily responded to the demands now made
upon it in its sudden erection into the capital of

the kingdom of Italy. Tho Pitti will remain

the residence of the sovereign, hut it is probable

that the exigences of the court of Victor Em-
manuel may not leave open to the public so

many of its marble saloons as were free under

the sway of Leopold II. With respect to the

dispositions in the Palazzo Vecchio, many state-

ments have gone forth, each of which has, in

turn, been contradicted. It is, however, under-

stood that the convenience of strangers visit-

ing the galleries will be consulted as much as

can be done consistently with the public ser-

vice. The subjoined arrangements are accord-

ing to the latest reports of Signor Jacini, the

Minister of Public Works, and they will he

effected with the utmost regard to economy.

It is impossible to believe that such improvi-

|
sions can meet all the requirements of each case,

i
The conversion of a monasteiy into barracks

may not be so difficult as is supposed, but in all

its resolutions regarding these public offices, it is

clearly the wise purpose of the government to

l

proceed to perfection by well-considered ad-

vances. The sittings of the Senate will be held

in the Palazzo Vecchio, in those rooms in which

the business of the Royal Court of Appeal has

been transacted, and not, as has been reported,

in the saloon called that of the two hundred,

that is, the Supreme Court of Cassation. In the

other large room, called the saloon of the five

!

hundred, the Deputies will assemble, but the pic-

tures and statues by which it has been so long

ornamented will not be removed. Rooms also in

the Palazzo Vecchio will be appropriated to the

Minister of Foreign Affairs. To the Minister of

Public Instruction is given the Riccardi Palace,

the noble structure in the Via Larga wliich ex-

cites the admiration of every visitor. The name
of this street is changed to that of Via Cavour.

The War Office will be the building in the Via
S. Frediano, now known as the Episcopal Semi-

nary, which will be suitably enlarged by the

erection of additional appartments and offices,

for which there is ample space in the garden.

To the Treasury is allotted the Casino Mediceo,

which was formerly occupied by the Noble
Guards ;

and to the Minister of the Interior the

barracks of the Carbineers, formerly tho Insti-

tute of Music. The Institute of the SS. Annun-
ziata will be henceforward the Office of Public

j

Works, and to the Naval Administration is

assigned a Convent. The Institute of SS. An-
!
nunziata was established for the education of

young ladies of noble family
;

it is now trans-

ferred to tho Poggio Imperiale. A Palace

situated in the Via del Corso will he occupied

(

by the Ministry of Justice. To Agriculture and
' Commerce no abiding place has yet been as-

I

signed. The offices of the Committees of Artil-

lery and Engineering will be established in the

I

Convent of S. Spirito. The Convent of S. Fi-
!

renze is also appropriated.
1 The Military College, formerly existing in the

Borgo Pinti, is now superseded, and the building
1 held by the institution will henceforth be occu-

pied by the Royal Carbineers. The Convent of

S. Trinita will he henceforth the Florentine

Gymnasium and Lyceum, and the Convent of

S. Girolamo will be turned into a barrack.
.

The
offices of the Customs will be established in the

Convent of S. Maria Novella, and the Convent

of S. Apollonia is to be turned into barracks.

These are the present arrangements as far as

they have gone, and it is probable that many
of these appointments may he cancelled; hut

even for temporary purposes many of the build-

ings must be modified and adapted to the uses

for which they are intended. In the above list

there arc many places that will he remembered

by artists with affection, as haring afforded

many subjects of interesting study
;
but under

all these changes, Florence is yet vastly rich in

all that can assist the education of the painter.

MR. FLATOTJ’S EXHIBITION.

Ix looking through an assemblage of pictures

such as this collection, which carries us back

through the last thirty or forty years—a term

so stirring for English Art—the observer cannot

fail to be struck by the successive differences

that characterise the painting of the interval,

as also tho looseness with which the construc-

tion of subject matter is treated. As to the im-

mediate impression conveyed by these works,

it is, that we have lost in landscape, but gained

in figure-painting. There are no examples of

such of our ancient masters who drew with un-

pardonable eccentricity, to be contrasted with

j

the studious accuracy of the present day ;
but

there are landscapes of late date superseded in

interest by others of an earlier time. Of those

that have gone before are Morland and Na-
1

smyth, and more recently, Muller, Constable,

Cailcott, Bonington, G. Chambers, and Collins,

|

R.A. Some of the works that appear under cer-

;

tain of these names are but brief texts whereon

j

the memory founds a rapturous discourse on the
' most brilliant passages of many brilliant careers.

|
The collection is rich in Nasmyths, some of the

|

very best of the painter’s works, as bright and as

!

pure as any of those of the over-estimated Dutch-

|

men who worked in the same vein
;
and we look

at whatever has come from the hands of Con-

stable, Cailcott, and Muller, with the feeling

that each was an originator, that all three wero

;

ever fresh, and never grew old in their art. Hero
are Sir Edwin Landseer’s large picture, ‘A Flood

in the Highlands,’ also ‘Windsor Forest,’ and ‘No
1 Escape ’—the last painted thirty, perhaps forty,

' years ago, showing a white dog watching an
unfortunate cat. This was one of the whito

dogs painted from Sir Edvan’s dog Brutus, who
has been described as “marvellous at cats.”

“ I know that virtue to be in you, Brutus,

As well as I do know your outward favour.”

In this picture there is no indication of that

facility we see in this artist’s later works.

We find also many well-known pictures, others

new, by T. Faed, R.A., J. Linnell, Sen., A. Egg,
R.A., J. Phillip, R.A., J. Sant, A.R.A., J. C.

Horsley, R.A., A. Elmore, R.A., T. Creswick,

R.A., E. W. Cooke, R.A., C. Stanfield, R.A.,

R. Ansdell, A.R.A., W. T. C. Dobson, A.R.A.,

W. P. Frith, R.A., and others. The work of the

last-named artist is ‘ Coming of Age in the Olden
Time,’ well known through the engraving, and

that by Faed is ‘ Sunday in the Backwoods,' but

very much heightened and improved by tho

painter since it was exhibited some years ago in

the Academy. Creswick’ s pictures arc, ‘ Good
Evening,’ a composition in which cattle has

been painted by T. S. Cooper, A.R.A.
;

and,

perhaps more characteristic, ‘ A Beck in the

North Country,’ that is, a thread of water in a

droughty June, embowered in foliage, and
struggling onward amid heaps of dry boulders

;

this was the kind of subject that founded the

reputation of the painter. That by J . Linnell,

sen., is called ‘Across the Common,’ the kind of

domestic landscape he always paints
;
and by

I W. Linnell and James Linnell arc others differ-

ing somewhat in sentiment, but all having refer-

1 ence to the teaching of the elder Linnell. By
I F. R. Pickersgill, R.A., ‘ Wayside Flowers’ is a
I marked departure from the chivalresque themes

j

that j\Ir. Pickersgill has been wont to treat ;
and

we instance this, to observe that the public taste

! for commonplace leaves the artist no choice, be

he ever so affluent in poetic imagery. ByW. H.
Boughton is a winter scene called ‘ Coming from
Mass,’ quite equal to the best work of E. Frerc.

On Etty’s ‘ Wise Virgins ’ a pointed comment is

pronounced by the firm painting of the present

day; in concentrating himself in colour, Ettv
frequently overlooked form and character, and
dated by specious anachronism subjects wliich

should have no date. By F. Stone, A.R.A., there

is ‘ The First Appeal,’ which has given to the

public a popular engraving; it also marks a

period, and was in its time a leading picture of

a certain class. The catalogue contains the

titles of one hundred and fifty-three pictures,

which are, without verymany exceptions, ofgreat

value and interest ;
thus it will be seen that only

some of the paintings in the collection are here

mentioned.
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KABYLE POTTERY.
COMMUNICATED BY MADAM BODICHON.

In the Atlas region of Algeria is a mountain
race of men, who must not be confounded

with the wandering Arab, whose character,

moral and physical, is very different from
theirs.

The Kabyle is a householder and not a

dweller in tents, and as much attached to

his homestead and his land as any peasant

proprietor in France. The Kabyle is labo-

rious, while the Arab is intensely idle and
hates exertion, except in war or hunting

;

the Arab is fond of show, and likes the

pomp and the appearance of power ; the

Kabyle is quite unconcerned about his per-

sonal appearance, and is not imposed upon
by outside show in anything. The Kabyles
are, in fact, by their sturdy character, and
their- curious Parliamentary government,

the most remarkable people of North Africa.

They really resemble the English more than
any of the Oriental peoples. "We cannot

here enter into the question of where they

got the blue eyes and red hair so commonly
seen amongst them, or whether they are or

are not descendants of the Vandals; but I

could not help thinking as I looked down
on the tops of the mountains from Fort

Napoleon, in Kabylia, and saw the blue sea-

line of the Mediterranean bounding our view
to the north, that it was probable all sorts of

flying men of all the nations -who had crossed

that sea had taken refuge from time to time

in these mountains, and modified more or

less the native population, whatever that

may have been.

This people has held its mountains from

time immemorial against Roman, Arab,

and Turkish invasions, and it was only in

1857 that Kabylia was conquered by the

French, after a tough resistance. Already

the French have by then- very presence

established order, as they always do, and

the Kabyle villages have lost the dear

liberty of fighting among themselves. The
French have opened schools, and give

medical advice, drugs, and vaccination to

all who will come for it. They teach the

Kabyles to plant the vine and make wine,

and show them a cleaner way of making
oil than treading it out with their feet ;

the

French will plant the Spanish chestnuts,

which flourish, admirably in that climate,

and will graft the Kabyle’s olives, and help

them in many ways to better food and
cleaner raiment

;
at the same time it is quite

certain that some very beautiful objects will

disappear before the modem innovations.

The oxquisite Amphons (No. 1) which are

now the common water jars, used every day
by all the women to carry water from the

springs, will be without doubt replaced in

a few years by ugly jugs, or tin cans, or

wooden buckets and yokes ;
and the oil-

jar (No. 2), and the rest of their beautiful

forms, will give way before hideous and
cheap French earthenware. In Algiers it-

self I have seen this process taking place :

eight years ago itwas easy to find in anyArab
street beautiful two-handled jars (No. 3),

painted with colours mixed with wax, which
stood very well all usage with cold water,

and were extremely quaint and graceful

:

some were zig-zags simply of green, red,

and black, on yellow earthenware
;

and
others were covered with very elaborate

scroll patterns, outlined in reddish-brown,

but generally filled in with red and green

;

now these jars are almost impossible to be
obtained : when I have ordered them to be
painted by Arabs, they did them badly, and
seem to have forgotten the traditional rules.

It is quite certain that the Kabyles will,

even sooner than the Arabs, forget their old
|

forms, and take to new and more convenient

fresh from the tradition. I have seen a I woman, in a village near Fort Napoleon,

N
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making this pottery—simply moulding a
rough mass of clay into the foim of the

vessel with her hands ; and it is evident

that no potter’s wheel can be used for these

pots, which are nearly all of them very
crooked and have complicated forms.

The shapes of the Amphons are exactly
like Etruscan vases if turned upside down. It

is curious and interesting to see a people
making and using these beautiful antiques,

but what is the most interesting about the
Kabyle pottery is, not the forms, but the
ornamentation. The drawings on these

jars are a slight development of the earliest

known forms of ornament. The simple

zig-zag seems the earliest and natural
form suggested to the human mind, for it

is found in the early works of countries far

distant, between which there has been
no communication, and in ages far apart

;

for the early Greek used the same de-

signs which a savage carves on his club

at this present day, and the same arc

seen on the early pottery of northern
nations. The women in the Atlas region

are at this present time painting precisely

the same patterns on their potteiy which
the early Greeks painted on theirs

;
but

this does not seem to me to prove that they
have inherited these forms as traditions, but
rather that they have come to them in the

samo way as the Greeks came to them,
namely, by an independent evolution of the

human mind. The same law gives us
myths and legends in different countries,

as far apart as the Polynesia and Ireland,

exactly resembling each other, and early

flint implements, worked in the same man-
ner, in whatever country they may be found.

Again, if we offer a stick to a country boy
to carve, he will give us something very
like the earliest ornaments of the Greeks,
or the modem New Zealander; or give a

child a piece of pie-paste to ornament,
and he will do precisely what is found on
the most ancient pottery of all nations.

Probably the earliest ornament (not pure or-

nament either, as it was subservient to use)

was the notching on the wooden handles of

battle-axes, probablymade at first to prevent
the hand from slipping, and then becoming
ornament by simple repetition ofthese forms.

I have before me a weapon from the
Navigators’ Islands

; on the handle is carved
this pattern, which is known at a glance to

be the same ornament seen on the early work
of all nations. The black lines mean, in my
drawing, the indented spaces, and I have
no doubt whatever that the early drawings
on pottery imitated the cuts of some sharp
instrument.
The curious double jar (No. 4) is probably

used to tie on a horse or donkey, and the idea

is evidently to prevent the liquid from being
sj>ilt by shaking. This kind of vessel is

sometimes made with fourjars all connected,
and sometimes each of the four jars has four
smaller ones attached it,—looking like four
kangaroos with four young ones projecting
from their pouches.
Some of the Kabyle potteiy is remarkably

intricate in form and ornament, particularly
the lamps, made to hold 20 or 30 wicks in
three tiers or more, one above another.
The notchings and zig-zag pattern I have

seen on wooden chests and round the door-
ways of Kabyle mayors, or other village

dignitaries.

I have tried, since obtaining the speci-

mens from which these drawings were made,
to procure some of the more complicated
forms, butwithout success; and I may as well
mention here, for the benefit of the curious
in potteiy, that whenever I can get them,
they shall be sent to the South Kensington
Museum.

THE LAKE COUNTRY '-1
|

made almost as accessible to dwellers in the

metropolis as the parks of Richmond and
Greenwich used to be half a century ago; a

Thanks to the facilities afforded by railways few hours’ journey serves to land the traveller

and “ excursion tickets,” the glorious scenery of
j

amid the natural beauties of the “ Lake district,

the northernmost counties of England is now
|

and thousands there are who every summer and

U&3

ANGLE TARN.

winter avail themselves of the opportunity to

revel in its loveliness. To see, however, is one
thing

;
to examine, digest, and gain instruction, is

another : the former may be the privilege of

many, the latter is attainable onlybythe few who
havo both time and capacity for investigation

and learning. But Mr. and Mrs. Linton have
produep.d a book which will enable those who

THE OLD MAN, FROM BRANTWOOD.

have only taken a short “run” to the Lakes,

as well as those w’ho have never enjoyed even so

much advantage, to “know all about them.”

Artists have made us tolerably familiar with

the scenery of the Lake country : Mr. J. B.

Pyne published about ten years ago a fine

volume of sketches made there
;

and guide-

books innumerable have put in their claims to

BORROWDALE.

public attention. An illustrated volume entitled

“ Scenery and Poetry of the Lakes,” by Dr.

* The Lake Country. By E. Lynn Linton. With a

Map, and One Hundred Illustrations drawn and engraved

by W. J. Linton. Published by Smith, Elder, and Co.

London.

Mackay, made its appearance some eighteen

years since
;
but, hitherto, we have had no such

book, none so thoroughly complete in descrip-

tion and pictures combined, as that which is the

joint production of Mr. and Mrs. Linton—

a

work the subject of which has certainly called



residents ever find out. It is indeed a ‘ Love-
book,’ which wc give to the world in the earnest

desire for others to share in our experience, and
to receive the same joy and healthy excitement

as we ourselves have had.”
It is rarely the beauties of nature have been

brought before us in more eloquent language
than in this volume : the picturesque scenery of
the Lakes, with its varied and interesting

historic associations, has stirred up all the poetry
of the writer’s mind. Passages—it might be
said pages—confirmatory of this are so numerous
that it is difficult to choose between them. Wo
extract one, however, as a specimen; it refers

to the famous Druid Circle, near Keswick. Mrs.
Linton has just described the appearance of

this locality at the celebration of one of the
mysterious high festivals of these ancient wor-
shippers, in language so graphic that nothing
but the length of the passage prevents our
extracting it entire. She then continues :

—

“ Oh, those dumb, eternal mountains ! what
tragedies of crime and terror have been enacted
year by year before them

!
yet there they stand,

unchanging witnesses of good or ill, patient in

their power, and of supreme and infinite com-
passion

;
the same now and always, whatever

storms of life beat up about their- feet.

“The same, and yet how different! There
are mountains which mean only summer days’

excursions, and children gathering bilberries,

and lovers wandering through the bracken, and
skylarks singing overhead

;
and there are others

which the fury of the element never wholly quits,

but which have ever in the hearts of them an
elemental spirit of wrath and a terrifying Pre-
sence

;
and there are others, like High Street,

where the aspect is one of command and au-

thoritative rule
;
and others, like Hclvellyn,

penetrated with the crying souls of victims and
the masterful spirits of torture. And then, again,

there are places like this of the Druid Circle,

where every expression is of loveliness and
terror, and the solemnity of priestly rites, and
the helplessness of man in the grasp of supersti-

tion.”

These passages, brief as they are, serve to show
the impressions made by the magnificent scenery

of the Lakes on the mind of the writer, and also

the style of language employed in corn-eying her
ideas to others. Her whole heart and soul are

among those brave, rugged mountains, the

summits of which she has evidently reached,

though work enough for a stalwart man, and in

those soft green valleys lying at their feet or
binding them together by links of beauty, and
in the quiet waters that reflect, as in a mirror,

every precipice, and crag, and spur, and grassy

surface. “ It is,” she says enthusiastically,
“ such a fine rich sensation, that of wandering
about these perilous places,” alluding more
especially to Hclvellyn and Fail-field, “ so grand
in their sublime loveliness, so magnificent in

their dangerous beauty, that almost any amount
of foolhardiness may be excused. It is worth
whole years of tamer bring in the plains—worth
a generation time of living in the cities.” This,

however, is simply a question of taste and feel-

ing as to whether a man prefers to be in constant
communication with his fellow-man, or with
nature.

Of the numerous engravings that embellish

the volume we have been permitted to introduce

some examples. They are gems of the kind,

drawn by Mr. Linton with a free pencil, and.

rigorously engraved by him. We have seen more
finished cutting by him of the drawings of other

artists, but certainly none which manifest more
decidedly the well-trained and skilful hand of

the master, who seems to have adapted his style

to the peculiar character of the landscapes. Mrs.
Linton expresses her obligations to our friend

and contributor, Mr. T. Wright, F.R.S., for aid

in that portion of her narrative which refers to

the early history of the Lake district
;
and to

Mr. E. Hull, F.G-.S., for “relieving her of the

responsibility of the geological chapter.” A
glossary of provincialisms, a dictionary of the

Lake botany, and a table of the mountains, lakes,

and waterfalls, form a valuable appendix to the

other contents of this volume—undoubtedly the

most comprehensive, and in every respect the

best which has hitherto appeared on the subject,

so far as we know.
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forth the best powers—and they are not small

—

of the lady’s pen and her husband’s pencil.

Perhaps we cannot do better than state
k
in the

authoress’s own words what the book is intended

to be.
“ Though a faithful description of scenes and

FURNESS ABBEY.

places, it is not a tour made up of personal I what inns to go to and how much to pay for
adventures, neither is it a hand-book, telling

|
breakfast and dinner; nor yet an exhaustive

BYDAlt WATEB.

monograph, for which we should have needed I merely a Book on the Lakes, giving such of the
thrice the time and space afforded : but it is

|
general and local history as fell in with our plan

HEAD OF STOCKGHYLL.

and what we thought would interest the reader, I describe the most beautiful places—both those

while doing our best to worthily illustrate and popularly known, and those which only the
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tion attached to the gift is, that it should he a
public drinking fountain for the use of the
inhabitants of Bombay.
Another English architect, eminent in a dif-

ferent style of Art, whose name is associated
with many important works in India, Mr. Digby
Wyatt, has recently designed a pair of elabo-
rately enriched gates of wrought iron for the
western entrance to Bombay Cathedral. These
gates will be better understood by the annexed
engraving, drawn from a photograph of the
originals, than by any written description of
them. The roses, central ornaments, and small
bulbs throughout these rich compositions, arc of
polished brass, the whole of the remaining parts,

including the massive framework, being of ham-
mered iron. These gates have been entirely
executed by the Messrs. Cox and Son, of South-
ampton Street, Strand, at their new works in
the Belvedere Road, Lambeth. Mr. Digby
Wyatt has expressed to the Messrs. Cox his
warm approval of the manner in which they
have realised his designs, and we are glad to

confirm Mr. Wyatt’s favourable opinion of these
very fine productions. A splendid pair of

standards for lighting the pulpit and reading-

desk, also the work of the Messrs. Cox, were

sent to Bombay with the gates for the cathedral.

One other independent addition to the reno-

vated Cathedral of Bombay we now must as-

sociate with those works we have already

noticed. This is a new font, a gift from an
English gentleman long resident at Bombay,
where he has for many years taken an active

and prominent part in various important projects

for improving and adorning the city. Like the

gates, the new font has been executed in London.

The design was given by the Rev. Charles Bou-
tcll, and the sculptor is Mr. James Forsyth,

whose works in the Great Exhibition of 1862

won for him such distinguished reputation.

In this font Mr. Forsyth has sent to India a

truly beautiful example of the powers of his
j

chisel, which doubtless will bring from the East !

both emphatic expressions of gratification and
also other commissions for various works. Of

j

full cathedral proportions, this font is cylindrical

in form, and the massive bowl, harmonising in

its general character with the Noiman feeling of

the architecture ofthe cathedral itself, is sustained
;

by a cluster of five dwarf shafts, which, in their

turn, are supported by bases of Caen stone and
a plinth of the same material. The steps upon
which the true plinth rests are of black basalt,

of very simple design, and prepared at Bombay.
The capitals of the group of shafts, with the
bowl of the font, are of the finest Caen stone,

the shafts themselves being of either serpen-

I
tine or Devonshire marble. The four smaller

capitals are formed of the flowers and leaves

of the rose of England and the lotus of India
1 intertwined with simple gracefulness. At its

base, the bowl is encircled by leaves of the lotus,

and above it is wreathed round with lilies of the
valley—emblems of baptismal innocency and
types also of the Saviour himself

;
w hile midway

between these floral wreaths are the words, in

relief, “Suffer little children to come unto Me,” and
“Go and baptize all nations." The composition

is completed by four large circular medallions,

two of which enclose groups of figures in high
relief, severally representing the baptism of

Christ and the baptism of the Ethiopian prince,

the other two being devoted to the sacred

monogram I . H . S ., and the date 1864.

ART-WORK IjST THE CATHEDRAL,
BOMBAY.

The Cathedral of Bombay, the principal church

of Western India, is an edifice that must neces-

sarilyberegarded withprofound interestthrough-
out the British empire. The history of this

younger sister of the time-honoured cathedrals

of the mother country yet remains to be deve-

loped from the future
;
but even now it possesses

strong claims upon our present attention, not
only from the fact of its existence, but more
particularly because at this very time the exist-

ing cathedral is in the act of undergoing such a
renovation as may qualify it to take a high
architectural rank, worthy of the Christians of

this generation in India, and fitted in all par-

ticulars for the celebration of public worship
with becoming dignity.

When it was first opened, almost a century
and a half ago, this church was then esteemed
“worthy of the royal settlement” in which it

had been erected. At that time, however, it re-

presented only the small company of Christian

merchants who formed the subordinate factory

of Bombay. But at this day Bombay is the

chief commercial city of the East, the resort of

those merchants of all nations who are dealers

in gold, silver, pearls, precious stones, and every

most costly production of the eastern and western
hemispheres. And now' the trustees of the

cathedral, working with the cordial co-operation

of their bishop and their fellow-citizens, and sup-

ported also in no slight degree by the munificence

of wealthy native gentlemen, are carrying into

effect a most important and comprehensive plan

for the enlargement, the general improvement,
and the consistent beautifying of the edifice.

;

The style of the whole is based upon the beau- 1

tiful types of the twelfth century, as they still
i

exist in the ecclesiastical edifices of western '

Europe
;
and in his treatment of this style, the

j

architect, Mr. Trubshawe, has carefully and
thoughtfully kept in view the associations of an
Indian in place of those of an European city. In 1

his details and ornamentation also, he has had
j

due regard to the peculiarities in taste, feeling,

and skill of the native craftsmen, by whom the

work has chiefly to be done. Thus, with a

|

sufficiency of Eastern features and traditions
!

hanging about it to make it evidently at home
in a tropical climate far away from the shores of

England, the cathedral church of the great and
wealthy Anglo-Indian city :of Bombay will

possess very decided characteristics of the faith

and the people it represents.

This plan for the renovation of Bombay
Cathedral necessarily implies that many distinct

works, either component members of the reno-

vated structure or details of such parts, together
with various accessories, may constitute special

gifts by individuals or families, who thus may
desire to take a decided part in this noble enter-

prise. Foremost amongst such accessories, in

addition to Mr. Trubshawe’ s designs, a fountain

is in course of erection at the western entrance

to the cathedral, from a design by Mr. G. G.
Scott, R.A., and at the sole cost of a native

Parsec or Zoroastrian, Mr. Cowasjee Jehanghier
Ready Money. This gentleman, well known in

Bombay for his princely liberality, has been
prompted to undertake this work by gratitude

for the prosperity he has enjoyed, as well as by
a desire to beautify the cathedral in the im-
mediate neighbourhood of which his boyhood
and manhood have been spent. The only condi-
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MEMORIES OF THE AUTHORS OF THE AGE:
A SERIES OF WRITTEN PORTRAITS (FROM PERSONAL ACQUAINTANCE) OF GREAT

MEN AND WOMEN OF THE EPOCH.

By S. C. HALL, F.S.A., and Mrs. S. C. HALL.

“History may be formed from permanent monuments and records, but lives can only be written from personal
knowledge, which is growing every day less and less, and in a short time is lost for ever.”—

D

r. Johnson.

SAMUEL TAYLOR COLERIDGE.

0 ET RY lias
!
queror, and joined the beatified spirits •who

been to me its praise God without let or hindrance from
own 1 exceed- 1 earth, the comfort and consolation thence
ing great re- derived had brought continual happiness to

ward it has ' Samuel Taylor Coleridge. Yet was the joy
soothed my of his heart and mind drawn from a far

afflictions, it ; higher source. He lived and died a Chris-

has multi- tian, seeking salvation “through faith in
plied and re- Jesus, tho Mediator,” and earnestly and
fined my en- devoutly teaching “ thanksgiving and ador-
joyments, it ing love,” ending his last will and testa-

has endeared mont with these memorable words, “His
solitude, it

|

staff and His rod alike comfort me.”
has given me It is a rare privilege to have known such
tho habit of a man. Tho influence of one so truly good

wishing to discover the good and the beau- as well as great cannot have been transitory,

tiful in all that meets and surrounds me.” It is a joy to me now—thirty years after his

These eloquent and impressive words pre- departure. I seem to hear the melodious
faced a book of poems bearing date “May, voice, and look upon the gentle, gracious,

1797,” and up to a summer morning in 1834, and loving countenance of “ the old man
when ‘

‘ under tho pressure of long and pain- eloquent,” as I write this Memory,
ful disease ” he yielded to the universal con- Samuel Taylor Coleridge was bom at
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St. Mary Ottery, on the 21st October, 1772,
and was thus a native of my own beautiful

county—the county of Devon. His father,

the Rev. John Coleridge, Vicar of Ottery,
and head-master of Henry VLH.’s Free
Grammar School—“the King’s School”

—

was a man of considerable learning, and also

of much eccentricity. It is told of him that,

once going a journey, his wife had supplied

him with a sufficient number of shirts, and
on his return found they were all on his

back
;
when he put on a clean one, he had

forgotten to remove its predecessor.

Coleridgewas a solitary child, the youngest
of a large family. Of weakly health, ‘ ‘ huffed
away from the enjoyments of muscular
activity,” “ driven from life in motion 'to

life in thought and sensation,” he had “ the

simplicity and docility of a child, but not
the child’s habits,” and early sought solace

and companionship in books. In ‘
‘ The

Friend,” he informs us ho had read one
volume of “ The Arabian Nights” before

his fifth birthday. Through the interest of

Judge Duller, one of his father’s pupils, he
obtained a presentation to Christ’s Hos-
pital, and was placed there on the 18th July,
1782. Christ’s Hospital — the Bluecoat
School—was in 1 782 very different fromwhat
it is in I860. The hideous dress is now the
only relic of the old management that made
“ such boys as were friendless, depressed,

moping, half-starved, objects of reluctant
and degrading charity.” There is little

doubt that the treatment he received there
induced “ a weakness of stomach” that was
tho parent of much after miseiy. The
head-master was the Rev. James Bowyer.
Coleridge writes of him: He was “ a sen-
sible, though a severe master,” to whom
“lute, harp, and lyre, muses and inspira-

tions, Pegasus, Parnassus, and Hippocrene,
were abominations.” Do Quinccy con-
siders his great idea was to “flog;” “the
man knouted his way through life from
bloody youth up to truculent old age.”
And Mr. Gillman relates that to such a pitch
did he carry this habit, that once when a
lady called upon him on “ a visit of inter-

cession,” and was told to go away, but
lingered at the door, the master exclaimed,
“ Bring that woman here, and I’ll flog

her /” Leigh Hunt thus describes the
tyrant of the school :

—“ His eye was close

and cruel;” “his hands hung out of the
sleeves of his coat as if ready for execution.”
Ho states that Coleridge, when he heard of
the man’s death, said, “it was lucky tho
cherubim who took him to heaven were
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and Talfourd tells us it was there Lamb
and Coleridge used to meet, talking of poets
and poetry, or, as Lamb says, “ beguiling
the cares of life with poetry,

—

“ Our lonely path to cheer, as travellers use.
With merry song, quaint tale, or roundelay.”

hotel) in Newgate Street. Cunningham adds, that “here
Southey found out Coleridge, and sought to move him from
the torpor of inaction.” Lamb, in his famous letter to
Southey, reminds him of their meetings at the old tavern.

nothing but faces and wings, or he would
infallibly have flogged them by the way.”
Among his schoolfellows were Charles

Lamb and, later, Leigh Hunt. The friend-

ship with Lamb, then commenced, endured
unchangingly through life. In one of the
pleasantest of his essays he recalls to memory
“ the evenings when we used to sit and spec-
ulate at our old Salutation Tavern upon pan-

tisocracy and golden days to come on earth.

Wordsworth told Judge Coleridge that many
of his uncle’s sonnets were written from the
“Cat and Salutation,”* where Coleridge

had “imprisoned himself for some time;”

* In the several memoirs of Coleridge and of Lamb, the
Inn is described as being in Smithfield ; I believe it was
in Newgate Street, No. 17. Peter Cunningham so states.

There is still a Salutation Inn (though probably not the old

o
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Yet full draughts of knowledge Coleridge
certainly took in at Christ’s Hospital. Be-
fore his fifteenth year he *

‘ had translated

the eight hymns of Synesius from the Greek
into English anacreontics he became
captain of the school, and in learning soon
outstripped all competitors. “From eight

to eighteen,” he writes, “ I was a playless

day-dreamer, clumsy, slovenly, heedless of
dress, and careless as to personal appear-
ance, treated with severity by an unthink-
ing master, yet ever luxuriating in books,
wooing the muse, and wedded to verse.”

At the age of eighteen, on the 7th of

February, 1790, after much discomfort and
misery, he left Christ’s Hospital for Jesus
College, Cambridge. His fellow-scholars

even then anticipated for him the fame which
many of them lived to see. “ The friendly

cloisters, and happy groves of quiet, ever-

honoured Jesus College ” ho quitted without
a degree, although he obtained honours

—

poetical honours, that is to say. His read-
ing was too desultory; in mathematics he
made no way; there was consequently
little chance of the University providing
him with an income, and ho had to take
his chance in the world. Dmang his resi-

dence at Cambridge occurred that romantic
episode with which all readers are familiar.

Havingcome up toLondon greatlydispirited,
on the 3rd of December, 1793, he enlisted

in the 15th Light Dragoons, under the
name of Silas Tomkin Cumberbatch. The
story is told in various ways. Joseph
Cottle, who professes to gather the facts

from several “scraps” supplied by Coleridge

at various times, infers that he enlisted

because he was crossed in love. He made,
of course, a bad soldier, and a worse rider.

According to Cottle, he was one day stand-
ing sentry when two officers passed who
were discussing one of the plays of Euri-
pides; Coleridge, touching his cap, “cor-
rected their Greek.” * Another account is

that one of the officers of the troop dis-

covered some Latin lines which Coleridge

had pinned up to the door of - a stable.

The discovery of his scholarship was made,
however, his discharge was soon arranged,
and ho was restored to the University.

Miss Mitford, in her “ Recollections,” states

that the arrangements for his discharge
took place at her father’s house, at Read-
ing, where the loth was then quartered,

and adds that it was much facilitated by
one of the servants who ‘

‘ waited at the
table ” agreeing to enlist in his stead.

"What motive swayed the judgment, or

what stormy ‘
‘ impulse drove the passionate

despair of Coleridge into quitting Jesus
College, Cambridge, was never clearly or
certainly made known to the veiy neai’est

of his friends.” De Quincey, who writes
this, adds that he enlisted “in a frenzy of
unhappy feeling at the rejection he met
with from the lady of his choice.” In
1836 I published in the New Monthly Ma-
gazine “a letter from Wales by the late

S. T. Coleridge.” It was addressed to Mr.
Marten, a clergyman in Dorsetshire. Cole-
ridge being at Wrexham, standing at the

* In 1837, after the death of Coleridge, a volume of
“ early recollections ” of the poet was published by Joseph
Cottle, the bookseller of Bristol, by whom the poems of
Southey, Wordsworth, and Coleridge, were originally pub-
lished in 1791. The book is not “ to be entirely depended
upon.” So, at least, Southey says. Yet it is full of curious
and most interesting matter, and, beyond doubt, the pub-
lisher was the attached, and generous, and svmpatliising
friend of the three immortal men whom he may be said
to have introduced to the world. James Montgomery’s view
of this work seems to me a just one :

“ that the reminis-
cent had not printed a single remark that was either dis-
honourable to himself or derogatory to the friendship that
had existed between him and the highly gifted individuals.”
Cottle’s bookshop stood at the N.E. comer of High Street

;

the house was burnt down long since, but has been rebuilt.
His residence was Firfield House. Knowle, near Bristol,
where he died in 1853, in his eighty-fourth year.

inn window, there passed by, to liis utter

astonishment, a young lad}’,
•
‘ Mary Evans,

quarn afflicturn et perdite arnabam—yea, even
to anguish.” “ I sickened,” he adds, “and
well-nigh fainted, but instantly retired.

God bless her. Her image is in the sanc-

tuary of my bosom, and never can it be
torn thence but with the strings that

grapple my heart to life.” May not this

incident, which seems to have been un-
known to his biographers, supply a key to

the motive of his enlistment, us surmised
by both Cottle and De Quincey ?

After his return to Cambridge he formed,

with Southey, the scheme of emigrating to

America. Southey, in a letter to Montgo-
mery, long afterwards,thus briefly explains

it:
—“We planned an Utopia of our own,

to be founded in the wilds ofAmerica, upon
the basis of common property, each labour-

ing for all—a PantisocRACY

—

a republic of

reason and virtue.” And Joseph Cottle

writes:—“ In 1794 Robert Lovell, a clever

young Quaker, who had married a Miss
Flicker, informed me that a few friends

of his from Oxford and Cambridge, with

COLERIDGE COTTi

although a monument recalls the memory
of the “ marvellous boy”—whose birthplace

is but a stone’s throw off—whose grave is

past finding out among the accumulated
rubbish of a graveyard in London. In
Bristol great Southey was born, and there

(in the city jail) Savage died, his grave, in one
of the churchyards, yet unmarked by a
memorial stone.* Here immortal Words-
worth first saw himself in print

;
here

Humphry Davy had a vision of a lamp,

of greater worth than that of the fabled

Aladdin
;
here dwelt the profound essayist,

John Foster ; here Robert Hall glorified a
Nonconformist pulpit

;
here Hannah More

taught to the young imperishable lessons

of virtue, order, piety, and truth
;
here the

sisters, Jane and Anna Maria Porter, dwelt

in early youth and in venerated age ; and
here the artists Lawrence, Bird, Danby,
Pyne, and Muller, earned their first loaves

of dry bread. But Bristol was never the

nourishing mother of genius ; the birds

* I had the privilege to suggest to a respected mer-
chant of Bristol the removal of this reproach from the

city, and I rejoice to say he is about to place a memorial
tablet on Hie exterior wall of the church, marking the spot

where unhappy Richard Savage was buried.

himself, were about to sail to America, and
on the banks of the Susquehanna to form
a ‘ social colony,’ in which there was to be
a community of property, and where all

that was selfish was to be proscribed.”

Two of the patriots were very soon intro-

duced to the more prudent bookseller

:

one of them was,. Coleridge, the other
Southey. It was speedily ascertained that
their combined funds, instead of sufficing to
“ freight a ship,” would not have purchased
changes of clothing; and very soon the
Pantisocratic trio were necessitated to bor-
row a little money from the bookseller to

pay their lodgings, which were then at

48, College Street, Bristol (the house is still

standing, and remains in nearly its original

condition). The scheme was of course aban-
doned, and Coleridge and Southey married
the two sisters of Mr. Lovell’s wife.

*

The shades of Chatterton, Southey, Cole-
ridge, Wordsworth, Lamb, Davy, Cottle,

Lloyd, and of many others who are “ famous
for all time,” consecrate the streets of
Bristol. A dark cloud has for ever settled

over the proud church of the Canynges,

jE AT CLEVEDON.

from her nest, as soon as full fledged, went
forth, thenceforward uncared for

;
they ob-

tained no affection, and manifested no
attachment. Here and there a few lines of

tributary verse, and a gracious memory,
bear misty records of friendships formed
and services received in the great city of

commercial prosperities
;

but Bristol has
assuredly not honoured, neither has she
been honoured by, the worthies who in a
sense belong to her, and of whom all tho
rest of the world is rightly and justly
proud.

Soon after the “ enlistment,” and while at

college, Coleridge imbibed Socinian opinions.
His mind beame “ terribly unsettled.” In
his monody on the death of Chatterton
(“ sweet harper of time-shrouded min-
strelsy”) he thus indicated his sad and
perilous forebodings :

—

“ I dare no longer on tbe sad theme muse,
Lest kiudied woes persuade a kindred doom.”

He tells us that before his fifteenth year
he had bewildered himself in metaphysics

* The miserable sneer of Byron will be remembered,
but the “ three sisters” were of Bristol, and not of “ Bath
in “Don Juan ” they were transferred to Bath because the

word suited better than Bristol the rhyme of the poet.
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and theological controversy, * ‘ and found no
end, in wandering mazes lost.” One of

tho experiments as to his future was to

become a preacher, and he did actually, on
a few occasions, preach. He preached in-

the usual routine, that it was quite clear,

as a minister, “ he would not do.”* Yet
Hazlitt thus describes one of the sermons

of the “ half-inspired speaker :”—“ I could

not have been more delighted if I had heard

deed, but in so odd a dress and so out of
|

the music of the spheres. Poetry and phi-

losophy had met together
;
truth and genius

had embraced under the eye, and with the

sanction, of religion.”

It was not long, however, before he
|

struggled through the sloUghofSocinianism,
j

and was freed from the trammels of in- I

fidelity. Cottle records how ‘
‘ ho professed

the deejDest conviction of the truth of reve-

lation, of the fall of man, of the divinity of

Christ, and redemption alone through his

blood,” and had heard him say, in ar-

gument with a Socinian minister, “Sir,

spiritual life in a spiritual world.” He had
“ skirted the howling deserts of infidelity,”

but he had found a Haven—one that shel-

tered him in pain, in trouble, even in the

agonies of self-reproach. He became a

thorough Christian, and ever after in all

his speakings and writings was the advo-

cate of the Eedeemer, proclaiming in a

memorable letter to his godson, Adam
Steinmetz Kinnaird, and on many other

occasions, that “ the greatest of all bless-

ings, and the most ennobling of all privi-

leges, was to be indeed a Christian.” This

passage is from his last will and testament

(dated September 17, 1829) ;
a few of the

small things of earth he had to leave he
bequeathed to Ann Gillman, “the wife of

my dear friend, my love for whom, and my
sense of unremitting goodness and never-

wearied kindness to me, I hope, and humbly
trust, will follow me as a part of my abiding

being, in that state into which I hope to rise,

through the merits and mediation, and by
the efficacious power, of the Son of God in-

carnate, in the blessed Jesus, whom I believe

in my heart, and confess with my mouth, to

have been from everlasting the way and the

truth, and to have become man that for

fallen and sinful men He might be the re-

surrection and the life.”

In 1796 he devised a publication which
ho called the Watchman, the motto ofwhich
was, “ That all might know the truth, and
that the truth might make us free.” The
first number was issued on the 5th of

Februaiy, 1796, to be published eveiy
eighth day, at the price of fom-pence. It

soon died, not haring paid its expenses,

but involving its editor in a heavy debt,

which happily a friend discharged. In the
“ Biographia Literaria” there is a lively

account of his travels in search of sub-
scribers, mingled with some painful re-

miniscences of ‘
‘ those days of shame and

l'egret,” the degrading anxieties of his

canvass. Ho was reminded by one to

whom he applied, that twelve shillings a
year was a large sum to be bestowed on
one individual when there were so many
objects of charity ; a ixoble lord, whose name
had been given him as a subscriber, re-

proved him for impudenco in directing his

pamphlets to him
;
a rich tallow-chandler

was “ as great a one as any man in Bnim-
magem for liberty and them sort of things,”

but begged to be excused
;
while an opulent

cotton dealer in Manchester was ‘
‘ over-

run with these articles,” and another “ had
no time for reading, nor money to spare.”

At the ninth number he “ dropped thework,”
and had the satisfaction of seeing his seiwant

light his fire with the surplus stock, l'ecoi’d-

ing the event in this expressive line

—

“ O watchman, thou hast watched in vain !
”

But, in truth, he soon disgusted all his

Jacobin supporters by attacking “ modern
patriotism,” and raising a warning voice
against it. Like ‘

‘ Balaam, the son of
Beor,” he blessed where he was employed
to curse. Instead of advocating infidelity

and the freedom that France was then
brewing in her inferaal cauldron, French
morals, and French philosophy, he 1 ‘ avowed
his conviction that national education, and
a concurring spread of the Gospel, were
the indispensable condition of any true
political amelioration.” Loyalty is now
the easiest of all our duties—thank God

!

It was not so when Coleridge, Southey, and
Wordsworth were Republicans.
The help of Josiah and Thomas Wedg-

wood— worthy sons of a great father,*

* The Wedgwoods then resided at Cote House, near
Bristol.

you give up so much, that the little you
retain of Christianity is not worth keeping.”

He is also represented as saying on another
occasion of Socinians, that ‘

‘ if they were
to offer to construe the will of their neigh-
bour as they did that of their Maker, they

would be scouted out of society and he

eagerly protested against the theory that

there’ was “ no spiritual world, and no

* Joseph Cottle says—“He preached twice at the Soci-

nian chapel in Bath, in blue coat and white waistcoat,

once on the corn laws and once on the hair powder tax. ”
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accomplished, and witty, and possessed

taste and judgment in no common measure.
Extremely industrious, labouring for the
mental and bodily needs of ber children

through the whole of a long life. Frugality
in her reached to a great virtue : she was
of transparent truthfulness in thought, word,
and deed.” “She probably,” adds my
authority, “ withheld that ‘candid admira-
tion of her husband’s powers ’ which she is

assumed to have lacked, for she wanted
neither the power to appreciate nor the will

to admit them. The mystery of their so

long living apart is explained without the

slightest slur on the character or the dispo-

sition of either.”

The three children of that marriage have
all been, or are, distinguished. The eldest

was Hartley Coleridge, who died young, but
not until he had given to the world many
poems that place his name high among
the poets of the century, giving him rank,

indeed, beside his great father. He was
tenderly beloved by his uncle, Southey.

A friend informs me that great Wordsworth
grieved for him as for a younger brother. He
selected the place of his burial in Grasmere
churchyard, close to the resting-place he
had chosen for himself, saying, “Hartley
I know would like to lie near me !

” Sarah,

the only daughter, married her cousin,

H. N. Coleridge, and edited some of her
great father’s works, inheriting, indeed,

much of his genius. Ample proof of this is

given in her notes to the “ Biographia Lite-

raria,” and the Introductory Essay to the

“Aids to Reflection.” Those who knew
her, describe her as lovely in person and in

mind. Derwent Coleridge, the youngest of

his children, is happily still with us—not

much past the prime of life—and very lately

he haswritten a memoir and edited the works
of his friend Mackworth Praed. He has

long been recognised as a ripe scholar, and
until very recently was the Principal of

St. Mark’s College, Eulham : he is now the

Rector of Hanwell. His published works
are many, and of rare excellence. He is

honoured be the name !—by settling on Cole-

ridge an annuity of £150, placed him at

comparative ease. “ Thenceforward,” he

writes, “ instead of troubling others with

my .own crude notions, I was better em-
ployed in attempting to store my own head
with the wisdom of others.” By that help
*

‘ I was enabled to finish my education in

Germany.” In September, 1798, he sailed

with Wordsworth and his sister from Great
Yarmouth to Hamburg. He was but four-

teen months absent, and returned to London
in November, 1799. The fruits of his

journey were seen in his translation of

“Wallenstein,” which he wrote at a lodg-

ing in Buckingham Street, Strand;* and
soon afterwards he was engaged in the lite-

rary department of the Morning Post. Sub-
sequently he visited Malta, Rome, Naples,

and other parts of Italy. From Italy, how-
ever, he made a rapid exit, an order for his

arrest having been sent, it is said, by
Buonaparte, m consequence of his writings

in the Morning Post.

The Friend, another literary venture, was
published weekly

;
it reached its twenty-

seventh number, and ceased. It was printed

at Penrith, and Coleridge was actually in- i

duced to set up a printer there, to buy and !

lay in a stock of type, &c. The result was I

certain ; the printer failed, and Coleridge
|

had to sustain a severe pecuniary loss.

The circumstances that kept Coleridge
j

apart from his wife during the greater

portion of his life is one of those rnyste-
|

ries into which it is not our business to I

inquire. Coleridge was married to Miss
Sarah Flicker on the 4th of October, 1795,

|

at the church of St. Mary Redcliff, Bristol.

There is abundant testimony to the amiable
.qualities and pure character of Mrs. Cole-

ridge. De Quincey, perhaps, is the best

authority on the subject

“

She was in

all circumstances a virtuous wife and a

conscientious mother;” moreover, she was
the opposite of commonplace : the affection

borne for her by her sister’s husband,
Southey, and her long and close compa-
nionship with the high-souled Laureate,

would suffice as evidence on that head.

De Quincey records that, wishing her

daughter to learn Italian, and in her re-

tirement at Keswick finding it impossible

to procure the aid of a master, she reso-

lutely set herself to the task of acquiring

the language, that she might teach it to her

child
;
and Cottle prints a poem written by

her, of far more than ordinary merit. She
wanted, it is believed, “a candid admira-
tion of her husband’s intellectual powers ;”

wanted, perhaps, the power to comprehend
them, and was ‘

‘ not capable of enlightened

sympathy with his ruling pursuits.” No-
thing more. But that was enough.

These lines are from a poem addressed

by Coleridge to his “pensive Sara,” not
long after their marriage :

—

“ Meek daughter, in the family of Christ,
Well hast thou said, and koLily dispraised
These shapings of the unregencrate mind.
Bubbles that glitter as they rise, and break
On vain Philosophy’s aye-bubbling spring.”

One who knew her well informs me that
“she was a woman of rare qualities, clever,

t His travels in Germany, entitled, “Fragments of a
Journey over the Brocken,” &c., he gave to me in 182S, for
publication in the Amulet (one of the then popular “ an-
nuals,” of which I was editor from the year 1825 to the
year 1836) ; they were subsequently reprinted by Mr. Gill-

man. in liis “Life of Coleridge.” They contained the
well-known poem

—

“ I stood on Brocken’s sov’ran height.”

In 1835, however, I printed, in theNew Monthly Magazine.
of which I was then the editor, three letters from Coleridge
to his wife (his “ dearest love,”from her “ faithful husband),”
dated May, 1799, which contain more details of his tour
than are found in the “Fragments.” I cannot call to
mind from whom I received them; a prefatory note
states that the}’ were given to the writer by Mr. Coleridge in
1828. It would appear that Wordsworth and Coleridge did
not long travel together; Coleridge names his com-

valued, not only as a divine, but as an editor

and a biographer, but chiefly as an educa-

tionalist. Thus the name has been con-

tinued in honour and in usefulness, and no

doubt it will be so to another generation,

for not long ago, a grandson, Herbert

Coleridge, achieved eminence — and was
called away. There are others who are

bearing it with distinction.

Genius is sometimes, though not often,

hereditary.

The cottage at Clevedon, near Bristol, in

which Coleridge and his young wife went

to reside, in 1795, heedless of all the re-

quirements of life, and with literally nothing
“ to begin life” upon, is still standing, and

is one of the “lions” of the place. The

panions—Wordsworth is not among them. One of them,

Dr. Clement Carlyon, F.R.S., published in 1S36 a volume

entitled “ Early Years and Late Recollections,” a principal

pail of which is occupied with details of this tour
;

it con-

tains very little of any value. He states, however, that the

beautiful poem, “ I stoodon Brocken’s sovran height,” was
certainly written at the inu at Weruingerode.

village was then essentially rural : it is now
a fashionable watering-place. The cottage,

which- the poet thus describes

—

“ Low was our pretty cot—our tallest rose
Peeped at the chamber window

;

. . . . In the open air

Our myrtles blossom’d, and across the porch
Thick jasmines twined ”

—

is now poor enough. “ The white-flowered
I

jasmine” and the “broad-leaved myrtle” '

(
‘

‘ meet emblems they of innocence and
love”) no longer blossom there; but the
place has a memory: for there, out of
“ thick-coming fancies,” were planned and
penned some of the sweetest and grandest

poems in our language—poems that have
given joy to millions, and will continue to

delight as long as that language is spoken
or read. It is called “ Coleridge Cot-

tage,” and is pictured in the accompanying
woodcut. The Bristolians love the place

for its fresh sea-breezes, and the airs redo-

lent of health that come from heath-covered
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downs. Will no generous hand restore as

well as preserve it, that thither the young
and hopeful and trustful may make pil-

grimage, that there the aged may think
calmly over a troubled past,

“And tranquil muse upon tranquillity.”

In 1816 the wandering and unsettled

ways of the poet were calmed and harmo-
nised in the home of the Gillmans, at

Highgate, where the remainder of his days
—nearly twenty years—were passed in en-
tire quiet and comparative happiness. Mr.
Gillman was a surgeon, and it is understood
that Coleridge went to reside with him
chiefly to be under his surveillance to break
himself of the fearful habit he had con-
tracted of opium eating

; a habit that
grievously impaired his mind, engendered
terrible self-reproach, and embittered the
best years of his life. * He was the guest
and the beloved friend, as well as the
patient, of Mr. Gillman, whose devoted
attachment, with that of his estimable wife,

supplied the calm contentment and seraphic
peace—such as might have been the dream
of the poet and the hope of the man.
Honoured be the name, and reverenced the
memory, of this “ general practitioner,”

this true Mend ! It is recorded that Fulke
Grevile, the councillor of kings, ordered it

to beplacedon his monument, as his proudest
boast, that he was

“ The friend of Sir Philip Sidney.”

It is a loftier title to the gratitude of pos-
terity that which James Gillman claims,

when his tombstone records that he was
“ The friend of S. T. Coleridge,”

carving also on the stone two of his dear
Mend’s lines

—

“Mercy, for praise, to be forgiven for fame,
He asked, and hoped through Christ—do thou the ame.”

He died on the 1st of June, 1837, having
arranged to publish a life of Coleridge, of

which he produced but the first volume.

f

Coleridge’s habit of taking opium was no
secret. In 1816 it had already reached a
fearful pitch

;
having produced ‘ 1 during

many years an accumulation of bodily suf-

fering that wasted the frame, poisoned the
sources of enjoyment, and entailed an in-

tolerable mental load that scarcely knew
cessation.” The poet himself called it “ the
accursed drug.” In 1814 Cottle wrote him
a strong protest against this terrible and
ruinous habit, entreating him to renounce
it. Coleridge said in reply, “You have
poured oil into the raw and festering wound
of an old Mend, Cottle, but it is oil of

vitriol!” He accounts for the “accursed
habit ” by stating that he had taken it first

to obtain relief from intense bodily suffer-

ing, and he seriously contemplated enter-

ing a private insane asylum as the surest

means of its removal. His remorse was
terrible and perpetual ; he was ‘ ‘ rolling

rudderless,” “the wreck of what he once
was,” “wretched, helpless, and hopeless.”

He revealed this “ dominion” to De Quin-
cey “ with a deep expression of horror at

the hideous bondage.” It was this “ con-
spiracy of himself against himself” that
was the poison of his life. He describes it

with frantic pathos as 1 ‘ the scourge, the

* De Quincey more than insinuates that instead of Gill-

man persuading Coleridge to relinquish opium, Coleridge
seduced Gillman into taking it.

t Gillman published but one volume of a Life of Cole-
ridge. The volume he gave me contains his corrections
for another edition. De Quincey says of it, that “ it is a
tiling deader than a door-nail, which 'is waiting vainly, and
for thousands of years is doomed to wait, for its sister

volume, namely, Volume Second.” It must be ever re-
gretted, that of the poet’s later life, of which he knew so
much, he wrote nothing; but the world was justified in
expecting, even in the details of his earlier pilgrimage,
something which it did not get.

curse, tbo one almighty blight, which had
desolated his life;” the thief,

“ To steal

From my own nature, all the natural man.”

The habit was, it would seem, commenced
in 1802

;
and if Mr. Cottle is to be credited,

in 1814 he had been long accustomed to

take ‘
‘ from two quarts of laudanum in a

week to a pint a day.” He did, however,
ultimately conquer it. There is more joy
in heaven over one that repenteth, than
over ninety and nine who need no repent-

ance !

It was during his residence with the Gill-

mans that I knew Coleridge. He had ar-

ranged to write for the Amulet, and cir-

cumstances warranted my often seeing him
—a privilege of which I gladly availed my-
self. In this home at Highgate, where all

even of his whims were studied with affec-

tionate and attentive care, he preferred
the quiet of home influences to the excite-

ments of society ; and although I more than
once met there his Mend, Charles Lamb,
and other note-worthy men, I usually
found him, to my delight, alone. There he
cultivated flowers, fed his pensioners, the

birds, and wooed the little children who
gambolled on the heath, where he took his

walks daily.* I have seen him often—as

Thomas Carlyle (honoured and loved among
his many friends) saw him often—“ on the
brow of Highgate Hill, looking down on
London, and its smoke-tumult, like a sage

escaped from the inanity of life’s battle, at-

tracting towards him the thoughts of innu-
merable brave hearts still engaged there.”

It is a beautiful view, such as can be
rarely seen out of England, that which the
poet had from the window of his bed-
chamber. Underneath, a valley, rich in
“ patrician trees,” divides the hill of High-
gate from that of Hampstead. The tower
of the old church, at Hampstead, rises above
a thick wood—a dense forest it seems, al-

though here and there a graceful villa

stands out from among the dark green
drapery that enfolds it. It is easy to

imagine the poet often contrasting this

home-scene with that of “Brocken’s sov’ran
height,” where no “ finer influence of friend

or child” had greeted him, and exclaiming

—

“ O thou queen !

Thou delegated Deity of earth,

O deai-, dear England !
”

And what a wonderful change there is, when
the pilgrim to the shrine at Highgate leaves
the garden and walks a few steps beyond the
elm avenue that still fronts the house.
Here he looks over London, “the mighty
heart ” of a great free country,

—

“ Earth hath not anything to show more fair

;

Dull would he be of soul, who could pass by
A sight so touching in its majesty.”

Forty years have brought houses all about
the place, and shut in the prospect; but
from any ascent you may see regal Windsor
on one side, and Gravesend on the other

—

twenty miles of view, look which way you
will. But when the poet dwelt there, all

London was within ken a few yards from
his door. The house has undergone few
changes, and the garden is much as it was,
when I used to find the poet feeding his

birds there. It has the same wall—moss-
covered now—that overhangs the dell

; a
shady tree-walk gives shelter from sun and
rain ; it was the poet’s walk at mid-day.
A venerable climber—the glycenas—was no

* “ His room looked upon a delicious prospect of wood
and meadow, with coloured gardens under the window, like

an embroidery to the mantle. Here he cultivated his

flowers, and had a set of birds for his pensioners, who came
to breakfast with him. He might have been seen taking his

daily stroll up and down, with his black coat and white
locks, and a book in his hand, and was a great acquaint-
ance of little children.”—

L

eigh Hunt.

doubt planted by the poet’s hand ; it was
new to England when the poet was old, and
what more likely than that his friends would
have bidden him plant it where it has since

flourished—forty years or more. Many who
visit it will say in thewords of Charles Lamb,
his “ fifty years’ old friend, without a dis-

sension —“ What was his house is conse-

crated to me a chapel.”

I was fortunate in sharing some of the

regard of Mr. and Mrs. Gillman. After the

poet’s death, they gave me his inkstand (a

plain inkstand of wood), which is before me
as I write, and a myrtle on which his eyes

were fixed as] he died : it is now an aged
and gnarled tree in our conservatory. *

One of the very few letters of Coleridge I
have preserved, I transcribe, as it illustrates

his goodness of heart and willingness to put
himself to inconvenience for others :

—

“ Dear Sir,” it runs, “ I received some five

days ago a letter depicting the distress and
urgent want of a widow and a sister, with whom,
during the husband’s lifetime, I was for two or

three years a house-mate, and yesterday the

poor lady came up herself, almost clamorously,

soliciting me, not indeed to assist her from my
own purse—for she was previously assured that

there was nothing therein-—hut to exert myself

to collect the sum of £20, which would save her
from God knows what. On this hopeless task

—

for perhaps never man whose name had been so

often in print for praise or reprobation had so

few intimates as myself—I recollected that

before I left Highgate for the sea-side, you had
been so kind as to intimate that you considered

some trifle due to me. Whatever it he, it will go
some way to eke out the sum, which I have
with a sick heart been all this day trotting

about to make up, guinea by guinea. You will

do me a real service (for my health perceptibly

sinks under this unaccustomed flurry of my
spirits) if you could make it convenient to en-

close to me, however small the sum may he, if

it amount to a bank note of any denomination,

directed ‘ Grove, Highgate,’ where I am, and
expect to be any time for the next eight months.
In the meantime, believe me,

“ Your obliged,

“4th December, 1828.” “S. T. Coleridge.”

I find also, at the back of one of bis

letters, the following poem, which I believe

to be unpublished, for I cannot see it in

any edition of his collected works :

—

LOVE’S BURIAL-PLACE.
A Madrigal.

Lady.—If Love be dead,

—

Poet. —And I aver it.

Lady .—Tell me, Bard, where Love lies buried.
Poet.—Lovelies buried where ’twas bom.

0 gentle dame, think it no scorn,
If in my fancy I presume
To call thy bosom poor Love's tomb,
And on that tomb to read the line

—

“ Here lies a Love that once seemed mine,
But caught a chill, as I divine,
And died at length of a decline !

”

I have engraved a copy of his autograph
lines, as he wrote them in Mrs. Hall’s

* Mrs. Gillman gave me also the following sonnet
; I

believe it never to have been published
; but, although she

requested I “would not have copies of it made to give
away,” I presume the prohibition cannot now be binding,
after a lapse of thirty years since I received it. The poet,
he who wrote the sonnet, and the admirable woman to
whom it was addressed, have long since met.

“Sonnet on the late Samuel Taylor Coleridge.
“ And thou art gone, most loved, most honour’d friend

!

No, never more thy gentle voice shall blend
With air of earth, its pure, ideal tones
Binding in one, as with harmonious zones,
The heart and intellect. And I no more
Shall with thee gaze on that unfathom’d deep,
The human soul

; as when, push’d off the shore,
Tlij- mystic hark would through the darkness sweep,
Itself the while so bright ! For oft we seem’d
As on some starless sea—all dark above.
All dark below

;
yet, onward as we drove,

To plough up light that ever round us stream’d.
But he who mourns is not as one bereft
Of all he loved: thy living Truths are left.”

“ Washington Allston.
“ Cambridge Port, Massachussets, America.
“ For my still dear friend, Airs. Gillman, of the Grove,

Highgate.”
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Album
; they "will be found, too, as a note,

in tbe “ Biographia Literaria —
“ On the Portrait of a Butterfly, on the 2nd

Leaf of this Album.
“The Butterfly the ancient Grecians made
The soul’s fair emblem, and its only name ;

But of the soul escaped the slavish trade
Of earthly life ! For in this mortal frame
Ours is the reptile’s lot, much toil, much blame,
Manifold motions making little speed.

And to deform and kill the things whereon we feed

!

“ S. T. Coleridge.
“ 30fA April,

1830.
M

All who had the honour of the poet’s

friendship or acquaintance, speak of the

marvellous gift which gave to this illustrious

man almost a character of inspiration. Wil-
son, in the “Noctes,” writes thus, “Wind
him up, and away he goes, discoursing most
eloquent music, without a discord, full,

ample, inexhaustible, serious, and divine

and in another place, “ he becomes inspired

by his own silver voice, and pours out wis-

dom like a sea.” Wordsworth speaks of

him “ as quite an epicure in sound.” The
painter Haydon makes note of his “lazy
luxury of poetical outpouring and Rogers
(“Table Talk”) is reported to have said,
‘

‘ One morning, breakfasting with me, he
talked for three hours without intermission,

so admirably, that I wish every word he
uttered had been written down.”* And a
writer in the Quarterly Review expresses his

belief that 1 ‘ nothing is too high for the grasp

of his conversation, nothing too low; it

glanced from earth to heaven, from heaven
to earth, with a speed and a splendour, an
ease and a power, that almost seemed in-

spired.” De Quincey said he had “the
largest and most spacious intellect, the

subtlest and the most comprehensive, that

has yet existed amongst men.” Montgomery
describes the poetry of Coleridge as like

electricity, “flashing at rapid intervals with
the utmost intensity of effect,” and con-

trasts it with that of Wordsworth, “like
galvanism, not less powerful, but rather

continuous than sudden in its wonderful
influences.” Of Coleridge, Shelley writes :

—

“ All things lie seem’d to understand,
Of old or new, at sea or land,

Save his own soul, which was a mist.’’

The wonderful eloquence of his conversation
can be comprehended only by those who
have heard him speak “linked sweetness
long drawn out;” it was sparkling at times,

and at times profound
;
but the melody of

his voice, the impressive solemnity of his

manner, the radiant glories of his intel-

lectual countenance, bore off, as it were, the

thoughts of the listener from his discourse,

and it was rarely he carried away from the

poet any of the gems that fell from his lips.

I have listened to him more than once for

above an hour : of course without putting in

a single word ; I would as soon have bel-

lowed a loose song while a nightingale was
singing. There was rarely much change of
countenance

;
his face at that time was over-

laden with flesh, and its expression, perhaps,
impaired, yet to me it was so tender, and
gentle, and gracious, and loving, that I could
have knelt at the old man’s feet, almost in
adoration. My own hair is white now, yet I
have much the same feeling as I had then,
whenever the form of the venerable man
rises in memory before me. But I cannot
recall now—and I believe could not recall

at the time, so as to preserve as a cherished
thing in myremembrance—a single sentence
of the many sentences I heard him utter.

Yet in his “Table Talk” there is a world
of wisdom, and that is only a collection of
scraps, chance-gathered. If any left his

presence unsatisfied, it resulted rather from
the superabundance than the paucity of the

feast. * And there has never been an author

who was less of an egotist: it was never
of himself he talked

;
he was always under

the influence of that Divine precept, “it is

more blessed to give than to receive.”

I can recall many evening rambles with
him over the high lands that look down on
London : but the memory I cherish most is

linked with a crowded street, where the

clumsy and the coarse jostled the old man
eloquent, as if he had been earthly, of the

earth. It was in the Strand : he pointed

out to me the window of a room in the office

of the Morning Post where he had consumed
much midnight oil

;
and then for half an

hour he talked of the sorrowful joy he had
often felt when, leaving the office as day was
dawning, ho heard the song of a caged lark

that sung his orisons from the lattice of an
artisan, who was rising to begin his labour
as the poet was pacing homeward to rest

after his work all night. Thirty years had
passed, but that unforgotten melody—that

dear bird’s song—gave him then as much
true pleasure, as when, to his wearied head
and heart, it was the matin hymn of nature.

I remember once meeting him in Pater-

noster Row ;
he was inquiring his way to

Bread Street, Cheapside, and, of course, I

endeavoured to explain to him, that if he
walked straight on for about two hundred
yards, and took the third turning to the

right, it would be the street he sought. I

noted his expression sovague and unenlight-

ened, that I could not help expressing my
surprise, as I looked earnestly at his fore-

head, and saw the organ of “ Locality ” un-
usually prominent above the eyebrows. He
took my meaning, laughed, and said, “ I

see what you are looking at : why, at school

my head was beaten into a mass of bumps,
because I could not point out Paris in a

map of France.” It has been said that

Spurzheim pronounced him to be a mathe-
matician, and affirmed that he could not be
a poet. Such opinion the great phrenologist

could not have expressed, for he had a large

organ of Ideality, although at first it was
not perceptible, in consequence of the great

breadth and height of his profound forehead.

I attended one of his lectures at the Royal
Institution, and I strive to recall him as he
stood before his audience there. There was
but little animation

;
his theme did not seem

to stir him into life
; even the usual repose

of his countenance was rarely broken up.

He used little or no action ;
and his voice,

though mellifluous, was monotonous ; he
lacked indeed that earnestness without
which no man is truly eloquent.

Whenever it was my privilege to be ad-

mitted to the evening meetings at High-
gate, I met some of the men who were then

famous, and have since become parts of the

literature of England. Of some of them I

shall hereafter give “ written portraits.”

I need not say that I was a silent listener

during these evenings ; but I was free to gaze

on the venerable man—one of the humblest,

yet one of the most fervid, perhaps, of the

worshippers by whom he was surrounded,

and to treasure in memory the poet’s

gracious and loving looks — the ‘
‘ thick

* Madame de Stael said that Coleridge was “ rich in a
monologue, but poor in a dialogue and Hazlitt said

sneeringly, “ Excellent talker, very—if you would let him
start from no premises, and come to no conclusion.”

I

* It may not be forgotten that the Rev. Edward Irving,

in dedicating to Coleridge one of his books, acknowledges

obligations to the venerable sage for many valuable teach-

ings. “ as a spiritual man and as a Christian pastor,” les-

sons derived from his “ conversations ” concerning the

revelations of the Christian faith—“helps in the way of

truth"—from listening to his discourses. Charles Lamb
thus writes, “ he would talk from morn to dewy eve, nor

cease till far midnight, yet who would interrupt him, who
woiiM obstruct that continuous flow of converse lot. -hod

from Hebron or Zion?” Coleridge has said, “he never

found the smallest hitch or impediment in the fullest utter-

ance of his most subtle fancies by word of mouth.”

waving silver bail ”—the still, clear blue eye.

On such occasions I used to leave the pre-

sence as if I were in a waking dream, trying

to recall a sentence of the many weighty

and mellifluous sentences I had heard

—

seldom with success—and feeling at the mo-
ment as if I had been surfeited with honey.

May I not now lament that I did not

foresee a time when I might be called upon
to write concerning this good and great

and most loveable man ? How much I

might have enriched these pages—weak re-

cords of the impressions I received

!

The portrait of Coleridge is best drawn by
his friend Wordsworth ;

and it sufficiently

pictures him :

—

“ A noticeable man, with large, grey eyes.

And a pale face, that seem’d, undoubtedly.

As if a bloomimj face it ought to be

;

Heavy his low-hung lip did oft appear,

Depress’d by weight of moving phantasy,

Profound his forehead was, though not severe.”

Wordsworth elsewhere speaks of him as
“ the brooding poet with the heavenly

eyes,” and as “ often too much in love with

his own dejection.” The earliest word-
portrait we have of him was drawn by
Wordsworth’s sister in 1797. “ He is pale,

thin, has a wide mouth, thick lips, longish,

loose-growing, half-curling, rough black

hair. His eye is large and full, and not

dark, but grey—such an eye as would re-

ceive from a heavy soul the dullest ex-

pression ;
but it speaks every emotion of

his animated mind. He has fine dark eye-

brows, and an overhanging forehead.”

This is De Quincey’s sketch ofhim in 1807.

“In height he seemed about 5 feet 8 inches,

in reality he was an inch and a half taller.
*

His person was broad and full, and tended

even to corpulence
;

his complexion was
fair, though not what painters technically

call fair, because it was associated with
black hair ;

his eyes were soft and largo in

their expression, and it was by a peculiar

appearance of haze or dimness which mixed
with their light.” “A lady of Bristol,”

adds De Quincey, “assured me she had
not seen a young man so engaging in his

exterior as Coleridge when young—in 1796.

He had then a blooming and healthy com-
plexion, beautiful and luxuriant hair faffing

in natural curls over his shoulders.” Lock-
hart says, “Coleridge has a grand head;
nothing can surpass the depth of meaning
in his eyes, and the unutterable dreamy
luxury of his lips.” Hazlitt describes him
in early manhood as “with a complexion

clear, and even light ; a forehead broad and
high, as if built of ivory, with large pro-

jecting eyebrows, and his eyes rolling

beneath them like a sea with darkened

lustre. His mouth open, his chin good-
humoured and round, his nose small. His
hair, black and glossy as the raven’s wing,

fell in smooth masses over his forehead

—

long, liberal hair, peculiar to enthusiasts.

“ A certain tender bloom his face o’erspread.”

Sir Humphry Davy, writing of him in

1808, says, “ his mind is a wilderness,

in which the cedar and the oak, which
might aspire to the skies, are stunted in

their growth by underwood, thorns, briars,

and parasitical plants; with the most ex-
alted genius, enlarged views, sensitive heart,

and enlightened mind, he will be the victim

of want of order, precision, and regularity.”

And Leigh Hunt speaks of his open, indo-
lent, good-natured mouth, and of his fore-

head as “prodigious—a great piece of
placid marble.” Wordsworth again

—

“ Noisy he was, and gamesome as a boy.
Tossing his limbs about him in delight.”

* De Quincey elsewhere states his height to be 5 feet

10 inches—exactly the height of Wordsworth—both having
been measured in the studio of the painter Haydon.

I v
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nephew, H. N. Coleridge, “he did, in his

vocation, the day’s work of a giant.” The
American edition of his works, which is not
quite complete, extends to seven closely-

printed volumes, each of more than seven
hundred pages ! If he had done nothing
but “ talk,” his life would not have been
spent idly or in vain, as the “ Table-Talk ”

may testify
; but as a writer, who of the

generation has done more ? If, as Ilazlitt

writes, “in the later years of his life he
may be said to have lived on the sound of
his own voice ;” and if, according to

Wordsworth, “ his mental power was frozen
at its marvellous source;”* yet, what a
world of wealth he has bequeathed to us

!

How rich is the legacy mankind inherits

from the Philosopher, the Translator, the
Commentator, and the Poet,

‘ * After a long and painful illness, borne
with heroic patience, which concealed the
intensity of his sufferings from bystanders,
Coleridge died;” if that must be called

death which removes the soul from its im-
pediment of clay, extends immeasurably
its sphere of usefulness, and perpetuates
the power to benefit mankind so long as
earth endures.
His mortal remains lie in a vault in the

graveyard of the old church at Highgate.
He was a “ stranger” in the parish where
he died, notwithstanding his long.residence
there, and was therefore interred alone.

Not long afterwards, however, the vault
was built to receive the body of his wife.

There they two rest together. It is enclosed

by a thick iron grating, the interior lined

with white marble, containing the letters

marked in the woodcut. When I visited

the tomb in 1864, one of the marble slabs

had accidentally given way, and the coffin

was partially exposed. I laid my hand
upon it in solemn reverence, and grate-
fully recalled to memory him who, m his

own emphatic words, had

“ Here found life in death.”

The tablet that contains the epitaph is on
one of the side walls of the new church,
consecrated two years before the poet’s

departure; and although it shut out his

view of mighty London, it is pleasant to

know that in his later days he had often

looked on that beautiful temple of God.
The tablet that records the death of Mr.
Gillman (and also that of his wife, who sur-

vived him many years), also in this church,
is of exactly the same size and form as that

of the friend ho loved so dearly.

Within a few months past I again drove
to Highgate, and visited the house in which
the poet passed so many happy years of

calm contentment and seraphic peace
;
again

repeated these lines, which, next to his
j

higher faith, was the faith by which his life
'

was ruled and guided—

j

“ He praye tli best who lovetli best
All things both great and small,

For the dear God who loveth us,

He made and lovetli all ! "t

I would only omit the word “perchance”
when I quote these lines from the poet, and
to the poet apply them—to him who works
untrammelled in another sphere, beloved by
the Master he served in tins—

y

“ Meek at the throne of mercy and of God,
Perchance thou raisest high th’ enraptured hymn,
Amid the blaze of seraphim !

”
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BYZANTINE ARCHITECTURE.*

Considering what an outcry has been raised of
late for some novelty in the way of architecture,

it is a matter of surprise that more attention has
not been given to the style known as Byzantine.
This, it is true, would not, strictly speaking, he
a novelty

;
hut it is so rarely seen in this

country, that it might be justly regarded as

such. Here and there throughout the country,
a mansion having some claim to Byzantine has
been erected, and churches of the same cha-
racter have appeared in certain places. Of the
latter, the most perfect example within our
knowledge is Christ Church, Streatham, a gem
of its kind, and well worth a visit from any one
who feels the slightest interest in such an object.

Mr. Owen Jones’s decorations of the apse are

goi’geous. Without expressing any preference

for Byzantine architecture over Gothic, as ap-

plicable to ecclesiastical purposes, we are yet

satisfied it might he fitly employed thus under
certain conditions, and in certain localities where
it would not seem to he altogether out of place.

Perhaps the volume now before us which has
called forth these remarks, may he the means of

leading in the direction whereto its contents
point. The book—a large one, and profusely

illustrated with examples and plans of ancient

Byzantine structures— had its origin' in the

labours of M. Texier, a French archaeologist,

whose travels and researches in the East have
gained for him a European reputation, and who
has amassed a vast collection of drawings and
documents having reference to the subject. To
consult these sketches and papers, antiquaries

from various parts of Europe have resorted to

Paris. It having been represented to their

owner, as a matter of regret, that such valuable

materials were accessible only to the few, M.
Texier resolved to let the public have a portion,

at least, of what he had accumulated
;
and ac-

cordingly, he entrusted to our countrymen,
Mr. Pullan, a number of these documents, &c.,

for publication, permitting him, at the same time,

to make such additions and alterations as might
be deemed necessary. Three journeys to the

East, at various periods between 1854 and 1862,

and a visit to Thessalonica, undertaken specially

for the purpose of studying the Byzantine re-

mains there, qualified Mr. Pullan for the task

entrusted to him. The result of their combined
labours is before us. “ We have worked to-

gether,” writes the latter, “with the object of
rendering this work worthy of the attention of
the literary public to whom it is addressed.

We trust, moreover, that it will in some measure
fill up a gap that exists in the history of the
early Christian Art. We believe, also, that its

perusal will tend to modify certain preconceived
notions regarding Byzantine architecture. Some
authors affirm that there was a school of Byzan-
tine painting, but not of architecture

;
we shall

endeavour to show them that such a school

existed. Others assert that the Gothic is the
only veritable Christian architecture

;
we shall

prove that Christianity did not last for twelve
centuries without having discovered a monu-
mental form of expression.”

Byzantine architecture had its origin in the
desire of the Romans to modify, in an important
manner, the style of building they had derived
from the Greeks. This was done in a variety of
ways before Constantine removed the seat of go-
vernment to Byzantium

;
from which date alone

he term can be legitimately applied to edifices

constructed in the style bearing a name borrowed
from that of the city. Though buildings for

Christian worship existed before Constantine
renounced paganism, in the early part of the
fourteenth century, it was to this emperor that
the disciples of the now wide-spread creed owed
so many of their basilicas or churches, for he
wished to manifest in this way his zeal for the
faith. “ Those churches which he built at Rome

In the autumn of 1833, Emerson, on his

second visit to England, called on Coleridge.

He found him ‘ 1

to appearance, a short,

thick old man, with bright blue eyes, and
fine clear complexion.” The poet, however,
did not impress the American favourably,
and the hour’s talk was of “ no use, beyond
the gratification of curiosity.” They did

not assimilate : it was not given to the hard
and cold thinker to comprehend the nature
of ‘

‘ the brooding poet with the heavenly
eyes ;” and assuredly Coleridge could have
had but small sympathy with his unsought-
for, and perhaps unwelcome, guest. A
writer in the Quarterly Review pictures
him, as he appeared not long before his

death:—“His clerical-looking dress, the
thick waving silver hair, the youthful-
coloured cheek, the indefinable mouth and
lips, the quick, yet steady and penetrating
greenish-grey eye, the slow and continuous
enunciation, and the everlasting music of
his tones.”

Such, according to these high authorities,

was the “ outer ” man Coleridge
;
he who

“In bewitching words, with happy heart,
Did chaunt the vision of I hat ancient man,
The bright-eyed Mariner.”

There are several portraits of him. The
best would appear to be that which was
painted by Alston, the American artist, at

Rome, in 1800. Wordsworth speaks of it

as “the only likeness of the great original

that ever gave me the least pleasure.”*
The wood-cut at the head of this notice is

engraved from the portrait by Northcote

:

it strongly recalls him to my remembrance
—the dreamy eyes, the full, yet pale face,

—

“ That seem’d, undoubtedly,
As if a blooming face it ought to be ;”

the full mouth, the “low hung” lip, the
broad and lofty forehead,

—

“ Profound, though not severe.”

But it does little justice to the high and
holy expression his features derived from
his soul. It would have been, indeed, dif-

ficult, perhaps impossible, for any artist to

have produced a satisfactory portrait of the
poet. What would we not give for copies

of the great of past times such’ as those

which the sun supplies to us of existing

celebrities

!

In his later days he took snuff largely.

“Whatever ho may have been in youth,”
writes Mr. Gillman, “in manhood he was
scrupulously clean in his person, and espe-

cially took great care of his hands by fre-

quent ablutions.”

Although in his youth and earlier man-
hood Coleridge had perpetually been

“ Chasing chance-started friendships,”

not long before his death, he is described

as “thankful for the deep, ,calm peace of

mind he then enjoyed—a peace such as he
had never before experienced, nor scarcely

hoped for.” All things were then looked at

by him through an atmosphere by which
all were reconciled and harmonised.

It is true that he failed to perform all he
purposed : of what high soul can it be
said otherwise? But his friend, Justice

Talfourd, who, while testifying to the be-
nignity of Iris nature, describes his life as
“ one splendid and sad prospectus,” does the
poet and philosopher scant justice. What
he might have done was, perhaps, hardly
known to himself, and could but be guessed
at by others. Whatever the “promise”
may have been, the “ performance ” was
prodigious. To quote the words of his

# This portrait is now in the National Portrait Gallery

—

a recent acquisition.

* Very early in his life, Lord Egmont said of him, “ he
talks very much like an angel, and does nothing at all.”

De Quincey speaks of his indolence as “ inconceivable,”
and Joseph Cottle relates some amusing instances of his

forgetfulness, even of the hour at which he had arranged to

deliver a lecture to an assembled audience.

t It was once said to me, by a common “navvy,” “I
wouldn’t give much for a man's Christianity, if liis dog
was none the better for it.”

* Byzantine Architecture ; illustrated by Examples
of Edifices erected in the East during the Earliest Ages of

Christianity. With Historical and Archaeological Descrip-
tions. By Charles Texier, Member of the Institute of

France, Honorary Fellow of the Royal Institute of British

Architects, and of the Royal Academy of Sciences, Munich

;

and R. Popplewell Pullan, Esq., F.R.I B.A., Architect to

the Budrum Expedition ; Agent for the Dilettanti Society
in Asia Minor. Published by Day and Son, London.



erected over the tomb of Christ at Jerusalem.

These became, like other edifices of Constan-

tine’s time, the prototype of a class of sacred

buildings of the same kind, which were multi-

plied in the West as well as in the East. “It
is evident,” says Mr. Pullan, “ that the Pantheon
at Rome, and the Temple of Portumna at Ostia,

gave the first idea for churches of this descrip-

tion.” We have three or four of these round

churches, old in date, still existing in England,

the Temple church being the most prominent.

With the reign of Justinian (527-565) com-

up ip

were on the basilica plan ; that is to say, they affirm this to be the case in Asia Minor also. ...

had nave and aisles divided by columns, sur- It is to be remarked, in following in the foot-
>

mounted, not by arcades, but by architrave.” steps of St. Paul through Asia, that along the

We also find in his reign the introduction of whole course of his route we do not find a

round churches
;

for example, the Anastasis single ancient temple standing, though to the

right and left of the line of his progress there

are the ruins of many which do not exhibit

marks of having been purposely demolished.

This fact could not be the result of mere chance.”

The inference to be drawn from it is that the
|

zeal and enthusiasm of the Christians to whom !

St. Paul preached manifested itself in the
:

destruction of the temples “wholly given to
j

idolatry,” so far, at least, as there was the

power to effect their ruin.

Thessalonica, or, as it is now called, Salonica,

and by the Turks, Saloniki, contains the most

menced a new era for Christian architecture, for perfect existing examples of ancient Byzantine

the faith, freed entirely from the fetters which ecclesiastical architecture ;
these are the churches

bound it under pagan rulers, manifested itself
:
of St. Demetrius, of St. George, of St. Sophia,

openly to the world. The most able architect and of the Holy Apostles. We cannot ascertain

of this emperor’s time was Anthemius, who was from Mr. Pullan’ s remarks the date of the first-

selected by Justinian to undertake the charge of mentioned, for he says:—“The first church,

several extensive works before the commence-
|

erected in honour of St. Demetrius, was there-

ment of the church of St. Sophia, his chef-d'oeuvre, fore achieved a.d. -112—13. The second and

The primitive churches, which under pagan more magnificent^ church was erected at
^

the

rule showed always unpretending exteriors,

were replaced by sumptuous edifices
;
the prin-

cipal feature of those erected under the superin-

tendence of Anthemius was the dome. This

form became universal in all the churches of the

Eastern empire, and has been continued, as we
find in the Turkish mosques, to the present day,

while the oblong nave was retained in the

Western churches, and still is adopted.

This book is something more than an archi-

tectural description and criticism of the eccle-

siastical edifices of the early Christians ; it

discusses also the forms and ceremonies of their

worship, which in some way or other affected

the style and character of their churches, just as

we find in later times the Gothic churches of

western Europe were built to suit the wants and

commencement of the fifth century.” These
dates appear almost contemporary. The general

form ofthe church is that which the Latins called

basilica, from the Greek
;

it has a nave and double

aisles. A far more interesting example, as to its

external form, is the church of St. George, some-

times called the Rotonda, from being circular.

The dome is enriched with portraits of saints in

mosaic, and “ though there is certainly no docu-

ment by which the date of this church can be
ascertained, still its character of antiquity has

struck all observers, and it is a remarkable fact

that the portraits of saints represented in the

mosaics of the dome are all those of saints who
lived before the time of Constantino.” The
church of St. Sophia, supposed to have been

.. erected about the time of the reign of Justinian,

necessities of Romanism. At a period like the
j

has also a cupola adorned with beautiful mosaic-

present, when attempts are being made by some work. But perhaps the most remarkable of

members of the Anglican Church to assimilate the Thessalonian churches is that of the Holy

its forms and observances to those of the primi-
;

Apostles ; it is in perfect preservation, “ and

tive Greek and Latin churches, the records here
j

possesses all the elegance of the Byzantine archi-

given cannot fail to be of deep interest. These
J

tecture of the seventh century.” There are two

are found in the consecutive chapters headed external views of it given by Mr. Pullan, or,

“The Erection of the First Christian Churches,”
j

rather, by M.' Texier, from whose drawings they

“ The Byzantine Church and its Ceremonies are made
;
but it would be impossible to convey

under Justinian and Iris Successors,” and “The to the reader any idea of the singular appear-

Ceremoniesofthe Primitive Christian Churches.”
|

ancc of the church by any verbal description,

Though dissensions had frequently occurred be- and there is none given in the text, but only a

tween the patriarchs of Constantinople, or By- brief recital of the interior arrangements. The
zantium, and the popes ofRome—that is, between clircuh of St. Elias, in Salonica, though of much

the Eastern and Western churches—for some
;
later date than either of the preceding—its date

centuries prior to their separation in the early , is about the tenth century—is another very

part of the eleventh century, the differences
|

striking example of Byzantine architecture.

were rather of doctrine and supremacy, than of

forms of worship. After the separation each

pursued its own course, both as to forms and
ceremonies, and the arrangement of their eccle-

siastical structures.

It has, we believe, been a disputed point

whether or no the early Christians made use of

the pagan temples as places of worship. Mr.
Pullan says :

—“When the conversions, whether
sincere or brought about by policy, became so

numerous that the clergy were in want of

church-room for the neophytes, many chinches

were erected ; but these were found insufficient.

Then the Christians first entertained the thought

of consecrating the ancient temples of idols to

the new faith. They were encouraged and sup-

ported in this by the imperial authority. The
form of the Roman temples was not ill adapted

to the requirements of Christian worship. With
some slight adaptations, the temple could be made
to resemble the church constructed by the early

Christians, which consisted of a long oblong

room with an apse for the altar. We can still

trace the ingenious transformations that some
temples have undergone; others have been
consecrated to Christian worship without any
change. These changes took place but slowly,

as the vis inertia of paganism rendered the ordi-

nances frequently ineffectual. . . . The barba-

The histories of Greek, Italian, and Gothic

architecture have been written over- and over

again
;
the volume of M. Texier and Mr. Pullan

will amply supply what has been wanting with

regard to Byzantine architecture, and may, as

we suggested at the outset of our notice, be the

means of directing the attention of English

architects to it, with a view to its adoption here,

where practicable and suitable. The history is

by no means limited to ecclesiastical buildings,

though these supply the most important 'features

of the work
;

other edifices, such as temples,

caravansaries, tombs, &c., come into the record.

As we read it over, and examine the numerous

plates—many of them executed in Messrs. Day
and Son’s best style of chromolithography—we
trace the foundation of that gorgeous character

of building that now prevails in the Eastern

mosques and temples, which the Moors carried

into Spain, and from which arose the magnificent

Christian churches, the palatial and other resi-

dences, that are still the glory of the land of the

Cid, as examples of Saracenic architecture.

It is almost a pity Mr. Pullan had not sub-

mitted his proof-sheets to some one accustomed

to literary composition ;
the text would thereby

have gained considerably both in correctness

and elegance of expression. The few extracts

we give will show where such supervision might

rians, on arriving in Gaul, had, in their character have been advantageously applied. His style of

of Christians, annihilated the greater part of the
1

writing affects not the matter of his history

;

temples which existed in the chief towns. We still there is no reason why this should be, as it

owe the preservation of those which still exist to not unfrcquently is, deformed by a loose and

their transformation into churches. We may
j

inaccurate manner.

VENUS.
FROM THE SCULPTURE BY J. GIBSOX, R.A.

This figure, which, known as the ‘ Tinted

Venus,’ attracted so much attention in the

last great Industrial Exhibition, has been,

perhaps, subjected to more critical com-
ment in the public journals and in artistic

circles than any other modern sculptured

work. And this not from any great di-

versity of opinion on the work as an ex-

ample of the art—for its beauty, both

of form and expression, was universally

admitted—but because the sculptor had
introduced into it what was generally con-

sidered an innovation
;
the statue is slightly

coloured, or “tinted.” Mr. Gibson is one

of the few sculptors of our age who pro-

fesses rigidly to adopt the principles car-

ried out by the great masters of Greek Art
;

he is pre-eminently a classicist in manner

;

and in giving to the statue of Venus a tone

more in harmony with nature than the pure

but cold white of marble, he rendered his

work a grand controversial point for both

writers and talkers.

This subject of coloured sculpture has on
several occasions found its way into the

columns of our Journal, where it has met
with its defenders and its opponents : when
writing upon it ourselves, we have taken

the side of the latter. Professor West-
macott, E.A., handles the subject at con-

siderable length, and with great ability,

in his “ Handbook of Sculpture, Ancient

and Modern yet while he brings forward

all the arguments and authorities that can

be found in favour of its general applica-

tion, the conviction in his own mind is

against it. “It certainly is remarkable,”

he says, in one place, “if the practice ever

prevailed to the extent some advocates of

polychromy have' supposed, that, among
the very large number of marble statues

of a fine period of Art that remain to us, to

attest the indisputable superiority of the

ancients in sculpture (proper), there is not

a single tolerable example of the applica-

tion of colour. It scarcely will meet the

I
objection to say this is owing to the great

age of the works, and the accidents to

which they have been exposed. Many of

them have* been found under circumstances

that have insured their integrity a suf-

ficient time to show the original surface;

and, as in the case of painted architectural

members, and of small works, such as those

above referred to”—figures in terra-cotta

—

* ‘ it has been proved that ago has not de-

stroyed colour on some even of the most
ancient specimens. Besides, there was a

period when the works of the Greeks were
studied and imitated in Borne with the

most scrupulous exactness.” After re-

ferring to the sculptures exhumed in that

city, he remarks that, “while the colours

of paintings on walls have been found as

bright and fresh as when they were ex-

ecuted, none of these even comparatively

late works in sculpture have been found
painted, or showing any indication of

colour- to warrant the conclusion that even

the Romans, in the days when a great

effort was made to restore sculpture on the

basis of Greek examples, considered it a
characteristic of Greek practice to paint

their statues.”

We have preferred to speak now of Mr.
Gibson’s statue from this point of view
rather than any other, because its appear-

ance marks an era in the Art of oui- school

which may—though, with all deference to

the accomplished sculptor, we trust it may
i not—lead to imitation.
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PACTS ABOUT FINGER-RINGS.

Chat. I. (<continued).

—

Antique Rings.

As the luxury of Romo increased, the ‘wear-

ing of rings increased also, and the em-
perors relaxed the law of restraint. Thus
Tiberias, in a.d. 22, gave permission for

gold rings to be worn by all persons whose
fathers and grandfathers possessed property

to the value of 200,000 sestertko. The
Emperors Severus and Aurelian ultimately
gave the right of wearing gold rings to all

soldiers of the empire; and the Emperor
Justinian at length gave a similar right to

all who had legal claims to Roman citizen-

ship. Distinction once broken through,
and wealth increasing, ring-wearing be-
came general. Seneca, describing the

luxury and ostentation of his time, says,

“We adorn our fingers with rings, and a
jewel is displayed on every joint.” The
ridiculous excess to which the custom was
carried may be understood from Martial’s

description of Charinus, who wore as many
as sixty rings on his hands at one time,

and so fond was he of his jewellery that he
kept them upon his fingers when in bed.

They were decorated with a vast variety of

subjects, originally cut in the metal of

which the ring was mado, whether gold,

silver, or brass
;
ultimately the devices were

cut upon stones and gems, occasionally

representing the tutular deity of the wearer.

Thus Julius Caesar wore one with Venus
Victrix upon it, and his partisans did the

same. Pompey’s ring was engraved with
three trophies, indicating his victories in

Europe, Asia, and Africa. Many used
merely fanciful or emblematic devices

;
thus

the famed Mmcenas had a frog upon his

ring. Others wore the portraits of their

ancestors or friends. Publius Lontulus had
that of his grandfather. Cornelius Scipio

Africanus, younger son of the great Afri-

canus, wore the portrait of his father
;
but,

as he was a degenerate son of an illustrious

sire, the people gave expression to their

disgust at his conduct by depriving him of

his ring, saying he was unworthy to wear
the portrait of so great a man.

This ring-wearing became one of the

troubles of the wealthy, and as the Sybarite

complained of the folded rose-leaf incon-
veniencing his bed, the rich Roman was
fatigued with his rings. Hence came the
custom of wearing light or heavy rings, or
as they termed them, summer or winter
rings, according to the season. That there

really was some reason in the complaint,
will be granted by the reader wrho looks on
the accompanying engraving, copied from
Montfaucon’s great work on Roman anti-

quities. It is a thumb-ring of unusual

magnitude, and of costly material
;

it has
upon it a bust in high relief of the Empress
Plotina, tho consort of Trajan; she wears
the imperial diadem, which is here com-
posed of precious stones cut into facets.

This bust would of course come outside the
hand, the narrower part of the wreathed
ling passing between the thumb and first

finger. The gorgeous inconvenience of the
whole thing is at once apparent. It pro-
bably decorated tho hand of some member
of the imperial family.
The enormous sums expended by the

wealthy on lings may be best understood
by an allusion to the recorded value of two
belonging to empresses of Rome. Thus, the
ring of Faustina, wo are told, cost £40,000,
and that of Domitia £60,000, reckoning the
Roman sestertia at its modern value.
Sometimes the decoration of a ring was

not confined to a single gem, though such
rings were comparatively rare. Valerian
speaks of the annulus bigemmis, and Gor-
leus furnishes us with the specimens here
engraved

;
the larger gem has cut upon it

a figure of Mars, holding spear and helmet,

but wearing only the chlamys
;
the smaller

gem is incised with a dove and myrtle
branch. Beside it are placed two examples
of the emblematic devices and inscriptions

adopted for classic rings, when used as

memorial gifts. The first is inscribed,

“You have a love pledge,” the second,

“Proteros (to) Ugke,” between conjoined

hands—a type of concord still familiar

to us.

Though the ancients seem scarcely to

have thought of decorating the circlet of

the ring, they occasionally varied its form,

producing novelty at the expense of con-

venience. Fig. 1 is a whimsical example

;

it may, however, have been principally

used as a signet. The same may be said of

Fig. 2, which has a very broad face, set

with an incised stone bearing a figure of
Hygeia.
The ancients tell us of charmed rings

;

such was the ring of Gyges, which was re-

ported to have rendered him invisible when
he turned the stone inwardly, and closed it

in his palm. Execetus, tyrant of the Pho-
cians, carried two rings, which he was accus-
tomed to strike together, to divine by the
sound emitted what he had to do, or what
was to happen to him.
The most curious adaptation of the finger-

ring to a double use was made by the
Romans. It was a combination of a ring
and key, as here represented from originals

engraved by the learned Montfaucon in his

great work on Roman antiquities. He has
published many varieties, for thoy are very
commonly discovered in all places where the
Romans located themselves. Many have
been found in London, York, Lincoln, and
other old cities, as well as in the neighbour-
hood ofRoman camps. The use ofthese rings
is apparent : they opened the small cabinets
or boxes in which the most precious articles

were preserved, and they were less likely

to be lost, mislaid, or improperly used by
others, when thus worn night and day on
the finger.

It is recorded of the infamous Pope Alex-
ander VI. (Borgia) that he caused a some-
what similar key to bo used in opening a
cabinet

;
but the Pope’s key was poisoned

in the handle, and provided with a small
sharp pin, which gave a slight puncture
sufficient to allow the poison to pass below
the skin. When the Holy Father wished to

rid himself of an objectionable friend, he
would request that friend to unlock his

cabinet
;
as the lock turned rather stiffly,

a little pressure was necessary on the key-
handle, sufficient to give the trifling wound
that ultimately proved mortal. Poisoned
rings were known to the ancients

; when
Hannibal, the Carthaginian general, was
overcome by Scipio Africanus, it is recorded
that he fled to Bithynia, and ended his life

by poison, which for that purpose he had
reserved in a ring.

Rings formed of bone, amber, and glass,

were provided for the poorer classes, as was

the case in ancient Egypt. They were also

used as mortuary rings, and are found on

Q
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the hands of the dead in Italian sepulchres.

The Waterton collection supplies us with

two specimens. Rig- 3 is of amber, cut

to appear as if set with a stone. Fig. 4

is of glass, also made as if set with a jewel.

The body of this ring is dark brown with

bands of white crossing it; the jewel is

yellow.

In the later days of the Roman empire

the simplicity and purity in decorative

design that the Romans obtained from
the Greeks, gave way to the ostentatious

love of gaudy decoration taught at Byzan- i

tium. Jewellery became complicated in

design ;
enrichment was considered before

|

elegance. The old simple form of finger-ring

varied much. Fig. 5 is given by Mont-
faucon in the great work we have already

referred to. Fig. 6 is in the Londesborough
collection, and was found upon the hand of

a lady’s skeleton, buried with her child in

a sarcophagus discovered in 1846, in a field

near Amiens, called “Le Camp de Caesar;”

on two of her fingers were rings, one of

which was set with ten round pearls, the

other (here engraved) is of gold, in which
is set a red cornelian, engraved with a rude

representation of Jupiter riding on the goat

Amalthea. The child also wore a ring with

an engraved stone. The whole of the deco-

rations for the person found in this tomb
proclaim themselves late Roman work, pro-

bably of the time of Diocletian.

In 1841 a curious discovery was made at

Lyons of the jewel case of a Roman lady,

containing a complete trousseau
,
including

the rings here engraved. Fig. 7 is of gold

;

the hoop is slightly ovular, and curves up-
ward to a double leaf, supporting three

cup-shaped settings, one still retaining its

still barbaric, and little advanced in the

arts that make life pleasant. Such decora-

tion as they adopted seems to have origi-

nated in the basket-weaving, for which the

British islands were famous even at Rome,
where noble dames coveted these works
from the far-off and mysterious Cassiteridce.

Plaited, or interlaced work, resembling

the convolutions of wicker and rush, was
imitated in threads of metal ; thus circlets

for the neck, bracelets for the aims, or

rings for the fingers, were but twisted

strands of gold.

The simplest form of finger-ring worn
by our ancestors consisted of a band of

metal, merely twisted round to embrace the

finger, and open at either end. Fig. 9

shows one of these rings, as found upon the

finger-bone of an eai’ly Saxon, in excavat-

ing at Ilamham Hill, near Salisbury, a

locality celebrated from the veiy earliest

recorded time as the true centre of ancient

Britain. This ring was found on the middle

finger of the right hand of a person of ad-

vanced age. Sometimes several rings were
found on one hand. ‘

‘ Among the bones

of the fingers of the left hand of an adult

skeleton was found a silver ring of solid

form, another of spiral form, and a plain

gold ring.” * Mr. Akerman, who super-

intended these researches, says, ‘ ‘ Similar

rings have been found at Little Wilbraham,

Fig. 7. Fig. 8.

stone, an African emerald. Fig. 8 is also

remarkable for its general form, and still

more so for its inscription, VENERI ET
TYTELE YOTVM, explained by M. Co-
marmond as a dedication to Venus and the

local goddess Tutela, who was believed to

be the protectress of the navigators of the

Rhine
;
hence he infers these jewels to have

belonged to the wife of one of these rich

traders in the reign of Severus.

Carrying back our researches to the pre-

historic era of our own island, and search-

ing in the tumuli of the early British chief-

tain and his family, wo shall discover the

utmost simplicity of adornment
;
not pro-

bably the result of indifference to personal

decoration, but simply to the rudeness of

liis position. The wild hunter, located in

the gloomy fastnesses of wood and morass,

had little or no communication with the

southern sea-margin of our isle : and when
we find the south Saxon much advanced in

civilisation, owing to his connection with
Gaul, Belgium, and the Spanish and Medi-
terranean traders, we find the tribes in-

habiting the midland and northern counties

Fig. 11 represents one of the plainest of

these wire-rings ; it was exhumed from a

tumulus on Chartham Downs, a few miles

from Canterbury, Kent, in 1773, by the

Rev. Bryan Faussett, who says, “ the bones

were those of a very young person.” Upon
the neck was a cross of silver, a few coloured

Fig. 9. Fig. 10.

at Linton Heath, at Fairford, and other

localities. They are for the most part of

an uniform construction, being so contrived

that they could be expanded or contracted,

and adapted to the size of the finger of the

wearer.” t
The prevailing form of the old Celtic

finger-ring is shown in Fig. 10. It is

formed of thick twisted wires of pure gold.

This fashion seems to have been in most
favour with all the early Celtic tribes, such

rings being found in the grave-mounds of

Gaul, Germany, Belgium, Denmark, Ire-

land, and Scotland. A discovery of many
similar rings X has recently been made in

one of the Western Islands of Scotland, and

they are formed of from three to eight

wires each, elaborately and beautifully en-

wreathed.
The south Saxons retained to the last

the simple form of wire-ring, which origi-

nated, as we have already shown, with the

most ancient people. Its comparative cheap-

ness and ease of construction were no doubt

its great recommendations. Similar rings

are still made for the poorer classes in the

East: the author has seen such worn in

modern Egypt. Specimens have been ob-

tained in Anglo-Saxon grave-mounds in

England, and others, identical in form, in

the old Saxon cemeteries of Germany. §

Fig. 11. Fig. 12.

* “ Account of excavations at Harnham Hill.” Arc/uc-

ologia, vol. xxxv.

t “ Remains of Pagan Saxondom,” p. 71.

j Now in the possession of Mr. J. Ferguson, of Inver-

"Tin the museum at Augsburg are several which were

found in cutting for the railway near that city. A large

series of personal ornaments is also preserved there, which

are so exactly similar to others found near Richborough, in

Kent, that they would appear to have come from the same
manufactory. As the Romans introduced then- arts when-
ever they went, so the Saxons seem to have continued

theirs in all their colonies.

earthen beads, and “ two silver rings with
sliding knots.”

The industry of the same collector fur-

nishes us with Fig. 12, a specimen of a
wire-ring so twisted as to resemble a seal

ring, or one set with a stone: the wire

around the finger has been beaten out flat.

It was discovered in the extensive Saxon
cemetery on Kingston Downs, near Canter-

bury, on the Dover Road. The tumulus
was evidently the last resting-place of a
person of small wealth, as this copper ring

and two small beads only were found in it

;

and it was customary to bury the orna-

ments of the deceased, however valuable,

with them.*
Ireland seems to have boasted a higher

civilisation at an earlier period than the

sister kingdoms, and her ancient Art-works
are remarkable for the most skilled and
tasteful elaboration. Gold, too, appears to

have been used more commonly there, and
the museum of the Royal Irish Academy
can show a more wonderful collection of

personal ornaments in that precious metal,

as once worn by the native nobles, than is

to be seen in the national museums of any
other country, with the exception of Den-
mark. The gold is of the purest kind and
richest colour, and the manner of its work-
ing could not be excelled by a modern
goldsmith. The Londesborough collection

includes two remarkable rings (Figs. 13

and 14), which were found with other gold

ornaments near the very remarkable tu-

mulus known as “New Grange,” a few

Fig. 13. Fig. 14.

miles from Drogheda. They were acci-

dentally discovered in 1842 by a labouring

man, within a few yards of the entrance to

the tumulus, at the depth of two feet from
the surface of the ground, and without

any covering or protection from the earth

about them. Two bracelets of thick twisted

gold, and a chain, also of gold, were found
with them. Another labouring man, hear-

ing of this discovery, carefully searched the

spot whence they were taken, and found a

denarius of Geta, which may aid us in arriv-

ing at some conclusion as to the age of these

curious works. The stone set in both rings

is a cut agate.

F. W. Fairholt.

* See the “Inventorium Sepulehrale: an Account of

some Antiquities dug up by the Rev. Bryan Faussett, of

Heppington, Kent.” This diary, edited by C. Roach
Smith, and illustrated by the author of these papers, was

published at the sole risk of Mr. Mayer, the owner of the

collection. It is a mine of valuable reference on all matters

connected with Anglo-Saxon Art, and the jewellery deli-

neated is the finest of its kind known.
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SCHOOLS OF ART.

Meetings have been held during the past
month in Leeds, Carlisle, Kidderminster, and
Exeter, chiefly for the bestowal of prizes, and
to receive the reports of masters. At neither
of them were any of the officials of South
Kensington present, it being understood that
while proceedings in Parliament are pend-
ing, and the managers of the Science and
Art Department are, so to speak, on their
trial, they are willing to keep quiet, and to

let judgment go by default. At two of the
meetings, however, two of the members of
the Select Committee of the House were in
attendance, one of whom, the chairman,
addressed at some length an audience at
Exeter. Any opinions expressed by Sir

Stafford Northcote on any subject are en-
titled to respect, but more especially they
are so with reference to Art-matters.' Pew
statesmen are better qualified to lead the
public to just and right conclusions as to
tho capabilities, the management, the past
and future, o these Art-schools in London
and in tho Provinces

;
and his views will,

no doubt, materially guide the House in
the decision to bo arrived at in March or
April next. In his speech at Exeter, he
traces the history of the schools from then-
earliest formation

; but though he avoids
all prophecy as to their “hereafter,” he
clearly intimates an intention to introduce
such changes—“reforms”—as without, in
any degree, impairing, shall materially
augment their powers of usefulness, not
only to the manufacturer, the artisan, and
the Art-student, but the whole community.
We extract from his address two or three

passages, that will be read with satis-

faction :

—

“The Committee was appointed not for the
purpose of inquiring into this or that complaint,
or into a portion of those particular minutes, but
for the purpose of inquiring generally into the
constitution, management, working, and success
of schools of Art which were partially aided by
the Government, and thereby to inquire into the
principle upon which the money voted in Par-
liament for the promotion of Art-education was
expended

;
in point of fact, they took a review

of the whole of that portion of the department
of Government which was charged with the
promotion of Art-education, from the commence-
ment to the time of their appointment.”
“ The. encouragement of Art-education had

accomplished great objects
;

it had enabled us
to ascertain that which was previously a dis-

puted point, that the Englishman had as good
a mental capacity for producing works of Art as
the native of any other country

;
that the English

people might be taught and their taste cultivated
as much as other nations could be

;
and it had

been shown by the evidence of manufacturers
that what had been achieved had told most ma-
terially for the benefit of the manufacturers of
this country.”

“ The more the department of South Ken-
sington was stirred up the better, and he did
not regret having been on the Committee that
had called them to account for having monopo-
lised too much of the Parliamentary grant.
The only way to meet the present difficulties

attaching to schools of Art was to have a more
enlightened local management, and a selection
should be made of such managers only as would
take an interest in Art, and so qualify themselves
as to justify their holding- their trust. He hoped
that interest would be felt by the middle and
upper classes, but especially by the middle class,
who, he hoped, would take a prominent part in
promoting the system, for the education of tho
middle class was becoming of increased impor-
tance. That class must bestir themselves if they
would not be left behind.”

At Carlisle, Mr. Potter, another of the
members of the Committee, addressed a
large and intelligent audience. He also

gave a succinct history of the origin and
progress of the Art-schools, and dwelt some-
what minutely on the influence they had
exercised on the Art-manufactures of the
kingdom. Wo extract some passages from
his speech :

—

“ The grants (to South Kensington) fortwelve
years inclusive, had been £1,100,000. When
they considered that the school educational grant
in Great Britain was annually £721,386, these
figures were rather startling; and, moreover,
during the last two years there had been a de-
crease of £92,000 in educational grants. That
decrease, he thought, would go on, and he
thought, too, the South Kensington grant would
also come under Mr. Gladstone’s notice.”

“In the museum there was a very amusing
collection of tilings which he should call more
fitted for an old curiosity shop, including all

sorts of medifeval curiosities. He had had the
curiosity to analyse some of tho purchases debited
to last year’s account. There was a class of
china excessively popular at South Kensington
—majolica—of which he had seen some spe-
cimens in tho shop windows at Carlisle. It was
extremely grotesque, and he thought a very
barbarous and antiquated taste. At South Ken-
sington they were very fond of this, and seemed
to have bought it very freely. He would give
a few instances. There was a majolica group,
£100

;
majolica vase, £200

;
majolica plate, £40

;

Pilgrim bottles, £250
;
drip plates, £100

;
plate,

£100; plate, £70; plate, £50; plate, £50;
plateau, £80

;
vase and cover, £80—making

£1,120 for this part of the- majolica. And it

was claimed that these things were bought for

the benefit of the manufacturers !

”

“They had at South Kensington ladies and
gentlemen to the extent of one-half—or, as he
suspected, two-thirds—receiving an education at

£4, £5, or £6 a-ycar, which they could not ob-
tain from any professional man in London— if,

indeed, they could obtain such an education at
all—for four times the sum. That, he thought,
was abominable—or, not to use too strong a
term, was very wrong.”

“ The returns which had been asked for would,
he thought, be of great benefit in throwing some
daylight upon the expenditure

;
and he was ex-

tremely anxious that these points should be
pressed upon the Department and upon the
Legislature.”

At Leeds, Lord P. C. Cavendish pre-
sided ; and, in addressing the meeting,
among other pertinent remarks, said :

—

“,HC considered they might conclude that the
whole system of teaching Art was not the failure

which people who knew nothing of it were apt
to say ; but that it had been of great substantial
advantage to the country.”

At Kidderminster Sir John Pakington
said much to the purpose, and anticipated
very beneficial results from the practical
working of the schools.

We gather, therefore, from these meet-
ings, and the opinions put forth by those
who have been appointed to judge, that the
real and practical value of the schools will

be in no sort of danger. The country does
not, and will not, grudge the grants for

their support; but it does, and will, insist

that the moneys allotted shall be wisely and
judiciously expended—not by over-paying
some masters, and under-paying others

;

not in collecting useless curiosities at enor-
mous prices, that teach little or nothing
except what to avoid—but by studying every
possible means to augment the power of
teaching Art, to the manufacturer no less

than to the artisan and to “ the public,” in
all its grades. Although we await with
hope and confidence the decision of Par-
liament, which will, no doubt, be the result

of careful and scrupulous inquiry, we shall
report, from time to time, the views of such
persons as may be, and ought to be, con-
sidered authorities on the all-important
subject.

ART IN SCOTLAND, IRELAND,
AND THE PROVINCES.

Edinburgh.—The Scottish National Gallery,
haring been closed during some weeks for sundry
repairs, cleansing, &c., was opened in the month
of December last. The pictures have been re-
arranged, and with much advantage, and the
water-colour department, which now possesses
one of the finest collections in the country, has
received several important acquisitions, espe-
cially those bequeathed to tho gallery by the
late Mr. John Scott, of the firm of Colnaghi,
Scott, and Co., the eminent London print-pub-
lishers. They are about fifty in number, and
include first-class specimens of many of our
leading water-colour painters.—Among the de-
signs submitted for the National Scottish Me-
morial of the Prince Consort, is, according to
the Builder, one “the joint work of Mr. Joseph
Durham, sculptor, and Mr. J. Robinson, archi-
tect, and which is proposed to be placed on
‘Arthur's Seat.’ The principal feature is a
monolithic obelisk of grey granite, nearly 60 ft.

high, in front of which stands a colossal statue
of the Prince Consort, to be in bronze. The
obelisk and statue are erected upon an elabo-
rately-wrought basement of red granite, at the
angles of which are seated four winged angels,
9 ft. high, bearing wreaths. This basement is

raised upon a flight of steps, with pedestals at
each corner, giving the lower portion of the
design an octagonal form. Upon these pedestals
are Hons, so composed as to have the effect of
guarding the whole structure. The designers
have been influenced in adopting this form of
design, firstly, by the belief that its contrast
with all objects around would ever make it more
conspicuous than any other, remaining distinct

from the surrounding scenery; and, secondly,
by the knowledge of the desire the Prince Con-
sort himself had, that a lofty monolithic obelisk
should be erected.”

Dublin.—A stained-glass window, the work
of Messrs. Ballantine and Son, of Edinburgh,
has been placed in St. Patrick’s Cathedral, to

the memory of Sir John A. Stevenson, Mus.
Doc., so well known as the arranger of “ Moore’s
Melodies.” The subject of the window is Early
English, treated in the mosaic style. It intro-
duces David singing one of his psalms, accom-
panied by himself on the harp, and surrounded
by groups of Israelites listening to his divine
strains. In the upper medallion of the window
are seen three angels with musical instruments,
as if repeating the melody. At the base is a
harp suspended on a cross, the whole being sur-
rounded with groundwork and bordering, in
the early style of glass.

Bath.—The distribution of prizes to the suc-
cessful competitors of the Bath School of Art
was made in December last, in the presence of
the mayor of the city and a large number of
influential citizens. It appears that, although
so far as the pupils are concerned, the school is

doing its proper work, it has, like many others,
pecuniary obligations which the committee finds

some difficulty in discharging. A strenuous
effort is to be made to get rid of all liabilities,

as well as to purchase the house in which the
school is conducted.—A Working Men’s Indus-
trial Exhibition and Bazaar was opened in this
city on the 26th of December. The Bath Chro-
nicle says:—“Whether it be the shortness of
the notice given, or whatever may be the reason,
it seems to us that the working men generally
have not rallied round the exhibition as might
have been expected. It is true that there are
some 150 exhibitors, and 250 articles exhibited,
but many of these come within the regulation
which permits the introduction of objects that
are not the production of those who send them.”
This report is not very encouraging, but due
allowance must be made for an undertaking the
novelty of which may have had some influence
in producing a result so comparatively unsuc-
cessful : a second exhibition will probably wear
a different aspect.

Brighton.—The annual meeting of subscri-
bers to the Brighton Art-Union took place at

the Pavilion, in December, for the purpose of
receiving the report and drawing the prizes.

These last consisted of ten paintings, of the
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aggregate value ol' £60, and seventeen Parian

statues
;
a considerable diminution from the re-

sults of the preceding year’s distribution. Truly,

the patronage of the Fine Arts in the large and
wealthy town of Brighton is at a low ebb in-

deed, if the Art-Union may be accepted as a

specimen.
Kidderminster.—The third annual examina-

tion of the pupils of the School of Art in this

town, was held in the month of December. The i

results showed a manifest improvement over the

works produced at any former examination. The
j

central school carried off two national medal-
j

lions, thirteen local medals, and obtained one
j

“ honourable mention.”
Halifax.—The annual soiree of the Halifax !

School of Art was held towards the close of last

year. The report of the Committee stated that 1

the progress of the institution had been steady
j

dming the year. The number of pupils in the

central school had reached 137, being an in-

crease of twenty-five over those of the preceding !

year. The local medals taken amounted to
J

nineteen, the largest number ever awarded to .

the school, while two students received “ honour-
able mention.” For the first time two national

j

medallions, and one “ national honourable men-
j

tion,” have been gained by pupils educated in

the school.

Lincoln.—A sculptured altar tomb has been !

placed in the cathedral of this city, to the 1

memory of the late William Hilton, R.A., and
|

liis brother-in-law, P. De Wint, the eminent
;

water-colour painter, both of whom, we believe,
,

were natives of Lincoln : Hilton certainly was.
j

The tomb is principally of Caen stone, the top

being of polished marble, and the panels of
,

white alabaster. The sculptures, on the panels
j

are taken from the works of the deceased painters.
]

Three respectively are from Hilton's 1 Mary
;

anointing the Ffect of Christ,’ in St. Michael's
j

Church, College Hill, London
;
from his ‘ Cruci- '

fixion,’ which is at Liverpool; and from his
|

‘ Raising of Lazarus,’ in Newark Church. The
j

fourth panel, at one end, is copied from Dc
,

AVint’s drawing of the west front of the cathe-

dral, as seen from the top of Castle Hill. The
inscriptions are on the marble slab that •sur-

mounts the tomb.
Liverpool.—The bronze bas-relief for the

Wellington monument, by Mr. G-. A. Lawson,
consists of a group of about twenty figures,

nearly three feet in height. It represents an
assumed episode in the battle of AVaterloo, the

three principal figures being the Duke, the

Marquis of Anglesey, and Lord Hill. In the

foreground is seen a portion of the brigade of

Guards charging at the point of the bayonet.

—

The council of the Liverpool Exhibition has

awarded the prize of £100 to Mr. W. J. Grant,

for his picture of ‘The Token of Flight to Robert

the Bruce.’—Sir Rowland Hill has expressed a

desire that the money subscribed in this town
for a testimonial to him, amounting to £400,

should be expended on pictures, selected by
himself, and bearing appropriate descriptions on
the frames.

Manchester.—The proposed Ait-workmen’s
exhibition is to be held in the galleries of the

Royal Institution, the use of which has been
freely granted by the council of the institution.

The committee has received great encourage-

ment in the proposed undertaking from the
influential inhabitants of the city and the sur-

rounding locality. Contributions will be ac-

cepted from allworkmen residing within twenty-
five miles of the Manchester Exchange.
Taunton.—The friends and supporters of the

Taunton School of Art had their annual meeting
towards the close of last year, when Mr. A.
Mills, M.P., presided. The number o f the pupils

taught in the School of Art during the year 1864

has been 117, being 17 in excess of those in the

school the year preceding, and it is gratifying

to find that the accessions have been from the
artisan class, to whom the knowledge of draw-
ing is so important. In addition to those, about

55 pupils from private schools are likewise taught
here.

AVakefield.—It is proposed to hold an In-
dustrial Exhibition in this town, on the plan of
that recently held in the north of London. We
believe other towns of the provinces are ar-

ranging for exhibitions of the kind.

THE SOCIETY OE ARTS.

At the house of the Society of Arts in the

A delphi is exhibited a collection of works,

executed in competition for prizes accord-

ing to terms published by the society in

February, 1864. They are all examples

of what is understood as “ Industrial Art ;”

and although, as a show, the exhibition is

not extensive, it is considerable, and highly

interesting. The competitors are “ Art-

workmen we are therefore called upon to

regard these productions not as the results of

the diligent employment of leisure hours,

but as the efforts of men labouring in the

callings to which they have devoted them-

selves. There is no deprecatory appeal to

indulgent criticism, nor is it necessary that

there should be, since the craft exhibited in

some of these articles is of an order so high

as to vie with the best of its kind. The
examples are small, because, as there must
be many candidates, the sacrifices made by
those who were unsuccessful must be great

in the execution of larger works, and for

their labours there would be no compensa-
tion. The divisions comprehend carving in

wood and stone, repousse hammered work,

carving in ivory, chasing in bronze, niello,

enamel painting, painting on porcelain,

marquetry, cameo cutting, wall-mosaics,

gem engraving, &c. Looking, therefore,

at the exhibition as that of the productions

of Art-workmen, it must be considered in

reference to Art-education. We turn, there-

fore, at once to those carvings in which

the human figure or animal parts and pro-

portions are treated, as in (1) carving in

stone of a boy and a dolphin, by Lennox

;

(2) carving in marble
; (3) carving in stone,

by George H. Ives
; (4) carving in marble,

by John AVillis; (93) ‘The Temptation,’ Ger-

rard Eobinson
;

‘ Garibaldi,’ by the same ;

(67) ‘ Spring ’—a child's head, Mark Rogers
;

(77) female figure in oak, Charles Liddle

;

(91) ‘ Cain preparing his Sacrifice,’ James
Griffiths

; (78) ‘Hope for the Future,’ T. W.
Wallis; (84) ‘ Caractacus,’ G. E., &c.

Some of theso carvings show a high de-

gree of ambitious impulse, but where the

figure occurs, even in copies, there is an

absence of that firm exactitude which only

long practice in modelling in clay can give.

I In the marble and stone copies, numbered
from 1 to 4 inclusive, there is much in-

firmity in the carving of the face of the

• small figure. Some of the arabesque and

j

fruit and flower carvings are admirable,

as a panel with double festoons, and three

drops of carved flowers, by George Lock.

This is a work in elegant taste and most

|

delicate execution. The more, however,

we see of dark wood carving for indepen-

dent festooning and grouping, the more

we are convinced that Gibbons was right

to carve his most delicate works in white

wood, as we see them at Petworth, War-
wick Castle, and other places. The dark

colour of this work hides the nicety of

the carving. Others of great merit are,

(65) portion of a frieze, George Murray

;

(69) envelope case and blotting book, T.

Hewitson; (92) frieze, T. E. Smith
; (66)

chimney-piece, Miss Maude ;
with others

of great beauty. Let us not omit to men-
tion a carved inkstand of great beauty (9),

by W. H. Baylis. One or two of the re-

I poussS examples are very good, as also two

j

of the bronze chasings ;
and there are

I withal worthy specimens of gem engraving,

I cameo cutting, die sinking, painting- on

porcelain, and engraving on silver, &c.

|

There are nearly one hundred examples, of

j

which very many are of rare excellence.

SELECTED PICTURES.

IN THE COLLECTION OF T. EOBINSON, ESQ.,

LINGDALE, BIRKENHEAD.

GIPSY MUSICIANS OF SPAIN.

J. Phillip, R. A., Painter. Professor Knolle, Engraver.

No one acquainted with Mr. Phillip’s style

of painting, and the character of the sub-

jects he is ordinarily accustomed to illus-

trate, could suppose he would visit Spain

without bringing back some reminiscences

of gipsy life in that country. Though this

singular people retain their peculiar nation-

ality, like the Jews, wherever they are

found, they present almost a distinctive

appearance according to the country they

inhabit,—one which somewhat assimilates

to that of the great mass of those among
whom they dwell, the settled inhabitants.

For example, the two girls in this picture

would never be mistaken for the gipsies of

Bohemia, nor of England
;
their features

are undoubtedly of Spanish type, grafted,

as it were, on the original gipsy stock.

There is, moreover, a certain degree of

grace and refinement among them which is

rarely seen in the tribes of other nations,

except it be among the Zingari of Italy.

Add to these manifest picturesque qualities

of physiognomy and bearing, the gay cos-

tume in which these Spanish wanderers, like

those by whom they are surrounded, array

themselves, and we at once see in them a

subject eminently suited to Mr. Phillip’s

bold pencil and luxurious colouring.

This is one of the earliest, if not the first,

of those Spanish pictures which have gained

for the artist so high a reputation. We
never in England see gipsies employed as

these two girls are, in a way common to

the fraternity—or it should rather be said,

to the sisterhood—in the south of Europe

;

they are musicians and vocalists, and are

supposed to be amusing an out-of-door

audience with songs, accompanied by the

guitar and tambourine. Their dress is of

coarse fabrics, but gay in colour, and their

persons are adorned with jewellery more
showy than costly. The arrangement of

the group is very picturesque, and the cos-

tume has been carefully studied, so as to

combine variety of form with richness of

colour ;
while there is a living expression

throughout that speaks far more of reality,

of a sketch from nature, than of the models

of the studio, set up and dressed for the

occasion. The picture is engraved by F.

Ivnolle, professor of engraving in the Art-

school of Brunswick.
The origin of the gipsy race has long

been a discussed but yet unsettled question

among writers on ethnography : the general

opinion is, that they came out of India,

though they are often thought to be of

Egyptian origin. An anonymous poet says,

with reference to this point

—

“ He was a son of Egypt, as be told me,
And one descended from those dread magicians
Who waged rash war, when Israel dwelt in Goshen,
With Israel and her prophet.”

It is now most universally believed that

the gipsies migrated originally from India

at the time of the great Mahometan inva-

sion of Timour Bey
;

that in their own
country they belonged to one of the lowest

castes, which resembles them in appearance

and habits. Certainly the two females in

this picture are not unlike some of the

Indian tribes with whose countenances

Europeans have become familiar of late

years, either through personal observation

or the works of artists.
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MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.

The Royal Academy elections cannot

"but have been satisfactory to the profes-

sion as well as to the public. Mr. Faed
is one of the foremost men of the age : ho

is a worthy scion of the Scottish school

;

while Mr. Callcott Horsley has long been

esteemed as a gentleman, and respected as

an artist. He is great-nephew of Sir

Augustus Callcott, and received his early

education in the healthy school of English

Art some thirty years ago. There is yet

another vacancy in the Academy ;
hut pro-

bably before that is filled up, arrangements

will be entered into to meet the “ reforms
”

suggested by Parliament.

The National Gallery Pictures.—A
communication received from Mi-. Wornum,
Keeper of the National Gallery, with refer-

ence to our remarks last month on the

cleaning, or restoration, of several of the

pictures in that collection, demands notice.

Ho tells us that the operation ascribed to

Dr. Pettenkofer was performed by himself

with an apparatus which he had also pre-

pared
;
the only credit due to the learned

doctor is that of being “ the inventor, or

re-inventor, of the system of vaporising

with alcohol.” The process, as described to

us by Mr. Wornum, is a very simple one,

yet anything but mechanical ;
it is, how-

ever, certainly not cleaning in any sense.

“ Tho picture is carefully washed, and then

submitted, iuJien quite dry, to a vapour of

spirits of wine, by being shut up in a suit-

able box. There is no fear of fixing the

dust, because that is first removed, or of

doing any injury whatever, if the matter is

treated with proper judgment;” and the

process may be repeated again and again,

if necessary, provided it be skilfully applied.

“ It is literally true that the picture is not

touched after the preliminary wiping with

damp cotton wool
;
the process, therefore,

must not in any way be confounded with
picture cleaning

;

it puts nothing on, nor
does it take anything off; it is only ren-

dering opaque varnish transparent by the

action of the cold vapour ;
and this is done

in a longer or shorter time, according to

the surface of the picture, and the proximity

or quantity of the spirit used.”—Lord
Taunton has presented to the National

Gallery a fine painting by Carlo CriveUi.

‘ The Annunciation ’ is an admirable speci-

men of the master, in excellent preserva-

tion, and a valuable acquisition to the col-

lection.

The Dublin International Exhi-
bition.—Nearly every country of Europe,

and our colonies, will bo well represented in

Dublin—all, that is to say, excepting Eng-
land ; we much fear that responses to appli-

cations on the part of the London Com-
mittee have been neither numerous, cordial,

nor encouraging. This is “ too bad ;” such
neglect is not only very short-sighted, but
very disheartening, as compelling an ad-

mission of apathy towards the sister coun-
try. At present, if we made “ a report,”

we believe it would include few leading

British Art-manufacturers ;
while some

who will contribute purpose to do so

through prominent tradesmen of Dublin,
who will, probably, mingle together the
productions of a dozen films. The medals,

will, however, be given not to the exhibi-

tors, but to actual producers. Although
the demands for space have been all sent in,

it may not be too late for manufacturers of

the rarer classes of articles to signify a wish
to contribute. We earnestly entreat them to

do so. In Paintings the Exhibition will

be attractive and instructive; the com-

mittee are making applications for the aid

of generous and liberal collectors. It can-

not be given without some sacrifice; but

we hope such sacrifice will be readily and
cheerfully made by the many noblemen
and gentlemen who possess fine examples of

British Art
;
some of whom certainly de-

rive happiness from the knowledge that

thousands may enjoy for a season that

which they enjoy daily. From Paris, Bel-

gium, Dusseldorf, Vienna, and Berlin many
valuable contributions are promised. The
exhibition is sure to be rich in foreign pic-

tures. It would be lamentable, indeed, to

find it poor in the productions of British

masters. Her Majesty, it is understood,

graciously will permit some fine pictures to

be contributed from the Royal Collections.

The British Institution.—The exhi-

bition will open as usual on the second

Monday of February, and, no doubt, much
“ as usual ” will be the gathering of pic-

tures. We do not hear of any contributions

of peculiar character, and it is not likely

there will be many works by members of

the Royal Academy. This annual exhibi-

tion, however, has always afforded powerful
help to young aspirants for fame. Many
such gathered here their first laurels. We
may hope, in this respect, that the valuable

aid of the institution will be continued.
‘ The Night of Rizzio’s Murder,’ the

work of Mi*. E. M. Ward, designed for “ the

Exhibition,” is completed, or nearly so.

He has painted it for John Pender, Esq.,

M.P., whose collection contains many of

the best examples of the best British mas-
ters : this addition to it will very greatly

augment its interest and value. Tho artist

pictures that terrible incident in the history

of the unhappy queen, when at supper, in the

smaller chamber at Holyrood, the half-dead

Ruthven, clad in complete armour, enters

alone, and lays his hand on the doomed
secretary, while the conspirators wait with-

out. There are but seven figures in the

group : Mary, her husband Damley, the

Countess of Argyle, David Rizzio, Ruthven,
and the physician, and a captain of the guard
in the background. The story is told with
amazing force

;
the costumes, the arrange-

ment of the room, and all the minor acces-

sories have been studied with the nicest

care and accuracy, and in “finish” it is

carried to the extreme. It will certainly

be considered the best work of the great

artist, and enhance a reputation already of

the very highest.

An American Artist.—Some time ago a

description was given in our columns of a

picture then in progress, and now com-
pleted, by Mi-. Flagg, the subject of which
is the story of Columbus and the egg. The
incident having arisen from a conversation

that took place at a dinner, given by the

Cardinal Gonzales, Columbus appears at

table with the egg before him, and the

Cardinal by his side, looking intently at the

simple solution of the question. We see at

once in this picture a difference to the prin-

ciples of the Venetian school ;
it is gene-

rally low in tone, but rich and harmonious
in colour, and the heads are distinguished

by much nobility of character. Haw-
thorne’s “ Scarlet Letter ” also has supplied

Mr. Flagg with a subject, rendered by a

single figure, that of the unhappy heroine,

who appears to be nerving herself to meet the

public scorn. ‘Haidee’ is another subject

treated by this artist— a single figure,

painted with much more tenderness. Mr.
Flagg has, in early life, studied with profit

the great Italian masters, and is still faith-

ful in his allegiance to them. He is a

nephew of Washington Allston, one of the

most eminent of the painters of America.

John Flaxman.—Of the very few un-
known reliques of this great sculptor, is a set

of sketches made as an offering to his wife on
the fifteenth anniversary of their marriage,

called “The Christian Knight,” and pre-

sented, as we may infer from the titlepage,

on “ October the Second,” 1796. The draw-
ings set forth the career of a good man in

conflict with the sin and evil of the world,

and his ultimate triumph and ascent to

heaven in company with the virtues and the

charities. In an affectionate dedication,

Flaxman attributes the subject to the

suggestion of his wife, and expresses in

words and in the feeling of his sketches

how much the work is a labour of love.

These drawings arc a cherished heir-loom,

and are not publicly known, but they are

now about to be published as photographs,

by the proprietor, Mr. Denman, Church
Street, Chelsea.

The Good Prince Consort.—Mr. Foley,

R.A., has made small sketches for two
marble statues of his late Royal Highness
Prince Albert, one of which is for Birming-
ham and the other for Cambridge. In the

latter the Prince wears the robes of Chan-
cellor of the University. This statue will

be placed either in the Senate House or tho

Fitzwilliam Museum ;
but in which of tho

two it is not yet determined. The statue

for Birmingham represents the Prince in

the robes of the Garter. This statue will

bo of Sicilian marble, and is, we believe,

intended for an exposed situation, but to be
protected by a canopy. There are, we are

told, some local objections to bronze, but
certainly more solid objections may be made
to the material and arrangements proposed.

It is difficult to conceive anything in the

form of canopy or covering that will not

detract from the importance of the work.
Carrara marble yields to the influence of

the London atmosphere, and so also does

Sicilian, which is much harder. In at-

testation of this, the monument of David
Pike .Watt, which is of Sicilian marble, and
was placed in St. John’s Wood Cemetery in

1826, has now the appearance of white Caen
stone, with a surface so friable that it may
be rubbed off readily with the finger. This

is caused by the violent alternations of our
climate, and perhaps much of it to the acids

|

that may be suspected to exist in our coal

smoke which so soon destroys colours that

are known to be destructible by acid. In

this particular Birmingham will be rather

in advance of than behind London.
A Cast in Plaster of the Roman Inga

in the Vatican has been added to the col-

lection at South Kensington. The body
of the chariot is tastefully arabosqued in

reliefwith a composition of leaves like those

of the poppy. The wheels are much sharper

in execution, and do not look as if they
belonged to the body. The pole termi-

nates in a ram’s head, and the outward
extremities of the yoke are eagles’ heads.

The horses are spirited in action, but then-

points are not such as modern jockeys

would approve.—In tho loan department
has been placed a valuable case containing

bijouterie and valuables, the property of

Lord Chesham, among which are some
enamels and miniatures in oil and on ivory

of great beauty. In the same room is a

beautiful Limoges enamel, by Penicard the

second, of the time of about 1530, contain-

ing eighteen plaques, with subjects
,
from

the life of our Saviour- : this has been ac-

quired at a cost of £800 ! There is, too, an
enamelled missal cover of wonderful work-
manship, formerly the property of Henrietta

Maria, the wife of Charles I. A cast of the

famous pulpit in Pisa Cathedral, by Pisano,

has also been placed in the same room.

R
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Wood-Carvinos.—The Science and Art
Department has published the Report of

the Commission appointed to “ inquire into

the causes of decay in wood-carving, and the

means of preventing and remedying the

effects of such decay.” The conclusions at

which the Committee—consisting of Mr.
T. Graham, Professor J. 0. Westwood,
Messrs. W. G. Rogers, P. Graham, J. C.

Robinson, J. Webb, and J. G. Crace, with
Mr. George Wallis, Secretary— arrived,

are :—First, that the action of the worm
which produces the decay may be arrested,

and the worm itself destroyed by vaporisa-
tion, more especially by the vapour of

benzine. Secondly, that the practicability

of the complete restoration of decayed carved
work is fully shown in the results of Mr.
W. G. Rogers’s labours at Belton House on
the carvings by Grinling Gibbons. Thirdly,

that after the worm has been destroyed by
the course of action proposed, further attacks

from it can be prevented by treating the

carved work with a solution of chloride of

mercury, either in methylated spirits of

wine, or parchment size. The Report, which
is embodied in a small pamphlet of a few
pages, is worth consulting by all who are

interested in the subject.

Mr. Thomas Jeavons, whom we classed

last month among some deceased line-

engravers, writes to tell us he is still in
“ the land of the living.” We are well

pleased to know it, and also to hear that ho
is enjoying the fruits of his long life’s

labours in the lovely county of Mont-
gomery. It is some years since we heard
of Mr. Jeavons, and we were under the
impression that he was dead.

University College.—It has been in

contemplation to decorate with mural paint-

ings the upper part of the Flaxman Hall,

especially to fill the three domed panels

that face the entrance to the great room.
The matter remains for consideration on a
doubt expressed by certain of the Council
or Committee as to the harmony of painting

and sculpture. Should the question be
settled affirmatively, the artist chosen to

carry out the work is Mr. W. Cave Thomas,
whose taste and judgment amply justify

the selection.

An Armless Artist.—A correspondent,

who states that he was a schoolfellow of this

singular painter, requests us to say that his

name is Charles Felu, not Fillu, as we
reported last month on the authority of our
correspondent abroad.
Trajan’s Column.—A very welcome

addition has been made to the Sculpture
Hall in the South Kensington Museum, of

a series of casts from this famous Roman
column, which represent the incidents of

Trajan’s wars in Germany with the most
minute fidelity, and are particularlyvaluable
to the Art-student and antiquary. They
can all be much better seen and studied

here than in Rome, where they are placed
above the vision, and are disfigured by the
dust of ages. The casts are arranged round
a large cylinder, but do not yet comprise
the entire sculptures, which we hope they
will eventually do. We owe to the French
occupants of Rome this series of casts.

Reproduction of Pencil Drawings.

—

An officer of the Russian Imperial Artillery

is stated to have invented a method of re-

producing drawings, plans, &c., made with
the ordinary lead-pencil. The process,

which is very simple, seems to have origi-

nated with M. Villani-Yillanis, who ascer-

tained that if a sheet of paper on which any
plan, writing, or drawing, executed with a
pencil, be moistened with acidulated water,
and afterwards inked, the pencil marks
alone will take the ink, and the whole

drawing may then be transferred to zinc or

stone in about ten minutes. Captain Sy-
tenko, the officer in question, has intro-

duced some modifications into the process,

and invented a portable press, for use on
field duty or during a campaign, where it

is often necessary to have a number of

copies of an order or a sketch rapidly mul-
tiplied. The particular acid required is not,

however, specified.

“Enoch Arden” for Artists.—

N

o

poem to which the century has given birth

is so full as this of pictures ; none to which
the artist can turn with surer certainty of

harvest. It is an exquisite story, pure as

a sunbeam before it touches earth. No
production of our time has been more read

—sign infallible that love of the holy and
the beautiful has not faded out from the

human heart ! If poetry is less “ popular”
than it was in our younger days—the palmy
days of Wordsworth, Coleridge, Southey,
Moore, Byron, Scott—it is because such
gifts as this great gift have been withheld
from us. Here, then, is a rare gallery for

the painter : every page supplies a subject

—nay, subjects more than one—for the

pencil; and, no doubt, “the exhibitions”

will be full of evidence that the Poet has
conferred an incalculable boon on Art.

Langham Chambers.—The first exhi-

bition meeting of the season took place on
the evening of January 7th ; the show, how-
ever, was less imposing than upon other

recent occasions, and, as usual, the room
was .so thronged with visitors" as to render
the inspection of the portfolios and water-
colour drawings a matter of some difficulty.

The society has had offers of greater ac-

commodation for these meetings ;
but it has

been wisely determined that they shall con-

tinue to be closely identified with a school

which is unique in the history of such in-

stitutions, and which has helped to distinc-

tion so many eminent men.
I Turner's ‘ Mercury and Argus.’—This

glorious picture, engravedin ourlast month’s
number, has passed from the hands of Mr.
Naylor, of Liverpool, into those of Mr. John
Graham, of Skelmorlie Castle, Largs, N.B.,

1

a gentleman whose taste and liberality of

expenditure have gathered round him a very
fine collection of English paintings.

Messrs. Longman’s New Testament.—

•

The beautiful edition of the New Tostament,
of which a notice, with illustrations, ap-
peared in our last number, was “ projected

”

|

and earned out by Mr. Thomas Longman,
not Mr. William Longman, as we then
understood and said. The work is an hon-
our to the eminent publisher, and is evidence

’ that he is a gentleman of knowledge and
taste. It is nearly twenty years since

. Mr. Henry Shaw was consulted with the

! view of aiding in the publication.

Sale of Chinese and Japanese Ce-
ramic Ware.—A collection of these pro-

ductions, stated to be the property of a

Mr. Marks, of London, was submitted to

public competition in Paris towards the

close of last year. Two large garden stools,

or table bearers, in incised enamel work,

ornamented with flowers on a blue ground,

j

fetched £248. A fine four-sided vase, of the

;

same character, decorated with landscapes,

i
kiosts, and scenes of industry, was sold for

I more than £68. A rock crystal ball, about

|

16 or 17 inches in circumference, realised

upwards of £52. Five pieces of Chinese
; enamelled ware, ornamented with flowers
1

and birds, the vases being about 13 inches

high, sold for £108. Two vases in old

Japan porcelain, 33 inches high, decorated

|

with landscapes and flowers, in blue, red,

and gold, realised nearly £59. A vase of

I

old Chinese porcelain, decorated with agri-

cultural scenes, rather more than 13 inches

high, fetched nearly £44. And two vases

of the same manufacture, with cameos of

figures, animals, and flowers, in blue, on a
white ground, £60. The day’s sale pro-

duced 42,868 francs (£1,715 nearly).

Operative Coach-Makers.—The pro-

posed exhibition by the above industrial

artisans, which is advertised to be opened
this month, is meeting with every en-

couragement from the master-manufac-
turers and employers. The Society of Arts

will, with the Company of Coach-Makers,
offer special medals for objects of improve-
ment

;
and the Marquis of Lansdowne has

also offered a special prize.

The Soirees of the Artists and Ama-
teurs’ Society commence on the 2nd of the

present month, at Willis’s Rooms. These
pleasant gatherings will be continued on
the evenings of March 2nd, April 6th, and
May 4th.
Picture Sales.—Messrs. Christie, Man-

son, and Woods already announce a long
list of sales during the forthcoming season.

They include the Bramhope Manor collec-

tion
;
the annual sale of a portion of Mi'.

Henry Wallis’s stock; the collections of

Mr. S. Cartwright, Mr. W. Hardman, Man-
chester, Mr. J. Davis, of Cranbrook Park

;

the works of the late Mr. John Leech,
Mr. Dyce, R.A., and Mr. W. Linton ;

the

collections of the Earl of Cadogan, and Mr.
Julius Sichel, of Timperley, and others.

Turner’s “Rivers of England.”—The
Misses Bertolacci are, we understand, pre-

paring a series of photographic copies of

these celebrated engravings, as a companion
work to the “England and Wales,” recently

published by them.
Sir Robert Kane read, at the Society of

Arts, on the 14th December, a very admi-
rable paper on tho Present State and Recent
Progress of Industry in Ireland, in which
he proved, by a mass of facts and by elabo-

rate details, that the Ireland of to-day differs

essentially from the Ireland of yesterday

;

that within the last twenty years improve-
ments in that country have advanced with
giant strides. Many things may yet be
needed to place side by side with England
that richly endowed island—for which God
has done so much and man so little. But it

is certain that the'Workhasbeen commenced.
It will go on steadily in spite of wicked

' attempts at agitation which is now but the

far-off echo of what it was when wrongs
and grievances did really exist. The object

of Sir Robert Kano was to obtain aids for

the approaching International Exhibition.

He had a large audience, and induced con-

;
viction that it is a duty, and may be a

j

happiness, to aid that project.

The Exhibition Building at South

!

Kensington is now almost level with the
' ground. The bricks and stone-work have
!
been carted away ; and very soon it will

exist only in the thousand and one engrav-
ings that picture it.

The Dublin Exhibition of National
(not International) Productions closed on
the 26th of December, or rather a day later,

the present estimable Lord Mayor having
defrayed the incidental expenses of another

day, in order that free admission might be
i accorded to all comers. Twenty thousand
persons availed themselves of his lordship’s

invitation. The exhibition has been suc-

cessful far beyond the expectation of its

promoters, and has done much good.

The Crypt under the Houses of Parlia-

ment maybe visited on Saturdays
;
persons

to be admitted “with the usual tickets,

which are obtainable at the Lord Chamber-
lain’s office.” —
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REVIEWS.

The Prince and Princess of Wales, and the
Infant Prince, Albert Victor.

The Princess of Wales and Prince Albert
Victor. Engraved by W. Holl, from
Photographs by Vernon Heath. Published
by Moore, McQueen, & Co., London.

A pair of charming little oval-shaped prints,

which will be the delight of every mother, and
of every young married “couple” who may be
able to possess them. In the first-named, the
Princess is seated with the infant sitting up and
“wide awake” in her lap; the Prince stands
behind them, dressed in a moming-coat. They
arc prettily grouped in an architectural open
recess, surrounded by shrubs and flowers. In
the second print, the Princess, habited in simple
costume, stands beside the cot of her infant,

whose little face peeps out from above the
coverlid. It is an elegant picture in arrange-
ment and general treatment

;
and in both sub-

jects the likenesses are excellent. Mr. Holl has
put some of his most delicate work into the
plates. The photographs were taken at San-
dringham, and the prints are dedicated “by
command,” to her Majesty. As a photographer,
Mr. Vernon Heath is second to no artist in

England.

Claude Duval. Engraved by Lumb Stocks,
A.R.A., from the Picture by W. P. Frith,
R.A. Published by the Art-Union of
London.

This is the print which the Art-Union of London
offers to its subscribers of the current year. In
making selections of subjects year by year for

this purpose, the society, actuated by the policy
which can alone render it popular, chooses those

that are likely to attract the multitude, yet
without ignoring the real merit of the picture

as a genuine work of Art. To do otherwise

—

that is, to select a truly dignified subject which
only the few could appreciate—might imperil
the existence of the institution : it was once
tried in the casS of Hilton’s ‘ Crucifixion,’ and
failed. No other resource, then, is open but to
adopt what will please, even if it does not teach.

Such a work is Mr. Frith’s 1 Claude Duval,’
exhibited at the Royal Academy not very long
since. The picture must be well remembered,
for it was one of the principal attractions of the
gallery that year. This noted highwayman,
who rendered himself a terror to all aristocratic

travellers about the early part of the last cen-
tury, by levying black mail on all who carried
with them anything worth taking, has, with
sundry other freebooters, his companions, stopped
some grandee’s family coach, turned out its oc-

cupants, and while some of the scoundrels arc
possessing themselves of the valuables, Claude
compels a handsome young lady, one of the
travellers, to dance with him on the heath.
The story is capitally told in all its varied in-

cidents, but the interest of the spectator centres
in the dance and in the young lady, who tries

hard to make herself an agreeable partner at
such an unusual “ball,” though the anxiety of
her face shows her to be but ill at ease. How-
ever, there is honour among thieves, for, as the
story goes, Claude releases the lady and her
companions, taking only a small proportion of
their property, because she had complied with
Iris polite request of standing up with him in a
coranto, the dance of the period.

The engraving—a large one in line—is by
Mr. Stocks, who, presuming, and rightly too,

that the subject is not over refined, has treated
it with boldness rather than delicacy in the
cutting

;
but it comes together very effectively,

while the figure of the young lady appears in
great contrast, by the softness of texture in
both flesh and drapery. It is most highly
finished. The print can scarcely fail to be
popular, and deserves to be so if only for the
excellence of the engraving.

The Art of Marine Painting in Oil. By J.

W. Carmichael. Published by Messrs.
Winsor and Newton, London.

This small but very complete treatise fills up
a blank more or less felt by those whose

practice was not yet sufficiently confirmed
to render them independent of counsel. The
great principle of our time is to sit down and
paint what we see

; but there is very much to

be done before this can be accomplished in a
presentable form, and if the experience of a
laborious life can be set before the student in a
concise and practical form, a comprehensive
insight into such a digest must save years of
labour and research. There are no two men
that would paint any given natural object in the
same way, nor will it be likely that any artist,

availing himself of the stepping-stones of any
method of instruction, will adhere to his first

impressions
;
he will form a method for himself

winch will be good in proportion as his base is

sound. This little book is abundantly illustrated

with admirable woodcuts. The first lesson is

given on a subject called “ Off Little Yarmouth,
Isle of Wight,” of which there is a woodcut, and
an outline keywith references giving instructions

as to colour. The lessons are earned through a
first, second, and third painting, withdirections so

plain as to be throughout clearly intelligible.

This is followed by lessons on “ Sunrise,” also

accompanied by a plate and key. The next is

“A Misty Morning,” also with a cut and sepa-
rate key. Then follow with the like arrange-
ment, “A Storm at Sea,” “A Stormy Sunset,”
“Evening—a Cloudy Sky,” “Moonlight—a Ship
on Shore,” “ Cliff Subject,” “ River Craft,” &c.,

with other chapters on all matters appertaining
to the subject. Indeed, nothing is omitted that
can render the book perfect in itself

;
and the

plain instructions require only application on
the part of the student to render him inde-
pendent of any other assistance.

The Music of the Most Ancient Nations, par-
ticularly of the Assyrians, Egyptians, and
Hebrews

;
with Special Reference to Recent

Discoveries in Western Asia and in Egypt.
By Carl Exgel. With numerous Illus-

trations. Published by J. Murray, London.

It is language beautifully figurative in which
Job is asked, “ Where wast thou . . . when the
morning stars sang together, and all the sons of
God shouted for joy ?” It refers, undoubtedly,
to music which no mortal ear ever listened to,

and in which no human voice ever joined
;
but

it signifies also that music is one employment of
the highest intelligences of creation, while wo
read in other passages of Sacred Writ that it will
also engage the attention of those inhabitants of
the lower world who will hereafter be admitted
into the company of the hosts above. Music is

probably the oldest, as it is the most universally
practised, of the fine Arts, among which it has
always been assigned a place. The rudest and
most barbaric tribes of earth, who know nothing
of painting but the decoration of their own per-
sons and warlike instruments, and of architec-
ture but the rearing of wigwams, have yet a
national music, such as it is, and instruments
which, to their untutored ears, are as melodious
as the strains of an -ZEolian harp to ours.

Music and painting are often spoken of as
sister arts

;
it is not, therefore, strange, though

at first sight it may be so considered, that a
writer searching to trace the origin of the for-

mer should have recourse to what he can find
concerning it in the latter, and also in sculpture.
“ In order,” says Herr Engel, “ to understand
clearly the music of the various modem nations,
it was necessary to extend my researches to the
music of ancient nations. Thus my attention
was directed to the Assyrian monuments in the
British Museum. All the facts which I have
been able to gather from them must be con-
sidered as a new addition to our history of
music, and one by no means unimportant to the
musician.” The discoveries that have been
made, during the present century, among an-
cient monuments of every kind, have thrown
much new light upon this subject. “Not only
have we become better acquainted, by means of
sculptures and paintings, with the musical in-

struments of several ancient nations, but in

some instances the actual instruments have been
discovered in tombs or other places, where, pro-
tected from the destroying influences of air and
damp, they had remained almost unchanged
during a marvellously long period.”

But our object is not so much to give a critical

review of this book—which its interesting cha-
racter would tempt us to do, were it not some-
what beyond our province— as to show the

sources whence the spirit of it is derived—the
paintings and sculptures of the most ancient

nations of antiquity that have come down to us,

A ery many of which Herr Engel has introduced
as illustrations into his pages. The harp, the
lyre, the tambourine, the drum, pipes, and bells,

trumpets, the dulcimer, the asor (a curious
stringed instrument, unlike any of our OAvn

time), the tamboura (something akin to a guitar),

cymbals, are the chief instruments found on
the monuments of Assyria, and which, in some
form or other, have been used by all, or nearly
all, succeeding nations. The author’s observa-

tions, however, are by no means limited to the
instrument

;
he speaks of musical performances,

and gives the score of several chants and songs
of modem Eastern countries, and of the Hebrews,
some of whose ancestors, under the direction of
King David, attained such celebrity as vocalists

;

his four thousand trained singers must have
woke up mighty echoes in the old temple of
Jerusalem. Herr Engel says :

—“ In our Chris-
tian Church the intoning, chanting, and anti-

phonal singing, arc, in all probability, remains
of the ancient Hebrew mode of performing in

the temple. The apostles were Hebrews, accus-

tomed from their childhood to the usages of

their nation, and must haA-e been practised in

the music which they had been in the habit of

using in worship before they had become Chris-

tians. And it is not likely that the primitiAre

Christians would have adopted in their worship
the musical performances of idolators, to which
they were naturally averse.”

And thus, as Solomon said, “ There is nothing
new under the sun : what hath been, shall be.”

The JeAA’ish monarch in the glorious temple
erected by himself, the Christian disciples in the

second temple, scarcely less magnificent than its

predecessor, and we in our solemn cathedrals and
less imposing, yet venerated, parish churches,
“ praise Him with stringed instruments and or-

gans.” Herr Engel constantly refers to the

Scriptures, where mention is made of music of

any land, in the elucidation of his subject
;
we

may be excused, if excuse is necessary, for doing
the same in our notice of his book.

Poems and Pictures : a Collection of Ballads,

Songs, and other Poems, illustrated by
English Artists. Published by Cassell,
Petter, & Co., London.

Christmas and New-year “gift-books” came
upon us in such thick array, in the month of
December, that our space for notices was by no
means equal to the demand made upon it.

Some, as a matter of course, were therefore

necessarily laid aside for a more convenient op-

portunity. The postponement, in the matter of
“ Poems and Pictures,” is comparatively of little

consequence, as the A-olume is an old Mend, un-
less memory deceives us. There are, at all

events, in it many engravings we haAre seen
before, some of them by one engraver, J. Bastin,

Avho has long since ceased from his labours.

But whether the compilation, as it now stands,

be new or old, the book may take its allotted

place among the best illustrated works of the
season, both poems and pictures being of a right
good order.

Going to the Dogs. By A. S. Roe, Author of
“What put my Pipe out.” Published by
Virtue Brothers & Co., London.

The writer of this story must be greatly “ put
to it” for a title for his books, to select such as

he has adopted here, and in his preAnous work

:

both are enough to exclude the volumes from
any decent book-shelf. What lady would care

to inquire after either by a name, the common-
ness, not to say the vulgarity, of which is indu-
bitable, and is almost sufficient in itself to

condemn a work to comparative neglect ? An
author could scarcely commit a greater mistake

;

and we would seriously advise Mr. Roe

—

of
course, we are right in the sex, though it is only

a guess—to abstain from such errors in future.

Frank Holmes is the hero of the tale
;
he has
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been sent to college by his father, a solicitor

who has risen in his profession, and who desires

that his only son should follow some useful and
honourable calling. But Frank has the mis-

fortune to possess in his mother a fond, foolish

woman, who indulges him in everything, and
roars him up to be a gentleman. The young
man lives fast at Oxford, quits it heavily in

debt
;
soon after the father dies, leaving but

little property
;
Frank has to turn his hand to

something for a living, knows not how, gets

reckless, and for twenty years is “ going to the

dogs” as fast as he can : his last appearance in

a public capacity, prior to his being taken to

the workhouse in a fit of delirium tremens, being
that of a crossing-sweeper in Great Queen Street.

The other characters incidental to the tale arc

multitudinous
;
young people and old, religion-

ists and unbelievers, saints and sinners, whose
histories are all bound up in some way or other

with Frank’s career. There is no lack of in-

terest either in the characters or the plot, and
the story is carried on unflaggingly to the end

;

but the mingling of scriptural sentences and
religious feelings is often “ out of season,” jar-

ring unpleasantly on the thoughts amid the

ordinary scenes narrated. High Church and No
Church, Antinomian, Irvingite, and others, pass

along the stage, and have something to say

about their respective creeds, not very logically

or convincingly, perhaps, hut serving the pur-

pose of giving variety to the author’s tale.

Don Quixote. With Four Hundred Illustra-

tions by Gustave Dor£.
Gulliver's Travels. With an Introduction

and Annotations, and a Life of Swift, by
J. F. Waller, LL.D. Illustrated. Pub-
lished by Cassell, Petter, and Galpix,
London.

Wonderful caterers for the public, in the matter

of popular literature, are Messrs. Cassell and Co.

Books of all kinds, educational, instructive, or

amusing, come forth from that huge establish-

ment in La Belle Sauvage Yard, whence in our

younger days we started behind four well-bred

and well-trained horses for some destination

far off in the country. The old inn, with all

its appurtenances of stage coaches, and coach-

men, and guards, and ostlers, has long been
swept away to make room for steam printing

presses, and compositors, and pressmen, and all

the staff and paraphernalia appertaining to the

printing and publishing trade, but the “yard”
still remains, though wearing a different aspect

from what it did thirty or forty years ago. The
two latest travellers who have issued from it

are Don Quixote on his march of chivalry, and
Gulliver on his voyage to Lilliput. The Spaniard
is accompanied on his expedition by that famous
artist, M. Dore, and the Englishman by another

artist, his countryman, Mr. C. Morten, who if

not already holding so high a reputation as the
distinguished Frenchman, is certainly on the

road to it, judging from what we have now
before us.

To drop all metaphorical expression, Messrs.

Cassell have secured an interest in the extra-

ordinary woodcuts designed some time since by
M. Dore to illustrate the famous work of Cer-
vantes

;
they are now publishing them with a

new edition of “Don Quixote.” Parts I. and
II. have already appeared, profusely embellished
with engravings large and small, but all full of
the richest humour, and showing a pencil as

free as it is fanciful, and as much at home in
the grotesque description of mediaeval chivalry
as amid the horrors of Dante’s “L’Infemo”
and the gorgeous scenery of tropical landscape
described in Chateaubriand’s “ Atala.”
Mr. Morten’s illustrations of “ Gulliver’s

Travels ” may be classed among the most re-

markable works of the kind which the present
prolific age of pictorial literature has produced.
The artist has a wide field in which to luxuriate,

and he makes the most of the opportunity by
exhibiting a rare combination of humour and
invention in the various “ situations” in which
Gulliver is placed; it seems as if Mr. Morten
is destined, if he pleases, to occupy the position

from which death so prematurely removed the
lamented Leech. Dr. Waller’s notes and re-

ferences throw much light on the political cha-

racter of this popular satirical romance.
Though these two works are published at a

price which brings them within the reach of the

masses, the character of the illustrations, the

careful printing and excellent paper—in fact,

it would be impossible to print engravings so

effectively as these are, on inferior paper—must
introduce both books into the homes of the more
wealthy classes. There is not a house’ in the

kingdom into which either work is unworthy to

enter.

Memorials of the late Francis Oliver Finch,
with Selections from his Writings. Pub-
lished by Longman & Co., London.

Beyond the immediate circle in which Mr. Finch
moved, this book cannot be expected to have a
wide circulation. It is the tribute of a loving

wife to the memory of her husband—a worthy
man and an excellent artist, though his works,

seen in the gallery of the Society of Water-
colour Painters—of which he was one of tho

earliest members—were not generally of a kind
that modem fashion made popular. The life of

Mr. Finch seems to have been one unusually

barren of “ events,” even for an artist : he loved

music, played and sung well for an amateiu’,

wrote poetry, and left behind him some essays

on various matters
;
among others, on the doc-

trines held by Swedenborg, whose faith he fol-

lowed, as did, by the way, Flaxman. From
these materials, joined with some reminiscences

of him written by his frionds, tho volume sent

out by Mrs. Finch is composed. It assumes to

be nothing more than what it is, and it “is

addressed,” to use her own words, “ to those who
have not yet learnt to despise the musing tem-
perament, the poetic eye, the sympathetic heart

;

and who, amidst the bustle of life, sometimes
stand apart, and even listen for the footsteps of

goodness.” Tho story of the artist’s unpreten-

tious life is written in a manner as simple and
unpretending, yet with a pen soft, graceful, and
tender, as her husband's pencil.

North American Scenery
;
being Selections

from C. J. Way’s Studies, 1863-64. Pho-
tographed and Published by W. Nothan,
Montreal.

Whether or not Mr. Way is a “ born and bred ”

Canadian we do not know
;
but, certainly, this

series of twelve photographs from his pictures

bears unequivocal testimony to his being a very
skilful artist

;
and if his knowledge of Art has

been acquired in Canada, so much the more
credit is due to that country for having reared

and instructed so able a landscape-painter. There
is grand scenery in that Trans-Atlantic land.

Mr. Way has picked out some of its finest, and
treated the views with artistic feeling and great

ability. For example, a ‘ Scene on the Andro-
scoggin,’ a noble mountainous landscape

;
a

somewhat similar one entitled ‘A Mountain
Solitude,’ rugged and gloomy enough to satisfy

Salvator Eosa ;
‘ Niagara ;’ ‘ Mouth of the Mar-

guerite Saguenay,’ and ‘ L’Ance de Cape
Trinite,' both reminding us not a little of the

scenery in our own Lake districts. Then there

are capital views of the city of Montreal and
Quebec, and a most masterly representation of

a storm on the broad river Saguenay : it is called

‘An October Reminiscence of the Saguenay

—

a Squall from the North-West.’ These photo-

graphic pictures come out with great clearness

and precision in all their details, and are yet

soft in tone of colour. We cannot avoid notic-

ing the title-page of the volume; it is litho-

graphed in ornamental writing letters, executed

with remarkable taste and skill of penmanship
;

in fact, the whole book is got up in a manner
which, though perfectly simple and plain, evi-

dences purity of judgment.

Fairy Legends and Traditions of the South
of Ireland. By T. Crofton Choker.
Published by William Tegg, London.

This is a gracefully “got up” volume
;
other-

wise it is not satisfactory
;

it contains but a few

of the engravings that enriched the earlier pub-

lished volume—published, by the way, nearly

forty years ago. It contained some of the boy
sketches of Maclise, full of rich fancy, and

strongly indicative of the fame to which the

great artist has since attained. They ought to

have been re-engraved for this edition. The
book purports to be edited by Mr. Thomas
Wright, but his labour seems to have been
limited to a preface, and in that he tells us very
little

;
while the memoir of Croker, by his son,

contains no very great deal beyond some letters

by Walter Scott and Maria Edgeworth. Yet
the book is a very welcome book; it was the

pioneer that led the way to many treasures in

fairy lore
;

it largely aided to make Ireland

better known in England; and to-day, as it

was long ago, it is a fund of pleasant and by no
means unprofitable reading. It is much to be
lamented that Mr. Wright did not tell us who
were the authors of some of the leading stories.

The best of them were written by Maginn

;

others were the contributions of Joseph Hum-
phreys (a Quaker), Charles Dodd, formerly of

the Times, the present Irish Chief Baron, S. C.

Hall, and several whose names are now for-

gotten, at least in connection with the fairy lore

of Ireland. Croker was the editor, and not the

author
;
but the merit of originating the work

belongs to him.

Leonore, A Tale
;
and Other Poems. By

Georglana, Lady Chatterton. Published

by Macmillan & Co., London.

Very early in life Lady Chatterton depicted with

a firm and truthful pen some phases of Irish cha-

racter, and contributed to the lighter portions of

our literature much that was pleasant as well as

pure. When those books were issued, the corrupt

taste for exciting “ sensation,” by depicting and
“illuminating” crime, was unknown in Eng-
land; it has had its “run,” and is now, we
trust, lagging in the race. Earnest men and
right-minded women, if they remain true to the
highest purposes of their art, will have their

reward. The same spirit that has restored

Shakspcrc to the stage, will bring back again
truth and dignity to English literature. Some
time ago Lady Chatterton published “ Memorials
of Admiral Gambier,” and still more recently
“ Selections and Translations from Plato and
J. P. Richter.” Nothing daunted at the taste

of the times being at war with poetry, she has

called imagination to her aid, and produced a

poem which ought to and will increase her repu-
tation. Her style is graceful and forcible; a

high moral influence pervades her poetry as it

does her mind. She leaves with her readers a

thorough conviction that she has done all she

could do to please and to instruct. Her poetry
happily combines freshness with experience,

fancy with truth. Among the many candidates

for that public favour which is ever ready to re-

ward desert, this book of Lady Chatterton’ s will

not be in the rear.

Lighthouses. By David Stephenson, F.R.S.E.
Published by A. and C. Black, Edinburgh.

The chapters comprising this small volume ori-

ginally appeared in Good Words. The author
very significantly says :— Every native of our
sea-girt kingdom ought to feel an interest in

the questions, What do wo owe to our light-

houses ? and what would our country be with-

out them ? but we suspect that, from lack of

information, these questions are not -viewed with
the attention which they demand.” When the
insular position of our country is taken into

consideration, with our vast marine, both com-
mercial and warlike, and our maritime propen-
sities as a people, there are comparatively few
of us who can be absolutely indifferent to these
guardians of life and property. The introduc-

tion of the lighthouse system is the safeguard of

our navy and its commerce
;

its extinction

would tend to the ruin of both, while its exten-

sion seems to be desirable on some parts of the
coast hitherto unprovided.
This history of lighthouses—their origin, con-

struction, illumination, and management—forms
a really entertaining little story, which we
think the author has done well in giving to the

;

public in a separate and distinct form from that

;

in which it first appeared. It is not so much
a professional engineer’s scientific account of

them, as a popular description suited to any
class of readers.
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NOMENCLATURE
OE PICTORIAL ART.

HARMONY.

0 define a term upon which, the
whole world is at present at log-
gerheads, is a difficulty, for not
only is the world generally in the
greatest perplexity on the sub-
ject—that is, Harmony as relat-

ing to colours—but that profession particu-
larly in which colour forms ono of the three
constituents out of which all its choicest
productions are elaborated, is equally at
moot as to what may be harmony or not
harmony.

Notwithstanding, therefore, it is abso-
lutely necessary that a man should be able
to furnish a definition of tho chief term he
is waiting on, in the absence of w’liich he
can expect little credence for either his sug-
gestions or his assertions

;
yet in this par-

ticular case his best definition becomos only
a theory, amongst many other theories on
the same subject, to be ultimately settled by
posterity, and to bo admitted to, or discarded
from, that much of pure science which here-
after may be admitted to displace so much
of pure Art ; so much, in fact, of pure cer-
tainty to be accepted in lieu of so much
pure uncertainty.

If Dr. Johnson had been called on to
write a definition of harmony, and finding
himself sotrammelled by the indefiniteness of
his term, he would have written some such
definition as his definition of painting, or
the more honest one, perhaps, of his defini-
tion of a definition. The best definition of
harmony, that is, chromatic harmony, ex-
tant is, that it consists of relationship, oppo-
sition, and subordination. If this definition
may not be found somewhere amongst the
writings of those very few who have treated
the subject of Fine Art with anything like
intelligence and power, put it down as my
own, for I bow to it most implicitly as con-
taining, in a crude form, all that can be
advanced on so intricate and so beautiful a
subject, consistently with chromatic truth
and chromatic beauty.

In opposition to this ono grand and crude
truth, we have three other more or less diver-
gent theories : the first, or oldest in date

—

that which deceived our great Newton—the
prismatic theory

; the second, the theory of
colour by accumulation, so beautifully
treated by the poet Goethe

; and the third,
the theory of chromatic harmony by con-
trast or opposition, first enounced by' Field,
and contemporaneously illustrated in the
polarisation of light by the physiologists of
the present time.

Of tho first two, it may be generally
asserted and easily proved that they both
are void of chromatic character, and alto-
gether deficient as exponents of either

Nature, with her boundless host of colours
and hues, or of Fine Art, with its demand
for sentiment, expression, and passion.

It is almost with bated breath that one
dares to impugn the universally acknow-
ledged beauties of the rainbow. Before it

we have crowed with delight as children,
as men we have looked at it with admira-
tion because connected with Holy Writ, and
again are moved with similar sensations to
those which swayed the spirit of Noah when
first witnessing it from the surging ark.
But as painters and philosophers wo must
admit, that, as a diagram of disintegrated
light—could it be even made always present
in the heavens—we should sigh for the
tertiaries, the quadrates, and the thousand
hues, and the ten thousand tints requisite
to constitute a palette for the sorriest imita-
tion of multifarious nature. Still relying
on the definition, relation, opposition, and
subordination, the capacity of the prismatic
theoiy, as exemplified in the spectrum, is

radically short of the whole series of
colours deducible from the primary triad,

yellow, red, and blue
;

as such spectrum
only includes those seven colours detected
by Newton on his first discovery that the
Toy prism, under the name it had sustained
for centuries of the fool’s paradise, was no-
thing more or less than an instrument
which determined the chromatic constituents
of Light itself.

To some it may be useful or satisfactory

to be reminded, that primitive colour as
found in light is refrangible—not equally so
in the whole triad, in which case it would
have delivered merely one darker tint of
an indefinite colour, and in ono place—but
unequally so, that is, red admits of refrac-

tion to the extent of one, yellow to the
extent of two, and blue to the extent of
three. Again, this refrangibility does not
exist to so great an extent as to perfectly
disengage one colour from another, or we
should have had the spectrum composed
only of a distinct and definite band of each
colour laid side by side, or in an extreme
case separated by interspaces of the colour
of tho ground upon which this shortened
spectrum should bo received. Instead of
which, with this limited refrangibility, each
band of colour is refracted exactly so much
as to place itself about one-third on its

neighbouring band. The progressive in-

crease of refrangibility of one, two, and
three, occurs in the order of red, yellow,
blue

; therefore red lays one-third of its

band over yellow, producing orange at the
doubling of the two colours. Yellow doubles
in the same way over one-third of blue,
producing green at the doubling, and blue
again doubles on the second and weaker
reflected red, producing violet.

It is said by many, and there are certainly
many examples to warrant such an asser-

tion, that nature never develops herself in

so complete a manner as to let man at once
into the secret he may be in search of ; and
this spectrum of light is one of these
examples. If tho rate of refrangibility, in-

stead of 1, 2, 3, had been 3, 6, 9, wo should
have had Newton coming to us with red,

yellow, blue, and been saved much per-
plexity, whilo it had been a much more
perfect groundwork to start from. Chro-
matism had advanced at double tho rate it

has made, and harmony as a part—if not the
whole object of it—might be by this time
an acknowledged science. Colourists would
have soon discovered tho mode of producing
tho doubling colours, orange, green, and
violet, as the secondaries, as they have the
mode of producing the tertiaries, russet,

citrine, and olive (called the tertiary red,

tertiary yellow, and tertiary blue), as well

as the quadrates, citrine-russet, citrine-

olive, and russet-olive.

It ought to be noticed here, that in chro-
matic science these four triads, from the
primitives to the quadrates, should all be
considered as bona fide colours : hues being
things quite apart from colours, though
necessarily ramifying themselves exten-
sively in those combinations forming the
more complex, poetical, and morbid har-
monies, and which are to be found only in
theworks of themost accomplished colourists.

It may appear strange that as amongst the
Italians you cannot find a single painter
who, as a general usage, adopts this morbid
style of colouring, yet from the Italian lan-

guage we derive the term “ morbidezza,”
generally applied as a high eulogy where tho
faintest blush of this quality betrays itself.

But to return to what is more immediately
involved in the pxismatic theoiy. In
physics it is a great thing to have deter-

mined not only the chromatic constituents

of light, but by tho self-same blow to be
able to assign the measured and exact sus-
ceptibility of each particular colour to its

particular amount of refrangibility. In
physics it is everything; in Art, and in Fine
Art especially, it is nothing. A painter and
colourist could well afford to have never
known of the analysis, and as far as his art

goes, never to have seen a rainbow nor heard
of such a thing as a prismatic theory. In-
deed in this last respect he would be much
better off

;
as it is, ho has merely had his

ears tickled, his perception confused, and
perhaps his practice perturbed. The grounds
upon which these objections rest are, in tho
first place, the colours produced by pris-

matic means are only a pair of triads in

lieu of two pairs. In tho next place, and
this is in every respect conclusive—before
the face of the definition, relation, opposition,

and subordination—as, though it admits of
opposition, of green to red, violet or purple
to yellow, and orange to blue, it does not
by any contrivance admit of subordination.
Neither does it again admit of more than an
imperfect relation—the ultimate relation-

ship of closely approximating colours, such
as a hue of yellow orange to yellow, of a
blue purple to blue, or a red purple to red,

hues of any sort being impossible under the
arrangement through which we obtain tho
prismatic spectrum, belonging as they do
to tho fullest chromatic scale. I say the
*

‘ fullest,” although it would be difficult ifnot
impossible to render a scale which should
include tho hues along with tho twelve ac-
credited colours. Without feeling any cer-

tainty as to whether the old Romans had
access to the prism, it is quite certain they
had the rainbow, and it is fair to pre-
sume they wero as much struck with it

as ourselves, and looked upon it in the
light of a heavenly messenger to teach
man the art and mystery of colouring. It

is quite true that in their large works they
unscrupulously admit into one picture the
three primitives as well as the three secon-
daries found in the prismatic scale, but not
further; analogously with the early Greeks,
who in music admitted, or felt no occasion
for more than, five tones or notes in music,
though how the one could put up with such
music or the other with such colour, has
puzzled equally the painters and the musi-
cians of the present day. Tho critics alone
have found in both themes for eulogy. Tho
professors in both arts, however, have held
their tongues and preserved their peace.
The critics in painting still adhere to tho
assertion that this Roman style of colouring
is in itself essentially grand, and conse-
quently in every respect appropriate to the
grand or historic style. It were well if a
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music of five notes could be got up, espe-
j

cially for the delectation of the coarse

nerves of these same yezedists. It were
|

superfluous to advance more than has been
,

said in opposition to the prismatic theory,

though we must be still content to hear of

an extraordinary brilliancy in the colour of

a picture desciibed as truly prismatic, a

quality only attainable under the most con-

summate management of the four chromatic

triads, elaborated in conformity with har-

monic laws, intuitively developing them-

selves through the original schemes of

chromatic and special organisms, like those .

of Rubens on the natural, and Titian on the
j

occasionally morbid set of tones, and neither

of whom, it may be imagined, could ever

go wrong.
It is a thing to be regretted that neither

Titian nor Rubens had ever written a word
about colour

;
but it is to be imagined that

the next really great, and at the same time

original, colourist may, in his turn, also go

down to the grave without once dreaming

of saying a word upon the one subject with

which he never had any difficulty, but over

which he possessed intuitive instinct and
never-failing power. It is thus that .we

might never obtain the power of colouring

from a colourist, any more than we might
obtain tho power of walking from a first-

rate pedestrian. Two more instances of the

stumbling-blocks nature constantly throws

in the path to knowledge !

As the theory of prismatic harmony

—

as illustrated by tho spectrum—is accom-
panied by a descent from red to blue, so tho

theory of colour by accumulation is accom-
panied by a descent from yellow to blue.

The theory itself has never been allowed in

the hands of Goethe to assume to be a theory

of harmony, but taking colour even in its

lightest state, that of the faintest tint of

yellow, to be darker than light, he assumes,

and I think very justly, that by superim-

posing a certain amount of dark upon light,

yellow is obtained; that by a constantly

increasing accumulation of dark, red is next

induced, and ultimately blue
;

this, when
the accumulation be perfectly gradual, oc-

curring without a break such as occurs in

the separation of the colours in tho rainbow,

but in a true and unbroken flow of one

colour into another. What again separates

this mode of colour from the prismatic mode
is, that tints occur as the gradation pro-

gresses, and more numei’ous than could be

described, inasmuch as they are infinite.

The general order, however, may be indi-

cated thus :

—

Light.
Light yellow.

Middle tone yellow.

Darker yellow.

Light orange.
Middle tint orange.
Darker orange.
Light red.

Middle tint red.

Darker red.

Light violet.

Middle tint violet.

Darker violet.

Light blue.

Darker blue.

Blue.

Instances of this arrangement are found in

nature on a large scale in the evening sky.

Indeed so far from the evening sky being a

prismatic production, the prismatic colours

occur in quite another order, commencing
with red instead of yellow. And hero we
must leave Goethe with the physicists, for

we cannot follow him in the search for har-

mony, from sheer lack of material. The
prismatic scheme, deficient as it is, gives us

one more colour, green. He, however,

establishes his claim to being a first dis-

coverer of this mode of colour, and furnishes

ample illustrations by many circumstances

under which this particular mode of colour

occurs, and among others the opal. This

mode of colour develops itself readily on a

common piece of window glass. When the

sun is setting amid a mass of tender

yellow hues, breath on the glass, and the

yellows will be reddened, the deeper reds

occurring where the breath or steam lies

heaviest
;

the breath, in this instance,

though not dark, operating the accumula-

tion, by which it seems that the term colour

by obstruction would be as well as colour

by accumulation : in each case dark is in-

duced ;
in the latter the accumulation

obstructs light and induces dark. In the

case of a gauze window curtain, one or two
folds induce yellow to a certain moderate

extent, and four or five folds develop a

certain delicate tint of red, while in the

hollow of the deeper folds, where light is

altogether excluded, you get a tint more
like blue than any other colour. We are

mostly much too dogmatical in assigning

some one particular cause of one’s own dis-

covery as the true if not the only source of

some particular phenomenon, and so with

the cause of the phenomenon of colour, we
have, it is very likely, assigned its cause

too generally to refraction. I shall be very

much surprised, and in some measure dis-

appointed, if there be not discovered at least

three distinct causes, or modes of colour,

the more so as nature is so prone to work
by trines. Already two distinct modes of

colour have been reported and described in

following this path in search of what is in-

trinsically harmonious, that is, a compre-

hensive scheme of chromatism, which shall

have for its basis relation, opposition, and
subordination.

Field, the cliromatist, in taking the most

popular view of the subject possible to bo

taken, inasmuch as it is an allowance of

the general opinion of the unlearned world

at large, enounces a third, that is, “ colour

inherent, as discoverable in pigments.” The
physiologists, however, will not bow to this,

but will have it to depend altogether on
molecular structure and an'angement, by
which one spocific an'angement refuses to

give any other colour but red, another

yellow, and another blue, and so on through

the whole four triads, making twelve ;
some

thousand hues and tints from each up to

infinity. A great many distinct molecular

airangements, you will say ! But, leaving

out of the question all unappreeiable num-
bers, as this mode of nature may be infinite,

j

the unlearned world, in the huge number of

' which I include myself, say—“ But all your

colours by molecular an'angement go out in

)

the dark, and require light to again produce

them.” “True,” answers the philosopher,

“we require light to reproduce them, as

colour itself is nothing more in this case

1 than the refraction of light from molecular

I
superfices: without lightwe havo no colour.”

|

This system has been supported by the

I

assertion, that in some persons born blind

i
the nervous system is so exquisitely fine,

' as to enable them to pronounce on any, or,

at least, some particular colours by touch

alone. I must confess to never having

seen this successfully proved, and think

that few scientific persons would cither

assert it as a fact, or risk their reputation

on its proof. Here is another circumstance

j

of some weight, which naturally suggests

itself as a fitting one for consideration, in

connection with the theory that all colour

|

is derivable from refraction of light alone,

pigmental as well as prismatic : that is, if

pigmental colour be derivable from refrac-

tion, merely using the molecular atom as a

prism, how comes it that pigmental colour

embraces the four triads, all hues and all

tints, while the prismatic colour’s got by

refraction embraco only two triads r It is

generally a losing game to set up pertina-

ciously an isolated opinion of your own,

against the united dictum of a scientific

phalanx. But under the impression pro-

duced by these antagonistic facts, I can

only say for myself, wonderful if true
;
and

that it is only to bo accounted for under

another fact—that at present comparatively

little is known on the subject generally,

theoretically, or practically, the last term

to be considered, as in the sense of its har-

mony, in regard to the art of painting. It

would be well if the eminent lecturer, Pro-

fessor Tyndal, could be induced to take tho

subject in hand, unpopular as itmay appear,

from its abstract naturo, in an ago so perti-

naciously addicted to the practically pro-

ductive. H, for instance, it would make
soap, or offer a cheap substitute for cotton

or paper, the affair might be expected in

full and luminous solution in a year or so.

The fact is, that at present wo havo not,

in so fulland acknowledged a state as to allow

of its being taken out of the realms of Art,

and placed definitively in that of science,

any system of colour in the sense in which

is taken chromatic harmony. We have

merely three distinct modes of colour, all

equally satisfactory and interesting to tho

physiological world. They are, colour by
refraction, due to Newton, colour by accu-

mulation, due to Goethe, and colour by
excitation.

This last mode of colour has been used

in suppoi't of a theory, that nature herself

suggests a perfect harmony to any one

colour, by exciting the retina by it in a

vivid state, and then suddenly taking tho

vision off the colour, and directing it—tho

vision—to a neutral or white surface.
.

The supporters of this theory insist,

that exciting the eye thus by an intense

red up to its full endurance, a spectrum of

green is produced on tho neutral surface,

and so on with the other colours of the

primary triad, a piu-ple spectrum resulting

from yellow. Now this may, or may not,

be all right as far as the facts go, though I

venture to assume it to be all. wrong.

There is a very characteristic saying, not

intended here to be taken in its offensive

sense, “ Give a rogue enough tether, and

he will hang himself.” It certainly is

generally tho case, that no men have so

much to retract as those who escape un-

answered. Hero is an instance. Allowing

for the nonce that this first opening of the

theory be right, and that red, endured up

to an exciting extent, produces a spectrum

of green, what becomes of the argument

which, in making the next step forward,

assumos that the inverse of tho first propo-

sition takes place ? that is, that by exciting

the eye by a full and brilliant green, a

spectrum of red is produced
;
that purple

produces a spectrum of yellow, and that

orange produces a spectrum of blue ? The
untenableness of this continuation of the

theory up to any useful extent will be thus

exemplified, I think. It is easy to conceive

the possibility that a primary cause might

produce a secondaiy effect
;
but difficult, if

not impossible, to imagine that a secondaiy

cause should produce a primary effect, such

as the production of a red spectrum by the

excitation of green.

The double fallacy of this theory of colour

by excitation, derives itself firstly from an

exaggerated estimate of the power of the

spectra evoked, and then (as to their being
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a modo of harmony) from the fact that the

spectra, as stated to be produced, are in

direct opposition to the colours producing

them, failing, therefore, to result in a har-

mony. In regard to the vivacity of colour

in the spectra, nearly everything depends
on an abnormal vision, tho greater excita-

bility of the organ producing the greater

vivacity in tho spectra. It is, therefore,

with much and incessant care that this sub-

ject should be conducted, and always with

strict reference to the stato of the organ to

bo submitted to any experiment. And, as

the immortal Mrs. Glass says, “first catch

your haro,” that is, in our case, be sure

you have a subject with a perfect apprecia-

tion of not only the single triad of primaries,

but the wholo four triads together
;

so that

the little difference between the colour olive,

and a huo of blue olive, yellow olive, or red

olive, shall bo immediately appreciable.

With an eye thus constituted, it will be
at once perceived that the colours green,

purple, and orange, are exaggerations of

hues just trending on green, purple, and
orange, instead of the bona fide colours

themselves ;
and that the complimcntaries to

tho secondaries, purple, green, and orange,

instead of being spectra of yellow, red, and
blue, will bo at most citrine to the purple,

russet to the green, and olive to tho orange.

It seems cruel and heartless to endeavour
to reverse, or seriously alter, so amiable a

theory as that embraced under the phrase,
“ colour by excitation.” and which has for

its most potent ground-work a' fact as wide
as Stature itself,—that all organised things

have within themselves, when in a normal
state, the powers of reproduction, sclf-sus-

tension, alleviation, and cure. And thus is

it most eloquently argued : the eye haring
received a temporary hurt under the too

great excitement of tho colour' red, cures

itself by conjuring up a spectrum of the two
remaining colours, yellow and blue, result-

ing in green, and capable of allaying the irri-

tation caused by an excess of red. I have
said eloquently argued

;
it would be well if

rationally could be substituted for eloquontly.

But does it not, in going no further, suggest

itself, that the whole gist of the subject has

dropped through a huge hole in the argu-

ment, and left nothing within besides a

hurt, and its cure. We have in this case

nothing analogous to hurts by red and
cures by green, nor hurts by green and
cures by red ; but, on the contrary, all that

we have to do with here, is a perfectly

normal and pleasurable state of tho sensa-

tions, operated through tho means of well-

adjusted and intelligent harmony. Wo
really do not want to poison ourselves on
red, in order to be cured by green

;
nor to

poison ourselves on green, in order to be
cured by red. Even if it were possible

(which may be doubted) to imbibe one
colour to an extent that would demand an
equivalent in another, we should prefer the

edible harmony to the indigestible opposi-

tion—that harmony which grows on what
it feeds, and is ever athirst for a healthful

more.
If it were intended to adopt the theory

of “ colour by excitation,” on which to erect

a system of harmony, it would be necessary
to go through tho whole four triads, and if,

on finding that tho asserted red spectrum, as

a complimentary opposition to green, be not
really a red, but merely a russet, to assign to

it that colour
;
and so on with all the others.

And the amended colour of russet, in lieu of

red, would be, indeed, one out of two of

the most correct harmonies to green. But
tho theory itself is now so well known,
and will continue for some considerable

time to remain so, that it had better be let

alone in its primitive state, and together

with it its supposed-to-be-evolved spectra
!

of oppositions; in this state it will serve
'

the better as a monument of one of the
j

gravest errors against which we have
knocked our heads in search of chromatic

!

harmony,— its great and radical defect

being the attempt to impose upon common
|

sense an opposition for a harmony, an op-

position without either relationship or sub-
ordination. Eor a most complete manual

j

of this theory, there is nothing in print

equal to Field’s “ Chromatography.” The i

construction of the work is conducted on a I

systom of perfect sequences, beautifully
J

tabularised, and illustrated by coloured

diagrams from the primary triad down to
|

the quadrates ; while another series gives

tho four triads in harmony, or, if you
like, opposition. I shall never regret the

time spent in completely mastering this
;

chromatic compendium, as not until this

was done, and as a direct consequence of its

being done, did the truth of a completely

new theory make itself apparent. After .

trying in vain to digest tho opposition as a
harmony, and arguing as a young man,
with Field himself, on the impossibilities

of the system, I was forcibly struck with
the idea that the limitation itself of one
harmony to each primitive colour was in

itself decidedly adverse to tho probability

that the theory were truly grounded in the

nature of things. And here, though Field

at once admitted tho potency of analogy as an
argument, haring previously written a paper

or essay to prove the analogon to be a third

organon in logic, he constantly recurred to

the eye as being the sole arbiter in the

matter of harmony, whose judgment was
to bo considered as supreme, and without

appeal. His impression was evidently based

on the extra vivacity to be expected from
the juxtaposition of opponents, instead of

bringing into juxtaposition what he called
“ merely” harmonies. This qualifying term,
“merely,” at once opened my eyes some-
what wider, and I necessarily concluded,

though I hope not ungenerously, that my .

mentor in colour for tho time being was, at
j

tho bottom, in search rather of impressive- i

ness, or vivacity, than harmony.
Tho future of my artistic life from this

time was devoted, as a chief point, to in-
,

quiries on this solo subject. Field had the
|

rare sagacity to select tho only form of

diagram in which to embody the triads of !

the chromatic scale, and to bring them into

immediate and diversified contact. This
j

foim, therefore, the triangle, was continued, .

and out of which it was not unreasonable !

to suppose that some new and more correct I

system of harmony was likely to develop
|

itself. It was thought, again, as absolutely
;

necessary that all hues of any description

whatevershouldbemost carefullvand scrupu-
(

lously refused admission into this category
|

of acknowledged colours, for much confusion i

has been occasioned by the uncertainty in

our mode of conversing on the subject of

colour, such as using too extensively the

term colour, or, on the other hand, too

limitedly
;
some using the term colour ex-

clusively for the three primaries, some in-

cluding the secondaries, as Newton has

done, but nearly every one refusing the ter-

tiaries and quadrates a place, except as

hues, and all the world, generally speaking,

indiscriminately applying tint, shade, hue,

blush, and somo others, to indicate some
specific state of a colour, to which one term
alone would only be strictly applicable.

Some persons may say, inasmuch as they

have very high authority for doing so, “ A
rose by any other name would smell as

sweet,” but it is suggested, in a treatise on

scents, it would not exactly do to call the

rose an onion, nor a tulip. In colours, at

any rate, we call the whole four triads

colours, and have high authority for doing

so, if Newton bo considered an authority.

But haring gone with Newton so far as

the first departure from the primaries—the

secondaries—why stop there ? as the remain-
ing two triads are arrived at by merely a
continuation of the same process or principle

by which we arrived at the secondaries. It

may be asked, why not go further still ?

We have not the least objection; but Field

very justly says that all further duplexing

of tho colours results in indefinite greys.

Indeed, the quadrate russet blue, being on
the dark side of the scale, is of itself a

colour somewhat difficult to pronounce.

Let us accept, then, the whole four quad-

rates as accredited colours, the primaries

being full and brilliant, and the tertiarics

and quadrates more or less low and melan-
choly, and all derived from the primaries,

not on any arbitrary or preconceived notion

ofwhat a colour ought to be, but in strict and
sequential combinations of half and half of

each coloiu’ of every triad, that is, equal

parts in force of coloiu- of every one colour

in a triad ; the primaries resulting in

secondaries, tho secondaries producing ter-

tiaries, and the tertiarics quadrates.

The best mode for a student in harmony
to pursue, to test the impression producible

by any number of combinations of these

coloius in immediate contact, is to preparo

a number of good-sized equilateral triangles

in a stout, say twelve-sheet, mounting board
or card paper, with some of the triangles

double the size of others. Paint on each of

these, either in oil or water-colours, a single

triad only, so that when complete, by means
of a hole in the centre, they may be thrown
on a peg in the centre of another panel in

wood, and capable of being turned round
without trouble. By this method every
conceivablo combination of tho accredited

colours may be obtained, their accuracy

tested, and the mind exercised on the har-
monious, and inharmonious, contacts

;
and

by this means the mind, though it may not
be exquisitely organised for harmonic appre-

ciation, will naturally obtain a preference

for some combinations over others, and
most probably a more correct one than if

permitted to remain unpractised ;—it will

find itself gradually enriching in its number
and variety of combinations, and possibly

in its power over general harmony and in-

telligence
;
harmony being nothing moro

nor less than chromatic intelligence, either

instinctive, scientific, empirical, or all three.

This was the mode adopted in searching

amongst the combinations offered by the

full scale for a cast in which all tho con-
tacts would admit (by reference to the
numbers of their constituents) of a rela-

tionship, opposition, and subordination.

Take, for example, the primary red. Ac-
cording to the harmonic diagram, it has a
contact with three harmonic colours—ci-

trine, olivo, and citrine-olive—two tertiarics

and a quadrate. In the two tertiarics tho
subordinate number of the red is as two to

eight, and in the quadrate citrine-olive the
same, vide the Table 2 of constituents

;

and this amount of subordination obtains

throughout the whole scale. Harmony in

colour, therefore, has for its basis what
some would call a mysterious combination

of numbers, productive of an intelligent

variety, and resulting in harmony strictly

analogous with what is called chromatism
in musical movement by transition.*

J. B. Pyxe.

* To be continued.



SOCIETY OF FEMALE ARTISTS.

This Society opened its ninth, exhibition to the
public on the 28th of January. Like all similar
institutions, it has its own proper circle of sup-
porters

;
but unlike certain others, some of the

soundest talent it displays is unconnected with
the Society more nearly than by contribution

;

and yet the names of even these' exhibitors,' how
worthy soever of public notice, were unknown
before their just claims to distinction were set
forth by this institution. The catalogue, 'withal,
contains names that have long been honourable
in Art

;
and the works to which these names are

now appended sustain them in the odour of
repute. The gradual increase in the real value
of its productions is the surest evidence that
the institution has not existed without having
ofFected a great measure of good

;
but it is to be

regretted that this enhancement is only partial.

Lady artists are t not sufficiently ambitious of
excelling in figure composition. Flowers and
“ still life ” form a proportion, too marked, of this
collection; but in justice to these, it must be
said, that very many of them commend them-
selves to the eye by the most graceful disposi-
tions, and the most moving tenderness of de-
scription. There is scarcely a question of the
ulterior disadvantage to themselves of so many
being followers of Persephone — emulously
gathering sweets in the fields of Enna, but this
is one of the evils for which our Schools of De-
sign have to answer. The merit of the works of
which we speak is of every degree

;
thus those

that are low in the scale have no chance of
attracting attention. The extraordinary success
of a few professors in this section has called up
crowds of others, especially ladies who aspire
to bright honour in the same path; but already
many must feel themselves distanced in the race.
What we have already said, and what we now
repeat in one word is, that there is a noble
field open for landscape Art of high character to
those Englishwomen who may not choose to
meet the difficulties of study from the life.

Miss Gillies contributes this season but one
drawing, .‘ A Young Knight ’ (77), in a full suit
of plate-armour. The novelty of this kind of
study for a lady leads us to look especially at
the equipment, which is made out even to the
graven ornamentation on the steel. Miss Gillies
is most happy in her diversity of subjects, and
the success with which she sets forth her ideas.
There are, by a lady who veils herself in the
initials E. Y. B., three admirable etchings—‘A
Dream ’ (221), ‘ Arcadia ’ (225), and ‘Fragments’
(235), remarkable for a much richer vein of
thought than that by which the great proportion
of the poetry of Art is animated. In * Arcadia,’
we find a young bacchanal amid a shower of
luscious fruits

;
and in ‘ Fragments,’ the youthful

Saviour is the principal character. The two
latter would paint extremely well

;
but such is

the perfection of the etching, that they might
thus lose in perspicuity. ‘ Beatrice Mary
Florence’ (188), and ‘The Young Archer’ (182),
by Mrs. E. M. Ward, appear to be brilliant
portraits of children, showing a well-matured
accomplishment in this department. Miss
Swift s two pictures, ‘ Two Heads better than
One, and ‘ A Stitch in Time saves Nine,’ are in
continuation of the humble life incident whence,
she elects to draw her subject matter. These
works arc far preferable to'. those of last year,
inasmuch as the execution is much more careful,
and the chiaroscuro not less successful. ‘ A Little
Gleaner (78), Mrs. Backhouse, is pictorially
more perfect than anything we have eVer seen
under this name, the figure being entire, and
relieved by a well-painted sylvan-background.
Mrs. Nils Milller (a name now to us) exhibits
* Instruction’. (168*), a work apparently showing
much ability, but placed .too high for ' examina-
tion. It seems an emanation of the ripe student-
ship of a foreign school. ‘The First-Born ’

(164), Miss Emma Brownlow, is, as 'the title
suggests,a domestic subject, as is also ‘Anxious
Moments—A Kay of Hope but the latter em-
braces a range of emotions of another kind, the
subject being a doctor's visit to a sick child.
There arc many valuable qualities in this artist’s

works, but these examples arc somewhat hard.
In‘ Ketumingfrom Covent Garden,’ (167), Miss
G. Swift/ are the elements' of a good picture,
but it looks unfinished. One of the most am-
bitious themes in the collection is by Clara E.
Kettle, ‘ Cleopatra hiking the Asp from Char-
mian ’ (229), a large painting on ivory, worked
out with the most studious care. ‘A French
Flower-Girl ’ (28), Miss Adelaide Burgess, pre-
sents the head of the figure round, bright, and
life-like

; the picture in every way is supe-
rior to all works formerly exhibited by this lady,
who

.

has also sent ‘ The May Wreath ’ (88),
‘ Cat’s Cradle ’ (110), &c., all great improvements
on her former works. ‘ The Jew’s Harp ’ (-11),

Miss Sarah F. Hewitt, and ‘ Shade in a Hop
Garden’ (251), are perhaps less telling than
others that have been already exhibited by this
artist : the latter, especially, is a subject of no
common difficulty. ‘ Kiss Little Sister’ (53),
and ‘A Little Maid of Ischia ’ (98), Miss Agnes
Bouvier, are effective in relief and colour,
but deficient in the thought of the wear and
tear of every-day nature. A miniature portrait
of a young lady (237), Alicia H. Laird, is a
small work of much beauty, and in another
portrait on paper, by Miss Lane (93), we recog-
nise at once the features of Miss Helen Faucit.
Mrs. L. Goodman exhibits life-sized head por-
traits in oil of Mrs. H. Thurbum (168), the
late James Esdaile, Esq. (170), &c., and a pic-
ture called ‘ Flora ’ (195). There is, moreover,
bearing the same fragrant name, ‘ Lady Flora ’

(87), by Miss A. L. Oakley, but differently
appointed, as wearing the dress of the middle
of the last century. ‘Jock's got it’ (13), by
Mrs. Mackenzie, nee Landseer, ‘Lassie’ (238),
and ‘ Myrtle ’ (239), Miss Jessie Landseer, are
examples of canine portraiture, characterised by
a marked fellow-feeling with the works of Sir
Edwin himself. Miss S. S. Warren contributes
some, landscapes of greater artistic power and
decision of manner than are usually met with
in works of this class by ladies, as ‘ Southcot
Lane, Berks’ (82), ‘The Path through the
Woods’ (72), &c. By Louise Rilyner, ‘ Dur-
ham, from below Framwellgato Bridge,’ is a
very faithful version of a new which, since the
early days of. Robson, has been a favourite with
our most eminent painters. This lady exhibits
also ‘ Black Gate, Newcastle,’ and ‘ Old Houses
on Elvet Bridge, Durham’ (71), skilful in ma-
nipulation, but in parts too black. Other studies
distinguished by merit of various degrees are,
‘Near Lugano’ (8), Clara Mitchell, and ‘Lago
Muzzano, on the Luino Road ’ (48), by the same

;

‘ Chelsea from below the Old Bridge ’ (244),
Mrs. E. D. Murray

;

‘ Lying to in Warfleet
Creek, Dartmouth,’ II. A. Seymour

;
‘ Loch

Katrine ’ (79), ‘ Oaks at Ampthill Park, Beds,’
Mrs. Wilson- Eustace Patten, and others by
Miss Gastineau and Miss Bradshaw Smith

;
also

‘From the Common, Richmond ’. (22), a dif-

ficult,but successfully treated subject, by Palacia
E. Fahey; ‘ Sketches at Folkestone’ (147), Mrs.
Hussey

;
‘ Great Mongcham, Kent' (242), Miss

Bessie Parkes
; ‘The First Sketch’ (171), Mrs.

Rochat
;

‘ Noon near Ilorsemondcn, Kent’
(171*),. Miss C. F. Williams; ‘Rue St. Jean,
Beauvais’ (187), Mrs. Plemming; ‘Uncertain
Ground’ (169), Miss Lefroy, &c.

Here, too, are examples of flower painting
equal to the very best efforts in tliis direction.
There are by Miss Emma Walter, ‘ Fruits and
Flowers’ (47), ‘Flowers Fresh Gathered’ (58),
&e., with many exquisito flower-drawings by
Miss Lane, studies of rare beauty, as ‘ Dorset-
shire Growth’ (76), ‘ Cinerarias ’ (35); ‘Sum-
mer Briar Roses’ (43), Mrs. Pfeiffer; ‘Apple
and Holly ’ (36), Miss A. M. Fitzjames

;

‘ Grapes
and Apples’ (230), ‘Hazel Nut and Bramble’
(236), Miss Helen Coleman

;
‘ Wild Roses ’

(252), Miss E. Cantelo
;

‘Disarranged Roses,
Miss H. Harrison

; ‘Fruit’ (226), Mrs. Nixon,
&c- As a painter of animals and still life, Agnes
Dundas is prominent among ladies : her dogs’
heads and dead birds are worthy of high com-
mendation. On the whole, it may bo said that
the contributions of the members of the Society
advance greatly in flower-painting, and also in
a marked degree in landscape

;
but in personal

narrative the progress is not proportionablv re-
markable.

SELECTED PICTURES.

FROM TIIE COLLECTION OF W. BASnALL, ESQ.,
FARIXGDOX LODGE, PRESTON.

THE NOVICE.
A. Elmore, R.A., Painter. T, Vernon, Engraver.

Mr. Elmore has painted two pictures bear-
ing the above title; one, exhibited at the
Academy in 1843, represents a young man
preparing to take upon himseif monastic
vows

; he is seated at the door of the monas-
tery, for whose solitude ho has left busy life

and his former companions, a number of
whom are seen in the distance enjoying
their usual diversions : the world and the
cloister are striving for the mastery in the
heart of the young recluse—

-

“For who, to dumb forgetfulness a prey,

Left the warm precincts of the cheerful day.
Nor cast one longing, lingering look behind?”

The second picture is that engraved here
;
it

was exhibited in 1852, and in both we find
a similarity of idea presented'under different
forms. In this later version the “ norice ”

is a young girl
;
she is seated on a low bed

in the slenderly-furnished apartment, or
cell, of the convent ; the room, however, has
a greater air of comfort than that she will
probably occupy when the term of her novi-
‘tiate has expired, and she becomes'amenablo
to all the strict rules of the religious house,
if the temptations from which she' is not
altogether yet free do not recall her to the
world again. Of that world, with its gaieties
and its fascinations, she has a sight through
the window, where the revels of the carnival
are going on

;
and it is quite evident her

thoughts, if not hor heart, are with the
merry throng; not yet are both sealed
against the influences of the scenes and
sounds of merriment, else the window would
be closed, the curtain drawn before it—all
shut out. But her eyes are cast—perhaps
half wistfully and half compassionately—on
the crowded street

;
the book of prayer is

laid aside, her bead-roll hangs listlessly from
the fingers

;
the laughter and the joy bells

without have, for a time at least, driven
from her mind all devotion, and called up
recollections of the past, which still retain
something of their original sweetness.
Through the open "door of the cell the

venerable Lady Superior of the convent,
supported by a nun, advances to converse
with the young maiden

;
possibly to read

her a homily upon the vanity of earthly
pleasures, taking the text from the scene
outside. Beyond these two figures is an
open court-yard, which the small crucifixes
visible show to be the burying-place of the
inmates when the almost living death is ex-
changed for the stem reality itself; some
one lias said that ‘

‘ a nun is but a flower
worked on black crape—a silver crest on
a funeral pile.”

The artist has worked out his story in a
very simple but very forcible manner ; he
has surrounded it with nothing which is

inconsistent with its truth. The maiden is

placed, as it were, between two* opposing
powers : the votaries of pleasure calling her
back to the allurements of the world on the
one hand, and, on the other, the aged abbess
advancing with feeble step, to enforce a
continuance in that path •which, according
to the monastic creed, is the only certain
way to peace here, and a glorious immor-
tality in the life to come. The manner in
which the principal figure is lighted up and
brought away from the background is most
masterly; in fact, the chiaroscuro throughout
is excellently managed.
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many, enthusiasts who believed in a mission and sought for a

vocation, and were eager to enrol themselves under the guardian-
j

ship of zealous leaders as apostles or martyrs in the cause of

Art regenerate. Of the bodily aspect of these eccentric men as they
walked the streets ofRome, and of their mental habits when secluded

in cloistor studios, it may bo worth while to preserve the traditions

which still survive among their former and favourite haunts.

Cornelius, Overbeck, Schadow, Yeit, Schnorr, Pforr, Yogel, and
Wiichter,* the compact band of German painters settled in Rome
in the first and second decade of the present century, were not in

their younger years guiltless of affectation, or of the vanity which
seeks to gain the eye of the world through singularitjr

. By an
assumption, a failing often incident to partial and one-sided know-
ledge, and through a boasting, the frequent fault of youthful
assurance, when unchecked by the discipline which expei’ience

supplies—sins of which their namesakes, the Pre-Raphaelites of

England, were in subsequent days guilty—the German neophytes
provoked criticism, derision, and calumny. It is said they
assumed antique costumes, that their manners bespoke pretence,

and that the epithets by which they wished to bo distinguished

were open to the charge of conceit. Assuredly such terms as

“the old and new, the German and Roman painters,” or “the new
German religious and patriotic artists” wore well calculated to rouse

the derision of enemies. Thus these tyros, not exempt from the

weakness of coxcombs, were nicknamed “Nazarites,” because,
as with the sect of old, they affected to wear long hair, which was
left in disorder to fall on the shoulders and flow down the back.
They were also in obloquy termed “ Pre-Raphaelites,” inasmuch
as, setting little store on the works of Raphael, they gave them-
selves over to the mannerism of prior epochs. Like Pugin,
Ruskin, Rio, Montalembert, and others in our own day, who have
preached as purists too exclusive doctrines, these Germans, espousing
bigotry as a virtue, held the influence of Raphael to have been
pernicious ; they believed that the Church of the sixteenth century
had suffered woe ; and they taught and acted on the assumption
that the great painters of the period which has usually been deemed
supreme, were in their works anti-Christian, self-seeking, and
vain-glorious. Raphael thus falling under denunciation, it is

almost needless to name the artists on whom the zealots bestowed
the warmth of their affection. Giotto, Orcagna, Perugino, and of

course, pre-eminently, EraAngelico, the holymonk of Florence, were
tho painters alone worthy of emulation. These were the pure models
upon which Christendom must hope to restore a lost religious Art.

Thus these sciolists, not content merely to labour in their calling,

seem betimes to have fashioned a theory, to have given themselves
over to that metaphysical speculation in which Germans are known
to delight, and to have drunk of that mystic philosophy which in

Port Royalists had kindled into ardour, eloquonco, and devotion.

It was said that the tares which in the field of Art were growing up
together with tho wheat, choking the good seed, ought to be rooted

out and burned, and that Christian painting, purged from sin’s

pollution, must henceforth bo made puro as the souls of the

redeemed. It was proclaimed that all painting should be ‘
‘ soul-

painting;” that as of created things here on earth the spirit of

man is the noblest and the most enduring, so in tho highest Art
soul and spirit ought to dominate over flesh. Outward bodily

form, rich materials, the dyer’s pomp of colour’, pertain but to

things perishable. Such mere mundane allurements leavo tho

inward desire of tho heart unsatisfied
;
the thirst for the infinite

and the absolute still remains imquenched. Art thus destitute of

life-giving essence is dead : ideal limbs and members as moulded
by Greek sculptors fall short of the true ideal ; and melting har-

monies such as the painters of Yenice indulged in, lack heavenly
rapture. On the other hand, in the true and only Christian Art,

the body is animate with the soul, matter is inspired by spirit, and
outward form becomes sensitive to inward emotion. Such is the
express creed which was enunciated by, or on behalf of, the

Drawn by W. J. Allen.] Veit, Dinxt.

CHRISTIANITY INTRODUCING THE ARTS INTO GERMANY.
\Engraved by J. D. Cojper.

dogmatic spiritual school—a faith not free from bigotiy, a high-
sounding philosophy not exempt from fallacy and snare. As
was to be expected, the fervour of the novices degenerated into
fanaticism. In 1814 Overbeck, the two brothers Schadow, and
other painters who dwelt in the cloisters of San Isidoro, went over

* Among the authorities consulted in the writing of this series of papers—“ German
Painters of the Modern School”—are the following:—“Die Kiinstler uller Zeiten und
Vulker,” von Professor Fr. Muller Dietionnaire Historique des Pcintres de toutes les
Ecoles,” par Adolphe Siret ;

“ Ansicliten fiber die Bildenden Kunste von einen Dentschen
Kiinstler in Rom : Die Deutsche Kunst in unserem Jahrhundert,” von Dr. Hagen

:

“Geschiehtc der Bildenden Kunste in neunzehuten Jahrhundert,” von Anton Springer;
“ Die Kunigliche Kunstakademie in Diisseldorf,” von Wiegmann.

!
to Roman Catholicism, and in taking this step, they believed that

their works, as well as they themselves personally, obtained bap-

tism and new birth. But henceforth it may be feared they pledged

themselves to seek after, not the truth and the beauty which are

universal, which existed before churches, and which will last

though churches should have an end ;
for they became servile to

sacerdotal forms, imitators of prescriptive styles, reproducers of

traditional ideas, painters who would not rest content until every

work of Art should be crowned with the crucifix and sanctified by
the image of tho Yirgin. This saddening story may be read_ with

profit by men in our own country given to like follies.

T
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Friedrich Wilhelm Sciiadow was bora in Berlin in the year

1789. The stars seem about this time to have shed oyer northern

latitudes a light favourable to sacred Art, and the planets it would
appear ruled a common destiny for several painters who were in

coming seasons to shine in the heavens as one constellation. In
this same year of 1789, Overbeck’s nativity was cast in the neigh-

bouring town of Lubeck
;
two years later Cornelius rose like a

comet on the horizon of Dusseldorf ; and within the three succeed-

ing years came into the world, though with milder light, Yeit, who
gave lustre to Berlin, and Schnorr, who added to the renown of

Leipzig. This correlation of phenomena it is right to deem as

something more than accidental. This concentration of concurrent

intellect on a given spot at one time, comes in confirmation of a

doctrine promulgated by Ullmann, the law under which men of

genius make in the world a periodical appearance, and seems to

suggest in the economy of Divine providence “ the idea of a great

spiritual choir, extending, in harmonious succession, through the

whole history of human progress.” Such a line of thought’will

prepare the reader to find an ever-recurring correspondence running
through the lives and the works of the chief leaders in the new
school. We are not surprised to learn that in the year 1810

Friedrich Wilhelm Schadow went, in company with his brother,

Rudolph, to Rome, that he there joined fellowship with Cornelius

and Overbeck, became identified with the so-called sect of
“ Nazarites,” and entered two years later, in company with his

brethren, the Holy Catholic Church. Like other members of his

school, Schadow tried a prentice hand in the decoration of the Casa
Bartholdi. A more mature work is the large picture, ‘ The Wise
and Foolish Virgins,’ in the Stiidel Institute, Frankfort, which
may be accepted as a fair manifesto of the artist’s powers. Schadow
I cannot rank as a master-mind, and this composition does not

possess the marks of a master-work. I recognise indeed, in the

countenances of the wise virgins, not perhaps wisdom, but yet
purity and beauty, and all that care in a painter can accomplish is

here attained. But the figure of Christ is wholly wanting in

Divine presence, and no passage throughout the picture has been
pronounced with power. Schadow is known by minor productions,
including portraits; and his position in Germany was, after all, less

due to his works as a painter than to his skill as a professor. As
a teacher in the Academy of Berlin, scholars crowded round him

;

when Director of the Dusseldorf Academy, which he re-organised,
among his pupils were numbered Hildebrandt, Sohn, and Lessing.
But he had not strength to hold the seat into which he had
moimted. A reaction set in against the party he espoused, and he
had to endure from rivals cruel attacks. He was accused of being
a narrow partisan of sacred, or rather sacerdotal, Art, and his style

was stigmatised as soft and sugared superficiality. A younger
generation of men had arisen, who, according to the spirit of the

age, demanded vigorous naturalism, vivid colour, and bold
execution. Schadow, after a severe struggle, laid down his

authority. He died in 1862, not without honour. He was doctor

in the University of Bonn, Knight of the Red Eagle and other

orders, and member of the Academy of Berlin, and of the Institute

of France.
Philipp Veit, whose master-work we engrave, was made of

stouter stuff. His ancestors, it appears, were Jews, and Frederich
von Schlegel, who had married a daughter of Moses Mendelssohn,
was his stepfather. To recount his history is but to repeat the
incidents already recorded in the lives of the other disciples of the

school. Veit went to Rome, joined the brotherhood, and painted

frescoes in the Casa Bartholdi and the Villa Massimi. In 1830 he
was made Director of the Stiidel Instituts, Frankfort, and he
numbered Settegast and the lamented Alfred Rethel among his

scholars and assistants. His works are few. Among his designs

JOSEPH INTERPRETING PHARAOH'S DREAM.
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it may be worth while to mention ‘ The Heavenly Stranger,’ the
supposed origin of Mr. Holman Hunt’s “Light of the World.”
Yeit, in taking for his text ‘

‘ Behold, I stand at the door and knock, ’

’

adopts a literal reading, and gives the simple germ of that idea
which our English painter subsequently wrought out in elaborate
detail, and loaded with symbolic meaning.

‘ The Introduction, through Christianity, of the Arts
into Germany ’ I have selected for engraving, because it is a
picture in which Veit put forth his full power. The work is

important as an example of the practice of fresco painting as
revived by the Germans, and it is interesting as a manifestation of
the symbolism through which the mystic minds of these painters
were accustomed to veil their thoughts. In the midst of the com-
position stands the allegorical figure of Religion; one hand is placed
upon a volume of the Holy Scriptures, which an angel bears, the
other hand holds a palm branch, the symbol of enduring peace.

Religion, thus personified, turns her eyes towards the great apostle

of Germany, the holy St. Boniface. This missionary to the
heathen proclaims to the wild dwellers in the woods the good
tidings of everlasting redemption. Before the might of the

preacher’s words, a venerable bard, foreseeing that his dominion is

at an end, trembles in despair. Towards the farther right, a
young priestess, in anger, hastens away, but vows future revenge.
Around, encircled in a group, are the old and the wise listening in

wonder, together with the young, who lend to the new faith willing
assent. Mark especially the boy leaning on a hatchet ready to cut
down the groves of oak sacred to bards and Druid priests. Before
him gushes a fountain, yielding waters for baptism. In the other
parts of the picture are seen the fruits of Christianity in the rise of
the sister Arts. A Gothic church is already well-nigh finished.

Under a laurel tree are figures like to the three Graces, the
symbols of Sculpture, Architecture, and Painting. Standing in

Drawn by W. J. Allen .j Schnorr,
Emit.

THE MEETING OF REBECCA AND ISAAC.

[Engraved by J. D. Cooper.

the foreground is the triple group the impersonation of Poetry,
Music, and Chivalry. Near to the church two monks, with open
book, show Christianity the parent of learning; and on the farther
left a cluster of children, spelling then’ lesson, tells that only in
the fostering of early and tender blossoms can knowledge and "the
Arts flourish and expand. The preceding interpretation will at
once prove how much thought has been devoted to the development
of the stoiy. The treatment, which is worthy of the theme, calls

for further remark. It will be observed that the composition is

somewhat panoramic, that like to the frescoes in the Campo Santo
of Pisa, distinct incidents and successive periods in time are linked
together into one narrative. The skill of the painter is seen in
that he has reconciled to the eye this violation of the unities.
Another point is also worthy of note. The picture, in accordance
with the usual practice in mural paintings, is without any decided

concentration of effect
;
an equally diffused light pervades the

entire composition, which is studiously sober, telling a simple stoiy
without the show of rhetoric or the violence of declamation. It

must be confessed, however, that certain defects, from which the
German school seldom escapes, tend to make the original work
somewhat disagreeable. The colour is crude, and the outlines cut
harshly against the sky. Hence is it that engravings from German
pictures are often more pleasing than the pictures themselves

;
yet

when last I stood before this composition, I was greatly struck
with the mastery it displayed. The forms are noble, the figures

are drawn with knowledge and power, the draperies are cast with
skill, the characters are clearly thought out, and thus, in all that
pertains to Art, as the expression of mind and the exponent of
truth, this work is triumphant. To bestow higher praise were
difficult.
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Julius Schnorr yon Karolsfeld is of a family well known in

the annals of German painting. No less than five artists of this name
find a place in contemporary records. The subject of our memoir

was born in the year 1794 at Leipzig, and his earliest studies were

made under the instruction of his father, Hans Veit Schnorr. At

the age of seventeen he went to Vienna to work in the Aoaclemy,

and falling under the influence of Joseph Koch and Ferdinand

Olivier, he became smitten with the newly-discovered truth and

goodness of the old German and the early Italian masters. A few

years later he joins in the common migration to Home, and receives,

in company with his young friends, a commission to decorate in

fresco the Villa of the Marchese Massimi. In 1827 he was appointed

Professor in the Academy of Munich, and in that city, sharing the

royal patronage, his exuberant imagination gained adequate sphere

for expansion and display. His genius, inclining little towards the

severity of classic, or the austerity of mediaeval forms, leaned

rather to those romantic schools which give wing to fancy. In the

Villa Massimi his poetic invention had expatiated in illustration

of Tasso’s ‘ Jerusalem Delivered;’ and now in Munich, charged

with the decoration of King Ludwig’s new “ residenz,” he found

like congenial theme in the legend of the Niebelungenlied, and

the exploits of Friedrich-Barbarossa. Reviving my recollection

of these works by reference to an engraving from one of the most
pretentious among the series, ‘A Festival given by Friedrich at

Mainz in the year 1184,’ I cannot but agree with those critics who
object that the style is too decorative, that the figures, drawn with

facile generalisation, want individuality, and that the whole com-
position is lacking in the dignity required of painting when
conjoined to architecture. It may be added that some of the

decorations in this palace are executed in encaustic, one of the

ancient processes which the fostering care of King Ludwig revived

in Munich.
Schnorr is best known in this country by his “ Bible pictures,”

a series of one hundred and eighty wood engravings, which obtain

an extended sale, and have deservedly won considerable popularity.

An English edition of the work has been published by Messrs.

Williams and Norgate, and with the sanction of the artist the

original blocks have been used for printing the designs. These

pictures are copyright, and we have to acknowledge with thanks

the kind permission which has been given to republish in the Art-

Journal the two effective compositions chosen as happy illustra-

tions of the master’s manner. The Bible of Schnorr may be

weighed in comparison with analogous works. The Bible of

Raphael charms by its symmetry and beauty ;
it is a product of

the Italian Renaissance. The Passion of our Lord, as depicted by
Albert Durer, arrests attention by eccentric character, pushed

sometimes to the point of caricature : it is the offspring of the old

German school. The Life of Christ, as portrayed by Overbeck,

wins by gentleness and purity of spirit : it is the outcomo of the

modern German school. The Parables of our Lord, as illustrated

by Millais, commend themselves by an originality, sometimes, it

may be feared, a little forced and far-fetched : this is the manner
of the English Pre-Raphaelites. How far the style of Schnorr

differs from the treatment of his competitors may be seen by an

appeal to the two designs which wo publish. The dramatic, and

sometimes declamatory maimer of the artist, is detected in the

bold action of Joseph pointing to the years of famine and of plenty,

and in the melodramatic attitude of Pharaoh cowering before the

interpretation of his dream. In the bystanding figures is a touch

of common nature, to which the great masters would not have con-

descended. The second illustration, ‘ The Meeting of Rebecca
and Isaac,’ may be commended for merits by which Schnorr is

not unfrequently distinguished. The freedom of the composition,

the flow of harmonious lines, the onward action of the figures, the

motion in the flying draperies, and the final balance struck

between the opposing masses, are all after this exuberant painter’s

best manner. But there cannot be a doubt that an unusually

prolific creative power has tempted Schnorr to undertake too much.
Like to his fellow-labourer in Munich, the sculptor Schwanthaler,

multitudinous thoughts came ci’owding on the artist’s brain which
time and study failed him to mature. Thus often is it to be

regretted that Schnorr put upon paper chaotic ideas, and took no
trouble to carry out with accuracy of detail his rapid and crude

conceptions. Yet in this off-hand mode some happy hits are

made. A brilliancy in the flash of the impassioned eye, a boldness

in the stroke of the adventurous arm, an originality in the discur-

sive thought of a mind let loose without restraining curb,—such

were the power and the franchise which made the painter free,

and gave to his works endless fertility and resource. The completion

of Schnorr’s Bible, involving in its one hundred and eighty com-
positions no slight labour, seems to have been the occasion of

jubilee. The artists of Saxony made a feast, the painters of

Dresden gave a drinking cup, those of Leipzig a writing-desk,

together with a gorgeous copy of the Bible itself
;
the municipality

of Leipzig honoured Schnorr with the freedom of their town, the

University conferred on him the diploma of Doctor. Thus rewarded,

bearing, moreover, the decoration 'of many orders, and being

member of divers academies, Schnorr reaps the harvest of a life

laden in years and rich in abundant fruits.

The critic, Frederich Schlegel, the relative, as we have seen,

of Philipp Yeit, became a zealous advocate of the new school. We
hear of an exhibition of German paintings in the year 1819, held

in Rome, which obtained from the philosopher an elaborate enco-

mium. It is evident that a fashion had set in for the austere

Teutonic style, and the young painters of the day were not slow

to affect its mannerism. Schlegel came forward to defend Yeit,

Schadow, and others of the clique, against the reproach of

copying the defects of German works which in subject were
thought to be obsolete, and in manner archaic. This partial

apologist, not without reason, propounds that neither painting,

nor any other science or art, can break loose entirely from the

chains of tradition, and overturn the principles established in past

times, in order to enter on untrodden paths. Each artist should

rather prefer to link his genius with a period earlier than his

own, whether he aim at opening for himself an original career,

or desire to raise a degenerate art to its original grandeur. That

the experiment should arouse public interest cannot be matter of

surprise. “ The general struggle of the German artists in Rome,”
writes Schlegel, “daily excites more and more attention, and the

progress of the movement is watched with sympathy by the illus-

trious men of other countries.” Canova, for example, was able

to give to a style in which he had little in common kindly

encouragement, and many young Germans, Yeit, Eggers, and
others, owed to the sculptor’s recommendation permission to study

the great frescoes in the Yatican, through which the art of fresco

painting was to be revived.

The exhibition which had been, as we have seen, got together

in Rome, numbered the works of no fewer than sixty-three artists,

of whom by far the greater part were but entering on their career.

Many people, we are told, ridiculed the antique mannerism of

which these paintings were guilty, and scoffed when they saw
endless reproductions of prescribed devotional subjects, for, says

Schlegel truly, “ so various is the taste of individuals, that many
persons would doubtless take equal pleasure in looking at the

representation of a sucking calf!” But happily the love of

devotional painting was deeply rooted, and no satire could stay

its growth. It seems to have been the steadfast faith of these

painters, that there is an indwelling light in the soul which gives

life and inspiration to every creation of the pencil, and that thus

alone can Art become regenerate in Christian purity and loveliness.

The truths of the Christian religion, it was added, should not be

received into the mind as mere dead forms ; they must be embraced
with an earnest conviction of their reality, and bound up in the

very existence of the artist. The peculiar characteristic of the

new school is, says Schlegel, that it has ever been emulative

and aspiring, ever absorbed in the pursuit of those lofty ideas

which clothe Christian Art in beauty. Credence must not be

granted to those who affirm that the glory of Art has passed

away
;
even now a vigorous impulse has been given to the reno-

vated school. Already is the way opened which leads to the

desired goal, and thus only dare we look for the springtime and
summer of Art. This rapturous strain, which I have sought’ to

tone down and strip of its redundancy, mounts to still further

heights of unintelligible diction and inaccessible eloquence.

Whether, after all, Schlegel knew a good picture from a bad one,

may be doubted ;
it is greatly indeed to be questioned whether he

had ever mastered painting other than a poetic and dramatic Art,

to be judged not by any technical merits, but solely by the worth
of the thought sought to be embodied.

I cannot close this article without a tribute of thanks to Mr.
Walter J. Allen, and to Mr. J. D. Cooper, the one for the accurate

drawing, and the other for the skilful engraving, of the illustra-

tions to these Geiman painters. I would specially direct attention

to ‘The Last Judgment,’ and ‘The Riders of the Apocalypse,’

published in the memoir of Cornelius, as master-works of the art

of wood-engraving. Equally to be commended for precision in

outline, and dexterity in manipulation are the illustrations to

the present paper. I doubt not that our readers will have reason

to be as well satisfied with the choice works in progress as with

those now completed.

With this paper is ended the account of the first generation

of German painters of the new school. In the seven articles which

are yet to follow will be introduced another race. In conclusion,

to the members of the school generally may be aptly applied the

words by which Heine designated Schlegel their friend and critic,

“Schlegel,” writes the brilliant Heine, “surveys literature from

a lofty point of view, but the high position he assumes is invariably

within the belfry of a Catholic church, where his speech clashes

with the jingling of the bells, and mingles with the croaking of

the ravens that haunt the old weathercock !

”

J. Beayington Atkinson.
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THE CESTUS OF AGLAIA.

Chapter II.

“ Sir, it cannot be better done.”

"Wo will return, with the reader’s per-

mission, for a little while, to this comfortful

saying of Albert Durer’s, in order to find

out, if we may, what Modesty is
;
which it

will be well for painters, readers, and espe-

cially critics, to know, before going farther.

What it is ; or, rather, who she is
;
her

fingers being among the deftest in laying
the ground-threads of Aglaia’s Cestus.

For this same opinion of Albert’s is enter-

tained by many other people respecting their
own doings—a very prevalent opinion, in-

deed, I find it
;
and the answer itself, though,

as aforesaid, not made with any crushing
decision, is nevertheless often enough inti-

mated, with delicacy, by artists of all coun-
tries, in their various dialects :—neither can
it always bo held an entirely modest one,

as it assuredly was in the man who would
often estimate a piece of his unconquerable
work at only the worth of a plate of fruit,

or a flask of wine—would have taken even
one “fig for it,” kindly offered

;
or given it

royally for nothing, “ to show his hand ” to

a fellow-king of lus own or any other craft ;

as Gainsborough gave the ‘ Boy at the Stile
’

for a solo on the violin. An entirely modest
saying, I repeat, in him—not always in us.

For Modesty is “the measuring virtue,”

the virtue of modes or limits : she is indeed
said to be only the third or youngest of the
children of the cardinal virtue, Temperance

;

and apt to be despised, being more given
to arithmetic and other vulgar studies (Cin-

derella-like) than her elder sisters
;
but she

is useful in the household, and arrives at

great results with her yard-measure and
slate-pencil—a pretty little Marchande des
Modes, cutting her dress always according
to the silk (if this be the proper feminine
reading of “ coat according to tho cloth ”),

so that, consulting with her carefully, of
a morning, men get to know not only their

income, but their inbeing—to know them-
selves, that is, in a guager’s manner ; round,
and up and down—surface and contents

;

what is in them, and what may be got out
of them ; and, in fine, their entire canon of
weight and capacity. That yard-measure
of Modesty’s, lent to those who will use it,

is a curious musical reed, and will go round
and round waists that are slender enough,
with latent melody in every joint of it, the
dark root only being soundless, moist from
the wave wherein

“ Null’ ultra pianta die facessc fronda
0 indurasse, puote aver vita.”*

But when tho little sister herself takes it in
hand, to measure things outside of us with,
the joints shoot out in an amazing manner:
the four-square walls even of celestial cities

being measurable enough by that reed
;
and

the way pointed to them, though only to be
followed, or even seen, in the dim starlight
shed down from worlds amidst which there is

no name of Measure any more, though the
reality of it always. For, indeed, to all true
modesty the necessary business is not inlook,
but outlook, and especially wplook

; it is only
her sister, Shamefacedness, who is known
by the drooping lashes

;
—Modesty, quite

otherwise, byher large eyes full ofwonder
;

—
for she never contemns herself, nor is

ashamed of herself, but forgets herself—at
least until she has dono something worth
memoiy.

^

It is easy to peep and potter
about one’s own deficiencies in a quite im-
modest discontent

;
but Modesty is so pleased

with other people’s doings, that she has no
leisure to lament her own

;
and thus, know-

ing tho fresh feeling of contentment, un-
stained with thought of self, she does not
fear being pleased, when there is cause, with
her own rightness, as with another’s, saying
calmly, “ Be it mine, or yours, or whose else’s

it may, it is no matter
;
—this also is well.”

But the right to say such a thing depends
on continual reverence, and manifold sense
of failure. If you have known yourself to

have failed, you may trust the strange con-
sciousness of success

;
if you have faithfully

loved the noble work of others, you need
not fear to speak with respect of things
duly done, of your own.
But the principal good that comes of arts

being followed in this reverent feeling, is

vitally manifest in tho associative conditions

of it. Men who know their place can take
it, and keep it, be it low or high, con-
tentedly and firmly

;
neither yielding nor

grasping: and the harmony of hand and
thought follows, rendering all great deeds of

Art possible—deeds inwhich the souls ofmen
meet like tho windowjewels of Aladdin’s pa-
lace, the little gems and the largo all equally
pure, needing no cement but the fitting of
facets; while the associative work of im-
modest men is all jointless, and astir with
wormy ambition

;
putridly dissolute, and for

over on the crawl : so that if it come together
for a time, it can only be by metamorphism
through flash of volcanic fire out of the
vale of Siddim, vitrifying the clay of it, and
fastening the slime, only to end in wilder
scattering, according to the fate of those
oldest, mightiest, immodestest of builders,

of whom it is told in scorn, “They had
brick for stone, and slime had they for

mortar.”
The first function of Modesty, then, being

this recognition of Place, her second is the
recognition of Law, and delight in it, for

the sake of law itself, whether her part be
to assert it, or obey. For as it belongs to

all immodesty to defy or deny law, and
assert privilege and licence according to its

own pleasure (it being therefore rightly
called “insolent,” that is, “custom break-
ing,” violating some usual and appointed
order to attain for itself greater forwardness
or power), so it is the habit of all modesty
to love the constancy and “solemnity,” or
literally “ accustomedness,” of law, seeking
first what are the solemn, appointed, in-

violablo customs and general orders of
nature, and of the Master of nature, touch-
ing the matter in hand ; and striving to put
itself, as habitually, and inviolably, in com-
pliance with them. Out of which habit,

once established, arises what is rightly
called “ conscience,” not “ science” merely,
but “ with-science,” a science “with us,”
such as only modest creatures can have

—

with, or within them,—and within all

creation besides, every member of it, strong
or weak, witnessing together, and joining
in the happy consciousness that each one’s
work is good ; the bee also being pro-
foundly of that opinion

; and the lark
;
and

the swallow, in that noisy, but modestly
upside-down, Babel of hers under the eaves,

with its unvolcanic slime for mortar
;
and

the two ants who are asking of each other
at the turn of that little ant’s-foot-wom
path through the moss, “ lor via e lor for-

tuna;” and the builders also, who built

yonder pile of cloud-marble in the west,

and the Gilder who gilded it, and is gone
down, behind it.

But I think we shall better understand
what we ought of the nature of Modesty,
and her opposite, by taking a simple in-

stance of both, in the practice of that art

of music, which the wisest of men have

agreed in thinking the first element of

1

education : only I must ask the reader's

patience with me through a parenthesis.

Among the foremost men whose power
has had to assert itself, though with con-
quest, yet with countless loss, through all

those peculiar English disadvantages of cir-

cumstance of which I spoke in the prefatory
chapter, are assuredly to be ranked together,
both for honour and for mourning, Thomas
Bewick, and George Cruikshank. There is,

however, less cause for regret in the instance
of Bewick. We may understand that it

was well for us once to see what an entirely

powerful painter’s genius, and an entirely
keen and true man’s temper, could achieve
together, unhelped, but also unharmed,
among the black banks and wolds of Tyne.
But the genius of Cruikshank has been cast

away in an utterly ghastly and lamentable
manner: his superb line-work, worthy of
any class of subject, and his powers of
conception and composition, of which I
cannot venture to estimate the range in

their degraded application, having been
condemned, by his fate, to be spent either

in rude jesting, or in vain war with condi-
tions of vice too low alike for record or
rebuke, among the dregs of the British

populace. Yet perhaps 1 am wrong in re-

gretting even this : it may bo an appointed
lesson for futurity, that the art of the best
English etcher in the nineteenth century,
spent on illustrations of the lives of
burglars and drunkards, should one day be
seen in museums beneath Greek vases
fretted with drawings of the wars of Troy,
or side by side with Durer’s ‘ Knight and
Death.’

Be that as it may, I am at present glad
to bo able to refer to one of these per-
petuations, by his strong hand, of such
human character as our faultless British
constitution occasionally produces, in out-
of-the-way comers. It is among his illus-

trations of the Irish Rebellion, and repre-
sents the pillage and destruction of a
gentleman’s house by tho mob. They have
made a heap in tho drawing-room of the
furniture and books, to set first fire to ; and
are tearing up the floor for its more easily

kindled planks : tho less busily-disposed
meanwhile hacking round in rage, with
axes ; and smashing what they can with
butt-ends of guns. I do not care to follow
with words the ghastly truth of the picture
into its detail

;
but the most expressive

incident of tho whole, and the one imme-
diately to my purpose, is this, that one
fellow has sat himself at tho piano, on
which

,
hittingdown fiercely with his clenched

fists, he plays, grinning, such tune as may
be so producible, to which melody two of
his companions, flourishing knotted sticks,

dance, after their manner, on tho top of the
instrument.

I think we have in this conception as
pei’fect an instance as we require of the
lowest supposable phase of immodest or
licentious art in music ; tho ‘

‘ inner con-
sciousness of good ” being dim, even in the
musician and his audience, and wholly un-
sympathised with, and unacknowledged, by
the Delphian, Vestal, and all other prophetic
and cosmic powers. This represented scene
came into my mind suddenly, one evening,
a few weeks ago, in contrast with another
which I was watching in its reality, namely,
a group of gentle school-girls leaning over
Mr. Charles Halle as he was playing a
variation on “ Home, sweet home.” They
had sustained with unwonted courage the
glance of subdued indignation with which,
having just closed a rippling melody of
Sebastian Bach’s, (much like what one
might fancy the singing of nightingales* Purgatorio, i. 103.
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plants winch, claim a fostering hand to rear

them.

ANMALS AND BIRDS.

would be if they fed on honey instead of

flies), he turned to the slight, popular air.

But they had their own associations with
it, and besought for it, and obtained it : and
pressed close, at first, in vain, to see what
no glance could follow, the traversing of

the fingers. They soon thought no more of

seeing. The wet eyes, round-opon, and
the little scarlet upper lips, lifted and drawn
slightly together in passionate glow of utter

wonder, became picture-like, porcelain-

like, in motionless joy, as the sweet multi-

tude of low notes fell in their timely in-

finities, like summer rain. Only La Robbia
himself (nor even he, unless with tenderer

use of colour than is usual in his work)
could have rendered some image of that

listening.

But if the reader can give due vitality in

his fancy to these two scenes, ho will have
in them representative types, clear enough
for all future purpose, of the several agencies

of debased and perfect Art. And the interval

may easily and continuously be filled by
mediate gradations. Between the entirely

immodest, unmeasured, and (in evil sense)

unmannered, execution with the Fist, and
the entirely modest, measured, and (in the

noblest sense) mannered or moral’d execu-
tionwiththe Finger

;
—between theimpatient

and unpractised doing, containing in itself

the witness of lasting impatience and idle-

ness through all previous life, and the

patient and practised doing, containing in

itself the witness of self-restraint and un-
wearied toil through all previous life ;—be-
tween the expressed subject and sentiment
of home violation, and the expressed subject

and sentiment of home love ;—between the

sympathy of audience given in irreverent

and contemptuous rage, joyless as the rabid-

ness of a dog, and tho sympathy of audience

given in an almost appalled humility of

intense, rapturous, and yet entirely reason-

ing and reasonable pleasure;—between these

two limits of octave the reader will find he
can class, according to their modesty, use-
fulness, and grace or becomingness, all

other modes of musical art. For although
purity of purpose and fineness of exe-

cution by no means go together, degree to

degree (since fine, and indeed all but the

finest, work is often spent in the most
wanton purpose—as in all our modern
opera—and the rudest execution is again
often joined with purest purpose, as in a

mother’s song to her child), still the entire

accomplishment of music is only in the
union of both. For the difference between
that “all but” finest and “finest” is an
infinite one

;
and besides this, we shall find

that however the power of the performer,

once attained, may be afterwardsmisdirected,
in slavery to popular passion or childish-

ness, and spend itself, at its sweetest, in idle

melodies, cold and ephemeral (like Michael
Angelo’s snow statue in the other art), or
else in vicious difficulty and miserable
noise—crackling of thorns under the pot of
public sensuality—still the attainment of
this power, and tho maintenance of it, in-
volve always in the executant some virtue
or courage of high kind

; the understanding
of which, and of the difference between the
discipline which develops it and the dis-
orderly efforts of the amateur, it will be one
of our first businesses to estimate rightly.
And though not indeed by degree to degree,
yet in essential relation (as of winds to
waves, the one being always the true
cause of the other, though they are not
necessarily of equal force at the same time),
we shall find vice in its varieties, with
Art-failure, and virtue in its varieties,

with Art-success, fall and rise together : the
peasant girl’s song at her spinning-wheel,

the peasant-labourer’s “to the oaks and
rills,”— domestic music, feebly yet sensi-

tively skilful,—music for the multitude, of

beneficent, or of traitorous power,—dance-
melodies, pure and orderly, or foul and
frantic,—march-music, blatant in mere fever

of animal pugnacity, or majestic with force

of national duty and memory,—song-music,
reckless, sensual, sickly, slovenly, forgetful

even of the foolish words it effaces with
foolish noise,—or thoughtful, sacred, health-
ful, artful, for ever sanctifying noble thought
with separately distinguished loveliness of

belonging sound,—all these families and
gradations of good or evil, however min-
gled, follow, in so far as they are good, one
constant law of virtue (or “ life-strength,”
which is tho literal meaning of the word,
and its intended one, in wise men’s mouths),
and in so far as they are evil, are evil by
outlawry and unvirtue, or death-weakness.
Then, passing wholly beyond tho domain of

death, wo may still imagine the ascendant
nobleness of the art, through all the con-
cordant life of incorrupt creatures, and a
continually deeper harmony of “ puissant
words and murmurs made to bless;” until

we reach

“ The undisturbed song of pure consent,

Aye sung before the sapphire-coloured throne.’’

And so far as the sister arts can be conceived

to havo place or office, their virtues are

subject to a law absolutely the same as

that of music, only extending its authority

into more various conditions, owing to tho

introduction of a distinctly representative

and historical power, which acts under
logical as well as mathematical restrictions,

and is capable of endlessly changeful fault,

fallacy, and defeat, as well as of endlessly

manifold victory.

To the discernment of this law wo will

now address ourselves slowly, beginning
with the consideration of little things, and of

easily definable virtues. And since Patience

is the pioneer of all the others, I shall en-
deavour in the next paper to show how that

modest virtue has been either held of no
account, or else set to vilest work in our
modern Art-schools ;

and what harm has
resulted from such disdain, or such employ-
ment of her.

J. Buskin'.

BRITISH INSTITUTION.
EXHIBITION OE WORKS BY LIVING ARTISTS,

L865.

Tiie present exhibition, if not all that may
be desired, is above the somewhat mediocre

merit of its immediate predecessors. It

contains, indeed, among its six hundred
works, a few pictures which, after their

several kinds, can scarcely be surpassed.

The catalogue opens with an imposing pro-

duction by Ansdell, and the first room con-

tains no less than three subjects by Land-
seer. In other directions, too, may be
discovered works scattered here and there

possessing hardly less interest. Sometimes
youthful talent is observed making a first

rehearsal of its untried powers, striving to

gain the public eye on open stage without

favour
;
and sometimes a well-worn veteran

comes upon the scene, and, in hasty undress,

indulges in a piece of small by-play, or

goes over old parts, perchance, long faded,

yet still coloured writh memories of younger
days. Thus visitors who take the trouble

to glean among the tares,—for there is an
abundance among the wheat,—will gather

good seed ripe in harvest, or find tender

We will begin with number one in the

catalogue, * The Death of Caesar,’ by R.
Ansdell, A.R.A. Shall we call this pic-

ture grand or grotesque ? Has it real power,
or only a rude handling which makes pre-

tence ? Certainly the artist possesses a not
unenviable device whereby to catch loud
popular applause. The subject of the pic-

ture, which, from its title, would seem to

portend earthquake in the Roman empire,

is simply this :
—“ Caesar,” a big bully of a

dog, has come to grief; in short, he is dead,

but how killed does not appear. At all

events, he lies with heavy carcass on the
steps—not of the Capitol,—and the laurel

wreath, which even dogs in this painter’s

republic are privileged to wear, is dashed
upon the ground. Above, on a pedestal,

an impudent cur, answering to the name of
“ Pompey,” capers with the conceit of a
Jack in office. Around is a group of dogs,

such as prey in Constantinople on offal

—

dogs with an assassin look and a conspirator

yell
;
and yet wretches that, coward-like,

sneak away with a tail between their legs.

The picture, it will be seen, is in a kind of

mock-heroic style— a work of a comic-
tragic cleverness, which would be quite

grand were there not that one unlucky
step lying between the sublime and its

contrary. The subject, we admit, is painted
with force, and attains startling effect.

Sir Edwin Landseer tells his stoiy

with equal pathos and greater delicacy.
‘ An Event in the Forest ’ (204) is the
death of a stag, shot in a rocky ravine,

and lying among tho boulders left by a
mountain torrent. A fox keeps guard over
the prey, and an eagle wings its way
scenting food. The subject, which has the
charm of a poem, refined in sentiment and
arousing to sympathy, is painted in Land-
seer’s last or vaporous manner, slight and
suggestive in execution, the broad results

struck out with rapid liquid brush, the
details just indicated, but not elaborated.
‘ No Hunting till the Weather Breaks ’

(189), by the same artist, is in painting
more solid, but less pleasing. Landseer’s
third picture, ‘ Dear Old Boz ’ (85), painted

for Her Majesty, ranks among the most
careful and commendable of his works. In
the painting of the curly coat of this Skye
terrier, we see what detailed finish Landseer
would reach, did time permit the carrying

out of pictures which are sometimes left,

in the pressure of professional engagements,
little more than ideas skilfully sketched.
‘ Dear Old Boz,’ indeed, is a study which
every artist should 'attentively examine.
No man knows better than Landseer how
to get softness and yet substance

;
trans-

parent depth, yet tangible surface ; sugges-
tive and cloudy haziness, yet definite form
and rotundity. This comes from know-
ledge of nature, and the practice in Art
that makes perfect. The mode in which
the terrier’s shaggy coat has been painted
is specially worthy of observation. Look
not only at the softness, but at the depth
of the hair, layer lying beneath layer, each
lock of a length and a curve which called

for the artist’s consummate dexterity of

execution, as he laid down with rapid brush
the shadows, and then touched in with
delicate and playful pencil the topmost
hairs which catch the highest lights. This
picture will be remembered in future years
as a work completed with more than usual
deliberation. The colour is not fortunate

;

it is a little too dun and dead.

‘Swan and Peacock’ (387) make a picture
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that shows how much tho world has lost

by the death of William Duffield. A
dazzling plumed peacock is stretched on the

snowy breast of a dead swan. The peacock’s

starry tail has been painted to perfection

;

the soft fleecy feathers are set with emeralds,

they spangle as a shower ofjewellery glitter-

ing in the sunlight. No small skill was
needed to interweave the outlying feather

sprays into harmonious texture, confused

with accident, yet ordered, as in nature,

into blended harmony.—William Duffield’

s

friend, John Gilbert, supplies a landscape

background, wherein the warmth of colour

is kept down as Eubens might have seen

fit if painting up to Weenix.—Several other

canvases containing animals or game must
be passed rapidly by. In ‘ Spring Time ’

(586), T. G. Cooper paints sheep, lambs,

and an old shepherd beneath an ash tree, in

a key of silver grey not without some alloy

of the base metal, lead.—

A

ster Corbould,
in * The Drover’s Halt in the Highlands ’

(619), has attempted a subject beyond his

powers.— ‘ Dead Game and Fruit ’ (568), by
W. Hughes, are well painted.— ‘ Partridges

’

(237), by J. Wainwright, may be com-
mended.—Sundry ‘ Farmyards ’ by J. F.

Herring, are well stocked with horses,

cows, pigs, fowls, and ducks, all portrayed

with precision, and sparkling in execution.—
‘ Travelling in Eussia,’ by A. F. De

Trades, has the character and force often

found in foreign schools.— * A Farmyard at

Barbison in France,’ by F. Chaigneau,
gains also the vigour we have a right to

expect in the land of Eosa Bonheur.—We
cannot close this list without pointing to a
picture by way of warning. * The Young
Master’s Grave’ (413), painted by G. Arm-
field, and mourned over by a horse and
three dogs, is one of the most desperate

cases of mawkish sentimentality ever gib-

betted before the public. Why did not the

hangers honour the picture by a place at

the ceiling ? With a feeling pathos never

before equalled, the artist has painted a tear

of sorrow gushing from tho corner of a
dog’s eye. The execution and colour have
a prettiness which, lest it should become
too cheerful for the melancholy occasion,

is shadowed by blotches of inky black.

LANDSCAPES.

A large portion of wall space is, as usual,

occupied by landscapes, among which pre-

vail the ordinary diversity of style. In
these rooms, however, where the competi-

tion for “ the line ” is less fierce than in the

Academy, it is to be observed that tolera-

tion, not to say favour, is shown towards
pictures of extended area, and of bold dash-
ing effect. Among these is conspicuous a
large frame, containing ‘ London from
Yauxhall ’ (195), painted by H. Dawson, a

glowing sunset on Father Thames, the gold
of the burning sky reflected, focussed, and
intensified in tho water beneath. On either

side of the central light are ranged in russet

brown the river craft, drawn with know-
ledge and painted with power. To mitigate

the heat of the colour otherwise too intense,

cool blues shadow the ripples on the river’s

surface. Mr. Dawson is gifted with a poet’s

eye that only lacks more subtle culture to

discover in nature delicate gradations of

tone and harmony which as yet, in his slap-

dash manner, he has overlooked and missed.

A nicely attuned sense of colour is tested

chiefly in these intermediate and transition

notes which the truly sensitive mind dwells

upon tenderly. Mr. Dawson relies too

exclusively on the extremes in the chro-

matic scale, which strike the uneducated
eye, but leave refined sense unmoved.—It

is a pity that Mi’. A. Gilbert, like to'certain

prolificpreachersorinveterate talkers, should
eternally discourse on some one or two
ideas. The hacknied text on which this

artist enlarges in his picture ‘ Midnight

—

the Black Mountain’ (212), would seem to

be, “The moon is up, and yet it is not
night.” But the moon herself has been by
special desire left out of the canvas, her
juesence being revealed only through a
flood of silver light, mirrored in one radiant

spot from the burnished surface of a moun-
tain tam. A range of hills rising to a
crest, in twin pyramids pierces the cool

midnight sky : spectral and shadowy, these

mountains are as the ghosts of departing
nature. We should suppose that Messrs.
Gilbert & Co. have taken out a patent con-
ferring the privilege of perpetual reproduc-
tion of these and other cognate ideas.

Nature, however, withholds her sanction

to tho bargain.—We are glad to see that

Mr. Oakes, in a highly impressive theme
named ‘ Quietude ’ (58), is regaining the

position he has for some years past been in

danger of losing. The chaotic detail which
of late has run beyond this artist’s power of
control, he now wisely masses and merges in

breadth of general effect, bold, grand, and
novel. A solemn gloom settles at twilight’s

close, as “the blanket of the night,” over
the shoulders of the shuddering hills, for

the landscape seems vocal, and voices from
the mountain speak through the solitude.

Near to sight a fisherman’s boat floats in tho

slumbering waters, dark with the shadows
of coming night. We have seldom seen a
picture so deep in tone without blackness.

The artist must have been at great pains
to preserve the purity of the purple which,
as a dark rich robe, mantles the hills.

The poetic fervour for which the family
of Dancy has been so long famed still sur-

vives. Mr. J. Danby contributes several

works, fraught with the usual amount of

gold and carmine. But we fear that these

old materials he is not turning to now
account ; we do not see tho access of fresh

thought, or the mental struggle to take
possession of domains in earth, air, or water
yet untraversed. His brother Thomas, too,

is content with the stock of knowledge long
at ready command, and which certainly is

choice and charming as far as it extends.

—

‘ Coming up Glen Dovey ’ (74), by Mr. T.

Danby, is a balanced composition, placid

in sentiment, the trees growing in sym-
metry, the landscape dwelling in peace,

without dread of the storm-demon which
Salvator Eosa or Gasper Poussin might
have let loose—a landscape wherein wo
read the haunting memories of Claude and
Turner—a composition classic, ideal, and
romantic, which, by way of contrast, it is

agreeable and salutary to look at in these

days of vigorous naturalism.—Mr. Hering,
in ‘ Lake Como ’ (2), indulges in his habitual

prettiness, a style smooth in surface, placid

even to languishing in sentiment, but
wanting in individual character.—Mr. H.
Johnson must come to more careful elabo-
ration if he is to retain or enhance tho

reputation he has won. The Lago Mag-
gioro is not to be painted by a stroke of

genius; imagination or intuition in these

days wiE not stand in the stead of hard
toil

;
and in Art, as in other paths, it is

often the tortoise that wins the race.—Mr.
Niemann comes also in the company of

artists flocking to this exhibition who de-

termine to take tho public by bold assault.

His * Hampstead Heath ’ (601 )
is a picture

which in loudest tones demands attention
;

it is determined to be seen, even at a mile’s

distance. Such works, it is to be feared,

generally rely on some clap-trap effect

gained by clever effrontery. In the pro-

1

sent instance, through the canvas is made
to stalk a giant procession of pine trees,

which in broad dark masses tell in strength
against tho sky, while on the terraced path
beneath light plays, as a contrast to the
canopy of shadow overhead. The picture

suffers on closer approach
; it will not bear

scrutiny. Fir trees demand accurate (haw-
ing in the anatomy of their branches, and
careful massing in the detail of their pon-
derous foliage.

Among dramatic landscapes must be re-

corded ‘ Tho Cordilleras of Ecuador ’ (179),

by L. E. Mignot. We have all much to

learn from the opening up of these equa-
torial regions, rich in exuberant growth of

leaf and flower and fruit, riotous in the
play and outburst of nature’s forces let

loose in a theatre boundless in extent. It

is a question, however, whether any artist

has yet been found to grapple with the

tremendous powers here displayed. It is

indeed an anomaly not admitting of very
easy explanation, that just in those territo-

ries where nature is omnipotent, Art shows
herselfweak. Hence painters, for the most
part, have chosen humble scenes which
they might exalt, in preference to those

proud regions that spurn man’s approach.
Both the tropics and the arctic regions have
yet to be painted. Heat in its fever glow,
and cold in its icy grasp, have alike defied

tho painter’s skill. To this assertion we
cannot deem the commendable efforts made
by Mr. Walton to take possession of Alpine
heights as an exception. The ‘ Aiguille

Yerte’ transcends his strength and eludes

his microscopic vision, for paint cannot
feign the elements, nor canvas compass
illimitable space. The snow on tho Mat-
terhorn, which blinds the eye by radiant
light, finds no oquivalont in white lead,

and the depth of the liquid sky cannot be
expressed by a surface of blue paint, Mir.

Walton’s labour’s are most praiseworthy,

and it is only to be regretted that he has
set himself an impossible task. Snow moun-
tains are only to be painted in the general,

and at a distance. Stanfield has done this

with success.—

V

ioat Cole contributes a
minutely studied ‘ Harvest Field ’ (4) after

his usual manner.—Mr. Jutsum, m ‘ The
Cottage Homestead’ (38), is neat, prim, and
spruce. We have rarely noticed of lato

the mannerism of the well-known “ Jutsum
tree touch ” turned to bettor account.

—

Mr. Melby, in the ‘ Scottish Fishing Boat ’

(67), paints a heaving sea, with free motion
and bold dash. We have seldom seen
waves so transparent, almost, indeed, trans-

lucent
;
nor as seldom found light, shade,

and colour so delicately modulated in tender
transitions from blue to green and grey.

figure pictures.

The exhibition contains, as in former
years, fancy or ideal heads, which might be
collected into a gallery of beauty. Mr.
Buckner contributes to the galaxy two
stars, the one, ‘La Biondina’ (541), softly

placid as the silver light of Hesperus, the

other, ‘La Brunetta ’ (217), shadowed as

by the darkness of sable night. Mr. Buckner
is one of the most dainty of painters; sugar-
and-water sentiment and attar-of-roses con-
fection it were impossible to concoct in

form more palatable.^—Mr. Dicksee paints
‘ Miranda ’ (453)—hair bound with coral

spray, the features exquisite in form, the

drawing precise, the execution clean and
clear,—a gem, surely, of the first water,

—

“ Admired Miranda

!

Indeed the top of admiration ; worth
What’s dearest to the world !

’’

Near to ‘ Miranda ’ hangs, in contrast,

a simple, innocent child, by C. S. Ledder-
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dale, a little girl who, the catalogue tells

us, is “going home” (461), and surely a

home-bound intent is in the countenance.
Mr . Lidderdale is always scrupulous to

literal truth.—In the same room are several

heads which claim a polite how of recogni-

tion in passing. ‘ The Beauty of Yalentia
’

(551), who presides at the head of the gal-

lery, is not quite the perfect lady, and so

Mr. Burgess puts her ofF in a manner of

careless indifference. Had he known that

her charms would win a place of conspicuous
honour, he might have thought it worth
while to throw the mantilla with more con-

siderate care on her shoulders.—Among
Mr. Halle’s numerous figures, we may
take the first that comes to hand as an
example of all the rest. In * Two Pets

’

(492), the artist has extended his scale, but
not changed his model. We do not see

that he puts more into his large frames than
he has hitherto managed to concentrate with-

in smaller limits.—Mr. A. Johnston shows
this year not at his best. His ‘ Flower Girl

’

(285) is conspicuous for his failings rather

than for his force. It is true that we recog-

nise the artist’s usual show, his resource of

pallet, and his power of dash; but then,

likewise, we deplore a display which scarcely

escapes meretriciousness.— Decidedly the

most masterly study in the Exhibition is

the head of ‘Suleiman’ (174), by H. W.
PniLLirs. It is painted in a large, firm
manner. The features are drawn with
decisive hand, and the complexion of dusky
copper has been used, as with the Venetians,
for a deep note of harmony, that breaks
into positive rhapsody in the blaze of colour

which burns in the turbaned tarbooch.

Mr. Phillips paints a downright honest
work.
Mr. Kitciiie possesses a dangerous clever-

ness and facility, which will mislead him
grievously, if he do not take to severe study
in time. ‘ The Border Fair ’ (319), abounds
in point and racy character

;
but the artist

attempts too much; he hurries over his

innumerable figures with a slovenly slur,

and blackens his heroes by a vulgarity not
within the reach of nature.—Mr. Hayllar,
a painter from whom much is expected, has
certainly, in ‘Crying Forfeits’ (593), thrown
himself away. The subject is too trivial

for the scale in which it has been put upon
canvas. The contrasted colours in the dresses

of the two young ladies are discordant

;

and these draperies, moreover, are nothing
but heaps of material, thrown into folds

wholly irrespective of the human form
beneath. Even a costume-painter cannot
utterly ignore anatomy.—Different every
way is Mr. Pettie’s naturalistic group,
‘ Out of an Engagement ’ (312), a work
after its kind scarcely to be surpassed. The
dramatis person ce are strolling players, father

and two children—evidently of the most
vagrant and nomadic sort. Here is genius
under difficulties, talent out at the elbows,
stomachs and cupboards alike empty. Great
skill is seen in the putting together of this

picture, and purpose is earned throughout
even to the minor accessories.

‘The Three Sisters’ (118), by W. E.
Eiceaiond, will probably rank as one of
the chief surprises and successes of the year.
It has been said that this charming work
shows the influence of Giorgione, and again
others may see an idea or two borrowed from
Millais. This is in part true. The colour
has a Giorgione glow which Mr. Millais
himself may have emulated. The con-
ception is subdued into 'profound quietism,
as if these young sisters were shadowed
under a sorrow beyond their years

; and
this too is a characteristic of Pre-Eaphaelite
painters, both ancient and modem. Yet,

notwithstanding, the work is sustained in

sufficient independence. It evinces rare

sense of beauty, deep delight in colour,

winning softness in execution, refined

delicacy in drawing, with watchful care in

detailed execution. The artist probably
will obtain more power as ho gains greater

confidence.

In the space that remains, a few pictures

may be passed under rapid review. A. T.

Patten depicts ‘ Guilt ’ (502) ;
the crying

guilt is that such a picture should be painted

at all. Savage lightning divides the night

with a smoky street lamp, otherwise the

artist would have veiled his horrors in a
blackness impenetrable.— ‘A Lesson in

Faith ’ (475), by G. E. Hicks, is an example
of forced affectation in the naming of a
picture. The execution is lax.— ‘ Baby’s
Corner’ (51), by Frank Wyburd, may be
accepted as a refined picture after this

artist’s usual smoothness of surface, skin

deep. A little more ruggedness of nature

would vastly improve Mr. Wyburd’s works.

—Near at hand is ‘ A Spanish Beggar ’ (39),

by 0. S. Ledderdale, a diligent study,

delicately painted.— ‘ The Sleeping Babes in

the Wood’ (358), an old subject enough,
obtains gay rehabiliment by C. Lucy. The
two children are brightly spangled in red,

yellow, blue, and green ; that they should
have come to grief is sad and strange

!

— ‘ Chenies ’ (395), by G. D. Leslie, no-
thing more than an every-day subject, has
been treated in that quaint, hard, and
medisoval manner which goes by the name
“Pre-Eaphaelite.”—‘La Jeunesse doree

’

(396), by D. Wilkie Wyntield, is a com-
position of colour evidently managed on the

sumptuously decorative principle of PauL
Veronese. The artist must repeat the ex-
periment ere he can attain the balanced
harmonics of his great predecessor.—W. E.

Frost, A.E.A., gives us, in miniature, a
pretty replica of a poetic composition. His
forms are of an ideal, almost of an icy

beauty, seldom found save in classic Art.

Chaste nudity ho models with the un-
conscious innocence of nature.

Some works we have passed by from
want of space ; others we have refrained to

mention from kindly consideration to artists

who, in failure, have yet done their best.

Speaking generally, there is a painful want
of completeness in the large majority of the

pictures in this gallery, and it is impossible

not to institute in imagination a comparison
between this modern collection and the ex-
hibition of old masters held each year within

these walls. Our modern school, it is to

be feared, has little of the earnest intent of

older times, little faith in the great truths

by which painters of other days sought to

make their generation better and nobler.

It is melancholy to have to confess that the

pictures which here aim at what may be
supposed to be high Art, are just the works
it is most sad to see. Judging from this

gallery indeed, the sooner high Art and
academic styles are extinct the better.

The hope of our English school evidently

lies, for years yet to come, in a wholly

different direction. It may be that each

epoch in the world’s history has the com-
mission entrusted to it of working out to

utmost completion some one paramount
thought or purpose. To our age is not

given the triumph of imagination, or the

spell wrought through ideal beauty
;
rather

j

to painters in these times belong the strength

1 which comes from nature’s literal study,

!

the truth which the intellect sees clearly,

j

and the facts which the hand grasps firmly.

Thus it happens that the best works in the

j

British Institution have value just in pro-
i portion as they are naturalistic.

SKETCHES BY D. EOBEETS, E.A.

There arc many reasons why an exhibition of

the sketches of the late David Roberts should

be regarded with deep interest. In all his

labours he was popular, but his folio from
the ‘ Holy Land ’ bore his name into abodes

of learning wherein a knowledge of Art was
regarded rather as a disqualification than an
accomplishment, and a love of Art an unworthy
attachment. But this publication has given
extraordinary value to the original drawings,

certainly greater than they would bo estimated

at without such association
;
and hence one source

of powerful attraction. The drawings and
sketches left by Mr. Roberts aro innumber about
eight hundred, a large proportion of which may
now bo seen at No. 9, Conduit Street. They are

principally in water-colour, but there aro also

many in oil. Not a few of the water-colour

sketches are extremely slight; they seem to

have been left unfinished from a feeling that the
subjects did not promise well either for paint-

ing or lithography. On the other hand, those

that are more fully detailed have obviously

been determined by the artist as the bases of

prospective pictures. The drawings most favour-

ably shown are the Holy Land and Egyptian
series

;
there are the hypasthral temple, and

other views at Philoe
;
Luxor, several subjects

;

Aboosimble
;
the Temple of Ofifelina

;
Dendera

and Tentyris
;
Wady Saboua ; Joppa, several

subjects
;
Jerusalem, many subjects

;
El Dair,

the temple at Petra, and other sketches in the

same valley
;
Hebron, Nablous, Lake Tiberias,

Bethlehem, &c. To say that these drawings
are devoid of manner would bo saying, firstly,

what is far from true
;
and, in the next place,

it would be an assertion depreciative of their

excellence. For the purpose intended, nothing
can surpass the feeling in which the subjects

are sot forth
;
they are described in terms of

Art that impress us with a deep sense of their

solitude or their sacredness. Thus, what the

artist has striven to do he has accomplished
fully in many instances, that is, to make
these rcliques speak out from their beginning.

Twenty-six years ago the joiuney from London
Bridge to Jacob’s Well was not then, as now,
a vacation tour

;
but our ubiquitous country-

men now daily write their names on Egyptian
remains, and return homo bitterly disappointed

that they do not realise the promise of Roberts’s

great book; the objects themselves are more
difficult to read than is the artist’s interpreta-

tion of them. Some of the studies were intended

for painting in oil, such as the Chapel of the
Annunciation at Nazareth, the Chinch of the

Nativity at Bethlehem, &c., which differ in

treatment materially from those intended only
for lithography.

In the drawings made before 1830, Mr. Roberts
does not show himself in advance of his con-

temporaries
;
in the views in Abbeville, Brus-

sels, Antwerp, &c., ho has never been able to

cscapo from mere locality; but at that time
he was still a student, as was shown in his sub-

sequent Spanish views, which took the public

by surprise, not so much by the novelty of the

subjects as by the dignity conferred upon them.
It is not to be supposed that Mr. Roberts’s prac-

tice as a scene-painter did not exert certain

influences on his practice in easel-painting. In
nothing, however, that he has ever done is there

the slightest taint of scenic show. He was bred
up amid the most seductive vanities of the art,

but his virtue was proof against the ordeal.

He had the discrimination to extract from this

kind of study all the good it could give him.
From a long habit of looking at large painted
surfaces ho became an adept in the disposition

and harmonising of quantities, insomuch as to

acquire a perfect command of effect in small
drawings. The only trace of theatrical expe-
diency in his works is his exaggeration of the

principal members of certain of his compositions,

as the Castle St. Angelo, St. Peter’s, the Colos-

seum, St. Paul’s, Antwerp Cathedral
;
but withal

few painters have left behind them so much
of soundness, and this exhibition of his draw-
ings is a sight that no lover of Art should omit

visiting.
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THE ART-WORKS
OF THE LATE

REV. EDWARD PRYCE OWEN, M.A.

It is a trite but true saying, that “one half

of tbe world knows not bow the other half

lives.” Equally true is it that, though
the great majority of mankind is composed
of workers, one half of the world has

no conception how the other half works.

There are men whose reputation is made by
the constant, yet silent, labours of others

;

some whose works are made manifest to the

world as their own
;
and others again, dili-

gent, earnest, enthusiastic labourers in a
special field of action—chosen by themselves
or forced upon them by an impulse which
they cannot resist—the history of whose
lives and the fruits resulting therefrom are

scarcely known beyond the immediate circle

of their acquaintance. Of such diversified

elements are the world’s workers, great and
small, composed :

—

“ Tims some affect the sun, and some the shade,
[Some flee the city, some the hermitage.”

How much of the knowledge we now
possess has descended to us from those who
worked, centuries ago, in cloistered cell,

seen by, and known to, none save their

fellow recluses—menwho ‘ * dried their brains
in dim libraries,” and found companionship
only when the monastery bell called the

brotherhood into chapel
;

or, by way of re-

laxation, the care of their little gardens, laid

out between far-projecting buttresses, wooed
them into the open air ! Those monks of

old well knew how to build their nests, and
where to build them ; in pleasant valleys

sheltered by richly-wooded uplands, and
watered by clear and swift streams, and
laden in summer-time with the breath of a

thousand wild flowers. From those grand
medieeval edifices, the ruins of which we
now gaze on with wonder and admiration,

came forth uncontrovertible witnesses of

the mental labours of the men who dwelt
within them. How many of the great dis-

coveries of science and of the mysteries of

nature in later times have been revealed
only to those who were comparativelyhidden
from human eye ! Men of thought must
almost of necessity work in solitude

;
but a

time surely comes, sooner or later, when
they shine out as lights in the world, and
their names are enrolled on the records of a
nation’s history, an enduring testimony
that they have not lived and worked in

vain.

These thoughts naturally suggested them-
selves on looking over, a few months since,

a large volume of etchings, the work of one
whose name was even unknown to us, and
probably to most others also, till very re-

cently, and of whose productions the world,

except his own friends and connections, was,
in all probability, as ignorant as ourselves.

Mr. Owen was one of the silent, hidden
workers—hidden only because he chose to

keep so—whose labours as an artist fully

entitle him to no obscure niche in the
temple of Art

;
a man of genius pursuing

his favourite employment with indomit-
able energy and perseverance almost to

the end of a long protracted life, and
leaving behind him a rich legacy of paint-
ings, drawings, etchings, &c., as the fruits

of his talent and industry, and in number
and quality such as many an artist of high
professional reputation would be proud to

acknowledge as his own.
The Rev. Edward Pryce Owen, M.A., of

Bettws Hall, Montgomeryshire, Roderic
House, Cheltenham, and of 4, Queen Anne
Street, Cavendish Square—the same street

as that in which Turner so long resided

—

was born in March, 1788. His father, the
Ven. Archdeacon of Salop, Hugh Owen, a

scholar and learned antiquarian, sprung
from an ancient race, being the twenty-sixth
in descent from Edwyn Teyaingl, Prince
of Powis, and founder of the tribe of that

name. The son was educated at the Gram-

i mar School, Shrewsbury, then presided
1 over by Dr. Butler, afterwards Bishop of
Lichfield. Ho subsequently was entered
at St. John’s College, Cambridge, and gra-
duated there in due time, though he did
not take his M.A. degree till 1828. His

j

earliest predilections would have induced

l

him to join the army, and he possessed
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many qualities which would have well fitted

him for the military profession, such as

great powers of endurance, a love of athletic

sports, activity of body and mind, and an
innate ability to command. But he at

length decided upon taking holy orders, and
haring received ordination, settled in Lon-
don. During seven years he was alternate

morning preacher at Park Street and Gros-

venor Chapels, acquiring great popularity

as an eloquent and faithful minister of the

Church. In 1823, Mr. Owen was inducted
into the valuable living of Wellington cum
Eyton, Shropshire, which he held till 1840,

and then resigned it.

Before finally quitting Wellington, how-
ever, Mr. Owen had visited France and
Belgium, bringing back with him nume-

SCABBOBOUGH.

rous sketches of the scenery of the Low
Countries and their inhabitants, executed,

though entirely a self-taught artist himself,

with great power and truth, either with pen
and ink, or in neutral tint : from his earliest

years he had shown an ardent love of Art,

and great ability in its practice. But on
leaving his Shropshire incumbency, a second

and more lengthened tour on the Conti-

nent was undertaken, during which there

was scarcely a place of any importance or

interest in North and South Italy, the

Levant, Germany, Switzerland, France, and
Belgium, that he did not visit. The draw-
ings made by Mi1

. Owen on this and sub-

sequent tours in some parts of England and
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Wales, fill twelve thick folio volumes. Nor
were these sketches limited to one class of

subject : landscapes, architecture, figures

single and in groups, are treated with equal
freedom and skill of pencil. He appears
to have been sensible, in an extraordinary
degree, to the beauties of Nature, and en-
dowed with the faculty of rapidly trans-

ferring to paper the varied atmospheric
effects of light and shade, rarely retouching
what he first placed on it.

Mi’. Owen had reached the age of fifty

ere he attempted to paint in oil-colours

;

but from that period till quite the close

of his life he worked most diligently and
enthusiastically at his easel : to what ex-

tent may be inferred from the fact that at

the time of his death, the number of oil

pictures by his own hand, hanging at his

residence in Queen Anne Street, was little

short offour hundred, besides others at Prest-

bury Lodge, and in Cheltenham. These
were painted either from sketches made by
him, or from his own designs, for among
them are not a few historical subjects. Only
in one instance did he ever make a copy,

and that was in the case of a very fine

Teniers. He set his palette regularly at

nine o’clock each morning, and worked till

two in the afternoon, standing the whole
time, and at a considerable distance from
his easel : hence his manner is bold and
broad in execution, especially in his larger

pictures, rather than highly finished; yet
there is no appearance in them of careless

or slight handling.
His paintings, like the sketches already

referred to, include almost every kind of

subject. The English landscapes are prin-

cipally taken from his own native county,
whose picturesque beauty had many charms
for his pencil, particularly the scenery round
about Wellington, and the villages of Har-
man, Lillishall, Buildwas, on the banks of

the Severn, Wenlock Abbey, Coalbrooke
Dale, and the Wrekin. One of Mr. Owen’s
finest landscapes is a view in the vicinity of

this mountain ; two others are of Orleton
Park, the seat of Mr. Cludde

;
and he has

left behind him several excellent pictures

sketched among the collieries at Ketley.
These last works are remarkable for no little

grandeur of composition, and for vivid

colour, producing the most striking effects.

The adjoining Welsh counties also supplied
him with numerous subjects, especially the
scenery between Dolgelly and Barmouth.
Of the Welsh pictures, some interiors of

cottages deserve particular notice for their

strong Rembrandtish effect. Hastings was
another favourite locality ofthis enthusiastic

amateur-painter. Several pictures were the
result of his temporaiy sojoumings here,

the most important, perhaps, of which re-

presents a fisherman rescuing a female from
drowning.
We have spoken of a volume of etched

plates by Mr. Owen, as the medium through
which his name as an artist became known
to us. These works, irrespective of his
paintings, would entitle him to a distin-
guished place among those who, in this
country, have successfully used the point.
The book, which is not published, con-
tains a considerable number of etchings,
large and small, but we understand Mr.
Owen executed many more. All are from
his own pictures, or sketches, excepting a
few copied from drawings made by his
father, who himself was a good draughts-
man : these last etchings were executed to
illustrate the archdeacon’s publications on
the history of Shrewsbury. Mrs. Owen has
very courteously permitted us to transfer
to our pages some of the subjects etched
by her lamented husband : they are seen

in seven out of the eight cuts which ac-

company this notice. The other, called
‘ Drowned,’ is copied from a masterly sketch

in oil colours. Wood-engraving, however
skilfully executed, cannot imitate the spirit

and richness of the etching-point; still

these cuts afford a very faithful idea of

Mr. Owen’s composition, manner of treating

a subject, and his management of chiar-

oscuro. Here is ample variety—architec-

ture, landscape, marine views, and a figure-

subject of a peculiar kind : each and all are

evidently the productions of one possessing

a thorough knowledge of Art, both theoreti-

cally and practically. ‘ Scarborough,’ and
‘ The Mill,’ may, for effect, be classed

with the best works of Rembrandt and
Backhuysen respectively. Our copies are

on a scale greatly reduced from that of the

originals. But we are also able to intro-

T11E WELSH BRIDGE, SHREWSBURY.

duce a specimen of an etching from Mr.
|

Owen’s hand, in the large print of * Milking
Time,’ the plate of which was lent to us for

the purpose. The cow-shed is one of those

interiors frequently seen in the colliery

district of Wellington, and the figures wear
the garb of the miners. The scene veiy
much resembles an interior such as some
of the old Flemish painters put on canvas,

and it is treated in a manner scarcely in-

ferior to the best of these. The needle is

here used with equal delicacy and power,
resulting in a bold, luminous effect.

.

But we must turn over the leaves of the

folio volume now lying open on our table :

the first print is a portrait of Mr. Owen,
from a painting by H. W. Pickersgill, R.A.

;

it is a half-length, taken, it may be sup-

posed, when he was in the prime of life;

the face is bright, manly, intelligent, yet

soft in expression, and kindly ; the forehead

high and broad; the eyes are clear and
penetrating ;

this plate is admirably etched.

Shrewsbury—with the exception of Chester

the most picturesque town in England, full

as it is of old half-timbered houses, so dear

to architectural painters—appears to have
been the favourite sketching-ground of this

artist : two of the woodcuts introduced into

our pages are views in Shrewsbury ; one of

a street in the town, the other is of the
Welsh Bridge; both are copied from small
etchings in the book. There are, however,
in the volume several engravings of larger
size, and altogether more important in cha-
racter. A view of the ancient massive tower
near the entrance of the Welsh Bridge—it

i

is seen in the woodcut on this page—is
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a remarkably bold and effective plate. The
gateway, which is embattled and pierced,

m the turrets flanking each side, with win-
dows, is a most picturesque object; over
the arch is a canopied recess, containing

the figure of a mailed warrior, on each side

of which is a shield with a coat of arms

;

lichens, and ivy, and other parasitical plants

overgrow portions of the stone-work, every
fragment of which is most carefully marked

HIGH 6TBEET, SHBEW8BUKY.

out and solidly rendered by the artist’s tools.

This is followed by a still larger plate,

showing the bridge in perspective; it is

a masterly piece of etching, the retiring

distance'"soft and mellowed in beautiful

contrast to the vigour and power of the

nearer portions of the picture. These two
plates, and some others of a similar cha-

racter which follow, will bear favourable Time.” An ‘ Interior of a Cottage,’ a large

comparison with the magnificent series of apartment with plastered walls, and the

etchings by George Cuitt, published many domestic utensils hung thereon, strewed on
years ago under the title of “ Wanderings the flooring, and piled on the bench, with
and Pencillings among Ruins of the Olden the light streaming from a small window

on to the centre of the room, is a skilfully-

arranged composition, most effective in

light and shade. ‘ Plastow Mill,’ one of

the overshot mills so common in Wales, is

a cleverly-handled subject. ‘ The Pulpit
in the Abbey Garden, Shrewsbury,’ a fine

bit of architectural ruin, in form like a
Gothic oriel window, is a large etching, and,
in spite of a little heaviness in the shadows
and foliage, makes a most interesting pic-

ture. Better than this, however, because
free from the fault indicated, is ‘ The North
Porch of the Abbey, Salop,’ a venerable
and picturesque study, looking as ancient
on paper as does the building itself in
reality, so well has the artist shown the
ravages of time on its sculptured surface,

and its decorated niches and windows ; a
group of peasants by the doorway appears
with great effect. ‘ Mardol Street, Shrews-
bury,’ is another large etching of great
merit : the nearer houses are some cen-
turies old

;
they have storeys overlapping

each other, and large casement windows,
and ornamental plaster fronts

;
the view is

taken from a capital point, and is treated

with genuine artistic feeling.

Of the old Benedictine Abbey of Shrews-
bury, founded, in 1083, by Robert do Mont-
gomery, who was related to William the
Conquoror, nothing remains but a portion
of an embattled wall ; the ground whereon
it stood is now partially occupied by a mo-
dern mansion, and in the garden adjoining
the house is the beautiful stone pulpit just
referred to. The abbey church, a cruciform
structure, was almost destroyed at the Dis-
solution, but the nave, western tower, and
north porch remain, and constitute the
parish church of Holy Cross. The north
porch has been noticed among Mi-. Owen’s
etchings. There is also in the volume a
smaller and highly-finished etching of the
church itself, taken from a point nearly

opposite the western entrance.

Among other plates deserving special

allusion, the following may be pointed
out :—the ‘ Font of St. Mary’s, Shrews-
bury ;’ a remarkably curious group of
old houses in Bristol

;

‘ Boats on the
Sea-shore,’ a moonlight scene, executed
with masterly effect

;

‘ Haughman Ab-
bey, Shropshire,’ one of the largest etch-
ings in the volume, and one of the most
beautiful, because of its delicacy

;

‘ Fal-
staff at the Battle of Shrewsbury ;’

‘ South Transept Door, St. Mary’s,
Shrewsbury,’ to which a strange in-

terest is given, by the introduction of
an old man contemplating a huge mass
of dock leaves, &c. There are also some
heads of Rembrandtish character, several
small figure subjects humorous in de-
sign, and a multitude of little gems,
which we have no space to particularise.

Enough, it may be presumed, has been
said to show, with the accompanying
illustrations, that if Mr. Owen had de-
termined to make his works public, they
would have been accepted as among the
best which this age has produced. Our
object in this brief and inadequate paper
is to rescue his name and what he has left

behind from comparative obscurity

;

both deserve to be widely known, and
the former must find a place in the roll

of great British artists, though only an
amateur, or the record will be incom-
plete.

Mr. Owen died at Cheltenham on the
15th of July, 1863, at the age of seventy-
six. A local paper referring to the event,
and after eulogising his extraordinary talent
for painting and engraving, says:—“We
must not forget to pay a tribute to his

nobler qualities,— his social virtues, his
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goodness and kindness of heart, the genuine

suavity of his manner, and the noble can-

dour- and cheerfulness of his mind. These

gave a charm to his society—a life to his

conversation, and must continue to endear

his memory to all who had the happiness

and the advantage of his friendship.” His
own ardent love of Art led him to encourage

it in others, while his naturally amiable

disposition rendered him more anxious to

see what was excellent in their works, than

to criticise and point out defects. He was
one of Etty’s earliest friends, and had great

influence with him. Mr. Owen’s collection

of pictures by other hands than his own
was good ;

it contained some fine examples
of Etty and W. Muller.

Besides his widow, Mr. Owen left behind

him a son, Hugh D. Owen, Esq., of Prest-

bury Lodge—to which mansion the pictures

formerly in Queen Anne Street have been

removed—and a daughter, Mary, the wife of

Creyoe Colmore, Esq., of Moor End, near

Cheltenham. J. D.

MR. A. H. LAYARD, M.P., OH ART.

On the evening of the 12th of January a lecture

was delivered at the Assembly Rooms, Ken-
nington, by Mr. Layard, Under Foreign Secre-

'

tary, on “ The History of Art.” The ultimate

object of the appearance of the Hon. Member
was to aid the Lambeth School of Art in liqui-

dating a debt contracted for materials, and to

further the purpose of the institution generally.

The chairman of the school, the Rev Robert
Gregory, Incumbent of St. Mary’s, Lambeth,
introduced the lecturer, and in so doing re-

marked on the amount of good work that was
done, noticing the fact that in the last compe-
tition four National Medallions were taken by
pupils, the largest number awarded to any one

school by the Department of Science and Art.

These prizes were gained for original designs,

or for drawings from the figure, a conclusive

proof that the aim of the school teachings was
high. Six students had been admitted into the

schools of the Royal Academy, and others were

|

prepai'ing probationary works. Yet, continued

the chairman, this most useful and successful

school might at no distant time be compelled to

close its doors, in common with all other similar

institutions, if the authorities at South Ken-
sington did not deal liberally with it in the

new Minutes which were so anxiously expected,

and which would of course be framed on the

recommendation of the parliamentary committee
that sat last year, with Sir Stafford Northcote

as chairman. It was much to be hoped that

the Department would see the necessity of

giving more vitality to the Lambeth school.

Mr. Layard’ s lecture, which was listened to

with marked attention by an audience consider-

ably smaller, we regret to say, than it would
have been under a more favourable state of

weather, was a clear and masterly exposition

of the early history of Art, chiefly. True Art,

he said, consisted in a perfect appreciation and
combination of form and colour. Some nations

had one, and some the other
;
but without a

combination of the two, no country had ever

been great in Art. The Assyrians and the

Egyptians had the earliest appreciation of both

;

and. thus whatever each produced possessed the

elements of beauty. The arts of a nation de-

pended on the character of the people
;
thus the

massive, invariable character of Egyptian Art
corresponded to the character of an exclusive,

unchanging people, possessing unlimited com-
mand of stone materials. On the other hand,

Assyrian Art represented a conquering, ambi-

tious people, prone to assimilate the charac-

teristics of the different nations with whom they

came in contact. From these two peoples the

Greeks collected the chief features of their Arts,

and developed those beautiful forms which yet

arc the admiration of the world. Etruscan and
Roman Art was only a reproduction of Greek
Art

;
and architecture alone, or chiefly, is that

in which the Romans distinguished themselves.

Mr. Layard enlarged considerably upon this

latter topic, describing the exportation of Roman
architecture eastward to form the basis of

Arabian, Moorish, Turkish, and Mahometan
Art, and westward to form that of Romanesque
and Gothic. Speaking of modem Art, he
touched chiefly on the English school, criticising

severely our shortcomings in architecture, as

expressed in the National Gallery, the British

Museum, and other public buildings
;
and in

sculpture, in our public statues and monuments.
He considered, however, there was a hopeful
future for British Art, arising out of the esta-

blishment and success of Art-schools through-
out the country, and that money spent by
Government on these institutions would prove
the very best investment. He trusted that his

constituents in Southwark would avail them-
selves of the Lambeth school to organise a
branch institution for themselves. To this ex-

pressed hope we will add one of our own, which
is, that when the case of the schools comes be-

fore Parliament, the hon. gentleman will use
all his influence, both as a member and as

holding office in the Government, to put them
in a condition which will satisfy the masters

and promote the real interests of the students.

Vetera
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FACTS ABOUT FINGER-RINGS.

Chapter H.—Medieval Rings.

The xings worn by tbe higher class of our

Anglo-Saxon ancestors during tho Hep-
tarchy were often very beautiful, and of

imposing form. One of the finest that has

fallen under the author’s notice belonged to

the Rev. H. B. Hutchings, of Appleshaw,

Hants,* who stated that it was found in a

meadow at Bosington, near Stockbridge, in

the same county, by a labourer who saw it

among a heap of peat. It was therefore

probably lost in crossing marshy ground.

The engraving gives a side and front view
of this interesting relic

;
the whole is of gold

and is of considerable weight and thickness

;

tho gold threads are all beautifully reeded,

and the lettering and head executed with
great care. The inscription reads NOMEN
EHLLA FID IN XPO, equivalent to its

owner saying “ My name is Ella, my faith

is in Christ.’

The beautiful- and remarkable collection

of rings formed by Edmund Waterton, Esq.,

F.S.A., to which I have already made fre-

quent allusion, includes a ring of South
Saxon workmanship, which was found in

the Thames at Chelsea in 1856. Tho face

of this ring, Fig. 2, is an elongated oval, with
a circular centre. Within this circle is the

conventional figure of a dragon, surrounded
by convoluted ornament, reminding us
forcibly of the prevailing enrichments so

lavishly bestowed on old Runic monuments,
at home and abroad. Four quaintly-formed
heads of dragons occupy the triangular

spaces, above and below this centre. This
ling is of silver. The ground between tho

ornament has been cut down, probably for

the insertion of niello or enamel colours.

Fig. 3 is an historic relic of singular

interest, and a remarkable work of early

Art. It is the ring of Ethelwulf, King of

rising pyramidally. Two birds of conven-
tional form face each other, a flower orna-

ment dividing them ;
these decorations, like

thoso on Mr. Waterton’ s ring just described,

are relieved by a ground of glossy bluish-

black enamel, cavities having been cut

between tho ornament for its reception.

This ring is of gold, weighing 11 dwts.

14 grs.
;

it is now preserved in the British

Museum.
Mr. Waterton is the fortunate possessor

of a ling second only in interest and value

to this royal relic. It is the ring of Ahlstan,

Bishop of Sherborne, the fiiend and coun-

sellor of King Ethelwulf, who flourished

a.d. 817—867. It was discovered in Car-

narvonshire, and has the namo of tho bishop

in divided letters distributed on the circular

rosettes of the design
;
they are connected

by lozenge-shaped floriated ornaments, hav-

ing dragons in their centres. Our cut gives

the general form and detail of this beautiful

ring, which is remarkable for the elegance

of its design. It is of gold, like the preced-

ing ring
;
both being admirable illustrations

of the champ-leve process of enamelling as

practised in the ninth century.

A remarkable discovery of coins and
treasure was made in 1840 by workmen
employed in digging at Cuerdale, near

Preston, in Lancashire. It consisted of a

large mass of silver, in tho form of ingots

or bars of various sizes, a few armlets and
rings, and portions of other ornaments, cut

into pieces as if for remelting. With them
were packed nearly seven thousand coins of

various descriptions, consisting of Anglo-
Saxon pennies, others struck by the second

race of French kings, a few Oriental coins,

and others which appear to have been coined

by some of the piratical northern chieftains.

This treasure was minutely examined by
E. Hawkins, F.R.S., late keeper of anti-

quities in the British Museum, and he came
to the conclusion that it had been deposited

about the year 910, and that the ornaments

must be considered such as were worn about

the time of Alfred, or perhaps somewhat
earlier. Tho rings retain much of the

primitive British form, as will be seen on
examining the two selected for engraving

here. Fig. 5 bears great resemblance to

Fig 11, in the preceding chapter; but it is

beaten out into a broader face, which is

covered with an indented ornament pro-

duced by a chisel-shaped punch of trian-

gular form, the points of two conjoined in

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

Wessex (tho father of Alfred the Great),

who reigned a.d. 836—S38, and bears the

royal name upon it. It was found in the

parish of Laverstock, Hants, in a cart-rut,

where it had become much crushed and
defaced. The form is remarkable, the front

* Tills venerable clergyman died soon after I saw and
engraved this ring, as an illustration to the volume describ-

ing the congress of the British Archeological Association

at Winchester, in 1845. What became of it since then I

know not; it adds another to the many unfortunate losses

of fine antiquities when isolated in private hands.

Fig. 5. Fig. 6.

one pattern, the edge of the ring on each

side further enriched by a series of dots.

Fig. 6 has a still broader face, which is

decorated by groups of three circles each,

somewhat irregularly distributed over the

surface, with indented lines between them.
The open end of this ring has been drawn
together and secured by a coil of wire.

Such rings were probably worn by the

middle classes.

The passion for gems and jewellery was
excessive among all the Gothic nations.

When Alaric pillaged Rome, his booty in

this way was enormous ; and it is recorded

that his princess, Placidia, received as a

present from the conqueror’s brother, fifty

basins filled with precious stones of inesti-

mable value. Not only were tho persons of

these sovereigns and nobles covered with

gems, inserted in girdles, sword-scabbards,

on borders of garments or shoes ; but
vases, dishes, bowls, drinking- cups, as well

as portable articles of furniture, caskets, &c.,

were similarly enriched. The Ostrogoth

and Wisigoth kings amassed, in Tolosa and
Narbonne, immense 'treasures in gems and
gold and silver vessels. When Narbonne
was pillaged, the number of ornaments of

pure gold enriched with gems that fell to

the conquerors would scarcely be credited,

were the details recorded by less trustworthy

authors, or not corroborated by some few
works of the same age which have fortu-

nately descended to us.

Tho Church shared largely in this wealth ;

crosses, reliquaries, and sacred vessels of all

kinds, were made of the most costly material,

and encrusted with gems. One of these

ancient works may still be seen in Cologne
Cathedral—the chasse, or reliquary, contain-

ing the reputed skulls of the three Magi,
of whom we shall soon have to speak more
fully. This remarkable work is studded all

over with engraved intaglios of Roman
workmanship. Churchmen at this time

were clever artificers
;
and the names of

St. Dunstan in the British, and St. Eloi in

the Gallic, church, will at once be remem-
bered as working goldsmiths, who have
since become the patron saints of confrater-

nities of their followers.

The higher clergy on all solemn occasions

displayed much personal decoration. A
jewelled ring was part of the necessaiy cos-

tume of a bishop when arrayed in full

pontificals. It indicated his rank, was
made for him, and buried with him. The
treasuries of our old cathedrals still possess

a fow of these rings. One of the earliest

and most curious is kept by the Dean of

Winchester, and is represented Fig. 7. It

Fig. 8.

was found during the repair of the choir

under the tomb of William Rufus, and is

supposed to have been the pontifical ring
of Henry de Blois, Cardinal, and Bishop of

Winchester, a.d. 1129. It is a massive ring

of solid gold, set with an oval irregularly-

shaped sapphire, en cdbachon, polished only,

not cut—held in its heavy socket by four

fleurs-de-lys, and still further secured by
chilling through its centre a passage for a
gold wire, a reckless way of treating valu-

able jewels, which is characteristic of almost

all these early works.
Dignity, as exhibited by weight and

simplicity, seems to have been chiefly re-

garded in the design of these old episcopal

insignia. In the sacristy at York Minster
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is preserved a very excellent specimen,

Fig. 9. This was found in the tomb of

Archbishop Sewall, who died in 1256. With
it is kept another fine ring of more elaborate

design (Fig. 10), which was discovered in

the tomb of Archbishop Greenfield, who died

in 1315. The foliations which curl around
the central stone and its setting, take the

prevailing forms adopted in architectural

enrichments of the archbishop’s age. The
stones usually chosen for such rings were
ruby, emerald, or crystal, and had a signi-

ficance usual with all things connected with

the Eoman Catholic Church ;
ruby indicated

its glory, emerald its tranquillity and hap-
piness, and crystal its simplicity and purity.

The diamond typified invulnerable faith

;

the sapphire, hope ; the onyx, sincerity

;

the amethyst, humility.

In the old romance of “ Sir Degrevant,”
we are told that at the marriage of the hero

there came
“ Archbishops with rings

More than fifteen.”

In the romance of “King Athelstan,”

(also a work of the fourteenth century) the

lung exclaims to an offending archbishop

—

“ Lay doun thy cross, and thy staff,

Thy miter, and thy riny, that I to thee gaff

:

Out of my land thou flee.”

The episcopal ring, being thus necessarily

a mark of rank, was worn about this time
over the gloves; sometimes as a thumb-
ring, and often of very large size. The
ornaments of the clergy became more mas-
sive as the wealth of the Church increased.

phire), which is embedded in a somewhat
solid setting projecting from the ring.

In the Gentleman' s Magazine for 1848 is

engraved a massive ring, also of brass,

thickly gilt, the hoop chased with the arms
of Pope Pius Ft. * (the famed .ZEneas

Sylvius), and his name, Papa Pio, be-
tween the tiara and the cross-keys. On
each of the four sides of this ring appears
one of the four beasts of the Revelation,
typifying the Evangelists : they are exe-
cuted in high relief. It is set with a large

topaz. This ring has since passed into

Mr. Waterton’s fine collection, who is the
fortunate possessor of others of the same
class. One in the Londesborough collec-

tion is here engraved, as a good specimen

of the general design adopted for such rings.

The crossed-keys surmount a coat of arms
on one side of the ring

;
the keys alone

appear on the opposite side
;
foliated orna-

ment fills the space above the circlet on
either side. This ring is set with a large
crystal.

Fig. 8 is the ordinary pontifical gold
ring of investiture, used in the Anglican
Church about this time. It was found at
Winchester, and is preserved with Fig. 7,

already described. It has a very massive
setting for a largo blue sapphire, and is very
characteristic, though simple in its design.

Wo close our series of episcopal rings
with one found in tho cathedral at Hereford
diuing the repairs of the choir in 1S43,
which rendered the removal of the beauti-
fully carved alabaster monument of Bishop
Stanbeiy unavoidable. This bishop held
the see from 1452 until his death in May,

As tho clergy were during church, service

separated from the laity, many of the latter

were at a considerable distance from them.
This may be a reason for tho size adopted
for episcopal lings. A late Dean of St.

Patrick’s had in his collection a very large
ring of this kind, here represented from a
sketch made by tho author when it was in
the possession of W. Huxtable, F.S.A., in
1847. It was of bronze, thickly gilt, and
set with a crystal.

This peculiar form was generally adopted
for rings at this period. The Londesborough
collection furnishes us with a curious speci-

men (Fig. 11), formed of gilt copper, and
set with a small ruby, which must have
stood forth from the finger in what would
now bo considered as a most inconvenient
manner. Fig. 12 exhibits the form of the
plain hooped ring, simply decorated with
quatrefoils on each side of the stone (in this

instance a small irregularly-shaped sap-

1474. Upon opening the tomb a few frag-
ments of bone were discovered, very small
portions of the mere remains of the silk of
the robes in which the body of the bishop
was enveloped, and this beautiful ring. It
is of gold, set with a sapphire

;
the sides of

the ling are decorated with sprays and

* He was elected 1419, and died 1464.

flowers on a ground of dark enamel ;
and

inside is the motto “ ru bon an.”
A very large ring bearing great general

resemblance to the episcopal ring, was occa-

sionally worn as a thumb-ling by the laity.

A specimen of such an one is selected from
tho Londesborough collection. It is some-
what roughly formed of mixed metal, and
has upon the circular face a conventional

representation of a monkey looking at him-
self in a hand-mirror. This is surrounded

by a cable moulding, and on each side is set

two large stones. The outer edge of this

ring is also decorated with a heavy cable

moulding : inside, next tho figure, is the

cross and sacred monogram, placed on each

sido of the mystic word anamzapta, which
we shall immediately have to explain more
fully when speaking of the rings commonly
worn as charms.
These massive thumb-rings were indica-

tive of wealth or importance, when worn by
tho middle classes who had obtained any
municipal position. When Falstaff speaks
of his slenderness in his youth, he declares

that ho could then have “ crept through an
alderman’s thumb-ring.” Like the massive
gold chains still worn by that honourable
fraternity, they told of a trader’s wealth.
The inventories of personal property belong-
ing to burgesses in the middle ages, contain

frequent allusions to such rings, without
which they would have felt shorn of an im-
portant part of their hard-earned honours.
Among the wills and inventories preserved

at Bui-y St. Edmund’s, published by tho

Camden Society, is one made by Edward
Lee, of that town, bearing date 1535, in

which ho bequeaths to a friend, “my double
wreathed ryng of gold, whych I waro on
my thumbe.” From this description it is

evident that this ring must have borne
great resemblance to that in our last wood-
cut, with its outer cable or double wreathed
pattern. There is a brass in Hastings
Church, Sussex, with tho effigy of a gowned
citizen wearing such a ring. That such
rings became in the end indicative of that

class, and were retained in fashion for this

reason when they had been long discarded

from general use, may be safely inferred

from the description of a character intro-

duced in the Lord Mayor’s Show in the year
1664, who is said to be “ habited like a
grave citizen—gold girdle and gloves hung
thereon, rings on his fingers, and a seal

ring on his thumb.” Such rings were evi-

dently used according to the most ancient
mode as personal signets, by such as were
not entitled to bear aims

;
hence originated
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the quaint inventions known as “merchant’s
marks,” which were impressed on merchan-
dise, painted on shields instead of armorial

bearings, inserted in memorial windows of

stained glass, and worn on the thumb for

constant use in sealing. A very fine ring

of this kind is engraved in the Journal of

the Archceological Institute, vol. iii., and is

here copied. It was found in the bed of the

Severn, near Upton, and is probably a
work of the fifteenth century

;
it is of silver,

and has been strongly gilt. The hoop is

spirally grooved, and upon the circular face

is a large letter H, sin-rounded by branches.

The custom of placing initial letters on
rings is a very old one, and they are some-
times surmounted by crows or coronets

;

hence they have frequently been mistakenly
appropriated to royalty. Fig. 17 is a ring of

this land, with a crowned I upon it
;
hence

it was once called “King John’s ring.”

It is most probably the initial of the

Saviour’s name as King of the Jews, in the

same way that the crowned M may indicate

the Virgin Mary as “ Queen of Heaven,” a
favourite popish designation. Such rings

may have been worn from religious feeling,

or from the superstitious belief in the

efficacy of holy names as preservatives

from evil. The baseness of the metal of

which they are often made, and their con-

sequent small value, precludes the possi-

bility of their having belonged to royalty.

The same remark will apply to a ring also

engraved in the Journal of theArchceological

Institute, and now in the possession of the

Rev. "Walter Sneyd. It is there described

as of mixed yellow metal gilt
;
on either side

of the hoop there is a crown (Fig 18),of the

form commonly seen on coins of the twelfth

century, and on the signet are the words,

ROGERIVS REX, chased in high relief.

In the form of the character they correspond

closely with legends upon coins of Roger,
second Duke ofApulia, of thatname, crowned
king of Sicily A.D. 1129; he died A.D. 1152.

This ring has every appearance of genuine
character, but it is difficult to explain for

what purpose it was fabricated, the inscrip-

tion not being inverted, and the letters in

relief ill suited for producing an impression.

It seems very improbable that King Roger
should have worn a ring of base metal

;
and

the conjecture may deserve consideration,

that it was a signet not intended for the

purpose of sealing, but entrusted in lieu of

credentials to some envoy. The popular
literature of the middle ages abundantly
proves this custom to have been in general
use. The tale of Ipomydon, in Weber’s
“Ancient Metrical Romances,” notes the

gift of a ling to the hero from his mother,
which is to be used as a token of recognition

to his illegitimate brother, and which is

brought secretly to his notice by being
dropped into his drinking horn. In the
“ Romance of Florence and Blancheflor,” a
ring serves the purpose of letters of intro-

duction when the hero is on his travels, and
ensures him hospitality when he deserves it.

Rings sometimes bore the name and title

of the Saviour in full, as in the example
here selected from the Londesborough col-

lection. Two .hands are clasped in front
; it

was, therefore, most probably a gift, or

betrothal ring. It is silver, somewhat
rudely fashioned. The inscription (hero en-

graved below it) is in uncial characters, and

shorn of its somewhat awkward abbrevia-
tion, reads “ Jesus Nazareneus Rex.”
The same collection furnishes us with the

specimen of a religious ring (Fig. 20), appa-
rently a work of the fourteenth century. It

has a heart in the centre, from which springs
a double flower. On the upper edge of the

ring are five protuberances on each side

;

Fio. 20 . Fig. 21 .

they were used to mark a certain number
of prayers said by the wearer, who turned
his ling as he said them, and so completed
the series in the darkness of the night.
Such rings are of very common occurrence,
and must have been in general use. They
are sometimes furnished with more promi-
nent knobs, as in Fig. 21. They are termed
decade rings when furnished with ten bosses,
which were used to count the repetition of
ten aves, but they are occasionally seen with
one or two additional bosses; when there
are eleven, they notify tenam and & pater-
noster ; the addition of the twelfth marks
the repetition of a creed.

F. "W. Fairholt.

THE DUBLIN"
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION,

1865.

Lx a recent number of our Journal we
brought under the notice of the reader the
subject of this Exhibition, which it is pro-
posed shall be inaugurated on the 9th of
May. Much that we then hopefully an-
ticipated is in steady progress towards
realisation. The grounds surrounding the
"Winter Garden Palace are taking shape,
and developing the incipient beauties which
will have many charms when seen under
the influence of a summer sky and a genial
temperature in the “merry month of
May.” Plateau and ten-ace, trim grass and
the mimic wilderness of rocky precipices
and sylvan bowers, water basins and foun-
tains with elaborate ornamentation, and
nigged cascades, arc all preparing to rise up
“ as from the stroke of the enchanter’s
wand.” And in the midst, the Palace itself,

dedicated in its first use to the Exhibition
of Arts and Manufactures, now stands com-
plete in its entire outline

;
the stone-work

all finished, and the spaces between iron ribs

filled in with the glass work that gives the
heavier portions of the structure a singularly
fine relief. A few words of description will

afford our readers a tolerable idea of the
building. The combination of solid masonry
in those styles of architecture with which
we have been so long acquainted, is supple-
mented with the more serial forms to which

I

the modern application of iron and glass

has given birth; thus, as it were, sym-
bolising tho transition from the old to the

new, from the Greek and the Byzantine
and the Gothic to those orders of architec-

ture which are yet only in their infancy,

and which bid fair to rival in grace, and
variety of form, and fertility of resources
all that has preceded them in old-world
times. This combination is a novelty, and
let us say a success ; it reflects great
credit on the architect, Mr. Alfred G. Jones.
The principal front is to the east—a sym-
metrical elevation of two storeys, 252 feet

in length. In the centre is a handsome
portico 45 feet long, consisting of two
tiers of coupled columns, the lower being
fluted Roman Doric, with an entablature,

upon which stand the upper columns—Co-
rinthian—supporting a pediment, intended
to receive sculptured figures

;
the windows

in front are segments and semicircular, and
in important positions are introduced some
of Byzantine character; a colonnade runs
along the whole front, and each end ter-

minates in a pavilion. This elevation is

returned along the southern side for 168
feet, projecting beyond which, for 94 feet,

is seen a portion of the metal and glass

fabric forming the western front, 475 feet

long, intended for the winter garden, rising

three tiers in height, and surmounted by a
lofty roof of glass, resembling the Man-
sard roofs so prevalent in the great
palatial buildings in Paris. The extreme
northern end of this structure projects 119
feet beyond the pile of masonry, and is

returned along it to the eastern front, and
thus the more massive building is admirably
relieved by the lighter. Entering through
the eastern portico wo come into a noble
hall, about 130 feet long by 40 feet wide,
the upper story of which will form the chief

picture gallery, the lower being intended
for sculpture. On the left is tho great
concert hall, 130 feet by 65 feet, capable
of accommodating 3,000 persons, with an
orchestra for 500 performers. Over the
room, on the right of the hall, will bo a
second picture gallery, and to the north
of the latter another of smaller dimensions

;

while, on the extreme south, will be a
gallery for water-colour 'pictures, 100 feet

by 30 feet. Passing through the hall wo
enter the transept, the iron and glass build-

ing already mentioned, the centre of which
projects in a semicircular apsis, that com-
mands a view over the ornamental gardens
and grounds.
Much has been done since we wrote last

on this subject to ensure ample contribu-
tions from all lands so as to render the
Exhibition a success. Our appeal to our
English and Scotch friends has not been
without a response. Besides the active
exertions and the cordial sympathy of the
London committee, Lord Wodehouse, the
Viceroy of Ireland, has personally interested
himself in this, as indeed he seems disposed
to do in every undertaking that can benefit
the country; and upon tho occasion of a
visit which he made to the grounds on the
21st of January, he stated that he had him-
self written to several noblemen in England,
and had succeeded in inducing some of them
to contribute pictures from their galleries.

But, better still, her Majesty has been gra-
ciously pleased to consent to become the
patron of the Exhibition, and has placed at
the temporary disposal of the Fine Arts’
Committee a selection of pictures by Law-
rence, "Wilkie, Mulready, Stanfield, and
Roberts. Such an example cannot fail to
produce a beneficial effect on the possessors
of objects of Fine Art

;
and, indeed, already

several eminent private collections have
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been freely offered ;
and important works

from the National Gallery and Royal Aca-
demy will, of course, be obtained. An in-

fluential committee has been formed in

Edinburgh, of which the Lord Provost and
the Presidents of most of the great socie-

ties, including those of the Royal Scottish

Society of Arts, and the Royal Scottish

Academy, are members ; and we may calcu-

late that the contributions from that city

will not be less important than they were
to the International Exhibition in London.
Dundee, Aberdeen, and other cities of North
Britain, too, are exerting themselves.

An excellent organisation has been estab-

lished through which competent persons
have visited the principal cities of Europe
to solicit the best objects of the Fine Arts

and manufactures. Mr. George F. Mul-
vaney, the director of the National Gallery

of Ireland, whose mission was principally

directed to Germany and Spain, Mr. Her-
cules Macdonnell, whowas specially assigned

to France and Italy, Mr. Philip Cunliffe

Owen, who took the Low Countries, and
Mr. Gilbert Sanders, have, one or other,

visited the chief depositories of Art in these

several countries
;
while Mr. Antonio Brady

made a tour through the Scandinavian
kingdoms. The most gratifying results

have attended these missions. From Bel-
gium—where an active committee is at

work—a good representation of its schools,

both of painting and sculpture, may be ex-
pected, and over one hundred of their

painters have applied for space. The two
great German schools—those of Dusseldorf
and of Munich—will also be well repre-

sented. The Prussian government has pro-
mised to contribute as it did in 1853, when
the collection was of a most attractive cha-
racter. The associated artists of Dusseldorf
are organising their own contributions as

a body through their secretary, Professor

Himten. All the distinguished artists of

Munich — Kaulbach, Cornelius, Schnorr,
Hess,Piloty, Schwind, Froltz, Schraudolph,
and others—will send paintings; and a
most interesting collection of cartoons, by
which the true powers of the German
artists are perhaps best exhibited, will bo
formed. Nor will Berlin be behind in

its contributions. There is good reason
too to hope that Saxony and Austria will

be adequately represented. In Italy the

Papal government has given its sanction to

the formation of a commission charged with
the interests of the Exhibition as far as

Rome is concerned; and in Turin, Milan,
and Florence, committees have been formed
under the royal sanction, and are in active

operation. We may, therefore, expect some
of the rare treasures for which that land
has been ever so highly distinguished.

There are promises also from Spain of some
fine pictures from tho national collections,

in addition to which it is expected that
good works will bo forwarded from the
biennial exhibition in Madrid, not yet
closed, in which there are a great number
of merit, including paintings by Rosales,
Madrazo, Agosto Munoz, Gisbert, Casado,
and other rising men. We have no doubt
that France will do her part towards a na-
tion with whom she is on terms of such
cordial amity, and that amongst other pic-

tures from that country, we may have the
works of Hyppolyto Flandrin, Rosa Bon-
heur, and other great artists. In fine, let

us turn our attention northwards to the
Scandinavian school, one of deep interest.

Adolph Tidemand, the greatest painter of
that school, acts as the agent of the Ex-
hibition, and brings with him as contribu-
tors all the leading painters belonging to it,

so that tho works of from two hundred to

three hundred painters are calculated upon
from the north. Tho King of Sweden will

himself be an exhibitor, and his government
will furnish a ship of war to convey the

contributions of the country, in addition

to which Prince Oscar has announced his

intention of visiting the Exhibition. We
are glad to see these personal indications of

sympathy on the part of sovereigns, as,

after all, much vail depend upon the libe-

rality of royalty in tho several countries,

as it is chiefly in royal and national collec-

tions that tho cliefs-d'ceuvre of the greatest

artists are to be found.

And now let us consider the prospects of

the Exhibition as regards the sister Art of

sculpture. We naturally turn first to Italy,

and here there is every reason to believe

that much will be done. It is calculated

that Gibson, Hiram Powers, Fedi, Magni,
Tenerani, Rogers, Storey, and many other

sculptors resident in Rome, Florence, and
Milan, will contribute. In the latter city

Magni has just completed a beautiful com-
panion to his celebrated ‘ Reading Girl

’

(‘La Lcggitrice ’), being a girl drawing,

and has promised to send both. In Ger-
many, Professor Kiss, tho well-known
sculptor of ‘ The Amazon,’ has promised to

exhibit his magnificent colossal group in

bronze of ‘ St. George and the Dragon,’ and
no doubt Wolf, Drake, and other distin-

guished German sculptors will exhibit.

J. and G. Geefs, Fraikin, and others, will

send works from Belgium. Lot us hope that

the sculptors of other nations will do no
less for the honour of their art. In Eng-
land there has been a hearty response from
tho sculptors. Three and twenty of those

resident in London have already applied

for space, amongst whom are the highest

names in the kingdom, including Westma-
cott, Mr. and Mrs. Thomycroft, Foley,

Munro, Marshall, Durham, and Noble,
and others no doubt will be added.

So far for the Fine Arts par excellence.

Those which are cognate will be well repre-

sented, too. Britain will furnish, amongst
other specimens, china from tho factories

of Minton, the Potter}' Hall Company, and
Alderman Copeland ; and Chance, of Bir-

mingham, will exhibit glass. From abroad
will come porcelain from the factory of

Fischer, which has attained such deserved

celebrity. Neustadt, of Prague, will contri-

bute works wrought in the precious metals

;

and photographs of their finest works in

metal will be forwarded from the establish-

ment of the Chevalier Wertheim and Com-
pany. Nor must we omit to mention that

the King of Saxony has signified his inten-

tion of transmitting fine specimens of China
and ironwork. Foreign furniture and fancy-

work will find an adequate exposition from
the houses of C. Kronig, of Vienna, Thonet
Brothers, Klein, and others

;
while there

will be an abundant supply of clocks, mu-
sical instruments, and bijouterie.

One other department there is which,
though not strictly within our province,

yet may not, by reason of its vast import-

ance, be passed over in silence. We allude

to the exhibition of machinery in motion.

Great exertions have been made to render

this an effective as well as an instructive

display ; and when we remember that

Britain is especially a manufacturing coun-

try, and that Ireland may and should be-

come so too, to an extent far beyond what
has been yet attained

;
that she has a linen

trade unrivalled
;
that she has a woollen

trade capable of great advancement ; andj

that ship-building and other mechanical arts

are in progress of fair and remunerative

development—it will be readily admitted

I

no more momentous display could be in-

stituted for the benefit of Ireland, than
that which shall give her people the oppor-

tunity of seeing and studying on their own
soil the best machinery. For this purpose,

Mr. Parkinson, the Secretary of the Exhi-
bition, has made a torn- through England,
and has secured manyof the great machinists

as exhibitors
;
amongst others, Dobson and

Barlow, of Bolton
;
Platt Brothers, of Old-

ham, and Dugdale, of Blackburne, for

textile machinery. Steam-engines will be
exhibited by Peel, Williams, and Peel, of

Manchester, and by Rutledge and Ommany,
of Salford ; while Collier, and also Sharp
Steward, of Manchester, will send a large

variety of the most approved tools.

It is gratifying to learn that our colonies

are giving their aid. Australia, in addition

to wools, woods, grain, and minerals, will

send even some illustrations of the Fine Arts
in pictures and photography. Tho Canadas
and the West Indies will also bo represented,

and so will our colonies in Africa ;
while

India sends a magnificent display of manu-
factured articles, and raw materials from
the Indian Museum, arranged by Dr. Forbes
Watson. We understand that great pre-

parations are in progress for a most effective

musical opening, the arrangements of which
are confided to Mr. Joseph Robinson. More
than one thousand performers will assist,

and the Messrs. W. Hill and Son, of Lon-
don, are building a large organ for the
occasion. Tho Exhibition, therefore, can-

not fail to be greatly attractive. Among
the other advantages we anticipate from it

is one to which we attach veiy high im-
portance— it will induce many English
tourists to visit Ireland during the spring,

summer, and autumn of I860.

ART IN CONTINENTAL STATES.

Paris.—The French Etching Society, directed

by Messrs. Cadart and Luguet, counts several

princes amongst its members. Of these, the
King of Sweden contributed, in the year gone
by, a vigorously worked plate to the repertory

of the body
;
and the present year brings also a

highly creditable work from the hands of Don
Fcrdinando, the King of Portugal. His Majesty
draws his inspirations of design from the rich

source of German literature, with which ho is

well known to be intimately acquainted. He
gives, in the etching, an illustration to Hauff-
mann’s fantastic tale of the adventures of the

Chal Murr, and with unequivocal artistic treat-

ment. It may indeed be safely affirmed, that if

the young sovereign only succeeds in guiding his

sceptre with as much discretion as he indicates

in the handling of his etching needle, he may
rely upon vanning the admiring regards of his

subjects.—The sale of the celebrated collection

of pictures, sculptures, medals, and other works
of Art, formerly in the possession of Comte de
Pourtales-Gorgier, who died ten years ago,

commenced in the early part of last month.
Some idea of the magnitude of this gallery and
museum may be gathered from the facts that

the catalogue of the objects offered for sale fills

500 pages, and that tho sale will occupy thirty

days, or nearly so, extending into the month of

April. Of pictures and drawings alone there

are more than 400 examples, including some
fine specimens of both the old and modern
masters. The sale is engaging the attention of
all amateurs and collectors.

Pome.—It has been finally decided by the
Roman Pontifical Archaeological Academy, that
the recently recovered colossal bronze-gilt statue

of Hercules shall receive the designation of the
Mastai Hercules, as a memento of the family to

which Rome is indebted for her Pio Nono, and
that it shall be placed in the Vatican. Thus
another star will be added to the glorious con-

stellation which already sheds so glorious a
radiance over that consecrated quarter.
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Possibly there never was a time when the
value of such an invention as this of Messrs.
Defries could be more universally acknowledged
and appreciated, as now. The metropolis,

and most of the great cities and towns in the
United Kingdom, teem with places of public
resort where crowds congregate for amusement
or instruction

;
and it is of the utmost importance

that these gatherings should be attended with
as little inconvenience as possible, and without
any prejudice to health

;
that they should be

free from draughts of cold air on the one hand,
and from oppressive heat on the other. And
yet how rarely do we find them so

;
as a conse-

quence, it is not too much to affirm that hun-
dreds of deaths which annually occur may be
traced to attendance at some of these over-

heated or ill-ventilated halls, or rooms, or

churches, as the case may be. We happen to

know of a church in the suburbs of London, in

which a congregation oi upwards of fifteen .

hundred persons usually attend, and, till within ,

the last few months, when the gas was lighted
|

of an evening the heat, even in the depth of
j

winter, was so insupportable that persons of

delicate constitution dare scarcely subject them-
,

selves to it. Latterly a new plan, combining
|

both lighting and ventilation, has been adopted,
i

which has, in a great measure, cured the evil,

for the atmosphere of the building is entirely .

changed every twenty minutes, as we have been
informed, Whether the system adopted is that

|

of Messrs. Defries we are unable to say, but it

certainly bears some analogy to it. Two
circles, each about 3 feet square, are cut in the

ceilin g, and these are filled with stained glass of

light colours, showing a design of small pattern
;

the gas-burners are behind, and cast a most
brilliant, yet subdued, light on the area of the

church
;
yet the stars themselves, if we may so

callthem, are so intensely vivid, that the eye

can only rest on them -for a few moments. The
machinery of the lighting produces, as it has

been explained to us, the ventilation.

In an Art point of view, the invention of

Messrs. Dcfrics, as exemplified in the Strand

Music Hall, is worthy of the greatest considera-

tion. Hitherto the ornamentation of ceilings

has been consigned to the architectural decora-

tor, who, when he has done his utmost, leaves

his work comparatively unsatisfactory, because

it can be but very imperfectly seen at night,

even by the most effective system of internal

lighting. But the crystal ceiling is in itself an

ornament, and any amount of design, as already

intimated, being applicable to it, there is scarcely

a limit to the taste and ingenuity which may be

exercised to render it a beautiful part of in-

ternal decoration for special purposes.

THE CRYSTAL CEILING
OF

THE STRAND MUSIC HALL.

Our purpose in recurring to the “ Music Hall ”

in the Strand is not again to offer any comment
upon the building as a specimen of architecture,

but to direct attention to an especial part of it as

a successful example—and no less beautiful than
successful—of a plan invented and patented by
Messrs. Defries and Sons, of Houndsditch, for

illuminating and ventilating large rooms of pub-
lic resort, as theatres, ball-rooms, music-halls, &c.,

a plan which has gained the unqualified appro-
bation of many of our most eminent scientific

and professional men. The illuminating agent
is, of course, gas, but the jets are nowhere
visible, the burners being placed in the roof,

and the light transmitted through large sheets

of glass, which occupy the place of the ordinary

ceiling, as represented in the accompanying
engraving, copied from the ceiling itself, or, at

least, from a section of it. These sheets of glass

are of varied colours, as amber, mauve, and
others equally adapted, by their transparency,

to produce the most brilliant, yet soft and sub-

dued, reflections from the light above
;
and they

admit of the greatest amount of ornamentation,

so much so, that the more decorative design

there is, the more perfect is the ventilation of

the building. This is, perhaps, not very intel-

ligible without an explanation of the whole
system employed by the inventors, which is as

follows :—First of all, the ceiling may be de-

scribed as a mass of crystal, varying in thickness

to suit the emergencies of artificial light, and
apparently ornamented with rows of prisms,

externally, formed of the finest crystals, and
producing extraordinary brilliancy, the centre

of each prism having a gas-light introduced
into it. These prisms, however, are the medium
of ventilation, for, alternating with narrow
strips of ground glass artistically cut, they
allow a vacuum through which the impure
afr, as well as the heat, of the room below is

carried away through the top of the building
by the powerful current thus created. The
lighting-chamber, as it is termed, is very pecu-
liar. There are no fewer than three hundred and
fifty ventilating tubes, the whole of which are

conducted into two enormous shafts, or cylinders,

extending the entire length of the upper area,

and through these the heated air is expelled.

With such an amount of combustion going on
in this chamber, it would naturally be expected
that the heat must sometimes be overpowering

;

but so perfect is the system adopted, that the

thermometer rarely reaches beyond 80°, after

all the burners have been lighted many hours.
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LACE*

Is it possible to make a readable book out of

such materials as lace might furnish. ? is a ques-

tion which may not unnaturally occur to many

;

but by whomsoever put, it would only show
that the querist has only a vague idea of the
comprehensive character of the subject, and of

the position it has assumed for ages, as a rich

and costly ornament, both of male and female
attire. To trace its history back no farther

than the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,

we have only to look at Titian’s portraits of
Venetian doges and nobles, at the Spanish
grandees by Velasquez, at the English cavaliers

and high-born dames whom Holbein and Van-
dyke have handed down to us, to see how im-
portant a part lace arrogates to itself in these
pictures

;
there is a beautifully-engraved por-

trait of Isabella, granddaughter of Charles V.

—

which appears as a frontispiece to Mrs. Palliser’s

volume—where the head of this royal daughter
of Spain is so deeply set in a splendid broad
lace ruff, that one marvels at its immensity,
and the inconvenience to which it must have
subjected the wearer. There are many still

living among us who remember a political sati-

rist being punished by fine and imprisonment
for writing a lampoon upon an exalted person-
age, who was described as

—

“ The dandy of sixty who danced with a grace,
And had taste in wigs, collars, cuirasses, and lace.”

As an appendage of male costume we have
outlived the day when this delicate fabric is

used, except on grand regal state occasions, and
by the high officials of the court

;
and though

it forms no unimportant item in the wardrobe
of the ladies of the nineteenth century, yet it

may be presumed they are scarcely amenable
to the remark Swift makes on the ladies of his

time, who
“ Of caps and ruffles hold the grave debate.
As of their lives they would decide the fate.”

Considering the comparatively fragile nature of
this material, and its trivial character, equally
by comparison, there is possibly no product of
industrial Art which has a more interesting

story to tell of its growth and development
;
at

least, such is the history Mrs. Palliser has
written—statistics, anecdote, and poetical quo-
tations, all tend to lighten the record of a sub-
ject which in itself is very far from unattractive.
The origin of lace—the fabric that is ordi-

narily known under that name—has never heen
satisfactorily established

;
none of the various

kinds of needlework spoken of in the Scriptures
and other ancient writings can be identified

with it; embroidery, gold and silver tissues,

and other productions of the needle, on which
royal and noblo ladies, from the days of the
Trojan Andromache, and perhaps earlier, down
to the time of our own Queen Elizabeth, or even
later, employed many of their hours of quiet
occupation, do not properly come under the
denomination of lace. “ It is,” writes Mrs. Pal-
liser, “ from that open-work embroidery, which,
in the sixteenth century, came into such uni-
versal use, that we must derive the origin of
lace. . . . This cutwork was made in several
manners : the first consisted in arranging a net-
work of threads upon a small frame, crossing
and interlacing them into various complicated
patterns. Beneath this network was gummed
a piece of fine cloth, called quintain, from the
town in Brittany where' it was made. Then,
with a needle, the network was sewn to the
quintain by edging round those parts of the
pattern that were to remain thick. The last
operation was to cut away the superfluous cloth

;

hence the name of cutwork.” So late as the
year 1850, we are told, a splendid cutwork pall—these early decorative fabrics were chieflv
used for ecclesiastical purposes—still covered
the coffins of the fisher-tribe, when borne in
procession through the streets of Dieppe. It is

said to have been a votive offering, worked by
the hands of some lady saved from shipwreck,
and presented as a memorial of her gratitude
to be handed down from generation to gene-
ration. And till within the last twenty years.

* History of Lace. By Mrs. Bury Palliser. Pub-
lished by S. Low, Son, and Marston, London.

“an expiring relic of this art might be som< - countries, and giving to each country a separate
times seen on the white smock-frock of the history of its manufacture. We must refer our
English labourer, which, independent of elabo- readers to the book for this information—it will
rate stitching, was enriched with an insertion of 1 well repay perusal—while we select a few out
cutwork running from the collar to the shoulder of the many most interesting anecdotes with
crossways, like that we see decorating the sur- which the book abounds.
plices of the sixteenth century.” The Italians claim the invention of point or

Mrs. 1 alliser divides her history of this fabric needle-made lace, which was made throughout
systemfnically, specifying the various kinds of

;

the country mostly by nuns, and expressly for
laoe which have been produced in different I the service of the Church

;
the laces best known

to the commercial world in the earlier period
were those of Venice, Milan, and Genoa. “At
the coronation of Richard III., ‘fringes of Ve-
nice ’ and ‘ mantel laces of white silk and Venice
gold ’ appear

;
and twenty years later Elizabeth

of York disburses sundry sums for ‘ gold of
Venice’ and ‘other necessaries.’ The queen’s
accounts arc less explicit than those of her royal
predecessor

;
and though a lace is ordered for

the king’s mantle of the garter, for which she
paid sixteen shillings, the article may have been
of home manufacture.”
Queen Elizabeth possessed a wardrobe worthy

of the sovereign of a great kingdom : lace had
a peculiar attraction for her, and though the
sumptuary' laws were not then in existence, she
would not allow her people to rival her in the
uso of this ornament of dress. She wore her

OLD DEVONSHIRE (?) POINT.

ruffs “ higher and stiffer than any one in

Europe, save the Queen of Navarre, for she had
a ‘ yellow throat,’ and was desirous to conceal

it. Woe betide any lady of the court who
dared let her white skin appear uncovered in

the presence of majesty. Her ruffs were made
of the finest cutwork, enriched with gold, silver,

and even precious stones. Though she con-
sumed endless yards of cutwork, purle, needle-

wnk lace, bone ’ac 0
,
of gold, of silver, enriched

with pearls, and bugles, and spangles, in the
fabrication of the ‘ three-piled ruff,’ sho by no
means extended such liberty to her subjects, for

she selected grave citizens, and placed them at

every gate of the city', to cut the ruffs if they
exceeded the prescribed length.”
Trade advertisements appear to have been

employed in this country two centuries ago.
In the London Gazette of September 20, 1675,
Mrs. Rebecca Croxton announces that “ she has
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found out a new way of making Point do Venice,
and has obtained a patent from his Majesty for

making the same
;
that she is now settled at

Hammersmith, over against Lord Chief Justice
Neville’s house, where such as are willing to be
instructed will find her all days save Tuesdays,
on which day she may be spoken to at the
Duke’s Head, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden.”
But Venice point is now no more. The sole

relic of this far-famed trade is the coarse torchon
lace of tho old lozenge pattern, offered by the
peasant-women of Palestrina to strangers on
their arrival at the hotels—the same fabric

mentioned by Lady Mary Wortley Montague,
when she speaks of “ peddling women, that come
on pretext of selling pennyworths of lace.”

Here is a hint which may not be altogether
useless to some artists of our own time. “ To-
wards the middle of the last century many of
the Italian sculptors adopted an atrocious
system, only to be rivalled in bad taste by those
of the Lower Empire—that of dressing tho in-

dividuals they modelled in tho costume of the
period, the colours of the dress represented in
varied marbles. In the villa of Prince Val-
quarnera, near Palermo, were, some years
since, many of these strange productions with
rich laces of coflfee-colourod point, admirably
chiselled, it must be owned, in giallo antico, the
long flowing ruffles and head-tires of the ladies
being reproduced in white alabaster.”

Of the national mantilla worn by the ladies

of Spain, we read there are three kinds, which,
de rigeur, form the toilette. The first is com-
posed of white blonde, a most unbecoming con-
trast to their sallow, olive complexions. This
is only used on state occasions, birthdays, bull-

fights, and Easter Mondays. The second is

black blonde, trimmed with a deep lace. The
third, “ mantilla de tiro” for ordinary wear, is

made of black sidle, trimmed with velvet. A
Spanish woman’s mantilla is held sacred bylaw,
and cannot be seized for debt.

Flanders, or as we now call it, Belgium, has
always been famous for the manufacture of lace,

one-fortieth of the whole population, or about
150,000 females, being engaged in it. Charles I.

of Spain, when the country was under his

dominion, commanded it to be taught in the
schools and convents, and to learn the art is

still a part of female education. A curious
story is told of the way in which Flemish lace

used to bo smuggled into France by means of
dogs trained for the purpose. “ A dog was
caressed and petted at homo, fed on the fat of
the land, then, after a season, sent across the
frontier, where he was tied up, half-starved, and
ill-treated. The skin of a bigger dog was then
fitted to his body, the intervening space filled

with lace. The dog was then allowed to escape
and make his way home, where he was kindly
welcomed with his contraband charge.” This
cruel practice was at length stopped by the
French Custom House authorities, who detected
the unfortunate four-footed smugglers. No
fewer than 40,278 dogs engaged in these trans-
actions wore destroyed between the years 1820
and 1836, a reward of three francs being given
for each.

Had we not exhausted all the space we can
afford to a notice of this exceedingly amusing
book, there is ample material in it both for

additional extract and comment. Dress forms
no insignificant part of the social history of a
country, and in Mrs. Palliser’s treatment of her
subject much curious and valuable information
of this kind is brought before the reader.

Though a work which seems especially to com-
mend itself to the female portion of the com-
munity, it possesses attractions in abundance
for those who, like ourselves, are neither
wearers of, nor can distinguish between, cut-
work, guipure, point, pillow, and all other de-
scriptions of this delicate and beautiful fabric.

Upwards of one hundred and sixty exquisitely
engraved woodcuts illustrate the subject, selected
both from ancient and modern specimens. Two
of them are introduced on the preceding page :

the laces they represent are from counties—at
least one of the specimens is—celebrated for

such manufacture. Irt Bedfordshire, and its

neighbour Hertfordshire, “pillow” lace has
long been a staple employment of a large
number of the poorer female classes.

THE. NATIONAL MONUMENT
IN MEMORY OP

H.ll.H. THE PRINCE CONSORT.

The sculptural designs for the National
Memorial of the “good” Prince Consort
being now in such a state of advancement
as to show their several pretensions, we
give a brief account of tho manner in
which the sculptors intend working out the
themes proposed to them. These designs
have been embodied as groups consisting
of figures of about a foot high. They have
been submitted to the Queen, and to certain
of them improvements have been suggested,
and have already been realised, but whether
any ulterior changes will bo made is not
certain. Any discussion, therefore, of their
merits or demerits were premature; the
more so because they aro in a variety of
conditions as to finish; that is, some are
minutely worked, while others, it would ap-
pear, are insufficiently detailed. Again, in
the absence of the character and expression
which in execution will be given to them,
no just opinion can be formed of their
ultimate spirit and manner of discourse.
We are thus at present limited to a simple
survey of the materials into which the
sculptors have hereafter to breathe the vital
essence.

This monument is the grandest effort that
our school of sculpture has ever been called
upon to put forth

;
and like all similarly

great efforts which necessitate the employ-
ment independently of various degrees of
capability, it will be carried out with marked
inequality. Examples of such inequality
have been preserved to us from tho best
times of tho art

; but if these be too far back
for comparison, it is enough to consider
with what various degrees of success selected
circles of the artists of our own school have
contributed to the exaltation of one idea. It
is, we say, the greatest undertaking that has
ever been proposed to English sculptors, and
centuries may elapse before the contempla-
tion of any equally important work may
recur. The more prominent figures in four
of tho compositions will be colossal, and the
others in subordinate proportion. In order
to secure throughout tho whole the unity
of design indisjiensable to such a monu-
ment, certain necessary conditions were ])ro-

posed for the guidance of the artists, such
as the size of the models, the number of
figures in each story, and particularly that
in each description of the quarters of the
globe an animal should form a principal
quantity. All this has been duly observed,
and thus far a most agreeable harmony
prevails

;
whatever differences may be ob-

servablo hereafter, will arise from the
various degrees of intellectual power whenco
the ideas have emanated. With the excep-
tion of the Toro Farneso wo remember
nothing in a spirit similar to that of tho
four larger aggroupments. They afford op-
portunities for permanent distinction that
will never occur again in our time.
The model of the statue of the Prince,

which wiR be designed by Marochetti,
A.R.A., is not yet in a state of advance-
ment sufficient for description. Europe, by
MacDowell, R.A., has a character some-
what mixed, as referring at once to classic

Art and modern progress. The animal
chosen by the artist is a bull, whereon
Europe is seated, holding in her left hand
the orb and cross. The horse might be
proposed as the fittest animal association

;

but the mythological allusion serves as a
text suggestive of endless arguments on the
lights and shades of those ages that were

subdivided into Olympiads and consulships.
The narrative is continued by four other
figures, Britain, France, Italy, and Ger-
many. The first is of the accepted type,
against a departure from which there are
many sound reasons. The figure is seated
firmly on a rock, round which break the
waves ofthe sea

;
in the right hand she holds

a trident
; the left rests on a shield, and she

bespeaks peace, earnestness, and self-pos-
session. France places her right hand
on a sword, and in her left holds a laurel
crown

;
she is also seated, and seems to

gaze thoughtfully into the future. Italy
holds a lyre and looks upward, as if in
hope or aspiration

;
at her feet are a palette

and brushes. To Germany a student-like
character is given

;
she is absorbed in the

contents of a book that is spread open
before her. The general sentiment of tho
whole is that of Peace, and it inclines to tho
pyramidal form, in deference, it may bo
supposed, to the architecture. Foley,
R.A., presents Asia seated on a kneeling
elephant, which may be supposed to bo
about to rise. She is in the act of unveil-
ing. The docility of the elephant by which
she is borne instances the subjection of
brute force to human intelligence. The
complementary figures are four, representa-
tive of those nations that contributed con-
spicuously to the Exhibition, as China,
Persia, India, and Asiatic Turkey. There
is, accordingly, the Art-manufacturer of
China, thoroughly business-like, and so
pointedly national as to be unmistakable,
even as to his commercial engagements. Tho
traditions of Persia are consulted in the
presentation of a poet as her representative

;

Asiatic Turkey by a merchant, with an
accompaniment of attributes telling of barter
and sale in Oriental bazaars

;
and India by

a figure not less nationally appropriate than
the others. Asia is personally larger than
the subordinate figures, as presenting a
paramount whole, a point observable in the
treatment of others of these works

;
and it

is felt throughout that the artist has
eschewed allegory as much as possible. As
the sustaining quantity in the African
aggroupment, Tiieed has chosen the camel
as a laborious wealth producer, and not
an unworthy auxiliary in the cause of
civilisation. The impersonation is that
of a princess, with the richest appointments
of barbaric splendour. She is seated on
the camel, which lies down as those animals
do when being unloaded

; on her right is a
native of the Valley of the Nile, whose
right hand is placed on the head of a
Sphinx; he supports on his shoulder the
right hand of tho principal figure. On the
left is a native of the Barbary States, a
merchant with bales of merchandise. The
third is a native of Central Africa, who leans
upon his bow, while listening to instruction
from the fourth—Europe, who is earnest in
advancing the culture of the great blanks
yet on the world’s surface. In Bell’s
America, the sections presented are the
States, Canada, Mexico, and South America.
The dominant, America, is seated on a bison.
On the other side of the bison is Canada, or
what hereafter will represent the States of
British America. With the left hand she
is pressing to her bosom the Rose of Eng-
land, a conception at this time beautifully
appropriate

;
and in the right she holds

entwined branches of English oak and
Canadian pine. She is crowned with Cana-
dian maple, and over her left arm hang the
spoils of the beaver

;
a scarf of furs crosses

her breast. South America is a hunter or
stock-keeper : he is seated on a block of
stone, typical of the Andes, holding in his
right hand a lasso, and in his left a carbine.
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The above are the four large compositions

which will occupy pedestals removed from
the architecture, but connected with it by
marble projections, containing on each side

flights of steps. The four subjects stand-

ing more immediately at the base of the

principal erection, are by Weekes, R.A.
Marshall, R.A., Thornycroft, and Lawlor.

That of the first-named sculptor is Industry,

consisting of a dominant and three subor-

dinate figures. Industry places her right

hand on a beehive, and holds prominently
in her left hand an hour-glass, in admonition
of the fleeting course of time. On her left

stands a smith, a herculean figure, resting

on his sledge-hammer. On the right are

the results of textile labour—a woman show-
ing the produce of her loom, holding the

web in her right hand,while in the left is

the distaff. In the centre is the potter dis-

playing the triumphs of his craft, and the

relation between the whole is effected by
their appeal to Industry, who seems to be
addressing them collectively and severally.

Marshall’s subject, Agriculture, is illus-

trated by a compendious history, beginning
with the days of Ilesiod. Thus we see the

ancient husbandman holding the plough-
share of his day, without the accompani-
ment of the modem coulter. His attention

is directed by Agriculture to the primum
mobile of improvement—the steam cylinder

and piston
;
and modern husbandry is illus-

trated by a figure with a sickle and sheaves

of com on the left, while the right is sup-

ported by a flock-master, busied with his

ewes and lambs. Commerce, as treated by
Thornycroft, holds supported on her left

arm a cornucopia
,

as emblematic of the

treasures of which she is the mistress. Her
right hand rests encouragingly on the

shoulder of a young merchant, in reference,

it may be, to countries yet young in com-
mercial pursuits, and as symbolising the

development of trade by foreign intercourse.

The principal figure is supported by a pe-
destal, classically beaked, in allusion to the

means of commercial intercouse with dis-

tant countries. Engineering, by Lawlor,

holds a plan in one hand, and in the other

a pair of compasses. Of the secondaries,

one holds a boring screw, and another a
cog-wheel, while the front figure kneels

and opens before him a plan. The whole
is simple and legible, though extremely
difficult of treatment.

There remains now only to mention the

composition by which it is intended to belt

round the part of the monument that will

serve as the pedestal of the statue of the

Prince. Two sides of the composition are

confided to Mr. Phillip, and the other two
to Mr. Armistead. The subjects are Paint-
ing, Sculpture, Music, Architecture, &c.

They will be treated historically ; but such
is the research necessary to the accomplish-

ment of the task, that these ’artists have
not yet satisfied themselves as to their con-
clusions.

The progress of a work so vast, as a
whole, will necessarily be slow, but it will

be our duty from time to time to report its

state of advancement.
While writing on this subject we may

notice that the massive blocks of granite
intended for the base and pedestal of the
Memorial have arrived in London, and are

in the hands of Mr. Kelk, the contractor.

The marble is of a beautiful pink red
colour, from the quarries of the Scottish

Granite Company, in the Isle of Mull. It

admits of a high degree of polish, and pos-
sesses properties capable of resisting, to

a remarkable extent, the action of the
atmosphere.

THE TURNER GALLERY.

ROME, FROM THE VATICAN :

RAFFAELLE AND THE FORNARINA IN THE
CORRIDOR OF THE LOGGIE.

Engraved by A. Willmore.

So far as our memory serves, we believe

this to be the largest picture Turner ever

painted. It is nearly six feet in height by
about eleven feet in width, and belongs to

the early part of what is called the artist’s

“second period.” It was exhibited at the

Royal Academy in 1820, under the title of
‘ Rome, from the Vatican : Raffaelle, ac-

companied by La Fomarina, preparing his

Pictures for the decoration of the Loggie.’

But Rome, as Raffaelle saw it from the

galleries which are associated with so

much of his short life’s labours, was not the

Rome Turner here presents to us ; for ex-

ample, the colonnade of the famous Piazza

of St. Peter’s, which forms so prominent an

object in the central distance of the compo-
sition, was not commmenced till more than

one bun dred and fifty years after Raffaelle

was in his grave. Moreover, that portion

of the Vatican assumed to be represented

in the picture, differs in many essential

particulars from what it is in reality. The
general appearance of the city is tolerably

accurate : conspicuous among the buildings

is the castle of St. Angelo with the adjoin-

ing bridge, and behind the whole rises the

range of snow-capped Apennines. The
subject, apart from the incident brought
into the foreground, has comparatively

little pictorial interest, and, when looked at

on the canvas, seems to have still less from
the large scale on which it is brought for-

ward : reduced to half the size, it would
undoubtedly have been more effective.

Still, the genius of the painter has, in the

matters of colour and story, given value to

what would otherwise have proved, in a

great degree, unattractive.

Turner ever had strange fancies and
ideas, which in themselves form a broad
line of demarcation between himself and all

other painters. It would naturally be sup-

posed that in a design where Raffaelle was
to appear preparing for his work in the

Vatican, Turner would have surrounded

him with a group of those distinguished

artists who assisted in his labours : instead

of this, however, we have him accompanied

only by his mistress, the beautiful baker’s

daughter, whose charms he has immortalised
in the picture of the Fomarina, one of the

gems in the Barberini Palace, in Rome.
While Raffaelle seems absorbed in the con-

templation of the edifice, which even now is

brilliant with the lustre of his pencil, La
Fomarina stands by amusing herself with

some flowers. Scattered around them are

various pictures
;
among them is the cele-

brated ‘ Holy Family.’

The personal labours of Raffaelle in the

Vatican, as well as those executed by artists

from his designs, originated a style of orna-

mental work which has ever since been

called by his name. It is composed of

figures, flowers, mythological subjects,

animals, and architectural designs, which,

when stamped with the genius of the great

master, form the most elegant and grace-

ful combination one can possibly conceive.

The second storey of the Loggie, which is

presumed to be that seen in the picture,

contains the celebrated frescoes that have
gained for it the title of the “ Loggie of

Raffaelle.” It consists of thirteen arcades,

supported by pilasters covered with stucco

ornaments, and with arabesques painted by
Giovanni da Udine from Raffaelle’s designs.

ART IN THE PROVINCES.

Birkenhead.—A meeting of the supporters

of the School of Art in this town has been held,

to receive from the committee explanations as

to the present position of the school, and to take

such measures as might be deemed desirable for

carrying it on, provided sufficient funds can be
raised for the purpose. It appears that under
the system hitherto adopted the amount of fees

received from students has been inadequate to

meet the expenses
;
and, therefore, as the chair-

man, Mr. John Laird, M.P., remarked, it would
be necessary to look to the inhabitants to pro-

vide £130 annually, to carry on the school

efficiently. A committee was appointed to pro-

mote this object.

Birmingham.—The annual ballot for prizes

in the Birmingham and Midland Counties Art-
Union took place in January. The amount
subscribed during the past year reached nearly

£1,100, of which the sum of £730 was allotted

for expenditure in prizes, exclusive of ten pic-

tures purchased at the cost of about £100.

Besides these, fifty-eight picture prizes were
distributed, varying in value from £5 to £100.

Bristol.—It is proposed to open an exhibi-

tion of “ Industrial ” Art-works in this city.

AVc hope it will have a more successful result

than the recent exhibition in the neighbouring

city of Bath.
Carmarthen.—The annual local examination

of the pupils of the Carmarthen School of Art,

to which are attached schools at Swansea and
Llanelly, took place towards the close of last

year. The number of scholars of all grades

under instruction amounts to nearly 2,000.

Hanley.—Preparations are being made for

holding an Industrial Exhibition for the Pot-

teries districts in the present spring
;
and there

is little doubt, from the way in which business

is managed in that quarter, of its success.

Leeds.—The annual distribution of prizes to

the pupils of the Leeds School of Art took place

in the month of January. Lord F. C. Caven-
dish presided on the occasion. This institution

has, during the last five years of its existence,

taught 20,000 children in National schools at a

nominal fee
;
given instruction to 5,000 pupils

of the middle classes ;
taught 2,500 working

men in evening classes
;
has educated four Art-

masters
;
has been referred to in evidence given

before a parliamentary commission, by the chief

inspector of Art-schools, as the type of a suc-

cessful school
;

is now carrying on Art-work in

all the great towns of the West Riding of York-
shire, teaching thirty National schools, thirteen

middle-class schools, five evening classes in

Mechanics’ Institutes, two branch schools of

Art, and its own classes in the central school.

Nottingham.—The new School of Art in this

town—a large and commodious building—was
opened on the 16th of January, when the Mayor
distributed prizes to the successful competitors

among the students. In the course of his ob-

servations, his worship remarked, as a fact most
creditable to the school, that the winning of a

national medallion by a student brought a grant
from Government of £10, and there were four

such medallions to be then presented.

Sheffield.—The council of the School of

Art in this town has presented to Mr. Benjamin
Wightman, a silver tea and coffee service in

testimony of sendees rendered to the school

for a period of twenty years, during which he
has held the post of honorary secretary.

Stourbridge.—The annual meeting of those

interested in the School of Art was held at the

close of last year. The report of the committee
congratulated the friends of the school on the

progress ofthe students, their increased number,
and upon the condition of the finances; the
excess of income over expenditure, up to the

30th of September, being a fraction more than
£15. But the mortgage debt still amounts to

£640, though it had been recently reduced by
£60. Four medals were awarded to pupils at

the annual examination last year.

Tenby.—The foundation-stone of the Welch
memorial of the Prince Consort was laid on the

summit of the Castle Hill, on the 14th of

December, the anniversary of the Prince’s

birthday.
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MEMORIES OF THE AUTHORS OF THE AGE:
A SERIES OF WRITTEN PORTRAITS (FROM PERSONAL ACQUAINTANCE) OF GREAT

MEN AND WOMEN OF THE EPOCH.

By S. C. HALL, F.S.A., and Mrs. S. 0. HALL.

“History may be formed from permanent monuments and records, but lives can only be written from personal
knowledge, which is growing every day less and less, and in a short time is lost for ever.”—J)r. Johnson.

L.ETITIA ELIZABETH LANDON.

BgrfffeOHrtQlXH unmmglod
pain I write

tlio name of Lteti-

tia Elizabeth Lan-

!

don—the L. E. L.
whose poems were

'

for so long a pe-
j

riod the delight of

all readers, old and
young. Her life

|

was a “battle” i

from the cradle to the grave

—

the grave in which she “ rests

from her labours ” in that far-

off land where the white man
ever walks hand in hand with
death.

"We were among the few friends

who knew her intimately; but it

was not in her nature to open her
heart to any; her large organ

1

of “Secretiveness” was her bane; she
knew it and deplored it ; it was the origin

of that misconception which embittered
her whole life, the mainspring of that

calumny which made Fame a mockery,
and Glory a deceit. But I may say that when
Slander was busiest with her reputation,

we had the best means to confute it—and
did. For some years there was not a single

week during which, on some day or other,

morning or evening, she was not a guest at

our house
;
yet this blight in her spring-

time undoubtedly led to the fatal marriage
that resulted in her mournful and mys-
terious death. The calumny was of the
kind that most deeply wounds a woman.
How it originated, it was, at the time, and
is, of course, now, impossible to say. Pro-
bably its source was nothing more than a
sneer; but it bore Dead-sea fruit. A slander

more utterly groundless never was propa-
gated. In after years it was revived with
“additions,” and broke off an engagement
that promised much happiness, with a gen-
tleman then eminent and since famous as
an author; not that he at any time gave
credence to the foul and wicked rumour

;

but to her “ inquiry” was a sufficient blight,

and by her the contract was annulled. The

utter impossibility of its being other than
false could have been proved not only by
us, but by a dozen of her intimate friends,

whose evidence would have been without
question, and conclusive. She was living

in a school for young ladies, seen daily by
the ladies who kept that school, and by the

pupils. In one of her letters to Mrs. Hall
she writes, ‘

‘ I have lived nearly all my
life since childhood with the same people

;

the Misses Lance are strict, scrupulous,

and particular, moreover, from having kept
a school so long, with habits of minute
observation. The affection they feel for me
can hardly bo undeserved. I would desire

nothing more than to refer to their opinion.”

Dr. Thomson, her constant medical friend

and adviser, testified long afterwards to
‘

‘ her estimable qualities, generous feelings,

and exalted virtues .” It would, indeed,

have been easy to obtain proof abundant

;

but in such cases the veiy effort to lessen

the evil augments it
;
there was no way of

fighting with a shadow
;

it was found* im-
possible to trace the rumour to any actual

source
;
few then, and perhaps none now,

can tell how deeply the poisoned arrow en-
tered her heart. Ay, if ever woman was,
Lfetitia Landon was “done to death by
slanderous tongues.”

I have touched upon this theme reluc-

tantly
;
perhaps it might have been omitted

altogether ; but it seems to me absolutely

necessary in order to comprehend the cha-
racter of the poet, towards her close of life,

and the mystery of a marriage that so

“unequally yoked” her to one utterly

'unworthy.
Here is a passage from one of her letters

to Mrs. Hall, without a date, but it must
have been written in 1837, when she was
suffering terribly under the blight of evil

reports :

—

“ I have long since discovered that I must he
prepared for enmity I have never provoked, and
unkindness I have little deserved. God knows
that if, when I do go into society, I meet with
more homage and attention than most, it is

dearly bought. What is my life ? One day of
drudgery after another

;
difficulties incurred for

others which have ever pressed upon me beyond
health, which every year, by one severe illness

after another, is taxed beyond its strength;

envy, malice, and all uneharitableness,—these

are the fruits of a successful literary career for

a woman.”

How slow she was to believe that false

and evil words could harm her ! At first

they seemed but to inspire her, in her inno-
cence, with a dangerous confidence, and to

increase a practice we always deplored of
saying things for “ effect

”—things in which
she did not believe. Certainly no advocate
of Miss Landon can affirm that the “ bright
ornament” of Truth was hers. It was no
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use telling her this
;
she would argue that

a conversation of facts would be as dull as

a work on algebra, and that all she did was
to put her poetry into practice.

Poor child
!

poor girl
!

poor woman !

"What a melancholy volume is her brief

history—' ; dreary,” beset with ‘ privations,”

“disappointments,” “ unkindnesses,” and

“ harassments,” “ever struggling against
!
absolute poverty,” these are her own words

i

in mournful application to herself

!

Endowed by nature with the perilous

2 A
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gift of genius, she was, while yet a child,

thrown entirely on her own resources, alto-

gether without a guide by which such a

mind could be directed, or such a character

be wisely formed. She was not more than
fifteen years old when the letters “ L. E. L.

,

”

appended to some verses in the Literary

Gazette

,

riveted public attention ; and when
it became known that the author was
scarcely in her teens, a full gush of popu-
larity burst upon her, which might have
turned older heads and steadier dispositions.

She became a “ lion,” courted, and flattered,

and feted
;
yet never was she misled by the

notion that popularity is happiness, or lip-

service the true homago of the heart.

She was residing at Old Brompton when
her first poem appeared in the Literary

Gazette, which Mr. Jerdan had, not long

previously, established. In this age of iron,

when poetry is, in the estimation of pub-
lishers, “a drug,” it would bo difficult to

conceive the enthusiasm excited by the

magical three letters appended to tho poems
whenever they appeared. Mi'. Jerdan was
a near neighbour of the Landons, and he
thus refers to their residence at Old Bromp-
ton :
—“ My cottage overlooked the mansion

and grounds of Mr. Landon, the father of

‘L. E. L.,’ at Old Brompton, a narrow lane

only dividing our residences. My first re-

collection of the future poetess is that of a
plump girl, grown enough to be almost
mistaken for a woman, bowling a hoop
round the walks, with a hoop-stick in one
hand, and a book in the other, reading as

she ran, and, as well as she could manage,
taking both exercise and instruction at tho

same time.”
The house in which she resided is still

standing, but is about to be taken down ; I

have thought it, therefore, desirable to pro-

cure of it a drawing, which I have en-

graved.
She was bom on the 14th of August, 1802,

at Hans Place, Chelsea, where her father,

a junior partner in tho house of Adair,

army agents, then resided
;
and in that

locality, with few brief internals, the whole
of her life was passed. When wo first

knew her in 1825, she lived with her grand-
mother in Sloane Street

;
subsequently she

became a boarder in the school establish-

ment of the Misses Lance,, at No. 22, Hans
Place, the house in which she had been a

pupil when but six years old, and hero she

was residing up to within a few months of

her marriage, when, in consequence of the

retirement of the Misses Lance, she became
an inmate in the family of Mrs. Sheddon at

Upper Berkeley Street, Connaught Square.

Her grandmother’s gi'avo was, if I recol-

lect rightly, the third opened in the grave-

yard of Holy Trinity, Brompton. Her lines

on tho “ new” churchyard will be remem-
bered. I attended the old lady’s funeral,

Mrs. Hall having received from Miss Lan-
don this letter :

—

“ I have had time to recover the first shock,

and it was great weakness to feel so sorry,

though even now I do not like to think of her
very sudden death

;
I am thankful for its giving

her so little confinement or pain
;
she had never

known illness, and would have borne it impa-
tiently—a great addition to suffering. I am so

very grateful to Mr. Hall, for I really did not
know what to do. Her funeral is fixed for

Friday
;
the hour will he arranged to his and

Mr. Jerdan’ s convenience.”

Mrs. Hall supplies me with the following

particulars concerning her early acquaint-
ance and intercoursewithLeetitiaLandon :

—

‘
‘ My husband had been introduced to a

certain little Miss Spence, who, on the
strength of having written something about
the Highlands, was decidedly ‘ blue,’ when

‘ blue ’ was by no means so genei’al a colour as
it is at present. She had a lodging of two
rooms in Great Quebec Street, and * patro-
nised’ young literateurs

,
inviting them to

her ‘ humble abode,’ where tea was made
in the bedroom, and where it was whispered
the butter was kept cool in the wash-hand
basin ! There were * lots ’ of such like small
scandals about poor little Miss Spence’s
‘humble abode;’ still people liked to go,

and my husband was invited, with a sort of
apology to poor me, who, never having
published anything at that time, was con-
sidered ineligible : it * was a rule.’

‘
‘ Of course I had an account of the party

when Mi'. Hall came home. I coveted to

know who was there, and what eveiybody
had worn and said. I was told that Lady
Caroline Lamb had been present, enveloped
in the folds of an ermine cloak, which she
called a ‘ cat-skin,’ and that she talked a
great deal about a Periodical she wished to

get up, to be called the ‘ Tabby’s Magazine ;’

and that with her was an exceedingly
haughty, brilliant, and beautiful girl, Ro-
sina Wheeler, since well known as Lady
Bulwer Lytton, and who sate rather impa-
tiently at the feet of her eccentric ‘ Gama-

liel.’ Miss Emma Roberts was one of the

favoured ladies ; and Miss Spence, who, like

all ‘ Leo-hunters,’ delighted in novelty, had
just caught the author of ‘ The Mummy,’
Jane Webb, who was as gentle and un-
pretending then as she was, in after years,

when, laying aside romance for reality, she
became the great helper of her husband,
Mr. Loudon, in his laborious and valuable
works. When I heard Miss Bonger was
there, in her historic turban, I thought
it fortunate that I had remained at home.
I had always a terror of tall, commanding
women, who blink down upon you, and
have the unmistakable air about them of
‘ Behold me ! have I not pronounced sen-
tence upon Queen Elizabeth, and set my
mark on the Queen of Scots ?’ Still I quite
appreciated the delight of meeting under
the same roof so many celebrities, and was
cross-questioning my husband, when he
said, ‘ But there was one lady there on whom
I promised you should call to-morrow.’

'
‘ Imagine my mingled delight and dismay

—delight at the bare idea of seeing her, who
must be well-nigh suffocated with the per-
fumo of her own ‘ Golden Violet,’ the idol

of my imagination !—dismay ! for what

MISS I.AXDOX'S residence at old bkomptox.

should I say to her, what would she say to

me ?

“ And now I must look back, back to the
‘ long ago,’ the long, long ago !

“ I can hardly realise the sweep of years
that has gone over so many who have be-
come near and dear to us, since I first saw
Lsetitia Landon—in her grandmother’s mo-
dest lodging in Sloane Street—a bright-

eyed, sparkling, restless little girl, in a pink
gingham frock, grafting clever things on
commonplace nothings, frolickingfrom sub-
ject to subject with the playfulness of a
spoiled child, her dark hair put ‘back from
her low, yet broad forehead, only a little

above the most beautiful eyebrows a painter

could picture, and falling in curls around
her slender throat. We were nearly the

same age, but I had been a year mar-
ried, and if I had not supported myself
on my dignity as a matron, should have
been more than nervous on my first in-

troduction to a ‘living poet,’ though the

poet was so different from what I had
imagined. Her movements were as rapid

as those of a squirrel
;
I wondered how

any one so quick could be so graceful.

She had been making a cap for her grand-
mother, and would insist upon the old
lady’s putting it on, that I might see ‘ how
pretty it was. ’ To this, ‘ grandmamma ’ (Mrs.
Bishop) objected. ‘ She couldn’t,’ and she
‘ wouldn't ’ tiy it on ;

‘ how could Lsetitia

be so silly !’ And then the author of the
‘ Golden Violet ’ put the great be-flowered,
be-ribboned thing on her own dainty little

head, with a grave look—like a cloud on a
rose—and, folding her pretty little hands
over her pink frock, made what she called

a ‘ Sir Roger de Coverley’ curtsey, skipping
backwards into the bedroom, and rushing
in again, having deposited out of sight the
cap she was so proud of constructing, she
took my hands in hers, and asked mo ‘ if we
should be friends ?

’
‘ Friends !

’ I do not
think that during the long intimacy that
followed that child-like meeting, extending
from the year 1825 to her leaving England
in 1837, during which time I saw her nearly
every day, and certainly every week

—

I do not think she ever loved me as I loved
her

;
how could she ? But I was proud of

the confidence and regard she bestowed
on me, and would have given half my
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own happiness to have sheltered her from

tlie envy and evil that embittered the spring

and summer-time of her blighted life. It

always seemed to me impossible not to love

her, not to cherish her
;
perhaps the greatest

magic she exercised was, that after the first

rush of remembrance of that wonderful

young woman’s writings had subsided, she

rendered you completely oblivious of what
she had done, by the irresistible charm of

what she was. You forgot all about her

books
;
you only felt the intense delight of

life with her. She was penetrating yet

thoroughly sympathetic, and entered into

your feelings so entirely, that you wondered
how the little ‘ witch ’ could read you so

readily and so rightly
;
and if, now and then,

you were startled, perhaps dismayed, by her

wit—it was but as the jtrick of a diamond
arrow. Words and thoughts that sho flung

hither and thither, without design or intent

beyond the amusement of tho moment, come
to me still, with a mingled thrill of pleasure

and pain that I cannot describe, and which
my most friendly readers could not under-

stand—because they did not know her.

When I knew her first, she certainly looked

much younger than she was. When we
i

talked of ages, which we did the first day,

I found it difficult to believe she was more 1

than seventeen—she was so slight, so fra-
!

gile, so girlish in her gestures and manners.
(

Like all the earnest workers I have known
intimately, she had a double existence—an

inner and an outer life. Many times when
I have witnessed her suffering either from
spasmodic attacks, to which she was con-

tinually liable, or from the necessity for work
to provide for the comforts and luxuries of

those who never spared her, I kavo seen her

cast, as it were, her natural self away, enter

the long, narrow, and poorly furnished

room that opened on tho garden at Hans
Place, and flash upon a morning visitor as

if she had not a pain or a care in the

world
;
dazzling tho senses, and captivat-

ing the affections of some new acquaint-

ance, as she had done mine, and sending

him or her away believing in the reality

of her happiness, and fully convinced that

the melancholy that breathed through her

poems was assumed—that, in fact, her true

nature was buoyant and joyous as that of

a lark singing between earth and heaven.

If they could but have seen how the cloud

settled down on that beaming face
;

if they

had but heard the deep-drawn sigh of relief

that the by-play was played out, and noted

the languid step with wliich she mounted
to her attic, and gathered her young limbs

on the common seat, opposite the common
table whereon she worked, they would have
arrived at a directly opposite, and a too

true, conclusion—that tho melancholy was
real, the mirth assumed.

“ My second visit to her was after she had
left her grandmother, and was residing at

22, Hans Place. Miss Emma Roberts * and
her sister at that time boarded in Miss
Lance’s school, and Miss Landon found
there a room at the top of the house, where
she could have the quiet and seclusion her

labour required, and which her kind-

natured but restless grandmother prevented.

She never could understand how ‘ speaking

one word to Letty,’ just one word, and not

keeping her five minutes away from that

desk, where she would certainly grow

* Miss Emma Roberts, whose name is now forgotten,

was the author of some works of merit ; she accompanied

her sister and her sister’s husband to India, and died there.

‘humped’ or ‘crooked,’ could interfere

with her work. She was one of those stolid

persons who are the bane of authors, who
think nothing of the lost idea, and the un-
ravelling of the web, when a train of thought
is broken by the ‘ only one word,’ ‘ only a
moment,’ which scatter thoughts to the

wind—thoughts that can no more be called

home than the thistledown that is earned
away by a passing breeze.

“ She continued to reside in that unosten-
tatious home, obedient to the ‘ rules of the

j

school,’ as the youngest pupil, dining with
the children at their early hom', and return-

ing to her sanctuary, from whence she sent

forth rapidly and continuously works that

won for her the adoration of the young, and
the admiration of the old. But though she

ceased to reside with her grandmother, she

was most devoted in her attentions to her

aged relative, and trimmed her caps and
bonnets, and ‘ quilled ’ her frills, as usual.

I have seen the old lady’s ‘ borders ’ and

;

ribbons mingled with pages of manuscript,
1 and known her to put aside a poem to

|

‘ settle up ’ grandmamma’s cap for Sunday.
1 These were the minor duties in which she

indulged, but her grandmother owed the

greater part if not the entire of her com-
forts to the generous and unselfish nature

of that gifted girl. Her mother I never
saw

;
morally right in all her arrangements,

she was mentally wrong, and the darling

poet of the public had no loving sympathy,
no tender care from the author of her being.

She had endured tho wrongs of a neglected

childhood, and but for the attachment of her

grandmother sho would have known ‘ next
to nothing ’ of the love of motherhood

;

thus she was left alone with her genius
;
for

admiration, however grateful to a woman’s
senses, never yet filled a woman’s heart.

‘
‘When I first knew her, and for some time

after, she was childishly untidy and negli-

gent in her dress. Her ‘ frocks ’ were
tossed on, as if buttons and strings were
unnecessary incumbrances ; one sleeve off

the shoulder, the other on, and her soft,

silky hair- brushed ‘ anyhow.’ But Emma
Roberts, whose dress was always in ‘ good
taste,’ determined on her reformation, and
gradually the young poet, as she expressed

it, ‘ did not know herself.’ I use tho word
‘ young ’ because she was so wonderfully

youthful in appearance, and positively as

she grew older looked younger—her delicate

complexion, the transparent tenderness of

her skin, and the playful expression of her

childlike features, adding to the deception.”

In the zenith of her fame, and towards

the tenable close of her life, the personal ap-

pearance of Miss Landon was highly attrac-

tive. Though small of stature, her form was
remarkably graceful, and in society, at all

events, she paid to dress that attention

which literarywomen too frequently neglect.

This is Mi’s. Hall’s portrait of her. “It
was strange to watch the many shades of

varied feeling which passed across her coun-
tenance even in an hour. I can see her now
—her dark silken hair braided back over a

small, but what phrenologists would call

a well-developed, head
;
her forehead full

and open, but the hair grew low upon
it. The eyebrow perfect in arch and form

;

the eyes, round, soft, or flashing, as they
might be, grey, well formed, and beauti-

fully set, the lashes long and black, tho

under lashes turning down with a delicate

curve, and forming a soft relief upon the

tint of her cheek, wliich, when she enjoyed

good health, was bright and blushing.

Her complexion was delicately fair; her

skin soft and transparent
;
her nose small

(
retroussd), the nostr il well defined, slightly

curved, but capable of a scornful expression,

which sho did not appear to have the power
of repressing, even though she gave her

thoughts no words, when any mean or des-

picable action was alluded to. It would be
difficult to describe her mouth

;
it was

neither flat nor pouting, neither large nor
small; the under jaw projected a little be-

yond tho upper. Her smile was deliciously

animated ;
her teeth white, small, and even

;

and her voice and laugh soft, low, and
musical. Her ears were of peculiar beauty,
and all who study tho beauty of the human
head, know that the ear is either very
pleasing to look on, or much the contrary

:

hers were small, and of a delicate hue.
Her hands and feet were even smaller than
her sylph-like figure would have led one to

expect. She would have been of perfect

symmetry but that her shoulders were
rather high. Her movements, when not

excited by animated conversation, were
graceful and ladylike, but when excited

they became sudden and almost abrupt.”

There were few portraits of Miss Landon
painted, yet she was acquainted with many
artists, and had intense love ofArt. Witness
her subjects for pictures in the New Monthly
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Magazine, -written at my suggestion as editor

of that work. Her friend Maclise painted

her three or four times : I know of nono
others, except that by Pickersgill. It is

engraved with this Memory. I always
thought it the most like her, but it is not
flattering. Though quite unskilled in the

language of the schools, she had a fine feel-

ing for
“ The art that can immortalise.”

I remember her once speaking of artists in

her usual animated and pictorial manner,
and concluding by saying, “ they deserved

all honour, they idealised humanity. ” What
a string of pearls I might have gathered,

had I noted down the thoughts that fell in

sayings from her lips.

She cannot bo described as handsome,
but at times her face became absolutely

beautiful, when its expression was ani-

mated by thought, and the language of

warm feeling, or of earnest sympathy, fell

from her eloquent lips. Then her eyes too

would speak
;

I have seen them many a
time sparkling with indignation and dis-

solved in tears.

In society she was brilliant, without by
any means being

“That dangerous thing, a female wit.”

Her language was often epigrammatic, and
her “sayings” would have been worth
collecting and preserving for their point

and purpose. She was usually full of ani-

mation, and never failed to deal “ well” with
any subject on which she conversed. Those
who saw her at such times would have
thought that gaiety was her prevailing cha-
racteristic : it was not so. Frequently I
have seen her sigh heavily in apparently

her merriest moments, and have quoted to

myself her own lines,

—

“ Blame not her mirth who was sad yesterday,
And may he sad to-morrow.”

She first met the Ettrick Shepherd at our
house. When Hogg was presented to her,

he looked earnestly down at her, for perhaps
half a minute, and then exclaimed, in a
rich manly “Scottish” voice, “Eh, I (fid

na think ye’d been sae bonnie ! I’ve said

many hard things aboot ye. I’ll do sae

nae mair. I did na think ye’d been sae

bonnie!” Mrs. Opie, who also met her at

our house, paid her a questionable compli-
ment, saying she was the prettiest butterfly

she had ever seen
;
and I remember the

staid Quakeress shaking her finger at the

young poetess, and saying, “What thou
art saying thou dost not mean !” Miss
Jewsbuiy (the elder sister of the accom-
plished authoress, Geraldine), whose fate

somewhat resembled her own, for in the

“hey-day” of life and hope she married,
accompanied her husband to India, and
soon died—Miss Jewsbuiy said of her,
“ she was a gay and gifted thing,” but Miss
Jewsbuiy knew her only “in the throng.”
Her toils were too intense, the demands
upon her resources too heavy : there was a
perpetual necessity for labour to answer the
needs of others, not her own, for her wants
were veiy limited

; her own expenses little

more than those she paid for her moderate
board at “ a school and for dress, though
no doubt she had a woman’s longing in
that way, she says, and we can well believe
her, she had seldom two silk gowns of her
own .

* But ‘
‘ gay ’

’ the troubles and anxieties
of life would not let her be; “gay ’ she
was forbidden to be by the necessity of daily
toil, ill or in health

;
more than that, her

nature inclined her to despondency—almost

* Mrs. Hall remembers once meeting her coming out of
Youngman’s shop, in Sloane Street, and walking home
with her. “ I have been,” she said, “ to buy a pair of
gloves, the only money spent on myself out of the three
hundred pounds I received for 1 Romance and Reality.’ ”

a necessity of the poetic temperament. Her
closer friends knew that the sparkle was
often unreal :

—

“ The cheek may be tinged with a warm sunny smile,

While the cold heart to ruin runs darkly the while.”

And beyond doubt, in later years, there was
“ a fatal remembrance ” that threw

“Its dark shade alike o’er her joys and her woes.”

I have rarely known a woman so en-
tirely fascinating as Miss Landon. This
arose mainly from her large sympathy

:

she was playful with the young, sedate
with the old, and considerate and reflective

with the middle-aged—she could be tender
and she could be severe, prosaic or practical,

and essentially of and with whatever party
she chanced to be among. I remember this

faculty once receiving an illustration. She
was taking lessons in riding, and had so

much pleased the riding-master, that at

parting he complimented her by saying,

“Well, madam, we are all bora with a

genius for something, and yours is for

horsemanship.”
Her industry was absolutely wonderful

:

-•-she was perpetually at work, although

often, nay generally, with little of physical

strength, and sometimes utterly prostrated*

by illness. Yet the work must be done.

Her poems and prose were usually for

periodical publications, and a given day of

the month it was impossible to postpone.

She was also a fertile correspondent : we
have had] hundreds of her letters

;
many

of them we have now. She found time to

show how deep an interest she took in all

that concerned those she liked or loved.

Her entirely unselfish nature was known,
by pleasant expeiience, to all friends, ad-
mirers, or acquaintances with whom she

came in contact, either in the way of busi-

ness or of pleasure.

Poetry she wrote with great ease and
rapidity. In one of her letters to mo she
observes, “ Writing poetry is like writing
one’s own native language, and writing
prose is like writing in a strange tongue !

”

And in a letter to Mrs. Hall, she says :

—

‘
‘ I write poetry with far more ease than
I do prose. In prose I often stop and
hesitate for a word— in poetry, never.

Poetiy always carries me out of myself : I
forget everything in the world, but the

subject that has interested my imagination.

It is the most subtle and insinuating of

pleasures, but, like all pleasures, it is dearly

bought. It is always succeeded by extreme
depression of spirits, and an overpowering

sense of bodily fatigue.” In fact, she could

have improvised fine verses without hesi-

tation or difficulty.

She married Mr. McLean, then Governor

of the Gold Coast,*—a man who neither

knew, felt, nor estimated her value. He
wedded her, I am sure, only because he

was vain of her celebrity; and she him,

because he enabled her to change her name,

and to remove from that society in which,

just then, the old and infamous slander had
been revived.! There was, in this case,

* She was married on (lie 7th of June, 1838, to Mr.

George McLean, at St. Mary’s, Eryanstone Square, her

brother, the Rev. Whittington Landon, officiating. The
bride was “given away ” by her long and attached friend,

Sir Lytton Bulwer Lytton. They were married a fortnight,

at least, before Uie marriage was announced even to friends.

A sad story was some time afterwards circulated, the

truth of which I have nomeans of confirming, that McLean
had been engaged to a lady in Scotland, which engage-

ment he had withdrawn ; and that she was in the act of

sealing a farewell letter to him, when her dress caught

fire, and she was burnt to death.

t The Hon. Grantley Berkeley, in his recently published

volume of “ Recollections,” canvasses this painful topic in

a manner utterly unjustifiable. He can hardly expect

those who knew Miss Landon to believe that she was

no love, no esteem, no respect, and there

could have been no discharge of duty that

was not thankless and irksome.

eager to place her honour in his keeping on the very first

occasion of their meeting; or that she really looked to

him to avenge a wrong done to her by Dr. Maginn, who,
he more than insinuates, sought to purchase the virtue of

L. E. L. as the price of “ making or marring” her literary

prospects, and that at a time, be it remembered, when her
fame had been long established, and when no writer could
have either increased or impaired it. Moreover, Mr. Berke-
ley requires us to accept the picture he draws of the
poetess—saying to him (the first time she had ever spoken
with him), her voice interrupted by “sobs,” “I resolved

to trust you with more than my life; to tell you all, and
to ask your counsel:” and that, as a consequence, he
“ rescued from the machinations of a scoundrel one of

the most amiable and gifted of her sex.” Of all visionary
fancies arising out of die creative faculty, this is one of the
most “ thorough.” The poet-laureate has written

—

“ That a lie which is half a truth is ever the blackest of lies

;

That a lie which is all a lie may be met and fought with
outright

;

But a lie which is part a truth is a harder matter to fight.”

Undoubtedly the wicked slander that associated the name
of Maginn with that of L. E. L., had some foundation.
She had written to that very worthless person a letter, or
letters, containing expressions which she ought never to
have penned. They sufficed to arouse the ire of a jealous
woman, and led to much misery. To have seen, much
less to have known, Maginn, would have been to refute

the calumny. She gave a full history of this unhappy
affair at the time in a letter to Mrs. Hall. The worst
accusation that could have been urged against her was that
of extreme imprudence. To revive the -el -t. .i-y after it

has slept for thirty years, is not creditable to the chivalry

of the Hon. Grantley Berkeley.
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The last time I saw L. E. L. was in

Upper Berkeley Street, Connaught Square,

on the 27th June, 1838, soon after her mar-
riage, when she was on the eve of her fatal

voyage. A farewell party was given to

some of her friends by Mrs. Sheddon, with

whom she then boarded, Misses Lance
having resigned their school. "When the

proper time arrived, there was a whisper

round the table, and as I was the oldest of

her friends present, it fell to my lot to

propose her health. I did so with the

warmth I felt. The “ chances” were that

wo should never meet again
;
and I con-

sidered myself free to speak of her in terms
such as could not but have gratified any
husband— except the husband she had
chosen. I referred to her as one of my
wife’s most valued friends during many
years of closest personal intimacy, and
sought to convey to McLean’s mind the

high respect as well as affection with which
we regarded her. There were many at

that table who shed tears while I spoke.

The reader may imagine the chill which
came over that partywhen McLean had risen

to “ return thanks.” He merely said, “ If

Mr\s. McLean has as many friends as Mr-.

Hall says she has, I only wonder they

allowed her to loavo them.” That was all

:

it was more than a chill, it was a blight.

A gloomy forebodiug as to the future of

that doomed woman came to all the guests,

as, ono by one, they rose and departed,

with a brief and mournful farewell
;
pro-

bably no one of them ever saw her agarn.

They sailed for Africa on the oth July,

1838. On tho 15th of August she landed,

and on the 15th of October she was dead !

—dying, according to a coroner’s jury, “ of

having incautiously taken a dose of prussic

acid.” * Alas ! it is a sad, sad story ; ono

that makes my heart ache as I write. It

was, indeed, a terrible close to a most un-
happy lifo.

Tho circumstances of her death will bo
for ever a mystery, for her husband has
since “died and made no sign.” But no one

ever heard of her having had that dangerous
medicine in her possession. Dr. Thomson,
who made up her medicine chest, and who
had been her attendant for many years,

declared he never prescribed it for her, and
that it was next to impossible she could

have possessed it. I do not believe she

committed suicide ;
nay, I am srrre she

did not; although I know she was most
wretched in her mournful banishment, most
miserable in her changed condition, and
that if her past had been gloomy, her future

was very dark ;
but I do believe that poison

in some shape—not from the small vial

which it was said was found in her hand

—

was administered by the African woman
who is known to have been her predecessor

—one of those

“ Children of the South,

With whom Eevenge is Virtue.”

The very morning of her death, in a letter

to a friend, she wrote, ‘
‘ The solitude, except

an occasional dinner, is absolute. Prom
seven in the morning till seven in the

evening, when we dine, I never see Mr.
McLean, and rarely any one else.” Writing
previously, she says, “ There are eleven or

twelve chambers here, empty, I am told, yet

Mr. McLean refuses to let me have one of

* Dr. Madden (“Memoirs of Lady Blessington ”) by
whom the “Gold Coast” was visited not long after the

death of L. E. L., describes the castle as “ a largo, ill-

constructed, dismal-looking fort, with a few rooms of a
barrack-looking fashion.” The town, “ Cape Coast,” is a
wretched town, “containing about four thousand inhabi-

tants, natives of the country, with a fewEuropean traders.”

“ A wilderness of seared verdure, and tangled shrubs and
stunted bushes—a jungle and a swamp, realising desola-

tion ’’—this was the scenery wound the miserable dwelling

called “ a castle.”

them for my use. He expects me to cook,

wash, and iron ; in short, to do the work
of a servant. He says he will never cease

correcting me, until he has broken my
spirit, and complains of my temper, which
you know was never, even under heavy
trials, bad.” It is but a mild view of the

case which Dr. Madden takes, when he
says—“The conviction left on my mind,
by all the inquiries I had made (at Cape
Coast), and the knowledge I had gained of

the peculiarities of Mr. McLean, was that

the marriage of L. E. L. with him was ill

calculated to promote her happiness, or to

secure her peace ;
and that Mr. McLean,

making no secret of his entire want of

sympathy with her tastes, of repugnance
for her pursuits, and eventually of entire

indifference towards her, had rendered her
exceedingly unhappy.” *

On the 1st January, 1839, we heard of

her death ; on the 3rd we received from her
a somewhat long letter; it was a “ship
letter,” without a date. In that letter she

wrote cheerfully, even playfully, of her
hopes and prospects, and described herself

as “very happy,”—a statement very dif-

ferent indeed from that I have above quoted.

She was learning to be a housekeeper, giving

out sugar, butter, &c., and was embarrassed
by “a legion of keys.” To that letter

she had signed her name “L. E. Landon,”
but had erased “Landon,” and written in
“ McLean,” adding “ how difficult it is to

leave off an old custom.”
She was buried on the evening of her

death, “in tho courtyard of the Castle.”

The grave was dug by torchlight
;
and there

stood beside it a few “ mourners” wrapped
in cloaks—shelters from ‘

‘ a pitiless torrent of

rain.” Guided by “a flickering light,” tho

busy workmen hurried through their work

;

the mourners hastened away ; one ‘ 1 silent

watcher ”—it was not her husband—waited

till the grave was covered in, and all that

was mortal of her whose life was indeed a
grief from the cradle to the grave, was
“ put out of sight.”

Let the name she bore for so brief a time

be forgotten
;

let her be known in the

literary history of her country only as

Lsetitia Elizabeth Landon
;

and let the
‘ ‘ small white tablet inserted in the Castle

wall ” at Cape Coast, be the solo record of

tho name “ McLean.” f
Poor girl ! Poor woman ! Poor victim !

Thus she fulfilled her own mournful predic-

tion, though speaking of another :

—

“ Where my father’s bones are lying,

There my bones will never lie !

Mine shall be a lonelier ending,
Mino shall bo a wilder grave :

Where the shout and shriek are blending,
Where the tempest meets the wave.

Or perhaps a fate more lonely,

In some drear and distant ward,
Where my weary eyes meet only

Hired nurse and sullen guard! ”

* “ Mr. McLean was a good mathematician. All his

tastes were for the cultivation of the exact sciences. His

favourite pursuits were geometrical and algebraic calcula-

tions, barometrical and thcrmometrical observations. He
affected scorn for poetry and poets."—Dr. Madden.
McLean died at Cape Coast on the 28th May, 1S47.

He was not buried in the same grave with his unhappy

wife, but “ at her side.”

t During Dr. Madden’s brief residence at Cape Coast

Castle, he occupied the chamber in which L. E. L. died.

He describes “a frightful dream, or rather, a half-waking,

half-sleeping sort of hallucination, in which I fancied that

the form of Mrs. McLean, clad in a white dress, was ex-

tended before me lifeless on the floor, on the spot where I

had been told her body had been discovered. This imagi-

nary white object lay between my bed and the window,
through which the moon was shining brightly, and every

time I raised myself, and examined closely this spot, on
which the moonbeams fell in a, slanting direction, the

imaginary form would cease to be discernible ; and then

in a few minutes, when I might doze, or fail by any effort

to keep attention alive, the same appalling figure would
present itself to my imagination.”
Was this “ a dream that was not all a dream ?”

MASTERPIECES
OE INDUSTRIAL ART.

Messrs. Day have at length issued their great
work—a representation, in coloured lithography,
of the principal Art-treasures contained in tho
International Exhibition, 1862, and designed as a
sequel to that they published soon after tho Great
Exhibition, 1851. It is dedicated to the Queen,
and is a right regal offering, for it contains
three hundred prints, in most instances fac-

similes of the objects pictured, and is, therefore,

a worthy monument to the Exhibition, of which
it will be a record long after that event is for-

gotten. Even now, it would be difficult to bring
together a hundred of the hundreds of thousands
of beautiful works collected at South Kensing-
ton; they are widely scattered; few of them
were returned to their producers

;
their homes

are in the mansions of the wealthy in Great
Britain, where, although they continue to give
enjoyment, they have ceased to be instructors.

In these volumes, however, their teachings are
perpetuated. There is no manufacturer of tho
kingdom, neither is there any artisan, who may
not here acquire valuable lessons, that will add
to his honour and to his prosperity

;
on this

ground, chiefly, the work is to be commended
and recommended. It ought to be a cherished
guest in every Art-workshop

;
probably it is so

;

for, wo believe, the list of subscribers contained
the name of nearly every British producer of
Art-works, and no doubt the work was obtained
less as a luxury than a necessity. We gladly in-

dorse the statement Messrs. Day have put forth

regarding this most remarkable achievement :

—

“ This important work, more complete than any of the
kind published, is the most magnificent, useful, and inter-

esting souvenir of the International Exhibition of 1802

—

rendering with exact fidelity, both in form and colour, the
chefs-d'cenvre of the world’s progress in Art and Industry.

Its value is enhanced by the thorough independence with
which the selection of examples was made—the only influ-

ence brought to bear on that selection being the merit of

the subjects themselves,—which, as a series, form, both in

style and size, an attractive and elegant work, and also as
permanent models for all interested or occupied in the
various arts and manufactures represented.”

There is no class of Ait or Art-manufacture
that is not represented

;
we turn over page after

page to refresh our remembrances of the won-
derful assemblage of Art-treasures—such a col-

lection as even the youngest among us are not
likely to see again in England. They were in-

deed the treasures of the world, for there was
no country that held back from a contest in
which victory was almost sure to the swift and
the strong

;
and now that we have obliterated

from our note-book humiliating memoranda of
fatal mistakes committed, generally from inca-

pacity, but sometimes wilfully, we may contem-
plate with exceeding satisfaction the memory of
a glorious assemblage of Art-wonders, thatmade
the year 1862 memorable in Art-history.

Here are the rare jewels, set with true Art-
power, by the most famous jewellers of England,
Italy, Germany, and France

;
plate, the value

of which is a thousandfold beyond the cost of
the precious metals of which they are composed

;

furniture of surpassing beauty, from a hundred
renowned establishments

;
porcelain, rendered

by Art of greater worth than gold : in a word,
every class of Art-manufacturo is here, very
few objects being omitted which the memory
recalls with satisfaction and pleasure

;
each and

all supplying lessons to Art-manufacturers for

centuries to come.
We cannot devote to this valuable work tho

space to which, in review, it is entitled. It

must suffice to say, there is no class of Art-
manufacture unrepresented, andj that conse-

quently there is no manufacturer who may not
study with advantage tho works of his rivals

side by side with his own. Mr. J. B. Waring,
to whom was confided the duty of “ selecting,”

and whose written descriptions accompany each
print, merits the praise he has received for the

entirely satisfactory manner in which ho has
accomplished his arduous and onerous task.

Messrs. Day have sacredly fulfilled the pledge

they gave to the thousand subscribers by whose
support the costly work was undertaken, and
has been carried to completion.

2 B
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MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.

The Royal Academy.—On tho 10th

March the Royal Academy -will elect a

member to fill the place of the late David
Roberts. As yet all matters are “ un-
settled” that have reference to the report

of a committee of the House of Commons,
a subject that will be, ere long, discussed i

in Parliament. The ground at Burlington

House has, however, been “ measured,” i

and it is found that enough can be allotted

to the Academy for all its requirements.

The Bust of Thackeray.—

A

s we anti-

cipated, the committee who are to place a

bust of Thackeray in Westminster Abbey
have raised a storm. We asked, and others

have asked, on what ground a sum of six

hundred pounds was demanded ? It has
been insinuated that a veiy large payment
would be required by the Dean and Chapter

;

wo are in a position to say such amount
would certainly not exceed £‘50

;
the cost of

the bust would be £100, and of the pedestal

£50. A sum of £200, therefore, will suffice

for the work, and the committee are not
justified in looking for more.
Lambeth Industrial Exhibition of

the Working Classes.—The idea of exhi-

biting works by actual working men origin-

ated here ; their first exhibition was a

success, their second will be as much so.

The collection is highly creditable ; there

are many productions of great merit, and
the whole manifests industry rightly and
wisely directed. A large majority of the

works are those of men and women whose
callings are in an opposite direction

;
they

show that which is not the result of daily

labour, but of hours of relaxation, when
“idle time” is not spent idly; in nearly

all cases they are the fruits of home toil,

when wives and children have been lookers-

on, and have seen wonderful things grow
out ofnothing. This, indeed, constitutes the

main feature of such exhibitions, which are

consequently calculated to induce healthy
and good occupations ; they make the work-
ing man a contributor of pleasure not only

to his own immediate circle, but to thou-
sands who can see the issue of his labour.

We regret that our space will not permit
us to do justice to the collection in the West-
minster Road

;
it has given us, however,

much pleasure, and cannot fail to interest

and gratify tho many by whom it will be
visited. There arc 633 exhibitors ; among
them are compositors, hairdressers, brush-
makers, house-painters, stonemasons, rail-

way-porters, bookbinders, carpenters, letter-

carriers, smiths, shopmen, cutlers, hatters,

labourers, shoe-makers, millers, sailmakers,

packers, gunmakers, stampers, butchers,

engine-drivers, stokers, watchmakers, boat-
builders, basket-makers, cab-drivers, coach-
men,— in fact, every class and order of
“ working men,” -with cooks, confectioners,
sempstresses, domestic servants, teachers,

&c., among the “ working women.”
“ The Crystal Palace Art-Union.”

—

The Chancellor of the Exchequer has gra-
ciously acceded to the request of the Com-
mittee, and has become the President of
this Society. Such an accession will do
much to extend its powers of usefulness,
and greatly strengthen its position. We
understand that many important works are
in progress for its subscribers; some that
are finished we have seen, they are of great
beauty, and would be considered acqui-
sitions by the wealthy, although produced
for those who are limited to the subscription
of a single guinea. To the gratifying fact

we record above, we may add one almost
as satisfactory, that the duties of honorary

secretary have been undertaken by Mr. !

Frederick Battam, the brother of the founder

of the Society, Mr. Thomas Battam.
Photographic Views in Switzerland.

—We have been enabled to examine a series
j

of stereograms taken in various parts of

Switzerland, and specially dedicated to the

Alpine Club. They number nearly two
hundred and fifty, and comprise almost

every object of leading interest in the

country they depict—cities, lakes, churches,

public halls, chalets, mountains, rocks,

rivers, passes, tunnels, glaciers—distant and
near views, indeed, of all the places that

are famous, either in history and tradition,

or as marvels of picturesque grandeur and
beauty. It is difficult to over-rate the at-

traction of so extensive a series ;
it leaves

nothing for future artists— at least, we
should suppose so—for the photographer
seems to have been everywhere, exercising

with singular skill the power of his art.

They are admirable, considered merely as

photographs
;
there have been none better

done
;
the atmosphere has, no doubt, been

a valuable auxiliary, and perhaps it was
more difficult to find a bad than a good
subject; but Mr. England, by whom this

arduous task has been carried through, de-

serves the praise he will receive, and the

reward that will follow.

North LondonWorkmen’sExhibition.
—The distribution of prizes to tho success-

ful exhibitors took place on the 16th of

January, at Exeter Hall. The Earl of

Shaftesbury presided, and presented the

prizes, which consisted of books and certi-

ficates. The latter is in the foim of an
illuminated design commemorative of the

exhibition ;
it is signed by tho noble lord,

and enclosed in a gilt frame. The memo-
rial given to each exhibitor is a volume
descriptive of the exhibition.

The late Duke of Richmond.—Two
memorial busts of his grace were subscribed

for by his friends in the county (Sussex)

with which he was more intimately con-
nected. The commission for one was given
to J. H. Foley, R.A., and the work is placed

in the council-chamber, Chichester. The
other is by P. MacDowell, R.A., and is in

the Town Hall, Lowes.
The Royal Hibernian Academy opens

its annual exhibition on the 6th of tho pre-

sent month ; it will continue open till the

end of May. It is an encouraging sign

for the future of Art in Ireland, that pic-

tures to the amount of £1,700 were sold

last year in the gallery of the academy, a

fact which, we believe, is unprecedented in

its history. With tho large influx ofvisitors

to the International Exhibition, a much
greater result may, this season, bo confi-

dently anticipated.

Crystal Palace.—Notice has been given
that artists intending to contribute to the

Picture Gallery this season, may send their

works to the Hanover Square Rooms on
the 6th and 7th of the present month. Tho
Directors state that the Gallery progresses

yearly in public favour, and in the improved
character of the works exhibited, evidence

of which is afforded by the fact that the

receipts for pictures sold dining the past

year amounted to nearly £7,000. Any
information required by artists who wish
to exhibit, will be given on application to

Mr. Wass, superintendent of the Gallery.

Mr. Madox Brown is preparing an ex-

hibition of his sketches and pictures, to be

opened about the middle of the present

month, at the Gallery, Piccadilly.

Mr. Charles Winston.—The valuable

collection of drawings of stained glass

made, during a course of many years, by
this deceased gentleman, will be exhibited

this month, under the auspices of the
Archaeological Institute, at the rooms of the

Arundel Society. In the coUection will be
found examples of every style of mediaeval
glass-painting from the earliest date, taken
from the finest specimens to be found both
in England and on the Continent. These
drawings were made with tho most scrupu-
lous attention to accuracy of detail and
truth of colour, and they will, doubtless,

be carefully studied by all who take interest

in an art that is beginning to be revived
among us, and to tho elucidation of wrhich
Mr. Winston devoted himself so assiduously
and successfully. While writing on this

subject we may notice that some of his

friends and admirers are preparing to collect

and publish, as a memorial of him, the

papers on glass-painting ho communicated
at various times to societies of which he
was a member, or read on other occasions.

The volume will be illustrated with many
coloured plates and wood engravings from
his drawings, which have been entrusted to

Mr. Philip De la Motte for execution.

The Members of the Artists’ and
Amateurs’ Society opened their meetings
of this season on Thursday evening, Feb-
ruary 2nd, by a large attendance and an
admirable display of works. Prominent
among the contributions was a fine oil

painting, ‘ The Honeymoon,’ by F. Leigh-
ton, A.R.A., two charming little pictures

of French life by E. Frere, and a very grand
sketch in oils of ‘ A Passing Storm,’ by
the late F. Bridell. Turner, David Cox,
and other great names of tho past were re-

presented, and the industry and liberality of

the members evinced by the presence of a
large number of their own productions.

The Nelson Column.—A contemporary
states that “one of the four lions so long
ago commissioned from Sir Edwin Landseer,
has been cast in plaster,” and ho takes
courage from this gratifying fact to inti-

mate that “ in tho course of a few years
this statue may be placed on its pedestal !

”

The Birmingham Permanent Art-
Gallery was announced to be opened on
the 25th of last month, after our sheets

were at press. Among the contributors, we
understand, are members of various acade-
mical bodies, and other names of repute.

“Work and Play” is the title of a
lecture delivered by Mr. Ruskin, on the
evening of the 24th of January, at Camber-
well, on behalf of the St. Matthew’s Work-
ing Men’s Institute, Denmark Hill. The
lecture, of which we have seen a concise

report, contains many remarks on the social

condition of our age, with reference to the
subject discussed, that may be accepted as

more truthful than pleasant to our national

vanity. Multitudes are playing who ought
to bo working, while the work of thousands
is little else than play, or work which brings
no real, satisfactory profit. This was the
moral of the lecturer’s discourse.

Pictures by John Cross.—Whilst the
brother artists of this great but neglected
painter, who so lovingly followed his re-
mains to their last resting-place in Highgate
churchyard, yet lingered beside his grave,
they determined upon taking some steps
to render that public justice to his name
and reputation denied him during life, and
also to assist in providing for his sorrow-
ing widow and children. To this end, on the
9th of March, 1861, a few days only after

the painter was laid in his grave, a meeting
of artists and other friends was held at the
house of Mr. J. H. Foley, R.A., when it was
resolved that a public subscription should
be opened to form a fund for the purchase of
his three large unsold historical works—the
only possessions he had to bequeath

;
in
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order that by placing them in public insti-

tutions the name and genius of the painter
of 1 The Clemency of Richard Ccour de Lion ’

might be the better known and disseminated,
and that the sum so collected should be
set apart for his family. This generous
proposition was at onco warmly supported
by the highost names in Art, and contribu-
tions from friends and pupils came in from
many quarters, the whole resulting in a
total of about £900. The committee has
accordingly purchased the three large un-
sold works of John Cross, ‘ The Murder
of Thomas a Bechet,’ * The Coronation of

William I.,’ and ‘ The Burial of the Princes
in the Tower,’ the purchase money of which
and remaining balance have been placed in

the hands of trustees for the benefit of his

children, Mrs. Cross haying desired that the
whole sum should be devoted to their in-

terest only. It may be here noted, that
through the kind exertions of those promot-
ing this fund, a pension of £100 a year from
the Royal Pension Fund was conferred on
Mrs. Cross. The picture of ‘ The Murder
of Thomas a Becket ’ has just been pre-
sented to Canterbury Cathedral, where it

may now be viewed m association with the
actual site of occurrenco. For ‘ The Coro-
nation of William the Conqueror,’ a place

in the National Collection is most fittingly

proposed
;
whilst some public institution in

Devonshire (Cross being a native of that

county) will, in all probability, become tho
future home of ‘ The Burial of the Princes.’

We shall duly notice the destination of the

two latter works.
Canadian Photographs.—There must

be something in the atmosphero of Canada
very favourable to the development of photo-
graphic art, judging from a number of

specimens recently sent us by Mr. Notnran,
of Montreal, which are certainly among the

most brilliant carte-de-visite portraits we
have ever examined. Military officers in

uniform and undress, civilians, ladies “ at

home” and “abroad,” children—all either

in groups, or single—full-lengths, half-

lengths, and heads, make up a very charm-
ing gallery of those who, it may be pre-

sumed, form a portion ofMontreal ‘
‘ society.”

The Operative Coachmarers opened
their Industrial Exhibition on the 1st of

February, in the Hall of the Coach and
Harness Makers’ Company, St. Martin’s le

Grand. The contributions are, generally,

not of a nature to demand discussion in a
journal like our own, but, with few excep-
tions, they bear evidence of the skill, in-

genuity, and taste of the artisans employed
in this branch of manufactures.
Mr. Thomas Battam’s Porcelain, &c.

—On Wednesday, the 1st March, Messrs.

Christie and Manson will sell by auction
the collection of porcelain, &c., made by the
late Mr. Thomas Battam. It consists of

rare and singularly beautiful examples of

Sevres, Dresden, Chelsea, Derby, Worcester,
Wedgwood, and Limoges, with tho finest

specimens of the manufacture of Minton,
Copeland, Kerr and Binns, and other famous
modern manufacturers, together with many
exquisite pieces of recent French, German,
and Italian. So “tempting” a collection

has very rarely been brought to the ham-
mer, and it cannot but excite warm compe-
tition. The selection was made under cir-

cumstances of singular advantage. No
connoisseur in England knew better what
was really good, and in choosing for himself
Mr. Battam had the “pick” of a hundred
establishments ;

every piece he possessed

has peculiar merit. It is indeed impossible

to over-rate the value of the collection,

either as a whole or in parts. There is not

a single object but is the choicest of its kind.

EEYIEWS.

Tuscan Sculptors : their Lives, Works, and
Times. With Illustrations from Original

Drawings and Photographs. By Charles
C. Perkins. 2 Vols. Published by Long-
man & Co., London.

It has often occurred to us as something singular

that the attention of English writers upon Art
has never been directed to the subject of Sculp-

ture in tho same way that Painting and Archi-

tecture have been. These two Aits appear

almost to have been exhausted by historians,

who have investigated each subject respectively

from the earliest known period to our own time,

both in its rise and progress in different nations,

and in its universal life. Sculpture, on the

other hand, has met with entire neglect, except ,

as connected in some way or other with the I

other Aris, or in the mere outline sketches con-
j

tained in academical lectures. It has, in fact,

“ found but few admirers or illustrators,” so

says Sir. Perkins when speaking of the Sculpture

of Italy, and it is equally true of the Sculpture
,

of other countries. The reason for this, ho says

—still with reference to Italy—“ does not lie so

much in the greater claims of Painting upon
|

lovers and students of Art, as in the existence

of an antique standard, by which all modern
Sculpture is habitually judged, and of which it

'

falls short
;
while Painting, which cannot bo

submitted to this formidable test, is judged more
according to its merits. Another and more
positive reason why Italian Sculpture is so much
less known, and consequently less widely appre-

ciated than Italian Painting, is because it can
only be studied in Italy, where its masterpieces

are not to be found in splendid and commodious
galleries, but in scattered churches and palaces,

in which they are seldom so placed as to attract

the attention of any but careful observers.”

He, however, admi ts that the collection of

Italian Sculpture at South Kensington “ makes
it possihlo for a student to learn more about it

in England than anywhere else out of Italy.”

But Mr. Perkins entirely overlooks the vast and
magnificent collection of casts at the Crystal

Palace
;
true, they are principally of statues, and

not of relievos and other works of numerous
figures, such as compose the majority of the

sculptures at Kensington ;
still along that

lengthened vista of sculptured Art at Sydenham,
from which scarcely a statue of note, whether
ancient or modem, is absent, the student and
the man of taste may pause, and admire, and
reflect, and learn. And one has only to notice

tho utter disregard of these noble works by the

thousands who visit the Palace, and also to

observe the few who ever enter tho Sculpture-

room of the Royal Academy, and the problem of

our national indifference to Sculpture is at once

solved. It has comparatively but very “few
admirers” among us, and hence there is small

encouragement for men to write about it. Let
us hope Mr. Perkins’s volumes will inaugurate

a new era in this matter.

He divides his history of the “ Sculptors of

Tuscany ” into six books. The first is assigned

to architectural sculptors, Niccola Pisano and
his scholars

;
the second to allegorical, Andrea

Pisano, Balduccio, Orcagna, and others
;

the

third to pictorial sculptors, Ghiberti, Donatello,

Lucca della Robbia, and others. The fourth

book is entitled “Tares among the Wheat;” it

is devoted to a record of certain sculptors whose
works are presumed to have had a deteriorating

influence upon the art, who departed from the

pure traditions of their predecessors, and “aimed
at smooth elegance rather than at truth and
character.” The fifth book speaks of Michael

Angelo and his scholars
;
the sixth of Tuscan

Sculpture under Cosimo I., among whom stand

prominently forth Cellini, Bandinelli, Tribolo,

and Gian Bologna. The history is thus brought

down to the end of the sixteenth century, from
which date the art, as practised in Tuscany,

possesses no longer any interest.

A narrative which, like this, embraces so wide

and varied a range of subject-matter, and that

includes in it a record of the labours of a very

large number of artists, many of whom are com-
paratively unknown out of their own land, cannot

but be a most welcome addition to the Art-
literature of our country, especially when we
are able to recognise and estimate the care and
industry evidently bestowed in collecting the
materials and preparing them for the press

;

and, in addition to this, feel that the critical

examination of the works referred to, though
generally concise, has been guided by discrimi-

nating judgment and a knowledge of the art

spoken of.

It is not to be denied that artists of trans-

cendent genius exercise oftentimes an unfavour-
able influence upon their successors, who,
attempting to imitate them, and possessing but
little of their supreme ability, fail utterly in

their endeavours. Such, in l\Ir. Perkins’s

opinion, were the imitators of Michael Angelo.

“We are not prepared,” he writes, “to say

what would have been the fate of Sculpture had
he never lived, for we have already pointed out

signs of decay in artists who were old men when
he was born, such as Pollajuolo, whose vicious

style was unredeemed by any sublimo element,

and in those who enjoyed great reputation con-

temporaneously with himself, such as Andrea
Sansavino, of whose evil influence the bas-

reliefs upon the Santa Casa at Loretto may
suffice as an example

;
but as Michaelangelo

was far stronger than these men, his power for

good or for evil upon his times was proportion-

ably greater, and as his peculiarities were
especially marked and imitable, while his sub-

limity was unattainable by men of inferior

stamp, he above all others aid harm in his day
and generation.”

The period at which Mr. Perkins’s history

ends, commences almost a new era in the annals

of Sculpture, not only in Tuscany, but also

throughout the whole of Italy. Simplicity of

design and dignified expression, gavo place to

florid compositions and finished and elaborated

execution. Bernini, the Neapolitan, and Al-

gardi, of Bologna, led the van in the march of

decadence, and their followers degenerated more
and more till real Art became entirely a thing

of the past.

We are promised by the author a continuation

of the subject in the history of the Sculpture of

other parts of Italy, and trust that the success

which we predict will attend these volumes

—

they are, by the way, copiously illustrated with

engravings of many of tho principal works to

which reference is made—may ensure tho fulfil-

ment of the promise.

A History of Caricature and Grotesque
in Literature and Art. By Thomas
Wright, Esq., M.A., F.S.A., Correspond-

ing Member of the Imperial Institute of

France. With Illustrations from various

Sources, drawn by F. W. Fairiiolt, Esq.,

F.S.A. Published by Virtue Brothers,

London.

The foundation of this volume was laid in the

pages of the Art-Journal during the last two

years. The papers which thus appeared month
after month their author has collected, and

having given to them some necessary revision

and modification, with very considerable addi-

tional matter and illustrations which could with

more propriety come into a detailed history of

the subject, like this, than into the columns

of a periodical, they are now published in a

complete form, constituting a worthy companion
to Mr. Wright’s “ Domestic Manners and Sen-

timents of the English.” In the preface to his

new work he says—“ My design was to give,

as far as may be done within such moderate

limits, and in as popular a manner as such in-

formation can easily be imparted, a general

view of the history of comic Literature and

Art. Yet the word comic seems to me hardly

to express all the parts of the subject which

I have sought to bring together in my book.

Moreover, the field of this inquiry is very large,

and although I have only taken as my theme

one part of it, it was necessary to circumscribe

even that in some degree
;
and my plan, there-

fore, is to follow it chiefly through those branches

which have contributed most towards the forma-

tion of modem comic and satiric Literature and

Art in our own island.”

There is no doubt of Mr. Wright’s volume
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finding a place in every well-selected library,

whether public or private
;

it is a learned, most
entertaining, and instructive book

;
no writer

of our time is better qualified to deal with such

a prolific and curious subject. We wish he had
devoted a few pages to the works of the lamented
Leech, the last, but certainly the greatest

—

viewed in all points—of English artist-humor-

ists. This would have formed a most worthy
termination of the history.

Crinoline from 1730 to 1864. Published by
E. Philpott, London.

Crinoline has become an institution all over the

world among civilised people, except with those

barbarians the Chinese, and other Eastern na-

tions. It is in vain to rail against it, and there-

fore we of the stronger sex, who pay for it, both
in purse and person, and denounce while we
inwardly admire it—but in moderation—must
put the best face on the matter wo can. Is the

subject, then, beneath the notice of the Art-
critic ? Why, it has become a “ property ” in the

artist’s studio; crinoline expands itself both on
the walls and the floors of our public picture-

galleries
;

it is, perhaps, the most important
item of modem female costume, and to arrange
it symmetrically is an art in itself.

We have heard it whispered gently in our ears,

for we know nothing “of our own knowledge,”
to adopt a legal term, that Mr. Philpott is a cele-

brated maker of jupons

;

whether this be so or

not, he has published a curious book on the
subject, with numerous illustrations of the
dresses worn by ladies during the past and pre-
sent centuries—pictures copied from authentic

sources published at their respective dates
;
and,

certainly, a comparison of tho costume of 1730
and for more than a century afterwards, with
that of our own day, is immeasurably in favour
of the latter. No artistic eye would care to see

a revival of the fashions worn by our grand-
mothers and their predecessors for two or three
generations. Mr. Philpott may have had no
other motive in publishing the book than to

direct attention to his “ show-rooms,” but it is

amusing, nevertheless, both in its pictures and
its histories.

Icebergs. Painted by F. Church. Chromo-
lithographed by Charles Risdox. Pub-
lished by Day and Son, London.

The picture, of which this is a marvellously
exact copy, was exhibited some time ago in

London, and excited irery general admiration.

The great artist of America had achieved a

triumph over difficulties such as the painter

encounters but rarely. It is impossible to

describe the work so as to convey an idea of its

surpassing merit. The subject is treated with
so much reality that we absolutely shiver before

it. The scene is apart from humanity, existing

in its lonely grandeur far away from the foot-

paths of man. No doubt the artist has called

imagination to his aid
;
but the picture carries

with it a conviction of truth
;
there seems no

exaggeration in those singular or grotesque
forms reflecting all the hues that glorify a rain-
bow. Messrs. Day have issued no production
that so conclusively exhibits the power of their

Art—none that so effectually shows what can be
done by the appliances at their command. We
cannot say to how many “printings” it has
been subjected

;
but they must have been very

numerous
;

for, perhaps, there has never been a
chromolithograph containing so many “tints.”

What Men have Said about Women. A
Collection of Choice Thoughts and Sen-
tences. Compiled and Analytically Ar-
ranged by Henry Southgate, Author of
“ Many Thoughts of Many Minds.” With
Illustrations by J. D. Watson. Published
by Routledge & Co., London.

If Mr. Southgate’s name does not become familiar
as a household word among women of every de-
gree, the whole sex must be upbraided for their
ingratitude. Who but a knight of chivalric
gallantry would have explored the rich field of
English literature, and gathered from it such a
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fragrant garland of the sweetest flowers that

men in all ages of our civilised history have sown
there to the honour and glory of “woman?”
And what a crop has sprung up ! Men have
said many harsh things of the opposite sex, but
the balance of favourable testimony far out-

weighs them all
;
and we have only to glance

over Mr. Southgate’s collection of “Thoughts
and Sentences” to be assured of it. His ex-

tracts are chosen with discrimination; every
virtue and every grace that shines forth in

woman finds a place among his selection, and
though some old bachelors may feel disposed to

question the truths presented here, the verdict

of mankind generally will be found in their

favour. If Eve did tempt us with the apple,

and by her flattering arts involve her partner

in the act of disobedience, and thus bring upon
posterity all the ills of our lives, her daughters

have done, and are doing, very much to lessen

our troubles, and to make our burdens sit with
comparative lightness on the shoulder. Mr.
Southgate is a shrewd man

;
ho knows well his

book must find its way among the ladies as a
weapon of defence against their “persecutors

and slanderers.”

The Book of Perfumes. By Eugene Rimmel,
Member of the Society of Arts, &c. With
numerous Illustrations by Bourdelin,
Thomas, and others. Published by Chap-
man and Hall, London.

Non caique datum est habere nasum, is the motto
placed by Mr. Rimmel under the fanciful coat

of arms which appears on the cover and title-

page of this curious volume—truly a book of

perfumes, which every one who is fortunate

enough habere nasum will discover ere he opens

tho leaves, from the sweet odours they emit.

A book which appeals so pleasantly to a most
delicate organ of sense as does this by its “ odo-

riferous emanations ”—we quote tho author’s

own expression—puts itself almost beyond the

pale of criticism. Even were one to feel so

compelled, how is it possible to speak harshly

of that which yields so delicious a fragrance ?

But in truth there is no necessity for applying

to it the language of unfavourable judgment

;

it is an ingenious and learned history of those

sweet extracts which none know better than
Mr. Rimmel how to produce. But he very
modestly keeps'

1

himself in the background;
that is to say, his work is not an advertisement

of his business, nor even a catalogue of recipes
;

for perfumery is an art, and, as he wisely tells

us, “ can always be bought much cheaper and
better from dealers than it could be manufactured
privately by untutored persons.” Let no fan-

lady presume then to think she can add to the

choice aromas on her toilet-table by any decoc-

tion of the leaves of this book.
Commencing with the physiology of perfumes

and cosmotics, we have their history traced

down in detail from the earliest records to our
own day, through their uses among the Egyp-
tians, Hebrews, Greeks, Romans, ancient and
modern Asiatic nations, even to the uncivilised

inhabitants of the Pacific Islands
;
and not only

in their personal application, but as employed
in the rituals of the Jewish temple, where tho

smoke of the incense rose up day and night, in

the ceremonies of heathen sacrifice, and in the

services of Christian worship. It is a curious

and entertaining history, the result of consider-

able research, and worked out with no little

ingenuity and professional esprit dc corps. The
interest of the book is greatly enhanced by a

multitude of well-wrought engravings of a
variety of objects having reference to the matter

discussed.

The Twelve Months. Illuminated and illus-

trated by Walter Severn. Printed in

Colours by Day and Son, London.

Another of Messrs. Day’s achievements in the

art they have brought to such perfection claims

a willing notice at our hands. We have here a

series of twelve prints, illustrating the months,

a task that has taxed the skill of one artist and
a dozen poets

;
moreover, the months are

arranged as a calender, noting a prominent
event that has rendered famous each day of

each month—in so far, that is to say, as bio-

graphy is concerned, for the birth or death of

some celebrity is “ made a note of.” The prints

are pictures of leading incidents of the months
;

thus, January has its group of skaters, July its

pretty maidens playing croquet, and November
its meet of hounds

;
while flowers and fruit, the

gift of each season, are skilfully introduced

round the borders. Tho artist has done well

;

better than the poets, who, having gone over
the ground trodden by giant predecessors, were
not likely to rival them in chaunting the glories

of nature from month to month. Tho book,

however, is a very charming book
;
there can be

no more graceful gift from friend to friend at

any period of the year.

James Brindley and the Early Engineers.

—

The Story of the Life of George Ste-
phenson, including a Memoir of his Son,
Robert Stephenson. By Samuel Smiles,
Author of “ Industrial Biography,” “ Self-

Help,” &c. Published by J. Murray,
London.

We associate these two little volumes, because
they appear as companion volumes, and are of

a kindred nature. Both have been given to the
public in a larger and more expensive form

;

the first being a reproduction of tho life of

Brindley, in Mr. Smiles’s “ Lives of the Engi-
neers,” and the second a revised and improved
edition of the same author's previous work bear-

ing a similar title
;
these, when they first ap-

peared, received due notice from us. But both
are too valuable in the lessons they teach to be
the property only of those who can afford to

buy books comparatively costly
;
such histories

should be in the hands of every man and boy
who can read

;
it was a right tiling, therefore,

to place them within the reach of thousands
who may learn that though a Brindley or a
Stephenson is not born every day, there is a
dignity in labour and persevering industry
which will ever bring its own reward, some-
times in the shape of accumulated wealth, but
always in the conscious enjoyment of doing the
best with the talents God has given us, and thus
being a willing and active, yet perhaps but a
lowly, helper in the great republic of the world’s
workers.

Illustrations to Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress.
Engravings on Wood from Drawings by
E. J. Shields. Published by A. Ireland
and Co., Manchester.

It was a daring attempt on the part of a young
artist to add to our store of pictorial readings of
the great dreamer : an attempt to be justified only
by success. He has succeeded, and that is saving
much. His drawings give the meanings of the
writer

;
they carry out his conceptions, and

come very near to realise the pictures that every
reader has drawn without artist aid. The stylo

is bold and free
;
the prints are products of

thought and study
;
their looseness is not care-

lessness. We have seldom seen a book so full

of promise; no doubt efforts more ambitious
will emanate from the pencil of this artist.

Merry Songs for Little Voices. By Frances
Freeling Broderip and Thomas Hood.
Set to music by Thomas Murby. Published
by Griffith and Farran, London.

Any work, the joint production of the son and
daughter of Thomas Hood, would claim atten-
tion

;
this volume, however, needs no recom-

mendation beyond that which it derives from
its own intrinsic merit. Here are forty charm-
ing songs—merry and wise—set to music : each
being illustrated by a graceful woodcut. There
is no book of the season that will be so welcome
to little readers. What a luxury it would be
to hear the little voices sing these sweet songs,

which are written with a thorough comprehen-
sion of childhood, neither above nor below their

capacities. It is gratifying to find the son and
daughter of the author of “ A Song of a Shirt

”

thus contributing to the pleasure and the happi-
ness of young readers.
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GERMAN PAINTERS OF THE MODERN SCHOOL.

SCHOOL OF MUNICH.

HESS.

T o revival in Italy of the middlo ages,

the revival of painting in Germany lias sprung
up at separate centres, and received nurture in

the cities of independent states under the
fostering care of princes. Among the capi-

fjjky r
tals of Europe, two towns in Germany,
Munich and Dusseldorf, are specially

distinguished as the seats of schools
which have become illustrious either

through the teaching of professors, or
by the multitude and the worth of the
works produced. Of these two schools,

Dusseldorf is more famed for its academy, and
Munich more fortunate in the assemblage of its

public buildings and the display of its statues and
monumental paintings. The creations of Cornelius in

Munich have already passed under notice
; the mural de-

corations by Kaulbach will be described in a future paper,
i In the present article I wish to bring into prominent view

the works of a third artist, to whose prolific pencil the

capital of Bavaria owes no small part of her splendour. Hess
I propose to take as a representative man—as an artist wdio is

the exponent of. an elaborated system—the painter who has
deliberately used fresco in the decoration of architecture, and has

matured the practice of polychromy to a high pitch of harmony
reached nowhere save in Munich.
Between the school of modern Munich and that of mediaeval

Borne subsists an analogy of condition. Borne had not the lionoxu-

of giving birth to the great artists who added to her renown
;

it

was by princely patronage that she brought within her walls the

famed architects, sculptors, and painters, who, thus drawn from
distant cities, came in quest of honour and reward. Through the

invitation of the reigning pontiffs, Bramante, Baphael, and
Michael Angelo were induced to enter the Eternal City, where they
executed the master-works which constitute the glory of the

Boman school. The Art of Munich must be content to acknow-
ledge a like origin

;
her churches, palaces, and paintings are the

works of strangers, tempted from the towns of Germany by the

munificence of princely rewards. Klenze, the architect of the

king’s palace, of the Glyptothek, the old Pinakothek, the church
of All Saints, and of the Buhmeshalle, was born in the Harz
mountains

;
Cornelius and Hess were natives of Dusseldorf, and

Schnorr came from Leipzig; Schwanthaler, the sculptor of the

!

giant statue of Bavaria, alone, among the artists of Munich, owed
to that city a parentage. From this it is easy to understand that

I

the history of the school is circumscribed and barren. The city

I of Munich indeed, as wo all know, is of recent growth. In the

last century it was a mere second-rate German capital, distinguished
1 neither for its situation nor its architecture. The great works of
1 which the city is in our days justly proud, are the creations of one
enthusiastic will, that of King Ludwig, who determined to make

\
the capital of Bavaria the rival of Florence, of Borne, and even of

Athens. The desert soil of Munich being, as we have seen, barren
of genius, great ideas, which might be wrought in stone or trans-

lated into pictures, had to be sought in distant territories and
imported to Bavaria from across the mountains. It has been said

indeed that King Ludwig was like to the Emperor Hadrian, each
monarch wished to imitate in his own capital those buildings

which had most pleased him in his foreign travels. Munich, in

truth, is rich in plagiarism. The king’s palace is an impoverished

;

reproduction of the Florentine Palazzo Pitti
;

the Hall of the
Marshals rises in repetition of Orcagna’s Loggia do’ Lanzi

;
the

triumphal gate at the end of the Ludwig Strasse is an adaptation

of the arch of Constantine
;
and the church of St. Boniface serves

as a small model of the Basilica of St. Paul without the walls of

Borne. But imitation and emulation do not end here. All the

Arts known to the middle ages it was sought to revive for the

decoration of the modern buildings, of which mediaeval Italy had
furnished the prototypes. A royal painted-glass manufactory and
a bronze foundry were established, and the arts of fresco and
encaustic painting have again been brought into practice. Such
is the Munich school, in which Hess has for many years held a

Drawn by W. J. Allen.] worship OF THE shepherds and the kings.
f Engraved, by J. D. Cooper.

prominent station ; such are the varied arts which were revived in presumptuous and grandiloquent. Yfe cannot indeed but feel,

the modern Athens of Germany; such tho generous patronage and ' while wandering among the tenantless streets, with here and there
the lavish expenditure which induced no less than seven hundred i a solitary dwelling or a single foot passenger to occupy the void,
adventurous artists to encamp on the desert table-land of Bavaria,

j

that the architect makes vain attempts to take possession of a
This recital will enable us the better to understand the merits

j

wide waste of acreage, and that the painter has with ill success
as well as the defects of the Munich school. Forced into rapid

j

essayed to cover the wall space which the builder prepares for his
and inordinate growth, it is, in outward form and dimensions,

j

decorative disguise. Here surely was space sufficient and to
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spare, here was patronage tempting the painter to prolific produc-

tion, yet do we find, what indeed might have been anticipated, that

even at a king’s bidding originative talent failed to come. Great

works, not vast in extent, but grand in the measure of their

genius, cannot be made to order at a moment’s notice. The Arts

of the middle ages were slow to ma-
ture ;

centuries were needed for the

manifestation of their strength and
beauty; and only by the aid of a
combination of causes singularly

felicitous, a concurrence of circumstances which have never since
been known to meet together, were the matchless works of the
Vatican and the Sistine Chapel designed and completed. Thus, all
things considered, I think the wonder is not that the artists called
together in Munich did no better, but that they have succeeded

so well. Iforiginal ideas would not
come just when wanted, the obvious
expedient was to borrow or to steal
the thoughts ofminds more creative.
Indeed, the very project of a revival

Drawn by H'. J. Allen.)

seems to imply not invention, but appropriation
;
and accordingly,

aswe have seen, Florence and Rome were laid under tribute to enrich

the barrenness of the German soil. That the copies made should
have the merits of the originals—that artists who, in poverty of

the madonna. [ Engraved by J. 1). Cooper.

thought, asked for charity, should possess the independence of

masters opulent in resource—were scarcely to be expected. But,

on the other hand, of this at least we may be sure, that a painter

who, rather than rely upon his own inventions, which possibly may



prove worthless, deliberately takes the conceptions of others and
j

makes tho best of them, will be saved from falling into gross error,
j

and thus may be maintained all the days of his life in respectable

mediocrity. This is the fate and tho felicity which attend all eclectic

schools, from that of Bologna down to that of Munich. An artist,

moreover, who can lay men of all times under contribution, who can

place his hand upon approved works and model them to his own

ends, who can make a mosaic out of pre-existing materials, who
can pilfer on all sides and yet possibly not be found out, possesses

the invaluable secret of being able to multiply his own manufacture

with a rapidity otherwise attained only by a machine. In the

arduous task of building and adorning a city which was required to

rise out of the ground at a monarch’s command, this prolific power

of production came as no inconsiderable advantage. That artists

in Munich have done too much, that their hands have often

travelled faster than their thoughts could follow, that they have

been taxed to cover with decoration acres of wall in a time too

short to admit of care and deliberation, is perhaps less their fault

than their misfortune. The disinterested generosity of an artist

who will thus, at the bidding of a patron, sacrifice his reputation

in the judgment of posterity cannot be too much applauded or

deplored. Certain it is, that, in the review of this Bavarian

revival, a conflict between approval and censure divides the mind.

At all ovents, let us admit that a laudablo effort has been made,

and a mighty work attempted and accomplished. Count Eaczynski,

in his “ History of Modern Art in Germany,” accords to the

Munich school the merits of “fecundity,” “ideality,” “symbolism,”

and “ sublimity.” And it may be wise to accept all that is true

and good therein with gladness
;
yet at the same time I cannot

but feel that in this magnificence of outward show, there is a

hollowness at the heart and a rottenness in the core.

Heinrich Maria Hess, known chiefly as a fresco-painter, was

bom in Dusseldorf in the year 1798. When nine years of age, his

father brought him to Munich, where he became earnestly devoted

to painting. Under the countenance of King Maximilian, the

young artist afterwards went to Rome, for the further prosecution

of his studies. Having made himself master of the art of painting,

both in oil and fresco, he was, in the year 1828, at the age of

|
thirty, created a professor in the Academy of Munich, and at a

later period obtained the appointment of director to the united

Art institutions in that city. The life of Hess was now crowded

i
with professional engagements, too numerous for the artist to

j

execute single-handed. Like to tho painters of old, Hess gathered

! round him a company of scholars, who relieved their master from

I much manual drudgery. He organised a compact body of pupils,

! expressly trained to take the subordinate and more laborious parts

incident to monumental painting—youths of promise, who should
1 be competent to draw draperies and architectural backgrounds

in cartoon compositions, and afterwards be able to execute, under

the direction of their master, the less difficult passages of the

design in fresco. Thus, and thus only, can vast mural works be

carried out to completion ;
and it is the lack of students in our own

country, qualified for the task which the better-trained pupils in

Munich were able to undertake, that has made for our English

artists the painting of tho frescoes in the Houses of Parliament an

intolerable burden. Hess, more fortunate than our English

fresco-painters, obtaining all needful assistance, completed with

apparent facility works, the mere enumeration whereof excites our

wonder. By Hess and his pupils the entire interior of the palace

chapel of All Saints was covered with frescoes
;
and tho same per-

sistent imagination, the same untiring hand, also found time to

decorate the Basilica of St. Boniface. Under his direction, likewise,

wore executed nineteen largo windows in the church of Maria
Hilf, painted with pictures illustrating the life of the Virgin.

Each of these several imdertakings we shall pass in rapid review.

The pretty little Gothic church of Maria Hilf owes a chief

attraction to its choice examples of painted glass, in the style

usually identified with the Munich school—a manner which, by
two opposing parties, has been alternately extolled and condemned.
It is urged by the antagonists to tho Munich method, that a

painted window should not be treated as a picture, that in painted

glass form and subject should be subservient to colour, that

shadow should be in subjection to light, that opacity should give

place to transparency and lustre, and thus that window is best

which shows most brilliant and luminous as a mere mosaic of

colour. It must be admitted that the windows executed under
the direction of Hess for this Gothic church do not comply with
these conditions. Yet, on the other hand, I think it can scarcely

be denied that they attain excellences which are wanting in works
of the opposing school. Hess, by the use of enamel colours, which
no doubt diminish transparency and lustre, has succeeded in

putting upon glass just the pictures which ho, as a fresco-painter,

might have executed on a wall. Tho effect gained is illusive,

even magical, and the result has, at all events, won the applause

of the common people. It is, then, of little avail hypercritics

object that the Art is false. Whether true or false, the effect is,

at least, eminently pleasing. All sorts and conditions of men,
save only the professed antiquary, flock to see this picture-painted

glass, and come away applauding. The revival of Christian Art,

indeed, by the painters of Germany, would scarcely have been
complete, had it not obtained this uncompromising application to

church windows. Tho method, matured by Hess and others, has

of late years, however, undergone some modification. The win-

dows which decorate the Glasgow Cathedral were executed at the

Royal Manufactory at Munich, but more transparent glass and
less opaque enamel colours have been used, and thus a com-
promise between tho two hostile schools may, it is hoped, in the

end become practicable. The result gained in Glasgow obtained

the approval of tho late Mr. Charles Winston. That any one

style can be equally suited to every possible combination of cir-

cumstances, only a blind partisan would venture to assert. It

is sufficient for my present purpose to claim for the Munich prac-

tice an honourable place in the wisely inclusive kingdom of a

widely Catholic Art.

The chapel of All Saints, from which I have selected two illus-

trations, ‘ The Madonna,’ and ‘ The Worship of the Shepherds
and the Kings,’ is a gorgeous example of mural decoration in the

Byzantine stylo. Like the interior of St. Mark’s, in Venice, the
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cupolas, and the backgrounds to the subject compositions, are of

gold, and all other compartments of the wall and roof are coloured

up to the same intense pitch. The columns are of red Saltzburg

marble, the capitals are gilt, and the frescoes, which occupy all

available space, strike a key in concord with the same chromatic

rhapsody. The combined effect, however, has the crudity which

besets all like interiors dazzling with prismatic rays. Yet closer

scrutiny shows how careful have been both architect and painter

to subdue, by pale, delicate, and tender secondary or tertiary

tones, a hot blaze of colour which otherwise had been intolerable.

As to the general effect upon the eye,and through, the eye upon the

mind, there prevails the usual diversity of opinion. Men of cold

reason, and women of the same cool class, if such exist, reducing

devotion to the service of the intellect, naturally seek for a simpler

church; but worshippers of the imaginative and ecstatic order,

whose emotions kindle readily into ardour, find these ministrations

of the beautiful in grateful harmony with their spiritual wants

and aspirations. If I may be permitted to appeal to my own
experience, I would confess that to join in the ceremonials of the

Allerhoiligen Kapelle is a privilege and delight. Referring to the

published journal of “an Art-student in Munich,” I find like

testimony borne to the effect produced by this concord of sweet

thought, sound, and colour. The following description casts into

poetic form the emotions which many a traveller has doubtless

felt. “I had no conception,” writes the “Art-student,” “how
sublimely beautiful is this chapel.” “The crowd of worshipping

people, the strains of music, the incense, all produced an over-

powering effect ; but the highest enjoyment was, in the calmness

of early morning, in solitude, in so perfect a silence that one could

hear one’s heart beat, to sit there alone, steeping one’s soul in the

spirit of the place ;
being fanned, as it were, by angelic wings

;

being caught up into the golden sunlight of those heavens, for-

getting all but the glorious abstractions before and above one, till

Christ seemed to speak as He stretched forth His benevolent arms,

till the Virgin’s eyes sent peace into the depths of one’s soul, till

the whole choir of angels, overshadowed with their azure wings,

burst into one anthem of praise and rejoicing !
” The reader will

grant that the architect and painter who succeed in arousing

j

such emotions, must, notwithstanding minor errors, be in the

j

main true to {esthetic principles, and to those laws of constructional

j

and decorative harmony which find response in the universal

j

mind.
The frescoes in this Chapel of All Saints comprise a complete

cycle of biblical truth. The sacred narrative commences with the

cupola at the entrance to the church, occupied by the leading

events and persons of the Old Testament, in the midst whereof

reigns the First Person of the Trinity. The next cupola contains

a corresponding selection from the New Testament, with God the

Son as its centre. The choir sets forth the continued revelation

in the Church, through God the Holy Ghost, manifest in the Acts

of the Apostles, the seven gifts of the Spirit, and the seven sacra-

I
ments. The entire chapel being dedicated to all the saints, the

I picture of St. Maiy the Virgin, the most blessed of saints, is.

j

enthroned at the altar. This picture, which we engrave, is said

to have been painted from the artist’s wife, a course of proceeding

for which, it •will be remembered, the history of Art affords pre-

cedent.

The other subject selected for illustration from the same chapel,

|

‘ The Worship of the Kings and the Shepherds,’ is one of the best

!

examples of the artist’s manner with which I am acquainted. It

I will be observed that two themes often treated separately are here

brought together. On the one side come the three kings or wise

men from the East, presenting gold, frankincense, and myrrh,

“by which symbolical oblation,” writes Mrs. Jameson, “they
protested a threefold faith : by gold, that he was a king

;
by

incense, that he was God
;
by myrrh, that he was man, and

doomed to death.” On the other side kneel the shepherds, with

the pastoral offering of a lamb ;
and behind them stand two young

companions, piping before the Madonna and Child, as do the

Piffereri—shepherds of the Campagna and of Calabria—at Christ-

mas-tide in Rome. This union of two subjects has a double sym-
bolic meaning : on the one side, the shepherds signify the manifesta-

tion of Christ to the Jews
;
on the other side, the Magi denote the

preaching to the Gentiles. The Virgin, it will be observed, is not

in a stable, but on a throne, and the Infant not in swaddling
clothes lying in a manger, but seated on his mother's knee, raising

the hand in benediction. This violation of literal fact, of which

early Christian Art affords abundant example, admits of expla-

nation, and, indeed, of justification. The scene, we are told, has

been transferred from earth to heaven
;
the picture is not so much

a historic record as an imaginative vision, a poetic conception

which, though a little bold, imagination refuses not to accept.

Coming to points more technical, the simplicity of the composition,

likewise its symmetry, evenly balanced on either side, are worthy
of note. Also bo it remembered that the gold background in the

original work precluding perspective distance, the figures have

been fitly ranged on the one plane of the foreground, after the

manner of bas-relief. Altogether the composition is a good
example of the treatment required of painting, when made the

instrument of architectural decoration.

The first stone of the Basilica of St. Boniface was laid by King
Ludwig in 1835, in commemoration of his “ Silbeme Hochzeit,”

or Silver Wedding, which comes round on the twenty-fifth anni-

versary of a marriage. The church, having taken fifteen years in

the building, was consecrated in 1850. The style is Romanesque,
after the manner of the Roman Basilicas of the fifth and sixth

centuries. The elevation and general arrangement, indeed, closely

resemble the church of “ St. Paolo fuori le Mure.” Attached
to the Basilica is a monasteiy of Benedictine monks, who find

burial in the crypt. The refectory has at its upper end, after the

manner of several well-known refectories in Italy, a fresco repre-

senting the Last Supper. This work, which is singularly im-
pressive, as all renderings of the subject are wont to be, was
executed, in common with the pictorial decorations of the church,

by Hess, with the aid of his pupils. It has been my good fortune

to stand in the presence of seven pictures of the Last Supper

—

four in or near Florence, one at Assisi, one in Milan, and one,

this “heilige Abendmahl,” by Hess, in Munich. Six of these

paintings suffer beyond doubt by the comparison which the mind
involuntarily institutes with the seventh, the masterpiece of them
all, executed by Leonardo, in Milan. The task, then, which Hess
undertook was arduous. Yet I think, the general opinion is that

the German painter has acquitted himself with credit. Originality

was almost beyond reach, still some boldness of thought has been
thrown at least into the figure of Judas ; and for the rest, the

picture leaves little to regret, and much to approve. Like the

other works by this painter, it is careful, conscientious, and right-

minded.
1 The Embarkation of St. Boniface from Southampton,’

which we engrave, is one of twelve large compositions taken from

the life of the saint, which range along the nave of the Basilica.

These frescoes, of which this ‘ Embarkation ’ is accepted as the

best, “ have been executed,” says Mrs. Jameson, “ with great care,

in a large, chaste, simple style.” The same writer describes “ the

story of St. Boniface as one of the most beautiful and authentic of

the mediaeval legends. As one of the Saxon worthies, educated in

an English Benedictine convent, and connected with our own
early history, he is specially interesting to us. His active,

eventful life, his sublime devotion, and his tragical death, afford

admirable subjects for Christian Art and artists.” St. Boniface

was born in the eighth century at Crediton, in Devonshire, of noble

and wealthy parents. Contrary to the wishes of his family, he

entered the Benedictine abbey of Nutshall, near Winchester, where
he studied and taught poetry, history, rhetoric, and the Holy
Scriptures. But in solitude a voice came with the injunction,
“ Go and preach the Gospel to all nations.” Accordingly, in the

year 719, he quits his native England for ever, reaches Rome, and
is consecrated by Pope Gregory II. to the mission of preaching the

Gospel to the pagan inhabitants of Germany. lie labours for

upwards of ten years in Thuringia, Bavaria, Friesland, and
Saxony, everywhere converting and civilising the people. He is

created first Bishop of Mayence, and Archbishop and Primate of

all Germany. When more than seventy years of age, he travels

once again into Friesland, pitches his tent on the banks of a small

rivulet, and is set upon by a horde of pagans sworn to avenge their

injured deities. “ The servants of Boniface drew their swords in

his defence, but calmly, and even cheerfully, awaiting the approach

of his enemies, and forbidding all resistance, he fell beneath their

blows, a martyr to the faith which he had so long lived and so

bravely died to propagate.”

The picture by Hess of the saint’s ‘ Embarkation ’ tells the

simple touching story so clearly that further explanation is not

needed. Specially to be admired is the air of truth which gives

persuasive reality to the scene. The spectator feels himself present

at this solemn leave-taking and final benediction, and the good
monks have an individual character which almost bespeaks actual

portraiture. The composition, somewhat novel, and presenting

withal unusual difficulties, has been managed with skill.

Hess, as a painter, wanting in the physical power of Cornelius,

and in the spiritual fervour of Overbeck, does not, like those

artists, rank among the chiefs of the German school. Yet is he a

man holding honourable position ; an artist, not creating his age,

but moulded by it
;

an industrious, careful worker ; a painter

who utilises known ideas, adapts existing modes, and thus makes
l»leasing pictures, and does much good service to Art. Vigour in

liis outlines never obtrudes, as with Cornelius, in the form of rude

ruggedness ;
rather as the Carlo Dolci of Germany would he be

recognised, by sweet serenity, by delicacy of beauty, and by quiet

unobtrusive goodness. Truly did Raczynski say, that Hess, by
disposition, was destined to bo the painter of evangelists, for in

him dominate the tender emotions of love and religion.

J. Beavington Atkinson.
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THE CESTIJS OF AGLAIA.

Chapter III.

“ Dame Pacience sitting there I fonde,

With face pale, upon an hill of sonde.”

As I try to summon this vision of Chaucer’s

into definiteness, and as it fades before me,
and reappears, like the image of Piccarda in

!

the moon, there mingles with it another ;
—

-

the image of an Italian child, lying, she
;

also, upon a hill of sand, by Eridanus’ i

- side
;
a vision which has never quite left

me since I saw it. A girl of ten or twelve,
i

it might be
;
one of the children to whom

there has never been any other lesson

taught than that of patience :—patience of

famine and thirst
;

patience of heat and
cold

;
patience of fierce word and sullen

blow
;

patience of changeless fate and
giftless time. She was lying with her
arms thrown back over her head, all lan-

guid and lax, on an earth-heap by the

river-side, (the softness of the dust being

the only softness she had ever known), in

the southern suburb of Turin, one golden
afternoon in August, years ago. She had
been at play, after her fashion, with other

patient children, and had thrown herself

down to rest, full in the sun, like a lizard.

The sand was mixed with the draggled locks

of her black hair, and some of it sprinkled

over her face and body, in an “ ashes to

ashes ” kind of way ;—a few black rags

about her loins, but her limbs nearly bare,

and her little breasts, scarce dimpled yet,

—

white,—marble-like—but, as wasted mar-
ble, thin with the scorching and the rains

of Time. So she lay, motionless ;
black and

white by the shore in the sun
;
the yellow

light flickering back upon her from the

passing eddies of the river, and burning
down on her from the west. So she lay,

Like a dead Niobid : it seemed as if the

Sun-God, as he sank towards grey Yiso,

(who stood pale in the south-west, and
pyramidal as a tomb), had boen wroth
with Italy for numbering her children too

carefully, and slain this little one. Black
and white she lay, all breathless, in a

sufficiently pictorial manner : the gardens

of the Villa Regina gleamed beyond, grace-

ful with laurel-grove and labyrinthine ter-

race
;
and folds of purple mountain were

drawn afar, for curtains round her little

dusty bed. Pictorial enough, I repeat ; and
yet 1 might not now have remembered her,

so as to find her figure mingling, against

my will, with other images, but for her

manner of “ revival.” For one of her play-

mates coming near, cast some word at her

which angered her; and she rose— “ en
ego, victa situ”—she rose, with a single

spring, like a snake
;
one hardly saw the

motion ; and with a shriek so shrill that I

put my hands upon my ears
;
and so uttered

herself, indignant and vengeful, with words
of justice,—Alecto standing by, satisfied,

teaching her acute, articulate syllables, and
adding her own voice to carry them thrilling

through the blue laurel shadows. And
having spoken, she went her way, wearily

:

and I passed by on the other side, meditating,

with such Levitical propriety as a respect-

able person should, on the asp-like Passion,

following the sorrowful Patience
;
and on

the way in which the saying, “ Dust shalt

thou eat all thy days ” has been confusedly

fulfilled, first by much provision of human
dust for the meat of what Keats calls

“ human serpentry ;” and last, by gather-

ing the Consumed and Consumer into dust

together, for the meat of the death spirit,

or serpent Apap. Neither could I, for

long, get rid of the thought of this strange

dust-manufacture under the mill-stones, as

it were, of Death; and of the two colours

of the grain, discriminate beneath, though
indiscriminately cast into the hopper. For
indeed some of it seems only to be made
whiter for its patience, and becomes knead-
able into spiced bread, where they sell in

Babylonian shops ‘
‘ slaves, and souls of

men
;

” but other some runs dark from
under the mill-stones ; a little sulphurous

and nitrous foam being mingled in the

conception of it
;
and is ominously stored

up iu magazines near river-embankments

;

patient enough—for the present.

But it is provoking to me that the

image of this child mingles itself now with
Chaucer’s

;
for I should like truly to know

what Chaucer means by his sand-hill.

Not but that this is just one of those

enigmatical pieces of teaching which we
have made up our minds not to be troubled

with, since it may evidently mean just

what we like. Sometimes I would fain have
it to mean the ghostly sand of the horologe

of the world : and I think that the pale figure

is seated on the recording heap, which rises

slowly, and ebbs in giddiness, and flows

again, and rises, tottering ;
and still she sees,

falling beside her, the never-ending stream
of phantom sand. Sometimes I like to think

that she is seated on the sand because she

is herself the Spirit of Staying, and victor

over all things that pass and change ;

—

quicksand of the desert in moving pillar

;

quicksand of the sea in moving floor

;

roofless all, and unabiding, but she abiding;

—to herself, her home. And sometimes I

think, though I do not like to think (neither

did Chaucer mean this, for he always meant
the lovely thing first, not the low one), that

she is seated on her sand-heap as the only

treasure to be gained by human toil
;
and

that the little ant-hill, where the best of

us creep to and fro, bears to angelic eyes,

in the patientest gathering of its galleries,

only the aspect of a little heap of dust;

while for the worst of us, the heap, still

lower by the levelling of those winged sur-

veyors, is high enough, nevertheless, to

overhang, and at last to close in judgment,
on the seventh day, over the journeyers to

the fortunate Islands ;
while to their dying

eyes, through the mirage, “the city

sparkles like a grain of salt.”

But of coiu’se it does not in the least

matter what it means. All that matters

specially to us in Chaucer’s vision, is that,

next to Patience, (as the reader will find by
looking at the context in the “ Assembly
of Foules ”

)
were “ Beheste ” and “ Aid ;”

—Promise, that is, and Art : and that,

although these visionary powers are here

waiting only in one of the outer courts

of Love, and the intended patience is here

only the long-suffering of love; and the

intended beheste, its promise
;
and the in-

tended art, its cunning,—the same powers
companion each other necessarily in the

• courts and ante-chambers of every trium-

phal home of man. I say triumphal home,
for, indeed, triumphal arches which you
pass under, are but foolish things, and may
be nailed together any day, out of paste-

board and filched laurel ; but triumphal

doors, which you can enter in at, with
living laurel crowning the Lares, are not

so easy of access : and outside of them
waits always this sad portress. Patience; that

is to say, the submission to the eternal laws

of Pain and Time, and acceptance of them
as inevitable, smiling at the grief. So
much pains you shall take—so much time

you shall wait :—that is the Law. Under-
stand it, honour it; with peace of heart

accept the pain, and attend the hours ; and
as the husbandman in his waiting, you

shall see, first the blade, and then the ear,

and then the laughing of the valleys. But
refuse the Law, and seek to do your work
in your own time, or by any serpentine

way to evade the pain, and you shall have
no harvest—nothing but apples of Sodom

:

dust shall be your meat, and dust in your
throat—there is no singing in such harvest

time.

And this is true for all things, little and
great. There is a time and a way in which
they can be done : none shorter— none
smoother. For all noble things, the time is

long and the way rude. You may fret and
fume as you will; for every start and struggle

of impatience there shall be so much attend-

ant failure ; if impatience become a habit,

nothing but failure : until on the path
you have chosen for your better swiftness,

rather than the honest flinty one, there

shall follow you, fast at hand, instead of

Beheste and Art for companions, those two
wicked hags,

“ With lioary locks all loose, and visage grim ;

Their feet unshod, (heir bodies wrapt in rags,

And both as swift on foot as chased slags

;

And yet the one her other legge had lame,

Which with a staffe all full of little snags
She did support, and Impotence her name

:

Hut th’ other was Impatience, armed with raging flame.”

“ Raging flame,” note
;
unserviceable ;

—

flame of the black grain. But the fire

which Patience carries in her hand is that

truly stolen from Heaven, in the pith of

the rod—fire of the slow match
;
persistent

Fire like it also in her own body,—fire in

the marrow ; unquenchable incense of life

:

though it may seem to the bystanders that

there is no breath in her, and she holds

herself like a statue, as Hermione, “ the

statue lady,” or Griselda, “ the stone lady
;”

unless indeed one looks close for the glance

forward , in the eyes, which distinguishes

such pillars from the pillars, not of flesh,

but of salt, whose eyes are set backwards.

I cannot get to my work in this paper,

somehow
;
the web of these old enigmas

entangles me again and again. That rough
syllable which begins the name of Griselda,
“ Gries,” “ the stone ;” the roar of the long
fall of the Toccia seems to mix with the sound
of it, bringing thoughts of the great Alpine
patience

;
mute snow wreathed by grey rock,

till avalanche time comes—patience of mute
tormented races till the time of the Grey
league came; at last impatient. (Not that,

hitherto, it has hewn its way to much : the
Rhine-foam of the Yia Mala seeming to

have done its work better.
)
But it is a noble

colour that Grison Grey ;—dawn colour-
graceful for a faded silk to ride in, and
wonderful, in paper, for getting a glow upon,
if you begin wisely, as you may some day
perhaps see by those Turner sketches at

Kensington, if ever anybody can see them.
But we will get to work now ; the work

being to understand, if we may, what tender
creatures are indeed riding with us, the

British public, in faded silk, and handing
our plates for us with tender little thumbs,
and never wearing, or doing, anything else

(not always having much to put on their

own plates). The loveliest arts, the arts of

noblest descent, have been long doing this

for us, and are still, and we have no idea of

their being Princesses, but keep them ill-

entreated and enslaved : vociferous as we are

against Black slavery, while we are gladly

acceptant of Grey ;
and fain to keep

Aglaia and her sisters—Urania and hers,

—serving us in faded silk, and taken for

kitchen-wenches. We are mad Sanchos,
not mad Quixotes ;

our eyes enchant Down-
wards.

For one instance only : has the reader

over reflected on the patience, and delibe-

rate sublety, and unostentatious will, in-

2 D
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volved in the ordinary process of steel

engraving
;
that process of "which engravers

themselves now with doleful voices deplore

the decline, and with sorrowful hearts ex-
pect the extinction, after then own days ?

By the way—my friends of the field of

steel,—you need fear nothing of the kind.

"What there is of mechanical in your work

;

of habitual and thoughtless, of vulgar or

servile—for that, indeed, the time has come

;

the sun will bum it up for you, very ruth-

lessly ; but what there is of human liberty,

and of sanguine life, in finger and fancy,

is kindred of the sun, and quite inextin-

guishable by him. lie is the very last of

divinities who would wish to extinguish it.

With his red right hand, though full of

lightning coruscation, he will faithfully and
tenderly clasp yours, warm blooded; you
will see the vermilion in the flesh-shadows
all the clearer

;
but your hand will not be

withered. I tell you— (dogmatically, if

you like to call it so, knowing it well)

—a square inch of man’s engraving is

worth all the photographs that ever were
dipped in acid (or left half-washed after-

wards, which is saying much)— only it

must be man’s engraving; not machine’s
engraving. You have founded a school on
patience and labour— only; That school

must soon be extinct. You will have to

found one on thought, which is Phoenician

in immortality, and fears no fire. Believe

me, photography can do against line engrav-
ing just what Madame Tussaud’s wax-work
can do against sculpture. That, and no
more. You are too timid in this matter

;

you are like Isaac in that picture of Mi'.

Schnorr’s in the last number of this Journal,

and, with Teutonically metaphysical pre-

caution, shade your eyes from the sun with
your back to it. Take courage

;
turn your

eyes to it in an aquiline manner
;
put more

sunshine on your steel, and less burr
;
and

leave the photographers to their Phoebus of

Magnesium wire.

Not that I mean to speak disrespectfully

of magnesium. I honour it to its utmost
fiery particle (though I think the soul a
fierier one)

;
and I wish the said magnesium

all comfort and triumph; nightly-lodging

in light-houses, and utter victory over coal

gas. Could Titian but have known what
the gnomes who built his dolomite crags

above Cadore had mixed in the make of

them,— and that one day—one night, I

mean—his blue distances would still be
seen pure blue, by light got out of his own
mountains !

Light out of limestone—colour out of

coal—and white wings out of hot water

!

It is a great age this of ours, for traction

and extraction, if it only knew what to

extract from itself, or where to drag itself

to !

But in the meantime I want the public

to admire this patience of yours, while they
have it, and to understand what it has cost

to give them even this, which has to pass

away. We will not take instance in figure

engraving, of which the complex skill and
textural gradation by dot and chequer

must be wholly incomprehensible to ama-
teurs

;
but we will take a piece of average

landscape engraving, such as is sent out of

any good workshop—the master who puts

his name at the bottom of the plate being
of course responsible only for the general

method, for the sufficient skill of subordi-

nate hands, and for the few finishing touches

if necessary. We will take, for example,

the plate of Turner’s ‘ Mercury and Argus,’

engraved in this Journal.

I suppose most people, looking at such a

plate, fancy it is produced by some simple

mechanical artifice, which is to drawing

only what printing is to writing. They
conclude, at all events, that there is some-
thing complacent, sympathetic, and helpful

in the nature of steel
;
so that while a pen-

and-ink sketch may always be considered

an achievement proving cleverness in the
sketcher, a sketch on steel comes out by mere
favour of the indulgent metal : or perhaps
they think the plate is woven like a piece of

pattern silk, and the pattern is developed by
pasteboard cards punched full of holes.

Not so. Look close at that engraving

—

imagine it to be a drawing in pen and ink,

and yourself required similarly to produce
its parallel ! True, the steel point has the
one advantage of not blotting, but it has
tenfold or twentyfold disadvantage, in that

you cannot slur, nor efface, except in a very
resolute and laborious way, nor play with
it, nor even see what you are doing with it

at the moment, far less the effect that is to

be. You must feel what you are doing
with it, and know precisely what you have
got to do

;
how deep—how broad—how far

apart—your lines must be, &c. and &c. (a

couple of lines of &c.s would not be enough
to imply all you must know). But suppose
the plate were only a pen drawing : take
your pen—your finest—and just try to copy
the leaves that entangle the nearest cow’s

head and the head itself; remembering
always that the kind of work required here

is mere child’s play compared to that of

fine figure engraving. Nevertheless, take a

strong magnifying glass to this—count the

dots and lines that gradate the nostrils and
the edges of the facial bone ;

notice how the

light is left on the top of the head by the

stopping at its outline of the coarse touches
which form the shadows under the leaves ;

examine it well, and then—I humbly ask
of you—try to do a piece of it yourself

!

You clever sketcher—you young lady or

gentleman of genius—you eye-glassed dilet-

tante— you current writer of criticism

royally plural,—I beseech you—do it your-
self; do the merely etched outline yourself,

if no more. Look you,—you hold your
etching needle this way, as you would a

pencil, nearly
; and then, — you scratch

with it ! it is as easy as lying. Or if you
think that too difficult, take an easier piece

;

—take either of the light sprays of foliage

that rise against the fortress on the right,

put your glass over them—look how their

fine outline is first drawn, leaf by leaf
;
then

how the distant rock is put in between,

with broken lines, mostly stopping before

they touch the leaf-outline, and—again,

I pray you, do it yourself
;

if not on that

scale, on a larger. Go on into the hollows

of the distant rock—traverse its thickets

—number its towers—count how many
lines there are in a laurel bush—in an
arch—in a casement : some hundred atad

fifty, or two hundred, deliberately) drawn
lines, you will find, in every square quarter

of an inch;—say three thousand to the

inch,—each with skilful intent put in its

place ! and then consider what the ordinary

sketcher’s work must appear to the men
who have been trained to this

!

“ But might not more have been done by
three thousand lines to a square inch ? ” you
will perhaps ask. Well, possibly. It may
be with lines as with soldiers : three hun-
dred, knowing their work thoroughly, may
be stronger than three thousand less sure of

their game. We shall have to press close

home this question about numbers and
purpose presently;—it is not the question

now. Supposing certain results required,

— atmospheric effects, surface textures,

transparencies of shade, confusions of light,

—more could not be done with less. There

are engravings of this modem school, of

which, with respect to their particular aim,
it may be said, most truly, they “ cannot be
better done. ” Whether an engraving should
aim at effects of atmosphere, may be dis-

putable (just as also whether a sculptor
should aim at effects of perspective)

;
but I

do not raise these points to-day. Admit
the aim—let us note the patience ; nor this
in engraving only. I have taken an en-
graving for my instance, but I might have
taken any form of Art. I call upon all

good artists, painters, sculptors, metal-
workers, to bear witness with me in what I
now tell the public in their name,—that
the same Fortitude, the same deliberation,

the same perseverance in resolute act—is

needed to do anything in Art that is

worthy. And why is it, you workmen,
that you are silent always concerning your
toil

;
and mock at us in your hearts, within

that shrine at Eleusis, to the gate of which
you have hewn your way through so
deadly thickets of thorn

;
and leave us,

foolish children, outside, in our conceited
thinking either that we can enter it in
play, or that we are grander for not enter-
ing ? Far more earnestly is it to bo asked,
why do you stoop to us as you mock us ?

If your secrecy were a noble one,—if, in
that incommunicant contempt, youwrought
your own work with majesty, whether
we would receive it or not, it were kindly,
though ungraciously, done; but now you
make yourselves our toys, and do our
childish will in servile silence. If engrav-
ing were to come to an end this day, and no
guided point should press metal more, do
you think it would be in a blaze of glory
that yom- art would expire ?—that those
plates in the annuals, and black proofs in
broad shop windows, are of a nobly monu-
mental character,— ‘

‘ chalybe perennius ? ” I
am afraid your patience has been too much
like yonder poor Italian child’s

; and over
that genius of yours, low laid by the Matin
shore, if it expired so, the lament for
Archytas would have to be sung again ;

—

‘
‘ pulveris exigui—munera.” Suppose you
were to shako off the dust again ! cleanse
your wings, like the morning bees on that
Matin promontory; rise, in noble impa-
tience, for there is such a thing : the Impa-
tience of the Fourth Cornice.

“ Cui buon voler, e giusto amor cavalca.”

Shall we tiy, together, to think over the
meaning of that Haste, when the May
mornings come ?

J. Buskin.

BECENT SCIENTIFIC AIDS TO ABT.

ANILINE AND COAL-TAR COLOURS.

Part n.
Having in a former article (vide p. 25)

.given a sketch of the origin and progress

of these novel and beautiful colours, and
also an outline of the methods by which
the purples and reds are commercially pro-

duced, it is now proposed to continue the

same course with respect to the remaining
aniline colours.

Blues .—The blue colours from aniline may
bo classed under three different heads :

—

1st. Blue colouring matters of a light

hue, resisting the action of acids, and to a
certain extent that of light, but decolorised

by alkalies ;—such are the colours called

Azuline, Bleu de Lyon, Bleu do Paris, Opal
Blue, and probably the Bleu de Mulhouse.

2nd. Blue colouring mattersgiving shades

very similar to those of indigo, offering

great resistance to light and alkalies, but
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turning green under the action of acids,

such, as Azurine.

3rd. Blue colouring matters of a light

shade, but highly fugitive, turning yellow

when in contact with acids, such as that

produced by Mr. Lauth’s process.

It is highly interesting to notice how all

these various hinds and shades of blue are

obtained from one substance, aniline, not-

withstanding the great variety of properties

which they present
;

for, on the one hand,

some cannot withstand the action of light,

while others, on the contrary, such as

azurine, are as fast as indigo
;
again some,

such as azuline, perfectly resist the action of

acids, while others, such as azurine, are modi-

fied by it. These facts tend to show that as

we become better acquainted with the com-
position and properties of these colours, it

is most likely we shall arrive at methods

by which their defects will be overcome,

and perfect fastness obtained, when it will

be possible to substitute the brilliancy of

the aniline colours for the dull and some-
what unsatisfactory hues produced by the

aid of indigo and Prussian blue.

The first aniline blue which was brought

into the markot was azuline, discovered by
M. Mamas, of the firm of Guinon, Marnas,

and Bonnet, of Lyons. The production of

this colour was as interesting, in a scientific

point of view, as its beauty was novel, and

the following method of manufacturing it

was kept secret for a long period. The
blue is produced by slowly oxidising anilino

by means of a substance called peonine,

the properties of which we shall describe

further on, and the following is an outline

of the process :—Five parts of peonine are

mixed with eight parts of aniline, and the

whole is kept at the boiling point for several

hours, until nearly all the substances used

are transformed into the blue colouring

matter. To isolato it, the boiled mass is

thrown into cold water, previously acidu-

lated with vitriol, which not only neutralises

the excess of aniline used, but also keeps

the colour in an insoluble condition. This

is collected, dried, and washed with heavy
oils of tar, which separate the insoluble

resinous matters. Lastly, its purification is

effected by washing the colour, first with

alkali and then with acidulated water. The
azuline thus prepared presents itself as a

reddish powder with a golden lustre, and

its alcoholic or methylic solutions can be

used by the dyer, for all that is necessary

in using azuline to dye silk or wool, is to

add some of the above solutions to a hot

aqueous bath slightly acidulated with vitriol,

into which the silk or wool is plunged, when
the blue dye becomes fixed upon the

material.

The next blue introduced to the notice of

the public was one by Mr. Charles Lauth, of

Mulhouse, which we shall notice presently.

But the light shades of blue which have
had most success, and are first in favour with

dyers and printers, are those produced by
the reduction of rosaniline by means of

aniline; and the following is the process

that has given the best results, and which
is still the base of all the methods now in

use for producing these shades of blue. Mr.
Girard’s method consists in heating for

several hours, ata temperature of 329° Fahr.

,

equal weights of anilino red and aniline,

when the mass gradually assumes first a
purple and then a blue hue. The mass is

then allowed to cool, when it is washed with

weak hydrochloric acid, which removes the

excess of aniline and a purple colour. The
insoluble residue is further purified by being

boiled several times with slightly diluted

hydrochloric acid, and then washed with

water, after which a beautiful blue colour

remains, only requiring to bo dissolved in
,

methylated alcohol to be ready for the dyer

or colour printer. But since the date of

this patent (1861) great improvements have
been effected in the production of this blue,

chiefly consisting in employing the acetate
j

of rosaniline instead of the chloride, and .

strong acetic acid instead of hydrochloric, i

Thus Mr. E. C. Nicholson describes his

process to be as follows :—Twenty pounds of

rosaniline are mixed with four pints of

crystallisable acetic acid, and to these are

added 60 lbs. of aniline, the whole being

then boiled for about an hour and a quarter,

the temperature gradually rising to 360°,

when the formation of the blue colour is

completed. Four pints of the same crys-

tallisable acetic acid are added, with twenty
pints of methylated alcohol. To remove
from the blue colour any shade of purple

with which it may be mixed, it is heated
with several times its weight of strong

vitriol, which dissolves the purple colour.

The blue, when washed and dissolved

in methylated alcohol, constitutes the

splendid colour called opal blue. Some
manufacturers of opal blue find it advan-
tageous to add to the mixture of acetate of

rosaniline and aniline a few per cent, of

benzoic acid, which enhances greatly the

rapid formation of a fine shade of blue. It

would also appear that a fine blue can be

produced by heating together at a tem-
perature of 320° a mixture of arseniate of

rosaniline, acetate of soda, and aniline. In
this case arseniate of soda is produced, and
the acetate of rosaniline is reduced by the
aniline as in the above case. The blue

colour is then purified by treating it suc-

cessively with strong muriatic and sul-

phuric acids. Messrs. Simpson, Maule, and
Nicholson havo lately introduced a very
beautiful dark purple blue colour, called

Toluidine blue, discovered by Dr. Hofmann.
It is produced by a process differing from
that just described only in the use of tolui-

dine instead of aniline, and Dr. Hofmann
has proved that the chemical composition
of this latter colour is absolutely analogous
with that of opal blue. Owing to the great

success which has attended tho introduction

of these colours, various attempts have
been made to produce the light blue shades

of aniline with shellac, oleic acid, &c.,

which reduce or remove a portion of the

oxygen from rosaniline, and act as aniline

on that substance.

I shall now proceed to give an outline

of the dark blue shades yielded by aniline.

M. Fritsche, a celebrated Russian che-

mist, observed during some of his researches

on this substance, the production of a dark
blue compound, which he prepared by
mixing togecher an alcoholic solution of a
salt of aniline together with one of chlorate

of potash and hydrochloric acid. After a

short time a dark blue precipitate was pro-

duced, which underwent no change under
the action of alkalies, but became green
under that of acids. The insolubility of

this substance in all solvents prevented its

being used as a dyeing material. Messrs.

Emile Kopp and Hofmann also observed

the production of this substance; but its

application to the fibres of cotton, wool,

and silk was ultimately effected by the fol-

lowing means The production of the

colour on cotton resulted from passing

the goods through a solution of chlorate of

potash, and then printing on it a thickened

solution of acid chloride of aniline, when,
strange to say, from this colourless com-
pound a green colour gradually appeared,

to transform which into a dark blue it was
simply necessary to pass the piece through a

solution of bichromate of potash. When it

is intended to apply the whole of the mate-
rials above enumerated to silk or woollen

goods, they are mixed together, and a small

quantity of gum added to prevent the blue

substance separating from the mixture. H
pieces of wool or silk are passed through this

mixture and subjected to the action of air,

they undergo the change above described. I

shall again refer to this colour of aniline in

my article on calico printing, as it is used
to obtain a very dark blue almost identical

with black, in that branch of manufacture.
With respect to the third class of blues,

although they have very little commercial

value, still the curious processes which have

been devised for their production render

them interesting. Thus Mr. Lauth pro-

duced a very beautiful blue colour by
reducing azaleine or the nitrate of rosani-

line by various organic compounds, such

as aldehyde (a substance produced by the

oxydation of vinous alcohol), benzoyl,

acetyle, and many of the natural essences.

These reactions are interesting, as they show
that rosaniline can produce a blue colour,

either by reduction as in the above case,

or by substituting for a part of its hydrogen
some organic radicals, as is the case with

opal and toluidine blues. These facts acquire

additional interest since Dr. Hofmann has

succeeded in substituting ether for part of

the hydrogen in aniline, as shown in my
former article when speaking of Primula
Purple.

Aniline Yellow. — It is well known to

tho manufacturers of aniline red that at

the same time this colour is produced, a

large portion of a resinous substance of

feebly basic properties is formed, from
which Mr. Nicholson has succeeded in iso-

lating a fine yellow colouring matter, called

Phosphine. This substance has been studied

by Dr. Hofmann, and named by him Chry-
saniline, from tho fact of its imparting to

silk a beautiful golden yellow colour, which
is easily obtained by simply dipping the

fibres into a methylated alcoholic solution

of this colour. Dr. Hofmann represents this

substance when pure to be in the form of

a finely divided yellow powder, closely re-

sembling freshly precipitated chromate of

lead, perfectly uncrystallisable, and scarcely

soluble in water. Chrysaniline, like all the

other colour’s from aniline, is an organic

base or alkaloid—that is to say, a substance
susceptible of combination with acids, and
forming well defined salts.

Aniline Green.—Among the most remark-
able colours obtained from aniline, not tho

least interesting is a green called Yiridine,

not only because its beauty and intensity

are considerably increased by artificial

light, but also because it is the first arti-

ficial green ever produced. No doubt our
readers are aware that we possess many
reds, blues, yellows, &c., but the only green
hitherto known (before viridine) was one
imported from China in the year 1852,

under the name of Lo-Kao. This green
also possessed the property of remaining
green in artificial light, which gave it such
a value that the Chamber of Commerce of

Lyons offered a large sum of money to any
person who could find a method of pre-

paring it in Europe, and adjudged the
reward to M. Charvin, of Lyons, who pre-

pared it from a plant called Rhamnus Ccuthar-

ticus. I may further add, whilst on this

subject, that Lo-Kao presents a property

most exceptional amongst vegetable colour-

ing matters, viz., that of producing, under
the influence of various re-agents, the seven
colours of the spectrum.

1 The best method which I am acquainted

with for producing viridine is the follow-

ing :—M. Usebe, the discoverer of it, mixes
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the .acid sulphate of aniline with a substance
called aldehyde, and after a short-time; from
twelve to eighteen hours, a dark greenish
blue colour- is produced. The whole is then
diluted with a weak solution of sulphuric
acid carried to the boil, and hyposulphite of
soda is -gradually added, when a -beautiful

green colour is produced, which remains in
solution, and the' liquor can be at once used
by the dyer , toimpart a green colour to silk

or wool. *

Colours from Napthaline.—Napthaline is

a white, solid, crystalline substance, having
a very pungent odour; and as it is pro-
duced in large quantities during the distil-

lation of tar, and especially from Newcastle
coal, and also as it is a refuse product which
to the present time has received no com-
mercial application, great efforts have been
made by several chemists to introduce into

arts and manufactures the beautiful colours
which this substance is susceptible of giving,
when it is submitted to various chemical
reactions. Although these attempts have
not hitherto been commercially successful,

still..the cheapness of the first material, and
the great brilliancy of the colours generated,
induce us to record here a few facts respect-
ing it.

It was known as far back as 1840-1841,
when Laurent published his remarkable
researches on this substance, that naptha-
line yielded fine colours under the action of
certain re -agents, but this received com-
paratively little attention until the success-
ful application of aniline colours called them
into public notice, Mr. Streckner had shown
that napthaline was susceptible of yielding
products which, in their chemical composi-
tion, were similar or identical with those
which could be obtained from alizarine, the
coloiu’-giving principle of madder roots.

These facts were further corroborated by
some valuable researches made by Dr. E.
Schunckon the latter subject. Further, in

1861, M. Z. Roussin startled the scientific

world by declaring that he believed he had
discovered the means of making alizarine

from napthaline, a belief which derived
strength from his observation that on dip-
ping cloth, mordanted as it would be for

madder dyeing, into, a solution of the colour
he had obtained from napthaline, similar
shades of colour were produced. But, unfor-

tunately for him and for this country, the

colours were found on closer examination
to bo inferior to those of alizarine, and also

not to be fast, the possession of this latter

quality being, as is well known, one of the
chief characteristics of madder colours.

The simple process devised by M. Roussin
to produce his colour was to dissolve

slowly binitro napthaline in concentrated
sulphuric' acid, and when the tempera-
ture of the mixture had been gradually
raised to 392°, to' add slowly granulated
zinc, when a red colouring matter was
gradually produced. To obtain this it was
simply necessary, to dilute the liquor with
water, boil, and filter, when M. Roussin’s
so-called alizarine separated itself in the
form of fine red or orange coloured crystals.

Mr. W. A. Perkin has devoted of late
much time and labour in endeavouring to
apply, commercially, napthaline colours,
and has published some interesting papers
on the' preparation and properties of several
of them. Thus, he has described the com-
position and characteristics of nitrosonap-
thalin, which is a crystalline, dark-coloured
substance, of a greenish metallic reflection,

that, when dissolved in . alcohol, assumes
a most beautiful purple or violet colour,' as
fine as any of the anilines when an acid is

added. But what renders this colour use-
less in .practice is, that if silk is dyed with
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it, when dipped in water, it immediately
loses its fine purple hue.

Napthylamine is a product which is to

napthaline what aniline is to benzine, and
has been much experimented on of late

years, as a colour-producing material.
Although Mr. H. Brunner succeeded, in

1861, in obtaining from this colourless, crys-
talline substance of most noxious odour, a
very fine violet colour, still the difficulties

attending its production were so great, as
to necessitate its abandonment.
M. du Wilde published also, about the

same period, a method of producing a purple
from napthylamine, substituting nitrate of
mercury for the arsenic acid employed by
M. Brunner. M. Roussin, above men-
tioned, has also found that if silk or wool is

dipped in a colourless solution of hydro-
chlorate of napthylamine, and then into a
colourless solution of nitrate of soda, a
beautiful scarlet colour is produced on the
fibre

; but what has prevented the use of
this remarkable colour, which resists the
action of light, acid, and alkalies, is, that
when the silk is washed to remove excess
of acids, the colour loses its beauty. Lastly,

M. Mamas, of Lyons, has found that
napthylamine can be substituted with suc-
cess for aniline in the manufacture of his
azuline blue.

Notwithstanding the failures hitherto to

adapt napthaline colours to commercial
requirements, still the progress of chemical
science is such that it is only a question
of time, and very few years will certainly see
these colours used in competition with those
of aniline.

F. Cra.ce Calvert.

MADEMOISELLE ROSA BONHEUR’S
‘ LABOTJRAGE NIYERNAIS.’

This picture, the property of the French
Government, was repeated by Mademoiselle
Bonheur for Count Orloff, and the replica

is now to be seen at the French Gallery
in Pall Mall. A painting so well known
scarcely requires description

;
but as there

are many persons who have not seen it, it

may be well to say, that it shows principally

a yoke of six oxen with two men ploughing

;

and these are followed by a secondaiy and
similar aggroupment. They are working on
an old pasture, and the ploughshare turns
up the soil in heavy masses

;
indeed, these

markings and forms we have always re-

garded as so positive as almost to supersede
the oxen

;
but this may not be generally

felt. For a man the picture would have
been a marvellous production, but for a
woman it is more than that. The

,

power
and self-reliance of the artist are shown not
more in what she presents than in what
she omits—objects appropriate to such a
scene which are “ conspicuous by their ab-
sence.” The eyes and forms of the oxen do
not indicate what we call breeding, but the

animals possess vast strength, and their

movement shows they are drawing by their

weight. This, with many other facts, sets

forth without the slightest ostentation an
amount of studious inquiry rare even
among animal painters. With a determi-

nation to concentrate the entire attention

on the oxen, there is nothing in the

landscape to divert the eye ; even the sun-
light is expressed more by shadow than
by light. The. ‘ Labourage Nivemais ’ is

one of the grandest cattle pictures that have
ever been produced. It cannot be said that

Mademoiselle Bonheur will not hereafter

equal it, but it may be affirmed she will

never excel it.

SELECTED PICTURES.

FROM THE PICTURE IN THE POSSESSION
OF THE' PUBLISHER.

ARREST OF A PEASANT ROYALIST—BRITTANY,
1793 .

;

F. Goodall, R.A., Painter. E. Goodall, Engraver.

Brittany is not much visited by the Eng-
lish artist, and less, perhaps, than most
other foreign countries easy of access, by
the English tourist. It is easier to ‘account
for the latter fact than the former, because
this part of France has fewer attractions
for the mere idler than any other

; and,
although the condition of the people has
greatly improved since Mrs. Charles Stodart
published; in 1820, her travels there, the
picture she drew of them is still sufficiently

true at this time' to deter visitors in any
considerable number. “ The 'Bretons,” she
writes, “ dwell in huts generally built of
mud

;
men, pigs, and children live together

without distinction, in their cabins of accu-
mulated filth and misery. The people are,

indeed, dirty to a loathed excess; and to
this may be attributed their unhealthy and
even cadaverous aspect. Their manners
are as wild and savage as their appearance

;

the only indication they exhibit of mingling
at all with civilised creatures is, that when-
ever they meet you they bow their heads' or
take off their hats in token of respect. . . .

In some parts of Brittany the men wear a
goat-skin dress, and look not unlike Defoe’s
description of Robinson Crusoe. The furry
part of the dress is worn outside

;
it is made

with long sleeves, and falls nearly below
the knees. Their long shaggy hair hangs
dishevelled about their shoulders, the head
being covered by a broad flapped straw or
beaver hat. Some few of the Bretons go
without shoes or stockings

;
but the gene-

rality wear sabots (wooden' shoes), and
thrust straw into them to prevent the foot
being rubbed by the pressure of the wood.
.... The women who appear tolerably
respectable, and are dressed decently in
their singular costume, look florid and
healthy ; while those attired in the ragged
garments bear a squalid and meagre as-
pect.”

Mr. Goodall has visited Brittany more
than once or twice, but not, we believe,
within the last ten or twelve years

;
and has

painted several pictures, the materials of
which have been gathered from the country.
That forming the subject of the annexed
engraving is one of them

;
it was exhibited

in the Academy in 1855. In the early part
of the great French Revolution, the Bretons
inhabiting the remote rural districts espe-
cially adhered' to the royal cause; they
were a simple-minded race, concerning
themselves little with politics, and loyal to
their sovereign. The picture represents the
arrest of one of these peasants by two
soldiers of the republic : the man has evi-
dently taken up aims in defence of royalty,'

for the scythe, resting against an upright
beam of the cottage, has' been transformed
into a weapon of war, and he has snatched
up a sickle, on the entrance of the soldiers,

to defend himself. The wife rashes forward
and implores his release ; while an aged
couple, the parents, probably, of one or the
other of the younger pair, have possessed
themselves of their grandchildren, and look
on the proceedings with horror and dismay.
We scarcely remember a picture by Mr.
Goodall which shows so just a claim to the
title of an actual historical subject as this

;

the story is most impressively and clearly
sustained, the composition well arranged,
and the treatment broad in execution.
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MEMORIES OF THE AUTHORS OF THE AGE:
A SERIES OF WRITTEN PORTRAITS (FROM PERSONAL ACQUAINTANCE) OF GREAT

MEN AND WOMEN OF THE EPOCH.

By S. C. HALL, F.S.A., and Mrs. S. C. HALL.

“History may be formed from permanent monuments and records, but lives can only be written from personal

knowledge, which is growing every day less and less, and in a short time is lost for ever.”—Dr. Johnson.

THEODORE HOOK.

^iieodore Edward
Ijk*• Hook was bom in

Charlotte Street, Bed-

yCp'j, ford Square, on the
22nd September, 1788.

;
His father was a musical
composer,who “enjoyed

i in Iris time success and

I
celebrity.” His elder

brother, James,wasDean
of Worcester, whose son
is the present learned

eloquent Dean of Chichester. The
mother was an accomplished lady, and also

an author.

The natural talent of Theodore was, there-

fore, early nursed : unfortunately, the Green

and

Room was the too frequent “ study ” of the
youth, for his father’s fame and income
were chiefly derived from the composition
of operetta songs, for which Theodore
usually wrote the libretta. When little

more than a boy he had produced perhaps
thirty farces, and in 1808 gave birth to a
novel. Those who remember the two great
actors of a long period, Mathews and
Liston, will be at no loss to comprehend
the popularity of Hook’s farces, for these
eminent men were his “ props.”
In 1812, when his finances were low, and

the chances of increasing them limited, and
when, perhaps, also his constitution had
been tried by “excesses,” he received the
appointment of Accountant-General and

Treasurer at the Mauritius—a post with an
income of £2,000 a year. Hook seems to

have derived his qualification for this office

from his antipathy to arithmetic, and his

utter unfitness for business. The result

might have been easily foreseen: in 1819

he returned to England; the cause being
indicated by his veiy famous pun. When
the Governor of the Cape expressed to him
a hope that he was not returning because

of ill-health, Hook “regretted” to say
‘

‘ they think there is something wrong in

the chest.” Ho was found guilty of owing
£12,000 to the government, yet he was
“without a shilling in his pocket;” if

public funds had been abstracted, he was
none the richer, and there was certainly no
suspicion that the money had been dis-

honestly advantageous to him. Although
kept for years in hot water, battling with
the Treasury, it was not until 1823 that the

penalty was exacted—some time after the

John Bull had made him a host of enemies.

Of course, as he could not pay in purse, he
was doomed to “pay in person.” After

spending some months, “pleasantly,” at a

dreary sponging house in Shoe Lane, where
there was ever “ an agreeable prospect,

barring the windows,” he was removed to

the Rules of the Bench, residing there a

year, being “discharged from custody” in

1825. While in the “ Rules” he was under
very little restraint, being almost as much
in society as ever, taking special care not
to be seen by any of his creditors, who
might have “pounced” upon him, and
made the marshal responsible for the debt.

The danger was less in Hook’s case than in

that of others, for his principal “ detaining

creditor ” was the King.
I remember his telling me that during

his “ confinement” in the Rules, he made
the acquaintance of a gentleman who, while
a prisoner there, paid a visit to India. The
story is this—the gentleman called one
morning on the marshal, who said, “ Mr.
So-and-So, I have not had the pleasure to

see you for a long time.” “No wonder,”
was the answer, “ for since you saw me
last I have been to India.” In reply to a
look of astonished inquiry he explained,
‘

‘ I knew my affairs there were so intricate

and involved, that no one but myself could
unravel them, so I ran the risk and took
my chance. I am back with ample funds
to pay all my debts, and to live comfort-
ably for the rest of my days.” Mr. Hook
did not say if the gentleman had obtained
from his securities a license for what he
had done

;
but the anecdote illustrates the

extreme laxity enjoyed by prisoners in

“the Rules,” which extended to several

streets, as compared with the doleful in-

carceration to which poor debtors were sub-
jected, who, in those days, often had their

miserable homes in a jail for debts that

might have been paid by shillings.

Ho then took up his residence at Putney,
from which he removed to a “mansion ” in

Cleveland Row, but subsequently toFulham,
where the remainder of Ins life was passed,

and where he died. The house at Fulham
'

was a small detached cottage. It is of i

this cottage that Lockhart says, “ We
j

!

doubt if its interior was ever seen by half
a dozen people besides the old confidential
worshippers of Bull’s Mouth.”
Hook residedherein comparativeobscurity.

It gave him a pleasant prospect of Putney
Bridge, and of Putney on the opposite side
of the river. As the Thames flowed past the
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usually sung in a sort of recitative to some
tune with which all were familiar; and if

a piano were at hand, he accompanied him-
self with a gentle strain of music.

Mrs. Mathews relates that she was
present once when Hook dined with the

Drury Lane company, at a dinner given

to Sheridan in honour of his return for

Westminster. The guests were numerous,
yet he made a verse upon every person in

the room :
“ every action was turned to

account
;
eveiy circumstance, the look, the

gesture, or any other accidental effects,

served as occasion for wit.” Sheridan was
astonished at his extraordinary faculty, and
declared that he could not have imagined
such power possible had he not witnessed it.

People used to give him subjects the most
unpromising, to test his powers. Thus
Campbell records that he once supplied him
with a theme, “ Pepper and Salt,” and that

he amply seasoned the song with both.
*

I was present when this rare faculty was
put to even a more severe test at a party at

Mr. Jordan’s, at Grove House, Brompton

—

a house long since removed, to make room

for Ovington Square. It was a large

supper party, and many men and women
of mark were present ; for the Literary

Gazette was then in the zenith of its power,

worshipped by all aspirants for fame, and
courted even by those whose laurels had
been won ;

while its editor, be his short-

comings what they may, was then, as he
ever was, ready writh a helping hand to those

who needed help—a lenient critic, a gene-
rous sympathiser, who preferred pushing a

dozen forward to thrusting one back.

Hook, having been asked for his song,

and, as usual, demanding a theme, one of

the guests, either facetious or malicious,

called out, “Take Yates’s big nose” (Yates,

the actor, was of the party). To any one
else such a subject would have been appal-

ling. Not so to Hook
;
he rose, glanced once

or twice round the table, and chaunted (so to

speak) a series of verses, perfect in rythm
and rhyme, the incapable theme being dealt

with in a marvellous spirit of fun, humour,
serious comment, and absolute philosophy,

utterly inconceivable to those who had
never heard the marvellous improvisatore

;

THE RESIDENCE OF THEODORE HOOK.

bottom of his small and narrow garden, he

had a perpetually cheerful and changing

view of the many gay passers-by in boats,

and yachts, and steamboats. The only

room of the cottage I ever saw was some-
what coarsely furnished

;
a few prints hung

on the walls, but there was no evidence of

those suggestive refinements which substi-

tute intellectual for animal gratifications,

in the internal arrangements of a domicile

that becomes necessarily a workshop.
Hook’s love of practical joking seems to

have commenced early. Almost of that

character was his well-known answer to

the Vice-Chancellor at Oxford, when asked

whether he was prepared to subscribe to

the Thirty-nine Articles
—“ Oh certainly, to

forty of them, if you please and his once

meeting the proctor dressed in his robes,

who, having questioned him, “ Prajr, sir,

are you a member of this university?”

received a reply, “ No, sir
;
pray are you ?”

In the memoirs of Charles Mathews, by
his widow, abundant anecdotes are recorded

of these practical
j
okes

;
but in fact,

‘
‘ Gilbert

Gurney,” which may be regarded as an
autobiography, is full of them. Mr. Bar-

ham, his biographer, also relates several, and
states that when a young man, he had a
“ museum ” containing a large and varied

collection of knockers, sign-paintings, bar-

bers’ poles, and cocked hats, gathered

together during his “ predatory adventures ;

’ ’

but its most attractive object was “a
gigantic Highlander,” looted from the shop-

door of a tobacconist on a dark, foggy

night. These “ enterprises of great pith

and moment ” are detailed by himself in

full. The most “glorious” of them has

been often told—how he sent through the

post some “ four thousand” letters, inviting

on a given day a huge assemblage ofvisitors

to the house of a lady of fortune, living at

54, Berners Street, beginning with a dozen

sweeps at daybreak—including lawyers,

doctors, upholsterers, jewellers, coal-mer-

chants, linen-drapers, artists, even the

Lord Mayor, for whose behoof a special

temptation was invented. In a word, there

was no conceivable trade, profession, or

calling that was not summoned to augment
the crowd of foot passengers and carriages

by which the street was thronged from

dawn till midnight, while Hook and a friend

enjoyed the confusion from a room opposite.
*

Lockhart, in the “ Quarterly,” states that

the hoax was merely the result of a wager
that Hook would in one week make the

quiet dwelling the most famous house in

all London. Mr. Barham affirms that the

lady, Mrs. Tottenham, had, in some way or

other, fallen under the displeasure of ‘
‘ the

formidable trio ”—Mr. Hook and two un-
named friends.

His conversation was an unceasing stream
of wit, of which he was profuse, as if he
knew the source to be inexhaustible. He
never kept it for display, or for company,
or for those who knew its value—wit was
indeed as natural to him, as commonplace
to commonplace characters. It was not
only in puns, in repartees, in lively retorts,

in sparkling sentences, in brilliant illustra-

tions, or in apt or exciting anecdote, this

faculty was developed. I have known him
string together a number of graceful verses

—every one of which was fine in composi-

tion and admirable in point—at a moment’s
notice, on a subject the most inauspicious,

and apparently impossible either to wit or

rhyme
;
yet with an effect that delighted a

party, and might have borne the test of

criticism the most severe. These verses he

* In “Gilbert Gurney,” Hook makes Daly say—“I am
the man ; I did it; for originality of thought and design, I

do think that was perfect.”

eachyverse describing something which the

world considered great, but which became
small when placed in comparison with

“ Yates’s big nose !”

It was the first time I had met Hook,

and my astonishment was unbounded. I

found it impossible to believe the song was
improvised; but I had afterwards ample

reason to know that so thorough a triumph

over difficulties was with him by no means
rare.

I had once"]' a glorious day with him on

the Thames, fishing in a punt on the river,

opposite the “ Swan,” at Thames Ditton.

Hook was in good health and good spirits,

and brimful of mirth. He loved the angler’s

craft, though he seldom enjoyed it; he

spoke with something like affection of a

long ago time, when bobbing for roach at

the foot of Fulham Bridge, the fisherman

perpetually raising or lowering his float,

according to the ebb and flow of the tide.

* Campbell thus writes of Hook in 1312;—“ Yesterday
an improvisatore—a wonderful creature of the name of

Hook—sang some extempore songs, not to my admiration,

but to my astonishment. I prescribed a subject, • Pepper

and Salt,’ and he seasoned the impromptu with both—very
truly Attic salt.”

Yes, it was a glorious day ! A record of

his “sayings and doings,” from early

mom to" set of sun, would fill a goodly

volume. It was a fine summer day. Fishing

on the Thames is lazy fishing, the gudgeons
bite freely, but there is little labour in

“landing” them: it is the perfection of

the dolce-far-niente, giving leisure for talk,

and frequent desire for refreshment. In a

punt, at all events, though not by the river

side, idle time is idly spent
;
but the wit

and fun of Mr. Hook that day might have
delighted a hundred by-sitters, and it was a
grief to me that I was the only listener

—

Hook and I—to borrow a pirn that is said

to have been made by another, upon another

occasion. Hook then conceived—probably

then made—the verses he afterwards gave
me for the New Monthly

,
entitled ‘ ‘ The

Swan at Ditton.”
The last time I saw Hook was at Priors

Bank, Fulham, where his neighbours,

Mr. Baylis and Mr. Whitmore, had given
an “ entertainment,” the leading feature

being an amateur play, for which, by the

way, I wrote the prologue. Hook was then

in his decadence, in broken health, his

animal spirits gone, the cup of life drained
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to the dregs. It was morning before the

guests departed, yet Hook remained to the

last, and a light of other days brightened

his features as he opened the piano, and

began a recitative. The theme was, of

course, the occasion that had brought the

party together ;
and perhaps he never, in

his best time, was more original, powerful,

and pointed. I can recall two of the lines

—

“ They may boasl of their Fulham omnibus,

13ut this is the Fulham stage.”

There was a fair young boy standing by

his side while ho was singing ; one of the

servants suddenly opened the drawing-room

shutters, and a flood of light fell upon the

lad’s head. The effect was very touching,

but it became a thousand times more so, as

Hook, availing himself of the incident,

placed his hand upon the youth’s brow, and

idle for a fortnight, and had written nothing

for the John Bull

;

the clerk, however, took

him his salary as usual, and on entering his

room said,
‘

‘ Have you heard the news F—the

King and Queen of the Sandwich Islands

are dead ” (they had just died in England
of the small-pox)

;

“ and,” added the clerk,

“ we want something about them.” “ You
shall have it !” said Ilook, “ it’s done !

“ 1 Waiter, two sandwiches !’ cried Death ;

And their wild majesties resigned their breath.”

I remember once breakfasting with him,

mulled claret being on the table, in jugs

that were unmistakably sacramental, and
his telling me that when Mrs. Wilson
Croker was shocked at so great an outrage

on propriety, he succeeded in persuading

her they were nothing of the kind, the

cherubim neither more nor less than little

models of Bacchus.

The John Bull was established at the close

of the year 1820, and it is said that Sir

Walter Scott having been consulted by some
leader among “high Tories,” suggested

Hook as the person precisely suited for the

in tremulous tones uttered a verse of which

I remember only the concluding lines

—

• For you is the dawn of the morning,
For me is the solemn good-night.”

He rose from the piano, burst into tears,

and left the room. Few of those who were
present saw him afterwards.

*

All the evening Hook had been low in

spirits; it seemed impossible to stir him
into animation, until the cause was guessed

at by Mr. Blood, a surgeon, who was at

that time an actor at the Haymarket. He
prescribed a glass of sherry, and retired to

procure it, returning presently with a bottle

of pale brandy. Having administered two or

three doses, the machinery was wound up,

and the result was as I have described it.

I give one more instance of his ready wit

and rapid power of rhyme. He had been

required task. The avowed purpose of the

publication was to extinguish the party of

the Queen Caroline, wife of George IV.,

and in a reckless and frightful spirit the

work was done. She died, however, in

1821, and persecution was arrested at her

grave. Its projectors and proprietors had

calculated on a weekly sale of seven

hundred and fifty copies, and prepared

accordingly. By the sixth week, it had

reached a sale of ten thousand, and became

a valuable property to “all concerned.”

Of course, there were many prosecutions

for libels—damages and costs, and incar-

ceration for breaches of privilege
;
but all

search for actual delinquents was vain.

Suspicions were rife enough, but positive

proofs there were none.

Hook was, of course, in no way impli-

cated in so scandalous and slanderous a

publication. On one occasion there appeared

among the answers to correspondents, a

* Mr. Barham has a confused account of this incident

He was not present on the occasion, as I was,—standing
|

close by the piano when it occurred.

paragraph purporting to be a reply to a

letter from Mr. Hook, ‘ 1 disavowing all con-

nection with the paper.” Tho gist of the

paragraph was this :

—

4 4 Two things surprise

us in this business : the first, that anything

we have thought worthy of giving to the

public should have been mistaken for Mr.

Hook’s ;
and secondly, that such a person as

Mr. Hook should think himself disgraced

by a connection with John Bull.”

Even now, at this distance of time, few

of the contributors are actually known.
Among them were undoubtedly JohnWilson
Croker, and avowedly Haynes Baily, Bar-

ham, and Dr. Maginn.
In 1836, when I had resigned the New

Monthly into the hands of Mr. Hook, he

proposed to me to take the sub-editorship

and general literary management of the

John Bull. That post I undertook, retain-

iflg it for a year. Our “business” was
carried on, not at the John Bull office, but

at “ Easty’s Hotel,” in Southampton Street,

Strand, in two rooms on the first floor of

that tavern. Mr. Hook was never seen at

the office—his existence, indeed, was not

recognised there ;
if any one had asked for

him there by name, the answer would have

been that no such person was known.
Although, at the period of which I write,

there was no danger to be apprehended

from his walking in and out of the small

office in Fleet Street, a time had been when
it could not have been done without per-

sonal peril. Editorial work was therefore

conducted with much secrecy, a confidential

person communicating between the editor

and the printer, who never knew, or, rather,

was assumed not to know, by whom the

articles were written. In 1836—-some years

before, and during the years afterwards

—

no paragraph was inserted that in the re-

motest degree assailed private character

;

political hatreds and personal hostilities

had grown less in vogue; and Hook had

lived long enough to be tired of assailing

those whom he rather liked and respected.

The bitterness of his nature (if it ever

existed, which I much doubt) had worn
out with years ; but, undoubtedly, much of

the brilliant vat of the Joh n Bull had evapo-

rated ;
in losing its distinctive feature, it

had lost its power, and, as a “ property,” it

dwindled to comparative insignificance.

Mr. Hook derived but a small income

from his editorship during the later years

of his life. I will believe that higher and

more honourable motives than those by
which he had been guided during the fierce

and turbulent party times, when the John

Bull was established, had led him to relin-

quish scandal, slander, and vituperation as

dishonourable weapons; but I know that

in my time he did not use them. His advice

to me, on more than one occasion, while

acting under him, was, to remember that

“abuse” seldom effectually answered a

purpose
;
and that it was wiser, as well as

safer, to act on the principle that “praise

undeserved is satire in disguise.” All that

was evil in the John Bull had been absorbed

by two infamous weekly newspapers, the

Age and the Satirist

;

they were prosperous

and profitable. Happily, no such news-
papers now exist

;
the public not only would

not buy, they would not tolerate, the per-

sonalities, the indecencies, the gross out-

rages on public men, the scandalous assaults

on private character, that made these pub-

lications “ good speculations” at the period

of which I write, and undoubtedly disgraced

the John Bull during the early part of its

career.

No wonder, therefore, that no such per-

son as Mr. Theodore Hook was connected

with the John Bull

!

He invariably denied
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all such connection, and perseveringly pro-

tested against the charge that he had ever

written a line in it. I have heard it said

that during the troublous period of the

Queen’s trial, Sir Robert Wilson met Hook
in the street, and said in a sort of con-
fidential whisper, “ Hook, I am to be tra-

duced and slandered in the John Bull next
Sunday.” Hook, of course, expressed as-

tonishment and abhorrence. “ Yes,” con-
tinued Wilson, ‘ 1 and if I am, I mean to

horsewhip you the first time you come in

my way. Now stop
;

I know you have
nothing to do with that newspaper; you
have told me so a score of times

;
never-

theless, if the article, which is purely of a
private nature—if that article appears, let

the consequences be what they may, I will

horsewhip you!” The article never did

appear. I can give no authority for this

anecdote, but I do not doubt its truth.

I have another story to tell of these edi-

torial times. One day a gentleman entered

the John Bull office, evidently in a state of

extreme exasperation, armed with a stout

cudgel. His application to see the editor

was answered by a request to walk up to

the second-floor front room
; the room was

empty, but presently there entered to him
a huge, tall, broad-shouldered fellow, who
in unmitigated brogue asked, “What do
you plase to want, sur?” “Want,” said

the gentleman, “ I want the editor.” “I’m
the idditur, sur, at your sarvice.” Upon
which the gentleman, seeing that no good
could arise from encounter with such an
“ editor,” made his way down stairs, and
out of the house, without a word.
In 1836, Mr. Hook succeeded mo in the

editorship of the New Monthly Magazine.

The change arose thus : when Mr. Colburn
and Mr. Bentley had dissolved partnership,

and each had his own establishment, much
jealousy, approaching hostility, existed be-

tween them. Mr. Bentley had announced
a comic miscellany, or, rather, a magazine,
of which humour was to be the leading fea-

ture. Mr. Colburn immediately conceived

the idea of a rival in that line, and applied

to Hook to be its editor. Hook readily

complied
;

the terms of £400 per annum
having been settled—as usual, he required

payment in advance, and “ then and there
”

received bills for his first year’s salary.

Not long afterwards, Mr. Colburn saw the

impolicy of his scheme
;

I had strongly

reasoned against it ; representing to him
that the New Monthly would lose its most
valuable contributor, Mr. Hook, and other

useful allies with him
;
that the ruin of the

New Monthly must be looked upon as cer-

tain
;
while the success of his Joker's Maga-

zine was problematical at best. Such argu-
ments prevailed : he called upon Mr. Hook
with a view to relinquish his design. Mr.
Hook was exactly of Mr. Colburn’s new
opinion. He had received the money, and
was not disposed, even if he had been able,

to give it back ; but suggested his becoming
editor of the New Monthly, and in that way
“working it out.” The project met the
views of Mr. Colburn, and so it was ar-

ranged.
But when the plan was communicated to

me, I declined to be placed in the position

of sub-editor. I knew that however valu-
able Mr. Hook might be as a large contri-

butor, he was utterly unfitted to discharge

editorial duties ;
and that, as sub-editor, I

could have no power to do aught but obey
the orders of my superior; while as co-

editor, I could both suggest and object, as

regarded articles and contributors. This
view was the view of Mr. Colburn, but not
that of Mr. Hook: the consequence was,
that I retired. As to the conduct of the
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New Monthly in the hands of Mi’. Hook,
until it came into those of Mr. Hood, and
not long afterwards was sold by Mr. Col-

burn to Mr. Harrison Ainsworth, it is not
requisite to speak.

A word here of Mr. Colburn. I cherish

the kindliest memory of that eminent biblio-

pole. He has been charged with many
mean acts as regards authors

;
but I know

that he was often liberal and always con-
siderate towards them : he could be implac-
able, but also forgiving, and it was ever
easy to move his heart by a tale of sorrow,
or a case of distress. For more than a
quarter of a century he “ led ” the general
literature of the kingdom, and I believe his

sins of omission and commission were very
few. Such is my impression, resulting from
six years’ continual intercourse with him.
Ho was a little active man

;
of mild and

kindly countenance, and of much bodily

activity. His peculiarity was that he rarely
or never finished a sentence

;
appearing as

if he considered it hazardous to express fully

what he thought. Consequently one could
seldom understand what was his real opinion
upon any subject he “debated or discussed.”

His debate was always a “possibly” or a
“perhaps;” his discussion invariably led

to no conclusion for or against the matter
in hand.*

It was during my editorship of the New
Monthly, that the best of all Hook’s works,
“Gilbert Gurney,” was published in that

magazine. The part for the ensuing num-
ber was rarely ready until the last moment

;

and more than once, at so late a period of
the month, that unless in the printer’s

hands the next morning, its publication

would have been impossible. I have driven
to Fulham, to find not a lino of the article

written
;
and I have waited, sometimes

nearly all night, until the MS. was pro-
duced. Now and then he would relate to

me one of the raciest of the anecdotes before

he penned it down
;
sometimes as the raw

statement of a fact before it had received its

habiliments of fiction, but often as even a
more brilliant story than the reader found
it on the first of the month.

t

Hook was in the habit of sending pen-
and-ink sketches of himself in his letters.

I had one of especial interest, in which he
represented himself down upon knees, with
handkerchief to eyes. The meaning was to

indicate his grief at being late with his

promised article for the New Monthly, and
his begging pardon thereupon. He had
great facility for taking off likenesses.

Here is Hook’s contribution to Mrs. Hall’s

album :

—

“ Having been requested to do that which I
never did in my life before, write two charades
upon two given, and by no means sublime
words, here they are. It is right to say that

they are to bo taken with reference to each
other.

“ My first is in triumphs most usually found

;

Old houses and trees show my second

;

My whole is long, spiral, red, tufted, and round,
And with beef is most excellent reckoned.

“ My first for age hath great repute,

My second is a tailor :

My whole is like the other root,

Only a little paler.

“ Theodore E. Hook.
“ Sept. 4th, 1835.

“ Do you give them up ? “ Car-rot.
“ Par-snip.”

* Of Colburn, Lady Morgan said, “ He could not take

his tea without a stratagem. He was a strange melange
of meanness and munificence in his dealings.”

t Hook’s biographer does not seem to have been aware
that for several months before he became editor of the

New Monthly, he wrote the “Monthly Commentary” for

that magazine—a pleasant, piquant, and sometimes severe

series of comments on the leading topics or events of the

month.

The reader may permit me here to intro-

duce some memories of the immediate con-
temporaries and allies of Hook, whose
names are, indeed, continually associated

with his, and who, on the principle of
“ birds of a feather,” may be properly con-
sidered in association with this master-
spirit of them all.

The Rev. Richard Harris Barham, whose
notes supplied material for the “Memoirs
of Hook,” edited by his son, and whose
“ Ingoldsby Legends” are famous, was a
stout, squat, and “hearty-looking parson”
of the old school. His face was full of

humour ; althoughwhen quiescent, it seemed
dull and heavy

;
his eyes were singularly

small and inexpressive, whether from their

own colour, or the light tint of the lashes,

I cannot say, but they seemed to me to be
what are called white eyes. I do not believe

that in society he had much of the sparkle
that characterised his friend, or that might
have been expected in so formidable a wit
of the pen. Sam Beazley, on the contrary,

was a light, airy, graceful person, who had
much refinement, without that peculiar
manner which bespeaks the well-bred
gentleman. He was the “ Daly ” of “ Gil-

bert Gurney,” whose epitaph was written
by Hook long before his death :

—

“ Here lies Sam Beazeley,
Who lived hard, and died easily.”*

When I knew him, he was practising as an
architect in Soho Square. He was one of
Hook’s early friends, but I believe they
were not in close intimacy for some years
previous to the death of Hook. Beazley
built the present Lyceum Theatre.

Tom Hill was another of nook’s frequent
and familiar associates : he is the“HuU”
of “ Gilbert Gurney,” and is said to have
been the original of “Paul Pry” (which
Poole, however, strenuously denied), a belief

easily entertained by those who knew the
man—a little, round man he was, with
straight and well-made-up figure, and rosy
cheeks that might have graced a milk-
maid, when his years numbered certainly

fourscore, f Tom Hill was a drysalter in

Queenhithe, a man of narrow education, of
no literary attainment, while his manners
were by no means those of a gentleman.
Ho managed, however, to draw the wits
about him, giving recherche dinners atSyden-
ham, never costly. He was in reality their

“butt;” some liked but none respected him.
One of his friends pictures him as “ a little,

fat, florid man—an elderly cupid.” Another
says he had “ a face like a peony.” He had
a rare collection of books, of which he knew
only the titles and their marketable value

;

drysalting and literary tastes did not har-
monise. In his later days he was poor

:

lived and died in third-floor chambers in

the Adelphi. But his age no one ever
knew. The story is well known of James
Smith asserting that it never could be
ascertained, for that the register of his birth
was lost in the fire of London

;
and Hook’s

comment, “ Oh, he’s much older than that,

he’s one of the little Hills that skipped in

theBible.” Hewasamerryman, toujoursgai,

who seemed as if neither trouble nor anxiety
had ever crossed his threshold, or broken
the sleep of a single night. His peculiar
faculty was to find out what everybody did,

from a minister of state to a stable-boy.

* Mr. Peake, the dramatist, who wrote most of Mathews’
“ At Homes,” attributes this epitaph to John Hardwick.
Lockart gives it to Hook. Hook pictures Beazley in

“Gilbert Gurney,” "His conversation was full of droll

conceits, mixed with a considerable
_

degree of superior
talent, and the strongest evidence of general acquirements
and accomplishments.”

t “He was plump, short, with an intelligent counte-
nance, and near-sighted; with a constitution and com-
plexion fresh enough to look forty, when I believed him to
be at least four times that age.”—Gilbert Gurney.
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Of a far higher and better order was

Hook’s friend Mr. Brodrick, so long one

of the police magistrates, a gentleman of

large acquirements and sterling rectitude.

Nearly as much may he said of Dubois,

more than half a century ago the editor

of a then popular magazine, the Monthly

Mirror. Dubois, in his latter days, enjoyed

“the sweets of office” as a magistrate in

the Court of Bequests. lie was a pleasant

man in face and in manners, and retained

to the last much of the humour that cha-

racterised the productions of his earlier

years. To the admirable actor and esti-

mable gentleman, Charles Mathews, I can

merely allude. His memory has received

full honour and homage from his wile, hut

there are few who knew him who will

hesitate to endorse her testimony to his

many excellencies of head and heart.

I knew Dr. Maginn when he was a

schoolmaster in Cork ;
he had even then

established a high reputation for scholastic

knowledge, and attained some eminence as

a wit; and about the year 1820 astounded

“ the beautiful city,” by poetical contribu-

tions to BlaclcivoocV s Magazine, in which

certain of its literary citizens were some-

what scurrilously assailed. The doctor, it

is said, was invited to London in order

to share with Hook the labours of the John

Bull. I believe, however, he was but

a very limited “belli;” perhaps the old

adage “two of a trade ” applied in this case.

Certain it is, that he subsequently found a

more appreciative paymaster in Westmacott,

who conducted the Age,
a newspaper then

greatly patronised, but, as I have said, one

that now would be universally branded

with the term “ infamous.”

It is known also that he became a leading

contributor to Fraser's Magazine, a magazine

that took its name less from its publisher,

Fraser, than from its first editor, Fraser, a

barrister, whose fate I have understood was

mournful as his career had been discredit-

|

able. The particulars of Maginn’s duel

with the Hon. Grantley Berkeley are well

known. It arose out of an article in Fraser,

reviewing Berkeley’s novel, in the course of

which he spoke in utterly unjustifiable

terms of Berkeley’s mother. Mr. Berkeley

was not satisfied with inflicting on the

publisher so severe a beating that it was

the proximate cause of his death, but called

out the doctor, who manfully avowed the

authorship. Each, it is understood,- fired

three shots, without effect, and when Fraser,

who was Maginn’s second, asked if there

should be another shot, Maginn is reported

to have said, “Blaze away, by ! a

barrel of powder !

” *

The career of Maginn in London was, to

say the least, mournful. Few men ever

started with better prospects ;
there was

hardly any position in the state to which

he might not have aspired. His learning

was profound
;
his wit of the tongue and of

the pen ready, pointed, caustic, and bril-

liant; his essays, tales, poems, scholastic

disquisitions—in short, his writings upon
all conceivable topics—were of the very

highest order. “ O'Dogherty" is one of the

names that made Blackwood famous. His
acquaintances, who would willingly have

been his friends, were not only the men of

genius of his time
;
among them were

several noblemen and statesmen of power as

well as of rank. In a word, he might have

climbed to the highest rung of the ladder,

with helping hands, all the way up : he

stumbled and fell at its base.

* Since this was written. Mr. Grantley Berkeley has pub-

lished in a volume of his “Recollections” full details of this

duel. It is, of course, an ex parte statement—very ex parte.

It is notorious that Maginn wrote at the

same time for the Age, outrageously Tory,

and for the True Sun, a violently Badical

paper. For many years he was editor of

the Standard. It was, however, less to his

thorough want of principle than to his

habits of intoxication that his position was
low when it ought to have been high

;
that

he was indigent when he might have been

rich; that he lost self-respect and the

respect of all with whom he came in contact,

except the few “kindred spirits” who
relished the flow of wit, and little regarded

the impure source whence it issued.

Ho lived in wretchedness and died in

misery, in 1S42. His death took place at

Walton-on-Thames, and in the churchyard

of that village he is buried. Not long ago

I visited the place, but no one could point

out to me the precise spot of his interment.

It is -without a stone, -without a mark, lost

among the clay sepulchres of the throng

who had no friends to inscribe a name or

ask a memory. *

Maginn was rather under than above the

middle size; his countenancewas “ swarthy,”

and by no means genial in expression. He
had a peculiar thickness of speech, not quite

a stutter. Latterly excesses told upon him,

producing their usual effects. The quick

intelligence of his face was lost ; his features

were sullied by unmistakable signs of an

ever-degrading habit; he was old before

his time. He is another sad example to

“ warn and scare.” A life that might have

produced so much yielded comparatively

nothing ; and although there have been sug-

gestions, from Lockhart and others, to collect

his writings, they have never been gathered

together from the periodical tombs in which

they he buried, and now, probably, they

cannot be all recognised.

From what I have written, the reader

will gather that I only knew Hook in his

decline—the relic of a manly form, the

decadence of a strong mind, and the com-
parative exhaustion of a brilliant wit.

Leigh Hunt, speaking of him at a much
earlier period, thus writes :

— ‘ ‘ He was tall,

dark, and of a good person, with small eyes,

and features more round than weak ;
a face

that had character and humour, but no

refinement.” And Mrs. Mathews describes

him as with sparkling eyes and expressive

features, of manly form, an^d somewhat of a

dandy in dress. When in the prime of

manhood and the zenith of fame, Mr. Bar-

ham says, “ he was not the tuft hunter but

the tuft hunted ;” and it is easy to believe

that one so full of wit, so redolent of fun,

so rich in animal spirits, must have been a

marvellously coveted acquaintance in the

society where he was so eminently calculated

to shin e
;
from that of royalty to the major

and minor clubs; from the “Athemeum”
to the “ Garrick,” of which he was a che-

rished member.
In 1825, when I first saw him, he was

above the middle height, robust of frame,

and broad of chest ;
well proportioned, with

evidence of great physical capacity ;
his

complexion dark, as wero his eyes. There

was nothing fine or elevated in his expres-

sion; indeed his features when in repose

were heavy; it was otherwise when ani-

mated; yet his manners were those of a

gentleman, less, perhaps, from inherent

faculty than from the polish which refined

society ever gives, t
He is described as a man of “iron

* While on his death-bed. Sir Robert Peel sent him a

sum of money, probably not the first. It arrived in time to

pay his funeral expenses.

t The portrait that heads this Memory is from a drawing

made by Mr. Eddis for the collection of Mr. Magrath, long

the respected secretary of the “ Athseneum” club.

energies,” and certainly must have had an

iron constitution, for his was a life of per-

petual stimulants, intellectual as well as

physical.

When I saw him last—it was not long

before his death—he was aged, more by care

than time
;
his face bore evidence of what

is falsely termed “a gay life;” his voice

had lost its roundness and force, his form

its buoyancy, his intellect its strength.

“ Alas ! how changed from him
That life of pleasure, and that soul of whim.”

Yet his wit was ready still ; he continued

to sparkle humour even when exhausted

nature failed, and his.last words are said to

have been a brilliant jest.

At length the iron frame wore down
;
he

was haunted by pecuniary difficulties, yet

compelled to daily work, not only for him-
self, but for a family of children by a lady

to whom ho was not married. He then

lived almost entirely on brandy, and became
incapable of digesting animal food. Well

may his friend Lockhart say, “ He came

forth, at best, from a long day of labour

at his writing-desk, after his faculties had
been at the stretch ;

feeling, passion ,
thought,

fancy, exitable nerves, suicidal brain, all

over-worked, perhaps well-nigh exhausted.”

And thus, “at best,” while “seated

among the revellers of a princely saloon,”

sometimes losing at cards among his great
“ friends” more money than he could earn

in a month, his thoughts were labouring to

devise some mode of postponing a debt only

from one week to another. Well might he

have compared, as he did, his position to

that of an alderman, who was required to

relish his turtle soup while forced to eat it

sitting on a tight rope.

The last time he went out to dinner was
with Colonel Shadwell Clarke, at Brompton
Grove. While in the drawing-room he

suddenly turned to the mirror and said,—

j

“Ay, I see I look as I am, done up in

purse, in mind, and in body too, at last !

”

He died on the 24th of August, 1841, at

the comparatively early age of fifty-throe,

and was buried in the churchyard at Ful-

ham, which adjoined his residence. His

grave is in a nook under the west window,
where a score of bishops of London are

interred. Close heside the upright stone

that bears the name of Theodore Edward
Hook, is the tomb of Bishop Sherlock.

Yes, when I knew most of him he was
approaching the close, not of a long, but

of a “fast” life. He had ill-used Time,

and Time was not in his debt

!

He was tall and stout, but not health-

fully stout, with a round face, which told

too much of jovial nights and wasted days

;

of toil when the head aches and the hand
shakes

;
of the absence of self-respect

;
of

mornings in ignoble rest to gather strength

for evenings of useless energy ;
of, in short,

a mind and constitution once vigorous and
powerful, but both sadly and grievously

misapplied and misused.

No writer concerning Hook can claim for

him an atom of respect. His history is hut
a record of written, or spoken, or practical

jokes, that made no one wiser or better.

His career “ points a moral ” indeed, but it

is by showing the wisdom of virtue ! In

the end, his “friends,” so called, were

ashamed openly to give him help ; and al-

though bailiff's did not—as in the case of

Sheridan

—

“Seize his last blanket,”

his death-bed was haunted by apprehensions

of arrest, and it was a relief rather than a

loss to society when a few comparatively

humble mourners laid him in a comer of

Fulham churchyard.
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THE TURNER GALLERY.

ABINGDON.

Engraved by C. Cousen.

In this picture we have another remarkable
instance of the difference between Turner’s

early and latter styles. There is no record

of its having been publicly exhibited, and
consequently the date of it cannot be accu-

rately determined. But though it may
unquestionably be classed with those works
which belong to his first period, the picture

bears evidence as indisputable of trans-

cendent power and matured thought. To the

majority of Art-lovers, if not of Art-critics,

such simple home-scenes as this possess far

greater attrations than those wonderful

Italian and other foreign views on which
the great painter lavished his rich and
fertile imagination ;

and the reason is, they

are familiar to the English eye, and appre-

ciated because familiar.

There is, perhaps, no county through

which flows the “royal Thames,” whose
banks supply more abundant and more
beautiful subjects for the pencil than Berk-

shire. Sometimes the noble river winds

!

through pleasant pasture-lands, flat, but

yet overshadowed by groups of noble trees,

and backed, as atWindsor, byrising ground

;

sometimes, as at Maidenhead, Henley, and
Abingdon, we see its banks covered more
or less with forest foliage sloping down to

;

the water’s edge. There are stately man-
sions, too, standing in well-kept parks

;

skirting the river, and picturesque bridges

j

spanning its breadth, and inviting the

artist to “ take note ” of them. It was not

likely that such attractions could escape

the watchful eye of Turner, always on the

look out for something worthy of the genius

j

that Nature had bestowed on him
;
and

Berkshire received its due share of his atten-

tion. The Abingdon picture is an example.

The town is pleasantly situated at the

junction of the little river Ock and the

Thames, just where a canal, known as the

Wilts and Berks Canal, joins the latter.

Turner appears to have made his sketch

from this point, or near to it
;
but here, as

in almost every other place where busy
men congregate or pass along, so many
alterations have been carried out within

,

the last half century, that it is not easy to

compare what is with what was. Nothing
of the town is visible but the spire of the

church, faintly seen in the distance beyond
the bridge. On the left bank of the river,

far above the water-level, is a road, indi-

cated by a waggon and team of horses

wending their way into the town. Near
the opposite bank are several sailing barges,

I
some loaded and slowly pm-suing their

1 course up the stream
;

while another is

|

taking in a cargo of rough timber. In the

foreground a few cows are refreshing them-
selves in the shallows, under the guidance

of their respective drivers.

In this picture the artist has shown how
he could construct out of a few elements of

ordinary English scenery, a composition

equal in poetical feeling to, though so

different from, the magnificent Italian land-

scapes he placed on canvas. The general

arrangement of the subject is most pic-

turesque, and all the forms, especially of the

distant belt of trees, are true to nature.

This belt makes a very graceful sky-line.

Over the whole distance the misty sunlight

throws its softening influence, blending the

masses into harmony, of a cool grey colour.

This beautiful effect of vapoury mist drawn
by the sun from the river, is the great

charm of the picture.

GENERAL EXHIBITION
OF

WATER-COLOUR DRAWINGS.

The need for yet one more gallery devoted

to the exhibition of water-colour drawings
has been for some time generally felt. Just

sixty years ago the Old Water-Colour
Society was established for the purpose of

giving to a popular art that position which
it failed to obtain within the walls of the

Academy. Thirty years later the new In-

stitute was set on foot, because the parent

society could not find room for the greatly

increasing number of water-colour painters.

And now, after a further interval of thirty

years, this third and “ General Exhibition”

is opened, to meet a still growing want on
the part of the profession and the public.

The new project, moreover, seeks to recom-
mend itself by a programme differing from
that of either of its predecessors. The
existing societies, both old and new, open
their doors to pictures painted by members
and associates only ; and hence, the privi-

lege of exhibition being restricted, many
skilled artists and very many excellent

works are denied the opportunity of making
their merits known. The new exhibition,

then, called “ General,” because open to all

comers, has been constituted expressly to

supply the obvious incompleteness in pre-

vious associations. This novel enterprise,

unlike those that have gone before it, is

constituted neither of members nor asso-

ciates
;
on the contrary, the entire world

of artists and amateurs can claim the pri-

vilege which the most favoured enjoy on
the ground of merit solely. On entering

the Dudley Gallery, the general impression

is that the exhibition has achieved a de-

cided success. The walls are hung with
works which pleasantly meet the eye ;

an
unusual variety of style, and even of sub-

ject, give to the room a lively and attrac-

tive aspect, while here and there a salient

drawing, probably by some artist as yet

unknown to fame, seems to tell of a new
star above the horizon. Yet it must be
confessed that when the first surprise and
satisfaction have a little abated, a reaction

comes upon the mind as time gives oppor-

tunity for closer scrutiny. The merit of

the entire collection amounts to a fair

average, scarcely ' to a high excellence ; a

large proportion of the drawings have in

them future promise rather than present

and ripe maturity. They are the efforts

of novices glad to steal an idea from their

superiors, and ready to make the best of

an easy expedient, but as yet wanting in

discipline and lacking in knowledge. Still,

if we mistake not, more than one poet
found an advent in the opening of this

wisely tolerant exhibition.

The drawing which at the private view
especially came upon people as a surprise,

had for its subject nothing more than
• Waves by Moonlight ’

—

wild tumultuous
waves, storm-driven, breaking in thunder

on the shore, with not the vestige of a wreck
or the presence of a human being to intrude

upon the solitude. This passage of the

ocean is simple in its power, onward in its

motion, grand in its gloom, and lovely in

its silver light. The subject has been
treated as was most fitting, in broad gene-

rality touched with detail, as, for example,

where the crested wave breaks into spray

when caught by the wind. The painter is

young Mr. Arthur Severn, the son of the

English consul in Rome, who was friend

and companion of Keats and Shelley.

Young Severn evidently inherits the poetic

traditions of his family. W. R. Beverley—

a name well known among scene-painters—
contributes several dashing and effective

drawings, such as ‘ Off Whitby’ (222),

wherein opaque colour is loaded on with
liberal hand. C. P. Knight here obtains

the justice which was denied him in the

Academy. ‘ A calm Summer's Evening
off the Coast of Yorkshire ’ (54), which
in this exhibition adorns “the line,” is a
water-colour replica of the large oil picture

that, in last Academy, was, by one of those

blunders for which hanging committees are

notorious, placed in banishment at the

ceiling. The idea which this painter ex-
presses is far too good to be lost, and the
public appeal which is here given to him
against a wrongful decision in another
court, serves as a good example of the uses
to which this “ general exhibition” may be
put. The title of the drawing aptly de-

scribes the effect which Mr. Knight has
clothed in poetry. “A calm summer’s
evening” is the one thought pervading the

scene : not a breath stirs in the air, not
a ripple breaks on the swelling of the slum-
brous sea ; the sails flap idly against the
masts of the vessels, which make no way

;

and in the sky above a troop of clouds,

marshalled in crescent line, he, like the
ships on the sea beneath, waiting a wind.
The colours are lustrous as the rainbow.
The execution, which is somewhat uncer-
tain and hesitating, comes in striking con-
trast to the daring handling in Mr. Bever-
ley’s drawings. Execution in Mi-

. Knight’s
picture is, in fact, subordinate to thought.

Several painters, known in other exhi-
bitions by their oil pictures, contribute to

this gallery either preliminary sketches or
matured drawings. One Royal Academician,
Mr. Redgrave, sends a careful study,
‘Autumn’s Golden Leaf’ (269), a literal

transcript of a plough-field, backed by a
woody distance, which dips into a sheltered

dell. Mr. W. H. Millais, a brother of
another academician, comes before the
world in a vigorous study made on * The
East Lynn ’ (328).—Mr. Frank Dillon and
Mr. Frank Walton, names we notice on
the committee, have selected from their

portfolios subjects gathered in their sketch-
ing tours. Mr. Oakes, whose oil picture
in the British Institution we have recently
had the pleasure of commending, contri-

butes several water-colour sketches, which
explain to the full how it is that this artist

fails t<? concentrate into unity the confusion
of his over-crowded materials. Mi-

. Harry
Johnson falls into an opposite error; he
trusts too exclusively to general effect, and
seems content to let minute facts take care

of themselves. Could Mr. Oakes and Mr.
Johnson come to a compromise, it were
greatly for their mutual benefit—the simple
truth of the one and the theatric pomp of

the other might meet in counteraction as
bane and antidote.

The post of honour has been given to

Henry Moore’s powerful drawing, ‘ Lochian
Elan ’ (141), the most ambitious of this

artist’s numerous contributions. Mr. Moore
possesses merits which have won him a
recognised position, and if he can but cor-
rect certain faults that admit of easy
remedy, he will secure still further reward.
He belongs to a class of painters for some
years on the increase, who attempt to get
into a picture more than it can comfortably
hold. Consequently his materials are heaped
together in disorder

; the various parts of

his compositions want well-disciplined sub-
ordination, and hence pictorial unity is

sacrificed in the impossible attempt to grasp
an infinite variety.—Joseph Nash, jun., is

of the number of young artists who have
fallen under the sway of their “ Pre-
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Rapliaelite ” surroundings. Ilis study of

‘ The Ardgour Hills ’ (173) is tho right sort

of thing for a painter to undertake by way
of commencement : here is no shirking of

work ; the artist, indeed, has been so unre-

lenting in his efforts, that he grasps at

almost more than he can see
;
the result, as

usual, proves a little hard and petrified.

—

Mr. Needham’s ‘Ivy Bridge’ (165) is an-

other drawing of elaborate finish, such as

may be seen both in the Old and the New
Water-colour galleries, in the studies of

Mr. Andrews and Mr. Warren, jun.—

A

;
C.

Stannus has made a detailed study, ‘ Near

the Land’s End ’ (77).—C. R. Aston is to be

commended for his successful labours on

the ‘Coast of Pembrokeshire’ (127).

—

Several drawings by Arthur Ditchfield are

of promise. Birket Foster has many ad-

mirers, among whom may be mentioned

W. S. Coleman and F. G. Reynolds.
‘ Polpier Cove, Cornwall’ (285), by Thomas
Hart, pleasantly recalls the drawings of the

late Cornish Cook. Yicat Cole, whose oil

pictures may be seen in the British Institu-

tion, gives his support to this new exhibi-

tion, by a powerful drawing of moorland,

fern, and heather, rather heavily painted.

Miss Blunden contributes several studies,

such, for example, as ‘ The Ledr Yalley,

Moel Siabod ’ (333), which are delicate and

detailed in execution and delicious in

colour. George S. Keys, ‘ In Nant Gwinant
’

(22), shows just sufficient care, and thereby

attains considerable character. J. C. Moore,

in his drawing ‘ On the Tiber ’ (244), catches

local truth—nature in desolation, lit up
by golden light. Among pictures of effect

is conspicuous ‘ The Last Gleam ’ (42), by
J. Hitchins: the materials on which he

relies are, a windmill on a woody mound,
sheep reposing, cattle driven homewards,

birds also going to their rest, and the sun

lying down on his golden couch in the east.

This summary of landscape contents may
be brought to a close by the mention of

one or two more painters whose fame must
increase after the works they now display.

George Mawley is a name which this exhi-

bition will have the merit of making better

known. Among the four works by H. Pil-

leau, we specially recall a ‘ Street in Cairo
’

(39), flooded with the light which in the

East dazzles the eye, and we cannot but

remember a drawing of ‘ Jerusalem from

the Hill of Scopas’ (276), accurate in its

topography, and beautiful in the play ' of

light, shade, and colour.—Frank Powell

is another of the poet painters whom the

exclusive character of established exhibi-

tions might have doomed to inglorious

obscurity, but now his light cannot be hid.

In ‘Loch Ech’ (253) he ventures on a

strong effect, which, however, he manages
to reduce into tone and keeping.

The human figure—which demands closer

study than landscape—does not obtain

justice at the hands of the tyros within

these walls. For the most part, the figure

drawings in this exhibition confess to a
timid, uncertain hand, wanting the guidance

of knowledge. A few of the more con-

spicuous attempts may be passed in review.

Miss Rebecca Solomon, in * Hypatia’ (221),

has hit upon a manner which does not fail

to arouse attention. The stately stiffness

in the heroine’s bearing, has quite the air

of originality. In ‘ Prima Vera ’ (255), this

artist has been haunted with reminiscences

of the style of Mr. Leighton. More power
over the figure is shown in ‘ Antinous
Hionysiacus ’ (239), by S. Solomon.—The
pictures by Cave Thomas evince pure and
lofty aims, but they want nerve and sinew

:

soul is not of itself sufficient even in ideal

Art.—Among single heads may be enume-

rated ‘ Esther’ (176), by Raymond Tucker,

not particularly pleasing, but praiseworthy

:
for that deliberate drawing which, in the

works of Mr. Burton, has given to water-

!
colour Art an extended and noble sphere.

I

Miss Beresford in ‘A Peasant’s Head’ (197),

strikes home to nature with unsophisticated

truth.—Edward Taylor in ‘ Girlhood ’ (53)

j

has found a pretty face. Literal transcripts

from humble life, as usual, abound. J

.

Richardson throws rough execution into

‘ The Highland Bagpiper’ (48); and J. Pel-

ham is equally true in his rendering of

‘An Old Woman’s Occupation’ (178).

John Burr’s portrait of ‘ An Old Castilian
’

(252) deserves more emphatic praise. Mark
the swagger of the old fellow, probably

like many of his country folks, as poor

as a beggar and as proud as a lord. See

what cool insolence ho throws into the

smoking of his cigarette. Altogether this

figure, set off by strong contrast between

the reds and blacks in the costume, and

distinguished by a grotesque character

quite Quixotic, must be ranked as one of

tho comparatively few original products

of the gallery. A picture by E. J. Poynter,

who, it may be remembered, came favour-

ably into notice at the last Academy, also

deserves commendation as a departure from

the commonplacewhich generallyrules in all

exhibitions. ‘ Beware ’ (376), coupled with

the well-known line from Longfellow,

“Trust her not, she is fooling thee,” is a

satire in disguise. A lady, standing by the

brink of a garden pond, attempts to catch

gold fish by the bribe of bread. The pic-

ture is made all the more comic by its Pre-

Raphaelite stiffness and mock solemnity.

Mi-. Poynter affects medircvalism ;
this

mannerism ho will have to throw off if he

would gain close access to nature in her

truth and beauty. ‘ A Girl and Butterfly
’

(210) is a work that shows that G. H. Thomas
knows thoroughly what he is about, which

is more than can be said for many of his

companion artists in this somewhat juve-

nile exhibition.

The promoters of this project express a

hope that sufficient success may attend their

experiment to justify its repetition. Their

sanguine expectation, we think, is likely

to be realised, at least for a time. The
large number of candidates who aspire to

the honour of a place upon these walls is,

if turned to wise account, in itself no
mean resource ;—a fund whence future

strength may be drawn. The managers
had provided for only five hundred works,

but no less than seventeen hundred draw-

ings claimed admission at the doors. There

is, therefore, as it were, a surplus force,

which, if dealt with judiciously, should

give to the committee decisive power over

the future destiny of the exhibition. Mere
novelty will cany the undertaking through

the first season, but merit can alone secure

its permanence in subsequent years. The
public are at the outset willing to look

with indulgence on the shortcomings of a

project in itself praiseworthy ;
but with

growing years infancy can no longer be

admitted as a plea for immaturity. The
committee, in order to build up their tenta-

tive exhibition in enduring strength, and to

prevent invidious comparisons which may
prove to its prejudice, must, beyond doubt,

raise the standard of merit in the drawings

admitted. This, with seventeen hundred

works to choose from, they should find little

difficulty in doing. H thus the high cha-

racter of the exhibition can be maintained,

its staff of supporters may not be drawn
away to seek for honours elsewhere.

ROYAL SCOTTISH ACADEMY.

The thirty-ninth exhibition of this Academy,
and its first under the presidency of Mr. George
Harvey, opened on the 11th of February, and
the remarkable improvement to which we called

attention in last year’s exhibition is worthily

carried forward in this. Not only does the

large number of pictures show the existence of

a healthy stimulus to work among the artists

of the Northern School, but a large proportion

of the works themselves show that the glorious

scenery and romantic associations of the country

inspire the painters with tasteful vigour and
poetic feeling, without which picture-making is a

mere manufacture. In other respects, too, this

exhibition bids fair to he eminently successful.

The crowded state of the room every day, not-

withstanding the unusually inclement weather,

shows that our friends in the far north take a

lively interest in works of Art
;
and they may

well be proud of a school which comprises such

I
men as John Phillip, Harvey, Faed, McCulloch,

Douglas, Drummond, Crawford, James Archer,

Bough, Calder Marshall, Brodie, Steele, Hutchi-

son, Johnstone, Lees, Lauder, Herdman, Noel
Paton, Macnee, &c., and which but lately num-
bered in its ranks David Roberts, Sir John
Watson Gordon, and W. Dyce.

The council has shown good judgment in

drawing pictures from England, and even from

abroad
;

for it is not only desirable that the

works of those Scotch artists who have been

successful elsewhere should be shown as a

stimulus to those who are rising, hut it is also

extremely desirable in the provinces that foreign

Art should he seen, and its beauties admired and
compared with works of home production. In

London alone other opportunities occur, and

the Royal Academy is therefore best devoted to

native Art.

The great picture of this exhibition is the

magnificent work of John Phillip—the ‘Spanish

Wake,’ or ‘ La Gloria.’ It has already been

noticed in the Art-Journal

;

so also has T. Faed’s

genre picture, ‘Baith Father and Mither,’ the

subject taken from one of James Ballantine’s

touching lyrics. Both were in the exhibition of

the Royal Academy last year, and have been

kindly lent, with other gems, to adorn the walls

of the Royal Scottish Academy. The local

pictures will therefore occupy our chief atten-

tion— not, however, forgetting those which
foreign artists have sent to this friendly com-
petition. Foremost among the local artists

we must place the president, G. Harvey, whose
pictures always shine with that radiant warm-
heartedness which is the leading feature in his

disposition. He hangs but one picture—yet

one full of fine feeling—a family group of mother

and children in full play before an open window,
through which another child is being lifted by
an elder sister, and through w'hich we also see

one of these spirited hill-side landscapes which

he touches with such a masterly hand. The
colouring is judiciously executed, and is very

harmonious. Unfortunately, it is hung rather

too low, which slightly mars its effect.

Horatio McCulloch, R.S.A., the chief of Scot-

land’s landscape painters, is largely represented

in this exhibition. His greatest work here—if

not the greatest of his works—is a magnificent

Hew of Glencoe, with its mighty mountain-

masses, and their innumerable varieties of light

and shadow. This masterpiece is so perfect in

its aerial effects, that the clouds seem to move,

and to produce corresponding changes in the

lights and shadows on the craggy slopes. Be-

sides this, he has seven other paintings and
drawings

;
the finest among which is of a very

different character to the one just mentioned.

It represents a picturesque old oak in Cadzow
Forest,

—

“ Whose boughs are mossed with age,

And high top bald with dry antiquity.”

It is a rich piece of colouring, and the artist

has dealt with his subject as a painter should do.

He has given his own hold and graphic touches,

and has not relied upon microscopic copies to

produce the effect. His ‘ Loch Achray ’ is ano-

ther large landscape, in which his well-known

powers are fully called out.

AY. Douglas, R.S.A., as usual, charms us with
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his quaint compositions ;
but neither the astro-

loger nor alchymist is present on this occasion.

His finest work is the ‘ Return of the Carrier.’

An elderly man is sitting in his library, deeply

intent on his papers
;
his daughter—a beautiful

girl—sits near him on the floor. Through the

open window we have a charming glimpse of

the city, and a fair, blue sky
;
and it has allowed

j

the entrance of a carrier pigeon, with a letter

|

attached, to alight on the floor behind the elder

j

student’s chair. The girl’s intent look at the

dove betrays the secret. Another picture, called

* Perfect Solitude,’ is an admirable example of

1

high finish and mellow colouring, and, we

j

may say also, of that quiet satire in which he
sometimes indulges. It is a richly furnished

library, wherein the only occupant is a fair

young lady, who is evidently quite lost amongst

|

the quaintly bound tomes and the objets de vertu

by which she is surrounded. Mr. Douglas has

two or three minor works—all good examples

of his strongly marked style.

As an example of history and poetry rendered

by colour and drawing, the beautiful picture,

by James Archer, R.S.A., of ‘ The Parting of

Arthur and Guinevere,’ is remarkably fine.

The great heart of the good king seems to

heave in his broad, mail-clad chest, as he gazes,

with forgiving pity, on the prostrate form of

the queen. It is a cabinet picture, but such a
one as would enrich any collection. Besides

this, the artist exhibits a sketch of a Franciscan,

and an admirable portrait.

John Ballantyne, R.S.A., has a clever little

portrait of Mrs. Thomas Faed, and a ' pretty

composition called ‘The last New Novel,’ in

which is seen a young girl, with a sweet face,

and a most life-like expression of intense inte-

rest and pleasure in the contents of the book
she is so eagerly reading. The whole treatment

of the picture is masterly, and free from all

affectation.

Samuel Bough, A., has no less than twelve

pictures and drawings—all indicating that this

very clever artist is rapidly learning the value

of greater care and finish; indeed, there is so

little of the slap-dash style which formerly was
his chief characteristic, that one hardly wishes

to see it lessened, for fear of losing his indi-

viduality. His ‘Otter Hunt,’ in which he figures

personally, is a glorious piece of aquatic sporting

life. The ‘Storm ’ and ‘Off the Fife Coast’ show
his masterly ability to depict the sea in tempest

or calm
;
and his great landscape picture, ‘ In

the Trossachs,’ is remarkable for its breadth of

subject, boldly grasping at and mastering the

whole of the most picturesque pass in Britain.

The colouring is sunny and clear
;
the trees are

well defined, and the greens and browns are

soft, warm, and harmonious.

E. T. Crawford, R.S.A., has seven or eight

landscapes of great merit. They are painted

with care and true feeling. His ‘Sea Scene’

(703), with the waves dashing against the rocks,

is very masterly.

W. Crawford, A., besides several clever por-

traits in crayons and in oil, has a picture

strongly reminding us of his ‘ Keeper’s Daugh-
ter,’ which was so great a favourite in last

year’s exhibition. This is called ‘ Waiting at

the Ferry.’ A young and very beautiful Scotch

lassie is waiting on the side of a loch for the

return of the ferry-boat. There is much refine-

ment in the treatment of the subject.

James Drummond, R.S.A.—The high merits

of this artist as a historical painter are un-
disputed, and even if they were, his principal

works in this exhibition would certainly place

him in the front ranks of the Scottish school.

The subject is one in which the powers of any
artist would be severely tested

;
it is the escape

from Scotland of Queen Mary, with seven of

her followers, in a small fishing-boat, after the

battle of Langside. It is called ‘ Queen Mary’s
last look of Scotland,’ and there is an intensity

of feeling in that last look which evidently

overcomes all fear of the heavily rolling sea in a
dangerously crowded boat

;
a thousand mourn-

ful thoughts seem to be rising as the kingdom
which has just slipped from her grasp is fast

fading from her sight. The subject was worthy
the pencil of a good artist, and it has received

its deserts from the pencil of Mr. Drummond.
The grouping of the figures in the boat is

most masterly, and the mixture of the gaily
apparelled courtiers, with the roughly-clad
fishermen, has afforded him an opportunity of
showing bis excellent taste for colour; while
his treatment of the surrounding sea is bold,

vigorous, and truthful. Mr. Drummond has
three or four smaller pictures of considerable
merit, and one large work, lent by John Pender,
Esq., M.P., called ‘The River Postern, Conway.’
Two young gentlemen are passing through the
picturesque postern of Conway Castle— one
mounted on a Welsh pony; we presume they
are portraits of Mr. Pender’s sons.

Of the late W. Dyce, R.A., H.R.S.A., there
are four pictures

—

‘ Christ and the Woman of
Samaria,’ also the property of Mr. Pender;
‘ Portrait— name unknown

;

’ a magnificent
‘Arab’s Head;’ ‘Pegwell Bay;’ and the ‘Mouth
of the River Rosa, Arran.’ The first three have
been already exhibited in London

;
the last is a

choice specimen of the artist’s power in treating

subjects more homely than he usually chose.

It is a small landscape, in which a small stream
is shown, with children and ducks equally
enjoying its pellucid waters.

Alexander Fraser, R.S.A., is best represented
by his pictures of ‘Bamcluith on the Avon’
and ‘ Ferns and Fox-gloves.’ The former is a
rich piece of woodland scenery, spanned by the
iris left by a retreating shower. It is a masterly
work, both as regards composition and colour.

The foliage is bold and free, and the whole
picture, though carefully executed, is void of
all appearance of laboured effect. The other is

a charming bit of woodland, with ferns and
fox-gloves in the foreground.
Two finely executed portraits of Lord andLady

Deas—the former in his judge’s robes, See .

—

sustain the well-earned fame of Gilbert Graham,
R.S.A., whose merits must not be passed over.

Sir John Watson Gordon, late President of
the Academy, appears for the last time on the
Exhibition walls. His spirit, it is to be hoped,
will still remain to animate rising aspirants. But
few, if any, may ever hope to surpass his simple,

pure, and effective style. The fine genial

face of Dr. Sellar, dear to the Edinburgh world,

beams from the walls, a striking and most
pleasing witness to the late president’s wonder-
ful power of portraiture. Sir David Brewster
is another of his most successful works

;

and little, if at all, inferior is his portrait

of Dr. Alexander Morison. His unfinished

portrait of John Pender, Esq., M.P., the well-

known patron of modem Art, is a painful

memento of the loss the Scottish school has
sustained. F. Grant, R.A., H.R.S.A., also has
two portraits, one of Major-General Sir Hope
Grant, in military costume

;
it is life-like and

vigorous. The other is of ‘ The Lady Mary
Craven’—very beautiful, but wanting in ex-

pression. James Giles, R.S.A., has been pro-
fuse in his contributions to the exhibition,

the chief among his works, which are all of
average merit, is a ‘ Highland Linn,’ rich in

colour and truthfully rendered
;

it is the home
of the deer amongst the sturdy mountain pines.

Another Highland scene, ofa different character,

is the ‘ Ruins of Other Times,’ by Peter Gra-
ham, A.,—a wild eirie scene, such as the

traveller in the Highlands occasionally lights

upon : a pine wood in its last stage of decay, the
blighted trunks bare even of bark, a solitary

raven the sole living occupant of this ghost of a

forest, and the mountain mist rolling in masses,

which give a chilly horror to the scene. It is a
remarkable picture, which only a poetical mind
could have produced. ‘The Young Keeper,’

by John Glass, A., is a picture of merit
;
and

so also are several by Robert Gavin, A., espe-

cially one called * Play,’ a girl and infant play-

ing in a hayfield, which is a pure piece of

rustic beauty, vigorously drawn, full of life and
rich in colour. Robert Herdman, R.S.A., has

contributed largely to the beauties of the

exhibition; his portraits of Lady Harriet Went-
worth, T. V. Wentworth, Esq., and their lovely

little daughter, “Etha,” are unrivalled in mas-

terly execution. The child is quaintly dressed,

and in its treatment the portrait reminds us

forcibly of the best style of Vandyke. A Cala-

brian ‘Pifferaro’ is also a charming study.

D. 0. Hill has just done enough to makeoneregret
that he has not done more : only three minia-

ture landscapes, very charmingly executed, but
too small for the walls of an exhibition. John
A. Houston, R.S.A., has a very fine water
colour of Ben Lomond

;
and his * Fas seal in the

Highlands ’ is an exquisite bit ofArt—the pretty
dancing Highland girl has the lightness and
free motion of Terpsichore, and is as bright and
rosy as the heather bell. His ‘Prospero and
Miranda ’ is a work of higher pretensions, and
is a fine Art composition, showing great skill in
conception. Mr. Houston has excellent taste in
colour. W. B. Johnstone, R.S.A., shows but
one picture

;
it is a large coast scene at Auch-

mithy, and gives, with great breadth and
rigorous handling, the bold cliff known as the
“Mussel Crag” of the “Antiquary.” Charles
Lees, R.S. A., has not yet deserted the ice

;
but it

would appear that ho has nearly done so, for
his wild joyous games of ‘ Shinty’ have given
way to the much tamer subject of a ‘ Lesson in
Sliding’—a young lady aided in her first

efforts by a skating friend, of course of the
opposite sex. The picture is quite equal to
his former works in that freedom of motion
which ho so wonderfully excels in

;
but the

delicate care of the lady in holding up her dress
with the tips oftwo ofher lemon-coloured gloved
fingers is hardly consistent with the active
amusement she is pursuing. Kenneth Macleay,
R.S.A.

,
gives us a very charming picture of a

‘ Highland Girl ;’ but Highland girls and por-
traits of unpleasant risaged preachers are so
abundant on these walls, that one is at a loss to

know the reason why artists waste their talents

upon such subjects. James Eckford Lauder ex-
hibits nine of his clever sketches, the first of
which is ‘ William Tell’ s Chapel.’ He has treated
the subject in a somewhat Tumeresque style,

but the colouring is too opaque and heavy.
William MacTaggart’s ‘ Word from the West’
is good genre composition, which will find many
admirers. Daniel Macnee, R.S.A., when not
employed in painting portraits of people who
have no other recommendation than the weight
of their purses, always comes out as a true
artist. One of his works in the present exhi-
bition shows his remarkable power of depicting
the strongest and most delicate feelings. It is

anonymous, but] the following lines most
expressively tell the tale of that fond but
anguished look :

—

“ How can my poor heart be glad
When absent from my sailor lad ?
Nightly dreams, and thoughts by day,
Are with him who is far away.’’

It is a work which will add to the artist’s fame,
and so also will his exquisite portrait of Mrs.
Collin Croll, in whose picturesque expression he
has found a genial subject. It is a free, grace-
ful, and rich in colour treatment, as some of the
other portraits by which it is surrounded are
lifeless, flat, and wooden. A good historical

composition called ‘ An Episode in the Time of

the Test Act,’ is the work of John B. Mac-
donald, A. The incident is from “ Old Mor-
tality,” and represents Bothwell receiving the
purse from Munwood’s housekeeper. It is a
little hard in colour, but the figures are well
drawn, easy, and effectively grouped. Her
Majesty’s Limner for Scotland has been chary of
his work forthis exhibition. Noel Paton, R.S.A.,
favours us only with two small cabinet pictures,

one representing Ariel, the other Puck, but
they are perfect gems, such only as could be
produced by one who combines the most perfect
execution with a highly poetical imagination.
His brother, Waller Paton, the R.S.A. elect,

gives us several of his rich glowing landscapes,
all of which show increased care and firmer
handling. We congratulate him on his new
honour, and the Academy on its correct judg-
ment in the election. A. Perigal has also

greatly improved in his landscapes
;
but, with

his love of Highland scenery, it is surprising
that he continues to treat mountain masses in
such a sharp angular style

;
a very little care

would suffice to avoid this defect, and would
relieve his pictures from an unpleasant sameness
which greatly mars their beauty. ‘ Oh, wha’s
at the window ? ’ is a very clever picture, by
R. T. Ross, R.S.A. The subject is well known,
and the artist has shown great skill, both in
the arrangement of his figures, and in their

masterly execution. It is a picture which gains
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rapidly upon the spectator. The same artist

has several nice bits of landscape. Two masterly

portraits are contributed by Colvin Smith,

R.S.A. ;
the best of which is the vigorous and

expressive one of the Rev. Leonard Shafto Ord.

Gourlay Steel, R.S.A., Scotland’s animal painter,

is not veryprominent this season
;
his best work

is a ‘ Sketch of a Native of the Highlands,’ a

rough-coated bullock, full of life and action.

Clark Stanton, A., has a fine fruit piece, in

which he has shown more skilful management

of colour than in his portraits, which have a

hard, leaden look. His best is No. 59, ‘ Portrait

of a Lady.’ J. C. Wintour, A., is an artist of

much taste and feeling, and his landscapes, four

in number, are all worthy of the exhibition,

though not pretending to very high merit.

W. Smellie Watson, R.S.A., has several por-

traits of great merit, amongst which the best

and most expressive is that of Mrs. Kerr.

We have thus taken a hasty glance at the

works of those painters who are either Acade-

micians or Associates of the Royal Scotch

Academy, but there are many highly merito-

rious works by artists who are not associated

with it. One of the most rising landscape

painters is John Cairns, whose beautiful view

‘ On the River Esk ’ shows talent of a very

high order. W. Beattie Brown is another artist

whose talent is making itself a name
;

his

‘ Glencoe is a very fine work, in which the

atmospheric effects of a passing shower are

treated with great fidelity and skill. McWhirter,

to whose works we called attention last year,

has given us some of his marvellously truthful

and artistic sketches of floral life in its native

habitats

;

no artist can represent the heather-

bell, the daisy, or the little gems of the alpine

flora with such artistic grace as he, and he

has given the widest scope to this fancy in his

large picture of ‘ The Exile’s Garden,’ in which

he has placed on canvas that wonderful speci-

men of word-painting, the Deserted Garden, in

Hood’ s “ Haunted House.’ ’ But Mr. McWhirter

is a master in other subjects. His ‘Capri ’ is a

remarkable picture of Italian scenery, wherein

he has shown true inspiration. A genre picture

of much merit is shown by Mr. John McMichee,

called ‘The TravellingTailor’s Story—Brittany.’
It is an interior, with several figures, among
which is the tailor working, and gradually

unfolding his tale of love, according to that

curious custom which in Brittany constitutes

the travelling tailor the agent for popping the

question
;
and the bashful looks of the maiden

holding the distaff show pretty plainly for

whom tho tailor’s message is intended. This

curious custom is well described in Mr. Tom
Taylor’s interesting work on the “ Ballads and

Songs of Brittany.” E. H. Simpson’s * Apple

Girl’ is a piece of exquisite colouring and a

most agreeable composition. Keeley Halswelle,

besides a number of his ruddy fisher boys, of

which we have now had enough, has a much
more agreeable and more artistic subject—‘The

Moonlight March.’ It is a night march of

armed warriors, their faces just lighted up by

the glare of the torch carried in front. It is

a small picture, but has deservedly attracted

much notice.

In the Edinburgh exhibition there is always

a good sprinkling of the works of lady

artists. Among them we especially noticed two

pretty landscapes by Miss Agnes McWhirter

;

a view of ‘The Bass Rock from North Berwick,’

by Miss Isabella Lauder;’ an exquisite ‘Study

of Roses,’ painted with pearly softness, by Miss

Agnes Boyd
;

another beautiful flower-piece

by Miss Susan A. Ashworth
;
and a pretty study

of a tropical bird on a branch of bamboo, by
Miss Isabel Byres. But at the head of the

lady artists is, unquestionably, Miss Frances

Stoddart, whose works have so long formed

prominent features in the exhibitions of the

Royal Scottish Academy. She has three land-

scapes, of which the finest is the ‘Cave of

Surge,’ Sutherlandshire—a most skilfully exe-

cuted picture of a difficult subject. The vast,

yawning mouth of the cavern, dwarfed by the

gigantic rocks, is, however, made impressively

grand
;
and the cool soft tones of colour of the

rocks harmonise most agreeably with the patches

of vegetation, and the limpid stream which

issues from the cave. ‘The Head of Glen

Crenan ’ is a richly wooded landscape, in which

the middlo distances are given with great

delicacy and feeling.

Of sculpture there is very little in the Exhi-

bition. Wm. Brodie, R.S.A., has an alto-

relievo in marble, ‘ Faith,’ part of a mural

monument
;

it is delicately chiselled, and has

much grace and feeling. Besides this he has a

beautiful little bust of Mrs. Robert Hislop, jun.,

and fine full-sized marble busts of Mrs.

Rutherford Clark and the Right Hon. John

Inglis, Lord Justice Clerk. John Hutchinson is

only represented by a charming bust in marble

of ‘Angelino,’ a shepherd of the Campagna,

and a still more beautiful one of ‘ Stella,’ a

Roman mother. Lawrence Macdonald, H.R.S.A.,

has a beautiful half-sized marble figure of a

Bacchante, the property of Charles Jenner,Esq.

Calder Marshall’s (R.A., H.R.S.A.) ‘ Summer
Cloud’ is the clay model of a flying female figure

enrobed in clouds of drapery. A fine sitting

statuette in marble represents John Stecll, R.S.A.

Clark Stanton’s bust of a lady is clever and

finely modelled. But most noticeable, both for

the number of her works and also their vigorous

and masterly handling, are the numerous busts

by Mrs. D. 0. Hill, who has tak< n a veryleading
position as a sculptor; her best works now
shown are the marble busts of Mrs. A. B. Shand,

Mrs. W. S. Brown, Henry Ashworth, Esq., and

the Rev. Robert Buchanan.
In a review of upwards of nine hundred works

it is impossible to ai’oid passing over many
which are deserving of notice

;
but this diffi-

culty, and the necessity for being very brief,

must be an excuse for omissions and apparent

injustice.

ART IN CONTINENTAL STATES.

Paris.—At the sale of the collection ofpictures

formed by the late Marquis dc Lambertye, which

took place in the month of February, the follow-

ing works, with the prices they realised, ought

not to escape notice :—
‘ Reynard in his Study

reading a Manuscript,’ a little painting, by
Meissonnier, measuring about nine inches by
seven inches, and purchased of the artist by the

marquis, £504 : it was bought for Mr. David

Price, of Regent’s Park, whose collection of

beautiful pictures was last year hung in the

Crystal Palace, Sydenham; ‘Van do Velde in

his Studio,’ Meissonnier, less than six inches by
four, £280 16s.; ‘Eastern Landscape,’ Decamps,

£620 ;
‘ Peasant Girl in a Forest,’ Decamps,

£169 12s.
;
‘The Scotch Ballad,’ E. Delacroix,

£92; ‘Jesus on the Mount of Olives,’ a very

small canvas, Paul Delaroche, £88 ;

‘ Amauts
at Prayer,’ Gerome, £156; ‘Les Cervarolles,’

Hubert, £112; ‘La Malaria,’ Hubert, a reduc-

tion of the larger picture in the same gallery,

£244
;

‘ The Beach at Trouville,’ Troyon, £160
;

‘ Feeding the Poultry,’ Troyon, £194.

Oporto.—A Crystal Palace is being erected

on Torre de Marca, near this city, for an

Industrial and Fine Art Exhibition, to be opened

towards the end of August.

Brunswick.—The recent destruction by fire

of the splendid ducal palace in this city, with

all its magnificent furniture, and a large number !

of valuable pictures and other works of Art, has

also involved the loss of Rietschel’s noble bronze

group of ‘ Brunonia,’ the patron goddess of the

place, and a present from the people of Bruns-

wick to their sovereign. This group, which

occupied the centre of the facade of the Schloss,

or palace, consisted of a colossal figure in a car

drawn by four colossal horses, and was only

completed a few months since under the direc-

tion of Professor Howaldt, who, jointly with his

sons, had been occupied ten years on it. So

large and ponderous was the group, that con-

siderable doubts existed as to whether its weight

would not be too much for the walls and roof

destined to receive it
;
but in the autumn of last

year it was raised to its elevation, and stood in

magnificent proportions of strength and beauty

looking down on the quaint old town at its feet.

It is now a mass of molten, formless metal.

2 G

PICTURE SALES.

The first prominent sale of oil-pictures this

season was effected by Messrs. Christie and Co.,

at their rooms in King Street, St. James’s, on

the 18th of February. The works in question

were tho property of Mr. Henry Wallis. Up-
wards of 130 paintings were offered in compe-
tition

;
among them were the following :

—

‘ Joy,’ and ‘ Sorrow,’ small ovals, by T.

F. Dickseo, 100 gs. (Bourne); ‘The Young
Gleaners,’ small, F. Goodall, R.A., 120 gs.

(Martin)
;

‘ Stacking Hay,’ W. F. Withering- •

ton, R.A., 250 gs. (Graves)
;

* The Young
Mother,’ E. Beranger, 100 gs. (Cox)

;
‘Scratch-

Cradle,’ and ‘ The Broken Plate,’ a pair by
Duverger, small, 125 gs. (Ames) ;

‘ Canterbury

Meadows,’ and ‘Sheep,’ a pair by T. S. Cooper,

A.R.A., 460 gs. (Moore)
;

‘ Musing,’ J. Sant,

A.R.A., 100 gs. (Ames) ;
‘ Scene from Cymbeline,’

W. P. Frith, R.A., 450 gs. (Ames)
;
‘The Glen

at Eve,’ M. Anthony, 105 gs. (Martin) ;

‘ Burial

of Charles I.,’ A. Johnston, 145 gs. (Bourne)

;

‘Rebecca,’ W. C. T. Dobson A.R.A., 175 gs.

(G. Earl)
;

* Santa Maria della Salute, Venice,’

D. Roberts, R.A., 556 gs. (G. Earl); ‘Rust-

hall Common,’ H. Bright, 120 gs. (Ames)

;

‘Going to Service,’ R. Redgrave, R.A., 110 gs.

(Martin); ‘The Alarm,’ and ‘ Sea-Nymphs,’ a

pair of very small works by W. E. Frost, A.R.A.,

130 gs. (Shaw)
;
‘Felice Ballarin reciting Tasso

to the People of Chioggia,’ tho finished sketch

for the large picture engraved in the Art-Journal

for 1863, F. Goodall, R.A., 120 gs. (Cox)
;

^The
Children in the Wood,’ F. Goodall, R.A., 154 gs.

(Ames)
;

‘ Minding the Flock,’ small cabinet

size, J. Linnell, sen., 195 gs. (Ames) ;
‘ Love

has its little cares, but want its great ones,’ an

illustration of an old Spanish proverb, E. Long,

160 gs. (Bourne)
;

‘ The Barley-field,’ F. R. Lee,

R.A., 105 gs. (Ames)
;

‘ The Poor helping the

Poor,’ A. H. Burr, 225 gs. (Martin)
;

‘ The
‘ Lovers’ Secrets,’ P. H. Calderon, A.R.A.,

210 gs. (Ames) ;
‘ Charlotte Corday contem-

plating her Portrait before going to Execution,’

E. M. Ward, R. A., 440 gs. (Martin)
;

‘ The Old

Receiving-Houses on tho Serpentine,’ W. Mul-

ready, R. A., 450 gs. (Lewis)
;

‘ Boys in Search of

Wild Fowl,’ W. Collins, R.A., 275 gs. (Bourne)

;

‘ Tho Writing Lesson,’ E. Frere, 170 gs.

(Howard) ;
‘ Juliet’s Reverie,’ C. R. Leslie, R.A.,

185 gs. (Wilson)
;

‘ An Armenian Soldier,’ J. L.

GG-ome, 155 gs. (Wilson)
;

‘ Searching for the

Will,’ G. Smith, 490 gs. (Harrison)
;

‘ Trath

Bycan,’ Copley Fielding, 250 gs. (Martin). The
whole product of the sale amounted to £9,645.

The collection of modern pictures formed by
the late Mr. Samuel Cartwright, and removed

for the purposes of sale from his residence,

Nizells, near Sevenoaks, to the rooms of Messrs.

Christie and Co., was disposed of by them on

the 25th of February. Among the works, three

pictures painted for their late owner by F. D.

Hardy— ‘ Interior of a Kitchen,’ with an old

woman and child
;

‘ An Interior,’ with a man
and an old woman seated by the fire

;
and

‘ Richard and Kate,’ realised the sum of 240 gs.

(Graves and others); ‘A Neapolitan Peasant-

woman teaching her Child to dance the Taran-

tella,’ T. Uwins, R.A., 160 gs. (Wheeler) ;
‘The

Burning of the Books,’ from “ Don Quixote,”

engraved in the Art-Journal for 1857, p. 184,

J. C. Horsley, R.A., 295 gs. (Flatou) ;
‘ Rent-

day at Haddon Hall in the Sixteenth Cen-

tury,’ J. C. Horsley, R.A., 175 gs. (Gerrard)

;

‘The Wreckers,’ J. F. Knight, It.A., 105 gs.

(Haig)
;
‘View of Naples from the Sea,’ and

‘The Grand Canal, Venice,’ W. Wyld, 175 gs.

(Taylor)
;

‘ Ferta della Madonna del Arco,’ T.

Uwins, R.A., 84 gs. (Graves). A number of

pictures, the property of some one whose name
was not announced, were afterwards sold

;
of

these were two by Koekkoek, ‘ A Shipwreck,’

and ‘A Landscape,’ with cattle, 150 gs. (Wright)

;

‘A Lady and her Children,’ J. C. Horsley, R.A.,

220 gs. (White)
;

‘ Sheep in the Mountains,’ and

its companion, ‘Cattle and Figures,’ T. S. Cooper,

A.R.A., 300 gs. (White)
;

‘ Pat among the Old

Masters,’ E. Nicol, R.S.A., 160 gs. (White)

;

‘The Chapel of Henry VII.,’ E. Goodall, figines

by F. Goodall, R.A., 130 gs. (Newman) ;
‘ River

Scene,’ P. Nasmyth, 100 gs.(Flatou) ; ‘The Re-

turn to Port,’ Isabey, 135 gs. (Flatou).
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HARMONY.

Chapter II.

I propose now to make out a table of the

twelve colours
;

afterwards to accompany
it with the varying quantities of the primi-
tives found in the compound colours, and
ultimately to present an arrangement of

the coloiued triangles, in which all the

colours coming into contact will have in

them, as well with reference to the primi-
tives as with the compounds, Relation-
ship, Opposition, and Subordination.

I think, then, that a person having an
organisation favourable to the just appre-
ciation of colour, and holding in one hand
the coloured diagram of the four triads under
this arrangement, and in the other hand a
list of the quantities of the primaries con-
tained in the compounds, will at once see

an efficiency and comprehensiveness not to

be found in the theory of colour by opposi-

tion, that by excitation, by accumulation,
or by refraction

;
and will, at the same

time, feel the force of the assertion, that if

any science of harmony be ever permitted
to take precedence of the present uncer-
tainty, it must come out of the entire cate-

gory of colours possible to be produced by
a perfect and unbroken sequence of com-
binations, like the one presented in the
first-named list

;
while the other and pre-

ceding theories, as they have been called,

but which are no theories at all, but merely
illustrated chromatic phenomena, must
tako their place in physics instead of in

Art, as so many modes of colours occur-

ring under different natural conditions

necessary to their development.
The first triad of the primaries is supposed

to be in each instance a pure and brilliant

specimen of yellow, red, and blue ; that is,

the yellow leaning neither to red or blue

;

the red leaning neither to yellow or blue

;

and the blue leaning neither to yellow or

red. For in case either one of the colours

forming this triad has the least leaning
towards either of the other colours, it loses

at once any claim to the colour it claims to

represent, and becomes a hue. Thus, a
yellow leaning in the least possible degree
either to red or blue, becomes, in the first

instance, a hue of red, yellow, or orange
yellow

;
and in the second instance a hue

of blue-yellow, or green-yellow. We say,

therefore, of an impure yellow, it has a hue
of red or blue, and so on with the remain-
ing eleven colours. Generally speaking,

the primaries are used as the quantitative
colours for the whole scale, as you may
have a red orange, or a yellow orange

;
a

yellow green, or a blue green, a red purple
or a blue purple, and so with the tertiaries

and the quadrates. You may certainly

have a merely dirty colour, and some are
consequently called impure, dull, or dirty.

But this merely occurs from the difficulty

of naming the exact compound with which
the dirtiness or dulness have been operated.
It would be no difficulty to a complete
chromatist, but merely to one unacquainted
with colours, as a colour seller, or colour
preparer. It may be well to remark here
that a quadrate or a tertiary is not neces-
sarily a dull colour, though a low one.

On the contrary, it may be made extremely
luminous, and generally is so, when its

constituents, instead of being rubbed up
into a solid tint, are hatched and driven
together loosely, in the same manner as
adopted by Rembrandt and other great
colourists. To try the truth of this, drive
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loosely together the constituents of any one
colour, which will produce the third in the
state of a tone. Continue to rub the brush
in one portion of the tone thus produced
until it become a solid tint, and it will be
found that the tone, semi-transparent and
luminous, will have become dull and unin-
teresting. Many painters, genuine ad-
mirers of the luminous result of Turner’s
mode of painting—luminously hung to-

gether in an exhaustless number of har-
monic tints— have attributed the fasci-

nating result to the merely broken manner
of the painting, and have produced nothing
by the process besides a ragged, slovenly,

and monotonous work. Looseness by itself,

therefore, will not do. To produce a per-

fect tone, it is necessary to bring together

by a loose, open, and broken manner, any
number of tints all in harmony with each
other, and to be able to stop before perfect

mixture may have been obtained. It will

then be said, that *
* there is no possibility

of making a tone out of a primary.” True,

the power of tone-making increases with
the descent of the scale, and the quadrates

in this particular, transcend the secondaries,

being in themselves more composite, and
admitting, if not really requiring, their

constituency to be more palpably indicated

than the simpler colours. But though a

perfect red, yellow, or blue, are all adverse

to tone, red, yellow, and blue hues are

achievable, and even easy of production,

when applied to objects having much form,

and receiving reflects on their shadowed
sides. The following table shows the mode
of arriving at the whole compound scale :

—

Scale No. 1.

4 equal parts

primaries

secondary.

4 equal parts
of two

secondaries
make a
tertiary.

4 equal parts

quadrate.

4 equal parts
of two

quadrates

Primaries. Secondaries. Tertiaries. I
Quadrates.

Yellow. 4
make

Red, 4

make
Blue, 4

make
Yellow, 4

make
Red, 4

Blue 4

Thu

Orange, 4
make

Purple, 4

make
Green, 4

make
Orange. 4

make
Purple, 4

:

—

Russet. 4
make

Olive, 4

make
Citrine, 4 .

make
Russet, 4

Russet-Olive.

Citrine-Olive.

Citrine-Russet.

The next table gives the quantities of the
constituent primaries entering into com-
bination in the three compound triads, and
is introduced here in a separate form, in

order to avoid the confusion which might be
felt by some, if its information were added
to that of the first

;
and as it is out of the

relative quantities that harmony is educed,
it was considered essential to separate them.

Scale No. 2.

SECONDARIES.

issssr

}

4 parts Yellow > ~

4 parts Blue 1
Gr“”'

TERTIARIES. QUADRATES.
4 parts Yellow

j
3 parts Yellow

)

2 parts Red > Citrine. 3 parts Red V Citrine-Russet.

2 parts Blue ) 2 parts Blue )

4 parts Red
) 3 parts Yellow )

2 parts Yellow - Russet. 3 parts Blue r Citrine-Olive.

2 parts Blue ) 2 parts Red )

4 parts Blue 1 3 parts Red 1

2 parts Yellow > Olive. 3 parts Blue > Russet-Olive.

2 parts Red ) 2 parts Yellow 1

In the theory of harmony by opposition,

or equivalents, as they have been some-
times termed, there occurs but one colour

by which to harmonise another
;

or, to put
the most liberal construction on the matter,

but one principle—or unexceptional har-
mony, on the principle that the eye natu-
rally demands, either for its pleasure or
relief, the exact opposite of the one colour
primarily exposed to it—exhibited. Accord-
ing to this theory, the primary, Yellow,
would find its harmony in the two remain-
ing colours, red and blue, combined in a
Purple, and so on with the other two. The
secondary, Orange, would find its harmony
(supposing the sequential mode to be con-
tinued) in the two remaining secondaries,

green and purple, combined in the tertiary,

Olive
;

and the tertiary Citrine would
find its harmony in the two remaining
tertiaries, russet and blue, combined in the
quadrate, Russet-Blue, and so on with
the remaining two of this triad, But having
come to the end of the four triads in the
quadrates, there is no harmony to be found
for them by progression, or sequence. The
retrograde principle, therefore, has been, as

it were, forced on the disciples of this theoiy,

and they find that as purple harmonises
with yellow progressively, so yellow har-
monises with purple retrogressively, and
so on with the others throughout the entire

scale
;
this also still leaving the limitation

of the harmony to one colour, by some
other one colour, and furnishing a no more
extended nor a more varied combination.
But, according to the views entertained by
the theorists themselves, that the eye de-
mands an equivalent or opposition for its

own ease or pleasure, it follows, I think,

that there is a radical objection to this

system, in the probable necessity that the
eye would naturally demand for its ease, if

not delectation, similar amounts as to quan-
tity, as well as quality—a demand which
could hardly be complied with in any one
work out of a hundred of anything like a
complicated character. It would seem
strange that ever since the enouncing of
this theory by equivalents or opposition, by
Field, some forty years since, and the cor-
roborating influence of some of the experi-
ments on the polarisation of light and
colour, dating from about the same time,

the majority of the painters in this country
have been professing to eke out a harmony
from this evidently inharmonic law

;
inhar-

monic, as is evident,from the term used, i.e.,

“ opposition,” which has been correctly ap-
plied to denote the fact of a real opposition.

The great object, then, of this paper, is

to introduce, in perfect opposition to the
theories already referred to and endeavoured
to be explained, a new theory, consistent

throughout, formed upon a rationale of the
full chromatic scale, wdth reference to the
definition of harmony, as constitutional of
Relationship, Opposition, and Subordi-
nation.
The superiority of this system over the

one just discussed, consists principally in
the fulness and richness of the combina-
tions it presents, and the diversity of the
chromatic expression it offers for selection

;

inasmuch as instead of one harmonic colour,

as offered by opposition, it presents three
distinct colours as harmonious accompani-
ments to every one colour throughout the
entire scale, and consequently to any one
colour with which it may be determined to
initiate a harmony. To illustrate this in
the clearest possible manner, there is no-
thing more required than a full chromatic
diagram of the four triads, under a novel
but perfectly sequential combination, in

which arrangement every one colour in the
scale, from the highest primary to the lowest
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RUSSET-OLIVECITRINEHJLLVE

RUSS FICITRINE

GREEN

.CITRINE RUSSE"

quadrate, is accompanied by its natural

harmonic triad, in juxtaposition with their

initiative colour ;
that is, the four are always

and invariably found together in a har-

monic group. This triplexing of the har-

monies permits also an equally harmonious

transition from one initial colour to another,

until the whole scale becomes fused in one

extended harmony. This extension of the

whole scale into a complete harmony may
be objected to by a very scrupulous and

classical chromatist, as producing what a

musician would term redundancy ;
and when

it may be avoided, it is undoubtedly better

to do so. But as the field of painting opens

into more extended and complicated schemes

—a thing much more probable than that it

will collapse into the simplicity of a single

portrait—the possibility of an easy, correct,

and harmonious transition, like that pur-

sued in music, must be taken generally

as an immense advantage in case of need.

The following diagram,* then, will give,

it is hoped, a clear idea of the entire har-

mony, together with the correct mode of

transition from one initial key or colour to

another, until the whole four triads are

found equally contributing to the harmonic

scheme. The construction of the scheme

occurs in this order. The primitive triad

occupies the immediate front. Next to that

is placed the tertiary, after that the quad-

rates, and lastly the secondaries. The centre

spot represents the negation of all colour

on the dark extreme by black, and the

background the negation of all colour on the

light extreme, represented by white ; black

and white in all their tints, from the darkest

to the lightest, contributing to the positively

neutral greys, which take a harmonious
position by the side of any and all colours,

though not so chromatically correct with
hues as with colours, and for this reason

:

the morbid character of the hues presup-

poses that the whole colour of a work be
influenced by some one coloured light, and
the neutral greys of a work painted under
such conditions should receive a portion at

least of such general hue.

Let it now be considered that a work
shall be projected leading off with the initial

colour yellow. We know that according to

the theory of harmony by opposition or

equivalents, its opposite purple is the only
harmony assigned to it. The harmonic
diagram here offered gives, on the contrary,

three direct harmonies (excluding purple

altogether as a contacting colour), that is,

olive for sombre expression (found in its

upper side), russet for gay expression

(found on its lower side), and russet-olive

for a medial expression (found off its point).

The rationale of this is contained in the fact

(true to the often referred to definition of har-

mony as constituted of relationship, opposi-

m PURPLE

tion, and subordination) that Olive is com-
pounded of4 parts of blue, 2 parts of red, and

2 parts of yellow
;
Russet, of 4 red, 2 blue,

and 2 yellow; and Russet-Olive, of 3 red,

3 blue, and 2 yellow. Thus, in all three

instances, these harmonies to yellow have
in their composition two out of eight, or

twenty-five per cent, of the initial colour

Yellow, that is, a relationship of twenty-
five per cent, and a subordination of seventy-
five per cent., the opposition consisting of

as much of purple as is compiised in the
red and blue constituents of the separate

colours of the harmonising triad
;
that is,

four out of eight in the olive, four' out of

eight in russet, and six out of eight in

* [The cost of preparing and printing so large a number of
coloured diagrams as our circulation would require, pre-

cludes the possibility of introducing such an illustration.

We have, therefore, substituted the diagram in outline, and
light and shade, with the names of the four triads inserted

in their proper places. This may easily be filled in with
the requisite colours by those acquainted with a palette,

and who may wish to refer to it as a manual, which, as the

author says, “ is capable of getting any one out of a cliro-

matic scope he may fall into, in any picture whatever, par-

culnrly in those which consist of draped figures.”—

E

d.

A.-J]

russet-olive. Scale No. 2 will explain these

quantities.

Exactly similar results follow upon taking

red for the initial colour, which in the same
coloured diagram finds itself surrounded in

juxtaposition with olive on the upper limb,

citrine on the lower limb, and citrine-olive

off the immediate point—olive containing

2 red, 2 yellow, and 4 blue
;
citrine con-

taining 2 red, 2 blue, and 4 yellow
;
and

citrine-olive 2 red, 3 yellow, and 3 blue.

With blue as the initial colour, citrine is

found on the left limb (for gay expres-

sion), russet on the right limb (for sombre

expression), and citrine-russet off the lower

point (for mean expression)—citrine con-

taining 2 blue, 2 red, and 4 yellow ;
russet 2

blue, 2 yellow, and 4 red ;
and citrine-russet

2 blue, 3 yellow, and 3 red. This finishes

the primary harmonies . Takingthevivacious

colour Orange as an initial, it is found ac-

companied in close juxtaposition with olive

in the centre, citrine-olive on the left, and

russet-olive on the right
;
the first a tertiary

for low expression, the second a quadrate

for gay expression, and the third as a

medial. Here again the proportions of re-

lationship and opposition are held in com-

plete, though slightly varied, subordination

to the red and yellow of the initial colour,

for the orange constituents red and yellow

being equal, both colours are to be taken

into account in legislating for harmony.

You have therefore in olive 4 blue, 2 yellow,

and 2 red
;
in citrine-olive 3 blue, 3 yellow,

and 2 red
;
and in russet-olive 3 blue,

2 yellow, and 3 red. Eor Pueple as an

initial colour, its constituents, red and blue,

must be taken into account. It is accom-
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panied, therefore, as is orange, by a tertiary

and two quadrates
;
to the immediate right

the gay citrine (called the tertiary yellow),

above the sombre citrine olive, and below
!

the medial citrine-russet
;
citrine containing 1

4 yellow, 2 red, and 2 blue; citrine-olive

3 yellow, 3 blue, and 2 red
;
and citrine-

russet 3 yellow, 3 red, and 2 blue. With
Green as initial you have on the right

lower portion of the scale, as an accompani-

ment, russet in the centre; above, russet-

olive ;
and below, in the immediate centre,

citrine-russet ;
russet containing 4 red, i

2 yellow, and 2 blue
;
russet-olive 3 red, !

3 blue, and 2 yellow ;
and citrine-russet

containing 3 red, 3 yellow, and 2 blue

—

three colours of three different degrees of

vivacity and gloom, as in the previous

instances, with the same proportions of

relationship or affinity, opposition, and
subordination.

It will be found at this point that the

whole four triads have been brought into

play, and that to go farther the system

must be in part given up and the retro-

gressive introduced. Take, for instance,

the colour olive, lying in the upper portion

of the diagram. It contacts with but two
colours lower than itself progressively, the

quadrates, citrine olive and russet-olive

;

the others are the two primaries, yellow

and red, and orange separated by it.

Progressively, then, the tertiaries have but
a limited harmony. Taken altogether, its

harmonies attached by contact amount to

five—yellow, red, orange, citrine- olive, and
russet- olive. They are all in absolute and
unmistakable harmony, although olive may
not be called an initial colour. The same
combination occurs with both the remaining

tertiaries, citrine and russet. With the

quadrates also, they being the last of the

series, the whole five harmonies attaching

to each of them, and making six with the

quadrate itself, are in the retrogressive

path. Thus, selecting one of them for

example, the russet-olive, found on the

upper right-handp ortion of the diagram, it

makes contact with the primary yellow, the

secondaries orange and green, and the ter-

tiaries russet and olive, having in combina-

tion the same elements of harmony with the

other colours already worked through their

chromatic proportions, and coinciding with

them in relation, opposition, and sub-

ordination.

Here is another circumstance infusing

itself into this system of harmony, and at

the same time tending to simplify its appre-

ciation by persons who may have given

little attention to the subject. There is a

common half-way station between the four

triads : the first half, containing the pri-

maries and secondaries, works downwards
by progression

;
the second, or lower half,

works upwards by retrogression ; and both

of them have an extensive harmony of

negations in black, white, and intermediate

greys, as indicated in the black blot of the

centre, and the radiated white and greys of

the background. There is another mode of

still further simplifying the true apprecia-

tion of the character and of the constituency
of the four triads. Consider the primaries

and the secondaries as equally simple

colours. With the primaries it is necessary
and obvious to do so ; and it is easy to do
so by the secondaries, as they are simple
mixtures of equal parts, and have very little

character to complicate them. Light and
shade they have in commonwith not only the
primaries, but the tertiaries and quadrates,

yellow, orange, citrine, and citrine-russet

representing light; red, green, russet, and
citrine-olive representing middle tint

;
and

blue, purple, olive, and russet-olive repre-

senting dark—the light of the primaries

gradually becoming darker by progression,

and the darks of the primaries by progres-

sion becoming gradually lighter. This will

be easily felt when it is remembered that

the lightest of the quadrates, citrine-russet,

has in its composition 3 of red (middle tint)

and 2 of blue (dark), and that the darkest

of the quadrates, russet-olive, has in its

composition 2 parts of yellow (light) and
3 of red (middle tint).

Consider, then, both primaries and secon-

daries as simple and uncompounded colours

;

get into the habit of looking on the tertiaries

as the tertiary yellow, red, and blue
;
and

on tho quadrates as the quadrate orange,

green, and purple. This will not only

simplify tho whole scale, but the colours

themselves strongly indicate tho propriety

of this arrangement. The dissection of the

scale and the determination of its colours

into different proportions of the primaries

in scale two, accompanied by this arbitrary

nomenclature recommended, will facilitate

this part of the business, and save a deal of

memory. The apparent complication of the

varying constituent members in Scale 2

look formidable at first sight, and remind
one of the tables of French verbs which
Cobbett has properly designated *

‘ the tasks

.

5 ’

But with our table of colours there exist no
exceptions. The primaries speak for them-
selves, and form the root of the whole. The
secondaries nearly do the same, as the

numbers stand 4. 4. ;
the tertiaries stand

4. 2. 2, the 4 determining the colour
;
and

the quadrates stand 3. 3. 2, the 3. 3. deter-

mining the colour. Therefore ten minutes’

gentle hammering welds the whole into the

memory.
Another circumstance which blends the

scheme in the memory as thus disposed of,

is the coincidence of the close relatives of

the first and second triads standing imme-
diately opposite them in the diagram.

Thus, exactly opposite to yellow stands the

tertiary yellow (citrine), opposite red the

tertiary red (russet), and opposite to blue

the tertiary blue (olive) ;
opposite to the

secondary green stands the quadrate green

(citrine-olive)
;
opposite to purple stands the

purple quadrate (russet-olive)
;
and opposite

to orange stands the quadrate orange

(citrine-russet). These near relatives would
not be inharmonious brought from their

present situations on the diagram into close

contact in a picture, but, on the contrary,

would serve to spread out and enlarge the

sphere of the initial colour, in the same way
as would the introduction of tints of the

same individual colour. There is no reason

indeed why a whole family of yellows should

not be brought together before resorting to

the more stimulant harmony, russet or

olive. This observance, as far as chroma-
tism is concerned, gives chromatic breadth,

one of the finest qualities with which a work
may be imbued. For breadth of colour is

obtained by refusing as long as possible to

,
come to loggerheads with the initial colour

:
and its true and pungent harmony, and no-

thing betrays more the weakness of a

colourist than coming, as it were, to blows

on the earliest opportunity; and at the

same time there is nothing so soon exhausts

the resources of a palette. Analogies to

this process crop up by dozens in political

life, social life, military life, commercial

life, the Arts generally, and most likely the

sciences.

Two of the greatest authorities, however,

for this scheme of harmony arose out of a

scrupulous examination of the pictures of

Titian and Bubens. If therefore the whole

world of secondary colourists should refuse

to acknowledge its truth, those two chro-

matic giants in harmony sanction it as far

as their works go. They certainly have not

written on the subject, but had they written

whole volumes to disprove the soundness of

any previously advanced theoiy on the

same system, their works, those of both of

them being voluminous, would at once up-

set their assertions ; we should, in fact, be

able to combat them as Milton did his oppo-

nents, and say, “ ye write them in your

closets and unwrite them in your courts;”

and in the same sense, with a little change

of terms, we should certainly be able to say

of Titian and Bubens, “ye write them in

your closets, and unwrite them in your

works.” As it is, however, they have written

positively nothing, with the exception of a

sorry and thin piece of advice from Bubens
to his pupils, “ do not torment the tints on

your palettes.” There is nothing left us to

doubt that both one and the other were in

possessionof so perfect an organism for colour

and harmony, that to go wrong were impos-

sible, and to go right the most obvious and
natural thing in the world. There is in my
mind not the slightest doubt that Bubens,

an intuitive chromatist, was much annoyed
that his pupils were not good colourists

also, particularly as they might have had
occasionally to work for himself, and that,

being himself very mindful of not ‘
‘ tor-

menting the tints on his palette,” he thought

the principal thing to direct their minds to

was only to mix their tints gently or par-

tially. Howqver, be it as it may, Bubens
turned out to be the most glowing, natural,

and vivacious colourist the world has ever

known, whileTitianbecamethemost learned,

expressive, and impressive—morbid when
requisite, and at other times grandly

natural.

Harmony to both was a natural impulse,

not attained by study, but emanating from

a congenial organism which refused to

permit the possessor to go astray. There

is, again, no doubt to be rationally enter-

tained that Titian was by far the greater

and more poetical intellect of the two.

Bubens was always splendid, gorgeous,

luminous, and gay, but these qualities, as

a group, grow out of, and belong to each

other. They do not, however, so expressly

belong to many subjects he has painted,

but, on the contrary, refuse to associate

with them, and create an unpleasant dis-

crepancy between subject and treatment

anything but satisfactory to a classical

temperament. Bubens seemed neither to

understand nor appreciate the sentiment or

colour of mourning or grief in any of its

numerous phases, and pointed a marriage

or an entertainment in rose leaves. Titian

possessed a superb control over colour as

an exponent of diversified passion, and
swayed it with an intelligence and power
perfectly irresistible. While Bubens painted

one chromatic passion, Titian painted six,

and under phases so delicate yet appreciable,

as to mark him as being the greatest painter
j

of chromatic expression the world has ever
!

j

known.
From the year 1846 up to the present

j

time, I have assiduously searched for the
j

j

pictures of both Titian and Bubens, in order

to discover if any definite system of trail-
|

sitions was adopted by them, that would
sanction, or, at least, give any weight to,

the then generally received theory of har-

mony by opposition, but could find none.

My object in choosing these two masters

was, that they were the two of all others

universally acknowledged to be the truest,

and consequently the greatest, chromatic

harmonists that have been known to the

world. The consequence is, that the whole

world of connoisseurs and painters acknow-
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lodge it. Out of a hundred opinions col-

lected from these classes of men, however

they may be contradictory on other points,

they would all agree in this. They are,

therefore, looked up to as standing tests,

as well as examples, and many painters

have empirically founded their colour on

passages extracted from the pictures of

one or the other of them. The works of

these extractors have consequently operated

a healthy influence, in creating doubts of

the genuineness of the theory of harmony

by opposition, and must have set many
men besides myself to work, in endeavour-

ing to solve the question by some more pro-

found and scientific base than that to be

extracted from pictures, even of such men
as Titian and Rubens. After the explana-

tions in the first portion of this paper, of

the very limited resources of the theories

there discussed, there was nothing left to

do this but resorting afresh to colour itself

;

not as in either of its modes merely, as the

prismatic, or refractive, colour by accumu-

lation, &c., but as presented by combina-

tion, in the four recognised triads, first

initiated by Field. In, it may be said, the

hundreds of pictures by Titian and Rubens,

examined in this search after the causes of

harmony, I was not prepared to meet with

so little—say nothing, to sanction the theory

of the day— harmony by opposition. I

expected in the more vivacious works of

both men, to find frequent resort to opposi-

tion, as a mode of intensifying impression.

I was not, indeed, prepared to find in the

works of both men so total a suppression of

all opposition. But this fact, when pro-

perly digested, impelled me to a readjust-

ment of the scale, with reference to relation-

ship instead of opposition. This was done

by first dissecting the whole scale as to

component numbers, and then readjusting

the different triads, all of them under one

arrangement, in a path commencing with

yellow, going through red, and terminating

with blue, so that the numbers indicating

at once relation, opposition, and subordi-

nation, should make actual contact. With

this readjustment, then, of the entire scale,

which forms the subject of the coloured

diagram, it is found by collating it with the

memoranda made of the arrangements of

colour in the pictures of Titian and Rubens,

that the agreement is in every way com-

plete. It is not an affair of one hundred

for the rule, and ninety-nine for exceptions.

It is impossible to find in either one or the

other five exceptions out of a hundred

cases. I must have examined more than

three hundred works by both men, and out

of that number there are but two excep-

tional pictures, both of them in our own
National Gallery

;
one by Rubens, ‘ The

Rape of the Sabines,’ in which there occurs

a mere threat of a collision, with the fact

still unconsummated, and the noted case

by Titian in the subject of ‘ Bacchus and

Ariadne,’ in which, as a favourite writer on

Art would say, the fact of the collision of

unmitigated orange and blue,, is consum-
mated in the drapery of the flying Ariadne.

This, if the number had been augmented

to ten, out of the pictures of these men
hanging in this country alone, would not

be anything like sufficient to impugn the

rule illustrated in the coloured diagram.

The diagram itself, if good for nothing else,

serves the purpose of disentangling and
placing in a perfect sequence, the tacit and

intuitive law, the individual and har-

monious canons of which emanated from

two of the most highly-gifted chromatic

organisms the world has as yet produced,

or is very likely to reproduce.

J. B. Pyne.

ART AS A SOCIAL REFORMER*

There are two prominent aspects presented to

oublic view in the life of George Cruikshank

:

me is that which shows him as a humorous

artist and a caricaturist ;
the other that wherein

tie appears as a missionary labouring with un-

tiring energy to ameliorate the social condition

of the country by his endeavour to arrest the

progress of intemperance,—certainly one of the

great, if not actually the greatest, rices of the

;tge, and to which so many others may be both

directly and indirectly traced. If it be true that

“the love of money is the root of all evil,” it

may with equal truth be asserted that the love

of strong drinks is the root of a tree which

brings forth fruit as pernicious to body and

soul
;
how fruitful and how destructive, the

records of the daily journals demonstrate every

time we take a newspaper in hand. But if we

could penetrate into the recesses of many homes,

and if one could read that which never meets

the public eye, the demoralising and unhappy

effects of intoxication would be seen to cover a

much larger area of society than the world

generally has any idea of. From the upper and

middle classes this rice, as it was too frequently

indulged in half a century ago, has entirely

disappeared ;
fashion, happily, has sot its face

against late sittings after dinner and midnight

carousals, and the demon Intemperance has

been exorcised from all “respectable” circles:

yet the “bottle” has still too many secret wor-

shippers among the better classes, whose indi-

vidual indulgence is the bane of their own
existence and the source of discord and wretch-

edness in the homes of their families.

It is in neither of the two characters respec-

tively in which the veteran Cruikshank is

specially recognised among us that we now
write of him, but in both combined, namely,

as an artist, and as the ardent opponent of in-

temperance
;
and in both his pencil is made the

medium of communicating the thoughts and

opinions to which his lips have often given

utterance : and certainly if Art has the power

to work social reform, his large picture of ‘ The

Worship of Bacchus,’ painted about four or five

years ago, and now engraved on a scale of cor-

responding size, ought to effect in no measure-

less degree the object for which the painter placed

it on the canvas. He intended to make it a

powerful teacher of temperance by the exhibi-

tion of its opposite
;
not alone, however,.in the

more ghastly and repellent form in which in-

temperance is almost invariably manifested,

but to show how the poisonous seed is sown

;

how it may take root and fructify ;
how it often

does so
;
and when it does, what are the results

which follow. Hogarth, in his ‘ Rake's Pro-

gress,’ dedicated his pencil to the exhibition of

one great social evil
;
Cruikshank has devoted

his to the development of another far more pre-

valent and equally self-abasing. He has done

so in several minor productions, which are all,

however, superseded, if not thrown into the

shade, by this panoramic view, for we can call

it nothing else, ofdrink in all its infinite varieties

of form and feature.

Our purpose is not to examine and criticise

it as a work of Art, in the ordinary acceptation

of the term ;
the painter had another object

when he produced it than to render it amenable

to the laws of msthetic censorship
;
and yet, as

one of its critics justly remarks, “ Michael

Angelo’s ‘ Last Judgment ’ has the same quality

of thought,” and he might have added, designed

his composition in a similar manner. ‘The

Worship of Bacchus ’ is a pictorial essay or ser-

mon, “warning evnry man and beseeching every

woman to beware of the destroyer—to sprinkle

the door-posts, that the avenger strike not.”

It is intended, as the imprint on the engraving

says, to show “ how universally the intoxicating

drinks are used upon every occasion in life,

from the cradle to the grave.” And who can

foresee what mischief may grow up in after life

from allowing a child to have a taste of

“mother’s beer,” or another to come from the

nursery into the dining-room, after the cloth is

removed and the decanters are placed on the

table, and have his little glass filled with his

father’s “old port”? These are too often the

beginnings of evil.

Two years ago, when the picture was exhi-

bited in Wellington Street, Strand, a writer in

the Times, speaking of it, says,
—“Mr. Cruik-

shank divides his sermon into many hundreds

of heads, and preaches with the most grotesque

variety. He is for no half-measures. He will

have no compromise with the odious god,

Bacchus
;
the wicked idol is smashed like Bel

and Dagon. He will empty into the gutter all

Master Bacchus’s pipes, his barrels, quarter

casks, demijohns, gallons, quarts, pints, gills,

down to your very smallest liquor glasses of

spirits or wine. He will show you the church,

the bar, the army, the universities, the genteel

world, the country gentleman in his polite

circle, the humble artisan in his, the rustic

ploughman in the fields, the misguided washer-

woman over her suds and tubs—how all ranks

and conditions of men are deteriorated and cor-

rupted by the use of that abominable strong

liquor. He will have patience with it no

longer.”

To attempt to describe a picture which, as the

writer just quoted remarks, contains “many
hundred of heads,” and to offer any comment
on these several divisions, would fill the pages of

a volume
;
for merely to glance over the vast

field of material here brought into action, the

multiplicity of scenes which crowd upon the

eye, each one as it becomes separate from its

surroundings immediately arresting the atten-

tion and inviting close examination, is no easy

task. Suppose yourself standing at the base of

a wide rising ground covered with all ranks and

conditions of human life, formed more or less

into groups, each of which is in some way or

other engaged with the vine-bottle or beer-pot,

and you have an idea of what George Cruik-

shank has put on his canvas. Here is a chris-

tening party drinking life and happiness to the

new-born child, a family party similarly occu-

pied on the anniversary of a birthday, a funeral

party taking a glass ‘to animate their spirits,

while the mutes at the door are not forgotten

;

a bridal party, a pic-nic, a ball and supper, a

dinner for a charity : these aro.where the cham-

pagne circulates. Then there is the dram-shop,

the drunken fight in the streets, the murderous

assaults and wxfe-bcatings at home, affrays, with

the police, intoxicated cabmen and other drivers,

tho police court, in fact, every phase of society

represented as a direct or indirect participator

in tho habit which leads to intemperance. In

the centre of the hill rises a vast pedestal of

beer barrels, on which stands Bacchus with a

Silenus and a Bacchante below. On the summit

of the hill, as we call the picture, is a mass of

buildings, forming the background, breweries,

distilleries, the workhouse, the hospital, the peni-

tentiary, the house of correction, and the prison

surmounted by a gibbet.

The amount of thought bestowed on this

composition must have been very great, for no-

thing appears to be lost sight.of which could,

J

with any propriety, come into it
;
while the in-

genuity with which all are worked into a har-

i monious whole is almost inconceivable. Here
: is the philosophy of drunkenness written with a

1 pen as bold as it is truthful, and more impres-

1 sively than the words of eloquence could pour

i forth, more convincingly than the most logical

argument could supply
;
and if Art is capable

i

of being made a Social Reformer, George Cruik-

shank’ s ‘Worship of Bacchus’ ought, as we

j

have already said, to have a powerful influence

in checking the inordinate indulgence, at least,

' of stimulants. A'great authority, Mr. Ruskin,

spoke, in the last number of our Journal, in de-

|

precatory terms of Cruikshank’ s art as deve-

loped in this manner : but it ought to. be borne

in mind that the object of the painter is to show

the sin of drunkenness in its most degraded

forms, as a warning
;
and to do this the work

must have to every refined taste a repulsive

character. The instruments employed for his

purpose are its most debased victims.

* The Worship of Bacchus; or, the Drinking

Customs of Society. Showing how universally the In-

toxicating Liquors are used on every occasion of Life, from

the Cradle to the Grave. Engraved by G. Cruikshank ant

C. Mottram, from the picture by G. Cruikshank. Published

by W. Tweedie, London.

2 H
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A WEEK AT KILLARNEY.
BY MB. AND MRS. S. C. HALL.

Although we have heretofore brought
before the readers of the Art-Journal the
manifold attractions of the Lakes of Kil-
larney, we are sure no apology need he
offered for again recurring to the subject.

During the summer and autumn of 1865,
there will be a large in-flow of visitors to

Ireland—not from England only, but from
all parts of Europe. The International
Exhibition—to he held in Dublin from
May to November—will no doubt induce
many to make the tour of that interesting

country. It is for that reason, principally,

and in the hope of proving useful 4 4 Guides,”
we have prepared a new edition of our book— 44A Week at Ivillarney

”—and we be-
lieve our subscribers will not he displeased

to he made acquainted with some of its

leading beauties (of several of which we have
obtained new engravings) in the columns
of the Art-Journal

,
previous to their publi-

cation in that book.
Our earnest hope is that we may ho the

means of augmenting the number of visitors

from England to Ireland. The temptations
to such visit are numerous and strong.

The country is
4

4

lich in raw materials;”
the novelties that meet the eye and ear
are many ; the characters encoimtered are

generally “original;” the incidents often

striking and peculiar
;
the wit and humour

of 44 the people” are proverbial
;

44 society,”

of all grades, is always cheerful, and often

brilliant, never formal or restrictive
;
and

hospitality is a virtue that pervades every
class, from the highest to the lowest. The
stranger in Ireland is sure of a cordial re-

ception; whatever domestic “squabbles”
there may he, they never affect him.
Journey where he will, he may calculate

on a welcome. There is no country in the
world where the traveller is so safe from
annoyance ; to that fact every Tourist who
has written earnestly deposes

;
there is no

exception to the rule. For our own
parts we cordially endorse this testimony.

We have travelled much in every part of

Ireland, visited every one of its thirty-two
counties, having posted, indeed—usually on
the common jaunting car—more than six

thousand miles in the course of our various
tours, by night as well as day, along its by-
paths as well as its highways, over moun-
tains and through miles of bog, in very
lonely places, sometimes the guest of the

humblest cotter. We never met the slightest

interruption or insult, and never lost a
shilling during any one of our journeys. To
state this may he needless

; but we wiite for

readers who may have drawn back from
contemplated visits when they hear of
4

4

agrarian disturbances,” and of 44 agitators
’

’

who strive—in vain—to excite hatred of

“the Saxon” in the people. The tourist

may be sure that he is safer in the wilds of
Connemara, or in the terra incognita of
Donegal, than he would be journeying
from Hyde Park Corner to Richmond. *

The great attraction of Ireland consists

in its Scenery. We are about to conduct
the tourist only to Killamey, and we can-
not here find space to direct his attention

* At a meeting of “ the Social Science ” at Leeds, Mr.
Binncoui, one of the best benefactors of Ireland, whose
public cars travel night and day through every high road
of the island, made this statement:

—

“ I repeat with pleasure the testimony I gave in 1857.
namely, that my conveyances have been in existence now
forty-six years, many of them carrying very important
mails, having been travelling during all hours of the day
and night, often in lonely and unfrequented places, yet the
slightest injury has never been done by the people'to my
property or that entrusted to my care !

”
'1 here is no other country' in the world of which so much

could, with truth, be said.

to its other temptations—to the mingling
of the beautiful and the magnificent he will

so often encounter, travel where he will.

We cannot now lead him through the
delicious dells of Wicklow, or to its solitary
4 4 city,” Glendalough

;
into the savage glens

of Donegal
;
along the wild sea-coast of

Antrim, with its world’s-wonder, the Giant’s
Causeway

; or among the Alpine grandeurs
of wild Connemara. Our purpose must be
limited to the all-beautiful Lakes, and the
lovely valleys, and bounding livers, and

picturesquely rugged mountains, and ocean
cliffs, that surround Rillarney.

We repeat—our hope is to make the

English better acquainted with the Irish

where they are best seen—at home
;
know-

ing well that every visitor, let his visit he

brief or prolonged, will return from it with
a better appreciation of, and a kindlier feel-

ing towards, the country and its people

;

that, in a word, for eveiy new visitor Ire-

land will obtain a new friend.
Nothing can be so valuable to England,

THE RAILWAY HOTEL, IilLLA

and nothing so beneficial to Heland, as

frequent intercourseY>Qtwe.Qn thetwo countries,

so essentially and so emphatically one. Of
late years, happily, all political distinctions

between the Englishman and the Irishman
have ceased; there is no privilege denied
to the one that is enjoyed by the other; and
although much may yet be seen in Ireland
that lowers the spirits and postpones the
hope of the traveller, it is certain that Ire-

land has, of late years, undergone' very
great and very important improvement. It

would be easy to adduce proof, if space per-
mitted us to do so. It is a duty, as
assuredly it may be a pleasure, to visit that

country, and it will be a shame to those
who prefer a search on the Continent for

enjoyment they may obtain with infinitely

greater certainty so near at hand, while
advancing the great cause of “Union”

VIEW FROM THE ROYAL VICTORIA HOTEL, KILLARNEY.

between the two countries. The old preju-

dices that kept the people of England and
Ireland too long apart have, in a great

measure, vanished
;
frequent intercourse will

entirely remove them, and the benefits to

be thence derived are incalculable.

The difficulties* that, within our own

* The voyage was not the only evil. Immediately on
arrival—in Ireland—the luggage and the passenger were
both taken to the Custom-house. No passport was required

;

but that was his only advantage on landing in Ireland over

memoiy, made the voyage “ across ” a busi-
ness that involved time and inferred danger,
have been removed. Huge steamboats, so
large as materially to diminish all dread of
sea-sickness, convey the voyager fromHoly-

landing at a foreign port. All imported goods paid duty

;

and his portmanteau was rigidly searched for articles on
which that duty was to be paid.

’ He tendered his shillings
and sixpences in payment ; but they were no current coin
in that part of the realm—they must be exchanged for “ten-
pennies ” and “ fivepennie3 ” before he could obtain warrant
to proceed to his hotel.
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head to Kingstown in less than four hours

;

London being thus brought within little

more than ten hours’ reach of Dublin ,-

while ‘ 1 ExcursionTickets ” renderthe
‘
‘ trip

’

easy to persons of even restricted means,

and the railroad authorities, from the

highest to the lowest, consider it a primary

part of their duty to minister to the -wants I
wretchedness it was impossible to relieve,

1 , . . 1 A n oirvl.*- at mhiph thpvfi was nr
and wishes of tourists.

We are in no degree exaggerating in-

ducements to visit Ireland. We might

quote opinions nearly as strong as our own,

advanced by a score of English writers who
would be accepted as “ authorities” on the

AT GLENGAHLFF.

subject. We quoto but one of them—

a

passage from tho Times, printed during the

past Year :

—

“ There is nothing in these isles more beauti-

ful and picturesque than the South and W est of

Ireland. They who know the fairest portions

of Europe still find in Ireland that which they

have seen nowhere else, and which has charms

all its own Tho whole coast west and

south, indeed all around the island, has beauties

that many a travelled Englishman has not the

least conception of. The time will come when

the annual stream of tourists will lead the way,

and when wealthyEnglishmen, one after another,

in rapid succession, will seize the fairest spots,

and fix here their summer quarters. .... If a

tourist should idsit the spots we have indicated,

he would return with the conviction, that beau-

tiful as continental scenery may be, there are

points in Ireland which may stand competition

with the show districts of any other country.”

The existing generation can have but a

very limited idea of the changes for the

better that have taken place in Ireland

'CLICK UAHHACK, KILLARNEV.

during the last forty—twenty—even ten entering or withdrawing from any shop, a

years. Those who are old may make com- terrible crowd was that through which he

parisons of Ireland as it was and Ireland as had to make his way. Noisy beggars of

it is, and rejoice at the result. Who of both sexes, and of all ages—exposing fright-

them will fail to recall the beggars that ful sores and parading miserable diseases

—

used to beset him on every highway, in
|

barred the passage
;
giving wit, indeed, for

every street. Standing at any hotel door,
j

money, but paining the very soul by

and from the sight of which there was no

escape. But what else could be ? The poor

had no other resource
;
they must beg or

starve; it was their only means of life;

and, ever and always, in Ireland, charity is

a fountain never dry. The Legislature had

given no thought to the multitude who were

aged, maimed, or afflicted with diseases that

prevented work. While, in England, the

poor had food and clothes and shelter, as

natural rights, the Irish had none. Now,
there are in every district “poor-houses,”

where every man, woman, and child, unable

to labour, is provided with a home and its

accompaniments—where industry is taught

as a virtue, and cleanliness inculcated as a

luxury. The beggars—at all events the

more appalling classes of them—are found

nowhere throughout the country.

The Tourist who is not young, and can

remember old L’eland, may picture the

Irish dwellings as they were : so deplorably

wretched that an English farmer would

have rejected the best of them as habi-

tations for cattle; the mud floor, seldom

dry
;

the dilapidated thatch, rarely im-

pervious to rain ; the broken window,

“stopped up” to keep out wind and air;

the ever-occurring dunghill before the

door; the familiar friend the pig, “who
paid the rent,”—these were but the lesser

evils of the cabin of one room, in which

often a dozen, sometimes twenty, fellow-

beings lived. They are departing fast;

lime is now used profusely
;

the pig is

rarely the inmate of “the parlour ;” the

dunghill is generally behind the house, and

not before the door ; and, though still bad

enough, the cabin ofthe Dish peasant is gra-

dually approximating to the English cottage.

In old times—nay, not very old—there

was meaning in the sarcasm of the traveller,

that “he never knew what the English

beggars did with their cast-off clothes until

he visited Ireland;” and in the story of tho

Irishman who thought himself “in luck”

when he exchanged dresses with a scare-

crow in an English field. Bags are now-

exceptional cases
;
generally the peasant is

decently, and often comfortably, clad. At
least, there is a material diminution of

those external signs of penury and suffering

that not long ago offended the eye and

pained the heart of the Tourist in that

country.
No doubt, to English eyes, there is yet

much that requires “ change ;” and compa-

risons between the outer aspect of England

and Ireland will be discouraging, and per-

haps humiliating. It is but just and rea-

sonable, we repeat, to compare the Ireland

of to-day with the Ireland of forty, twenty,

even ten, years ago; to arrive at right

conclusions concerning that country, there

must be some knowledge of it in the past.

We who have been acquainted with L’eland,

by occasional and sometimes prolonged

visits, since the year 1820, can see and ap-

preciate the great improvements that are,

in so many ways, perceptible there. It

demands no great stretch of memory to

carry us back to a time when, politically

and socially, the Lish were treated as

a “conquered” people; forty years ago

there was not a Roman Catholic member
of any Corporate body in Ireland ; none

could have presided in' any court of jus-

tice, nor have attained distinction at the

bar, while the Senate was entirely closed

against them. “ Middlemen” farmed more
than half its lands—devouring locusts they

were : they have vanished
;

the land was
badly or not at all cultivated ;

wages for

labour were seldom beyond fivepence a day

;

the peasant never eat meat, and rarelybread;
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he raised his potatoes, and lived—that was
all

;
the police were mockeries

;
drunken-

ness was a glory, and not, as it is now, a
shame—to the higher, as well as to the lower
classes, it was anything but dishonour

;

faction fights disgraced every fete day

;

hedge-schools were the only seminaries of
education; therewas no poor-law. Inaword,
Ireland was indeed a wretched country

—

made wretched, and kept so, from a cruel

they design,—simply because there is no
grievance to redress,—certainly none for

which the British Government and people
are unwilling to supply a remedy.
We might go to much greater length

into statements of the benefits conferred

upon Ireland by Time and Enlightened
Policy; but our leading, if not our sole,

object at this moment is to remove an im-
pression which still to some extent prevails,

that there will be any annoyances in Ireland

routes, one via Liverpool, another via Bristol,
a third through South Wales to Milford
Haven (a most delightful route), and across
to Waterford, and a fourth, the easiest and
most rapid, to Holyhead and Dublin.
There can be no question that this latter
route will be generally preferred, mainly
because the voyage across is so compara-
tively short—in huge steam-ships; while the
journey from Euston Square, by the Lon-

and foolish policy, that has long been bear-
ing its natural fruit. But to say that
England continues to act unjustly towards
Ireland now, is to say that which is false

and wicked. There is in England, gene-
rally, nay, universally, an earnest and
sincere desire to do justice to Ireland ; and
although evil tongues may rail at England
in 1865 more foully than they did—or dared
to do—in 1820, they fail to excite the hatred

—such as can lessen the enjoyments of tra-

vellers.

Wo do not apologise for this lengthened
introduction. At this particular moment,

1 when the International Exhibition in
Dublin will certainly invite many strangers

to Ireland, it is the duty of every public

|

writer to stimulate, as far as possible, a

I
wise and generous desire to visit thatjmost

* interesting country.

To Kiflamey there are four leading

don and North-Western, occupies but seven

hours, the railway carriages delivering their

passengers at the pier alongside of which
the packet is moored, while the latter lands

them at Kingstown pier. Tourist tickets

are issued at reasonable rates,* and it

* During the year 1865, in order to assist and advance

the objeetsof the Dublin International Exhibition, more than

tlie usual advantages are offered to Tourists. “ The London
and North Western,” and other English companies, have

may be well to remark that these tickets

entitle the bearer to claim certain rights,

and such corutesies as every servant of the
company readily renders. There is no
better line in Great Britain than that which
leads from Dublin to Killarney. The
officials consider it their business to advise

and direct tourists, and to give personal
attendance in order that their arrangements
may be, as far as possible, facilitated.

There is no change of carriage all the way

;

sufficient time is allowed for refreshments
at two of the main stations en route—at the
Limerick junction and at Mallow; in a
word, the comforts of the touiist are in all

ways cared for.

The station of the South-Western Bail-

way, a building of much architectural

beauty, is situate at Kingsbridge, close to

the Phoenix Park, a mile from the city.

Dublin and its neighbouring attractions

having been duly examined, we shall sup-
pose the tourist en route for Killarney.
The trains rim through a country full of

objects of interest, many of which are seen
as the traveller passes along—Kildare’s

“holy fane,” the far-famed Curragh, the
Bog of Allen, several Bound Towers, the
ruins of Kilmallock (“the Baalbec of Ire-

land”), the singular rock of Dunamase, and
the renowned rock of Cashel. These are but
a few of the many objects of interest ofwhich
he will be called upon to make note before

he passes through the dull region that

ensues between Mallow and Killarney, and
sees the majestic mountains that look down
upon the Lakes.

If", however, the tourist has a purpose
more extended, he will probably continue
his railway journey on to Cork, and having
seen “the beautiful city” and its glorious

harbour, proceed thence to Killarney, by one
of the roads we have endeavoured to describe

to him for his guidance in our book—pre-
ferring, if he be not restricted to time, that

which leads through Macroom to the lovely

lake of Gougane Barra, the wild pass of
Keim-an-eagh, the famous Bay of Bantry,
and the lovely valleys, woods, sea, and
rivers and mountains, that give fame to

lovely GlengarifF.

There are, indeed, some who prefer Glen-
garifF (“the Bough Glen”) to Killarney;
that, we humbly think, is a mistake

;
but it

skirts Bantry Bay, and at“ the Lakes” there

is no “sight” of the ocean. There are,

however, at Killarney a score of views
grander and more beautiful than any at

GlengarifF. There is at GlengarifF, indeed,

but one view that can rival them—thatwhich
is obtained from the summit of a hill (it

would be a mountain elsewhere) on the
high road to Kenmare and Killarney

;
but

it will not bear comparison with that which
greets the traveller when, having left be-
hind him some miles of sterility, he reaches
the Police Barrack, and obtains, suddenly,
a first sight of the Lakes.

Take which way he will—either that

which leads through Dublin by Holyhead,
that which carries him to Waterford by
Milford Haven, that which conveys him
to the capital by Liverpool, or that which,
via Bristol, lands him at Cork—the Tourist

may bo assured of a delightful journey.
We shall endeavour to describe that which
he goes specially to see.*

rombined to bring the rates of travelling as low as possible.
“ Return Tickets ” for one clear month will be issued from
London to Dublin and back, via Holyhead and via Liver-
pool, at the following fares :

—

First Class £3
Second Class £2

Excursion trains are to run at a through fare of 25s. ; while

to “ working men from the Continent ” the fare will be but

21s. The South-Western (Irish) railway (to Killarney,

Cork, See.) lms also adopted resolutions in a similar spirit.

* To be continued.

GARAMEEX BRIDGE, KILLARNEY.

THE FLESK BRIDGE, KILLARNEV.



FACTS ABOUT FINGEB-BINGS.

Chap. n. (continued)—Medieval Bings.

Let us now devote some attention to a

peculiar phase in the history of rings, ono

exhibiting in no small degree the strange

credulity of human nature, and enabling

us by its means to dive into the mysteries

of the old faith in necromancy and alchemy,

those strangely fascinating sciences that led

captive the minds of great men and learned

scholars, when its professors were in earnest,

and the world was willing to listen to them.

Allusion has already been made to the

mystic virtues attributed to stones during

the middle ages, and to the fondness for

collecting antique gems. They were coveted

not only as works of Art, but for their sup-

posed power over the circumstances of life,

or the welfare of individual wearers. The

idea very probably originated with the

Gnostics of the East, who engraved stones

with mystic figures believed to impart good

luck or to keep off evil influences. So

completely had this belief gained hold on

all classes, that a Gnostic gem set as a ring

was found on the finger of the skeleton ot

an ecclesiastic, in the Cathedral of Chi-

chester, some few years ago, “affording

indubitable evidence that these relics were

cherished in the middle ages by those whose

express duty it was to reprove and check

such gross superstition.”
*

This belief was ultimately reduced to a

system. An old French Lapidaire, com-

piled in the thirteenth century, assures us

that a stone engraved with the figure of

Pegasus or Bellerophon is good for warriors,
‘

‘ giving them boldness and swiftness in

flight,” very contradictory qualifications, it

must be allowed. One with the figure of

Andromeda had the power of conciliating

love between man and woman. “ A gem
bearing the figure of Hercules slaying a

lion or other monster, was a singular

defence to combatants. The figure of

Mercury on a gem rendered the possessor

wise and persuasive. The figure of Jupiter

with the body of a man and the head of a

ram, made the man who bore it beloved by

everybody, and ho was sure to obtain any-

thing he asked. If you find a stone bearing

the figure of a hare, it will be a defence

against the devil
;

if you find a dog and a

lion on the same stone, it will be a preser-

vative against dropsy or pestilence. The

figure of Orion was believed to give victory

in war. If you find a stone, m which is

Perseus holding in his right hand a sword,

and in his left the Gorgon’s head, it is a pre-

servative against lightning and tempest,

and against the assaults of devils. A stone

on which is engraved a long-bearded man
sitting on a plough, with a bending in his

neck, and four’ men lying down, and hold-

ing in his hands a fox and a vulture, this,

suspended about the neck, enables you to

find treasures. If you find a dove, with a

branch of olive in its mouth, engraved in

pyrites, and mount it in a silver ring, and

carry it with you, everybody will invite you

to be his guest, and people will feast you
much and frequently. The figure of a

syren, sculptured in a jacinth, rendered the

bearer invisible. A fair head, well combed,

with a handsome face, engraved on a gem,

gave to the bearer joy, reverence, and

honour. Such were the qualities attached

to ancient gems in the middle ages.” f

Many plain stones were also believed to

have magical virtues. Thus, the amethyst

prevented drunkenness, and was conse-

* J. Y. Akerman on Gnostic Gems, Archaolojia,

vol. xxxiii.

t T. Wright, M.A., &c., in Arclueologia, vol. xxx.
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quently often set upon wine cups. The
crystal clouded if evil was about to happen

to its wearer. Amber was good against

poison, hence drinking-cups were formed

from it. The topaz cured and prevented

lunacy, increased riches, assuaged anger

and sorrow, and averted sudden death.

Such foolish faith was placed in stones

until the end of the sixteenth century.

Dr. Donne speaks of
“ A compassionate turquoise, that doth tell,

By looking pale, the wearer is not well.”

But the most curious of all these super-

stitious beliefs attached itself to the crapau-

dine, or toad-stone. It is most unattractive

to sight, of an opaque dirty-brown tint, and

known to mineralogists as a variety of trap-

rock. It was believed to have most sove-

reign virtues against poison if pounded and

drank, and to give warning against it when
simply worn in a ring by a change of colour,

like that said to take place in the turquoise.

It was believed to exist in the head of the

toad. Fenton, writing in 1569, says,
‘
‘ There is found in the heads of old and

great toads a stone which they call borax

or stelon
;

it is most commonly found in the

head of a he-toad.” It was not easily

attained, for the toad “ envieth so much
that man should have that stone,” says old

Lupton, in his ‘ ‘ Thousand Notable Things.”

Hence came a true test for such stones,

according to the same credulous author, who
thus enlightens us :

— ‘
‘ To know whether

the toad-stone called crapaudina bo the

right and perfect stone or not, holde the

stone before a toad so that he may see it,

and if it be a right and true stone, the toad

will leap toward it, and make as though he

would snatch it from you.” It should be

obtained, says a mediaeval author, while

the toad is living, and this is to be done by
simply placing him upon a piece of scarlet

cloth, “wherewithal they are much de-

lighted, so that while they stretch out

themselves as it were in sport upon that

cloth, they cast out the stone of their head,

but instantly they sup it up again, unless

it be taken from them through some secret

hole in the same cloth.”
*

Lupton, whom we have just quoted, tells

us of “ a rare good way to get the stone out

of the toad,” which has the advantage of

greater simplicity. It is to be done thus

:

—“Put a great or overgrown toad (first

bruised in divers places) into an earthen

pot; put the same into an ants’ hillocke, and
cover the same with earth, which toad at

length the ants will eat, so that the bones

of the toad and stone will be left in the

pot”—a “ rare secret,” which no one will

now doubt. These follies often occupied

the thought of sages in the olden time.

Boethius relates how he watched a whole

night an old toad he had laid on a red cloth

to see him cast forth the stone, but tho

tedious watch was not rewarded
;
the toad

retained his jewel, and he had nothing from
thence to “ gratify the great pangs of his

whole night’s restlessness.”

The Londesborough collection supplies us

with two remarkable specimens of rings con-

Fig. l. Fi9- 2-

nected with toad superstition. The first is

ofmixed metal gilt, having upon it the figure

* Masarius, quoted in Topsel’s “ History of Serpents,”

1611.
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of a toad swallowing a serpent. There is a

media3val story of a necromancer introduc-

ing himself to another professor of magic

by showing him a serpent ring, upon which

the latter, who did not desire any one to

interfere with his practice, produced his

toad-stone ring, observing that the toad

might swallow the serpent, thereby inti-

mating his power to overcome him. The
second ring is curious, not only as contain-

ing the true toad-stone, but the stone is

embossed with the figure of a toad, accord-

ing to the description of Albertus Magnus,

who describes the most valuable variety of

this coveted gem as having “ the figure of

the reptile imprinted upon it.”

The elder poets have, as usual with them,

turned into a moralisation this fabulous bit

of natural history. Lyly, in his “ Euphues”
observes, “the foulo toad hath a faire stone

in his head.” Shakspere has immorta-

lised the superstition in the most effective

and beautiful manner, when he declares

how
“ Sweet are the uses of adversity.

Which, like the toad, ugly and venomous,

Yet wears a precious jewel in its head.”

Superstition did not confine its belief to a

few charms ; it ranged over more than we
can now record. In the Londesborough

collection is the massive thumb-ring here

delineated, having the tooth of some animal

as its principal gem, fondly believed by its

original owner to have mystic power over

his well-being. To ‘
‘ make assurance doubly

sure,” it is set all round with precious

stones, all believed to have magical virtues.

Superstition was not confined to the real

world of animal life, but ranged over the

fabulousnatural historywhichmixed largely

with the true, in all men’s minds, at this

particularly credulous era of the world’s

history. It really appears that persons put
more faith in false charms for the cure of

disease or the prevention of evil, than in

the power of medicine, or the practice of

proper preventives. The horn of the uni-

corn, the claw of the gritfin, and other

relics of equal verity and value, were sought

eagerly by those rich enough to procure

them, and when obtained were believed to

ensure much good fortune to the possessor.

A fearof the ‘
‘ evil eye”—that bugbear which

still disturbs the happiness of the lower class

Italians and of the Eastern nations gene-

rally—was carefully provided against. One
great preservative was the wearing of a

ring with the figure of a cockatrice upon it.

This imaginary creature was supposed to

be produced from that rarest of all rare

things, a cock’s egg, foolishly believed to

be laid on certain occasions under magic
influence and planetary agencies. Sir

Thomas Browne, in his “Vulgar Errors,”

describes this imaginary creature “with
legs, wings, a serpentine and winding tail,

and a crest or comb somewhat like a cock.”

The Londesborough collection supplies us

with a thumb-ring (Fig. 4), having two
cockatrices cut in high relief upon an agate.

The eye of the living cockatrice was believed

to be so deadly as to kill by a look, to

which Shakspere alludes in Twelfth Night,

and again in Romeo and Juliet :

—

“ Say thou but /,

And that base vowel / shall poison more
Than the death-darting eye of cockatrice.”
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There was, however, a counter-action to

the danger, for it was also believed that if

a person saw the creature before it saw
him, then the cockatrice died from the

fig- 4. Fig. 5.

effect of the human eye. To this Dryden
alludes :

—

“ Mischiefs are like a cockatrice’s eye,
If they see first they kill, if seen they die.”

The figure of this bird merely gave
security against the evil eye; it had no
other effect

; and for this purpose various
engraved stones were used. Thus, Fig. 5,

from the same collection, has set in its

centre a Gnostic gem with cabalistic figures,

believed able to avert the dreadful glance.
Such stones were, of course, “far sought,

dear bought;” and rings believed to possess
such covetable power had a high money

j

value. How then were the poor, still more,
j

ignorant and superstitious, to be aided ?

Craft came to the aid of faith : demand, as
usual, produced supply, and inscriptions
took the place of costly jewels. Rings were
fabricated in silver and baser metals, hav-
ing cabalistic words upon them, the names
of spirits or of saints. To meet the poorest
ring-wearer they were even cast in lead,
and sold on the cheapest terms. They were
believed to prevent cramp and epilepsy.

One in the Londesborough collection is

inscribed with the mystic word Anamzapta.
In a manuscript of the fourteenth century,
in the library at Stockholm, we have this

recipe “for the falling sickness. Say the
word anamzaptus in his ear when he is

fallen doun in that evyll, and also in a
woman’s ear anamzapta

, and they shall

never more after feel that evyll.”

In the Journal of the Archceological In-
stitute, vol. iii.

,
is an engraving of a curious

magical ring, here copied. It was found on
the coast of Glamorganshire, near to “the

1
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Worm’s Head,” the western extremity of
the county, where numerous objects have
been found at various times on the shifting
of the sand, such as firearms, an astrolabe,
and silver dollars. This ring is of gold,
much bent and defaced, and inscribed with
mystic words inside and outside the hoop.
Their talismanic character seems to be
sufficiently proved by the English medical
manuscript preserved at Stockholm, already
alluded to, in which, among various caba-
listic prescriptions, is one “for peynes in
theth. . . . Boro berto briore -(- vulnera
quinque dei sint medicina mei -j- Tahebal
+ Ghether H—(- + Othman.” The last
word should probably be read Guthman,
and it is succeeded by five crosses, possibly
in allusion to the five wounds of the
Saviour.

As a preventive of peril by travel and
sudden death, the names of the three Magi,
or the “Kings of Cologne,” as they were
more popularly termed, was believed to bo
most efficacious. Their bodies travelled

first to Constantinople, thence to Milan,
and lastly to Cologne, by various removals.
The faithful may still view the skulls of the
Arabian kings who visited the Saviour in

the manger (if they can believe the old

legend), in the richly-jewelled reliquary
guarded so sacredly in the cathedral of
Cologne. Their possessionbroughtenormous
revenues to the building, and a heavy tax
is still imposed on all who would see them.
It was once (and may be still) believed that
anything which had touched these skulls
had a protective virtue. Their names acted
as a charm, and were inscribed on such
articles of wearing apparel as girdles or
garters, of which many specimens exist in
the curious collection of C. Roach Smith,
and were found at London in excavations
or in the Thames. Upon rings they are
most common

;
two are here selected from

the Londesborough collection. The first is

a thick gold hoop, inscribed with their
names, Jasper, Melchior, Balthazar, and

the abbreviated motto, “ in • god • is • a • r.,”

which the late Mi*. Crofton Croker, who
compiled a descriptive catalogue of these
rings, thought might probably mean ‘

‘ in

God is a remedy.” The second specimen
is a good example of a fashion of hoop-
ring prevalent in the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries, flat inside and angular outside.

Each face is inscribed with the same talis-

manic names. It is formed of cheap mixed
metal, was found in London, and presented

to the collection by Mr. Roach Smith.
Inscriptions on rings^ became at this time

very common, nor were they confined to

mystic or sacred words. Mottoes of love

and gallantry were frequent, as well as

moral sentences, and those strictly heraldic.

In the curious inventory of the plate and
jewels of the Duke of Anjou, compiled
about 1360, mention is made of a ring with
a large square emerald, surrounded by
letters in black enamel. In ‘

‘ Archseologia,
’ ’

vol. xxxi., is a fine example of such an
engraved ring. The representation there

given is here copied. It is a weighty ring

of fine gold, and was found in 1823 at

Thetford, in Suffolk. The device which

appears upon this ring is an eagle dis-

played; on the inner side is engraved a 1

bird, with the wings closed, apparently a
\

falcon, with a crown upon its head. The
following posy, or motto, commencing on

;

the outer side, is continued on the interior
|

of the ring :

—

tints? me aurrmc tie how*
jactttr a grer—cam mauu raiter trrstrr—
“ God work for me to make suit acceptably

to you, as my heart desires.” The devices

appear to be heraldic, and the motto that of
'

a lover, or a suitor to one in power. The
eagle is the bearing of several ancient

Suffolk families
;

it was also a badge of the

House of Lancaster, and Thetford was one
portion of the Duchy of Lancaster.

These mottoes, or “reasons,” as they
were sometimes termed, were occasionally

engraved in relief. A specimen from the
Londesborough collection is placed beneath
the Thetford ring. It is of gold, and was
found in the Thames. The inscription upon
it is—s'aiu* btltnte—“without baseness”

—

a motto that may have been adopted by
some Bayard of the middle ages.
Avery early ring, with an unusuallypretty-

posy, is in the collection of J. Evans, Esq.,
F.S.A., and is engraved (Fig. 11). It is of

gold, set with a small sapphire, and is

inscribed—IE. SVI ICI SN LEV D’AMI
[I am here in place of a friend]. It was
probably made at the beginning of the
fourteenth century. Beside it is placed
two other specimens of inscribed rings.

The first is chased with the Nortons’ motto,
“God us ayde;” the second is inscribed
witliinside -with the sentence, “ Mulier, viro
subjecta esto.” Both are works of the
fifteenth century.

In Bromsgrove Church, Staffordshire, are
the fine monumental effigies of Sir Hum-

phrey Stafford and his lady (1450), remark-
able alike for the rich armour of the knight
and the courtly costume of the lady. She
wears a profusion of rings, every finger,

except the little finger of the right hand,
being furnished with one. They exhibit
great variety of design, and are valuable as
exponents of the fashion of that day. We
here engrave the hands of the lady, as up-
lifted in prayer, with four of the rings, the
full size of the originals.

Recurring to the ancient people whose
sacred records gave us the earliest know-
ledge of the use of rings, we may profitably
devote some attention to the very beautiful
lings formerly used by the Hebrews for
betrothals and weddings. The Londes-
borough collection furnishes us with the two
fine examples here engraved. They are
often termed “tower rings,” from the figure
of the sacred temple placed on their summit.
In the first specimen it takes the form of a
sexagonal building, with a domed roof of
an Eastern character

;
in the second it is

square, with a deeply pitched roof, having
movable vanes at the angles, and is pro-
bably the work of some German goldsmith.
Upon the roof of the first is inscribed in
enamelled letters the best wish—“joy be
with you”—that a newly-married couple
would command. The same words are in-

scribed in more richly-designed letters on
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the curve of the second ring. Both are of

gold, richly chased, enamelled, and en-

riched by filigree work, and are sufficiently

stately for the most imposing ceremonial.

A third Hebrew ring of less striking

appearance, but of equal or greater curiosity

,

is also engraved from the same rich collec-

tion. It bears on its surface a representa-

tion (in high relief) of the temptation of

our first parents, who are surrounded by

various animals, real and imaginary, their

joint residents in Paradise. The workman-
ship of all these rings has been dated to the

commencement of the sixteenth century.

We close our series with a wedding-ring,

commemorative of a marriage which excited

the marked attention of the entire Christian

community, as a vigorous protest against

monkery by that “ solitary monk that

moved the world ”—Martin Luther. Re-
nouncing the faith of Rome, he revoked
his vow of celibacy, and completed his total

severance from its creed by marrying a lady

who had been once a nun, named Catharine

Boren. The ring, hero engraved, is that

used on the occasion. It is of elaborate

X) MtttUno tulliero {aihannauhomi
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design and execution
;
a group of emblems

of the Saviour’s Passion, the pillar, the
scourge, the spear, and various other objects,

combine with a representation of the Cruci-
fixion, a small ruby being set in the centre

of the ring above the head of the Saviour.

We engrave this most interesting object of

personal decoration as it appears to the

eye, and also the full design in piano

;

beneath it are the names and date inscribed

on the inside of the ring.

F. W. Fairholt.

ART IN IRELAND AND THE
PROVINCES.

Dublin.—The Cathedral of St. Patrick is

again open for divine service, restored to its

pristine beauty by means of the princely muni-
ficence, public spirit, and true Christian feeling

of Mr. B. L. Guinness. It is rare for men to

have the opportunity of showing such liberality

as he has done, but still more rare to find them
using the opportunities that fall in their way.

All honour, then, to him who has set so noble

an example, and has linked his name to all

time with a great and good work.

Brighton.—The seventh annual meeting of

those interested in the Brighton and Sussex

School of Art was held in February last. It

appears from the report for the past year, read

at the meeting, that the number of pupils of all

grades who came under the supervision of the

head-master, Mr. J. White, during that period,

was 1,881, an increase of 365 over those of Ithe

preceding year. A great majority of these

pupils are, however, children in National schools

and others of a kindred nature. The financial

statement of the treasurer shows a small balance

in his hands. It is probable that the institution

will shortly be obliged to vacate the rooms

hitherto occupied, which will be required in

future by the municipal authorities; but it is

expected'that the Town Council and the Pavilion

Committee will provide other accommodation.

On the following day the prizes gained by the

successful competitors at the examination in

December, wore distributed in the presence of

a large number of visitors.

Gloucester.— The annual distribution of

prizes to the successful students of the Stroud

and Gloucester School of Art, was made in

February by Mr. Gambler Parry, who at the

same time delivered to the meeting a lecture on
“ The Claims of Art upon an Age of Business.”

By the way, we understand that this gentleman,

a well-known amateur artist, has completed his

decorations of the ceiling of the nave of Ely
Cathedral, a labour he undertook to perform,

after the sudden death, in 1862, of another

amateur painter, Mr. H. Lo Strange, who had

been for some time engaged on the work.

Lancaster.—An exhibition of works of Art
and Industry, of very varied character, was
opened in this town in the month of February.

Manchester.—The Art-Workmen’s Indus-

trial Exhibition in this city was opened in the

month of February with a largo and very ex-

cellent display of works, varied in kind and
degree, but chiefly of a practical nature. The
idea of the exhibition originated with the

grainers and decorators, and specimens of their

handicraft occupy large spaces on the walls, i

constituting the chief attractions of the gallery. ;

The imitations of the rarest and most beautiful
'

woods, as well as of the more common, and of
j

fruits and flowers, are spoken of by the local

papers as especially meritorious. There is no

doubt of the exhibition proving a success in

every way.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.—The last annual

examination of the School of Art in this town
was more successful in its results than at any
previous time since the foundation of the school

twenty-one years ago. The total number of

pupils in attendance during the past year was

410, fifteen more than in the year preceding,

while the fees paid showed an increase of above

£26.

Oldham.—A School of Science and Art has

been opened at this place, chiefly, if not entirely,

through the liberality of Mr. John Platt, of the

firm of Platt Brothers & Co., this gentleman

having provided suitable rooms for the purpose.

Southampton.—The annual exhibition of the

works of the students in the Southampton
School of Art, competing for medals, took place

on the 27th of February, and was attended by
a large number of visitors, who had the oppor-

tunity of examining and criticising the draw-

ings, which numbered forty-six, contributed

by thirty-one pupils. The whole of the works

have since been forwarded to the Department

of Science and Art.

THE PROGRESS OF SCULPTURE
IN ENGLAND.

Attention is called at this time to the condition

of our school of sculpture by many circumstances

that affect it for better or worse
;
but especially

by the fact, that within the next two years there

will have been finished, and there will bo ad-

vancing towards completion, more important

works than have, within any similar term, been
in progress in any other modern school. In
what light soever we regard these forthcoming

sculptures, they present themselves under

aspects of grave importance. We have of late

erected in our most public places works which
have not the credit of being even questionable as

to their degree of merit. They are loud in their

own condemnation, and, like the wailing souls

in the Inferno, denoimce bitterly those by whom
they have been betrayed. We cannot compel
foreigners to do homage to the works of our

hands, but it is ourselves who must do penance
in the fiery furnace because they will not bow
in admiration to the statues we have set up.

As to support, the prospective of sculpture is

full of promise, and it is to be hoped that this

affluence of commissions will become rather

celebrated by its triumphs than notorious by
its failures. Multitudinous production attests

liberal patronage, but patronage in some paet

instances has been at the disposal of persons

entirely devoid of even that discrimination

which is a chief element in natural taste. Much,
however, as we may exclaim against our bad
works of Art, they are not without their use

;

nay, to speak positively, they are precious

and useful. The money they have cost has

been well spent
;

if they do not show us what
we should follow, they are very explicit as to

what we should avoid
;
and the proof that they

have spoken out, and to the purpose, is, there

is nothing at present under promise reducible

to the low scale whereby they are estimable.

In the course of the inquiries we have made
in order to ascertain the prospects of sculp-

ture, we find there are in different stages of

advancement two statues of the Queen, one of

the size of life, another colossal
;
six statues,

principally colossal, of the good Prince Consort

;

besides busts of both the Queen and Prince.

The number of colossal statues for London, the

provinces, and the colonies, is beyond all prece-

dent, insomuch that in one or two instances,

undoubtedly with a preference for these, the

execution of busts has been declined. These
large works are private or subscription commis-
sions, and do not include the regal series that is

coming forward for the Houses of Parliament.

This prosperous condition of the art docs not
afford matter for congratulation only because it

is prosperous. It has taken up a thread of

poetic fiction that may be described as entirely

English
;
that is, pure and exalted

;
or it may be

tender in its narrative, that is, without the

smallest theatrical or sensational taint. And
for the propagation of this taste for poetic

sculpture we must claim, not a modicum, but a
large share of merit for this Journal, which has

for years been most earnest in popularising the

art. It has been our care to reproduce in these

pages, by means of engraving, in unbroken
series, the best English sculptures, and such

a labour of love unintermitted for twenty
years, cannot have been without its attendant

good. In allusion to the present demand and
supply, the father of the profession, not long
since, observed, “Av, when I began life there

were only eight of us !” but now the brave old

man is a unit of a company (to be precise) of a

hundred and six, who gazette themselves as

members of the profession. There is, besides,

another shadowy multitude claiming brevet

rank, but without the slightest pretension to

the degree. The tendency of our painting has,

for twenty years, been downward to the sim-

plicity of domestic life. In most schools there

is a common sentiment between sculpture and
painting

;
but it is not so with us

;
our sculpture

forsakes domesticity and rises into poetry, but
it is a poetry of its own, more deep and touching

than the rhapsody of other schools. Foremost
among those who have plighted their, troth to
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“immortal verse,” are Foley, MacDowell, Dur-
ham, Bell, Edwards, and there may he a few
others, but the works that support these names
have been conceived with an unusually profound
apprehension of the beautiful. The subject of

one of Durham’s statues is ‘ Santa Filomena,’

from Longfellow’s poems :

—

“ A Lady with a lamp shall stand,” &c.

But although these lines have suggested the
statue, the features declare themselves at once
to be those of Miss Nightingale, who, in her
mission of charity, holds up a lamp as looking
downward on the couch of some poor wretch
whom her presence inspirits yet to strive for

life. In one word, it may be regarded as the

most perfect ideal statue this sculptor has ever

produced; and this is much to say. Durham
has completed a statue of the late Prince

Consort, to be cast in bronze for the Agricul-

tural College at Framlingham, in Suffolk. It

is seven feet six inches hi height, and the

dress is that of the Order of the Bath. There
are also in the same studio some charming
statues of children. Edwards is engaged on
a great work called ‘ Wisdom the Instructor

and Consoler,’ the idea having been inspired

by a sublime passage from the writings of

Carlyle. The design is a departure from every-

thing approaching the hacknied Minerva type
that has for centuries been the standard for the

embodiment of such conceptions. The figure,

in treatment, is similar to that of a Greek
philosopher, but the head recalls the best con-

figurations that the ancient painters gave to the

Deity. Nevertheless it is perfectly original and
impressively grand. A small bas-relief by the
same artist shows “ The star-crowned spirit of

love and truth floating in light,” a difficult idea

to realise, but brought forward here with infinito

beauty and tenderness.

If we endeavour to recall the names of those

sovereigns and celebrities of whom the cunning
of the artist has given us a personal knowledge,
we conjure up at once a noble army of witnesses,

every one of whom may be saluted by name,
and to each may be paid the homage of the lip

or the heart, beginning with “ Hail, Csesax !

”

and ending -with “God bless the Prince!” Of
those who are familiar to us through the tra-

ditions of painting and sculpture, Louis XIV.
is the most perfectly known from youth to

old age. Amid the tornado that swept over

Europe during the military career of the First

Napoleon, the chaunt of his fame arose loudly

from millions of voices, and portraits and images
of the emperor were circulated by hundreds of

thousands. But never anything by the good
will of a nation has been done of a character so

abiding and costly as the statues that have been
raised to the memory of the late Prince Consort.

One of the most recent statues of Prince Albert

is remarkable for the perfection of the bronze
casting. It is a colossal figure by Theed,
representing the Prince in tbe robes of the

Bath. This statue was finished in the metal at

Nuremburg. It is intended for Australia, and
the colony may be congratulated on possessing

a work of which the marvellous precision of

detail has perhaps never been equalled in so

large a figure. St. Stephen’s Hall has received
its appointed number of statues, yet still promi-
nent among public works are marble statues for

the Houses of Parliament. Of these there are

two in the studio of Thomycroft, those of
James I. and Charles I. ; the latter, a strikingly

characteristic figure, shows the king holding
his sceptre of royalty to his breast, with a
countenance of sadness

; an act in which is con-
centrated the essence of his earliest and latest

cares. The pedantry of the father is strongly
insisted on, yet has he received necessarily

much favour at the hands of the artist.

Charles II. is in the hands of Weekes, whose
chief care in dealing with “ Old Rowley ” will

be to eliminate from the history of the man
all he can of regal dignity wherewith to qualify

the presence of one who was singularly wanting
in that particular. The two last of our kings
are the works of Theed. William IV. wears a
royal mantle over an admiral’s uniform, and
George IV. appears in the robes and appoint-
ments of the Order of the Bath.
In support of our remarks on the education

of taste in sculpture, and disabuse of the vulgar

prejudices against that treatment of the human
figure w'hereby only its utmost beauties are set

forth, and wherein consists the real test of the

artist’s power, it may be stated that, after an
abeyance of many years, Foley’s charming
figure, ‘A Boy at a Stream,’ is in course of execu-

tion in marble, of the size of life
;
and another

nude figure, MacDowell’ s ‘ Eve,’ is also about
to be finished in marble, together with some
others undraped. Years ago we did justice to

the merits of these and other works without a

hope then of seeing them completed in marble,

and now we signalise these facts as evidence of

the advancement of public feeling towards an
appreciation of the highest order of the beautiful.

A statue of James, seventh Earl of Derby,
has been finished by W. C. Marshall. The
figure is eight feet high, and wall be cast in

bronze for the town of Bolton, where the earl

was beheaded during the contest between
Charles I. and the Parliament. There is a
colossal equestrian statue in progress by Foley,

that of Sir James Outram, to be finished in

bronze for India, but this and Foley’s other

works have so recently been described in

these pages, that it is not necessary again to

enumerate them. Woolncr’s statue of Lord
Macaulay, for Cambridge, is being worked in

marble. The great historian wears the gown of

a Master of Arts
;
he is seated in an attitude of

profound thought. If the features are pro-

nounced like those of Lord Macaulay, the artist

will have achieved a triumph, for he had nothing

to work from whereon he could rely. Woolner
is also engaged on a statue of Mr. Godley,

the founder of the Canterbury settlement in

New Zealand: this statue is eight feet in

height, and has been worked out entirely from
photographs. In the same studio there is an
admirable bust exemplifying all the solemn
grandeur of the best Hebrew type. It is that

of the late Sir David Sassoon, the Jewish
philanthropist of Bombay, and is the precursor

of a statue. Bell has finished the model of a

colossal Guardsman, apparently a replica of

one of those at the foot of Waterloo Place.

By the same artist there is also * The Octo-

roon,’ a statue of much beauty
;
and ‘ Early

Flowers,’ a marble statue of a child. Noble is

occupied on the model of an important work for

the Victoria Gardens at Bombay
;
the Queen as

seated on the throne, and in the act of opening
parliament. The figure is placed within a

Gothic niche of the most elaborate design,

ornamented with shields, mottoes, emblematical

flowers. The statue is colossal, and the height

of the whole will be thirty-five feet. The
work has been commissioned by the King of

Barroda. Noble is also busied with two statues

of the late Prince Consort, one for the vesti-

bule of the Town Hall of Leeds, and another

for Manchester
;
a statue for India of the late

wealthy Hindoo merchant, Juggonathjee Sun-
kerset; for Westminster Abbey a bust of Sir

James Outram, with a Beel and a Sikh as sup-

porters, on an elegant pedestal after a design by
G. G. Scott, the architect

;
for Dunrobin Castle

a statue of the late Duke of Sutherland, who,

having built the castle, is represented -with the

plan as a scroll in his hand; for the Assize

Courts of Manchester a statue of Mr. Forster,

late chairman of the Quarter Sessions; with

other monuments and several busts. Among
the subscription and public busts of eminent
persons, may be mentioned a bust of the late

Dr. Hugh Falconer, in the hands of J. Butler,

who is also engaged on two public busts for

Bristol, those of the founders of the Bristol

General Hospital, Mr. Thomas and Mr. Eton,

both members of the Society of Friends. In

the hands of Weekes are a bust of Sir Tatton

Sykes
;

also two of Messrs. Martin, for the

Town Hall of Reigate
;
and a recumbent monu-

ment in memory of the late Archbishop of

Canterbury, for Canterbury Cathedral. Any
attempt to mention even all the public busts

and monumental sculpture in progress, would

extend this article far beyond the due limit.

The account here given is only intended as a

summary of the munificent commissions which
now engage our sculptors. No living school

could at any period of its history point to such

an aggregate within a like term.

THE CASHMERE BASTION, DELHI.
SEPTEMBER 14, 1857.

FROM THE BAS-RELIEF BY J. H. FOLEY, R.A.

Oyer the pages that record the dark his-

tory of the Indian mutiny, there shines a
glory which throws lustre on the narrative

itself, while intensifying the depths of its

shadows. In the roll of noble soldiers con-

spicuous for their achievements during this

crisis stands the name of Brigadier-General
Nicholson, who fell, mortally wounded, in

the streets of Delhi, after the storming and
capture of the Cashmere bastion. He was
an Irishman by birth, and at the period of

his death had only reached the age of

thirty-five years, after having, by his great

ability and gallantry, risen rapidly to the

rank he then held. On the 8th of June,

1857, Sir Henry Barnard arrived before the

city, and besieged it with a comparatively
small British force

;
on the 5th of July fol-

lowing he died, and was succeeded in the

command by Sir Archdale Wilson. On the

Sth of August Nicholson joined the be-
siegers with a reinforcement, consisting of

the advanced guard of a brigade, organised

under his command in the Punjaub, and
which had rendered important services in

that region. After intercepting, on the

25th of the month, and completely defeat-

ing, ten miles from Delhi, a large force of

rebels, Nicholson was placed at the head of

the first assaulting column on the memo-
rable 14th of September

;
the orders given

to him were “ to assault the main breach
and scale the face of the Cashmere bastion.”

Having accomplished this, Nicholson led

his men along a narrow lane against the
Lahore gate, which had defied all the efforts

of the besiegers
;
the lane was swept by the

grape and musketry of the enemy, and the

brave young officer fell desperatelywounded.
“The grief and rage of his soldiers,” says

an historian of the war, “ were unbounded.”
He died soon after.

Such is a brief outline of the history con-

nected with tho engraving from Foley’s

masterly bas-relief, which forms part of the

monument erected in Lisburn Cathedral,

county ofAntrim, in memory ofthe dead war-
rior. In compliance with the expressed wish
of some of Nicholson’s relatives, the sculp-

tor has excluded from his design all repre-

sentation of the general’s appearance on the

scene. The spectator must imagine him
behind the parapet, leading the troops

under his command. Of the three foremost

men in tho composition, two belong to the

Fusilier Guards, and the other to the 75th

Regiment, of which Nicholson was colonel.

Tho group of slain is composed of a Brahmin,
aHindoo, aMussulman, and a British officer.

To the extreme left is a private of the 75th,

who has struck down a Sepoy, but being
himself wounded and unable to join his

comrades in the attack, is cheering them on
to victory, already signalised by the British

flag planted on the wall. On the scaling

ladder below that by which Nicholson
entered the breach, is one of the men be-
longing to the reinforcements. The church
in the background is the English church of

St. Paul. The mass of smoke on the left is

supposed to arise from guns fired behind
the fortifications.

A sculptured work so necessarily natural-

istic as this, offers many great difficulties to

the artist; but Foley here shows himself
able to treat it as successfully as he has
treated those ideal and portrait statues

which have placed him among the first

sculptors of the age.
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OBITUARY.

ALEXANDER FRASER, A.R.S.A.

This painter, one of the founders of the

Royal Scottish Academy, and the oldest

associate member of that institution, died at

his residence atWood Green, on the loth of

February, at the advanced age of seventy -

eight. He was born at Edinburgh in 1786,

and studied at the Trustees Academy with
Wilkie (inwhose studio he afterwardsworked
many years), Allan, J. Watson Gordon,

and others. During the last forty years,

at least, of his life, the connection of Mr.
Eraser with the Royal Scottish Academy
could have been little more than nominal,

for he was all this time resident in London,
or the neighbourhood, and exhibited at our
Royal Academy. When ho first came
southwards wo know not, but in 1825 we
find him contributing to the exhibition then
held at Somerset House; he might have
done so even earlier, but we have not cata-

logues at hand to inform us. His earlier

pictures were coast scenes. He then turned
to humorous subjects, such, for example,
as ‘ The Blackbird and his Tutor,’ ‘ A Cob-
bler at Lunch,’ ‘Tapping the Ale-barrel,’
‘ The Village Sign Painter.’ At a later

date he painted pictures from Scott’s novels,

and other incidents of Scottish life and cha-

racter. Among these may be mentioned
‘A Scene at Newhaven, near Edinburgh,’ ‘ A
Scottish Dinner,’* Scene from the “ Heart of

Mid Lothian,” ’
‘ SirWalter Scott in his early

Days dining with one of the Blue-gown
Beggars of Edinburgh.’
Mr. Fraser’s last appearance as an exhi-

bitor at the Royal Academy was in 1848.

He was a careful, rather than a vigorous

painter, yet his works have the stamp of

truth on them.

MR. JAMES LEAKEY.

Few, even of our professional readers, will,

we apprehend, recognise the name of James
Leakey in the ranks of contemporaneous
artists ;

and the reason is, that he had
long since retired from the practice of Art.

It seems strange to hear of one but recently

taken from us, who, in all probability, would
have entered the studio of Sir Joshua Rey-
nolds, if the death of the latter had not
occurred to prevent it.

Mr. Leakey, who died at Exeter, his

native place, towards the end of February,
had reached the advanced age of ninety

years. According to a local paper that has

reached us, he enjoyed the acquaintance of

Lawrence, Constable, Wilkie, Callcott, and
other distinguished painters of that period,

among whom ho was particularly known
for his “interiors” and groups of rustic

figures. Lawrence once introduced him to

a company of celebrities as “ the English
Wouvermanns,” his works bearing con-
siderable resemblance in style and colour-

ing to those of the great Dutch artist. He
also obtained high repute by his portraits

and miniatures in oil, to which he more
especially devoted himself. Letters from
the then Sir Thomas Baring are still extant,
mentioning a commission to Mr. Leakey in
the year 1809, to paint, for five hundred
guineas each, two pictures of subjects

similar to those exhibited that year at the
Gallery of the Royal Academy in Somerset
House. The artist was, however, two busy
at that time to undertake the works, though
he painted a group of portraits of the
Baring family about the same period.

His pictures were well known and highly
appreciated in the western counties of Eng-
land; and they received most favourable

notice from the critics of his day.

MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.

The Royal Academy have elected J. F.
Lewis, Esq., in the room of David Roberts,

as a member of their body. There can be
no question as to the right of the distin-

guished painter to that prominent position

in his profession
; but it is to be regretted

the honour was not conferred upon him at

an earlier period of his life. It cannot
be expected that an artist born nearly
sixty years ago can create works such as

he produced in his prime. Judgment may
ripen with years, but power must diminish
with age. The distinction to which this

accomplished painter has been raised must
be regarded as less a gain for the future

than a recompense for the past; it is a re-

compense to which ho is eminently en-
titled. The only artist who went to the
ballot with him was Mr. Richmond. We
confess it is not encouraging to find of the
two whom the Academy delights to honour,

one who may be expected to repose on his

laurels, and another who holds but second-
ary rank as a portrait painter—“in oils,”

that is to say—for undoubtedly in drawing
portraits no painter, living or dead, has sur-

passed Mr. Richmond.
Royal Scottish Academy.—Mr. Waller

H. Paton, associate of this institution, has
been elected member—supplying the va-
cancy occasioned by the death of Sir John
Watson Gordon, P.R.S.A. Mr. Waller
Paton is a first-class landscape painter, and
younger brother of J. Noel Paton, R.S.A.
SocietyofPaintersinWater-Colours.
—Messrs. J. D. Watson and F. L. Shields

have been elected associate members of this

institution . These artists are figure painters

;

the former has for some time been favour-
ably known by his admirable drawings on
wood for book illustrations.

Artists’ General Benevolent Insti-
tution.—The annual meeting of this insti-

tution was held at the rooms of the Arundel
Society on the 28th of February. The
report of the past year states the total net
income to have been £2,029 18s. 1 d., of

which sum £1,227 14s. 6d. was received at

the annual dinner, when the Bishop of Ox-
ford presided. This liberal subscription is

the highest recorded in the history of tho
institution. During the year seventy-five

applicants have been relieved with the sum
of £ 1,330, while within the fifty years of its

existence, £27,662 have been expended and
£18,695 funded. The “ Artists’ General
Benevolent” has a large claim on the sup-
port and sympathy of every one who feels

the least interest in Art—and how few are
there who do not ! This claim ought to

have additional weight with the public from
a knowledge that the funds of the charity

are wisely and equitably distributed, and at

a cost of only about five per cent, on the

total receipts.

Artists’ and Amateurs’ Conversa-
zione.—The second of these most agreeable

meetings of the present season took place

on the 2nd of March. There was, as usual,

a large muster of members of the society

and their friends, with, as it appeared to us,

a more than ordinary attractive collection

of paintings, drawings, and sketches. Con-
spicuous among the oil pictures was one of

Creswick’s richly wooded dells; ‘ The Mira-
culous Cruse of Oil,’ engraved last year in

the Art-Journal, and ‘ Secret Intelligence,’

both by W. J. Grant; some of F. Dillon’s

eastern scenes ;
‘ Aristocracy ’ and ‘ Demo-

cracy,’ by G. Lance, &c. &c. Mr. Quilter

contributed several beautiful drawings by
Turner, D. Cox, sen., and others. We no-
ticed also numerous specimens of this class

of works by C. Stanfield, R.A., D. Roberts,
R.A., F. Goodall, R.A., E. Duncan, G. P.
Hall, Collingwood Smith, W. Hunt, S.

Palmer, Walter Goodall, Briket Foster, and
many more. But among the drawings, none
attracted so much attention as Meissonnier’s
‘ Connoisseurs in a Painter’s Studio,’ a
wonderful little picture of a few inches in

dimension, belonging to Mr. White, the
dealer, who, it was stated in the room, asks
a fabulous price for it. The portfolios of
sketches in the room were greatly in demand,
especially those of W. Bennett, Collingwood
Smith, and T. J. Soper. This last-named
artist, by the way, appears to have much
improved of late, both in colour and freedom
of pencil.

The Amateur Photographic Asso-
ciation had a very brilliant conversazione

at tho close of March
;

it was held in the
house of Arthur James Melhuish, Esq., the
Hon. Sec., in York Place. Upwards of
foui1 hundred invited guests were present,

Has Royal Highness the Prince of Wales,
its president, having visited tho exhibition
during the morning. That exhibition con-
sisted of several hundred works, tho pro-
ductions and contributions of members

;

to many of them “prizes” having been
awarded. The association includes the
names of nearly all the leading amateur
photographers in England

; their works, as
may be supposed, are of great merit, for

they are “labours of love,” and their pro-
ducers have grudged neither time nor
money to bring satisfactory results of travel

and study.

David Roberts’ Collection of Pic-
tures, Drawings, and Sketches.—Early
in April this collection will be sold by
Messrs. Christie and Manson. It contains
upwards of a thousand examples of the
genius of the great painter

; but those who
appreciate and desire to possess a specimen
of his Art, and .who have the means to

acquire it, are at least ten for every draw-
ing. There will no doubt be a “sharp”
competition on the day of sale

;
for there

will never again be such an opportunity for
adorning the walls, or enriching the port-
folios of Art-lovers. A time will certainly
come when even a single specimen will be
considered a treasure.

Mr. Cox’s Pictures.—This' large collec-

tion of old and recent pictures contains
many that suggest remembrance of certain
of the most eminent names which grace the
history of our Art, as Turner, Callcott,

Hogarth, Richard Wilson, Old Crome, Bon-
nington, Muller, the elder Danby, Collins,

Etty, &c. The catalogue of the ancient
pictures cannot be referred to in a notice
necessarily limited to little more than a
paragraph, and intended only to call atten-
tion to works beautiful as paintings and
memorable from association. That by
Turner is the inimitable moonlight view
on the Wye, so long in the possession of
the late Mr. Chalon, R.A. It was engraved,
we believe, in mezzotinto, while in his pos-
session. By Hogarth, there is Sir James
Thornhill’s academy, a curious and well-
known picture. The gold and silver of
Bonnington’s small pictures outshine the
vulgar lustre of these common metals. It
is an enviable power, that of representing
so much value on so small a surface. The
examples of Callcott are. principally small,
and more or less capricious, as we find
him now listening to the precepts of Poussin,
now sitting at the feet of Albert Cuyp,
though everywhere with more of the gravity
of the former than the playfulness of the
latter. ‘Dedham Lock’ recalls at once
John Constable to mind. The picture hangs
high. It is signalised by what his admirers

2 K
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fondly term the “ dasli ” of the painter, but
what may be better described as minute
and anxious finish. That by Wilson is

‘ The Bridge of Bimini,’ very like a Wil-
sonised English landscape. That whereby
Miiller is represented is an Italian view, in
which the painter seems to have deemed it

necessary to compliment Claude by work-
ing as nearly up to his standard as possible,

and he has thus recorded his homage to the
great painter. To do justice to this col-

lection, a future recurrence to it will be
necessary.
Mu. B. J. Lane, A.B.A., has been ap-

pointed to establish and conduct at South
Kensington a class for the study of etching
on copper, a duty for which no artist of our
time is more perfectly qualified. Thus we
may hope to see hereafter this fascinating
art more commonly employed for book
illustration than it is. It may also be
hoped that some of the students of etching
may proceed thence to line engraving, which
is likely to become obsolete among us, as
few of the professors of line engraving are
now instructing pupils.

The Dublin International Exhibi-
tion.—We shall, next month, give en-
gravings of the exterior and interior of the
building in Dublin, to be “ opened ” on the
9th of May, by their Boyal Highnesses the
Prince and Princess of Wales. Arrange-
ments have so far progressed that an exhi-
bition of very great interest is made
certain, as regards pictures as well as
manufactured works. We grieve to say
that the principal Continental kingdom will

be represented better than England. The
truth is, that a large majority of our lead-
ing manufacturers have not recovered from
the indignation they felt at the treatment
to which they were subjected in 1862. The
evil hence arising has worked prejudicially

in Dublin, and the same influence will pre-
vail at Paris in 1867. When 1872 arrives,

memory may be less tenacious— a new
generation will have arisen

; but in 1865
the doleful experience of 1862 is felt disas-

trously in an attempt to rouse manufac-
turers into action.

Chinese Wonders.—A very curious,
interesting, and valuable collection ofworks,
the pioductions of the Celestial Empire, is

now in course of exhibition at the Crystal
Palace, under the superintendence of Mr.
B. Holt, of the “ French Court.” It was
opened too late in March for us to do
more than notice it. The works are, we
believe, chiefly those that were “looted”
when the emperor’s palace was sacked; and
the lucky proprietor of the treasures is a
Captain de Negroni, of the French army,
The announcement states that the value of
the collection is £300,000.
The National Blfle Association hav-

ing arranged to commission a commemora-
tive “piece of plate,” designs were directed
to be submitted by several selected gold-
smiths. Models and drawings were accor-
dingly presented by Messrs. Elkington,
Hunt and Boskell, Howell and James,
Phillips Brothers, Ortner, and others

; and
a committee having been appointed, the
leading members of which were Eastlake,
Maclise, Foley, and Bedgrave, the three
chosen were all the offerings of Messrs.
Elkington, the work of their principal
artist, M. Willms. : It is not flattering to
our national vanity to find a foreigner thus
taking all the honours; but the decision
was entirely just. There can be no question
that the productions of M. Willms were by
much the best. He had, certainly, a great
advantage over his competitors. While
theirs were, in all instances, drawings,
two of his works were elaborate and highly

finished models in clay. Our examination
of the series was limited. When we re-

visited Willis's Booms, where they were
exhibited, they were gone. We saw enough,
however, to be able to congratulate the
associated members of the rifle corps on
the surety that they will obtain a work of
the very highest order of Art.

Schools of Art.—The new minute of
the Department of Science and Art was laid

on the table of the House of Commons on
the loth February. It is a veiy singular
document—ungenerous to the schools, un-
fair to the masters, and little less than
insulting to the Select Committee. All re-

commendations made in the committee’s
report for the liberal and simple treatment
of the schools have been refused, while all

the recommendations to cut off various
sources of aid have been accepted. The
schools are, therefore, in a worse position

than before their appeal to Parliament, not,

however, from their not having a good
ground of complaint, but from the de-
termination of the authorities at South
Kensington to reject all advice and infor-

mation respecting these wretchedly mis-
managed institutions. The only good point
in the new minute is the separation of the
parochial teaching in poor schools, which
was only a disagreeable and useless duty im-
posed on the masters of Art-schools—one
kept up solely for the purpose of helping to

show that a vast number of thousands of Art-
studentswere receiving instruction through-
out the country. It was always such a
manifest imposition that we hail its death
with unmitigated satisfaction. We hope to

return to the subject at an early opportu-
nity.

Testimonial to Sir Bowland Hill.

—

The merchants and other inhabitants of

Liverpool, to mark their sense of this

gentleman’s services in the Post-Office de-
partment, subscribed for a testimonial,

leaving him to select the form which would
be most agreeable to his wishes. Sir Bow-
land accordingly chose three pictures by
C. Stanfield, T. Creswick, and E. W. Cooke
respectively. These works have recently
been presented to him by a deputation from
the subscribers.

Mr. F. M. Brown’s exhibition of his own
works was opened too late last month for

us to notice it at any length in the present
number. It must now suffice to say that it

will well repay a visit.

Notice to Quit has been formally given
to the Boyal Academy. The position they
will take, and the circumstances under
which “arrangements” will be made, are

to be determined hereafter. No doubt
Parliament will give to the Boyal Academy
that to which they have a just right—the

equitable value of the privilege of which
their removal deprives them. To do less

would be an injustice. But no doubt more
than that will be tendered, and, we trust,

accepted; for the “more” will be accom-
panied by certain reforms which public

opinion demands, and the interests of Art
require. It is all but certain that the

Academy will be made content, and the

country satisfied, by the changes that wiU
be commenced forthwith.

Photographic Portraits.—We have
before us a number of carte-de-vis ite portraits

taken by Mr. Slingsby, of Lincoln, which
seem of especial excellence, and are evidently

the result of great knowledge of the resources

and capabilities of the art, and of considerable

experience in its practice. These portraits,

especially those ofsome ladies, are peculiarly

delicate in tone, truthful in expression, and
graceful in pose. Some “ cameo ” portraits,

by the same artist, are perfect gems.

A New Magazine will be issued on the
1st of May, under auspices that seem to
insure success. It will appear twice in the
month, and be entitled ‘ 1 The Fortnightly
Beview.” The model taken is the Revue
des Deux Mondes. On the plan of this

renowned work it will be published
; that

is to say, by obtaining the co-operative aid

of the best writers upon subjects infinitely

varied, letting each speak for himself, giv-
ing the broadest latitude to opinions with-
out restriction, having consideration only
to the ability with which they are put
forth. Consequently the new Beview will

have no bias, political, scientific, literary,

or artistic. Its conductors, understood to

be two of our most popular authors, will

thus leave ever}’ writer free, and his readers

to form their own conclusions of assent or
dissent. Obviously, therefore, the list of

contributors will comprise persons of all

parties and of opposite views. It is scarcely

too much to say that all the genius of the
country will be, in accordance with this

judicious and origvnxd plan, enlisted in the
public service. Success will entirely depend
on the actual merit and value of the work :

cheap things for the masses are plenty
enough; it remains to be seen whether
there is not a space for that which is entirely

and altogether good—up to, and not under,
the intelligence of the age. There can, we
think, be no doubt on that head, or that we
are safe in auguring large prosperity for

this novel and important undertaking.
Medallion Portrait of the Poet

Laureate, by Woolner.—Their beautiful

popular volume of selections from the
poems of Tennyson, has very naturally led
the publishers, the Messrs. Moxon, to pro-
duce, also under strictly popular conditions,

a portrait of the poet himself, which is a
work of Art of the highest order. And the
idea of such a portrait of the most popular
living poet, having been most happily con-
ceived, has been realised in a form which
commands our cordial admiration. The
portrait is a medallion in high relief, and
Mr. Woolner, working with his charac-
teristic conscientiousness, and animated
also by the warmest sympathy with his

work, has produced a portrait of his friend

that is a true poem in sculpture. The like-

ness is all that can be desired, and it is a
true likeness, not merely of the features of

Tennyson, but of Tennyson himself. The
mind of the poet shines through the physical

lineaments of the man, so that this medal-
lion portrait, while in every minutest detail

it bears the impress of thoughtful and
laborious study, as a whole, is rather a
felicitous inspiration than a successful

effort. A true poet himself, the sculptor
has shown that in a medallion head of
Alfred Tennyson he could give a faithful

portrait of the author of the “ Idylls of the
King.” The original of this remarkable
work has been reproduced for publication,

either bronzed or plated in oxydised silver,

and every copy will undergo the personal
examination of the sculptor himself, before
it is permitted topass through the publisher’s

hands. We have carefully examined a
numerous series of these reproductions, and
we have much pleasure in pronouncing
them to be as faithful to the original work
by Mr. Woolner, as that original work is

distinguished for its fidelity as a portrait of
the Poet Laureate.
SouthKensingtonMuseum.—TheLords

of the Committee of the Council of Educa-
tion have issued a minute expressing their

desire to obtain a design for the decoration

of one of the large lunettes at the north
end of the south court of this edifice. The
subject is to be a life-size illustration of
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workmanship in any decorative Art or

manufacture. Three artists will be invited

to make a suitable design, for each of which
the Department will pay £50 ;

but any
artist of any country can compete if ho

thinks fit to do so ;
and two sums of £50

and £25 will be paid respectively to the

two artists, not invited, whose designs are

selected. The design ultimately adopted

will be enlarged by students for execution

in mosaic, life-size ;
and the artist whose

design is chosen for execution will be

required to superintend the enlargement of

the work, and to approve it : for this super-

vision he will receive a further payment of

£50. The designs are to be sent in, distin-

guished by a cypher, on or before the 15th

of June, and they will be publicly exhibited.

Industrial Exhibitions.—A. bill, pre-

pared and brought in by Mr. Dodson, Mi-.

Milner Gibson, and the Attorney-General,

is before parliament, having for its object

the protection of inventions and designs

exhibited at industrial exhibitions through-
out the United Kingdom. It provides that

the Board of Trade may grant permission,

as it seems fit, to any persons desirous of

holding such an exhibition
;
that the exhi-

bition of new inventions shall not prejudice

patent rights; and that the exhibition of

designs shall not prejudice registration.

The bill is entitled the “ Industrial Exhibi-
tions Act.”
Mdlle. Eosa Bonheur.—The Athenceum

has given publicity to the following story

respecting this distinguished artist. In
I860 a collector commissioned the lady to

paint for him a picture, the value of which
was to range between 8,000 and 10,000

francs. As the work was not forthcoming,

the collector instituted proceedings in the

law court of Versailles to compel perform-

ance of the contract, or payment of 15,000

francs as damages. No time, it is said,

was specified for the delivery of the picture,

but the court decided that the artist was
bound to fulfil her engagement, and that

it—the tribunal—was competent to fix a
time for its completion. Mdlle. Eosa Bon-
heur was thereupon ordered to deliver her
work within six weeks from the date of the

judgment, and, at the expiration of that

time, to pay twenty francs a day for every

day’s delay within three months. •' If the

contract is not fulfilled within the last-

mentioned extended period, further pro-

ceedings are to be taken. Our contemporary
asks, “Why not appeal to a Parisian tri-

bunal against this ridiculous judgment of a
provincial court ?” But whether the judg-
ment be ridiculous or not, he will, we should
think

,
acknowledge that four or, perhaps,

five years are amply sufficient for the com-
pletion of such a work as the one in ques-

tion may be presumed to be ;
and, therefore,

if the artist has not been prevented by ill

health, or some other valid reason, from
fulfilling her engagement, it should, ere

this, have been honourably carried out.

Irish Bog Oak.

—

In our article on this

subject, we described one of the most emi-
nent of its manufacturers, Mr. Cornelius
Goggin, as “the successor and son-in-law
of a Mrs. Connell.” We desire to correct

the error : Mr. Goggin stands in that rela-

tionship to Mr. John Neate, who, in Kil-
lamey, so far back as the year 1820, manu-
factured objects from Bog-wood, and was
certainly among the earliest to profess it,

if he did not actually originate the trade.

Mr. Goggin now carries it on—in Nassau
Street, Dublin—with very great credit and
corresponding success. He is surpassed by
none of his now numerous competitors in

the merit of his very varied productions.

EEVIEWS.

The Lite of Thorwaldsen. Collected from
the Danish of J. M. Thiele, by the Rev.

M. R. Barnard, B.A., Author of “ Sport

in Norway, and where to get it;” late

Chaplain to the British Consulate, Chris-

tiana, Norway. Published by Chapman
and Hall, London.

In a very recent number of our publication,

when noticing Mr. Perkins’s “Tuscan Sculp-

tors,” it was remarked that the lives of sculptors

had received comparatively little attention at

the hands of biographical writers, although, as

a rule, these artists would certainly supply

materials no less ample and interesting than
painters. By degrees, however, the void seems
likely to be filled in some way or other, for we
have now before us a brief history of the great

Danish sculptor, whose reputation is unsur-

passed by that of any artist of modem times.

The reverend gentleman who has undertaken

the task has not done enough to satisfy the

earnest inquirer, but yet sufficient to demand
our thanks and to make us wish he had said

more. As a sketch of Thorwaldscn’s outer life

the book is most acceptable, but Mr. Barnard is

evidently neither a connoisseur nor an Art-

critic, or he would have enlarged more than he
has done upon the inner or working life of the

sculptor, whom we desire to meet in the studio,

surrounded by his models, his drawings, and
masses of clay, rather than in the company of

the Roman aristocracy or English visitors.

Looking at Thorwaldsen’s early years, and
his disinclination at that time to follow the pro-

fession for which nature had specially marked
him out, a wondrous change must have passed

over both mind and habits to enable him even

to set out on the path which ultimately placed

him on a pinnacle of glory. Not until he had
passed the age of thirty-tive did he even know
his own language so as to be able to read and
write it with tolerable correctness. The son of

a wood-carver, who earned a precarious liveli-

hood by sculpturing ornamental work and queer

figures for the shipbuilders in the dockyards of

Copenhagen, and who spent no little of his

earnings in drink whenever he had the oppor-

tunity, the example of homo was unpromising
enough for the son’s future. At the age of

eleven his father, fancying perhaps that what
the boy might learn would enable him to assist

in his wood-carving, allowed him to enter the

school of the Copenhagen Academy of Arts

;

five years afterwards he gained the small silver

medal for modelling, four years later the small

gold medal, and in two years from the latter

award, that is, in 1793, the great gold medal for

a bas-relief of * Peter healing the Lame Man.’

This entitled him to the benefit of a travelling

stipend for three years to study in Rome or

elsewhere
;
but he appears to have been indif-

ferent to leave his country, and employed him-
self in painting portraits, in carving frames for

looking-glasses, and in executing vignettes for

booksellers
;
in short, doing almost anything but

the right thing, though, through the influence

of one of the academy professors, Abilgaard,

who took much interest in him, the youth got

occasional employment in modelling bas-reliefs

and statues for the new palace. In 1796, how-
ever, Thorwaldsen, then twenty-six years of

age, started for Rome, having permission of the

government to occupy a berth in a royal frigate

bound for the Mediterranean. The vessel was
commanded by a Captain Fisher, who invited

him frequently to his house before sailing, and,

with his wife, showed him much kindness.

Thorwaldsen appears to have taken no trouble

during the voyage to prepare himself for the

work expected of him, but passed the whole of

his time, says Mr. Barnard, “ in extreme idle-

ness, devoting all his thoughts to eating and
drinking, smoking and sleeping.” Four months
after leaving Copenhagen, Captain Fisher says,

in a letter to his wife :
—“ Thorwaldsen is still

here, but at length talks about going to Rome.
Heaven only knows how he will get on there !

He is so desperately idle that he has never even
cared about writing a letter to his friends all

the time he has been on board, nor evinced any

desire to learn the language. He seems only

to think about what there is to be for dinner,

and to look after cakes. But everybody on
board loves him

;
he is such a good-natured

fellow.” And again, when writing to his wife

in March, 1797, long after ho had lost sight of

his young friend, Captain Fisher says,—“Thor-
waldsen is now in Rome. God be with him!
He is a good fellow, but an idle dog.”

Forty-one years Thorwaldsen passed in this

famous city; that he was no idler there the

world—at least that portion of it which takes

any interest in modem sculpture—knows full

well. Mr. Barnard gives a chronological cata-

logue of all the sculptor's works between the

years 1789 and 1844. In that which preceded

his retirement from Rome, namely, in 1837, he

is stated to have executed no fewer than sixty-

nine sculptures, all of which, with the exception

of a monument to Goethe and a statue "l a

dancing-girl, were bas-reliefs. His reception at

Copenhagen, when he returned to his native

place in 1838, was a perfect ovation, the people

taking the horses out of the carriage and drag-

ging it triumphantly to his residence at Char-

lottenburg
;
nor wovild they be satisfied till he

had shown himself once more on the balcony

outside. Thorwaldsen, alluding afterwards to

this latter exhibition of himself, remarked, “ it

was just like the pope distributing his blessing.”

Though he had now reached the age of sixty-

eight, each succeeding year added greatly to

the number of his works. On the 24th of March,

1843, he visited the theatre, took his seat in his

box, and within a few minutes was carried out

again a lifeless corpse. And as only a few

short years previously the whole city went
forth to meet and welcome their great country-

man, so now he was honoured in his death.

Night and day, as the body lay in state in the

large room of the Academy, surrounded by his

immortal works, bands of artists kept, watch

and ward by the bier, and chanted their fare-

well hymn as the coffin-lid was closed down.

On it was placed his chisel, encirled with a

wreath of palms and evergreens, while at the

head was laid a garland of flowers, woven by
the hands of the Danish Queen. And thus the

venerable artist was borne to his grave through

dense masses of silent and sad spectators,

numbers of whom, as the procession passed

along, flung down beautiful flowers from the

open windows on the coffin. On entering the

church, tho King and the Crown Prince of

Denmark placed themselves at the head of the

procession, and led the way through the nave

up to the choir. Thorwaldsen was no unworthy
recipient of such honours.

Admitting to their fullest extent all the

shortcomings of Mr. Barnard’s biograph)'-, we
are, as was stated at the commencement of our

remarks, grateful for what he has told us of the

life of this distinguished sculptor.

Decorative Furniture: a Series of Original

Designs. Designed and Drawn on Stone

by Lorenzo Booth. Published by Houl-
ston and Wright, London.

The design and execution of a work of any
kind on which both the head and the hand are

employed, require powers of two distinct kinds,

and. these are frequently not combined in one

individual. It is especially the case with pro-

ductions of industrial Art. The most skilful

artisan is rarely a designer : he must look to

another for the invention which, when placed

before him, he will in all probability caiTy out

to perfection. Neither, oftentimes, is his em-

ployer able to supply him with the requisite

models originating with himself, but he pro-

cures them from other sources. Hence the

value of having always at hand what will more
or less meet his necessities. Such

,

a book of

reference and guidance for one especial depart-

ment of manufacturing and decorative Art is

Mr. Booth’s series of Designs for Furniture and

Upholstery work of every description,, arranged

for the hall, the dining-room, the drawing-room,

bed-chamber, boudoir, and library. Under these

divisions collectively will be found nearly three

hundred drawings of objects adapted either to

the most sumptuously furnished mansion, or to
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the family residence of the middle classes of
society.

It must not, however, be supposed that these
designs should in every instance be carried out
in their integrity. There are some among them
that would require considerable alteration or
modification, as the writer of a treatise on the
subject, which appears in the volume, points
out. A designer does not always see the effect
of his own work, nor does he always know what
the manufacturer can or cannot do. The latter,
however, may use at his discretion Mr. Booth’s
well-executed designs, which, at least, will be
found a valuable book of suggestions, one es-
pecially of service in provincial towns, where
clover designers are scarce “ commodities.” We
notice it is especially “rich” in looking-glass
frames, many of them very elegant. The draw-
ings of drapery-hangings are also numerous,
and display great taste.

Parables from Nature. By Mrs. Alfred
Gatty. Third and Fourth Series. Pub-
lished by Bell and Daldy, London.

The public has long since set its seal of appro-
bation on the former series of Mrs. Gatty’s
“ Parables from Nature,” and those which now
appear will certainly meet with a similar mark of
commendation. Some of them, if we are not
mistaken, we have seen in another form than
that in which they arc presented in the elegant
little volume sent out by the publishers. Mrs.
Gatty’s “ Parables ” arc not intended for the
use of children. The lessons they teach are not
adapted to the understanding of the very young

;

it would be to place before them pearls of great
price, but of whose beauty and value they could
form no adequate conception. Only when the
child has reached a thinking [age, when it gets
an insight into the workings of its own heart,
and has some knowledge of the world of nature,
can the truths of these exquisitely-written stories
find an entrance into the mind. Adopting as
the groundwork of her similitudes some of the
ordinary objects or scenes of nature, the author
weaves them into a narrative conveying the
noblest of moral precepts, or the sublimest veri-
ties of religion. As an example of the former
may be instanced the “ purposeless life ” in the
parable .“ Whereunto ? ”—of the latter, “The
Master of the Harvest,” and “The Deliverer.”
But there is not one which is not a lesson worthy
to be learned and digested by old and young

:

all are great truths conveyed in the most win-
ning form, and in language at once simple and
eloquent. The book, which has numerous illus-

trations, transcends a whole library of ghost
stories and fairy tales, such as are often placed
in the hands of young people as books of in-
struction.

The Gentleman’s House
;

or, How to Plan
English Residences, from the Parsonage to
the Palace

;
with Tables of Accommodation

and Cost, and a Series of Selected Plans.
By Robert Iveuk, F.R.I.B.A., Architect;
Professor of the Arts of Construction in
King’s College, London. Published by John
Murray, London.

With a constantly increasing population, and a
corresponding accumulation of wealth in the
hands of individuals, there has ofnecessitysprung
up of late years no small amount of work for
the architect and the builder, especially in the
vicinity of those localities whence the riches
have been drawn. This seems to justify, in a
great degree, the appearance of a volume of
nearly five hundred pages, with innumerable
plans, &c., devoted to the question of domestic
architecture, as suited to the requirements of a
class of persons who desire to build, and have
the means of doing so, in greater or less propor-
tions, but yet of an order suited to those who
can afford to keep an “ establishment.” Mr.
Kerr’s well-timed book is addressed to the man
of money.
The subject is treated so fully and compre-

hensively, and, moreover, can be so much more
appropriately discussed in publications of which
the art of building is the speciality than in our
own, that we can only direct attention to the
work as one which, from the close examination

given to it, we can conscientiously recommend
to the study of all who seek for advice and in-
formation on a matter that, if they intend to
build, requires the utmost consideration with
regard to personal and relative comfort, not less

than to cost.

Walks and Talks about London. By John
Timbs, F.S.A., Author of “ Curiosities of
London.” Published by Lockwood & Co.,
London.

Were we strangers to London, and desirous of
“lionising” the vast area of the metropolis in
all its “ ins and outs,” we would certainly select
Mr. Timbs as our cicerone; his head is biimfull
of its stories and history, and he has such a
pleasant way of telling what he knows, that we
should endeavour to secure his services at any
price within the range of our means. One
would suppose ho had been living here for the
last two centuries, and knew every house in
which everybody with a name lived, and had
made the acquaintance of its tenants. And
now, as he strolls, in this book, from one end of
London to the other, from west, to east, from
north to south, the reader who accompanies him
will listen to a most agreeable medley of per-
sons, places, and events, which will both add to
his topographical information and introduce
him to people whose lives make up a portion of
the history of our country : he will ascertain,
too, in some measure, what has been gained or
lost by the wonderful changes that have taken
place within the last half century, and which
are still being made within this enormous cir-

cuit of human habitations.

Familiar Words. By J. Hain Friswell. Pub-
lished by Sampson, Low, & Co.

There are few writers or readers who are able
immediately to recall with certainty the precise
words of a favourite quotation, while they are
frequently “puzzled” to know the authority
from which they desire to quote. This “ full

”

volume supplies them with many thousand
passages from the poets, and several from Holy
Writ, such as are constantly in memory, and
in continual use. It is a work of great labour,
for which all who write or read should be
grateful. A sentence is found in a moment

;

for it is only requisite to call to mind a leading
word, and to turn to the copious index, or
under the alphabetic heading, for a guide. A
few errors, no doubt, occur. It is, however,
absolutely wonderful that they are so few. A
carping critic, anxious to overlook merit and to

i

search out a wrong, may certainly cavil here and
!

there at a mistake—typographic : that has beep
done, little to the credit of the finder

;
but W6

believe there has never been a volume, of such
a class, comprising so much, where the editor
has manifested so large an acquaintance with

j

authors—whose faults have been so limited or so
easily pardoned. The book is an invaluable
aid to the library, and should be always near
the hand of those whose business it is either to
think, to write, or to speak.

How we Spent the Summer; or, a “Voyage
in Zigzay ” in Switzerland and Tyrol 'with
some Members of the Alpine Club, from
the Sketch-book of One of the Party. Pub-
lished by Longman & Co., London.

The words “ Second Edition ” on the cover of
this artistic jeu d’esprit necessarily denotes a
previous appearance of the work, though of this

we have no recollection. It consists of a series

of outline sketches of the travellers during their
excursion, of the places they visited, and of
sundry adventures encountered, the pictures
being connected together on each page by a
land of running descriptive commentary of a
humorous kind. Much cannot be said in praise
of the sketches, which are everywhere weak as

drawings, and often pointless, while there are
some so slight and insignificant as to be scarcely
intelligible

;
still the book is amusing as far as

it goes. The idea is not novel
;

it has been
before carried out—and in a far better manner—in a work published a few years ago, the title

of which we do not at the moment remember.

Records of 1864, by Edward West. Published
at 18, Newgate Street.

This is an “annual.” Year after year the
writer issues a little volume of poems, each
commemorative of some leading event that has
occurred during the year passed. The book
under notice begins with the birth of an heir to
the Prince of Wales, and ends with the vanish-
ing of the Great Exhibition Building. The
themes chosen are thus the best fitted for places
in memory . The poems are gracefully written

;

sometimes they rise far above mediocrity. They
are the productions of a mind generous and
refined, advocating right principles, and incul-
cating piety, virtue, and loyalty.

Crescent ! and Other Lyrics. By H. Chal-
mondeley Pennell, Author of “Puck on
Pegasus.” E. Moxon & Co., London.

The title of this book may not inaptly be applied—but without the interrogative—to the author’s
muse, which certainly grows, or increases, in
power. We may differ from the conclusions at
which he arrives in his principal poem that,
among us

“ Mind and Matter, dominant alike
Tower,’’

in comparison with the height they reached in
past generations, but wc must admit he puts
forth his opinion in bold, forcible language,
graced with many fine poetical thoughts. There
is a fashion with some writers to contend that
ours is a truly great age in all that constitutes a
nation’s real grandeur. The assertion is open to
argument, and if we had space to discuss it, we
might enter the lists with Mr. Pennell, though
without any desire to shake down one leaf of his
poetic chaplet. Among his other lyrics, “Fire !

”

descriptive of a vast conflagration' in London, is

most spirited, and may rank with his “Night
Mail, North,” in a former publication. The
“ Picture Gallery” is another short poem full of
tenderness and deep, earnest feeling; and the
“ Fiend in the Family,” rough and unrhythmical
as is the Norse metre in which it is sung, is
worth a volume of the soft sentimentalisms we
too often see embodied in verse.

The Domestic Service Guide. Published by
Lockwood & Co., London.

Wo could not presume to criticise the “ arts and
mysteries” discussed in this book, and therefore
handed it over to one far more competent than
ourselves to deal with so important a subject.
The verdict conveyed to us is one of unqualified
approval

;
it is a -volume, we are told, that ought

to be in every well-regulated household, as a
work of reference for all heads of families, and
for every man-servant and maid-servant

;
the

relative duties and occupations of each being
fully set forth, with proper directions for carrv-
ing out in the best manner every kind of do-
mestic service, both in-doors and out-of-doors.
As we glanced over the book, prior to submit-
ting it to our “ authority,” we noticed a large
amount of what appeared to be valuable infor-
mation on numerous matters indirectly asso-
ciated with the main subject.

Some Natural Types of Spiritual Things.
Illuminated by C. G. Blackmore. Printed
and Published by T. Harrild, London.

The “Spiritual Things” are texts of Scrip-
ture, the “ Natural Types” are floral emblems
suggested by the respective passages. Miss
Blackmore—we believe we are right in so desig-
nating the artist—deserves commendation for
the taste, skill, andjudgment which have directed
the selection and adaptation of both text and
ornament. Three or four of the pages are of
special excellence

; for example, “Be ye wise as
serpents,” &c., “The Lord shall guide thee
continually” &c., “All flesh is grass,” &c.,
“As one whom his mother comforteth,” &c.
The texts occupy the centre of the page, and
are surrounded by broad ornamental borders
containing the emblems, some of which are
associated with figures, or birds, &c. Mr. Har-
rild’ s name is new to us as a printer of chromo-
lithography, but his work here is quite up to
the mark. The little book is well got up.
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have been bound to the ups and downs of a
mill-wheel or of a, chariot-wheel.

That phrase, of “getting on,” so per-

petually on our lips (as indeed it should be),

do any of us take it to our hearts, and
seriously ask where we can get on to ? That
instinct of hurry has surely good grounds.

It is all very well for lazy and nervous
people (like myself for instance) to retreat

into tubs, and holes, and corners, any-
where out of the dust, and wonder within

ourselves, “what all the fuss can be
about ? ” Tho fussy people might have
the best of it, if they know their end.

Suppose they were to answer this March
or May morning thus :

—“Not bestir our-
selves, indeed ! and the spring sim up
these four hours !—and this first of May,
1865, never to come back again

;
and of

Firsts of May in perspective, supposing
ourselves to be ‘ nel mezzo del cammin,’
jierhaps some twenty or twenty-five to be,

not without presumption, hoped for, and
by no means calculated upon. Say, twenty
of them, with their following groups of

summer days
;
and though they may be

long, one cannot mako much moro than
sixteen hours a-piece out of them, poor
sleepy wretches that we are

;
for even if

we get up at four, we must go to bed while
the red yet stays from tho sunset : and half

the time we are awake, we must be lying

among haycocks, or playing at something,
if we are wise ;

not to speak of eating, and
previously earning whereof to eat, which
takes time : and then, how much of us and
of our day will be left for getting on ? Shall

we have a seventh, or even a tithe, of our
twenty-four hours ?—two hours andtwenty-
four minutes clear, a day, or, roughly, a
thousand hours a year, and (violently pre-

suming on fortune, as we said) twenty
years of working life : twenty thousand
hours to get on in, altogether ? Many men
would think it hard to be limited to an
utmost twenty thousand pounds for their

fortunes, but here is a sterner limitation

;

tho Pactolus of time, sand, and gold to-

gether, would, with such a fortune, count
us a pound an hour, through our real and
serviceable life. If this time capital would
reproduce itself ! and for our twenty thou-
sand hours we could get some rate of in-

terest, if well spent ? At all events, we will

do something with them; not lie moping
out of the way of the dust, as you do.”

A sufficient answer, indeed
;
yet, friends,

if you would malce a little less dust, per-

haps we should all see our way better.

But I am ready to take the road with you,
if you mean it so seriously—only let us
at least consider where we are now, at

starting.

Here, on a little spinning, askew-axised
thing we call a planet—(impertinently

enough, since we are far more planetary
ourselves). A round, rusty, rough little

metallic ball—veiy hard to live upon

;

most of it much too hot or too cold : a
couple of narrow habitable belts about it,

which, to wandering spirits, must look like

the places where it has got damp, and
green-mouldy, with accompanying small

activities of animal life in the midst of the

lichen. Explosive gases, seemingly, inside

it, and possibilities of very sudden dis-

persion.

This is where we are ; and round about
us, there seem to be moro of such balls,

variously heated and chilled, ringed and
mooned, moved, and comforted ; the whole
giddy group Of us forming an atom in a

milky mist, itself another atom in a shore-

less phosphorescent sea of such Yolvoces
and Medusae.
Whereupon, I presume, one would first

ask, have we any chance of getting off this

ball of ours, and getting on to one of those

finer ones ? "Wise people say we have, and
that it is very wicked to think otherwise. So
we will think no otherwise ; but, with their

permission, think nothing about the matter
now, since it is certain that the moro wo
make of our little rusty world, such as it

is, the more chance we have of being one
day promoted into a merrier one.

And even on this rusty and mouldy Earth,
there appear to be things which may be
seen with pleasure, and things which might
be done with advantage. The stones of it

have strange shapes
;

the plants and the

beasts of it strange ways. Its air is coin-

able into wonderful sounds ;
its light into

manifold colours : the trees of it bring forth

pippins, and the fields cheese (though both
of these may be, in a finer sense, “ to

come”). There are bright eyes upon it

which reflect the light of other eyes quite

singularly
; and foolish feelings to be

cherished upon it
;
and gladdenings of dust

by neighbour dust, not easily explained,

but pleasant, and which take time to win.

One would like to know something of all

this, I suppose?—to divide one’s score of

thousand hours as shrewdly as might be.

Ten minutes to every herb of tho field is

not much
;
yet we shall not know them all,

so, before the time comes to be made grass

of ourselves ! Half an hour for eveiy crys-

talline form of clay and flint, and we shall

be near the need of shaping tho grey flint

stone that is to weigh upon our feet. And
wo would fain dance a measure or two
before that cumber is laid upon them :

there having been hitherto much piping to

which we have not danced. And wo must
leave time for loving, if we are to take
Marmontel’s wise peasant’s word for it, “ 11

rCy a de Ion quo c’a / ” And if there should
be fighting to do also ? and weeping ? and
much burying ? truly, we had better mako
haste.

Which means, simply, that we must lose

neither strength nor moment. Hurry is

not haste
;
but economy is, and rightness

is. Whatever is rightly done stays with us,

to support another right beyond, or higher
up : whatever is wrongly done, vanishes ;

and
by the blank, betrays what we would have
built above. Wasting no word, no thought,

no doing, wo shall have speed enough
;
but

then there is that farther question, what
shall we do ?—what we are fittest (worthiest,

that is) to do, and what is best worth doing?
Not that word, “worthy,” both of the
man and the thing, for tho two dignities go
together. Is it worth the pains ? Are we
worth the task ? The dignity of a man
depends wholly upon this harmony. If

his task is above him, he will be undignified

in failure
;

if he is above it, ho will be un-
dignd in success. His own composure
and nobleness must be according to the
composure of his thought to his toil.

As I was dreaming over this, my eyes
fell by chance on a page of my favourite

thirteenth century psalter, just where
two dragons, one with red legs, and another
with green,—one with a blue tail on a
purple ground, and the other with a rosy
tail on a golden ground, follow the verse,
“ Quis ascendet in montem Domini,” and
begin the solemn “ Qui non accepit in vano
animam suam.” Who hath not lift up his

soul unto vanity, we have it; and tXafitv

tnl fiaraiif), the Greeks (not that I know
what that means accurately) : broadly, they
all mean, “who has not received nor given

his soul in vain,” this is the man who
can make haste, even up hill, the only
haste worth making; and it must be up
the right hill, too : not that Corinthian

THE CESTUS OF AGLAIA.

Chapter IV.

TT is a wild March day,—the 20th ; and
L very probably, due course of English
Spring will bring as wild a May-day by the

time this writing meets any one’s eyes
;
but

at all events, as yet the days are rough,
and as I look out of my fitfully lighted

window into the garden, everything seems
in a singular hurry. The dead leaves ; and
yonder two living ones, on the same stalk,

tumbling over and over each other on the

lawn, like a quaint mechanical toy
;
and

the fallen sticks from the rooks’ nests, and
the twisted straws out of the stable-yard

—

all going one way, in the hastiest manner

!

The pulfs of steam, moreover, which pass

under the wooded hills where what used to

be my sweetest field-walk ends now, pre-

maturely, in an abyss of blue clay; and
which signify, in their silvery expiring be-

tween the successive trunks of wintry trees,

that some human beings, thereabouts, are

in a hurry as well as the sticks and straws,

and, having fastened themselves to the tail

of a manageable breeze, are being blown
down to Folkstone.

In the general effect of these various
passages and passengers, as seen from my
quiet room, they look all very much alike.

One begins seriously to question with one-
self whether those passengers by the Folk-
stone train are in truth one whit more in a
hurry than the dead leaves. The difference

consists, of course, in the said passengers

knowing where they are going to, and why

;

and having resolved to go there—which,
indeed, as far as Folkstone, may, perhaps,

properly distinguish them from the leaves :

but will it distinguish them any farther?

Do many of them know what they are

going to Folkstone for ?—what they are

going anywhere for ? and where, at last, by
sum of all the days’ journeys, of which this

glittering transit is one, they are going
for peace ? For if they know not this,

certainly they are no more making haste
than the straws are. Perhaps swiftly going
the wrong way ; more likely going no way

—

any way, as the winds and their own wills,

wilder than the winds, dictate
;

to find

themselves at last at the end which would
have come to them quickly enough without
their seeking.

And, indeed, this is a very preliminary
question to all measurement of the rate of
going, this “where to?” or, even before
that, “ are we going on at all?”—“ getting
on ” (as the world says) on any road what-
ever? Most men’s eyes are so fixed on
the mere swirl of the wheel of their for-

tunes, and their souls so vexed at the re-

versed cadences of it, when they come, that
they forget to ask if the curve they have
been carried through on its circmnference
was circular or cycloidal

; whether they

2 L
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Acropolis, of which, I suppose, the white
spectre stood eighteen hundred feet high,

in Hades, for Sisyphus to roll his fantastic

stone up—image, himself, for ever of the
greater part of our wise mortal work.
Now all this time, whatever the reader

may think, I have never for a moment lost

sight of that original black line with which
is our own special business. The patience,

the speed, the dignity', wo can give to that,

the choice to be made of subject for it, are

the matters I want to get at. You think,

perhaps, that an engraver’s function is one
of no very high dignity ;—does not involve a
serious choice of work. Consider a little of

it. Here is a steel point, and ’tis like Job’s
“ iron pen ”—and you are going to cut into

steel with it, in a most deliberate way, as into

the rock for ever. And this scratch or in-

scription of yours will bo seen of a multi-
tude of eyes. It is not like a single picture or a
single wall painting

;
this multipHable work

will pass through thousand thousand hands,
strengthen and inform innumerable souls,

if it be worthy, vivify the folly of thousands
if unworthy. Remember, also, it will mix
in the very closest manner in domestic life.

This engraving will not be gossiped over
and fluttered past at private views of aca-
demies

;
listlessly sauntered by in comers

of great galleries. Ah, no ! This will

hang over parlour chimney-pieces— shed
down its hourly influence on children’s fore-

noon work. This will hang in little lumi-
nous corners by sick bods

;
mix with flicker-

ing dreams by candlelight, and catch the
first rays from the window’s “glimmer-
ing square.” You had better put some-
thing good into it ! I do not know a more
solemn field of labour than that champ
d'acier. From a pulpit, perhaps a man can
only reach one or two people, for that time,

—even your book, once carelessly read,

probably goes into a book-case catacomb,
and is thought of no more. But this

;

taking the eye unawares again and again,

and always again
:

persisting and inevit-

able ! where will you look for a chance of

saying something nobly, if it is not here ?

And the choice is peculiarly free
; to you

of all men most free. An artist, at first

invention, cannot always choose what shall

come into his mind, nor know what it will

eventually turn into. But you, professed

copyists, unless you have mistaken your pro-

fession, have the power of governing your
own thoughts and of following and inter-

preting the thoughts ofothers. Also, you see

the work to be done put plainly before you

;

you can deliberately choose what seems to

you best, out of myriads of examples of

perfect Art. You can count the cost

accurately ; saying, ‘
‘ It will take me a

year—two years—five—a fourth or fifth,

probably, of my remaining life, to do this.”

Is the thing worth it ? There is no excuse
for choosing wrongly ; no other men what-
ever have data so full, and position so firm,

for forecast of their labour.
I put my psalter aside (not, observe,

vouching for its red and green dragons :

—

men lifted up their souls to vanity some-
times in the thirteenth as in the nineteenth
century), and I take up, instead, a book of
English verses, published—there is no occa-
sion to say when. It is full of costliest

engravings—large, skilful, appallingly labo-

rious; dotted into textures like the dust
on a lily leaf,—smoothed through grada-
tions like clouds,—graved to surfaces like

mother-of-pearl
;
and by all this toil there

is set forth for the delight of English
women, a series of the basest dreams that
ungovemed feminine imagination can coin
in sickliest indolence,—ball-room amours,
combats of curled knights, pilgrimages of

disguised girl-pages, romantic pieties, chari-

ties in costume,—a mass of disguised sen-

sualism and feverish vanity—impotent, pes-

tilent, prurient, scented with a venomous
elixir, and rouged with a deadly dust of

outward good; and all this done, as such
things only can be done, in a boundless
ignorance of all natural veracity ; the faces

falsely drawn—the lights falsely cast—the

forms effaced or distorted, and all common
human wit and sense extinguished in the

vicious scum of lying sensation.

And this, I grieve to say, is only a cha-
racteristic type of a large mass of popular
English work. This is what we spend our
Teutonic lives, in engraving with an iron

pen in the rock for ever
;

this, the passion

of the Teutonic woman (as opposed to Vir-
gilia), just as fox-hunting is the passion of

the Teutonic man, as opposed to Valerius.

And while we deliberately spend all our
strength, and all our tenderness, all our
skill, and all our money, in doing, relish-

ing, buying, this absolute Wrongness, of

which nothing can ever come but disease

in heart and brain, remember that all the

mighty works of the great painters of the

world, full of life, truth, and blessing,

remain to this present hour of the year
I 860 unengraved ! There literally exists

no earnestly studied and fully accomplished
engraving of any very great work, except

Leonardo’s Cena. No large Venetian pic-

ture has ever been thoroughly engraved.

Of Titian’s Peter Martyr, there is even no
worthy memorial transcript but Le Febre’s.

The Cartoons have been multiplied in false

readings
;
never in faithful ones till lately by

photography. Of the Disputa and the Par-
nassus, what can the English public know ?

of the thoughtful Florentines and Milanese,

of Ghirlandajo, and Luini, and their ac-

companying hosts—what do they yet so

much as care to know ?

“ The English public will not pay,” you
reply, “ for engravings from the great mas-
ters. The English public will only pay
for pictures of itself ; of its races, its

rifle-meetings, its rail stations, its parlour-

passions, and kitchen interests
;
you must

make your bread as you may, by holding
the mirror to it.”

Friends, there have been hard fighting

and heavy sleeping, this many a day, on
the other side of tho Atlantic, in the cause,

as you suppose, of Freedom against slavery

;

and you are all, open-mouthed, expecting

the glories of Black Emancipation. Perhaps
a little White Emancipation on this side of

the water might be still more desirable,

and more easily and guiltlessly won.
Do you know what slavery means P

Suppose a gentleman taken by a Barbary
corsair—set to field-work

;
chained and

flogged to it from dawn to eve. Need ho
be a slave therefore ? By no means

;
he is

but a hardly-treated prisoner. There is

some work which the Barbary corsair will

not be able to make him do ;
such work as

a Christian gentleman may not do, that he
will not, though he die for it. Bound and
scourged he may be, but he has heard of a

Person’s being bound and scourged before

now, who was not therefore a slave. He is

not a whit more slave for that. But suppose

he take the pirate’s pay, and stretch his

back at piratical oars, for due salary, how
then ? Suppose for fitting price he betray

his fellow prisoners, and take up the scourge

instead of enduring it—become the srniter

instead of the smitten, at the African’s

bidding—how then ? Of all the sheepish

notions in our English public “mind,” I

think the simplest is that slavery is neu-
tralised when you are well paid for it

!

Whereas it is precisely that fact of its being

paid for which makes it complete. A man
who has been sold by another, may be but
half a slave or none ; but the man who has
sold himself ! He is the accurately Finished
Bondsman.
And gravely I say that I know no cap-

tivity so sorrowful as that of an artist doing,
consciously, bad work for pay. It is the
serfdom of the finest gifts—of all that should
lead and master men, offering itself to be
spit upon, and that for a bribe. There is

much serfdom, in Europe, of speakers and
writers, but they only sell words

;
and

their talk, even honestly uttered, might
not have been worth much; it will not
bo thought of ten years hence

;
still less

a hunched years hence. No one will buy
our parliamentary speeches to keep in port-
folios this time next century

;
and if people

are weak enough now to pay for any special

and flattering cadence of syllable, it is little

matter. But you, "with your painfully ac-

quired power, your unwearied patience,

your admirable and manifold gifts, your
eloquence in black and white, which people
will buy, if it is good (and has a broad
margin), for fifty guineas a copy—in the
year 2000 ;

to sell it all, as Ananias his

land, “yea, for so much,” and hold your-
selves at every fool’s beck, with your ready
points, polished and sharp, hasting to scratch

what ha "wills ! To bite permanent mischief
in with acid

; to spread an inked infection

of evil all your days, and pass away at last

from a life of the skilfullest industry

—

having done whatsoever your hand found
(remuneratively) to do, with your might,
and a great might, but with cause to thank
God only for this—that the end of it all

has at last come, and that “there is no
device nor work in the Grave.” One would
get quit of this servitude, I think, though
we reached the place of Rest a little sooner,

and reached it fasting.

My English fellow-workmen, you have
tho name of liberty often on your lips

;
get

tho fact of it oftener into your business

;

talk of it less, and try to understand it

better. You have given students many
copy-books of free-hand outlines—give them
a few of free heart outlines.

It appears, however, that you do not intend
to help me with any utterance respecting

these same outlines. * Be it so : I must
make out what I can by myself. And
under the influence of the Solstitial sign of

June I wdll go backwards, or askance, to

the practical part of tho business, where I
left it, three months ago, and take up that

question first, touching Liberty, and the re-

lation of the loose swift line to the resolute

slow one, and of the etched line to the
engraved one. It is a worthy question, for

the open field afforded by illustrated works
is tempting even to our best painters, and
many an earnest hour and active fancy
spend and speak themselves in the black
line, vigorously enough, and dramatically,

at all events : if wisely, may be considered.

The French also are throwing great pas-
sion into their eaux fortes—working with
a vivid haste and dark, brilliant freedom,
which looks as if they etched with very
energetic waters indeed—quite waters of

life (it does not look so well, written in

French). So we will take, with the reader’s

permission, for text next month, “Rem-
brandt, and strong waters.”

J. Ruskev.

* I have received some interesting private letters, but
cannot make use of them at present, because tltey enter

into general discussion instead of answering the specific

question I asked, respecting the power of the black line ;

and I must observe to correspondents that in future their

letters should be addressed to the Editor of this Journal,

not to me ; as I do not wish to incur- the responsibility of

selection.
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SOCIETY OE BRITISH ARTISTS,

SUFFOLK STREET.

THE FORTY-SECOND ANNUAL EXHIBITION.

The present exhibition has been justly accepted

as an improvement upon its immediate prede-

cessors. There is no reason whatever, indeed,

why the Society of British Artists should not

regain the confidence of the profession, and the

approval of the public. Since the foundation

of this association, forty-two years ago, painters

have multiplied their numbers, and patrons

augmented their wealth beyond all previous

precedent. A spacious gallery, such as that in

Suffolk Street, ought certainly in these days to

find no difficulty in obtaining works above me-
diocrity, or in attracting visitors possessed of

means which might enrich the exchequer. The
obvious functions of this exhibition, which,
confessedly, does not reach first class, need not

lack practical utility. There is a vast number
of painters in the country, of respectable talents,

who must live, and by living and working from
year to year, may rise from mediocrity to dis-

tinction
;
and there is at the same time, like-

wise, a multitude of wealth-making merchants,
together with whole colonies of newly-built

tenements and villas, which demand, almost as

a necessary of life, a supply of fairly good
pictures at reasonable prices. The Suffolk Street

Exhibition, then, as distinguished from the

Academy and the Old Water-Colour Society, has

a distinctive line of operation, which may secure

success to itself, and prove of service to the Art-
consumer. As a mart where producers can sell

their wares, Suffolk Street has no mean mission.

To the friends of the exhibition, it must be
satisfactory to know that this, the speciality of
the Society, admits of being worked to still

greater profit. The collection which now falls

under our review—though an improvement upon
many that have gone before—is yet not so good
as it ought to be. The bane which besets other
like enterprises, blights the energy of this age-

decrepid body. The vested interests of old

members, who cling in decaying years to their

accustomed haunts, and claim prescriptive rights

to the snug places they have long occupied, but
not honoured,—these, the plague-spots of all

venerable organisations, have well-nigh stricken

the Society of British Artists, not to incipient

decay only, but to dissolution and death. Still,

while there remains life, there is hope
;
and now

that the patient is seen to rally, we may cherish

the belief that the worst is already over. For
convalescence and absolute recovery, indeed,

only one thing is needed—the infusion of young
blood. As long as the old leaven is left in the

mass, lifeless must lie the emaciated corpse.

But, as we have said, fresh vitality is seen to

move within the limbs. We trust, then, that

from the present exhibition may date renovated
powers and restituted rights. The chief places,

long wrongfully usurped, will henceforth, wo
hope, be given to the men who, by talent, have
title to distinction. Thus the Suffolk Street

Gallery may reinstate itself in public esteem.

It is the misfortune of this exhibition that

the largest pictures have the least merit
;
and

those with most pretension, the smallest success.

We wish we could quote in refutation of this

judgment, a conspicuous canvas, covered with a
composition confessing to the name ‘ Queen
Elizabeth reproving Dean Noel in the Vestry
of St. Paul’s ’ (131). We certainly have seen
the virgin queen rendered with more dignity,

though seldom with so much assurance. It is,

we confess, quite a novelty to find a face, pro-
verbially so expressive, made wooden in ma-
terial, and vacant in thought. The gaudy and
discordant costume adopted might have been
put on by the crudest of enemies, to add insult

to injury. Yet wo are bound to suppose that
“ W. Salter, M.A.F.,” &c., “ Vice-President,

Member of the Academy of Florence, and
Corresponding Member of the Council of the
Academy of Parma,” a profound student of his-

tory, has read his characters with impartial eye.

Wo wish, however, he could have rendered it

compatible with his conscience to have painted

a better and a more agreeable picture.— ‘ Judith

in the Tent of Holofornes ’ (240), by J. It.

Powell, is another attempt at high Art equally

unpleasant, because in subject and treatment
essentially repulsive

;
but otherwise, as a pic-

ture, possessed of considerable merit. Judith
is represented with the passion and the appetite

of a tigress about to spring upon her prey.

The figure has power heightened into tragedy,

not free, however, from melodrama. As a com-
position, the work is one-sided, and out of
balance

;
it thus has the aspect of a fragment

cut out from a larger canvas. The contrasts,

too, between warm light and black impenetrable
shadows are too abrupt. The picture, however,
possesses redeeming points which prove that

Mr. Powell has power to assert for himself
position.—Mr. Hurlstone, the President of the
“ British Artists,” is very properly prominent
upon these walls : to him belongs pre-eminently
the ability to paint pictures, from which escape
is impossible. Some spectators, not inured
to such potent products, may in terror take to

their heels. But go where they will, even to

the furthest corner of the gallery, still theso

figures of the president stalk out from their

frames to follow and to persecute. We are sure
Air. Hurlstone will receive this confession as a
tribute to his power. A weaker man could not
work such dire dismay. Take, for example,
‘ The Two Cardinal Sins of Italy : Begging and
Gambling ’ (229) : these, manifestly, are vices

which the artist felt bound to make as re-

pulsive as possible
;
and so for oil he uses

treacle
;
and for colour, dirt and for clothes,

rags. A weaker man would have mitigated
these national crimes—would have put a gloss

over the hideous spectacle—would have poured
oil into the '(sores

;
but Mr. Hurlstone is not a

man for any such compromise or subterfuge.

In the spirit of the same pitiless truth does the
painter depict * The Descendants of Marius and
the Gracchi amid the Ruins of the Roman
Empire’ (385). The “decline” over which
Gibbon mourned is indeed a “fall.” The
gamins of Rome are here in riff-raff raiment,
at their very worst. The President of Suffolk

Street, triumphing in his well-tried genius,
dashes through his subject with ready and
rapid hand. Established position and long-
proved success give confidence to every stroke
of his pencil.

Pastoral and pastoral comedy, in earnest pur-
pose, and unconscious jest, hang side by side

upon these walls, staring each other out of coun-
tenance. Many of the actors in the scene are
possessed ofundoubted cleverness—an adroitness
which only needs severer study to gain the ap-
plause it seeks. Who, for example, could show
more ready resource than J. J. Hill ? an artist

who loads his palette with teeming colour, which
he lays on with lavish brush. Whether he paint

‘Innocence’ (198), ‘The Gleaner’ (547), or
‘ Madge Wildfire ’ (579), it matters not

;
equally

does he show in each a mastery over material
which only requires more refinement and greater

finish to lead the artist up to the higher ranks of
his profession. * Innocence ’ is a picture lacking
the simplicity that pertains to innocence, yet
has it a charm which takes the eye captive. A
young, blooming mother, the wife of a fisher-

man, carries in her arms a bonny child—both
child and woman examples of rude health and
rustic happiness. The work is sure to win
favour with the holders of prizes in Art Unions.
‘ The Gleaner ’ is another of Mr. Hill’s showy
subjects

;
and ‘ Madge Wildfire,’ as a will-of-

the-wisp, bears a fire in her eye and a fling in
her arm well calculated to seduce the confiding
wayfarer. These figures are fortunate in the
possession of just enough anatomy to hold their

members together
;
and any chasm in internal

structure which might make a breach in nature’s

constructional arrangements is easily coveredover
by masses of drapery, the bright surface whereof
disguises the form which lies beneath. Mr.
Hill paints clever, effective pictures, and we
cannot but think that within his grasp was, at

one time, a reward which ho has not cared to

secure.—Side by side with Mr. Hill ranks Mr.
Cobbett

—

brother artists, akin in obvious fail-

ings, and alike conspicuous in meretricious

merits. ‘The Thorn’ (108), by Mr. Cobbett,

gathered in the briars growing on an open com-
mon, is the invisible weapon which has inflicted

a wound on a baby’s hand. The title, so far,

may be read on the face of the composition.
But in the trade of picture-making, the title

goes for little
;
and certainly this work might,

at its christening, have borne another name,
and yet have shone just as fair. The figure of
the girl, in graceful curve, reaching upwards in
the act of gathering berries from a topmost
spray, has certainlythe charm of nature’s simple
beauty.— ‘Wayside Charity’ (675), by W.
M. Hay, is another example—in which theso
rooms unhappily abound—of showy effect, seized
byready rather thanby lawful means. An artist

who desires to mature a style and to lay in store

reward for future years, should not thus com-
promise himself by choice of a subject reaching
beyond his powers. One figure, studiously
carried out, is of vastly greater worth than a
promiscuous group labelled with a stimulating
sentiment.—Not far from ‘Wayside Charity ’ is

another work that has need of charity—‘The
Last Interview between Sir Joshua Reynolds
and Dr. Johnson’ (691), recorded by Marshall
Claxton. It is always a bad sign when a painter
relies upon his subject instead of the intrinsic

merit of his Art. To raise capital out of the
reputation of a Reynolds or a Johnson betrays
the lack of funds in the artist himself. There is

nothing in this picture to relieve it from the
tedium of a thrice-told tale.—Before we pass to
products brighter in promise,we are constrained
to tarry yet another moment before a work
which calls for caution— ‘ The Puritan’s Daugh-
ter’ (79), by C. Pasmore, one of the most
flagrant examples of ability squandered worth-
lesslyaway. Here is a mere purposeless display
of light, shade, and colour, designed to catch
the hasty glance of the populace, but wholly
wanting in that precision of form, that expres-
sion obtained through accuracy in drawing,
which can gain fromjudges consideration, or even
from patrons reward.

The gem of the gallery is Mr. Baxter’s
charming picture, ‘The Sisters’ (47), painted
with this artist’s usual witchery. By adroit

management the dark-eyed sister has been
thrown into flooding light, while in delicate

contrast her fair-haired companion is veiled in
half-shadow. By slight play of fancy such as
this, and with delicious qualities of execution,

Mr. Baxter generally succeeds in removing his

subject from the range of common life. In skin
painting he is surpassed by few

;
and his eye

for beauty generally fixes on the happy mean
which lies between nature unadorned and youth
alloyed by fashion. These two maiden sisters

are flowers of lustrous hue, blooming health,

and luscious sweetness
;
their unspotted com-

plexions—soft, pearly, even waxy—are washed
in dew, mingled with spring odours and honey.
This confectionary art is apt to cloy the appetite
to surfeit. Air. Baxter, however, is chary of
his charms

;
his pearls he does not lavish on

every neck. His pretty picture—a little girl in
black hat, white boa, red cloak, and warm muff
—a child, painted to personate ‘Winter’ (511),
has rightly obtained a central point upon the
walls. This prim little darling, innocent in
years yet wise in choice of creature comforts,
bids fair to be a general favourite. The work,
indeed, might claim companionship with Mr.
Sant’s ‘ Little Red Riding Hood,’ which is

universally known as one of the most popular
pictures and picture-prints of the day.—G.
Bonavia makes a successful study of ‘ A Child
in the Country ’ (422). Nature he has thrown
into the picture; expression is caught in the
face

;
and relative finish has been obtained bycon-

centrationof detail on the head,which, in itsguile-
less beauty, attracts worthily the eye.—With
this picture we may class a neighbouring work—

‘ Dormiendo ’ (435), by E. Long, who finds a
pretty subject in the sleep of a child on its

mother’s knee. ‘Donna Inez’ (727), by the
same artist, is a clever head.—J. Heaphy’s
‘Unexpected Inheritance’ (434) is a picture
smoothly and even delicately painted, with con-
siderable study in the realistic detail.—Miss
Sophia Anderson has met with the considera-
tion duo to talent. Though not a member of
the Society, she has gained for her careful and
capital picture a place full upon the line. ‘ Baby’s
Pony ’ (262) shows study in the drawing

;
in

colour it is refined
;
and, above all, the work is
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defiant of that common conventionalism which

stereotypes the Suffolk Street school.—J. E.

Worrall’s ‘ Half Holiday’ (710) deserves

praise for studious detail, every touch of which

depends on drawing.—E. Holmes, in ‘ The Land

of the Logan’ (736), groups figures nicely on

the rocky headland
;

the landscape and its

human tenants consort well together.—H. Gar-
i. \xn's * Prayer ’ (115),’ though a little hard and

leathery, is to he commended for close study.

—

The works of W. Bromley, such as ‘ My Little

Brother’ (170), and ‘Who is it?’ (95), show

more care than knowledge.—The same may be

said of a picture by Haynes King—‘A Sip irom

Daddy’s Cup’ (187).—We need scarcely say

that a ‘Studyof a Head’ (129), by C. S. Lidder-

dale—an artist who is always indeed studious

—though in smallest of frames, possesses merit

out of all proportion to its modest dimensions.—

‘Grace before Meat’ (58), by W. Hemsley, is

a painting perfect of its class. Pictures by

one or both of the brothers Underhill may
be seen in most London exhibitions. The
style which these painters adopt is vigorous

to a fault, rude even beyond the manner of their

rustic models ;
and the large canvases they give

themselves, like too much rope in the proverb,

bring both to greater grief than they really

deserve. The powers which the brothers un-

doubtedly wield have often made us mourn
the more over the obvious ill-direction of

energies that might easily be turned to better

account. Therefore the gladder are we to note

such a work as the ‘ Swiss Goatherd ’ (324),

wherein may be observed more than usual cir-

cumspection and more than the refinement

hitherto found. It is greatly to be desired that

Welsh fern-gatherers and people of that breed

should make room for dwellers not unworthy of

Arcadia. Mr. W. Underhill, having got as far

south as Switzerland, may possibly in the end

contract the manner identified with Italy and

Greece. Time works wonders !
—

‘ Streets in

London in the 17th century’ (279), is a picture

of “ye period,” painted with stinging satire by

the pencil of A. H. Tourrier. Puritan preachers

and profligate scoffers jostle each other side by
side. Extremes meet in this diorama of the

times, into which are thrown trenchant cha-

racter and keen knowledge of human nature in

its weakness and its wickedness. This is the

cleverness that makes the satirist. Mr. Tourrier

will have to strivo against temptations which

lead downwards towards caricature and farce,

and often constitute the too telling traits of

low Art.—One of the most commendable efforts

found in a gallery which does good service

to the coming artist in giving him apprentice-

ship and offering practising ground, is the clever

work by C. W. Nicholls— ‘ Sketching from

Nature’ (334). The subject, it is true, is some-

what trite—a group of ladies in a hayfield, one

of the company amusing herself by sketching a

peasant girl, who stands obligingly as a model.

The picture, however, is pleasing, and possesses

merit.—‘ Emilia e Stella ’ (467), two Roman
models exalted by stately beauty, constitute by

far the best picture we have yet seen from the

easel of Mr. Eagles. The flesh is a little

opaque, and the complexion certainly has a

quality wholly foreign to the soft delicacy

that Mr. Baxter has suffused over the features

of his two sisters. The two beauties of Mr.

Eagles are no artificial products forced ,under

glass ; they are of the ancient Roman stock,

hardy in sinew and fiery in passion. Portions

of this picture arc painted with rare mastery

;

the raven hair and the white bodice, for example,

have the advantage of a finish obtained through

a broad rather than a pointed brush—a skilled

art which seems year by year to be further

from the reach of any but the most manly of our

painters.—Two more sisters, ‘ Olivia and Sophia’

(66), from the hand of Mrs. Robbinson, make
another picture deserving praise. The ladies

are here engaged in the sisterly office ol

decking one another with flowers—a simple

enough subject, which presumes to nothing bul

what the painter is able to carry out. In com-
position, colour, and finish, the work becomes

alike commendable.—The point of honour in

the larger room is conceded to Mr. Roberts, who
has already won laurels in this gallery. Within
‘The Family Pew’ (64) leneel a brother ant

-

sister, companions in sorrow for the memory .of

a lost parent. The spirit of the scene is quite

refined and tender. Another work by this

artist, ‘ The Image of his Father’ (27), comes,

in its conscientious painstaking, as reproof to

die reckless effrontery by which many of Mr.

Roberts’s fellow-members manage to disfigure

square yards of canvas. The very extent, in

fact, of surface to be covered in this gallery

gives magnitude to the sins committed. In

quarters more circumscribed, an artist’s pecu-

liarities have to be packed within pocket com-

pass, and his eccentricities are consequently

exposed before the world in miniature only. He
is, in fact, under wholesome dread that hangers

may find his room more pleasant than his com-

pany. But here in Suffolk Street this order, of

things is reversed, and the chief check which

deters an artist from indefinite expansion of

small thoughts is the additional cost of frame

and canvas. The glaring evils that result

herefrom stare the spectator in the face on all

sides. The largest pictures in this exhibition

are, almost without exception, either enormities

or abortions.

Several painters in Suffolk Street are the

playmates of stormy ocean. They dare to put

to sea in a tempest, and fear no shipwreck. J.

J. Wilson and Alfred Clint are the most ad-

venturous of these sailors—brave fishermen who
cast their nets in many waters, and manage to

bring to shore wares which find, a market. Mr.

Wilson's well-known sea-pieces have really

considerable merit. In such works, for example,

as ‘Putting to Sea’ (6), he paints the wind-

lashed wave of swelling breast, silver grey, and
translucent depth, its summit crested with snow-

wreath. Mr. Clint, whom we have known in

moods of calmest tranquillity, this season breaks

into fierce passion. His ‘ Sunset after a Storm
’

(35) is, in the upper sphere of sky, fiery-

—

almost furious—and the sea beneath tosses with

tumultuous unrest. In this force, however,

which at a distance is effective, there lies feeble-

ness
;
and the artist evidently lacks ability and

knowledge to carry out to completeness the idea

he has sketched roughly.—One of. the newly-

elected members, E. Hayes, paints careful

pictures, which, in their modest dimensions and

conscientious details, contrast with the coarse

scenic panoramas of men hardened through long

years to the perpetration of unblushing enormi-

ties.—Among new members, we may mention,

though in this section out of place, E. C. Barnes,

who exhibits ‘ The Neapolitan’ (546), a peasant

well painted after the manner of tbe modern
Roman school, a style this artist will do well not

to surrender for that of the Suffolk Street school,

wherein he has just embarked his fortunes.

—

The water-colour room contains some drawings

by G. Wolfe, among them may be noted ‘A
Message from the Sea’ (812).

Animal painting, requiring specific study, is

a speciality in which we cannot expect the

generalising genius of Suffolk Street to shine.

Yet upon these walls there are at least some few

pictures that merit a measured meed of praise.

R. Physick, for instance, has bestowed upon his

terrier dog individual study, which gives to his

work a thoroughly independent character.

—

This quality G. W. IIorlor has at all events

failed to put into his picture, ‘ The Guardians ’

(342). Horlor inherits the, style of Landseer,

and it may be sufficient reward for him to know
that in pretty painting of sheep and dogs he has

rivalled the smooth surface and the refined sen-

timent of his master.—A. Corbould we should

suppose, while painting his ‘Highlanders’ (415),

had made the acquaintance of Rosa Bonheur

when on her Scottish sketching tour. But how-

ever tills may have been, Highland cattle, as

painted by Mr. Corbould, have a life and charac-

ter which mark the artist for success.—In the

water-colour room, a group of ‘ Dead Game ’

(860), by James Hardy, wins warm encomium

for its force and brilliancy.

Turning to the landscapes, we arc in duty

bound to give precedence to the time-honoiu’ed

members who have for years adorned the gallery.

Who can restrain melancholy regret that with

the works of Shayer, Tennant, and J. C. Ward
must perish an art of which the world seems

!
no longer worthy ? The spectator, while he

gazes in wonder on ‘The Scene in Harvest’

(241), and a like scene in * The Cornfield’ (281),

by Mr. Shayer, as well as other works painted

by Mr. Tennant and Mr. Ward, cannot but feel

that the present generation is not in a condition

to appreciate such performances. But the time

will come, we feel persuaded, when pictures like

these must find their desert. Neglected it may
be in modem exhibitions, they shall hence-

forth live for posterity. Some among their

number will be revered by the antiquary, and
many, we cannot but hope, will survive to

obtain honoured places on the walls of archaeo-

logical institutes, and there hang as prized relics

of former and better times !

When “British Artists” give rein to fancy

and romance, they bid long adieu to common
sense and sober reason. Their back they turn

on nature, and henceforth go on a grand tour

through Fairyland. Pleasant enough it is to

follow them on their wild and wayward course,

in a flight so high that the confines of earth

are seldom approached
;
and nature, left far

behind, never intrudes to put the painter out.

We can well imagine what a sensation and

shock Mr. Woolmeii, or Mr. Pyne, would re-

ceive, did they, by some ill chance, come in

contact with an actual tree or a substantial

rock, presenting itself as an unbidden intruder

on their dreamland. We really hope that

nothing of the kind will ever happen to make
discord in their delicious reverie. We could,

indeed, ill spare Mr. Woolmer. What a de-

light it is to look upon such a work as

‘ Ferdinand and Miranda playing at Chess in

Prospero's Isle’ (266)! What an intoxication

of colour here glows upon the eye!—what a

frolic of fancy is this!—what a florid, yet

fitting elucidation of a drama exuberant in

imagination !—Sir. Pyne, again, though he

generally selects some well-known spot, is

scarcely less transcendental in treatment. ‘The

Roman Aqueducts from the Palace and Church

of St. John Latcran ’ (205) ranks as a romance

of history, wherein colour is forced up to a fiery

pitch of frenzy, which, though not precisely

according to the precedents found on the locality

itself, is far from impleasing. This artist’s best

work is ‘The Church of San Giorgio, Venice’

(495), notwithstanding the high flight which

he has given to the campanile. Mr. Pyne
certainly possesses a poet’s eye for colour;

upon his shoulders has fallen the rainbow be-

spangled robe of Turner.—The chief landscape

painters in this society are Boddington, Percy,

Cole, and Syer, each of whom is represented by
pictures of a power sometimes even too powerful.

Mr. Percy’s ‘ River Llugwy ’ (428) is violent in

contrast of light and shade, and altogether too

florid in effect. Mr. Syer’s ‘ Scene ’ (188) on the

same river has vigour, but lacks complete carry-

ing out. Mr. Cole is apt to be too fiery, as in

‘The Harvest Field’ (88). His best picture is

‘Milking Time—Evening’ (472). The cattle

stand against a fervent sky with force in effect

of which Cuyp was fond. Mr. Boddinoton in

‘ Thorsgill Brook’ (121) paints a woody dell

overshadowed by trees, drawn with a delicacy

in the stems and branches that rivals Creswick.

—W. W. Gosling exhibits drawings which

pleasantly recall the manner of Birket Foster.

And J. W. Bunney, who has had the advantage,

if we mistake not, of instruction from Mr.

Ruslan, brings from Florence a study of con-

siderable merit, though a little overdone in

colour and elaboration.

The “ British Artists” of Suffolk Street have

enjoyed so much critical punishment that by this

time they ought to be in a mended condition.

And we really do think, as we have said before,

that they show at last some signs of improve-

ment. This is encouraging to their friends, and

comes, though late, as a sufficient reward for all

the kind interest that has been taken for their

benefit. It is really a pity that a society for

which there is room in the world should not

manage to make itself more respected, and find

an appointed sphere of usefulness. For the

regeneration of this association, nothing more
is wanted than the surrender of self-seeking

ends in the interest of Art, not as merchandise,

but as “ a thing of beauty in saying this we
only reiterate opinions expressed by us on former

occasions. •
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GERMAN PAINTERS OF THE MODERN SCHOOL.

SCHOOL OF DUSSELDORF.

CARL MULLER, ITTENBACH, SETTEGAST.

UR last paper was devoted to tlio school
of Munich: our present article shall

commence with a sketch of the renowned
school of Dusseldorf. This academy on
the Rhine has numbered among its pro-
fessors and students men holding every
diversity of opinion, and practising all

varieties of styles. In Dusseldorf, within
the last fifty years, high Art—classic and
Oliristian, secular and sacred, allegorical

symbolic, mystic, and even rationalistic

—has found devoted disciples. In the
same town, too, and within the same period likewise, might
bo seen, living and labouring side by side with their more
philosophical brethren, artists of a determined naturalistic

bent—men who knew no higher divinity than nature her-
self; painters who within the peasant’s cabin recognised in

honest poverty God’s noblest work
; sketchers who on the

fiords of Norway found grandeur enough and to spare. Thus it

will be seen that the school of Dusseldorf is marked by that

diversity of gifts, that twofold manifestation, that duality of

opposing motives, which recur again and again throughout the

entire history of Art, and which will, of necessity, subsist to the

end of time in the sphere of painting as in the province of philo-

sophy. This division between systems and schools, subjective

and objective, inward and outer, idealistic and realistic, long
known to the whole world, has obtained express recognition and
demonstration in Dusseldorf. That small territory has the honour
of having been for Art the battle-field of Europe. There is fought
out upon canvas or on walls the conflict of theories and the contest

of creeds. What the philosopher has dreamed the student has
drawn ; what the devout has prayed the artist has painted. It is

to this, the subjective and spiritual aspect of the Dusseldorf school,

that we shall for the present specially direct our attention. The
objective and naturalistic phase of that academy we reserve for

future articles.

Dusseldorf, which has given its name to one of the most
renowned schools of Europe, is a comparatively small town of
fewer than thirty thousand inhabitants. Its situation, far from
imposing, is pretty. It

lies on the lower banks
of the Rhine, ere the
hills rise precipitously,

embowered by gar-

dens, encircled by vil-

las; its ancient ram-
parts thrown down and
turned into pleasant

promenades. To the

traveller the place has
few attractions, and I

certainly should not
have thought it worth
while, on my way from
the Hague and Am-
sterdam towards the

great cities of Ger-
many, to have stopped
at the insignificant ca-

pital of the Rhine pro-
vinces, had not the
Academymade Dussel-
dorf the abode of ge-
nius. That Academy
has now existed for
nearly ahundred years,

and, like the town of

which it is the orna-
, 1

ment, has undergone
rawn

f
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many vicissitudes. In
the earlier portion of its career it seems, as other institutions of
the sort, to have slumbered ingloriously under the routine disci-
pline of professors wedded to obsolete systems. Not till the
appointment of Cornelius to the directorate, in the year 1819, did
it rise from oblivion into notoriety. Cornelius, with an energy

lttenbach, Pinxt.

'HEIST AND THE DOCTOES.

devolving on sacred and historic Art. Bringing with him from Rome
memories of the grand achievements of Michael Angelo and of

Raphael in the Sistine and the Stanze of the Vatican, his purpose
was to restore monumental painting to its ancient greatness, and
to introduce into the Fatherland the practice of fresco, which the

Italian masters had employed for the expression of their noblest

conceptions.

From this time forward the Academy of Dusseldorf occupied a
leading position in the history of European painting

;
it became

identified with the revival of Christian Art
;
it was the centre whence

were disseminated principles since widely diffused : it was the studio

or workshop in which were produced and multiplied pictures of

madonnas, holy families, and saints. Among the disciples that

Cornelius gathered around him were AY. Kaulbach, Gotzenberger,
Stilke, H. Stunner, Ad. Eberle, C. H. Herrmann, and Ernest
Forster. With the assistance of these and other pupils the mural
paintings in the University of Bonn, as well as similar decorations

in other towns, were designed first as cartoons and ultimately

completed as frescoes. The character of the new school became
henceforth pronounced, and its reputation established. Referring
to German writers, I find the high, the elaborate, and the generic
stylo thus evolved characterised by epithets drawn from a sub-
jective philosophy. The “idea” of Plato furnishes the germ
whence this system of metaphysics and these abstruse principles

of Art gather strength and grow in dimension. The painter, it is

said, makes his inward idea visible to sense
;
hence his work, when

it comes into life in the outer world, has won the title to the name
“ ideal,” the offspring of an “ idea.” Hence, likewise, are we told

that the outcomings of the Dusseldorf school are soul-pictures,

thought-pictures, poet-pictures. In the same sense, too, critics of

this philosophic turn teach us that in works claiming such high
pedigree, the will has been projected into form, the spirit has taken
to itself a body, thought has clothed itself in flesh. Now it is

perhaps fortunate that Art, like natime, is able to get on, and to

do its work without the aid of philosophy. It is happy for the
artist that he can create, unperplexed by any consciousness of

the act of creation, unencumbered with the cognisance of the
machinery put in motion. And I do not for one moment imagine
that any of the great artists whoso works may now be regarded
by critics as the culmination of a creed, seriously troubled them-
selves with the ingenious theories elaborated m their honour.
Still, such speculations, though of little concern to the painter
himself, may be of material help to students who wish to arrive at

the right appreciation of a work and the due estimate of a school.

It is evident that for the painting of a picture, and for the criticism

of that picture when painted, two different orders of intellect, and
• two classes of facul-

ties, are called into

play. A German critic

would probably, of all

men in the world,
make the very worst of

painters. Yet I think
it will be seen, even
from the slight indica-

tion just given of the
transcendental philoso-

phy which these adepts
handle with imposing
solemnity, that their

power of analysis is

searching as fire to a
crucible. Non-essen-
tial accidents are dri-

ven away
;

the inde-
structible elements re-

main. Moreover, Ger-
man critics are by birth

probably better able to

enter into the idiosyn-
cracies oftheir country-
men than foreigners

can be
;

consequently
it may be wise to give

heed to their words.
Furthermore, I look

upon the Art of Dus-
seldorf as pre-eminently what German writers call transcendental,

and therefore, in its mysteries, to be unlocked by the key of the

transcendental philosophy. I wish that space permitted me
further to expand this line of thought. In brief, then, let mo
say that Dusseldorf Art, in its highest motives and profoundest
teachings, is not naturalistic in the outward and visible meaning

[Engraved, by J. D. Cooper.

manifest in all tasks he has ever undertaken, no sooner entered „ „
on his office than he commenced to reorganise the Academy 1 of the term ; it appeals often not to a bodily but to a spiritual
according to the exigencies of the times,

_

and especially after his : sense ;
it may even violate facts in nature in its struggle to

own individual convictions of the mission and ministration
j

reach the supernatural ; it may outrage reason to satisfy faith ; it

2 M
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may violate probability, and even possibility, in its attempt to

enter a region where God works through miracles. Many will

say that all this is mere folly. To persons thus minded, then,

the Dusseldorf school must pass for foolishness. But to others,

of whom I confess myself to bo one, this philosophic and Christian

painting has in its weakness power
;
in its shortcomings there

are compensations : so that, taken for all in all, the conviction is

brought home to us that the Art which soars farthest from earth

is nearest to heaven, and that works in which outward sense

takes little delight move the finer intuitions of the mind to calm
yet conscious joy.

The Dusseldorf Academy has, within the last thirty or forty

years, gone through varying phases of faith, upon which, for the

present, we cannot dwell. I have already said that the school

called Christian has been but one of the many manifestations

fostered by German professors. The curriculum of study for the

Rhine provinces contemplates a wide range
; the classes are put

through a course of systematic instruction, whereby each pupil

may freely develop his in-

dividual talent unfettered

by party restraint. The
staff of the Academy con-
sists of a director, a secre-

tary, an inspector, a libra-

rian, and a curator. The
director is the first pro-

fessor ofpainting, and with
him are associated other
professors, who take charge
of special classes. For
example, the Elementary
class, the Antique school,

the Architectural and the
Perspective class, the Land-
scape class, and the school

for Engraving, is each un-
der the instruction of its

own professor. Many of

these have been men of

renown, amongwhom may
be enumerated W. von
Schadow, Bendemann,
Mosler, Carl Midler, An-
dreasMuller. Miicko, Sohn,
Weigmann, Keller, Leutze,
and Lessing. The works
of the last-named painter,

to which we propose de-

voting a separate article,

will enable me to enlarge
this imperfect sketch of the

Dusseldorf school. Les-
sing raised the standard of

Protestantism as a creed,

and naturalism as the firm

basis of Art, in the midst
of his Roman Catholic bre-

thren. I rejoice to think
that the universality of the

Arts, extending beyond the

narrowbouiidariesofparty,
and seeking to be as com-
prehensive as nature, and
as infinite as truth, finds in

Lessing a bold defender.

Such a man serves to save
the school of Dusseldorf Drawn by W. J. Allen. \ C.M'iUlc.

from the blot of bigotry
and the stigma of finality.

Dusseldorf, in itself a quiet, almost stagnant town, is stirred by
active Art-life. The Academy begets, as may be well imagined,
affiliated or kindred associations. As in Rome, and other like

centres, there exist Art cafes and clubs, the daily resort of artists

and students. Here pictures furnish topics for hourly talk
;
here

the painter speaks of the difficulties he has just encountered in the

elaboration of his conceptions, and takes counsel of his fellows in

the progress of his work ; here are discussed the comparative
advantages of differing modes of study, the respective merits of

methods which the schools of Rome, Venice, or Bologna may have
practised

; and thus becomes established in the town a tribunal of

public opinion, before which each member of the community
stands arraigned—a court of appeal which, by the unwritten code
of the general conscience, upholds tilings right and true. I have
been told by artists who have lived and worked in Dusseldorf,
that the social and professional intercourse thus enjoyed consti-

tutes no inconsiderable portion of the advantage of a residence

under the shadow of the Academy. Nor is the summary of the
Art-operations in Dusseldorf yet complete. The public gallery of

the town, though small, contains works of European reputation,
among which cannot be forgotten ‘ Tasso and the two Leonoras,’
by Professor C. Sohn ;

' The Annunciation,’ by C. Muller

;

* Ishmael and Hager,’ by Kohler
;

‘ Peasant Preaching,’ by Tide-
raand ;

‘Gamblers,’ by Knaus; ‘Tapping the Wine Cask,’ by
Hasenclever ;

‘ Sea-shore in Tempest, ’ by A. Achenbach
;
and a

‘ Landscape,’ of power and intent, by Lessing. An annual exhi-
bition is held by the Dusseldorf artists in their academy—a collec-

tion, however, which, as far as my experience extends, is inferior

to the exhibitions of Antwerp and Brussels. Among other
pictures which I have seen in Dusseldorf, I find a note of commen-
dation against a work by A. Rethel, known in this country through
the ‘ Dance of Death,’ and analogous designs in the style of Albert
Durer, an artist of weird imagination, who died at Dusseldorf
when years of promise were ripening to maturity. In the town I
also visited the commercial gallery of Ed. Schulte, where had

been placed on view se-

veral works with which
the Dusseldorf school was
more or less identified.

There might be seen, by
Ijessing, the first sketch for

the great picture, ‘ Huss at

the Funeral Pyre ;’ also a
cai'toon, as well as seve-
ral carefully studied land-
scapes. There, likewise,

was a series
:

of cartoons
illustrative of the ages of

man, designed by Tide-
mann, once a student in

Dusseldorf, whereunto the
artists of Scandinavia re-

sort for the advantage of

a more thorough training

than can be got in their

own country. Knaus, also

formerly a pupil in the
school, exhibited one of his

most reckless works, ‘ The
Thief in the Market,’ re-

dolentof riff-raffcharacter.

Carl W. Hiibner, whose
studio I visited, a painter

prolific in scenes of do-
mestic incident, represent-

ed genre for the town of

his adoption. Emanuel
Leutze, who seems to have
divided life and talent be-
tween Rhineland and the

continent ofAmerica, rises

to the higher level of se-

cular history. I have seen
his picture, ‘ The Depar-
ture of Columbus for Ame-
rica,’ also his cai'toon for

Cromwell and Milton.’

The picture was marred
by the ordinary defects of

the German school—cru-

dity of colour and harsh-
ness of outline. The car-

toon, on the contrary, had
L
Entjruved by J. D. Cooler. the marks of merit seldom

lacking in that school

—

care in drawing, and cha-

racter in expression. By aid of this enumeration and descrip-

tion the reader will be able to realise the spirit of the Art-life,

and the nature of the Art-products, that have rendered Dusseldorf

notorious, both as a school and an emporium.
But the description would, indeed, fall very short of the reality,

did I omit all mention of the Art-unions, the illustrated books,

and the religious prints, of which Dusseldorf is the parent. The
Art-union known as the “ Kunstverein fur Rheinland und West-
falen” has its local habitation within the Academy. I believe

this association has given for many years a fostering hand to

artists and to Art, in proof whereof I cannot do better than adduce
the vast and elaborate line engraving from the ‘Disputa’ of

Raphael, brought out under the auspices of the society. This

master-work, which bears the inscription, ‘ Joseph Keller deline-

avit et sculpsit, Dusseldorf, 1857,’ is a noble monument to the

industry and the severe academic training of the German school.

The style, as may be suspected, is a little hard, and the execution
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wants the delicate harmonies admired in the handling of the
j

of which several hundred prints are now before me. The per-

Italian engravers.—Perhaps it may here be worth while just to sistency wherewith these plates, all bearing an unmistakable
mention “ the Dusseldorf Art Album,” a serial which, as it reaches

j

stamp of Roman Catholicism, are published, and that at the lowest

this year its fifteenth annual issue, cannot have been wholly with- I possible cost, gives to the enterprise the character of a “ propa-

out influence for good or for evil. An examination of the volume <jnnda of the faith.” The masters I have selected in illustration

now published leaves me in doubt whether the bias to right or to 1 of this article, Carl Muller, Ittenbach, and Settegast, are laid

wrong has been paramount. Of infinitely higher tone are the under contribution. Indeed, there is scarcely an artist who has
publications of the “ Association for the Diffusion of Religious Art,” played a part in the development of the modern school of Christian

Art, that has not been called upon to swell with inspiration this
pictorial missionary enterprise. In addition to the names of
C. Muller, Ittenbach, and Settegast, already mentioned, I find
taking part in the movement the apostles and disciples of the
school, such as Overbeck, Veit, Fuhrich, W. Schadow, Andreas
Muller, Deger, Schraudolph, Steinle, Mosler, W. 'Sohn, Molitor,
Elster Clasen, Flatz, and others. Such is the formidable phalanx 1

pledged to the promulgation of that Art which in Dusseldorf is

called Christian, but which in Protestant England has been justly
i deemed sectarian, anti-natural, and anti-rational. I speak thus

j

plainly, to guard against misconception. The simple, earnest,

I
humble-minded Art which arose as a still small voice in Overbeck,
and which, as the grain of mustai-d-seed, grew mightily in the
soil of Dusseldorf, till it filled the heavens, this so-called Christian
Ai’t—and Christian it is, no doubt, in a high though not a universal
sense—this so-called religious school I readily admit to be worthy

Setter/ast, j-'mxt.

TIIE ASCENSION.
[
migrated 6y J. 1), Coo/ er.



of profound respect, though not of unqualified admiration. Many
of tho subjects disseminated by the Dusseldorf association are

grossly tainted by superstition, and some of the compositions rest

on assumptions -which modern criticism has -wholly refuted.

Yet, notwithstanding such errors, which, to rational minds, are

repellent, it is impossible to deny to these works of the Dusseldorf

propaganda a large measure of pictorial merit and spiritual

unction. In subsequent papers, which will treat of the naturalistic

and rationalistic branch of the Dusseldorf school, I shall hopo to

show that there may yet exist a religious school, which, unlike to

the Art identified with the Romish Church, shall rest on a basis

sane as reason, and sound as nature.

It is now time that we should turn to the masters and works

selected in illustration of this article. Carl Muller bears a sur-

name often recurring in the annals of painting. Professor Muller

discovered that there were no fewer than forty-three artists of

the name of Muller worthy of a place in his Dictionary. Of

these, Carl Muller, of Dusseldorf. with perhaps the single excep-

tion of Charles Louis Muller, of Paris, is the most famous. The

German painter was born in Darmstadt, in the year 1818. His

first instruction he received from his father, the director of the

Gallery. At the age of seventeen, he is a pupil in the Academy of

Dusseldorf, under the eye of Professor Sohn ;
four years later, ho

visits Italy ; and at the age of forty he is himself a professor in tho

academy wherein, while a youth of seventeen, he had worked as

a student. His pictures, both in oil and fresco, are numerous. Of

the former, a composition extensively known by engravings, is ‘ The
Annunciation,' in the Gallery of Dusseldorf, a replica of which

was, ten years ago, in the Exhibition Universelle of Paris. This

work may be quoted in proof of the non-natural sense which

Dusseldorf artists put upon Scripture texts. The subject is

treated less as an event than as a mystery. The Virgin is seen,

not as she was on earth, but as fond imagination would love to

picture her. She receives the heavenly visitant while on her

knees in prayer. She is dressed in no homely garb, but in a robe

befitting a princess who shall reign queen of heaven. The floor

has been cleanly swept, as for an angel’s coming, and Gabriel

enters, decked in wings of green tipped with gold. On the whole,

I am inclined to think that this non-natural treatment, when not

pushed to actual absurdity, best attains to the elevation and

purity which can alone exalt sacred Art above the level of

secularity. Carl Muller’s chief fresco paintings are in the Church

of St. Apollinarius, at Remagen, and these are beyond question

choice. Like other of the Dusseldorf artists, Muller has executed

for the engraver drawings which the Art-unions of the Father-

land have disseminated among the faithful. Of such designs is

‘ The Last Supper,’ which serves as our illustration. This

subject, rightly deemed, next to ‘The Crucifixion,’ the most

momentous in tho entire range of Christian Art, has received

emphatic treatment by Giotto, Leonardo, and other artists,

mediaeval and modern. By some of these painters the theme is

regarded as a historic scene
;
by others it is accepted as merely

typical of the institution of the Holy Sacrament. The plate before

us betokens the distribution of spiritual food, the breaking of the

bread, and the giving thanks for the cup as *
‘ the blood of the

Mew Testament, which was shed for the remission of sins.” A
picture such as this is too perspicuous to stand in need of much
explanation

;
nevertheless, a word of comment may lead to the

better appreciation of the artist’s intent. It is worthy of observa-

tion that Muller, to gain concentration and to add to picturesque

variety in the grouping, has discarded the formality ot a long

table, for which innovation he may claim as precedent the oldest

versions of the subject. It is also to be noted that while Leonardo

chose the earlier moment designated by the words “ Verily, verily,

I say unto you, one of you shall betray me,” Muller takes the

closing solemnity and tragedy. In the composition of Leonardo,

the sacrament is not yet administered, and Judas is still at the

table. In the picture before us the sop has been given, and Satan

enters into the son of Simon. Furthermore, while Leonardo was
content with the mere histone event of twelve apostles seated on one

side the table, Muller, evidently wishing to signify a sacrament,

has thrown two disciples on their knees, and others are studiously

posed in attitude of adoration. This forced expression of devotion

is, I think, as often with the Dusseldorf school, pushed too far

;

that is, beyond nature, and even out of the reach of grace, into the

false region of affectation. Apostles, as painted in Dusseldorf, are

righteous overmuch ; becoming saints, they cease to be men.

That Muller's treatment, however, escapes extravagance, may be

inferred from the fact that this very composition has been adopted

for a painted window at the east end of a Unitarian chapel in

Clifton. This application shows Dusseldorf Art to be more
universal and less sectarian than is generally supposed.

Franz Ittenbach, the painter of ‘ Christ and the Doctors,’

which we engrave, wasbom at Konigswinter, in the year 1813. Like

many of the young artists of his day and generation, he fell under

the instruction of Professor Schadow, in Dusseldorf. He afterwards

joined Ernst Deger, Andreas and Carl Muller, in a journey to

Italy, and on his return to Germany, he and his friends commenced

painting some frescoes in the Rhine Church at Remagen. * Christ

and the Doctors ’ is one of these'frescoes. At a glance it will

be seen that the composition has the symmetric balance in its

component parts which the exigencies of architecture prescribe.

"What is meant by this architectonic manner will be better under-

stood by its contrast—the essentially picturesque treatment adopted

by Holman Hunt. The German artist, moreover, has preserved

breadth and simplicity, which come in further contrast to the

scattered detail introduced by the English painter
;
an elaboration

that, whether a merit or defect, lies, at all events, wholly beyond

the intent and resource of mural and monumental Art. One more

point we will raise, and then sufficient has been said of this cha-

racteristic work in the school of Dusseldorf. ‘ Christ teaching in

the Temple ’ has been adopted by some artists as an incident in

the ‘life of the Redeemer, by others as a scene in the life of the

Madonna. In the former case, Christ is the central figure
;
in the

latter, the Virgin becomes more conspicuous. Looking at tho

design of Ittenbach, it is not difficult to read Iris purpose. The

infant Christ is the focus of the surrounding figures. Mary and

Joseph are but episodes. This design is one proof among many
others that the school of Dusseldorf is eminently learned in the

science of composition.

Joseph Settegast was born at Coblenz in 1813—the same

it will' be noticed, that Ittenbach came into the worldyear,

at Konigswinter. Settegast made his first studies in Dusseldorf;

but seeking for an atmosphere more densely religious, it appears

that he formed alliance with Philip Veit, then in Frankfort. Sub-

sequently we find him in Rome about the time when Ittenbach

and the brothers Carl and Andreas Muller are in Italy. And then

again he returns to Dusseldorf for the purpose of painting frescoes

in that town. These pictures, the ‘ Immaculate Virgin,’ and the

‘ Crucifixion,’ in the Maximilian Church, obtained for him uni-

versal recognition. Beyond such works, and the early lessons he

received in- the Academy, Settogast’s connection with Dusseldorf

does not appear to be intimate. His style, however, is expressly

that of the Dusseldorf school, and his designs are adopted and

engraved by the Dusseldorf Association for the Promulgation of

Religious Art. Tho position to which this painter is entitled will be

seen from the picture we engrave,' The Ascension oe Our Lord,’

certainly one of the most impressive among the very many render-

ings of the glorious theme, which is the seal and the triumph of the

Christian’s faith. This subject is sometimes included in the Life

of the Madonna, as the seventh and last of her sorrows. More

expressly, however, it comes as the final scene in the Passion and

Death of the Redeemer. The event has been overlaid anil encum-

bered by Perugino and others with a multitude of accessories. The

composition of Settegast is to be applauded for its simplicity. The

secret upon which this picture is put together is seen at a glance.

The Apostles and the Holy 'Women are grouped in a circle : space

and isolation are thus obtained for the principal figure in ascension.

The calmness and the benignity of Christ as lie is received into

heaven, lifted up by power divine into the radiant sky, are traits

nobly conceived. This central figure gently floating upwards finds

effective contrast in the eagle swoop of tho two angels downwards.

The lines of composition are ingeniously thrown together.

The Rhine Chapel at Remagen, to which reference has been

already made, is the best summary of the Art of Dusseldorf with

which' I am acquainted. Like the Giotto Chapel in Padua, and

the Sistine Chapel in Rome, this church on the Rhine is completely

covered with frescoes, and as in all similar interiors, so here like-

wise, the power of the architect has been made subservient to the

prowess of the painter. This small German chapel may, in fact,

be regarded as a picture gallery to the school of Dusseldorf, wherein

the studious works of Carl Miiller, Ittenbach, Deger, and Andreas

Mii ller are seen to best advantage. The work is a little gem. I

hardly know of another painted chamber with which it can com-

pare for sweet sentiment of beauty akin to devotion, and for sensi-

tive harmony of colour attuned to musical chords. That there is

in the soft effusion of this emotional Art some satiety, will bo

readily admitted by those who best know what are the banes and

the blots of tho Dusseldorf school. Yet, on the other hand, let it

not be forgotten that beauty in its spirit-purity has never gained

more devout expression than among these modem Christian

painters. I have compared this church at Remagen with the

chapel at Padua, and the chamber in the Vatican. The work of

Giotto is simple and elementary : Art is there in its cradle. The

compositions of the modern German painters, on the other hand,

are elaborate and ornate
:
painting is here seen in the maturity of

the nineteenth century. Again, turning to the Chapel of the

Vatican, Michael Angelo in giant strength creates the heavens

and the earth; while in the church at Remagen, Muller, Ittenbach,

and others carefully compile pretty pictures. History thus teaches

the merit, and shows us the measure, of the Dusseldorf school.

J. Beayington Atkinson.
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FACTS ABOUT FINGER-RINGS.

Chatter III.—Modern Rings.

Persons in the habit of considering the era

of Queen Anne as an “ old time,” and that

of Queen Elizabeth as profoundly ancient,

may he startled at our calling the reign of

her grandfather a modern time
;
they must

be reminded that the period known as

mediaeval commences with the fall of an-

cient Romo under the Gothic invasion, and
concludes with the capture of Constanti-

nople by the Turks in 1453. The modern
era therefore commences in the middle of

the fifteenth centuiy, during the reign of

Henry YI.
As private wealth increased, finger-rings

became much more ornamental ; to the art

which the goldsmith and jeweller devoted
to them, was added that of the engraver
and enameller. Fig. 1, from the Londes-
borough collection, is decorated with floral

ornament, engraved and filled with green
and red enamel colours. The effect on the

gold is extremely pleasing, having a certain

quaint sumptuousness peculiarly its own.
Fig. 2 is a fine specimen, from the same

Fig. l

collection, of a signet-ring, bearing “ a

merchant’s mark” upon its face. These

marks varied with every owner, and were as

peculiar to himself as is the modern auto-

graph ;
they were a combination of initials

or letter-like devices, frequentlysurmounted
by a cross, or a conventional sign, believed

to represent the sails of a ship, in allusion

to their trading vessels. The marks were
placed upon the bales of merchandise, and
were constantly used where the coat-armour

or badge of a nobleman or gentleman en-

titled to bear arms would be placed. The
authority vested in such merchants’ rings is

curiously illustrated in one of the historical

plays on the life and reign of Queen Eliza-

beth, written by Thomas Heywood, and to

which he gave the quaint title,
‘
‘ If you

know not me, you know nobody.” Sir

Thomas Gresham, the great London mer-
chant, is one of the principal characters,

and in a scene, where he is absent from
home, and in sudden need of cash, he ex-

claims, “Here, John, take this seal-ring;

bid Timothy presently send me a hundred
pound.” John takes the ring to the trusty

Timothy, saying, ‘
‘ Here’s his seal-ring

;

I hope a sufficient warrant.” To which
Timothy replies, “ Upon so good security,

John, I’ll fit me to deliver it.” Another
merchant, in the same play, is made to

obtain his wants by similar means :

—

- receive thou my seal-ring::

Bear it to my factor; bid him by that token
Sort thee out forty pounds worth of such wares
As thou shalt think most beneficial.”

The custom must have been common to bo
thus used in dramatic scenes of real life,

which the plainest audience would criticise.

These plays were produced in 1(506, and
serve to show that the value attached to a
seal-ring descended from very ancient to
comparatively modern times.

In the TVaterton collection is a massive
gold signet-ring, with the rebus of the Wyl-
mot family quaintly designed in the taste

of the fourteenth century. In the centre is

a tree; on one side of it the letters WY,
and on the other OT. Supposing the tree

to be an elm, the name reads Wy-rim-ot, or

Wylmot.
In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries

religious figures were frequently engraved
on rings. Fig. 3 represents a ring upon
which is very delicately engraved a represen-
tation of St. Christopher bearing the Saviour

on his shoulder across an arm of the sea, in

accordance with the old legendary liistory

of this Saint. The circle is formed by ten

lozenges, each of which bears a letter of the

inscription, he barn run*. The figure of St.

Christopher was used as an amulet against

sudden death—particularly by drowning
;

for it was popularly believed that no sudden
or violent death could occur to any person
on any day when he had reverently looked
upon this saint’s effigy. Hence it was not
uncommon for charitable individuals to

place such figures outside their houses, or

paint them on the walls. There is a colossal

figure (and St. Christopher was said to have
been of gigantic structure), thus painted,

beside the great gate of the ancient city of

Treves, on the Moselle.

The enameller and engraver were both
employed on the ring Fig. 4, also from the

Londesborough collection. The hoop is

richly decorated, with quaint floriated orna-
ment cut upon its surface, and filled in

with the black composition termed niello
,

then extensively used by goldsmiths in en-
riching their works. This beautiful ring is

inscribed withinside with the motto mail rar

plrs'ar—“my heart’s delight”—and was
doubtless a <jage d'amour.
Of the renowned queens, Elizabeth of

England and Mary of Scotland, interesting

mementoes are preserved in the. shape of

rings. Fig. 5 represents the gold signet-

ring of Mary, now preserved in the British

Fig. 5. Fig. 6.

Museum. Upon the face is engraved the

royal arms and supporters of the king-
dom of Scotland, with the motto IN

.

DEFENS, and her initials M.R. But the

most curious portion of the ring is the inner

side of the seal, as shown in the cut, where
a crowned monogram is engraved, which
might have been an unsolved enigma, but

for the existence in our State Paper Office

of a letter written by Mary to Queen
Elizabeth, in which she has drawn this

identical monogram after signing her name.
Sir Henry Ellis, who first traced out this

curious history, says, “ It is clearly formed
of the letters M and A (for Mary and
Albany), and gives countenance to the

opinion that the written monogram was
intended for Elizabeth and Burghley to

study ; the subsequent creation of the title

of Duke of Albany in Lord Damley ulti-

mately opening their eyes to the enigma.”

Elizabeth’s intense dislike to the Damley
marriage is well known, as she endeavoured

to force Mary into a match with one of her

own favourites, the Earl of Leicester.

The Waterton collection boasts a gem
of no inferior interest in connection with

this unhappy marriage. It is the ring of

Henry, Lord Damley, husband to Mary
Queen of Scots. On the bezel it bears the

two initials M.II. united by a lover’s knot,

and within the hoop the name engraved of

HENRI . L . DARNLEY, and the year of

the marriage, 1565. The cut, Fig. 6, shows
the face of the ring -with the initials

;
below

is engraved a fac-simile of the interior of

the ring as a plane surface.

Queen Elizabeth’s history, and that of her

unfortunate favourite, the Earl of Essex,

has a tragic stoiy connected with a ring.

The narrative is popularly known, and may
be briefly told. It is said that the queen

,
at a

time when she was most passionately at-

tached to the earl, gave him a ring, with the

assurance that she would pardon any fault

with which he might be accused when he

should return that pledge. Long after this,

when he was condemned for treason, she

expected to receive this token, and was
prepared to have granted the promised par-

don. It came not. The queen was con-

firmed in the belief that he had ceased to

care for her, and pride and jealousy con-

signed him to the death of a traitor. But
the earl had, in the last extremity of despair,

entrusted the ring to the Countess of Not-
tingham, wife to the Lord High Admiral,

an enemy of the unfortunate Essex, who
forbade his wife to take any proceedings in

the matter, but to conceal the trust entirely,

and secrete the ring. "When the countess

lay upon her death-bed, she sent for her

royal mistress, for the first time told her

guilt, “and humbly implored mercy from
God and forgiveness from her earthly sove-

reign, who did not only refuse to give it,

but having shook her as she lay in bed,

sent her, accompanied with most fearful

curses, to a higher tribunal.” Such is the

awful account of the scene by Francis

Osborne. Dr. Birch says the words used by
Elizabeth were, “God may forgive you,

but I never can.” It was the death-blow to

the proud old queen, whose regret for the

death of Essex could not be quenched by
her pride and belief in his ingratitude. A
continued melancholy settled upon her ;

she

died lonely and broken-hearted. Thus was
the murder of Fotheringay avenged.

This ring is now in the possession of the

Rev. Lord John Thynne, and three views
of it are hero engraved. It is of gold, of

extremely delicate workmanship through-
out. A cameo head of the queen is cut on
hard onyx and set as its central jewel; the

execution of this head is of the highest

order, and may possibly have been the work
of Valerio Vincentino, an Italian artist who

visited England and cut similar works for

Elizabeth and Burleigh. It is one of tho

most minute but the most powerful of like-

nesses. The hoop of the ring is enriched

with engraving, and the under-surface de-

corated with floriated ornament, relieved by
blue enamel. It has descended from Lady
Frances Devereux, Essex’s daughter, in

unbroken succession from mother and

daughter, to the present possessor. Although
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the entire story has met with disbelievers,

the most sceptical must allow that whether
this be the ring or not, it is valuable as a
work of Art of the Elizabethan era.

A ring possessing even greater claim to

notice, but depending for its appropriation

on its own internal evidence, is the next on
our list. It purports to be the seal-ring of

William Shakespeare, and was found March
16, 1810, by a labourer’s wife, in the mill

close adjoining Stratford-on-Avon church-
yard. It passed into the possession of R.
B. Wheler, Esq., the historian of the town

;

and his sister, at his death, presented it to

the museum of Shakesperian relics formed
in the birthplace of the poet. It is of gold,

weighing 12 dwts; having the initials W. S.

braced together by a tasselled cord; the
only other ornament upon the ring being a
band of pellets and lines on the outer edge
of the bezel.

Is it Shakespeare’s? It is evidently a
gentleman’s ring, and of the poet’s era. It

is just such a ring as a man in his station

would fittingly wear—gentlemanly, but not
pretentious. There was but one other per-

son in the small town of Stratford at that

time to whom the same initials belonged.

This was one William Smith, but his seal is

attached to several documents preserved

among the records of the corporation and is

totally different. * Mr. Halliwell, in his Life

of Shakespeare, observes that “little doubt
can be entertained that this ring belonged to

the poet, and it is, probably, the one he lost

before his death, and was not to be found
when his will was executed, the word hand
being substituted for seal in the original

copy of that document.”!
In the great poet’s will, five of his friends

have bequests of memorial rings. Two are
his townsmen, Hamlett Sadler and William
Raynoldes, who each have twenty-six shil-

lings and eightpence left them “to buy
them ringes ;

” the other three being the
actors (“my fellows,” as he affectionately

terms them) John Heminge, Richard Bm'-
bage, and Henry Condell, j each of whom
has a similar sum.

Rings were at this time an almost neces-
sary part of the fit-out of a gentleman

;

they indicated rank and character by their

style or their devices. Hence the wills and
inventories of the era abound with notices
of rings, many persons wearing them in
profusion, as may be seen in the portraits

painted at this time. The Germans par-
ticularly delighted in them, and wore them
upon many fingers, and upon different joints
of the fingers, the forefinger especially

; a
whimsical custom still kept by their de-
scendants. The ladies even wreathed them
in the bands of their head-dresses. Rabelais
in his renowned romance speaks of the rings

* He was a draper; and his seal has a device upon it

consisting of a skull with a bone in the mouth ; the letters
W. S. are under it, and very small. This ring was most
probably of silver. It is unlikely that a small trader like
Smith should wear a heavy gold ring, like this which claims
to be Shakespeare’s.

t The concluding words of the will are—“in witness
whereof I have hereunto putmy seale,v the hist word being
struck through with a pen, and hand substituted.

I Heminge was the old stage-manager, who, like Shake-
speare, became very wealthy by the profession. Burbage
was the great tragedian, the Garrick of the Elizabethan
stage, and the original performer of Richard III. Condell
was a comedian, part-proprietor of the Globe Theatre; it is

to him and Heminge we are indebted for the first complete
edition of Shakespeare’s works, the folio of 1623.

Gargantua wore because his father desired

him to ‘ ‘ renew that ancient mark of

nobility.” On the forefinger of his left

hand he had a gold ring, set with a large

carbuncle ; and on the middle finger one of

mixed metal, then usually made by alche-

mists. On the middle finger of the right

hand he had “ a ring made spire-wise,

wherein was set a perfect balew ruby, a

pointed diamond, and a Physon emerald of

inestimable value.”
Italy now furnished the most splendid and

tasteful jewellery ; the workmen of Venice
exceeding all others. The Londesborough
collection supplies us with a graceful ex-

ample, Eig. 9. The claws support the setting

of a sharply-pointed pyramidal diamond,
such as was then coveted for writing on
glass. It was with a similar ring Raleigh

wrote thewords on thewindow-pane— ‘ ‘Fain

would I rise, but that I fear to fall”—to

Fig. 9. Fig. 10.

which Queen Elizabeth added, “H thy heart

fail thee do not rise at all;” an implied

encouragement which led him on to fortune.

In Burgon’s life of Sir Thomas Gresham
is engraved the wedding ring of that

eminent merchant-prince. “It opens hori-

zontally, thus forming two rings, which are

nevertheless linked together, and respec-

tively inscribed on the inner side with a

Scripture posy. Quod Dens conjunxit is en-

graved on one half, and Homo non seperet

on the other.” It is hero copied, Fig. 10.

In Ben Jonson’s comedy, “The Magnetic
Lady,” the parson compelled to form a

hasty wedding asks

—

“ Have you a wedding ring?

”

To which he receives as answer

—

“Ay, and aposie:
Annulus hie nobis, quod sic uterque, dabit."

He at once exclaims

—

“ Good

!

This ring will give you what you both desire.

I’ll make the whole house chant it, and the parish.’’

Such rings were known as Gimmel or

Gimmal lings, the word being derived from
the Italian gemelli, twins. The two making
one, and though separate, undivisible,

peculiarly fitted them for wedding rings.

Their structure will be best understood from
the very fine specimen in the Londes-

borough collection, Fig. 11. The ring, as

Fig. 11.

closed andworn on the finger, is shown in the

uppermost figure. It is set with sapphire

and amethyst, the elaborate and beautiful

design enriched by coloured enamels. The

lower figure shows the ring parted, display-

ing the inscription on the fiat side of each

section, which is also enriched by engraving

and niello.

Dryden, in his play of “Don Sebastian,”

describes such a ring :

—

“ A curious artist wrought them
With joints so close as not to be perceived

;

Yet they are both each other’s counterpart.

(Her part had Juan inscribed, and his had Zaida .

You know those names were theirs), and in the midst

A heart divided in two halves was placed.

Now if the rivets of those Rings inclosed

Fit not each other, I have forged this lie:

But if they join, we must for ever part.”

A complete illustration of this passage of

the poet is afforded by our next example

from the same collection. It also illustrates

Dr Nares’ remark that “Gimmal rings,

though originally double, were by a further

refinement made triple, or even more com-
plicated

;
yet the name remained un-

changed.” So Herrick:

—

“Thou sent’st to me a true love knot ; but I

Return a ring of jimmals, to imply
Thy love had one knot, mine a triple tye.”

This ring is shown as it appears when
closed. It parts into three hoops, secured on
a small pivot, as seen below; the toothed

edge of the central hoop, forming an orna-

mental centre to the hoop of the ring, and
having two hearts in the middle

;
a hand is

affixed to the side of the upper and lower

hoop; the fingers slightly raised, so that

when the hoops are brought together, they
link in each other, and close over the hearts,

securing all firmly.

A mechanical ring of still greater mystic

significance is shown, Fig. 13, and is one

of the most curious of the Londesborough
seiies. The outside of the hoop is perfectly

plain, and is set with a ruby and amethyst.
Upon pressing these stones, a spring opens,

and discovers the surface covered with
magical signs and names of spirits

;
among

them Asmodiel, Nachiel, and Zamiel occur,

a similar series occupying the interior of the
hoop. Such a ring might be worn without
suspicion of its true import, looking sim-
plicity itself, but fraught with unholy
meaning. It was probably constructed for

some German mystic philosopher, at a time
when students, like Faust, devoted them-
selves and their fortune to occult sciences,

believing in the philosopher’s stone, the
elixir of life, and the power given to man
to control the unseen world of spirits.

"We close our review of the art of ring-

making in the sixteenth century with two
very beautiful examples. Fig. 14, from the

Londesborough collection, has a ruby in a

very tall setting, enriched by enamel. The
sides of the hoop are highly decorated with
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flowers and scroll ornament, also richly

enamelled. Tlio Waterton collection gives

us Fig. 15, a gold enamelled ring, set with
a large turquoise in the centre, and sur-

rounded by six raised garnets. This ring is

stated to have subsequently belonged to

Frederick the Great, King of Prussia, whose
cypher is upon it.

We must not, however, end this portion

of our history without a reference to the
simple, but most important, “ plain gold
ring” of matrimony. It was at this time
almost universally inscribed with a “posy”
of one or two lines of rhyme. Two speci-

mens are here engraved. Fig. 16 is formed

Fig. 16. Fig 17.

like the badge of the Order of the Garter,

with the buckle in front, and the motto of

the Order outside the hoop
; withinside are

the words “ I’ll win and wear you.” The
ordinary form of ring is shown in Fig. 17,

and is inscribed “ Let Likinge laste.” They
were invariably inscribed withinside the

hoop. Thus Lyly, in his “Euphues,” 1597,

addressing the ladies, hopes they will favour
his work, “writing their judgments as

you do the posies in your rings, which are

always next to the finger, not to be seen of

him that holdeth you by the hand, and yet
known by you that wear them on your
hands.” Such jingling rhymes "were in

great request, and exerted the ingenuity of

poetasters and small wits. In 1621, a small

collection of them was printed, with the

quaint title, “Love’s Garland; or posies

for rings, handkerchiefs, and gloves, and
such pretty tokens that lovers send their

loves.” They are generally in double, seldom
in triple lines of rhyme. The Lev. R.
Brooke, of Gatefortli House, Selby, has
presented a curious collection of such rings

to the South Kensington Museum. The
six following posies are selected from this

series, as they are good examples of the

average inspirations of ring-poets :

—

“Seitlic God hath wrought this choice in thee,

So frame thyselfe to comfourth mee.”

“United hearts death only parts.”

“ Let us share in joy and care.”

“A faithfull wife preserveth life.”

“As God decreed so we agreed."

“ Love and live happily."

The custom of thus inscribing rings con-
tinued until the middle of the last century.
There is a story told of Dr. John Thomas,
Bishop ofLincoln, in 1753, that he inscribed
his fourth wife’s ring with these words :

—

“ If I survive
I’ll make them five.”

Horace Walpole says—“ My Lady Roch-
ford desired me t’other day to give her a
motto for a ruby ring.” At that time posies

were not confined to wedding rings.

F. W. Fairholt.

THE ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM.

Ox the evening of the 21st of March, the mem-
bers of this association met, with their president,

Mr. Beresford-IIope, in the chair, to distribute

the prizes offered last year for excellence in

certain kinds ofArt-workmanship. The awards
were—For Silver-Work, £10 to Henry White-
house, jun.

; 5 guineas to Septimus Beresford

;

an extra prize of 3 guineas to G. J. Langley

;

and an extra prize of 1 guinea and a hook to

Walter Stainson
;

for Transparent Enamels, £7
to H. de Koningh, and £3 to Fred. Lowe

;
for

Opaque Enamels, £10 to Alfred Gray; and for

Chinese Cloisonne Enamels, an extra prize of a
book to H. de Koningh.

Prior to the distribution being made, Mr. Hope
delivered an address on “ The People’s Share in

Art.” In discussing the subject, he remarked,

that ho would deal with it not so much as re-

garded the advancement or trade-profit of the

.Act-producer, as from the point of view in which
the interest and advantage of the Art-consumer
are concerned. He proposed to speak of the

people’s share in Art,—the share of those per-

sons, some of whom might be ablo to practise

more or less of Art, and to do so for their own
amusement and edification, and not as their

calling in life. He would place before them,
plainly and emphatically, a general test for a
general qualification in .Art,—as not one to which
they ought to be indifferent,—one of those things

which, as the world is now constituted, might or

might not exist in a nation, but which ought to

exist if the nation meant adequately to fulfil its

mission among the other peoples of the earth, in

a social, moral, intellectual, and material point

of view. They should first inquire how far it

was desirable or necessary to the well-being of

a people that a general appreciation of Art should

be diffused
;
next, how far it was desirable to-

wards this diffusion of taste in Art that facilities

for making acquaintance with Art should be
afforded to the general public. How far, in

other words, should they take steps, not only

that persons should appreciate drawing, carving,

and so on, but also, to a certain extent, be con-

verted into carvers and draughtsmen, although
carving and drawing might never be more to

them than an amusement, or, at the outside, a
very temporary and occasional employment.
The question, “ How far ought education to be
the education simply of the eye, and not so ex-

clusively of the memory and the intellect?”

brought them back to principles of a deeper and
wider character than mere consideration of

artistic beauty. It resolved at once into that

great first principle which all those who studied

the philosophy of the human mind in no narrow',

no bigoted, or dry spirit, were united in assert-

ing, namely, that for the healthy development of

the mind, the imagination, no less than the

reason, must be cultivated. This is an age in

which science has made gigantic progress, an
age in which the machinery of literature, so to

speak—printing, journals, public speaking—had
attained a position and acquired a power such as

no previous time furnished any instance of. All

these were, in their way, antagonistic to the

development of the imagination
;
but, on the

other hand, they were good and right in them-
selves.

After showing how much the ordinary litera-

ture of our day was imbued with materialism

rather than imagination and true poetical feeling,

and that our social condition contributed in no
small measure to this result,—one greatly to be
deplored,—Mr. Hope proceeded to point out a
remedy for the evils complained of

;
and that is,

to give to the masses, with a free, liberal, and
open hand, the means of enjoying, and the

opportunity of seeing, Art
;

give them, too, the

opportunity of learning such principles of Art as

shall enable them to appreciate the merits or

recognise the demerits of the specimens of Art
brought before them. The creation of a general

Art-feeling was quite possible, and it was called

for especially in this day, when materialism

must bo counteracted by cultivated imagination.

Mr. Hope’s address throughout was of a truly

practical character, and it ought to bear good
fruit in those who listened to it.

OBITUARY.

GEORGE PATTEN, A.RA.

Our necrologic announcements have fallen

greatly into arrears of late, owing to the

pressiue of other matters on our columns.
The death of this artist, tho oldest Asso-

ciate member of the Royal Academy, and
who, during the life of the Prince Consort,

held the appointment of Portrait Painter in

Ordinary to his Royal Highness, occurred

in the month of March. For some few
years past he resided near Ross, in Here-
fordshire, hut he returned to the neigh-

bourhood of London not very long ago,

and took up his abode at Winchmore Hill.

Mr. Sandby, in his “History of the Royal
Academy,” says Mr. Patten was bom in

June, 1801. Ilis father was a miniature-

painter, and his son, being desirous of fol-

lowing the same profession, entered the

schools of the Royal Academy to study, at

the age of fifteen years. In due time ho
commenced practice, continuing to paint

miniatures till the year 1830. But two
years preceding this date, he determined to

qualify himself for painting life-size por-

traits in oils, and accordingly he studied a

second time in the schools of tho Academy.
In 1837 Mi-. Patten went to Italy and studied

the works of the old Italian artists in Rome,
Venice, Parma, &c. ;

on his return he was
elected Associate of the Academy. He
afterwards revisited Germany, where, in

1840, he painted a portrait of the late Prince

Consort, who conferred upon him the ap-

pointment referred to already. Though the

name of this artist will be cliiefly known as

a portrait-painter—he had constant commis-
sions for works of this class as presentations

from corporate bodies, &c.—he frequently

exhibited ideal and other kindred composi-

tions ; such, for example, as his ‘ Cymon
and Ipliigenia,’ ‘Bacchus and Ino,’ ‘The
Passions,’ from the well-known ode by
Collins, ‘The Madness of Hercules,’ ‘Hy-
men burning the Arrows of Cupid,’ ‘ Cupid
caught by tho Graces,’ ‘Flora and Zepliy-

rus,’ ‘The Destruction of Idolatry in

England,’ ‘Susannah and the Elders,’

‘The Bower of Bliss,’ ‘Apollo discovering

the use of the Grape,’ ‘Apollo and Clytie,’

and ‘The youthful Apollo preparing to

engage in a musical Contest with Paris,’

the last of his exhibited works—in 1864.

Several of these pictures are painted on a
scale too large for the artist’s powers to

cany out successfully : Mr. Patten evidently

aimed at Etty’s manner, and though his

flesh-painting of the nude, or semi-nude
figure, was fairly good, it cannot for an
instant be brought into comparison with
that of Etty. Has designs are not without
considerable grace and spirit.

The only artist to whom Paganini sat

was Mr. Patten ; his portrait of the great

violinist, and his ‘Dante in Inferno,’ were
the two pictures selected by the Academy
to represent the painter at the Universal
Exhibition in Paris, in 1855.

MR. WILLIAM LEE.

We have to notice the death of the

above-named artist, which occurred at his

residence in the Euston Road, on the 22nd
of January. Mr. Lee, who had reached
the age of fifty-five years, was for many
years a member of the Langham School,

and succeeded Mr. Jenkins in the office of

secretary, the duties of which he discharged

with ability and assiduity, till compelled to

resign by the long and painful disease that

terminated his life. Mr. Lee’s contributions

of English rustic and French coast figures,

both single and in groups, were always
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attractive in the gallery of the Institute of

Water-Colour Painters, a society of which
he was long a member.

AUGUST KISS.

Tho death of this sculptor, whose colossal
j

group of the Amazon became such a well-

known feature in the Great Exhibition of

1851, is announced to have taken place on
the 25th of March, at Berlin. He was a
native of Gleiwitz, and was born in March,
1802. At the age of twenty-one he went
to Berlin, where he received much assist-

ance in his studies from Tierck
;
but in

1824 he entered the atelier of Bauch, with
whom he remained a considerable timo. He
also studied in tho Institute VIndustrie, and
in the Berlin Academy. Eor the formor
edifice Kiss executed the eight small groups
which ornament the fountain in the court,

from the designs of Schinkel ; and some
bas-reliefs in the church at Potsdam are

also his work
;
but he will be principally

known by the noble group of the Amazon,
which he modelled so far back as 1839. Of
his later productions tho most prominent
are, a statue of Erederick tho Great, and
a large group of * George and the Dragon.’

Kiss had, for some considerable time,

held the responsible position of Professor

of Sculpture in the Berlin Academy. His
decease, though not altogether unlooked
for by those who knew he had long suffered

from a determination of blood to the head,

was very sudden : he was foimd dead in

his bed.

MR. WILLIAM HUMPHREYS.
The death of this gentleman, many years

ago in good practice as a line-engraver, is

announced as having taken place on the

21st of January, at Villa Novello, Genoa,
whither he had gone, at the invitation of

his friend, Mi-. Alfred Novello, in the hope
of restoring his health. Mr. Humphreys
produced numerous small plates for “an-
nuals,” when these were in fashion, and
for other illustrated books, such as editions

of the American poets, Biyant and Long-
fellow, published in America, where he
was resident during many years, and em-
ployed chiefly upon engraving vignettes

for bank-notes and other paper used in

commercial transactions. Ho was also

much engaged on similar work when he
returned to England. The portrait of our

Queen on postage stamps was engraved by
him, and likewise the head of "Washington,

used also as a postage stamp by the United
States. The most important of his “ picture-

plates” are—‘Sancho and the Duchess,’

after Leslie; the ‘Magdalen,’ after Cor-

reggio’s celebrated painting at Dresden ; the
‘ Coquette,’ and ‘ Kitty Fisher,’ after Rey-
nolds; and ‘ Young Lambton,’ after Law-
rence. Mr. Humphreys was a native of

Dublin, and had attained the age of seventy

-

one, when an attack of paralysis resulted
in his death.

MR. EDWARD JOHN ROBERTS.

The name of this engraver, who died on
the 22nd of March, at the age of sixty-
eight, is scarcely known out of the pro-
fession to which he belonged. He was
chiefly employed by other engravers to etch

their plates, and it was in the execution
of such work that Mr. Roberts particularly
excelled : the elaborateness and fidelity of
liis etchings rendered the subsequent opera-
tions of the engraver a comparatively easy
task.

Mr. Roberts commenced his career under
the late Mr. Charles Heath, with whom he
resided many years, assisting in the pro-

duction of the various “ Annuals ” pub-
|

lished by him. In 1832 ho undertook the
I

engraving and publication of the Continental
'

Annual
,
from the drawings of Prout, and

two years afterwards of Sir Bulwer Lyt-
ton's “ Pilgrims of the Rhine,” illustrated

by his namesake, but not a relation

—

D. Roberts, R.A. His next illustrated

work was “The Rhine,” from drawings

by Birket Foster, published by the late

Mr. Bogue. Many of the etchings of these

beautiful plates were executed by himself,

and several of the prints bear his name.
Notwithstanding the temptation which the

success of these books offered him to con-

tinue his labours in his own name, he
preferred devoting his time to etching, and
was thus engaged on many of tho plates

engraved in our Journal—the ‘ Lake of

Lucerne,’ for example, in the present

number—and on others of larger size.

We understand that the series of plates

engraved for the Continental Annual, and
the “ Pilgrims of the Rhine,” will be sold

with the collection of works of Art left

by'Mr. Roberts, for the benefit of his family.

MR JOHN CASSELL.

The name of Mr. Cassell, in connection

with popular literature, has become, it has

been truly said, “ a household word :
” as

the projector and publisher of a very large

number of works, which give employment
to numerous artists and engravers. His
death, on the 2nd of April, cannot be

passed over without some notice in our

columns.
With little or no scholastic education,

and employed through many years of his

early life as a hard “ worker” among the

working classes, he managed, by untiring

energy and great perseverance, to raise

himself above his fellows, and acquired no
little popularity and influence by tho zeal

with which he advocated the temperance

movement. He was, moreover, enabled in

time to engage in some successful com-
mercial pursuits

;
and afterwards embarked

in the business of a publisher, and com-
menced that long catalogue of literary

works with which his name, as the senior

partner in the firm of Cassell, Petter, and
Galpin, is associated, and so extensively

known. "What Charles Knight and Robert

and William Chambers have done for the

middle classes, Mr. Cassell has done for the

classes below these. To enumerate even one-

half of the publications which have issued

fromthe extensive printing establishment on

Ludgate Hill, would be to write a longer

list than we have space for. He died at

the comparatively early age of forty-eight

;

but he lived long enough to effect much
good, and to leave a name entitled to sin-

cere respect.

MR. THOMAS GARRETT.

We have received intelligence of the

death, on the 2nd of April, of this gentle-

man, at the advanced age of eighty years.

The event, which from our personal ac-

quaintance with Mr. Garrett we heard of

with much regret, deserves a record in our

Journal, inasmuch as the ceramic arts of

the country are much indebted to him for

the progress they have made of late years.

Mr. Garrett was long a partner in the

house of Mr. Alderman Copeland, and upon
him devolved, in connection with the late

Mr. Thomas Battam, the working, so to

speak, of the artistic arrangements of the

establishment in its earlier attempts to

unite true Art with manufacture.

SELECTED PICTURES.

PROM THE COLLECTION OE JOHN MITCHELL,
ESQ., BRADFORD.

THE BALLAD SINGER.

D. Maclise, R.A., Painter. J. Stephenson, Engraver.

Lapidaries are accustomed to estimate the

value of precious stones less by their size

than by the purity and brilliance of their

colours. Something of the same kind of

test must be applied to pictures whose ex-

cellence consists not in the extent of canvas

covered by the artist, nor in the variety

and quantity of subject-matter he places

upon it, but in the masterly disposition of

whatever he introduces, in the truth with

which this is expressed, and in the appeal

that the work makes to our judgment and
feelings by tho care, and the knowledge of

what is beautiful in Art, expended upon it

to render it acceptable to the spectator.

On these principles we may pronounce this

little picture to bo not a whit less worthy
of consideration than Mr. Maclise’s more
important works, such as ‘ The Meeting of

Wellington and Blucher,’ his ‘ Bohemian
Gipsies,’ ‘ Marriage of Strongbow,’ * The
Sleeping Beauty,’ ‘ The Vow of the Pea-
cock,’ and others. The ‘Ballad Singer’ is

a woman with a gipsy style of face : she

carries a half-naked baby at her back, and
on her right arm a basket of fruit with
“ accompaniments,” tho meaning of which,

in connection with her professed avocation,

if it be that of a wandering vocalist, is not

veiy clear; still the apples have afforded

the painter an opportunity of putting in a

few touches of brilliant colouring. She has

entered the front garden of a wayside cot-

tage, and is presumed to be serenading its

inmates with a song, the words of which

she holds in her hands ;
a redbreast perched

on the garden palings is evidently uniting

his music with that of the ballad singer.

The principal figure is bold and free in

design, and is richly coloured
;
exquisite in

detail, and luxuriant in growth, are the

masses of lilac flowers and foliage which
form the chief background of the picture,

bringing into relief the woman, whose cos-

tume and adornments, by the way, seem
rather above one in her position of life.

Ballad singing, as a 'profession, has almost,

if not quite, become a thing of the past

;

modern taste and the “ march of intellect”

have ruined the vocation : but in Char les

the Second’s reign, and even later, ballad

singers were a kind of institution, and were
compelled to take out a licence before prac-

tising their art. In the London Gazette of

April 13, 1082, appeared the following

notice:—“Whereas Mr. John Clarke, of

London, bookseller, did rent of Charles

Killigrew, Esq., the licensing of all ballad

singers for five years, which time is expired

at Lady-day next ; these are, therefore, to

give notice to all ballad singers, that they
take out licences at the Office of the Revels

at Whitehall, for singing and selling of

ballads and small books, according to an
ancient custom. And all persons con-

cerned are besides desired to take notice of,

and to suppress all mountebanks, rope-

dancers, prize-players, ballad singers, and
such as make show of motions and strange

sights, that have not a licence, in red and
black letters, under the hand and seal of

the said Charles Killigrew, Esq., Master of

the Revels to His Majesty,” There are

some old laws it seems a pity to have re-

pealed; this, to some extent, is one of

them. Were it in existence, our public

streets and places of popular amusement
might be freed from much annoyance.
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MEMORIES OF THE AUTHORS OF THE AGE:
A SERIES OF WRITTEN PORTRAITS (FROM PERSONAL ACQUAINTANCE) OF GREAT

MEN AND WOMEN OF THE EPOCH.

BY S. C. HALL, F.S.A., and Mrs. S. C. HALL.

“History maybe formed from permanent monuments and records, but lives can only be written from personal

knowledge, which is growing every day less and less, and in a short time is lost for ever.”—

D

r. Johnson.

JAMES MONTGOMERY.

ENTLE, suave, and ten-

der, in look and manner,
with very little outward
development of power,
but with an aspect that

indicated a sensitive and
generous soul, was the

poet, James Montgomery—when I
knew him in 1830. His early as-

sociateship with the sect called the
“Moravian Brethren” had pro-
bably given a tinge of melancholy
to his mind, for so he always
seemed to me, and so, I believe, he

seemed to others.

It matters little whether he was or was

not a descendant of that ancient family,

whose name is renowned in three kingdoms,
and who “ camo in with the Conqueror:”
he had a higher boast, that he was

“ The son of parents passed into the skies.”

His father was the Rev. John Montgomery,
who had been appointed to the pastoral

charge of a small congregation of the
“ United (Moravian] Brethren,” at Irvine,

a seaport in Ayrshire; and on the 4th of

November, 1771, the jioet was there born.

His father and mother were both Irish, and
of Irish descent. He was himself, therefore,

more than half Irish—as he said to his friend,

John Holland, having “ barely escaped

being born in Ireland,”—entering the world

a few weeks after the arrival of his mother
at Irvine, and returning with her to Ireland

four years and a half after his birth. He
received his earliest lessons at Grace Hill,

in the county of Antrim, from a genuine

Irish schoolmaster—“one Neddy McKaf-
fery,”—and was educated at the Moravian
Settlement, Fulneck, about six miles from
Leeds, his parents having been removed to

the Island of Barbadoes, as “missionaries

among the negro slaves.” His mother died

at Tobago in 1790, and his father at Barba-
does in 1791. The mission was unfortu-

nate. The good man, in his hopelessness,

exclaimed, “Oh that I knew one soul in

Tobago truly concerned for his salvation,

how should I rejoice!” They pursued
their vocation, none the less

;
doing, as far

as they could, the work of their Master,

amid privations and sufferings, literally

unto death : thus wrote their poet-son :

—

“ Beneath the lion-star they sleep,

Beyond the western deep

;

And when the sun’s noon-glory crests the waves,

He shines without a shadow on their graves.”

During his long life, James Montgomery
paid but one visit to the land in which he
was bom. It is, therefore, absurd to de-

scribe him as a Scotchman ; to all intents

and purposes he was, as he himself said he
had nearly been, an Irishman

;
for it is

certain that the native country of a man is

not determined by the accident of birth

;

otherwise some of the most renowned Eng-
lishmen must be treated as Frenchmen or

Spaniards. A man loses no civil rights, as

a British subject, by being born in a foreign

state, nor does he by such “ mischance ” ac-

quire any of the privileges to which, as a
native of such state, he would be entitled.*

Li 1830, when Mr. Everett, one of Mont-
gomery’s biographers, visited Grace Hill, a
nephew and two aunts of the poet were
“ residents ” there. Probably some of the

family live there still. Montgomery him-
self visited Grace Hill in 1842. He had
retained a vivid recollection of the place,

and the several objects and incidents asso-

ciated with it.

When Montgomery visited Irvine, where
he was formally welcomed by the authori-

ties with the respect due to one whoso
genius and virtues had done honour to

the Burgh, the little chapel in which his

father preached was no longer used as a

sanctuary. It then contained four or five

looms
;
yet he had a strong memory of

the place, and was deeply touched by the

visit— “its bridge, its river, its street-

aspect, and its rural landscape, with sea-

* Maria Edgeworth was bom at Bath. Her claim to be

2 o
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glimpses between.” His memory of Grace
:

Hill was necessarily more clear and strong,

but be had evidently no special attachment
'

to either. He was indeed, though not in

fact, a native of Sheffield.

Fulneck, a few miles from Leeds, was,
and is, not only a settlement, but may be
called a college of the Moravians. Mont-
gomery became a scholar there in 1777, the

design of his parents being to educate him
for the ministiy. It must have been a
dolorous place, according to the vivid de-

scription of William Howitt, though others

have spoken of it differently. No doubt in
j

1777 it was far less dismal than it is in

I860, when huge chimneys stretch up to

the sky, clouds are intercepted by smoke,
and a perpetual din of the hammer drowns
the song of birds—if any remain to sing.

But in its best timo, little of the more
striking aspects of beautiful nature could

have been without the walls
;
while within,

the Fathers and “Brethren” sought by pre-

cept and example to close the outer world to

the eyes and hearts of the neophytes. Such
a locality, and such a system, would have
dried up the living fountain that issued

from the heart even of great Wordsworth.
True, something must be conceded to sys-

tematic education, but a worse home in

wliich to educate a poet can hardly be con- I

ceived.* Neither was Montgomery much I

better off when in after life his Parnassus
was the close street called “ Hartshead,” or

even ‘
‘ TheMount,” at Sheffield—the world's

i

factory of steel and iron.

No doubt, in his poetry, his narrow sec-

tarianism was a serious trammel. He
could never give full vent to fancy

;
imagi-

nation was not permitted to body forth the

forms of things unknown ; inventions were
stigmatised as falsehoods

;
and fiction was

a convicted crime. The fine phrenzy of

the poet was, therefore, a sin against the
brotherhood

;
and themes in which happier

“makers” revelled, were excluded from
entries in his book of life. Montgomery
was not heard in protest against this un-
toward fate

;
although he does complain

that he had been often compelled to sacri-

fice brilliant forms of expression, which,
whatever admiration they may have won
from many readers, were “ incompatible

with Christian verity.”

Montgomery’s promise of the future was
not such as to justify' the hopes of the

Directors at Fulneck : the ministiy was not

to be his lot. Little did the good fathers

foresee that the rejected was to become a
mightier teacher— more powerful to in-

fluence the hearts and minds of human-

English is stronger than that of Montgomery to be Scottish

;

for her mother was an Englishwoman, and she was many
years a resident in England before she visited Ireland.
Cardinal Wiseman was precisely circumstanced as was
James Montgomery: liis parents were Irish, but he was
born in Spain, and sent to England for education when five

or six years old.

Montgomery, in the course of a speech at a public meet-
ing, made these remarks:—“If I did not love Ireland fer-

vently, I should be a most unnatural and ungrateful wretch

:

every drop of blood in my veins was drawn from Irish
fountains

; both my parents were Irish, and the first motion
of my heart was communicated by the pulse of an Irish

mother’s.”
I thought it well to determine this point, and put a

written case before an eminent lawyer of England. This
is his opinion :

—“ If born of English parents, no matter
where—Scotland, Spain, or in any vessel, in any clime—he is

English: there is an especial act of the British Parliament
putting the matter beyond question. Certainly, if bom in

Spain, he could claim no lights as a Spaniard, nor lose any
as an Englishman, always supposing the parents had not
been naturalised." As it was possible the Scottish law
differed from the English, I consulted a Scottish lawyer.
This is liis opinion :

—“ The fact of being bom in Scotland is

of no account. A child so bom is no more a Scotchman by
virtue of that fact, than he would be a marine by being
bom at sea.”
* One of the Moravian pastors asks Montgomery in a

letter from Fulneck—“ Do you yourself ascribe your ten-
dency to depression of spirits to your mode of education
here?” There appears to have been no answer to the
question.

kind—than the whole of the students put
together whom Fulneck was rearing to be-
come missionaries throughout the world

;

that the silent, unsocial, and seemingly
indolent lad, whom, hopelessofbetterthings,

they had to consign to the counter of a
small shopkeeper at Wath, was destined

to make their gentle faith reverenced to

the uttermost parts of earth, among the

millions upon millions who speak the

Anglo-Saxon tongue.
Neither was shop-thraldom for him

;
he

threw off the shackles they had placed on
his soul. Considering himself free (as he
was not under indentures) to act for him-
self, he set forth “ to seek his fortune,” but
almost penniless, and without a guide;
nay, not without a guide, for the Master
he was to serve as the “ Christian poet” of

a future, was at his side. After a brief

sojourn with the shopkeeper at Wath, and a

booksellei in London, he was conducted to

the proverbially unpoetic and intellectually

unfruitful town of Sheffield, where the whole
of his after-life was passed from the age of

twenty-one to that of eighty-three. To

the “ hard-handed ” men in that capital of
“ toil and traffic,” he brought a shining
light. Assuredly, he was led where he
was most needed

;
and who shall say how

far the gentle teachings and glad tidings of

the Gospel, preached by him during so

many years, from the printing press, and in

so many viva voce speeches, influenced a
people, many of them then and always
conspicuous for passionate, not to say reck-
less, ardour ? and who shall gauge the in-

fluence of the Christian poet in counter-
balancing the dangerous efforts of a lofty

but fierce democratic power that soon ob-
tained ascendency in that stirring and
energetic town ?— the one poet uttering

curses loud and deep against a tax-fed
aristocracy

; the other breathing gently in

his prose and verse, and illustrating by his

example, the merciful teachings of the
suffering yet ever considerate Saviour.

Yes, the pulpit of James Montgomery
was the wide, wide world, and his congre-
gation the whole of humankind.

Moreover, he was unfitted for the ministry
by “constitutional indolence,”—he might

THE MOUNT, AT SHEFFIELD : MONTGOMERY’S HOUSE.

have said, excessive sensibility. Of himself
he writes, so early as 1794, “I was distin-

guished for nothing but indolence and
melancholy.” “ I who am always asleep

when I ought to be working.”
But Montgomery had, in reality, “no

vocation for the pulpit,” and it is not un-
likely that the austerity of Fulneck school

rendered a prospect of the ministry distaste-

ful to him ;
at any rate, the rebound of his

spirit, when breaking away from his reli-

gious teachers, took a different direction.

His destiny was to be, not a man of peace,

but a man of war (with the pen, that

is to say). Very early in life he launched
his fragile, if not “frail” bark, on the

stormy sea of politics. His youth and his

earlier manhood were expended in the party-

contests of a provincial town ; although his

large mind and high soul dealt occasionally

with the loftier topics that concern humanity.
No doubt, in the main and for a time, he

“ To party gave up what was meant for mankind.”

In 1794, Montgomery commenced to pub-
lish in Sheffield the Iris newspaper, passing

in a few short months from “ a seclusion

almost equal to that of the cloister,” to

what was then one of the most responsible

and perilous stations in active life—that of
“ a newspaper publisher, politician, and
patriot ”—exhibiting, as if in proof of Dr.
Johnson’s notable averment, “something
of that indistinct and headstrong ardour
for liberty which a man of genius always
catches when he enters theworld, and always
suffers to cool as he passes forward.”
On the 4th of July the first number

appeared. He had soon to endure the
pains and penalties consequent on his posi-

tion. In October, 1794, he was prosecuted
for printing “ a patriotic song by a clergy-

man of Belfast.” The passage that was
pronounced “libellous” by the sapient
justices who tried the case, was this :

—

“ Europe’s fate on the contest’s decision depends,
Most important its issue will be.

For should France be subdued, Europe’s liberty ends,
If she triumphs, the world will be free.”

The verses were written by a Mr. Scott,

of Dromore, and were sung at a festival in

Belfast, to commemorate the destruction of

the Bastile ; and they had been printed in

various newspapers (among others, the
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Morning Chnonicle
)
a year before Mont-

gomery was prosecuted for reprinting them
for a ballad-hawker

;
for which he received

as a printer the sum of eighteen-pence. It

bore internal evidence that he was not the

writer—indeed, that was not charged against

him ;—yet he was convicted and sentenced
to three months’ imprisonment in York
Castle, and to pay a fine of £20.

Not long afterwards (in 1796) he was a

second time tried, convicted, and imprisoned
for libel. It was for printing in his news-
paper what he considered a true statement
of facts concerning a riot that had taken
place at Sheffield, in which several lives

were lost.* He was sentenced to six

months’ imprisonment, and a fine of £60.
Again, therefore, to quote his own words,

“ he kept house in York Castle.”

In a letter I received from him in 1837,
he thus alludes to himself:—“The dis-

appointment ofmy premature poetical hopes
brought a blight with it, which my mind
has never recovered. For many years I
was as mute as a moulting bird, and when

or any of the other poems” of James
Montgomery ! Such was the judgment of
Francis Jeffrey. How righteously true!
how glorious in its fulfilment was the pro-
phecy put forth in 1807, the fulfilment
which Jeffrey, the writer, lived to witness,
so long afterwards as 1S56 !

In 1825, ho retired from the Iris. On
the 27th of September of that year, ap-
peared the last number of that journal with
the imprint of James Montgomery, t His
fellow townsmen received him at a public
dinner, at which Earl Fitzwilliam presided

;

* When, in 1796. Coleridge was canvassing for subscribers
to the Watchman, lie declined efforts in Sheffield, “ lest he
should injure the sale of the 7m,” “ the Editor of which is

a very amiable and ingenious young man of the name of

James Montgomery.”
t The Iris was, at one time, “ the only newspaper pub-

lished at Sheffield,” and in allusion to tliis fact, on Mont-
gomery’s relinquishing it, Wilson says in the “ Noctes,”
“ a hundred firesides sent tlieir representatives to bless the

man whose genius had cheered their homes for tliirty

winters.” He adds, “his poetry will live, for he has heart

and imagination : the religious spirit of his poetry is affect-

ing and profound.”

tbe power of song returned, it was without

the energy, self-confidence, and freedom
which happier minstrels among my con-

temporaries have manifested, and have
owed much of their success to such inspira-

tion from their own conscious talents.”*

No doubt much of this state of mind re-

sulted from the severity of criticism dealt

out to him ;
it acted on a naturally sensi-

tive mind and a delicate constitution, and
had the effect it was probably designed

to produce. Take, for example, the follow-

ing extract from the Edinburgh Review—
January, 1807—where Montgomery was
cried down (!) as “intoxicated with weak
tea, and the praises of sentimental ensigns,

and other provincial literati ;

” “a writer

of middling verses,” whose readers were
“half-educated women, sickly tradesmen,

and enamoured apprentices;” a “most
musical and melancholy gentleman,” “very
weakly, very finical, and very affected.”

The review ending with a prophecy that
“ in less than three years no one will know
the name of the 1 Wanderer of Switzerland,’

persons of all political opinions attended to

do him honour, acknowledging his services

to humanity, the gentleness with which he
had done his “ spiriting,” the blameless
tenor of his life, the suavity of his manners,
and the firmness of his character—that as a

public journalist he had honoured and
dignified the Press of his country.

And throughout the kingdom, that

opinion there was none to gainsay. Thence-
forward he entirely abstained from political

writing
; and his biographer says that, in

1837, “his opinions had become, in the

main, very similar to those now indicated

by the term Conservative.”
On retiring from business Montgomery

left the premises in the Hartshead, where
he had so long resided, and went to live at

The Mount, a pleasant situation, about a

* “ The Wanderer of Switzerland ” was published in

1S06 ; “The West Indies,” 1810; “Tlio World before the

Flood,” 1813; “Greenland,” 1819; “ Prose by a Poet,” 1S24;
“ The Pelican Island,” 1827 ;

“ Lectures on Poetry,” 1833.

mile outside the town, and overlooking the

valley of the Sheaf. The house occupied

by the poet was one of eight, which toge-

ther form a handsome and imposing pile-

of building. We were amused with Mr.
Holland’s account of the surprise of the

American poet, Bryant, at the first sight

of The Mount—on the supposition that the

Sheffield bard, occupying the whole, was
housed in so palatial a style !

In 1830, Montgomery was in London to

deliver lectures on English Literature, at

the Royal Institution.

Itwas then he visited us—inSloane Street.

I had seen him once before, dining a rapid

run through Sheffield, when I had a brief

interview with him, seated, ex cathedra, in

the office of the Iris, in the dingy locality

before mentioned. It was in that year,

while he was contenting himself with

the production of occasional verses—often

commemorating the worth of the departed,

soothing sorrow, and arousing hope in sur-

vivors—that anotherMontgomery

—

Robert
Montgomery—claimed and obtained the

suffrages of the world. The “ Omnipre-
sence of the Deity ” rapidly passed through
seven or eight editions, and Robert gave, in

a year, more employment to the printers

than James had found for them in half a
century of work. Yet surely, while the

one was pure gold— thrice tried in the

furnace—the other was, by comparison,
“ sounding brass, and tinkling cymbal.”

Some notes here concerning Robert
Montgomery may not be out of place or

unacceptable to my readers.

I remember James Montgomery calling

upon me soon after the work of his name-
sake appeared, andbecame at once *

‘ famous.”
His mind seemed much unsettled, and he
spoke as if under the influence of some
affliction, as he asked me for my sympathy,
showing me a letter, and telling me it was
not the only one of the kind he had
received, in which the writer congratulated

him on the success of his new poem, “ add-
ing that it was undoubtedly his best, and
that as he grew in years he grew in vigour
and in beauty.” The new poem was “The
Omnipresence of the Deity !”

No doubt the sudden, extreme, and irra-

tional popularity of Robert gave pain to

James, not from envy certainly, but on ac-

count of the mistakes arising, not always
undesignedly, by the similarity of names.
It is not in human nature to bear such
mortifications without umbrage. Whether
Robert was particeps criminis or not, I
cannot say, but certainly the advertisements
issued by his publisher— Maunder— of
“ Montgomery’s new poem,” repeated
perpetually without any prefix, if not
intended to deceive, did deceive, not the

public alone, but the booksellers, and
in some instances critics and reviewers.

One speaker, at a public meeting, James
being present, alluded in terms highly com-
plimentary to Robert’s poem of “ Woman,”
as “ rendering tardy honours to the sex,”
and in their name tendered thanks to

James, whom he took to be its author.
A note to an article in the Quarterly

which contained this passage, “we mean
the poet Montgomery, and not the Mr.
Gomery who assumed the affix of 1 Mont,’

”

&c., naturally excited the ire of Robert,
who wrote to James, indignantly denying
the assumption of the name, which he
affirmed was his natural right. To that
letter James wrote a lengthened reply, in

which he stated, ‘
‘ the worst that I wish to

Mr. Robert Montgomery is, that some rich

man would die and leave him a handsome
estate on condition that he should take the
name of his benefactor but he did not

THE TOMB OF JAMES MONTGOMERY.
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conceal Ids vexation at the annoyances to worked. * In all the minor relations of life

which he had been subjected.*
,

—as husband, father, and friend—he was

I would not, however, seem to cast a > exemplary.
’ slur upon the memory of the lesser, while

|

Of his merits as a poet I do not tako

lauding the greater, Montgomery

;

the suf-
]

upon myself to speak. A writer who lived

frages of thousands have given to him a to see thirty-six editions of one poem, “ The

niche in the temple of Fame, and if rated Omnipresence of the Deity,” and many
above his value as a poet

,
he was at all events

a kindly man, a zealous clergyman, and a

fervent Christian—to whose rare powers as

a preacher some of our best charities are

indebted for much of their means to lessen

and relieve human suffering

editions of several other poems, could not

be without great merit, though it may be

of “ a certain kind moreover, he was not

prostrated, although for a time hurled to

the ground by the memorable and terrific

assault of Macaulay
;
and though he died

I think the exact particulars of his I comparatively young, t he had a position

parentage have never been given: it is,
I
and achieved a triumph for which thousands

however, believed his father’s name was
|

labour in vain.

Montgomery,! but that he had dropped the

aristocratic quarter of it, calling himself

Gomery, and that Bobert in resum ing it

did no more than he was entitled to do.

It was in 1825 or 1826 that Bobert Mont-
gomery brought me an introduction

;
I

cannot now say from whom. There came
to spend an evening with me a somewhat

|

as may be supposed, lacked the power, the

handsome and rather “foppish” young earnestness, the conviction, in a word, that

It was, as I have said, in 1830 when he

visited London to deliver, at the Boyal
Institution, a series of lectures on poetry,

that we became personally acquainted with

James Montgomery. As a lecturer he

cannot be described as successful ;
his

matter was of course good, but his manner,

man, tall, and slight, and gentlemanly,

though assuming and exacting in manners.

His object was to read to me a poem he

had written, which he called “ The Age
Beviewed. ’

’ It was full of sparkling ‘
‘ clever-

ness,” but was a satire on the leading

reviewers, poets, and authors of the day.

The half-fledged sparrow was about to peck

at their plumes. Names the most honoured

and reverenced in letters, some of whom
were even then almost of the future, were

treated with contumely and scorn ;
heroes

in a hundred fights were to go down “ be-

fore the grey goose-quill ” of the boy

Goliath! His great prototype, Byron,

was bitterly lamenting a wicked folly of the

kind, but the intellectual giant had strength

for the encounter, which this thoughtless

youth had not. I listened as he read, and

when he had finished I gave him serious

and earnest counsel at once to put his poem
into the fire beside which we were sitting.

My advice was angrily rejected. Bobert

Montgomery published “ The Age Be-

viewed,”! and lamented the wanton act of

aggression all the days of his life.
_

Many
years passed before I again saw him ;

he

had then been ordained, and was a favourite

preacher — especially fond of preaching

charity sermons. We were brought toge-

ther in consequence of our mutual interest

in the Hospital for the cure of- Consumption

at Brompton—a charity for which he exerted

himself ardently and zealously.

He was certainly the vainest man I have

ever known. To him notoriety was fame
;

a “few” was never a “fit” audience: he

would have far preferred a bellow of ap-

plause from a crowded gallery to a half-

suppressed murmur of admiration from
“ the first row in the pit.”

The portrait I draw of him, however,

cannot, and ought not to be, all shade.

Beyond his vanity there was no harm in

him ; nay, his nature was generous and
kindly. He was eloquent and impressive

in the pulpit ; and discharged zealously and
faithfully his manifold duties as a clergy-

man. The Consumption Hospital is by no

means the only charity for which he heartily

rarely fail to impress an audience, and
which often stand serviceably in the stead

of aids more important. Previously I had
barely seen Montgomery, yet I had been

in frequent correspondence with him, for

he had written year after year for the

Amulet, which contained some of his best

compositions both in prose and verse. I

was, however, prepared to see a gentleman
of calm, sedate, and impressive exterior.

There was no timidity of manner before

a London audience, but there was a want
of depth and originality in his matter,

beautiful and graceful as were his senti-

ments
;
while an utter absence of that posi-

tive and declamatory tone which so often

stands for the power it simulates, lessened

the appreciation of what he said. These

lectures, received not unfavourably at the

Boyal Institution as the opinions of a poet

concerning the brethren and mysteries of

the craft, were delivered in several towns,

and afterwards published in a volume, the

reception of which would by no means be

a fail1 or favourable criterion of the public

appreciation of his merits as a poet.

In 1835 James Montgomery received one

of the crown pensions—a grant of £150
a-year—the donor being Sir Bobert Peel.

It was one of the latest acts of the great

statesman’s government, for the day after

the grant was made he ceased to be
minister—for a time.

Montgomery was never married. His
love verses have been variously interpreted.

In a letter written when he was aged, he
somewhat mysteriously alludes to his celi-bUHit) VV lid 0 inyoioiiuuciv aiiu.u>jo

J
" , , ,

,

bacy—“The secret is within myself, and quently downcast.

that England had printed as a benefaction

to varied mankind. I had to recall myself

to his memory
,
but when I did so I obtained

a cordial greeting, that even to-day I re-

member, and record with gratitude and
pleasure. As I left him I could not help

repeating his lines

—

“ There is a calm for those who weep,

A rest for weary pilgrims found.”

I have said the personal appearance of

Montgomery was not striking. The eye

was the redeeming feature in an otherwise

plain face. It was (or seemed to be) a clear,

bright blue, outlooking and uplooking.*

In 1805, the sculptor, Chantrey, “ a

young artist whose modesty and zeal for

improvement are equal to his talents,”

painted a portrait of Montgomery. He was
often painted. In 1827, by Jackson, B.A.,

whose portrait is perhaps the best.. That

by Illidge is good. Mr. Barber painted a

full-length for the Sheffield Literary and
Philosophical Institution, where it now is,

and where I have gladly seen it. But
Montgomery said, that of all his portraits,

there was not one he should like to see en-

graved. A faithful profile likeness of the

“Christian Poet” appears on the bronze

medal which is annually presented by the

Sheffield School of Art to the most success-

ful drawing by any pupil of English wild

flowers
;

it was from a portrait carefully

modelled from the life at four score. He
considered, however, that his face was
‘
‘ rather improved than deteriorated by
age.” In one of his letters he speaks of

himself as “the ugliest man in Sheffield.”

He was nothing of the kind.

Mrs. Hemans, who received a visit from
Montgomery in 1828, speaks of his “mass
of tangled, streaming, meteoric-looking

hair ;” and another writer says, that

“ when young, ho had an abundant crop of

carrotty locks.”

In 1825, when the poet may be said to

have been at the best period of his life, and
certainly in the zenith of his fame, he was
visited by a Mr. Carter, editor of a news-
paper in New York

;
and as Mi'. Holland

has reprinted the article that hence arose,

we are to assume that he endorses it.

Of Montgomery he says, “in his manners
the author manifests that mildness, simpli-

city, and kindness of heart so conspicuous

in his writings. His flow of conversation

is copious, easy, and perfectly free from
affectation

;
his language polished, but with-

out an approach to pedantry In

person he is slender and delicate, rather

below the common size ; his complexion is

light, with a Boman nose, high forehead,

slightly bald, and a clear eye, not unfre-

* Robert liad the cure of a church in Glasgow when
James visited that city, but did not call upon his venerable

namesake
:
yet the poet went to hear him preach. On his

return to Sheffield, James, being questioned on the subject,

merely said, “ I cannot be one of his eulogists, and I will

not say anything to his disparagement.”

t It is said, but I know not with what truth, that the

father of Robert, usually called Gomery, had been a theatrical

clown.

{ “The Age Reviewed,” Robert Montgomery. Pro-

fessor Wilson, in the “ Noctes,” speaks of the book thus
“ I gave the thing a glance—wretched stuff.”

it is on the way to the grave, from which

no secret will be betrayed till the day of

judgment.”
The last time I saw Montgomery was

during his one visit to the Exhibition

in 1S51 ;
the venerable man was moving

slowly about from stall to stall, examining,

apparently with a duff and listless look, the

beauties of manufactured Art by which he

was surrounded. His form was shrunk, he

stooped somewhat, his once bright eye

seemed glazed ;
he was, indeed, but the

shadow of his former self
;
yet I was told

he had brightened up into his old nature

when, just before, he had been looking over

the books in one hundred and sixty-five

languages of parts of the Holy Scripture

* For the Consumption Hospital alone he preached thirty

times, at thirty different churches, extending over a period

from January, 1S43, to December, 1853, adding thus to its

funds no less’ a sum than £1,194 17s. 4d-

t The Rev. Robert Montgomery died in December, 1855,

leaving a widow and one child.

Mrs. Holland wrote for the- New Monthly

during my editorship, in 1835, an article,

entitled “ Sheffield and its Poets,” in the

course of which she thus describes Mont-
gomery :

—

“ He is the youngest man of his years I

ever beheld ; and at sixty years old might
pass for thirty—such is the slightness of

his figure, the elasticity of his step, the

smoothness of his fair brow, the mobility

and playfulness of his features when in con-

versation.” She adds, “ the lighting up of

his eye when he is warmed by his subject is

absolutely electrical.”

In 1841, when he visited Scotland, he is

thus described— in his sixty-fifth year:
‘

‘ His appearance speaks of antiquity, but
not of decay ;

his locks have assumed a

snowy whiteness, and the lofty and full-

* One of the artists who painted his portrait, said that

his eyes were “ in reality a bright hazel, within a narrow
circle of clear blue, and so lustrous, that in some lights the

latter seemed the prevailing tint.”
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arched coronal region exhibits what a
brother poet has well termed the ‘ clear,

bald polish of the honoured head.’
”

Searle, in his life of Elliott, describes
Montgomery as ‘

‘ polished in his manners,
exquisitely neat in his personal appear-
ance, while his bland conversation rarely
rose above a calm level.” And Southey, in
“ The Doctor,” thus refers to him, sending
to the Christian poet the greeting of “ one
who admires thee as a poet, honours and
respects thee as a man, and reaches out in
spirit, at this moment, a long aim to shake
hands with thee in cordial good will.”

The two poets never met ; the want of op-
portunity being often regretted by both.
Montgomery had many acquaintances,

and a few devoted friends. Foremost among
them was John Holland, whom he more
than once calls a “good man and true.”
He was the poet’s loved and loving friend
from a very early period, and to him (in

conjunction with Mr. Everett) was assigned
the duty of compiling the lii'e of the poet.

The task was discharged with sound judg-
ment and nice discrimination, although
with deep affection and abundant zeal.

*

In 1854 the time of James Montgomery
had come; warnings that the hour of his

removal was near at hand had been mer-
cifully sent to him some time previously;
“ the labour of composition made him ill,”

yet his faculties were all sound, and though
feeble, ho was not bedridden. The last

tracings of his pen were in the writing of
a hymn, printed in Mercer’s collection

;

this was the appropriate close of a species

of composition m which he delighted and
excelled ; and a sweet memorial of his piety
and skill in this way, is the volume of
Hymns published not long before his death,
specimens of which occur in every hymn-
book published during tho last fifty years.
On the last evening of life he was out, and
returned home “apparently as usual,” but
surprised his aged companion, Miss Gales, f
by handing her the Bible, and saying,
“Sarah, you must read.” She did so, ho
knelt down and prayed, retired to his room,
and in the morning it was found that his
spirit had gone home

;
the tabernacle of his

body was without inhabitant
;
the soul was

with the Master whose faithful servant he
had been, and whose work he had so long
and so well done. He entered into the joy
of his Lord on the 30th April, 1854, in the
eighty-third year of his age.

Those who knew him loved him, and by
all he was respected and esteemed. By
the tenor of his life, as well as ever by his

writings, he advanced the cause of religion
;

in example, as well as in precept, he was a
true Christian gentleman.
A fitting monument was proposed for

him at Sheffield, and John Bell made a
worthy design

;
the estimated cost, how-

ever, was beyond the reach even of zealous
friends, and after some time fruitlessly

spent, the same artist made a new design,
comprising a life-size statue of the poet in
bronze, upon a granite pedestal, contain-
ing a prolix inscription. This monument,
placed over Montgomery’s grave in the
Sheffield Cemetery, was inaugurated by a
public demonstration—rarely equalled for

the number and respectability of those who
took part in it, except at the funeral of
the great and good man whose name and
virtues are so deservedly commemorated.

* Mr. Holland, the author of numerous works in prose
and verse, was for many years editor of the Sheffield
Mercury. He still lives in a green and vigorous old age,
and is at present the honoured manager of the Sheffield

Literary and Philosophic Institution.

t This lady was the youngest and last survivor of three
sisters of Mr. Gales, into whose office, D3 proprietor and
publisher of the Sheffield Register newspaper, Montgomery
was introduced on his first arrival in Sheffield.

THE CHINESE COLLECTION AT
THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

When the summer palace of the Emperor of

China at Pekin was destroyed by the combined
armies of England and France, it was felt that
a useful lesson had been read to a government
that had met “ barbarian ” conciliation and
trustfulness, by “civilised” treachery and mur-
der; but it was also felt that a royal museum
had been destroyed in the confiscation of this

favourite residence, leaving a void that could
never be similarly refilled.

All that Oriental luxury and wealth could do
to make a terrestrial Paradise appears to have
been done for this favoured retreat. It was a
veritable palace of Aladdin. Its walls were
panelled with ivory, and covered with silks of
fabulous price

;
crystal chandeliers hung from its

ceilings
;

its furniture was of the costliest kind,
rendered still more precious by the most skilled

labour of the artisan; its “bijouterie” and
general “garniture” comprised the most an-
cient, rare, and valuable, as well as the most
costly works of their class. Tho Art-history of
China for a thousand years was enshrined in

these walls.

The owner of the present collection—Captain
de Negroni—was posted with his regiment in
this famed palace when it was sacked and burned,
lie secured many exquisite objects, now in this

collection, and, having ample means, purchased
others from the soldiery. The result has been
the formation of a collection of an enormous
money value, and the highest excellence.

It is, however, necessary to think over the
material of many of these works, and the diffi-

culty of their manufacture, before they can be
entirely appreciated. Differing in taste so much
from ourselves, the jade ornaments are cut into
figures and fashions which give little pleasure
to European eyes. Tho material is so extremely
hard, that no important work, with the utmost
diligence, can be finished in less than twenty
years. Tho finest work of this kind known is

the jewel-stand used by the Empress of China,
now the principal feature of this collection : it

much surpasses that in theMineralogicalMuseum
at Paris, valued at 72,000 francs.

Thejewellery is not restricted to Chineseworks,
but comprises some of the finest European pro-
ductions presented at various times to the em-
perors of China. They are rivalled by the
jewel-case of the Chinese empress, a work of the
most beautiful design, encrusted with precious
stones

;
and by the hand-glass used at her toilet.

The collection of porcelain, though small, is

characterised by the same qualifications. All
the works exhibited are chef d’ccuvres. Here we
see the imperial yellow porcelain, the rare old

grey cracldin, the secret of making which has
been lost for many centuries

;
and the still rarer

cracklin of dark, ruby colour, the enamel said to

be composed of pulverised gems. The vase of this
rare ware here exhibited is thought to have been
manufactured some two hundred years before
Christ. There is little doubt that we look upon
works of profound antiquity in this collection,

which have been highly treasured and religiously

preserved as royal heirlooms for many ages.

Lovers of precious stones will be abundantly
gratified by the sight of the largest sapphire in
the world: it weighs 742 carats, and is “esti-
mated” to be worth £160,000.
The imperial dresses tell their own tale in the

rich character of theirfabrique, and the elaborate

style of their needlework
;
but their real value

in some instances might escape detection. Thus,
the mantle composed entirely of strips of fur,

taken only from the throats of white foxes, is

valued at £2,000, and it is calculated that about
four hundred of these animals must have been
killed to obtain fur enough to make this mantle.

It will thus be seen that this very recherche

gathering of much that is rich and rare repre-

sents the highest flight of the Art-industry of
this ancient nation, and is a more extraordinary
exposition of its claims than Europeans could
have hoped to see irrespective of the chances of
war, which enables each “ barbarian” to see for

a shilling what the most highly privileged Chi-
nese could scarcely hope to gaze upon.

PICTURE SALES.

Messrs. Christie, Manson, and Woods sold, on
the 13th and 14th of March, at their rooms in
King Street, the collection of oil-paintings and
water-colour drawings formed by Mr. Thomas
Blackburn, of Liverpool, about one hundred and
seventy in number. The more important exam-
ples of the former were

—

‘ The Gaoler’s Daugh-
ter,’ P. H. Calderon, A.R.A., 100 gs. (Harting-
stall)

;
‘ Morning on the Welsh Hills,’ with

cattle and figures, H. B. Willis, 155 gs. (Har-
tingstall)

;
*A Mountain Stream,’ T. Creswick,

R. A., 120 gs. (Wallis)
;
‘A Fakeer at the En-

trance to a Mosque,’ a scene in Cairo, J. F.
Lewis, R.A., 175 gs. (Hartingstall)

;
‘Classic

Landscape, with Figures,’ B. Wilson, R.A.,
115 gs. (Hartingstall); ‘Ferdinand and Mi-
randa,’ P. F. Poole, R.A., 131 gs. (Moon). The
water-colour drawings were by far the most
attractive portion of Mr. Blackburn’s collection,

as is shownby the prices paid for the following :
—

‘ The Cottage Door,’ and ‘ Shelling Peas,’ a pair
of very small drawings by Birket Foster, 132^ gs.

(Smith)
;

‘ Damascus,’ C. Stanfield, R.A., 120 gs.

(Crofts)
;

‘ Cottage at Hambleton, Surrey,’ Birket
Foster, 115 gs. (Rolfe)

;
‘Gateway, Prague,’

S. Prout, 100 gs. (Fitzpatrick); ‘Moorland
Scene, North Wales,’ J. W. Whittaker, 12S gs.

(Agnew)
;

‘ Spanish Peasants,’ F. W. Topham,
101 gs. (E. F. White) ;

‘ Pine-Apple and Plums,’
J. Sherrin, 81 gs. (D. White) ;

‘ Landscape,’
E. Warren, 92 gs. (Moon)

;

‘ An English Home-
stead,' and ‘Return from Labour,’ a pair by
D. Cox, sen., 126 gs. (E. Smith); ‘English
Landscape,’ Copley Fielding, a very fine exam-
ple of the master, 258 gs. (E. White)

;

‘ Black
Grapes and Spanish Chesnuts,’ W. Hunt, 95 gs.

(R. P. Smith) ;
‘ The Stepping-Stones,’ J. H

Mole, 115 gs. (Fores); ‘Home,’ J. II. Mole,
148 gs. (Fores)

;

‘ Lake Como,’ T. M. Richard-
son, 90 gs. (R. P. Smith)

;
‘Snowdon,’ E. Duncan,

102 gs. (Cox); ‘The Well in the Desert,’ F.
Goodall, R.A., 115 gs. (Fitzpatrick); ‘Land-
scape,’ with sheep, and children carrying water,

B. Foster, 135 gs. (Flatow)
;

‘ Canterbury Mea-
dows,’ T. S. Cooper, A.R. A., 128 gs. (Lloyd);
‘The Tempest,’ E. Duncan, 160 gs. (E. Smith)

;

‘ A Marriage in the Cathedral of Bruges,’ L.
Haghe, 81 gs. (Hartingstall) ;

‘ Hayfield near
Batley,’ B. Foster, 145 gs. (Moore)

;
‘Heidelberg,’

D. Roberts, R.A., 77 gs. (E. Smith)
; ‘The Dun-

mow Flitch,’ J. Gilbert, 105 gs. (E. Smith)
;

‘ View on the Rhine,’ S. Prout, 78 gs. (Fitzpa-
trick)

;
‘ The Doge Andrew Dandolo leaving tho

Church of St. Mark,’ a magnificent drawing by
Louis Haghe, and one of the most important of
his works, exhibited in 1863, 455 gs. (Harting-
stall)

;

‘ Farmyard in Brittany,’ F. Goodall,
R.A., 96 gs. (E. Smith)

;

‘ The Gleaners,’ and
‘ The Young Nurse,’ a pair by B. Foster, 145 gs.

(Moore)
;

‘ Christmas in the Olden Time,’ ono
of the series, by J. Gilbert, illustrative of the
ballad of “The Old English Gentleman,” and
exhibited last year at Mr. Agnew’s gallery in
Waterloo Place, 280 gs. (Hartingstall)

;
‘ Ben-

venuto Cellini and Charles I. at Fontainebleau,’
another of Mr. Haghe’ s most distinguished
drawings, 320 gs. (Hartingstall)

;
‘Early Morn-

ing,’ H. B. Willis, exhibited in 1863, 145 gs.

(E. White)
;

‘ Plums, Apples, and Sprig of Sloes,’

W. Hunt, 136 gs. (E. White)
;
‘Landscape and

Cattle,’ with a girl driving cattle to water, B.
Foster, 84 gs. (Moore); ‘The Grange, Borrow-
dale,’ C. Fielding, 120 gs. (Moore). The pro-
ceeds of the whole sale amounted to £8,763 15s.

A considerable number of the pictures belong-
ing to the projector of an exhibition held dining
the late winter months at 53, Pall Mall, was
sold by Messrs. Christie and Co. on the 18th
of March. Among those enumerated in the
catalogue were

—

‘ The Cottage Door,’ and ‘ The
Pet Kitten,’ a pair by E. C. Barnes, 152 gs.

(Bourne)
;

‘ Life in Acadie,’ F. Wyburd, 168 gs.

(Poole)
;

‘ The Meet,’ and ‘ Breaking Cover,’ a
pair by J. F. Herring, 175 gs. (Barlow)

;
‘The

Spanish Beauty,’ H. Schlessinger,95gs. (Barlow);
‘Tho Village Schoolroom,’ ‘A Nest of Little

Ones,’ and ‘The Young Boatbuilder,’ W. Brom-
ley, 135 gs. (Taylor)

;
‘ She Stoops to Conquer,’

E. C. Girardot, 98 gs. (Barlow)
;

‘ The Market-
place, Antwerp,’ Van Schendel, 120 gs. (Par-
sons)

;
‘EveningPrayers,’ and ‘Sunday Morning,’
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;

both by T. Brooks, 110 gs. (Parsons'); ‘Moel

Gwyn, in the Yale of Festiniog,’ T. Creswick,

R.A., 160 gs. (Harper); ‘The Tower, ay, the

Tower !’ Mrs. E. M. Ward, the picture engraved

in the Art-Journal last year with the notice of

this lady’s works, 200 gs. (Barlow)
;
‘The Old

Bridge and Castle of Dietz on the Lahn,’ and
‘ The Castle of Chillon,’ a pairby G. C. Stanfield,

150 gs. (D. B. McEwen)
;
‘A Lady at the Opera,’

T. Brooks, 92 gs. (Bourne)
;

‘ Fun,’ A Burr,

245 gs. (Bailey); ‘Caught!’ E. Nicoll, R.S..A.,

360 gs. (Bailey)
;

‘ Happy Moments of Child-

hood,’ E. J. Cobbett, 115 gs. (Barlow); ‘The
Water Lilies,’ F. Goodall, It.A., a kind of small

replica ofMr. Goodall’ s ‘Happy DaysofCharles I.
,’

150 gs. (Barlow); ‘Landscape and Cattle,’

Auguste Bonheur, 1 40 gs. (Barlow) ;
‘ Fruit,’

G. Lance, 115 gs. (Marshall); ‘The Rose of

England,’ H. Schlessingcr, 95 gs. (Barlow)

;

‘ The Token of Flight to Robert the Bruce,’

W. J. Grant, 170 gs. (Gilbert)
;

‘ The Execution

of Montrose,’ the finished study for the large

picture by E. M. Ward, R.A., in the possession

of Mr. James Bagnall, 375 gs. (Parsons); ‘Land-

scape and Sheep,’ E. Yerboeckhoven, 190 gs.

(Miller)
;

‘ The Queen's Highway in the Sixteenth

Century,’ J. Hayllar, 240 gs. (Marshall)
;

‘ Land-

scape, Cattle, and Sheep,’ T. Creswick, R.A.,

235 gs. (Moore)
;

‘ The Love Story,’ A. Johnston,

110 gs. (Barlow); ‘Make up your Mind!’ R.

Redgrave, R.A., 95 gs. (Bourne)
;
‘The Croquet

Party,’ G. E. Hicks, 240 gs. (Parsons)
;

‘ The
Spring Blossom,’ C. Baxter, 140 gs. (Moore)

;

‘ San Pietro in Castello, Venice,’ E. W. Cooke,

R.A., 115 gs. (Shaw); ‘Cornfield,’ with figures,

W. Linnell, 140 gs. (Parsons)
;
‘Entrance to a

Cathedral,’ with figures, Sir A. W. Calleott, R. A.,

150 gs. (Barlow) ;
‘ The Ballad-Singer,’ D. Mac-

lise, R.A., 2S0 gs. (Mr. D. Maclise) ;
‘A Girl

with Ferns,’ W. C. T. Dobson, A.R.A., 335 gs.

(Marshall)
;

‘ A Lady,’ holding a fan, C. Baxter,

165 gs. (Gibbon)
;

‘ Something it is which thou

hast lost,’ &c., a subject from Tennyson, P. H.

Calderon, A.R.A., 320 gs. (Marshall). The
amount realised by the sale—177 pictures were

included in it—somewhat exceeded £10,000.

On the 24th of March, Messrs. Christie and Co.

sold about one hundred water-colour drawings,

mostly of a very fine character, the property of

Sir Hugh H. Campbell and other collectors. It

will be seen from the prices appended to the

following examples, that works of this kind are

in great demand,—in fact, they seem to be just

now more in request than oil-pictures, and to

realise, comparatively, larger sums:—‘A Scene

from Macbeth
,
G. Cattermole, 185 gs. (Wallis)

;

* The Forum at Rome,’ S. Prout, 150 gs. (Ag-

new) ;
‘ The Temple of Peace, Rome,’ S. Prout,

135 gs. (Vokins); ‘Exeter, from the River,’

J. M. W. Turner, R.A., engraved in the Eng-

land and Waks series, 490 gs. (W. Cox)
;

‘ Gipsies,’ and ‘ Sunset,’ D. Cox, 95 gs. (Green-

wood)
;

‘ A Cloudy Day,’ D. Cox, 315 gs.

(Clark); ‘Fisher-boys,’ D. Cox, 120 gs. (F.

Smith); ‘Pond and Rushes,’ D. Cox, 105 gs.

(Agnew)
;

‘ Landscape, with Timber Waggon,’

D. Cox, 206 gs. (W. Cox)
;

‘ Missing the Flocks,’

D. Cox, 195 gs. (Mills)
;

‘ Collecting the Flocks,’

D. Cox, 265 gs. (Mills) ;
‘ Bolton Abbey,’ D. Cox,

380 gs. (F. Smith)
;

‘ Borrowdale, Cumberland,’

T. M. Richardson, 198 gs. (Wigram)
;
‘A Soup-

Kitchen in the Olden Time,’ L. Haghe, 80 gs.

(Astley) ;
‘ The Leaning Towers of Bologna,”

and ‘ The Temple of Peace, Rome,’ S. Prout, the

latter drawing a different view of the temple

from one previously mentioned, 125 gs. (Wallis);

‘ Landscape, with Cattle,’ and ‘ Coast Scene, with

Fishing-Boats,’ Copley.Fiolding,100gs. (Vokins);
‘ Coast-Scene, unloading Fishing-Boats,’ ‘ Land-
scape, with Sheep,’ both by D. Cox, 115 gs.

(Shalders) ;
‘ Glen Lochy, Loch Tay,’ Copley

Fielding, 240 gs. (Agnew)
;

‘ View in Hamp-
shire,’ Birket Foster, S4 gs. (E. White) ;

‘ The
Bay of Naples,’ Copley Fielding, 71 gs. (Grundy)

;

‘ Metz,’ S. Prout, 107 gs. (Crofts). The amount
realised by this day’s sale somewhat exceeded

£5,500.

It was continued on the following day, when
Messrs. Christie’s great room was crowded to

excess by collectors and amateurs, chiefly from

the fact that a considerable number of oil-

pictures and water-colour drawings by Turner,

which had never previously been exhibited in

public, were to be disposed of. Before these

were submitted for competition, several other

pictures were offered, among which were— ‘ The
Journey to Emmaus,’ the figures by J. Sant,

A.R.A., the landscape—a view of Jerusalem, the

Mount of Olives, &c.—by D. Roberts, R.A.,

420 gs. (Simpson)
;

‘ Jezebel and Ahab,’ F.

Leighton, A.R.A., 160 gs. (Pocock)
;
‘A Hay-

field,’ D. Cox, 112 gs. (Flatow)
;
‘Wind, Rain,

and Sunshine,’ D. Cox, 251 gs. (Flatow)
;
‘Big

Meadow, Bettws-y-Coed,’ D. Cox, 105 gs. (W.

Cox) ;
‘ The Greek Slave,’ J. E. Millais, R.A., 197

gs. (Ames)
;

‘ Lady with a Locket,’ C. Baxter,

140 gs. (Marshall)
;

‘ The Origin of the Combing
Machine,’ A. Elmore, R.A., the finished sketch

for the larger picture, 145 gs. (Colnaghi)
;
‘The

Bashful Swain,' J. C. Horsley, R.A., 550 gs. (N.

Gibbs). The paintings by Turner were— ‘ Italian

Landscape,’ with bridges and figures in the fore-

ground, engraved in the Liber Studiorum, 450 gs.

;

the companion picture, ‘ Italian Landscape,’ with

a woman playing on a tambourine, also engraved

in the same work, 480 gs.
;

‘ The Beacon on the

Rock,’ 315 gs.
;

‘ View of Margate Pier,’ 210 gs.

:

these four were purchased by Messrs. Agnew

;

‘ Morning after the Wreck,’ 150 gs. (Sharpe)

;

‘ Kingsgate Bay, near Margate,’ emigrants land-

ing, 160 gs. (E. F. White); ‘The Wreckers,’

and ‘ Squally Weather,’ a pair of studies, 120 gs.

(Vokins)
;

‘ Sunset,’ a study for the celebrated

picture of ‘The Old Temeraire,’ 125 gs. (Agnew)

;

‘View of Margate,’ hazy morning, 130 gs. (Brick-

nell)
;
‘View of Margate,’ evening, 155 gs.

(Agnew). The water-colour drawings by the

same painter were— ‘ A Town in the Tyrol,’ on

the bank of a river, boats and figures, 460 gs.

(Agnew) ;
‘ River-Scene in the Tyrol,’ with a

castle on a height, figures in the foreground, the

moon rising, 420 gs. (Vokins)
;

‘ Lake Scene,’

150 gs. (Vokins)
;
‘Going to Market,’ scene in

the Tyrol, 158 gs. (Agnew); ‘ The Pass of St.

Bernard,’ 84 gs. (Vokins)
;
‘Town on a River

in Savoy,’ 275 gs. (Agnew)
;
another subject of

a similar kind, 290 gs. (Agnew)
;

‘ Sunrise,’ and
‘ Sunset,’ sketches, 100 gs., the former bought

by Messrs. Vokins, the latter by Messrs. Agnew.

The Turner works closed with his famous oil-

picture ‘ Palestrina,’ which, at the sale of the

Bicknell collection in 1863, was bought by
Mr. II. Bicknell, son of its late owner, for 1,900

guineas : it now was knocked down to Mr. J. J.

Miller for 2,100 guineas.

The collection of oil-pictures formed by the

late Mr. John Davis, of Cranford Park, Ilford,

concluded the day’s proceedings at the rooms of

Messrs. Christie. The principal specimenswere

—

‘The Sphinx,’ W. Muller, one of this artist’s

grandest Eastern works, 625 gs. (Agnew) ;
‘Boar

Hunters returning,’ at the gate of a monastery,

J. R. Herbert, R.A., 220 gs. (Marshall)
;

‘ Land-

scape,’ F. R. Lee, R.A., with figures at a well,

by F. Goodall, R.A., 100 gs. (Agnew) : these

three paintings were formerly in the gallery of

Mr. Meigh ;
‘ Landscape,’ upright, with cattle

on a road, T. Creswick, R.A., 168 gs. (Agnew)

;

‘ On the Maas, near Dordt,’ market people

waiting for the evening tide, C. Stanfield, R.A.,

2, 1 10 gs. (Ward) : this picture was painted for the

late Sir Robert Peel, who died before it was quite

completed, when it was purchased by its late

owner; ‘Over the Sands,’ T. Creswick, R.A.,

painted for Mr. Davis, 545 gs. (Agnew)
;

‘ The
Surprise of the Caravan,’ D. Roberts, R.A., the

white horse by T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., painted for

Mr. Davis, 800 (Wallis)
;

‘ Landscape,’ with

sheep and goats, T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., 290 gs.

(Agnew)
;

‘ Dutch Fishing Boats,’ purchased

direct from the artist in 1852, 290 gs. (Agnew)
;

‘ Interior of St. Stephen’s, Vienna,’ D. Roberts,

R.A., painted for Mr. Davis, 1,820 gs. (Ward)

;

‘ Milton dictating Samson Agonistcs,' J . C. Hors-

ley, R. A., 350 gs. (Williamson). Several of these

pictures were exhibited at Manchester in 1857,

and at the International Exhibition in 1862.

The day’s sale realised the large sum of £18,475 !

Truly British Art is maintaining its high pecu-

niary value, but the principle on which pur-

chases are frequently made is one we are utterly

at a loss to comprehend, unless it be that of

buying what will most readily and profitably

sell again.

We have notices of subsequent sales in type,

but are compelled to postpone them till next

month.

ART IN SCOTLAND, IRELAND,
AND THE PROYINCES.

Edinburgh.—The various designs for the

Scottish memorial of the Prince Consort having

been submitted to the Queen, her .Majesty is

stated to have expressed an opinion in favour of

the equestrian statue, with its accompaniments,

designed by John Steell, R.S.A., who bears

the honorary title of the “ Queen's Sculptor for

Scotland.” The general form of this design is

pyramidal, composed of several stages. On the

sides of the upper pedestal are bas-reliefs, illus-

trative of the career and character of the Prince

—on the one side is a representation of his

marriage, and on the other his opening of the

International Exhibition, 1851. On the front

panel H.R.H. the Prince is represented in the

midst of his family
;
and, on the back, awarding

rewards of merit. On the second stage long

quotations from the Prince’s public speeches

enrich the surface
;
and, on each centre, a mass

of classic emblems, indicative of his tastes and

pursuits. At each of the angles of the first

stage, or base, groups represent the people of

all classes, from the peer to the peasant, ap-

proaching the efiigy of the Prince, looking up

to it with reverence and affection, and leaving

at its base chaplets and wreaths, in token of

their gratitude and love. One group is repre-

sentative of the votive offerings of rank and

wealth. Another group illustrates honest la-

bour. The site proposed for the memorial is

on the level ground of the Queen’s Park.—The
members of the Royal Scottish Academy havo

again thrown open their gallery in the evening,

at a reduced charge, for the benefit of the artisan

classes, who eagerly throng the rooms, to their

own pleasure and instruction, and, it is also said,

without the slightest injury to the works ex-

hibited.—On the 24th of March, tho statues of

ProfessorJohnWilson, the “ ChristopherNorth”

of Blackwood in olden time, and of Allan Ramsay,

the poet, were unveiled, with much ceremony,

in the presence of the municipal authorities and

a large assembly of spectators. The statues,

both of which are by J. Steell, R.S.A., are

placed one at each end. of the Royal Institution.

Aberdeen.—Mr. A. Brodie, to whom was

entrusted the task of executing the statue, of

her Majesty, subscribed for by the working

men of this city, is proceeding rapidly with his

work. The statue is of colossal size, in marble,

and represents the Queen standing, and habited

in ancient Roman costume, one hand grasping

a sceptre, and the other holding lightly the

folds of her flowing robe. A suitable central

site in Aberdeen has been obtained for it.

Ayr.—Mr. Matthew Noble is engaged upon a

statue of the late Lord Eglinton for this town.

Dundee.—The committee of the School of

Art in this town, in common -with tho managers

of most other similar institutions throughout

the country, has entered its protest against tho

action of the Department of Science and Art,

which, it is alleged, must result in the closing

the doors of the school.

Belfast.—The memorial of the Prince Con-

$prt in this town takes the form of a clock-

tower, for which the authorities have granted a

site in Queen’s Square.

Dublin.—The thirty-seventh annual exhibi-

tion of the Royal Academy opened last month

:

it is said the collection is not so large as that of

last year, and that “ native ” art, especially, is

more limited in number of examples than usual.

We hope next month to visit Ireland, and

shall then be in a position to judge and report

for ourselves, and shall, doubtless, find much to

prove that Irish Art is maintaining the credit

of the country.

Alton Towers.—The noble mansion of the

Earl of Shrewsbury and Talbot will, it is pro-

bable, be open in the autumn for a grand exhi-

bition of Art works in aid of the Wedgwood
Institute. Contributions are promised from

the South Kensington Museum, Mr. Beresford-

Hope, the Right Hon. the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, and many other well-known col-

lectors. The project has the support of a very

large number of persons of distinction, both in

the county and elsewhere.
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Andover.—The annual meeting of the An-
dover School of Art has heen held, when it was

stated that the Government Inspector awarded,

at the last examination, eighty-seven certificates

of merit to the pupils in this and the Abbot’s

Ann school, which is united with it.

Birmingham.—A public meeting has been

held for the purpose of promoting the erection

in this town of a memorial of James Watt. No
decision was come to as to what form the me-

morial should tako, that being left for future

consideration
;
but £500, or about that sum,

was subscribed in the room before the meeting

separated.

Hanley.—The friends and supporters of the

School of Art in this important manufacturing

town held their annual meeting on the 6th of

March, the mayor presiding. The report, read

by the head master, Mr. Powell, alluded to the

satisfactory result of the teaching, notwith-

standing the want of sympathetic action evinced

by the Department of Science and Art. A letter

from Mr. Beresford-Hope, who was prevented

by indisposition from attending the meeting,

was read, in which he denounced in the

strongest language the action of the Depart-

ment, especially with reference to the recent

“minutes;” and resolutions were passed of a

similar import, and also of regret that the

treasurer’s statement of the financial condition

of the school was so unfavourable.

Leeds.—A large and influential meeting of

gentlemen connected with the various schools

of Art in Yorkshire, was held in this town in

the month of March. The object of the meet-

ing was to take into consideration the applica-

tion of the new minutes of the Department of

Science to the schools in tho county. As we
have referred to this matter elsewhere, it is only

necessary to say here, that the speakers were

unanimous in their condemnation of the minutes,

and that a deputation was appointed to wait

upon Earl Granville to express their views,

and if unsuccessful in obtaining redress, that

measures would then be taken to bring tho

matter prominently before Parliament.

Manchester.—Acommittee oftheManchester
School of Art has also recently passed resolu-

tions upon the same subject, and upon other

matters affecting these schools resulting from

the conduct of the authorities at South Ken-
sington. The committee is of opinion that

unless a different course is pursued to that

which now obtains, a large number of the pro-

vincial schools will inevitably languish, and
ultimately cease to exist.

Oxford.—A meeting was held in this city,

at the end of March, tho Dean of Christ Church
presiding, for the purpose of establishing a

School of Art in connection with the Depart-

ment of Science and Art. The chairman re-

marked in his address, that some years ago an

attempt was made to induce the University to

found a Professorship of Art, but it failed for

lack of sympathy. A School of Art was also

set on foot by some of the citizens, but this,

too, fell to the ground. He hoped soon to see

one which should include in it every rank of

society, and thus producers and patrons would
reap an advantage. We have repeatedly urged

it as a short-sighted view of their educational

responsibilities, that the heads of houses, both

in Oxford and Cambridge, have been so in-

different to the claims of Art as to have no
Professor. •

Warrington.—The exhibition of the stu-

dents’ works executed in the School of Art
here during the year, closed on Tuesday the

2nd March last Hitherto they have been
usually exhibited about November, on the

occasion of their examination and the award of

medals by H.M.’sTEnspector
;
but under the new

Art code, all works from the various schools of

the kingdom are sent to South Kensington,

there to bo adjudicated upon according to their

merit. The adoption of this new code has very

much crippled the action of the executive here

;

but to the energy of Mr. J. C. Thompson, the

master, may be ascribed the fact that there was
no falling off in the number of works exhibited,

and their general excellence was quite up to the

usual high standard of this school. Meriting

notice above all the rest, were three beautiful

water-colour drawings of fruit, birds’ -nests,

&c., from nature, of the most promising cha-

racter, by William Jenkins; and some of the

designs indicated much excellence. This school

has now been in existence eleven years, and its

course has been most successful.

Windsor.—A singular discovery of ancient

paintings has recently been made in the cloister

of Wolsey Chapel, during some alterations that

were carried on in the roof. Part of the

western wall of the chapel is arranged in the

shape of a large window with carved medallions,

the space usually occupied by glass being filled

with stone slabs. Mr. Turnbull, architect to the

Castle, chanced to sound one of these slabs,

when a fragment of the stone fell off, and

showed underneath a portion of a richly-

coloured painting. On removing three of these

slabs, portraits of as many knights of the

Garter were found painted on the wall, with

strong iron bars in front of each picture. The
colouring of the pictures is somewhat brilliant,

but differs in appearance from the usual water-

colour mural paintings. At present there

seems to be no clue as to the personages repre-

sented, nor the date of the work.

ART IN CONTINENTAL STATES.

Paris.—The sale of the celebrated Pourtales

collection of works of Art, which extended over

several weeks, has, as was expected, attracted

a very large amount of interest; purchasers

from all parts of Europe attended, and the

various objects offered realised, in most cases,

their full value, and in many instances more
than this. Our notice of the sale must be

limited to the principal pictures, though some
account of the sculptures might find a place

here. One example, bought for our National

Gallery, is referred to in another column. Of
tho paintings may be mentioned :—

‘ Sea-shore

at Low Water,’ R. P. Bonington, £260
;

‘ A
Young Painter’s Garret Studio,’ Boucher, £280;
‘ Brigands at Prayer before a Madonna,’ Coig-

niet, £96; ‘Young Girls at Play,’ Coypel,

£136 ;
‘ Portraits of Pius ATI. and Cardinal

Capreva,’ David, £712; ‘The Grand Vizier’s

Guard,’ Decamps, £320
;

‘ St. Cecilia,’ P. Dela-

roche, £840; ‘Cardinal Richelieu Sick in a

Barge on the Rhone,’ and ‘ The Death of

Richelieu,’ both by P. Delaroche, were put up
together, and sold for £3,208 ;

‘ A Young Girl,’

P. Delaroche, £160; ‘The Temptation of St.

Anthony,’ P. Delaroche, £408
;
‘A Young Girl

Reclining on a Couch,’ Deshays, £92 ;
‘ The

Grape-Gatherer,’ Girodet-Triorson, £108; ‘In-

nocence,’ a young girl holding a lamb to her

bosom, Greuze, £4,008, bought, it has been

stated, by the Marquis of Hertford, whose gal-

lery already contains some fine specimens of

the master
;

‘ Head of a Young Girl,' Greuze,

£208; ‘The Seraglio,’ Haman, £104; ‘ Raf-

faelle and the Fomarina,’ Ingres, £380; ‘Re-

turn from Fishin g,’ Isabey, £120 ;

‘ Girls

Bathing,’ Lancret, £292; ‘ The Park of St.

Cloud,’ Francois, the figures by Meissonnier,

£500 ;
‘ Fisherman and Young Girl of Ischia,’

Robert, £164 ;
‘ Shepherd tending Sheep and

Goats,’ Rosa Bonheur, £360 ;
‘AYoung Mother

with Her Children,’ Ary Scheffer, £260 ;
‘ The

Meeting of Tamar and Judah,’ H. Vemet,
£408; ‘A Young Roman Woman,’ H. Vemet,
£160

;
‘Helen and Paris Reconciled by Venus,’

Prudhon, £196
;
‘The Marriage of the Virgin,’

Philip do Champagne, formerly the altar-piece

of the chapel of the Palais Royal, £1,740 ;

‘ The
Flight into Egypt,’ by the same painter, £136

;

‘ Portrait of the Daughter of Philip de Cham-
pagne,’ habited as a nun of the Convent of the

Ladies of Port Royal, by the same painter,

£1,164 ;
‘ Salome asking the Head of John the

Baptist,’ Albert Durcr, £80 ;
‘ Portrait of

Man,’ his left hand resting on his hip, and

touching the handle of his sword, F. Hals,

£2,040
;

‘ Portrait of an Old Man,’ Holbein,

£145; ‘Portrait of a Female with a Fan,’

II Moro, £320; ‘Portrait of a Burgomaster,’

Rembrandt, £1,380; ‘Portrait of a Veteran

Soldier,’ seated at a wilting table, Rembrandt,

£1,080; ‘Portrait of a Nobleman,’ bareheaded,

and with a white beard, Rubens, £440

;

‘Triumph of the Eucharist,’ Murillo, £2,700
(purchased by the French government for the

Louvre)
;
‘St. Joseph holding the Infant Jesus

by the Hand,’ Murillo, £600
;

‘ Orlando
Muerte,’ a picture by Velasquez, known under
this title when it decorated the palace of the

kings of Spain—it represents a man bareheaded,
his breast covered with a cuirass, lying dead in

a grotto, £1,480
;
‘Bust Portrait of Philip IV.

of Spain,’ Velasquez, £288
;

‘ Portrait of a

Lady,’ F. Clouet, or Janet, £160
;

‘ Bust Por-

trait of a Man,’ Clouet, £276
;
‘Group of Six

Noblemen,’ in the costume of the time of

Louis XIII., formerly in the Fesch gallery,

L. Le Nain, £700 ;
‘ Sampson routing the

Philistines with the Jaw-bone of an Ass,’ a

large pen-and-ink drawing by Albert Durcr,

£180; ‘Portrait of a Man,’ Antonella de

Messina, £4,450
;

‘ Portrait of a young Duke of

Urbino,’ for a long time attributed to Andrea
del Sarto, but now given to Sebastian del

Piombo, and formerly in the gallery of the

Prince of Canino, £3,720 ;
‘ Portrait of a young

Man of the Medici Family,’ Bronzino, £2,200
;

‘The Virgin and Infant,’ Leonardo da Vinci,

from one of the Spanish royal palaces, £3,340 ;

‘ Landscape,’ Claude, £1,460
;

‘ The Virgin,’

Francia, £860
;

‘ A Head,’ Francia, £560.

—

Troyon the painter, who died recently, and of

whom we are preparing a notice, has, it is re-

ported, left a fortune of £48,000; of which
large sum, £100 per annum will revert to

the Association of Artists on the death of

the person to whom it is bequeathed.—The
modem pictures belonging to Mr. Alexander
Dumas, jun., have been sold, and realised the

sum of £4,000 ;
the highest prices given were

for ‘ Tasso in Prison,’ by Delacroix, £560

;

Turkish Women,’ by Decamps, £400; and
Punchinello,’ by Meissonnier, £280.—A class

for the study of gem-engraving has been opened

in the Ecole des Beaux Arts, for the use of pupils

between the ages of fifteen and twenty-five.

Foreigners are permitted to join it on applica-

tion to the Minister of Fine Arts.

Antwerp.—A statue of David Teniers, the

execution of which has been entrusted to M.
Ducaju, is to be erected in one of the squares

of this city, by command of the King of the

Belgians. The public treasury will contribute

the sum of 18,000 francs towards the cost of the

work.
Australia.—Some time since, the govern-

ment of Victoria, desirous of encouraging the

arts of the country, offered a premium of £200
for the best picture painted by an artist resident

in any one of the various colonies of Australia.

The prize has been awarded to Mr. N. Cheva-

lier, of Melbourne, for his ‘ Buffalo Ranges,’ a

work of which the local papers speak in very

flattering terms. Of the other paintings sent

in for competition—the whole of which were
thrown open to the public at the close of last

year—favourable mention is made of Mr. Grit-

ten’s ‘View from the Botanical Gardens,’ and

others by the same artist; of Sir. T. Clark’s

portrait of ‘ Sir Henry Barkly,’ and his ‘ Cap-

ture of the Horses of Rhesus ’
;
and of a water-

colour picture by Mr. Terry, of Sydney, called

‘ The Bush Track.’ But the real interest of

the exhibition centres in the pictures purchased

in England, by Sir C. L. Eastlake, to form tho

nucleus of a National Gallery in the country,

and for which the sum of £2,000 was transmitted
to England by the colonial government. The
number purchased is, it is said, fourteen

;

among them are, ‘The Embarkation of the

Pilgrim Fathers,’ by C. W. Cope, R.A. ;
‘ Le

Depart du France,’ by Koller; ‘Watergate
Bay,’ by J. Mogfofd

;

‘ Horses and Pigs,’ by
J. F. Herring ;

‘ An Italian Scene,’ by P. Wil-
liams; ‘John Bunyan in Prison,’ by Folingsby,

&c., &c. While writing about Art in this

remote region, we may add that Frith’s picture

of ‘The Derby Day,’ sent over by Mr. Gam-
bart, is creating quite a sensation in Melbourne;
and that engravings of Rosa Bonheur’ s ‘ Horse
Fair,’ find a multitude of admirers. The colossal

monumental group to the memory of Burke and

Wills, the Australian explorers, modelled by
M. C. Summers, has been successfully cast in

bronze.

I
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THE TURNER GALLERY.

THE LAKE OF LUCERNE.
Engraved by R. Wallis.

Tins engraving is from a drawing made in
1S45, for Mr. Windus, of Tottenham, the
possessor of a very extensive collection of
Turner’s drawings. Some of these were
sold a few years since, and among them the
work in question, which passed into the
hands of Mrs. De Putron, Rodwell Rectory,
Sussex. The prices paid for Turner’s water-
colour pictures are, in general, as propor-
tionately large as those realised by his

oil-pictures, a fact that shows how lughly
they are esteemed.
In the first volume of his “Modern

Painters,”* Mr. Puskin passes a high and
well-merited eulogium upon the series of

drawings of which, we believe, this ‘Lake
of Lucerno’ forms a part. After noticing
those mado of the Rivers of France, others
of English Lakes, and of the river-scenery
in certain Scottish localities, he says—“Rut
all these early works of the artist have
been eclipsed by some recent drawings of
Switzerland. These latter are not to be
described by any words, but they must be
noted here, not only as presenting records
of lake effect on grander scale, and of more
imaginative character, than any other of his

works, but as combining effects of the
surfaco of mist with the surface of water.
Two or three of the Lake of Lucerne, seen
from above, give the melting of the moun-
tain promontories beneath into tho clear

depth, and above into the clouds; one of

Constance shows the vast lake at evening,
seen not as water, but its surface covered
with low white mist, lying league beyond
league in the twilight like a fallen space of
moony cloud; one of Goldau shows the
Lake ofZug appearing through the chasm of

a thunder-cloud under sunset, its whole sur-
face one blaze of fire, and the promontories
of the hills thrown out against it like

spectres ; another of Zurich gives the play-
ing of the green waves of the river among
white streams of moonlight

; two purple-

sunsets on the Lake of Zug arc distinguished
for the gloom obtained without positive

colour, the rose and purple tints being in

great measure brought by opposition out of

browns; finally, a drawing executed in

1845, of the town of Lucerne from the Lake,
is unique for its expression of water-surface
reflecting tho clear green hue of sky at twi-
light.”

This appears to be a view of the lake,

looking south-west from the hill above Brun-
nen, towards Lucerne, far away on the right.

We must, however, look upon the picture
rather as suggested by the general features
of the scenery of the locality, than as a
truthful topographical view. But the
grandeur of the composition, the boldness
with which the subject is treated, and the
effect of extreme repose thrown over the
whole, are points that cannot fail to impress
the spectator. So also must the delicacy
with which the whole mountain range is

rendered. Solid as these vast elevations
seem, rising in all their varied forms in
successive elevations from the surface of the
lake, and receding on the right into a
mysterious and apparently impenetrable
distance, there is exquisite tenderness in
their treatment, that softens every outline
yet leaves the distinctive form of each mass
clear and definable. As a contrast to this,

and assisting most materially to produce
the effect, wo may point out the strength of
colour given to the various objects in the
foreground.

FRENCH AND FLEMISH PICTURES.

TWELFTH EXHIBITION.

The present exhibition, though wanting in
a class of pictures which in previous years
have created sensation, is, in its general quality,

unusually choice. The number of second-rate
and inferior works is small, while at the same
time the list of masters who take good rank on
the continent of Europe is more than commonly
inclusive in its range. The exhibition claims to

he not only French but Flemish, and it ranks
among its riches works by leading artists in

each of these two master schools. A gallery
which can show pictures by Gerome, Bonheur,
Browne, Gleyre, Lambinet, Frere, Plassan, and
Meissonnier, will find favouramongthe numerous
admirers of Gallican Art. And the lovers of
the Flemish school will show no less anxiety to

see the productions of Gallait, Leys, Portaels,

Robic, Yerboeckhoven, and Willems. It is

among the many advantages accruing from
the maintenance of these French exhibitions

that the knowledge of foreign schools, which
may have been caught up in a hasty tom- or
acquired from a short-lived exhibition, finds

opportunity of perennial culture. As students of
Art, therefore, we feel indebted to Mr. Gambart
for the efforts he makes from year to year to

satisfy the growing desires of English connois-
seurs.

To the French school belongs pre-eminently
the power of exciting curiosity through unex-
pected surprise. Second-rate men tread in a

beaten track, and their boast is that they never
deviate from self-established consistency. A
French artist is too versatile to be bound down
by routine, too creative to be fettered by pre-
scribed precedent. What he may do next is a
doubt even to himself, and a perplexity to his

admirers and imitators. Among French artists

whom we expect to do just what is most unex-
pected, we must place in foremost rank Jean
Gerome. Having painted Phryne the courtesan
and Cresar the emperor, he now comes to * The
Muezzin ’ (55) on the minaret, with the cry,
“ Allah, there is no God but Allah.” This sub-
ject is certainly less striking than some of tho
themes which have already engaged the pencil

of M. Gerome, yet on examination the picture
will be found to contain passages of rare excel-

lence.—Rosa Bonheur is another artist accus-
tomed to take one by surprise. It is always a
matter of interest to know what she will do
next. This year she rises in poriholium to the
‘ Horse Fair,’ the centre of her earlier orbit.
‘ Deer in the Forest of Fontainebleau ’ (17), will

henceforth shine as a small particular star in a
firmament of its own. This is a picture not of

effect but of finish—a detail which has been
carried into the drawing of the animals and the
execution of the smallest accessories. The
heather and the fern are touched in with a facile

yet certain hand. The whole work has a charm
it is difficult to describe. The dew of the
morning seems to glitter on the cool grass, and
the colour of the landscape rejoices in sparkling
light.—As we have made a divergence towards
landscape, we had better mention in the same
breath Lambinet’ s two unpretending pictures.

The pastorals of this painter are verdant in herb-

age, liquid in water, and showery in cloudland.
Constant Troyon, a renowned landscape painter,

the news of whose death has recently reached
this country, is represented by one picture,

‘Field Work’ (141), in that large, rough, and
low-toned manner which the French prize more
highly than the English. Daubigny’s ‘ Banks
of the Seine’ (32) is a work in the same style.

Gleyre, whose name will ever be inscribed in

the annals of the French school, if only as the
painter of that mystic song of ‘ Evening ’ hung
in the palace of the Luxembourg, is here seen
by a work of dissonant tone therefrom, ‘ Her-
cules spinning at the Feet of Omphale ’ (54),

This is a refined example of classic and academic
Art in its transition into schools romantic. Pass-
ing from large canvases to small, our first duty
is to recite accustomed eulogies before the three

matchless and almost priceless gems of Meis-
sonnier. In the small picture, ‘ Soldiers playing
at Cards in the Guard Room ’ (103), this artist

has even surpassed his former self. It is diffi-

cult to know whether to admire such a work
most for its composition, its character, its colour,

or its execution. These qualities, each excellent

in superlative degree, make in combination a
result which is in fact the measure of this

painter’s pre-eminence. The Meissonnier scale

is small, yet is it worthy of note that the treat-

ment is large. By the use of a glass, these
miniature figures become magnified into heroes
of force and courage. Great is this Art

!

—
Madame Henrietta Browno puts in an appear-
ance by a work of little pretension, a * Young
Turkish Girl ’ (22). This minor episode from
the East claims not even the most remote con-
sanguinity with the author’s touching drama,
‘ The Sisters of Charity.’ ‘ The Turkish Girl

’

is distinguished by a lustrous harmony of broken
colour. — We had almost forgotten Edouard
Frere, an artist to whom Mr. Ruskin, speaking
in hyperbole, once assigned the genius of
Raphael. ‘Bed-Time’ (47), in a cottage of
Auvergne, is a fair example of the sympathetic
mood of this simple-hearted painter.

The artists of Flanders are led by Gallait,
who is in himself a host. His two works, ‘ The
Illusion of Youth’ (50), and ‘The Disenchant-
ment of Age ’ (51), are in his usual manner,
broad in execution, and dramatic, not to say
melodramatic, in expression. ‘ The Illusion of
Youth’ we have long made acquaintance with
in the form of a lithograph, under the title,

‘ .Art and Liberty.’ Thu treatment throughout
is calculated for the vanning of popular applause.
Conceived for the same stage effects is the con-
trasted subject, ‘Columbus in Chains,’ under a
disguised title, ‘ The Disenchantment of Age.’
—To the opposite school belongs Leys. This re-

nowned painter has the honour of being repre-
sented by the largest picture in the gallery,
‘ Lancelot VanUrsel, Burgomaster of Antwerp,
addressing the Armed Guilds in front of the
Town-Hall ’ (90). The style is strictly modiaval,
and the flesh mediaeval too, being of the qualityof
tanned skin. Yet when the spectator has grown
reconciled to these somewhat repellent eccentri-

cities, he is able to recognise merits no less

exceptional. The expression of the heads is

wrought with trenchant reality, and the acces-
sories, especially the background of the Belgian
old houses, are painted with objective truth,

which carries the eye to the spot itself.—A few
other works call for a passing word. Dyck-
mans, notorious for his ‘ Blind Beggar,’ has
two small pictures in which high finish falls

into its usual fatality, feebleness. Lies paints
two pictures also—a strange compound of styles,

mediaeval and modem—wherein anatomy would
come as an uncalled-for impertinence. Roller,
in ‘The First Interview of Faust and Mar-
guerite ’ (73), and Lagye, in ‘ Marguerite in the
Chapel of Our Lady of Sorrow’ (76), show, like

others of their countrymen, the influence of Yan
Eyck and Memling. It is curious to observe
how the extant schools of the Low Countries
are divided between Van Eyck, Rubens, and
Mieris. Portaels belongs to the larger and
more showy of the manners now in vogue,
as witness ‘The Syrian Girl’ (116), a figure

gaudy and even crude, in striped robes, bright
in colours, yellow, red, orange, and green. The
famed white satin dress of Terburg is now
claimed by many wearers, such, for example, as
‘ The Convalescent ’ (163), by Willems: a lady
not too ill to don a robe which might adorn a
festival. Stevens, in his picture, ‘The Disap-
pointed’ (134), another title chosen on the
principle of an anti-climax, also tries to win his
diploma by emulation of Terburg’s clever trick.

In conclusion, we must not omit to mention a
picture worthy of Van Huysum, ‘ Flowers and
Fruit’ (119), by Robie, remarkable for those
qualities of colour, texture, and translucent play
of light which give to still life animating beauty.

Thus, by aid of this small but choice collec-

tion, we have been enabled to present an epitome
of two great schools in Europe, those of France
and of Flanders. Daily do we see the light of
these kindred styles reflected upon the school
of our own country. And year by year do we
hope to find that immediate interchange of
thought between the great masters of all

countries which shall make the Art of each
nation not only national but cosmopolitan.
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A WEEK AT KILLARNEY. *

BY MR. AND MRS. S. C. HALL.

We ask the reader—the reader who, we
hope, will be the Tourist—to accompany
us to all-beautiful Killarney. We, in

city pent, may envy him his walk through
the gloomy Gap of Dunloe; his pensive

stroll through fair Inisfallen
;
his ponder-

ings in melancholy Mucross; his drive

through the beautiful island of Boss, and
the view from its castle—the Castle of the

O’Donoghue
;
the shower under the Tore

cascade
;
the ascent of Mangerton, or it

may be the sevex-er toil by which he reaches

the summit of Carran-tuel, the highest

mountain in Ireland ;
and, above all, the

voyage that takes him through the Upper
Lake, by the perilous passage of the Old
Weir Bridge, into Tore Lake, thence into

the Lower Lake, stopping an hour at sweet
Glena, and another hour at the Eagle's Nest,

listening to echoes that are multiplied a

thousand fold—now loud as a park ofcannon
—now gentle as a seraph’s hymn

—

“ A wondrous chime
Of airy voices lock’d in unison

—

Faint, far-off, near, deep, solemn, and sublime.”

The memory is, to us, like a draught of

pure water when athirst ; and such it maj’
be to every Tourist who enjoys a scene so

abundant in all that gratifies the senses,

touches the heart, and stirs the soul.

We shall suppose ourselves receiving the

Tourist on the platform of THE station at

Killarney town, and probably at once intro-

duce him to Mr. Goodman (auspicious name),,

the landlord of the Railway Hotel, to bo
located at which he has barely to step, under
a covered way, across the road. This hotel

is, we believe, the property of tho Railway
Company, and Mi-. Goodman is their man-
ager. There is no hotel in the kingdom
better conducted

;
it is ofmodern build, with

all recent improvements. The dining-room
and the public sitting-room are large

;
there

arc sleeping apartments for some hundred
and fifty guests, and it is impossible to

overrate the zeal and attention given to all

visitors. As much may be said of ‘
‘ THE

Royal Victoria” (most happily situate, on
a slope above the lower lake, in view ofGlena
and the Purple mountains, Ross Castle, fair

Inisfallen, and the lesser islands), and no
doubt due praise may be accorded to the
Lake Hotel; while the minor hotels, of

which there are many, are necessarily made
as comfortable as possible to the traveller.

The guides are essentials at Killarney,

and their name is legion. Some are, of

course, much better than others, but ho is

mistaken who, at Killarney, thinks he
can do without their aid. They are full

of knowledge, and, generally, of humour.
Those who lead at the Railway Hotel are

tho brothers Spillane, well educated and
well mannered young men, always preferred

by visitors who have known them. The
eldest, Stephen Spillane, is, in all respects,

a most desirable ally, add the tourist will

be fortunate who has him for a companion,
to show him the wonders, to relate to him
the legends, and to awaken the marvellous
echoes that sleep in the Black Valley, the

old Castle of Ross, and the Eagle’s Nest.
Almost as essential to pleasure are the

boatmen and car-drivers ; the former are,

in nearly all cases, sedate and steady.

Now-a-days, we hear nothing of that of

which in former times we heard much—the

dangers to voyagers on the Lakes from the

bad habits of the boatmen. At the Railway
Hotel “the crew” consists of twenty-four
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smart young fellows, all dressed alike, and
well dressed, their “commodore” being
Jeremiah Clifford, a somewhat aged man,
but who can dance an Irish jig with the best

youth in Kerry, who knows every spot about
the place and the several legends thereof,

and who can tell a story as well as the most
accomplished of raconteurs. The car-drivers

are proverbially pleasant fellows, and

—

reckless. They arc, generally, full of fun

iv.

149

and wit, and marvellously help on a journey.

At and about Killarney they are well trained

and well conducted. Our lot has given us,

during nearly all our visits, two excellent

aids, the brothers Jerry and Mickey Sulli-

van : it chances that they are now both at

the Railway Hotel. They are as good at

“laagends” as any of the guides, when
they can leave their horses. We have had
from each of them many contributions to

m
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our budget : moreover, they are safe, steady, !

and sober drivers. So much can by no
means be said of all the tribe.

It is scarcely necessary to say that

within the space to which we are confined,

we can give but a very limited idea of tho
|

attractions of the Killarney Lakes. We
shall write enough, however, to convey an 1

idea of their surpassing attractions, for cer-
,

tainly the British dominions of the Queen
have elsewhere no scenery at once so

grand and so beautiful. The’ highest au-
thority gave to them the palm over those

of Westmoreland. Wordsworth, in a letter

we had the honour to receive from him, so

records his opinion, qualifying it, however,
by stating that “the three Lakes of Kil-

larney considered as one
,
which they may

naturally be, lying so close together, are

together more important than any one of tho
lakes of Cumberland or Westmoreland.”
The three lakes

—

the Upper Lake, the

$0\
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* Continued from p. 120.

Lower Lake, and tiie Middle (or Tore)
Lake—are in reality one, being joined by
a narrow river, connected by bridges, “the
Brickcen ” and “ the old Weir.” They have
their distinctive characteristics. The Lower
Lake is studded with islands, nearly all of

them being clothed withrichevergreens. The
Upper Lake is remarkable for its wild mag-
nificence, the mountains completely enclos-

ing it ; while the Middle Lake has a happy

mingling of both, not inferior to the one in

grace and beauty, or to the other in majestic
grandeur. The lakes are formed and sup-
plied by numerous minor lakes that exist

in the surrounding mountains, and there is

but one channel of exit, the rapid river

Laune, that runs into C'astlemaine Haven,
in the Bay of Dingle. They are understood
to be thirty miles in circumference, the

distance between the two extreme points
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being eleven miles, the greatest width is

about two and a half miles. They are con-
sequently not large, and may be seen in a

J

day, so far, that is to say, as mere sight is 1

concerned. A drive through the most
]

savage defile in the country, the Gap of

;

Dunloe, distant about seven miles from the !

town, leads to an opening in the Upper
Lake, where boats are taken which row

j

through the three lakes ; Tourists visiting 1

some of the islands on the way ; touching at

venerable MucrossAbbey
;
gazing up at the

mountains ; “about” at the rich foliage of 1

the arbutus mingled with that of the yew,
j

the holly, and other forest trees ; listening
j

to the echoes that repeat the bugle blast a
score of times ; hearing some of the legends
of which every rock, and islet, and point

contains at least one
;
driving home, it may

be, through the beautiful demesne of Eoss
Island, to the Eailway Hotel, or landing on
the shore underneath the windows of the
Victoria. A day may, and unhappily does
often, suffice to exhibit the Ivillarney Lakes;
but those who are compelled to give them
no longer time are to be pitied much.

'

The attractions of the Ivillarney Lakes arc

not to be described in the limited space we
here allot to them

;
yet a faint idea of them

may be given—sufficient, at least, to induce
“ further inquiry.” We pass over the com-
paratively minor matters of which all

readers have read something—the round
towers, the monastic ruins, and the dilapi-

dated castles—relics of all which are found
in close association with the Lakes. There
are no finer remains in Ireland than those

of Mucross Abbey
;

it is only the base of a
round tower that is to be examined at

Aghadoe, and for “ould castles” we must
take a few steps out of the district ; but
curiosity' will be gratified, if information is

not obtained, by these additions to the

charms of the locality. Moreover, there is

a cave where a volume may bo read, which
dates from a very far off period—the Ogham
stones, which the Irish scholar may and
does peruse. There are many other relics

of remote ages to be seen—the cromlech,
the Logan stone,

“ Which the slightest touch alone sets moving.
But all earth s power cannot shake from its base;'’

“ raths,” artificial mounds of earth where '

the fairies hold their revels, and a singular I

cave far under ground laid out in chambers
|

and corridors
;
singular stones, the uses of

j

which cannot even be guessed at, but which, I

of course, were perforated by the knees of
|

saints or marked by the feet of giants—in
j

short, a very large proportion of antiquities

peculiar to Ireland are to be examined
|

within a few miles of the hotels.

It is, however, to the scenery of the Lakes
that we are specially bound to direct atten-

tion, and which, even at the risk of “ ring-
ing the changes,” we repeat, cannot be
surpassed in Great Britain as a combination
of the sublime and the beautiful, of savage
grandeur with most delicate loveliness, of
rugged mountain and delicious valley, of
wood and water in luxurious profusion, of
all that can delight the eye and thence
make its way to the heart.

Let us take one of the Tours : that which
must occupy a whole day—and a full day.
We drive or ride to the Gap of Dunloe,
going perhaps a mile out of the way to
visit venerable Aghadoe, its round tower,
its ruined church, and the grave-field,

where lie the ashes of twenty generations.

* We by no means go so far as Thackeray, who writes
that “ he who determines to see the whole of the lakes in
a day, is an ass for his pains for a full summer day. from
sunrise to sunset, may show him all the lions ; but such
“hurry" can give little or no enjoyment, and will leave
but a faint impression of the beauties of the distinct.

What a view there is from the summit of

the broken tower ! We enter the Gap—

a

narrow road between huge mountains, out
of which often the eagle issues and soars
above our path. The small lakes seem of
black water, for heavy shadows are on them
always. To describe the Pass as savage is

not enough ; it is awful in its gloomy
grandeur. We pause awhilo to wako its

echoes, and proceed, until we arrive at its

terminus, some four- miles, and look down
on the “ Coom Dhuv,” the black valley, at

the base of Carran Tuol, the loftiest of the

Irish mountains, which no doubt you will

ascend before you leave the district ; or, if

difficulties deter you, there will be Man-
gerton, almost as high and far easier of

ascent. Another walk of two miles or so

brings us to the Upper Lake, where, pass-
ing over Garameen Bridge, we enter boats,

well provided with sturdy rowers, and fall

of baskets that give promise of a dinner at

Glena, with that luxury of luxuries, a
salmon, just caught, roasted on arbutus
sticks—a treat of which the Tourist should
by all means partake. We row somewhat

rapidly through the Upper Lake ; there are

few objects to detain us, for the arbutus, in

flower and in fruit, the yew, and gigantic

ferns, are everywhere on either side as wo
:

pass along. We look up to the mountains,
but we see them to disadvantage, and
though there are a few wooded islands here,

we do not stay to visit them. Soon we
arrive at the “Long Bange.” It is the

river that connects the Upper with Tore and
the Lower Lake. “ Eow gently hero,” and
ship the oars when under “the Eagle’s

Nest,” a rock clothed almost to its sum-
mit; we are to hear the best of the
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Killarney echoes. The guide steps ashore ;

presently he sounds his bugle. The effect

is magical
; the word is too poor for our

purpose. He will first play a single note

;

it is caught up and repeated loudly, softly,

again loudly, again softly, the sound twist-

ing and twirling around the mountain,
running up from its foot to its summit,
then rolling above it, and at length dying

away in the distance, -until it is heard as a
mere whisper, barely audible, far away.
There is a small cannon on the shore, small,

but large enough. Suddenly it is fired. In
an instant every mountain miles around
seems instinct with angry life, and replies

in voices of thunder to the insignificant

sound that has roused them. It is multi-
plied a thousand fold, and with infinite

UIRTIIPLACE OF O’CO.VNELL.

variety : at first with a terrific growl, then
a fearful crash. Both are caught up by the

surrounding hills, mingling together, now
in solemn harmony, now in utter discord-

ance
;
awhile those that are nearest become

silent, awaiting those that are distant—the
echoes of echoes ; then joining together, in

one mighty sound, louder and louder ;
then

dropping to a gentle lull, as if the winds
only gave them life

;
then breaking forth

through the passage fiercely
;
and a shudder,

even a shriek, may bo pardoned to delicate

nerves
;
but there is no danger. You are

now in Dinas Pool, and will land at Dinas
Island, where the liberality of Mr. Herbert
has provided a pretty cottage, at which
Tourists may rest and be thankful

; and
where the aforenamed “ salmon roasted on
arbutus skewers ” will soon be ready

;
but

again into a combined roar that would seem
to be heard a hundred miles away.
Good reader, this is no exaggeration.

Yes
;

if you had but this one recompense
for your visit to Killarney, it would suffice.

Pass on. The old Weir Bridge is before
you: keep very quiet; it is safe enough,
but it does not seem so. This is one of the
Killarney lions, shaking his mane in
strength and power. The waters rush

if you arc not very hungry, proceed onward
yet a little, and crossing Tore Lake, enter

the Lower Lake, and rest at beautiful

Glena, in the pretty cottage “the Ken-
mares ” have prepared for your reception

;

and while dinner is dressing, hear a real

Irish piper—blind of course—play a genuine
Irish air on veritable Irish bagpipes.

You will have done enough for the day

;
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but if time be of importance, hasten on-

wards, under the shadows awhile of Glena
mountain. You can see nothing of it but
its covering of trees and shrubs, in vast

variety
:
yet the red deer is browsing above

you, and you may sometimes hear his

bellow. You will have time—if you are

hurried, that is to say, which we hope you
will not be—to visit but one of the islands,

and that must bo Inisfallen,

“Sweet Inisfallen !
”

]

the largest and certainly tho most lovely of

j

the many islands of the Lower Lake,

j

Examine its wonders, its gigantic trees, and
I the remains of its ancient abbey, and become

j

again a voyager, landing at Boss Castle, if

your home be the Bailway Hotel, and

j

walking a mile through delicious grounds
I
to your domicile. But Boss Castle with its

j

histories and its legends, and Boss Island
1 with its hills, and dales, and walks, where
the hand of liberal taste has long been busy,

must not thus be “run over."’ Alone, it

|

will yield pleasure enough for a day.

We have thus, wo trust, given to our
readers a glimpse of the enjoyment that

awaits those who visit all beautiful Kil-

larney : it is but a glimpse.

But when the lakes and islands have
been fully seen, the mountains climbed,

and all their marvellous beauties duly ex-
amined and appreciated, the Tourist must
by no means think he has exhausted tho

district. There is, within a drive of thirty

miles, as wild a sea-coast as any to be
found in Ireland, not excepting that which
girdles the north, and neighbours the Giant’s

Causeway; or the stupendous mountain
cliffs in Connemara. The bays and har-
bours of Kerry are second to none in gran-
deur or in beauty.

It is a wild drive, indeed, that which
conducts the Tourist from Killarney to

Yalentia, passing the birthplace of Daniel
O’Connell (now a ruin) at Cahirciveen,

round tho coast to Ivenmare, and so on to

Glengariff and Bantry.
Biit these are topics on which we can

barely touch
;

the space we have allotted

to the subject is expended.
Wo trust, however, enough has been

said— even though we have said so little

—

to induce many who will this year visit

Dublin, to extend their tour to Killarney.

High as we may raise expectation, we have
no dread of disappointment.
In our Introductory Bemarkswe detailed

so fully the inducements to visit Ireland,

that it cannot now be needful to repeat

them. The International Exhibition,
which opens in Dublin a few days after this

number of the Art-Journal will be in the
hands of its readers, will, no doubt, induce
tens of thousands to visit that country

;

tourist-tickets (as we have explained) will be
issued at a very low rate ; there can be no
journey anywhere that will cost so little.

These tourist-tickets are letters of recom-
mendation

;
but, indeed, a stranger requires

none. The voyage of less than four hours
from Holyhead is in summer really but a
pleasure trip

;
and, above all, the English

may see the Irish where they are best seen
and known, “ at home,” and so help to

cement that bond of “union” upon which
so much of the happiness and prosperity of

the United Kingdoms depend, and which
only the enemies of both seek to loosen or

to break.

We trust we shall not be considered pre-
sumptuous if we refer the Tourist who con-
templates this delicious tour, to the new
edition we issue of our book—“ A Week
at Killarney.”



ORNAMENTAIi IRON-WORK.

Manifestly a vast change for the better in the

architectural and decorative aspect of our cities

and towns has taken place within the last few
years, and to this happy result the frequent

introduction of beautiful iron-work has contri-

buted in no measured degree. The progressive

improvement of our iron “ industries ” of late is

surpassed by no other branch of Art-manufac-
tures

;
and whether as an element of wealth,

stability, or beauty, this material seems destined

to assume—if it has not indeed already done so

—a very foremost position. Until somewhat
recently, cast iron applied to the higher branches
of decorative Art was comparatively unknown to

us, and at the corner of our streets we were ac-

customed to see—and in some places do still see

—an old cannon serve the purpose of a curb
post, and the same old weapon ofwar surmounted
by a plain shaft doing duty for a lamp-pillar.

Now, however, when parochial boards or cor-

porate bodies find it necessary to provide these

essentials to our comfort and safety, they gene-
rally show a laudable desire not only to set up
an object suited to its utilitarian purpose, but
also something which, by the beauty and appro-
priateness of the design, as well as by the cun-
ning handicraft of the artisan, may serve as an
ornament to the locality and an example of
what is good in Art to the thousands who come
within the reach of its influence.

Such a work we have in the Lamp Standard
and Ventilating Shaft here engraved, of which
two have been erected over the subway in

Southwark Street, a street running from the

Surrey side of Blackfriars Bridge to nearly the

foot of London Bridge, and which is among the

recent “improvements” carried out on the south

side ofthe Thames. These lamps and shafts were
executed in cast-iron by Messrs. Walter Macfar-
lanc and Co., of the Saracen Foundry, Glasgow,

and Bedford Street, Strand, from the designs of

Mr. C. H. Driver, which were furnished to the
manufacturers by Mr. J. W. Bazalgette, En-
gineer to the Board of Works.
The lower half of the design consists of a

hollow clustered column, two feet in its greatest

diameter, with a massive spreading moulded
base. This column has a decorated capital of

conventional foliage with projecting stems, the

abacus being brought to the octagon form.

Above this capital the continuation of the shaft

is encircled by a perforated cresting, from which
spring four semicircular arms for the lamps

;

branching scrolls fill in these semicircles : the

eyes of foliated rosettes in the centre of the

scrolls arc formed of richly-cut prisms of crystal.

The lamps consist of a hemisphere, or cup, of

glass, with ornamental pendant and decorated

metallic ring. The lamp-covers are of glass,

conical shaped, with a decorated metallic crest.

From the continuation of tho shaft above the

capitals, and immediately above tho arms, spring

eight foliated brackets supporting a’ ring, or

coronal, five feet three inches in diameter. This
ring is formed of a torus, or semicircular mould-
ing, with an under fringe and a beautifully

perforated and curved cresting ; it is united to

a smaller one, at a greater height, by eight

curved ribs of open iron-work, which form per-

forated scrolls, the effect of the whole being that

of a rich open crown or canopy. The curved
outline of the ribs is continued by an ogee
curve, which terminates in a slender neck
moulding. At this point eight curved and
foliated stems project; the main stem of the
finial rising through this is encircled by a lace-

like coronet of open iron-work, below which is a
large crystal prism, with cut facets, and is ter-

minated by a ball of open iron-work and taper-

ing spirelet. The shaft is terminated by a
finial of bold and beautiful design, eight feet

in height. The whole stands upon a basement
of stone five feet in height, and forms a grace-
ful and attractive object to the passer-by, while
it offers an illustration of tho adaptability of
cast-iron to receive the richest and most deli-

cate artistic treatment.

If we mistake not, this is the first offering of
the Metropolitan Board of Works to Industrial

Art. It is a worthy one, and, no doubt, will be
followed by many others. '

f* Indeed, it fore-

shadows what London may yet become if the

Board, with its almost unlimited powers, uses

them discreetly and wisely, making the most of

every salient point for the display of what is

picturesquely good.

We have at various times directed attention

to the skilful rendering by Messrs. Macfarlane

of their productions, and especially of those sent

to the Industrial Exhibition of 1862, for which
they received a medal

;
the award was made on

the report of the jury, specified in the following

terms:—“Admirable Architectural Castings of

Ornamental C'restings, Panels, Finials, Rain-
water Pipes, Gutters, &c., being sharp, clean,

and full of character.” This well-deserved

testimony has, doubtless, been gained by the

determination of the manufacturers to give,

even to the commonest of their productions,

that true artistic element so often found absent

in cast-iron work. Numerous examples of this

arc seen in the show-rcom in Bedford Street. !

We may remark incidentally that the Saracen

Foundry, Glasgow, where Messrs. Macfarlane’

s

works are carried on, covers about two acres of

ground. The buildings are somewhat after tho

Venetian Gothic style of architecture, and under

their roofs about five hundred “hands ” pursue

their heavy labours.
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THE DUBLIN INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION.

The month, that has elapsed since we
noticed this great undertaking, has been
well employed by the various committees
and officers of the exhibition

;
and a com-

mensurate progress has been made in every
department. Externally, little, compara-
tively speaking, remains to be done : the

whole mass of buildings may now be said

to be completed, save a few light and tem-
porary structures which are in course of

erection at the north-eastern angle, for the

purpose of adding two more courts—one
for carriages, and the other for machinery
at rest. These are kept sufficiently low to

prevent their marring the beauty of the

original pile, and are a very desirable ad-

junct to the accommodation which, with
the growing requirements of contributors,

is even still too limited. The grounds may
be pronounced all but finished—the ap-

proaches on all sides are being laid down.
A massive dwarf wall of hewn granite

protects the front, or eastern entrance, and
is surmounted by handsome iron pillars at

intervals, from which depend chains—thus
forming a fencing at once elegant and sub-

stantial. The gates, both at the northern

and southern ends of the enclosure, are

remarkably fine, and afford spacious room
for entrance. We have, in our last obser-

vations, given a sufficiently accurate de-

scription of the external style and archi-

tectural features of the building. To this

we have now nothing to add, but that, as

it receives the last finishing in the minuter
details, its general effect is enhanced. Our

I

attention must henceforth be mainly di-

rected to the interior. Much has been
done here—though much remains to be
done.

The arrangements and application of the

various courts and apartments have been
finally made, and appear to us to have
been done with judgment. We shall go
rapidly through them. On the ground-
floor, the great hall, as we formerly stated,

is intended for the reception of sculp-

ture. It is open to the roof, through
which it is lighted by a lantern the whole
length

;
while all around it, supported by

pillars, runs a gallery in the upper story

;

the hall is floored with encaustic tiling, in

various patterns and colours. Passing out
of the hall into the great structure of iron

and glass, which traverses the whole length

I

of the building, from north to south, we

Drawn by W. J. Allen.] THE DUBLIN INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION: FRONT VIEW. [Engraved by J. and G. P. Nicholls.

enter a square of over forty feet, which is

assigned to Rome ; to the right or north
of which is a quadrangle, about twice
as large, dedicated to the productions of

the rest of Italy. Still farther north, a
small space will be occupied by Sweden
and Norway

;
while on the extreme south,

Belgium gets a very extensive location.

These allocations bisect the building longi-
tudinally from south to north ; the other
half, that bounding the gardens, will be
occupied by Prussia to the extreme south ;

Austria coming next ;
Prance taking up

the centre, including the apsis, and stretch-

ing northward till it reaches the location

for Denmark. The portion of the building

which runs from west to east—being a
space of about 270 feet long, and 117 feet

wide, will be appropriated entirely to the

United Kingdom. Northward oi this, a

fine spacious court has been erected for

machinery in motion ;
from which we pass

eastward into a smaller court, for ma-
chinery at rest; adjacent to which, going
southward, is a court of similar size, for

the exhibition of carriages. Beyond the

music hall, on the south of the entrance

hall, are four rooms for the display of

photographs ; the disposable space south

of which will be arranged for first-class

refreshment rooms.
A spacious double staircase on the right

of the hall leads to the upper floor and
galleries. Round the hall runs a gallery

which, with a room over the entrance, will

be reserved for pictures of the modern
foreign schools. The large room to the

right is intended for the old masters, whose
works are to be arranged chronologically, as

in the Manchester Exhibition—a plan which

is highly instructive and interesting. "We
have already mentioned that a gallery is

assigned for the exhibition of water colours,

and another will contain the paintings of
the modern English school. Considering
the large requirements for the other objects
of the Exhibition, we are bound to say
that the interests of the Fine Arts have not
been neglected in point of space

; we could
wish that the smaller picture galleries were
wider and better lighted. A small medkeval
court adjoins the great picture gallery.

The galleries running round the whole of
the iron building will be occupied by the
industrial productions of the various na-
tions in the following sequence, beginning
at the south-west angle :—Prussia, Austria,
France (in the apsis), Turkey, China, and
Japan, the British Colonies, India, the
United Kingdom, Italy, Switzerland, Hoi-



land, and Belgium. Such are the final

arrangements of the space, which we un-
derstand is very much less than is needed

for the number and requirements of the

applicants.

Now that the interior of the great west-

ern building is finished, one can adequately

judge of its effect as a whole. Standing at

the north-western angle, a full view is

obtained southward and eastward, so as to

take in the entire structure at a glance.

The opinion which we formed at first has

been fully confirmed by our latest survey,

and we venture to assert that it is the most
successful combination of iron and glass

that has as yet been erected. In the arch-

ing of the roof, strength, grace, and light-

ness have been admirably combined
;
and

the lattice-work of the girders gradually

tapering to the centre, contributes not a

little to the elegance of its appearance.

The columns throughout the building are

light and airy shafts, that suit well with
the character of the galleries they have to

support; and, though simple, they are

tastefully moulded in their ornamentation.

We understand that the credit of much of

the design of the ironwork is due to Mr.
Orlish, the well-known engineer, by whom
the details were worked out. The castings

were made in the foundry of Messrs. Ban-
kin, of Liverpool, and are an admirable
illustration of the perfection to which this

branch of manufacture has been brought.

The subject of the colouring of this

structure was a question of great anxiety
and much consideration. Artists, and
artists only, will fully understand the im-
portance of this matter. In all buildings,

as we are of late years beginning to under-

stand, colour is primarily to be considered.

It gives a character to the place, and to the

objects which are to occupy it
;
and an error

in judgment, especially where the objects

to be affected are artistic or delicate, is sure

to operate prejudicially. The difficulty in

the present case was increased by the vast

mass of light which is received in every
direction into the building ; this would
necessarily detect and exaggerate anything
that might be inharmonious in tone. In
our frequent visits to the building, while

this matter was under discussion, we have
seen the experiments in colouring which
were submitted to the test ; and we have
been sometimes more amused than edified

by the suggestions we have heard from
amateurs. One sturdily advocated vermil-

i lion ;
another clamoured for cobalt

;
while

I a third assured us that a good ocherous buff

Drawn by W. J. Allen.] THE DUBLIN INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION: THE WINTER GARDEN. [Engraved by J. and G. P. Nicholls.

would have a charming effect. Fortunately,

the subject was in the hands of one who
understood it—Mr. Henry Doyle, whose
skilful decoration of the Roman Catholic

chapel at Cabra, near Dublin, wo have
already favourably noticed in the Art-
Journal. Accordingly, ho took his own
course in the matter ;

and bearing in mind,
not only the present use to which the

structure is to be applied, but its perma-
nent occupation as a winter garden, he has

used quiet, neutral colours—light and deli-

cate shades of lavender and green being
largely prevalent, with here and there a

small portion of a stronger and more pro-

noncee character, for effect. This, we do

not hesitate to affirm, is artistically correct,

harmonising with the building itself, and
suited to relieve, but not offend, the strong

and varied colours that will be thrown

off from the various articles with which the

room will be filled. These will supply the

deeper and more brilliant colouring neces-

sary for contrasts
;
and the banners which

will be used as decorations will show finely

against the more delicate colouring of the

interspaces.

The strength of the galleries has been

lately tested in a very satisfactory manner.

A body of five hundred of the 78th High-

landers marched through them en masse,

fully accoutred, with their band playing

a very pretty exhibition in itself.

The Fine Arts department will be placed

under the superintendence of Mr. Doyle,

and we have reasons to expect that it will

be very complete, and highly interesting as

an exposition of Art ancient and modern.

While foreign artists and foreign govern-

ments are not deficient in their contribu-

tions, as we? took occasion to state last

month, we rejoice to find that the collec-

tions in our own country will be liberally

placed at the disposal of the Exhibition.

In addition to the contiibutions which her

Majesty has already graciously accorded, wo
learn that she has signified her intention

of sending Leslie’s great picture of ‘ The
Coronation,’ and that of the ‘ Marriage of

the Princess Royal,’ painted by Phillip.

She also permits a selection from the Indian

collection at Windsor Castle to be for-

warded. This collection will add consider-

ably to the interest of the Indian Depart-

ment, which, it is expected, will be rich

and beautiful, under the management of a

special committee, the presidentship of

which Lord Gough has just accepted.

Our nobilitv, too, are following this good

example. The Dukes of Devonshire and
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the space may act in the discharge of this

difficult duty. To obviate, in some de-

gree, this inconvenience to exhibitors, the
Royal Dublin Society, with the liberality

which has ever characterised that body
whenever the public good was to be pro-
moted, has placed its valuable and extensive
premises at the disposal of the exhibition
committee for the display of agricultural
machinery and implements. This will

afford an opportunity of making this de-
partment of the Exhibition—so important
to Ireland—far more considerable than
could otherwise have been done. We trust

manufacturers will avail themselves of the
increased accommodation.
A very important bill has just received

the Royal assent, whereby the rights of all

persons exhibiting new inventions or new
designs are fully protected, notwithstand-
ing the exposition of them at the Exhibi-
tion. We trust that this measure will

[
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remove any difficulty that might have stood

in the way of inventors, and that they will

be encouraged to contribute largely on this

occasion.

Meantime the executive committee are

making their arrangements for the opening
on the 9th of May. They have confided to

Sir Bernard Burke, Ulster King-at-Arms,
the details of the marshalling, and the pre-

paration of the programme of the cere-

monies connected with the inauguration.

Though these are not yet completed, we are

enabled to give the following outline. His
Royal Highness the Prince of Wales is ex-
pected to arrive at Kingstown on the even-
ing of the 8th of May. The following day
he is to leave the Lodgo at noon in state,

reaching the building about one o’clock.

At the grand entrance he wall be received

by the Lord Mayor and the members of the

executive committee. Thence they will

proceed to the great concert hall, where the

National Anthem will be sung, and the
ceremony of inauguration will take place.

The Prince will then inspect the several

departments of the building, and returning
to the dais in the concert hall, declare, in

the name of her Majesty, the Exhibition
opened. A musical performance will con-
clude the ceremony, which promises to be
a very brilliant one.

No doubt the several committees are

working ardently and well
;

as we have
elsewhere observed, the railway companies
are co-operating liberally with them, so as

to induce a large in-flow of visitors to Ire-

land this year. The result will be great

good to Ireland, and not to that country
only, but to England also.

Especially we shall have to congratulate

the architect, Alfred G-. Jones, Esq., on
the completion of a work that will be re-

garded as a professional triumph.

of Manchester are contributing from their

collections works of both ancient and
modem masters. Earls Warwick, Damley,
St. Germans, Spencer, Portarlington, and
Mayo will send their best pictures by the
ancient masters ; so, too, will Viscount
Powerscourt and Lord Lyttelton, and
Willet Adye, and Thomas Kibble, Esqrs.
Some good pictures of the British school,

including those of Romney, Gainsborough,
and others, c6me from Lord De Tabley,
and a chef-d'oeuvre in sculpture of Hogan’s,
‘ Eve’s first Sight of Death,’ purchased by
his lordship in Rome when that great Irish

sculptor was a student there. We learn
with pleasure that, in addition to the sta-

tuary that lias been promised from Rome,
and of which we spoke on a former occa-
sion, every British sculptor will be repre-
sented. It is gratifying to hear that the
Roman government is giving eveiy facility

to artists in the transport of their works to

Ireland, and is exerting itself energetically

in the cause of the Exhibition. This is

wise as well. as generous. It not only pro-

motes the Fine Arts, but directly benefits

the artists, as it is a fact that by far the
greatest portion of the sculpture sent to the
International Exhibition at Hyde Park was
purchased there. It is not unreasonable to

expect that the artists may be equally suc-

cessful in disposing of their works in Dublin.
It will be seen from what we have said on

the subject of the arrangements of space,

that some rooms have been appropriated
to the display of photography, as among
the Pine Arts

;
and we understand that

the exhibition of these wifi comprise the
largest and most varied collection of photo-
graphs ever brought together. To assign a
place to photography amongst the Fine
A’ts may perhaps admit of a question

;
but

we think the committee have done wisely
in not deciding that question in the nega-

tive by excluding it. There is no doubt
that in 1862 much discontent was caused
among photographers by the refusal to

rank them with artists. By giving the

benefit of the doubt on this question, the

Dublin committee will have their reward,
as the photographers are coming forward
in unprecedented numbers with their pro-

ductions.

The Dublin committee have adopted a

new arrangement for the selection of juries.

The various British and foreign committees
will be required to forward the names of

persons whom they consider to be fit for

the office, and from these lists the executive

committee will select the juries. It is to

be regretted that the space at the disposal

of the committee is so much less than has
been demanded. A good deal of jealousy

and discontent must arise amongst disap-

pointed applicants, no matter how fairly or

judiciously those who have the disposal of
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GOLDSMITH.
FROM THE STATUE BY J. H. FOLEY, R.A.

It is quite fitting that the precincts of the

University of Dublin should be graced by
a statue of one whose name occupies a

bright page in the roll of Great Britain’s

literary men. Goldsmith owes little or

nono of his reputation to Trinity College ;

it did but little for him. The neglect,

however, was less that of the collego than

his own
;

he could not bring his wild,

erratic spirit to its discipline, nor brook the

tyranny of some who bore rule over him.
“ His college tutor, the Bov. Theaker

Wilder,” writes one of Goldsmith’s recent

biographers, Dr. Waller, also of Trinity

College, Dublin, 1 ‘ was a man of some ma-
thematical ability, but violent in temper,

insolent and overbearing in manners, and
of a harsh, vicious, and brutal nature.

Oliver detested mathematics, and so in-

curred the wrath of his tutor, which the

indolence and thoughtlessness of the pupil

gave too many occasions to gratify. He
was subjected to taunts, ridicule, and in-

sults almost daily—sometimes even to per-

sonal chastisement from one who, exercising

over him the rights of a master over a

servant, persecuted him with unremitting

rancour.” It must be remembered that

Goldsmith was only a sizar of his college,

that is, a “poor scholar,” who received his

education, and his board and lodging, such

as these last were, free of expense, and that

sizars were compelled to perform certain

menial duties. Moreover, our universities

in Goldsmith’s time—more than a century

ago—wore conducted in a far different

manner from what they are now and have

long been. Especially was this the case in

Dublin. Cambridge as well as Dublin has

yet its “sizars,” and Oxford its “Bible-

clerks,” a similar class of students; but

there is nothing absolutely degrading in

their position, and both are generally recog-

nised as evidence of good scholarship.

Goldsmith’s college life, as Dr. Waller

remarks, “is not one on which we dwell

with pleasure It is useless to spe-

culate what the young man’s progress

might have been under kindlier treatment.

Brutality first outraged and then discou-

raged a sensitive nature. He sought relief

from his wretchedness sometimes in dissi-

pation, often in reckless disrespect of dis-

cipline ; he wasted his time, neglected his

studies, and dissipated the scanty supplies

which his father could afford him.” At
length, in the spring commencement of 1749,

he took his B.A. degree. “ As he passed out

for the last time through the wicket in that

massive gate beside which he so often

loitered, how little did he think the time

would come when he should stand there, in

the mimic bronze, for ever—no loiterer

now, friendless, nameless, neglected, but

honoured and admired—one of the great

names that fill all lands, and ennoble their

own.”
That time has at length come, and Foley’s

noble statue of the quondam sizar of Trinity

College, which we have engraved here,

adorns the front of the edifice. How
thoroughly it seems to embody the man

:

he is reading a book, with a pencil in his

hand for annotating ;
some idea seems sud-

denly to have occurred to him, and he stops

in his walk—for the figure is in the atti-

tude of walking—to reflect a moment. A
realistic statue truly

;
easy, graceful, na-

tural, with all the difficulties of the costume

of the period triumphantly overcome: a

noble tribute to the genius or one Irishman

from the hand of another.

MR. F. MADOX BROWN’S PICTURES.

An exhibition of the collected works of this

eminent painter is now open in Piccadilly ;
the

catalogue numbers nearly one hundred pictures,

sketches, and designs, some of which exemplify

the earliest experience of the artist. By that

sect of painters calling themselves Pre-Raf-

faellite, Mr. Brown is claimed as a brother, and

he has ,by certain of his works acknowledged

himself as of “ the order.” The pictures are seen

to much disadvantage in the very small room
wherein they are hung

;
and this is particularly

felt in works of the speciality which these affect.

Two or three of them would afford a diagnosis

of the character, though not of the degree of

success, of the whole
;
that is, they would tell

us that the artist is a man of genius, a hard

worker, who thinks for himself, and who is in-

defatigable in research towards the attainment

of accuracy—the best passages of whose auto-

biography he has written rather in his small

than in his large pictures. Those that catch

the eye on entering the room are * Chaucer at

the Court of Edward III.,’ ‘ Jesus washes

Peter’s Feet,’ ‘Work,’ ‘ Willelmus Conquis-

tator,’ ‘ Cordelia and Lear,’ ‘ Wickliff reading

his Translation of the Bible to John of Gaunt,’

‘ The Pretty Baa-lambs,’ ‘ The last of Eng-

land,’ ‘Manfred on the Jungfrau,’ ‘The Death

of St. Oswald,’ &c. The whole, perhaps, of

Mr. Brown’s works that have been publicly

exhibited since his early time, we have seen and

considered attentively
;

for, as compositions of

earnest and original thought, they cannot be

lightly passed by. The announcement of the

exhibition was therefore looked forward to as

the first opportunity that had presented itself of

seeing what the lapse of fifteen or twenty years

had done for such works
;
mindful always of

the first impressions they made.

Many of the early paintings have been exten-

sively re-touched, a circumstance open to expla-

nation in more ways than one. The results of

this are a softness and concentration which did

not before exist. The large picture, ‘ Chaucer

at the Court of Edward III.,’ has been studied

as strictly an open-air effoct, and faithful as it is

to this proposition, we have always felt the want

of gradations and some imposing dark in the

arrangement. The small picture, * Lear and

Cordelia,’ Mr. Brown considers one of his best

works. We agree with him, and go further

than he does
;

it is his most complete picture.

It was shown fourteen or fifteen years ago at

Enightsbridge, where the Portland Gallery ex-

hibitions originated. 'When it was first exhibited

the impression it then gave was that which the

artist has since admitted, otherwise he would not

have acted upon it. He felt that it wanted soft-

ness and combination, and he has very wisely re-

touched it. Butthe picture whichhasbeenworked

out in the most sincere spirit of the class wherein

the artist has signalised himself is that entitled

‘ Jesus washes Peter’s Feet.’ The patient elabo-

ration bestowed upon it, cannot be too highly

praised, nor can we over estimate the tact shown

in securing the essential points that identify the

work as of the pre-Raffaellite section. In direct

contrast to this is the feeling of the Wickliff

picture, in which the heads of Chaucer and

Gower are of great beauty
;
and a similar cha-

racter pervades a long list of the small works

in the collection. Of Shakspere there is in

the public mind an ideal which no imaginary

portrait vail ever now supplant
;

it is not there-

fore surprising that Mr. Brown s portrait is

denied the merit of being a happy impersona-

tion. The features depart from all common
impressions of those of Shakspere, insomuch

as to throw many difficulties in the way of re-

cognition. We ought, perhaps, to have com-

menced this short notice with ‘ a description of

the picture ‘Work,’ but it is a subject that

alone would require a chapter, and all we can

find room to say of it is, that] it is itself a work

showing a high development of thought, united

with great and varied power of execution. But

the entire exhibition is, briefly, descriptive, of

the spirit that has actuated the artist during

the fifteen or sixteen years that we remember

his works.

MACLISE’S ‘DEATH OF NELSON.’

This great picture is now finished, and

will shortly be open to public inspection.

The work is spoken of as completed, but

all available time will yet be employed

in re-touching parts which may seem to

require strengthening; and although, by
the ordinary observer, the details of this

revision would be inappreciable, yet the

effect will be felt as a whole. This mag-
nificent painting having been already more

than once minutely described in these

columns, it is not now necessary to re-

peat the story of its composition, and that

of the labour's of the artist. It has

been in contemplation by Mr. Maclise to

exhibit at the Academy the carefully

finished oil picture from which it has, figure

by figure, been worked out. If, however,

he had determined to send it for exhibition,

he has, we believe, abandoned that resolu-

tion from a chivalrous regard for the in-

terests and feelings of others. It is to be

hoped thatthe singulardelicacy and modesty

of such an act will be understood, although

as regards the line of sight at the Academy
there are two extreme feelings which ex-

tinguish all considerations immediately re-

lative—those of exultation, and those of

bitter disappointment. But for the last

five years we do not remember that Mr.

Maclise has occupied a foot of the line.

The exhibition, therefore, of such a picture

could not reasonably open a source of dis-

content, even to the most ambitious or

mostunworthy pretenders. There are many
important reasons, entirely independent of

its great merit, which render it desirable

that the oil study should appear on the

walls of the Academy, and those alone

would have morally silenced the voices of

the small authors of smaller themes. The
extensive and patient research whereby, in

the Waterloo picture, the military equip-

ment and material, already all but for-

gotten, of the early part of the present

century has been reproduced in painting,

has, if possible with greater earnestness,

been applied to circumstantial verification

of the Trafalgar picture. Sentimental battle

-

painting is not, and never can be, a fashion

among us
;

if it were a national taste, it

could be more than gratified without diver-

gence from truthful narrative. The accoimts

that have come down to us of the death of

Nelson are too meagre to satisfy the in-

quiries of a very conscientious artist, and of

tho persons who were with Nelson when he

fell, but very few are known ;
therefore, in

the direction of portraiture the painter has

had but little assistance. In modern pic-

tures called historical, there is a marked

tendency to dramatise serious narrative

;

but here is no approach to theatrical

effect. The emotions of all the actors are

absorbed by the circumstances of their

situations respectively, without acknow-

ledgment of an exterior circle of spec-

tators, to whom the scene is as nothing

without some vain compliment to national

glory. Mr. Maclise has read his subject

naturally, and set it before us with as

near approach to reality as possible. With

him, an exaggerated utterance of grief is

not necessary to the description of a cala-

mity, nor an expression of wild exultation

indispensable to that of a victory. AN e

cannot dismiss the subject without one

word in reference to the inadequate re-

muneration granted for these national pic-

tures, the discussion of which, at any

length, may, however, be postponed until

the subject is again brought before the

House of Commons.
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MR FRITH'S PICTURE,
‘THE ROYAL MARRIAGE.’

This picture, ‘ The Marriage of the Prince
and Princess of Wales,’ will more than
realise public expectation. Mr. Erith, by
sparkle of execution, glitter of colour, con-
trasts and harmonies in composition, toge-

ther with telling traits of character, has
overcome the inherent difficulties of his sub-
ject, and made out of a formal state cere-

monial a brilliant work of Art. No theme
could be more abundant in rich material.

The occasion itself, the marriage of the
heir apparent to an ancient monarchy, the
nuptials of the future ruler of an empire
whereon the sun, in its world-wide circuit,

never sets, is fraught with brightest hopes,
and draws around it every circumstance of

greatness. The place, again, where the
company is assembled, the Royal Chapel of

Windsor, recalls a thousand memories of the
past ; the very stones are built into the his-

tory of the country, and the rich elaboration
of architectural ornament seems to pro-
claim the pomp of dynasties. The assembly
itself, one of the most dazzling ever con-
gregated—the nobles of the land, ministers

of state, dignitaries of the Church, envoys
of foreign nations—makes this ceremony
and the picture which records it a living

and a lasting chronicle of England’s power,
wealth, and greatness. Such is the subject

upon which Mr. Frith has for many months
bestowed labour and anxious thought. That
the Queen and the royal family are grati-

fied with the result no one can doubt who
sees the picture now completo.

The grouping of the figures is eminently
pictorial. The prince and the princess, who
stand in face of the spectator, towards the
centre of the foreground, attract the eye,

and then the attention is drawn off to the
surrounding company, following the per-
spective of crowded heads, which stream
into the choir, till lost at the furthest point
of sight in the distant nave. The prince is

in the deep purplo robe of the Order of the
Garter

;
tho princess is dressed in white

;

thus, by the juxtaposition of the deepest
dark and tho highest light in the two prin-

cipal characters, the utmost pictorial effect

is gained. Above, from a balcony, or oriel

window, where Anne Boleyn was accus-

tomed to hear mass, stands the queen, a
distant but earnest spectator of the cere-

mony. She is attended by ladies of the

household. On the left of the royal couple
are ranged the English princesses ; on the
right, with telling prominence, dressed in

black velvet, relieved by the brilliancy of

the Scotch tartan, stand the Princes Arthur
and Leopold. In the placing of these

figures the painter has made a master-
stroke. Further to the right of the altar,

immediately in the foreground, is the
Duchess of Brabant, a figure of command,
robed in lustrous purple, embroidered with
gold. The glowing colour and the dazzling
light cast upon this leading form, keep
surrounding figures in their place, and
throw into distance the crowded back-
ground. Near to the Duchess of Brabant
are the King and the Queen of Denmark,
the Crown Prince, tho King of Greece, and
other members of the Danish dynasty.
Close at hand, likewise, may be distin-

guished the Duke of Saxe Coburg, brother
of the good Prince Consort. The bright
train of bridesmaids, dressed in white, and
wreathed in roses, shines as a sunny bank
of spring flowers in the midst of the choir.

When we add to the preceding enumeration
the grave company of bishops, deans, and
ecclesiastics who keep guard at the altar,

we have completed the roll of the chief

actors in the pageant. Yet this is a scene

in which, in some sense, no character can

be subordinate, and thus even the medley
crowd is in fact a studied and blended com-
position of individual portraits. The ricbly-

carved stalls of the chapel are tenanted by
nobles, statesmen, and ladies of title, who
add materially to the decorative display.

In this line, which runs decisively across

the canvas, may be seen the portraits of the

Chancellor, Lords Palmerston, Buccleuch,
and Devonshire, tho late Sir Cornewall
Lewis, the Speaker, and many others. Over
the heads of this illustrious company hang
numerous banners of knighthood ;

and still

yet above, the painted windows, indicated

in half tone, carry colour into the architec-

ture. Tho manner in which this crowded
company, this multiplicity of material, has
been brought together into unity, is a
triumph over difficulties which, under less

dexterous treatment, would have proved
fatal. It is no small praise to say that while
this composition is true, even to the mea-
surement of the comparative scale between
the figures and the architectural details, the

picture, as a picture and as a work of Art,

is the first idea which seizes on the mind.
Only by well-timed surrender and strictly-

calculated subordination—self-denying qua-
lities which, of all others, it is hard not to

overstep—can this massing and merging of

emits into a whole be secured. This, the

last bringing together of the picture, is

without flaw.

The architectural proportions and deco-

rations of the Chapel of Windsor add state

to the imposing pageant. The unobtrusive
colour of the stonework forms a quiet back-
ground to the dazzling costumes. The
painted glass in the clerestory windows
carries the balance of colour up to the

summit of the canvas. Again, the illumi-

nations on the organ are made to enhance
the general enrichment. Even the carpet

at the altar, decorated -with the roses of

York and Lancaster, is turned to good
account in its bright contrast to the lack

lustre robes of the bishops. Behind this

group of ecclesiastics stands the elaborate

iron grille attributed, though erroneously,

to Quentin Matsys, an exquisite work,
which has given to the painter the oppor-
tunity of displaying the precision of his

well-trained hand. Nor must we forget

a no less famed work in wood, the carved
stalls, toned down by time into a deep quiet

brown, which gives to the picture a much
valued passage of repose. All these archi-

tectural details are made to preserve their

relative proportions and to keep their re-

spective distances, and thereby the per-

spective of the whole interior is definitely

determined, and the scale of the figures

and the dimensions of the building become
reduced to the certainty of a geometric law.

On the direct Art-merits of the work we
have already, by implication, passed judg-
ment. Analysis, however, of the dazzling

effect attained gives a few additional points

not unworthy of note. Juxtaposition of

highest light with deepest shadow, the con-
trast and the harmony gained by compli-

mentary colours, the foil of ruby against

emerald—these are comparatively the com-
mon manoeuvres by which even a tyro in

the craft may hit his target. The master
hand is indicated by more subtle play. In
this picture, for example, the eye traverses

the canvas and catches at every turn
colours of tenderest modulation : whites,

for instance, of varying hue—the pearly

white, the creamy white, which passes into

yellow, the shadowed white in half eclipse,

and the white which reflects the full shower

of light. Such are tho delicate mutations
found to play in this picture over the

satins of a duchess and across the gossamer
of bridesmaids’ dresses. Then, again, look

at like distinctions in the qualities of blacks,

and especially note the appreciable interval,

and yet the close proximity, between black

absolute and deep shaded purple. Examine
the surface and the texture of the black
dress of the bishops, broken by cool lights,

and then pass to the rich purple robe falling

from the shoulders of the prince. Such
fine distinctions are seldom noted, and still

more rarely striven after with any approach
to success. Yet it is upon such subtleties

that the difference depends between a work
of plodding mediocrity and a feat of con-

summate skill. The thousands who see the

finished work will applaud an art the mys-
teries whereof lie beyond their knowledge.
On Mayday, when these pages are in the

hands of the reader, the picture we describe

will make appeal from its place in the
Royal Academy to the public of these

realms. The people cannot fail to look

with interest on a religious rite and a stale

ceremony wherein they feel the future

destiny of the nation is deeply involved.

They will, moreover, flock around this pic-

ture, attracted by its merits as a work of

Art
;
and while they regard with affection

an event which gives pledge to a people’s

happiness, they will pay tribute to the talent

of the painter by whom this page in their

country’s history has been so truthfully

indited and so brilliantly illumed.

MR. 'WINSTON’S DRAWINGS
OF OLD GLASS.

It is a wholesome feeling, this, which induces

the gathering of the works of an earnest life,

when the worker rests from his labour. How
else in this busy age should we know the amount
of labour done r In the struggle for name and
fame, yesterday’s work is forgotten when that

of to-day demands attention
;
but tho morrow

comes, and lo ! a new claimant with it, who may
induce us to forget the man of to-day. It is

only by collecting the works of an artist that

we know the full scope of his mind : in most
instances they are his autobiography.

We must refer to p. 16 of the present volume
for a notice of Mr. Winston’s career, which will

show how devoted he was to the study of painted

glass, although his own profession was a very
different one. Busied in the difficulties of law,

he relaxed in this favourite pursuit. His draw-

ings exhibited at the Arundel Societywere made
from the most remarkable specimens of ancient

glass remaining in our churches and cathedrals,

and it is not too much to say the drawings them-
selves are quite as remarkable. As works of

imitative Art, these drawings are wonderful,

and we are glad to know they are to be given

to our national Museum,where they cannot fail

to be abundantly useful for reference. The
series commences with examples of early glass

prior to 1280, and concludes with the style of

the “ cinque cento,” 1550.

In the present day, an increased taste for

church decoration has led to the reproduction
of windows expressly designed in various styles

;

and the danger is that a blind reverence for

antiquity may tend to resuscitate much that is

bad. The very early glass is often hideous, and
theattempts of its fabricantsto representreligious

history are sometimes ludicrous, owing to a de-

fective knowledge of drawing. This collection

will prove, as we have said, extremely useful for

reference, as historic data ;
but there is much

we should think totally unfit for reproduction.

[It is not out of place here to state that Messrs.

Parker will shortly issue a new edition of Mr.
Winston’s principal work, “Hints on Glass

Painting,” enlarged and corrected by the au-

thor shortly before his death.]
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MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.

The Royal Academy to-day opens its

ninety-seventh annual exhibition ;
it will

be, perhaps, the most attractive, and is cer-

tain to be the most “ profitable,” of the

ninety-seven. The famous picture of the

Royal Marriage, by Frith, will add enor-

mously to its funds : but other artists have
also done great things. We are fully sure the

exhibition will be honourable to the country

and to the state of British Art. It is likely

that the centenary of the Royal Academy
will be held in their new building at Bur-
lington House, for its members have had
“notice to quit;” and the subject will be

considered in Parliament probably before

this number of our Journal is in the hands
of the public.

Crystal Palace.—The picture gallery,

from what we have seen, promises to offer

even greater attractions this season than at

any former time. The gallery has always

been a favourite “ lounge something more
than that, for it is resorted to by buyers,

and the sales effected there increase in

amount yearly. The pictures, especially of

the English school, that were hung last

month, when we visited the Crystal Palace,

wiR certainly form the best and most in-

teresting collection over exhibited there.

The Bridgwater Gallery was opened

to the public last month, and will, as usual,

remain open during “ the season.”

Society of British Artists.—Messrs.

W. Bayliss, E. C. Barnes, and E. Hayes,

R.H.A., have been elected members of this

society.

The Anniversary Banquet of the

“Artists’ General Benevolent Institution”

takes place on the 6th of May, and that of

the “Artists’ Benevolent Fund” on the

27th of the month: both will bo held at

the Freemason’s Tavern, where we hope to

see a large gathering of the patrons of Art
and artists.

The Wellington Monument. — The
Chief Commissioner of Works being ques-

tioned in the House of Commons concern-

ing “the completion” of the monument to

the Duke of Wellington in St. Paul’s Ca-

thedral, gave this singular answer:—“Mr.
Stephens had not quite completed the

model he was to prepare, and though he

(Mr. Cowper) had addressed remonstrances

to Mr. Stephens on the delay, Mr. Stephens

had not yet informed him when the model
would be ready.” This is to the last degree

discreditable
;
many years have gone since

Mr. Stephens received this “ commission
most of the old companions in arms of the

great soldier have died ;
almost a genera-

tion has departed since the country granted

a large sum of money to erect a monument
to his memory, yet even “the model” is

“not ready.” ii' Mr. Stephens had dared

thus to betray the trust reposed in him by
a private gentleman, he would have been
sued for damages, and have had, rightly,

to pay them
;
but as the Nation is his em-

ployer, he seems indifferent to the issue.

There must be, however, some means of

exacting a penalty, and they ought to be

put in force. Such facts do immense injury

to Art ; they lower the professional status,

and keep away from artists many commis-
sions tho country would give if there were
confidence as to the result.

*

Institute of Architects.

—

The Council

of this association and the members are at

* So far back as the month of April, 1359, we wrote thus

in the Art-Journal, deriving our information from what
was currently reported both in and out of the profession :

—

“ Mr. Stephens is busy preparing the work committed to

his charge, and we understand it will ere long be shown to

a select few.”

issue respecting the award this year of the

royal gold medal : the former naming for

the honour a distinguished gothic architect,

Mr. Butterfield ;
while the latter voted, by

nearly three to one, in favour of Mr. James
Pennethorne. The recommendation of the

Council with respect to the award of one

of the ordinary medals was also negatived

by the members.
The Pourtales Sale has furnished the

British Museum with some fine classic

works. Chief among them is the bust long

known as the “ Guistiniani Apollo.” This

grand head, all that remains of a Greek

statue of the best kind, is an acquisition of

the highest interest. The wonder is, that

it was not secured for the Louvre. A seated

Jupiter in the grandest style, and finest

possible condition, is another important

work. It is a bronze about eighteen inches

high, but is grand in treatment and effect

as if it measured as many feet. A fine

Venus, also of the Roman era, is another

important addition to our bronzes. The
Greek bronzes comprise two very large and

elegant vases, and an armed figure of very

early work, and absurd proportions.

The Cartoons at Hampton Court.

—

Lord St. Leonards presented, on the 31st

of March, a petition from the inhabitants

of Kingston, and other adjacent parishes,

praying that the cartoons may not be re-

moved from Hampton Court. Lord St.

Leonards, in presenting such a petition,

sympathises with the inhabitants at the

prospect of the loss of one of the great

attractions of the place ;
but his lordship,

perhaps, does not know the extent to which

the cartoons have suffered in their present

abiding place. The holiday crowds that

resort to Hampton Court fill the small

rooms so as to necessitate the opening of

the windows, below which there is a foun-

tain continually playing, whence a pro-

portion of damp, together with dust from

the outside, is carried in, sufficient, during

a long course of years, to destroy surfaces

so delicate as those of exposed water-

colour drawings. It was suggested twenty

years ago that they should be pro-

tected by glass
;
and that has lately been

done, though, year by year, they have

been perceptibly fading, until, really, of

the original work of Raffaelle’s pupils but

little remains. Lord Granville advocated

their removal, and we hope shortly to see

them at South Kensington, where they

will certainly be more carefully preserved

than at Hampton Court.

Tiie Society of Female Artists closed

its ninth exhibition on the 22nd of March,

after a season of average success. The
Society has been announced as ‘ ‘ re-con-

structed,” but the catalogue does not

render this intelligible by any appearance

of improvement ;
on the contrary, it is felt

as matter of regret that those ladies who
have hitherto directed the affairs of the

body should have withdrawn from the

management. If tho business arrange-

ments of the institution are in the hands of

any responsible committee, our advice to

the administration is to conciliate, and not

to repel, its best supporters.

TnE death of Mr. W. F. Witherington,

R.A., was reported to us on the eve of our

going to press : we shall refer to the event

next month.
Schools of Art and the “New Mi-

nutes.”—We have received from various

parts of the United Kingdom a mass of

correspondence and printed documents re-

lating to this subject, to which, unfortu-

nately, we cannot direct especial attention

at this time. It must suffice to say that

they all express in the strongest condem-

natory terms the action of the Department

of Science and Art. In all probability the

matter will come before Parliament ere our

next month’s publication appears. Mr.

Potter (Carlisle) or Sir F. Crossley will, we
believe, present a petition from the York-
shire schools against the adoption ot the

“New Code,” and application has been

made to other members of Parliament

throughout the country—especially where

schools of Art exist—to support its prayer.

The Fine Arts Quarterly Review.

—

We state with regret that this publication

has ceased to exist. The sixth quarterly

part was the last. It is, in truth, dis-

couraging and humiliating to know that

there is not “ a public” for Art-literature.

It is so in Germany, in France, and in

America; in France, indeed, two or three

Art-works are issued, but they are cheap and

not good ; here and elsewhere, all attempts

to introduce publications that shall ade-

quatelyrepresent the Arts have been failures,

with the solitary exception of the Art-

Journal. We regarded the Fine Arts Quar-

terly as an auxiliary, and not as a rival,

and had hopes that it might have so stimu-

lated taste as to work for our benefit as

well as that of its conductors. Certainly

its success would have aided, and not dimi-

nished ours. It is, we say, humiliating—this

conviction, that, notwithstanding the prodi-

gious talk concerning Art, and the enor-

mous increase of picture collectors, the

English public will not support two publi-

cations by which the Fine Arts may be

represented. Perhaps the patience of the

proprietors was exhausted too soon ;
tho

experiment may not have been tried at

sufficient length. During the first ten

years of the publication of the Art-Journal

that work never paid its expenses any one

year of these ten. We had, however, both

faith and hope ;
we persevered, and we

have had our reward.

The South London Industrlal Ex-
hibition was closed on the 23rd of March,

in the presence of a large number of spec-

tators. The Earl of Shaftesbury presided

;

and around him were grouped many in-

fluential persons who had interested them-

selves in the undertaking. Among them

the Yen. Archdeacon of Surrey, Mr. Layard,

M.P., Sir C. W. Dilke, the Hon. W. Bro-

derick, Alderman Lawrence, Mi*. G. Cubitt,

and others. Mr. G. M. Murphy, secretary,

read the report, from which it appears

that in the forty-three days during which

the exhibition was open, it was visited by

123,414 persons, notwithstanding the un-

favourable state of the weather through

the greater portion of tho time. The gross

receipts were £1,271 7s. lid., and though

the expenses were necessarily heavy, a

considerable surplus might be expected.

The total number of exhibitors was 630,

of whom 243 gained prizes, and 130 re-

ceived “ honourable mention.” The meet-

ing was addressed most affectively and
appropriately by the noble chairman, the

Archdeacon of Surrey, Mr. Layard, Mr.

S. Morley, and others. A letter was also

read from the Chancellor of the Exchequer,

expressing his sincere regret that an ap-

pointment in Downing Street precluded his

presence at the ceremony. On the 1st of

April, Yiscount Palmerston presented the

prizes to the successful exhibitors. His
lordship was accompanied to the platform

by the Earl of Shaftesbury, the Right Hon.

W. Cowper, M.P., Mr. Locke, M.P., Mr.

0. Gilpin, M.P., the Rev. Newman Hall,

and many other gentlemen. The distribu-

tion assumed a profit, for tho accounts had

not been then audited, of £300. The first-

class prize, of which there were 35 re-
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cipients, was £3 ;
the second-class, 85 re-

cipients, £l 10s.; and the third-class, 123
recipients, a bronze medal in a case. Mr.
Murphy stated that out of 120 first and
second class prizeholders, 110 chose that a

portion of the prize should consist of a

medal similar to that given to the third-

class prizeholders
;
77 haying selected silver

medals, and 33 bronze medals. After the
distribution of the prizes, a handsome
ornamental timepiece was presented to Mr.
Murphy by the exhibitors, as a testimonial

of their sense of the services rendered by
him in the capacity of honorary secretary

;

and Lord Palmerston then addressed those

.
who were present in a speech, which could
not fail to have a beneficial effect on the
largo body of tho working classes who
listened to it.

_

Gold Roman Coins.—

A

most munificent
gift has been made to the coin room of our
British Museum. E. Wigan, Esq., of High-
bury Terrace, who has been long known as

one of our most spirited and liberal col-

lectors, has permitted the selection, from his

magnificent series of Roman gold coins, of
all that were not in tho cabinets at tho
Museum. This has added nearly two hun-
dred coins to tho collection, and among them
many unique. All are of the greatest rarity

and beauty. It is a gift that would realise

£3,000 in the sale room. The chances of

obtaining such coins at any price are few
and far between, and Mr. Wigan’s liberality

is almost without a parallel in the history

of collectors.

Cardinal' Wiseman.—

A

very charac-
teristic photographic portrait of the lato

Cardinal Wiseman—admirable as a work
of Art—has recently been published by
Messrs. Moira and Haigh. His eminence,
arrayed in his gorgeous ecclesiastical vest-
ments, is seated in a high-backed chair of

rich carved work, emblematic of his high
functions, with his private silver crucifix

by his side. Through an open window is

seen a representation of the Cardinal’s own
church in Rome, the church of St. Puden-
tiana. The photograph is large in size,

exceedingly brilliant in effect, and the^ose of

the figure quite unconstrained. Such a work
must prove particularly welcome to his

admirers and followers, and is certainly

not without interest to those who differ

from tho community to which he belonged,
and who must acknowledge he “did his

spiriting,” as a rule, in a way to command
the respect of those opposed to him. A
carte-de- visite portraitofhis eminence, which
represents him habited as in the other pho-
tograph, but standing, is also published by
Messrs. Moira and Haigh : it is quite equal,

as a picture, to the larger one, and in the
opinion of some persons would probably be
preferred, for tho expression of the face is

undoubtedly softer and more pleasant. Both
photographs were taken a few months prior
to the Cardinal’s decease. The smaller one
was considered by him the best ever pro-
duced. It is to be enlarged for the purpose
of engraving.
A Statuette, in bronze, of the Prince of

Wales has recently been completed by
Mr. Fowke, and submitted to the inspect'on
of his Royal Highness, who appears in the
uniform of the Hon. Artillery Company, of
which ho is Colonel. The statuette is a prize
presented to the regiment by the Prince.
A Statue oe Yiscount Palmerston is

about to be executed in marble by Carl Gio-
vanni, of Milan, for Signor Ernesto Zuccani,
an opulent merchant long resident in Lon-
don, andwho is forming a sculpture galleryof
European ‘ ‘ celebrities.

’
’ One ofthese works,

a statue of Garibaldi, appeared in the In-
ternational Exhibition of 1862 ; another,

that of Count Cavour, has also been finished.

A model of the Palmerston statue was ex-

hibited recently at one of Lady Palmerston’s
“ receptions.”

Society for the Encouragement of
the; Pine Arts.—

D

r. Christopher Dresser,

F.L.S., whose writings and lectures upon
the Art of Design are well known, de-

livered, somewhat recently, a lecture before

the members of this society on “ Ornamen-
tal Manufacture, more particularly of Glass

and Crockerywaro ;
” tho groundwork of

his essay being, that all ornamented Art
should be considered in relation to the par-

ticular requirement of the article manufac-
tured, and to the materials available for its

production. The society’s second conversa-

zione of the season was held on the evening
of the 23rd of March, at the Dudley Gallery,

and was numerously attended.

The Royal Institution.—

M

r. West-
macott, R.A., recently delivered a lecture

before tho members of this institution,

taking as his subject, “ How works of Art
should be looked at.” The lecture was of

a thoroughly practical character, urging
the necessity for cultivating and improving
a taste for Art among all classes of the

people
;
and certainly not the least among

those to whom such knowledge is essential

are they who as purchasers or critics as-

sume to be judges of Art.

A Service of Glass has been recently

produced by Messrs. Pellatt & Co., that

demands special notice at our hands, for

it is a rare and very beautiful assemblage
of “Art works,” comprising three hundred
pieces—vane-glasses, water-jugs, finger-

glasses, and decanters. The merit consists

chiefly in exceeding purity : not alone of

the “metal,” which is literally as “ clear as

crystal,” but with regard to tho ornamenta-
tion, the designs being simple and in the

best taste. It is, however, mainly to the

engraving we refer, when we describe this
“ sendee ” as a remarkable work of Art : it

is sharp, distinct, and refined as it could

have been if a line engraver wrought with
his burin on steel. Tho result is astonishing,

when we consider that the workman on
glass is labouring almost in the dark ; for

the moment he commences, his progress is

hidden by the coating of oil and emery
that covers the surface. The service is a
“commission,” from a gentleman whose
crest is a pheasant, and the initials of

whose name are T. B. Hence these, with

a somewhat elaborate coat-of-arms, have
supplied the artist with his materials ; for

he has had no aids from nature or from
Art :—that is to say, ornamentation, in the

ordinary sense, has been denied to him,
and he has been precluded from the re-

sources, of which such artists usually make
lavish use—those which the gardens and
fields supply. Yet every piece of tho

three hundred pieces exhibits a variety of

treatment, Art being shown only in the

arrangement of the monogram and its

“ surroundings.” The designs are by Mr.
Girdlestone, heraldic artist and engraver,

and Mr. Wood, of tho firm of Pellatt & Co.

To the latter, indeed, the merit of the de-

signs chiefly belong : the monograms hav-
ing been arranged by him, and the carrying

out of the work having been under his

immediate superintendence. It is unques-
tionably the most refined and beautiful ser-

vice we have seen, and reflects honour
on the eminent manufacturers who have
produced it. It is fortunate for the progress

of Art-manufacture when wealthy persons

are found with judgment and taste to appre-

ciate the value that is derived from purity

of form and grace of ornamentation, rather

than a display of overloading labour, that

may strike the eye, but by no means satis-

fies the mind; and while we compliment
the producer on an achievement of the

highest order, we congratulate on the result

the gentleman by whom this commission

was given.

Presentation Picture.—

M

r. M. Angelo
Hayes’s painting of ‘ Relieving Guard at

Dublin Castle on St. Patrick’s Day ’

—

noticed last year in our remarks on the

exhibition of the Royal Hibernian Academy
—was, we have only recently learned, pre-

sented to the Earl of Carlisle a short time

before the lamented death of that popular

viceroy and excellent nobleman. It was a

graceful and appropriate souvenir of his

lordship’s long rule in Ireland, and wo
believo was appreciated as such by his

Excellency when it arrived at Castle Howard
after the resignation of his high office. As
he had not previously seen the picture, it

must—struck down as he then was by the

heavy hand of sickness—have produced in

him, in all probability, mingled feelings of

sweet and painful fancies ;
for it represents

him surrounded by his court and personal

friends on tho balcony of the castle, as is

the customoflords lieutenant on St. Patrick’s

day. The work was purchased of the artist

by nearly three hundred subscribers, prin-

cipally on terms of personal acquaintance
with his lordship. It has great merit, and
is worthy of its position at Castle Howard.
The Alexandra Park.—

A

lthough the

Company has been “ wound up,” we are

given to understand it is not, therefore, to

be considered a failure. In other hands

—

that is to say, under another Direction—it

is said, the great work will be completed,

and with more than reasonable prospects of

prosperity. We believe, however, the lead-

ing Art-features will be abandoned, and
that the scheme will be treated merely as a

commercial enterprise.

Tiie Pictorial History of Northum-
berland.—

T

here was some years ago ex-

hibited in London a series of pictures

illustrative of the history of Northumber-
land, amongst which, it may be remembered,
was a remarkable picture of tho building

of the Roman Wall. The painter of these

scenes has completed for the Corporation of

Newcastle another contribution to the pic-

torial history of tho county, founded on
the building of the New Castle on the

Tyne by the Normans. The artist is Mr.
W. B. Scott, late of Newcastle, now re-

sident in London. The erection of the

castle has been attributed to William
Rufus ;

but Mr. Scott, following, perhaps,

authority better accredited, makes Robert
Curthose the builder of the fortress. We
find, accordingly, the massive walls already
rising to some height, by means of the
skilled labour of a company of francs
macons on the one hand, and of the forced

work of the natives (still Danish) on the

other. Robert is looking at the plan of
the building, which the architect opens
before him. He is attended by the future
governor of the fortress, a grim old Nor-
man warrior, whose name, by the way, as

one of the trusty followers of the Con-
queror, ought not to be unknown. Tho
building rises on a green and wooded slope

descending to the river, at tho brink of

which appear some of the rude huts of the

Northumbrians of that time. Robert holds

in his hand a cross-bow, with which he
has shot some rooks, and hung them up
overhead, as a warningto the natives, should

they rise in opposition to the new order of

things. In the construction of this picture

Mr. Scott has spared no pains
; the result

is, therefore, a remarkable success.
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REVIEWS.

Life of Michael Angelo. By Herman Grimm.
Translated, with, the Author’s sanction, by
Fanny Elizabeth Bennett, Translator of
“ Geroinus’ Shakespeare Commentaries,”
and Author of “ Louise Juliane, Electress

Palatine, and Her Times,” &c. Two vols.

Published by Smith, Elder, & Co., London.

The student of Art-history, taking a retrospec-

tive view of the men who, during the last five

centuries, have been the prominent actors on
the stage, will see one figure of grave, majestic
aspect towering almost in giant height of supe-
riority above them all : this is Michael Angelo
Buonarroti, who, regarded in his collective

character of painter, sculptor, architect, civil

and military engineer, and poet, appears on the
scene without a rival

;
it may be said, without

a rival'in any age or country. It is not, there-

fore, surprising that his life and works have
repeatedly engaged the pen of the biographer
both here and elsewhere. Many years ago a
sketch of the life of the grand old Florentine

was written by Mr. R. Duppa; an edition of
this work, edited by Hazlitt, was subsequently
published. Mr. J. S. Harford’s elaborate history

is of more recent date; Mr. Perkins, in his

“Tuscan Sculptors,” lately noticed by us, de-

votes a very considerable space in it to the
same theme

;
and Mr. J. E. Taylor has given

us “ Michael Angelo considered as a Philosophic

Poet.” In Herman Grimm’s volumes, which
Miss Bunnett has rendered into English, we
have another valuable addition to antecedent
writings.

The author says he has been reproached with
having called his book “ The Life of Michael
Angelo,” when it should have been entitled
“ Michael Angelo and his Times :

” certainly this

would be the more appropriate name for it, for,

as he says, “ in truth they were one : he and the

events which he witnessed.” The history of
Buonarroti is so interwoven with the political

events of Florence and Home during Ins time,

that it is next to impossible to separate them
without weakening the story of each. And it

is because of this union de facto that the word-
ing of the title becomes a matter of indifference,

because the “life” necessarily includes the
“ times.”

A great advantage Grimm has had over pre-

ceding biographers is, that he has been able to

consult and use at discretion the correspondence

of the Buonarroti family now in the British

Museum. Count Buonarroti, the last of the

race, died in 1860, and bequeathed his archives

to the city of Florence, but making the accept-

ance of the legacy dependent on the obligation

to preserve continued secresy, and to communi-
cate to no one the slightest information. “ For-
tunately, however, the whole contents of the

bequest were not doomed to this seclusion. A
part of the heritage came by purchase into the

possession of the British Museum.” Here, of

course, there intervened no obstacle to the use

of it, and Herr Grimm says—“I came to a
knowledge of three extensive correspondences,

as well as a number of other documents, all

in a state of excellent preservation, and lying

plainly before me in the careful handwriting
of Michael Angelo, legible as the pages of a
printed book. A hundred and fifty letters were
thus made known to me, whilst, two hundred
still lay hidden in Florence. At all events,

the London correspondence seemed more full

than the Florentine, for no one stood nearer

to Michael Angelo than his father and brother,

Buonarroti, and these arc the letters in the
possession of the British Museum.” They are

now bound up in three volumes, two containing

the correspondence with the relatives just men-
tioned, and the third is filled with various docu-
ments. These papers, of which the biographer

has made excellent use, throw much interesting

light both on family affairs and on the circum-

stances attending the execution of many of

Michael Angelo’s works
;

they show us the

character of the man no less than the bent and
purpose of the artist’s mind.
Herr Grimm will not satisfy those who look

for a learned and scientific criticism of Angelo’s
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pictures and sculptures
;

but he will most
assuredly delight those who can find pleasure in

reading an historic-biographical story, written

in a style scarcely less fascinating than—while

it reminds us not a little of—Lord Macaulay’s

“History of England.” Not only does the

great Florentine artist himself pass before us,

but popes and cardinals, emperors and princes,

poets and painters, statesmen and warriors,

those who were his contemporaries, and some
who preceded or followed him,—all throng the

pages of the author in an animated and highly

pictorial group. The concluding chapter, which
is a brief sketch of Art and literature from
Michael Angelo’s time to our own, and more
especially of the modem German schools, con-

tains some reflections that must be felt as truths,

and truths of no consolatory character to those

who desire to see Art exercising a right and
pure influence on the heart and mind of men.

For example, “Goethe’s life,” he says, “flows

like an indispensable stream through the Ger-

man lands. Michael Angelo in the present day
would have had no more influence than Goethe
would havo possessed had he appeared in

Michael Angelo’s times. What Michael Angelo
would have missed in the present day is the

cultivation of the people, whose eye had in his

time been prepared for him for a century

;

what Goethe would have missed at that time

is the extent of the moral horizon, which, as

things were three centuries ago, appears to us

now contracted and narrow. Countries were

at that time like limited seas upon which a

moderate coast navigation is carried on
;
at the

present day all the quarters of the globe form

one single ocean, which is boldly traversed in

all directions. To effect an influence we need
stronger means than paintings which do not

change their places. What is Art to us now,

when nations are agitated with unrest? It

hushes not the infinite misgivings that oppress

us, that expectation of a great destiny which we
look for like a revelation. We press onwards,

instead of resting and decorating places for the

quiet enjoyment of life.” "Who is there among
us that will not acknowledge, though he may
not feel, the truth of this last passage ? And
how few are there who care to attempt to

arrest the progress, even were it possible, of

that mighty power which is hurrying the

nations of the earth onwards to a result the

wisest among us cannot forsee or determine.

Miss Bunnett's translation does her infinite

credit
;

it is done with great spirit and a most
agreeable flow of language, though a little

careful revision would have improved some of

her sentences, where a repetition of the same
words occurs unnecessarily. We notice, too,

an occasional printer’s error; for instance,

Michael Angelo is stated to have been born in

1745, instead of 1475. The book, moreover,

stands in great need of an index for reference,

which ought certainly to be given if a second

edition is called for. Even the headings of the

chapters are omitted from the prefatory pages,

a most unusual practice in works of this kind.

It is a tedious and time-consuming process to

be compelled to hunt through some hundreds of

pages in search of a particular incident.

Christian Monuments. By William Lawrie.
Printed for the Author, Downham Market.

Though this is nothing more than Mr. Lawrie’s
“ trade-circular,” sent out in the form of a neat

volume, it deserves the attention of all whose
duty or business it is to prepare memorials of

the departed. The author truly says—“ One
cannot walk through the burial-places of the

dead without being pained at the absence of

Art therein displayed.” And it is with the

view of encouraging a more artistic stylo of

gravestones,—for monuments, strictly so called,

find no place among the designs,—that he pub-
lishes this series of examples, about twenty-four

in number, the majority of which are exceedingly

good, and, if carried into execution, would give

to our cemeteries and rural churchyards a very
different aspect to that they now have. The
matter of cost will always be a consideration,

and Mr. Lawrie’s designs, all of them more or

1

less ornamental, would necessarily involve a

j

larger expenditure than the simple plain upright

slab; but among ibis scries are some which
would, it may be assumed, involve but a little

increase of cost, while they would greatly im-

prove the appearance of those sacred spots

where we lay to rest all that remains of our

loved ones.

Tue Temple Anecdotes : Invention and Dis-

covery. By Ralph and Chandos Temple.
Published by Groombridge, London.

Founded on the plan of a work—the “Percy
Anecdotes ”—which in our younger days gained

a very wide popularity, the volume of Messrs.

Temple has certainly a more instructive aim
than its predecessor, which tended rather to

mere amusement than mental edification. The
term “ Anecdotes ” is scarcely suited to the book
before us ;

“ Stories of Invention and Discovery ”

would, perhaps, have been more appropriate,

for the facts related frequently extend to greater

length of description than to bo called anecdo-

tical. However, we do not care to quarrel with

tho compilers on the question of title, for they

have put together a large mass of information

bearing on scientific pursuits, that ought to

prove a most welcome book to every boy, and to

not a few men, unless they be void of under-

standing, or unmindful of knowing about per-

sons and things whereof they are ignorant, and

by whom and which tho condition of the world

seems to have undergone a total change within

the last half century or longer.

Gathered Leaves : being a Collection of the

Poetical Writings of the late Frank E.

Smedley. With a Memorial Preface by
Edmund Yates. With Illustrations. Pub-
lished by Virtue Brothers, London.

Subject from his childhood to a physical malady
which rendered him incapable of moving about

without extraneous aid, and often suffering

much bodily pain from his afflicted condition,

Frank Smedley was a light-hearted, pleasant

companion, a man of noble and generous im-

pulses, with very considerable powers of author-

ship in light literature. Fortunately he was
always possessed of ample means. His pen was
therefore employed as an amusement, and to

beguile the monotony of a life that compelled

him to remain within doors, except when he
took carriage-exercise. Yet no one who has

read “ Harry Coverdale’s Courtship,” “ Frank
Fairlegh,” “Lewis Arundel,” and remembers

many of the descriptions and scenes related in

these tales, but would suppose the writer to be

a keen sportsman, a bold rider, and an active

participator in the sports and enjoyments of

out-door life. Mr. Smedley’ s vein decidedly

inclined to the humorous
;

as his friend, Mr.

Yates, says in the graceful tribute to his memory
which prefaces the little volume now before us

—

“ For the most part his novels arc but the vent

for that extraordinary fund of high animal

spirits which, under other circumstances, would

have been brought into play in adventure, in

sporting, in fighting the great battle of life.”

Many of the poems that appear under the title

of “ Gathered Leaves ” are altogether of a

humorous character; such, for example, as

“ Maude Allinghame, a Legend of Hertford-

shire,” “The Forfeit Hand, a Legend of Bra-

bant,” and “ The Enchanted Net.” Others are

more sober, reflective, and moralising, but all arc

“leaves” not unworthy of being gathered and

preserved from absolute decay
;

for, at least,

they evidence the kind, genial, and cheerful

spirit of the writer.

The Last Supper. By Leonardo da Vinci.

In Coloured Lithography. Published by
Day and Son, London.

This famous picture is known throughout the

world. It has been copied a hundred times by

every Art process. Perhaps there is no paint-

ing of tho earlier schools so universal a favourite

with all classes. It was a good thought to

supply the public with a coloured copy of large

size, and at a comparatively small cost : this

may not satisfy the connoisseur, but it will

amply content thousands, and is, indeed, an ac-

quisition of much value.
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THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

INTRODUCTION.

OR the first time dur-
'

' •' ^ ing many years the

\(y
English school is seen

(JL *"' ' ^ not only in its variety,

but in its vigour and
vastness. In past seasons
the paucity of large and
commanding works was de-

plored as a symptom of the
incipient stages of decline I

and degeneracy. It was said
’*

i
. i

that the world of Art had fallen

into days of small things, that

genius was touched with the

decay of the sere leaf, that the

prime of youth was withered, and
that painters of the present genera-
tion lacked passion, fire, and imagi-
nation. But now at last comes the

season when the tide in the affairs of Art
takes upward turn towards the flood. Low
water mark is covered, and what is more,
the swell still rises. We do not mean to

say that precisely an Atlantic wave beats

in upon our shores. In speaking of the

ebbs and flows on the surface or in the
depths of English Art, we are scarcely

justified in going to boundless ocean for

a metaphor. Rather must we be content
to observe phenomena within the inlets

and harbours of a sheltered coast, where
great tidal wavos are broken into rip-

ples, and where the elements are mitigated
in their strife. British Art is liko the

island that gives it birth, circumscribed in

area, yet compact within its frontiers
;

its

spirit is as the attempered climate of

the latitude, assuaged in the extremes of

heat and cold, the fever fire of the south
quenched, and the frozen grasp of the north
relented. Its range, too, is varied as our
inland valleys, our woodland streams, and
our sea-girt coasts, peopled by a peaceful
peasantry and guarded by the gallant mari-
ner. Such, in figurative phrase, is the
temper and complexion of the present ex-
hibition—a little kingdom, compact within
itself, compounded of diverse independent
states, and composed of varied conditions

of men. Happy the land that finds in
nature a benignant providence

; and blessed
the people that makes its truth-seeking Art
the expression of the joys of domestic life

and the reflection of a nation’s greatness.

We have said that the English school, as
displayed in the present exhibition, is as
remarkable for its variety as for its vigour.
The one quality it owes to freedom, the
other it gets from nature. In countries

where the State and the Church have been
tyrants over life, property, and thought,
the arts have been marked by uniformity,

even monotony, and boasting of perfec-

tion in perpetuity, they found that finality

meant, in fact, retrogression. But in

lands such as England, where each per-

son has the privilege of thinking as he
likes, the artist will naturally paint as he
pleases. Henco the endless variety seen

upon the walls of our Academy. The con-
trariety of creeds in religion, the opposition

of opinions in politics, even the conflict of

theories in the metaphysics of mind or in

the philosophy of outward nature, all tend
to that truly Catholic and universal Art
which is tolerant as it is extended. In
the middle ages it was impossible that the
arts could obtain this manifold manifesta-
tion. In present times, too, as we have
said, under dynasties where people are

fettered in thought, word, and deed, it is

not easy for the painter to give to his

genius free expansion. Then it is that

liberty denied is forcibly taken, and breaks
loose into license

;
and so even the Arts, in

their escape from servitude, rush into ex-
cess, and, committed to opposite extremes,
they move not in the quiet mean of mode-
ration. The lot of our English school is

more fortunate. The liberty our national

arts enjoy has grown up year by year
by the side of that freedom which is fit-

tingly called constitutional, be«ause part

of the very life and blood of the body
politic. And thus it is that the arts of

England beat with the pulse of the people,

and the cries of the multitude are echoed
within the walls of our exhibitions. Thus
it is, as it has ever been in tho develop-

ment of Art epochs, that the life of the
nation is the soul of its Art ; that the on-
ward movement of tho people propels

the painter upwards
;
that tho pressure of

mighty deeds moulds the artist’s concep-
tions into forms of greatness. Certain it

is that England is in full swing
;
that tho

arms of commerce are stretching wide
;
that

manufactures are creating wealth whole-
sale

; that science is laying up vast stores

of knowledge. And when we look around
this Academy we see Art, as we have said,

distending its dimensions, multiplying its

resources, and augmenting its powers in

the same ratio and the like directions.

The pictures we find in Italy were painted
under the patronage of the one Church;
the pictures we now see in our Academy
are executed under all creeds, or under no
creed at all : they are not painted for priests,

but for commerce-created patrons
;
they are

not the products of a pre-scientific age,

when miracles were showered down upon
tho earth as rain in April, but they stand
forth as facts in nature, supported by truths
which the eye may discover and the hand
can grasp. Such is the aggregate designa-
tion of works which, in the sequel, wo shall

pass one by one under individual review.

We must not conclude this general intro-

duction without pointing the lesson to which
it naturally leads. Wo cannot refrain from
observing that while in the growth of our
national arts civilisation has shown itself

potent, the Royal Academy of London has
remained all but impotent. The Academy,
in fact, has been little more than a private

society for the exhibition and sale of pic-

tures. Its public functions have never been
performed on a scale or with an efficiency

commensurate to the position of reposed
trust occupied. But our present business

is with the pictures put on view. Wo ap-
peal, then, to these pictures as proof that

the schools of the Academy are inefficient.

It is worthy of remark that a considerable

number of the present Academicians and
Associates never received from the Academy
a single lesson

;
and others, whose early

instruction came from the Academy classes,

will admit that the knowledge which in

their profession proves of most value they

have taught themselves out of doors. But
our concern is, as wo hhve said, with the

pictures before us, and these, we are bound
to say, are conspicuous for defects which it

is the special office of an Academy to over-

come. Our English Art, as already ob-

served, is free, true, and noble. These
qualities it owes to the age and country in

the midst of which it grows. But other

essential attributes there are wherein our

English school is avowedly inferior to tho

schools of continental nations. Eor these

lacking academic qualities we ought to bo
indebted to the Royal Academy, and yet

are not. Drawing in its firmness and pre-

cision, perspective and foreshortening in

their intricate problems, subtleties of treat-

ment, elevation of style, distinctions be-

tween individual and generic form, and the

relation of litoral to ideal truth—these essen-

tial elements in a well-organised system of

Art-education are matters in which every

student ought to recognise the high service

of an Academy. Yet look around the ex-

hibition, and then say who is the man that

should first go and render thanks to his

masters. Walk across the street to the

small Erench Gallery, and there will be

indicated, though in miniature, how great

are the benefits an Imperial Academy,
under the sanction and patronage of the

state, can confer on the arts of a nation.

What our English painters, and, above all,

our English sculptors, want, is notorious to

the world, Not patronage, not genius, but
simply severe schooling in the days of their

youth. This the Academy has not given

them
;
and what is more, educational ap-

pliances, which are necessarily costly, the

Academy could not, while still unaided by
the state, be expected to afford.

We need scarcely add that these short-

comings in the'Academy schools, admitted

on all sides, and proclaimed afresh by the pre-

sent exhibition, demand speedy and radical

remedy. Also the inadequate size of the ex-

hibition rooms for the display of the pictures

seeking admission, constitutes an ever re-

curring grievance, which likewise requires

prompt administrative cure. The hangerb

of the year, Messrs. Ward, Cooke, and
Millais, have performed duties necessarily

unpopular, and involving absolute impossi-

bilities, with fairness and discretion. Still,

a certain amount of individual injustice,

always more or less inevitable, has been
done

;
and a few cases have come to onr

knowledge which present obvious hardships,

naturally felt by the sufferers themselves to

be of especial cruelty. We are sorry to

say that the crying evil does not admit of

any immediate^ remedy. And wo regret

that the words uttered by the President at

the Academy dinner could not assume a
form more definite.

1

1

With regard to tho

present exhibition,” said Sir Charles East-
lake, “ as the increased employment of Art
necessarily increases the number of ex-
hibitors, so it involves the painful impos-
sibility of accommodating, in our present
apartments, all the meritorious candidates
for space. It is unnecessary to dwell on
this too familiar difficulty, a remedy for

which will, we trust, in time be provided.”

HIGH ART.

HISTORY—SACRED AND SECULAR.

We use the term “ High Art ” in no very
superlative sense. The time has gone by
when either pictures justify, or the public

would tolerate, transcendental language.
Still, however, there does exist a broad
general distinction between styles high and

2 T
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low which cannot wholly he ignored. "Wo

therefore shall continue to apply the phrase

“high Art ” to all works that fulfil the i

two conditions of dignity in subject, and
elevation in treatment. As to subject-

matter, history by common consent has

an extent of horizon and a magnitude of

intent, which communicate both to the
i

historian and to the historical painter large-

ness and nobility of aim. Again, the treat-

ment of themes touching on the great-

ness of nations naturally rises to a strain

somewhat elevated. It is true that all

classifications such as those we here attempt

break down at some point. They include

within their frontiers at once too much and
too little. For example, the painted or

written history of a nation may degenerate

into mere penny-a-lining, and on the other

hand, a comparatively trivial incident in

a private family is capable of rising to

noble drama. Nevertheless, though fallacies

must lurk beneath all artificial divisions,

we yet may be permitted to use accepted

landmarks for the sake of convenience.

The advantage of the classification we pro-

pose to adopt is, that it will serve to give

to what would otherwise prove scattered

criticism, comparative sequence and clear-

ness.

J. R. Herbert, E.A., again proves him-
self a fervent disciple of religious Art. ‘ The
Sower of Good Seed ’ (46), following after

the great mural picture in the Houses of

Parliament, ‘ Moses coming down from tho

Mount,’ may seem a minor work. But tho

artist never bestowed on any composition

greater thought or higher elaboration. The
Sower, conscious of a sacred mission, walks

with steady step and eye intent, the features

betokening watchful care, among the fur-

rows of tho field, casting, as he goes, from
balanced hand the seed which, falling upon
good ground, is to bear fruit a hundred
fold. The briars and the thorns that choke

the word lie on either side of the way. In
the distance palm-trees grow and moun-
tains rise ; and towards tho farther extremity

i of the field may be seen husbandmen who
break the clodded earth with a roller, made,

be it observed, out of a classic column, to

signify the subjection of Pagan arts to

Christian uses. The sun, from a cloudless

sky, casts upon the parched ground binn-

ing heat, and fills the picture with brilliant

light. Reverting to the sower, the spec-

tator should remark how the figure, itself

in light, relieves in bold isolation, against

the brightness of tho landscape in which it

is set. This is a problem the painter has

managed with skill, so as to educe out of

difficulty triumph. The solitude, too, in

which the figure stands, and the unbroken
silence reigning over the whole scene, are

in themselves impressive. It may be re-

marked, also, that colour is
_

used abste-

miously, as if the painter were in wholesome
dread of a decorative style, and had deter-

mined in no way to break into the solemnity

of his subject. Furthermore, in the detail

there is no superfluity, and in the execution

no flourish ; so that the narrative flows on-

wards in a lucid stream, undiverted in its

direct course either to the right or to the

left. It will bo perceived, then, that Mr.
Herbert fulfils the conditions required of

high religious Art, yet at the same time

after a fashion peculiarly his own. As in

the ‘ Moses,’ so here in the ‘ Sower,’ he

departs from the practice prescribed by the

old Italian painters, to which his brother in

Art, the late Mr. Dyce, was pledged, and
instead of the traditional maimer to which
foreign schools still adhere, he prefers to

follow obediently in the steps of nature.

The difficulty in such a course is to escape

common life, a danger from which it is

well known that Horace Vernet, when
treating religious themes, was not delivered.

To elevate actual forms, to infuse into

material shapes the spirit of inspiration,

this is the task which the artist who rears

religious Art on a naturalistic basis neces-

sarily finds hard. Mr. Herbert has com-

mitted himself to this arduous task. It

had been easier for him to have trodden in

the footsteps of the great masters of Florence,

Rome, and Bologna, but then he might

have ended as a copyist and nothing more.

The line he takes certainly conforms to the

times in which he lives, and whatever he

may lose in dignity he gains in truth and

power.
We at once turn to a large life-size pic-

ture, by a w'ell-known French artist, in

illustration ofthe distinction we have drawn.

‘Christ descendu de la Croix’ (194), by
E. Signol, the painter of the oft-engraved

picture, ‘ The Woman taken in Adultery,’

is a strict example of the Academic style as

practised by the Carracci and Van Dyck.

The subject is one of the most impressive

in tho entire range of Christian Art. The
dead body has been just taken from the

cross, and is extended on a white sheet

upon the ground. One of the holy women,
bending forwards, gently draws the crown

of thorns from the Saviour’s brow. The
Madonna, in agony, clings to the foot of the

cross, while the darkness which covered the

land from the sixth to the ninth hour, is

still shrouding tho heavens. Tho work, as

we have said, is in the manner of high Art

as prescribed by the great historic schools.

The anatomy of the dead body has been

studiously marked, the heads are modelled

on accepted generic types, the drapery is

cast in symmetric folds, and the colours,

though tainted somewhat with the defects

inherent to the French school, partake of

the definite blues, reds, and greens employed

by Raphael and the Carracci. This picture,

good of its kind, strikes as an anomaly

among the works in the midst of which it

hangs. It certainly is wholly out of keeping

with the products of the English school,

and we may safely affirm, and that without

prejudice to our native painters, that there

is not living in England the artist who could

produce such a work. The style, whatever

may be its worth, is with us absolutely

extinct. We question, however, whether

for the decoration of churches and public

buildings a reversion in some degree to

ancient practice may not be wise.

The interval which divides this picture

of the French painter Signol from a work
by an English artist, entitled ‘ The Young
Saviour observing the Hypocrites ’ (451),

is vast indeed. We scarcely know how to

speak of this production, executed by Mr.

Barwell, who in prior years has merited

praise. In some passages of the composi-

tionwe are reminded of Mr. Hart
;
in others

we cannot help recalling Mr. Holman Hunt.
The hypocrites, for example, are in the style

of the former painter ; while the
:

Madonna
and the Christ have obviously been sug-

gested, of course unconsciously to Mr. Bar-

well himself, by similar figures in ‘The

Finding in the Temple.’ The boy Christ,

however, is varied by an incident which im-

parts to the figure some novelty, though little

dignity : He bears in His hand, be it noted, a

carpenter’s basket of tools, brought, we pre-

sume, from His father’s shop ! The action

assumed by the hypocrites is violent, yet

not sustained by the vigour which comes of

a thorough mastery of the figure. One

hypocrite with upraised hands and eyes

prays at the comer of the street ; the other

,

belonging to a different species, sounds a

trumpet ere he distributes alms. The idea

is not bad, but it is a pity the artist has not

made out of his conception a better picture.

The colour is recommended by garish show.
—Above Mr. Barwell’s florid canvas hangs
a composition by P. R. Morris of a

colour altogether faded and wan. ‘ Jesu
Salvator’ (448) is a spasmodic and weak
performance, based on a terror-moving

shipwreck. We are told that the Spanish

ship Florida

,

forming part of the Invincible

Armada, was lost on the coast of Scotland,

at a spot where stood a religious house
dedicated to the Virgin. In the picture is

seen, among the raging waters, the ship in

last extremity ; on a promontory stand a

company of nuns, some swooning, others

praying, all in every possible phase of Niobe
and Cleopatra agony. An old monk is let

down from tho rocks as a kind of life pre-

server to the drowning crew. The tumult of

the elements, mingling with the paroxysm of

human passion, here wrought into a climax

of stage rant, is meant to be very imposing.

Real power, however, there is none : the

moving spell is wanting. It is a bad sign

when an artist not of approved strength

has to rely on the grandeur of his subject

rather than on the greatness of his treat-

ment. Tho execution, which is the reverse

of vigorous, stands in no connection with

the fury of the storm.—Mr. Gale takes

for his text, ‘A Woman having an Alabaster

Box of very pi'ecious Ointment ’ (429 )
. Here

the woman is a large figure painted in a

small manner. Tho drawing would be im-
proved by the insertion of some resolute

lines, which might impart decision. Yet
there cannot be a doubt that the artist has

gained a quiet and tender expression well

in keeping with the act of affection whereon
the woman is intent. The colour is mar-
vellous for its lustre : but certain passages,

as, for example, the green in the sky, have
been pushed to limits that pass the bounds
of possibility. Altogether, however, this

is the best work Mr. Gale has painted for

several years. — An exceedingly careful

figure, ‘The Good Shepherd’ (436), is ex-

hibited by W. C. T. Dobson, A. This

theme, a shepherd carrying in his arms a

lamb, suggested by the almost literal words

of the New Testament, forms one of the

earliest types found in Christian Art. The
painter in adopting the prescribed form for

the Saviour’s head, has secured for his work
dignity softened by benignity. Mr. Dobson
is one of the very few artists in our English

school who take inspiration from the purest

models of the best times, and he has his

reward accordingly. We sometimes wish,

however, that he could see in nature greater

individuality ; that he could vary the

generic type by here and there the admis-

sion of accidental character
;
that he could

break the monotone of colour by sunlight

and the play of reflected hues ;
and that if

he do still, as we trust he always may, look

reverently on the old masters, that he would

sometimes turn from Raphael to the worship

of Titian, Michael Angelo, and Correggio.

We say this, because we think Mr. Dobson,

in the figure of ‘ Tho Good Shepherd,’ and
many praiseworthy works of prior fyears,

has attained to a point of excellence which

on his present system of study it will not

be easy for him to surpass, If he is to go

on in the course of constant progression,

which to the artist constitutes the essence

and the reward of life, he must take the

wider range we have ventured to indicate.

We confess to much sympathy with the

spirit that animates this painter’s crea-

tions ; we see in his forms, purity ; we re-

cognise in his purpose, aspiration. These

are rare qualities in the midst of tho secular
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and mundane^ styles now dominant, and
we only wish to see the spiritual Art en-
dowed with the vitality which will give

enduring life. Mr. Dobson’s three other
pictures, ‘ Im Walde’ (129), ‘A Girl with
Faggots ’ (193), and ‘A Portrait’ (322),
are nicely painted. This artist preserves

the simple beauty found in his models and
sitters.

We next turn to subjects taken from the
Old Testament, which, not falling within
the range of so-called Christian Art, seem
permitted to go back into a rude na-
ture the new dispensation is supposed to
annul. Mr. Watts, in his grand figure of
‘Esau’ (11), takes the advantage of the
unredeemed savageness of the old world.
Here stands a wild man of the desert,

shaggy in hair and raiment, an outcast and
a wanderer, who trusts to the spear whereon
ho rests for defence, and to the arrows
at his side for food. The bearing of tho
figure has command : the picture attains to
grandeur. Tho colour is kept down in
subdued tones, from which white and posi-

tive pigments are alike excluded. Alto-
gether the canvas is the nearest approach
to the panels painted by old masters that
the Academy presents. — Hanging at no
considerable distance from the impersona-
tion of ‘ Esau,’ is the figure of ‘ David ’

(5), as conceived by F. Leighton, a work
that, on several accounts, cannot bo passed
in silence. In the first place this figure

is conspicuous for a breadth and a power
not always found in the artist’s doubly
distilled ideas. Then, again, in the colours,
especially of the background, where solemn
purple hills preside over the plain, tho
spectator cannot but admire the poetry
and grandeur of the conception. On the
other hand, the figure of David himself
seated in brooding thought on a terrace
which overlooks the hills of Judea, pro-
vokes to criticism. Wo would venture to
ask why the divine psalmist has so small a
brain ? Within this skull there is not com-
pass for a poet’s thoughts to range. We
state as a physiological fact, that a head so
small, with a brow so receding, could not
have belonged to any man who has made
himself conspicuous in the world’s his-

tory. Again, descending to mere matter of
costume, there cannot be a doubt that the
purple mantle flung on the psalmist’s
shoulders is wholly wanting in study of
detail, and constitutes a blot upon the
canvas. Barring these oversights, the pic-

ture, as we have said, possesses merit. For
convenience we will make the other pro-
ductions of Mr. Leighton follow in un-
broken sequence. ‘Helen of Troy’ (309)
is the artist’s largest work—a composition
concerning which we have heard most con-
flicting criticisms, a few whereof seemed in

the artist’s favour’, but many were levelled in
an opposite direction. Some objectors have
asked, is it the moon, or can it be the sun,
that the shining mid sky casts a silvery, not
to say a chalky, light, with one black spot of
shadow, upon figures and ground ? Others,
again, have desired to know whether the
commanding image of Helen is made of
marble, wax, or flesh. From all we hear
we believe that these points can only be
decided by the artist himself. But what-
ever cavillers may say to the contrary, this

work we believe will be found to possess
the poetry, the refinement, and the scholarly
qualities, seldom failing to Mr. Leighton.
Helen is here seen with two attendants,
walking upon the ramparts. A cloud of
soitow is upon her brow, and her beauty is

shadowed by gloom. The Earl of Derby,
who at the recent Academy banquet, it will
bo remembered, pronounced a eulogy upon

the world’s great epic poet, has furnished

the text appended to the picture :
—

“ Thus as she spoke, in Helen’s breast arose
Fond recollections of her former Lord,
Her home, and parents ; o’er her head she threw
A snowy veil

; and shedding tears
She issued forth.”

The other works of Mr. Leighton, though
of minor, are of varied interest. ‘ Mother
and Child’ (120) is a picture which shows
the artist’s usual beauty of form,"subtlety
of drawing, silvery delicacy of colour, to-

gether with a simplicity of sentiment to

which the painter is not yet habituated.

We cannot help thinking, however, that the

composition would be vastly improved by
some decisive line or shadow, which should
obviate the confusion arising from the in-

definite mingling of the figure of tho child

into tho drapery which clothes its mother.
Mr. Leighton melts his forms so volup-
tuously together, that ho seems to dread
the intrusion of just those strong points
which an ordinary artist would use to gain
manly force. The two remaining pictures,
‘ The Widow’s Prayer ’ (305), and ‘ Li St.

Mark’s ’ (316), are intoned in a " different

key. The last, indeed, is in some respects

the artist’s most satisfactory picture. There
are in it a simple natureand a vigorous truth,

and especially in the architectural back-
ground of shadow-casting arches in the
caverned cathedral, a solemnity to which we
trust Mr. Leighton may, as years add to the
sobriety of his judgment, again and again
recur with gathered strength.—It is impos-
sible not to observe a marvellous, we had
almost said an outrageous, though clever

picture, ‘Elijah’s Sacrifice’ (615), painted
by A. Moore,—“ Then the fire of the Lord
fell, and consumed the burnt sacrifice, and
the wood, and the stones, and the dust, and
licked up the water that was in tho trench.

And when all the people saw it, they fell

on their faces
;
and they said, the Lord, he

is the God ; the Lord, he is the God.” The
merit of this picture is surpassed by its

eccentricity. On the favourable side of tho
account must be placed the conscientious
study thrown into the figures and acces-
sories. The heads and the hands are drawn
with accuracy

;
the drapery is detailed

;
the

background of mountains, and the fore-

ground of earth and herbage, and especially

the lambent flame that “ licked up the
water,” are severally painted with know-
ledge and intent. Nevertheless, there is

no use disguising the fact that the picture
is bizarre and all but ridiculous. This un-
fortunate termination to a great labour
results from the contempt shown for beauty,
from the deliberate choice of grotesquo
forms and attitudes, and from tho prepon-
derance of a bricky and obnoxious colour.

We shall look forward with interest to see

whether the independent power wherewith
Mr. Moore is gifted will enable him to

throw off a mannerism which, if persisted

in, cannot but prove fatal.

E. Armitage has followed up his success

of last year by a picture still more suc-
cessful. ‘ Ahab and Jezebel’ has been
surpassed in fulness of composition and
variety of colour by ‘ Queen Esther’s Ban-
quet ’ (422), a picture which has obtained
prominent position on the line. Mr. Armi-
tage, still adhering to a Scripture text,

has been again fortunate in the choice of

a subject. The history of King Ahasuerus,
of Queen Esther, of Hainan, the governor,
and of Mordecai, the Jew, is here concentra-

ted within the confines of a carefully studied
composition. The final catastrophe, as de-

picted by Mr. Armitage, is recounted in the
eighthand ninthverses ofthe seventhchapter
of the Book of Esther, as follows :

—“ Then

the king returned out of the palace garden

into the palace of the banquet of wine
;
and

Haman was fallen upon the bed whereon
Esther was. Then said the king, Will he
force the queen also before me in the house ?

As the word went out of the king’s mouth,
they covered Haman’s face. And Har-
bonah, one of the chamberlains, said before

the king, Behold also the gallows, fifty

cubits high, which Haman had made for

Mordecai, who had spoken good for tho

king, standeth in the house of Haman.
Then the king said, Hang him thereon.”

Mr. Armitage has followed strictly the terms

of the narrative. The king stands besido

the banquet table with raised hand and
frowning brow, indignant. The queen, of

voluptuous beauty, who might well enchain

a lover in her charms, reclines on her couch
in sumptuous apparel. The wicked Haman
has thrown himself at her feet, and with

clasped hands makes entreaty for his life ;

but the chamberlain standing by the king
calls for the tyrant’s execution. Thereupon
the attendants rush forward, cover the face

of Haman, and make ready to bear him
away to the gallows prepared for Mordecai.

Tho accessories and appurtenances to this

banquet given by Esther, are in style ac-

cordant with the florid description of the

sacred chronicler, and consonant with the

remains of Assyrian magnificence which
recent researches have brought to light.

The bas-reliefs which cover the walls of the

palace of Ahasuerus at Shushan, were pro-
bably, as here represented, similar to tho

mural carvings found generally on the banks
of the Tigris and Euphrates. Mr. Armitage
has thus wisely fallen in with the prevail-

ing realistic treatment of history. Every
painter now, in fact, as pointed out by Earl
Stanhope at the Academy dinner, is bound
to be an archaeologist. Credit is due to Mr.
Armitage for this bold attempt to clothe

again in life the dead past of a great empire.

The artist has managed his light, shade,

colour’, and lines of composition according
to the strict principles known as academic.
Obvious is it how the lines are made to

converge upon the body of the culprit

Haman. Again, a concentrated mass of
central light has been carefully gathered
together by the juxtaposition of the white
table-cloth, and the silver-toned dress of
the queen. This light is then by contrast

forced up through juxtaposition with the
intense scarlet coverlet on the couch. The
constructional bases whereon historical pic-

tures rest is usually simple, but then they
need likewise to be sure.

E. M. Ward, B.A., by his jiicture, ‘The
Night of Bizzio’s Murder ’ (258), adds one
more striking illustration to the page of
history. An old subject here gains novelty
by treatment from a new point of view.
Other artists—Opie, for example—have
painted the actual ‘ Death of David Bizzio.’

Mr. Ward chooses the opening scene to the
tragedy. The story is told clearly and
without unnecessary circumlocution. The
Queen of Scots has been supping with
Bizzio, the Piedmontese adventurer, who,
having insinuated himself into her con-
fidence, had aroused the jealousy of the
weak Damley. The plot which the King
Consort had formed with the banished lords

for ridding him of a hateful rival is ready
for explosion. Damley has entered Queen
Mary’s boudoir by a private passage, and
is crouched on a stool in the corner, await-
ing in trepidation the evolution of the
conspiracy. The murderers have entered,
and Lord Buthven, clad in armour, his

eyes starting from their sockets, one hand
upon his sword, the other laid on the
shoulder of Bizzio, stands as the gaunt
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spectre of death. Mary, here seen as the

queen of beauty, in the full bloom of youth,

her features delicately moulded, her com-
plexion fair as a flower, her hair glowing as

gold, richly robed in ermine and silk set with

pearls, rises from her seat indignant. Bizzio,

whom the murderers have come to seize,

stands in hesitation, not to say dismay, be-

tween Buthven and the Queen, one hand
resting on the supper table, the other raised

towards his royal mistress. The equerry

and others having left the banquet, re-

tire into the background. The Duchess
of Argyle alone keeps her seat, and there,

with back in broad shadow turned upon
the spectator, serves as a foil to the other

figures, whereon a flood of light streams.

This shadow, eclipsing the candles that

burn upon the table as the central source

of light, serves as a keystone to bind in

strength the circuit of the composition and
the structure of the chiaroscuro. A counter

light of redder hue glows from the embers

in a slumbering fire. The conflicting rays

from these two separate sources cast omi-

nous shadows on the arras, where darkness

is made visible. The general distribution

and management of the scene will now be

evident. The composition is essentially

circular, which, of the several geome-
tric forms used for pictorial combina-

tion, is proverbially that which attains

greatest perspicuity and concentration of

effect. The white tablecloth whereon the

supper has been spread serves as the

centre to the outlying circumference, and
strikes the emphatic keynote to the sur-

rounding composition. Upon this, which

constitutes the highest light, are placed

a few adjuncts to the royal yet frugal meal,

a glass of choice Venetian workmanship,

and a goblet, the red wine wherefrom has

been overthrown upon the coverlet. To
these details, and to the accessories of arms,

armour, and dress, elaborate execution has

imparted realistic verity. The interior of

the chamber in Holyrood Castle still known
as “ Queen Mary’s boudoir,” has been ac-

curately transcribed from studies made on

the spot. We have now said sufficient to

indicate the character of the work. The
composition possesses the power

,
that is

gained by concentration, and the perspi-

cuity which inheres to simplicity. The
situation is eminently dramatic, and the

actors are moved to play their several

parts in the manner their known charac-

ters bespeak. A picture such as this takes

the spectator back to the veiy times. Ac-

cording to the old recipe, “ high historic

Art” used to be some ideal product after a

kind which the imagination conceived to

be probable and proper. What we now
require from historical painting is best seen

in this picture, ‘ The Night of Bizzio’

s

Murder,’ wherein the facts are narrated just

as they took place . This work is Mi-

.Ward’

s

masterpiece.

Chaste Queen Elizabeth, the cruel per-

secutor of her rival, the lovely but. profli-

gate Queen of Scots, is, by two pictures,

put on view in no very flattering guise.

J. TTavt.t.ah paints the virgin Queen with

the toothache, and D. W. WYNFIELD chro-

nicles her “last days,” when “the Queen
groweth sad, mopish, and melancholy.”

These two pages from our English history,

not specially attractive in subject, have

received no redeeming charm through the

painters’ treatment. Of the two, 1 The
Last Days of Elizabeth’ (189), by D. W.
Wvnfield, has the advantage of a simple

and intelligible composition. The queen,

whose fiercely angular profile—here a little

overdone—no one can mistake, is propped

up by cushions at a window, where ‘
‘ she

will sit for hours, and none may speak

unto her.” Two gentlemen of the court,

standing at respectful distance, look on

anxiously. The picture has very consider-

able merit. Perhaps had the painter known
that it would have obtained a place close

to the eye, ho might have fortified certain

passages by more diligent study and elabo-

ration. J. Hayllar tells us that ‘ Queen
Elizabeth’ (527) “was attacked with such

grievous toothache, that she obtained no

rest either night or day. Her physicians,

although aware that the drawing of the

tooth was the only remedy, forbore to re-

commend it, knowing her terror of the

operation. The Lords of the Council then

took the matter in hand, and after mature
deliberation decided upon the extraction of

the hostile tooth.
’

’ The narrative then pro-

ceeds to detail how the Bishop of London,

to give his royal mistress courage, directed

that one of his own teeth should be ex-

tracted. These are good materials, yet the

artist fails to make a good picture. Several

individual figures are capitally painted, but

the skill herein shown is of no avail in a

composition which wholly fails in con-

centration. Labour is in fact absolutely

thrown away upon groups so scattered that

they become pointless. The execution

throughout seems of a polished evenness,

destructive of emphasis. As to the arrange-

ment of colour, thore is a scarlet robe almost

out of the picture, which kills all it comes

near; while the blue in the dress of the

queen, occupying a certain position, not

being in the least forced up, is valueless.

The picture only wants management to put

these defects right. Mr. Hayllar is by far

too clever a man to give his labour for

naught.—The faults we have pointed out

in * Queen Elizabeth’s Toothache ’ are to

be lamented over just as much in an other-

wise clever picture, ‘ Charles LX. and the

French Court on the Morning of the Mas-
sacre of St. Bartholomew ’ (365), by A. B.

Clay. This work, like the last, has for-

feited a right to the line, because in com-
position, colour, light and shade, it is with-

out governing intent.

E. Crowe painted last year an episode

from Luther’s reformation in Germany

:

this season he exhibits a scene from Whit-
field’s preaching of dissent in England (559).

Mr. Crowe has been regarded by some as

the coming man—the future Academician.

His abilities are undoubted, but it is matter

of regret that he cannot, with all the re-

sources at his command, manage to paint

an agreeable picture. His figure of Luther
last year was a failure : his chief character,

that of Whitfield, in the present composi-

tion, cannot but be regarded as a blunder.

The head has been designated wooden ; the

action of the preacher’s arms has reminded
some people of a see-saw, or the motion of

a windmill. And speaking for ourselves,

we could have wished that the robe of the

great fanatic had not been painted quite so

black as the doom of the sinners he de-

nounced. This pigment, not usually sup-

posed to pertain to the children of light,

the painter has distributed plentifully

among the motley crowd. We have counted

no less than ten patches of extremest black

placed systematically among the preacher’s

hearers, yet the brilliant effect which Cuyp
or Yander Heist would have educed from

the strongest of foils is missed by Mr.

Crowe. The best part of the picture is a

gaily-dressed Merry Andrew group, thrust

into the comer, and all but out of sight.

Yet,' though Mr. Crowe’s arduous under-

taking has not been crowned with success,

it must be admitted that redeeming points
: may bo found in scattered profusion. The

heads are marked by character, the details

by study, the execution by patience.

COMPOSITIONS—LITERAL, IMAGINATIVE ,

AND POETIC.

A fancy composition bears the same re-

lation to a historic work as Shakspere’s

fairy creation, theMidsummerNight's Dream,
holds to the historic drama of Henry the

Eighth. Each of such productions, whether
the art be that of poetry or of painting,

is characteristic of a distinct class, has its

several functions and aims, appeals to

diverse faculties in the mind, and regards

nature from different points of view. A
historic picture is a record of events as

they actually happened ; the characters are

portraits of people who have really lived;

the scene is cast in the veiy locality where
the transaction took place. An imaginary

composition is obviously the reverse of all

this : the event has been pictured in the

fancy ;
the characters are conceptions of

the mind; the situation has been created

expressly for the occasion. These are lines

of demarcation sufficiently distinctive to

justify the classification we have adopted.

It is true it often happens that the one

species runs into the other
;
that in historic

paintings, as in the historic dramas of Shak-

spere, passages of fancy are interwoven

among the strata of hard facts
;
and then,

on the other hand, it is no less obvious that

creations of the boldest imagination may,
and often do with signal advantage, seek

in a positive historic basis, a detailed truth

which carries conviction to the mind. Yet,

notwithstandingthistransmutation ofspecies

according to what Darwin might call the

law of natural selection, the kingdom of

Art does preserve substantially intact the

two distinctive genera we have just pointed

out. It remains, then, that we should in

few words designate the qualities we usually

expect to find in pictorial “compositions,”

whether “literal, imaginative, or poetic.”

In the first place, we have a right to demand
that such creations shall be good in the

specific element of composition. An artist

in the treatment of a positive historic event

is often fettered and crippled
;
but it is the

very essence of a fancy conception that the

painter is free to do what he likes within

the sphere of his own imagination. He is,

indeed, left without excuse, if he do not

manage well the matters over which he

reigns undisputed master. Furthermore,

the express nature of a “ composition” is

that it should be made to please. A history

may instruct, but a poem should delight.

Not but that a picture of poetry may carry

with it instruction also ; not but that it

may, and, indeed, must contain realistic

truth, which will be laid in store by the

intellect. Yet all such facts must bo used

as means subservant to an end, and must
constitute the evolution and the adorning

of a theme which may fill the imagination,

more or less, with rapture. From what

has been said, it will bo seen that “com-
positions” so defined are, above all other

pictorial products, works of Art. They are

creations specially designed to satisfy the

mind’s desires, to fill the thirsting imagina-

tion with a beauty which actual life does not

supply. Every object, then, eveiy figure,

and every form, should be the best of its

kind—not absolutely perfect, but the best

fitted for the place wherein it is found, and

the functions it is required to fulfil. Above

all, each element essential to “composition”

should receive studied care. Not only must

the lines and masses combine together

musically, but sweetest concord should rule

the melody of colour, and unison be made
to govern the concentration of light and
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shade. These absolute demands, of course,

are subject to modifications suited to the
altered circumstances of each individual
case.

J. Phillip, R.A., last year, in ‘La Gloria,’

surpassed himself
;
in this year’s exhibition,

by his picture, ‘ The Early Career of Murillo
’

( 156), he has out-topped his highest triumph.
Mi1

. Phillip enhances the interest of a com-
position of local costume and national cha-
racter by the happy introduction of a telling

historic incident. Murillo, born in Seville,

practised while yet a youth of seventeen the
Art of painting in his native city. He is

known to have been poor ; and it is related

by Mr. Sterling, in “ The Annals of Spanish
Artists,” that he was reduced to earn his
daily bread by the painting of coarse and
hasty pictures, which he sold week by week
in the public market held in the open
piazza. The market, its merchants, and
merchandise, have changed little since the
days when the unknown youth stood by his
easel in the midst of gipsies, muleteers, and
mendicant friars. This is the eminently
picturesque scene into which Mr. Phillip
has thrown the full force of his palette.

Modem French painters have made effec-

tive themes out of the studios and sketch-
ing ground of illustrious artists, such as
Michael Angelo, Raphael, and Nicholas
Poussin. Mr. Phillip, in a city he has
made his own, has seized upon a subject
which, for national character, local colour,
and historic truth, is not to be surpassed.
This picture, indeed, following the just
quoted example of the French school,

might be termed “the studio of Murillo.”
At the early age of seventeen the artist

was as yet painting sun-burnt peasants
of Andalucia, flower - girls, and beggar
boys. Such are the models here around
him, in a city which we know from per-
sonal observation is still essentially the
Seville of Murillo

; a town, in the streets

whereof may be seen unto this day figures
just stepped, as it were, out from the
painter’s graphic canvas. Well might Mr.
Phillip feel that he had here a situation

which called for the choicest studies from
his portfolio. The figure of the youthful
Murillo has been adapted from an early
portrait painted by the artist himself : the
head, with its prolific crop of black hair, is

of the Andalucian type, wherein Moorish
blood has mingled. The peasants of the
country had been the painter’s playmates

;

and the artist’s own pictures of his con-
temporaries best tell us what he himself
was. Here, after the lapse of two centuries,

he stands before us to the life. The first

thought for his picture of ‘ St. John and the
Lamb,’ now hanging in our own National
Gallery, he has sketched slightly upon
canvas. Another production has been
handed to a couple of Dominican friars,

who, scanning its merits with the aid of big
spectacles, seem likely to effect a purchase
on the spot. A monk of St. Francis, an
order also given to Art-patronage, stand-
ing near, seems quietly waiting his op-
portunity. A gipsy woman, one of the
finest of her tribe, a child in her arms,
another at her feet, make together an
effective group. Then comes the well-
known character in these parts, the hard-
working, yet indolent, muleteer, taking his
ease on his mule, eating the while a mid-
day meal, after his march from early morn
across country to market. Other important
personages may likewise be picked out from
the motley crowd. That Quixotic-looking
fellow is a hidalgo, as poor and as proud as
a Spanish lord can be. In the distance
may bo seen a flower-girl, a character
which, in remembrance of the ‘Flower-

Girl’ in the Dulwich Gallery, it would
have been a sin to omit from the surround-
ings of Murillo. Also may be distinguished
an adept on the dance-stirring guitar, an
instrument much in request in this city of
serenade. The piazza itself is made out of

the architectural materials common in the
Peninsula—colonnades which give shelter

from the sun, the sign of a barber’s shop,
and the picturesque belfry of the old

church of All Saints, which bears not
unusual marks of Moorish origin. In the
foreground are richest offerings to the god-
dess Pomona, melons, grapes, and other
palatable produce of this sunny garden. It

is almost superfluous to add any critical

remarks upon the manner in which Mr.
Phillip has put his subject upon canvas.
Suffice it to say, that his well-known man-
ner is here seen in effective force. It has
been objected that the work wants finish.

At all events, broadly pronounced character,

rich, deep colour, and bold execution, are
qualities which triumph in this picture.

It were an interesting inquiry how far the
art of painting has retrograded or progressed
during the two centimes which have elapsed
since Murillo stood the vendor of his own
goods in the market-place of Seville. It is

not necessary we should assert that we have
in England a painter greater than the
caposcuola of the south. Yet we think it

may at least be said that the picture now
exhibited in the Royal Academy is not
surpassed by the two grand compositions,
‘ Moses striking the Rock,’ and ‘The Miracle
of the Loaves and Fishes,’ in the hospital

of La Caridad, at Seville.

F. Goodall, R.A., has for several past
seasons lighted the rooms of the Academy
with the sun and the colour of the East.
Four years ago he exhibited a largo and
brilliant work, ‘ Early Morning in the Wil-
derness of Shur.’ This was followed in

successive seasons by ‘ The Return of a
Pilgrim from Mecca,’ ‘ The Palm Offering,’

and ‘ The Messenger from Sinai at the
Wells of Moses.’ The picture in the pre-
sent exhibition, ‘ The Rising of the Nile ’ (8),

is a further instalment from Mr. Goodall’

s

portfolios of studies, an additional chapter
in his large and deliberate volume painted
in illustration of countries and tribes bor-
dering on the Nile and the Red Sea. Tra-
vellers in the East complain, not without
reason, of monotony

;
yet is it worthy of

remark that each painter who returns
from Egypt and Syria shows these regions
varied, if not absolutely exhaustless, in re-

source. First Roberts went an exploring
tour, and brought back temples. Then
Lewis lived upon the Nile, and painted
latticed harems with their caged doves, and
crowded bazaars with their cross-legged
merchants. Afterwards Goodall goes to

see what ho can find, and actually comes
home with the panorama of the country,
and full-length figures of its inhabitants,
packed in his portmanteau. The three
painters we have named are first-class of

their kind ; each has his distinctive depart-
ment, in which he alone is supreme. Mr.
Goodall’s ‘ Rising of the Nile ’ is iust the

subject to call forth the artist’s special

powers. The incident is striking, the forms
of the figures are noble, the costumes pic-

turesque, and the colour throughout daz-
zling with light and lustre. The Nile river,

the dispenser of every good gift to the
dwellers on its banks, comes at some seasons
as a direful scourge. Swelling above its

prescribed barriers it breaks into the vil-

lages, and with its devouring and devas-
tating flood swallows up the mud-built
towns, and drives into the desert their in-

habitants. Such is the appalling yet pic-

turesque scene before us. In the distance
are observed the village of earth hovels
and the dome of a sheik’s tomb, which have
fallen a prey to the flood of waters. On
the left rise the pyramids, partly veiled by
the feathery palm tree the painter has
persuaded to grow on his canvas in all

the free grace of nature. Crossing the
valley, which is now a lake, are the fellahs

bearing away goods and chattels, and
driving flocks of sheep; and near to the
shore may bo observed a group which car-
ries a sick old man to a place of safety.

In the foreground, men, women, and chil-

dren, aggrandised in scale and force, bring
the composition to a climax. The principal

figure, a young, handsome woman, who,
judging from her features, may be a direct

descendant of nobly-formed Antinous, bears
on the shoulder her child, after the manner
of the East, and has just touched the land.
She is clothed in a deep blue mantle, a
purple robe lying beneath, and an emerald
veil bringing lustre to the head. A girl,

budding into womanhood, and carrying in
her arms a little lamb, wears a mantle and
head-dress whereon falls the principal light
in delicate modulation. Lifted up on camel
back against the sky is an old man, who
guards a child, and with upraised arm bears
aloft a palm branch. A Nubian slave, of
pulpy copper-colour flesh, stands at the
camel’s head. Such are the component
parts of a composition distributed through-
out with an eye to pictorial effect. The
execution is rather more sketchy than in
some of the anterior works of the artist,

yet the detail throughout proves sufficient

to pronounce character and to express in-

tent. Pictorial effect has been gained by
contrast between the emphasis and colour
on the foreground figures and the delicacy
of the silver tones thrown upon the surface
of the waters—a subtle and yet obvious
treatment which Gerome tinned to good
account in ‘ The Nile Boat.’ The Venetian
system of colour that Mr. Goodall first de-
liberately adopted in his picture, ‘Felice
Ballerin,’ into which method Mr. Poole had
thrown the additional lustre of emerald
green, is in the present picture seen in full

force. The appetite for these seductive
harmonies grows with what it feeds on.
The delight ministered to sense is subtle
and refined, therefore we shall not stop to
inquire whether the style is more in keep-
ing with the pomp of Venice than with
poverty-clad Egypt.

P. F. Poole, R.A., is another artist who
exhibits in unusual force. This year he is

conspicuous in the two distinct depart-
ments by which he has been from time to
time distinguished, romantic beauty and
terror-striking grandeur. Since the pro-
duction of that comparatively early picture,
‘ The Plague of London,’ a work which was
said to have taken inspiration from Nicholas
Poussin’s ‘ Plague of Athens,’ wo have not
seen Mr. Poole in so tragic a mood as in
the present year. The subject he now
chooses is thus described in the catalogue :

—

‘ A suburb of the Roman City of Pompeii
during the eruption when the city was
buned under showers of ashes from Vesu-
vius ’ (162). The scene is laid in the open
court of a Pompeian house. The sky is

darkened with thick showers of ashes and
by clouds of sulphurous smoke, which have
stricken down birds upon the wing and
suffocated the inhabitants of the city. On
the foreground he prostrate in death a girl

and a boy
; also to bo observed are awoman

and a man who, choked by fumes vomited
by the volcano, carry handkerchiefs to their

mouths as a present protection against in-

stant death. A blind old man, knowing

2 r
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no escape, is seated on a column, a piteous

object of despair; beside him stands the

noble Roman mother, robed richly, and

round her feet gather the children of the

household. The demon of death in this

hour of terror is banded with the robber.

Thieves break in to steal
;
the bodies of the

dead are stripped, rings are taken from the

fingers. The incident of the man who lets

himself down in full stretch of body and

arms from a rafter, seems to have been

suggested by a famed figure designed by
Raphael in the fresco ‘ Incendio del Borgo.’

As a whole, Mr. Poole’s picture may be

said to be at once grand in conception and

imperfect in execution. The drawing is

here and there inaccurate, and the drapery

requires further study. Beyond doubt,

however, the merits of the work are great,

and its defects minor. To this tragedy

the artist adds an afterpiece of poetic ro-

mance. Mr. Poole’s second composition,

‘The Parting Moment’ (263), like ‘The

Troubadours,’ ‘The Goths in the Gardens

of Italy,’ and other creations of former

years, is recommended by rare and rap-

turous beauty. A boat is on the shore,

and two lovers are clasped in parting. The
youth must join his ship, which, with sails

already unfurled, awaits his arrival. The
moon has made for herself a mirror of

silver upon every dancing wavelet, and the

whole scene is suffused in the soft halo of

poetry. This picture, as its subject re-

quired, is finished with greater delicacy and
detail than its tragic companion.

A. Elmore, R.A., has succeeded, if we
may judge from the opinions heard among
the' crowd, in producing the strong impres-

sion he desired. ‘ On the Brink ’ (138) is a

misadventure wrought by the gambling

table of Homburg. The title, which is in-

tentionally vague, suggests a sequence. A
lady who, in high play, has sustained fatal

loss, rushes with empty purse from the

scene of her disaster, and is here found

“on the brink” of certain ruin and pos-

sible suicide. In the den within, a gay

company of gamesters is still engaged in

reckless* rivalry. Such is the contrast be-

tween hope and despair. The moral incul-

cated is excellent, but it may be questioned

whether, judged as a work ofArt, this picture

can be held as a success. It has often been

our pleasant duty to acknowledge the ear-

nest purpose and the studied elaboration of

Mi-. Elmore’s compositions. These quali-

ties we still, in some measure, recognise in

his present picture. Yet we cannot but

think that the intention has been pushed

beyond the limits of moderation, and surely

the contrasts are somewhat sensational.

The hectic glow which' blazes within the

den is in too violent conflict with the pallor

of the moonlight cast upon the lady in her

despair. We think also that the dress of

this victim of folly, coming close upon the

eye, requires more careful study than it has

received. Mr. Elmore is usually so deli-

berately exact that any departure from

strict standards is aU the more felt.

‘ The Lay of King Canute ’ (327), by H.
O’Neil, A., is a dream of poetry that recalls

the ‘ Reverie,’ by Gleyre, in the Gallery

of the Luxembourg.
“Merrily sang the monks of Ely,

As Knut King rowed by

:

Row, knights, near the land,

And hear we these monks’ song.”

The barge which bears the king is within

sight of the tower of Ely : the boatmen
pause upon their oars while the king listens

to the music stealing over the tranquil

waters of twilight. The heads bend pen-

sively under the speU : the colour is tenderly

subdued in consonance with the spirit of

the scene. Yet we cannot but think that Dauphin, was asleep—the man regarded

in this picture the technical qualities are
:
the boy sternly and turned away. Burke

r» • ± j-i— 'i,-,.. an, ,, nninni.? QTflfnrkul Raid of Mario Antoinette. “ ne*v
inferior to the idea. The colours are turbid

and without varied modulation; and the

handling- wants dexterity. A pretty little

picture, ‘The Lesson’ (30), by the same

artist is better executed.—II. Wallis sends

two works. ‘ Shakspere and Spenser ( < ),

are depicted with more colour in their robes

than genius in their heads. The room is

too small for the figures to move in. The

second picture of Mr. Wallis has a good

subject, ‘ Paul Veronese painting the Por-

trait of Sir Philip Sidney’ (385). Sir

Philip is seated in due solemnity, and Vero-

nese has just rubbed in the head upon

canvas. The apartment is hung with rich

curtains, and carpeted in bright colours.

The grandees of Venice are in waiting on

the artist and his sitter, and through an

open window may be seen the well-known

facade of the church of San Giorgio. The

situation is altogether sumptuous, the colour

resplendent ;
the picture, in fact, must be

regarded expressly as a concatenation of

colours. Assuredly there is widest interval

between the ‘ Dead Stone Breaker ’ of former

years and this luxurious show : the one is

a work of decorative pomp, the ' other of

vigorous naturalism.
—

‘ Morgan le Fay steal-

ing the Scabbard of Excafioar from King

Arthur ’ (620), by J. B. Bedford, is a work

of character, colour, and detail—-perhaps a

little heavy and wanting in relief, and the

principal figure has the disadvantage of

lying parallel with the picture frame.

—

‘ Graham of Claverhouse and the Duke
of Gordon ’ (515), by J. Drtjmmond, is a

picture that has found a place on the lino

:

it is a little spasmodic and black, and cor-

tainly has not the merit of being very

agreeable.
—

‘ A Priestess of Vesta ’ (506),

by W. F. O’Connor, is a study of much
merit, though the figure labours under the

prejudice of having been taken from a

graceless model.— ‘ Faithful unto Death

(542) is the best picture we have yet seen

by E. J. Poynter. This work shows that

tfie artist has no need to mutate the styles

of other men ;
he evidently can think

and act for himself. The incident dates

back to the last days of Pompeii. When
the city was overtaken by the fire-flood,

a sentinel, whose skeleton has been since

found in full armour, not having received

orders to quit his post, remained steadfast

unto death. Mi’. Poynter paints the guard

as he then stood. Terror reigns along the

corridor, the dead are strewn upon the

ground, yet the faithful soldier flinches not

from duty. Mr. Poynter’s drawing is certain,

the articulation of the limbs is sure ;
the

eye and the mouth, firm in form, speak

calm resolve. The picture is considerably

injured by the unmitigated ardour of the

red.
—

‘ Arming the Young Knight’ (367)

is clever, as all pictures by Mr. Yeames
are. The young fellow, his mother’s “ own
brave boy,” is in process of being clad in

glistening steel, and thereby evidently rises

vastly in nis own estimation. The distribu-

tion of the surroimding figures is good ;
each

is intent upon the workin hand. It is evident

that the composition has been well thought

out, but yet there remains more to be

desired in the direction of trim execution

and artifice in colour.

—

W . J Grant has

not improved during the year. A certain

clumsiness, we had almost said coarseness,

which we pointed out in his former works

militates from the dignity and the beauty

of his present picture, ‘ The Last Appeal to

Loyalty ’ (443). Marie Antoinette wishing

to gain over a principal leader of the oppo-

sition, “ as a last appeal, took him into the

adjoining room, where her only son, the

said of Marie* Antoinette, “ never lighted

on this earth a more enchanting vision :

”

the samewords could scarcely bo pronounced

over the picture of Mr. Grant. It is, how-
ever, showy and effective.—A. Legros came
into notice a year ago by a clever though

eccentric picture, entitled ‘Ex Voto :
’ this

season he maintains the same unmitigated

power and breadth in a composition which

he calls ‘ Le Lutrin ’ (435). The picture

would be improved by the infusion of deli-

cacy and detail.
—

‘ Rosalind and Celia’ (430),

by Mrs. M. Robbinson, is a picture which

scarcely possesses the rare excellence its

position on the lino would imply. The
drawing and the handling havo not the

precision which knowledge gives. The
colour is gaudy but not good.

F. Sandys, from the first moment he

entered the Academy two years ago, riveted

attention. And his personation of ‘ Gentle

Spring ’ (359) in the present exhibition will

certainly not fail to attract to itself loving

eyes. The lines of Mr. Algernon Swinburne,

which furnish Mr. Sandys with a text, are of

rare loveliness, clothed in that lustrous

apparel of metaphor which sparkles in the

poems of Keats and Shelley. The painting

itself is set as with jewels; and it intones

impassioned rhapsody. “Gentle spring,’’

“virgin mother of gentle days and nights,”

scatters in her path
‘

‘ fervent flowers,” which,

bom of her breath, he fragrant at her feet.

The figure is somewhat statuesque, yet vo-

luptuous in swelling bust. As an allegory

of Spring the lady is more sensuous than

inteUectual or soul-like. Turning to more
direct Art qualities, the colour may be said

to have at least decorative dazzle
;
but the

whites are chalky and the greens sometimes

too blue, and occasionally too yellow for

concerted harmony. The execution is rather

small and miniature-like, considering the

size of the canvas. Mr. Sandys has

another picture, ‘Cassandra’ (503), a head

of chiseled features, passionate in tortured

agony.—The faults which may bo pointed

out in Mr. Sandys certainly do not belong

to Mr. Prinsep. No two painters can be

more widely diverse. Next to ‘ Gentle

Spring’ is Prinsep’ s ‘Lady of Tooti

Nainch’ (360). “Attitude,” says the pro-

verb, “is everything,” and so thought

Mr . Prinsep evidently when he threw this

figure into pose. The painting of the

flesh certainly has not too much delicacy.

The best, perhaps, that can be said of the

picture is that it recalls the style of Mr.

Millais. ‘ The Flight of Jane Shore ’ (405),

by the same artist, is a picture of more

decided intent, but in Art-qualities scarcely

of higher merit. It is to be regretted, even

in the interest of the painter, that this and

the preceding picture have been hung upon

the line, where they necessarily challenge a

criticism they cannot bear. The forms

throughout, and especiaUy the hands, are

deficient in drawing, and the drapery wants

study. The colour is recommended by a

dusky brown not over pure, which serves for

the solemn intonation ofVenice.—J . E. Mil-

lais, R.A., was never seen in greater force,

whether we take the area or the quality

of his works. He contributes no fewer

than five pictures, besides two etchings ;
of

the former ‘ The Romans leaving Britain
’

(294) is perhaps the largest and possibly the

best work he has yet painted. The com-

position is original, even startling. A British

maid—a very Amazon for size and force, her

brow ominously shadowed, her black eye

fixed and fierce, her brown hair as a cata-

ract poured copiously upon her shoulders,

her foot firmly planted on the ground, her
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stalwart frame clothed in fur and robe of
scarlet—is seated on a headland of Eng-
land’s white cliffs, which stretch far away on
the distant sea. The Homan galleys are
already on the wing, and the last boat is

struggling with tho surf upon the shore.

One bravo warrior for a moment lingers
behind

; he has laid aside his helmet, and
clasps his British mistress in a close and
rapturous embrace. It may be questioned
whether the further arm could by possibility

reach round the waist far enough for the
hands to meet. Similar difficulties have
been raised against other works by this

artist, ‘ Tho Huguenots ’ among the number.
As for the astounding effect gained in this

picture, it depends on the size and the bold
character of the figures, likewise on the con-
centration upon these commanding masses
of utmost colour and deepest dark relieved
against a background which is kept in half
tone. Each of the four other contributions
of Mr. Millais sinks in relation to this

grand work into comparative insignificance.
‘ Joan of Arc ’ (208) on her knees, her liquid
eyes upturned, her hand clasping a sword,
is chiefiy remarkable for the faithful realisa-

tion of steel armour. Another picture has
for its subject a well-dressed but somewhat
dreamy and dolorous lady in a drawing-
room, who meets halfway a swallow perched
at the lattice, the bird bearing as the burden
of its message the song of Tennyson— a
“ 0 swallow, flying from the golden woods,
Fly to her and pipe, and woo her, and make her mine,
And tell her—tell her—that I follow thee.”

This picture has in it nothing very express.
The results are got by masteiy, not minute-
ness. The effect chiefiy depends on a concord
of colour, wherein blue plays a principal
part, and then purple and black come in to
complete the harmony. * Esther ’ (522) is

another figure wherein this versatile artist

trusts to his unrivalled fertility of expedient.
This is in truth only what a painter would
call a first rubbing-in, so slight is tho
framework of colour and form whereon the
composition is made to hang. The fifth

and last of Mr. Millais’s products is more
important. ‘ The Parable of the Tares ”

(528) tho artist has already rehearsed in the
form of a woodcut in one of the popular
periodicals of the day. To the artist’s

widely extended design is now added the
further element of colour, and that in
ominous and mystic guise. The theme,
though novel in the Art annals of England,
has been handled by Overbeck and other
Continental painters. The treatment of Mr.
Millais does not suffer by comparison with
that adopted by his contemporaries. Our
English artist turns literally into pictorial

form tho Scripture words, “ But while men
slept an enemy came, and sowed tares among
the wheat.” The “enemy ” is a grotesque
Mephistopheles, with leering eye, and mouth
of craft, and nose of sinister intent. At his
feet lies a snake, in the background prowls a
wolf, in the sky are forked rays of hectic
light said to stand for demon wings of fire.

With stealthy step this hateful embodiment
of evil scatters as he goes from his well-
filled pouch the tares which fall among the
wheat. The artist has verily succeeded in
making a picture that moves to deep and
dark dismay. This was his intent, and
herein he has succeeded.

PORTRAITS.

“ Shakspere in poetry and Kneller in
painting” were watchwords at one time
with critics and connoisseurs. But as to
portrait-painting, people no longer, like the
friend of Sir Joshua, condemn the style that
is not in Kneller ’s fashion. The art has' no
doubt advanced since the days of Hudson,

!
the master of Reynolds, and the time when

1 Ellis, the author of the above apothegm,
.
was illustrious as a limner. Yet we think
no one acquainted with the history oi

portrait-painting as practised in former
centuries in Italy and in Flanders will

be wholly satisfied with the styles now
habitual to England. Leslie, in his “ Life
of Reynolds,” recalls to our memory an in-

teresting anecdoto which may be rehearsed
with advantage in the face of many a canvas
hung this year in the Academy :

—“ North-
cote asked Reynolds if he thought there
would ever be a superior painter to Titian
in portrait. He answered that he believed
there never would : that to procure a real

fine picture by Titian he would be content
to sell everything he possessed in the world
to raise money for its purchase, adding with
emphasis, ‘ I would be content to ruin my-
self.’ ” Many a portrait-painter since the
days of Reynolds has made himself rich and
thus escaped ruin, all the time nevertheless
in utter ignorance of that manner of Titian
which the illustrious president of the Aca-
demy extolled. We should be sorry to
prescribe to portrait-painting, or to any
other art, barriers of finality,—we 'do not
desire to set up Titian or any other master
as the idol of a blind idolatry. Still we are
bound to say that portraiture has not in our
days materially progressed

; that the art of
which Reynolds confessed himself a learner
has not since his time advanced

;
and that

thus the interval which he admitted to exist
between himself and the great artists of
Venice has now become between ancient
and modern professors even still more wide.
Yet, at the 6ame time, we are not among
those who look upon the prospects of the
English school with despondency. At the
present moment each style practised in
previous centuries, either in Italy or in
Flanders, has its adherents. {Titian, in his
golden colour, in his breadth and vigour,
and even in his senatorial dignity, claims,
if not worthy, at all events humble dis-
ciples. For example, in several exhibitions
of our national academy we have noticed
portraits by Mr. Watts and Mr. Wells, ob-
viously treated, though with a difference,

after Venetian precedent. Again, our Eng-
lish school has not shaken off all relation-
ship with Kneller and Lely, and painters
are not wanting who follow obediently,
though at a distance, in the steps of Van-
dyck. In this direction, in fact, is to bo
found not only the elegances, but also the
frailties of British portraiture. That atti-

tude makes the gentleman may be a good
enough axiom to start with, but attitude,

grace in deportment, and a certain style of
bearing against a pleasing background, or
beside a stately column, will not alone
suffice to make a portrait which Titian
might have painted, or which, as we have
seen, Reynolds would have ruined himself
to possess. The great masters were not
only broad in the masses, but firm in the
details, their colour was not to the prejudice
of their drawing, their generalisation was
not reduced to a mannerism destructive of
individual character. Raphael could main-
tain for a cardinal a natal squint, and yet
manage to evolve therefrom a work of Art.
Vandyck could throw into Charles I. irre-

solution and dilettante effeminacy, and yet
make the figure every inch a king. And
thus the skilled portrait-painter in all times
knows how to reconcile conflicts which in

bands of less power prove incompatibilities.

The lineage of our British school is evident
at a glance. Its descent, as we have indi-

cated, is from Vandyck downwards through
Kneller and Lely, till it rises again in Rey-
nolds, and finds a final issue in the men of

i

our own generation. The late Sir Watson
Gordon was of this pedigree, though the
boldness of his hand occasionally confessed
to a sterner stock. Mr. Grant, Mr. Boxall,
and others, though each diverse in style

from his neighbour, are all heirs to the
same inheritance. They belong to a school
now old. They paint in silver tones, deli-

cate, but chalky and opaque. They deli-

neate the English gentleman polished in
manners, but emasculate in muscle as in
mind. They celebrate the graces of the
lady of the drawing-room, tho pink of per-
fection, yet tho mere toy of fashion. And
thus they learn to please, because they hold
up a flattering mirror to the vanities and
the frailties of society. Against this emi-
nently popular mode of portraiture a protest
has recently been raised : Mr. Watts and
Mr. Wells, as wo have said, have ventured
to kindle expiring ashes of silvery grey with
golden fire, and upon canvases ready to fade,

and upon heads about to vanish into thin
air, these artists and others of their com-
pany have essayed, though not always with
success, to infuse the lustrous colour of
Venice. While this change was wrought
in one direction, a revolution scarcely less

radical came from another : Mr. Holman
Hunt, in the portrait of Dr. Lushington,
allied himself to the literal school of Van
Eyck and Holbein

;
and Mr. Sandys, in his

daguerreotypes of one or more old ladies,

rivalled the literal transcripts of Denner.
Thus it will be seen to what a pass the art
of portrait-painting has come. That it is

prolific every visitor to this Academy knows
to his cost

; whether it has reached to the
“ senatorial dignity” of Titian, let Reynolds
be the judge.
W. P. Frith, R.A., sends three pictures,

all of which may be said to fall under the
present heading. Of his brilliant chronicle
of the ‘ Royal Marriage ’ (52), a picture
which might claim foremost place either in
the ranks of portraiture or history, we gave
a critical description last month. The fa-
vourable opinion then expressed has since
been echoed on all sides. The crowds which
day by day encircle the canvas, and which
have rendered the erection of a protecting
barrier imperative, attest the interest and
the admiration of the public.

Some portraits exalt a sitter’s humanity

;

other portraits exult in display of dress
;

and others again seem to extol the accident
of social position. Taken altogether wo
incline to think that the heads of Mr. Rich-
mond will, among surrounding competitors,
stand the severest test. Perhaps the best
portrait in tho large room is that of ‘ The
Bishop ofOxford ’ (61 )

painted by this artist

;

though it must be admitted that Mr.
Grant’s careful study of the head of the
Lord ChanceUor (147), has strong claims
to that distinction. The decisive features of
the ‘ Bishop of Oxford ’ are firmly empha-
sised, and the individuality of the sitter’s

character is put decisively on the canvas.
The painting of the lawn sleeves, a no easy
matter, is_ clear, soft, yet sharp ; and the
robes, varied in red, blue, white, and black,
are so managed as out of contrast to gain
concord. Another capital portrait by Mr.
Richmond is that of the ‘ Duke of Buc-
cleuch ’ (271). The painting of the head is

solid yet transparent, and the relation in
which the figure stands, both in light,

colour-, and the distribution of space to the
background, evinces that eye for balance in
proportion, and for quiet unity in effect,

whereon the excellence of a portrait as a
work of Art materially depends. Mr. Rich-
mond also has made a study from life for a
larger picture of 1 Her late Highness Ma-
haranee Chund Kowr’ (207). It is worthy
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ofremark how the gaud of oriental jewellery

and apparel has been so regulated as to

escape the pictorial excess which, in such a

subject, constituted no slight danger.—We
have already referred to Mr. Grant’s ela-

borated likeness of ‘ Lord Westhury’ (147).

This is one of the artist’s most deliberate,

therefore one of his most successful, works.

Firmness takes the place of flimsiness. The
face and the hands have been circumspectly

modelled; and the wig and the gold em-
broidered gown are absolutely realistic.

But it strikes us that in the colour there

is even more poverty than the subject im-

posed. A central position in the large room
has rightly been accorded to an equestrian

portrait by the same artist. ‘ Edward Hol-

royd, Esq.’ (155) is made to stand by his

well-bred steed—a noble animal, to which
Mr. Grant can do .greater justice than any

other portrait-painter of the day. This

horse strikes us indeed as almost worthy of

an express animal draughtsman. Another

portrait by Mr. Grant, that of the 1 Lady
Augusta Sturt and her Son ’ (83), deserves

to be mentioned as a fair example of a

further style in which the artist has won
reputo. What this picture may want in

power it gains in delicacy and refinement.

Mr. Grant paints ladies in their most lady-

like aspect.

We have remarked that some artists are

triumphant in draperies. Mr. Buckner,
without special reproach be it said, is of

their number. In the chief room are two
female figures, painted by Mr. Buckner,

which, for contrast in dress, are as night

is to day. The person of * Mrs. Vander Bye
’

(149) is set off by white silvery satin. On
the other hand, 1 Mrs. Wallaston Blake’ (67)

rejoices in raven hair and ebon robes. The
flesh is pearly. Certainly Mr. Buckner has

a most dainty way of putting his figures on

canvas ;
his sitters he paints seductively.

—

Mr. Desanges has executed the lace and

the dress in the portrait of the ‘ Princess of

Wales’ (10) dexterously; it is unfortunate

that in the background reigns a monotony

of yellow.—The post of honour has been

awarded to a cabinet portrait of the ‘ Prince

of Wales’ (106) from the easel of EL Wei-
GALL. This artist is evidently in the

possession of popular talents ;
it is a great

pity he has not matured his style by
that study which will entitle his works to

live in the esteem of posterity.—Before we
descend from royalty it may be worth

while to mention drawings of ‘Prince

Alfred’ (691), and of their royal highnesses

the ‘Princes Arthur and Leopold’ (682),

painted, under command, by K. Macleay.
It will be seen at a glance that these works

owe theirpositionwholly to the loyaltywhich

the Academy is ever ready to show towards

the royal family.—In the north room,

almost out of sight, is a portrait of ‘ Miss

Lauri’ (562), upon which A. Ercole has

apparently bestowed great pains. The ela-

boration of the features and hands seems

to be delicate. In the choice of a singularly

light background the artist has followed

the practice of the early Italian portrait-

painters; thereby, however, he doubtless

throws difficulties in his own way. Mr.
Ercole, however, does not seem to be wedded

to any one system. His most important

work, ‘ The Marchioness of Northampton ’

(174), is effective in the opposition
.

of

black, white, and red : the picture gaining

needful additional colour from the back-

ground.

—

‘ Colonel Ferrier Hamilton ’ (295]

makes a picture of much power : the head

and the accessories have been painted by
D. Maonee with deliberation and decision.

—The figure of ‘Miss Burdett Coutts’ (161),

as rendered by J. E. Swinton, is not par-

icularly like the original, and the frame

certainly holds more colour than is quite

agreeable to look on.—The portraits of S.

jAWRENCE are generally reputed to be true ;

and certainly the artist has thrown much
ndividual character into the head and figure

of ‘ George Finch, Esq. ’ (614). But in

colour the painter seems wholly to have

ost his way : the tints are not only too

lot, but are also relatively out of place.

—

[I. T. Wells is another artist who, as we
lave said, aims at colour ;

and that the fervid

rue of Venice. In previous years it was

supposed that Mi*. Wells suffered from

njustice : in the present exhibition the

rangers, in doing him more than justice,

Lave, in fact, inflicted injury. The artist,

in the most ambitious picture he has yet

painted, is not at his best ; and the style he

adopts, when brought, as in the present in-

stance, close to the eye, proves to be just of

the sort that would gain by distance. Cer-

tainly ‘Portraits of Florence, Mary, and

Ada, daughters of J. Lowthian Bell, Esq.
’

(173), in the act of “ preparing for a tableau

vivant,” make anything but an agreeable

picture. The motive, indeed, is novel ;
and

the mode in which the idea has been carried

out, as a matter of composition, effective.

The colours, however, are heavy and violent,

and the execution is not clean or delicate.

—It has sometimes been said that the best

portraits the world has known, have been

painted by men who take a wide range over

general subjects. This remark does not

hold good in the case of Mr. A. Hughes.
At all events, his portraits of ‘ Mrs. James

Leathart and Children’ (311) are not equal

to his fancy pieces. This and the preceding

composition, the one contingent on the

feeding of pigeons, the other on the ar-

rangement of a tableau vivant, are the two

most direct examples in the exhibition of

the art of “ picture-making ” portraits

—

a practice to which Eeynolds especially

was addicted. The attempt of Mr. Hughes,

it must be conceded, has not been un-

attended by success. His colour, assuredly,

is lovely, and the tenderness of sentiment

into which he falls is certainly not un-

accompanied by refinement. The execution

evinces some feebleness, and the composi-

tion is out of balance.—Mrs. C. Newton
paints the head of ‘ Mrs. Liddell ’ in tones

of harmony, such as Palma Vecchio was

wont to infuse over the portraits of his own
daughters.—But it is the picture by G. F.

Watts which most directly recalls the good

old style of the Italian artists. A single eye

of ‘W. Bowman, Esq., F.E.S.’ (251), as

painted by the Titian of the English school,

is sufficient to identify the entire head. Yet

the manner is large more than minute ;
the

style has a breadth which seems to com-

prehend more than is positively put on the

surface. Such a picture proves how noble

the art of portraiture may become.

We will end this division with the names
of one Associate and two Academicians who
collectively present the strongest of possible

diversities. Sant is plausible; Knight,

dogmatic ;
and Boxall, dreamy. The works

of Mr. Sant have been censured as showy

and unsubstantial. This in some degree is

the truth, yet not the whole truth, for il

there be show, there is knowledge likewise;

and if substance be lacking, a spark from

the soul is kindled. ‘Harvey, son of

Eichard H. Combe, Esq.’ (264), dressed in

a white nightgown, is a charming little

fellow. Mr. Sant has an ingenuity tha

saves him from the hacknied manner o

which inveterate portrait limners are usually

the victims.—J. P. Knight, E.A., as wc

have said, belongs to a different school

His portrait of ‘William Foster White

Esq.’ (105) commands, in a post of emi-

nence, by its knock-down power; breadth

it has, and a blackness too; yet in its

downright style it is a master work.—W.
Boxall, E.A., has also a manner of his

own—a manner, it may be feared, which

las now degenerated into absolute man-
nerism. His portrait of ‘ Mrs. Cardwell

’

(62), a good example of the artist’s mode, is

grey, vaporous, suggestive, and cloudy, as

if the head were “ out of focus.”—This year

we miss the manly works of the late Sir

Watson Gordon, and mourn over the loss

thereby sustained. Mr. Knight’s portrait

of ‘ Mr. T. Anthony Denny ’ (50) strikes

us as the nearest approach now attained to

the pictures of the late president of the

Scotch Academy.

scenes domestic and subjects miscel-

laneous.
“ Those rules of old, discovered, not devised,

Are nature still, but nature methodised;

Nature, like liberty, is but restrain’d

By the same laws which first herself ordain’d.”

Such is the aphorism from Pope’s “ Essay

on Criticism ” which the Academicians have

chosen as the motto for this year’s catalogue.

Pope, with his usual epigrammatic terseness,

defines the boundaries of Nature and of Art,

shows the confines where the one mingles

with the other, and lays down in pomp of

rhetoric the laws which govern each.

“ First follow Nature, and your judgment frame

By her just standard, which is still the same;

Unerring Nature, still divinely bright,

One clear, unchanged, and universal light.

Life, force, and beauty, must to all impart.

At once the source, and end and test of Art.”

Principles so general, applying to all sorts

and conditions of Art, may without violence

be brought to bear on “Scenes Domestic

and Subjects Miscellaneous.” Such scenes

and subjects, how widely soever they differ

among themselves, take Nature as the one

original from which they are derived, and

to which again they must revert. Art is

the child of Nature. The parent gives life
;

the offspring receives, prolongs, and propa-

gates that life, and in mature growth gains

for itself recognised independence. The

critic stands the while watchfully by, and

endeavours calmly and fairly to adjust any

points of dispute which may arise among
the elder and the younger generations in

the one household. By^ turns he fans the

spark in its faintness, and quenches the

flame in its fierceness.

“ The generous critics fan the poet's fire.

And teach the world with reason to admire.”

J. C. Horsley, E.A. elect, contributes

one picture after his usual order of merit.

‘ Under the Mistletoe ’ (146), is an incident

of boyish jealousy. A little girl kisses her

doll under the mistletoe ;
a sprig of a boy,

who has been conjugating the verb “ amo ”

on a slate, thereupon is tortured with pangs

of rivalry. There is point in the story, and

a refinement in the deportment of the actors,

only wo fail to find the highly-wrought

execution to which the artist generally

treats us.—E. Eedgrave, E.A., in a com-

position, ‘ Starting for the Christening ’ (29),

has bestowed on the figures much pains,

and on the green bower of summer trees

which overshadow the cottage door special

elaboration.—* Savage discovering his Pa-

rentage ’ (18) we incline to think is the

best picture which C. Landseer, B.A., has

painted for some time.—A child in the

arms of its mother, ‘ Asleep ’ (209), a plea-

sant work by E. Thorburn, A., is soft

and subdued in form, tone, and colour.

—

‘ Blighted Aspirations ’ (282) shows S. A.

Hart, E.A., more successful in domestic

scenes than in high historic subjects. Tho

same may be said for W. J. Grant. ‘A

Nursery Story ’ (467) is far away his better
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picture, and evinces indeed a diligence and
deliberation which, if persisted in, will

remove the obstacles winch have impeded
the artist’s progress.—A. Johnston’s ‘ Ren-
contre in the Alameda, Lima ’ (501) is a
frivolous subject, 1which the artist has failed

to redeem.—T. Heathy's ‘ Lord Burleigh ’

(523) seems careful in execution, and is

cheerful in colour. — ‘ Bad News on the
Threshold ’ (590), by T. Brooks, is a com-
position which trades with sentiment in a
feeble way.—F. Wyburd’s pictures are
usually refined, but wanting in force. At
‘ The Church Door ’ (494) is an old woman
receiving alms from a lady, whose attire is

a study of haberdashery.— Tourrier’s
‘ Prisoner ’ (493) is supreme in monotony
of colour and shade. — ‘ The Defence of
Latham House’ (61G), by G. D. Leslie, is

a picture of ill-success. The composition is

fragmentary; the colour crude and dis-
cordant.

—

Marcus Stone, in ‘ Old Letters
’

(619), has marred his reputation. The lady’s
figure is strangely disproportioned both in
itself and to the canvas it occupies. The
picture has little meaning, and is not recom-
mended by technical merit. It would do
some of the artists whom we have just
rapidly enumerated a world of good to study
that rudest of pictures ‘ Les Retameurs*’
(547), by E. Ribot. This Caravaggio canvas
might administer a timely tonic to Art con-
stitutions which have sunk into low condi-
tion of debility.

Lady artists, with one or two exceptions,
are certainly this season not in the ascend-
ant. Miss Solomon’s two pictures are
slovenly, and Miss Osborn’s composition
is careless. Mrs. Bridell, on the other
hand, was never seen to better advantage.
‘ Little Ellie ’ (608), taken from Mrs.
Browning’s “ Romance of the Swan’s Nest,”
has a beauty in form and a delicacy in
execution to which this artist has hitherto
been a stranger. The face and the dra-
peries are nicely painted, and the cool green
on the well-drawn leaves is delicious. But
the crowning success for the artist-sister-

hood has been achieved by Miss M. E.
Edwards, in the prettiest of compositions,
* The Last Kiss ’ (574). A lady, young and
gentle, drooping under sorrow, has dug for
her pet bird a grave beneath a bower of
roses and honeysuckles. Ere she commits
her treasure to the earth, she gives it a
parting kiss. Tho sentiment is exquisite
in tenderness, the lines of composition bend
in 'graceful symmetry, and the execution
happily combines generalisation with detail.

It is no slight compliment to say that
this lady, embowered among roses and
woodbines, is worthy of the company of
another lady, * In the Bey’s Garden ’ (234).
This last picture is perhaps the greatest
triumph yet achieved by J. F. Lewis, R.A.
elect. A favourite of the harem comes to

gather flowers, which bloom in gay pro-
fusion in the garden of her lord. The girl,

a pretty plaything, is herself a flower, but
deficient, no doubt, in intellect, her face
vogue and vacant, defects for which the
artist is perhaps more to blame than the
lady herself. As for tho flowers, nothing
more lovely ever grow or was ever painted

;

each petaled cup is brimful of light and
sunshine, and each leaf enjoys the air it

breathes. The abounding detail, which
otherwise might have been scattered, is

brought together by a cool green back-
ground. The second picture of Mr. Lewis
is one of those Eastern interiors, in the
painting of which he has long been un-
rivalled. ‘ A Turkish School in the vicinity
of Cairo’ (121) is perfect after its kind.
Here once more the artist casts a flood of
sunlight through lattice window, down in

sparkling rays and chequered forms upon
the parti-coloured floor. It strikes us that
in these two works Mr. Lewis has overcome
the loaded opacity which used to prejudice

his technical practice. His colours are now
liquid and transparent, and he thus adds to

his feats in drawing and composition the
full advantages of the oil medium.
“The life, force, and beauty” of “un-

erring nature,” “the source, and end, and
test of Art,” many of our painters, adopting
Pope’s precepts, have imparted to their

works. R. Hannah, in his picture, ‘ The
Amateur Juggler ’ (379), is certainly a dili-

gent student of nature. Here is an errand
boy trying his ’prentice and unpractised
hand at juggling. He has tossed in the air

and essays to catch in his hands a couple
of stones, after the manner of strolling

acrobats. But ho fails, and one of the
missiles is on the point of dashing into a
basket of eggs, much to the dismay of the
owner. The incident, which is novel and
curious rather than attractive, Mr. Hannah
has elaboratedwithcircumstantial character.

—In the same neighbourhood hangs another
naturalistic picture, under tho title, ‘ Please
have you seen Mother ? ’ (375). A little girl

stands at a street corner in some perplexity,
and asks anxiously for her mother, who
seems to have been the owner of an apple-
stall. Mr. Dever is a bold man to put so

small a subject on so large a scale. His
picture, however, has merit.—J. Burr, who
has not maintained the position he won two
years ago, affords in his subject, ‘The
Tender Nurse ’ (487), another example of a
picture which ought to have been reduced
to the unpretending dimensions of the
thought expressed. Wilkie, Webster, and
others, the acknowledged masters of the
school, have seldom allowed a humble
theme to transgress modest dimensions.
In ‘ The Tender Nurse,’ the man’s breeches
have certainly received a fair share of tho
artist’s attention.—T. Mackinlay’s picture,
‘ The First Lesson ’ (502), is also open to

the same objection, that its scale is out of
all proportion to the value of the theme
and the worth of the materials employed.
The painting has power, but it fails to

please.—E. Nicol, unlike many of his com-
peers, is made really out of stout stuff, and
so every inch of canvas he asks for he fills.

His picture of last Academy, ‘ Among the
Old Masters,’ was a satire ; his present com-
position, ‘ A Deputation ’ (514), is equally
a sarcasm in disguise. A parcel of country
bumpkins, in mud-dirty boots intruding on
rich carpets, are in waiting on the squire of
the parish. Jan Steen is here surpassed in
his own line.—In the picture, ‘ The Passing
Bell’ (267), we recognise a fresh hand and
a new name. J. Lobley is evidently an
artist who thinks and acts for himself. The
colour of the work is dingy, and the sexton
is a coarse fellow; but, nevertheless, we
see within this frame undoubted traits of
independence.—W. Weekes, under the
title, ‘ The Halfpenny Short ’ (403), enacts
in brief the broad farce for which, at one
time, Mr. H. S. Marks had the sole patent.

The pictures by the latter artist are year by
year growing more serious, yet the vein of

comedy which formerly sparkled in his

works still ever and anon rises to the
surface.

“ Hark, hark ! the dogs do bark.

The beggars are coming to town ”

(331), is the nursery rhyme upon which Mr.
Marks doth now dilate. In dolorous train is

marshalled a troop of mendicants according
to their several species. The lame beggar,
the blind beggar, the sanctimonious beggar
with long whining yarn, and the beggar who
is the venerable patriarch of the tribe

—

here they all are, and “ the dogs do bark ” a
greeting. For a further subject Mr. Marks
is once more indebted to Shakspere, the
dramatist who endowed his clowns, fools,

and knaves with an immortality which
Mr. Marks serves to perpetuate. ‘Francis
Feeble, the Woman’s Tailor’ (591), was one
of Sir John Falstaff’s “sufficient men.”
“ Courageous Feeble,” “Forcible Feeble,”
Mr. Marks shows us shrunk in the shanks,
and nine parts of a man, plying his trade,

and with tape in hand measuring the waist
of a buxom bouncing woman. This minor
character, this small by-way lying ob-
scurely out of the main road of Shak-
spere’s plays, furnishes Mr. Marks with an
amusing topic, which ho turns to telling

account. The picture is trenchant, and
its materials are clenched with decisive

execution.

T. Faed, R.A., is again in force. He
has not exhibited so good a picture as
‘The Last of the Clan’ (150) since his

greatest work ‘ The Cottage Death-bed.’
There is pathos in all that Mr. Faed paints.

A
.
touching story is here told of the last

small remnant of a once great and powerful
clan. An emigrant vessel has just carried

away to the Far West the strong men yet
able to make a fortune, and on the jetty are
assembled “‘a feeble old man and his grand-
daughter,” with many “out-lying kith and
kin,” “the lastof the clan,” who possess “not
a single blade of grass in the glen that was
once all theirown .

’
’ The subject is well chosen

for the display of the painter’s specialities
;

it gives him the opportunity of grouping
effectively men stricken in years, aged
women bowed in sorrow, maidens melting
in tears—characters which dispose into a
homely and heartfelt picture of Scottish
nationality. The work has the usual merits
and defects of the Edinburgh school. The
colour is broken into tertiary tones

;
the

execution is vigorous
;
and the sentiment

would suit to a ballad
u
of Burns.—The

picture of John Faed," the brother of
Thomas Faed, which has for its subject
‘ Kinmont Willie a prisoner ’ (536) is not
equal to that of last year. The vice of the
school to which the artist belongs is in
unusual excess. A background of black
opacity is employed to give prominence to
lights

;
the colours also are forced into

violence. The elaboration which has been
bestowed upon the figures is needless : that
is, it is thrown away, inasmuch as it en-
hances the pictorial effect in no commen-
surate degree.—J. Pettie’s ‘ Drum-head
Court Martial’ (192) is admitted on all

hands to be a clever picture. The three
stem fellows seated as judges, with the
accessories of the drum and the sail-cloth,

make as fine a piece of painting as can be
found in tho exhibition. The group to the
right, however, is altogether unworthy of
the rest. The handling here is ragged, and
the composition confesses to haste and im-
maturity.—J. A. Whistler has a picture
the Italians would call un capriccio. Of
his several works, all of which are ex-
periments and freaks, ‘ The Little White
Gii’l ’ (530) has obtained the largest number
of admirers. The painting is a mere
“abbozzo” or first “rubbing-in.” No
artist can play such pranks for long with
impunity.— ‘ Hamlet and Ophelia ’ (603) are
characters which have not received at all a
happy reading by W. Q. Orchardson.
Yet his picture has undoubted mastery.
Every point which the artist seizes shows
definite purpose

;
there is no superfluity of

means to an end ; a few figures decisively

painted suffice to command the situation

and to fill the space allotted. Colour is sup-
plied by a rich tapestry, against which the

2 x
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figures in little more than light and shade 1

tell out boldly. Mr. Pettie and Mr. Or-

chardson will both make for themselves a 1

position if they can but follow up their 1

recent successes.
—‘After Work’ (442), by

A. RankleY, is another clever picture.

This artist, if he take care what he is about,

may win an Associateship. Power ho un-

doubtedly possesses ; delicacy does not seem

always so readily within his reach.—The
Spanish bull fight has supplied J. B.

Burgess with a subject out of which he has

made a capital picture (304).
‘
‘ Bravo, Toro !

”

exclaim the spectators, some in surprise,

some in terror, and others in cool indiffer-

ence. Each varying phase of expression is
j

portrayed with graphic power. The com-

position is the result of calculating thought,
,

and must be accepted as a great sue-
,

cess .—Not so is a somewhat companion
|

picture, ‘Habet’ (431), a gladiatorial scene

from the Roman Coliseum, painted by S.
;

Solomon. Unfortunately, the countenances
j

are all of the same type and.wear the same
j

expression ;
the colour, too, is monotonous,

j—We must not forget to mention, though

possibly out of place, that lively scene of

‘Snowballing’ (610), by J. Morgan. The

little mischief-making urchins produce

startling effect not only by vivacity of

action, but through a force of colour which

gains redoubled value by its immediate

juxtaposition to the white field of snow.

J. Archer, whom we at one time feared

would never get disentangled from the

legend of KingArthur, has assuredlynow set

himself free to some purpose. ‘ Old Maid ’

(452), the well-known game of cards, played

betweentwo girls, onelooking onlymoreprim

and old-maidish than the other, Mr. Archer

has enacted with telling point. One of the

little ladies finding the much dreaded fate

impending over her, exclaims ‘
‘ Maggie,

you're cheating !
” In technical qualities

the picture is not behind the felicity of its

conception.— G. B. O’Neill’s « Anxious

Mother’ (199) deserves a passing word of

commendation.—J. E. Hodgson’s picture,

‘ Taking Home the Bride ’ (398), may be

mentioned as the painstaking effort of a

young man.—Theworks ofH. Le JEIJNE, A.

,

show his smooth and refined mannor.

—

‘ Pilgrims in Sight of Rome ’ (272), by R.

Lehmann, is poetry after the Franco-

Germanic fashion.—H we may dwell for a

moment on poetry in an Academy which

is habitually matter of fact and intolerant

of imagination, we would gladly accord a

word of affectionate approval on that poetic

and indeed pathetic composition to which

A. Hughes has given the name of ‘The

Mower ’
( 554 ) . There is in this figure-land-

scape a delicious rapture of colour, and a

sympathetic sentiment touched gently with

melancholy, which are altogether lovely.

Yet notwithstanding the possession of these

rare qualities, it is still doubtful whether an

artist who, labouring under obvious infirmi-

ties of drawing, can reach the foremost rank

in his profession.— * Sundown in the Desert
’

(495), by W. V. Herbert, jun., reveals a

poet’s eye for colour and composition.

The number of minor works which might

claim more than a passing w'ord, were infi-

nite space at our command, exceed almost

the limits of belief. A few among the mul-

titude, not altogether small in size or im-

port, must obtain at least cursory remark

‘Village Gossips’ (77), a gathering of old

ladies round a tea-pot, a company wherein
“ at every word a reputation dies,” is a

work after the well-proved merit of T
Webster, R.A. Among English artists

and their name is legion, who follow the

varying vet always literal and naturalistic

practice of the ‘Dutch cabinet painters

-

nay be enumerated, with more or less com-

nendation, Coppard, J. Clark, S. B. Clarke,

Irawford, Boughton, F. D. Hardy, A. J.

Lewis, L. Smyth, Barnes, Brownlow, Gar-

and, Farmer, Lidderdale, Bonavia, Morgan,

Pasmore, Provis, G. Smith, Brennan, and

R. Carrick. The last of these twenty

artists is certainly not at his best. Mr.

Uarrick has given to a child a pair of legs

which the hangers have placed very kindly

above the point of sight. Of the thirty or

forty pictures which would respond to the

muster-call of the above twenty names, two

strike us as specially worthy of individual

mention. The one is ‘ The Leaky Roof

(265), by F. D. Hardy, a picture pre-

eminent for knowledge, character, and

objective truth. The other is ‘ Our Wee
White Rose of all tho World’ (180), by E.

Craweord, a small but brilliant interior,

highly wrought and dazzling with light at

every point and turn. The fecundity of our

English school is attested not only by the

number of the pictures we have enumerated,

but also by the many works of which it is

impossible to speak at all. Some of these

we pass over in silence, because it is mard-

festiy not pleasant to give unnecessary pain.

We cannot, however, wholly forget pic-

tures by Mr. Hicks, Mr. Storey, and Madame
Jerichau. The first of these artists, Mr.

Hicks, the painter of * Dividend Day ’ and
‘ The Post-Office,’ in former years, shows

himself in his present composition, ‘ Polling

at an Infant Orphan Election ’ (55 3), spark-

ling, dexterous, and epigrammatic as ever.

The subject, however, has been dissipated

into frivolity.— G. A. Storey’s ‘Royal

Challenge ’ (350) is a theme recommended

by its inherent vulgarity, a merit which the

artist has not marred by his treatment.

—

Madame Jerichau’s ‘ Wounded Danish

Soldier ’ (418) is one of the lady’s best per-

formances. We always have to regret the

extent of the artist’s canvases, but in the

present picture, we may at all events rejoice

over the unobtrusive tone of the colours.

—

W. M. Egley’s ‘ Glaucus and lone ’ (479)

is intended to be superlatively poetic. The

picture is smoothly polished after Yander-

werff’s emasculate manner. — J. Noel
Paton compounds ‘ Fact and Fancy’ (315)

out of fungi, fairies, and a little child. The

details are scattered and the colour is crude.

LANDSCAPES, SEA-PIECES, AND ANIMAL
PAINTINGS.

In no department is the change which,

within the last few years, has come over the

face of modem Art, more marked than in

the sphere of landscape. The names our

forefathers revered have ceased to be watch-

words
;
the styles which our English land-

scape painters used to emulate are no

longer in esteem. The critic who should

hold up Gaspar Poussin as a model, would

have little chance of a hearing ; the artist

who should imitate Salvator Rosa would

have to wait long for a purchaser. Even

the tranquil harmony and the poetic fervour

of Claude have fallen to a discount. The

men who formerly recognised Wilson as

their master know him no more. The

scenic style of Loutherbourg is out of vogue,

the “blottesque” manner of Constable is

deemed slovenly, and even Turner, though

still an idol, is scarcely in the full zenith oj

his power. Who then are your gods, ye

landscape painters of England ? We have,

say they in reply, no divinity save nature.

The whole burden of their song, in short, is

of nature : she is the mistress they serve

both night and day. Thus it happens that

our native school of landscape has become

directly and dogmatically naturalistic.

T. Creswick, R.A., is a painter who

econciles in great degree the contrariety

f schools old and new, retaining the large-

less of the one, and obtaining the detail of

he other. His style is proverbially and

ire-eminently English—peculiarly English

n the choice of his subjects, and no less

English and ‘ ‘ homeish
’
’ in their treatment.

Changeable Weather’ (222), the windmill

m the headland moor overlooking the sea,

dly waiting change in the wind, is in the

artist’s accustomed style. ‘ Percy Beck, in

he North Country ’ (529), is a woody glen

which shadows a pebbly stream—a scene

green and grey in colour, and tranquil in

sylvan solitude. Mr. Creswick has chosen

for his largest picture ‘ A Tillage Smithy ’

117), which casts the warm glow of its fire

nto a cool landscape. The composition, a

rural homestead, is made out of usual

materials, such as rustic buildings, over-

shadowing trees, a bridge, a river, and. a

village church. In the quiet, unobtrusive

treatment of unpretending scenes, Mr. Cres-

wick has a method and a merit all his own ;

we doubt, however, whether this year he is

quite at his best.

—

Richard Redgrave,
R.A., is one of the older Academicians who
have adopted with success the new manner

now in .vogue. He paints his pictures in

the open air, and thus seeks sunlight ;
he

studies every object on the spot, and hence

gets truth into his details. ‘The Valleys

also stand thick with Com’ (310) is a

pretty landscape, taken among the gently

undulating hills and dales of Surrey.—F.

R. Lee, R.A., still holds to his vested rights

as Royal Academician, and thereby inflicts

injury on younger men. ‘ One of the re-

maining Nooks and Comers ofOld England’

(243), by this artist, is a weak and washy

picture, which could scarcely have been

hung at all, had it relied solely on its

merits. ‘The Yacht Kingfisher in a Gale

off the Coast of Malaga ’ (366), also by the

same painter, is the worst picture wo ever

recollect to have seen upon the line, and

that surely is saying much. Can no remedy

be found for this injustice? Mr. Lee’s

canvas thrusts out of a good place a vastly

better landscape by W. H. Paton.—Four

Linnells, the father and three sons, send

just four landscapes between them, all

marked by a strong family likeness.

‘ Reapers’ (337) is a picture of figures and

fields in the traditional and much esteemed

style of Mr. Linnell, sen. The golden

colour of the wheat-laden sheaves could

scarcely be more intense, and may, indeed,

at least by eyes unhabituated to the artist s

manner, be deemed somewhat excessive.

Among the old frequenters of the Academy,

however, we hear the exclamation, ‘
‘ that

is a very grand Linnell.” But we have not

chanced to learn whether the picture is also

considered like nature : that is a point of

minor import! The landscapes by the

younger Linnells do not strike us as quite

up to the mark of former years.—For blaze

of colour, E. Walton totally eclipses the

utmost splendour yet achieved under the

name of Linnell. ‘ Tombs of the Sultans,

near Cairo—Sunset’ (346), by this artist,

is fortunately hung in a place of safety over

the door, so that should absolute flames

burst from the picture, nothing more than

the ceiling will be consumed. It was an

act of mercy to banish this passionate

painting into a peculiar solitude of its own.

It was impossible to answer for conse-

quences, had the work been thrown into

the society of its feUows. Such a canvas

would assuredly have committed bloody

murder on every picture it could have laid

hands on. The author of the work has

much to be thankful for.—Sunsets, on the

whole, are, we think, a little mitigated this
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season. A. MacCallum, in the hectic

evening sky of ‘ Borne ’ (383), has brought
the intensity of his colours into balance.

In this picture, also specially to be noted,

is the characteristic leaf-touch given to the

trees in the ilex groves of theVilla Mellini.

—

T. Dandy, G-. E. Heeing, and J. S. Baven,
all in their several styles, seek the poetic

glow of nature.—Tho pictures of G. Mason
have received, perhaps, even more than
their due, and that was not easy. ‘ The
Gander’ (31), the artist’s best work, has
colour, character, action, and a vague and
suggestive grandeur

;
it, however, lacks

completeness. It is more the indication of

a purpose than the consummation of a pic-

ture.—E. Talfoued exhibits several sketchy
landscapes, pleasing in general effect.—We
are sorry to say that J. W. Oakes has gone
far beyond our power to follow him. His
picture, ‘ The Pine Forest ’ (420), is discord
and confusion. It is a great pity he cannot
gather his forces together.—G. Sant con-
tinues to clothe nature in a monotony of

brown even more inveterate than a Quaker
drab.— E. Edwards paints ‘ Pardenick

’

(433) with unrelenting labour, and the pic-

ture in the end proves unpleasing.—We
have marked for general commendation
works by Moore, Boddington, Burke,
Knight, Lupton, and Mrs. Luker.
We reserve for more special notice land-

scapes by Leader, Cole, Garrick, Field,

Mawley, Brett, and Hemy. The last-

named artist exhibits a study of great
merit, ‘ The Lone Sea-shore ’ (345). The
sea is painted in tones of tenderness, and
the rocks are carefully drawn in purple
grey.—It is said that the best of J. Brett’s
pictures were crowded out ; but, at all

events, the one which has obtained admis-
sion, though small, and in subject to the
last degree simple, is of rare excellence.

Mr. Brett has evidently put himself under
close discipline ; every touch is guided by
intention.—G. Mawley is another diligent

student of nature. ‘ The Way across the
Marsh’ (118), a thoroughly English scene,

is a good example of the mode in which
our present school of landscape painters sets

to work.—W. Field exhibits his best pic-

ture, and a right good picture it is. We
see in this charming figure landscape the
luminous qualities so much admired in

Lambinet. The sky is delicately draped in

rain clouds, through which the sun glances
fitfully.— J. M. Carrick contributes an
inland and a coast scene, each of which
evinces a watchful eye on the ways of

nature both in her steadfast law and her
varying change. ‘Weather Clearing’ (21)

on the Glamorgan coast is, of the two, the
more fortunate in subject. The rocky ram-
parts which guard the shore are planted
and painted firmly, and the waves that

still swell wildly after the tumult of the
storm is past are carefully studied, even to

the play of the smaller ripples sparkling
in silver on the surface.—It has been a
close run for some time past between Vicat
Cole and B. W. Leader. A picture by each
of these artists now hangs within sight

the one of the other, as if to bring the
competition to a final issue. ‘ Spring ’ (460),
by Mr. Cole, might almost be a counter-
part of that marvellous study which Mr.
Warren, jun., has exhibited in the Gallery
of the Institute of Water-Colour Painters.

It is infinite in detail, and in light it

sparkles with sunshine. Yet the picture,

as a picture, is painfully scattered.—In
this, the final bringing together of a land-
scape composed of multitudinous ' mate-
rials, ‘Autumn’s last Gleam’ (468), by
B. W. Leader, has certainly the advan-
tage. Indeed, taken for all in all, we ques-

tion whether there is in the whole Academy
a landscape so free from fault, and at the

same time so abounding in unobtrusive

merit, as this the masterpiece of Mr.
Leader. Every object, whether mountain,
tree, or rock, asserts its place without pre-

judice to its neighbour -

. The handling is

dexterous, yet without ostentation ; the

penciling of the tree stems, and the deli-

cate touching of the leaflets against the

sky are points for special praise. The Aca-
demy is in want of a steady and skilled

landscape-painter, who shall represent the

new school in a truth delivered Lorn eccen-

tricity. There is no man more likely to

obtain early election into the ranks of the

associates than Mr. Leader.—Passing for a
moment from landscapes, we pay a willing

tribute to the lovely flower groups painted

by the Misses Mutrie. Never have we
seen the sisters to better advantage.

Sea-pieces and coast scenes bring into

the rooms of the exhibition the three ele-

ments of air, earth, and water, with their

ever ceaseless change. Stanfield, Cooke,
Hook, Wilson, Naisk, and Johnson, take
their several stations either in mid ocean, or

upon the sea-washed shore. It is always a
pleasure to greet once more the venerable
Clarkson Stanfield, B.A., upon the walls

ho has honoured for so many years. ‘ The
Bass Bock’ (96) recalls the painter’s former
triumphs. Storm - lashed waves, wind-
driven clouds, a wild sea that has washed
the wreck ashore, a swarm of gulls, which
rise as misty spray above the breakers,

such are the materials Mr. Stanfield still

holds at command.—E. W. Cooke, B.A.,
paints ‘ A Dutch Beurtman ’ (595) with
firmer hand, yet in his colours we miss the
tempered harmony of grey, green, and blue,

which the elder Academician transfuses into

sea and sky.—C. E. Johnson’s ‘Hastings
Trawler ’ (314) is hard in the sails. But
nowhere can be found a sea more felicitously

truthful in its heaving bosom and unbroken
swell, liquid in its depth and luminous in

its radiant surface.—J. J. Wilson, in his

picture, ‘ Blowing Fresh ’ (233), has cast a
delicate grey green upon a breezy sea.

—

‘ Wrecked in December—Bepairedin July’

(288), by J. G. Naish, is a commendable
study. The old boat under repair has been
painted in a sturdy way. The picture is

much injured by a dim monotony of purple.

Mr. Naish, if he can but free himself from
a few besetting sins, may make sure of

success.— J. C. Hook, B.A., has been
among the pilchard fishers, at Concarneau,
and brought back rich pictorial spoils. His
five pictures from the Atlantic shores of

France are certainly among his happiest

productions, and that is saying a great deal.

A carelessness in the drawing of his figures,

and a haste and a slovenliness in general

execution, which we at one time feared

Mr. Hook might permit himself to fall into,

he has in these his latest and his best works
remedied. ‘ The Seaweed Gatherer ’ (567)

the artist has never surpassed, whether for

the simple, native beauty of the girl, grace-

ful in action and intent upon her work, or

for full toned harmony of colour, caught in

veiled lustre upon the figure, and con-
trasted with tones of quiet grey reposing

upon sea and sky.—S. G. Pollard, judged
by his picture, ‘ Our future Fishermen ’

(594), seems one of the many successful

imitators whom Mr. Hook has found.

—

“ The spouseless Adriatic mourns her lord.”

Venice lost Turner, and now she laments
over Boberts. That the Academy could ill

afford to lose the member to whom it owed
so much, is proved by the fact that pic-

turesque architectural painting is left almost
without a representative. Mr. Stanfield

the younger aspires to a position between
his father and his father’s friend, the. late

Mr. David Boberts. Two pictures painted

on the canals of Venice are in Mr. George
Stanfield’s best style.

The school of animal painters in England
differs materially from that of France.

Landseer and Cooper are the types of the

one, Troyon and Bosa Bonheur the repre-

sentatives of the other. Of late years

French styles have exercised a marked in-

fluence in almost every department of

English Art. Sir Edwin Landseer, B.A.,

however, maintains very wisely his own
manner absolutely intact. His four pictures

in the present Academy fairly express the

well-known characteristics of the master.

Of these, ‘Dejeuner a la fourchette’ (91)

is certainly not the most felicitous.. The
green background to this composition is

dense and opaque. ‘ The Connoisseurs ’

(152) may serve as a signal example of

what has been termed, though not with

verbal accuracy, the painter’s “anthropo-
morphism,” or, in other words, the transfer

of human character to the brute creation

—

a practice which is pushed to its furthest

extreme in Kaulbach’s illustrations to

“Beincke Fuchs.” ‘The Connoisseurs’

are, in fact, two dogs, who, with eyo of

thoughtful yet self-complaisant critics, are

looking over the sketch upon which the

painter, Sir Edwin Landseer himself, is at

work. This idea is a palpable hit. It must
be confessed that the execution is a little

heavy, and the picture is conspicuous for

the absence of colour. On the two remain-
ing works, ‘Prosperity’ (102) and ‘Adver-
sity’ (112), hangs a tale. ‘ Prosperity ’ is

personated by a high-bred horse, smoothly

groomed, awaiting on a lawn a lady about

to take her morning ride. ‘ Adversity
’

finds this noble creature reduced in old age
to a hack, and doomed to servile drudgery.

Landseer has certainly a clever way of

telling a story. Some of the passages in

these two pictures are executed in the artist’s

best manner.—T. S. Cooper, A., like Land-
seer, contributes companion pictures with
antithetic titles, ‘ North’ (163) and ‘ South’

(478). The former is a work specially to

be commended, not only for the painting

of the sheep, in which this artist is unsur-
passed, but likewise for the distribution of

the mountain landscape, which crowns the

composition with a noble background. The
canvas is cold in colour.

—

Biohard Ans-
dell, A., contributes three compositions,

whereof ‘Treading out tho Corn’ (470) is

the most ambitious. The process of thresh-

ing- practised in Spain is said to be here
truly represented, yet the picture is far

from agreeable. The work stretches to

wide dimensions, and the horses and men
are endowed with physical power, yet it

were difficult to find throughout the ex-
tended area a form recommended by nobility

or beauty. It must, however, be admitted
that this attempt attains to astounding effect.

—We have marked pictures by Bottomley,
Hopkens, and Herring, as distinctive in

merit.—In the department of animal paint-

ing, however, supreme honour is reserved

for that remarkable picture ‘ The Strayed
Herd’ (560), by H. W. B. Davis. This
painter has for some years been favourably
known as a diligent student of nature, ad-

dicted to so-called Pre-Baphaelite practices.

But the public was not at all prepared for

the surprise which this great picture brings

unawares. The scene is skilfully yet art-

lessly disposed. The herd comes bowling
tumultuously along over a wild mountain
waste, the summits whereof are gilded by
sunlight. Aloft in the air the cattle hold

;

the head, their nostrils scenting the breeze,
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their tails tossed in restlessness to and fro.

The artist throughout knows what he is

about : he is master of his subject. The
heads of the cattle are drawn firmly, the

eyes, nostrils, and horns have been planted
resolutely in position. On all hands this

picture is acknowledged one of the chief

successes of the year. Since the comple-
tion of Bosa Bonheur’s ‘ Horso Bair.’ no
finer work of its kind has been exhibited.

SCULPTURE.

The present collection in tho Academy
cellar is neither better nor worse than the

many miscellaneous musters held in the

same favoured spot. Sculpture is the only

art which is unprogressive. Both painting

and architecture have in this country made
within the last few years marked advances.

But the sister art of sculpture has the while

remained at best but stationary. Our
English school manifests just those defects

which might be expected to arise from its

imperfect and most desultory training. It

wants elevation and seventy of style
;

it

lacks knowledge, and that precision and
definite purpose which persistent study can

alone secure. Still our native sculptors

possess merits peculiarly their own : in

sentiment they are pure, in execution pains-

taking, and in general effect pleasing. The
present collection, which we are bound to

state by no means does justice to the

school, may be divided into three classes

:

1st, subjects of fancy; 2nd, monumental
works ; 3rd, portrait busts.

The first division, which comprises sub-
jects of mythology, poetry, and general

imagination, is not strong. H. S. Leif-
child exhibits a figure under the generic

title, ‘II Pensiere’ (012), in which, as in

previous works, he has obviously been in-

debted to Michael Angelo. The remaining
composition by this follower after historic

precedent, ‘ Minerva repressing the Wrath
ofAchilles’ (017), is founded on the antique,

but the subject has not been mastered, and
the management of the drapery shows hesi-

tating weakness. Placed in rival opposition

to the last work is a 1 Bi'onze Group ’ (071),

by J. Tollet, which, in contrast to our

English modelling, manifests the firmness,

the sharpness, and the decisive character,

seldom wanting in the French school.—C.

F. Fuller, in his figure of ‘Dalilah’ (895),

has taken literal inspiration from Story.—
‘ Elaine ’ (914), by D. Davis, is a concep-

tion in which feeling has been pushed to

affectation.—E. W. Wyon’s ‘ Fisherman’s
Daughter’ (911) making nets, is in treat-

ment merely pictorial and picturesque, un-
prejudiced by even tho first principles of

tho sculpture art.— E. Jackson’s * Mis-
chief’ (943), in the person of a small Cupid,

is playful and pretty in action, The pic-

turesque portrait-statuette, by the same
artist, of ‘ Master Hulse’ (946), is clumsy
in execution.— ‘ Britannia unveiling Aus-
tralia’ (1060), by G. Halse, will remind
the visitor of groups displayed in the shops

of stonemasons at Carrara.— ‘ Departing
Spirits’ (985), by C. A. W. Wilke, are

much too heavy in body ever to reach

heaven. The artist’s attempt at polychromy
is the least successful we have yet seen.

—

E. G. Papworth, jun., by ‘Paradise Be-
gained’ (951), takes the world by surprise.

The artist has relieved his figure from the

dross of earth by a certain vague gene-
rality.—A few bas-reliefs may be noted
which show tho usual vacillation between
styles classic 'and pictorial. ‘ Ariel ’ (962),

by W. M. Thomas, indicates little loiow-

ledge of the composition of lines or of the
principles^)f the bas-relief treatment.—The
same criticism may, without injustice, be

extended to the Memorial (922) modelled

by T. Earle. ‘ Emily and the White Doe
of Eylstone’ (927), by F. M. Miller, reveals

a more sensitive eye for harmony. —W. F.

Woodington executes a basso-relievowhich
pleasantly recalls the pure style of design

found on Greek vases. * The Lady in the

Enchanted Chair’ (923) has exquisite con-

cord of composition, and much delicacy in

manipulation.—We have also singled out

from the general medley two other works
which merit a fair meed of praise. The one
is a naturalistic figure, ‘II Giuocatore’ (898),

by J. Adams, carefully modelled, but sug-

gested by known French conceptions. The
other, ‘Eve’ (937), by P.MacDowell,B.A.,
is after the manner of modem romance,
graceful and refined.

Monumental works are few, and have
taken almost exclusively a memorial form.

Tho place of honour is assigned to a ‘ Model
of a Statue of the late Prince Consort ’ (897),

executed by J. Durham. The figure is

fortunate as a portrait, and effective as a

work of Art. P. D’Epinay, in the statue

to ‘The late Sir William Stevenson’ (930),

has gained power by bulk merely. In this

work may be pointed out wide extending

surfaces, destitute of one single touch of the

modelling tool to impart detail, or to leave

evidence of study. A like objection may,
in some measure, be taken to W. C. Mar-
shall's ‘ Statue of James, Seventh Earl

of Derby ’ (958).

The portrait busts are of that even medio-

crity of merit which calls for neither deci-

sive praise nor censure. Chantrey, the

Sir Joshua Eeynolds of sculpture, still

claims followers, who now constitute the old

school. But as in painting, so in sculpture,

a movement towards literal naturalism has

set in, whereof Mr. Woolner and others of

Pre-Eaphaelite predilections have taken the

lead. Sculpture, then, at the present mo-
ment is in a transition state. Two busts

we notice, the one that of ‘ Sir Tatton Sykes
’

(938), by H. Weekes, E.A., tho other a

head of ‘ Sir Thomas Potter ’ (939), by M.
Noble

;
both are in the old style, even to

the conventional load of classic drapery

which the shoulders are made to groan

under.—The profile medallions byA. Munro
possess a refined beauty that has gained

popularity.—The ‘Bust of a Lady’ (975),

by E. S. Giieenough, is well brought
together under a generalised treatment.

—

W. Davis is fortunate in his sitter. ‘ John
Watkins’ (933) has a head which com-
mands attention, and that all the more by
the elaborate detail wherewith the artist has

worked out the character.—The numerous
products wrought by the ready modelling

tool of T. E. Boehm are sketchy and pic-

turesque. A posthumous bust of ‘ John
Leech’ (1025) is after this sculptor’s usual

speaking and persuasive style.—Before end-

ing, we cannot but express the wish that

our artists could spare time for study in

the British Museum. As a bust, no finer

work exists than the head of Julius Csesar.

For tho literal, yet generic treatment of

nature, no nobler models can be found than

the Elgin marbles. And as an ideal con-

ception, the newly acquired head of Apollo

is matchless for beauty. We cannot but

fear that these great works in the Museum
might prove severe critics upon the modem
productions of our Academy.

We have left no space 'for peroration

;

therefore, reader, pray draw your own con-

clusion. We simply end as we began, by
stating that a better exhibition has seldom

been seen.

SELECTED PICTURES.

FROM THE COLLECTION OF ALDERMAN COPE-

LAND, M.P., STOKE-UPON-TRENT.

MAZEPPA.

J. F. Herring, Painter. C. Cousen, Engraver.

Byron’s poem of ‘
‘ Mazeppa ”—less known,

perhaps, than most of his other writings

—

has furnished Mr. Herring with an excellent

subject for the display of his skill in draw-
ing that noble animal the horse ; and we
have no artist more competent to do it full

justice. Even animal painters have their

speciality, though each may be able to por-

tray well other creatures than that in which
he particularly excels, or, in other words,

one tribe takes precedence of the rest. Thus
Sir Edwin Landseer has established his

claim to the dog, Mr. T. S. Cooper to sheep

and cows, Mr. Abraham Cooper and
Mr. Herring to the horse, as did the late

James Ward, E.A., while Morland was
“great” in pigs and donkeys. Each of

these artists seems to have made the

character of the several animals his especial

study.

There is something more in this picture

than a series of portraits such as might be

selected from tho stud of a monarch or a

nobleman. Here is a vast herd of wild

horses, that seem to have swept down into

the valley from the adjacent mountains;

such a herd as travellers tell us is sometimes

seen on the prairies of America, where the

animal is known as the Mustang, and con-

gregates in numbers so immense as scarcely

to fear the attack of any enemy but man.
These herds are always under tho leader-

ship of one of the herd, who is able, by
some extraordinary means, to convey his

orders simultaneously to the whole body.

There is not one of the horses in Mr. Her-
ring’s picture but calls to mind the magnifi-

cent description of the war-horse found in tho

Book of Job, than which nothing of its kind

more poetical in idea, grander in language,

and more truthful in delineation of cha-

racter, was ever written. ‘ ‘ Hast thou given

the horse sti’ength? hast thou clothed his

neck with thunder ? Canst thou make him
afraid as a grasshopper P the glory of his

nostrils is terrible. Ho paweth in the

valley, and rejoiceth in his strength : he
goeth on to meet the armed men. He
mocketh at fear and is not affrighted:

neither turneth he back from the sword.

The quiver rattleth against him, the glitter-

ing spear and the shield. He swalloweth

tho ground with fierceness and rage

;

neither believeth he that it is the sound of

the trumpet. He saith among the trumpets,

Ha, ha
;
and he smelleth the battle afar off,

the thunder of the captains and the

shouting.”
The prevailing idea in the thoughts of

this herd is surprise, or curiosity, rather

than fear, at the strange sight presented to

them ;
fear would have caused them to

rush away
;
but they look on with manes

and heads erect, yet with an air of un-
certainty as to whether it would be wiser

to flee or stay. The horses in the fore-

ground are drawn with much spirit and
animation, while the attitude of the animal

whereon Mazeppa is bound is most natural.

Weary with his flight, his eyes bereft of

their fire, his nostrils sending forth a stream

of hot breath, he has stumbled, and in

another instant will roll over and crush his

rider to death.

This is undoubtedly the
_

artist’s most

poetical and original composition, qualities

as evident in the treatment of the landscape

as in that of the herd of horses.
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THE SOCIETY OE PAINTERS IN
WATER COLOURS.

THE SIXTY-FIRST EXHIBITION.

This Old Society has reached an established

excellency which does not admit of much vacil-

lation either for worse or for better. Its mem-
bers have been submitted to the refiner’s fire

;

its works have, as it were, been doubly distilled,

so that the dross and all baser materials are

eliminated, and only the rarer elements remain
for public Anew. A society which has the pick

of the profession, almost of necessity as a normal
condition, finds its exhibition the pink of perfec-

tion. Accordingly, in the present year we find

this gallery—at least, in the quality of its draw-
ings—no exception to an undeviating average.

The old favourites upon these walls may be seen

once more in their accustomed places, wearing
their wonted dresses and decked in their usual

colours. We are no sooner within these rooms
than, among the painters of figures, we at once

recognise the well-known lineaments of Gil-

bert, Alfred Fripp, Jenkins, Topham, Frederick

Tayler, Burton, and Smallficld. And a glance

along the walls quickly brings within range of

vision, landscapes of the prescribed dimensions

and in the accepted styles, owning to the names
of Richardson, Collingwood Smith, Holland,

Branwhite, Davidson, Birket Foster, Cox,

Fripp, Jackson, Newton, and Palmer. In this

enumeration of members and associates we give,

indeed, by implication, a synopsis of the con-

tents of the entire exhibition. In general

quality, as we have said, it shows no material

deviation from established standards, but in

works distinguished by dimensions, or signal

through striking subjects, the gallery of the

year is admitted by general consent to be de-

ficient. This lack of leading drawings is ob-

viously an accident and nothing more. One or

two important works which would have taken
command at centres failed by mere mischance
to be finished in time. By sheer accident, then,

wholly dissevered from any essential cause, we
find the old Water-Colour Society and the Royal
Academy presenting precisely opposite aspects.

The Society is prejudiced by the lack of leading

works
;
the Academy is prominent for its prizes

in pictures of magnitude.
Before we proceed to detailed criticism, a

word may be said with advantage on the general

phase of the art of water-colour painting here
presented. The English school, though it has

attained to a summit of excellence, changes,

from time to time, its position and aspect;

though its central line of progression be con-

stant, yet its lateral movements are found to

vary. In the first place, if we look at the

means employed rather than at the end sought,

we observe in the comparative use of transparent

and opaque colours a practice which varies from
year to year. At one time the fear was not un-
frequently expressed, that what is considered

the pure water-colour medium and method
would be speedily lost and corrupted by the
inordinate admixture of opaque materials. This
danger we think is now diminished. Especially

in landscape are we glad to observe that artists

are seeking for quality, transparency, tone, and
repose, by the means of persistent washes of

broad liquid colours. Some seasons ago Mr.
George Fripp stood almost alone in his long-
proved preference for the transparent system.
He now, on the contrary, finds for the method
of his choice numerous adherents. The draw-
ings of Davidson, Jackson, and Whittaker, are

tending more to the methods to which the
earlier masters of their Art were addicted

;
and

we cannot but think that passages which might
be pointed out in other landscapes—the fore-

ground, for example, to Mr. Newton’s elaborate

work—are, by their opacity and crude incohe-

rence, an additional argument for the use of
transparent pigments. Nevertheless, we need
not say that the perfecting of the art and the de-
velopment of its full and varied resources, must
be sought through no one exclusive method,
but rather in the equable adjustment of the
contending claims of opposing parties. In the
due mingling of opaque, semi-opaque, and trans-

parent colour, can drawings of utmost attainable

vigour and truth be alone produced. And we
are glad to find that through the surrender in

some directions of extreme practices, which were
likely to prove pernicious, threatened mannerism
will be avoided, and a well and wisely-balanced

propriety maintained.
The picture of Carl Haag, which reigns in

the post of honour at the top of the room,
‘Fording of Poll Tairbh in Glen Tilt’ (73),

by the Royal Household, will naturally, by its

subject, as well as by its size, attract every
eye. The scene, painted by command of her

Majesty, is an incident in the return to Balmoral,
after a visit paid in October of 1861, by the
Queen, the Prince Consort, the Princess Alice,

and the Prince Louis of Hesse, to Blair Athol.

The royal party encounters a mountain stream,

flooded up to the girth of the horses’ saddles,

which must be forded. The Queen’s horse is

foremost, led through the waters by attendants,

and preceded by highland bagpipers on foot.

Above rise impending mountain masses, which
thrust out from the composition even one peep
of the sky. The weight of this background
somewhat overpowers the rest of the picture,

and the exclusion of the blue heavens denies

variety to the insuperable monotony of colour.

The figures are most carefully painted, and the

equanimity which the whole group maintains
under circumstances not a little agitating, is

subject of admiration. Could even the smallest

accident have been permitted, it would have
helped the artist amazingly through the tedium
of his task. The peat-brown hue of the moun-
tain stream unfortunately takes from the painter
his last chance of getting into his colours cool

grey and compensating blue. The picture is

chiefly of personal interest, and as such will be
prized. Mr. Haag finds in ‘ The Ruins of

Baalbec’ (129) a subject more favourable to his

pencil. This is a small work, but for quality,

colour, and the disposition of picturesque mate-
rials, it is in the artist’s best manner.
Mr. Gilbert, as usual, puts forth power.

‘ Cromwell in Battle’ (152) is a work of heavy
mettle, both in steed and rider. Its merits,

which, in their special way are matchless, mani-
fest themselves at a glance : its defects may
possibly be cloaked under the bravura of a bold
manner. On close examination it will be de-
tected that this motley crowd of figures is not
put under the discipline of pictorial composition,

that the character seized has not been carried

out with care, and that the hatched lines of
execution do not correspond with the modula-
tions of the surface covered. In a small sub-
ject taken from “ Gil Bias,” ‘ Laura introducing
the Hero to the Sendee of Arsenia’ (267), Mr.
Gilbert is more painstaking. This composition
is not only marked by the graphic character
inseparable from the artist, but it is likewise
distinguished for a refinement of colour seldom
wanting to this artist in his tranquil moods.

—

Mr. Alfred Fripp, if we mistake not, has been
seen to greater advantage. ‘ Arabs of the Com-
mon’ (82) is a drawing which certainly possesses

merits that few artists can touch, yet at the
same time it betrays flaws which mar complete
success. For force of vivid colour, and for

texture of the surface which reflects that colour,

it leaves nothing to be desired. But to our eye,

at least, the materials of the picture are a little

scattered, and require bringing together. In
‘ The Mischievous Pet,’ and other works of

former years, Mr. Fripp has taught us to expect

that every object, and especially each touch of

colour, shall be wrought into pervading har-
mony. The concord which this artist usually
maintains between the figures and the landscape
background is a high artistic result, which, in

its utmost consummation, no other artist, it

would appear, cares to approach.—Sir. Riviere
has removed his sketching ground from Eng-
land and Ireland to Italy, in which last latitude

he is scarcely as yet acclimatised. The colours

of the south, it is true, are vivid, but yet, for the

most part, accordant, and seldom, indeed, abrupt
and staring. Sir. Riviere, whose pictures we
have commended in recent years, was certainly

more at home in his own country. Sir. Walter
Goodall contributes several comparatively small
drawings, among which ‘The BindweedWreath’
(190) maybe commended for its refined qualities.

—The powers of Miss SIargaret Gillies have
this year revived. In the composition entitled
‘ Youth and Age ’ (197), the head of the old man
has been carefully studied, and the accessories

reach realistic truth.—Mr. Jenkins is among
the most carefully measured and studiously

refined of our figure painters. He does not
cover a large surface

;
he never attacks a grand

subject
;
his works are prized more for quality

than for dimensions
;
more for amenities of

manner, than for substance in thought. No
artist knows better how to express a pretty

idea neatly and cleanly, as seen, for example, in

the pleasant little picture bearing the title ‘II dort

conime im Sabot’ (119), a composition consist-

ing of nothing more than a girl looking intently

and lovingly at a pet dog that “ sleeps as sound
as a top.”—Mr. Frederick Tayler is another

artist who elevates his chosen themes : into his

dogs he throws breeding
;
his horses move in

noble paces
;
his ladies, with their attendant

knights, have the bearing of people of quality.

Thus in his minor composition, ‘Coupling the

Hounds’ (114), for woodland hunting, the dogs
are marked by character and animated for

action. Again, in another fancy subject, * Re-
turn from the Ride,’ the horses are nohle, the

lap-dogs are elegant, the lady is stylish, and the

cavalier a man of gallantry. Mr. Tayler’s

intention is always right
;
his handling, how-

ever, wants firmness, and his execution com-
pleteness in the carrying out.— Perhaps the

only artist who, this year, can be said to have
decidedly surpassed himself is Mr. Topham.
His large and crowded composition, upon which
it is understood the artist has been engaged
some years, bearing for its title, ‘ The Pattern,

Connemara ’ (126), is of the nature of an Irish

wake, or fair. Tents are pitched, such as those

which gipsies take shelter in, rude coverings

which the wild Bedouin of the desert uses as a

home, and in which these Celtic wanderers in

the West do congregate promiscuously. The
spot whereon this motley company is gathered

seems sacred ground. A holy well, surmounted
by a shattered crucifix, is in the midst of the

assembled multitude, some of whom are on their

knees. Around this sacred relic gather the

young and the fair, ready to bask in the sun-
shine, to fall into coy and casual courtship,

and indulge in love’s dalliance. Here, too,

may be seen a mother, who has brought her
sick child to the healing waters. Hither, also,

are coming the aged, the halt, and the blind,

stumbling with lame limbs, and struggling with
the aid of crutches, out of, or perhaps into, the
dark valley of death. It will be seen that
nothing which varied character in its appalling

contrasts—nothing which poverty, famine, and
rags, can add to picturesque effect, has been
wanting in this delineation of Irish nationality.

The treatment is that which belongs to the old

school, rather than to the new. The precision

of drawing, the multiplication of detail, and the

accurate study, not only of the figure, but of its

covering draperies, which are now fortunately

the vogue, the artist does not desire to attain.

Without troubling about any such niceties which
lie wholly beyond his purpose, the painter

succeeds sufficiently well in telling his story
and making his picture. The work must be
taken as a whole : criticism of detail it does not
court.

Having passed in review the time-honoured
occupants of the gallery, we will now turn to

the new comers. Messrs. Watson, Shields,

Walker, Lundgren, Smallfield, Burton, and
Jones, elected either as Members or Associates
within periods comparatively recent, we may
take for the representative of “ Yoimg Eng-
land” within these walls. The political coterie

formerly designated by the sobriquet “ Young
England,” was said to have been distinguished

by white waistcoats, Puseyite predilections, and
the games of cricket or bowls on the green after

morning church service. This party in the
state, small in more senses than one, was loved
and laughed at by turns. We can scarcely say
how far Mr. Burne Jones is identified with all

the eccentricities of “Young Englandism” in
politics, or of its allied brotherhood “ Pre-
Raphaelism” in painting, but there can, at all

events, be little doubt that upon him has fallen

to an eminent degree the common lot of being
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loved by the initiate few, and laughed at hy
the profligate many. The fate which has come
upon this artist, we are hound to say, he heartily

deserves. At the outset we confess ourselves

one of the uninitiato multitude who are wholly

unworthy of the rare revelation of which Mr.

Jones is the favoured recipient. We certainly

admit most readily that this artist possesses

some gifts which move to sympathy. Even his

confirmed mediaevalism is not without winning

charm. Its quaintness, bordering upon the

grotesque, and even touching the impossible, is

far removed at least from modem modes of

commonplace, lies close upon the marvellous,

and constitutes, as it were, a species of pictorial

miracle. For a manifestation so unusual, either

in daily life or within the circuit of our exhibi-

tions, as exemplified, for instance, in pictures

such as ‘ Astrologia ’ (18), ‘ The Enchantments

of Nimue ;
how by subtlety she caused Merlin

to pass under a heaving stone into a grave’

(230), and ‘ Cupid and Delight,’ from Chaucer's

Assembly of Fowls (97), we cannot but render

to Mr. Jones our best thanks. It must be

conceded that if he had not painted these

pictures no other artist in England, or within

the whole extent of Europe, would, or probably

could, have ventured on the bold, we may even

say the rash, attempt. The world then might

have suffered loss
;
for it cannot be denied that

some of the works by this painter have in colour

a subdued and shadowed lustre
;
that they pos-

sess in their subjects, seen, for example, in the

pretty conceit called ‘Blind Love’ (89), origi-

nality of thought; and that in sentiment, as

manifest by the composition ‘ Green Summer ’

(105), they are not devoid of poetry. Thus we
are willing to give Mr. Jones his due

;
and

having done thus much in his favour, we claim

the privilege of asking him a few plain ques-

tions, and of offering for his best consideration

a little well-meant advice. In the first place,

we would inquire why it is that he overlooks

usual anatomical proportions and the acknow-
ledged bases on which the human body is con-

structed ? Again, we would wish to know how
it is that he does not put draperies upon his

figures with some express relation to the forms

they clothe, and why he does not cast these

draperies into folds and masses which by the

well-ascertained laws of gravity they are bound
to assume ? Once more, we would query of

Mr. Jones, as a colourist, how it is that in the

Boccaccio composition, ‘Green Summer’ (105),

he has made his figures “in verdure clad?”

why it is that he has woven the robes of the

picnic party out of the green grass whereon

they sit, thus bidding defiance to known laws

of chromatic art, which are now established

with the certainty of scientific axioms ? These

are a few of the questions to which we hope

Mr. Jones will give practical replies in the pic-

tures he may in future years exhibit. As to

the little bit of advice we promised, it is simply

this, that Mr. Jones should correct his man-
nerism by the study of nature. This sounds as

a simple truism, yet herein lies for the artist

the whole issue of his future career. Either he

will degenerate from bad to worse—a result

which even the admirers of Mr. Jones, on the

evidence of his present works, have been led

to dread—or, on the other hand, delivering

himself from mediaeval bondage, and entering

on the free sendee of nature, he shall go from
strength to strength, and gain the truth, and
rejoice in the health which nature imparts.

We have favoured Mr. Jones with the foregoing

strictures because avowedly he furnishes the

most flagrant example of a school which we
believe to be false in its basis and pernicious in

its results. The old masters may teach us

much, but they are safe to follow as guides only

when brought face to face with nature.

It is a relief to turn from the preternatural

eccentricities of Mr. Jones to styles more simple.

We are glad to say that by far the greater

number of the artists who may be accounted of

the new school do not put nature in masque-

rade. Correct drawing, accuracy of form, truth

in detail, and precision in execution, these are

the qualities more than ever prized—these the

merits which give promise and value to the

school that now bids fair to be dominant.

Such are the standards, in fact, by which we

shall venture to test the works that Messrs.

Burton, Smallfield, Walker, Watson, and Shields

contribute to the exhibition. Mr. Burton, we
are sorry to say, shows some falling away from

his former high estate. Of the two drawings he

has executed, ‘ Clematis ’ (247), a small and care-

ful study of a single head, is the best. Here is a

little girl, ‘ Clematis ’ flower in hand, with rose

in the cheek, gold in the hair, and green of

contrasted harmony in the robe, colours which

compose into a subject altogether charming.

A much more pretentious work, ‘ La Marchesa’

(27), is far less satisfactory. This is a showy

head, life size, painted, it would seem, in emu-

lation of Titian’s Mistress, Dominichino’s Sibyl,

Guido’s Cleopatra, or other like imposing figures.

No such comparison, however, will this modem
conception bear to great historic precedents.

The flesh is opaque, yet not solid
;

the skin

has an undefined surface, yet little internal

transparency. These defects, however, we wil-

lingly suppose arc mere accidents, incident pro-

bably to haste in execution. We understand

that a large work, into which Mr. Burton had

thrown his whole force, failed completion in

time for exhibition. Any deficiencies, then,

found in the products of the present season, the

artist will remedy, it may be hoped, next year.

—Neither can we accept Mr. Smallfield’ s chief

work, ‘Tartini’ (204), as a complete success.

“Tartini,” the catalogue informs us, was a

“ famous violinist,” who “ is said to have dreamt

that Satan took his violin and played him an

air of marvellous and varied beauty,” after-

wards “ known to the English as the Devil’s

Sonata.” No doubt the painter has happily

rendered the bewildered awaking of genius

as from a dream. The eyes, startled, wander-

ing, and yet rapt
;
the features fixed in moody

melancholy, are certainly traits well conceived.

Yet, taken altogether, the figure is uncoiith,

and the composition ungainly. The execution,

too, strikes us as small, and wanting breadth

in relation to the magnitude of the head. We
observe, also, that the sleeve on the further arm
has not in the drawing received sufficient study.

The painter of ‘The Slave of the Fish-pond,' in

the last exhibition, has certainly a subtle hand for

forms, and a sensitive eye to colour, which should

not lapse into common nature.—Mr. Lgnd-
gren, in the picture by which last year he

made his debut, ‘ Choristers at Seville,’ mani-

fested a rough and ready hand, apt in seizing

powerful effect. In this his second appearance

he sustains a like reputation. ‘ The Arab Girl
’

(310) is a head of rigour, character, and colour,

not unworthy of ‘ Spanish Philip.’ The robe

covering the shoulders requires more studied

treatment
;

it might still bo left sketchy, and yet

be suggestive of definite form.—Mr. Walker,
on his election as Associate a year ago, took the

world by surprise in two drawings, ‘ The Church

Pew ’ and ‘ Spring.’ The last of these sub-

jects now finds sequel in ‘ Autumn ’ (62), a work

which fares the proverbial fate befalling the

continuation of a story. Yet ‘ Autumn,’ like

‘ Spring,’ has charms accordant to the season.

When the leaf grows yellow and sear, and the

fruit falls, and the days darken, then the shadow

of gloom passes over the spirit even of youth.

This is the sentiment which seems to sicken the

heart of the girl who stands in melancholy mood
amid an apple orchard. Upon the dress of this

homely lass there is a broken texture and a

delicious harmony of colour which cannot be

too highly commended. The cast of the lower

portion of the gown is not quite accounted for.

—The two newly-elected Associates, Mr. Wat-
son and Mr. Shields, prove acquisitions to the

society. The former, well known as a popular

book 'illustrator, is represented by ‘The Duet’

(104), a drawing which possesses just the attri-

butes we might be led to look for from the

painter’s antecedents—conciseness and perspi-

cuity in composition, and detailed accuracy in

execution. Mr. Shields appears to be addicted

to figures in more rustic garb. His subject,

bearing the somewhat abstract title, Desire is

stronger than Fear’ (195), is a truthful compo-

sition, made up of an old man vending a basket

full of wares, and two children who know not

how to resist the approach of temptation.

There is still room and to spare for Mr. Shields

in this Wilkie line of subject. In the province

of oil painting, Webster, Hemsley, and Smith

have occupied a position which is not adequately

filled in either of the water-colour galleries.

Yet there can be no question that through the

medium of water colours Wilkie subjects admit

of a treatment peculiarly brilliant in colour and

elaborate in detail.

Landscape drawings may, for convenience, be

divided into three classes—the first, which seeks

effect ; the second, which seizes on detail
;
and

the third, which strives with more or less success

to combine effect and detail together. The
landscapes of Mr. Richardson, such as ‘The
Hospice, Pass of the Simplon’ (46), and ‘ Castel-

lamare, Gulf of Naples’ (88), are primarily pro-

ducts for effect : the subjects chosen are, to the

last degree, imposing, and the treatment is

essentially scenic. Hence their popularity.—In

some degree Mr. Holland’s highly-coloured

Venetian scenes, as ‘ The Riva degli Schi-

voni ’ (108), may be placed in the same category.

This drawing is not wholly satisfactory; its

multitudinous materials are scattered, and the

lights, darks, and colours want focussed force.

—Mr. Gasttneau belongs to an essentially old

school
;
he paints in a style all but obsolete.

—

Mr. Palmer’s pictures, ‘The Good Farmer’

(111), for example, are ideal creations, put

together as rhapsodies of colour—works which,

in their special line, are not approached.—Of

Mr. Collingwood Smith’s copious supply of

seventeen drawings, that of ‘ Lugano ’ (54) is

the most pretentious. Here is one of nature’s

grandest panoramas
;
an amphitheatre of hills,

in the midst whereof lies the lake, girt by stately

Italian villas. It may be of little piupose to

observe that a picture which will not fail to gain

loud applause, holds no high position as a work

of Art. The meretricious effect is gained by

easy, not to say cheap, methods
;
the execution

is rude, and the whole treatment lacks a delicacy

which students who work more slowly, and

follow nature with humbler steps, are not

denied. It is worthy of remark, that three

artists just passed in review are tbe most pro-

lific in' the gallery. Mr. Collingwood Smith

contributes seventeen drawings, Mr. Gastineau

the same number, and Mr. Richardson only two

less than the highest maximum. Surely men
who rise to such results must be something

more than artists. Students of nature are

content with the production of two or three

well considered works, which have a value in

proportion to the thought expressed. But men
who aspire to the display of seventeen frames,

each one of which is made tempting to the

popular eye, must, we repeat, be of a higher

order in creation than the mere artist. It is

obvious that, wise in their generation, they have

gone to Birmingham and Manchester and have

learnt from manufacturers and political econo-

mists how to suit the market, and make the

supply equal the demand. We feel that the

reproach often cast on the unthrift of the

artist meets in these practices absolute refu-

tation.

Chief interest naturally attaches to the career

of the diligent student of nature, who year by

year strives to gain new and higher truths, and

who thus may secure for himself and his art

continued progression. To the works of Newton,

Davidson, Whittaker, and Boyce, we naturally

look for novelty and advance. One of the chief

positions has properly been assigned to Mr.

Newton's deliberate effort, * High Bridge, Glen

Spean, Inverness’ (203). This is a work of

close study and high elaboration: every leaf

has been counted and then transcribed; the

subject too is passibly well brought together,

barring the foreground, which is out of tone,

and in detail scattered and weak. The greens

altogether are not pictorially understood
;
those

which are kept grey, as seen, for instance, in

the shadowed copse on the right, are by far the

most agreeable.—Mr. Davidson has made in

‘The Dollwydellan Valley’ (9) a drawing of

power, well managed in the distribution of

successive mountain distances, wildly tossed

like drifting waves. The conflict between detail

and general effect is reconciled. The colour

perhaps might be improved by the infusion of

more grey. — Mr. Branwhite’s ‘Autumnal

Evening’ (234) is in the artist’s best style,

rigorous in handling, and intense in harmony
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of colour.—Mr. E. Goodall has a pretty little

drawing in the * Bay of Naples ’ (262), cheerful
in tone, gently modulated in colour, and alto-

gether in favourable contrast to the blaze of
pigment too often thought essential in an Italian

scene.—Mr. G. Fripp, though long confirmed
in his well-known style, to his praise be it said,

unlike some of the veterans in the gallery, is

still a humble watcher and waiter upon nature.

‘Hay-making’ (100) in Berkshire, and ‘Eel
Bucks ’ (118) on the Thames, are transparent in
colour, luminous in atmosphere, and liquid in
water, qualities in which he, in common with
the early masters of the art, is unrivalled.—Mr.
Dodgson sends three drawings :

‘ Crossing the
Brook’ (78) is a little green in the foliage, and
would be better for more individual character.—Mr. Alfred Hunt possesses, as seen in his

sketch entitled ‘ Durham ’ (37), a pleasing
mode of just indicating a subject, which he then
leaves vague and shadowy, the outlines and
details remaining matters for conjecture as in
scenes from dreamland.—Mr. Naftel’s ‘Val
d’Aosta ’ (94) is chaotic

;
the artist is more at

home in a watery lane of Guernsey, to which he
gives the name of ‘ The Fairies’ Haunt’ (159).
Here ferns, brambles, lichen, and an under-
growth of cobweb foliage arc made into a
charming picture.—The works of Mr. Whit-
taker have deservedly obtained admirers, and
indeed two unpretending drawings in particular—‘The Upper Valley of the Conway’ (19), and
‘ Carnedd David’ (28)—rank among the most
praiseworthy studies in the room. They are
simply true to nature without pretence or osten-

tation of any sort : the colour is transparent
and the tone tranquil. Another drawing by
this artist, ‘The Valley of the Lleddr’ (65),
strikes us as a little ragged in the handling, but
we are not unmindful that the same objection
might have been raised to the execution of the
late David Cox.—‘ Llyn Helsi ’ (220) is the best
work we have seen by Mr. Jackson for many a

day. The effect chosen is that of twilight,

solemn in monotone of sentiment, and poetic

in tranquil beauty. We fancy the artist has
found some difficulty in the foreground in the
effort to gain force, and yet at the same time
not to break the general repose.—It seems
the general opinion that Air. Boyce, who made
his entrance into the gallery last year, has
employed the past twelve months well. His
style is known to be peculiar, the manner he
adopts is that commonly called “ Pre-Raphael-
ite,” and it is his privilege to be a leader in the

landscape school which bears that misplaced
name. Among the eight works contributed
by Mr. Boyce there is, perhaps, not one
which does not evince thought and feeling,

and bear testimony to the artist’s patient toil.

Of the last virtue, ‘The Black Gate at New-
castle’ (96) rises as a witness. This quaint
street of old houses, as here transcribed, is re-

markable for character, local colour, and crumb-
ling texture. Another view (128) in the same
town shows subtle sense of colour. Changing
the scene to Egypt, may be noted a study

(228) made on the spot from an upper window
in Ghizeh, remarkable for truth when least

adorned. We cannot, however, refrain from
regret that Mr. Boyce should systematically

choose subjects having nothing in them, scenes

which are, in fact, common-place to the last

degree : such, for example, as that ‘ Near
Abinger’ (263), which consists of nothing more
than a marshy field, a copse, a cow, and a rook,

thrown together without the slightest com-
position. Certainly, all preconceived notions

as to the poetry of nature are here set wholly
at nought. Yet we believe that nothing more
delights the devouts in this school than this

utter artlessness in treatment.

We ought, perhaps, to have noticed Mr. Bir-
ket Foster among the painters of the figure;

but the fact is that an artist of this lively ver-

satile mood is never out of place, put him any-
where, or everywhere. ‘ On the Beach of

Hastings’ (12), he is on the verge of the sea,

whereunto do congregate fishermen and their

families, grouped together with boats, nets, and
other seafaring properties. We have heard it

objected that this and other scenes are a little

spotty. Mr. Foster certainly sacrifices repose

for the sake of vivacity and sparkle.—Several

drawings by Mr. Andrews, sometimes on shore

and sometimes on sea, show delicate harmony
in colour. — The pictures by the brothers

W. Callow and John Callow, the one among
quaint old towns, the other upon the waters of

our sea-girt coast, are in the manner usual to

these artists.—‘ Hulks on the Tamar ’ (77), by
Mr. Jackson, make a tranquil and refined com-
position.—Mr. Duncan, however, is the man
whom the Society of Water-Colour Painters

have elected high-admiral. Stormy ocean,

evidently, has entrusted him with the trident of

Neptune. But we cannot help thinking that

Mr. Duncan makes his tempests almost too

fearful, and his shipwrecks tenable even over

much. ‘The Storm at Sea’ (24) is indeed a
tremendous affair. If the painter do not take

care he will wreck, not only vessels, but his own
reputation. We wish we had either space or

words to do justice to the lightning and the roar

of Mr. Duncan’s crashing elements. But we
must close.—Mr. Reid paints a grand interior,

‘The Choir of Toledo Cathedral’ (85).—Mr.
Bartholomew has a brilliant composition of
‘ Fruit.’ — And among painters of cattle, Mr.
Britton Willis is supreme. His ‘Autumn in

the Western Highlands’ (142), is a picture

chosen for a central position, because its force

makes a fixed focus for the eye. The work is

undoubtedly first-class. Its quality, however,
would be improved by mitigation of hot colours.

Identical pigments are again and again repeated
in cattle and landscape alike, a besetting sin

against which artists should be watchful in these
days of flagrant chromo-lithography.

Altogether, this exhibition shows the art of
water-colour painting in a state of steady ad-
vance. If there be a want of any one triumph-
ant work, the art as an art remains still pro-
gressive and transcendent. Thus the advance
of the English school grows out of the persistent

study of nature. Future development will ne-
cessarily be measured by the discreet application

of truths now universally accepted.

INSTITUTE
OF

PAINTERS IN WATER COLOURS.

THE THIRTY-FIRST EXHIBITION.

The New Society, like the Old, is this year
without any one commanding work. Yet the
average merit of the drawings is good, and the
Exhibition certainly looks well. The several

departments of figure, landscape, architectural,

sea and flower painting, are filled by artists

already known upon these walls by successes

achieved in former seasons. On entering the
room, the eye at once recognises the clearly-

defined styles of Corbould, Tidey, Haghe, and
Jopling among the painters of the figure. And
in landscape the works of Rowbotham, E. G.
Warren, Yacher, Bennett, and Shalders, give
varied attraction to the gallery. Without further
preface we will proceed to pass these and other
the products of the year under detailed review.

Mr. Corbould contributes three pictures,

whereof two are in the artist’s best manner.
‘ Launcelot’s Departure from the Castle of

Astolat’ (122), is a work intense in harmony
of colour, and highly wrought in execution.

The figures are drawn with care, and every

form has been moulded into beauty. It is worth
while to approach this drawing closely, in order

to learn the mode of its manipulation. The
hatching is specially worthy of note

;
seldom

have we found lines curved with so much dex-

terity and precision across the modulated sur-

faces they articulate and pronounce. This, the

special execution of a line engraving, we have
never seen carried with so much skill into the

art of water-colour painting. ‘ Christ and the

Woman of Samaria at the Well’ (227), by the

same artist, is a composition of showy effect.

The figure and action of the Saviour have thea-

tric command
;
the woman of Samaria is cast

upon her knees in Magdalen passion. The exe-

cution is, of course, masterly, the drawing firm,

the draperies are broadly cast, and the surface

of the paper is not, as too often in the works of

this artist, loaded with opaque colour. It seems
strange that the painter has not thrown into

the figures more religious feeling. The work
is, in fack decorative rather than devotional,

and has little of the chastened spirit pertaining

to Christian art.—Mr. Tidey, who last year
attempted, in the manner of the old religious

painters, the composition of a triptych on the
theme, “the night of the betrayal,” not meet-
ing, we fear, with the encouragement he hoped
for, has passed from Christian art to the art of

love and courtship. There can be little doubt
which of these arts is the best understood and
most widely appreciated. Mr. Tidey will not
have to wait long for a purchaser, when he
illustrates the rapturous lines of Byron—

J

“ He was her own, her ocean treasure, cast

Like a rich wreck—her fust love and her ast.”

Nevertheless, we cannot but mourn over Mr.
Tidey’s secession from the ranks of high Art

;

and moreover we think that the artist possessed

qualifications for the treatment of sacred and
liistoric subjects which will serve but ill for

themes of a naturalistic bent. On the evidence
of the drawings which Mr. Tidey this year
exhibits, it remains doubtful whether he will

acquire the vigour and the truth which at the
present time are deemed essential to the treat-

ment of realistic subjects. However, the sen-

timent in these works is refined, and even takes
on sugar sweetness, the colour is delicate, yet
fevered in its flush, and sickly in its pallor.

Mr. Tidey has sensitive intuitions and poetic

aspirings, which, rare among his contempo-
raries, will preserve to him a speciality exclu-

sively his own. The sphere this painter should
strive to occupy is the intermediate territory

which lies between the two worlds known as

the ideal and tho real. Over poetic dreamland
he might easily reign undisputed monarch of
all he surveys.—Mr. Bouvier is another artist

who evidently has no claims to robust realism
;

he aims at a pleasing but impossible idealism.

He has fallen upon an agreeable mannerism,
which suits sufficiently well subjects removed
out of the range of actual life. In tho drawing,
‘ H Bacio ’ (271), the artist infuses into the two
figures, a mother and child, his accustomed
Arcadian refinement, and at the same time
evinces his habitual contempt for the accepted
proportions of the human figure. ‘Valeria’

(281), a lady gracefully posed on a couch of classic
form, is more happily conceived. The work
will not bear any rigid test

;
but the colour is

pleasing, and the make up generally agreeable.—
"What can Mr. Warren, the president, be think-
ing of, in that astounding production, ‘ The
Rescued Slave’ (76)? Was ever seen such a
prodigy as this camel ? Camels we have known
and ridden in the desert of Cairo, but never did
we behold such an animal as this. Why does
not Mr. Warren consult the volume recently
published by Mr. Elijah Walton, “ The Camel :

its Anatomy, Proportions, and Paces ?”

—

Mr.
Weiinert has not got as good a result as we
had a right to expect out of a thoroughly telling

subject, ‘ George Fox Preaching in a Tavern
at Leicester’ (201). We do not accept Mr.
Wehnert’s reading of this man’s character—the
founder of the sect called Quakers. George
Fox is here depicted as a weak fanatic, and the
imbecility planted upon his countenance is

wholly out of keeping with the strong effect

produced by his words upon his hearers. The
artist has given to the assembled company varied
and appropriate expression, but he fails to carry
out the characters he indicates with circum-
stantial precision and consistency.—Near to the
last picture hangs a showy figure, * Ave Maria ’

(208), painted by Mrs. Elizabeth Murray.
The subject appears to bo a Roman model,
dressed in costume for the studio. To enact
the character required, the model casts her eyes
heavenwards. This is a cheap receipt for making
a popular picture.—Mr. Absolon has a well-

trained eye for composition
;
he knows precisely

the spot whereon to plant his figures, and he
tells a simple tale in cheerful accents. The
mere number of the pictures which this artist

paints, however, must preclude the possibility

of bestowing much thought on each. It is for-

tunate for a man when he can manage to pro-
duce even one great work in the year which



may advance his reputation. Fame thus sus-

tained may then he multiplied into as many
minor works as there remain in the year days

of leisure. The one great effort will raise sub-

ordinate products towards its own level. Mr.
Absolon has no such great effort, and this must
be counted his misfortune. Among the eleven

pictures of this artist, each in its way winning,

may be noted ‘ Our Wedding Tour over Lake
and Mountain’ (319), two pleasing subjects of

balanced composition bound together in one

frame. — Mr. Weigall’s ‘ Tete-a-tete inter-

rupted’ (100), is a commonplace subject, scarcely

redeemed by the treatment it receives. This

class of picture requires a studied precision, not

found either in the drawing of the figures or in

the disposition of the details.—Mr. Charles
Cattermole, on his entrance into the gallery

last year, showed cleverness which gave un-

doubted promise. His defects we then pointed

out. The lapse of another year does not find

the dangers diminished which then beset the

artist. In the drawing, ‘ A Desperate De-

fence’ (12), Mr. Cattermole manifests, as he did

a year ago, ready invention and a happy faculty

of composition
;
he puts his subject together

with point and purpose
;
his figures have action,

his incidents are dramatic. But the artist must
not stop here, otherwise he will have to be con-

tent with a subordinate instead of a first-rate

position in his profession. Ere it be too late,

he should put himself under severo training.

He must master the proportions of the figure,

both in action and in repose
;
he must study

drapery, as modulated by the forms which lie

beneath it. Mr. Cattermole is really in the

possession of so much ability, that it seems

a pity he should not give himself the best

possible chance.—The six drawings by Mr.

Jopling are unequal; that bearing the title

‘Three Friends’ (109), though not comparable

to ‘ Fluffy ’ of last year, is decidedly the best.

This work, which is primarily a composition of

colour, glows with the intensity of a missal

painting. The golden hair of the lady is set

beside a lustrous couch, itself a field of gold,

against which a green parrot glows as an eme-

rald. The cool purple of the lady’s dress serves

as a foil. Mr. Jopling, -as a colourist, has few,

if indeed any, rivals, either in this or the older

society.—Mr. C. Green, whose drawings we
had the pleasure of commending last year, on

the artist’s first appearance upon these walls,

has justified the favourable opinion then ex-

pressed. ‘ Grandfather’ 8 Birthday’ (33) is a

well-studied work. The story is nicely told.

The characters, however, are too much made up
of the lay figure

;
it were better that draperies

should be supported by bodies endowed with

life and motion. The upholstery and cabinet

work within the frame are capital, and the

drawing altogether is highly to be esteemed.

—

It were difficult to commend too highly a little

study, * The Bird’s Nest ’ (328), by Miss Emily
Farmer. An innocent little child, simply clad,

rejoices over her prize, a bird’s nest; such is

the unpretending subject, which Miss Farmer
has painted to perfection.—Mr. Luson Thomas,
known as a skilled draughtsman on wood, is

likely to prove an acquisition to the Society

which has recently elected him Associate.

* Homeward Bound, Boulogne Sands ’ (59), is

a drawing of much truth and character. The
women who are seen trudging along under their

heavy burden of nets and fishermen’s gear, are

capital studies wrought into a thoroughly artistic

picture.—Another newly-elected Associate who
makes a successful debut

, is Mr. W. Lucas.

‘Rustic Courtship’ (85) is a picture of some-

thing more than promise
;

it is the work of a

master who knows well what he is about.

There are landscapes in tliis room which make
a great show. On entering at the door the eye

is at once caught by one of Mr. Rowbotham’s
rapturous reveries, ‘La Cava near Naples’

(309), a drawing delicious in harmony of colour,

a panorama pitched in the highest key of Italian

romance. The poetic, but not eminently truth-

ful, style, to which Mr. Rowbotham surrenders

himself, is a little going out of date.—Attention

is likewise at once attracted to an equally effec-

Charles Vacher. We have ourselves sketched

on this very ground, and can from personal

knowledge attest the success of Mr. Vachcr’

s

delineation. These Saracenic domes and mina-

rets, now ruined, scattered over the arid desert

plain, which is canopied by a cloudless sky, and

peopled by the picturesque Arab and his atten-

dant camel, constitute one of the most im-

pressive scenes the traveller can visit, or the

artist portray. The success of Mr. Vacher’

s

delineation is a little marred by want of accu-

rate drawing in the galleries of the minaret,

which rises "as a principal object against the

light and cloudless sky.—‘ Tiberias and the Sea

of Galilee ’ (223), rendered by Mr. Telrin, the

well-known scene-painter, brilliant to the last

degree, is a landscape which indulges in excess

of contrast between the gold in the lights, and

the cobalt blue in the shadows.—Mr. Aaron
Penley practises a showy style, which, how-

ever, in such careful products as ‘Wastwater
’

(172), he reduces, by studied detail, down to

nature’s level.—Mr. Leitch, in his romance at

‘Borgetto on the Lago de Garda’ (214), also

gives way to the seductions of a showy manner.

The subject is effective, its putting together has

studied balance, and its colour is of a warmth
which only wants mitigating greys to render

the intensity unobjectionable.—Wo are not of

the number who think Mr. William Bennett

has improved his position by the change made

from picturesque to poetic landscape. There

was about his studies in Windsor Forest a truth

and a vigour, which his large and ambitious

efforts lack. ‘ Richmond Hill ’ (277) is a famed

scene, painted in this artist’s latest manner.

Such a subject, embracing, as it does, a wide

expanse of woodland, which stretches far into

the distant horizon, is bound to be impressive.

This drawing, however, owes more to the sccno

than to the artist ;
specially would we point out

a deficiency of individual study and character

in the trees.—The landscapes of Mr. Reed
always possess power

;
and the scenes he

chooses—generally a mountain valley in the

midst of a theatre of congregating hills—have

a majesty quite imposing. His picture of the

year, ‘The Conway Valley’ (29), is marked by
usual qualities; the mountains are roundly

modelled and firmly planted
;
the execution is

manly, the colour rich—perhaps, indeed, a little

too positive.—Mr. M'Kewan, in ‘The Valley

of Desolation’ (156), has portrayed the gnarled

trunks of old and stricken trees with naturalistic

vigour.—The feat and triumph of the Gallery

has been achieved by Mr. E. G. Warren, in a

study, the monument of untiring toil. ‘The

First Notes of the Cuckoo’ (70) is a most ela-

borate performance, and cannot but be accepted

with reverence, not unmingled, possibly, with

some regret. The labour here expended defies

power of estimate. The detail is countless. The
number of primroses, blue bells, buttercups,

and ferns exceeds calculation. Nevertheless,

the freedom of nature’s growth unrestrained is

missed, the vitality of the vegetable world is

wanted. The general effect is, perhaps, less

scattered than might have been expected. The
flooding light in the sky and on the landscape,

and the sparkling colour on the fields, which

shine like a tapestry of flowers, bring to the eye

exquisite joy.—The drawings of Mr. Hine are

pleasant
;

' those by Mr. Mole careful
;

Mr.

Harrison Weir’s studies of birds and animals

are accurate ;
Mr. Boys’ transcript of the well-

known apse of ‘ St. Peter’s Church, Caen’ (169)

is given with effect. Mr. Louis Haohe s vast

drawing, the oft-painted interior of ‘ St. Peter’s,

Rome ’ (251), lacks vigour and grandeur. The

best architectural works of the year arc con-

tributed by Mr. Skinner Prout: and reserving

one word for the animal creation, we need

scarcely say that sheep flocks are folded and

driven to field by Mr. Shalders with a truth

and a beauty which find no rivals.

We have passed over some Members and

Associates in silence. Every society will include

a certain number of artists—the fewer the better

who have mercantile interests to make rather

than professional honour to bestow. On the

whole, we think that the New Society with
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tive and certainly a more scrupulously exact gathering years grows in wisdom, and that age

drawing, ‘The Tombs of the Mamelooks’ (10), has enjoyed the privilege of renewed youth,

in the desert of Cairo, as sketched by Mr.

The twenty-ninth annual meeting ot the sub-

scribers to this institution was held on the 25th

of April, at the Adelphi Theatre, for the purpose

of receiving the report of the council, for the

distribution of prizes, and for presenting to the

honorary secretaries, Mr. George Godwin,
F.R.S., and Mr. Lewis Pocock, F.S.A., the

testimonials which have for some time past

been preparing for them by public subscription.

Mr. Charles Hill occupied the chair at the

meeting, in the absence, through illness, of the

president of the society, Lord Monteagle.

Some idea of the effects which the Art-Union
of London has had upon Art and artists is ob-

tained from the facts recorded in the last report

of the council. Since the foundation of the

Society, it has expended £324,000 in the pur-

chase of pictures and the production of works of

Art
;
these latter including 35 large engravings,

15 volumes of illustrative outlines, etchings,

and wood-engravings, 16 bronzes, 12 statues

and statuettes, besides figures and vases in

metal, and medals. No insignificant number of

all these various works have been circulated in

America and other colonies, and sometimes in

European continental states, thus circulating

British Art over the civilised world.

The subscriptions for the year 1864-5

amounted to £11,743, a smaller sum than they

have reached in the last few years : such fluc-

tuations must necessarily occur in spite of every

exertion and every attraction. The amount set

apart for the purchase of pictures which the

prizeholders may select from the public galleries

open at the present time, included 1 work of the

value of £200, 2 of £150, 3 of £100, 5 of £75,

5 of £60, 50 of £50, 10 of £40, 8 of £30, 18 of

£25, 16 of £20, 20 of £15, and 20 of £20 each.

To these were added 100 ‘Psyche’ vases, 100

porcelain busts of the Prince of Wales, from

the original by Morton Edwards
;
75 statuettes,

in porcelain, from J. Durham’s group ‘ Go to

Sleep,’ engraved in the Art-Journal for Decem-
ber, 1864; 200 chromo-lithographs of ‘Young
England ;

’ 200 chromo-lithographs of ‘ Wild
Roses,’ and 150 volumes of etchings by R.

Brandard.
The chairman, in moving the adoption of the

report, adverted to the thousands of good works

of Art distributed through the agency of this

society in the homes of the people of England

;

and argued from this that it was almost im-

possible to over-estimate the benefits that re-

sulted from this fact in improving the taste of

the public. Mr. S. C. Hall seconded the mo-
tion, and in his remarks contrasted the present

love of Art and the larger amount of sale for

British pictures now existing in comparison with

what was expended thirty years ago.

Professor Bell prefaced the presentation of

the testimonials to the honorary secretaries with

a few complimentary observations on the ser-

vices these gentlemen had rendered the society,

which unquestionably owes its long-continued

success to the zeal and ability they have always

shown in advancing its interests. Without such

efficient aid as they have given it is very ques-

tionable whether the Art-Union of London
would not long since have become a thing of

the past, instead of being, what it is, a well-

rooted and flourishing institution sending forth

its branches far and wide. When it is remem-
bered that the first annual subscription list was

below the sum of £500, and when this is con-

trasted with the large aggregate of funds re-

ceived and disbursed since, it must be quite

evident how much time and energy must have

been devoted to the working of the society in

order to produce such results. The testimonials

consisted of a group in silver, executed by
Messrs. .Elkington, from a design by W. F.

Woodington, representing “ Wisdom Encourag-

ing Genius,” with four appropriate tazzas.

The fortunate Manners of the principal prizes

are;—W. H. Webb, of Halifax, Nova Scotia,

£200
;
W. S. Macmahon, 2nd Life Guards, and

Miss F. Jenkinson, of Blackpool, £150; John

Hatton, of Thirsk, George Holdfast, of Dorset

Place, Clapham Road, and George Dodd, of

Basingstoke, £100.
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THE CESTTJS OF AGLAIA.

Chapter V.

Tiie work I have to do in this paper ought,
rightly, to have been thrown into the form
of an appendix to the last chapter ; for it is

no link of the cestus of Aglaia we have to
examine, but one of the crests of canine
piassion in the cestus of Scylla. Never-
theless, the girdle of the Grace cannot be
discerned in the full brightness of it, but by
comparing it with the dark torment of that
other

;
and (in what place or form matters

little) the work has to be done.
“ Rembrandt Van Rhyn ”—it is said, in

the last edition of a very valuable work * (for

which, nevertheless, I could wish that
greater lightness in the hand should be ob-
tained by the publication of its information
in one volume, and its criticism in another)
—was “ the most attractive and original of
painters.” It may be so

;
but there are

attractions, and attractions. The sun at-
tracts the planets—and a candle, night-
moths

; the one with perhaps somewhat of
benefit to the planets ;—but with what
benefit the other to the moths, one would
be glad to learn from those desert flies, of
whom, one company haring extinguished
Mi'. Kinglake’s candle with their bodies, the
remainder, ‘

‘ who had failed in obtaining
this martyrdom, became suddenly serious,
and clung despondingly to the canvas.”

Also, there are originalities, and origin-
alities. To invent a new thing, which is

also a precious thing
;
to be struck by a

divinely-guided Rod, and becomo a sudden
fountain of life to thirsty multitudes—this

is enviable. But to be distinct of men in
an original Sin

; elect for the initial letter

of a Lie ; the first apparent spot of an un-
known plague; a Root of bitterness, and
the first-bom worm of a company, studying
an original De-Composition,—this is perhaps
not so enviable. And if we think of it,

most human originality is apt to be of that
kind. Goodness is one, and immortal

;
it

may be received and communicated—not
originated : but Evil is various and recur-
rent, and may be misbegotten in endlessly
surprising ways.

But, that we may know better in what
this originality consists, we find that our
author, after expatiating on the vast area
of the Pantheon, “illuminated solely by
the small circular opening in the dome
above,” and on other similar conditions of
luminous contraction, tells us that ‘

‘ toRem-
brandt belongs the glory of haring first em-
bodied in Art, and perpetuated, these rare
and beautiful effects of nature.” Such
effects are indeed rare in nature

;
but they

are not rare, absolutely. The sky, with
the sun in it, does not usually give the
impression of being dimly lighted through
a circular hole; but you may observe a
very similar effect any day in your coal-
cellar. The light is not Rembrandtesque
on the current, or banks, of a river

;
but it

is on those of a drain. Colour’ is not Rem-
brandtesque, usually, in a clean house

; but
is presently obtainable of that quality in a
dirty one. And without denying the plea-
santness of the mode of progression which
Mi'. Hazlitt, perhaps too enthusiastically,
describes as attainable in a background of
Rembrandt’s—“You stagger from one abyss
of obscurity to another”—I cannot feel it

an entirely glorious speciality to be clis-

* Womum’s “Epochs of Painting.” I have continual
occasion to quarrel with ray friend on these matters of
crit ical question

;
but I have deep respect for lus earnest

and patient research, and we remain friends—on the con-
dition that I am to learn much from him, and he (though
it may be questionable whose fault that is) nothing from
me.

tinguished, as Rembrandt was, from othei
great painters, chiefly by the liveliness o:

his darkness, and the dullness of his light.

Glorious, or inglorious, the speciality itseL

is easily and accurately definable. It is the
aim of the best painters to paint the noblest
things they can see by sunlight. It was
the aim of Rembrandt to paint the foulest
things he could see—by rushlight.
By rushlight, observo : material and

spiritual. As the sun for the outer world

;

so in the inner world of man, that which
“ epevva rctptua KotXiag ”*—“the candle of

God, searching the inmost parts.” If that
light within becomo but a more active kind
of darkness ;—if, abdicating the measuring
reed of modesty for sceptre, and ceasing to
measure with it, we dip it in such unctuous
and inflammable refuse as we can find, and
make our soul’s light into a tallow candle,
and thenceforward take our guttering,
sputtering, ill-smelling illumination about
with us, holding it out in fetid fingers—
encumbered with its lurid warmth of fun-
gous wick, and drip of stalactitic grease

—

that we may see, when another man would
have seen, or dreamed he saw, the flight

of a divine Virgin—only the lamp-light
upon the hair of a costermonger’s ass ;—that,

having to paint the good Samaritan, we
may see only in distance the back of the
good Samaritan, and in nearness the back
of the good Samaritan’s dog;—that having
to piaint the Annunciation to the Shepherds,
we may turn the announcement of peace
to men, into an announcement of mere
panic to beasts

;
and, in an unsightly fire-

work of unsightlier angels, see, as we see
always, the feet instead of the head, and
the shame instead of the honour;—and
finally concentrate and rest the sum of our
fame, as Titian on the Assumption of a
spirit, so we on the dissection of a carcase,
—perhaps by such fatuous fire, the less we
walk, and by such phosphoric glow, the
less wo shine, the better it may be for us,
and for all who would follow us.

Do not think I deny the greatness of
Rembrandt. In mere technical power (none
of his eulogists know that power better than
I, nor declare it in more distinct terms) he
might, if he had been educated in a true
school, have taken rank with the Venetians
themselves. But that type of distinction
between Titian’s Assumption, and Rem-
brandt’s Dissection, will represent for you
with sufficient significance the manner of
choice in all their work

; only it should
be associated with another characteristic
example of the same opposition (which I
have dwelt upon elsewhere) between Ve-
ronese and Rembrandt, in their concep-
tion of domestic life. Rembrandt’s picture,
at Dresden, of himself, with his wife sit-

ting on his knee, a roasted peacock on
the table, and a glass of champagne in
his hand, is the best work I know of all

he has left
; and it marks his speciality

with entire decision. It is, of course, a
dim candlelight; and the choice of the
sensual passions as the things specially and
for ever to be described and immortalised
out of his own private life and love, is

exactly that “painting the foulest thing by
rushlight ” which I have stated to be the
enduring purpose ofhis mind. And you will

find this hold in all minor treatment ; and
that to the uttermost : for as by your broken
rushlight you see little, and only corners and
points of things, and those very comers and
points ill and distortedly; so, although
Rembrandt knows the human face and
hand, and never fails in these, when they
are ugly, and he chooses to take pains with

them, he knows nothing else : the more pains

he takes with even familiar animals, the

worse they are (witness the horse in that plate

of the good Samaritan), and any attempts to

finish the first scribbled energy of his ima-
ginary lions and tigers, end always only in

the loss of the fiendish power and rage which
were all he could conceive in an animal.
His landscape, and foreground vegetation,

I mean afterwards to examine in compari-
son with Durer’s

;
but the real calibre and

nature of the man are best to be understood
by comparing the puny, ill-drawn, terror-

less, helpless, beggarly skeleton in his
‘ Youth Surprised by Death,’ with the figure

behind the tree in Durer’s plate (though it

is quite ono of Durer’s feeblest) of the same
subject. Absolutely ignorant of all natural

phenomena and law
;

absolutely careless

of all lovely living form, or growth, or
structure; able only to render with some
approach to veracity, what alone he had
looked at with some approach to attention,

—the pawnbroker’s festering heaps of old

clothes, and caps, and shoes—Rembrandt’s
execution is one grand evasion, and his

temper the grim contempt of a strong and
sullen animal in its defiled den, for the
humanity with which it is at war, for the
flowers which it tramples, and the light

which it fears.

Again, do not let it be thought that when
I call his execution evasive, I ignore the
difference between his touch, on brow or

lip, and a common workman’s
; but the

whole school of etching which he founded,
(and of painting, so far as it differs from
Venetian work) is inherently loose and
experimental. Etching is the very refuge
and mask of sentimental uncertainty, and
of rigorous ignorance. If you know any-
thing clearly, and have a firm hand, depend
upon it, you will draw it clearly

;
you will

not care to hide it among scratches and
burrs. And herein is the first grand dis-

tinction between etching and engraving

—

that in the etching needle you have an
almost irresistible temptation to a wanton
speed. There is, however, no real necessity
for such a distinction ; an etched line may
have been just as steadily drawn, and
seriously meant, as an engraved one

;
and

for the moment, waiving consideration of
this distinction, and opposing Rembrandt’s
work, considered merely as work of the
black line, to Holbein’s and Durer’s, as
work of the black line, I assert Rem-
brandt’s to be inherently evasive. You can-
not unite his manner with theirs ;—choice
between them is sternly put to you, when
first you touch the steel. Suppose, for in-

stance, you have to engrave, or etch, or
draw with pen and ink, a single head, and
that the head is to be approximately half
an inch in height, more or less (there is

a reason for assigning this condition re-
specting size, winch we will examine in
due time)

:
you have it in your power to

do it in one of two ways. You may lay
down some twenty or thirty entirely firm
and risible lines, of which cveiy one shall
be absolutely right, and do the utmost a
line can do. By their curvature they shall
render contour

; by their thickness, shade ;

by their place and form, every truth of
expression, and every condition of design.
The head of the soldier drawing his sword,
in Durer’s ‘ Cannon,’ is about half an inch
high, supposing the brow to be seen. The
chin is drawn with three lines, the lower
lip with two, the upper, including the
shadow from the nose, with five. Three
separate the cheek from the chin, giving
the principal points of character. Six lines

draw the cheek, and its incised traces of
care ; four are given to each of the eyes

;

* Prov. xix. 27.

2 z
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one, with, the outline, to the nose ;
three to

the frown of the forehead. None of these

touches could anywhere be altered—none
removed, without instantly visible harm

;

and their result is a head as perfect in cha-

racter as a portrait by Reynolds.

You may either do this—which, if you
can, it will generally be very advisable to

do—or, on the other hand, you may cover

the face with innumerable scratches, and let

your hand play with wanton freedom, until

the graceful scrabble concentrates itself

into shade. You may soften—efface—re-

touch— rebite— dot, and hatch, and re-

define. If you are a great master, yon will

soon get your character, and probably

keep it (Rembrandt often gets it at first,

nearly as securely as Durer)
;
but the de-

sign of it will be necessarily seen through

loose work, and modified by accident (as

you think) fortunate. The accidents which
occur to a practised hand are always at

first pleasing—the details which can be

hinted, however falsely, through the gather-

ing mystery, are always seducing. You
will find yourself gradually dwelling more
and more on little meannesses of form and
texture, and lustres of surface : on cracks

of skin, and films of fur and plume. You
will lose your way, and then see two ways,
and then many ways, and try to walk a

little distance on ali of them in turn, and
so, back again. You will find yourself

thinking of colours, and vexed because you
cannot imitate them ;

next, struggling to

render distances by indecision, which you
cannot by tone. Presently you will be con-

tending with finished pictures ;
labouring

at the etching, as if it were a painting. You
will leave off, after a whole day’s work (after

many days’ work if you choose to give

them), still unsatisfied. For final result

—

ifyou are as great as Rembrandt—you will

have most likely a heavy, black, cloudy

stain, with less character in it than the

first ten lines had. If you are not as great

as Rembrandt, you will have a stain by no
means cloudy

;
but sandy and broken,

—

instead of a face, a speckled phantom of a

face, patched, blotched, discomfited in every

texturo and form—ugly, assuredly
;
dull,

probably
;
an unmanageable and manifold

failure ill concealed by momentary, acci-

dental, undelightful, ignoble success.

Undelightful ; note this especially, for it

is the peculiar character of etching that it

cannot render beauty. You may hatch and
scratch your way to picturesqueness or to

deformity—never to beauty. You can etch

an old woman, or an ill-conditioned fellow.

But you cannot etch a girl—nor, un less in

his old age, or with very partial rendering

of him, a gentleman.
And thus, as farther belonging to, and

partly causative of, their choice of means,
there is always a tendency in etchers to

fasten on unlovely objects ;
and the whole

scheme of modern rapid work of this kind

is connected with a peculiar gloom which
results from the confinement of men,
partially informed, and wholly untrained, in

the midst of foul and vicious cities. A
sensitive and imaginative youth, early

driven to get his living by his art, has to

lodge, we will say, somewhere in the by-
streets of Paris, and is left there, tutorless,

to his own devices. Suppose him also

vicious or reckless, and there need be no
talk of his work farther

;
he will certainly

do nothing in a Dureresque manner. But
suppose him self-denying, virtuous, full of

gift and power—what are the elements of

Irving study within his reach ? All supreme
beauty is confined to the higher salons.

There are pretty faces in the streets, but no
stateliness nor splendour of humanity;

all pathos and grandeur is in suffering ;
no

purity of nature is accessible, but only

a terrible picturesqueness, mixed with

ghastly, with ludicrous, with base con-

comitants. Huge walls and roofs, dark

on the sunset sky, but plastered with ad-

vertisement bills, monstrous-figured, seen

farther than ever Parthenon shaft, or spire

of Sainte Chapelle. Interminable lines

of massy streets, wearisome with repe-

tition of commonest design, and degraded

by their gilded shops, wide-fuming, flaunt-

ing, glittering, with apparatus of eating or

of dress. Splendour of palace-flank and
goodly quay, insulted by floating cumber of

barge and bath, trivial, grotesque, indecent,

as cleansing vessels in a royal reception

room. Solemn avenues of blossomed trees,

shading puppet-showand baby-play
;
glades

of wild-wood, long withdrawn, purple with

faded shadows of blood; sweet windings

and reaches of river far among the brown
vines and white orchards, checked here by
the tie Notre Dame, to receive their nightly

sacrifice, and after playing with it among
their eddies, to give it up again, in those

quiet shapes that lie on the sloped slate

and clumsier than the French—rarer also,

by far, in the average English mind. The
only man of power equal to Dore’s whom
we have had lately among us, was William

Blake, whose temper fortunately took

another turn. But in the calamity and
vulgarity of daily circumstance, in the

horror of our streets, in the discordance of

our thoughts, in the laborious looseness

and ostentatious cleverness of our work, we
are alike. And to French faults we add a

stupidity of our own
;

for which, so far

as I may in modesty take blame for any-

thing, as resulting from my own teaching,

I am more answerable than most men.
Having spoken earnestly against painting

without thinking, I now find our exhibitions

decorated with works of students who think

without painting ;
and our books illustrated

by scratched woodcuts, representing very

ordinary people, who are presumed to bo

interesting in the picture, because the text

tells a story about them. Of this least lively

form of modern sensational work, however,

I shall have to speak on other grounds;

meantime, I am concerned only with its

manner
;

its incontinence of line and

Anio. Sibylline, indeed, in her secrecy, and
her sealing of destinies, by the baptism of the

quick water-drops which fall on each fading

face, unrecognised, nameless in th is Baptism

for ever. Wreathed thus throughout, that

Paris town, with beauty, and with unseemly
sin, n nseemlier death, as a fiend-city with

fair eyes ; for ever letting fall her silken rai-

ment so far as that one may “behold her

bosom and half her side.” Under whose
whispered teaching, and ^substitution of

“ Contes Drolatiques” for the tales of the

wood fairy, her children of Imagination

will do, what Jerome and Gustave Dore are

doing, and her whole world of lesser Art will

tables of the square built Temple of the !
method, associated with the slightness of

Death-Sibyl, who presides here over spray its real thought, and morbid acuteness of

of Seine, as yonder at Tiber over spray of irregular sensation
;
ungovemed all, and

’ ' ’ ’ one of the external and slight phases of that

beautiful Liberty which we are proclaim-

ing as essence of gospel to all the earth,

and shall presently, I suppose, when we
have had enough of it here, proclaim also

to the stars, with invitation to them out

of their courses.
“ But you asked us for ‘ free-heart’ out-

lines, and told us not to be slaves, only

thirty days ago.”

Inconsistent that I am ! so I did. But as

there are attractions, and attractions ;
origi-

nalities, and originalities, there are liberties,

and liberties. Yonder torrent, crystal-clear,

and arrow-swift, with its spray leaping into

sink'mto shadows of the street and of the I the air like white troops of fawns, is free,

boudoir-curtain, wherein the etching point I think. Lost, yonder, amidst bankless,

may disport itself with freedom enough.*
j

boundless marsh—soaking in slow shallow-

Nor are we slack in our companionship
j

ness, as it will, hither and thither, listless,

in these courses. Our imagination is slower among the poisonous reeds and unresisting

. A, I preparing ttoe sheets for rre,.. I d,»m«l ,

sline-it ^ free also. You may choose

on n passage in a novel of Champfleury’s, in which one ! which liberty you Will, and tne restraint 01

young student is encouraging another in his contest with
! yoicgfuJ rock, Or the dumb and edgeleSS

these and other such evils;—the evils are in this passage . « -i , 3 r\f +1iot o-n'l
accepted as necessities ; the inevitable deadliness of the shore of darkened sand. U1 tliat evu
clement is not seen, as it can hardly be except by those

j

liberty, which men are now glorifying, and
who live out of it. The encouragement, on such view, is

f •, y rnntinenre which is the
good and right; the connection of the young etcher’s power 01 Its opposite continence wmcn is uiu

with his poverty is curiously illustrative of the statements clasp and xpvoEi) TTEpoVl) Ol Aglaia S cestUS

in the text, and the whole passage, though long, is well we foy to firi fi out something in next
worth such space as it will ask here, in our small print. , ,

J 0
“ Cependant,” dit Thomas, “ on a vu des peintres de

,

adapter,

talent qui etaient partis de Paris aprfis avoir expose de bons

tableaux et qui s’en revenaient classiquement ennuyeux.

C’cst done la faute de l’enseignement de l’Academie.”
“ Bah !

” dit Gerard, “ rien n’arrete le developpement

d’un homme de talent : ni la misfire, ni la maladie, ni les

faux conseils. ni lesmauvaisenseignements. Nous sommes
environnes d’ennuyeux, d’imbeciles, de traitres, de laches

;

si nous sornmes forts, nous devons nous debarrasser de tous

ces ennemis. Si nous n’avons pas le courage, c’est-4-dire

une conviction profonde de l’art, nous succumbons, tant

pis, il u'y a rien a dire. Nous ne sommes pas des victimes,

nous n’etions pas dignes de faire de Part, et nous sommes
entres pas erreur dans ce beau et rude chemin qui mfine a

la popularity. On est doue, ou on ne Pest pas.”
^

“ Pourtant j’ai connu plus d’un peintre que la misfire a

paralyse completement, et qui, avec un peu d’aide, eflt pro-

duit tie belles choses. Au lieu de cela, il est tombe dans

les mains des marchands, et il s’est livre 4 de honteuses

lithographies.”
“ C’est qu’il fitait ne pour faire de pareilles lithographies.”

“ Mais,” dit Thomas, “ il pleure d’etre oblige de faire du
commerce.”

“ Il fait semblant de pleurer.”
“ Non, non,” dit Thomas.
“ Alors il se trompe sur lui-mfime :

puisqu’il comprend

Part, pourquoi ne fait-il pas d’art?”
“ Parce qu’il gagne a peu prfi3 sa

merce.”
, ,

.

“ On dirait que tu ne veux pas me comprendre, toi qui as

justement passe par 14. Comment faisais-tu quand tu etais

compositeur d’une impiimerie ? ”
.

“ Le soir,” dit Thomas, “ et le matin en kiver, 4 partir cle

quatre heures, je faisais des etudes 4 lalampe pendant deux

heures, jusqu’au moment oil j’alluis 4 Patelier.”

“ Et tu ne vivais pas de la peinture ?”

1 vie en faisant du com-

commerce en dehors de Part et que cependant tu etudiais.

Quand tu es sorti de l’imprimerie, comment as-tu vecu ? ”

“ Je faisais cinq ou six petites aquarelles par jour, que

je vendais, sous les arcades de l’Institut, six sous piece.”

“Et tu en vivais ; c’est encore du commerce. Tu vois

done que ni l’imprimerie, ni les petits dessins, 4 cinq sous,

ni la privation, ni la misfire ne font empeehe d’arriver.”

“ Je ne suis pas arrive.”

“N’importe, tu arriveras certainement. *****
Si tu veux d’autres exemples qui prouvent que la misfire et

les autres pifiges tendus sous nos pas ne doivent rien arreter,

tu te rappelles bien ce pauvre gargon dont vous admiriez les

eaux-fortes, que vous mettiez aussi liaut quo Rembrandt,

et qui auruit ete loin, disiez-vous. s’il n’avait tant souffert

de la faim. Qu’a-t-il fait le jour 0C1 il lui est tombfi un petit

heritage du ciel ? ”

“ B est vrai,” dit Thomas, embarrasse ;
“ qu’il a perdu

tout son sentiment.”
“Cen’etait pas cependant une de ces grosses fortunes

qui tuent un homme, qui le rendent lourd, tier et insolent

:

il avait juste de quoi vivre, six cents francs de rentes, une

fortune pour lui, qui vivait avec cinq francs par mois. Il a

continue 4 travailler; mais ses eaux-fortes n’fitaient plus

supportables ;
tandis qu’avant, il vivait avec un morceau de

pain et des legumes ; alors il avait du talent. Cela, Thomas,

doit te prouver que ni les mauvais enseignements, ni les

1

influences, ni la misfire, ni la faim. ni la maladie, ne peuvent

eorrompre une nature bien doufie. Elle souffre; mais

trouvemoi un grand artiste qui n’ait pas souffert. Il n’y a

pas un seul homme de genie heureux depuis que l’humanite

existe.”
“ J’ai pnvie,” dit Thomas, “ de te faire cadeau d’une

jolie cravate.”
“ Pourquoi ? ” dit Gerard.

_

“ Parce que tu as bien parle.”

“tu vois bien que tu faisais du
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THE EARLIEST PORCELAIN
MANUFACTORY IN ENGLAND,

AND

IMITATION OF THE COLOGNE WARE IN THE
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY.

FULHAM.

John Dwight, M.A. of Christ Church
College, Oxford, was the inventor of porce-
lain in England

;
he was secretary to Brian

Walton, who died in 1660, and to Henry
Feme and George Hall, successive Bishops
of Chester.

Dwight established a manufactory for

the production of porcelain at Fulham in
1671.

Having made this assertion, we will, as
briefly as possible, review the claims put
forward by French writers on this subject.

The first attempt to make porcelain in
France was by Louis Poterat, Sieur de St.

Etienne, at Rouen, who obtained letters

patent in 1673. It appears never to have
succeeded, and a very imperfect description
only was produced. In the letters patent
accorded to the heirs of Chicanneau, at
St. Cloud, in 1702 (which was really the
first successful attempt in France), infer-

ence is made to the previous grant to Louis
Poterat in these terms:—“We formerly
considered the manufacture of porcelain
so advantageous to our kingdom, that we
accorded privileges to Sieur St. Etienne,
at Eouen

; but the said St. Etienne did
nothing more than approach the secret, and
never brought it to the perfection these
petitioners have acquired.”
The second attempt in point of date was

that of Chicanneau, at St. Cloud, just re-
ferred to, said to have been invented about
1695, but patented in 1702.

M. A. Jacquemart (“Histoire de la Por-
celaine,” Paris, 1862, p. 458) has recently
put forth a claim for a certain Claude R6ve-
rend as a maker of porcelain. He quotes a
decree of the year 1664, granting to Claude
Reverend the privilege of making Fayence
and imitating Porcelain; the words are,
“ De faire la faience et contrefaire la porce-
laine aussi belle et plus que celle qui vient

des Indes Orientates," evidently one and the
same process. The document goes on to
say that this secret manufacture he had
accomplished and brought to perfection in
Holland, where the greater portion of his
stock still remained, which he wished to
transport into France. This is clearly a
manufacture of Fayence* in imitation of
porcelain. Claude EtSverend does not say,
Qu'ilfait une porcelaine veritable, translucide

et aussi belle que celle qui vient des Indes
,
but

“ 11 contrcfait une porcelaine aussi belle,'’' &c.,
and not a word is said about its trans-
lucence, or any other quality possessed by
porcelain, f
Dwight’s porcelain was, therefore, made

two years before that of Louis Poterat at
Eouen, and twenty-four years before it is

said to have been invented by Chicanneau,
and thirty-one before the dato of the letters

patent granted to his successors at St.

Cloud, in 1702.

Having disposed of the question of pre-

* Fayence is an opaque earthenware, covered with stan-
niferous enamel glaze of opaque white, forming a ground
for painting designs or subjects in other enamel colours.
This enamel may be defined as a glass, rendered opaque
by the introduction of oxide of tin. Among the specimens
of this particular ware may be noted Luca della Robbia,
Majolica, Delft, French Fayence, &c.

f Porcelain is an earthenware possessing these indis-
pensable properties ;—it is fine, hard, dense, durable, and
sonorous ; translucent, a fine close grain, white, approach-
ing the tint of milk, covered with a glaze, clear, white,
transparent, and fine, and will sustain considerable alterna-
tions of temperature.

cedence as regards porcelain, we will now
speak of other discoveries made by John
Dwight. His second invention was of even
greater importance to the community at

large, and the commercial interests of this

country : I allude to his successful imita-

tion of the Gres de Cologne.*
Several attempts had been made in pre-

vious years to compete with the potters of

Cologne, but these endeavours had hitherto

been unavailing, the durability, compact-
ness of material, imperviousness of glaze,

and consequent cleanliness of the vessels,

could not be imitated. AE England, there-

fore, continued to be supplied with German
pots. Finding they could not manufacture
them, the English potters tried to destroy

the monopoly of the Cologne merchants
who imported them, but the duty received

by the English government on the ware
formed too important an item to be aban-
doned without sufficient cause.

Some years since the writer discovered

among the Lansdowne MSS. a curious
petition from a person of the name of

Simpson, addressed to Queen Elizabeth, as

follows :

—

“The Sewte ofWilliamSimpson, Merchaunt,

—

Whereas one Garnet Tyncs, a straunger livinge

in Aeon (Aix la Chapelle), in the parte beyond
the seas, being none of her Mattes subjecte, doth
buy uppe alle the pottes made at Culloin, called

Drinking stone pottes, and he onelio transporteth

them into this realm of England, and selleth

them: It may please your Matte to graunte unto
the sayd Simpson full power and onelie license

to provyde, transporte, and bring into this

realm the same or such like drinking pottes;

and the said Simpson will putt in good suretio

that it shall not be prejudiciall to anie of your
Mattes subjects, but that he will serve them as

plentifully, and sell them at as reasonable price

as the other hath sold them from tyme to tyme.
“ Item. He will be bound to double her

Mattes custome by the year, whenever it hath
been at the most.

“Item. He will as in him lieth drawe the

making of such like pottes into some decayed
towne within this realrne, wherebie manic a
hundred poore men may be sett a work.

“Note. That no Englishman doth transport

any potte into this realm, but onelie the said

Garnet Tynes
;
who also serveth all the Lowe

Countries and other places with pottes.”

From the following patent, about thirty

years later, it appears that Simpson was not
successful in his suit. The next application

is dated October 24th, 1626, when letters

patent were granted, the preamble to which
is interesting :

—

“ Whereas we have been given to understand
by our loving subjects, Thomas Rous or Ruis
and Abraham Cullyn of the City of London,
Merchants, that heretofore and at this present,

this our Kingdom of England and other our
dominions are and have been served with stone

pottes, stone jugges, and stone bottells out of

Foreign partes from beyond tho seas, and they
have likewise shewed unto us, that by their

industry and charge, not onely the materials

but also the Art and manufacture may be found
out and performed, never formerly used within
this our Kingdom of England by any, which
profitable invention they have already attempted
and in some good measure proceeded in, and
hope to perfect, by which many poore and un-
profitable people may be sett on worke, and put
to labour and good employment : We therefore

grant our Royal Priviledge for the Sole making
of the stone pottes, stone jugges, and stone
bottelles, for the terme of fourteene yeares, for

* This description of pottery is called in France gres
ctrame, in Germany steingut, in England stoneware. It
is a very dense, opaque substance, sonorous, and of extra-
ordinary hardness

; when struck by iron it emits sparks
like stone ; it is covered with a s'ilieo-alkaline glaze, or
common salt cast upon the surface of the ware when the
oven is at its greatest heat. The examples are the grtls of
Germany and Flanders, Chinese crackle, Beauvais, Crouch
ware, Wedgwood’s hardwares, &c.

a reward for their invencion, and they have
voluntarily offered unto us for the same a yearly
rent of five pounds towards our revenue, soe
long as they have benefitte by this our grant,
neyther doe they desire by vertue of such grant
to hinder the importacion of these commodities
by others from foreign parts.”

This was evidently the first exclusive
permission to make stone pots and jugs in
England. Judging from their names, they
were both foreigners—Eous or Ruis, and
Cullyn ; the latter, probably, took his name
from the city of Cologne.

But to return to John Dwight : it ap-
pears that his first discoveries were made
at Oxford, and that he had previously
established a manufactory in the county
for Dr. Plot states that Dwight’s great diffi-

culty was in the glazing of his porcelain,
which was the only obstacle that had pre-
vented him setting up a manufactory before

,

but that ho had eventually overcome it, by
which, I think, we may infer such to be
the case. That his inventions were well
known to, and appreciated by, the scientific

men of the time, is evidenced by the fol-

lowing interesting notice by Dr. Plot, in
his “History of Oxfordshire,” published in
1677, which, from its important bearing
upon these valuable discoveries, we quote
at length :

—

“§ 84. Amongst arts that concern formation
of earths, I shall not mention the making of pots
at Marsh Balden and Nuneham Courtney, nor
of tobacco-pipes of the white earth of Shotover,
since those places are now deserted. Nor in-
deed was there, as I ever heard of, anything
extraordinary performed during the working
these earths, nor is there now of a very good
tobacco-pipe clay foimd in the parish of Hors-
path, since the first printing.of the third chapter
of this history. . . . Let it suffice for things of
this nature, that tho ingenious John Dwight,
formorly M.A. of Christ Church College, Oxon,
hath discovered the mystery of the stone or Cologne
wares (such as D’Alva bottles, jugs, noggins),
heretofore made only in Germany, and by the
Dutch brought over into England in great
quantities; and hath set up a manufacture of
the same, which (by methods and contrivances
of his own, altogether unlike those used by the
Germans), in three or four years time, he hath
brought it to greater perfection than it has at-
tained where it hath been used for many ages,
insomuch that the Company of Glass-sellers of
London, who are tho dealers for that commodity,
have contracted with the inventor to buy only
of his English manufacture, and refuse the
foreign.”

“ § 85. He hath discovered also the mystery
of the Hessian wares, and vessels for reteining
the penetrating salts and spirits of the chymists,
more serviceable than were ever made in Eng-
land, or imported from Germany itself.”

“ § 86. And hath foimd ways to make an
earth white and transparent as porcellane, and not
distinguishable from it by the eye, or by expe-
riments that have been purposely made to try
wherein they disagree. To this earth he hath
added the colours that are usual in the coloured
china ware, and divers others not seen before.
The skill that hath been wanting to set up a
manufacture of this transparent earthenware in
England, like that of china, is the glazing of
the white earth, which hath much puzzled the
projector, but now that difficulty also is, in
great measure, overcome.”
“§ 87. He hath also caused to be modelled

statues or figures of the said transparent earth (a
thing not done elsewhere, for China affords us
only imperfect mouldings), which he hath diver-
sified with great variety of colours, making them
of the colour of iron, copper, brass, and party-
colour’d as some Achat-stones. The consider-
ations that induced him to this attempt, were
the duration of this hard-burnt earth, much
above brass or marble, against all air and wea-
ther

;
and the softness of the matter to be mo-

delled, which makes it capable of more curious
work than stones that are wrought with chisels,
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or metals that are cast. In short, he has so ad- r

vanced the Art Plastiek, that ’tis dubious whe-
ther any man since Prometheus have excelled

him, not excepting the famous Dataophilus and
(

Gorgasus of Pliny.” (Nat. Hist., lib. 35, c. 12.) .

“ § 88. ?And these arts he employs about ma-
terials of English growth, and not much applved

to other uses ; for instance, he makes the stone

bottles of a clay in appearance like to Tobacco-

pipe clay, which will not make tobacco-pipes,

although the tobacco-pipe clay will makebottles

;

so that, that which hath lain buried and useless

to the owners, may become beneficial to them
by reason of this manufacture, and many work-

ing hands get good livelihoods, not to speak of

the very considerable sums of English Coyn
annually kept at home by it.

’
’—Nr. P/of s Natural

History of Oxfordshire. Oxford, 1677.

In Aubrey’s “Natural History of Wilt-

shire,” written about 1670-1680, whose

MSS. were edited by John Britton in 1847,

we read:—“In Vernknoll, adjoining the

lands of Easton Pierse, neer the brooke and

in it, I bored clay as blew as ultra marine,

and incomparably fine, without anything

of sand, &c., which perhaps might be proper

for Mr. Dwight for his making ofporcifaine.

It is also at other places hereabout, but ’tis

rare.”

The editor, in a note upon this passage,

remarks :
—“ It is not very clear that ‘ blew

clay,’ however fine, could be proper for the

‘ making of porcilaine,’ the chief charac-

teristic of which is its transparent white-

ness. Apart from this, however, Aubrey’s

remark is curious, as it intimates that the

manufacture of porcelain was attempted in

this country at an earlier period than is

generally believed. The famous porcelain

works at Chelsea were not established till

long afterwards, and according to Dr. Plot,

whoso * Natural History of Staffordshire
’

was published in 1686, the only kinds of

pottery then made in that county were the

coarse yellow, red, black, and mottled wares,

and of these the chief sale was to ‘ poor

crate men, who carried them on their backs

all over the country.’ ” Mr. Britton adds,

“ I have not found any account of the Mr.

Dwight mentioned by Aubrey, or of his

attempts to improve the Art of Potteiy.”

It is remarkablo that Britton, who has

here quoted Dr. Plot’s own words in 'his

“History of Staffordshire,” should never

have looked into the same author’s “His-
tory of Oxfordshire,” published nearly ten

years earlier
;
had he done so, ho would

have found Dwight’s name honourably
mentioned. Mr.' Britton’s doubt about the

“blew clay” being fit for porcelain, is

easily explained. The blue clay is con-

sidered the best for making porcelain, and
fetches the highest price

;
it not only burns

very white

,

but forms a ware of great solidity,

and will bear a larger proportion of flint than

any other.

From the foregoing accounts it is per-

fectly clear that an attempt was successfully

made to produce porcelain by John Dwight,

of Oxford, as early as the year 1671. Dr.

Plot says it was of transparent earth, coloured

with metallic colours, like that of china.

We may, therefore, assume that, having

perfected his discoveries, and finding the

sale of his newly-invented wares was likely

to be of considerable magnitude, he re-

moved his manufactory nearer the metro-

polis, and proceeded to secure his inventions

by patent.

His first patent is dated April 23, 1671,

and runs thus:
—“John Dwight, gentle-

man, hath represented unto us, that by his

own industry, and at his own proper costs

and charges, he hath invented and sett up
at Fulham, in our County of Middlesex,

several new manufactures, &c.” “The
mistery of transparent earthenware, com-

nonly knowno by the names of porcelains

r china, and Persian ware, as alsoe the

nisterie of the stone ware, vulgarly called

Cologne ware
;
and that he designed to

ntroduce a manufacture of the said wares

nto our kingdom of England, where they

lave not hitherto bene wrought or made ;

”

granted “ for the tearme of foureteene years,

laying yearly and every yeare during the

,aid terme twentie shiliinges of lawfull

money of England.”
That he continued these new manufac-

tures successfully is proved by his obtaining

at the expiration of this term of fourteen

years a renewal of his patent.

It is dated June 12th, 1684. “Severall

new manufactures or earthenwares, called

iy the names of white gorges (pitchers),

marbledjJorceZZewze vessels, statues, andfigures,

and fine stone gorges and vessells, never

before made in England or elsewhere ;
and

alsoe discovered the mistery of transparent

porcellane
,
and opacous redd and darke

coloured porcellane or china, and Persian

wares, and the mistery of the Cologne ox-

stone wares;” granted “for the term of

fourteene years.”

Unfortxmately, there is not a fragment

of porcelain in the Fulham trouvaille of Mr.

C. W. Reynolds, which we shall presently

have occasion to notice. But we must not

too hastily conclude that, because none is

yet known, there is none in existence. A
few years since, if any collector had inquired

where any pieces ofMoustiers Fayenco could

be procured, ho would have been told that

even the name had never been heard of as

a pottery
;
yet now we know that this place

was celebrated over Europe in the begin-

ning of the last century, as one of the

largest emporiums of the fictile art, and

numerous products can now be produced,

which had before been attributed to Rouen,

St. Cloud, and other places. The same

dark cloud hung over the productions of

porcelain at Florence, made as early as

1575 ; the Henri Deux ware of Oirons, near

Thouars, of the beginning of the sixteenth

ccntuiy; and other places which modem
research has brought to light. Such was

also the obscurity of the imitation Cologne

ware, so much lauded by Dr. Plot; but

now we know that it was extensively made
at Fulham, and although it has hitherto

been confounded with the German gr'es it-

self, yet wo can now easily distinguish and

refer it to its original source. The Com-
pany of Glass-sellers of London, who were

the dealers in that commodity, having con-

tracted to buy only his stone ware, to the

entire exclusion of the foreign, its sale must
have been veiy extensive.

The Fulham stoneware, in imitation o:

that of Cologne, is frequently seen at the

present day in collections. It is of exceed-

ingly hard and close texture, very compact

and sonorous with salt glaze, usually of t

grey coloxu-, ornamented with a brillianl

blue enamel, in bands, leaves, and flowers,

The stalks have frequently four or more

lines running parallel, as though drawn

with a flat notched stick on the moist clay

the flowers, as well as the outlines, are

raised, and painted a morone colour, some-

times with small raised ornaments of flowers

and cherubs’ heads, and medallions of kings

and queens of England in front, with Latin

names and titles, and initials of Charles II.

William III., William andMaiy, Anne, anc

George I. The forms are mugs, jugs

butter-pots, cylindrical or barrel-shaped

&c.
;
the jugs are spherical, with straigh

narrow necks, frequently ornamented ir

pewter like the Gennan, and raised medal

lions in front, with ^he lettei-s CR. WR. AR
GR., &c., in the German style of ornamenta

tion. These were in very common use, and

superseded the Bellannines and longbeards.

We must now direct especial attention to

a most interesting collection of the early

productions of the Fxxlham manufactory ,
in

:ho possession of Mr. C. W. Reynolds. It

consists of about twenty-five specimens,

which have been preserved by successive

members of the Dwight family, where they

had l-emained as heii'looms since the period

of their manufacture, and were purchased

from the last representative of the family.

The statuettes and busts are of gr'es or stone-

ware, beautifully modelled :—A large bust

of Charles II., life-size, wearing the Order

of the George and collar ;
smaller busts of

Charles II. and James IL, the large wigs,

lace ties, &c., being minutely modelled;

two female busts, with diadems
;
full-length

figxires of Flora, Minerva, Meleager; a,

sportsman in the costume of Chai-les II. ’s

reign ; a girl holding flowers, two lambs by
her side

;
a girl with her hands clasped,

drapery over her head and round her body,

at her feet a skull and plucked flowers

—

the two last are probably members of

Dwight’s family
;
five stoneware statuettes

in imitation of bronze, of Jupiter, Neptune,

Mars, Meleager, and Satxun. These figm-es

are from seven to thirteen inches high.

But the most interesting relic of the manxx-

factory, executed in the hard stoneware, is

a beautiful half-length figure of a lifeless

female child, lying upon a pillow, with eyes

closed, her hands on her breast clasping a

bouquet of flowers, and a broad lace band

over her forehead, evidently modelled from

the child after death. This most touching

memento of one of the earliest of England’s

potters recalls the words of Dr. Plot, that
‘
‘ he had so far advanced the art plastic,

that ’tis dubious whether any man since

Prometheus ever excelled him,” for the

child seems almost to breathe again. For-

tunately we are not left to conjecture its

history; it tells its own tale—for on the

back is inscribed in the clay, while yet

moist before baking, “ Lydia Dwight, died

March 3, 1672.” It was therefore executed

the year after he had taken out his first

patent. There is a large Fayence plateau,

twenty-three inches in diameter, in exact

imitation of the early Nevers ware, covered

with a rich bleu de Perse enamel, foriwhich

that manufacture was celebrated, decorated

with white flowers and scrolls, the centre

being filled with the royal arms and mono-
gram of Charles II., boldly sketched.

Among the minor productions arc a slate-

colom-ed bottle, with max-bled bands, and

white figures, in relief, of a church, birds,

Mei-ry Andrew, and in the centre the bxxsts

of William and Mary
;
another with white

figures as the last, and the lettex- C. ;
two

marbled bottles; a cylindrical mug, with

stamped ornaments iix relief, and in front

Hogarth’s ‘ Midnight Conversation ;’ a but-

ter-boat, the outside formed of leaves, and

stalk handle, like the early Chelsea pieces

;

and two open dishes in the form of leaves.

In looking over this collection, we are

astonished at the variety of Dwight’s pro-

ductions, and the great perfection to which

he had brought the potter’s art, both in the

manipxilation and the enamel coloxirs em-
ployed in decoration. The figures, bxists,

and groups are exquisitely modelled, and

will bear comparison with any contemporary

manufactures in Europe ; and a careful

inspection will convince any xxnprejudiced

mind of the erroneoxxs impression which

exists, that, until the time of Wedgwood,

the potter’s art in England was at a very

low ebb, and none but the rudest descrip-

tion of pottery was made, without any at-

tempt to display artistic excellence.
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CRYSTAL PALACE.] SIB JOSHUA REYNOLDS.*Such is especially the idea on the Conti-

nent. A recent French writer (Greslou,

“ Recherches sur la Ceramique”) says:

—

“ C'est a Wedgwood que VAngleterre est rede-

vable de scs plus grands progris dans Vart du
potier; Avantlui

,
lesproduits Anglais etaieni,

sous tous les rapports
,
a quelques exceptions ,

pres, bien infcrieures a ceux dcs autres pays."
The same writer, in speaking of the early

blue painted china of Worcester, and its

similarity to that of St. Cloud, inquires,
“ A qui VIndustrie Anglaise est die redevable

de la connaissance de ce genre de decoration ?"

and endeavours thus to solve the problem

:

“ Peutetre a un ouvrier transfuge de notre

pays, peut etre aussi a Martin Lister car on
sait que celui-ci lors du voyage qu'il fit en
France en 1698 visitci St. Cloud, &c.”

Here, however, we have examples of

English pottery a century before Josiah
Wedgwood’s time, which would not dis-

grace the atelier of that distinguished potter

himself, and convincing proofs of a know-
ledge of the art of making and decorating
porcelain long before it was made at St.

Cloud, so that we are not likely to be in-

debted to a deserter from that fabrique, nor
to the knowledge obtained by Dr. Martin
Lister, who, curiously enough (being an
Englishman), is the only person to bear
testimony to the excellence of the St. Cloud
porcelain, about which French authors of

the time are altogether silent.

The discover}' of the two patents granted
to John Dwight in 1671, and to Ariens Van
Hanime in 1676, now published for the first

time in treating on the matter, opens a new
field for research in another direction.

In the obituary of the Gentleman's Maga-
zine for 1737, we find the following notice
“ At Fulham, Dr. Dwight, author of several
curious treatises on physic

;
he was the

first that found out the secret to colour
earthenware like china.”
Whether this notice refers to John Dwight

or to his brother, Dr. Dwight, who, accord-
ing to Lysons, was Vicar of Fulham, we
cannot satisfactorily decide, but the former
must have died about this time, leaving the
business to bo carried on by his daughter,
Margaret Dwight, in partnership with a
Mr. Warland. But they were not success-

ful, for in 1746 the Gazette informs us that
Margaret Dwight and Thomas Warland, of

Fulham, potters, were bankrupts. This
daughter was subsequently married to Mr.
White, who re-established the pottery.

Lysons, writing in 1795, says, “ The works
are still carried on at Fulham by Mr. White,
a descendant in the female line of the first

proprietor. Mr. "White’s father, who mar-
ried one of the Dwight family (a niece of
Dr. Dwight, Vicar of Fulham), obtained a
premium in 1761 from the Society for the
Encouragement of Arts, &c., “for the mak-
ing of crucibles of British materials.”

In 1762, 25th January, William White,
of Fulham, potter, took out a patent for his

invention of “ A new manufacture of cru-
cibles for the melting metals and salts, &c.,
called by the name of white crucibles or
melting pottes, made of British materials,
and never before made in England or else-

where, and which I have lately sett up at
Fulham. Take Stourbridge clay and Dor-
setshire clay, calcined; mix them with
Woolwich sand and water

;
to be trodden

with the feet and then burned.”
In 1813 the manufactory was in the

hands of Mr. White, a son of the above, and
the articles then made were chiefly stone
jars, pots, jugs, &c. The works are still

continued on the old premises at Fulham.

.
W. Chaffers.

THE PICTURE GALLERIES.

In this, the tenth year ofthe permanentArt-exhi-
bition of the Crystal Palace, justice must again

be done to Mr. Wass’ management of this de-

partment, by unqualified commendation of the

energy and judgment whereby increasing at-

traction is given to the collections. It is grati-

fying to learn that the examples set by Mr.
David Price and Mr. Bicknell, in confiding for

exhibition in these galleries portions of their

various collections, are likely to he followed

by other eminent patrons of Fine Art; so that

each season will afford, as a principal feature, a
selection of works not otherwise accessible to

the public. These valuable additions will ho
regarded with a special interest as presenting

opportunities of becoming acquainted with pic-

tures many of which have never been exhibited,

and of renewing our acquaintance with others

we should he unwilling to forget. There are

many collections both in and around London,
the temporary access to which, by such provi-

sions as those available at the Crystal Palace,

would he considered as a boon both by artists

and the public.

The catalogue of the present season describes

upwards of fifteen hundred pictures and draw-
ings, beginning with Vcrrio's copies of Eaf-

faelle’s cartoons, now at South Kensington, and
followed by a long list of English and foreign

works, of which many are productions of great

excellence. In the copies of the old masters

alone, by the late Benjamin West, is a profitable

field of study for the young painter who pur-

poses visiting the galleries of Italy. Of these

there are one hundred and thirty-one, and
among them drawings of a selection of the most
famous pictures on the Continent. Making
copies like these was West’s occupation for

years, and he acquired such facility and rapidity

as to stand alone in this kind of practice. It

may he thero are not many important pic-

tures painted expressly for this gallery
;

hut
when it is stated that the sales of the last year
amounted to £7,000, there is no reason why en-

tire collections should not he hung there for the

first time, although such an arrangement might
prevent the re-exhibition of many works which,

although hut seen, perhaps, on rare oppor-

tunities during one season, have yet been held

in cherished remembrance by discriminating

lovers of Art. There have been reproduced
here at different times since the establishment

of this gallery, works by Etty, Stanfield,

Roberts, Goodall, Hilton, Creswick, Stothard,

Bright, Muller, and of a host of other artists of

our school, whose names are a guarantee for

the real merit of the pictures to which they
attach. On the walls at the present time arc

pictures by the late A. L. Egg, R.A., by W. E.
Frost, A.R.A., F. Danhy, A.R.A., S. Hart, R.A.,

P. II. Calderon, A.R.A., G. Stanfield, W. D.
Kennedy, F. B. Barwell, J. Uwins, R.A., H.
Bright, E. Hargitt, E. T. Parris, L. W. Desanges,
W. Duffield, J. II. S. Mann, W. Frazer, J.

Hayliar, W. E. Bates, E. J. Niemann, S. Bough,
W. Midler, F. Stone, A.R.A., and others.

Among the pictures of the foreign schools is

one that was presented to Garibaldi by the

ladies of Milan : it represents the patriot borne
wounded down the heights of Aspromonte, sur-

rounded by all the notables of his staff. By
the Baron Leys is a marvellous * Dutch Wed-
ding;’ also subjects by the Baron Wappers,
Verboeckhoven, Christi and Verboeckhoven, De
Biefve, Van Schendel, Muhr, Witkampt, Schles-

singer, Hillemacher, Grellet, Fichel, P£crus,

Edouard Frdre, Greenland, &c. The responsi-

bility of the arrangements for this department
rests, we believe, with Mr. Wass—the discern-

ment and order of whose dispositions cannot,

as already intimated, be too highly praised.

The present notice is necessarily limited to

giving the names of the artists, among whom
arc many of distinction. Foreign schools have al-

ways been well represented at the Crystal Palace,

so that even there, before seeking acquaintance

with the living schools of France, Belgium, and
Holland in their native cities, a good concep-

tion of their characters may be formed.

3 A

Joshua Reynolds is a name which sounds
ever pleasant in our ears. The Art-criticism

of Charles Robert Leslie was only less

catholic and delicate than his painting

;

and Tom Taylor, captain, professor, and
secretary, dramatist, critic, and biographer,

has long ago won his spurs as a sharp and
discriminating observer of human life and
character. We therefore took up these two
long-promised and bulky volumes in the

confident expectation that a literary treat

of no common excellence was before us,

and we have arrived at an opposite conclu-
sion with very great reluctance.

Mr. Taylor's task was no doubt a difficult

one. We have no means of ascertaining

the exact state in which Mr. Leslie left his

manuscript, but, as we are told that it had
been his “cherished object for many years

”

to vindicate the memory of Reynolds from
the injurious tone of Allan Cunningham’s
biography, and as we find his narrative

and his criticism extending over every

period of Sir Joshua’s career—from his birth

to his burial—it is probable that tho whole
work was rough-cast, and wanted little more
than the final revision of its author. But
at this stagethe hand ofdeath intervened, and
the manuscript was consigned to Mr. Taylor
with an apparent carte blanche to do as he
liked with it, Mr. Murray no doubt feeling

a justifiable confidence that it was perfectly

safe in the hands of so skilful a manipulator
of other men’s ideas.

The style in which Leslie writes is, as

usual, simple and pure, and his criticisms

on Art are delivered with a modest good
sense which comes with a double grace from
one so well entitled to speak with authority.

Mr. Taylor, too, writes easily and clearly

enough, but his style wants the quiet

limpid flow of Leslie’s, and he dogmatises
on paintings and theories of Art with all

the assurance of a Barry or a Haydon.
Lord Chatham’s happy description of the
Rhone and the Saone joining without
mingling, affords but a feeble image of the

manner in which the joiut streams of Leslie

and Taylor refuse to combine in the volumes
now before us; while, as if to add to the

straggling elements, the crude jottings

from Sir Joshua’s little pocket-books, which
are inserted at annual intervals, have been
annotated apparently by an independent
hand which takes no heed about repeating

information already given in text or notes.

We have thus, as it were, four writers before

us at the same time, Leslie, Reynolds, the

annotator, and Taylor, and are involved in

all the confusion of a Diatessaron.

To preserve some sort of distinction

between the contributions, brackets of the
kind employed in the bad-leg-of-mutton
edition of Boswell’s “ Johnson ” are resorted

to ; but, while sometimes, as at vol. ii. p. 128,

we have such an important sentence as the
following “ [(at Christchurch, Oxford)]” os-

tentatiously isolated, the brackets are never
continued at the top of each page according

to Mr. Croker’s plan, and are frequently

omitted where “internal evidence” tells

us very plainly they ought to be inserted.

But in a joint-stock association of this

description the critic can recognise no con-
dition of Limited Liability. Mr. Taylor had
full power to omit where ho pleased, and if

not to omit, to correct, and he must not

complain if he is occasionally blamed for

* Life and Times of Sir Joshua Reynolds. With
Notices of some of his Contemporaries. Commenced by
Charles Robert Leslie, R.A. ;

continued and concluded by
Tom Taylor, M.A. In 2 vols., with Portraits and Illustra-

tions. Published by John Murray, London.
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blunders which were not in the first instance

his own.
To justify the ambitious and wide-spread-

ing title of Life and Times, we are pre-

sented at the beginning of each year with

a review of the state of Europe, embracing

an account of all the “ stirring incidents
”

which our author (vol. i. p. 122) curiously

subdivides into “parliamentary, social, and
national.” Now, considering that Reynolds

arrived from Italy in 1752, and died in

1792 in the full possession of his faculties

and his fame, and that his career thus

extended over forty most important years

of our history, Mr. Taylor must be admitted

to have had an ample field to expatiate

upon, and we are somewhat surprised to

find (vol. ii. p. 375) that there is “ but one

episode in the political history of that half

century on which the mind can rest with

satisfaction.” This episode is declared to

be “the too brief second Rockingham ad-

ministration,” which lasted barely three
;

months, so that the remaining thirty-nine

years and three-quarters must be regarded

m a very piteous light. Mr. Taylor must
'

have forgotten that during this period Lord
Chatham had raised England to the very

pinnacle of greatness, and that Reynolds
was laid in St. Paul’s before a cloud had
passed over the glory of the statesman’s son.

While Mr. Taylor’s own views of politics

are peculiar, he represents the feelings of

Reynolds as still more remarkable. At
p. 190 of the second volume, when speaking

of one stage of the American war, he is

described as “ dispirited because the tide of

success seemed to be running strong and
steadily for the mother country and two
pages further on we find that he was
‘ ‘ destined to another deep mortification in

the surrender of his friend Burgoyne.”
There being, as far as we know, no founda-

tion at all for the former assertion, and no
reason to suppose that Reynolds felt any
such absorbing interest, or indeed any
interest at all, in the shallow and pretentious

coxcomb who, after so malignantly criticis-

ing the actions of men like Clive, had
shown himself so ludicrously unfit to follow*

in their footsteps.

In selecting the “ social stirring inci-

dents ” of each year, Mr. Taylor has an eye

rather to those which will furnish amusing
paragraphs than to such as bear more
directly on the career of his hero. Indeed

he would appear to consider this quite a

secondary consideration, for (vol. i. "p. 93)

we find him stating that ‘
‘ we have no list

of sitters for 1753-4, but the loss is the less to

be regretted since the time was a singularly

dull one.” Now this, if it means anything,

can only mean that the progress of Reynolds’

art, and the identification of the works which

he executed, are of small importance as

compared to the amusing little anecdotes

which the names of the sitters would
suggest, and the imaginary talk which he
would thus have been enabled to put into

their mouths ; for it is one of Mr. Taylor’s

ideas, that immediately any person became
seated in the old leather-covered, brass-

knobbed chair (which is so familiar to us in

many a noble painting and hardly less

noble mezzotint), at once, like the ancient

mariner, he recognised “ thewedding guest
”

in Sir Joshua :

—

“ I have strange power of speech

:

That moment that his face I see

I know the man that must hear me ;

To him my tale I teach.”

In pursuance of this idea, statesmen, philo-

sophers, unhappy spouses, and papilio-

naceous traviatas are all represented as

pouring their plans and their sorrows into

the confiding ear of Sir Joshua, who, by-

he-bye, must have left off painting to listen

;o them, as we do not suppose he could

lave held his ear-trumpet and his maul-

stick at one and the same time.

In some cases these imaginary confidences

are amusingly improbable : as, for instance

vol. i. p. 270), where we learn “that Rey-
rolds might have heard from that unwearied

intriguer, Lord Temple, who was sitting to

him in February, his ideas as to the pos-

sibility of an accommodation, before the

year was out, between the Grenvilles and
the Rockinghams.” Certainly he might

have heard it, but considering the character

of the sitter we can hardly conceive any-

thing more improbable. Mr. Taylor calls

him an “unwearied intriguer,” and he is

always represented as the most haughty
and reserved of human beings. There is

no trace of any intimacy existing between

him and Reynolds
;
and we believe Temple,

from all recorded of him, to have been the

very man to look down upon the painter’s

profession. Sir Joshua’s grand portrait of

him is the very incarnation of arrogant, ill-

conditioned self-importance.

So, too (vol. i. p. 160), “ Prince Edward
may have repeated to him, with all the glee

of his frank and joyous temperament, how
he had kissed the ladies all round at the

ball he had given them at St. Helen’s

;

and so, too, Benjamin Eranklin (vol. ii.

p. 99), whom “he must have met” some-

where, may (at this supposititious some-

where), “I doubt not, have often discussed

with him the rights and wrongs of the great

questions at issue between the mother-

country and the colonies.” How strange it

is that when these mythical confidences

with great men are brought so prominently

forward, no mention is made of the fact,

so honourable to Reynolds, that in 1790

Burke submitted to him the manuscript of

his ‘ ‘ Reflections on the French Revolution,”

the subsequent publication of which was to

produce so prodigious a sensation through-

out Europe.
But perhaps the most ingeniously gra-

tuitous instance of this peculiar kind of

biographical assumption is at page 327 of

the first volume, where some entries of the

word “Noverre” are found in one of the

pocket-books. It is not a “ pigment,” nor

a “ vehicle,” nor a sitter. At last it is dis-

covered that a fashionable dancing-master

of the period bore that name, and he is at

once assumed to be the person intended.

The whole matter then becomes perfectly

clear to Mi1

. Taylor, and Joshua Reynolds,

anno cetatis 46, is assumed to have been taking

dancing lessons in order that he might be

able to take an active part in the gaieties of

the time ! But this is not all. On the

strength of this pile of gratuitous assump-
tions we are treated to ten mortal columns

of small type in the shape of a “contem-
porary description which will help us to

see Vauxhall as Sir Joshua saw it in 1769.”

The annotator must be in error in stating

that this description is abbreviated. "We do

not well see how it could have been longer

or more tedious. After this we ought to

congratulate ourselves when (vol. i. p. 355)

we escape with only two long columns

describing the dresses at a masquerade, at

which, perhaps, Sir Joshua was present

!

At last, facts, and presumptive facts, and

declared fictions are so completely con-

founded, that Sir Joshua’s own imaginary

dialogues between himself and Johnson

and Gibbon and Johnson, are spoken o

(vol. i. p. 249) as if he had been merely

lumping together into two dialogues wha
Johnson had uttered in many conversa-

tions; whereas the great merit of these

very clever papers consists in their display

mg Reynolds’ power to enter into Johnson’s

mind by expressing himself as Johnson
would have done in the imaginary position

m which he has placed him. It is probable

Fat Reynolds never heard any one of these

ideas proceed from the mouth of Johnson,

and, indeed, many of them purposely border

on caricature. But Reynolds was writing a
playful squib, not an elaborate biography.

Mr. Taylor’s plan is so comprehensive,

and his manner so discursive, that it is hard
to say what topic may not be enlarged

upon in his pages, but if there is one to

which he has devoted more pains than

another, it must be pronounced to be the

tracing of the careers of the more celebrated
“ Anonymas,” as they would now be called,

whose names are found among the sitters

of Sir Joshua. Kitty Fisher,Nelly O’Brien,

and Poll Kennedy, are names which become
quite familiar to us in the course of these

volumes; and so well and pleasantly are

they written about, that if a Biographia

Erotica Britannica ever has to be compiled,

we should be at no loss to recommend an
editor. It is only just to say that the

friendly and familiar footing on which it is

evident they stood with Sir Joshua, is more
than sufficient to justify the space which is

devoted to them, and his high and un-
spotted character renders unnecessary any
protest which the constant use of the name
of Phryne, the friend of Praxiteles, in con-

nection with theirs, would otherwise have
called for. The affecting story of Miss
Kennedy’s noble struggle to save the lives

of her brothers is so creditable to her

woman’s heart, and so well told throughout,

that wo are tempted to forget the small

connection it has with the subject in hand,

and only to regret that it has been dis-

figui’edby one serious blemish of taste.

When an author deliberately strays from

his main subject, we feel that in proportion

as the work becomes purely voluntary, the

more incumbent it is upon him to observe

the most scrupulous accuracy in every

statement. When, therefore, we discovered

in the index that at vol. ii. p. 316, there was
to be found a “ sketch of the career ” of Sir

John Macpherson, our first impulse was
one of astonishment as to what that worthy
had done to entitle his “ career” to a place

in the “ Life of Sir Joshua Reynolds ;
” and

this being discovered to consist in the men-
tion of his name in a single letter, our next

was to examine what was said of him. We
were not prepared for any particular degree

of accuracy in this instance, but we were

certainly surprised to betold that he achieved

a reputation for courage at the “storming

of Bangalore,” a place which was not at-

tacked till some years after ho had finally

quitted India : and still more, that his

tenure of the Governor Generalship was
‘ ‘ marked by bold and able financial and
administrative reforms,” whereas it is per-

fectly well known that Warren Hastings

denounced him as unscrupulous and corrupt,

and that the Marquis Cornwallis charac-

terised his government as “ a system of the

dirtiest jobbing,” and himself as “ guilty of

degrading his country by his quibbles and

his Res,” and as “the most contemptible

and contemned governor that ever pretended

to govern !
” After this it will appear a

trifling error to represent General Ogle-

thorpe (vol. ii. p. 28) who was bom in the

year 1698, as “ serving as a lad of seventeen

under Eugene and Marlborough,” which

can hardly be the case, as eveiy schoolboy

knows, in these days of examinations, that

Marlborough was removed from his com-

mand in 1711. Oglethorpe did servo under

Eugene in his campaigns against the Turks,

but not tiR some years subsequently.
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Again, we liave a large space taken up
with, the entrance into life of Richard
Brinsley Sheridan and his first wife, Eliza

Linley, the “beauteous mother of a beau-
teous race.” In the course of this we are

told that “ her husband, proud of her as he
was, would never allow her to sing in

public after her marriage and, in the

preceding page, this marriage is fixed as

having taken place in March, 1772
;
while

in the same breath we learn that she “ sang
at CoveDt Garden in the Lent of 1773,” full

a twelvemonth subsequently, with such
effect, that Horace Walpole tells us she

was “ ogled ” by no less a person than his

Most Sacred Majesty King George III.

But the blundering does not end here. Has
Mi’. Taylor ever read the extraordinary
autobiographical letter which Miss Linley
herself wrote to her confidential friend,

Miss Saunders, and which she meant to bo
regarded as the Apologia pro vita, sua, or,

at least, for that critical portion of it ? Had
he done so, he would have learned much of

which he seems to be ignorant, and, in par-
ticular, would have been at no loss to

understand why “even the independent
and impulsive Duchess of Devonshire hesi-

tated at first about inviting the interesting

young couple to Devonshire House;” and
if he had further referred to so common a
book as Moore’s “Life of Sheridan,” ho
would certainly not have celebrated the

story of “Miss Linley’ s rejection of that

sordid old hunks, Richard Walter Long, the
Wiltshire miser.” He would there have
learned that this sordid old hunks proved
the reality of his attachment to her in a

way which Tom Moore (a judge in such
matters) considers “ few young lovers would
be romantic enough to imitate.” He was
formally engaged^ to many her with some-
thing more than the approbation of her
parents, but being secretly told by her that

she entertained an unhappy passion for a
married man of the name of Matthews, and
would be miserable as his wife, he “ gene-
rously took upon himself the whole blame
of breaking off the alliance, and even in-

demnified the father,' who was proceeding
to bring the transaction into court, by
settling £3,000 upon his daughter.” Mr.
Moore adds that “Mr. Sheridan owed to

this liberal conduct not only the possession

of the woman he loved, but the means of
supposing her during the first years of their

marriage.” It will be admitted that poor
Mi-. Long receives scant justice at the hands
of Sir Joshua Reynolds’ biographers !

Mr. Taylor calls Lady Sarah Lennox the
cousin of Charles Fox. She was his aunt,

the sister of his mother. He calls her
first husband, Sir Charles Bunbury, the
brother-in-law of Captain Horneck. He
was nothing of the sort. It was Hemy Bun-
bury, [the caricaturist, who married into

that family. He calls Lady Sarah’s second
husband General Napier : he never reached
a higher grade than colonel. And he states

that “ George III. would have married her
but for the negative put upon it by his

council.” We have never met with the
above fact in the course of our reading,

and doubt its truth. If the word ‘ ‘ mother ”

were substituted for “ council,” it would
perhaps be noarer the mark.
When we come to matters more imme-

diately connected with the history of Sir
Joshua Reynolds, we find equal reason to

be dissatisfied with the want of care to
ensure correctness

;
but before entering

into these, it will be proper to devote a few
lines to the previous biographers of the
great painter.

There can be no doubt that one of Sir

Joshua’s fondest hopes was that his Life

should[be undertaken by Edmund Burke, or,

faffing him, that it should bo written by
James Boswell, or Edmund Malone. But
Burke, bowed down by domestic sorrows,

and appalled and absorbed by the spectre of

revolutionary anarchy, contented himself

with writing that eloquent obituary notice

which, brief as it is, presents by far the

noblest eulogy which has ever yet been
pronounced on the great painter’s memory.
Mr. Leslie, indeed, tells us that Burke was
“no judge of Reynolds’ excellence as a

painter,” and Mr. Taylor makes no remark
of dissent

;
but whatuan be more felicitously

discriminating, as well as more eloquent,

than his remark that ‘
‘ his portraits remind

the spectator of the invention of history,

and the amenity of landscape. In painting

portraits, he appeared not to be raised upon
that platform, but to descend to it from a

higher sphere.”

The duty which was neglected by Burke
was hardly to be expected to be performed
by Boswell, now 'broken down by disease,

dissipation, and disappointment
;
and such

of his notes regarding Reynolds as had not

found a place in the immortal Life of John-
son, were made over to their common friend

Malone. But Malone, in his turn, had
ceased to bo what he was when ho had
found it a pastime to make himself the per-

fect master of all the dramatic literature of

England, and of everything bearing upon
it, however distant. He put off the task

from day to day, and at last produced
the short biographical sketch which forms
the introduction to the ordinary edition

of the Discourses. But brief and unsatis-

factory though it be, it is to our mind in-

finitely more valuable than the more am-
bitious “ life ” which succeeded it.

James Northcote came from the same
part of Devonshire as Reynolds, and being
introduced to him by the Mudges, was re-

ceived as an inmate into his house in

Leicester Square, and remained there for

some years. There is abundant evidence

to showthatNorthcote looked back upon this

period of his life with small satisfaction,

and that he regarded the memory of Rey-
nolds with even less affection than he did

the rest of mankind. He was a hard and
crabbed painter, with some power of telling

a story, but without one other artistic

qualification
;
and if we omit this power of

telling a story, the same character may be
applied to him as a writer. We only wish
his ‘

‘ Life of Reynolds ” had by some chance
crossed tho path of Mr. Carlyle’s pen. Its

author would then have been immortalised

in his proper place, as Dryasdust or Ape
of the Dead Sea. But, bad as it was, it

answered its turn by keeping the name of

Northcote before the world as the pupil

and friend of Sir Joshua, and so contri-

buting to swell the accumulation of three

per cents., the chink of whose dividends

was the one sound in which his sordid soul

found pleasure.

Northcote was succeeded by Farington,

also a Royal Academician, who, under the

gentle sway of West, is said to have usurped
the whole power of the president and coun-
cil. His declared object in writing was to

defend his brother members from Malone’s
assertion that they had driven Sir Joshua
from the chair of the Academy, and in this

we think he has succeeded. The true state

of the case was, perhaps, best hit off by
Haydon (Taylor’s Life, vol. ii. p. 149) :

—

1
‘ Reynolds was naturallyirritable. His good
fortune and success, with the submission

he received, kept him amiable ;
but the

first time he was thwarted, he got into a
passion and resigned.”

In 1829 Allan Cunningham published the

first volume of his “Lives of the British

Painters,” and of this a considerable space

was devoted to a memoir of Reynolds. It

is distinguished, like the rest of his sketches,

by lively narrative, shrewd common sense,

and ready appreciation of genius in all its

workings. But it so happened that he had

been thrown among men who had imbibed

the feeling against Reynolds which was
common to two-tliirds of the London artists

at the end of the last century. According

to them he was, to people above him, and to

equals who were not artists, as “ gentle,

complying, and bland,” as Goldsmith has

described
;
but beneath this pleasant sur-

face lay a cold and jealous nature, which

showed no sympathy for the feelings of

those below him, and which led him to

employ against “brothers near the throne”

all the unworthy arts which Pope has im-

puted to Addison. To this view of Sir

Joshua’s character, particularly as re-

garded his treatment of inferiors, we are

inclined to think that Cunningham has

attached, at least, as great importance as it

deserved. He would have escaped much
hostile criticism if he had anticipated Mr.

Leslie’s plan of accepting as conclusive the

evidence (of Northcote, for instance) when-
ever it is pleasant, and of quietly ignoring

or boldly rejecting it when it militates in

any way against his hero ! When Lord
Bolingbroke, in the presence of Voltaire,

was appealed to regarding the Duke of

Marlborough’s avarice, he answered, “ Ho
was so great a man that I have forgotten

his weaknesses ;

” and Reynolds is almost

great enough to deserve something of the

same respect.

We have no space to enter at length upon
the merits of the case “Leslie versus Cun-
ningham in re Reynolds,” and will only

notice an amusing conflict of opinion be-

tween Leslie and his editor. At vol. i.

p. 48, Leslie says, “Allan Cunningham’s
accusation against Reynolds, that he re-

commended in his discourses the masters

he did not study, and said little or nothing

of those he did study, is wholly ground-
less.” And at vol. i. p. 340, Mr. Taylor

writes, “ I see in this excessive glorification

of the Caracci style, the influence of the

taste of the time upon the speaker, rather

than the conclusion of his genuine judg-
ment, and I appeal from the Pall-Mall Dis-

course to theVenetian Notes,” which is precisely

what Cunningham had asserted and Leslie

so flatly contradicted. Elsewhere (vol. i.

p. 409) Mr. Taylor says, “ I cannot but
think Sir Joshua’s discourses among the

unsafest of all guides to the student.”

We have before said that we regarded the

memoir of Malone as of great importance.

It is so, because the facts related in it

were within the personal knowledge of the

author and his friends, and were in many
instances communicated to them by Sir

Joshua himself. Why, then, are the anec-

dotes taken from it mixed up with those

drawn from inferior authorities, without

any reference to the source from which
each is derived? As an example of how
an incident suffers from such neglect, we
will take the story of Sir Joshua’s early

knowledge of perspective. At vol. i. p. 48

we find the bald statement that, “ at eight

years old he had made himself sufficiently

master of perspective from the Jesuits’
treatise, to draw the school-house according

to rule—no easy matter, as the upper part

is half supported by a range of pillars.

‘ Now this,’ said his father, ‘ exemplifies

what the author asserts in his preface, that

by observing the rules laid down in this

book, a man may do wonders, for this is

wonderful.’ ” Now why are we not told



that this was related by Sir Joshua himself

to James Boswell ? And why are the fol-

lowing circumstances omitted? First, that

the book was not one procured for the pur-
pose, but formed a portion of his father’s

little library

—

“it happened to lie in the

window seat of my father's parlour and
second

,

that from this studying at eight
years old, “ / made myself so completely

master of it, that I never afterwards had
occasion to study any other treatise on the

subject.” With these omissions the story

loses half its weight and all its interest.

We will give yet another example of the
samo kind of unappreciative carelessness.

In the fourteenth discourse, where Rey-
nolds mentions, in speaking of the death-
bed conversation with Gainsborough, that,

“without entering into a detail of what
passed at this interview, the impression of

it upon my mind was, that his regret at

losing life was principally the regret of

losing his art
;
and more especially as he

now began, he said, to see what his de-

ficiencies were,” the biographer merely adds

that “ whatever more Sir Joshua might
have told of his interview must have been
to his own honour.” But instead of this

speculative conclusion, ought we not rather

to have been told the one circumstance
which Sir Joshua related to Malone, namely,
that the dying painter had many of his

unfinished pictures brought to his bedside

to show them to his illustrious rival, and to

tell him what he intended to do if he were
only spared to finish them ?

We had certainly expected that particular

pains would have been taken to throw light

on the intercourse between Reynolds and
Gainsborough, a subject on which Mr.
Taylor may rest assured the world takes

njore interest than in the history of a score

of “ Phrynes ;
” but, so far is this from

being the case, that of the little already

known, fully onerhalf is omitted. All that

is here recorded is that “soon after his

ment in finding that no mention whatever
is made of the familiar intercourse which
we know must havo existed at one time be-

tween him and Reynolds. Both the well-

known stories about Wilson’s enthusiasm
for his art rest on tho authority of Sir

Joshua, and were related by him as hap-
pening in his presence. “Picturesque”
Price says, “Sir Joshua Reynolds told me
that when he and Wilson were looking at

the view from Richmond Terrace,” &c., &c.,

&c. ; and in almost the same way “In-
valid” Mathews relates the companion
anecdote about the Fall of Terni. But
most particularly we had hoped for a contra-

diction of the statement that when Wilson
asked permission to hang one of his neg-
lected landscapes in Sir Joshua’s gallery,

he met with a point-blank refusal.

While perusing these volumes, we marked
down thirty-seven well-known names which
were mis-spelt, in addition to those cor-

rected in the printed Errata, and without

taking note of the lists of Sir Joshua’s

sitters ; we also remarked that “ looks

communing with the skies,” was printed

instead of “ looks commercing

;

” and that

Johnson, who was hard enough pressed to

explain why Garrick’s death could ‘
‘ have

eclipsed the gaiety of nations,” was made to

say that it “ eclipsed the gaiety of nature,”

which would havo been still more difficult

to clear up. We may mention, too, that at

vol. i. p. 280, Mr. Taylor is at a loss to

know why Reynolds sends no picture to the

exhibition of 1767. Had he studied Burke’s

letters to Barry, which we plainly see he
quotes at second-hand from Northcote, he
would have found, under date April 26, 1767,
1

1

The exhibition will be opened to-morrow.

Reynolds, though he has, I think, some
better portraits than he ever before painted,

does not think mere heads sufficient, and,

having no piece of fancy finished, sends in

nothing this time.”

In spite, however, of all we have said, and
arrival in London, Sir Joshua called on i of much more we could have said, we cannot

him, but the visit was not returned, and
j

help feeling that we are indebted to Mr.

for several years there was no intercourse : Leslie and to Mr. Taylor for their labours

;

between them ” (vol. ii. p. 83) ;
and again : and if the multifarious employments of the

(vol. ii. p. 379), “on Simday, the 3rd of
j

latter gentleman had left him leisure for the

November, 1732, and again on Sunday, the
;

thorough revision and condensation of his

10th, he has appointments with Mr. Gains-
j

materials, we rise convinced that he pos-

borough at ten. This is the nearest rap-
j

sesses tho other qualifications for his task.

prochement recorded of these illustrious ! As it is, however, the Life of Sir Joshua

rivals till Sir Joshua was called by the

dying Gainsborough to his bedside. The
progress of tho picture was interrupted by
Sir Joshua’s illness,—a paralytic attack of

sufficient severity to alarm his friends

seriously. Probably this attack prevented

even the second sitting to Gainsborough.”
We are thankful to Mr. Taylor for the dates

which he has here supplied to us
;
but why

are we not informed of what Sir Joshua
himself told Malone on the subject?—that

after several years of uncivil neglect on the

part of Gainsborough he at last returned
his call, and solicited him to sit for his

picture—that he sat once, but, being soon
after affected by a slight paralytic stroke,

he was obliged to go to Bath—that on his

coming back perfectly recovered, he sent

word to Gainsborough that he was returned,

to which he only replied he was glad to

hear he was well, and never afterwards de-

sired him to sit, or called upon him, or had
any intercourse with him till he was dying.

The dates of the two appointments for sit-

tings completely confirm Sir Joshua’s story,

and if Mr. Taylor had met with it, he would
not have had to say that probably the second

sitting did not take place.

After writing of Gainsborough the name
of Wilson naturally occurs to us, and here,

too, we have to complain of our disappoint-

Reynolds has yet to be written.

ART IN CONTINENTAL STATES.

Paris.—The sale of pictures by auction at

this season of tho year has become almost as

common in Paris as in London. Last month
we noticed the dispersion of the " Pourtales

Gallery
;
since then the collection of the Duchess

de Berri has been submitted to tho hammer.

The principal pictures were the following, but

the prices they realised were considerably less

than was generally expected, owing, as it was

alleged in the room, to a combination among
the dealers to prevent any “ rise :

”—
‘ The Dog

of the Regiment,’ £604
;
and ‘ The Wounded

Trumpeter,’ £660 : these are tho two celebrated

pictures by Horace Vernet, painted for the Duke
de Berri in 1816, and are well known by the

engravings from them. ‘ The Unfortunate

Family/ P. Proudhon, £1,000 ;
‘ Entry of

Henry IY. into Paris,’ Gerard, £124; ‘The

Theatre of the Ambigu-Comique on a Free

Night,’ Boilly, £138; ‘Portrait of Madame
Pompadour,’ F. Guerin, £136 ;

‘ Lady Hamilton

as a Sibyl,’ Y. Lebrun, £200; ‘Portrait of

Christina of Savoy,’ F. Probus, £324.

Munich.—A statue of Claude has been exe-

cuted at the expense of the King of Bavaria

for erection in the neighbourhood of this city :

it was expected to be placed on the site in-

tended for it during the last month.

SELECTED PICTURES.
FROM THE PICTURE IN THE POSSESSION OF

THE PUBLISHER.

THE ZOUAVE’S STORY.

F. W. Topham, Painter. C. TV. Sharpe, Engraver.

Only a very few years ago, and the title of

this picture would have been totally incom-
prehensible to nineteen-twentieths of those

persons who might have seen it
;

but
political events during the period have made
it intelligible, and the word Zouave has
been incorporated not only into our own
language, but into that of every European
nation. France, unlike our own country,

has a partiality for distinguishing in a

peculiar way the various arms of her mili-

tary service
;
and, perhaps, with the large

bodies of troops always at command of the

government, it may be a necessity ; at any
rate, voltigeurs, chasseurs, gardes-de-corps,

Zouaves, and numerous other names, are

found in her military vocabulary, as con-

tributing to swell the mighty array of com-
batants which France can put forth when
taking the field against the enemy.
The Zouaves date their origin as a por-

tion of the French army to the occupation,

by France, of Algeria. “ Rude, wild sol-

diers,” says Dr. Nolan, in his “History of

the Russian War,” “ by no means particular

about their own lives, or about those of

friends or foes, they are the Bashi-Bazouks
of French Africa.” Rough, and naturally

fierce, the Zouave is enthusiastically at-

tached to his officer, if he only has con-

fidence in the ability of the latter, and is

satisfied of his personal courage; he will

then follow his leader anywhere, whatever

certainty of destruction might seem to

await him . Our own troops in the Crimea
had ample evidence of the daring intrepidity

of these strange and apparently half-

civilised soldiers, when, side by side, they

flung themselves against the battalions of

Russia in the open plain, or climbed the

heights defended by Russian cannon.

And what is the story which Mr. Topham
would make us suppose his Zouave is tell-

ing to the white-capped girls of Brittany ?

It is no love- ditty, of that we may be sure;

but a tale

“ Horribly stuffed with epithets of war

Of most disastrous chances

:

Of moving accidents by flood and field

;

Of hair-breadth ’scapes i’ the imminent deadly breach.”

Perhaps he is pouring into their astonished

ears a history of his exploits before the

Redan, or at Solferino of later date. What-
ever the narrative may be it has their eager

attention with that of the old man seated

at the table, and even of the children, who
have stopped to listen, and look on with

wondering eyes, though doubtless unable

to comprehend what it is all about. The
group is very picturesquely brought to-

gether, with an easy and perfectly natural

disposition and attitude of the figures

;

while the equally picturesque yet simple

costume of the females, and the fanciful,

gaily-coloured uniform of the Zouave,

fenn a striking contrast to each other, and
have given the artist an opportunity for

the display of some excellent painting.

Behind the principal group is another of

these African soldiers, in conversation with

an elderly bourgeois who evidences con-

siderable astonishment at what he hears.

The scene lies at the door of a hostelry,

where, as a notice rudely painted informs

us, there is “ entertainment for man and

horse.” The picture is a welcome episode

in Mr. Topham’s usual range of subject.
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MEMORIES OF THE AUTHORS OF THE AGE:
:

(
U' WRITTEN PORTRAITS (FROM PERSONAL ACQUAINTANCE) OF GREAT

MEN AND WOMEN OF THE EPOCH.

T'.Y S. C. HALL, F.S.A., and Mrs. S. C. HALL.

n ' in- Inrmed from permanent monuments and records, but lives can only be written from personal
a liirli i- growing every day less and less, and in a short time is lost for ever.”—

D

r. Johnson.

THOMAS HOOD.

|§f
HEN I first knew
Thomas Hood, his star

was but rising; when I
saw him last, he was on
his death-bod : his forty-

six years of life from
the cradle to the grave
n passed in so weak a

state of health, that day by day
there was perpetual dread that at

' any moment might “ the silver

,
cord be loosed, and the golden bowl
be broken.” Continued bodily

11g was not the only trial to which
no spirit was subjected. The world
no wail from his lips; no appeal for

sympathy ever came from his pen
;
his high

heart endured in silence; and, without a
murmur of complaint, he died. Yet it is

no secret now that for many years he had
:i fierce struggle with poverty; enjoying

no luxuriesand few comforts; his “means”
derived from “daily toil for daily bread.”
A skeleton stood ever beside his bed,
mocking his “infinite jest and most ex-
cellent fancy;” converting into a succes-
sion of sobs those “ flashes of merriment
that were wont to set the table in a roar.”
At the time when nearly every drawing-
room, attic, and kitchen—when every class

and order of society—was made merry and
happy by the brilliant fancies and genuine
humour of Thomas Hood, he was enduring
pain of body and anguish of mind. Nearly
all his quaint conceits, his playful sallies,

and his sparks from words, were given to

the printer from the bed on which he wrote
—propped up by pillows

; continually, con-
tinually, it was the same, up to the day
that gave him freedom from the flesh.

Yet it was a genial and kindly spirit that
dwelt in so frail atonement of clay. Although

/

s'i—'

/M6 f

remarl

sumed
soetm >c

some, i

taken
when

ly making shrewd and pointed
ipun topics on which he was pre-
know nothing; that while he

heedless listener, out would come
i n ation which showed he had
all that had been said; and that,

,

>•1 v child, he would often make

some pertinent remark which excited either

a smile or a laugh.
fie married, on the oth of May, 1824,

the sister of his “Mend” Reynolds. It

was a happy marriage, although both were
poor; and it was “Love” who was “to
light a fire in their kitchen.” She was his

i

his existence was a long disease rather than
a life, he was singularly free from all cum-
brance of bitterness and harshness. Feeling
strongly for the sufferings of others, he was
entirely unselfish

;
ever gracious, con-

siderate, and kind. Though perpetually
! dealing with the burlesque, he never

i

indulged in personal satire. We find no
passage that could have injured a single

living person. Never did his wit verge
upon indelicacy ;

never did his facetious

muse treat a solemn or sacred theme with
levity or indifference.

In old Brandenburg House there was
once a bust of Comus ; the pedestal, ac-

cording to Lysons, bore this inscription :

it comes in so aptly when wilting of Ilood,

that I quote it :

—

“ Come, every muse, without restraint

;

Let genius prompt, and fancy paint;

Let wit and mirth, and friendly strife,

Chase the dull gloom that saddens life.

True wit, that ririn to virtue’s cause,

To modest ears, and decent

The world has, however, done justice to

Thomas Hood; and he is not “ deaf to the

voice of the charmer.” Reason, no less than
fancy, will tell us, we plant that we may
reap

;
that the knowledge of good or evil

done is retained in a state after life
;
that

death cannot destroy consciousness. We
learn from the Divine Word that our works
do follow us ! Humanity is—and will be
as long as men and women can read or

hear—the debtor of Thomas Hood

!

Ho was born, “ a cockney,” on the 23rd
of May, 1799, in the Poultry, close to Bow
Bells. His father dwelt there as one of the
partners in a firm of publishers—Yerner,
Ilood, and Sharpe.* He was articled to

his uncle, Mr. Robert Sands, an ’engraver,

and seems to have worked awhile with tho
burin

;
but the specimens he has given us,

however redolent of humour and rich in

fancy, do not supply evidence that lie would
have excelled as an artist.f It is obvious,
indeed, that he did not “ take” to the pro-
fession, for he deserted it early, and became
a man of letters, finding his first employ-
ment in 1821, as a sort of sub-editor of the
London Magazine.
One who knew him in his childhood

described him to me as a singular child

—

silent and retired—with much quiet hu-
mour, and apparently delicate health. I
knew another friend of his youth, a Mr.
Mason, a wood engraver, who told me
much of the “earlier ways” of the boy-
poet : that, when a mere boy, he was

companion, counsellor, and friend, during
the remainder of his troubled life

; the

* Mr. Sharpe lived to be an old man, through varied
changes of life, and in 1832 was a publisher at the Egpytian
Hall. He published, among other works, 7he Anniver-
sary, an annual, edited by Allan Cunningham.

t 1 form this opinion merely, however, from his pub-
lished engravings. It is probable that the wood engravers
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comforter in whom he trusted : in mutual

love and mutual faith, realising, all through

their weary pilgrimage, the picture drawn
by another poet :

—

“ As unto the bow the cord is

—

So unto the man is woman.
Though site bends him, she obeys him

;

Though she draws him, yet she follows

;

Useless one without the other.”

When first I knew them, they resided in

chambers, No. 2, Robert Street, Adelphi.

While writing for the London Magazine, his

labours must have been remunerative, for

he removed from his “lodgings” in the

Adelphi (where a child was born to him,

who died in infancy), first to a pleasant

cottage (then called “Rose Cottage”) at

Winchmore Hill (where his daughter Fanny
—Mrs. Broderip—was born), and not long

afterwards to a really large house at

AVanstead— “ Lake House”—with ample

“ grounds.” He lost a considerable sum
in some publishing speculation

;
and this

loss early in his career was the cause of

his subsequent embarrassment. At Lake
House the younger “Tom” was born. It

was originally the Banquet Hall of Wan-
stead House (Wellesley Pole’s mansion), and

there was a lake between the two (now
dwindled to a ditch), so that parties went

by water to a feast. Both these dwelling-

houses of the poet we have pictured.

His connection with the London Magazine

led to intimacy with many of the finer

spirits of his time, who appreciated the

genius and loved the genial nature of the

man. Foremost of those who exchanged

warm friendship with him was Charles

Lamb.
Owing mainly to his ill-health, they went

but little into society
;

so, indeed, it was at

all periods of their lives. Comparative soli-

tude was, therefore, the lot of the poet, who
was destined to live and triumph for ever.

But the sacrifice implied little of self-

denial. With wife, children, and friends,

he could easily be made content ;
and, al-

though no doubt fully appreciating praise,

he never had much appetite for applause.

His long residence abroad—at Coblentz

and Ostend—was, in a degree, compulsory.

His publisher was a craving creditor—if,

indeed, he ever was really a “ creditor” at

all, which I have reason to doubt. It was
not without difficulty his return to England
was effected, in the year 1839.* My inter-

course with him was renewed in the small

dwelling he occupied at Camberwell. He
was there to be near his kind friend, Dr.

Elliot (brother of another Dr. Elliot, both

of whom dearly loved the poet), “ a friend

in need and a friend indeed.” t

It is in no degree necessary to my pur-

pose to pass under review the works of

did not do him. justice. His daughter possesses some
drawings in water-colours, some pen-and-ink sketches, and
some etchings, that show far higher powers, and seem to

indicate that lie could have been an artist if he had given

his mind to Art.
* There is no doubt that a law-suit, in which he was in-

volved with his publisher, and the worry and anxiety that

ensued, induced a state of health that led to his death much
earlier than, in the course of nature, it might have been
looked for. I know that was the opinion of his physician.

t It is pleasant to record the fact that nearly every

literary man or woman with whom I have been acquainted,

or whose lives I have looked into, has found a generous
and disinterested friend in a Doctor. I could, of my own
knowledge, tell many anecdotes of the sacrifices made to

mercy by members of the profession ; of continuous labours

without a thought of recompense ; of anxious days and
nights, by sick or dying beds, without the remotest idea

of •• fees.” I may tell one—of a doctor, now himself gone
home ; it was related to me by SirJames Eyre, M.D. Unfor-
tunately, I have forgotten the name of the good physician

;

but there are, no doubt, many to whom the story will

apply. Sir James called upon him—one morning vshen his

career was but commencing—and saw his waiting-room

thronged with patients. “ Why,” said he,“ you must be get-

ting on famously.” “ Well, I suppose I am,” was the answer

;

“ but let me tell this fact to you. This morning I have seen

eight patients ; six of them gave me nothing— the seventh
gave me a guinea, which I have just given to the eighth.”

Such a physician Providence sent to Thomas Hood.

j

Thomas Hood. They were very varied

:

I novels, poems (serious as well as comic)

;

!
filling seven volumes (exclusive of the two

;

volumes of “Hood’s Own”), collected by
I his daughter and his son. Nearly the whole
I of theso were written, not only while

haunted by pecuniary troubles, but while

I under the depressing influence of great

I bodily suffering. So it was with the

|

merriest of his poems, “MissKilmansegg,”

!
composed during brief intermissions of

bodily pain which would have been accepted

by almost any other person as sufficient ex-

i cuse for entire cessation from work ;
and,

perhaps, might have been by him, but that

|

it was absolutely necessary the day’s toil

should bring the day’s food. Yet at this

l very time, a sum of £50 was transmitted

to him, without application, by the Literary

Fund. Hood returned it,
‘ ‘ hoping to get

I through his troubles as he had done here-

tofore .
’

’ There was then a gleam of bright-

ness in the long-darkened sky. In 1841,

Theodore Hook died, and Hood became

editor ofthe New Monthly Magazine. ‘ ‘ Just

then,” as Mrs. Hood writes, “poverty had

comevery near.” HeremovedfromCamber-
well to 17, Elm Tree Road, St. John’sWood.

He did not long keep his editorship, how-

ever ;
differences having arisen between him

and Mr. Colburn, he was induced to start a

magazine of his own.
Meanwhile, an accident, totally unan-

ticipated, did that which years of labour

had not done—made him famous. In the

Christmas number of Punch, in 1843, ap-

peared the “ Song of a Shirt.” It ran

through the land like wildfire ;
was re-

printed in every newspaper in the kingdom,

although anonymous ;
and there was intense

desire to know who was the author. He
had been so long absent from the active

exercise of his “calling,” that when the

poem burst upon the world, there were many
to whom the writer’s name was “ new.”

In January, 1844, Iload's Magazine was
issued. He laboured like a slave to give

success to that speculation. It was in a

melancholy sense “Hood's own:” there

was a “proprietor,” but he was without

“means there was an effort to do with-

out a publisher
;
printer after printer was

changed; the magazine was rarely “up to

time ;
” vexation brought on illness

;
he

“fretted dreadfully;” there was alarm as

to the solvency of his co-proprietor, a man

hood’s residence at winchmore hill.

who had “ lived too long in the world to be

tho slave of his conscience.” Unhappy
authors, who are their own publishers

—

lords of land in Utopia—will take warn-
ing by the fate of Thomas Hood and his
‘

‘ speculation ” for his own behoof. It was a

failure, and therefore his; had it been a

success, no doubt it would have become the

property of a publisher.

The number for June—the sixth number
of Hood's Magazine—contained an announce-

ment, that on the 23rd of May he had been

striving to continue a novel he had com-

menced; that on the 25th, “sitting up in

bed, he tried to invent and sketch a few

comic designs, but the effort exceeded his

strength, and was followed by the wander-

ing delirium of utter nervous exhaustion.”

Two of the “ sick-room fancies” were pub-

lished with the June number : the one is

“ Hood’s Mag.”—a magpie, with a hawk’s

hoodon; theother, “The Editor’s Apologies,”

is a drawing of a plate of leeches, a blister,

a cup of water-gruel, and three labelled

vials : suggesting", according to some wilt-

ing underneath, the sad thought by what
harassing efforts the food of mirth is fur-

nished, and how often the pleasures of the

many are obtained by the bitter suffering

and mournful endurance of the one.

Yet three of the pleasantest letters he

ever penned were written soon afterwards to

the three children of his dear and constant

friend, Dr. Elliott.

He rallied, however, sufficientlyto resume
work for his magazine, and many valued

friends were willing and ready to help him

:

authors who were amply recompensed by
the knowledge that they could thus serve

the author of a “Song of a Shirt.” “I
must die in Harness, like a Hero or a

Horse,” he writes to Bulwer Lytton on
October 30, 1844. Death was drawing

nearer and nearer, but before its close

approach there came a ray of sunshine to

his death-bed—Sir Robert Peel granted to

him a pension of £100 a year, or rather to

his widow, for she was almost so. It was

a small sum—a poor gift from his country

in compensation for the work he had done

;

but it was very welcome, for it was the

only boon he had ever received that was
not payment for immediate toil

—“ toil hard

and incessant ”—to the last. He was dying



when the “ glad tidings ” came
;
yet in the

middle of November, 1844, he “pumped
out a sheet of Christmas fun,” and “ drew
some cuts” for his magazine. He was, as
ho said, “ so near death’s door, that he
could almost fancy he heard the creaking
of the hinges!” His friends were about
him with small gifts of love : they came to
give him “farewells;” and for all of them
ho had kind words and thoughts. We
have file comfort of knowing that his head
was laid on a down pillow we had lent him ;

on that pillow its throbbings ceased.
On the 3rd of May, 1845, he died, and

on the 10th he was buried in the graveyard
at Kensal Green.
Some seven years afterwards, subscrip-

tions were raised, chiefly owing to the exer-
tions of a kindred spirit, Eliza Cook (with
whom the thought originated), and a monu-
ment was erected to his memoiy, designed
and executed by the sculptor, Matthew
Noble. On the 18th July, 1854, it was
unveiled in the presence of many of the
poet’s friends, Monckton Milnes (now Lord
Houghton) “ delivering an oration” over

the grave that covered his remains. To
raise that monument, peers and many men
ofmark contributed: but surely even higher
honour was rendered to him—a yet purer
and better homage to his memory— by
the “poor needlewomen,” whose offerings
were a few pence, laid in reverence and
affection upon the grave of their great advo-
cate—a fellow-worker, whose toil had been
as hard, as continuous, and as ill-rewarded,
as their own.
In person, Hood was of middle height,

slender and sickly-looking, of sallow com-
plexion and plain features, quiet in ex-
pression, and very rarely excited, so as to
give indication of either the pathos or the
humour that must ever have been woi'king
in his soul. His was, indeed, a counte-
nance rather of melancholy than of mirth :

there was something calm, even to solem-
nity, in the upper portion of the face,

seldom relieved, in society, by the eloquent
play of the mouth, or the sparkle of an
observant eye. In conversation he was by
no means brilliant. When inclined to pun,
which was not often, it seemed as if his wit

hood’s residence at wanstead.

was the issue of thought, and not an in-
1

stinctivo produce, such as I have noticed in
j

other men who have thus become famous

:

who are admirable in crowds
;
whoso anima-

tion is like that of the sounding board, which
J

makes a great noise at a small touch, when
listeners are many and applause is sure.
We have been so much in the habit of

treating Tom Hood as a “joker,” that we 1

lose sight of the deep and touching pathos 1

of his more serious poems. All are indeed
j

acquainted with the “ Song of a Shirt,” and
j“ Take her up tenderly.” but throughout
|

his many volumes there are poems of sur-
passing worth, full of the highest retine-

|

ment—of sentiment the purest and the most
chaste.

In writing a memoir of him in the “ Book
of Gems,” for which, in consequence of his

J

absence from England, I received no sug-
j

gestions from himself, I took that view,
!

and some time afterwards I received from
him a letter strongly expressive of the
gratification I had thus afforded him, His 1

nature was, I believe, not to be a punster, ;

perhaps not to be a wit. The best things I
have ever heard Hood say are those which
he said when I was with him alone. I
have never known him laugh heartily,
either in society or in rhyme. The themes
he selected for “ talk ” were usually of a
grave and sombre cast

;
yet his playful

fancy dealt with frivolities sometimes, and
sometimes his imagination frolicked with
nature in a way peculiarly his own. He
was, however, generally cheerful, and often
merry when in “ the bosom of his family,”
and could, I am told, laugh heartily then

;

that when in reasonably good health, he was
“ as full of fun as a school-boy.” He loved
children with all his heart, loved to gambol
with them as if he were a child himself, to

chat with them in a way they understood

;

and to tell them stories, drawn either from
old sources, or invented for the occasion

—

such as they could comprehend and re-
member. * There was more than mere poetry
in his verse

—

* The son and daugmer nave
of these “ impromptu ” stories.

“ A blessing on their merry hearts.
Such readers I would choose ;

Because they seldom criticise,

And never write reviews !”

Literature was, as ho expresses it, his
‘

* solace and comfort through the extremes
of worldly trouble and sickness,” “main-
taining him in a cheerfulness, a perfect
sunshine of the mind.” Well may he add,
“ My humble works have flowed from my
heart as well as my head, and, whatever
their errors, are such as I have been able
to contemplate with composure, when more
than once the Destroyer assumed almost a
visible presence.”
Poor fellow ! He was longing to bo away

from earth when I saw him last
; strug-

gling to set free the

“ Vital spark of heavenly flame !
”

lying on his death-bed, watched and tended
by his good and loving wife, who survived
him only a few brief months :

—

But he lived long enough to know that a
pension had been settled upon her by Sir
Robert Peel—a pension subsequently con-
tinued to his children, and which they still

enjoy.* That comfort, that consolation, that
blessing, came from his country to his bed
of death

!

Honoured be the name of Sir Robert
Peel

!
great statesman and good man ! It

is not often that men such as he sit in
highest places. Let Science, Art, and
Letters consecrate his memory ! It was he
who whispered “ peace ” to Felicia Hemans,
dying

;
bidding her have no care for those

she loved and left on earth. It was he
who enabled great Wordsworth to woo
Nature undisturbed

; he who lightened the
drudgery of the desk to the Quaker-poet,
Bernard Barton

; he who upheld the totter-
ing steps, and made tranquillity take the
place of terror in the over-taxed brain, of
Robert Southey. From him came the sun-
shine in the shady place that was the home
of James Montgomery. It was his hand
that opened the sick-room shutters, and let

in the light of hope and heaven to the
death-bod of Thomas Hood.f
Whether it be or be not true that Addison

sont for his step-son, Lord Warwick, to his
death-bed, ‘

‘ that he might see how a Chris-
tian could die,” certain it is that the anec-
dote is often quoted as an encouragement
and an example. We have, in the instance
of Thomas Hood, such a case, occurring
under our immediate view, closing a life,

not of glory and triumph, not of prosperity
and reward, but of long suffering in body
and mind, of patient endurance, of humble
confidence, of sure and certain hope—in tho
perfectness of holy faith. Ay, he was
tried in the furnace of tribulation

;
and his

battle of life ended in according, while re-
ceiving, “ Peace.”

These are the last lines he wrote :

—

“ Farewell, Life ! my senses swim

;

And the world is growing dim

:

Thronging shadows cloud the light,
Like the advent of the night,—
Colder, colder, colder still,

Upward steals a vapour chill;
Strong the earthly odour grows,

—

I smell the mould above the Bose!

* It was by the act of Earl Bussell the pension was so
continued. When that nobleman is removed from earth,
the many good and generous acts he did will be better
known and appreciated than they can be in his lifetime.

t I refer in this passage only to those who are the sub-
jects of my memories ; but to this list may be added the
names of Tytler, Forbes, Owen, Sir William Hamilton,
Maoulloch, the widow and daughters of the artist Shee, the
widow; of the painter Haydon, the poet-laureate Tennyson,
the widow of Sir Charles Bell, the “destitute” daughters
of Principal Bobertson, the botanist Curtis, the widow of
Loudon, and probably others, of whom I have no know-
ledge. These were, or are, all participants of that state
bounty winch the country enables a minister to dole out to
its worthies.
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“ Dear Sir,—We are not to meet in the flesh.

Given over by physicians and by myself, in this

extremity I feel a comfort for which I cannot

refrain from again thanking yon, with all the

sincerity of a dying man, at the same time

bidding you a respectful farewell.
“ Thank God, my mind is composed, and my

reason undisturbed
;
but my race, as an author,

is rim. My physical debility finds no tonic

virtue in a steel pen, otherwise I would have

written one more paper—a forewarning against

an evil, or the danger of it, arising from a lite-

rary movement in which I bave had some share

;

a one-sided humanity, opposite to that Catholic,

Shaksperian sympathy which felt with king as

well as peasant, duly estimating the mortal

temptations of both stations. Certain classes at

the poles of society are already too far asunder.

It should be the duty of our writers to draw !

them together by kindly attraction - not to
|

aggravate the existing repulsion, and place a

wider moral gulf between rich and poor—hate

on the one side, and fear on the other. But I

am too weak for this task—the last I had set

myself. It is death that stops my pen, you see,

and not my pension. God bless you, sir, and

prosper all your measures for the benefit of my
beloved country

!”

Almost his latest act was to obtain some
proofs of his portrait, recently engraved,

and to send one to each of liis most esteemed

friends, marked by some line of affectionate
,

reminiscence. The one he sent to us 1

have engraved at the head of this memory.
His daughter writes me thus of his last

horn- on earth :
—“ Those who lectured him

on his merry sallies and innocent gaiety,

should have been present at his death-bed,

to see how the gentlest and most loving

heart in the world could die
!” “ Thinking

himself dying, he called us round him—my
mother, my little brother, and myself—to '

receive his last kiss and blessing—tenderly

and fondly given ; and gently clasping my
i

mother's hand, he said, Remember, Jane, I

I forgive all

—

all!' He lay for some time I

calmly and quietly, but breathing painfully
j

and slowly ; and my mother, bending over
,

him
,
heard him murmur faintly, ‘ 0 Lord, 1

say, Arise, take up thy cross, and follow :

Me!’”
He died at Devonshire Lodge, in the New

Finchley Eoad. Of that house we have
|

procured a drawing, and have engraved it.

* F. O. Ward, who, at the age of sixteen, distinguished

himself by a work on Osteology ; who has invented many
useful processes (especially in connection with paper-

making)
;
and who, in the Times, drew great and active

attention to the state of the London sewers, and the state

of intramural churchyards. He edited Hood’s magazine
“ for love,” during Hood’s illness.

t This letter has been printed since Mrs. Broderip gave

me the copy. It is so pregnant a sermon that it cannot be

too often in print.

over those they loved, andwho remained “in

the flesh.
'

’ The daughter (Funny) ,
wedded

a good clergyman in Somersetshire, and

the happy mother of children, is the author

of many valuable works, the greater number

young. The name of “ Fanny Broderip”
is lionoiu-ed in letters. To the son—another

“Tom”—it is needless to refer. He has

added renown to the venerated name he
bears

;
and has written much that his great

of them being specially designed for the
.
father himselfmight have owned with pride,

They have had a sacred trust committed to than he stands. The world owes him much

;

them, and so far have nobly redeemed it. Humanity is his debtor
;
and who is there

In this memory of Thomas Hood, I have that will not exclaim, borrowing from an-

printed his last letter, and quoted his latest other poet-

words. They are such as must, in the esti-
.< The Noughts of gratiiude shall fall like dew

mation of all readers, raise him even higher Upon thy grave, good creature?”

“ Welcome Life ! the spirit strives

Strength returns and hope revives:

Cloudy fears and shapes forlorn

Fly like shadows of the mom,

—

O’er the earth there comes a bloom,—
Sunny light for sullen gloom.
Warm perfume for vapours cold,

—

1 smell the Bose above the mould! ”

Genius is seldom hereditary. There are
j

in due season. Their son and daughter

but few immortal names, the glory of which
j

were but children when both their parents

has been “continued.” It is gratifying to were called away from their guardianship

know that the seed planted by Thomas on earth
;
but surely (as I firmly believe), to

Ilood and his estimable wife, has borne fruit a more powerful and effectual guardianship

In one of the letters I received about

this time from his true and faithful and
constant friend, Ward,* he writes me:—
“He saw the on-coming of death with

great cheerfulness, though without any- !

thing approaching to levity ; and last

night, when his friends Harvey and Beseigh

came in, ho bade them come up, had
wine brought, and made us all drink a

glass with him, ‘ that he might know us for

friends, as of old, and not undertakers.'
j

He conversed for about an hour in his old
j

playful way, with now and then a word or
j

two full of deep and tender feeling. When
I left, he bade me good-bye, and kissed me, !

shedding teal’s, and saying that perhaps we
|

never should meet again.”

I have his own copy of the last letter he
j

ever wroto : it is to Sir Robert Peel :—

+
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FACTS ABOUT FINGER-RINGS.

Chap. III.
(
continued

)

— Modern Rings.

Allusion has already been made to the

custom of using lings as receptacles for

relics or poisons. The most famed be-

longed to usesar Borgia, son of Pope Alex-
ander VI., both adepts in poisoning; a
grasp from the hand wealing this ring

ensured a very slow, but certain, death
;

it

contained a virulent poison, which found
vent through a small spike, pressed out by
a spring when the hand was grasped, and
which was so slight in its operation as to

be scarcely felt, and not usually noticed

by the person wounded during the excite-

ment of the hearty friendship so well

simulated. When conspiracies against the

life of William of Orange were rife under
the influence of the court of Spain [circa

1582], tho unworthy son of Count Egmont
“had himself undertaken to destroy tho

prince at his own table by means of poison
which he kept concealed in a ring. Saint

Aldegonde (his Mend and counsellor) was
to have been taken off in the same way,
and a hollow ring filled with poison was
said to have been found in Egmont’s lodg-

ings.” *

Fig. 1 represents a curious Venetian
ring, the bezel formed like a box to contain

Fi'J. i.

relics. The face of the ling (in this instance

the cover of the box) has a representation
of St. Mark seated, holding his gospel and
giving a benediction. The spaces between
this figure and the oval border are per-
forated, so that the interior of the box is

visible, and the relic enshrined might be
seen. Fig. 2 is another ring of the same
construction : it is richly engraved and set

with two rubies and a pyramidal diamond

;

the collet securing the latter stone opens
with a spring, and exhibits a somewhat
largo receptacle for such virulent poisons

as were concocted by Italian chemists in

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

The elaborate character of design adopted

at this time for Venetian rings, the highly
artistic taste that governed it, as well as

the beauty of the stones employed in set-

tings, combined to perfect bijouterie that

has never been surpassed. Fig. 3 is a ring

of very peculiar design. It is set with

Fig. 4.

1

utility. Fig. 4 is a ring of silver, of East
Indian workmanship, discovered in the

i ruins of one of their most ancient temples;
1 to its centre are affixed bunches of pear-

shaped hollow drops of silver, which jingle

with a soft low note as the hand moves.
We have already alluded to the old

Eastern tale of “The Fish and Ring,”
invented some thousands of years since. It

has survived to our own day, and is still

related and believed by the commonalty to

the east of London. In the church at

Stepney is a tomb to the memory of Lady
Rebecca Berry, who died 1696, in whose
coat-of-arms a fish and an annulet appear.

She has hence been supposed the heroine of

a once popular ballad, the scene of which is

laid in Yorkshire; it is entitled, “The Cruel
Knight, or Fortunate Farmer’s Daughter,”
and narrates how one of knightly rank in

passing a village heard the cry of a woman
in travail, and was told by a witch that he
was pre-doomed to many that girl on her
arrival at womanhood. The knight in deep
disgust draws a ring from his finger, and
casting it into a rapid river, vows he will

never do so unless she can produce that
ring. After many years a fish is brought
to the fanner’s daughter to dress for dinner,

and she finds the ring in its stomach, en-
abling her to win a titled husband, who no
longer fights against his fate.

The civic arms of Glasgow exhibit a fish

holding a ring in its mouth. This alludes

to an incident in the life of St. Kentigern,
patron of the see, as related in the ‘ * Acta
Sanctorum.” The queen, who was his

penitent, had formed an attachment to a

soldier, and had given him a ring sho had
received from her husband. The king knew
his ring, but abided his revenge, until one
day discovering the soldier asleep by the

banks of the Clyde, he took the ring from
his finger and threw it in the stream. He
then demanded of his queen a sight of his

old love gift, a request sho was utterly

unable to comply with. In despair', she
confessed all to St. Kentigern, vowing a
purer life in future. The saint went to tho

river, caught a salmon, and took from its

stomach tho missing ring, which restored

peace to all parties.
*

The occurrence of the fish and ring in the
arms of Glasgow and in the Stepney monu-
ment, is “ confirmation strong as proofs of

holy writ ” of the truth of these stories, in

the minds of the vulgar, who would re-

gard scepticism in the same light as religious

infidelity.

Memorial rings were sometimes made to

exhibit a small portrait, and on some occa-

sions to conceal one beneath the stone.

Such is the ring, Fig. 5, from the Londes-
borough collection, which was made for

Fig. 5. Fig. 6.

three stones in raised bezels
;
to their bases

arc affixed, by a swivel, gold pendent orna-

ments, each set with a garnet
;
as the hand

moves these pendants fall about the finger,

the stones glittering in the movement. This

fashion was evidently borrowed from the

East, where people delight in pendent orna-

ments, and even affix them to articles of

* Motley’s “ Rise of the Dutch Republic.”

some devoted adherent of King Charles I.

,

when such devotion was dangerous. A
table-cut diamond is set within an oval

* In the Koran this wild version of the story occurs
“ Solomon entrusted his signet with one of his concubines,

which the devil obtained from her, and sat. on the throne in

Solomon’s shape. After fort)’ days the devil departed, and
threw the ring into the sea. The signet was swallowed by
a fish, which being caught and given to Solomon, the ring
was found in its belly, and thus he recovered his kingdom.”

( Sale's Koran, chap. 3S).

iim, acting as a lid to a small case opening
by means of a spring, and revealing a
portrait of Charles executed in enamel.
The face of the ring, its back, and side

portions of the shank, are decorated with
engraved scroll-work, filled in with black
enamel. “Relics” of this kind are con-
secrated by much higher associations than
what the mere crust of time bestows upon
them

; and even were they not sufficiently

old to excite the notice of the antiquaiy,
they are well deserving of attention from
their exhibiting “memorials of feelings
which must ever command respect and ad-
miration.” Horace Walpole had among
his very miscellaneous gatherings at Straw-
berry Hill, “ one of tho only seven mourn-
ing rings given at the burial of Charles I.,

It has the king’s head in miniature behind
a death’s head

; between the letters C. R.
the motto, ‘ Prepared be to follow me.’

”

A much more lugubrious memorial is

furnished me from the same collection,

Fig. 6. Two figures of skeletons surround
the finger and support a small sarcophagus.
The ring is of gold enamelled, the skeletons
being made still more hideous by a covering
of white enamel. The lid of the sarco-
phagus is also enamelled, with a Maltese
cross in red, on a black ground studded
with gilt hearts. This lid is made to slide

off, and display a very minute skeleton
lying within.

These doleful decorations first came into

favour' and fashion at the obsequious court
of France when Diana of Poictiers became
the mistress of Henry II. At that time she
was a widow, and in mourning

;
so black

and white became fashionable colours

:

jewels were formed like funeral memorials

;

golden ornaments shaped like coffins, hold-
ing enamelled skeletons, hung from the
neck

;
watches made to fit in little silver

skulls were attached to the waists of the
denizens of a court that alternately indulged
in profanity or piety, but who mourned
show.*
In the Duke of Newcastle’s comedy, “Tho

Country Captain,” 1649, a lady of title is

told that when she resides in the country a
great show of finger-rings will not be neces-
sary; “shew your white hand with but
one diamond when you carve, and be not
ashamed to wear your own wedding ringe
with the old posie.” That many rings were
worn by persons of both sexes is clear from
another passage in the same play, where a
fop is described, “who makes Iris fingers

like jewellers’ cards to set rings upon.”
The stock of rings described in the same

author’s play, ‘
‘ The Yarietie,” asthe treasure

of an old country lady, is amusingly indi-

cative of past legacies or memorials, as well
as of the tastes of the yeomanry— ‘

‘ a toad-
stone, two Turkies (Turquoise), six thumb-
rings, three alderman’s seals, five gemmals,
and foure death’s head.” The enumeration
concludes with the uncomplimentary obser-
vation, “these are alehouse ornaments.”

These death’s head lings were very com-
monly worn by the middle classes in tho
latter part of the sixteenth and the early part
of the seventeenth centuries; particularly
by such as affected a respectable gravity.
Luther used to wear a gold ring, with a
small death’s head in enamel, and these
words, “Mori seepe cogita” (think oft of
death)

; round the setting was engraved,
“ 0 mors, ero mors tua” (Death, I will be
thy death). This ring is preserved at

* Before we condemn the old courtiers of France, we
must remember that it is but a very few years ago since it

was the fashion for young men in this country to wear
scarf-pins and shirt studs made like skulls, and rings with
skulls and cross-bones. This ghastly decoration was adopted
from caprice alone ; it had not even the excuse of conform-
ing to any taste or necessity.

3_c
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Dresden. Shakspere, in his Love's Labour's

Lost (Act Y. scene 2), makes his jesting

courtier, Biron, compare the countenance of

Holophernes to “ a death’s face in a ring.”

We have already adverted to a similar ring

worn by one of Shakspere’s fellow townsmen.
In the “ Becueil des ouvrages d’Or-

feverie,” by Gilles l’Egare, published in

the early part of the reign of Louis XIV.,
is an unusually good design for one of these

rings, which we copy, Fig. 7. It is entirely

composed ofmortuary emblems, on a ground
of black enamel. Fig. 8 is an English

wedding - ring. They are of pleasing

floriated design, and of very delicate exe-

cution. Much taste may be exhibited in

the selection of coloured stones for the

flowers of such rings, which are certainly a

great ornament to the hand.
Recurring to the eastern nations, in whose

eyes jewelleiy has always found great

favour, we find that the Indians prefer

rings with large floriated faces, spreading

over three fingers like a shield. When
made for the wealthy in massive gold, the

flower leaves are of cut jewels, but the

humbler classes, who equally love display,

are content with them in cast silver. Such
a ring is engraved Fig. 14, from an

Fig. 15 .

Fig. 9 .

memorial ring set with stones
;

on the

circlet is engraved an elongated skeleton,

with crossbones above the skull, and a

spade and pick-axe at the feet ; the ground

is black enamel. It has been converted

into a memorial by its original purchaser,

who caused to be engraved withinside the

hoop, “C.R., Jan. 30, 1649, Martyr.” It

is now in the Londesborough collection,

from whence I obtain Fig. 9, a very good
specimen of a mourning ring of the early

part of the last century, with which I take

my leave of this branch of the subject.

The jewellers of the last century do not

seem to have bestowed the same attention

on design as their predecessors did. Rings
appear to have reached their highest excel-

lence in design and execution in the ateliers

of Venice. We meet with little originality

of conception, and certainly great inferiority

of execution, in the works then issued. In

southern Europe, where jewellery is deemed
almost a necessary of life, and the poorest

will wear it in profusion, though only

made of copper, greater scope was given to

invention. Fig. 11 is a Spanish silver ling

of the early part of the century. It has a

Fig. 10 . Fig. 11 .

is appended a series of pendent ornaments,

consisting of small beads of coral, and thin

plates of gold, cut to represent the leaves

of (a plant. As the hand moves, these

ornaments play about the finger, and a

very brilliant effect might be produced if

diamonds were used in the pendants. Fig. 20

is the ling commonly worn by the middle

class Egyptian men. They are usually of

silver, set with mineral stones, and are

valued as the manufacture of the silver-

smiths of Mecca, that sacred city being

supposed to exert a holy influence on all

the works it originates.

There is also a curious ring, with a double
“ keeper,” worn by Egyptian men, as shown
in Fig. 22. It is composed entirely of com-
mon cast silver, set with mineral stone. The
lowermost keeper of twisted wiro is first

put on the finger, then follows the ring,

original in the British Museum, from whence
we also obtain the two specimens of rings

beside it, being such as are worn by the

humblest classes. Fig. 15 is of brass, Fig. 16

of silver, the latter boasting a sort of apology

for a jewelled centre.

A triplicate of Moorish rings will enable

us to understand their peculiarities. Fig. 17

has a large circular face, composed of a

heart, winged and crowned in its centre

;

the heart is transfixed by an arrow, but

surrounded by flowers. It is possibly a

religious emblem. Fig. 10 is another

Spanish ring of more modern manufacture,

but of very light and elegant design. The
flowers are formed of rubies and diamonds,

and the effect is extremely pleasing.

Such works may have originated the

“ giardinetti ” rings, of which a good col-

lection of specimens may be seen in the

South Kensington Museum, two being here

copied. They are there described as Eng-
lish works of the seventeenth and eigh-

teenth centuries, and appear to have been
used as guards, or “keepers,” to the

Fig. 1
'

cluster of small bosses, set with five circular

turquoise, and four rubies
;
the centre being

a Jturquoise, with a ruby and turquoise

alternating round it. The ling is of silver.

It is in the Londesborough Collection, as

also is Fig. 18, another silver ring set with

an octangular bloodstone, with a circular

turquoise on each side. Fig. 19 is a signet

ling, bearing the name of its original owner
engraved on a cornelian. This also is of

silver.

The modem Egyptians indulge greatly

in finger lings. The wife of the poorest

peasant will cover her hands with them,

though they be only cast in pewter, deco-

rated with gems of coloured glass, and not

worth a penny each. For ladies of the higher

Fig. 20 .
Fig. 21 .

class very pretty rings are designed. One
of them is here engraved (Fig, 21), from an

original purchased by the author in Cairo.

It is a simple hoop of twisted gold, to which

the second keeper is then brought down
upon it

;
the two ‘.being held by a brace

which passes at the back of the ring, and
gives security to the whole.

At the commencement of the present

century, “harlequin-rings” were fashion-

able in England. They were so called

because set round with variously-coloured

stones, in some way resembling the motley

costume of the hero of pantomime. To
these succeeded “ Regard-rings,” the stones

selected so that the initial of the name of

each spelt altogether the word regard

,

thus

R—Ruby.
E—Emerald.
G—Garnet.
A—Amethyst.
R—Ruby.
D—Diamond.

These pleasing and agreeable gages d'amitie

originated with the French jewellers, and
were soon made to spell proper names.
"Where precious stones could not be obtained

with the necessary initial, mineral stones,

such as lapis-lazuli, and verde antique, were
pressed into the service. These rings are now
occasionally made. The Princess Alexandra
of Wales is said to possess one having the

familiar name of the Prince, “Bertie,”

spelt thus upon it.

With two specimens of modem French
work we close our selection of designs. The
first is a signet ring, the face engraved with

a coat of arms. At the sides two cupidons

repose amid scroll-work partaking of the

taste of the renaissance. The same pecu-

liarity influences the design of the second

example. Here a central arch of five stones,

in separate settings, are held by the heads

and outstretched wings of Chimeras, whose
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breasts are also jewelled. Both are excel-

lent designs.

The last ring we shall bring before the

reader’s notice is the famous ‘'fisherman’s

ring ” of the Pope. It is a signet ring of

steel used for the briefs issued from the

Romish Court. “ When a brief is written

to any distinguished personage, or has rela-

tion to religious or general important mat-
ter, the impression from 'the Fisherman’s
ring is said to be made upon a gold surface

;

In some other cases it appears upon lead
;
and

these seals are generally attached by strings

of silk. Impressions of this seal are also

made in ink direct upon the substance on
which the brief is written.” Mr. Edwards,
of New York, from whose pleasant volume

on finger-rings we copy this cut, calls

attention to the classic form of the boat and
oar, showing its direct derivation from an
antique original. The seal is also made in

the fashion of a Roman signet. A new one

is made for every pope, and Mr. Edwards
thus narrates the ceremonies connected

therewith :
—“ When a pope dies, the Car-

dinal Chamberlain, or Chancellor, accom-
panied by a large number of the high dig-

nitaries of the papal court, comes into the

room where the body lies, and the principal

or great notary makes an attestation of the

circumstance. Then the Cardinal Chamber-
lain calls out the name of the deceased pope
three times, striking the body each time

with a gold hammer, and as no response

comes, the chief notary makes another at-

testation. After this the Cardinal Chancellor

demands the Fisherman’s ring, and certain

ceremonies are performed over it
;
and then

he strikes the ring with a golden hammer,
and an officer destroys the figure of Peter

by the uso of a file. From this moment
all the authority and acts of the late Pope
pass to the College or Conclave of Cardinals.

When a new Pope is consecrated, it is

always the Cardinal Chancellor, or Cham-
berlain, who presents the renewed Fisher-

man’s ring, and this presentation is accom-
panied by imposing ceremonies.”

Such, then, are the facts we have gathered
about finger rings, scattered over the his-

tory of many ages and nations. It will,

we think, be conceded that the research dis-

plays much that is curious, and is another

proof of the interest that may attach to any
investigation, however trifling itmay appear
to thoso who skim the mere surface of

things. The impress of man’s mind remains
upon his work when the frail hand that

fashioned it has long since been consigned

to the resting-place, and again mixed with
its native elements. The taste, the supersti-

tion, the faith of past ages, leave an impress

on so trifling a thing as a finger ornament.
In the selection of illustrations we have
been guided by their historic value as well

as their artistic merits, so that they may be
referred to as authorities to test the a ge and
country of other works of their class, if

brought to them for comparison.

F. W. Fairholt.

OBITUARY.

WILLIAM FREDERICK WITHERINGTON, R.A.

The death of this veteran landscape-pain-
ter, which was briefly announced in our last

month’s number, occurred on the 10th of

April, within a very few weeks of the com-
pletion of his eightieth year. In the Art-
Journal of March, 1859, appeared, under
the title of “British Artists,” a tolerably

long notice of the life and works of Mr.
Witherington. This renders it unnecessary
for us to do more on the present occasion
than refer very briefly to him

.

He was born in Goswell Street, London,
in 1785, and pursued, when arrived at a
proper age, his Art-studies in the schools

of the Royal Academy, with the intention,

from the first, of becoming a landscape-
painter, yet paying due attention to the

study of figures, which it will be remem-
bered by all who know the best works of
the artist, form very prominent objects in
his pictures. Mi’. Witherington first ap-
peared as an exhibitor in 1810-11 at the
British Institution, and soon after at the
Royal Academy. From that time till the

year before last his works were rarely absent
from each annual exhibition at the latter

gallery, and they were very frequently seen
in that of the British Institution. In 1830
he was elected Associate of the Academy,
and in 1840 Royal Academician.
The works of this artist will never take

rank in the highest class of English land-
scape painting. His compositions are often

formal, and their colouring is somewhat
cold and hard ; but, to quote what we said

of him in years gone by, when he was still

among us, “Mr. Witherington is a true
lover of English ground, and an able illus-

trator of its ‘ thousand sights of loveliness.’

Unlike very many of our artists, he has
not been beguiled by the beauties of conti-

nental scenery to quit his native land in

search of the picturesque. Here he has
found enough and to spare

;
and when his

own sun goes down—long may it be first,

though the shadows of his life are rapidly
lengthening— he will leave behind very
many pleasant and faithful memories of
nooks 'and comers of old England, lighted

up by the sunshine, and enriched by the
fancy, of his pencil.”

MR. H. J. BODDINGTON.

Equally with ourselves will our readers
regret the decease of this popular artist,

who, in his fifty-fourth year, after a pain-
fully lingering illness, died at Barnes on
the 11th of April last.

The public have long been familiar with
the numerous and beautiful works his con-
stant industryand love ofArt have produced;
but for any detailed mention of his subjects
or style, want of space unwillingly compels
us simply to refer to the notices his pictures
have constantly elicited in these pages.
His proper name was Williams, and he be-
longed to a large family distinguished as
painters, some of whom exhibit under other
names, as he did, to ensure identification.

In the Society of British Artists (essen-

tially composed of landscapists, and of which
he was a member), Mr. Boddington held a
high position, lus contributions always
forming an important feature in the annual
exhibitions of that body, and were eagerly
sought after as examples of English land-
scape and English effect

;
and when we refer

to his rendering of Devonshire streams, the
misty valleys and the gleaming lakes of

North Wales, or the more homely transcripts

of our own silvery Thames, we shall have
suggested how thoroughly his taste and

choice of subject were dictated by a fondness
for the scenery of his own land.
In the Suffolk Street Gallery, 1S58, he

exhibited ‘ Windings of the Wye,’ and we
remember Mr. Ruskin in his “Notes” for

that year, in speaking of it and similar pic-

tures by other exhibitors, said, “ I do not
look upon them as done by recipe. There
is evidence in all of them that the painters
have worked much out of doors, and have
faced midges and wet weather many a
long day before they could get into those
dexterous habits,” &c. This was especially

true of Boddington, whose feeling for
nature constantly led him to lengthened
periods of out-door study, the results of
which he so successfully embodied in his

contributions to the Royal Academy, British
Institution, and other exhibitions.

But we would not omit from this brief
record of the sad closing of his career, an
allusion to the many estimable qualities by
which he enjoyed the affectionate regard of
a large circle of friends.

MRS. THEODOSIA TROLLOPE.

This lady—a writer whose pen has been
occasionally employed in the service of our
journal—died in April last at Florence,
where she and her husband, Mr. Thomas
Adolphus Trollope, resided. Mrs. Trollope
was a contributor, though rarely recognised
but by her initials, to other periodical works
of literature. The series of letters recording
the events of the late Italian revolution,
and published afterwards under the title of
“ Social Aspects of the Italian Revolution,”
originally appeared in the columns of the
Athenceum, to which she was a constant
contributor. Some papers on tho Italian

poets were published in the Corn hill Maga-
zine; and last year All the Year Round con-
tained a few chapters— reminiscences of
her own early days passed in Devonshire.
But the work by which she is most favour-
ablyknown to the literaryworld, is her trans-
lation of Nicolin’s “Arnaldo da Brescia.”
It shows her to have possessed poetical

talent far above mediocrity, All her writ-
ings, in fact, are distinguished by power
of observation, graceful diction, and true
womanly gentleness.

MR. G. II. R. YOUNG.

This sculptor, whose death occurred on
the 4th of January, at the age of thirty-

nine, was a native of Berwick-on-Tweed.
In early years he gave proof of ti*ue genius.
Leaving Berwick he settled at Ulverston,
in Lancashire, where he married and
resided for ten years, pursuing his avoca-
tion with considerable success. His first

work that excited public attention, was a
bust of Sir John Barrow, the Arctic ex-
plorer. About eight years ago, owing to

domestic affliction, he left Lancashire, and
settled in Newcastle-on-Tyne, where he not
only made many friends, but showed by the
artistic busts ho executed, that his creative
powers were gradually expanding, in a
manner which augured well for his future
professional eminence. He produced cha-
racteristic and life-like busts of most of
the prominent public men of the North,
including Sir John Fife, the lato Mr. R.
Stephenson, the lato Mr. R. Grainger,
builder of “modern” Newcastle, the late

J. T. Taylor, the eminent mining engineer,

&c. We regret to say that, by his prema-
ture death, his widow and children are left

almost entirely unprovided for, for whom a
subscription is now being raised. Any sums
sent to Mr. R. Fisher, Elliott Terrace,

Newcastle-on-Tyne, will be acknowledged.
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PICTURE SALES.

Messrs. Foster and Sons sold, on the 29th of

March, at their galleiy in Pall Mall, the collec-

tion of English paintings belonging to the late

Mr . Richard G. Reeves, of Birmingham, which

was conspicuous for its numerous examples of

the works of W. Muller and D. Cox. Among
the former may be enumerated ‘The Baron’s

Hall—Francis
’

I. at Fontainebleau,’ 101 gs.

(Holmes)
;

‘ Scene at Gillingham—Twilight,’

125 gs. (Lucas)
;

‘ Venice,’ 127 gs. (Earl)
;

‘ Pont

Hoogan, North Wales,’ a small canvas, 265 gs.

(W. Cox)
;

‘ Prayer in the Arabian Desert,’ an-

other small work, 310 gs. (Flatou)
;

‘ Shipping

off Venice—the Fete Day of Santa Maria,’

285 gs. (W. Cox) ;
* The Slave' Market, Cairo,’

1,060 gs. (Agnew) : this last picture has always

been considered Muller’s chef-d’autre, though

he probably did not receive for it one-fourth

part of the sum now paid for it. By David

Cox were— ‘ Carting Vetches,’ 120 gs. (Wallis)

:

‘ Bolton Abbey,’ 155 gs. (Agnew)
;

‘ Peat Ga-

therers returning,’ a scene in Wales, 228 gs.

(Agnew) ;
‘ Lane Scene in Cheshire, 135 gs.

(Wallis); ‘Solitude,’ a Welsh scene, 84 gs.

(White-house)
;

‘ Landscape,’ with flock of sheep,

cottage, and figures, and ‘ A Windy Day,’

two small cabinet pictures, 130 gs. (Agnew)

;

‘ Morecambe Sands,’ and * Bolton Park,’ 135 gs.

(Flatou) ;
these pictures formed a portion of the

works by Cox exhibited in London shortly after

his death. The more important of the other

paintings in Mr. Reeves’s collection were

—

‘Old Mill at Chugford, Devon,’ T. Creswick,

R.A., 165 gs. (Agnew) ;
‘ Thames Embankment,’

and ‘Entrance to Bristol,’ J. B. Pync, 115 gs.

(Pennell) ;
‘ An Italian Beauty,’ C. Baxter,

85 gs. (Wallis) ;
* The Opening of Waterloo

Bridge,’ finished sketch for the large and well-

known picture by J. Constable, It.A., 78 gs.

(W. Cox)
;
‘The Gentle Student,’ J. Sant,

A.R.A., 84 gs. (Wallis); ‘Cattle in Canter-

bury Meadows,’ T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., 265 gs.

(Agnew)
;

‘ West’s First Effort in Art,’ an early

work of E. M. Ward’s, R.A., 185 gs. (Lloyd)

;

‘ Interior—Meal-time,’ J. Phillip, R.A., a small

canvas, 455 gs. (Flatou). There were in all

seventy-eight pictures, which produced the sum
of £6,275.
A considerable number of oil-paintings, both

ancient and modern, forming a portion of the

same gallery, were sold on the day following,

but they demand no special notice.

The collection of Mr. Jolin Knowles, of Man-

chester, attracted, by its well-known importance,

a large muster of buyers and amateurs to the

rooms of Messrs. Christie, Manson, and Woods,

on the 7th and 8th of April, when it was sub-

mitted for sale. Mr. Knowles was a collector

of modern engravings as well as of water-colour

pictures and oil paintings, and in each of these

classes of Art-works were numerous valuable

examples. Of the engravings, the large majority

of which were after Turner, wo need only point

out the senes of “ England andW ales ” and. the

“ Picturesque Views of the Southern Coast,” fine

sets of engravers’ proofs, which sold for 150 gs.

The principal drawings in water-colours were :

—‘View on the Sussex Downs,’ Copley Fielding,

105 gs. (E. White)
;

‘ Grapes and Peaches,’

about six inches by nine, W. Hunt, 110 gs.

(Tooth)
;

* Sunset,’ G. Barrett, 100 gs. (Perkins)

;

‘ The Disobedient Prophet,’ J. Linnell, 1 20 gs.

(E. White)
;
‘A Wreck on the Coast,’ thirteen

inches by eighteen, C. Stanfield, R.A., 253 gs.

(Gambart) ;
‘ The Village Smithy,’ W. Hunt,

149 gs. (Perkins) ;
‘The Young Gondolier,’ F.

Goodall, R.A., 150 gs. (Agnew)
;

‘ Nuremberg,’

S. Prout, 310 gs. (Quilter)
;

‘ Valetta Harbour,

Malta,’ about six inches by ten, the engraved

drawing by J. M. W. Turner, R.A., 230 gs.

(E. White) ;
‘ Scene from Woodstock,’ G. Catter-

mole, 80 gs. (Graves) ;
‘ The King’s Trumpets

and Kettledrums,’ J. Gilbert, 148 gs. (Vokins)

;

‘The Gleaners,’ P. F. Poole, R.A., 130 gs.

(Perkins)
;
‘The Rialto, Venice,’ R. P. Bonning-

ton, 75 gs. (Vokins) ;
* Saltash, Cornwall,’

eleven inches by sixteen, engraved in the “Eng-

land and Wales ” scries, J. M. W. Turner, R.A.,

210 gs. (Vokins) ;
‘ Windsor Forest,’ ten inches

by fifteen, J. Linnell, 245 gs. (Smith); ‘The

Last Sleep of Argyle,’ a very beautiful drawing

about twelve inches by fourteen, by E. M.
Ward, R.A., 251 gs. (Agnew).

The oil-paintings included :
—

‘The CutFinger,’

Duverger, 120 gs. (Gambart); ‘Coast Scene—

a

Storm impending,’ small, J. Linnell, 126 gs.

(Agnew) ;
‘ The Sweep,’ the cabinet picture by

F. D. Hardy, engraved, 250 gs. (Graves)

;

‘ Mountains between Pont Aberglaslyn and

Fcstiniog,’ Copley Fielding, 140 gs. (Vokins)

;

‘ Cattle, Sunset,’ T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., 150 gs.

(Agnew) ;
‘ The Sword of the. Lord and of

Gideon,’ M. Stone, 150 gs. (Flatou) ;
‘ View in

Devonshire,’ T. Creswick, R.A., 210 gs. (Vokins)

;

‘The Maternal Lesson,’ T. Faed, R.A., 300 gs.

(Flatou)
;

‘ The Piper—a Scene in Brittany,’

F. Goodall, R.A., 147 gs. (Wetherall)
;
‘Scene

from Twelfth Night,' W. P. Frith, R.A., 155 gs.

(Flatou)
;

‘ The Seven Ages,’ a series of seven

pictures, G. Smith, 248 gs. (Shaw and others)
;

‘ Sheep,’ T. S. Cooper, A.R.A
: ,

190 gs. (Perkins)

;

‘ Waiting an Answer,’ E. Nicol, R.S.A., 86 gs.

(Flatou)
;

‘ Mother and Child,’ Plassan, 145 gs.

(Perkins)
;

‘ The Maternal Lesson,’ C. R. Leslie,

R.A., 140 gs. (Wetherall)
;
‘The Slave Market,’

W. Muller, 600 gs. (Agnew); ‘The Village

School,’ small, E. Frere, 540 gs. (Wetherall)
;

‘Harwich Castle, Early Morning,’ W. Muller,

320 gs. (Edwards) ;
‘ La Chute des Feuilles,’

Gallait, 580 gs. (Perkins) ; ‘Venice, Riva degli

Schiavoni—Fish Boats,’ E. W. Cooke, R.A.,

3S0 gs. (Flatou); ‘Water-Carriers, Venice,’

H. O’Neil, A.R.A., 311 gs. (Agnew); ‘Card

Players,’ AV. Collins, R.A., 200 gs. (Agnew)

;

‘ Angers, on the Maine et Loire,’ small, but

very fine, (
'. Stanfield, R.A., 500 gs. (Hayward) -,

‘Religious Controversy in the Time of Louis

XIV.,’ A. Elmore, K.A., 1,000 gs. (Agnew)
;

‘ The Smile ’ and ‘ The Frown,’ a miniature

pair, each about three inches by seven, of the

well-known pictures by T. Webster, R.A., 100

gs. (Shaw)
;

‘ Pickaback,’ P. F. Poole, R.A.,

521 gs. (Agnew); ‘The Gipsy Toilette,’ J.

Phillip, R.A, 500 gs. (Agnew) ;
‘ The Light of

the World,’ a small replica of the larger paint-

ing by W. Holman Hunt, 450 gs. (Gambart)
;

‘ The Errand Boy,’ in size only fourteen inches

by nineteen, Sir D. Wilkie, R.A., 1,050 gs.

(Farrer)
;

‘ Gate of the Zancarron, Mosque at

Cordova,’ D. Roberts, 680 gs. (Wetherall)
;

‘ Spanish Muleteers crossing the Pyrenees,’

Rosa Bonheur, 2,000 gs. (Graves) ‘Escape of

Glaucus and lone, with the Blind Girl, Nydia,

from Pompeii,’ P. F. Poole, R.A., 855 gs.

(Agnew); ‘The Hayfield,’ ,T. Linnell, 710 gs.

(Vokins)
;

‘ Scene from the Two Gentlemen of

Verona,' A. L. Egg, R.A., 665 gs. (Flatou);

* Lear and the Fool in the Storm,' AV. Dyce,

R.A., 460 gs. (Wetherall) ;
‘ The Sleeping

Beauty,’ D. Maclise, R.A., 895 gs. (Agnew)

;

‘ Ariew in Kent, Stormy Slcy,’ J. Linnell, 575

gs. (Agnew). The entire sale produced £21,750.

The sums paid for some of these works illus-

trate in a remarkable manner an assertion made
in our last number, that it was difficult to

understand on what principle pictures are some-

times bought in the present day
;
certainly it is

not that of merit alone. The greatest amount

of intellectual labour in a picture, combined

with unquestionable artistic qualities, does not

constitute merit in the opinion of buyers.

Here, for example, we 'find the sum of 2,000

i guineas given for a drove of cattle, admirably

painted it is true
;
while Maclise’ s * Sleeping

I Beauty,’ a grand composition, full of the richest

imagination, with a multiplicity of figures, a mar-

vellous scene of romance, docs not reach half

the amount. Wilkie’s small cabinet picture, an
‘ Errand Boy,’—and nothing more,—is knocked

down for 1,050 gs., and Dyce’s large and nobly-

painted picture, ‘ Lear,’—albeit the subject is

not the most attractive, perhaps,—stops at 460 gs.

Again, J. Linnoll’s ‘ Hayfield,’ undoubtedly a

very beautiful little work, sells for 710 guineas,

and his ‘View in Kent,’ a much larger and

grander composition, of his earlier time and

manner, is sold for considerably less. These

are examples of “ patronage ” which puzzle the

uninitiated in the mysteries of picture-dealing,

and dishearten those who desire to see painting

in this country assuming a higher position and

aiming at a more elevated standard than mere

wall-ornaments.

THE TURNER GALLERY.
JOSEPH HALLOED WILLIAM TURNER, Il.A.

Engraved by W. Holl.

Some day, though in all probability not

during the present generation, England
will erect a Walhalla, as Ludwig of

Bavaria has done at Munich, for the recep-

tion of statues of her great men, instead of

placing them in the public streets, or where
they certainly have no right to be, in St.

Paul's Cathedral. Christian temples were
never intended for such works of Art, and
it is to be hoped the time is not very far

distant when the statues, which assuredly

do not add to the sacred character of the

edifice, will have another home assigned to

them. AVhen we, or our children, get a
British Walhalla, the statue of Turner and
its companions, now in St. Paul’s, will have
a more fitting domicile than that they now
occupy, and from which they ought to be
removed at the earliest opportunity.

Nearly seven years ago we published an
engraving of the statue of Turner, by Baily,

a full-length, representing the great painter

as he appeared towards the close of his life.

That erected in St. Paul’s is by MacDowell,
and shows the painter in the vigour of his

manhood. The half-length figiu-e we now
introduce is from the portrait in the National

Gallery, painted by himself when a com-
paratively young man, about thirty years

of age
;

that is, about 1805, the period of

his being elected into the Academy.
Assuming this portrait to be truthful,

Turner could never lay claim to be con-

sidered handsome. His features are too

large, and are strongly marked, but the

face is very expressive and bright, showing
strong resolution and determination of pur-
pose. These characteristics he maintained
throughout his whole career, but" as lifo

advanced, other qualities left their impress

on his countenance, and rendered it in every

way less attractive. The desire of amassing
wealth, whatever might have been its ob-

ject, his habits of reclusiveness, his inde-

pendence of public opinion, though he cer-

tainly was not impervious to the stings of

adverse criticism
;

the knowledge that he
possessed powers which the world at large

could (neither" appreciate nor understand,

his professional jealousy, or other motives,

that rendered his studio a hermit’s cell, or

a secret chamber into which no strange foot

dare intrude,—all these peculiarities of life,

disposition, and conduct, put their stamp on
his outward appearance as years increased.

No man who withdraws from constant as-

sociation with his fellow-man, as Turner
did almost from his youth, communing with

nature only, but must carry about him
open and visible signs of alienation from
the world, and the absence of sympathy
with it. To his love of the beautiful in

nature, the labours of his life abundantly
testify ; of his love of his fellow- creatures,

as Jexemplified in act and deed, the record

is not so ample and clear. To say that

Turner had no generous thoughts of others,

that his hands were ever closed against the

appeals of charity or) misfortune, would be

to libel him ; but, as a rule, he lived to

himself and for himself, and he died as he

lived—alone.

Men have been slow to recognise his

wonderful genius; but the time has come
at length when the son of the obscure bar-

ber and hair-dresser in Maiden Lane,

Covent Garden, is elevated to the highest

pinnacle of glory in landscape-painting.

He hewed out for himself a path to honour

which none had ever traced before, and

which few, if any, can hope to follow.
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THE DUBLIN INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION.

Tuesday, tlio 9th of May, "was “a great
day for Ireland.” His Royal Highness the
Prince of Wales must have been highly
gratified by the reception ho met with from
all classes and orders of the Irish people :

the cheers in the streets preceded those he
received in the building

; they were earnest
and emphatic

;
nothing occurred to disturb

the harmony of the proceedings : from the
beginning thus far towards the end, the
Exhibition has been, as we anticipated it

would be, “ a grand success.”
The ceremonial of the opening took place

in “the crystal palace
”—the winter gar-

den—which forms so important a part of
the structure. The day, although not
bright, was not gloomy. The aristocracy
of Ireland surrounded the dais, and eight
or ten thousand of the higher orders of
the people were present. There was no
confusion whatever, either within or with-
out; no inconvenient crowding. If the
Prince saw “a mob,” it was a mob of ladies
and gentlemen, fervid with their greetings
to the young heir of the British crown

; but
no intrusive curiosity annoyed him for a
moment dining his progress along the aisles
and through the galleries. All matters
were so well arranged, the plans were so
thoroughly digested, by Sir Bernard Burke
(Ulster) and the executive committee, as to

I have left no ground for complaint.

1

The public journals have so fully detailed
the proceedings as to render unnecessary
any comments on that head. Our de-
scription of the Exhibition must bo ne-
cessarily postponed : first, because of the
late period of the month at which we write

;

and next, because the collection is by no

|

means complete.
Tho picturo galleries are, however, nearly

1

aR hung, and we may form a correct idea
of what they will ultimately bo. Tho crowd
of paintings is immense : the larger pro-
portion being tho contributions offoreigners.
Among them, however, there aro none by
leading artists of the Continent

; the great
masters of Prance, Germany, and Belgium,
are not in the list; those of the second-
class are few; those of the third being
numerous enough. England has been
very chary of loans. Her Majesty, how-
ever, sends several : among them ‘The Wolf
and the Lamb,’ by Mulready, and ‘The
Maid of Saragossa,’ by Wilkie; while the
National Gallery is a liberal contributor :

from the Vernon collection alone there are
fifteen modern works.
We regret that Irish artists are not better

represented : Maclise is not seen to the best
advantage in his picture of ‘Noah’s Sac-
rifice

;

’ South Kensington might have sent
the ‘ Hamlet

;
’ while three or four of Mul-

ready’s great works could have been well
spared to evidence in Ireland the genius of
her great countryman. In a word, it is,

as we feared it would be, not a collection
that satisfactorily represents the painters of
England ; although, no doubt, we shall be
able to show', when we can report more
fully, that it is an important and very in-
teresting assemblage of Art-works.
One of the most attractive features of tho

Exhibition is the Sculpture Court; but
Irish sculptors (so many of whom are justly
famous) are absentees : as yet neither Eoley
nor Mac Dowell are here. A very charm-
ing statue by Mr. Kirk upholds tlio fame of
Ireland. The best work is a sleeping shep-
herd, called ‘A Sleeping Faun,’ by Miss
Hosmer

;
the next best is, perhaps, the

‘ Judith’ by Storey. But tho contributions

in sculpture are numerous and of great
merit. We shall notice them hereafter.
Our praise of the Art-manufacture de-

partment of the Exhibition must be some-
wrhat qualified. A few of the leading manu-
facturers of England exhibit : Mr. Alderman
Copeland “ comes out” in great strength :

his contributions uphold the renown he
has acquired ; Minton’s choicest works aro
shown by Mr. Goode

;
the Hill Pottery of

Burslem is wrell represented
; some of the

finest productions of Worcester are shown.
Tho goldsmiths have given little or no help.
We sadly miss the works that Hunt and
Roskell, Hancock, Phillips, Elkington, and
others, might have sent. The watches and
jewellery of Mr. White, of Cockspur Street
(many of them of Irish make), are, how-
ever, of great excellence; so arc those of
Auber and Linton, of Regent Street, and
those of Benson, ofLudgate Hill ; while the
Irish productions of Mr. Waterhouse justly
command attention. Of glass manufacture
there aro admirable specimens by Green,
Powell, and Copeland

; but there is nothing
by either Dobson and Pearce, Pellatt, or
Ostler. The furniture is chiefly of Irish
manufacture, but it is very good. A
fine cabinet in ebony is contributed by
Messrs. Trollope; wliilo the “imitation”
furniture of Messrs. Dyer and Watts, and
the veiy charming “fancy” cabinets, tables,
&c., of Messrs. Brunswick, mako some
amends for tho absence of moro important
manufactures. Birmingham and Sheffield
give little help. The only manufacturer of
grates, &c., is Mr. Crichley, of Birmingham,
w'ho shows well. Blashfield sends an ad-
mirable collection of his terra cotta works,
anil Magnus some beautiful examples of
chimney-pieces in enamelled slate.

The foreign aids to this department are not
very striking. Sevres “ shines,” but Prance
is otherwise represented chiefly by second-
rate bronzes and imitation bronzes

;
Miroy

Brothers being the only contributors of
good bronzes. There aro shawls, however,
of marvellous excellence, contributed by
Duche Brothers

;
and silks and laco of great

beauty. Neither Belgium nor Austria has
done much

; but Italy is a valuable aid.
The collections of Indian wrorks, under tho

direction of Dr. Forbes Watson and Captain
Meadows Taylor—contributed chiefly by her
Majesty anil the Indian Board—is of tho
rarest excellence, and might alone form an
exhibition

;
while some of our colonies have

rendered important assistance.

A Mediroval Court is in all respects ex-
cellent, made up by Hardman, Hart, and
Skidmore.
On the whole, the Exhibition affords

subject of exceeding satisfaction. If there
are defects, they aro apparent only to those
who miss the absentees; there is ample
room for praise, and very little indeed to
condemn. The collected “goods” of the
V orld together make a most important
“show.” It would be unreasonable, as
well as unfair, to institute any comparison
between it and that of London in 1862.
The several committees have done their
best; they had to contend against many dif-
ficulties—above all, thatwinch the managers
in 1862, by gross mal-administration, be-
queathed to them—a general distaste among
producers to sustain, or even to encourage,
exhibitions of Art- manufactures.
Next month we shall be in a position to

criticise in detail the contents of tho Inter-
national Exhibition at Dublin in 1865.
Meanwhile, we again express a hope that

advantage will be taken of tho occasion to
visit Ireland, to see this really beautiful
building and the many charming works of
Art it contains.

ART IN THE PROVINCES.

Birmingham.—

T

he local journals speak en-
couragingly of the success of the Permanent
Art Gallery, which was opened in this populous
town in the spring. The contributions have
reached nearly 700, and tho sales have been
many. Tho object of the projectors of tho
exhibition is to afford artists a permanent gallery
for displaying and selling works which are bona

fide their own property—no dealer, public or
private, being allowed to send. A commission
of 7^ per cent, is charged on the picture when
sold, and the balance is at once handed over
to the artist, who may immediately refill tho
vacancy caused by the removal of the picture.
It is obvious that the plan adopted must prove
beneficial to a large class of painters who may
not have tho opportunity of showing elsewhero
their labours to the public. A discretionary
power of rejecting pictures not considered
eligible is vested in tho managers : this is a
judicious arrangement, absolutely necessary to

prevent the introduction of positive worthless-
ness.

Darlington.—Mr. Eyre Crowe, one of the
government inspectors, examined, in April last,

the works of the pupils of the School of Art in
this town. The results of tho examination,
judging from the list of successful competitors,
are far more satisfactory than on any previous
occasion.

Hereford.—The Bath and West of England
Society for the Encouragement of Agriculture,
Arts, &c. &c., opens its exhibition this month
in Hereford. The society is one of the oldest
of its kind, having been founded in 1777, and
has always enjoyed good local support.
Hull. — The new Tovnhall is to have a

statue of Edward I., of which Mr. T. Earl has
finished tho model. The king is represented
wearing a state cloak, his left hand resting on
his sword-hilt, and his right holding out the
charter of incorporation granted to the town.
The statue, of heroic size, is to be executed in
Sicilian marble, and will be placed in a niche of
the principal hall of the building, of which
Mr. C. Brodrick is the architect.

Manchester is taking measures for erecting
a statue of Richard Cobden.

Salisruiiy.—A meeting, both numerous and
influential, has been held, to promote in this

city the establishment of a School of Art. Mr.
Buekmaster, from the Department of Science
and Art, attended, to explain tho system adopted
by the Department with refcrenco to these pro-
vincial institutions.

Southampton.—Tho annual distribution of
prizes to the successful competitors in the South-
ampton School of Art, was made on tho 26th of
April. Colonel Sir Henry James, R.E., F.R.S.,
occupied the chair, and presented the medals
and other prizes, a very large number in tho
aggregate. The first of these was a “national”
medallion, gained by Mr. R. J. King, awarded
to him at the national competition last year at
South Kensington for a drawing in chalk from
a cast. The same student also received an
honorary prize of two guineas, given by Mr.
Alderman Rose, one of the members for the
borough. The Southampton school is now, we
hear, free from debt.

Windsor.— Tho “Art-Treasures’ Exhibi-
tion,” opened in this town for a few days only
in the month of April, received many valuable
contributions from the collections of her Majesty,
the Prince of Wales, and many of the most
distinguished patrons of Art in Windsor and its

neighbourhood, as well as from several non-
residents. Jewellery and costly objects of virtu
antique and modem abounded

; the valuable
wedding-caskets presented by various corpora-
tions to the Prince and Princess of Wales, were
exhibited

;
rare books were laid on the tables

;
and

numerous paintings and drawings, some of them
by our most noted artists, and some by the “old
masters,” adorned the walls. Fora “provincial”
exhibition the display was of an unusually ex-
cellent order

; but, then, Windsor is the seat of
royalty, it must be remembered, and therefore
possesses peculiar advantages for such an exhi-
bition.

3 D
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MINOR TOPICS OP THE MONTH.

The Annual Banquet at the Royal

Academy was “ much as usual :
” men of

science and letters mingled with artists.

The talk concerned Art ; but there was no
attempt at novelty: no hint that could

indicate the future of the Academy, unless,

indeed, one was conveyed by the President of

tho Royal Society that the two institutions

were likely to be friendly neighbours. The
speech of tho evening was made by the

Earl of Derby, who, with peculiar delicacy

and grace, alluded to his appearance among
the authors, his name having been asso-

ciated with the toast, “ the Interests of

Literature
;

” which he described as ‘ 1 cruel

kindness ” on the part of his host ;
adding

that ho had “ no claim to respond for the

literature of the country, any more than

any person might have a claim to be ad-

mitted to the distinguished honour of be-

longing to the Academy on the sole pre-

tension of having produced one single

copy, however faithful, of one of the great

masters.”
National Gallery.—Velasquez's pic-

ture ‘ The Dead Warrior,’ recently purchased

in Paris at the sale of the Pourtales collec-

tion at the price of £1,480, is a valuable

acquisition to the National Gallery, where
it is now placed. The figure, bare-headed

and wearing a breastplate, is “laid out” on
its back, like some monumental effigy, only

at an angle with the plane of the picture,

so as to afford the painter an opportunity

of exhibiting some admirable foreshorten-

ing. It lies under the shadow of a great

rock by the seaside, from which protrudes

the decayed branch of a tree, and on this

hangs a lighted lamp, to keep off evil

spirits. White and cold as marble is the

dead man’s upturned face, yet the flesh looks

as if it would yield to tho touch, and the

expression of the countenance is supremely
placid. The colour of the picture is low in

tone, but the figine comes out with telling

effect against the background.
Artists’ General Benevolent Insti-

tution.—The jubilee anniversary festival

of this society was held on the 6th of May
at the Freemasons’ Tavern, Lord Houghton
in the chair. His lordship was supported

by Sir Roderick Murchison, Mr. A. B. Beres-

ford-Hope, Mr. Westmacott, R.A. ; Mr. T.

Creswick, R.A. ; Mr. Weekes, R.A. ;
Mr.

T. Faed, R.A., and several other members
of tho Royal Academy, with Mr. Hurlstone,

Mr. G. Godwin, F.S.A., &c., &c. More
than 200 gentlemen connected with or

interested in the Fine Arts sat down to

dinner. Tho chairman’s appeal on behalf

of the institution, whose transactions during

the past year were set forth in our Journal
of April, was answered by subscriptions to

the amount of £1,116 13s., a sum consider-

ably above the average of preceding years.

Madlle. Rosa Bonheur’s Great Pic-

ture, ‘ A Family of Deer crossing the

Long Rocks in the Forest of Fontainebleau,’

now exhibiting at the French Gallery, will

bear favourable comparison with anything

she has before done. ‘The Horse-fair’ is

a marvellous display of prosaic difficulties

overcome, and tho descriptions in the ‘ Bre-

ton Oxen’ extend into lengthened argu-

ment; but in the picture now before the

public there is a sentiment which, in ten-

derness, is far beyond the feeling Madlle.

Bonheur has hitherto shown. Five hinds

and a fawn are being led by an old and
waiy stag across tho well-known plateau

that rises at Fontainebleau some three hun-
dred feet above the level of the Seine. Tho
leader has suddenly stopped, with his head

erect, his ears thrown forward, expanded

nostrils, and an expression of alarm in his

eye. The attitude of the animal is most
expressive, and readily intelligible. The
fear of the stag is shared by only one of the

hinds—an old one, who knows perfectly the

habits of the stag, from having been for

years accustomed to follow him—her head

is raised, as trying to ascertain the cause

of danger. Another of the hinds has her

fawn by her side, and all her care is shown
for her offspring, which she is caressing,

heedless of the apprehensions of the two
seniors of the family. The youngest hind,

unconscious of danger, has stopped to drink

at a pool left by the rain. Nothing can

exceed tho simplicity of the composition,

which may be said to consist of only three

well-united parts—the group, the ground,

and the sky —yet the working out of this

arrangement, simple as it is, has cost the

artist perhaps, relatively, more labour than

any other of her works.
Tiie Trustees of the National Gal-

lery have had some difference with Mr.

E. Gambart, relative to the two pictures,

‘ Tho Horse Fair,’ by Rosa Bonheur, and
‘ Tho Derby Day,’ by" Frith, both of which
belong to tho Bell portion of the National

collection. Theso pictures were bequeathed

to the nation by Mr. Jacob Bell after he

had made a contract with Mr. Gambart, by
which tho publisher was allowed to engrave

them and exhibit them publicly for a cer-

tain period. The trustees consider that

period has been exceeded. Mr. Gambart
affirms that it is not so; and it would
appear there are no written documents to

establish the fact either way. ‘ The Horse
Fail- ’ is now, we believe, in the hands of

the trustees. The delay in delivery is thus

accounted for :—Rosa Bonheur painted three

pictures of that subject : the first was sold

to an American gentleman
;
the second was

purchased for 1000 guineas of Mr. Gambart
by Mr. Bell; but tho lady not thinking

it altogether worthy of our National Gal-

lery, resolved on replacing it by another and

better. That she has produced—making the

third
;
but tho trustees consider they have

no authority to receive it, and require back

that which is their own, on which, however,

the artist has “worked,” so as greatly to

improve it. ‘ The Derby Day ’ is, it seems,

being exhibited in Australia : Mi-. Gambart
affirming that Mr. Bell knew it was his in-

tention thus to send it on its travels, before

he gave it to the nation. It will soon be

in its place at South Kensington.

West London Industrlal Exhibition.

—Another of the exhibitions of “ working

men” has been held at the Floral Hall,

Covent Garden. It has resembled those

which have gone before, and will be just like

the many that are to follow ;
consisting of

works by men who labour in their several

crafts, and such as are the amateur pro-

ductions of the leisure hours of
_

artisans.

The best are, assuredly, those in
_

which

men have not wandered out of their par-

ticular trades; while those that are most

encouraging, are such as show continuous

industry when a day’s toil is done ;
such as

are, in the truest sense, “home products”

—

for they are made not in the workshop, but

in the parlour, when wife, children, and

friends are by. It is this peculiar feature

of such institutions that gives to them their

main interest : we look upon the walls

covered with paintings, drawings, and

sketches, not as critics, but to appreciate

the enjoyment that each has given to a

home circle
;
and the effect cannot be other

than entirely good if their producers will

view them only in that light, and not be

seduced into an idea of their excellence

because they have been exhibited. In this

Hall have been shown the efforts of more
than one thousand men and women : a

large proportion being mere artisans, who
send the fruits of hours that, but for a

tendency so to employ them, might, and pro-

bably would, be spent in “social” society

away from the domestic hearth. We, there-

fore, wish all prosperity to such under-

takings : such labourers as we see here

cannot but feel the harmonising and ele-

vating influences of Art—influences that

affect for good every parlour of a house-

hold in which Art may be cultivated as a
sustaining and invigorating luxury.

A Pastoral Staff has been recently

supplied by Messrs. F. Smith and Co.
,
for the

use of the Bishop of Madras. It is a fine

specimen of the ecclesiastical silversmith’s

art—of Keith’s manufacture—modelled on
a work of the twelfth century. It has not

been, however, servilely copied, the details

having been subjected to some judicious

changes. The crook is composed of silver

parcel gilt, the outer curved lino of which

is crocheted, terminating with a richly-

wrought piece of foliage, with a jewelled

centre. The staff itself is composed of

ebony, ornamented with a central silver

knop, engraved and parcel gilt; at the

bottom is also a metal finial, treated in the

same manner.
Messrs. Catherall and Pritchard, of

Chester, have sent us some photographs and
stereoscopic slides, the productions ofthe emi-

nent photographer, Bedford, which we have
examined with exceeding pleasure. Those of

size represent interiors in Hereford Cathe-

dral
;
more especially views of the rood-

screen and reredos, manufactured by Skid-

more, of Coventry, which attracted so much
attention at the International Exhibition

in 1862. Tho smaller views are very varied:

they represent the more attractive objects

to be found at Hereford, Warwick, Chelten-

ham, Gloucester, Malvern, Coventry, Strat-

ford-on-Avon, Kenilworth, and Chester.

The points are in all cases well chosen.

They thoroughly exhibit several of the most
interesting “historic” cities and towns of

England. In execution, the stereoscopic

slides are clear, sharp, and of great excel-

lence in all respects. The publishers have

our thanks for the instruction and enjoy-

ment they have thus afforded us.

John Parry’s Sketches.—We have been
accustomed now for so many years to laugh

with Mr. Parry, inimitable in his own songs

and in his manner of singing them, that we
entered Mi-. McLean’s gallery, in the Hay-
market, where his sketches are to be seen,

prepared for enjoyment of a kind similar to

that which his singing affords us. But Air.

Parry can be as effectively serious as he

is irresistibly comic. To instances of the

j

former we shall presently refer, for it is in

these that is exemplified a versatility of

power whereby he might have acquired a

|

popularity as an artist in nowise inferior

! to that he enjoys as a singer. Thus we
' find essays in every material employed in
1 drawing, sketching, and painting; for the
!

difficulties of oil-painting have not stood in

I the way of Mr. Parry’s genius for Art and
' earnest application. On looking at the

I beautiful finish of ‘ The Entombment’ (41),

after Titian, ‘Parmigiano’ (45), ‘The Temp-
tation’ (48), an original chalk sketch for

a large picture, and other severe subjects,

it is less difficult to ascribe them to the

author of “Mrs. Roseleaf,” than to assign

them to the same hand that produced such

overpowering burlesques as “Observations

in Omnibuses,” and a multitude of other

drawings in the same vein. Mr. Parry

exacts from us serious criticism. The visi-
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tor goes to the exhibition prepared for a
laughing festival

,
and is not disappointed;

but the mirth alternates with grave reflec-

tion, promoted by thoughts which, if carried

out, would take rank in a high order of
painting. But we do not find among these

drawings Mr. Parry’s design for a new
national gallery : this is an unpardonable
omission. The exhibition is from many
obvious reasons one of the most interesting
of the season.

‘The Baptism of Our Lord.’—This is

the subject of a picture painted by Mr.
Dowling, and now to be seen at Messrs.
Colnaghi & Co., in Pall-Mall. “And John
bare record, saying, I saw the Spirit de-
scending from heaven like a dove, and it

abode upon Him.” The act of baptism
has been performed : the Saviour is step-
ping out of the water, and the dove is seen
descending amid a flood of light so dazzling,
that John holds up his hand to shado his

eyes. This is much the best picture Mr.
Dowling has yet produced ; and it is a
most effective rendering of the subject.
The only persons present are the Saviour
and the Baptist, with the view, undoubtedly,
of giving the utmost solemirity to the descent
of the Spirit. In considering the relative
situations of the figures, they could not
have been placed otherwise than they are,

with greater advantage. The opposition of
the figure of tho Saviour to the light may
appear an artificial expedient; but we do
not conceive that any other arrangement
could have been adopted to subserve at once
a natural effect and a pictorial exigence.
John saw the descent of the Spirit, and he
accordingly is looking upwards, overpowered
by the heavenly effulgence, and awe-stricken
by the words which he hears ; and thus for

the moment the two figures are most skil-

fully separated in a manner to leave our
Lord even more than the principal imper-
sonation. The time is evening, and hence
the landscape is subdued both in its parts
and colour. Mr. Dowling’s reading of the
subject differs from all other versions we
have seen of it, inasmuch as it assumes the
baptism to have been effected by immersion.
Whether the picture has been painted for

any particular denomination of Christians

wo know not. Be that as it may, the dis-

positions hero enrich the narrative to a
degree far beyond that enunciated by the
juxtaposition of two figures, with one pour-
ing water from a shell on the head of the
other.

‘ The LawnatTattersale’ s.
’—Whether

tho idea of painting “ tho lawn ” at Tatter-
sail’s may have originated with Mr. T. M.
Joy, or have been suggested to him, matters
little

;
but it is surprising that a place so

famous, with its occasional crowds of cele-

brities,—all affording such admirable ma-
terial for what may be considered a sporting
picture,—should, as a subject, have re-
mained so long in abeyance. The picture is

exhibited in the old subscription room, at
Hyde Park Corner. It is in length fifteen

feet, and contains about a hundred por-
traits of subscribers at a meeting, supposed

|

to be held on the Monday before Derby-
j

day. The work was originally intended to ^

be limited to six feet ; but so successful
were the design and the commencement that
it was considered well worthy of being
enlarged to the length of fifteen feet : every
portrait has, we believe, been painted from
the life. The unprivileged world to which
Tattersall’s is a mystery it may be neces-
sary to disabuse of any poetical association
which the name given by courtesy to the
place may conjure up. The lawn is a very
ordinary circular grass plot in front of the
subscription room, a not less commonplace

erection, unassisted by even an apology for

embellishment. It is in front of this that
are assembled all the famous living patrons
of the turf

; and the portraits are so faith-

fully given that the spectator cannot fail to

recognise any of those who may be known
to him. A few of those well distinguished
in this arena are—the Duke of Cleveland,
Sir Bobert Peel, Mr. Payne, the Duke of
Newcastle, Mr. Ten Broeck, the Marquis of
Hastings, Admiral Bous, Lord Chesterfield,

Mr. E. Tattersall, Lord Courtenay, Mr.
Craven, Mr. Merry, Lord Vivian, Mr.
Saville, Sir W. Codrington, Sir E. John-
son, Hon. Spencer Lyttleton, &c. ;

and the
artist has achieved a great success in his

description of the whole, as an assemblage
of English gentlemen who have met for a
purpose more serious than that of mere
pleasure. The picture reads as a most
interesting chapter in the modern history
of the turf.

The Peaks and Valleys of the Alps.
—There is to be seen at the German Gallery
a series of drawings, by Elijah Walton,
made with a viow of describing certain of
the most rugged features of the Alps, with
the effects under which they occasionally
present themselves. The subjects are not
brought forward as landscape studies, but
wo are led up to the time-worn granite
of the mountain side

;
told to look up, and

challenged to deny that the colours we see
are those of the morning and evening phe-
nomena of the Alps. In ‘ Mont Blanc, as
seen above Col d’Anterne,’ the mist and
colour are so remarkable as to look exag-
gerated; but in all mountainous coun-
tries such appearances present themselves,
though different in degree according to the
height and character of the mountains.
To persons who have not seen the hues of
an Alpine sunset, the brilliant and tender
pink colour here assumed by the snowy
peaks may seem fanciful, but it is perfectly
true. Among these views are— ‘ The Mer
de Glace,’ ‘Near Courmayeur,’ ‘The Dent
du Midi,’ ‘ The Dent du Midi, Valley of
the Bhone,’ ‘ The Viso from the South and
East,’ &c. Many of the same views have
been given by photography, whereby the
textures may have been more faithfully
rendered, but colour and certain effects can-
not be described by such means.
Artists and Amateurs’ Society.—The

last conversazione of the present season took
place at Willis’s Booms on the 4th of May.
The exhibition of works of Art was, perhaps,
less attractive than on some former occa-
sions

; still there was much to interest in
the display of drawings by Turner, D. Cox,
Holland, Sandys—we noticed especially a
masterly portrait of an elderly lady by this
artist—13. Poster, T. M. Bichardson, Catter-
mole, Dodgson, Jenkins, W. Hull, David-
son, M'Callum. Among the oil paintings
were conspicuous J. T. Linnell’s glorious
picture ‘ The Bainbow ;

’
‘ Pisher Boys,’ by

J. C. Hook, B.A.
;

‘ An Incident in the
Early Life of Greuze,’ by M. Stone

;

‘ The
Bashful Swain,’ by J. C. Horsley, B.A.

;
a

small but excellent specimen of J. B. Pyne’s
pencil, and two or three of P. Dillon’s
Eastern scenes. Some drawings of cattle

by B. Beavis are very clever.

To Subscribers.—We are constantly re-

ceiving letters and other communications ;

to which direct replies would be given, if

the writers afforded us the opportunity of
doing so by appending their names and ad-
dresses. Every month it is announced in !

the Journal that this is our plan : we can-
j

not occupy its columns with subjects sent
j

anonymously, and which are too often only
j

of service to the correspondent.

BEVIEWS.

History of Julius Cjesar. Vol. I. Published
by Cassell, Petter, and Galpen, London.

Rarely, if ever, it may be presumed, has the
publication of a book been anticipated with so

much curious interest as this history of one
imperial potentate from the pen of another. The
lives of the two powerful riders show nothing in
common. The one raised himself to a throne by
his military genius, the other was elevated to

his by the magic power of a name. The one
was hurled from his lofty position because the
liberties of the people were actually, or were
supposed to be, in danger

;
the other yet main-

tains his by the most consummate policy, and
by a wisdom of government such as, a few years
ago, even his warmest friends and admirers
would not have given him credit for.

Long before what we are now writing passes

into the hands of our readers, the “ History of

Julius Ca?sar,” by the Emperor Louis Napoleon
—whose name, however, does not appear on the

title-page—will have been perused by thousands,

and its merits or demerits discussed in every in-

fluential journal, in Europe and America. Tho
aim of the work is openly enough avowed in the

preface
;

it is “ to prove that, when Providence
raises up such men as Cajsar, Charlemagne, and
Napoleon, it is to trace out to peoples the path
they ought to follow

;
to stamp with the seal of

their genius a new era
;
and to accomplish in a

few years the labour of many centuries. Happy
tho peoples who comprehend and follow them !

woo to those who misunderstand and combat
them ! . . . They are blind and culpable : blind,

for they do not see the importance of their

efforts to suspend the definitive triumph of
good

;
culpable, for they only retard progress,

by impeding its prompt and fruitful application.”

These are doctrines but ill calculated to find

favour in this day, and among nations that are
everywhere struggling for freedom of thought
and action. It is quite true that the death of
Cjesar did not prevent Augustus from wearing
tho purple, nor has the “ ostracism of Napoleon
by confederated Europe ” prevented Louis
Napoleon from assuming the reins of empire

;

but it is not so unequivocally true that the rule
of the successors of Augustus was more condu-
cive to the real happiness and welfare of the
Romans than when these were governed by
men periodically elected by and from themselves

;

and it must be left to the future to determine
whether the resuscitation of the Empire in
France will result in “the definitive triumph of
good.” That a vast amount of good has accom-
panied, and still does accompany, it, must be
acknowledged, and thankfully too, by all who
love peace and order.

The argument for which the author contends
must not be limited to tho three names brought
forward to sustain it. If it is good for anything,
a wider range must be given it, and it should
embrace every notable name that has won for

itself empire and power by the edge of the
sword. Alexander, Timour, Mahomet, Bajazet,

have almost, if not <;uite, an equal claim with
Cajsar, Charlemagne, and Napoleon to be ranked
with those whose mission was, according to the
doctrines here laid down, “to trace out to
peoples the path they ought to follow;” nor can
we see how the Emperor of Franco can refuse
to recognise their right. There is no denying
the fact that the iron rod of despotism, the
sword of a military sovereign with a vast army
at his command, may keep a nation in pacific

obedience to its sovereign, and restrain a revolt-
ing spirit

;
they may even enable a man to sit

quietly under his own vine and fig-tree and eat
the fruit of his labours

;
yet too often those who

wield the rod or the sword, “ make a desert and
call it peace.” But the subject is not calculated
for discussion in a publication like our own,
otherwise much might be found to say upon it

;

the remarks now made are merely hints thrown
out to develop a train of thought which the
preface to the volume suggests.

This first volume brings the life of Caesar
down to the time of his holding the consulship
with Bibulus. "Whatever view men may take
of the opinions enunciated in it, and of the de-
ductions drawn from the acts of Cfesar and of
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those other great Romans, his contemporaries,

all must admit that the hoolc exhibits intimate

acquaintance with the history of the times, most

industrious research into the works of Roman
authors, and that the style in which it is written

is eminently attractive. The first of the Roman
emperors was, according to his biographer, a

man with no other ambit ion than that which all

men of genius possess
;
if he aspired to sovereign

power, it was only because destiny impelled him
to it

;
ho did not create events, but took advan-

tage of them, and followed up their leadings

;

he was an instrument raised up to work out a

given end, “ to stamp with the seal of his genius

a new era;” and having accomplished his mis-

sion, he suddenly disappears from the stage on

which he had been the greatest actor :

—

“ Man is immortal till liis work is done.”

Caesar lying at the base of Pompey’s statue,

Napoleon an exile in the little island of St.

Helena, point a moral to rulers, whatever con-

struction is put on their lives and actions.

The translation of this book into English was

entrusted to Mr. T. Wright, whose name is so

familiar to the readers of our Journal. The
work could not have been given into better

hands, for Mr. Wright is not only a classical

scholar, but he is also as well acquainted with

the French language, both old and modern, as

with his own. We have not compared Mr.

Wright’s translation with the original text, but

there can scarcely be a doubt of his work being

done with fidelity and judgment : it reads well.

The Cromlech ox Howtii. A Poem by Samuel
Ferguson, Q.O., M.R.I.A. With Illumi-

nations from the Books of Kells and of

Durrow, and Drawings from Nature by
With Notes on Celtic Ornamental

Art, revised by G. Petrie, LL.D. Pub-
lished by Day and Son, London.

Wo will take in their order respectively each of

the four points which this richly-illustrated

volume offers for critical notice ; and the first is

Mr. Ferguson's poem, or funeral ode, supposed

to bo spoken by Ossian at the obsequies of

Aideen, wife of Ossian’ s son, who was slain at

the battle of Gavra. Aideen died of grief at

the loss of her husband, and was buried on Ben
Edar, now the Hill of Howth

,
the cromlech

existing there is presumed to be her sepulchre.

Sir. Ferguson’s verses are few in number, but

they are graceful in description, soft and dirge-

lib * in poetical expression. Each verse is printed

in black letter on a separate page, the capitals

commencing the lines are simply coloured, that

which begins each stanza being a largo illumi-

nated capital. These capitals stand next in

order for note, and aro the most attractive

feature, to an artist’s eye, in the book. They
are taken from ancient manuscripts, illuminated

copies of the Gospels, said to be the work of

St. Columba, and known respectively as the

“ Book of Kells ” and the “ Book of Durrow
both are now in the library of Trinity College,

Dublin, with some others of a similar land.

The ornamentation of these letters is singularly

beautiful, delicate, and unique. Dr. Petrie,

the learned Irish antiquarian, in his notes—the

third point demanding our consideration—says :—“ It is acknowledged by the best writers on
the subject that the Irish monies, from the fifth

to the end of the eleventh century, brought the

art of ornamenting manuscripts to marvellous

perfection
;
and it would appear that the Scoto-

Celtic form of this art spread from Ireland

through Western Europe, earned by those men
whose love and reverence for the sacred writ-

ings found expression in the beauty of line and
splendour of colour wherewith they delighted

to adorn their copies of them. The most re-

markable specimen of this art now existing is

the ‘ Book of Kells,’ so called from having

been preserved in the great abbey-church of

Kells, in the diocese of Meath.” Dr. Petrie’s

two chapters upon Scoto-Ccltic Art evidence

much research into the subject, and knowledge

of its characteristics.

There remain for notice the illustrations of

the cromlech itself, with the adjoining scenery,

seven in number. The anonymous artist is,

in all probability, a young—certainly an inex-

perienced—

“

hand he requires much training

to enable him to produce a picture, though the

views themselves are probably correct enough.

These illustrations, which are printed in colours,

are the weak “point” in a volume otherwise

very beautiful and of interest. Messrs. Day
have, as is usual with them, spared nothing in

the way of getting ibup.

The Black Brunswicker. Engraved by T. L.

Atkinson, from the Picture by J. E. Mil-
lais, R.A. Published by Moore, McQueen,
and Co., London.

Mr. Millais’ picture is too well known, and has

so long passed the ordeal of public criticism,

that wc have only need to refer to Mr. Atkinson’s

rendering of it. The subject is not one to call

forth any extraordinary powers of the engraver;

there is simply a mass of light in close proxi-

mity with a mass of dark, and something be-

tween these two opposites presented in the wall

and door of the room : nothing to test the en-

graver’s skill in the translation of varied colours

of costumes, or the diversified tints of flesh and

expression of faces. But what he had to do

Mr. Atkinson has done well, generally; the

lady’s dress is as soft and pearly as the finest

satin that ever came from the loom, and the

Brunswieker’s sable uniform is solid black.

Somewhat more of light upon the upper part of

the maiden’s face would have given greater deli-

cacy to the tone of the flesh ; and if the folds

of the arms of the dress had been less strongly

marked, or rather not so cut up, they would be

more agreeable to the eye. The unnatural

twistings of the robe, on the right arm especially,

reminding one of the fantastic forms which the

roots of some venerable tree take, were not

pleasant in Mr. Millais’ picture : the engraver

has faithfully preserved them, unfortunately.

The good, however, far transcends that we con-

sider bad on this point.

The "Wedgwoods: being a Life of Josiah

"Wedgwood; with Notices of his Works
and "their Productions, Memoirs of the

Wedgwood and other Families, and a His-

tory of the Early Potteries of Staffordshire.

By Llewellyn Jewitt, F.S.A., &c._ &c.

With a Portrait and numerous Illustrations.

Published by Virtue Brothers, London.

Half a century ago, if an author had under-

taken to produce an elaborate illustrated history

concerning English pottery and its makers, ho

could scarcely have expected to find a hundred

readers of his book. But the ceramic arts have

within the last few years acquired such a hold

on the taste of vast numbers of the wealthier

classes, and the productions of the potter,

whether ancient or modern, are so eagerly

sought after, not so much, perhaps, for use as

for ornament, that treatises on the subject, for

the better understanding of its peculiarities and

value, have become almost a necessity of the

times in which we live. Foremost among the

manufacturers of fictile wares stands the name
of Wedgwood, a family to whom the industrial

arts of this country are not lightly indebted, for

to the importance and success of one special

branch of these arts, the Wedgwoods con-

tributed beyond all others, and they left behind

them a reputation which will not soon die out.

“ Wedgwood” ware of the true and best order

is a luxury only to be indulged in by the rich
;

but the taste and skill which the successive

owners of the Etruria works brought to bear on

their manufactures, have had a powerful in-

fluence on the productions of other minds and

hands wherever English pottery works exist.

In noticing Mr. Jewitt’ s volume, it is not

necessary for us to say much : the chapters which,

from time to time, ‘ho has contributed to the

pages of the Art-Journal on “ Wedgwood and

Etruria,” form the groundwork of his book.

He has added largely to his previous writings,

as well as to the illustrations ;
and has, thereby,

rendered his history a most worth}' tribute to

the memory of the “great potter,” Josiah

Wedgwood,' whose name is more especially

identified with the establishment of the ceramic

Arts in England.

Inventive Drawing. A Practical Development
of Elementary Design. By Edward Ball.

Published by R. IIardwicke, London.

The object of this work is to teach geometrical

drawing, on what is .known as the Pestalozzian

system, which is, in a few words, to make lines,

curves, and angles the basis of drawing. Mi-.

Ball says he has tested the efficacy of this

system in a large public school, where the pupils

were taught to draw only as a part of their

regular studies, and “ many of them,” he adds,

“ are now engaged in professions which would
have been closed to them but for the knowledge
they had acquired from the lessons given during

the few years they remained at school.” A
result so satisfactory puts the critic out of court,

so far as relates to the art of geometrical design.

The book is filled with examples of this cha-

racter—lines, curves, and angles, shaped and
combined into innumerable patterns. There is

no doubt it will be [found a very useful aid to

thoso teachers who employ the black board in

largo elementary schools, and also that children

at home may not only amuse themselves for an
hour or two by copying these examples, but at

the same time they will be acquiring some idea

of form, and exercising their inventive faculties.

Contemporary Scottish Art : a Series of Pen-

and-ink Pictures, drawn from the Exhi-

bition of 18Go. By James B. Manson.
Published by W. P. Nimmo, Edinburgh.

Last year we noticed in very commendable
terms, a critical examination of the Royal
Scottish Academy Exhibition, published under

the title of “Pen-and-ink Sketches,” by
“ Euphanor,” who now has cast aside his nom-

de-plume, and stands revealed in the pamphlet

before us as Mr. James B. Manson. Certainly,

he need not bo ashamed to acknowledge the

authorship of what he has written, both at this

time and in the past. lie is a genial and agree-

able writer about pictures, and if he does not

dive very deeply into the philosophy of Art,

—

and for popular criticism, this would only be

waste of time and useless expenditure of brain-

work,—he knows what is good, can appreciate

it, and has the power of rendering his pictorial

readings both instructive and intelligent. "VVc

meet with an occasional word or expression,

however, for which another might be found less

suggestive of coarseness. A hint of this kind

may be of service to Mr. Manson on a future

occasion. When two words of similar meaning
are open to a writer’s choice, and one of them
is vulgar, and the other its contrary, he surely

should employ the latter in preference.

Joseph and iiis Brethren. Illuminated by
Owen Jones and Henry Warren. Printed

in Colours by Day and Son, London.

This is a very attractive -volume, produced with

all the advantages of Messrs. Day’s renowned
establishment. It consists of twenty-four prints

in colours, rich with a lavish expenditure of

gold. It is easy to distinguish the work of

Henry Warren from that of Owen Jones
;
both

have laboured with good effect in their respec-

tive “ styles.” The most toucliing and interest-

ing of Bible stories is admirably told, from the

bestowal on Joseph of “ the coat of many
colours ” to the burial of Jacob.

Original Poems for Infant Minds. By several

Young Persons. Published by Virtue
Brothers, London.

These simple infantine poems, principally, if

not all, by the daughters of the late Mr. J.

Taylor, of Ongar, will, we hope, like Mrs. Bar-

bauld’s “Hymns for Children,” and Dr. Watts’s

garland with the same title, never go out of

fashion, and ought never to be permitted to do

so. This is a very pretty edition of the Misses

Taylor’s writings, with some excellent engrav-

ings by Messrs. Nicholls after drawings by
H. Anelay. The initial letters are little gems
of pictures.
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posed direction to considerably less than the

thousandth of an inch.

A wide freedom, truly !

The conditions of popular Art which most
foster the common ideas about freedom are

merely results of irregularly energetic effort

by men imperfectly educated ; these con-
ditions being variously mingled with cruder
mannerisms resulting from timidity, or

actual imperfection of body. Northern
hands and eyes are, of course, never so

subtle as Southern, and in very cold coun-
tries artistic execution is in a manner
palsied. Tho effort to break through this

rigidity, or to refine the bluntness, leads,

in some of the greatest Northern masters,

to a licentious sweep and stormy impe-
tuosity of hand

;
or in tho meanest, to an

ostentatious and microscopic minuteness.
Eveiy man’s manner has relation to his

physical powers and modes of thought, but
in the greatest work there is no manner
visible. It is at first uninteresting from its

quietness; the majesty of restrained power
only dawns gradually upon us, as we walk
towards its horizon.

There is often great dclightfulness in the
innocent manners of artists who have real

power and honesty, and draw, in this way
or that, as best they can, under such and
such untoward circumstances of life. Thus
the execution of Prout was that of a master
with great and true sentiment for the pathos
of ruin, with great and ready power of

arrangement of masses, and fine sense of

light and shade
;
but uneducated, and near-

sighted. Make a scholar of such an one,

and give him good eyes, and it is impossible
for him ever to draw in that way ngain

;

how he would have drawn, one cannot say

;

but it would have been wholly and exaltedly
otherwise. The execution of Cox is merely
a condition of Northern palsy, through
which, in a blundering way, a true sense
of certain modes of colour, and of the sweet-
ness of certain natural scenes, finds innocent
expression.

So even with great old William Hunt

:

whatever was peculiar in his execution,
broken, spotty, or clumsy, is the character
of a rustic, partly of a physically feeble

hand ; the exquisite truth which is soen by
the subtle mind gives a charm to the ex-
pression, as to a country dialect. But the
looseness and fiimsiness of modem etching
and wood engraving are very different from
these' manners, and far less pardonable

;

being more or less affected, and in great
part the expression of an inner spirit of
license in mind and heart, connected, as
I said, with the peculiar folly of this age,

its hope of, and trust in, “Liberty.” Of
which we must reason a little in more
general terms.

I believe we can nowhere find a better

type of a perfectly free creature than in the
common house-fly. Nor free only, but
brave

;
and irreverent to a degree which

I think no human republican could by any
philosophy raise himself to. There is no
courtesy in him

;
he does not care whether

it is king or clown whom he teazes
;
and in

every step of his swift mechanical march,
and in eveiy pause of his resolute obser-
vation, there is one and the same expression
of perfect egotism, perfect independence
and self-confidence, and conviction of the
world’s having been made for flies. Strike
at him with your hand. To him the mecha-
nical fact and external aspect of the matter
is, what to you it would be, if an acre of
red clay, ten feet thick, tore itself up from
the ground in one massive field, hovered
over you in the air for a second, and came
crashing down with an aim ! That is the
external aspect of it; the inner aspect, to

his fly’s mind, is of a quite natural and un-
important occurrence—one of the momen-
tary conditions of his active life. He steps

out of the way of your hand, and alights

on the back of it. You cannot terrify him,
nor govern him, nor persuade him, nor
convince him. He has his own positive

opinion on all matters ; not an unwise one,

usually, for his own ends
;
and will ask no

advice of yours. lie has no work to do

—

no tyrannical instinct to obey. The earth-
worm has his digging and digesting; the

bee her gathering and building
;
the spider

her cunning net-work
;

the ant her trea-

sury and accounts. All these are com-
paratively slaves, or people of vulgar busi-

ness. But your fly, free in the air, free in

the chamber—a black incarnation of caprice,

—wandering, investigating, flitting, flirt-

ing, feasting at his will, with rich variety

of choice in feast, from the heaped sweets
in the grocer’s window to those of the but-
cher’s back yard, and from the galled place

on your cab-horse’s back, to the brown spot

in the road, from which, as the hoof dis-

turbs him, he rises with angry republican
buzz—what freedom is liko his ?

For captivity, again, perhaps your poor
watch-dog is as sorrowful a type as you
will easily find. Mine certainly is. The
day is lovely, but I must write this, and
cannot go out with him. He is chained in

the yard, because I do not like dogs in

rooms, and the gardener does not like dogs
in gardens. He has no books,—nothing
but his own weary thoughts for company,
and a group of those free flies, whom he
snaps at, with sullen ill success. Such dim
hope as he may have that I may yet take
him out with me, will be, hour by hour,
disappointed, or worse, darkened at once
into a leaden despair by an authoritative

“No”—too well understood. His fidelity

only seals his fate
;

(if he would not watch
for me, he would be sent away, and go
hunting with some happier master ; but
he watches, and is wise, and faithful, and
miserable), and his high animal intellect

only gives him the wistful power of wonder,
and sorrow, and desire, and affection, which
embitter his captivity. Yet of the two,
would we rather be watch-dog or fly ?

Indeed, the first point we have all to

determine is not how free we are, but
what kind of creatures we are. It is of

small importance to any of us whether we
get liberty; but of the greatest that we
deserve it. Whether we can win it, fate

must determine
;
but that we will be worthy

of it, we may ourselves determine
;
and tho

sorrowfullest fate, of all that we can suffer,

is to have it without deserving it.

I have hardly patience to hold my pen
and go on writing, as I remember (I would
that it were possible for a few consecutive
instants to forget) the infinite follies of
modern thought in this matter, centred in

the notion that liberty is good for a man,
irrespectively of the use he is likely to make
of it. Folly unfathomable ! unspeakable !

unendurable to look in the full face of, as the
laugh of a cretin. You will send your child,

will you, into a room where the table is

loaded with sweet wine and fruit—some
poisoned, some not ?—you will say to him,
“ Choose freely, my little child! It is so

good for you to have freedom of choice

:

it forms your character—your individuality

!

If you take the wrong cup, or the wrong
berry, you will die before the day is over,

but you will have acquired the dignity of

a Free child ?
”

You think that puts the case too sharply ?

I tell you, lover of liberty, there is no
choice offered to you, but it is similarly

between life and death. There is no act,

THE CESTHS OF AGLAIA.

Chapter VI.

"IVT0 quality of Art has been more powerful
i-1 in its influence on public mind ;—none
is more frequently the subject of popular
praise, or the end of vulgar effort, than
what we call “ Freedom.” It is necessary
to determine the justice or injustice of this

popular praise.

I said, a little while ago, that the practical

teaching of the masters of Art was summed
by the 0 of Giotto. Yet that cipher may
become, if rightly read, an expression of in-

finity, at least in one direction of teaching.
“ You may judge my masterhood of craft,”

Giotto tells us, “ by seeing that I can
draw a circle unerringly.” And we may
safely believe him, understanding him to

mean that—though more may be necessary
to an artist than such a power—at least

this power is necessary. The qualities of
hand and eye needful to do this are the
first conditions of artistic craft.

Try to draw a circle yourself with the
“free” hand, and with a single line. You
cannot do it if your hand trembles, nor if

it hesitates, nor if it is unmanageable, nor
if it is in the common sense of the word
“free.” So far from being free, it must
be under a control as absolute and accurate
as if it were fastened to an inflexible bar of
steel. And yet it must move, under this

necessary control, with perfect, untormented
serenity of ease.

That is the condition of all good work
whatsoever. All freedom is error. Every
line you lay down is either right or wrong :

it may be timidly and awkwardly wrong,
or fearlessly and impudently wrong : the
aspect of the impudent wrongness is plea-

surable to vulgar persons, and is what is

commonly called “free” execution: the
timid, tottering, hesitating wrongness is

rarely so attractive
;
yet sometimes, if ac-

companied with good qualities, and right
aims in other directions, it becomes in a
manner charming, like the inarticulate-

ness of a child : but, whatever the charm
or tho manner of the error, there is but
one question ultimately and seriously to be
asked respecting every line you draw, Is
it right or wrong ? If right, it most
assuredly is not a “free” line, but an
intensely continent, restrained, and con-
sidered line

;
and the action of the hand in

laying it is just as decisive, and just as
“ free ” as the hand of a first-rate surgeon
in a critical incision. A great operator told

me that his hand could check itself within
about the two-hundredth of an inch, in

penetrating a membrane; and this, of course,

without the help of sight, by sensation only.

With help of sight, and in action on a sub-
stance which does not quiver nor yield, a
fine artist’s line is measurable in its pur-

3 B
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nor option of act, possible, but the wrong
deed or option has poison in it which will

stay in your veins thereafter for over.

Never moro to all eternity can you be as

you might have been, had you not done

that—chosen that. You have “ formed your
character,” forsooth! No; if you have
chosen ill, you have De-formed it, and that

for ever ! In some choices, it had been

better for you that a red hot iron bar had
struck you aside, scarred and helpless, than

that you had so chosen. “ You will know
better next time !

” No. Next time will

never come. Next time the choice will bo

in quite another aspect—between quite dif-

ferent things,—you, weaker than you were

by the evil into which you have fallen
;

it,

more doubtful than it was, by the increased

dimness of your sight. No one ever gets

wiser by doing wrong, nor stronger. You
will get wiser and stronger only by doing

|

right, whether forced or not ; the prime, the

one need is to do that
,
under whatever com-

pulsion, till you can do it without compul- !

sion. And then you are a Man.
“ What !

” a wayward youth might per-

haps answer, incredulously ; “no one ever

gets wisor by doing wrong? Shall I not

know the world best by trying the wrong of

it, and repenting ? Have I not, even as it

is, learned much by many of my errors ?
”

Indeed, the effort by which partially you
recovered yourself was precious

;
that part

of your thought by which you discerned

the error was precious. What wisdom and

strength you kept, and rightly used, are

rewarded ; and in the pain and the repent-

ance, and in the acquaintance with the

aspects of folly and sin, you have learned

something ;
how much less than you

would have learned in right paths, can

never be told, but that it is less is certain.

Your liberty of choice has simply de-

stroyed for you so much life and strength,

never regainable. It is true you now
know the habits of swine, and the taste of

husks: do you think your father could not

have taught you to know better habits and
pleasanter tastes, if you had stayed in his

house ; and that the knowledge you have

lost would not have been more, as well as

sweeter, than that you have gained ? But
“it so forms my individuality to be free !

”

Your individuality was given you by God,

and in your race
;
and if you have any to

speak of, you will want no liberty. You
will want a den to work in, and peace, and

light—no more, in absolute need ; if more,

in anywise, it will still not bo liberty, but

direction, instruction, reproof, and sym-
pathy. But if you have no individuality, if

there is no true character nor true desire in

you, then you will indeed want to be free.

You will begin early, and as a boy desire to

be a man, and, as a man, think yourself as

good as every other. You will choose freely

to eat, freely to drink, freely to stagger and

fall; freely, at last, to curse yourself and die.

That is the only and final freedom possible

to us ;
and that is consummate freedom,

—

permission for every particle in the rotting

body to leave its neighbour particle, and
shift for itself. You call it “corruption”
in the flesh; but before it comes to that,

all liberty is an equal corruption in mind.

You ask for freedom of thought ; but if you
have not sufficient grounds for thought, you
have no business to think

;
and if you have

sufficient grounds, you have no business to

think wrong. Only one thought is possible

to you, if you are wise—your liberty is geo-

metrically proportionate to your folly.
‘

‘ But
all this glory and activity of our age ! what
are they owing to, but to our freedom of

thought ?” In a measure, they are owing

—

what good is in them—to the discovery of

many lies, and the escape from the power of

evil. Not to liberty, but to the deliverance

from an evil or cruel master. Bravo men
|

have dared to examine lies which had long

been taught, not because they were free-

thinkers, but because they were such stern

and close thinkers that the lie could no longer

escape them. Of course the restriction of

thought, or of its expression, by persecution,

is merely a form of violence
;
justifiable or

not, as other violence is, according to the

character of the persons against whom it is

exercised, and tho divine and eternal laws
which it vindicates, or violates. We must
not bum a man alive for saying that the

Athanasian creed is ungrammatical, nor

stop a bishop's salary because we are get-

ting the worst of an argument with him ;

neither must we let drunken men howl in

the public streets at night. There is much
that is true in the part of Mr. Mill’s essay

on Liberty which treats of freedom of

thought
;
many important truths are there

beautifully expressed, but many as impor-

tant are omitted; and the balance, there-

j

fore, cannot be struck. The liberty of

expression, with a great nation, would be-

come like that in a well-educated com-
pany, in which there is indeed freedom of

speech, but not of clamour ;
or like that

in an orderly senate, in which men who
deserve to be heard, are heard in due time,

and under determined restrictions. The
degree of liberty you can rightly grant to

a number of men is commonly in the

inverse ratio of their desire for it; and a

general hush, or call to order, would be

often very desirable in this England of

ours. For the rest, of any good or evil

extant, it is impossible to say what measure
is owing to restraint, and what to license,

where the right is balanced between them.

I was not a little provoked ono day, a

summer or two since, in Scotland, bocause

the Duke of Athole hindered me from ex-

amining the gneissose junctions in Glen
Tilt, at the hour convenient to me ; but I

saw them at last, and in quietness
;
and to

the very restriction that annoyed me, owed,

probably, the fact of their being in exis-

tence, instead of being blasted away by a

mob-company
;
while the free paths and

inlets of Loch Katrine and the Lake of

Geneva are for ever trampled down and
destroyed, not by one duke, but by tens of

thousands of ignorant tyrants.

So a Dean and Chapter may, perhaps,

unjustifiably hinder me from seeing a cathe-

dral without paying twopence
;
but your

free mob pulls spire and all down about

my ears, and I can see it no more for ever.

And even if I cannot get up to the granite

junctions in the glen, the stream comes down
from them pure to the Garry ;

but in Bed-
dington Park I am stopped by tho newly-

erected fence of a building speculator, and
the bright Wandel, divine of waters as

Castaly, is filled by the free public with old

shoes, obscene crockery, and ashes.

In fine, the arguments for liberty may in

general be summed in a few very simple

forms, as follows :

—

1 . Misguiding is mischievous : therefore

guiding is.

2. If the blind lead tho blind, both fall

into the ditch: therefore, nobody should

lead anybody.
3. Lambs and fawns should be left free

in the fields
;
much more bears and wolves.

4. If a man’s gun and bullets are his

own, he may fire in any direction he

pleases.

5. A fence across a road is inconvenient

;

much more ono at the side of it.

(}. Babes should not bo swaddled with

their hands bound down to their sides;

therefore they should bo thrown out to roll

in the kennels, naked.

None of these arguments are good, and

the practical issues of them are worse. For

the fact is, that there are certain eternal

laws for human conduct, which are quito

clearly discernible by human reason. So

far as they are discovered and obeyed, by
whatever machineiy or authority the obe-

dience is procured, there follow life and
strength. So far as they are disobeyed, by

whatever machinery the disobedience is

brought about, there follow impotence and
dissolution. And tho first duty of every man
in the world is to find his true master, and

submit to him ;
and to find his true inferior,

and conquer him. Tho punishment is sure,

if you either refuse the reverence, or arc too

cowardly and indolent to enforce tho compul-

sion. A base nation crucifies or poisons its

wise men, and lets its fools rave about the

streets. A wise nation obeys tho one, re-

strains tho other, and disciplines all.

The best examples of the results of wise

normal discipline in Art will be found in

whatever evidence remains respecting the

lives of great Italian painters in eras of

progress. But just in proportion to the

admirableness and efficiency of the life, will

be usually the scantiness of its history. The

individualities and liberties which are only

causes of destruction may be recorded, but

the loyal conditions of its daily breath are

never told. Because Leonardo made models

of machines, dug canals, built fortifications,

and dissipated half his Art-power in capri-

cious ingenuities, we have many anecdotes

of him, but no picture of importance on

canvas, and only a few withered stains of

one upon a wall. But because his pupil,

or reputed pupil, Luini, laboured in con-

stant and successful simplicity, we have no

anecdotes of him, though hundreds of noblo

works. Luini is, perhaps, the best central

type of the highly-trained Italian painter,

lie is tho only man who entirely unites the

religious temper which was the spirit-life

of Art, with tho physical power which was

its bodily life. He joins the purity and

passion of Angelico to the strength of

Veronese ;
the two elements, poised in per-

fect balance, are so calmed and restrained

each by the other, that most observers lose

the sense of both. Tho artist does not see

his strength, because of the chastened spirit

in which it is used, and the religious vision-

ary does not recognise his passion, by reason

of the frank human truth with which it is

rendered. He is a man ten times greater

than Leonardo ;—a mighty colourist, while

Leonardo was only a fine draughtsman in

black, staining the chiaroscuro drawing,

like a coloured print. He perceived and

rendered tho delicatest types of human
beauty that have been painted since the

days of the Greeks, while Leonardo polluted

all his finer instincts by caricature, and

remained to the end of his days the slave of

an archaic smile
;
and he is a designer as

frank, instinctive, and exhaustless as Tin-

toret, while Leonardo’s design is only an

agony of science, admired chiefly because

it is painful, and capable of analysis in its

best accomplishment. Luini has left nothing

behind him that is not lovely, or that is

accusable in any definite error
;
but of his

life I believe hardly anything is known
beyond remnants of tradition which mur-
mur about Lugano and Saronno, and which

remain ungleaned. This only is certain,

that he was born in the loveliest district of

North Italy, where hills and streams and

air meet in softest harmonies. Child of

the Alps, and of their divinest lake, he is

taught, without doubt or dismay, a lofty

religious creed, and a sufficient law of life,
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and of its mechanical arts. Whether les-

soned by Leonardo himself, or merely one
of many disciplined in the system of the
Milanese school, he learns unerringly to

draw, unerringly and enduringly to paint.

His tasks are set him without question day
by day, jby men who are justly satisfied

with his work, and who accept it without
any harmful praise, or senseless blame.
Place, scale, and subject are determined for

him on the cloister wall or the church dome

;

as he is required, for his sufficient daily

bread, he paints what ho has been taught
to design wisely, and has passion to realise

gloriously
; every touch ho lays is eternal,

every thought he conceives is beautiful and
pure ; his hand moves always in radiance
of blessing

;
from day to day his life en-

larges in power and peace
;

it passes away
cloudlessly, the starry twilight remaining
yet, arched far against tho night.

Oppose to such a life as this that of a
great painter amidst the elements ofmodern
English liberty. Take the life of Turner,
in whom the artistic energy and inherent
love of beauty were at least as strong as
in Luini

;
but, amidst the disorder and

ghastliness of the lower streets of London,
his instincts in early infancy were warped
into toleration of evil, or even delight in it.

He gathers what he can of instruction by
questioning and prying among half-in-

formed masters
;
spells out some knowledge

of classical fable; educates and shapes him-
self, by an admirable force, to the production
of wildly majestic, or pathetically tender
and puro pictures, by which he cannot live.

There is no one to judge them, or to com-
mand him

;
only some of the English upper

classes hire him to paint their houses and
parks, and destroy the drawings afterwards
by the most wantonneglect. Tired of labour-
ing carefully without either reward or praise,

ho dashes out into various experimental and
popular works—makes himself the servant
of the lower public, and is dragged hither

and thither at their heels
;
while yet, help-

less and guideless, he indulges his idiosyn-
cracies till thoy change into insanities

; the
nobleness and strength of his soul increas-
ing its sufferings, and giving force to its

errors; all the purpose and power of life

degenerating into instinct
;
and the web of

his work wrought at last of beauties too

subtle to bo understood, mixed with vices

too singular to be forgiven—all useless, just

because the magnificent idiosyncracy had
become one of solitude, or contention, in

midst of a reckless populace, instead of

submitting itself in loyal harmony to the
Art-laws of an understanding nation. And
the life passed away in darkness and tears,

and its work, in all the best beauty of it, has
already perished, only enough remaining
to teach us what we have lost.

These are the opposite effects of Law and
of Liberty on men of the highest powers.
In the case of inferiors the contrast is still

more fatal
; under strict law, they become

the subordinate workers in great schools,

healthily aiding, echoing, or supplying with
multitudinous force of hand, the mind of
the leading masters : they are the nameless
carvers of great architecture—stainers of
glass—hammerers of iron—helpful scholars,

whose work ranks round, if not with, their

master’s, and never disgraces it. But the
inferiors under a system of license for the
most part perish in miserable effort

;
a few

struggle into pernicious eminence—harm-
ful alike to themselves and to all who ad-
mire them

;
many die of starvation

; many
insane, either in weakness of insolent

egotism, like Haydon, or in a conscientious

agony of ignorant purpose and warped
power, like Blake. There is no probability

of the persistence of a licentious school in
any good accidentally discovered by them

;

there is an approximate certainty of their

gathering with acclaim round any shadow
of evil, and following it to whatever
quarter of destruction it may lead.

It was iu the full persuasion of these
facts, and of the consequent necessity of
some statement of law for our schools, that
I began these papers, hoping they might
fall chiefly into the form of discussion.
That in such a journal as this I should
obtain no answer to so simple a question
as the first I asked, respecting tho proper
character and use of the black outline, is

itself a fact of some significance. For the
present I am tired of writing without help

;

and having stated, as far as I know them,
the higher laws which bear on this ele-

mentary question, I leave it to such issue

as my good editor and his artist readers
care to bring it to, until January, when, if

nothing hinder, I will again take it up
where they leave it for me.

John Busion.

THE DUBLIN INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION.

The several committees acknowledge their debt
to the London Press : in all cases, justice has
been accorded to their efforts

;
a generous

sympathy, an earnest desire to “help,” and a
cordial wish to promote its prosperity, influenced
the several writers who have r eported the pro-
gress of tho Exhibition. Judgment has been
awarded with reference to what is done, rather
than to what is neglected or omitted

;
and it is

not too much to say, that a very grateful sense
of assistance received influences those to whom
was confided the laborious and onerous task of
forming the collection. Wo are more than
disposed to follow so wholesome an example :

for we are well aware that the various gentle-

men who were the agents of the committee in

so many parts of Europo did their best
;
where

they failed, it was from no lack of energy
;
and

if we miss much that might have been in tho
Exhibition, wo can blame only the apathy or
hostility of those who could, at little sacrifice,

have essentially aided the movement.
As it is, however, the Exhibition is one of

deep interest, and cannot but exercise a very
beneficial influence on the future of Ireland.

Even now—as we write, towards the middle
of June—the Exhibition is by no means com-
plete. It is, perhaps, as much so as other exhi-
bitions have been. There seems to be a tacit

understanding that the day advertised for open-
ing has reference merely to tho doors. In
Ireland they copied the example set by Eng-
land

;
the 9th of May meant the 9th of June

;

and many contributors made their arrangements
accordingly. Some weeks must, therefore, pass
before we can review the Exhibition as a
finished work.
The collection of pictures numbers, perhaps,

two thousand : chiefly the contributions of Bel-

gium and Germany. France sends very few;
Holland not many

;
Spain has been a liberal

helper; so has Norway. Italy shows fairly
;
but

of the leading artists of the Continent, scarcely

any are present. The British School is well re-

presented, although the supply has been prin-

cipally derived from the National Gallery, the
Royal Academy, and her Majesty the Queen.
Private collectors have not been generous.

The water-colour gallery is but scantily fur-

nished. The contributions of Mr. F. W. Burton
(of which there are eight) are, however, suf-

ficient to give great attraction to that depart-

ment
;
and the artist to whom has been confided

tho duty of arranging the drawings, Mr. T. A.
Jones, contributes two of his own works that

would be honoured in any exhibition. It is

probable he will receive many additions, for

efforts are still making in this direction.

The noble collection, the Victoria Cross
Gallery, has been generously lent by its pro-

prietor, and is exhibited in a separate room,
—giving due honour to the admirable artist,

Louis Dosanges.
In sculpture, the Exhibition is singularly

rich—that is to say, in productions by foreign

artists: a “court” was set apart lor their

reception : it is of very graceful proportions and
admirably “lit;” the space was utterly insuf-

ficient
;
works are skilfully scattered in all parts

of the building, and are still “ coming in.”

In so far as tho Fine Arts are concerned,
therefore, there is a very great gathering of

good things : many of them will teach as well

as please
;
and the impression thus made in

Ireland cannot be other than beneficial.

The nave, aisles, and galleries, are full of in-

teresting objects in Art-manufacture
;
and they

are gradually increasing. Ireland exhibits its

choicest specimens of the Arts in which that

country has attained excellence : they are

neither numerous nor prominent
;
but in several

they are seen to advantage side by side with
those of England

;
and, at all events, give en-

couraging evidence of progress. The jewellery

of Messrs. Topham and White (a long esta-

blished firm) is of great excellence
;
so is that

of Mr. Waterhouse
;

while Air. Brunker and
Messrs. Schriber, in their mixed collections, show
some remarkably good efforts of native artisans.

This department, however, derives much of its

strength from England. Air. White, of Cock-
spur Street (tho brother of the Irish jeweller)

has given valuablo aid : the stall is a rare as-

semblage of beautiful works. Messrs. Aubert
and Linton have a case of great value : among
their Art-treasures is a set of pink coral, ex-

quisitely carved and of rare beauty
;

better

fitted, however, for a cabinet than for wear,
while in the case of Mr. Brunker thore is an
enamelled coronal of Irish pearl, relieved by
diamonds, that has rarely been surpassed. Air.

Benson, of Ludgate Hill, exhibits his monster
clock, and a number of very beautiful watches.

The linens of Belfast, and the hose of Bal-
briggan, maintain their high character

;
but

they have in no way been subjected to tbe in-

fluence of Art. Not so, however, with the
time-honoured “tabbinet.” Messrs. Fry and
Alessrs. Pirn uphold tho renown of their country
in this long-famous manufacture of Ireland.

Alessrs. Fry have given special attention to the
ornamentation as well as the material. Their
designs are, in all cases, good

;
and they have

largely extended the demand for that beautiful

fabric. But Alessrs. Fry do not confine their

trade to this article : they are also manufac-
turers of silk tabarets, and damasks, of paper
hangings also, and tho general range of “ up-
holstery,” in which they compete with the best
producers of London.
The Irish lace is justly famous. In that,

Air. Forrest takes the lead, as he did in 1862,
while Air. Allen closely follows him. Both
show fine collections of charming works

;

beautiful in fabric, and, for the most part,

faultless in design. Several of tho schools in
various parts of the country exhibit both crochet
and embroidery of rare merit.

The Bog-oak ornaments are, of course, pro-
minent in the Exhibition. Assuredly the best
of these are the contributions of Air. (J. Goggin,
of Nassau Street. Those of Air. Samuels, per-
haps, rank next; those of another Goggin
follow

;
but the producers of these graceful ar-

ticles are very numerous, and greet the stranger
everywhere. They are charming, in great
variety, and generally of much merit in design.
There are other ai tides of Irish manufacture

to which attention should be directed. Some of
the marble chimney-pieces are of great excel-
lence. There is a promising collection of
earthenware, the issues of a factory on Loch
Erne. Some admirably designed and wrought
productions in metal by Alessrs. Riddel, of Bel-
fast, and a case of exquisitely modelled wax
flowers by Airs. Henry Gorme, attract and do-
serve universal admiration.
The furniture manufactured by Alessrs. Fry

we have noticed; although tho best, they are
by no means the only contributors. Alessrs.

Strahan maintain the high position they ob-
tained in 1862. Messrs. Jones and Son are
valuable aids : so also arc Air. Beakey and
Air. McDowell. Egan of Ivillarney contributes
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several excellent tables, escritoires, &c., made of ' Chester, who has established renown in that

the renowned arbutus wood of the.district. They
are inlaid, and may he accepted as very satis-

factory proofs of what can be done by native

workmen labouring in a small provincial town.

Mr. Egan has an extensive trade at Killamey,

and has supplied many tourists with the pro-

way ; several are from the designs of Mr. HaiTy
Rogers, made expressly for Mr. Rowley.
The Mediaeval Court has been rendered very

attractive by the combined efforts of Skidmore,

Hart, Hardman, Cox, and Harland and Fisher.

Perhaps the most remarkable, interesting, and

ductions of his manufactory—memorials of the ' instructive department in the Exhibition is that

beautiful district in which the wood is grown,

and where the furniture is made. The English

upholsterers have been liberal contributors to

this department. Messrs. Gillow, Jackson and
Graham, Trollope, Howard and Sons, and Mr.
Sedley, send some good works. The very

charming cabinets, chairs, flower-stands, &c.,

of Messrs. Brunswick Brothers, of Newman
Street, attract much attention. They are, for

the most part, copies of rare examples in the

which contains the productions of India, col-

lected and arranged under the direction of Hr.

Forbes Watson and Captain Meadows Taylor.

They have been selected chiefly from the rich

stores of her Majesty the Queen, and from the

museum attached to the India House. Lord
Gough and Captain Meadows Taylor have also

enriched this most brilliant court with articles

from their own private collections. The series

consists of upwards of twelve hundred objects,

style Louis Seize, inlaid with great skill, and
J

and is an exhibition in itself,

occasionally decorated with ornaments in or- I Our colonics are fairly represented, but they

molu. Messrs. Dyer and Watts have sent contribute little in the way of Art. Wc must

several examples of their furniture in stained
j

except, however, some exceedingly beautiful

pine. They are works of much grace and
j

examples of bookbinding, the productions of

beauty, having all the effect of inlaying, and ! Canada.

are produced at a cost singularly small.

Mr. Crichley, of Birmingham, is, we believe,

the only manufacturer who exhibits the produce

of the capital of iron-work. He has sent a good

supply of stove-grates, hall-stands, fenders, fire-

irons, &c., of very great excellence, with regard

to both design and manufacture. Mr. Peyton
contributes iron bedsteads, Messrs. Chubb pa-

tent locks and keys, Messrs. Edwards, grates,

fenders, and fire-irons, and Messrs. Hood iron

fountains and lamp-posts. Sheffield is repre-

sented by a small case containing a few articles

in cutlery, the contributions of Messrs. Rodgers.

Messrs. Thompson and O’Neill of Dublin have

done better. They show some excellent works

in this department, which wc take to be of their

make. The only manufacturers of glass who
contribute are Mr. James Green, of Thames
Street, and Messrs. Powell, of Whitefriars. The
works of Mr. Green are of the highest character,

The purest metal has been engraved upon with

consummate skill. It is difficult to over-praise

his extensive collection—one of rare beauty

and value. The contributions of Messrs. Powell

are also of much excellence. Mr. Alderman
Copeland has been an important aid in this

way. So, also, are Messrs. Phillips, who show
some engravings of very great merit, the work
of a young Irish artist in their employ.

Ceramic art is nobly upheld by Mr. Alderman
Copeland. His works occupy large space

;
and,

on the whole, perhaps form the most important

collection of manufactured articles in the exhi-

bition. They are in immense variety
;
supplied

less with a view, to sale than to assert the supre-

macy of the art in England. Sevres has cer-

tainly not sent its best
;
but the court devoted

to the famous factory of France, by no means
throws into shade the productions of Stoke-

upon-Trent. Mr. Goode exhibits a choice selec-

tion of the works of Minton. Those ofWorcester

are found scattered among several stalls; but

the Hill Pottery of Burslem has a case con-

taining a variety of objects of great merit.

"Wo must limit ourselves to a word of refer- !

once to the rooms devoted to photography.
!

There are upwards of one hundred contributors,

and a day may be well spent in this department

alone.

The Music Court is another object of great

attraction, containing as it docs a large assem-

blage of musical instruments of all kinds. The
walls are covered with cartoons, contributions

from Germany, of the highest possible interest.

The Foreign Contributions are neither nume-
rous nor good

;
hero and there, however, we

obtain evidence of that artistic skill in design

which supplies lessons to the British producer.

Austria sends little ; its rank is sustained prin-

cipally by the large and well-remembered case,

which attracted so much attention in 1862
,

containing “ articles in leather, wood, and
bronze,’’ the manufacture of Klein, of Vienna.

The furniture of “ bent wood” of Thonet Bro-

thers, objects in carton-pierre and stags’ horn,

clocks and clock-cases, of questionable merit,

meerschaum pipes, some wood-carvings and
lucifer matches, make up tho sum-total of tho

aid that Austria has rendered.

Much more has not been done by Belgium.

Leclcrcq has sent two good and effective, hut by
no means first-class, chimney-pieces of marble

;

of Brussels Lace there are some beautiful ex-

amples, and there are a few bronzes of much
merit

;
that is nearly all.

France has been somewhat more liberal in

her supply : there are silks and velvets from

Paris, Lyons, and Tours ;
shawls from Paris

;

lace from Chantilly
;
bronzes from Barbedienno

and Miroy
;

cast-iron works from Barbezat

;

and clocks and lamps in great variety, collected

and contributed by MM. Carlhain and Corbiere.

From several of the German states there are

contributions, but few of them are attractive.

Italy has, however, done much for the Exhi-

bition. Among its contributions are some beau-

tiful cabinets in ebony, carved and inlaid, some
mosaic tables, several fine examples of terra-

There are, we believe, no other manufacturers
j

cotta, imitations of Etruscan vases, enamelled

represented here, although some of the dealers

of Dublin show the productions of many.
Among the most liberal of all the contributors

to the Exhibition is Mr. Blashfield, of Stamford.

His works in terra-cotta are known and rightly

estimated everywhere. He has filled up two
spacious stalls, which contain a large variety of

his excellent productions. We trust they will

find, as they ought to do, many to appreciate

them in Ireland, where gardens and conser-

vatories are the continual luxuries of the wealthy.

tiles, sculptured picture-frames, and various

other objects that may be safely placed under

the heading of High Art.

In the glance we thus give at tho Dublin

International Exhibition, we may lead our

readers to believe that the collection, if not all

that was looked for, and, perhaps, expected, is one

of very great interest. As we have intimated,

it is even now incomplete
;
the catalogue (of

which a first edition is before us, and as yet

there has been no other) is but an imperfect

Those who require graceful and useful articles guide. No doubt those who visit Dublin after

for “ out-of-doors,” will certainly examine and these remarks are in the hands of readers, will

covet the productions of Messrs. F. and G. find matters far better than we found them, and

Rosher, in artificial stone ; they exhibit several,
j

will have greater reason to be content,

together with examples of garden-edging, &c.
|

The London Stereoscopic Company are issuing

Mr. Magnus sends several chimney-pieces,
!

views of the building and its principal contents,

table-tops, &c., of highly-decorated slate
;
they They are produced with the care to excellence

are pure in design, and very beautifully painted, that distinguishes all their works, and will un-

Messrs. Maw & Co., of Brosely, amply uphold doubtedly convey a good idea of the peculi-

the renown they have acquired
;
their collection

j

arities of the structure
;
already some very fine

of tile pavements and majolica tile wall deco- stereoscopes and photographs of the opening

rations are of the very highest merit. : ceremony have been issued.

A number of very beautifully carved and gilt

frames are exhibited by Mr. G. Rowley, of Man-

SELECTED PICTURES.

IN’ THE COLLECTION OF
W. HOLDSWORTH, ESQ., HALIFAX.

WORDS OF COMFORT.

T. Faed, R.A., Painter. R. C. Bell, Engraver.

One of the earliest pictures exhibited in

London by Mr. Eaed, in 1851, under the
title of ‘ Cottage Piety.’ He had already
acquired a reputation in his native country,

Scotland, where he was then living, when
he sent to the Royal Academy this and two
other works of a domestic character, one
entitled ‘ Tho First Step,’ the other an
illustration of the popular ballad, “Auld
Robin Gray.” These works gained con-
siderable notice, so much so as to induce
the artist to continue his contributions to

our chief metropolitan exhibition, and, in

the following year, to take up his abode in

London : they were, in fact, the advanced
guard, so to speak, of a series of pictures of

a somewhat similar description, which have
placed the artist in the foremost rank of

genre painters.

Whether it be true or not that the Scots,

as a people, have a higher regard than their

Southern neighbours for moral and religious

obligations, and are, therefore, more atten-

tive to the duties which such obligations

involve, it is certain that both Scottish

poets and painters uphold what may be
called a popular idea on the affirmatory

side of the question, by describing and
representing scenes in accordance with it.

And it is well that, at least, the semblance
of good should be mado apparent, even if

the reality does not exist
;

it serves as an
example worthy of imitation, though it may
not be followed

;
it is seed sown, at random

perhaps, but the grain may take root and
bring forth an abimdant harvest. Sacred
Art—or that which bore such a character

—was in olden time the great medium
of instruction whereby the people were
taught the truths of the Christian faith;

the artists of those days were almost, if not
quite, as successful spiritual teachers as tho

surpliced priesthood ; and though the age

of Saints, and Madonnas, and ‘ Immaculate
Conceptions,’ and ‘ Holy Families ’ has

passed away, the painter of a simple devo-
tional subject, like that Mr. Faed has placed

on canvas, may effect as much good by
compelling some thoughtless mind to reflect,

as did Raffaelle, La Vinci, Correggio, and
other great painters centuries ago, by their

grander and more ambitious works.
It may or may not be the eve of the

Sabbath, as Burns describes that prelude to

;

the day of rest in his “ Cotter’s Saturday
Night:*” at any rate, the occupants of the

;
cottage have assembled to hear “Words of

Comfort ” out of the sacred volume, which
the master of the family—a blacksmith, as

1 appears by his apron—reads ; he reminds
us of a couplet, all wo now remember, of a
poem learned in childhood :

—

“ Then the good father, with spectacled nose.
Reads the Bible aloud ere they take their repose.”

The head of the old man, with his white
hair peeping below a brown scratch-wig, is

a capital study, well lighted up, and free

from any exaggerated expression : beside

him is his wife, listening attentively to the

narrative : the two younger females may
be their daughters, but there is a refinement

in the general character of the nearer girl

especially which does not agree with such a
supposition : she seems, in fact, to be “ out of

harmony,” in personal appearance, with tho

other members of the family.
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GERMAN PAINTERS OF THE MODERN SCHOOL.

No. VI.—J. PUHEICH AND J. E. STEINLE.

E shall proceed in our next lecture to

'create God, were the startling words
of a German metaphysician. This boast,

which is really not so irreverent as it

sounds, serves as an index to that tran-

scendental philosophy which has exerted
no inconsiderable power over the modern
school of German Art. “ Canst thou by
searching find out God ? Canst thou
find out the Almighty unto perfection ?”

are questions which from age to age have
sought solution. Many are the aphorisms which show
dw the mind of man has again and again striven to

possess itself of the divine idea infinite and perfect, how
the imagination, the intellect, and the conscience have
essayed to fashion the supreme God of the universe.
“ Each man is himself a miniature of God.” “ None can
feel God who shares not in the Godhead.” “No person

possesses God, unless he is possessed by God.” “ Virtue
in its consummation reveals a God.” “ The Deity dwells

with all good men.” “ From the consciousness of the Divine
springs the idea of Divinity.” “ God is the soul of the soul, as the

soul is the soul of tho body.” Such are the axioms of that

“philosophy of the absolute” which from the professor’s chair

have passed into the studio of the painter. The German meta-
physician, as wo have seen, proceeds to create a crowning climax.

Deity he evolves out of consciousness. External and personal

divinity is an induction from internal and impersonal intuition.

Thus in this system the mind of man is the focus, the centre, the

i SOT

v/ how

standing ground, and the starting point, to the entire circuit of an
ideal philosophy. Above the soul rises the infinite God, beneath
and around the soul extends a vast spreading nature. I think
this exposition will in some measure explain what Overbeck and his

disciples mean when they assert that all pictures should be soul-

pictures. This Art-philosophy, which I believe with some modifi-

cation is essentially true, stands, I need noj; say, in direct con-
travention to the mere materialism propounded by Locke and
other English and Scotch metaphysicians. “A soul picture” is

an emanation from man’s immortality. It is divine because of

the indwelling divinity ; it manifests the Godhead, because each
spirit in its essence ife “ a miniature of God.” Such is a “soul
picture ” which essays, according to the bold words of the meta-
physician, “ to create God.” Thus, again, when the aesthetic

mind, the “pure reason” of the Germans, mirrors forth nature,

the forms are after the fashion of the eternal types kept in the

mansion of the heavens. Over this spiritual Art reigns unruffled

serenity. The accidents which mar creation, the errors which
creep into the translation of the essence and spirit into form,

the mishaps which show as blots on the face of nature, these

are all exorcised and excluded from so-called soul and spirit

pictures. Hence in the abiding triad of God, Man, and Nature,
intrudes no schism. Rather is there a sustained unity, a diversity

of manifestation under one essence, over which the infinite per-
fection “ created” by the metaphysician reigns all in all supreme.
It is difficult in a few words to express a meaning which I feel to

be of vital importance, not only to all Art creation and criticism,

but especially to the right understanding of the transcendental
German painters of the modern school. I can now give only a
slight sketch of a system which I would gladly work out to further

completeness.
In a series of papers devoted to German painters, aesthetic

sketches are not out of place. Tho threefold basis on which Aid-
philosophy should rest has been already indicated. God, Man,

Drawn by J. W. Allen.] J. Fuhrich, Pinxt. [Engraved by J. D. Cooper.
THE ASC.

“ And dost Thou, holy Shepherd, leave

Thy flock in this dark vale alone,

In cheerless solitude to grieve,

While Thou to endless rest art gone ?

Nature, threefold, yet indivisible components, are the elements
out of which the fabric of aesthetics must be woven. The system
in God gains a theocracy, in the mind of man an aristocracy of

genius, and in Nature democratic power of appeal. It is worthy,
also, of remark that the first two elements are what the Germans
call “ subjective the third, on the contrary, is “ objective.” In
the union of the “subjective” with tho “objective,” of the

“inward” with the “outward,” of the “infinite” with the
“ finite,” does Art-philosophy obtain its totality and completeness.

e n s i o N.

“ The sheep in Thy protection blest,

Untended wilt Thou leave to mourn ?

The lambs once cherished at Thy breast.
Forlorn—oh ! whither shall they turn GONGORA.

This consummation, which is indeed the crown of a truly noble
structure of aesthetics, finds emphatic expression in the words
already quoted— 1

* God is the soul of the soul, as the soul is the
soul of the body.” Herein God, Man, and Nature, are seen to
intermingle in one common and divine life.

Oh, the one life within us and abroad.
Which meets all motion and becomes its soul,
A light iu sound, a sound-like power in light,
Rhythm in all thought, and joyance everywhere.
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In words still more express does Coleridge, a Platonist by birth,

and a German metaphysician by erudition, proceed to enunciate

the transcendental philosophy of nature and of Art, which I have

indicated but in outline.

“ Anti what if all of animated nature
Be but organic harps diversely framed,
That^remble into thought, as o’er them sweeps,
Plastic and vast, one intellectual breeze.

At once the Soul of each, and God of All.”

German' pictures may be used as diagrams, illustrative of the

diverse schools of philosophy. In Germany, and indeed throughout

Europe, Art now takes that naturalistic phase which has not

inaptly been termed democratic. What the mob is in a nation,

such is the medley of common nature in Art. Painters in all

countries, like the major part of politicians, are tending down-
wards towards demagogues. They have faith chiefly in savage

and unregenerate nature ;
in materialistic forms they recognise

force, and the objects of outward sense are for them the only

truths. German Art, forgetful of its noble aspiration, has of late

given itself over to this plebeian nature. Tho palace has been
forsaken for the cottage, the hall of state for the hovel and the

back-kitchen, tho church for the beer-cellar, the worship of God
for the orgies of Bacchus. Thus the once pure school of Dussel-

dorf is now, alas ! tainted with the vulgar life and corruption

which were the besetting sins of low Dutch Art. And this falling

away in some measure comes of a mistaken view of what nature

is, and of the verities which philosophy teaches. Nature, espe-

cially human nature, theologians tell us, abides under a curse

;

the pristine beauty of creation has been marred
;
sin has entered

the world, and with transgression came misery, disease, and
deformity of the beauty in the first estate. Now, if Art-philosophy

be of any worth, it should show the painter that unmitigated and
unredeemed naturalism is like the unwashed democracy, is like a

sans culotte republicanism, is like a harvest field where the tares

choke the good seed, is like unto the net which brought to the

shore things fair, and likewise living creatures foul. Such is the

calamity wherewith the false study of nature threatens the schools

of Germany, and, indeed, of collective Europe.

J. E. Steinle, Pinxt.

CHRIST RAISING JAIRUS’S DAVGHTER.

[Engraved, by J. D. Cooper.

The remedy for this evil has been already indicated. The truly

catholic system of aesthetics allies, as we have seen, unto nature,

the correlative powers of Man and of God. These more divine

agencies uplift nature, and exalt the artist, who is her student.

And the bond which unites man to nature, and nature to man,

every painter who would impress noble and right-minded thoughts

upon the age in which he labours, must strictly observe. That

favourite speculation taken up by Goethe in Faust, which makes

nature the macrocosm, or the great world, and man the micro-

cosm, or the little world, an epitome of the great, contains in

few words all that can be said on this subtle problem in meta-

physics. The mind of man is a mirror into which is reflected the

whole of nature ; and again nature presents a series of phe-

nomena which tabulate and express in visible and tangible forms

each idea which dwells within the soul. This is the essence of

that doctrine of “ correspondence ” which has been elaborated

with over' much nicety by Swedenborg and his disciples. Yet

the grand law of “correspondence” between mind and matter,

between the world of spirits and the material creation, lies, in

fact, at the very foundation of all Art-expression. Visible forms

are, by an eternal fitness, the language and often the very body

of invisible truths. The light of the sun in the outward creation

is the natural symbol of the light of truth within the mind ; and

the darkness of night foreshadows the blackness of sin upon the

conscience. The limited space at command forbids me to carry

out these wide-stretching thoughts to their legitimate conclusions.

Enough, however, has been said to show that the naturalism

which is now creeping into German Art, finds direct counteraction

in the philosophy that exalts spiritual types above material forms.

According to the teachings of this supersensuous science, those

features in nature are specially low which become allied to man’s

vices and passions
;
and for just the opposite reasons, those con-

formations grow noble which are consonant with the purest attri-

butes of mind. It is scarcely necessary to add that the “soul

pictures” of Overbeck, Eiihrich, and others of the school, in obe-

dience to this faith, place the flesh in subjection to the spirit.
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I cannot now stop to point out the modifications which the tragic

element in Art necessarily involves.

Upon German spiritual Art the stigma has been cast, that it

makes nature subservient to the morbid moods of mind. While

naturalistic schools start, as we have seen, immediately from

nature, spiritual schools, it will be easily understood, commence

with spirit. This, the bias and the bane of German high Art, has

been at once the source of inspired strength and the snare to

incipient infirmity. It is interesting to observe how the faith and

the practice of the so-called Christian artist have accorded with

the aesthetic, system just propounded. In the course of this and

preceding papers I have more than once quoted the dogma enun-

ciated by Overbeck and his followers, that all pictures should be

“soul pictures.” It remains nowin few words to point out the

metaphysical truth which underlies this dicta. We have seen

that the mind of man, as a microcosm, is the mirror and the

epitome of outward nature. And, accordingly, within the chambers
of the spirit dwell the primal types of all created forms, the

patterns of things on earth, in their original truth, goodness, and
beauty. These, as intuitions of a noble mind, too often in the

world deadened and disobeyed, are, in fact, the promptings of an
artist’s good genius. In the silent watches of the night, as from
the land of spirits, when the gates are thrown open which separate

between life and death, float across the field of imagination forms
fashioned in realms of light. This is not a mere theory, or a

cobweb swept from the upper stories of a metaphysician’s intel-

lect, but an actual fact, substantiated again and again in the Art-
history of the world. It was thus that angel forms came as an
answer to Fra Angelico’s prayers

;
it was thus that poet-painter

Blake in waking vision saw spirits
;

it is thus that saints of

unearthly purity and sanctity are shadowed forth upon the canvas
of Overbeck, Fuhrich, and other painters in the German spiritual

Drawn by W. J. Allen.] J. E. Steinle. Pihxt. \Engraved by J. D. Cooper.

THE LAST JUDGMENT.

The Last Judgment, as described by John Howe, Chaplain to Cromwell.—“ The lofty soul hath the imago
before his eye of the world dissolving, monarchies and kingdoms breaking up, thrones tumbling, crowns and sceptres lying as

neglected tilings. He hath a telescope through which he can behold the glorious appearance of the Supreme Judge ; the solemn
state of his majestic person ; the splendid pomp of his magnificent and vastly numerous retinue : the obsequious tlirong of glorious

celestial creatures doing homage to their Eternal King : the swift flight of his royal guards, sent forth into the four winds to gather

the elect, and covering the face of the heavens with their spreading wings ; the universal silent attention of all to that loud sounding
trumpet that shakes the pillars of the world, pierces the inward caverns of the earth, and resounds from every part of the encircling

heavens. The judgment is set, and the books are opened.”

school. I think that an attentive examination of the entire products
of so-called modern Christian Art indicate this origin. There is in
the fabric a bodily frailty which seems in itself to bespeak a spirit-

birth. There is a vague generalisation which belongs to the hazy
sphere of dreams. There is a mental abstraction and . reverie
which indicate a far remove from earth. There is the absence of
those disturbing accidents, flaws, and fissures which come from
rude conflict with stern reality, while at the same time we recog-
nise somewhat of the serene beauty and the unspotted goodness
consonant with spirit beings. I think, then, without pushing the
evidence too far, these German pictures may be received in testi-

mony of the truth of that ideal philosophy which has laid so firm
a hold on the Teutonic mind.
One more step must be taken ere we can reach the elevated

platform whereon German Art rests in heights serene. “ We

shall proceed in our next lecture to create God,” said the meta-
physician—a necessary and a final act in any complete system of

Art-philosophy. Nature is finite, man also is finite
;

it is only by
bringing God upon the scene that the vista of infinitude is thrown
open. We have found that nature cannot satisfy the soul, neither

can the soul satisfy itself
;

all creation longs for the perfection it

does not reach. Hence Deity is the inevitable climax, the great

keystone which binds and crowns the arch of the universe. Now
this consummation, essential to a complete general philosophy, is

specially needed in every system of cesthetics, and more than all

is it a necessity to that scheme which shall serve as a safe scaffold-

ing to the sky-soaring structure of religious Art. The German
artists have always felt that nature alone could not supply their

needs ;
they have even, it has been said, contemned the use of

actual models. Resource then was had, as we have seen, to the
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inward tuitions of the mind
;
but man is mortal, and his mind is

finite. How then shall religious Art enter upon that infinitude

which is her region ? how shall she converse of that eternity

which is her heritage ? how can she be fashioned in that perfection,

and clothed in those divine lineaments which no eye hath seen,

and yet all souls desire ? This is the problem which the religious

artists in Germany have striven to solve. It were too much to

say that a task so arduous has been attended with absolute success.

Still, by keeping the spiritual eye in steadfast gaze upon the

infinite, finite forms of earth, and finite conceptions of the intel-

lect, have gained extent, gathered beauty, and obtained access to

the divine. And although in Art, as in philosophy, it may be

difficult to show how the absolute can be brought within the

grasp of man, yet without this infinitude, human life and creative

genius were denied the one ideawhich imparts grandeur and vitality.

“ Idea,” do I say, as if this conception were for the artist a mere

phantom of the imagination, and not a positive fact. The poet

and the painter pant after a divine perfection, and the deity they

worship is not a grand hypothesis of the intellect, but an all-

present God, who, filling the heavens, is yet upon earth abiding

with the artist in the studio, and presiding over the work of

imagination. The true religious painter is daily in communion

with deity, and thus infinitude flows through the narrow channels

of his being, and permeates his pictures. Religious Art were,

indeed, a hollow sham, if not upheld by this life-giving inspira-

tion. It is, I think, to be regretted that German artists, often in

too slavish subjection to the old Italian masters, have been content

to take inspiration at second-hand. It had been better could

they always have remembered that Philosophy and Christianity

open immediate access to the infinite.

A concise, and, at the same time, a clear exposition of an aesthetic

system, which shall reconcile the diverse phenomena of German

Art, it were difficult to give. It may be feared that the imperfect

attempt here made will share the common fate of such efforts, that

of being impracticable and unintelligible. Yet I would beg that

the reader may accord to the suggestions thrown out kindly con-

sideration. Nature, Man, God, form the triad whence emanate

German religious works, in common with the products of all other

schools of high Art. Nature proceeds from God, man also pro-

ceeds from God, and things which are equal to the same thing are

equal to each other. And thus over the trinity of Art reigns unity.

Joseph Fuhrich, historical painter, and a leading represen-

tative of High Church Art, was born at Kratzau, in Bohemia, in

the year 1800. Fuhrich joined in the common pilgrimage to

Rome, and in the Villa Massimi, near the Lateran, executed

frescoes.illustrative of Tasso’s Jerusalem. His love for romantic

Art, however, soon gave place to his devotion to that religious

school wherein Overbeck officiated as the high priest. The life of

Fuhrich has been crowded by countless works, a bare list of which

would make a goodly catalogue. In Vienna he became professor,

and of the Munich" Academy he was member. German critics

discover in the artist’s productions profundity, grandeur, beauty,

and religious expression. He designs with nobility of thought,

he paints in the mystic spirit of the Catholic faith. On the other

hand, it is conceded that the designs of Fuhrich lack vigour and

animation ; the passive virtues impart to his characters the graces

of resignation, but the active powers are wanting to give indi-

vidual strength. This, in fact, is nothing but the old tale over

again—the repetition, with scarcely a single varying phrase, of the

strictures which, with justice, have been passed on every prac-

titioner in the revived school of Christian Art.

‘ The Ascension,’ which we engrave, is a design which fairly

represents the manner of Fuhrich. The forms throughout are

thoughtfully studied : the heads, the hands, and the attitudes,

bespeak devotion
;
the figures combine individual expression with

generic type ;
the draperies are cast in symmetric folds, after the

usual manner of the German school ; and the general composition,

accurately balanced on either side, is brought to a climax in the

head of the rising Saviour. Travellers who have visited the scene

of the Ascension will at once recognise the spot. The footprints,

still objects of veneration, are marked on the crest of the Mount of

Olives. Beneath may be seen the trees in the garden of Geth-

semane ;
above rise the platform of the temple and the hills which

are round about Jerusalem. As for the disposition of the figures,

the painter has adopted a treatment so simple, that little room

is given for remark. It will be observed, however, that the

Madonna is in the company of the Apostles. Mrs. Jameson

tells us that “ all the old legends represent her as present on this

occasion, saying, as she followed with uplifted eyes the soaring

figure of Christ, ‘My Son, remember me when Thou comest to

Thy kingdom ! Leave mo not long after Thee, my Son 1

’ ” The

simplicity of the composition is specially apparent in the unpeopled

solitude of the heavens into which the Saviour is soaring. In a

well-known picture by Perugino, the sky is literally thronged by

cherubs and the angelic choir. The treatment of the German

artist is more impressive. Fuhrich, in common with many pre-

ceding painters, has improved upon the text—“And a cloud re-

ceived Him out of their sight.” The gates of the everlasting

mansions are thrown open for the King of glory : His brow, beam-

ing as the mid-day sun, is radiant with emanating light—“Lo, the

heaven its Lord receives. Alleluia !
” Lady Eastlake reminds us

that “the Ascension is not among the very earliest subjects of Chris-

tian Art.
’

’ But the doctrine incorporated in the oldest known creed

was not likely to be long neglected by the religious painter.

Our English artists, who have strangely held aloof from this the

crowning glory in the Saviour’s life, leave the inspiring theme to

the pen of the poets. At the foot of the engraving we have placed

two stanzas by the Spanish poet, Gongora, touched with tenderest

pathos.
_ .

Johann Eduard Steinle was born in Vienna in the year

1810. He studied Art in that city until 1828, when he went to

Rome, and joined company with Overbeck and Veit. On his

return to Vienna in 1834, he was filled with the spirit of the new
Catholic school, and entered on that sphere of Art-creation which

has made his life illustrious. In common with the chiefs of his

party, Steinle has designed numerous cartoons, and has practised

with success the revived Art of fresco painting. He has also been

engaged in the restoration of the tempera pictures of the cathedral

at Cologne. In the year 1850 he went to Frankfort as professor

of historical painting in the Stadel Institut, where our English

artist, Mr. Leighton, was among his pupils. In that city he has

executed numerous works. Among these I was specially im-

pressed with the stem and awe-moving spirit in which the

‘ Sibylla Tiburtina ’ is clothed : a figure momentous for meta-

physical musing, with face and form to haunt and waylay the

thoughts. The pencil of Steinle is a magic wand which evokes

out of the vast abyss, ideas, mystic and ominous. In a simpler

strain is conceived that sweetly sympathetic composition, ‘ The
Raising of Jairus’s Daughter,’ which we have selected for en-

graving. There is pathetic loveliness in this child of twelve years,

frail and beautiful as a flower that has faded out of life. The

girl awakes as from a gentle sleep ;
the eyes are still drooping,

as when the cold wind and the dew of night have closed the

petals of a tender plant. The painter has evidently caught the

idea “ the damsel is not dead, but sleepeth. Decay s effacing

fingers have not yet swept away the lines where beauty lingers

in the languor of the placid cheek. The ecstatic rapture of sur-

prise in the father and the mother contrasts finely, both with the

o-entle movement of their child upward rising, and with the calm

dignity that presides over the figure of Christ.

“The subject of the Last Judgment, ” writes Lady Eastlake,

“ has tested the powers of some of the greatest and most opposite

masters both north and south of the Alps.” The treatment of this

grand theme has become traditional
;
the situation seized by the

artists of all schools is more or less the same ; and the distribu-

tion of the figures in these imposing scones is subject to little

change. In the conception of Steinle, however, may bo noted,

if not novelties, at all events accepted ideas, nobly expressed.

Christ appears as supreme judge. “Behold He cometh with

clouds, and every eye shall see Ham, and they also which pierced

Him.” He is seated on a rainbow, the symbols of the four

Evangelists serve as a sustaining throne ;
and above rises the

aureola of nebula glory, whereon burn fiery tongues, the emblems

of the seven gifts of the Spirit. The heavenly host floating

on angel wings gaze in wondering adoration on the beatific

vision. Beneath are seated in stately array the patriarchs, pro-

phets, and martyrs, in accordance with the words, ‘
‘ Know ye

not that the saints shall judge the world.” The Madonna kneels

in her accustomed position before her divine Son. On the

opposite side in the place usually appropriated to St. John

the Baptist, stands the Angel of the Resurrection, ready at the

command of the Judge to sound the trumpet which shall awake

the sleeping dead. The Baptist, who, as we have said, occupies a

new station, seems to be once again proclaiming in mid-sky the

mission he preached while on earth :
“ Prepare ye the way of the

Lord, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand.” Around are seated,

with open books, the twelve apostles, ready to “judge the twelve

tribes of Israel.” The scene is laid in the upper heavens, at a

point where the spectator catches not a glimpse of earth: the

rising dead, therefore, are hidden from view. The drawing from

which our engraving is taken was designed for the choir of the

cathedral at Cologne. Works of this magnitude and portent are

seldom undertaken save in Germany; unfortunately such crea-

tions lie beyond the sphere of our painters and the sympathy of

our English patrons. The deficiency on the part of our artists

has, however, received some compensation in the eloquence of

our divines. The sermons of Howe, Jeremy Taylor, and other

preachers, contain passages prophetic of the coming doom, indited

with a power which no picture can surpass. One of these gorgeous

word paintings I have placed as a fitting comment beneath Steinle s

composition.
J. Beavington Atkinson.
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“ LIVERPOOL POTTERY.”
A NOTICE OF THE VARIOUS “DELFT WARE”

WORKS, AND OF THE INVENTION OF PRINTING
ON CHINA AND EARTHENWARE, IN LIVERPOOL.

BY LLEWELLYNN JEWITT, F.S.A.

It would, perhaps, scarcely be expected
that in such a busy, bustling, and gigantic,

if I may so say, place of enterprise and
commercial activity as Liverpool—in midst
of shipping of every description, and sur-

rounded by the most enormous, nay, cy-
clopsean, undertakings of one kind or other

—

we should successfully look for the full

and perfect accomplishment of so quiet, so

unostentatious, so peaceful, and so delicate

an art as that of the potter. But thus it is
;

and Liverpool, which counts its docks by
tens, its wharves and stores by hundreds,
its shipping by thousands, and its wealth
by millions—which can boast its 500,000
inhabitants, its overground and under-
ground railways, and every appliance which
modern ideas can give or possibly require

—which has undertaken the accomplish-
ment of some of the most wonderful and
gigantic schemes the world ever knew, and
which it has carried out in a spirit of com-
mendable and boundless energy that inva-
riably characterises all its actions—has not
been behindhand with its more inland and
more modest neighbours in the manufac-
ture of delicate porcelain, and of pottery of
the most fragile nature.

As, however, in the wildest and grandest
of nature’s favourite places, the botanist

looks for the simple fem or the most deli-

cate flower, so it has been with Liverpool
and its potteiy. As in the one case,

amidst the most stupendous rocks, the
lovely and delicate little flower springs into

life, flourishes, and becomes perfect—a wee
“ thing of beauty,” which becomes a greater
joy because of its immense surroundings

—

so, in the other, the quiet, unassuming, and
inobtrusivc art of the potter has sprung
up in the midst of shipping of the largest

kind, and of undertakings of the most stu-

pendous character, and has, in consequence
of these surroundings, become more lovely

and interesting. Let the simile, however,
be carried a little further. It must be con-
fessed the pleasure one feels in knowing
that this art, which sprung up in Liverpool
years ago, and flourished, as everything
there ought to flourish, is modified by the
fact that it no longer exists udtliin its boun-
daries, but has been crushed out by the
growth of the town, and the successful com-
petition of more favoured localities. Like
the small flower which, when saplings were
planted around it, still found sustenance
enough to feed and flourish upon, yet, as
they grew and overshadowed it, gradually
sickened, faded away, and died, this manu-
facture, as the tall chimneys and high masts
sprung up around and overtopped it, gra-
dually became a thing of the past, leaving
only its remembrance, like dried specimens
of the flower in the omnium of the bota-
nist, in the shape of examples stored away
in the “cabinets of the curious.” And
beautiful these examples are, and more
varied in their peculiarities, than the pro-
ductions of any other district, the “ Pot-
teries” excepted.

The first of these varieties to which I
shall give attention is that of the Delft
ware, made at Liverpool for a consider-
able period, and of excellent quality. In
my present chapter I propose, therefore,

confining my remarks to
‘
‘ Liverpool Delft

ware,” and in succeeding ones shall speak

of the finer earthenwares, and the porcelain,

and of their makers.
The term “ Delft ware” it is, perhaps,

needless to state here, takes its origin from
the town of Delft, in Holland, where this

particular kind of ware was made to a large

extent, and where it is stated the manufac-
ture was carried on as early as 1310. In
the middle of the seventeenth century,
according to Chaffers, there were “ nearly
fifty potteries in operation at Delft, em-
ploying more than a fourth part of the
entire population, viz., about 7,000 persons,
and this was the most flourishing period
of its existence. In the middle of the
eighteenth century they were reduced to

twenty-four, yet making a considerable
quantity of pottery. At the present day,
of all this number of potteries only one
remains, and its productions are of a very
inferior character, being of yellowish pipe-
clay, devoid of any attempt at omamenta-

!
tion.” Of this great change Yon Bleswych
says, that the Delft pottery “ was so famous,
not only in these provinces, but also in

Brabant, Flanders, France, Spain, and in the
West and East Indies, that in a few years
twenty-eight potteries were established in

Delft alone. The number was afterwards
increased to thirty; but these, like all

similar establishments, had their turn of
prosperity; for in 1702 the number had
decreased to twenty. In another twenty'
years six more were given up. Li 1808 six
only were in existence, and in 1849 we are
informed that only two remained. The
hard paste wares of Wedgwood were found
to be as superior to those of Delft, as those
of Delft had been to tho soft wares of the
preceding epoch. This naturally caused
the decline of this celebrated production

,

which now gave place to the English wares.”
For a long period the bulk of pots used

in England were imported from Holland ;

but Dutch workmen coming over and set-

tling here, and English workmen prose-
cuting their researches and experiments in
a successful manner, soon altered this state
of affairs, and the home market became
stocked with home-made goods. Thus, in-
stead of looking to foreign states for a sup-
ply of wares, England so successfully com-
peted with them in their production, as
soon to be able to export at a cheaper rate
than the Dutch could manufacture. Delft
ware, although not generally known to have
been produced in England, was, as I have
on another occasion shown, undoubtedly
made in several localities.

Of these places, besides Bristol, Lowestoft,
the metropolitan districts, the “Potteries,”
and other places, Liverpool produced a large
quantity, and that of excellent quality

;
and

there the manufacture continued located
until quite a late period in the annals of
Delft pottery.

The peculiarity ofDelft ware is, of course,
that the body is formed of a soft buffish-
coloured clay, and then smeared on its sur-
face, or dipped, with a fine slip of a blucish
or greenish-white tint, on which the pattern
is painted, and then glazed over. The pat-
terns were usually painted in blue, but
other colours were occasionally employed,
with good effect. This is well evidenced in

the examples of Liverpool Delft that have
come under my notice, in which yellow and
green are introduced with good effect. The
appearance of Delft ware is extremely soft

and pleasing, and the higher qualities bear,
on tho surface, a nearer approach to the
brilliancy and softness of Oriental porcelain
than most wares do.

But little has, until lately, been known
relating to the potteries of Liverpool, and
only a few collections contain early examples

of the wares there made. Indeed, I believe
it may be said that even yet many collectors

are at fault regarding the varieties of wares
there made, while others are ignorant even
of the town having a claim to be one of the
seats of English fictile art. Liverpool has,

however, despite this want of recognition,

produced its Delft ware of the finest

quality, its cream-coloured ware, its por-
celain, its terra cotta, its fine white earthen-
ware, and its,tortoiseshell ware

;
and has

produced the earliest, and certainly tho
finest, specimens of transfer printing. If
proof were wanting of the truth of my re-

mark—that but little has, until lately, been
known of the productions of the Liverpool
pot works—it would bo found in the notice
in the “Catalogue ofthe Collection of Speci-
mens of British Lottery and Porcelain in

tho Museum of Practical Geology,” a work
deserving of great praise, edited by Sir

Henry de la Beche and Mr. Beeks, where
all that is stated is this—“ No detailed in-
formation has hitherto been obtained at the
museum respecting this earthenware. It
is known that potteries were carried on at
Liverpool about the middle of the last cen-
tury, and amongst them was one called
the Herculaneum.” Thanks, however, to
Mr. Mayer, to whom not only Liverpool,
but the whole antiquarian world, is so
largely indebted for liis more than princely
encouragement of archieology, and all that
is. enlightening in literature and Art.
Liverpool has been placed in the proud
position it ought to occupy in the annals of
fictile art, and the part it has played in
that art has been rescued from oblivion.
Mr. Mayer, who possesses a marvellously
fine collection of pottery, as well as one of
the finest and most valuable of private
museums in existence, feeling that tho
history of this important art in his town
had been grievously neglected, set himself
to the task of collecting together whatever
information was available, and the result
was the reading of a paper before the
Historic Society of Lancashire and Cheshire,
in which he traced the history of the various
pot works and their owners, so far as the
scantiness of the material would enable
him, and thus filled up the chasm which
had been left by the compilers of the cata-
logue. To my friend Mr. Mayer’s labours,
then, are collectors indebted for what infor-
mation they have hitherto possessed, and
to those labours I am indebted for much of
the material whereon is founded my present
article. Through his courtesy, too, I am
enabled to give some of the illustrations
which accompany it.

It is more than probable that in medireval
times the coarse ware of the period—the
pitchers, porringers, dishes, &c.—were made

,
on the banks of the Mersey. Tho first

I

mention of potteiy, however, occurs in

|

1674, when the following items appear in

I

the list of town dues :

—

“ For every cart-load of muggs (shipped) into
foreign ports, Qd. For every cart-load of muggs
along the coasts, Ad. For every crate of cupps
or pipes into foreign ports, 2d.

'

For every crate
of cupps or pipes along the coast, ltf.”

The earliest pot-work of which there is

any reliable information, appears to have
been that of Alderman Shaw, situated at
Shaw’s Brow, which afterwards became a
complete nest of pot-works belonging to
different individuals. At these works was
most probably made the earliest known
dated example of Liverpool Delft ware.
This is a large oblong-square plaque, unique
in its size and decoration, which is preserved
in ]\Ir. Mayer’s museum, and is shown
on the engraving on the following page.
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It is of fine Delft ware, flat in surface, and
measures 2 feet 7 inches in length, by 1

foot 8 inches in depth, and is nearly three

quarters of an inch in thickness. The
body is composed of the ordinary buff-

coloured clay, smeared, likewhat are usually

called “Dutch tiles,” on the face with a
fine white clay, on which the design is drawn
in blue, and then glazed. The plaque

represents the village of Great Crosby

as seen from the river Mersey, and bears

the name and date, “A west prospect

of Great Crosby, 1716,” on a ribbon at

the top. In the foreground is the river

Mersey, with ships and brigs, and a sloop
|

and a schooner. The large ship in the

centre of the picture has a boat attached to
J

her stem, and another boat containing two

that this view, taken a hundred and fifty

years ago, might well pass for one just

executed.

Another plaque, of the same make, is

affixed to the wall of old Crosby Church,
and is here engraved. It will be seen to

be of a few years later date, 1722, and of a

different class of woi’kmanship. It is

affixed to the wall over one of the seats,

and bears the arms of the Merchant Taylors’

Company, viz., urgent, a royal tent between
two parliament robes, gules, lined ermine

;

on a chief azure, a lion of England
;

crest,

a Holy Lamb in glory, proper

;

supporters,

two camels, or; motto, “ Concordia parvce

res crescunt.” Below is the inscription

—

THIS SEAT WAS ERECTED BY

men is seen rowing towards her, while on
the water around them are a number of

gulls and other sea-birds. On the sandy
banks of the river are several figures, con-
sisting of a woman with a basket on her

arm, apparently looking across the river

;

another woman, also with a basket on her

aim, walking with a long stick
;
a man

also walking with a stick
;
a gentleman

on horseback
;

and a man driving an
ass before him. Beyond these figures rise

the sandbanks, covered with long grass and
heather, in which is a rabbit warren. The
warren keeper’s house is shown, as are

also numbers of rabbits. Beyond this

again, in the open space, are a number of

figures : men on horseback are seen gallop-

ing about
;
women are carrying baskets

;

HENRY HARRISON, OE
LEVERFOOLE, 1722.

This interesting plaque is of lozenge form,

and measures twenty inches from point to

point, sixteen inches on each side, and is

nearly an inch and a half in thickness. It

is of precisely the same kind of ware as the

view of Crosby, and was doubtless the pro-

duction of the same establishment. John
and Henry Harrison are said to have bean
natives of Crosby, the grammar school of

which village they erected and endowed,
after having made large fortunes as mer-
chants in London, the trust being held by
the Company of Merchant Taylors. Mr.
Mayer mentions that another of these

curious plaques, or slabs, was attached to

the front of a house at Newton-cum-Larten.
It was circular, and bore the arms of John-
son and Anton impaled, with the date 1753.

The Mr. Johnson whose armorial bearings

it represents, was afterwards Mayor of

Liverpool, and formed St. James’s Walk.
He married Miss Anton, an heiress, and
built the house where the slab was affixed,

and which is believed to have been made
and presented to him for that purpose by
his brother alderman, Mr. Shaw, the potter.

Another dated example is a mug in Mr.
Mayer’s possession, shown on the accom-
panying engraving. It is decorated with

men are walking about, some with dogs,

others without
;
and the intermediate space

is pretty well studded with cattle, rabbits,

and birds ; a milkmaid milking one of the

cows. Behind this again, the ground is

divided by hedgerows into fields, in which
are cattle, people walking to and fro, and a

milkmaid carrying a milkpail on her head.

In the background is the town of Great

Crosby, including the school-house and

numerous other buildings, with long rows

of trees and palings, gates, and other

objects incidental to the scene. To the left

of the spectator is Crosby windmill, still

standing
;
and those who are best acquainted

with the aspect of the place, as seen from

the river at the present day, say that little

alteration has taken place* in the village ;

borders in blue and black, and bears on its

front the initials and date

P
I R
1728

i Therewere, it appears, two potters, at least,

of the name of Shaw—Samuel Shaw, who
died in October, 1775, and Thomas Shaw,
who, I believe, was his son. The works were,

as I have stated, at a place which, from that

circumstance, took the name of Shaw’s

Brow, a rising piece of ground on the east

side of the rivulet that ran at the bottom

of Dale Street. Here the early pot-works

were established, and here in after years

i they increased, until the whole “Brow”

j

became one mass of potter’s banks, with

I houses for the workmen on both sides of

j

the street ;
and so numerous were they
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that, according to the census taken in 1790,
i

there were as many as 74 houses, occupied
i

by 374 persons, the whole of whom were
connected with tho potteries. At these

works, Rickard Chaffers, to whom so much
honour is due for the advances he made in

the manufacture of porcelain, was appren-

ticed to Shaw, and on the Brow he estab-

lished his own manufactory, as I shall show
in my next chapter. In 1754 tho following

very interesting little notice of these pot-

works occurs in “ Tho Liverpool Memoran-
dum Book; or Gentleman’s, Merchant’s, and

|

Tradesman’s Daily Pocket Journal for the I

year 1754, so arranged as to be useful and
convenient for all sorts of people, particu-

larly with regard to their expenses, engage-
ments, and occasional business —

“ The chief manufactures carried on here arc

blue and white earthenware, which at present

almost vie with China. Large quantities are

exported for the colonics abroad.”

Of about this period are some examples
in Mr. Mayer’s museum, and in my own
collection. Of these, I engrave a few of

the most striking and characteristic. In
the first engraving is shown a magnificent

punch-bowl, measuring 17 j inches in dia-

meter, and of proportionate depth. It is,

of course, of the ordinary Delft ware, the

decorations being painted in blue. At the

bottom of the bowl, inside, is a fine paint-

ing of a three-mastod ship, in full sail, with
streamer flying at the mast-head, the Union
Jack at the jib, and a lion for a
figure-head. This fine bowl was
“ made for Captain Metcalfe, who
commanded theGoldenLion ,

which
was the first vessel that sailed out

of Liverpool on the whale fishery

and Greenland trade, and was pre-

sented to him on his return from
his second voyage, by his em-
ployers, who were a company com-
posed of the principal merchants
of Liverpool, in the year 1753.”

The size of this bowl, and the ex-
cellence of its decorations, as well

as its workmanship, shows to what
great perfection Shaw had at that

time arrived in this manufacture,
and in how great estimation his produc-
tions must have been held.

Among other articles besides mugs and
punch-bowls, were fish-dishes, which pro-
bably will be new to my readers. They
are, like the rest, of Delft ware, and aro
usually decorated with fishes around their

green, and black, and bears the initials and
date T. F. 1757 on the side near the handle.

It is a quart mug of plain form. The in-

itials T. F . are those of Thomas Fazack-
erley, to whom it was pesrented by its

maker, a workman' at Shaw’s pottery. In
the following year, 1758, Mr. Fazackerley

outsides. The one here engraved bears the

initials I. B. In the next engraving aro

shown two mugs, of the 'same body and
glaze as the plaques already described.

The larger one of these Delft ware mugs is

ornamented with flowers, painted in blue,

having married, his friend made the smaller

of the two mugs—a pint one (which may
be construed into implying that the lady
was the more abstemious drinker of the

two) — represented on the engraving, on
which he placed tho initials of the lady,

Catherine Fazackerley, and the date C. F.
1758 within an oval on its front. This mug
is decorated with flowers, painted in green,

yellow, and blue. These two interesting

mugs, with the account of their origin,

came into Mr. Mayer’s hands from the son

of their owners, Thomas and Catherine
Fazackerley.
Two of the most interesting examples of

Shaw’s manufacture which have come under
my notice, are in my own possession; one of

them is here shown. They are a pair of

cows, 4f inches in height; the upper half

of each lifts off. They are excellently

modelled, and are painted in flowers,

evidently by the same artist as the Fazac-

!

side of which are painted birds, butterflies,

and flowers, and on the inside a man-of-war,
painted in blue and colours, with the inscrip-

1 tion, “Success to the Monmouth, 1760.” *

CONSTANTINE TROYON.

Visitors to the French Picture Gallery in

Pall Mall are not unacquainted with the

name and works of this artist—one of the

best landscape and cattle painters of the
modern French school—who died on the

20th of March. lie was born at Sevres in

1810, and in early life was engaged on the
ornamentation of porcelain in the cele-

brated manufactoiy in his native place.

Subsequently Troyon studied under Rio-
creux, and commenced exhibiting at the
Salon des Beaux Arts, Paris, in 1833 ; the
best pictures of his early time are ‘ A
Fete at Sevres,’ and a ‘ Corner of the Park
at St. Cloud.’ In 1841 his picture ‘ A View
in Brittany’ gained for him much well-

deserved praise. In 1838 he received a
third-class medal for landscape painting,

and in 1840 one of the second class; in

1846, and also in 1848, a first-class medal
was awarded him, and in the following year
he was decorated with the ribbon of the
Legion of Honour.
The gallery of the Luxembourg contains

examples of this skilful artist’s works
;
but

his most important picture, perhaps, is

‘ Going to Market,’ a flock of sheep driven
along the road at early morning. It was
exhibited at the Salon about five years since.

Troyon was a most assiduous painter, and
his constant labours at the easel threatened,

at one time, to deprive him of sight. A
few months only before his death he was
overtaken by a more terrible calamity than
his former affliction. The loss of reason
compelled his friends to place him in con-
finement

; and although he recovered his

intellect, his health had become so shattered,

that he finally sank.

As a colourist, Troyon must not be placed
in the same category with our best land-
scape painters, but his works are well com-
posed, show careful study of nature, and
truth of drawing.

* To lie continued.
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AUGUSTE HYACINTHE DEBAY.

The French school of Art has lost another

of its most distinguished representatives by
the death, in the month of April, of this

artist, whose father and elder brother have
acquired considerable celebrity as sculptors.

Ho was born at Nantes in 1804, studied

first as a painter under Gros, gained a third-

class medal in 1819, the Premier Grand
Prir de Pome

,
for historical painting, in

1823, and a first-class medal in 1831.

He then gave up his easel, and studied

sculpture under his father, Joseph Debay.
Auguste is best known by his group en-

titled ‘ The First Cradle,’ Eve holding on
her knees and encircling in her arms the

infants Cain and Abel, who are asleep with
their arms entwined lovingly in each other,

while the mother bends thoughtfully and
lovingly over them, as if anticipating their

future fate.
*

‘ Thework, ’
’ says Mrs. Jameson

,

“is a group of extraordinary talent and
power, both in conception and treatment.

The form of Eve has all the amplitude and
vigour which ought to characterise the first

parent ;
and thus Michael Angelo has re-

presented her.” This group, in marble,

was exhibited at the International Exhibi-

tion of 1801
,
where it received much atten-

tion. A cast of it is among the sculptures

in the Crystal Palace.

To the Paris International Exhibition of

1855, this artist contributed both pictures

and sculpture. Among his more prominent

works in the latter art were a statue of Per-
rault in the new Louvre, and a monument
to the memory of the late Archbishop Afire.

In the palace at Versailles are three of his

pictures :

4 The Meeting on the Field of the

Cloth of Gold,’ ‘The Battle of Drcux,’ and
4 The Enrolment of the Volunteers of 1792.’

JOHN ANTHONY SCOTT.

In the death of Mr. Scott, announced in

our columns not very long ago, the house
of Dominic Colnaghi & Co. has suffered a

most severe loss. At the time of his de-

cease he was forty-seven years of age, and
had been in connection with the firm in

Pall Mall as a partner for twenty-six years,

having joined it on attaining his majority.

Ho was well known and greatly respected

in the circles of Art, as the active manager
of the affairs of the firm, the most impor-
tant enterprises of which he conducted with

an energy and ability that always secured

success. In respect of rare old prints and
etchings (especially those of Rembrandt)
his discrimination and knowledge were
unsurpassed. The drawings he has be-

queathed to the National Collection in

Edinburgh are the gatherings of many
years. He was a great admirer of Cristall,

and possessed not fewer than one hundred
and ten drawings and sketches by this

artist, which were also sent to Edinburgh.
This noble bequest entitles him to be

held in affectionate remembrance by the

Art-lovers of the North. Such was the

esteem in which ho was held in the Art-
circles of London, that a public gift as

magnificent as even that could scarcely have
enhanced the kindly feeling with which ho
was regarded. Ho was educated at the

Charterhouse, as a preliminary preparation

for entering the Church, but his views were
changed early in life, when he became con-

nected with the eminent publishing house
of which he was the right hand. He was
for many years a great sufferer, but despite

the depression and exhaustion insulting

from his affliction, he resolutely performed
his duties, and never lost the sympathy
which he had always felt not only with the

progress of Art, but with the advancement
of individual artists, many of whom have

j

been indebted to him for well-timed help
J

before reputation made easy their paths in
|

professional life.

SIR JOSErH PAXTON.

“The late Sir Joseph Paxton.” What
cause for earnest sorrow is contained in that

announcement ! No man of the present

century has contributed so largely to our

enjoyment—not to ours only, but to that

of all those who have visited our shores

—

as 44 the late Sir Joseph Paxton.” Up-
springing from the people, the love and
the knowledge of all that is beautiful in

nature grew with his growth, and strength-

ened with his strength : his quick and
sagacious brain was wanned by as true

and honest a heart as ever beat in an
Englishman’s bosom, and the sunshine of

his nature refreshed all upon whom it

shone. His voice was as kind, his smile as

bland, to the peasant as to the peer. Gentle

and genial, he was also firm and unflinch-

ing, and if he could have been called

“sturdy” in anything, it was in his

independence.
We might have wondered that a man

lifted so suddenly as Sir Joseph Paxton,

into the full blaze of popularity, by his

master stroke of genius in 1851, should have
continued natural and unaffected, and as

much at his ease in the stately pageant that

opened the 44 Exhibition ” as if born to the

highest station in the land. But, fostered

and friended as he had been from Iris boy-
hood by the late courtly and kindly Duke
of Devonshire, he could hardly receive more
truly elevating honours than had been
lavished upon him at Chatsworth

;
his

education, so to say, had been that of “ a

court,” and elevated without impairing the

charming simplicity of his nature.

We were “going to press” when the

death-toll of this national loss smote upon
our heart, and we have no time to render

fitting homage to the memory of a people's

friend ; we can but briefly record our

sorrow. He looked his last—this great,

good man—towards the palace that, having
its origin at Chatsworth, took the whole
world by surprise in Hyde Park, and was
reconstructed under his fostering care amid
the gentlest of the Surrey hills—a source of

perpetual enjoyment.
To die, to 44 pass away ” at sixty-two, was

to die young; yet his life was so full of

works, that every hour ofhis existence seems
to have done a day’s duty ! During the

Crimean war he organised a 44 navvy” corps,

which did excellent road-making service

in the Crimea. He was a hard-working
director of the Midland Railway, and never

refused the influence of his name and sup-

port to whatever was worthy of assistance.

He was greatly successful as an architect

;

whatever he undertook, he threw the whole
power of his strong yet flexible mind into,

—and did well. But his real title to our

admiration and gratitude is as the greatest

Garden Architect that England has over

produced
;
the whole world has been able

to estimate the admirable manner in which
he mingled and dignified all that was beau-

tiful in nature and Art into an harmonious
result at the Crystal Palace—that is the

great monument to his memoiy, but not

the only one with which grateful England
will glorify his name.

Sir Joseph Paxton had hosts of friends

who will grieve for his loss
;
but there are

hundreds of thousands who never saw him
who will honour his memory.

SELECTED PICTURES.

FROM TIIE COLLECTION OF JAMES FALLOWS,
ESQ., SUNNYBANIv, MANCHESTER.

LABOUR.

John Linnell, Painter. J. Cousen, Engraver.

Were we desirous of showing to a
foreigner, ignorant of both, what is the
character of English rural scenery, and
what is that of our school of landscape
painters, we should introduce him to the

pictures of John Linnell as best exhibiting

the peculiar features of the one, while ma-
nifesting the highest qualities of the other.

If Turner be regarded as the chief of the
idealists, Linnell may be accepted as the

head of the naturalists
;
and yet, strange

to say, there are people so devoid of per-

ception that they cannot estimate at their

proper value either of these two great
artists. The former had laid aside his pencil

for ever, and was gone to his rest, almost
before the public had learned to appreciate

him at his true worth
;
and it is only within

the last few years, comparatively, that the

works of the latter came to be understood
and eagerly sought after : now they com-
mand any price he chooses to ask for them,
and must always hold the foremost rank in

the productions of our native school.

Linnell’s style is as original in its way
as that of Turner

;
there is no artist, an-

cient or modern, with whom he can be
compared, not one to whom we can point
as his model ; he is, as it were, his own
master ; he looks at nature with his own
eyes, not with those of another, and repre-

sents her after his own fashion—one as

true as it is beautiful. Simple as his sub-
jects almost invariably are, he renders them
grand by the boldness of his treatment, the
vigour of his execution, and the richness

of his colouring
;
in this latter quality his

pictures are absolutely unrivalled, and it is

no exaggeration to affirm that an over-

powering sense of oppression steals over

the spectator who stands before one of his

sultry-looking canvases in the crowded
apartments of the Royal Academy—such,
for example, as the picture here engraved.
The composition is simple enough, a por-

tion of what seems to be an extensive un-
dulated field, showing in its present state

little else than stubble, for the husbandmen
have almost cleared it to the foreground,
and the gleaners have been allowed to enter

and gather up the scattered ears of com,
that nothing be lost. The arrangement of

the figures and objects in front is very easy
and life-like, indicating that the artist has
closely studied harvest operations.

At the extremity of the corn-field is a

belt of trees, those in the centre of large

growth
;

beyond is a wide expanse of

country, other corn-fields interspersed with
woods stretch far away right and left, gra-
dually losing all distinguishing forms and
character in the deep blue, or rather purple,

tints of the distant horizon. The sky is

treated in a manner which those acquainted
with the works of this artist know to be a
favourite method with him : large masses
of fleecy clouds, some of them apparently

charged with rain-showers, roll majesti-

cally onwards as the soft autumn winds
move them

;
the largest mass stands out in

bold relief against a background of blue

graduated in tone. This portion constitutes

a most beautiful part of the picture, and it

is managed with great power of manipula-
tion, yet tenderness of feeling, with respect

to the delicate tintings which nature gives

to her cloud-land.
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bright particular star ” of Antwerp
;

its in-

habitants never tire of honouring his memory

;

his residence is still shown, his favourite chair
is preserved in the Museum, every trifle in the
town connected with him is held sacred. The
people, are, however, equally attached to the
renown of other names that have made their

city famous. Quintan Matsys and his history
is familiar to every one

;
so is that of Vandyke.

It is not too much to say that, while many great
statesmen and warriors are forgotten, the artists

of Belgium arc familiarly and affectionately
remembered by their modern countrymen.

The frightful devastations produced by civil

and religious wars in the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries, have robbed the churches of
the vast accumulation of early Art-treasures
they possessed up to the time of Philip II. of
Spain. The cruelty and intolerance of the
court of Spain is without a parallel in Euro-
pean history, and after many years of sufferance
was at last met by an ebullition that spared no
relic of its dominance. We must, therefore, not
look in the churches of Antwerp for antiquities,

such mediaeval relics as ecclesiologists of tho
present day delight to descant upon, nor for

ART-RAMBLES IN BELGIUM.

Chapter I.

Opposite our own coasts, and separated from
them by a short sea-passage, the kingdom of

Belgium possesses claims on the attention of the

lovers of Art and history superior to any other

near neighbour. The early history of England is

much mixed up with that of the Low Countries
;

and to the Englishman, whose love of liberty is

at once honest and profound, the actions of the
brave men who so pcrseveringly fought against

spiritual and regal tyranny when the hope of
victory was indeed a forlorn one, must ever be
dear. In the marshes of Holland and Belgium
liberty made her last grand stand, emerging
victorious, and giving to surrounding nations

much of her benign influence. The first great

blow at feudalism was struck by the brave
Flemish burghers

;
and tho basis upon which

modern commerce rests had its foundations laid

by them also.

The wealthy burghers of the Hans Towns
were not mero tradesmen

;
they loved Art and

literature, and patronised both in a most catholic

spirit. Tho taste permeated all ranks
;
thus the

trade-guilds, or fraternities of workmen, insti-

tuted their “ Chambers of Rhetoric,” and con-
cocted dramatic moralisations, often thought
worthy to amuse kings and nobles, when joycuse

entries gave these honest workers a chance of
testifying their loyalty and respect.

Nowhere can a greater or more sudden change
be felt than in the short passage between London
and Antwerp. The greater, and the most dis-

agreeable part of the voyage, takes place in the

night, when the steamboat becomes a floating

hotel. The morning is passed in the windings
of the Scheldt

;
mid-day lands us at Antwerp,

amid scenes that recall the memories of three

hundred years. The past mingles with the

present so quaintly and so charmingly, that the

student of Art and history may be envied his

first visit to Antwerp.
As the mouth of tho Scheldt is entered, the

town of Flushing gives token of a contrast to

our own shores. The river is like an arm of

the sea, the town a walled and embattled gather-

ing of quaint old houses in a lonely plain of

sand, a solitary home for an amphibious race

of hardy fishermen. Temeuse, a small village,

with a finely painted church, a high-pitched

roofand spire, and an abundanceofweathercocks,
is the next place passed

;
then comes Warden,

of which wo give tho characteristic features in

our small sketch. Doule soon succeeds it, a

droll, Dutch-looking little place, with very few
houses, and its church (a little cathedral, as all

the Bclgic churches appear to be), with a minia-

ture steeple and spire, transepts, and west porch.

Almost immediately afterwards we come in sight

of Fort Lillo, which, with its opposite brother,

protects this part of the stream, and guards tho

approach to Antwerp. Nothing can afford a

greater contrast than this river and the Thames ;

the one crowded with vessels, the other dull

and lonely, yet fortified so strongly, while our
own river, crowded with shipping, and lined

with buildings, has a comparatively unprotected

look. The Scheldt is a difficult river to navi-

gate, but it once received vessels from all parts

of the world
;

its windings are most tortuous,

and it is a very sudden curve that brings

Antwerp in sight, its group of spires and towers

cutting against the slcy in picturesque relief,

and holding out fair promise of a pleasant

sojourn to the traveller.

The Place Verte, on the south side of the

cathedral, is the focus of life and gaiety. The
tree-shadowed old square is the favourite resort

of the idler, and will have strong attraction to

tho stranger, for it is one of the most pictu-

resque localities in the old city. The entire

length of the cathedral forms one of its bounda-
ries

;
the quaint roof and spires of this building

are nowhere seen to greater advantage. In the

centre of the place stands Gecfs’s noble colossal

statue of Rubens, and the Englishman may feel,

in looking upon it, that he is in a country where
men, mentally great, who devoto themselves to

the eleA'ation of the higher emotions of life, arc

honoured and recognised. Rubens is “ the

pictures that were painted by real “ Pre-Raffael-

lites.” Wo must be content to miss those that

preceded the seventeenth century, particularly

when we find such glorious works of that period

as reward the seeker in every corner of the old

city. Nowhere can Rubens be seen to such
advantage

;
in fact, he can fully be compre-

hended only in the city of his residence
;
works

displaying all his peculiarities of style and cha-

racter throughout his long, industrious, and
honourable life, are here. The “ prince of
artists ” is still a ruler in Antwerp, and it would

give two specimens of these canopied figures
;
in

one instance (p. 210) tho simplicity ofnature alone

has been aimed at
;
there is a motive,

however,

in the action of the infant Saviour unusual in

works of its class
;
He starts forth from the

embrace of the Holy Virgin, holding forth the

cross of redemption in the left hand, while

the right welcomes the humblest aspirant of the

faith. More of quaint, mediaeval feeling is exhi-

bited in our second specimen (p. 212). Here the

Virgin is crowned and enthroned as Queen
;
her

canopy is surmounted by a flag
;
a circle of

stars adds lustre to her crown
;

she bears a

be difficult to find another city where an artist

is so entirely honom-cd.
It is not requisite, nor do we propose to

descant upon his works here, or narrate their
number and titles; that has been long since
done in our pages and elsewhere. In taking a
rapid survey of Belgium and its Art-works,
we may merely point out noticeable pictures,

elucidating them by sketches from, or rather
dissections of, each picture. Architecture must
come in for tho due share of notice demanded
by that important art, particularly as regards

sceptre in her right hand, and is really “ tho
Queen of Heaven,” as with the Roman faith,

rather than the simple “Mother of Jesus,” as

the Protestants consider her. The Saviour here
is a passive figure, playing a very secondary
part, as is too often the case in tho Church of
Rome. That she is “ the woman” of the Apo-
calypse is typified by the serpent beneath her
feet; her divine triumph is shown by the
cherubim about her.

It is not always that the Virgin is thus shown
triumphant. Her woes are often mado the
visible stimulus for the devotion of tho faithful.

the quaint peculiarities that catch the eye

of a stranger. All this, and other features of

ordinary life in Belgium, must be embodied in

our passing glance.

The war between the two great divisions of

churchmen, the Papists and the Reformers, was
fought as desperately hero as anywhere, with

the alternations that “ the chances of war ”

bring. Now the religion of Rome seems firmly

fixed, and nowhere are the stately services of

that faith more strikingly conducted than in

Belgium. In Rome they partake too much of

the festive, or theatric, in their style, and arc

wanting in the grandeur and dignity that give
them so impressive a character here. The archi-
tecture and fittings of the churches arc more in
accordance with the solemn pomp of religion

;

“the glory of regality” seems to invest the
national faith

;
and the gorgeous processions

on great festivals, to which all knees bow, show
the deep-seated reverence of the people.
The stranger will notice at many street-

corners pleasing little groups of the Virgin and
Child, before whom lamps are occasionally
lighted. Some of these are of considerable an-
tiquity

;
many possess much native grace. We
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“ Notre Dame de Sept Douleurs,” is occasionally

seen with seven poniards in her breast, typical

of her spiritual wounds
;
occasionally with one

j

only, as in the engraving (p. 212) of a statuette
:

in the church of St. Andrew, attached to one of

the pillars of the nave.

It is impossible to deny the great devotion of

the lower classes to all church ceremonials. The
poor repose on the faith and in the hope of a better

world, to compensate the misery to them of the

present one ;
hence the high altars of the

churches are never without devout plebeian

worshippers
;
and their quaint costumes and

simple devotion have abundant elements of the

picturesque. The flat lands of Belgium and
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mantilla ; this custom may be traced to the

days of Charles V. and the Spanish rule in the

Netherlands.

Typical figures of Faith, more or less graceful,

abound in the churches. In that of S. Carlo

Borromeo—the sumptuous fane of the Jesuits—is

a very elegant figure, borne on clouds, supporting

as “ a sun-shade” for the eyes. Tho girls manage

to make up for the meagreness of the bonnet by

the amplitude of the cap, and indulge in lappets

of lace, as costly as they can afford. In iine

weather the bonnet is dispensed with, and then

the cap shines forth in all its glory. The ladies of

the middle class wear dark veils, like the Spanish

the cross, and elevating the'eup of the Eucharist.

The Church, under less triumphant influences,

is seen in our second example.

I No one can examine the Belgic churches

without being forcibly struck by the abundance

j

and superiority of the wood-carving with which

;
they are enriched. With the utmost olabora-

S

tion of hand-labour is combined a high artistic

feeling, and a painter-like freedom of execution

that gives these works a very high character. It

may be a question whether there be fitness in

converting a pulpit into a group of figures and
accessories embodying a scriptural story; but
the objection does not hold with the elegant

adjuncts which the gorgeous ritual of Homo
demands. In the Church of the Augustines

Holland necessitate a peculiar head-dress for its

peasantry. The strong winds that blow across

these plains from the North Sea, would make
any “ broad-brimmed ” head-covering perfectly

unmanageable
;
so a strange bonnet has been

invented, that is perched at an angle above the

crown, with the narrowest brim possible, acting

arc pleasing groups of cherubims and angels

bearing floral gifts, that form the decorations

of a confessional. Though not absolutely de-

tached from the surface over which they seem
fluttering, they are in such bold relief, being so

much “ undercut,” that the finger may be passed

behind many parts of them. The wood-carvers

of the Low Countries have always been celebrated

for their talent, and their descendants in Bel-

gium still worthily uphold their fame, as the

modem works in Antwerp Cathedral abundantly

prove.

The treasures possessed by the churches in the

paintings which still adorn their walls, and
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attract visitors from all parts of the globe, are
enormous. Those that chiefly attract attention

are the works of Otho Vermis (the master of
Rubens), Rubens, and Vandyke. Otho Venius,
or Van Venno (he Latinised his name in con-
formity with a fashion among the educated in

his era), is sometimes termed “the Flemish

Raphael.” His works show much of the sweet-

ness and purity of the great Italian, and are in

this way far superior to those of his renowned
pupil

;
hut they are often cold and formal, and

evidence little appreciationof the graces of colour.

Venius was a most diligent painter and designer,

imbued with strong religious mysticism, which

m

THE ECSTACV OF ST. AUGUSTINE—VANDYKE.

shows most in the series of emblematical en- i form. How different from the simple truth-

gravings he published, typifying the world and
the spirit. Religious emblems were a book-

fashion in those days, and talented men, clerical

and lay, racked their brains in endeavouring to

make tho working of the mind take a bodily

fulness of Rubens
;
his greatest picture, “ the

Incredulity of St. Thomas,” is chiefly remark-
able for the unpretentious power of its reality.

Here all is dignity and repose. The simple

action of the Saviour is excellently rendered,

2^0I

1IEAD-DBKSSES OF FLEMISH PEASANTRY.

the progress of conviction is admirably traced in

the other figures. You feel that the incredulity

of St. Thomas is not quite removed, although

he scrutinises with an earnest intent, and awe-

struck gaze, the wound in tho hand which is

extended towards him; but the features, and

more especially the hand, of the younger disciple

say as powerfully as words could do, that he
recognises his risen Lord. It is this simple
majesty and power of expression that gives a
higher character to the works of Rubens than
their brilliant colouring or masterly manipula-

c

GROUP AT THE ALTAR, ANTWERP CATHEDRAL.

tion would alone ensure. The head of St. Simon
in ‘ The Presentation in the Temple,’ is magni-
ficent for its dignity and elevation. Vandyke’s
‘Ecstacy of St. Augustine,’ is the nearest

approach to this. The aged saint supported by
youthful angels of extreme beauty, is the reali-

sation of saintly humanity. There is here much

grace in the forms, and brilliancy in the colour

of the entire composition, which is certainly one
of the painter’s best works. The beauty of his

angels and younger male figures is again well

shown in his picture of the dead Christ in the

lap of his mother, now in the Antwerp Museum.
A more beautiful group than the two angels and

St. John cannot be studied for pathos and depth

of feeling. Nor is the Virgin, with her arms
extended transversely, a less speaking figure.

She seems truly accabhic dc douleur, raising her

imploring eyes toward heaven, as if to seek

renewed strength there. Tho action of the two
angels is full of sentiment and dignity—the one
gazing on the wounded hand, to which St. John
directs his attention with ’a gesture of affection

and pitying sympathy, while the other, unable

ST. SIMON—RUBENS.

to endure the mournful sight, veils his face in

his black drapery. In the large Crucifixion by
Vandyke (which he gave to the Convent of the

Jacobins in return for the care they took of his

father during his last illness), there is a striking

group at the foot of the cross. The angel is one
of his most graceful figures. The action of

St. Dominic, with his open arms and tenderly

sympathising face, and of St. Catherine of

Sienna, with her closed eyes and delicate ex-

A peasant’s cap.

pression of purity, combines the qualities of
dignity, grace, and tenderness, in as high a
degree as they can be found in the works of
this great master.

It was this power of introducing saintly

legend into scriptural history that gave tho
earlier artists so much scope for variety in their
compositions, and of which the modems, for

various reasons, cannot avail themselves. When

PRIESTLY COSTUME.

pictures were ordered for churches, it became a
necessary duty for the artist thus patronised to
introduce the saint to whom the church was
dedicated; no feeling of anachronisms com-
mitted was ever allowed to interfere with this

arrangement of the subject. This is strikingly
shown in tho portion of the picture here given.
The boldest of modern painters would hardly
dare to introduce at the foot of the cross saints

who are popularly known to have lived many

n
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hundred years after that event, and make them
take the place of those (St. John and the Mag-
dalen) who are known to have heen there. This

license gave variety to a hackneyed subject, hut

it ultimately led to evil effects. Artists were

not satisfied with saintly legend, hut emulated

THE ART-JOXJRNAL.

such furniture pictures as the Church was obliged

to he content with in the seventeenth century,

and which sapped the very foundation of re-

ligious Art. We sec the worst examples of this

want of pure religious feeling in the French
school of the period of Louis Quinze

;
hut this

of Death : the lamp and skull carry out the

same idea. When Art submits to the adoption

of such petty adjuncts, it is a sure sign of innate

weakness; the fascination of such liberty is

great, and soon resolves itself into license
;
and

when weakness tand license combine, we get

classic mythology, and revelled in groups of
j

angels and genii more fitted for Roman baths
^

(where they originated! than Christian churches.
|

Some of this false feeling displays itself in the
(

group: the winged Cupid—for ho is scarcely
j

an angel—seated at the foot of the cross has a
j

reversed torch beside him, the classic emblem
|

1

cannot wonder, then, that French sculptors and

painters should have been unable to resist the

fascination offollowing in the fashion patronised

at the chief sanctuary of their faith.

FROM THE CRUCIFIXION BY VANDYKE.

FROM WOOD-CARVING, CHURCH OF ST. AUGUSTINE.

bad pre-eminence was partially shared by the I under the guidance of Bernini, whose fluttering

schools of Italy
;

it even pervaded sculpture
|

draperies, emulating pictorial art, deprived
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PICTURE SALES.

The valuable collection of water-colour draw-
ings, and a few oil paintings, the property of

Mr. J. Ct. Robinson, of Liverpool, and others, 1

were sold by Messrs. Christie & Co. on the

22nd of April. The most important examples
of the former were :

—
‘ Sunset on the Thames,’

B. Foster, 115 gs. (Grindley)
;

‘ Bird’s Nest and
Apple Blossom,’ W. Hunt, 135 gs. (Grindley)

;

‘ Cottage at Hambledon,’ B. Foster, 125 gs.

(Grindley)
;

‘ Malvolio ’ and a scene from Love's

labour Lost, a pair by J. Gilbert, 160 gs.

(E. White)
;

‘ Lucrezia Borgia,’ A. Elmore,
R.A., 166 gs. (Agnew)

;
‘ Highland Sports,’

F. Tayler, 205 gs. (B. White) ;
‘ Carisbrook,’

J. Yarley, 100 gs. (Robinson)
;

* Port Madoc,’
H. B. Willis, 185 gs. (Westbrook); ‘The Silver

Trumpeters,’ J. Gilbert, 120 gs. (Vokins)

;

‘Tintagel Castle,’ about six inches by nine,

J. M. W. Turner, R.A., 155 gs. (Agnew)

;

* Landscape,’ with cattle, about nine inches by
thirteen, B. Foster, 185 gs. (Williams)

;

‘ Death
of a fine old English Gentleman,’ J. Gilbert,

240 gs. (Morley)
;

‘ Coast Scene,’ with numerous
figures, from the Allnut Collection, D. Cox, 132

gs. (Williams). Thirty-five exquisite drawings,
mostly of a small size, “ the property of a gentle-

man in the country,” by tho same great artist,

were sold for 940 gs. to various bidders. The
principal oil pictures included :

—

1 WellatBcttws-
y-Coed,’ D. Cox, 190 gs. (Holmes)

;
* On the

Scheldt,’ W. Muller, 200 gs. (Agnew)
;

‘ The
Drowned Fisherman,’ Israels, a small replica of

the large picture exhibited at the International

Exhibition, 150 gs. (Lucas)
;

‘ Morte d’Arthur,’

J. Archer, R.S.A., 160 gs. (Willie)
;

‘ Measuring
Heights,’ a scene from the “ Vicar of Wakefield,’

W. P. Frith, R.A., 240 gs. (Vokins)
;

* The
Almoner,’ J. Faed, 215 gs. (Agnew); ‘Felice

Ballerin reading Tasso,' a small replica of the

larger picture engraved in the Art-Journal for

1863, F. Goodall, R.A., 245 gs. (Westbrook)

;

* Faults on both Sides,’ a small canvas, T. Faed,
R.A., 550 gs. (Vokins). The day’s sale reached

the sum of £7,925.

The sketches, drawings, and a few oil paint-

ings, the works of John Leech, were sold on tho

25th of April and two following days, by Messrs.

Christie, realising the large sum of £6,500.

The majority of the sketches was little more
than first ideas of the pictures which for so long
a time have delighted the readers of Punch, each
the work of a few minutes, and yet they sold at

prices varying from three and four guineas up
to fifteen or sixteen, so eagerly were they sought
after. The “ Briggs ” series of drawings ranged
from 49 guineas to 110 guineas each; in fact,

there was not a scrap of paper bearing a few
scratches of the pencil of this universally popular

and lamented artist that was not valued at many
hundred times its weight in gold. And we are

delighted to know it, for his own memory’s sake

and for tho sake of his family.

The collection of pictures and drawings formed
by the late Mr. John Whittaker, of Asliton-

under-Lync, was sold by Messrs. Christie & Co.

on May 6th. Among the drawings wc noticed

especially, ‘Chartres Cathedral—South Porch,’

S. Prout, 100 gs. (Agnew); and ‘The Pet
Lamb,’ F. W. Topham, 90 gs. (Agnew). The
principal oil paintings were :

—
‘ Ferreting for

Rabbits,’ R. Ansdcli, A.R.A., 125 gs. (Hop-
wood)

;

‘ Checkmate ’ and ‘ Mated,’ the well-

known engraved pictures by F. Stone, A.R.A.,

280 gs. (Wilkinson)
;

‘ Landscape and Cattle,’

T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., and one of his very finest

works, 452 gs. (Colnaghi)
;

‘ Tho Launch,’ G.
Smith, 100 gs. (Agnew)

;
‘View in Surrey,’

F. R. Lee, R.A., 200 gs. (Agnew); ‘Loch
Katrine,’ T. Creswiclc, R.A., small, 165 gs.

(Whitehead) ;

‘ Departure of the Brittany Con-
scripts,’ F. Goodall, R.A., one of this artist’s

most important pictures, 700 gs. (Agnew)

;

‘ Alice Lee, Sir H. Lee, Albert Lee, and the

King,’ a scene from Woodstock, John Faed,

500 gs. (Rippe) ;
‘ Castle of Ischia,’ C. .Stanfield,

R.A., 1,270 gs. (Agnew)
;

‘ The Dead Shepherd,’

It. Ansdell, A.R.A., a large gallery picture,

500 gs. (Agnew). The three following paint-

ings were the property of another gentleman,

who obtained them direct from the respective

artists :
—

‘ Cottage in Wales,’ with two children

in the foreground, D. Cox, 140 gs. (Ames)

;

‘ Landscape,’ with a Cottage, pine trees, and
two children, W. Muller, 395 gs. (Hutchinson)

;

‘ The Mill-Stream,’ the engraved picture by J.

Constable, R.A., 660 gs. (Agnew). A painting

by the Baron Leys was sold immediately after

the above
;

it was announced as “ received from
the Continent’,’ and bore the title of ‘The Re-
establishment of Public Worship in the Church
of Our Lady at Antwerp, in 1566.’ It was
knocked down to Mr. Barker, for the sum of

235 gs.

On the same day and in the same rooms,
Messrs. Christie sold the paintings and drawings
belonging to Mr. Julius Sichel, of Timperley,
Cheshire. The chief examples of the former
were:— ‘Where the Bee sucks,’ a beautiful
composition of flowers by Miss A. J. Mutrie,

118 gs. (Ames); ‘ ValKe de la Cluse, near
Boulogne,’ H. W. B. Davis, 150 gs. (Hayllar)

;

‘ The Park,’ landscape by T. Creswick, It.A.,

the deer by R. Ansdell, A.R.A., 350 gs. (Agnew)

;

‘ Gleaners Returning,’ J. Linnell, small, 140 gs.

(Cox)
;

‘ Abbeville,’ D. Roberts, R.A., 210 gs.

(Agnew)
;
‘The Eve of the Deluge,’ J. Linnell,

210 gs. (Earl); ‘Dutch River Scene,’ C. Stan-
field, R.A., 305 gs. (Agnew) ;

‘ A Girl feeding
a Lamb,’ the figure by J. Phillip, R.A., the
lamb by R. Ansdell, A.R.A., 350 gs. (Agnew)

;

‘ Sterne and tho Grisette,’ W. P. Frith, R.A.,
very small, 100 gs. (Earl). The water-colour
drawings included :

— ‘ Breton Courtship,’ F.
Goodall, R.A., 147 gs. (Agnew); ‘A Ship in
Distress,’ E. Duncan, 140 gs. (Vokins)

;
‘ Screen

in the Church of Dixmude, Belgium,’ L. Haghe,
100 gs. (Neumann); ‘Oft’ the Mumbles Light-
house,’ E. Duncan, 140 gs. (Agnew); ‘The
Flower-Girl,’ the celebrated drawing by W.
Hunt, 350 gs. (Agnew)

;

‘ Italian Peasant
Woman and Child,’ seated near a lake, L.
Gallait, 176 gs. (Agnew); ‘Don Quixote dis-

coursing on Arms and Letters,’ J. Gilbert, 260
gs. (Agnew)

;

‘ In the Meadows, near Stratford-
upon-Avon,’ Birket Foster, small, 250 gs.

(Agnew). The proceeds of the day’s sales

amounted to £3,820.

Messrs. Foster and Sons sold at their rooms
in Pall Mall, on the 11th and 12th of May, the
extensive and valuable collection of water-colour
drawings, with a few oil paintings, belonging to

Mr. Thomas Greenwood, of Sandfield Lodge.
Among the most prominent examples of the
former class of works were :

—
‘ On the Road—

a

Family Party,’ ‘ Setters, Reindeer, and Bird,’

and ‘ A Girl driving a Flock of Sheep,’ all by
F. Tayler, 250 gs. (Vokins)

;

‘ Tho Temple of
the Winds,’ and ‘ Fort Rouge, after a Storm,’

C. Stanfield, R.A., 180 gs. (Flatou); ‘The
Baron’s Hall,’ G. Cattermole, 100 gs. (Vokins)

;

‘ Sheep and Cows,’ and ‘ Cattle in a Landscape,’
T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., 120 gs. (Earl)

;
‘Apples

and Grapes,’ W. Hunt, 110 gs. (Earl); ‘An
Abbey,’ and its companion, ‘A Market-place,’

S. Prout, 160 gs. (White)
;

* Palace on the
Banks of a River,’ and ‘ Fort Rouge,’ D. Cox,
100 gs. (Vokins)

;
‘Sheep in Snow,’ and ‘ Cows

in the Meadows near Canterbury,’ 175 gs. (Earl)

;

‘ Cromwell discovering the Escape of Charles I.,’

G. Cattermole, 117 gs. (Vokins); ‘Macbeth
and the Witches,’ and ‘ The Convent Porch,’

also by G. Cattermole, 115 gs. (Vokins); ‘A
Showery Day,’ and ‘ Landscape and Figures,’

D. Cox, 125 gs. (Vokins); ‘The Kennel,’ and
‘ Highland Cattle,’ F. Tayler, 140 gs. (Chester)

;

‘ Landscape,’ and ‘ Arundel Park,’ Copley Field-

ing,’ 125 gs. (Agnew)
;

‘ Harvest-Time,’ and
‘ A Road Scene,’ D. Cox, 120 gs. (W. Cox)

;

‘ Lago Maggiore,’ and ‘ A Sea View,’ C. Stan-
field, R.A., 365 gs. (Agnew)

;

‘ The Evening
Gun,’ G. Cattermole, 125 gs. (Agnew)

;
‘Devo-

tion,’ J. Dyckmans, 140 gs. (Vokins)
;

‘ Sid-

mouth,’ and ‘Mountain Fort, near Genoa,’ J.

M. W. Turner, R.A., 100 gs. (Lloyd). Mr.
Greenwood’s oil paintings included, ‘The Auc-
tion,’ W. H. Knight, 140 gs. (Tooth)

;
the small

finished sketch for the same picture, 84 gs.

(Flatou)
;

‘ Reading the Emigrant’s Letter,’

T. Webster, R.A., size 6 in. by 6^ in. 55 gs.

(Flatou)
;

‘ Comus,’ a sketch for the fresco in

the Pavilion at Buckingham Palace, C. Stan-
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field, R.A., 170 gs. (White)
;

‘ The Post-Office,’

F. Goodall, R.A., engraved in the Art-Journal
of 1862, 625 gs. (Chester). The whole of this
collection, which contained upwards of 260
works, realised a sum over £10,250.

The sale ofthe pictures, drawings, and sketches
in oils and water-colours, by the late David
Roberts, R.A., was commenced at the rooms of
Messrs. Christie, Manson, & Co., on the 13th
of May, and continued during five succeeding
days, the number of “ lots ” exceeding one thou-
sand. The drawings and sketches, which may
be classed together, though many of the former
were finished works, realised prices varying
from 10 gs. to about 90 gs. each

;
but some

reached a higher sum than this : such were

—

‘Entrance to the Holy Sepulchre, Jerusalem,’
121 gs. (Colnaghi): ‘Entrance to the Mosque
of; Sultan Hassan,’ 112 gs. (White); ‘Luxor,’
203 gs. (Vokins)

;
‘ Edinburgh,’ 94 gs. (Rutley).

Of the oil pictures and sketches in oil may be
pointed out—‘Interior of the Coliseum,’ 100 gs.

(Agnew)
;

‘ Greenwich Hospital,’ 120 gs. (Col-
naghi)

;
‘ Temple Bar,’ 105 gs. (Earl) ;

‘ Houses
of Parliament, 90 gs. (Agnew)

;

4 Interior of a
Cathedral,’ 97 gs. (Hayward)

;

‘ Church of La
Spina, Pisa,’ 101 gs. (Earl); ‘Interior of St.

Peter’s, Rome, with the Procession of Corpus
Christi,’ 230 gs. (Agnew)

;

* Interior of St.

Jacques, Antwerp,’ 390 gs. (Agnew)
;

‘ Houses of
Parliament and Westminster Abbey,’ 144 gs.

(Lloyd) ;
‘ Roslyn Chapel,’ 90 gs. ('Hayward)

;

‘ St. Paul’s, from Ludgate Hill,’ 255 gs. (Bal-
lantine).

Mr. Roberts was in possession of a few paint-
ings and drawings by his brother artists, which
were sold at the same time

; among them two
fine examples of P. Nasmyth : one of these, ‘A
Cottage among Trees,’ with figures, was sold
for 236 gs. (Flatou)

;
the other, a ‘ Landscape,’

with figures near a pool of water, for 237 gs.

(W. Cox). The total proceeds of the sale were
£16,425.

The following were among a small but valu-
able collection of paintings belonging to Mr.
Duncan Fletcher, sold by Messrs. Christie and
Co., on May 20th :

—
‘ Cottage Interior,’ with a

woman at work and a child in a cradle, small,
E. Frere, 220 gs. (Agnew)

;
the companion work,

also a ‘ Cottage Interior,’ with a mother and child,

E. Frere, 204 gs. (Flatou)
;

‘ Horses and Cows
at Fontainebleau,’ Rosa Bonheur, 400 gs. (Ag-
new)

;

‘ Interior,’ with a little girl at a cup-
board, very small, E. Frere, 96 gs.,’(Burnett)

;

its companion, also an ‘Interior,’ with a little

boy, E. Frere, 132 gs. (Colnaghi); ‘Sheep
Washing in Fifeshire,’ Sir D. Wilkie, 100 gs.

(Agnew)
;

‘ Spanish Contrabandista crossing the
Pyrenees,’ C. Stanfield, 610 gs. (Colnaghi)

;

‘Street in Cairo,’ D. Roberts, R.A., 615 gs.

(Flatou)
;
at the sale of Mr. Bicknell’s collec-

tion this picture was purchased for 505 gs.

;

‘ Good Night,’ T. Webster, R.A., 865 gs.

(Vokins), sold at Mr. Bicknell’s sale for 1,160
gs. ; ‘The Prize Calf,’ Sir E. Landseer, R.A.,
1,370 gs. (Agnew), also one of Mr. Bicknell’s
pictures, when it was bought by Mr. Wallis for

1,800 gs
;
‘The Palm Offering,’ F. Goodall,

1,360 gs. (Vokins); ‘English Landscape,’ Sir
W. Callcott, R.A., with cattle by Sir E. Land-
seer, R.A., 2,000 gs. (Agnew), who gave the
large sum of 2,950 gs. for it when Mr. Bick-
nell’s pictures were sold. We stated then that
the extravagant prices paid for many of the
leading works could never be maintained

;
that

those who paid such sums must inevitably be
losers when the pictures came again into the
market

;
but we scarcely expected our predic-

tions would be so soon realised, and to tho
extent of so great a reduction as about 30 per-

cent. It is a lesson picture-buyers ought to

profit by, while we are glad to recognise a more
healthy and reasonable tono regulating the
auction-room.
At tho conclusion of the sale of Mr. Fletcher’s

pictures, two paintings belonging to Mr. A. T.
Stewart were disposed of :

—
‘ Philip Baptising,’

a fine and comparatively early work, J. Linnell,

£892 (Agnew), and ‘The Brittany Pets,’ a large
and unexhibited picture by R. Ansdell, A.R.A.,
£493 (Cooper). Then followed two collections

of paintings, of which the owners’ names were

u :
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not made public ; but there were many admir-
able specimens among them, as the appended
list shows:— ‘Gillingham, on the Medway,’
£341 (Ensom) ;

‘ Street in Cairo,’ £320 (Cooper)
;

‘Haymaking, near Gillingham,’ 160 gs. (Cooper)
;

these three are by W. Muller
;

‘ River Scene,’

with figures, D. Cox, £117 (Cooper) ;
‘ It is the

Lark, the Herald of the Morn !
’ J. Sant,

A.R.A., £154 (Young)
;

‘ Joan of Arc in Prison,’

C. R. Leslie, R.A., £347 (Mann) ;
‘Reading for

Honours in the Country,’ C. W. Cope, R.A.,

£152 (Mills)
;

‘ The Young Astronomer,’ E.
Frere, £90 (Burnett)

;

‘ Boys Snowballing,’ E.
Frere, £241 (Agnew)

;
‘Return of the Runaway,

J. Clark, engraved in the Art-Journal for 1863,

£235 (Chester); ‘Wood Gatherers,’ E. Frere,

£211 (Agnew) ; ‘The Duenna,’ H. Leys, £243
(Newton); ‘Regrets,’ C. De Groux, £139
(Fores) ;

‘ A Letter,’ R. Garrick, 320 gs.

(Fletcher)
;

‘ The Corps de Garde,’ H. Leys,

380 gs. (Fletcher)
;

‘ The Toilet,’ Henrietta

Browne, £192 (Agnew); ‘Gil Bias metamor-
phose en Gentilhomme par un Tripier,’ L. Rui-

perez, £199 (Vokins)
;
‘In the Bezestein Ba-

zaar, Cairo,’ J. F. Lewis, R.A., £341 (Yokins)

;

‘ Milking Time—Early Morning,’ W. Linnell,

£283 (Willett).

So fine a collection of water-colour drawings
has not for many years been submitted to public

auction as that sold by Messrs. Christie and
Co., in their rooms in King Street, on May 27th.

The collection, which consisted of nearly two
hundred examples, belonged to a gentleman of

Liverpool, who had evidently formed his gallery

with great judgment, and by a liberal expendi-

ture. The whole of the works realised very
high prices, but we can notice only a few of the

specimens :
— ‘ Dogberry and the Watch,’ J.

Gilbert, 146 gs. (Agnew); ‘Bottom and the

Fairies,’ J. Gilbert, 136 gs. (Agnew); ‘View
near Port Madoek,’ with cattle, H. B. Willis,

112 'gs. (Haines)
;
‘Landscape,’ with cattle, H.

B. Willis, 120 gs. (Lloyd); ‘The Shrine of

St. Siebald, Nuremberg,’ L. Haghe, 100 gs.

(Mayhew)
;

‘ A Cornfield,’ with effect of rain-

bow, P. De Wint, 148 gs. (Agnew)
;

‘ Spanish
Musicians,’ F. W. Topham, 240 gs. (Agnew)

;

‘A Well at Cairo,’ F. Goodall, R.A., 100 gs.

(Gambart)
;

‘ Milking Time,’ J. Linnell, 112 gs.

(Agnew)
;

‘ Landscape,’ J. Linnell, 236 gs.

(Agnew)
;

‘ Sheep Shearing,’ F. Tayler, 348 gs.

(Agnew)
;

‘ Return from Hawking,’ 450 gs.

(Agnew)
;
‘Geneva,’ S. Prout, 135 gs. (Grundy,

of Manchester); ‘Interior,’ S. Prout, 128 gs.

(Mayhew) ;
‘ Interior of Rouen Cathedral,’ S.

Prout, 135 gs. (Agnew) ; ‘Him,’ S. Prout, from
the Bicknell collection, 1 35 gs. (Agnew)

;

‘ Edin-

burgh,’ from Craig Millar Castle, D. Roberts,

120 gs. (Moore) ;
‘ Edinburgh,’ from St. An-

thony’s Chapel, Holyrood, D. Roberts, 142 gs.

(Moore). The drawings by Birket Foster in-

cluded ‘View at Hambledown,’ 106 gs. (Cox)
;

‘,The Village Maiden,’ 110 gs. (Vokins)
; ‘Rot-

tingdean, near Brighton,’ 135 gs. (Moore)
;

‘.Landscape,’ with cows, 105 gs. (Vokins)
;

‘ Haselmere,’ 100 gs. (White)
;

‘ Bobbing for

Eels,' 120 gs. (Vokins); ‘The Lock,’ 137 gs.

(Moore); ‘Sunset on the Thames,’ 144 gs.

(Vokins); ‘The Ilayfield,’ 241 gs. (Moore);
and ‘ The Donkey Ride,’ 400 gs. (Agnew). With

1
the exception of the last, ail the drawings by
Mr. Foster were very small, yet the whole, six-

teen in number, realised upwards of 2,000 gs.

Of fourteen drawings by W. Hunt, which
produced nearly £2,000, the principal were:

—

‘ Blowing Bubbles,’ 100 gs. (Vokins)
;

* The
Gipsy,’ 107 gs. (Agnew)

;
‘Bird’s Nest and May

Blossom,’ 165 gs. (Agnew)
;

‘ Female Devotion,’

100 gs. (Agnew)
;

‘ Purple and White Grapes,’

160 gs. (Hutchinson)
;

‘ Bird’s Nest and! Apple
Blossom,’ 158 gs. (White)

;
‘The Ballad Singer,’

from the Biclmell collection, 195 gs. (Agnew)
;

‘ White Grapes and Plums,’ 260 gs. (Agnew)
;

‘Bird’s Nest and Apple Blossom,’ 180 gs.

(Agnew) ;
‘ Pineapple and other Fruit,’ 195 gs.

(Mayhew).
J. M. W. Turner, R.A., was represented in

the collection by, among others

—

‘ View on the
South Coast—Sunset,’ 101 gs. (Hutchinson);
‘Lake Nemi,’ 150 gs. (Agnew)

;
‘Rhodes,’ en-

graved, 210 gs. (Agnew)
;

‘ Mountain Lake in
Switzerland—Evening,’ 365 gs. (Hutchinson)

;

‘ Sion, Switzerland,’ 360 gs. (Agnew)
;

‘ Pass of

the Simplon,’ 390 gs. (Agnew)
;

‘ Pallanza, on
the Lago Maggiore,’ 495 gs. (Agnew).
A few other drawings worthy of special men-

tion were ‘ The Old Church at Bettws-y-Coed,’

D. Cox, 100 gs. (Grundy, of Manchester)
;

‘Landscape,’ with figures, D. Cox, 117 gs.

(Agnew)
;

‘ View off Staffa,’ Copley Fielding,

160 gs. (Vokins)
;
‘Chepstow,’ Copley Fielding,

100 gs. (Agnew)
;
‘View near Lowther,’ Copley

Fielding, 145 gs. (Agnew); ‘Guildford,’ Copley
Fielding, 110 gs. (Hutchinson); and ‘Interior

of a Turkish Harem,’ J. F. Lewis, R.A., 240

gs. (Agnew). The whole collection realised

upwards of £16,000.

Messrs. Christie & Co. sold, on the 3rd of June,

the collection of water-colour drawings and
oil pictures that belonged to the late Rev. C.

H. Hartshorne, of Holdenby. Two drawings
by Turner were keenly contested : one, ‘ Lake
Albano,’ sold for 335 gs. (Grundy)

;
the other,

‘ Guildford, Surrey,’ for 148 gs. (Scott). The
oil paintings included

—

‘ La Nanna,’ F. Leigh-
ton, A.R.A., 142 gs. (Agnew) ;

‘Venice,’ E. W.
Cooke, R.A., 250 gs. (Agnew)

;
‘ The Lucky

Slipper,’ J. E. Millais, R.A., 225 gs. (Agnew) ;

‘NoraCreina,’ W. P. Frith, R.A., 155 gs. (Ward)
;

‘ Gillingham.’ W. Muller, 153 gs. (Broderip)
;

‘ The Waitress,’ C. Baxter, 95 gs. (Halil ;

‘ Rhyl, North Wales,’ D. Cox, 145 gs. (Agnew)
;

‘A Trout Stream in North Wales,’ T. Creswick,

R.A., with figures by J. Philip, R.A., 180 gs.

(Hall)
;

‘ Landscape,’ with cows and sheep,

T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., 150 gs. (Mendoza)
;

‘ Landscape,’ with farm-servant feeding horses,

G. Morland, 150 gs. (Pearce). The collection

sold for £4,725.

The “ season ” may now be considered as

nearly closed, although some “sales” yet re-

main to be reported, and a few others are an-

nounced to “ come off” before the month of

June has ended
;
probably we shall then be

enabled to bring the proceedings of the year, in

this way, under review, and exhibit to our

readers the general results. It will be observed
that a very large majority of the works sold have
been purchased by dealers

;
no doubt in many

cases they were commissioned to buy. It will,

however, be necessary to bear in mind that

these dealers will require large additions to the

stuns they have actually, paid, when finding

customers for their acquisitions.

ART IN CORAL.

It is the privilege as it is the attribute of Aid,

that it is able to ennoble and to impart an
almost priceless value to materials that intrin-

sically are worthless, while, on tho other hand,
even the most precious and the rarest substances

acquire from it a worthiness before unknown by
them. Common clay becomes infinitely more
valuable than gold under tho hands of the
ceramic artist, and gold itself is taught by the
goldsmith to emulate the preciousness of gems.

Coral is one of those natural substances which
in themselves are eminent for exquisite beauty
of their own ; and it also must be grouped with
such productions of prolific nature as are emi-
nently qualified to attain to extraordinary ex-

cellence through the agency of Art. On more
than one occasion we have directed the atten-

tion of our readers to the remarkable collections

of coral, coral ornaments, and works of Art in

coral, formed by Mr. Phillips, of Cockspur
Street

;
and now, once again, the extent,

variety, and truly exquisite beauty of Mr.
Phillips's present coralcollections claim from us

fresh notice and still more emphatic expressions

of admiration.

It will be remembered that the coral jewellery

exhibited by Mr. Phillips at the International

Exhibition of 1862 was not only selected for

special commendation by foreign visitors in

general, but in the reports of the French com-
! missioners to their own government, these works
in coral, exhibited by Mr. Phillips, constituted

the only collection of English jewellery upon
which decided commendation was bestowed.

' And such distinction coming from such a

quarter needs no comment. That the praise of

the French commissioners was not undervalued
by Uho exhibitor himself, is proved by the
assiduity, labour, and skill which he has de-

voted to the sustained improvement of his coral

collections
;

and the result of these efforts,

exerted by Mr. Phillips in a department of the
goldsmith’s art that he has made peculiarly

his own, is apparent in the decided superiority

of the works that may now be seen at his

establishment in Cockspur Street, over even
the best of the kindred objects he exhibited

in the late exhibition structure at Brompton.
Works of Art in coral arc not easily de-

scribed—not easy to be described in such words
as will convey an adequate and correct idea of
their merit and their beauty. They require to

be seen in order to be understood, and conse-

quently to be appreciated. The delicacy and
beauty of their tints, tho rich gracefulness of
their texture, their faculty of forming infinitely

varied combinations, the felicity with which
they may be grouped with goldsmith’s work in

the precious metals, and the sharp, yet tender
firmness of their earned and sculptured forms

—

these all are qualities to be estimated by the
eye alone. In placo, therefore, of any attempts
at elaborate description, we prefer to suggest
visits to the collections themselves, which will

be found to be as varied in their contents as in

their capacity as works of the goldsmith’s art

they are worthy of all praise. It will be un-
derstood that every conceivable variety of or-

nament has been produced in abundance by
Mr. Phillips in this beautiful substance ; and
also that on particular works in coral there has
been lavished the concentration of the powers
of the most skilful, laborious, and accomplished
of artists and artist-workmen. We shall not
specify any particular examples

;
but we advise

a personal examination of all—from the simple
unwrought fragment of pure coral, in its na-
tural forms, and from the strings of beads, to

tho most elaborately carved cameos and bunches
of flowers and foliage, and the figures that are
sculptured so boldly, and finished with such
masterly taste.

Whether this coral is in its nature identical

with tho coral of the great reefs of the Pacific
—-those wondrous over-growing sea-walls that
rise as if self-reared from out of the depths of

ocean—is a matter that it is not our present
purpose to discuss. This identity is generally
accepted as a matter of course—the coral of the
Bay of Naples and of the Sardinian waters of
the Mediterranean, and the coral of tho open
ocean in tho farthest West, is all “coral.”
But there is, nevertheless, more than a slight

structural difference between the coral which
grows under Mr. Phillips’s teaching, into beads,
and bracelets, and brooches, and tiaras, and
even statuettes, and the reef-growth that ad-
vances steadily in the face of the perpotual
lashing of ocean-breakers that know no rest.

The reef-coral, certainty, is formed by myriads
of coral-insects. Did not the Art-coral once
sprout as a plant P Mr. Phillips can show some
curious and suggestive specimens, that have a
strange sectional as well as a decided ramifying
resemblance to small branches of trees or
shrubs.

The English collections of works of Art and
coral, of which we have now been speaking, arc

second to none, either in Italy or elsewhere, in
extent, excellence, or value. Some idea of the
last-named quality of these works in coral may
bo formed, when wo add that the intrinsic value
of the finest varieties of Neapolitan gem-coral
is more than five times that of pure gold. This
general statement may be illustrated by a par-
ticular example

;
we select, as such an example,

a necklace that may now be seen at Cockspur
Street

;
it consists of thirty-two coral beads,

graduated in size, perfect in form, and of ex-
quisite delicacy in their tint and tone of colour,

and its value is one thousand guineas. This
enables us to understand how it was that one of
the most powerful and wealthy of the nobles of
mediceval England, in the curious and instruc-

tive inventory (Inventory of Humphrey de
Bohun, Earl of Hereford, time of Edward II.)

of his property which has come down to us,

should have grouped his rosary of coral with
the most precious of his personal possessions.
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AST IN CONTINENTAL STATES.

Munich.— The Claude Lorraine Festival.

—

Commemorative festivals in Germany are
essentially different from anything of the sort

with us. The appliances are often of the
simplest sort, hut in somewise or other they are
managed so as to be always picturesque

;
and as

to the social festivities which follow, there is

never a lack of gaiety, good humour, and good
fellowship. As may he supposed, the artists’

festivals are the most successful, and none are
more so than those which from time to time
take place at Munich. King Louis has had a
simple monument erected at Harlaching, near
Munich, in honour of Claude Lorraine, who
there passed some time

;
and it was to inaugu-

rate this that the artists and their friends went
out on the 3rd of June to hold a sort of rural
festival. All tho artists met near the city at
10 o’clock, and with their banners and music
marched in procession to Harlaching. (In Ger-
many, he it known, no ceremony is complcto
without a procession.) Several choruses of
Mendelssohn were sung in front of the monu-
ment

;
the banners were then all lowered, and

the covering which before had hidden it fell to

the ground. The painter Teichlein made a
speech, and this part of the ceremony was over.
The monument is very simple—almost like an
upright gravestone—standing in a bed of flowers.
On it is a portrait of Claude, and the inscription
announces that the painter often sojourned here,
in remembrance of which King Louis I. of
Bavaria had this stone erected. The gay groups
then all repaired to a neighbouring grove. At
the borders, a park-keeper approaches, and for-

bidding them to enter, warns them off. Such a
proceeding is so unusual in Germany, that all

stand speechless, at a loss what to do. Sud-
denlythe Spirit of theWoodsappears, surrounded
by gnomes, beckons to the keeper to retire,

saying that the artists have always free entrance
to such haunts, and bids them welcome. But a
large wild boar, rushing from the thicket, with
a red wood demon on his back, tries to keep tho
new comers back. The kinder spirit sends his
lance at the monster, and then hurls the figure

(of straw) amid the laughing spectators. And
now all go on to the middle of the wood, where
a circular spot had been marked out, and sur-
rounded as in olden times, when the “ Noble
Arte ofYenerie ” was in its prime, with hunting
nets and trophies. Here, on the magnificent
beeches, were hung shields, and coats-of-arms,
and banners

;
and among the trees were booths,

&c., and a lottery, where the prettiest prizes
were won. There was, too, a vast aquarium,
whose top reached high above the heads of the
spectators

;
and above its sides large tufts of

water plants rose. If you hooked a ticket, as
bait (these tickets were all fishes’ tails), on to

your line, and flung it into the aquarium, you
drew out your prize—sometimes a large photo-
graph came up as such, to the no small amuse-
ment of those gazing on. But before this was
a pretty representation. In a theatre was a
village scene

:
peasants were building up a snow

man, near a grotto covered with icicles
;
and

other games gave sign of Winter. Suddenly,
Carnival appears, and all dance and rejoice;
but Lent arrives, and would fain stop the mirth.
Ho nearly succeeds, when Spring appears in a
car decked with flowers, and drawn by four
snow-white horses with golden manes. The
god was represented by a beautiful young girl,

who welcomed tho assembly to the woods and
glades. All rejoice: the icicles fall from tho
grotto, and Spring moves on, followed by a
mighty train, for all join the throng following
his pleasant steps. And they go farther, where
are heaps of flowers, and where sit the imper-
sonation of those wild plants used in making
the well-known “ MaiWein.’ ’ And King Louis
came, and to him was handed the first glass of
the delicious beverage, with wood-ruff and
other flowers swimming on the surface. Then
there was dancing, and everywhere in the shade
and on the grass the pleased groups were rest-

ing, or singing, and the whole was as pretty a
scene as one could meet with anywhere.

Paiiis.—At the sale, in May last, of the col-
lection of pictures belonging to Baron B. de

Grootelinsdt, the following reached the prices
attached to them :

—
‘ A Public Square,’ Van

Heyden, £2,480 ;
‘ Interior,’ Paul dc Hoogh,

£2,000
;

‘ Cattle and Shepherds,’ Paid Potter,
£1,700

;
‘A Seaport,’ Van der Velde, £1,520;

‘Portrait of a Gentleman,’ Hals, £1,400 ;
‘ Sea

View,’ Van der Velde, £600
;

another ‘ Sea
View,’ by the same, £1,280; ‘Landscape,’
Ruysdael, £1,040; ‘Portrait of a Man,’ Rem-
brandt, £1,040; ‘ Intenor, ’ Jan Steen, £880;
‘ The Watch-dog,’ G. Daw, £880.—At the sale
of the Duke de Momy’s gallery, in the beginning
of June, the following pictures were among the
principal works disposed of:—‘The Organ
Player,’ Chardin, £284

;

‘ Sea Piece,’ Cuyp,
£480; ‘Portrait of an Old Woman,’ Darner,
£140; ‘The Surgeon,’ G. Daw, £320; ‘Boy
playing with a Cat,’ Drouais, £804

;

‘ A Water
Mill,’ Everdingen, £272; ‘A Young Lad)'
Swinging,’ Fragonard, £1,208

;

‘ A Child wind-
ing a Ball of Cotton,’ Greuze, £3,660

;

‘ The
Disconsolate Widow,’ Greuze, £324 ;

‘ The
Windmills,’ Hobbima, £3,240

;
‘ The Card

Party,’ 1’. de Hooge, £50S
;

‘ Visit to a Lady,’
Metzu, £2,000 ;

‘ St. Anthony of Padua,’ Mu-
rillo, £520

;

‘ Landscape, with Cattle,’ Omme-
ganck, £400

;

‘ A Rustic Fair,’ Ostade, £280

;

‘Rustic Amusements,’ Pater, £1,160; ‘Inno-
cence,’ Prudhon, £272; ‘The Torrent,’ Ruys-
dael, £500

;
‘ Landscape,’ Salvator Rosa, £160

;

‘ Signing the Marriage Contract,’ Jan Steen,
£200

;

‘ Interior of a Guard-house,’ D. Teniers,
£284 ;

‘ The Visit,’ Terhurg, £1,640
;

‘ Congress
of Munster,’ Terhurg, £1,000

;
‘Portrait of an

Infanta of Spain,’ Velasquez, £2,040; ‘Por-
trait,’ Rembrandt, £6,200

;
‘ Sea Piece,’ Van der

Velde, £1,400; ‘Meeting of Sportsmen,’ Wat-
teau, £1,240

;

‘ A Dutch Fair,’ Wouvermans,
£1,420; ‘Landscape,’ Wynants, £168; ‘The
Rising Sun,’ Claude, £226

;

‘ Portrait of a Lady,’
Greuze, £244

;
‘ Portrait of a Young Girl,’

Greuze, £280
;

‘ Maria Theresa of Austria,'
Velasquez, £248; ‘Conception of the Virgin,’
Murillo, £264 ;

‘ A Peasant Girl,’ Chardin,
£332

;
‘ Cupid and Psyche,’ rrudhon, £380

;

‘ The Shopkeeper,’ Ostade, £348; ‘Landscape,’
Van der Velde, £400; ‘ Tho Wineshop,’ P. de
Hooge, £400 ;

‘A Scene in Flanders,’ Teniers,
£400

;

‘ A Country Scene,’ Watteau, £600

;

‘The Church of S. Maria della Salute, Venice,'
Guardi, £720

;

‘ The Church of San Giorgio
Maggiore, Venice,’ Guardi, £800

;

* The Doge’s
Palace, Venice,’ Guardi, £800; ‘The Rialto,
Venice,’ Guardi, £1,000; ‘St. Mark’s, Venice,’
Guardi, £204 ;

‘ Cupid and the Graces,’ Bou-
cher, £760; ‘A Cattle Market,’ K. Dujardin,
£1,000; ‘The Stable,’ Wouvermans, £1,004;
‘Landscape,’ Ruysdael, £1,204; ‘The Sou-
venir,’ Fragonard, £1,400; ‘The Pleasures of
the Ball,’ Watteau, £1,480; ‘A Lady with a
Dog,’ Metzu, £2,360

;

‘ Hercules and Omphalc,’
Rubens, £140; ‘Portrait of a Woman,’ Van
der Heist, £168; ‘Dutch Scene,’ Ostade, £180;
‘ The Sleeping Musician,’ Mieris, £226

;

‘ A
Head,’ Greuze, £232; ‘Landscape,’ with
animals, P. Potter, £240; ‘Landscape,’ with
ruins, Ruysdael, £272; ‘Lady with a Fan,’
Watteau, £306

;
‘ The Promenade,’ Boilly,

£308 ;
‘ Coast Scene,’ Van der Velde, £340

;

‘The Rape of Europa,’ Rembrandt, £364; ‘A
Dutch Town,’ Van der Heyden, £408 ;

‘ A
Vestal,’ Greuze, £492; ‘ Duck-Shooting,’ Wou-
vermans, £560; ‘The Pastry-Cook,’ Metzu,
£770. The whole amount realised by the sale,

which consisted of 128 pictures, was £67,472.

ART IN THE PROVINCES.

Lincoln.— Judging from the examinations
made both this year and last, the pupils of the
Lincoln School of Art are greatly distinguishing
themselves. At the examination which recently
took place, no fewer than twenty-six medals
were awarded them—thirty being the largest
number allowed at any time to one school—and
seven “ honourable mentions.” Fourteen of the
works that gained the higher prize were to be
sent to London for the national competition.
Nineteen prizes were also obtained for drawings
done within a limited time in presence of the
inspector, and the works of twenty-eight other

students were marked “good.” The result is

altogether even more favourable than that of
the examination in 1864, which was considered
far above the average of tho schools of Art.

_
Oxi'-onn.—Mr. Macdonald, of the South Ken-

sington Museum, has been appointed master of
the newly-formed School of Art in this city.

Reigate.—Among the many indications of
the daily increasing tono of Art now evinced in
all social ranks, may be instanced the formation
of “ The Holmcsdale Fine Art Club ” (under the
presidency of Mr. Wilson Saunders), having for
its object the diffusion of a taste for Art, and
the cultivation of acquaintance between tho
artists and Art-lovers of the locality : the club
consisting of resident and non-resident members,
among which latter class are many names of
metropolitan repute. Holmcsdale, as is well
known, is the name of the district of wliich
Reigate is the centre, and where the exhibitions
and soirees of the club are held, the first of
which was given on Thursday, the 11th ult.,

at the public hall. Profusely decorated with
choice flowers and plants, liberally placed at
the disposal of the committee by tho owners
of neighbouring conservatories, a very interest-

ing collection of valuable works (the contribu-
tions of members) was presented

;
and when we

say that a grand ‘ Sunset from Leith Hill,’ by
Linnell, a large work by E. W. Cooke, R.A.,
a recent subject by C. Baxter, specimens of
Patrick Nasmyth, and portfolios of drawings
by W. Hunt, Robson, Hills, Philp, Davidson,
Cattermole, Ac., formed but a small part of the
productions exhibited, some idea of the cha-
racter of the display may be formed. How far

tho project met the appreciative response of
the residents may bo inferred from the fact

that, although tho soiree was numerously at-

tended, upwards of 1,100 persons eagerly visited

the exhibition the next day, when it was thrown
open to public inspection.

Southampton. — Nine medals have been
awarded this year to the pupils of tho South-
ampton School of Art—of which two were
gained by Miss Louisa Blake—and three of the
students received “ honourable mention.” This
result is not so satisfactory as the examination
of last year proved.

ART-UNION OE LONDON.

The following works havo been already se-
lected by prize-holders :

—

From the Boyal Academy .
—

‘ Lochaber no more,’ W-
H. Patou, 100/.; Mother and Child, J. Colliuson, 75/.;
Summer, A. W. Williams, 40/. ; Kiver Scene—Sunset, W.
A scrol l, 40/. ; The Glyddyrs, from Llyn Gwyant, O. Mar-
shall, 06/. 15s. : Cottage. Old Charlton, Kent, J. Price,
30/.; Amin Hills, from Bute, J. Adam, 25L; Group of
Beeches, Knowle Park, E. Butler, 25/.; Cornfields near
the Coast, S. E. Percy, 20/.

From the British Institution.—Dysnrt, Scotland, East
Const, J. Danby, 105/.; The Town and Vale of Festiniog,
E. J. Niemann, 75/. ; Scene on the Kiver Clyde, Stonebyres,
J. Gill, 63/. ; Sulemnn, H. W. Phillips, 52/. 10s. ; Fall on
the Clyde, Stonebyres. E. Gill, 25/. : A Calm, C. Dommer-
son, 21/. ; Walton Bridges, on the Thames, W. E. Bates,
20/. ; Horses and Poultry. J. F. Honing, 20/.

Fr> the Society of British Artists .—The Thom, E. .T.

Old French Fishing Town, J. J. Wilson,Cobbett, 150/. ;
Aii

75/. : Tower in Chepstow Castle. J. Tennant, 60/. ; At Capel
Ourig, North Wales, J. Henze II, 551. : Warping out, fresh
Breeze, J. J. Wilson, 40/.; Thorsgill Brook, Yorkshire,
H. J. Eoddington, 40/. ; The Princess Elizabeth in Captivity
at Hatfield. 1553, J. Noble. 40/. : Near Wailing T.ane,
Surrey, J. E. Meadows, 40/. ; Blackdown, Surrey, C. Smith,
32/. ; Near Godaiming, Surrey, G. Cole, 31/. 10s. ; Welsh

English Elver Scene, E. L. Meadows, 25/. ; An Old Weir
the Thames, H. J. Boddington, 25/.; Magpie Ait, on

the Thames, H. J. Boddington, 25/. ; The Enthusiasts. W.
r (late), 20/. : Woodman’s Cotfane, J. B. Ladbroke,
Bettws-y-Coed, J. J. Cumoek, 20/. ; On the St. Ger-

’s, Cornwall, W. Pitt, 20/. ; In the Lledr Valley, scene
after rain. Ii. J. Boddington, 20/.

From the Boyal Scottish Academy.—Morning Light on
Benmore, James Dochertv. 24/.

rom the Water-Colour Society.—The See-saw,W. Good-
all, 42/. ; lllleswater, from near Pooley Bridge, D. Cox,
jun., 31/. 10s.

From the Institute of Painters in Water Colour .—Tombs
of the Mainelooks, &c., C. Vacher, 100/.; Flushing—Pro-
vision Boats returning from Wind-bound Vessels, T. S.
Eobins, 35/.; Bridge at Bovey Tracy, S. Devon, H. C.
Pidgeon, 25/. ; The Stream at Bradgate, J. W. Whymper,
25/.

; Enins at Bradgate, J. W. Whymper, 21/.
;
The

Mountain Bill, D. H. M Kewan, 17/. 17s. ; On the Wharfc,
Bolton Abbe)’, Yorkshire, D. H. M'Kewan, 17/. 17s.

I

I

•’ 1
. 1
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THE COLLECTION OF MINIATURES
AT SOUTH KENSINGTON.

At any period this exhibition had been
well timed, but at present it is peculiarly

grateful to eyes wearied with the utter

veracity—the “justice without mercy”

—

of photography. Here we read the history

of an art that has been temporarily super-

seded by the advance of chemical discovery.

The catalogue numbers more than three

thousand works, and comprehends examples
of every painter who had any reputation

for painting “ in little.”

It is a source of regret to the student that

a chronological arrangement could not he
effected in the hanging of these miniatures

;

but it is obvious at a glance that they could

not be separated and distributed, having

been sent in groups, perhaps subject to the

condition that they should not be parted.

The collection shows minute portrait paint-

ing, from its infancy to the splendours of

its prime, on eveiy substance that has

ever been employed as a surface for face

painting—card, paper, vellum, copper, ivory,

wood, porcelain, marble, and perhaps other

materials which we may have overlooked.

The miniatures in water colour generally

up to the time of Charles I., are remarkable

for their paleness, a defect that we should

at once attribute to the fugitive nature of the

colours
;
and which, to some extent, would

be true. But there is another cause for the

manner of face-painting which obtained in

tho sixteenth century, and this was an
imitation of the works of one or two foreign

artists whose names do not survive in con-

nection with their performances, wherein the

shades and markings are insufficient to

!
round the features. It was in a great mea-

1
sure female portraiture that was studied in

this way. Holbein was chiefly a painter of

men, for he took his own way, and insisted

on painting what he saw, and his versions of

complexion, how true soever, were not pleas-

ing to ladies. To Queen Elizabeth has been
i ascribed the taste (as it was considered) of

having originated the pale miniature
;
but

the idea was taken from certain of the flat

and feeble oil portraits of her time. On
looking for the works of Nicholas Hilliard,

Isaac Oliver, Hoskins, Samuel Cooper, and,

contemporaneously, ofJeanPetitot, andtheir

successors, we find the very best examples
of their labours, productions which at once

account for the high reputation which these

men enjoyed. We see, from time to time,

collections of precious miniatures, which
may convey either exaggerated or imperfect

impressions of the powers of the artists, but

there has been no occasion like the present

which has furnished such ample opportuni-

ties of comparing these still famous painters

with each other, in relation to the state of

their art at the time that they lived. Were
the exhibition considered only as a collec-

tion of the portraits of eminent persons, no
similar assemblage could be made more
complete, as there is scarcely a personage

ofany distinction, from the middle of the six-

teenth century to the present day, that is not

there signalised. A few of these miniatures

wo instance, selected for equalities distin-

guishing particular periods. By Nicholas

Hilliard there are in one case two very
brilliant portraits (308, 309), one of Queen
Elizabeth, and the other of Mrs. Holland,

one of her Maids of Honour—clear and
bright, without shade, and having the eyes

well defined, a method employed by Law-
rence in his drawings on vellum. These
are grouped with some others— all very
beautiful. (313) Francis the First (oil), by
Clouet; the Earl ofPembroke, by S. Cooper

Queen Mary (Tudor), A. More ;
Nicholas

Harbon, N. Hilliard; Hemy YIII. (oil),

by an unknown hand
;
Portrait of a Gen-

tleman of the time of Elizabeth (2976)

;

the Duke of Palliano (2855), on a circular

copper plaque, very minute
;
Head of a

Monk (2862) ; The Daughter of Philip the

Second (391), on vellum, &c. Of the mul-

titude that date from the middle of the

sixteenth century, until the practice of

Vandyke began to be felt, tho few exam-
ples instanced above may be taken as show-

ing eveiy variety and degree of excellence

that prevailed during that interval. On a

few of the best portraits of Holbein a school

might have been formed, but these charming

works left no effective impression on English

Art; but it is even more surprising that

the affectations of Kneller and Lely should

have been imitated, and the teaching of

Vandyke ignored, at a time when English

painting had so much need of good models.

Yet, reverting to the miniatures of those

artists in whose productions are found tho

flashes of genius that lighted their followers

on tho path to that excellence inthe Art

which never can be surpassed, we find bril-

liantly represented Mrs. Beale, Ed. Dayes,

Cosway, Boyle, Richard Collins, Edridge,

Engleheart, Shelley, Forster, Hurter, Gri-

maldi, Hone, Ozias Humphrey, Andrew
Robertson, Zincke, Denning, Bone, &c.,

and these artists, as to their time and

works, may be said to have been the mas-

ters of our all but extinct school of minia-

ture art. Cosway, Shelley, and Collins

were the artists who towards the end of the

last century all but monopolised the patron-

age of the fashionable society of their time.

The miniatures of Cosway abundantly justi-

fied his popularity : for the life, movement,
delicacy, and expression of his works have

never been excelled, and many of those of

his contemporaries are lovely. The costume

of tho middle of the last century and that

towards its close, have been called hideous

by portraitists of our own time ;
but it is

called picturesque, and adopted accordingly,

by some of the most eminent subject-pain-

ters of these days
;
and as they present it to

us, we feel it to be so. We contemplate

these treasures with conflicting emotions,

as they present themselves with associations

of history, romance, or simple anecdote
;

for everybody is here with every shade of

reputation, from renown down to notoriety,

and even lower. Here are the painters’

versions of all that has ever been lovely in

woman and noble in man, with some of

whom the visitor may ho disappointed, as it

may seem to him that here and there the

artist has been unequal to his subject, or tra-

dition has been too partial. But with all

the beauty of even the best works of the last

century, there is nothing that matches the

fascinating colour, and the surpassing efful-

gence of the productions of living and lately

deceased miniaturists. We cannot parti-

cularise where all are so beautiful, but the

perfection of the Art is set forth in the

paintings of Sir W. Ross, Thorburn, Sir W.
Newton, Garrick, Wells, Moira, with a list

of others too long to be given here. We see

also every “ style ” of drawing in its utmost

perfection—the exquisite vellum studies of

Lawrence, the singularly facile sketches of

Chalon, the round and earnest drawings

of Richmond, R. J. Lane, and of those of

a catalogue of works of others who were

followers of the stars of their day. This

collection, indeed, presents an opportunity

unique in the history of Art of perfecting

our knowledge of miniature painting which

attained from ordinaiy opportunities is com-

paratively very limited.

BATTLE ABBEY,
THE SPOT WHERE HAROLD FELL.

J. M. W. Turner, R.A., Painter. VV. B. Cooke, Engraver.

This engraving is from a water-colour
drawing by Turner; it is one of a series

made by him, about the year 1824, to illus-

trate the scenery of Sussex. The treatment
of the subject is of the most simple kind :

the picture appears to be a literal transcript

of the place as it existed forty years ago,

no attempt having been made to give the
landscape any of those incidental features

in which the poetical imagination of the
artist indulged in his later practice. The
two fir-trees in the centre might, or might
not, have been standing there when he
sketched the subject

;
if they were, nothing

could have been more opportune; if they
were not, Turner showed a right perception

of the picturesque by introducing them.
Obliterate that group from the landscape,

and it loses half its beauty ; for, independent
of tho truth and gracefulness of form given
to the trees, they are the connecting link

which brings the two sides of the compo-
sition together, and are most valuable

auxiliaries to the expression of power ;

they are, in fact, the point of the pictures,

to which all else is subordinate.

Through tho length and breadth of our
island home there is surely no place which
an Englishman can visit more interesting

than Battle Abbey, “ the spot where Harold
fell.”

“ Long, wild, and bloody was the day.
The moon had shot its purple ray
On Harold’s helm of gold

;

The noon had seen it red with gore,

At eve it lay on Hastings’ shore,

In dust and slaughter rolled.

“ Night fell
:
yet still the trumpet rang,

Still rose the axe and armour’s clang,

Still twang’d the British bow

;

Still did their bands unbroken keep.
The march by hill and forest deep,
Like lions, stern and slow.

“Beneath the torch and cresset’s flame,
Heavy and spent the Norman came
From that scarce conquered field

;

And came his haughty chivalry,

With weary limb, and drooping eye.
And shatter’d helm and shield.’’

In the year immediately following that

in which the engagement was fought, that

is, in 1067, tho Norman victor commenced
to build the abbey, after changing the name
of the place from Erpiton to Battle ; tho

high altar of the church is supposed to have
stood on the exact spot where Harold was
slain. Old chroniclers tell us that when
the edifice was completed, William made an
offering of his sword and coronation robes

at the altar, in which was also deposited

the famous “Battle Roll,” as it is termed,

a document hearing the names of all tho

principal Normans who accompanied the

Conqueror to England. To trace back a

descent from this roll has for centuries been

the boast of our great aristocratic families,

but modem antiquarians are of opinion—
one held by Dugdale—that the list was
often falsified and altered by the monks, at

the instigation of persons whose ambition

it was to he considered of Norman blood.

In the reign of Edward HI.
,
the then abbot

obtained leave to fortify the abbey
;

little,

if any, of the original structure now remains,

however
;
for the general style of the exist-

ing ruins proves, in the judgment of archre-

ologists, that the greater part of tho edifice

must have been rebuilt in the earlier part

of the fifteenth century. The ground on

which the abbey and the buildings con-

nected with it stood is computed to have

been one mile in circuit.
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MEMORIES OF THE AUTHORS OF THE AGE:
A SERIES OF WRITTEN PORTRAITS (FROM PERSONAL ACQUAINTANCE) OF GREAT

MEN AND WOMEN OF THE EPOCH.

BY S. C. HALL, F.S.A., and Mrs. S. C. HALL.

“ History may be formed from permanent monuments and records, but lives can only be written from personal

knowledge, which is growing every day less and less, and in a short time is lost for ever.”—

D

r. Johnson.

SYDNEY, LADY MORGAN.

N the year 1822, I first

knew Sydney, Lady Mor-
gan. I saw her sitting

in “ the little red room
in Kildare Street, by
courtesy called a bou-
doir;”* and although

the “Wild Irish Girl” was even
then a woman of “a certain age,”
she had much of that natural viva-

city, aptness for repartee, and point
in conversation (often better than
wit), that made her the oracle

and idol of “ a set” in the Irish Metro-
polis, where others—not a few—feared and
hated her

;
for her political bias was strong,

and her antipathies, strong also, were seldom
withstood or withheld.

She was never handsome, even in youth

;

small in person, and slightly deformed,
there was about her much of ease and self-

possession, but nothing of grace
;
yet she

was remarkable for that peculiar some-
thing—for which we have no English word,
but which the French express by “ je ne
sais quoi ”—which in women often attracts

and fascinates more than mere personal
beauty.
Although it was said of Lady Morgan

that she was a vain woman, had always
coveted the distinction of seeing the visiting-

cards of lords and titled ladies in her card-
stand, and liked when she paid visits to

borrow a carriage with a coronet, to receive
as many as mighty be of stars actual at
her “ evenings,” to exhibit on her chimney-
piece the gifts of people whom heritage
rather than genius had made great, and
was, in short, a woman of the world, she
had—like all women of decided character,

and energetic temperament—her kindly
sympathies and her considerate generosi-

ties, was a very lovable person to those
she loved, and a true friend to those in
whom she took interest.

* No 35. She put up a portico, which still marks the
house in the now somewhat gloomy and unfashionable
street. That house I have engraved.

Her collected letters, interspersed with
meagre bits of memoir, were published soon
after her death by her literary executor,

Hepworth Dixon, and under the editorship

of Geraldine Jewsbury. We cannot doubt
that judicious discrimination was exercised

in the selection. According to that autho-
rity the diaries from her own hand were
“copious,” and she kept every letter she
had received, from the epistles of field-

marshals to the billets of a washerwoman.
In a word, she contemplated and arranged
for this memoir, and prepared it accordingly,

with as much system and order as she
settled her toilet and her drawing-room for

a “ reception ”—to make the best of herself

and her belongings
;
commencing with the

day of her birth, when all the wits of

Dublin were assembled—of whom she gives

i a biographical list—and ending with her
last drive in a friend’s carriage.

During many years she kept a journal.

Of its utter barrenness an idea may be
formed from those portions of it which
her biographer has published, and from
the fact that from one whole year’s record
he has printed but six lines, no doubt
the only portion that was worth preserv-

ing. Her autobiography is indeed— as

were her rooms—an assemblage of a mass
of things, no one of which was of much
value; but which, when taken together,

were curious, interesting, and instructive.

“No subtlety of inquiry could entrap
Lady Morgan into any admission about her
age.” The dates of all old letters were care-
fully erased. * * I enter my protest against
dates,” she writes. “ What has a woman
to do with dates ? cold, false, erroneous,
chronological dates ! I mean to have none
of them.” It is, however, understood that

Sydney Owenson was born in 1777 ;
and it

is said by one of her biographers, Mr. W.
J. Fitzpatrick (who does not give his autho-
rity), that “her birth occurred on ship-
board.” She is, at best, but half Irish, for

her mother was an Englishwoman. She
herself tells us she was bom on Christmas
Day, in ‘

‘ ancient ould Dublin.” Her father
was Robert Owenson—according to his

daughter, “ as fine a type of an Irish gen-
tleman as Ireland ever sent forth.” He was
an actor, and manager of theatres in Dublin.
During one of his professional tours in
England, he met at Shrewsbury an English
lady, Miss Hill (with whom he “ran off”),

the daughter of a wealthy gentleman. She
was never forgiven. She was not young,
but a very serioxis and sensible woman

;

unlike her husband in everything. Of that
marriage the issue was Sydney, subse-
quently married to Sir Charles Morgan,
and Olivia, her younger sister by many
years, who became the wife of another
knight, Sir Arthur Clarke. It is not im-
probable that his little precocious daughter
acted occasionally under his auspices in

provincial towns. But she never played in
Dublin; and it is certain that her father
early resolved, as far as possible, to keep his

daughters from the stage
;
yet what an ad-

mirable actress Lady Morgan would have
been, had that been her destiny !

Early in life, however, she sought inde-
pendence. She was fond of saying that she
had provided for herself from the time she
was fourteen years old; and she had so
vise and self-preserving a horror of debt,
that she either paid ready money for what
she wanted, or did without it. Much of
her after prosperity can be traced to that
resolution—one which it must have required
wonderful firmness to have held to, con-
sidering her natural love of display, and
her always exjiensive ‘

‘ surroundings.’ ’ She
became a governess, and discharged the
duties of that office in two families, until
her writings became remunerative. Her
father kept “his girls ” at an “eminent
boarding-school.” He did his best for

them
;

and they largely repaid him by
affectionate care and duty till he died, in
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May, 1812, having enjoyed the luxury of

calling each of his daughters “ my lady.”

Her younger days were passed amid per-

plexing, harassing, indeed terrible, trials,

under which a loftier nature might have

fallen. She touches on them, though rarely,

“ seeing a father frequently torn to prison, a

mother on the point of beggary with her

children,” and so forth.

From her earliest girlhood, up to the very

eve of her marriage, she had her perpetual

flirtations
;
but there her love affairs began

and ended. Some of her sage friends opined

that she “ flirted more than was right,” and

it is probable she occasionally stood so near

the fire as slightly to singe her white gar-

ments. Still she was ever “ safe :
” like her

countrywomen generally—I would almost

say universally—realising the portrait of

the poet Moore, of

—

“ The wild sweet briary fence

That round the flowers of Erin dwells.

Which warns the touch, while winning the sense,

Nor el)arms us least when it most repels.”

The seemingly light and frivolous, and

really fascinating girl—fascinating both as

girl and woman—escaped the only slander

that surely slays. Moreover, she had at no

period of her life any sustaining power from

that which supports in difficulties and up-

holds in danger

—

Religion
;
and she was

continually in society, where, without a
J

protector, she might have seemed an easy
|

victim.
*

Her literary career began early, yet not
j

so early as she liked to make it appear.
|

Her abilities were gifts of nature. “ All,”
j

she writes, “that literary counsel, acquire-
j

ment, and instruction give to literary com-
|

position was, in my early career of author- 1

ship, utterly denied me.”
,

In 1801, her first hook was published in
j

Dublin, and afterwards in London, by Sir

Richard Phillips ; t thenceforward she con-

tinued working for more than half a cen- i

tury, having written and published, from

the commencement to the close of her career,

upwards of seventy volumes.

In 1812 she married Sir Charles Morgan,

M.D. He had received knighthood at the

hands of the Duke of Richmond, Lord
Lieutenant, by request of the Marquis and
Marchioness of Abercorn, the then friends

of Sydney Owenson, who were resolved

that their “pet” should have a title. Both

events came off at their seat, Baron’s Court

—

there the doctor was knighted
;
there the

two were made one. Contrary to prophecies

of friends and to general expectation, they

were a happy couple. Sir Charles had per-

sonal advantages, and he was a man of

strong mind, yet, happily, a devoted be-

liever in his wife, whilo she had large

respect for him—his sound common sense

and her erratic nature harmonised. He
was a Doctor of Medicine, the friend and
correspondent of Jenner. Though younger

by five or six years than Miss Owenson, he

was not young when he, a widower and an
Englishman, born in London in 1783,

wooed, and won the Wild Irish Girl. He
was tall, handsome, of very gentlemanly

address, respectably born and connected

;

with some independent property, and madly
in love with the fascinating “ Glorvina.”

She was not so desperately smitten with

him :
“A little diablerie would make me wild

in love with him,” she writes. He was too

quiet
;
in a word, too English. Neverthe-

less, he became a thorough Irishman

—

* Writing of herself in 1811, she says, “ Inconsiderate

and indiscreet; never saved by prudence, hut often rescued

by pride ; often on the verge of error, but never passing

the line.”

t At that period, and long afterwards, the law of copy-

right operated in the two islands much as it now does

between Great Britain and the United States of America.

“more Irish than the Irish,” like the old

Anglo-Norman settlers; took the liberal

side in politics; and was a sturdy fighter

for Catholic emancipation. He was, in all

senses of the word, a gentleman—“ a man
of great erudition, speculative power, and

singular observation.” In August, 1844,

he died. His death was a heavy loss to

Lady Morgan ; for she loved him, confided

in him, and felt for him entire respect. And
he was worthy of it; for there had been

neither envy of her fame, nor jealousy of

the admiration she excited, where a lower

nature might have felt both.

In the spring of 1837 Lord Melbourne

granted to Lady Morgan a pension of £300

a year, “ in acknowledgment of the services

rendered by her to the world of letters.”

She had saved a sum by no means incon-

siderable. Sir Charles had an income of

his own ;
and being “ independent,” she re-

solved upon leaving Ireland and settling

gradually became “odious Dublin.” In

1S35 she talked of “ wretched Dublin, the

capital of wretched Ireland.” In 1S37 she

wrote
“ Oh, Ireland, to you

I have long bade a last and a painful adieu !”

And so having “freighted a small vessel”

with their household gods, Sir Charles and

Lady Morgan became permanent residents

in London, taking, after a brief “looking

about,” what she terms a “maisonnette,”

No. 11, William Street, Knightsbridge,

entering into possession on the 17th of

January, 1838, and there continuing to her

death, never again visiting Ireland. Na-
turally, perhaps, her popularity had there

dwindled to nothing.*

* We once encountered an ultra Irishman, who told us

he was going to Lady Morgan's “to blow her up for desert-

ing her country and turning her back on the liberator.”

He went, tmd was so fascinated by the ready smile and

few words of tenderness she gave to the memory of “ dear

in England—in a word, to become “ an

absentee,” a class she had unequivocally

condemned when she saw little chance of

being of it
;
and although she afterwards

wr ote a sort of apology for the step—pub-
lishing, indeed, a book on the subject,

arguing “ that English misgovernment and
misrule made Ireland uninhabitable;” that

it was ‘
‘ the English government and not

the natives of the country who were to

hlame,” and so forth—she failed to convince

her country or herself of the righteousness

of her removal. Probably her attractions

“ at home” had grown less; many of her

old friends had departed, some to England,

others to the better land.

It is clear that, so early as 1812, she had
wearied of the Irish capital, which she de-

scribed as “in summer, a desert inhabited

only by loathsome beggars.” In 1833 she

writes, “ the Irish destiny is between Bed-

lam and a jail.” “ Dear dirty Dublin,”

In London she aimed to be the centre of

a circle—artistic, literary, scientific, aristo-

cratic
;

giving large parties as well as

small
;
sometimes crowding into two rooms

of very limited size a hundred guests

—

persons of all ranks, patricians and ple-

beians. Certainly, the arrangement of her

rooms was most effective ;
the lights and

shadows were in their right places, the

seats were comfortable, the eye was per-

petually arrested by something that was

either peculiar or interesting. Somebody
said it was like a “baby-house; ” perhaps it

was, but the toys were histories. Her society

—often so conflicting, composed of elements

old Dublin ’’—her inimitable tact of turning disadvantages

into advantages, and foes into friends—that he assured us

the next day, “ the people of Ireland mistook that charm-

ing Ladv Morgan altogether; that her heart, every morsel

of it, was in Ireland; she lived in England only to

protect her countrymen and prevent their being imposed
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that never could socially mingle—she
managed with admirable tact, sometimes no
easy task, for there were the Bussian and
the Pole

;
the “ black Orangeman ” and the

“bitter Papist;” the proud aristocrat

and the small fry of letters ;
in a word,

people who were compelled to rub against

each other; whose positions, opinions, and
interests were not only at variance, but in

entire and utter hostility.*

As I have said, she continued to reside

in William Street after she became a widow,
and during the remainder of her life. At
length, however, the foe she most dreaded
—old age— gradually drew nearer and
nearer. Towards the end of 1852, her

letters and diary record the losses of old

friends. One after another departed, and
she was left almost alone with old

memories : they were warnings to set her

house in order
;
but they were not solemn

enough to impress her with any feeling

akin to continuous grief, or to create dread

of the “enemy.” To the last, she was

Westmacott, has been erected to her memory
by her accomplished niece, Mrs. Inwood
Jones, t
The life of Lady Morgan was one of ex-

citement, from its dawn to its close. Even
when a governess, “instructor of youth,”!
her days were never sad, nor did time hang

* She told us Bhe had once deplored so earnestly her
ignorance of geology to one of its professors, that he
offered to read a lecture on the subject (which her ladyship
lamented pathetically she had not heard) in her drawing-
room! She laughed afterwards at this, as one of the
great difficulties of her social life. She added, “I got
out of it by regretting that my present audience were un-
worthy such an honour, but that if he would do so the
next night ! Well, he was kind enough to promise, but I

could not have survived it, and the next day, of course, I

was very ill.” She once described to us a visit paid to

her by a young and literary American, adding, “ I dare-
say he exchanged his Bible for a peerage the moment he
landed at Liverpool. You should have seen his eestacy
when presented to a duchess, and how he luxuriated under
the shadow of the strawberry leaves.”

t The tomb will be found on the right of the principal
walk, entering the gate in the Fulham Road. A large

plain slab is supported by six pillars ; ou a slab uudernealh
is carved an Irish harp, propped by two books, “France ”

and the “ Wild Irish Girl.” At the base is a wreath of
immortelles.

t She did not forget this : bequeathing by Will a sum of

£200 to the Aged Governesses Benevolent Institution.

toujours gate

:

new friends came to replace

the old; some one “worth seeing” was
sure to be at her “ reception,” and the bait

of an invitation was too tempting to be
resisted notwithstanding the sure pressure

of a mingled crowd.
The death of her brother-in-law, Sir

Arthur Clarke, in 1857, did alarm her; and
toward the close of 1858, it became obvious

to her friends—suspicious to herself—that

her work on earth was done. Her beloved

sister, Olivia, Lady Clarke, her oldest friend

and earliest companion, with whom she had
struggled through a precarious youth, had
died some years before (1845). On her birth-

day, 1858, Lady Morgan had a dinner-party,

told stories, and sung a comic song. On
the 17th of March, 1859, she had a musical

party, at which we were present ;
a gay and

crowded party it was—full of what she ever

liked to see, celebrities or notorieties—and
on the 16th of April, 1859, she died. She
was interred in the Brompton Cemetery,
where a tomb, executed by Mr. Sherrard

heavy on her hands
;
she was a charming

companion at all periods, and was generally

regarded in that light rather than as a
teacher. Her animal spirits were inex-
haustible

;
if not handsome, she was pretty,

and in person attractive
;

she told Irish

stories with inimitable humour, and sung
Hish songs with singular esprit

;

she had
been familiar with ‘

* society ” from her child-

hood, and had been reared in self-indepen-

dence: hervanity, her value of herself, made
her at ease amid the great as among the

small ; like the soldier of fortune, she had all

to gain and nothing to lose
;
reckless as re-

garded foes, but fervent in defence of friends

;

living in praise as the very breath of her
life—flattery, no matter how gross, seemed
never to exceed her right. No doubt much
of “womanliness” was sacrificed to that

perpetual exercise of self-dependence. Self-

dependence is not the natural destiny of

woman—rarely bringing content, and still

more rarely happiness.

A writer who knew her in her prime, thus
pictures ‘

‘ Glorvina ” at “ the Castle.
’
’ Hardly

more than four feet high, with a slightly

curved spine, uneven shoulders and eyes,

she glided about in a close-cropped wig,

bound by a fillet, or solid band of gold

;

her face all animation, and' with a witty

word for everybody.” “Notwithstanding
her natural defects, she made a picturesque
appearance.” Another writer, alluding to

the “unevenness” of her eyes, says “they
were, however, large, lustrous, and elec-

trical.” Prince Puckler Muskau (who pub-
lished a tour in Ireland in 1828) describes

her as “ a little, frivolous, lively woman,
neither pretty nor ugly, and with really

fine and expressive eyes.”

This is Mrs. Hall’s portrait of Lady
Morgan at a later year of her life :

—

“Lady Morgan’s person was so well-

known to the habitues of London—at all

events, to the classes that belong to the

fashionable and literary—that any descrip-

tion for them may be, as she would have
said, ‘ de trap

;

’ but thousands have been
at one time or other of their lives interested

in her works, and the sort of flying repu-
tation she had for saying and doing odd,

but clever things, and the marvellous tact

which comprised so much of her talent, or

the talent whose greatest society-power was
tact. To those we say that Lady Morgan
was small and slightly deformed

;
that her

head was large, round, and well-formed ;

her features full of expression, particularly

the expression that accompanies ‘humour,’
dimpling, as it does, round the mouth, and
sparkling in the eyes. The natural intona-
tions of her voice in conversation were
singularly pleasing—so pleasing as to ren-
der her ‘nothings’ pleasant; and whatever
affectation hovered about her large green
fan, or was seen in the ‘way she had’ of

folding her draperies round her, and look-
ing out of them with true Irish espieglerie,

the tones of that voice were to the last full

of feeling.”

Portraits of her were, of course, often

painted, more frequently in Prance than in
England. Sir Thomas Lawrence pictured
her, but expressed a wish that, if engraved,
his name should not go with it ( !). David
d’Angers sculptured her bust. The por-
trait that stands at the head of this memory
is from a photograph taken not very
long before . her death ; but subsequently
“worked upon.” It is engraved from the
copy she gave us. In 1824 the poet, Samuel
Lover, then a miniature painter in Dublin,
painted a portrait of her. It was to have
been engraved by Meyer; “but,” says
Lady Morgan’s biographer, “between the
painter and the engraver, the result was
such unmitigated ugliness, that Colburn
would not let it appear.”

Pew writers have aroused more hostility,

or have been more thoroughly abused. Her
grand enemy was her countryman, John
Wilson Croker. It was he who assailed her
in the Quarterly Review, accusing her, either
indirectly or directly, of “licentiousness,
profligacy, irreverence, blasphemy, libertin-

ism, disloyalty, and atheism.” She had her
revenge—her character of Crawley junior,
in “ Florence Macarthy,” must have been a
bayonet stab in the veiy vitals of her foe.*

He certainly overshot the mark; there can
be no doubt that his severity augmented
the popularity of Lady Morgan, and in-

creased the number of her friends. She
was found to be “ an awkward customer ”

* Croker, by his earliest work, “ Familial1 Epistles,” is

said to have done to death the actor Edwin ; at least, it was
recorded on Edwin’s tombstone, in St. Werburgh’s church-
yard, that “his death was occasioned by an illiberal and
cruel attack on his professional reputation from an anonj-
mous assassin.” Croker, among other “ names,” called
Lady Morgan “ a female Methuseleh,” knowing that was
a barbed arrow that was sure to stick.

LADY MORGAN’S RESIDENCE, WILLIAM STREET, LONDON.
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whenever she was assailed. She girded on

her armour even to the last, and went into

battle with no less an adversary than Car-

dinal Wiseman, who attacked her for hav-

ing asserted in her book on Italy, that the

sacred chair of St. Peter, when examined,

was found to contain this passage in Arabic

characters :
— ‘

‘ There is but one God, and
Mahomet is his prophet !

” She answered

the cardinal in a pamphlet—it was the old

war-horse roused to energy by the trumpet-

call to battle. Latterly, her sight began to

give way, and she was almost blind when
she ran a tilt against “ His Eminence.”
Let us fancy her gay ladyship travelling

through France with her little
‘ ‘ Irish harp

case,” that was mistaken for a petit mort

she had brought over to bury in Pere la

Chaise
;
buying herself “ a chapeau cle soldi

with cornflowers stuck in the side of it

—

twenty francs receiving from Lafayette

and his household assurances of “the at-

tachment of three generations her ‘
‘ Wed-

nesdays ” in the gay city, where the highest

and the lowest met—princes, dukes, mar-
shals, counts, actors, Maltese knights, small

poets, and small wits—in a word, any cele-

brity or any notoriety, male or female, was
welcome to her salon. There the finest violin

player in France placed her on a raised

seat, and declared she was his “ inspira-

tion.” There Humboldt called and left his

card, with the pencilled words, “ toujours

malheureux.” Generally, however, she “kept
clear of the English;” content with any
praise, and greedy only of the admiration

that was to be had without the asking

;

yet ever so pleasant, so full of point, so

perfect in the style parlant, as she terms it,

as really to be what she aimed to be—the

queen of society.
*

If her triumph was less in London than

in the Elysee, it was because her worship-

pers were more phlegmatic than their

light-tongued and light-hearted neighbom-s.
Yet her “ evenings at home ” were always
“ successes.”

Lady Morgan had an idea that she might
be the means of bringing together in

fraternal intercourse the aristocracy of rank

and the aristocracy of talent on a more ex-

tensive scale than was possible in her

maisonette. Mr. Mackinnon, of Hyde Park
Place, had a large house, a suite of rooms
capable of “entertaining” many, and in

partnership with that estimable gentleman

her plan was to be carried out. He was to

issue cards to ladies and gentlemen of his

order ; she, to those who were eminent in

literature, science, and Art. The cards

were printed accordingly. They expressed

that Lady Morgan and Mr. Mackinnon
desired to be honoured with the company
of so-and-so on the evening of Wednesday,
July 16th. It was certainly somewhat
startling to read the names thus joined

;
it

was known that the one was a widow, the

other a widower, and there was consequently

no just cause or impediment why they two
should not be joined together. Still it was
curious, and “gossip” might have been

excused, especially as the card was litho-

graphed in the joint names, that of Lady

* Among her other peculiarities, her gay ladyship de-

scribes herself as a freemason : a venerable marquise

—

“ the dear belle et bonne of Voltaire ’’—being grande mai-

tresse of a lodge—proposed it to her, and she became
“ a free and accepted mason.” The belle et bonne at the

inauguration wore a picture of Voltaire, set in brilliants.

There were men masons present, among them the Bishop

of Jerusalem, and the actor Talma. “As to the secret,’’

she writes, “it shall never pass these lips, in holy silence

sealed and certainly her ladyship may well wonder how
it was that a secret confided to many women, young, and
beautiful, and worldly, should never have been revealed.

She does not tell us if she wore an apron, but the belle et

bonne marquise did ; and so the illustreAnglaise was added
to the list of free and accepted masons—“ received with

acclamation and three rounds of applause, and cries of

‘ Honneur ! honneur ! ’ ”

Morgan standing first. We received our
invitation from ber ladyship’s own hands,
and accepted it. On the evening of the

16th we duly entered the drawing-room at

Hyde Park Place. We heard titles of all

degrees announced
; but hardly a name

eminent in literature, Art, or science,

greeted our ears. There were present per-

haps two hundred people of rank, but,

excepting ourselves and three or four

others of our “ calling,” Lady Morgan had
no followers to fraternise with those of

Mr. Mackinnon. Speculation was idle as

to the cause of so appalling an effect. The
lady was evidently irate ; there was no way
of accounting for the humiliating fact, and,

as may be supposed, the evening passed off

with amazing dulness, for the co-operation

of no other lions had been sought. A few
days afterwards the mystery was explained.

Mr. Mackinnon had agreed to envelope and
direct such cards as were to go to his

“order,” Lady Morgan undertaking the

transmission of such as were intended to lure

the magnates of her own circle and craft.

The cards, properly prepared and addressed,

she handed to Mr. Mackinnon’s butler for

the post ; but either that important func-

tionary forgot his duty, or grudged the

postage, or thought it beneath him and his

master to invite so many untitled guests

—

at all events, they were subsequently found
safe in his desk, where they had been in

comfortable seclusion from the day when
dear Lady Morgan placed them in his

hands. It is needless to say, there began
and ended the scheme of her ladyship to

bring together the aristocracy of rank and
the aristocracy of talent

!

She had that cordiality of manner which
‘

‘ took ” at once, and did not permit you time
to inquire if it were sincere. She was, how-
ever, entirely free from literary jealousy

;

she would aid and not depress young
authorship

;
she was often generous with

her purse, as well as her pen and tongue ;

there was nothing mean about her, and
flattered as she had been from her youth
upwards, is it wonderful that her large

organ of self-esteem occasionally assumed

THE MONUMENT TO LADY MORGAN.

a character of arrogance ? that when she

called herself “ Glorvina,” it was her weak-
ness to persuade herself how closely she re-

sembled that brilliant creation of her fancy ?

that she was, in a word, vain, although

her vanity may have been but the skeleton

of pride ?

She was essentially materielle. In no one

of her letters, in no part of her journal,

can there be found the remotest reference

to that High Power from which her genius

was derived, which protected her wayward
and perilous youth, her prosperous woman-
hood, and her popular (if not honoured) old

age. There is no word of prayer or of

thanksgiving in any ofher written thoughts.

Her tact was portable, applicable, alive,

alert, marketable, good-natured, ever ready

at call, and consequently often useful
;
yes,

and useful to others as well as to herself,

for she was continually “ on the watch” to

serve a friend and set aside a difficulty.

Lady Morgan had no left hand, no deaf

ear, “no blind side;” she was life, bright

life, from top to toe. Even when her recep-

tions were over, and at her great age, it

might be supposed she had gone wearied

and languidly to bed, she chatted cheerfully

to her maid, and closed her eyes with a jest.

She was created for society, enjoyed and
lived in society to the last : nothing annoyed
her so much as being invited to a small

party. She liked the crowded room, the

loud announcement, and the celebrity she

had earned. Her vanity was charming
;

it

was different from every other vanity
;

it

was so naive; so original, and she admitted
it with the frankness of a child. “ I know
I am vain,” she once said to Mrs. Hall,

“but I have a right to be so. It is not

put off and on, like my rouge

;

it is always
with me, it sleeps with me, wakes with me,
companions me in my solitude, and arrays

itself for publicity whenever I go abroad.

I wrote books when your mothers worked
samplers, and demanded freedom for Ire-

land when Daniel O’Connell scrambled for

gulls’ eggs among the wild crags of Derry-
nane.” “I am vain,” she said, on another

occasion, to Mrs. Hall, “ but I have a right

to be so : look at the number of books I have
written ! Did everwoman move in a brighter

sphere than I do P My dear, I have three

invitations to dinner to-day; one from a
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duchess, another from a countess, a third

from a diplomatist—I will not tell youwho

—

a very naughty man, who, of course, keeps

the best society in London. Now what
righthave I, my father’s daughter, to this ?

What am I ? A pensioned scribbler ! Yet
I am given gifts that queens might covet.

Look at that little clock; that stood in

Marie Antoinette's dressing-room. When
the Louvre was pillaged, Denon met a

bonnet rouge with it in his hand and took it

from him. Denon gave it to me.” Then,

with a rapid change, she added, “ Ah, that

is a long time ago ! Princes and princesses,

celebiities of all kinds, have presented me
with the souvenirs you see around me, and
they would make a wiser woman vain.”

if you complimented her on her looking
“ so much better,” she would reply, “ Per-

haps I am better rouged than usual.” Once
a lady, not famous for sincerity, said, “ Dear
Lady Morgan, how lovely your hair is;

how do you preserve its colour?” “By
dyeing it, my dear ; I see you want the

receipt.” When we were so fortunate as to

find her alone, wo were charmed by her

mingling of acute observation with much
that was genial and generous; but our

enjoyment would be, at times, suddenly

disturbed by a sarcasm—just as when in a

delicious sandwich you are stung by an
unwieldy drop of mustard.
Devoted as Lady Morgan appeared to be

—to strangers—to the frivolities of the

world, she had sound and rational views

of life and its duties as a daughter and a

wife. Speaking with Mrs. Hall of some
young ladies suddenly bereft of fortune,

she said, with an emphatic movement of

her dear old green fan— ‘ ‘ They do every-

thing that is fashionable

—

imperfectly ; their

singing, and drawing, and dancing, and
languages, amount to nothing. They were
educated to marry, and, had there been

time, they might have gone off with, and
hereafter from, husbands. They cannot

earn their salt
;

they do not even know
how to dress themselves. I desire to give

every girl, no matter her rank, a trade—

a

profession, if the word pleases better. Cul-

tivate one thing to perfection, no matter what
it is, for which she has a talent—drawing,

music, embroidery, housekeeping even; give

her a staff to lay hold of, let her feel ‘ that

will carry me through life without depen-

dence !’ I was independent at fourteen,

and never went in debt.”

Perhaps no writer ever owed less to ex-

perience than Lady Morgan. The faults of

her youth were the faults of her age. Her
mind attained its majority at a very early

period. She carried the same views, the

same ideas, the same prejudices, the same
craving for liberty, the same sympathies,

into her more aspiring works on “ France ”

and “Italy,” as she did in her novels;

the same contradictory love for republi-

canism and aristocracy, the same vanity—

a

vanity the most abounding, yet so unlike
in its perfect and undisguised honesty, its

self-avowing frankness, to all other vani-
ties, that it became absolutely a charm

—

perhaps one of her greatest charms.
The last time Mrs. Hall saw “ the Wild

Irish Girl,” she was seated on a couch in

her bed-room—a picturesque ruin of old-

lady womanhood. Her black silk dressing-

gown fell round her petite form, which
seemed so fragile that she feared to see the

old lady move. “Why, Lady Morgan!”
she said, “you are looking far better than
I expected; you are really looking well.”
“ Ah, no, my dear,” she said, in reply, “ I

am not
;
you should see me in the morn-

ing—it’s the rouge !

”

THE
ROYAL HIBERNIAN ACADEMY.

The thirty-seventh annual exhibition is now-

open in Dublin. It contains live hundred works
of Art, a considerable proportion of which are

by native artists
;
yet we have some complaint

to make on that score, for although the Academy
consists of forty-three members—Academicians,
Honorary and Associates—only twenty-three

of them are this year contributors to the exhi-

bition. Of late, the prospects of the Academy
are far more encouraging than they used to be

;

not long ago, “ sales” within its walls were rare

events
;
during the past three or four years,

however, many pictures have there found pur-
chasers, and wo trust this year, when so many
visitors from the provinces will be in Dublin,
few of the really good works will be returned
to their homes. The gentry of Ireland should

bear in mind that the talent which that country
so abundantly produces should be fostered and
strengthened

;
most of its artists are of necessity

absentees
;
they find in England the “ patron-

age” they did not find in Ireland; but there

are several excellent painters and sculptors who
have preferred dwelling in their own land, and
“verily they should be fed.” The luxuries of

Art are becoming daily more and more neces-

saries in Ireland
;
wo trust that evidence of this

fact will bo obtained by the members and exhi-

bitors of the Royal Hibernian Academy.
The President, Catterson Smith, exhibits

several excellent portraits
;
one of especial merit,

that of the venerable Sir Thomas Staples, the
“father of the Irish Bar,” who was a member
of the old House of Commons, sixty-live years

ago, and who very recently passed from earth.

A most charming picture is contributed by Mr.
Edward Shiel— an emigrant-girl, such as,

alas ! one may often see on the road-side or by
the sea-shore

;
she is looking sadly and lovingly

on the country she is about to leave— for ever,

perhaps, although her life is in its early spring.

'The Milkmaid’ is a genuine copy of a light-

hearted lass, whose locale is supposed to be Kil-

larney
;
Mr. G. W. Nicholes, the artist, has

certainly found his original somewhere, and has
faithfully copied what he has seen. * The Way-
side Spring’ is another sweet picture of this

class, the production of an artist rapidly rising

to eminence, Mr. T. A. Jones. It is in land-

scape, however, we find the greater number of

members of the Academy excel. The works of
Mr. Charles Grey and his three sons demand
special notice; the former has long “led” in

this department
;
the youths have been educated

in a good school, and already give evidence of
the high positions to which they aspire. The
sea-pieces of Mr. Kendrick are of very great
merit; he has obviously studied nature, and has
striven successfully to copy its most striking

and agreeable effects. Some of the views at
Killarncy— ‘ Glena Bay ’ in particular, by Mr.
B. C. Watkins—render very happily the scenery
of the beautiful district. The works of Mr. j.

R. Marquis are of great merit
;

one of them
happily pictures ‘ Herring-boats leaving Ire-

land’s Eje.’ By the same hand is an admirable
work, ‘A Storm on the Great Belt.’ A picture,

somewhat similar in character, by Mr. Edwin
Hayes, ‘ Fishing Boats leaving Port,’ attracts

and merits marked attention. Mr. Vincent
Duffy is a valuable contributor: he has in-

dustry as well as power, and studies nature
in her most artistic effects. A production of
great ability is entitled * Golden Moonrise.’

Mr. Edwin Grey has a landscape, ‘View on
tho Tolka,’ which is very skilfully rendered,

i

and the scene well chosen. W. Dii.lon exhibits

a view, ‘ On tho Liffey, near Palmerston,’ an
interesting bit of home scenery. There are

other artists whose works, in landscape more ,

especially, might demand praise at our hands.
I

The Sculpture Room contains several works
that manifest the power always put forth by
Ireland in this department of Art.

On the whole, the exhibition of the Royal
Hibernian Academy, though not to be considered

of the highest class, or, indeed, as evidence of
what Irish artists have done and are doing else-

where, affords subject for satisfaction, certainly

for hope, and as certainly for encouragement.

THE BRITISH INSTITUTION.

THE OLD MASTERS.
Although full of works of rare excellence, the
North Room does not this year contain the two
or three absorbing pictures that so frequently

appear on these walls
;
but the absence of such

treasures is accidental, for they are numerous
in private collections. In the Marlborough
Rubens, for instance— (52), ‘ Rubens, his Wife
and Child’—the imperfect painting of the head
of the lady is a blemish in the picture which a
little more care would have made one of the

best that Rubens ever painted. Again, the
Marquis of Westminster’s ‘ Rubens and his Wife
in a Garden of Flowers ’ always suggests rather

.Tordaens the pupil, than Rubens the master.

The Vandykes are numerous and brilliant.

Among them are the famous (56) ‘ King Charles

the First,’ from the Warwick Collection, and
‘The Assumption of the Virgin’ (16), which
must have been painted while Vandyke was yet
under the influence of Rubens’s manner. The
pictures by Teniers are beautiful and well-

conditioned— (11) ‘Playing at Cards,’ (5) ‘A
Village Festival,’ and (31) ‘A Man cleaning

Armour.’ The ‘ Musical Party,’ by Giorgione,

is not one of that master’s best examples
;
nor do

the two Claudes, (20) * Landscape, with Christ

Journeying to Emmaus,’ and (24) ‘ Landscape,
with Christ Tempted,’ attributed to Claude,

recall to mind the sweetness of that painti r’s

manner
;
but (28) ‘ Landscape—Charcoal Bur-

ners ’ is a production of Ruysdael of the greatest

beauty—is deep and rich, without blackness
and opacity ,

and there are others which fix the
attention of the connoisseur, as (40) ‘ Land-
scape,’ Hobbima

; (35) ‘ Landscape, with Cattle

and Figures,’ Berghem
; (48) ‘ The Marquis of

Montrose,’ Dobson, equal to Vandyke
; (27)

‘The Holy Family, with St. John,’ Murillo.

Among tho smaller and minutely-finished pic-

tures there is (3) ‘A Stall with Fish, Vege-
tables, Ac.,’ by Mieris, which, although elabor-

ately studied, is somewhat hard
;
two pictures

by Metzer, (6)
‘A Lady reading a Letter,’ and

(8) ‘A Gentleman writing a Letter;’ (10)
‘ Buildings and Figures,’ Vander Heyden

;
two

remarkable pictures by the so-called snake-
painter, a ‘ Study from Nature,’ and another,

pieces of herbage, shrubbery, and flowers, fall-

ing short of the beautiful only in proportion to

their want of softness. (44) ‘The Duet,’ by
Gonzales Coques, is a precious study of interior

accessory, remarkably clear and deep
;
and the

dignity and harmonious glow of Both’s studies

are worthily exemplified in (49) ‘Landscape and
Figures.’ (55) ‘A River View,’ by Cuyp, looks

more like composition than anything near Dor-
drecht, where ho always paintid. The middle
room contains many equally valuable works, as

(60) ‘Scene on the lee,’ J. Ostade; (61) ‘Boors
at Supper ;

’ (66) ' Landscape and Figures,’

Both
; (62) ‘ A Man Playing the Hurdy Gurdy,’

Boucher
;
and a group of pictures by Ercole

Grandi, L. di Credi, Cosimo Tura, and Mazzo-
lino di Ferrara, with ‘ The Marriage at Cana,
P. Veronese, a replica of a study for the Louvre
picture. This room contains also works by
Canaletto, Guido, Velasquez, Bassano, Greuze,
Cuyp, Backhuysen, S. Rosa, Jan Stein, Claude,
Rembrandt, &c., &e. The selection of English
pictures is very uniform in its excellence. Those
by Reynolds are charming, especially (101)
‘Lady Gertrude Fitz-Patriek,’ and (147) ‘The
Earl Cadogan,’ &c.

;
and no less so are those by

Gainsborough, Wilson, Sir D. Wilkie, Copley
Fielding, Romney, Hogarth, Morland, and
prominently (171) ‘A Tiger disturbed with its

Prey,’ by the late Janies Ward, R.A., a work
of surpassing quality, which must have been
painted about seventy years ago

;
it is one of

the productions of the British school that give
to it enduring fame, and which no other artist

of the century has surpassed : it wifi be classed

with the best works that a past generation has
bequeathed to the present, and be valued accord-
ingly; with others by P. Nasmyth, Turner,
Roberts, Crome, Starke, See., nearly all distin-

guished by the very best feeling of their authors.

There is consequently much sound and valuable
teaching to be obtained at this instructive ex-
hibition.

3 L
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THE HEW TESTAMENT *

Any one who looks through the series of his-

torical engravings in the first of the two volumes
now on our table (the second has none of this

description), would naturally inquire—that is,

if he has any thought about the matter be-

yond pictorial attractiveness —“ How is it that

in almost every book professing to illustrate the

Scriptures, and published here, we find the

artists of other countries supplying the means ?

How is it that in the whole range of our school

of painters men cannot be found to perform the

desired work :
’ ’ The only reply to the question

which can be given is simply, that Christian

Art is not a speciality with us as it is else-

where
;
that it is not studied and practised by

the artists of England, as a rule, because the

taste of picture-buyers offers no inducement.

We put up no pictures in our churches,—the

Protestantism of a reformed creed and ritual is

an insuperable, and some people would say, a

bigoted and senseless, barrier to such adorn-

ments : we hang our rooms and private gal-

leries with “things of the earth,” but almost

rigidly exclude the “things of heaven,” so to

speak. British Art is essentially mundane in its

object; it has no sympathy with a world beyond
our own, or with what has reference to, or is

symbolical of, another state of existence : this

seems strange, indeed, in a country where the

principles of Christianity are held in the

deepest veneration, and its doctrines are uni-

versally taught, and almost as universally

listened to.

Yet, in writing what we have, we do not

forget that Mr. Ilolman Hunt’s ‘ Christ in the

Temple,’ and ‘ The Light of the World,’ find

numerous admirers, and that Mr. Millais's ‘ The
Parables Illustrated ’ is a book the success of

which is indisputable
;
but these are exceptional

cases, that cany no weight of evidence against

what we see year by year exhibited on the

walls of the Royal Academy and other public

galleries.

Thus it is that publishers in need of “ Sacred

Art” resort, in their extremity, to other lands

where it flourishes in abundance—to the old

painters of Italy, or to the living schools of

Germany; and so it is that Mr. Murray has

found among the works of Overbeck the his-

torical designs which set before us the principal

events spoken of in the New Testament, and of

which he has allowed us to reprint some ex-

amples.
Of this great light of modem Art, which has

shed its influence, in conjunction with others,

over no insignificant portion of the country
where it rose, our readers found a record in the

pages of our journal a few months ago. Inas-

much as at the revival of painting, Christian Art
was in possession of no new methods of ex-

pressing its ideas, and, therefore, was compelled

to resort to those of pagan Art which had come
down to them, so the artists of our own time

follow— but each according to his own fancy or

judgment—the footsteps of those who took part

in the regeneration of Art, and gave to it a

living form and a pervading power. Hence,
while some painters go back to a period which
we are accustomed to associate with its morning,
others identify themselves with what is assumed
to be its meridian splendour, as exhibited in

the works of Raflaelle and those other great

Italian painters who were coeval with him,

or succeeded him at no great distance of time.

Overbeck is one of the latter : Raflaelle is the

divinity he worships
; his compositions are of

the Raffaellesque type
;
and he aims—not by

any means unsuccessfully—to invest them with
the expression and character seen in those of his

illustrious predecessor.

The writings of the four Evangelists, which
include the first of the two volumes forming
this edition of the New Testament, have fur-

* The New Testament of Our Lord and Saviour
.Tesus Christ. Illustrated by a Plain Explanatory Com-
ment. and by Authentic Views of Places mentioned in the
Sacred Text, from Sketches .and Photographs taken on the
spot. Edited by Edward Churl on, M.A., Archdeacon of
Cleveland, and Prebendary of York ; and William Basil
Jones, M.A., Prebendary of York and St. David’s. 2 vols.

Published by John Murray, London.
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nished Overbeck with twenty-one subjects. The
|
three specimens introduced here may be accepted

RACHEL WEEPING.

as average examples of the whole number. It
[
will be obvious to those who arc- intimately

ECC'E HOMO !

acquainted with the works of the old Italian
|
masters how much more closely Overbcck allies

THE ENTOMBMENT.

himself with Eaffaelio than with any other. I This is especially noticeable in the simplicity of
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his arrangement of subject, and the absence of
everything like extraneous matter, or of subor-
dinates. The figures are few, even in scenes
where numbers would be perfectly legitimate,
and even seem to be required, as in the ‘ Ecce
Homo !

’ where the crowd of infuriated Jews is

scarcely perceptible, and the interest of the
picture is strictly confined to the principal per-
sonages on the stage. After Raffaelle's time
artists ignored this simplicity of design, striving
for a more dramatic effect, and enriching, as
some think, their compositions with a multipli-

city of figures
;
the result too often was a mere

“ spectacle,” an assemblage on the canvas of the
entire corj)s dramatique, principals and subor-
dinates, as we see them in the final scene of a

modem pantomime. The plain truth of the
narrative is lost amid the gorgeous display of

accessorial wealth. Christian Art loses its

dignity and its spiritual impressiveness when
thus presented. Overbeck assuredly feels this
and avoids it.

The scenery of Palestine has become tolerably
familiar to us in England, by means of the
numerous illustrated works which have been

OLIVE TREES IN THE GARDEN OF GETHSEMANE.

published hero of late years, as well as by the
paintings and drawings annually exhibited in
our public galleries. Most of these, no doubt,
have a near approach to truth of locality

;
but

artists generally seek after pictorial effects,
and to this end are apt to indulge in licenses
which will realise their object better than

would, possibly, an identical reproduction of
the actual scene. But photography is no flat-

terer: it paints the face of nature and the
“human face divine ” without the least inten-
tion of paying a compliment to cither

;
it neither

“ extenuates, nor sets down aught in malice,”
but is a sincere, if not a courteous, truth-teller.

And photography is employed here, to a great
extent, to delineate many of the most remark-
able and interesting localities in the Holy Land

;

these views were taken by Mr. James Graham.
Other engravings of scenery arc from sketches

by an amateur artist who has the gift of a

skilful pencil, the Rev. S. C. Malan : the names
of Mrs. Walker, L. de Laborde, Texier, and the
late W. H Bartlett, are appended to the few
remaining cuts as their authorities. The two
examples on this page are from Mr. Graham’s
photographs.

We have remarked that this work has a value
beyond that of being a richly illustrated book ;

it is one which cannot fail to be of great utility
to the reader and student of biblical literature.
The Rev. E. Churton, who acknowledges his
obligations for assistance to the Rev. F. C.



Cook, Canon of Exeter, has added an ample HE g01JTH STAFFORDSHIRE IN-
store of textual commentary on the Gospels ox

the four Evangelists, and the Rev. \V. B. Jones DUSTRIAL EXHIBITION.
has done the same for the remaining hooks of

the New Testament. The former says, partially
. ,

. . ...... ,

quoting the words of St. Augustine, “ We have
:

Ax industrial exhibition, the first of its kind

tried to deal with you ’’-the Christian reader I held in the Potteries, opened at Hanley on the

-“ not as if you could at once, by our feeble
;

5th of June. The project of holding the exhi-

help, understand the deep things of God, but to bition originated with the Committee ot the

quicken your desire that you may one day Potteries Mechanics Institution at Hanley, by
l • r ‘ ' ' • ip T . . .1 . ,, , , >1 1 i . 1 HI a rnnrut '1 v\’ VI Tquicken j— - „ .

understand them.” The latter guards himself

from any imaginary charge of sectarian bias by

the remark that '“in the interpretation, as

distinguished from the mere translation of the

sacred text, he has not consciously spoken in

the interest of any school or party. It has

been his earnest wish, by God’s blessing, and

with the aid of all the human means within his

reach, to ascertain the meaning of the inspired

writers, without regarding the possible in-

ferences in relation to any theological posi-

tion.”

.. horn, and its energetic and able secretary, Mr.

E. Brunt, it was carried to a satisfactory and

successful conclusion. This being the first of the

In pottery, Mr. Henry Aston, of Hanley, ex-

hibits a fine assemblage of flowers, &c., in

parian, and two remarkably good celadon vases,

of which latter Mr. Steele also produces examples.

Among the more notable exhibitors in decora-

tive and manipulative pottery are the follow-

ing Hamlet Toft, of Hanley, centre-piece

and comports of his own design and execution
;

Matthew Leader, of the same town, a collection

of decorated doorplates; J. II. Evans, of Fen-

ton, plates and a Louis XVI. vase of his own
painting

;
Isaac Wild, H. Ivane, and Fone, of

Longton, superb examples of gilding, in which

kind held in the Pottery District was, of course, the intricacy, the delicacy, and the precision of

purely experimental, and could not for many
:
the patterns, and the beauty and evenness of

reasons be expected to be an extensive one.
j

the workmanship, are deserving of the highest

Several of the workmen did not, it appears,
\

praise; James Marsh, of Walstanton, a number

clearly understand its nature, and were timid at
j

of examples of modelling in earthenware,

sending in their productions
;
while others, with ' amongst which his wine-cooler, shown at the

(CORRESPONDENCE.

ALOYS SENEFELDER, THE INVENTOR OF
LITHOGRAPHY.

Sir,—I am aware that the city of Metz com-

memorates the invention of printing by a statue

of Guttemberg, and also that the successful in-

troduction anil practice of the art in England is

illustrated by a fine print representing Caxton

exhibiting his ‘ First Proof Sheet,’ in the

cloisters of Westminster Abbey ; but does his

native Munich, or any capital in Europe, contain

a public memorial of the worthy and ingenious

man whose name and valuable invention are

mentioned at the head of this letter? The
answer, so far as I am aware, must be in the

negative. Perhaps it may be said that not

being an Englishman, not having either invented

or first practised his art in this country, we are

not called upon to honour in that way a foreigner,

the advantage of whose labours we only share

in common with the civilised world. Besides,

is not the best memorial of his genius, the book

.... little time at their own disposal as the opera

-

I tives of this district usually have, were unable,

in the short time allowed, to prepare any special

examples of their individual skill. Others, again,

j

it is to be feared, lacked the necessary encourage-

' ment from their masters, and were thus held

I back from exhibiting their powers of design, or

I manipulative skill. The experiment having,

however, been tried, there can be little doubt

that the workmen, who will now practically

understand the nature and advantages ot such an

exhibition, will be encouraged, and will, another

year, produce such an assemblage of industrial

art as shall be a credit to the district, and shall

well and thoroughly represent (which the present

one does only partially) the industry, the skill,

and the taste of the workers in every depart-

ment of the manufactures of the neighbourhood.

One great result of the present exhibition has

been the bringing together an assemblage of

working models of newly-invented potters’ dry-

ing stoves, most, if not all of which, are decided

improvements upon the stoves at present in use.

Of these, the stoves invented by Messrs. Smith

and Greatbach of Etruria, Mr. Watkins of

Cobridge, and Mr. Moore of Goldenhill are the

most important. The first of these is, and has

been for some months, in actual daily use at

Messrs. Wedgwood and Sons, and is found to

work admirably. The principle of the con-

struction, which is perfectly novel, is that two

of the four walls of the square room are formed

of framework, with tiers of shelves on each side.

These walls are divided down their centro, and

in which he has described the progress and ex-

plained the processes of his art
;
and the noblest

|

monument of its importance the great establish-
j

.

ments in which it has so long been, and is at this
I
each half is made to revolve on its own axis,

day so extensively practised ? In some senses it Thus, when one of the tiers of shelves has been

is so, emphatically so indeed. The memoir
now, however, rarely read—docs perpetuate with

the name an affecting account of the protracted

struggles and final success of the inventor of a

process which has become one of so much in-

terest and value alike to the world of Art

and the commercial world; and the establish-

ment of the Messrs. Day & Co. does illustrate

the importance of the art of lithography. But

still, how rarely arc we in any way—and per-

filled by the “runner ” with the “green ware,

it is made to revolve so that the ware is turned

to the inside of the heated stove, while those

which have already undergone the process of

drying arc by the same movement brought out,

to be°rcmoved and replaced by more “green ”

ware, as produced by the thrower or moulder.

The advantage of this arrangement is that

neither the workman nor his “ runner ” have to I

be subjected to the dust, and the almost roasting
,

haps least of all amidst its proudest modern I heat of the stove, as is the case in those in

triumphs—reminded even of the name of our
j

general use. The saving of labour, too, is very

benefactor ? As the writer of an article printed great ;
and it has been ascertained that this

some years since in Household Words
,

says,

“ Had poor Aloys Senefelder (dead in Munich
yonder, without statue or testimonial) called his

invention Senefeldography or the Aloysotype,

he might possibly have snatched some modicum
of posthumous fame.” It is no part of my design

in this letter to give any details of the life and
labours of the worthy German whose invention

was so materially indebted for its earliest success

on a large scale to his worthy countryman, the

late highly respected Mr. Ackermann
;
nor do I

saving to the little “mould runner” upon forty

dozen of soup plates only, Paris shape, is two

tons in weight, and the distance carried one

mile and a quarter less than at present. The
second of these inventions (that by Mr. “Wat-

kins) may be described to be on the principle of

the most approved drying stoves for laundry

use. It consists of a number of framework

racks running on rails and wheels, which are

drawn out of"the stove for filling, and replaced

when filled, with the greatest ease. It possesses

exactly see in what way British gratitude could the same advantage of the workmen s freedom

most suitably manifest our obligation to Sene-

felder’s genius by some tribute to his memory.
I am content to leave the consideration and de

from heat and dust, and of saving of labour

from the present system. The third (Mr.

Moore’s) is similar in principle, the main differ-

termination of what should be done to others, but ence being that it runs on a suspendmg frame-

I do venture to think that the highest and most work instead of on the floor,

accomplished admirers, as well as the most hum-
ble practitioners of an art so beautiful in its capa-

bilities and so profitable in every way, would
unite in welcoming almost any form of memorial
embodying the name and recording the genius,

if not also preserving the likeness, of Aloys
Senefelder, the Inventor of Lithography.

J. H.

Another important improvement in the pot-

ter’s art brought forward at the exhibition is a

machine invented by Abraham Clarke, of Tun-

stall, for making cups, jellies, etc., which can be

worked either by hand or steam power, and

with the greatest ease. A newly-invented

Paris Exhibition, his water-bottle, and a lar^

flower vase, are the most conspicuous
;
Henry

Baggaley, a number of his productions, includ-

ing a Cobden memorial jug, a rustic chess

or draught-board, a rustic garden seat, and

other minor articles, many of them of good

design
;
J. F. Marsh, of Burslem, an adaptation

of a mediaeval jug and some articles in terra-

cotta
;

J. Edwards, of Burslem, an exquisitely

modelled poppy, closely copied from nature.

Mr. F. J. Emery exhibits specimens of his

newly-invented process of crayon-drawing on

porcelain—a process, the originality of which

it is but fair to all parties to say, is claimed by

a Mr. Joseph Thorley. With this dispute, of

course, we have nothing to do
;

all we need say

is, that the process consists in having the colours

usually used by china painters, mixed up with

necessary mediums and formed into crayons.

The artist, or amateur—for the process seems

to be intended principally for the amusement of

the latter class—then makes his drawing in the

ordinary way of crayons, on the prepared por-

celain, and it is submitted to heat and glazed in

the usual manner. Mr. Emery exhibited speci-

mens drawn by W. P. Frith, R.A., Digby
Wyatt, and other eminent artists, and also a

large unfired tile-piece for decoration of a bath-

room, powerfully drawn by Mr. Carter, of the

Hanley School of Art. Mr. Emery’s process

seems best adapted for pictures in monotone.

In this same process, Mr. Thorley, to whom we
have alluded, exhibits a sea piece drawn by
himself.

In paintings in oil the exhibition falls far

short of what might naturally be expected in a

district so rich in artistic skill ; and there is not

a single picture in this department which is

worthy of separate notice.

Of works in photography, there is a good

collection.

In glass-engraving, Mr. Martin's contribu-

tions rank high and do him great credit
;
while

Mr. Tunnicliff’s new invention for the nmnu-

!

facture at a cheap rate of tiles and bricks, for

decorative building purposes, also possesses

merit.

The adjudication of prizes in connection with

the exhibition was left to Mr. Ayshford Wise,
M.P. ;

Mr. Hepworth Dixon
;
Mr. Llewellynn

Jcwitt, F.S.A.
;
and Mr. J. B. Waring, B.A.,

F.R.S. ;
and these gentlemen met on the 8th for

that purpose. Their awards will not be made
known until the close of the exhibition.

In connection with the competitive exhibition

was one'of loans, in which was a marvellously

interesting and valuable assemblage of nearly

every known make of ancient pottery and por-

celain. The principal contributors to this loan

collection were the Potteries Mechanics’ Insti-

tution Museum, the Stoke Athenaeum, Mr.
Llewellynn Jewitt, Dr. J. Barnard Davis, E. and

C. Jones, W. Haslam Davis, E. M. Pierce,

Id. Heath, L. Stanway, Aaron and Abner
Wedgwood, E. Hunt, E. Cherry, Bacon, Banks,

Slater, H. P. Daniell, Abington, C. Senior,

C. Turner, C. Alfieri, P. Parrish, J. P. Ham-
mersley, Mrs. Palmer, and Mrs. Mort.

We hear that it is intended that this Industrial

and Art Exhibition shall become annual, and

we doubt not, with careful attention, it will be-

come a large and important affair, and one

bread oven for bakers, by Mr. D. Lea, potter, of
’ that will have a marked and beneficial influence

Newcastle, is very meritorious, as is also a
j

on the manufactures of the district,

revolving steam-engine by Mr. Fenton.
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FOLEY’S STATUE
;

OF

SIR CHARLES BARRY, E.A.,

IN THE HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.

Surely some evil genius hovers over the public
Art-works of our Metropolis, To the blunder-
ings at Hyde Park Comer and Trafalgar Square
we have now to add another item, but with this

marked contrast, that, whilst in the former in-

stances bad work is thrust into good places, in

the present case matters are exactly reversed,

and a really fine work is put in a bad place.

Hence our feelings of mortification in recording
the erection of Mr. Foley’s grand statue of Sir

Charles Barry on a .site and amid conditions
totally subversive of its effect—viz., at the foot
of the staircase leading to the Commons Com-
mittee Booms, Houses of Parliament.

It is hardly necessary here to state, that to

mark their sense of the high skill of the archi-

tect of the new palace at Westminster, a num-
ber of his professional brethren and friends

sought at the time of his lamented decease to

placo some tribute to his memory within the
walls of the temple his genius had raised, and
decided that this token of their admiration
should assume the form of a statue from the
chisel of his brother Academician,—to whom
it has been a labour of love. Permission was
at length accorded by the Boyal Fine Arts
Commission, and subsequently confirmed by the
Office of Works, to place a memorial statue
within the building; but the site granted,
though fitting by association, was, in an artistic

sense, at onco felt by the promoters of the
movement to be unsuitable for the reception
of a statue. Badly lighted, and that only by
stained glass, with no advantageous approach
in passing to or from the committee rooms,
being placed at the foot ;of the staircase, and
enshrouded in murky gloom, excepting on some
few of the brighter days in summer, the site

forbids all attempt to estimate the work by the
only medium through which sculpture expresses

itself—light and shade.

Had the occasion been one of ordinary in-

terest only, or the work one of ordinary merit, it

would have passed with a simple regret into the
category of official blunders marking our public
Art-doings; but a sense of duty prompts our
strongest protest against the injustice of con-
signing this fine work to a place so unfitting its

demands as a work of Art. Nowhere but in

this country could such a result have occurred
in the face of all the suggestions and proposals
that must have been urged by those acting in

the matter. Why not, for the purpose of a
better light at least, substitute the stained glass

by a more colourless window, similar to those
in the waiting hall close by ? But the whole
case affords another striking illustration of the
evils attendant on incompetence and irresponsi-

bility in those who, under the screen of office,

pretend to legislate for what they know nothing
about.

But to the statue, which, in our indignation at
its fate, we are leaving unnoticed. In this, as
in all Mr. Foley’s works, a vivid conception of
purpose is happily rendered. The architect of
our Legislative Palace should in his memorial,
placed therein, be at his work—the crowning
aim of his life : he is so, and in earnest too.

The figure is seated
;
extended in the left hand

is a drawing board, having thereon a plan of
the building, and a sketch of the Victoria
Tower : the idea of the latter he may be sup-
posed to have just conceived, and upon which
he is studiously intent. The attitude, free from
a tinge of conventionality, is unrestrained and
easy, and presents an air of vitality and mo-
tion in the diversified flow of line in the limbs
and drapery, which, whilst essentially modern

—

being in fact the architect’s own usual studio
attire—is subordinate to the composition and
general effect. The likeness, admirably blend-
ing individuality and character, is, in point of
resemblance, most felicitous. As a portrait
statue it must rank among the best examples
of English sculpture, and well maintains the
very high position of its author.

MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.

The National Gallery.

—

The work-
house and the parochial schools at the rear
of the National Gallery are to he purchased,
and the Gallery is to be enlarged

;
so much

has been told us by Mr. William Cowper,
who adds, however, that even then there
will not be space sufficient “for the exhi-
bition and classification of all the old mas-
ters—certainly not for the works of the
British school now at South Kensington !”

Surely, there is nothing to prevent the ad-
dition of several acres by carrying a struc-

ture up to Leicester Square—into it, if

’need] be ; and surely a barrack is not now
required, neither is it ever likely to be, in
thelheart of the metropolis.

The Royal Academy.

—

The arrange-
ment between the Government and the
Academy seems to be pretty nearly where
it was two years ago. Mr. Cowper informed
the House that “ a proposal had been made
by the Government to the Royal Academy
implying that if they pleased to apply for a
site at Burlington House, the Government
would be prepared to grant it to them.
There had not been time as yet to ascer-

tain the intention of the Royal Academy,
but a considerable time must necessarily elapse

before they could vacate the National Gal-
lery.” It would be almost safe to pro-
phesy that the present generation will go
out before the Academy goes out.—The Ex-
hibition may now be seen by gaslight : the
pictures do not lose any of their power,
for the light is ample and good, while
thus a number of persons can visit the ex-
hibition who are so circumstanced as to be
precluded from that enjoyment in the day-
time. It is a benevolent as well as a wise
act on the part of the Academy.
The Portrait Gallery.— It appears

that the public must wait for tho removal
of the portraits until tho new gallery in
Trafalgar Square is erected. Surely they
had better be sent to South Kensington,
than remain in their present dark and
miserable quarters in Great George Street.
The idea seems to have excited the House
when it was hinted at there

;
for Mi-. Cowper

is reported to have said that “ there was a
wonderful alarm, on the part of some hon-
ourable members at the words—South Ken-
sington.” Such “alarm” is created far
more by the “ authorities” than by the
place. “ Some honourable members” know
much more than they are bold enough to
say ; or, if they do not, we may promise,
at no distant period, to enlighten them on
the subject.

French Opinions of English Art-
Industry.—M. Michael Chevalier, whose
name is highly respected in England, in
addressing the French Chamber, made
some gratifying comments on British pro-
gress in the arts of Design and Industry.
We cannot say they were made reluctantly,
although the speaker took occasion to urge
on France the necessity of greater efforts to
maintain the high status it has held so long.
“We (the representatives of France at the
International Exhibition) were,” he said,
‘
* impressed and frightened by the marked
progress which the English had notably
made in works of good taste.” He attri-

butes much of the change to the influence
of the Museum and the teaching at South
Kensington

; and there cannot be a doubt
of his being right. M. Chevalier is not so
well informed as to the other causes that
have produced a result so honourable and
so profitable to England. South Kensing-
ton is on the surface, the “ other causes”
lie underneath it. The fact, however, none

can question, that within the last twenty
years astonishing advances have been made
in every department of manufacture that

can be in any degree influenced by Art.

Twenty years ago we foretold in the Art-
Journal that so it would be

;
that “ beauty

was in reality cheaper than deformity,”

and that, in time, there would be palpable

evidence of the commercial value of the. Fine
Arts. It is not likely that the “autho-
rities ” at South Kensington would accord
to us our share of the issue

;
but none know

better than Mr. Henry Cole the effects that

have been produced by the lengthened
labour, earnest thought, continued efforts,

and large expenditure (evidenced by up-
wards of ten thousand engravings of objects

of manufactured Art), that have operated
in the Art-Journal to justify the words of

M. Chevalier, when he refers to the “ con-
siderable progress that has been made by
the English in the art of Design in con-
nection with Art-manufacture.”
The International Exhibition, Paris,

1867.—A list has been issued of the Com-
missioners appointed by her Majesty to

advise her upon the best mode by which
the products of Industry and the Fine Arts
of the United Kingdom, the British Colonies
and Dependencies, may be procured and
sent to this exhibition. It is headed by
his Royal Highness the Prince of Wales,
immediately followed by Earl Granville.

Then succeed the names of about one hun-
dred nobleman and gentlemen, the appoint-
ments being, for the most part, honorary.
A preliminary meeting has been held, at

which the Prince presided, when it was de-
termined by the Commissioners to divide
themselves into twelve or more sub-com-
mittees, to take charge of the various groups
into which the exhibition will be classified.

No doubt his Royal Highness will per-
sonally interest himself in the proceedings.
We trust that Parliament will, in its

wisdom, allocate a sum of money in order
that England may be liberally as well as
royally represented in France. The secre-

tary is Mr. Henry Cole, C.B.
;
whether as

honorary or paid, the report does not state.

An Ajmerican Artist, Mi-. Heade, who
was long a resident in Brazil, and who has
exhibitedmany admirable landscapespainted
in that country, is about to publish a series

of twenty chromolithographs of very in-
teresting character. They picture the
Brazilian humming-birds ; no words can
describe their gorgeous plumage, but the
painter may. Mr. Heade has done so with
marvellous fidelity, but they are only parts,

though tho primary parts, of his pictures.

He introduces, with much judgment and
skill, the foliage and flowers among which
they live, with backgrounds such as mark
the favourite localities of each bird. The
paintings are not only original but exceed-
ingly beautiful

; finished, necessarily, with
great minuteness, yet with broad effects.

It is rarely that artists have such oppor-
tunities : it is fortunate that so pleasant
and useful a task has fallen to one so well
fitted for the work. The publication will
be issued under the special patronage of the
Emperor of Brazil.

Photography at the Dublin Exhibi-
tion. — The pictures exhibited by Mr.
Mayall illustrate a new and very important
phase in the interesting art of photography.
In a series of portraits of tho fine head of
the poet-laureate, Alfred Tennyson, all

printed from one negative, and that negative

scarcely an inch square, this accomplished
photographer demonstrates a complete
mastery over a “ new solar camera process
by which photographs of any dimensions
up to the life-size are produced direct with-
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out the aid of hand-work,” and it may be
added, entirely free from exaggeration or
distortion. The series consists of one
small impression same size as the negative
itself, and seven or eight enlarged prints

each one larger than its predecessor, until

the full life size is attained. Except for

the difference as to size, the portraits

appear to be identical—the same expression,

the same warmth of tone, and the same
sharpness of detail. In the very largest

there is no loss of definition ; it appears,

indeed, to have been printed direct from
some magnificent negative of the same
dimensions. Enlarged photographs have
long been common enough, but they have
also looked common enough, and no
wonder, for the old enlarging process yielded

but a dirty impression, of a rough blanket-
like texture, which had to bo worked to

evenness by the brush. Mr. Mayall appears
to have reformed this altogether. The
series representing the poet-laureate, and a

smaller series from a new negative of Cap-
tain Grant (tho fellow traveller of the

lamented Speke), also exhibited by Mr.
Mayall, conclusively prove that a now and
valuable process of printing and enlarging
is perfectly under command and at the ser-

vice of the public. The process of printing

and magnifying small negatives by direct

printing through the medium of gigantic

reflectors and condensers, is due to Monck-
hoven, of Belgium; its successful adapta-
tion to portraiture in England is due to

Mr. Mayall and his clever sons.

The Braye Monument.

—

The Countess
of Beauchamp, one of the four owners of

the Stanford estates, and one of the four

co-heirs of the barony of Braye, has recently

erected in ' tho church of Stanford-upon-
Avon, in Northamptonshire, the mausoleum
of the Cave family, a monument to the

memory of her mother, the late Baroness
Braye. It is a beautiful work of Art, the

joint production of Mrs. Thornycroft and of

Signor Giovanni Fontana, superintended

by tho sculptor Gibson. It consists of a
life-size portrait recumbent statue in the

finest Carrara marble, the feet resting upon
a greyhound couchant, by Mrs. Thorny-
croft. The figure reposes upon an altar-

tomb of statuary marble, on which the in-

scription and the heraldic quarterings of

the deceased are carved. The background
of the monument is formed by a bas-relief,

the work of Fontana. It represents a
figure kneeling by a cross near a bed of

snowdrops, exquisitely carved, above which
float a group of three angel children,

designed by Gibson, supposed to be in the

act of receiving the spirit of the departed.

The bas-relief is enclosed in a moulded
Gothic arch of Sicilian marble 10 ft. 8 in.

high, supported by two buttresses 12 ft. 8 in.

in height, in the style of the architecture

of the church. The text, “ I know that

my Redeemer liveth,” is carved in raised

white marble letters above the arch, sur-

mounted by a battlemented cornice. The
architectural portion of the work was exe-
cuted by Mr. Underwood, the marble mason
of Camden Town. The white marble plat-

form, on which the altar-tomb is placed, is

inlaid in mosaic by Mi-. Poole, of West-
minster, in tho style of tho tre cento period

of Italy. The pieces of marble employed
are cut from seven hundred fragments of

antique marbles collected by the lady to

whose memory the monument is erected,

at Tusculum and other ancient ruins in
Italy. The design for the mosaic was sug-
gested by a mosaic in Westminster Abbey.
The platform is approached by a plain

white marble step, upon which are placed
in relief some religious emblems to illustrate
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an illuminated marble scroll with the fifth,

sixth, and seventh verses from the twelfth

chapter of Ecclesiastes.

The Graphic.—The last meeting of the

season of the members of this society took

place on May 10th, when, for the first time

in its history, ladies were admitted, thereby
following the example of a kindred society,

the “Artists and Amateurs’.” Tho rooms
were tastefully decorated with flowers, while

the display of works of Art was good : it

included a clever picture, entitled ‘ Poland,’

by Mdme. Jerichau, and others by J. Ward,
R.A., J. Linnell, D. Cox, C. Lucy, P. W.
Elen, Topham, T. J. Soper, and others.

Institute op British Architects.—At
the ordinary meeting of this society, Mr. A.

J. B. Hope in the chair, the royal gold medal
for 1864 was presented to Mr. James Penne-
thome. Mr. Beresford Hope made some
remarks on tho Art-exhibition proposed to

be held at Alton Towers, the seat of the

Earl of Shrewsbury, during the months of

July, August, and September, in aid of the

funds for the erection of the Wedgwood
Memorial Institute, Burslem ; and he

invited the members of tho Architectural

Institute to contribute coloured designs

and drawings.
A Drinking Fountain, surmounted by

a statue of a naiad, of Carrara marble, the

whole designed by Mr. Munro, the sculptor,

will shortly be placed in Berkeley Square,

opposite the residence of the Marquis of

Lansdowne, at whose cost the work is being
executed. The base is of red granite.

The East London Industrial Exhi-
bition will bo opened in St. Mary’s Schools,

’Whitechapel, on the 12th of the present

month, and will be closed on the 2nd of

August. It is under tho patronage and
guarantee of the Marquis of Westminster,

Earls Shaftesbury and Macclesfield, Lord
Bury, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and
other gentlemen of influence.

Mr. Foley’s Statue of Burke.—The
“sketch”—meaning in this case a highly

finished statuette, half the size of life—of

the statue of Edmund Burke, as proposed

for Trinity College, Dublin, has been com-
pleted. It is intended as a companion to

that of Goldsmith, and we may sincerely

—

even beforehand—congratulate Trinity Col-

lege on the possession of two statues that

will rank among the finest of modern times.

In Mr. Foley’s conception of Burke, there

is no action, but there is language every-

where, even from the features to the

di-apery. He makes his subject addressing

the House, and he could scarcely have done

otherwise. Tho right hand rests on the

side ; in the left is placed a scroll ; the

head is slightly turned to the right ;
and by

the advance of the right foot, a very slight

swing is given to the person. The face is

strikingly handsome : it has been modelled

from Reynolds’s portrait, with reference to

eveiy other authentic source to which the

sculptor had access. In this case, as in all

others of modelling from flat portraits only,

tho difficulty has been the profile; but it

cannot be doubted that the artist has ren-

dered this as near the life as the authorities

accessible to him would admit. The dress

is the coat, flapped waistcoat, and nether

continuations of the day ;
and in dealing

with these, as in the case of Goldsmith,

Mr. Foley shows that unostentatious sim-

plicity which in Art, as in other things, is

always the most difficult quality to attain.

The large model has been commenced, but

it is only yet in the rough.

The Sackville Gallery.—An exhibi-

tion under this name has been opened at

196, Piccadilly. It is intended to be per-

manent, and for the reception only of

water-colour drawings, that will remain on
the walls for two months, and will be re-

placed on the first Monday in every second
month with a new collection. Among the
contributors are Hablot K. Brown, R.
Dowling, W. H. Millais, E. W. Cooke,
R.A., Charles Marshall, Yicat Cole, &c.

Among the drawings, which number up-
wards of one hundred, are some of much
interest. We shall return to the subject.

Messrs. McLean and Haes have issued

two most charming photographs of wild
mountain rocks on the coast of Cornwall

;

they are singularly grand, and convey an
impressive idea of the wild scenery of
the sea-girt shire. An amateur has pro-
duced them: it would be difficult to find

better examples of the art. He associates

the views with passages from the “ Idyls”
of the Poet-Laureate,and this adds to their

interest.

Emery’s Patent for Designs on Pot-
tery.—An extremely beautiful invention

for the decoration of pottery has been
patented by Mr. Emery, of Cobridge. * The
process is drawing with a crayon on a por-
celain surface, and rendering the design
indelible, like ordinary ceramic embellish-
ment, by submitting it, as enamels are, to

the heat of the kiln. The examples we have
seen of this invention are as yet only in mo-
nochrome, the colour being blue ; but we be-
lieve a variety of other colours are in course
of preparation. The crayon employed is

black, and has much the appearance of the

common route, and the surface for the recep-

tion of the drawing is white, and, of course,

unglazed, being prepared with a “tooth.”
The drawing is black on the porcelain, but
in the process of firing it becomes blue.

Thus the merit of the invention consists in

placing immediately, and by the hand, a
design in colour on earthenware or porce-
lain, so as to resemble at once the ordinary
results of drawing and enamelling. Hence,
as far as Mr. Emery’s patent goes, ceramic
decoration will be no longer a special art,

for any one who can draw can work on
porcelain. It is very modestly proposed as

an amusement for ladies and “the chil-

dren of a family ;” but under the hand of

a skilful artist it may, like paper, be made
the vehicle of an endless variety of sugges-
tions of taste and fancy. It will never,
perhaps, attain to the softness of enamel,
but we cannot suppose that at present it is

more than a first scintillation, to be carried

hereafter to a high degree of excellence.

“Old” Edinburgh.—Messrs. W. and
A. K. Johnston, of Edinburgh, have pub-
lished a facsimile of the bird’s-eye view of

the city, taken, in 1647, by Mr. James
Gordon, minister of Rothiemay, whose
original drawing was engraved on copper
in Holland. It is curious to compare
the Edinburgh of the present time with
Edinburgh two centuries ago.

Artists’ Benevolent Fund.

—

The fifty-

sixth anniversary of this institution was
held at the Freemasons’ Tavern on the 27th
of May, Lord Bury presiding. We have
often directed attention to the objects and
working of this excellent provident society,

which limits its aid to artists, their widows
and orphans, who have, by subscribing,

established a claim on its funds. Her
Majesty has for twenty-seven years sent an
annual donation to it of 100 gs.

Messrs. Marion and Son, of Soho
Square, issued the day after “ the Derby,”
a photograph of the Grand Stand, with the

multitude of people there seated, at the

moment when excitement was at its highest

pitch. It is small—about eight inches by

* It will be seen by some observations elsewhere that

the merit of die invention is disputed.
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six—the human heads being about the size

of pins’ heads; yet they are so clear and
distinct, that a large majority of them may
be recognised, and when seen through a

magnifying glass, even the eager expression

of many of the countenances may be traced.

Tew photographs have been produced that

bIiow more emphaticallythe power of the art.

Animals Photographed from Life.

—

A singularly interesting series of photo-
graphs has been published by Mi-. McLean.
They are of the principal animals in the
Zoological Gardens. Elephants, monkeys,
lions, tigers, pumas, wolves—in a word,
nearly all the occupants of stalls and cells

have sat or stood for their portraits to a
most patient, persevering, and very skilful

artist, Mr. Frank Haes. The result is a
collection of rare interest and value; so

extensive as to be really a menagerie, the
accuracy of which is beyond question.

Mi-. Haes read at a meeting of the Photo-
graphic Society a most interesting paper
describing “the troubles and difficulties”

he encountered in performing his task.

They arose mainly from the natural rest-

lessness of his sitters, who were, in nearly
all cases, indisposed to co-operate with the
artist. We heartily congratulate him on
the success ho has achieved. The series is

a most important acquisition to the natura-
list and the painter—to all, indeed, who
appreciate either Nature or Art.

The Photographic Exhibition.—The
works of the Photographic Society are this

year shown in one of the rooms of the Society

of Architects in Conduit Street. It is by no
means so comprehensive as it has been on
former occasions, being limi tp.fi to what may
be called unmixed photography. Thus, as

was the case last year in Pall Mall, neither

plate nor print is accepted if discovered to

have been touched. There are, however,
some large coloured portraits in the room,
wherein it is difficult to discover the merit
that has procured them admission, since by
the manner inwhich they have been coloured
they are equally removed from photography
and Fine Art. If there be any advance
upon the productions of last year, it is in

the landscape department, especially in the

modelling of foliage, and the tones and gra-
dations of middle and remote distances.

The Farnley Hall Turners.— This
collection of drawings, which was formed
by Mi-. Fawkes, of Farnley Hall, York-
shire, has been photographed by Messrs.
Caldesi & Co., and published in one volume
by Messrs. Colnaghi & Co. As examples of

photography from works of Art, the plates

are generallyunexceptionable, but without a
knowledge of the drawings it is impossible

to say with what success they are repeated

tone for tone. From the breadth and per-

fect detail of some it is not difficult to

determine that these are from grey’ draw-
ings; and from the heavy indistinctness

in the masses of others, it is obvious that
these passages are warm—and for the de-
fective rendering, in such cases, photo-
graphy has no remedy. The photographs,
however, are valuable and beautiful, and
are characterised by a quality obtainable
from works by no other hand than that
of Turner. They are fifty in number:
among them are, ‘ An English Coast
Scene,’ one of those fascinating composi-
tions that Turner had the gift of making
out of nothing, by an effective disposi-

tion of lights and darks
;

‘ Windermere,’
unmistakable as to its features, but re-
markable for space ;

‘ Washbom-ne and
Lin clley Bridge ;

’
‘ The Stud—BoltonAbbey, ’

with a downward rush of water more like

photography from nature than from a
drawing; ‘Bonneville, Savoy,’ one of the

most beautiful of the set; ‘Lausanne,’
‘ Lac do Brienz.’ In a ‘ Cottage Scene,’

are a boy and girl, very like some of

those in Wilkie's ‘ Penny Wedding.’ Then
there is the ‘ Ponte di Rialto,’ essentially

the poris pidorum, exhibiting a throng of

gala boats, and concealing the stale and
inodorous waste of the vegetable market

;

again, ‘ Venice from Fusina,’ ‘ The Literior

of St. Peter’s,’ ‘ Borne from Monte Pincio,’

and also from Monte Mario, with others
in Switzerland and elsewhere

;
the whole

forming an extremely interesting series.

Every admirer of Turner, indeed every
lover of Art, will covet this most exquisite

collection of his famous works.
National Portrait Gallery. — The

trustees have submitted to the Lords of the
Treasury their eighth annual report. It

contains little beyond an enumeration of

the portraits obtained, by gift or purchase,
since the last report was published, in

April, 1864. All these acquisitions were
noticed in our columns, as they were hung
in the gallery, except those which have been
added during the present year. These are

portraits of James Harris, M.P., author of
“ Hermes,” 1709—1780, painted by Romney
after Beynolds, and presented by the Earl
of Malmesbury ; James Watt, painted by C.

de Breda, presented by Mr. M. P. W.
Boulton ; Professor Wilson, the Marquis of

Dalhousie, and T. de Quincey, all painted
by Sir J. Watson Gordon, P.B.S.A., and
the gifts of the artist’s brother, Mr. H. G.
Watson, of Edinburgh. The portraits pur-
chased this year are :—Queen Elizabeth,
painter unknown, at the price of £84 ;

John
Law, notorious as the founder of the Mis-
sissipi scheme, painter unknown, £6 10s.

;

Coleridge and Southey, painted by a Mr.
Vandyke, for Mr. Joseph Cottle, of Bristol,

16 gs. ; and Keats, the poet, painted by
W. Hilton, B.A., price £43 3s. Gd. The
total number of visitors to the gallery last

year was 14,885, being nearly 4,000 in
excess of any preceding year except 1862.
Mr. W. Cave Thomas has received a

commission to execute a series of paintings
for the chapel of the Bussian embassy.
The subjects are the twelve apostles.

Mr. Church.—Some paintings by this

eminent American artist arc exhibiting in
the fine and admirably-lit gallery of McLean
and Co., 7, Haymarket. The exhibition was
opened at too late a period in the month for

us to notice it in our present number.
The Wedgwood Institute.—Wo re-

ceived at the end of the month—too late

for particular notice—a programme of the
exhibition of Art-works to be held, by
generous aid of the Earl of Shrewsbury,
at Alton Towers, during the months of July,
August, and September, and earnestly re-

commend it to tho attention of our readers.

The proceeds will go to aid the Wedgwood
Institute. Contributions are requested, and
application should be made to the Hon.
Secretary, W. Woodall, Esq., Longport,
Staffordshire, who, with the committee, will

be very grateful for “ loans.”

The Society of Arts had a very bril-

liant conversazione on the evening of the
14th of June, at South Kensington, be-
tween three and four thousand persons
being present.

The Cartoons.—The whole of the car-

toons in the National Gallery are now
covered with glass.

The Picture by Eosa Bonheur, con-
cerning which the House of Commons was
asked to interfere, has been returned by
Mr. Gambart to the National Gallery, and
is now “hung.” The ‘Derby Day’ will

also soon be in its place.

REVIEWS.

The Principal Ruins of Asia ’Minor, Illus-

trated and Described. By Charles Texier,
Member of the Institute of France, &c. &c.,

and R. Popplewell Pullax, F.R.I.B.A.,
&c. &c. Published by Day and Son,
London.

Following up the record of Byzantine architec-

ture, the joint production of Messrs. Texier and
Pullan, a work which we brought to the notice

of our readers two or three months ago, we have
now from the same authors another handsome
folio volume relating to the remains of Greek
and Grajco-Romano architecture on the coasts

of iEolia, Ionia, and Caria, in Asia Minor.
This, far more than the preceding publication,

seems specially for the use of the professional

student, and we must, therefore, leave the full

consideration of it to journals that can afford

greater space to the subject than we can at this

busy time of the year, and particularly to those

which make arcliitecture their staple material.

It is, in truth, nothing more than an English
edition, by Mr. Pullan, of a series of illustrations

of some of the finest buildings of antiquity,

selected from M. Texier’s large work on Asia
Minor, the price of which precludes its circula-

tion among those to whom it would prove most
useful. Mr. Pullan has himself gone over the

greater part of the ground where the buildings

yet remain, and precedes the illustrations by a
short yet interesting narrative of his travels,

accompanying it by historical notices compiled
and abridged chiefly from the writings of M.
Texier, whom he believes to be the only traveller

who has visited all the sites described. The
edifices passed in review arc the Temple (Doric)

at Assos; the renowned Temple of Apollo
Branchidm, at Poseidon, of which the architects

were Daphnis of Miletus, and Peonius of

Ephesus, the latter of whom lived in the reign
of Alexander the Great, and was the architect

chosen to complete the great Temple of Diana
at Ephesus; the Temple of Jupiter, and the
Theatre, at Aizani, the date of which is probably
about the second century of our era

;
the Temple

of Augustus at Ancyra
;
the Temple of Venus

at Aphrodisius
;

Theatres at Aspendus and
Myra ;

ruins at Patara, and portions of the
Basilica at Pergamos. The number of plates is

fifty-one, so that it will be evident some of

the edifices occupy several plates. For example,
the Temple at Aizani has twelve plates devoted
to it, mostly showing details of very beautiful

ornament.
In the “ Battle of the Styles,” Mr. Pullan un-

doubtedly takes the side of the Classicists. He
would not abjure mediaeval architecture, but he
loves the other more, and considers we are mak-
ing a mistake in much of what has of late been
done or is now doing. We get at this state of
his feeling from some preliminary remarks, and
are by no means disposed to question their

truth. “In the present day,” he says, “that
important element in architectural beauty

—

Proportion—is, for the most part, either alto-

gether ignored, or else completely overlooked,

in efforts after tho picturesque, or in the adap-
tation of buildings to suit the utilitarian and
economical requirements of the age. Our eccle-

siastical buildings are frequently but imperfect
imitations of ordinary town and village churches,
or else so-called original compositions in which
stunted columns, top-heavy capitals, and win-
dows "absurdly elongated, are introduced byway
of novelty, or for the sake of contrasts produced
by disproportion

;
and our civic and other public

edifices are often but shapeless masses of stone
or brick, all wall or all window, without that
relation between pier and aperture so necessary
to give the appearance of lightness, and at the
same time of stability. In short, we are groping
in the dark in search of the true principles of
design.” Yet he thinks a glimmering of light

is risible, for architects are beginning to see

that any edifice may be designed and erected
according to the eternal rules of proportion,

and, at the same time, may preserve the distinc-

tive characteristics of style. Inasmuch as no
nation studied and applied to their buildings
these rules or laws of proportion to such an
extent as did the Greeks, so would he have their
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works closely studied by our own architects,

that we may practise the same truths of beauty
and harmony as are learned from what the
ancients have left for our guidance

;
and among

these by no means the most unimportant are the
scattered and broken, yet often magnificent,
remains on the western shores of Asia Minor.

The Welcome Arrival.’—‘Nearing Home.’
Engraved by W. H. Simmons from the
Pictures by J. D. Luard. Published by
Moore, McQueen, & Co., London.

The death of Mr. Luard, in 1860, at the early
age of thirty, was a loss to our school of paint-
ing, for he had already given such excellent
promise that there could be no doubt of his
rising to distinction had his life been preserved.
The son of a military officer, and having him-
self served in the army, which ho quitted only
to devote his whole energies to Art, the in-
cidents of military life formed the chief subjects
of his pencil. Two of these—‘The Welcome
Arrival ’ and ‘ Nearing Home,’ exhibited at the
Royal Academy in 1857 and 1858 respectively,
have been engraved. The former represents a
scene—one, doubtless, of frequent occurrence

—

in the Crimean campaign, in which, by the
way, the artist joined as an amateur : three
officers are in their hut, that appears in most
admirable disorder, mainly caused by the “ wel-
come arrival ” of a huge package from England,
the contents whereof, consisting of jars, parcels,

books, boxes of cigars, &c. &c., are strewed
over the floor. But the object that most courts
and fixes the attention of the recipient of the
package is a portrait of a young lady : this he
examines very closely, yet somewhat stealthily,

as if to conceal it from the eye of his brother
officer standing almost immediately behind him.
The latter, however, is engaged with his cigar,

and in earnest conversation with their third
companion, also a smoker

;
and, besides, he is a

gentleman, and has no desire to penetrate the
secret of that small morocco portrait-case. As
an incident of real campaigning life, the picture
is most interesting : the materials are well put
together, in an easy and unaffected manner quite
befitting the subject.

‘Nearing Home’ is part of the deck of a
vessel boimd to England, with the sick and
wounded, several of whom appear in the picture.

The most prominent group is an invalided
officer stretched on a mattress and supported by
pillows; by his side is his wife, who has been
reading to him till interrupted by one of the
sailors with the news that land is in sight. But
the poor fellow seems scarcely conscious of what
he hears, or is indifferent to it, as if he knew ho
should only reach his country to die in it. The
story is too painful to be agreeable

;
yet it is

cleverly told
;
and both engravings—they con-

stitute a pair—are effectively rendered by Mr.
Simmons, who now takes rank with the best of
our mezzotinto engravers.

A Manual of Gothic Mouldings, with Direc-
tions for Copying Them and for Determin-
ing their Dates. Illustrated by upwards of
Six Hundred Examples. By F. A. Paley,
M.A., Author of “A Manual of Gothic
Architecture,” &c. Third Edition, with
numerous Additions and Improvements,
by W. M. Fawcett, M.A. Published by
J. Van Voorst, London.

The utility of this book to the professional and
amateur architect has been manifested by the
demand for a third edition. Mere mouldings
would appear to be very insignificant matters,
comparatively, in connection with architecture

;

and yet an accurate knowledge of them is

certainly indispensable to any one professing
even an amateur’s acquaintance with the sub-
ject. And when we consider how much they
contribute to the ornamental beauty of edifices,

especially in doors, windows, and pillars, their
relative value can scarcely be over-estimated.
Mouldings have been called “ the very grammar
of Art,” and Mr. Paley says, “ they are by far
the most certain, and very frequently the only
guides in determining the dates of buildings,
or of architectural members. They arc just as

essential to a knowledge of architecture, as a
map is to the study of geography.”

It will be sufficient for us to remark, that the
subject is treated in a most comprehensive way
by the joint labours of the authors of this

manual. The preparing and classifying the
immense number of examples which, with very
few exceptions indeed, are taken from buildings
in this country—their names being appended

—

could only be the result of most diligent search
and great industry.

The Grammar of Ornament. By Owen Jones.
Published by Day and Son, London.

The idea of re-publishing, in a convenient and
less costly form, Mr Owen Jones’s magnificent
work on Ornament was judicious

;
and it has

been well carried out. The large folio volume
is cumbersome for practical purposes, and is too
expensive—even if it could be readily procured,
which, we believe it cannot be now—for the
workshop or the artisan's use at home. In the
new and smaller edition the plates are consider-
ably reduced in size, yet are sufficiently large
to serve as examples, while in execution they
will bear favourable comparison with the earlier

plates. It seems, indeed, extraordinary that
such fac-similes could be made, when we con-
sider the elaborate character of a vast number
of the subjects, and the extreme nicety required
in adjusting all to the exigencies of the printing-
press. The colours, moreover, are as a whole
well maintained; but in a few of the plates,

especially where gold is introduced, there is

certainly less brilliancy. We cordially recom-
mend tins edition of the “ Grammar of Orna-
ment” to every one employed in decoration or
Art-manufactures : it is within the reach of
every respectable establishment and of a large
number of Art-workmen.

The Old City, and its Highways and By-
ways. By Aleph, Author of “ London
Scenes and London People.” Published
by H. W. Collingridge, London.

This, like the other volume by the same writer
which preceded it, embodies a series of papers
originally published in the columns of the City

Press, a weekly paper conducted with consider-
able ability, and specially devoted to topics

associated with the city and citizens of London
exclusively. Aleph, whoever he may be that
writes under this mm de plume, has got together
a [large mass of facts concerning the past and
present of the famous metropolis, and he has
worked them up into several amusing and in-

structive chapters. It is in every way a very
readable book, disfigured, however, by a few
wretched woodcuts

;
for, with two or three ex-

ceptions, they deserve no milder epithot. This
is a pity, for the volume is excellently printed,
and tastefully bound.

The Study of the Human Face. Illustrated

by twenty-six Steel Engravings. By Tho-
mas Woolnoth, Historical Engraver to the
Queen. Published byW. Tweedie, London.

Somebody, it is said, having, in the course of
conversation, quoted the well-known line

—

“ The proper study of mankind is man,”

one of the company present expressed his dis-

sent from the poet’s opinion by humorously
remarking that he considered “ the proper study
of ?Mff«kind is woman." Writers such as Lavater,

Lebrun, and Mr. Woolnoth, who have studied

physiognomy, have been pupils in both the

male and female schools, and have found in

each subjects to meet their requirements, for

there is little doubt that the passions which
characterise our nature are, as a rule, common
to both sexes, though some, perhaps, are deve-

loped with greater intensity in one than the

other. In the engravings Mr. Woolnoth intro-

duces into his pages, he is no respecter of sex

;

the heads are male and female alternately, “ to

show that such dispositions are not peculiar to

either, but incidental to both” sexes.

Without referring to the philosophy of phy-
siognomical science, which Mr. Woolnoth treats

with discriminating ability, we may remark

that his book may prove of considerable service
to the figure-painter. Artists often fail in de-
lineating a character, because they are ignorant
of the facial attributes which indicate the temper,
feeling, or disposition they desire to portray.
They have not, in fact, studied physiognomy

;

hence their failure. A careful perusal of what
the author has done with pen and graver, may
make them more successful in future. But the
interest of thejvolumo is by no means limited to
a class

;
there, is much in it to amuse, and even

to edify, all who care to study character in the
human face “divine,” or under the influence of
the griefs and passions “ flesh is heir to.”

The Lady Ina, and other Poems. By R. F. H.
Published by Virtue Brothers & Co.

This volume is by the author of the charming
little novelette of “ Blythe House.” We had
doubts as to the probability of a poetic fiction

creating and maintaining its interest from the
first page to the last, as ably as the prose story
had done. We hope our readers will judge for
themselves as to the claims of this new muse to
take her place among the poets of the present
time : we will not, therefore, supply a clue to
the tale of “ The Lady Ina.” Of course, its

foundation lies amid the entanglements of the
“old, old story,” and is sufficiently romantic
to entrance those who still cling to what may
surely be called the purest poetry of life. Its
descriptions would more than satisfy the painter.
It carries the reader to the close with only one
regret—that so sweet a tale should have so sad
an ending.

“ The Lady Ina ” is immediately followed by
a poem of a very different class—rising at once
into the heroic—“ The Battle of White Horse
Down,” which wo should like to see illustrated

by Mr. Desanges. It was suggested by the
“Scouring of the White Horse,” from which,
the author modestly tells us, “it is almost a
literal translation into verse.” We assure our
readers that the “translation” surpasses the
original. This is no common achievement, for
we all know how inexorably verse fetters an
imagination that may run wild in prose.

In a volume containing a number of poems,
there must be unequal merit

;
but though the

subjects are very varied, there are none puerile,

and all bear evidence of genius and cultivation.

Under the Waves
; or, the Hermit Crab in

Society. Published by Sampson Low.

This is exactly the sort of book that parents
who take their children to the sea-side as a
means of health and recreation, will do well to
leave in their way. The young people will
almost instinctively accompany the hermit, crab
on his pilgrimages, and imbibe much infor-
mation from the charming little volume that
records his travels, without the sensation of
having devoted any portion of their holidays to
a “lesson book.”
A preface is generally a mistake : the pre-

face to “ Under the Waves ” is no exception to
what we may call a rule. A book that in read-
ing does not explain its object had better not be
written

;
and this preface contains such a list of

“ authorities,” that our young friends might
shrink in terror from their magnitude, and
imagine they were about to be “tasked” in
earnest. There is one hope—that the small
people will not read it, but seek their fellow-
traveller at once, and make themselves, as we
did, part and parcel of his “ society.”

As we have not seen the author’s name before,

we suppose Miss Annie Ridley to be a new
member of the literary sisterhood. When she
has achieved more self-reliance, and ceased to
tremble on the threshold of her new realm, she
will be an admirable educational assistant. She
is evidently patient and conscientious—holding
in her imagination a little too tightly with bit

and curb
; but without an effort either at preach-

ing or teaching—tempering all she sees and
Bays by sweet womanly faith in the wisdom and
goodness that hath created nothing in vain.

“Under the Waves ” is a right book at the
right time.
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GERMAN PAINTERS OF THE MODERN SCHOOL.

No. YII.—EDWARD BENDEMANN.

UR countryman, Mr. John Gibson, in
Rome, when in earnest discourse upon
Greek art, is accustomed to insist on the
exaltation which the teaching of philo-
sophers infused into the works of the
Greek sculptors. Coming down to a later

day, in like manner we find, that in the
revival of the arts in Italy, sculpture,
painting, and philosophy went hand in
hand. While Michael Angelo in Florence
worked in the gardens of the Medici,
Platonists were weaving subtle specu-

lations on divine beauty in the villa which, on the heights
of Fiesole, overlooks the valley of the Amo. It can scarcely,

U'i indeed, be otherwise, but that the grand cycles of thought

;

which sweep across an age, sway the public mind, and shape
1

!
the literature of a country, should in considerable degree
mould the plastic and pictorial arts. And so it happens

that, coincident with the revival of painting in Germany—a phe-
nomenon which assumed the bearing of lofty ideas—there has
been evolved, by a succession of German metaphysicians, the
soaring structure of the ideal philosophy. I do not say that
between these contemporanepus manifestations there subsists the
precise relation of cause and effect. It might be impossible to
prove that the materialistic system of Locke, and the objective
school of English art, are consequent the one on the other. And
just so it may be difficult to show that the transcendental philo-
sophy propounded since the days of lvant has by any necessaiy
deduction insulted in the products of ideal art. It were, indeed,
too much to say that any one picture is an express embodiment
of metaphysical dogmas. That, in truth, is more than, in the

m

nature of the case, could be looked for. But what we have a right
to expect, and what we do really find, is this, that certain dominant
thoughts in the mind of the nation have moulded philosophy,
poetry, and painting, into cognate forms. What we do meet
with is wide-stretching and high-soaring phenomena, which all

•confess to a common origin—forms in Art, phases in literature,
and conditions of the universal intellect, which acknowledge a
birth from the same brooding thought, and which point to like
fundamental ideas concerning God, man, and nature. I will pro-
ceed. to expound in brief a few of the theories which appear to
preside over these Geiman high Art developments.

It sounds as a truism to assert that an artist’s creations must,
in some degree, be governed by the views he has formed of nature.
It is surely a turning point to determine whether nature, if I may
venture on words so bold, shall be regarded as body or soul,
whether the painter shall be content to transcribe the mere arti-
culations of the outward skeleton, or strike at the life that moves
beneath, whether the student shall only measure and weigh
and take possession of a dead carcass, or, on the other hand,
approach to nature as an animated existence, and hold converse
with the spirit, and comprehend the thoughts which nature en-
shrines and wishes to express. I need scarcely say that German
philosophers and painters are pledged to the latter of these alter-
natives. There is a remarkable oration on ‘ 4 The Connection
between the Plastic Arts and Nature,” delivered by the transcen-
dental metaphysician Schelling, wherein are laid down the true
foundations of an ideal system of {esthetics.

* “ The artist,” says
Schelling, “ should indeed, above all, imitate that spirit of nature
which, working at the core of things, speaks by form and shape,
as if by symbols

;
and only in so far as he seizes this spirit and

vitally imitates it, has he himself created anything of truth.” A
like lofty strain of thought has been reached by other writers.
The Danish philosopher, Oersted, for example, in “The Soul of
Nature,” enunciates propositions such as the following :—“ The
laws of Nature are the thoughts of Nature;” “that which the
spirit promises Nature performs “all Nature, as it is pictured
to our senses, is at the poet’s command ;” “ the poet, with perfect
justice, creates a supernatural world for himself, in which the
imagination has the mastery.” We have seen how, under the
revival of the arts in Italy, the Platonic philosophy had taken
possession of leading intellects, and it is interesting to mark
how, from age to age, minds imbued with Platonism have, like a
needle set to the pole, pointed, as by the intuition of their being,
to the load- star of Art. The fervid eloquence of John Howe
carried him upwards almost unconsciously to those transcendental
heights whereon Schelling and Ilegel, in a subsequent century,
planted the ideal philosophy. There are passages in the sermons
of this master divine of the Commonwealth, especially where the
preacher expounds the theory of “the beatific vision,” which,
with little adaptation, might be interwoven into the tissues of an
Art-philosophy.. That ecstatic state of genius known to poets and
artists of imagination all afire, and of nerves strung to the
exquisite thrill ofharmony,—that condition wherein the eye kindles

TUEZE FROM THJC ROYAL
[ L'ngraved by J. /). CooperDRESDEN.

to divine beauty, and is flooded with streams of light from the
source of truth,—has been painted in refulgent colour by our
English Platonic divine. “ Weak sight,” says John Howe, “ would
afford but languid joy

; but when the whole soul, animated with
divine power and life, shall seat itself in the eye, when it shall
be, as it were, all eye, and be wholly intent upon vision, apply
itself thereto with all its might as its only business, what satis-
fying joys does it now taste ! renewed by every repeated view how
doth it now, as it were, prey upon glory, as the eye of the eagle
upon the beams of the sun !

” Such rapturous outpourings from
the fountain of the Platonic philosophy have flooded the whole
earth, and fed with fertilising streams the flowery fields of Art.

The light that shone over the groves of Athens, and after eclipse

rose again on the gardens of the Tuscan Athens, that infused
softening rays of beauty on harsh German lineaments, that
glanced as it passed on our northern shores, and thawed the ice

that freezes British thought, crosses in its onward course the seas
to the western hemisphere, and thus puts a belt well-nigh around
the world. Transatlantic and transcendental Emerson bursts
into a strain scarcely less intense than that of our English Howe

;

he throws out germs of thought, moreover, which sparkle with

* An English edition of this essay was published twenty years ago by Mr. John Chap-
man, in a student’s library known as “ The Catholic Series.’”
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colour, and take typical forms that lie at the centre, and crown

the summit of highest art. “A thrill,” writes Emerson, m his

essay, “The Over-Soul,” “ passes through all men at the reception

of new truth, or at the performance of a great action, which

comes out of the heart of nature. Every moment when the

individual feels himself invaded by the power of insight is

memorable. Always, I believe, by the necessity of our constitu-

tion, a certain enthusiasm attends the individual s consciousness

of divine presence. There is always a shudder of awe and delight

when the individual soul mingles with the universal soul. The

nature of these revelations is always the same
;
they are percep-

tions of the absolute law. They are solutions of the soul s

own questions.” Emerson teaches that within the soul dwells

essential beauty, that above reigns infinite beauty, and around

stretches the beauty of nature, and that these several forms of

the beautiful arc correlativo each to each. Out of propositions

such as these is deduced the system of Art philosophy to

which this writer, in common with his German forerunners,

is pledged. Numerous passages might be adduced from these

pages laden with metaphysics cast in popular form, which

more or less elucidate our present line of thought. Take, for

example, the following :

—“The power of the artist depends on the

depth of his insight into the object he contemplates. For every

object has its root in central nature, and may, of course, be so

exhibited to us as to represent the world.” “As far as the

spiritual character of the period overpowers the artist, and finds

expression in his work, so far it will always retain a certain

grandeur, and will represent to future beholders the Unknown,
the Inevitable, the Divine.” “In our fine Arts, not imitation,

but creation is the aim. In landscapes, the painter should give

the suggestion of a fairer creation than we know. The details,

the prose of nature, he should omit, and give us only the spirit

and splendour. He should know that the landscape has beauty

for his eye, because it expresses a thought which is to him good
;

and this, because the same power which sees through his oyes, is

seen in that spectacle ;
and he will come to value the expression

of nature, and not nature itself, and so exalt in his copy the

features that please him. He will give the gloom of gloom, and

the sunshine of sunshine.”

I can scarcely expect that ideas so foreign to our English mode
of thought will be, to a general public, intelligible, or prove

l
acceptable. Yet it is scarcely too much to say that the reception

of this ideal scheme is almost essential as a prelude to the com-

i prehension and fair appreciation of ideal Art. The form of the
1 painter is moulded, as it were, on the thought of the philosopher

;

l
the German artist, to apply the dictum of fSchelling, “ works at the

Drawn by W. J. Allen.] JKKEMlAil WiSliPiiNli OVJSK JEKLSALEA1. L""*' "1/ "• •

How doth the city sit solitary that was full of people! how is she become us a widow! she that was preat among the

nations Is it nothing to you all ye that pass by? Behold and see if there be any sorrow like unto my sorrow, wherewith the

Lord hath afflicted ml in the day of his tierce anger. The elders of the daughter of Zion sit upon the ‘“P “

they have cast up dust upon their heads; they have girded themselves with sackcloth: the virgins of Jerusalem hang down

their heads to the ground. The tongue of the sucking child cleaveth to the roof of his mouth for thirst. Thej that did fevl

delicately are desolate in the streets. The punishment of thine iniquity is accomplished, 0 daughter of Zion. —The Lamenta-

tions of Jeremiah.

core of things,” and so his shapes become symbols of central and !
endow womanhood with unwonted beauty, “he availed himself of

creative thoughts. What spirit promises Art performs, and that ! a certain idea which suggested itseH to his mind, and so his

after a fashioh wherein the details and the prose of nature are work was raised above the level of common nature. Thus it will,

made subordinate to generic law and poetic conception. It would I think, be seen that the ideal method pursued byrfhe modern

wrong this philosophy and practice to say that nature is thereby Germans, has not only a basis in time Ait philosophy, but is

ignored or Violated.
5
Sucb an assertion could only imply a total supported by the practice of Greek sculptors and Italian jmmters

misconception of the essential principles involved. As in the in their unrivalled works. What success may have Clowned the

highest scientific induction, individual accidents are reduced to high efforts of the German intellect is, of.coursei,
altogether

wide extending laws, and fragmentary truths fashioned into another matter. It is sufficient if I have shown that the ideas

homogeneous unities, so in the highest Art functions individual concerning nature, propounded by philosophers and applied by

forms are made to pass into nobler types, the base materials which i German painters, are sound.
, . ,

inhere to the surface of things are driven off under the heat of Schellmg, Oersted, and Emerson, we have seen, write disserta-

imagination, and at last beauty and truth, as pure gold, come
|

tions precisely from the point of view whence contemporary

forth as out of the refiner's fire. That this is no mere theory may
]

German artists paint pictures. Nature, and of course the term

be demonstrated by the great works which, derived from central includes human nature may he looked at from diverse posffions

and eternal verities, have attained consequent immortality. It
!
and according to the elevation or the depression in the mental

may ho said of the Elgin marbles that they reconcile individual horizon of the observer, will the picture be either nairowin sphere

with generic truth ;
individual nature gives vigour, generic nature and stuntod m thought, or, on the contrary, may be found to

imparts grandeur of style. In the classic conceptions of the expand into wider space, and command a larger circuit

Goddess of Love, abnormal defects are eliminated, ami so the
:

intellectual world. No one, I think, can hove taken even the

Venus of Milo stands forth in absolute perfections which tran- [most cursory glance at the productions of the modern German

scend any one individual model. In the same way, when Raphael
|

school without perceiving that a penetrahng eye has pierced

painted the Galatea, or when in any other figure he desired to
[

beneath the surface, and held converse with an inner life, that
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beyond the immediate foreground of hard fact and individual

character, stretches a far distance, where earth and sky meet, and
the two worlds of matter and spirit intermingle. These pictorial

phenomena are, as I have said, in considerable degree the out-

comings of the subjective philosophy of nature. The key-note
struck by German metaphysicians seems in accord with the rhythm
of thought intoned by our English poet-philosopher, Coleridge :

—

“ We receive but what we (jive,

And in our lives alone does nature live.”

Nature is mental, and therefore we must bring kindred mind to

her study
;
and with whatever thoughts and emotions we come,

we shall find a like response in her. We dwell in nature, and
nature in us, and Art is the middle point in which each meets,
coalescing in a result which is different from either, because it

contains the attributes of both. The right study of nature consists

in the analysis and the synthesis of nature’s noblest thoughts
and highest phases, a process in which things commonplace and
worthless are cast out, while the central types and vital essences

of nature obtain concentration and embodiment. Thus does the
psychological artist actually portray the mind of nature, and reach
unto that beauty, law, and order which declare the glory of God.
Little minds gossip with nature, and hence trivial pictures are as

rife as small-talk in society. Higher minds converse and reason
with her ; and hence pictures of deep thought and aspiring intent
tell of royal spiritual pedigree, and in the words of Schelling,
‘ ‘ show forth the inner structure of the entire temple of Art in tho
light of a high necessity.” Thus painting, according to an oft-

repeated aphorism, is dumb poetry, and thus through visible form

j

gushes in silent and translucent streams eloquent thought, moving
|

the responsive mind of the beholder to ardent emotion. I think

|

it may be safely affirmed that at this point the ideal and the real
no longer war the one against the other. The ideal becomes so
potent and essentially true, and the real is invested with a beauty
so far removed from common observation, that each merges in the
other, and the two grow one and indivisible. Winckelmann seems in
some measure to have pointed to this conclusion, when he said
that much in Greek Art which appears to us ideal, was to the
Greeks themselves natural. The same great German critic was
accustomed to place products of Art on the platform of the infinite,
and so the creations of the sculptor and the painter were weighed
and measured by the laws which govern the eternal works of
nature. It was with this deeply philosophic writer a fundamental
axiom that Art should bear upon her front of beauty intellectual
expression, and that in her noblest moods she should commune
with a nature which is above nature. Somewhat, too, in the
same sense is much of the teaching of our own analytical critic,

Mi’. Ruskin, who, while habitually gravitating towards naturalism,
ever and anon soars on wings of rhetoric to the topmost heights
of the ideal. The precept so oft repeated by this ideal yet realistic
philosopher, that noblest pictures embody noblest thoughts, is, in
fact, the very corner-stone of the ideal philosophy—an axiom from
whence might be deduced just those transcendental doctrines
which I have here sought to inculcate.

The reciprocity between Nature and Art, as propounded by

Drawn by W. J. Allen . J the harvest.
[ Engraved by J. D. Cooper.

Schelling, involves several important conclusions not irrelevant

to our present purpose. Schelling teaches that the soul of things,

and the body which clothes that soul, were called into being as at
one breath, that conceiving thought begets encircling form, that
the creative intelligence invests the world in its own image

;
and

then he proceeds to show that the artist to whom the gods have
granted the same creative power, works in like manner

;
that thus

the sculptor and the painter possessed of divine energy are not so
much subject to nature as co-operative with her, rearing up the
structure of Art on the living and immutable verities wherefrom
nature herself springs. Hence nature and Art are vital in the
same growth, they are divers yet ofttimes identical manifestations
of the same power ; they are sisters claiming common parentage,
they are handmaidens in that household, the world, which is

the outer court to the mansion in the heavens. The Art that
bears the seal of this divine birth carries with it a spell,—the
force of genius is within its lineaments

; its strength at once felt

and yet not to be described, asserts over the mind the prerogative of
power. The mere copying of the outward forms of nature is a
process of dead petrefaction ; the articulations of the bones of
nature’s skeleton may be thus precisely drawn, but the life and
the spirit elude so servile a pencil. The creative artist must
enter, as it were, the laboratory of nature, and there conspire
with the forces of nature apd fashion those crystalline forms of
symmetry which develop into essential beauty. Thus does the
painter, as the natural philosopher, seek, as we have already seen,

after the primal or the perfect type, the noblest manifestation
whereof is the human form. That form, in its original estate, was
in the image of God, and that image is in spirit man, and in
body nature. High Art, according to the definition of German
metaphysicians, starts with nature, then lays hold of human
nature, and lastly grasps at deity. “Here already,” says
Schelling, “soul and body are in perfect harmony; body is the
form, and grace the soul

;
not the soul in itself, but the soul of

form, the soul of nature.” And when this soul of nature is united
in perfect correspondence with the body of Art, then generally is

evolved that placid beauty which suffuses itself over the works of
German spiritual painters—a beauty serene as twilight, and gently
glowing in the warmth of evening skies. And though the storm
of passion may dash in tumult across the smooth and silvery face
of nature, or of spirit-begotten Art, yet the spell of beauty
moderates excess, and thus an eternal and a god-like calm presides
over the works which are religious and divine. This serenity
assuredly is the portion of the saintly forms revealed to Overbeck.
Thus in fine “the relation between Nature and Art,” as taught
by Schelling, finds its issue in absolute equipoise, the union of
objective nature with subjective spirit, in the product of that
placid art which is the concord of body and soul. Lofty national
works can alone be born of elevated thought in the mind of a people

;

the truth which the sage discovers the poet sings and the artist
paints. Such is the concerted harmony between the Art, the
literature, and the philosophy of Germany.
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Edward Bendemann was born in Berlin in the year 1811. The
first instruction he received came from the academy of his native

city. In the year 1828 he went to Dusseldorf, where he fell under

the tuition of Schadow, with whom, two years later, he travelled

in Italy. His talents expanded so early that he acquired with his

first picture a reputation. ‘While in Dusseldorf, he seems to have

taken the life of the children of Israel, in joy and sorrow, for

illustration—a theme around which have been gathered many of

the artist’s most renowned works, such, for example, as the well-

known picture, ‘ The Captive Israelites mourning by the waters

of Babylon.’ German critics find in these compositions the

qualities of the elegy and the idyl ;
they pronounce these produc-

tions as poems in beauty, purity, and greatness of soul. In the

year 1838 Bendemann undertook to execute a series of pictures

in the royal residence, Dresden, among which the design we
engrave of ‘ The Creation ’ forms part of a consecutive frieze.

The life of the artist has been laden with labours. Bendemann
executed a picturo in the town-hall of Frankfort : he also painted

in his native city of Berlin an allegorical fresco. In 1838 he was

decorated by Louis Philippe with the order of the Legion of

Honour, in 1847 he received the Cross of the Saxon order of

Knighthood, in 1848 he obtained from the King of Prussia the

Order of the Red Eagle, and in 1851 from the King of the Belgians

the Order of Leopold. The honours wherewith continental artists

are loaded offer striking contrast to the all but total disregard of

our own government for the talent which brings glory to the

nation. Bendemann we have always understood to have been, by
birth at least, a Jew, which fact may account for the prominence he

has given to characters who lived under the Jewish dispensation.

Our first illustration is taken, as I have said, from Die series of

mural paintings which decorate the royal palace in Dresden. The
throne-room of tho king is fittingly occupied by subjects of

stately dignity, more or less intimately associated with the

annals of Saxony, or significant of the general sway of justice

upon earth. These compositions are not always free from over-

crowding and consequent confusion in the figures. The ball-room,

naturally more festive in decoration, receives on its walls cheerful

scenes from Hellenic life. A frieze, whence is taken our first

illustration, ranges above the major compositions of this room.

Like other such designs executed as a running border to more
weighty materials below, this frieze is occupied by a flowing

stream' of narrative, a river rippling with incident by the way,

which flows onward to that sea where life mingles with eternity.

The connecting idea of this frieze is taken from the current

of human existence. In innocence man comes into being, then

passes through stormy conflict, a chequered state of mingled joy,

toil, and woe, which finds rest in the grave and hope in immor-

tality. The style of these compositions, compared with the manner

of the Elgin frieze, and that of the Kaulbach frieze in Berlin,

inclines to the naturalistic, softened here and there with the tender

emotion that reigned over mediaeval Art in Italy. Out of the

series I have selected for engraving the opening scene from

Paradise, because therein the figures present lines of singular

beauty, and the subject brings an acceptable variety to the pre-

vailing monotony of the modern German school—a school known
chiefly to affect Christian Art. Tho mutual lines of composition,

in the centre of the three compartments, maintained between the

figures of Adam and Eve, are graceful and well balanced. These

qualities, however, it cannot be said pertain pre-eminently to the

extended series from which wo have naturally sought to select a

favourable example.
The grandiose composition, 4 Jeremiah Weeping over Jeru-

salem,’ cannot be more aptly described than by the ominous and

denunciatory words of the prophet which we print beneath the

engraving. It will be observed that the picture has been com-

posed on the basis of balanced symmetry ;
the head and shoulders

of the old prophet form the apex of a pyramid, the sides and

base whereof are filled in by the figures which repeat with accu-

mulative intensity the terror- striking story. Even the very stones

cry aloud with anguish.

The subject of our third illustration, 4 The Harvest,’ has

received pleasing and popular treatment. The scene, taken from

nature, can scarcely escape naturalism : the figures, in keeping

with the circumjacent trees and fields, are also essentially natural-

istic and individual. Thus the picture appeals to the sympathy,

and is brought home to the daily experience, of the beholder.

Yet, at the same time, the spectator will not fail to observe that

principles pervade the composition which bring rude naturalism

within the confines of aesthetic law. The patriarchal figure

standing beside and beneath the shadowing tree—a noble type

of pastoral life— serves as a fixed axis round which the com-
position, otherwise scattered, rotates. Here, too, in the towering

head of the central object is seen once more, though under

free rendering, the application of the pictorial pyramid, a form

which, like to the everlasting structure in the desert, stands for

all time compact and firm. This principle, as a keystone to a

spanning arch, Bendemann has not infrequently made subservient

to ends more than merely structural. In the well-known com-
position, for example, 4 The Captive Jews,’ the balance of the lines

seems to point to an intention lying beyond the ken of the eye
and the grasp of the hand. The statutes which govern thought
are here obeyed ; that outward order which is in itself Heaven’s
law, seems to proclaim a mental and a moral rectitude which
tyranny may have outraged but could not overturn, and appears
to stand for the visible typo of the repose of the soul on right

and justice which no outrage could confound. Herein is present

that natural symbolism which, resting on no mere tradition or

conjecture, is catholic as the works of God, and vocal in that lan-

guage through which nature holds converse with the human mind.
Bendemann is one of the many German artists who have used

the medium of fresco for the expression of noble thoughts. By
him, in common with his brethren tutored in Rome, holding
communion with the great works of Michael Angelo and Raphael
in the Sistine and the Vatican, fresco painting was deemed pre-

eminently a monumental art. It was method of older birth

than that of easel painting—an art which, from early days, had
been tributary to architecture and co-operative with sculpture—

a

practice in which the arm that is strong will rejoice, and the mind
that is large may glory. This art of fresco painting, like the

architecture that is its framework, requires to be simple in treat-

ment, symmetric in proportion, and broad in the distribution of

its distinctive members and masses. The themes it chooses, too,

should be endowed with the element of greatness ; the truths it

embodies should be enduring as the tenements they adorn.

Thoughts trivial, details small, methods meretricious, must find

no place in that high and ancient art which Giotto, Orcagna.

Signorelli, Michael Angelo, and Raphael raised to majesty and
stamped with essential truth. Such was the style which, by its

lai’geness and by the loftiness of its historic range, the German
painters of the modem school strove first to master during their

Italian sojourn, and then, on their return to Germany, to naturalise

in the Fatherland. These young Germans, as we have seen, were
to the last degree enthusiasts, and Cornelius, the forerunner of

the company, appears to have inherited, as tho representative

of Michael Angelo, an actual contempt for the practice of oil

painting. Fresco he held to be the natural ally of architecture,

and when consulted by our English commissioners on tho Fine
Arts, he strongly advocated the employment of the process for

the decoration of the Palace at Westminster. Fresco, he main-
tained, is in its very character monumental, and on every
account must be deemed fittest clothing to large vacant wall

spaces in public buildings. It is indeed the handmaid of archi-

tecture, and has proved, in the practice of the greatest of Italian

masters, capable of adapting itself to the varied requirements of

styles, Gothic and Renaissant. The Arena Chapel, Padua, deco-

rated by Giotto, and the Church of St. Francis, at Assisi, adorned

by Cimabue and others, are Gothic ; the Campo Santo, covered

with frescoes by Orcagna, his contemporaries and successors, is

of a style allied to forms Lombardic
;
while the Vatican and

Sistine, painted by Michael Angelo and Raphael, belong to the

Italian Renaissance. Fresco painting found no difficulty (and

indeed why should it?) in adapting its pictorial forms to the

contrasted constructional lines and proportions of these diverse

styles. The modern Germans have shown no less versatility than
their Italian predecessors. At Munich Hess, in the Allerheiligen

Kapelle, conformed to the exigencies of a Byzantine interior, and
in St. Boniface to the requirements of a Basilica. Cornelius,

Overbeck, and others, have in like manner brought pictorial

composition into subjection to the Gothic arch. Cornelius, how-
ever, in common with all painters and critics who have mastered

the difficulties of this arduous practice, rightly insists that fresco

painting, as essentially a monumental art, must abide by severe

and symmetric principles of design. The simplest elements of

form, and the strictest principles of composition, must by the

painter in fresco be maintained. And it is worthy of remark that

modern German painters have become so fully imbued with this

doctrine, that even when departing from fresco, and taking their

pastime in the greater liberty permitted to easel painting, they

still, perhaps unconsciously, remain subject to laws of tho more
stately art. The truth of this observation is enforced even in the

landscape of Bendemann, which has been composed after the laws

of an absolute symmetry.
Bendemann may be surpassed by some of his contemporaries

for play of fancy and fertility of imagination, by others for classic

subtlety or beauty in form, by many again for Christian graces

and direct spiritual utterance
;
but to him pertain supremely

patriarchal power and presence. A man so gifted might have
been painter to the kings of Israel, catching the words of inspira-

tion as they fell from prophetic lips
;
verily such a man were

worthy in his art to serve title God of Jacob in the courts of the

Temple in Jerusalem.
J. Beavington Atkinson,
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ART IN PARLIAMENT.

The subject of our national Art-institutions,

and other matters of a kindred nature, have, as

usual, occupied the attention of the House of

Commons this session, as it has during former

years
;
but, so far as one may judge, with no

very satisfactory results. Whatever is done
towards advancing the interests of [Art, is done
with a niggardly and grudging hand. Although
the Chancellor of the Exchequer has a large

surplus at his disposal, a fraction of it only can
be spared to meet the wants of our National
Gallery. The greatest portion must go towards

the remission of taxes, for tho petitions in

favour of the reduction of certain duties which
are presumed to press heavily on the commer-
cial and industrial classes have prevailed with
Parliament to the almost entire exclusion of

other matters. Art, certainly, has had its “ sup-

plies” voted, yet for purposes which conduce
but little, comparatively, to its highest and best

interests. Not until the voice of the public is

heard as loudly at the door of the Commons

—

if ever it is so heard—demanding that the
Art-institutions of the country should be placed

in the position to which their importance en-

titles them, will the representatives of the

people really concern themselves about the

matter. There is but little sympathy with the

subject, and less knowledge of it, within, while
much indifference prevails outside of, the House.
It will not serve as a war-cry on the election

hustings. There is no political capital to be
got out of it by candidates or their partisans,

and so we go on year by year, talking, and
listening, devising plans and rejecting them,
grumbling and procrastinating, till the session

closes, and the opportunity of doing good
“stands adjourned” to a moro convenient season.

The collection of pictures in our National
Gallery is, unquestionably, not surpassed in

value, though it may be in extent, by any gal-

lery, public or private, in the world
;
and the

highest credit is due to Mr. Womum for the
manner in which this magnificent collection is

displayed, considering what limited space he
has at his disposal. But let any one walk
through the different apartments, and see how
the pictures are piled one above another, how
they hang in the closest proximity to each other,

and how some are placed on screens where the

light scarcely reaches them. Glorious paintings

by Titian, Turner, and others, elevated so near
to the ceiling as to be literally out of sight;

while in the case of some of Turner’s works,

they have actually been taken out of their

proper frames, and surrounded with a narrow
plain gilt moulding, simply because they could

not otherwise have been hung at all. And it is

the parsimony or the indifference of the country
which allows such a state of things as this,—

a

nation that boasts of being the wealthiest and
the most liberal in its expenditure of all the

countries in the world. Why, no private collec-

tion in the kingdom is so unworthily hung as

are the pictures in our National Gallery.

Foreigners, who manage such matters at home
in a far different way, may well sneer, as they
do, at what they see in Trafalgar Square.
Some promises of amendment have been made

by Government during the sitting of Parliament.

Mr. Gregory called the attention of the House
to the condition of the National Gallery, the
British Museum, and the South Kensington
Museum, declaring that the collections in these
several edifices were in a state of chaos, for

which Government was responsible. If ministers
had come forward, he intimated, with all their

influence, and with a well-arranged plan for the
enlargement of the National Gallery, they might
have carried the measure. He advocated the
removal of Raffaelle’s cartoons to Trafalgar
Square as tho most fitting locality for them, as
well as the pictures in the National Portrait

Gallery, and some of those now at Kensington.
" > Mr. Cowper, in reply, stated that the delay
with respect to the National Gallery and the
British Museum was occasioned by a difference

of opinion as to what should be done. Of
course, it is this want of unanimity, or rather,

this diversity of ideas, every man hairing his

own crotchety notions regarding what a national

gallery ought to be, and where 'it should stand,

which is the hindrance to all action. Mr. Tite

had no doubt but that the House would freely

support any comprehensive plan for dealing
with this institution

;
but the Chancellor of the

Exchequer threw the onus of the present state

of things on the shoulders of the Commons,
Government having deferred to their wishes.

He hinted, however, that something was to be
done in tho matter of the British Museum, and
when a plan could be laid before members, a
vote would be asked for it in tho estimates.

From what subsequently transpired in the

House, it seems that the plan preparing by
Government contemplates the removal of tho
natural history collection of the museum to

South Kensington, where a building is to be
erected for it on the ground purchased out of

the proceeds of the Exhibition of 1851. The
announcement met with a reception from the
members very far from cordial.

About a week before the House broke up,

Mr. Cowper moved, and obtained, a vote for the
sum of £20,000 for tho enlargement of the
National Gallery, or rather for the purchase of
some ground at the back of the present edifice,

with a new to its extension. In mooring the
vote, the right honourable gentleman entered
into a somewhat elaborate statement of the
deficiencies of the Gallery as it now stands, and
of its total inadequacy to. its purposes, facts

which all the world knows and laments. A
long discussion followed upon Mr. Cowper’ s

motion, members appearing desirous to elicit

from Government whether it was intended to

erect a new building altogether, or to patch up,
and add to, the present, a plan which was very
generally condemned, and which we most un-
equivocally condemn also :

—

“ It must not, and it cannot, come to good.’’

Mr. Cowper, however, would make no definite

promises. He said no further proceedings
would be taken by the Government except to

obtain a site
;
but at some future time, perhaps

next year, an estimate for the new site must be
brought forward, and that would be the time
when the question of the plan and extent would
be before the House, and when the Government
would state what, in their opinion, the new
design ought to be. But next year there will

be a new parliament, possibly a new ministry,

inclined to adopt a more liberal policy towards
our great museum of Art. At any rate, we
hope to hear no more of a “ patchwork ” plan,

which even the economical spirit of the ago
would ignore.

From what has transpired in the House on
more than one occasion, it seems now to be
ascertained with tolerable certainty that the
Royal Academy will be removed to Burlington
House.
On the question that the sum of £49,456 be

voted for the Houses of Parliament, Mr. F.
Powell wished to hear from the First Commis-
sioner of Works, what arrangement had been
made between Government and Mr. Herbert,
R.A., with respect to the sums which the artist

was to receive for his pictures of ‘ Moses coming
down from Mount Sinai,’ and the * Judgment of
Daniel.’ Mr. Cowper said that since the dis-

cussion which took place last year, it has been
determined that Mr. Herbert should be paid
£5,000 for the former work, and £4,000 for the
latter. Mr. Maclise, whose ‘Death of Nelson’
the right honourable gentleman stated was
nearly finished, though not in a state to be
thrown open to the public, was to have £5,000
for it. The original sum named was £3,500.
This we are bound to say,—and we are sure the

public, when the picture is exhibited, will agree
with us,—is not one shilling too much. Mr.
Cope, R.A., and Mr. E. M. Ward, R.A., were
each to receive £100 extra for their paintings,

and in future each picture was to be the subject

of a separate arrangement. In reply to a ques-
tion put by Mr. Powell, who asked whether the
‘ Judgment of Daniel ’ was to he painted in the
Peers’ Robing-Room,—that is, we presume, as

a fresco on the wall,—or on canvas, to be
affixed afterwards, Mr. Cowper said tbe Fine
Arts’ Commission had selected eight subjects

for Mr. Herbert to paint, and that the picture
in question was to be on canvas, and fixed to

the wall
;
a plan approved by the artist, who

saw no difficulty in causing such a painting to

harmonise with what he had already done on
the wall itself.

At the subsequent sitting of the House, Mr.
Cowper said, in answer to Mr. C. Bentinck,

that the Queen, whose property they were, had
sanctioned the removal of the cartoons by Raf-

faelle to South Kensington for the purpose of

exhibition
;
but her Majesty had not intimated

her pleasure as to their future destiny. The
expense of the removal was to be defrayed by
the Department of Science and Art. Mr. Wal-
pole stated that since these works had been at

Kensington, they were found to be greatly

damaged, and he wished to know whether any
steps had been taken to prevent their further

deterioration and decay. To this Mr. Cowper
replied that the cartoons had been submitted to

a minute inspection by Mr. Redgrave, R.A.,

and therefore they were in the hands of a
gentleman quite competent to deal with them,

and to adopt the best means for their preserva-

tion.

The sums of £13,336, and £1,650, were asked

for and obtained, for the expenses and purchases

of the National Gallery and National Portrait

Gallery respectively. Mr. Augustus Smith called

attention to the fact that an item of £2,000

appeared for travelling expenses to purchase

pictures for the National Gallery, while the

cost of the works thus purchased was £3,000.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer offered no
explanation of the matter in his reply to this

and other observations made by the honourable

member.
The high price, five shillings, charged for the

catalogue of the miniatures recently exhibited

at South Kensington, was the subject of a

question put by Earl Stanhope in the House of

Lords, to which Earl Granville replied that the

sum was necessary in order to obtain funds to

meet the expenses of the exhibition.

Inquiries were made, as customary for many
years past, concerning the completion of the

Nelson column, when Mr. Cowper intimated

that one of the lions was actually “ looming in

the distance
;

” or, in other words, that the

model was in the hands of the founder, who
would shortly have it cast in bronze. He hoped
the others would speedily follow.

Tho purchase of the Soulages collection was
discussed in the House of Commons, Mr. Dillwyn
having moved for copies of correspondence and
papers relating to it. The matter evoked some
not very' complimentary remarks by several

honourable gentlemen, but the motion was
withdrawn when Mr. Bruce had given the
House what it considered a satisfactory reply.

The sum given for the collection, about £14,000,
had been paid by yearly instalments out of the
moneys voted by Parliament for the use of the
South Kensington Museum.
But certainly no more important matter con-

nected with Art has, during the past session,

come before Parliament, than the question of
the Museum at South Kensington. This, as

the Times, which lends its powerful influence to

the warm support of things as they are at
Brompton, says, is the “ great battle-field. A
great feud seems to exist on the Subject.” A
vote of £116,841 was demanded for the general
management of the Department of Science and
Art. Of this sum, considerably more than one
half is required for Kensington. Mr. Dillwyn
moved the omission of the item of £10,000 for

the purchase of specimens, ancient and modern,
for the Museum, alleging that he “ did not think
the House would be justified in granting so

large a sum to make up some odds and ends—
no one knew what—to form a collection of old

curiosities. The Museum did not appear to

him to have any object or purpose which it was
not already large enough to fulfil. There was,
he said, a great deal of Bamum about it

;
and

it seemed rather a museum to attract visitors

than to promote any really useful object. There
was a great deal of Palissy ware, Majolica ware,
enamelled terra cotta—some of the latter merely
hideous rubbish — enough to stock a dozen
museums, a great number of snuff-boxes, and
among other like matters, several hurdy-gurdies.
He wished to know whether the money was to

buy more Majolica or hurdy-gurdies, or what.

3 o
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Almost every member who rose to speak con-

demned the manner in which the public money
was spent at Kensington, and yet the vote was
carried by a considerable majority, and so the

authorities are left for another year to do as

they please. It is an absurdity to call the insti-

tution a school
,

the object for which it was
founded. It is, to all intents and pin-poses, a

museum ; and doubtless, as such, may boast of

being what the Times calls it, “ one of the pret-

tiest, best managed, and most attractive exhibi-

tions in London,” but a place of sound Art-

education it certainly is not, never has been,

and never will be under its present management.
Credit has been given to this section of the

Department for its utility as a training school,

which, the journal already referred to says,

“ has created and kept alive the highest standard

of Art-teaching throughout the country, and
rescued many schools from ignorant and in-

competent hands." But if the teaching which
proceeds from Kensington be of such essential

benefit to the schools in the provinces, how is it

these institutions are in such a prostrate condi-

tion ? The Times attributes it to the little sup-

port given to them “ by localities in which they

are most valuable, and which profit most by
their sendees.” But the Times knows, or ought

to know, for the matter has frequently been
discussed in its columns, that these localities

almost entirely ignore the existence of the

schools as of any real service to them, though
the manufacturing classes cannot ordinarily be

charged with neglect of their own interests.

“ The subscriptions raised by the richer inhabi-

tants of the ninety places in which schools

receiving aid from Government are established

are absolutely contemptible.” It is so, and the

reason is, that manufacturers have long dis-

covered their inutility to them; they know,
also, that the masters, however well qualified

for the duties they are required to perform, are

thwarted in their operations, and restricted in the

system they would adopt, by the authorities at

head-quarters, as in the case of the new minute.

Moreover, the “richer inhabitants” are quite

aware that of the large sum annually voted by
Parliament for the support of the Department
of Art in all its various ramifications, by far the

larger proportion goes for purposes with which

they have no sympathy, and which are of no
use to them. Having given their subscriptions

to the schools in the shape of taxes, they see no
reason why they should be again called upon
for voluntary pecuniary aid, when the compul-

sory assistance afforded is expended so little to

their satisfaction and advantage. This is the

real secret of the premature decay of the princi-

pal provincial schools. The Times looks upon
this result with tolerable complacency, and com-

forts its readers with the fact that if these insti-

tutions die out, as it prophesies they will, if

they do not receive a larger amount of local aid,

we shall still possess the Kensington Museum,
which, it is intimated, we shall do well to

increase
,
with, we suppose, such additional objects

of sound Art-instruction described by Mr. Dill-

wyn as snuff-boxes, hurdy-gurdies, and things

of a like kind. This, then, is to be the result of

the operations which, for more than a quarter of

a century, have been at work to create a school

of Art-teachers, and to infuse a sound knowledge

of Art among the producing classes of tbe

community. The South Kensington Museum,
“one of the prettiest exhibitions in London,” is

to be all the country has to show for the enor-

mous sums lavishly bestowed upon the project

of a national school of Art-education. A costly

affair, truly

!

In discussing the question of our Art-schools,

with reference to what took place in Parliament,

we have thought fit to answer the arguments of

the Times rather than bring forward any of our

own
;
because in proportion to the influence of

that journal, so are its views likely to be adopted

by the majority of its vast array of readers.

And inasmuch as these arguments are based on
erroneous premises, and lead to false conclu-

sions, we have made it our business to refute

them by putting the whole matter in its true

light. The subject has too frequently been
discussed in our columns to leave the reader

ignorant of our views.

SELECTED PICTURES.

FROM THE SHEEPSHANKS COLLECTION,

NATIONAL GALLERY.

RUSTIC CIVILITY.

TV. Collins, R.A., Painter. C. Cousen, Engraver.

Collins, at a comparatively early period

of life, when his prospects were not very

encouraging, and his purse was very light,

remarked that, notwithstanding the un-
favourableness of his position, he had still

an ‘
‘ unshaken determination to become a

great painter.” Whether he succeeded in

arriving at such a distinction some critics

may be inclined to question
;
yet none can

refuse him the award due to an artist

whose pictures of English landscape are

characterised by true feeling, exquisite

taste, and a love of the beautiful in nature.

Before his time we cannot call to mind one

painter of our school, unless it be Gains-

borough, whose pictures are so thoroughly

identified with the pastoral life and scenery

of England ;
while his works have a greater

variety than the Suffolk artist’s—omitting,

of course, the portraits of the lattei'—inas-

much as many of’them illustrate the coast

scenery and fisher-life of the country. An
examination of the works of Collins can

scarcely fail to realise in the mind of the

spectator the truth of a remark made by
an anonymous writer on the identity of

Art with nature. “ Coleridge,” he says,

“ had a true and profound insight into the

character of Art when he defined a picture

as an intermediate something between a

thought and a thing. The thing and thought
stand respectively for the outer world of

matter and the inner world of mind. The
thing, or object, is received and taken from

visible nature into the inner mind of the

artist, and there, being elaborated and
combined with his individual idiosyncracy

of thought and feeling, comes forth a second

time into actual existence, under the new
and created form of Art. The primary

element—the raw material—is nature
;
the

forming power is mind
;
and the ultimate

product, Art.”

What an ardent admirer of the country

was Collins ! Not so much of the old

ancestral mansion, guarded, as it were, by
strong-limbed trees, whose years might be

counted by centuries, as of the quiet secluded

village, and the green lanes deep sunk amid
high banks with overhanging oaks, and
quivering ash, and thick-leaved elm, and
dark green ivy, and prickly brambles ;

with

wild convolvulus and creeping woodbine,

and perfumed honeysuckle ‘
‘ forcing sweet

life through all ;” such a spot, in fact, as

wo see in this picture, and which are to be

found nowhere but in England. The road

is not a thoroughfare : it leads, in all pro-

bability, to some substantial farmhouse, or,

perhaps, to the squire’s mansion ;
there

is a group of rustic children, the eldest of

whom has laid down a bundle of gathered

sticks, and flung open the rustic gate on

the approach of a horseman, whose shadow

is clearly defined in the sunlight on the

foreground. How truthful is the attitude

and the action of the children
;
the eldest,

a bright-faced ragged urchin, stands with

his back against the gate to keep it open,

and his hand to his forehead, in anticipa-

tion of the halfpenny as payment for his

civility. By his side is a wee child, who
would fain conceal itself, through timidity,

behind the other ;
on the other side of the

gate is an older girl peering through the

bars at the “ coming man.”
The picture was exhibited at the Royal

Academy in 1832.

THE ‘‘MARMOR HOMERICUH.”

The marvellously beautiful piece of mural
decoration to which this name has been given,

is now in its place in the cloister of University

College, to which it has been presented by the

learned Vice-Chancellor, Mr. Grote. The gift

does all honour to the taste and discrimination

of the donor, not less on account of its real

classic charm and technical originality, than that

it appears at a time much vexed by discussions,

hitherto unprofitable, on wall embellishment.

The artist is the Baron de Triqueti, who has

already won a reputation in this country by his

famous vase and other works, and who is now
engaged in enriching the mausoleum of the

late Prince Consort. This is the only example
of this kind of decoration we have seen thus far

completed. From any ordinary description of

the primitive means employed, it might be in-

ferred that the powers of the artist were circum-
scribed within very narrow limits

;
but it is not

so, the finish of the work is singularly original.

M. de Triqueti’ s first essays in this direction

were, we believe, two panels sent to the Great
Exhibition of 1862, one of which was purchased
for South Kensington; but ho does not claim

the method as his invention, as it was practised

by Beccafumi and other Sienese painters, who
selected the floor of the duomo as the field of

their labours which are now nearly effaced. In
the principal panel of the Marmor Homericum,
the great poet is seen at Delos singing the woes
of Andromache as from the walls of Troy she

sees the body of Hector dragged by the chariot

of Achilles. The description is found in the

22nd book of the Iliad :

—

A-vrctp (Tree Trvpyov re Kal arSpuiv i£ev ofxiXor,

'Eonj Tram-qi'acr’ enl &c.

Homer is seated holding a harp in his left hand,

and extending his right to his audience, which
immediately around him consists of Delian
maidens attached to the Temple of Apollo

;
and

on the left is a group that symbolises certain

of the elements on which the fame of Greece
rests, as consisting of a warrior, a philosopher,

and an athlete, who listen in fixed attention
;
but

the women are moved to demonstrations of

grief by the story of Andromache’s distress.

On the left wing of the principal composition is

a figure representing the Iliad triumphantly

suspending the shield of Minerva at the feet of

Victory, and on the right is a figure symbolising

the Odyssey at the moment of shipwreck cling-

ing to a column surmounted by a statue of

Neptune, whom she implores to suspend his

persecutions. In the upper border is seen the

quarrel between Agamemnon and Achilles, the

violence of the latter being restrained by
Minerva. There are also present Ulysses,

Nestor, Patroclus, and Calchas. The corre-

sponding subject below is Achilles in his tent,

mourning with his followers the death of Patro-

clus, Priam at the same time embracing his

knees, and supplicating him to restore the body
of Hector. On the right above, Calypso con-

sents to the departure of Ulysses, aqd below we
see the latter slaying the suitors of Penelope.

There are besides four supplementary bas-reliefs

at the angles, a head ofVenus, a head ofMinerva,

Helena working in embroidery the battles of

the Greeks and Trojans, and Penelope undoing
at night the work of the day. In order to

describe to artist readers the method of the

work, it may be said that the figures tell with

much brilliancy against the dark marble
;

all the

drawing and markings coming out with the

clearness and softness of those of outlined figures

printed from copper plates. The shading of the

figures is very slight, being principally effected

with a tint of red
;
that of the draperies, seen

principally in the shaded passages, is of all

colours. In the sculptures at Siena the lines

and markings have been filled up with some
material softer than the marble, but M. de Tri-

queti has defined his drawingby a composition as

hard as the marble itself, haring the appearance

of a diversity of shade, so producing fines more
or less positive. The slight tinting also is

superimposed on the white marble with a mate-

rial also as permanent as the stone itself.
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OBITUARY.

WILLIAM DENHOLM KENNEDY.

A correspondent has sent us the following

notice of this artist, whose death occurred

about two months ago. “ Bom,” as he

himself expressed it, “two years and two

days before the battle of Waterloo,” he

had not, at the time of his sudden and too

premature decease, quite completed his

fifty-second year. Leaving his native town
Dumfries at an early age, he went to Edin-

burgh, and in the “modem Athens” re-

ceived, like so many other men eminent in

Art and science, an excellent education in

that enlightened capital. In 1830 he came
to London, and, having made the acquaint-

ance of Etty, remained on terms of the

closest intimacy with him till the time

of that painter’s death; and from him,

perhaps, imbibed his great love of colour*.

In December, 1833, Mr. Kennedy was ad-

mitted a student of the Royal Academy,
and on the 10th of the same month, in the

year
t
1835, the gold medal of that institu-

tion was awarded to him “for the best

historical painting.” Elected “travelling

student,” he, in 1840, went abroad with his

friend Noble
;
remained about two years

in Italy, and on his return, in 1842, with

Mr. Elmore from that country, brought an

immense collection of sketches, which have

since furnished countless subjects for his

facile pencil. It would bo impossible to

enumerate the many works of this artist,

but we may mention among the more re-

markable of those exhibited since 1833,

when his name first appears in the Royal

Academy catalogue, the following:—‘The

Lay of the Last Minstrel,’ 1840 ;
the large

picture of 1 Italy,’ with two wings, 1843

;

* The Knights Charles and Ubaldo,’ &c.
,
from

Tasso, and ‘The Bandit Mother,’ 1845;
‘ The Italian Goatherd,’ 1847 ;

‘ The Spectre

Huntsman of Onesti’s Line’ (‘ Theodore and
Honoria’), 1851; and the ‘Venus and
Adonis,’ sent in 1854. In 1858 he exhibited

a ‘ Scene from Gil Bias,’ and a landscape.

His principal works exhibited more recently

are, ‘ Claude sketching the Tomb of Plautus

near Tivoli,’ ‘ The School of Salvator,’ ‘ A
Eountain near Nettuno, Coast of Italy,’

‘ Border Outlaws,’ ‘ Summer Time,’ ‘ La
Eesta,’ ‘ Waiting for the Eerry-Boat,’
‘ Italian Landscape, with Cattle,’ and his

picture of this year, at the Academy, ‘ The
Land of Poetry and Song.’ Mr. Kennedy’s

place in the world of Art will not easily

be filled, as “classic landscape” is now
almost neglected, and the deceased was
thoroughly imbued with fine feeling for

composition and colour, especially in that

particular department. In private life his

manner, “ serene, accomplished, cheerful,

but not loud,” and his real good-nature,

have endeared him to all who knew him

;

although he sometimes affected to be

“lofty and sour to them that loved him
not.” Mr. Kennedy had not been for some
years a candidate for academic honours

;

mdeed, having suffered for the last two
years from a dangerous disorder—dropsy'

—

he had, from the nature of his complaint,

been more indifferent about success than
could have been wished, especially as his

later works are generally considered his

best. It was on the evening of the 1st of

June that this artist was last seen alive

:

he was then visited by an attached friend,

who had latterly been accustomed to see him
daily, and who left him on that night ap-

parently in his usual state of health, and in

his usual cheerful mood ; but on the next
morning Mr. Kennedy was found dead.

An inquest was held on Monday the 5th,

when it was found that the deceased had
“died from natural causes.” The mortal
remains were at once conveyed to Dum-
fries, and deposited in the family burying
place. Mi*. Kennedy had been much
affected by the death of his only brother,

the amiable and gallant Colonel J. D. Ken-
nedy, who expired at his residence, Red-
castle, Dalbeathie, but a few days before

the painter breathed his last. In consider-

ing the merit of this artist, it is difficult to

say whether he excelled more in landscape
or in figures

;
but in the combination of

both he is thought by many to be un-
rivalled

;
and there will, we imagine, be no

difference of opinion as to the merit of such
pictures as ‘The Italian Goatherd,’ ex-
hibited in 1847. But his great admirers

—

and he has many—are perhaps less pleased,

with his larger canvases than with the
numerous small works scattered in many
private collections, and which are generally
highly estimated by their possessors. He
was a good scholar, an admirable judge
of etchings and engravings, of which he left

a good collection, and so great a lover of
music, that at- one time he regularly
attended the opera for nine years, without
omitting a single performance.

ANTHONY WIERTZ.

Beyond his own country the name of this

painter, who died at Brussels on the 19th
of June, after an illness of a few days only,

was scarcely known, and yet he was one of
the principal artists of the modem Belgian
school. In a noble atelier built for him by
the government, he worked long and labo-
riously on canvases great and small. A
man of singular ideas and habits, but of a
large mind, a sculptor and a writer as well
as a painter, his whole life was passed in

his studio
;
here, and in the gallery at-

tached to it, hung at his death the results

of his life’s work, except some portraits

executed as a means of subsistence. His
gallery was open to visitors, but he never
exhibited, and would not allow his pictures

to be engraved. All these works have now
become the property of the government, in
compliance with the arrangement made, at

the request of the artist, when the studio

was erected at the public expense. Among
his principal works may be pointed out

—

‘ The Triumph of Christ,’ a large compo-
sition with a multitude of figures, ‘ The
Death of Patroclus,’ ‘ Christ in the Tomb,’
‘ The Guillotine,’ in four pictures, ‘ The
Suicide,’ ‘La Belle Rosine,’ ‘The Homeric
Contest,’ ‘ La Liseurs de Romans,’ ‘Anges
(lechers, ’ &c. &c.

Wiertz was born at Dinant, in 1806 : he
studied in the school of Antwerp, where
he took Rubens for his favourite model, and
the style ofthis artist pervades all the works
of his follower, both in largeness of form
and in colour

;
and yet he was no copyist,

for his ideas were entirely his own. But
Wiertz was not a popular painter

;
his man-

ner was but indifferently suited to the taste

of the age, which would not tolerate in a
modern painter what was considered ad-

mirable in his great predecessor. ‘
‘ Wiertz,

”

says a writer in a Belgian journal, when
alluding to his death, ‘

‘ was not—we do not

fear of being thought too severe for affirm-

ing—judged by his contemporaries at his

proper value. Largeness, originality, pro-

found ideas, richness, boldness, and vigour
of execution, allied with a knowledge of

procedure equalled by few painters, should

have rendered him an artist fully meriting
a large measure of public favour
But Anthony Wiertz died, discouraged by
the fact that his genius had to contend

against envy and ignorance, yet a con-
queror in the domain of Art and of ideas.”

He was followed to his grave by a large

number of the principal artists and men
of literature and science in Brussels and
Antwerp. Wiertz was a member of the

Antwerp Academy.

FRANCIS DURET.

The death of this sculptor occurred in

Paris, of which city he was a native, in

the month of June. Duret was a pupil

of Bosio, and took the “ first great prize

of Rome,” in 1823, and a first-class

medal in 1S31. Among his statues are

those of Chateaubriand, in marble, at Ver-
sailles

;
a Neapolitan Eisherman dancing

the Tarantella, in bronze, the property of

the Emperor of the French ; and a bronze
statue of a Neapolitan Vintager. He also

aided in the restoration of the Louvre, and
executed the monumental fountain at the
Place de St. Michael, Paris. M. Duret was
a member of the French Institute, and an
officer of the Legion of Honour. He had
reached the age of sixty.

FRANCOIS CLEMENT MOREAU.

This artist, a French sculptor also, and
one of great promise, died very suddenly
in the same month, at the early age of
thirty. His statue of Aristophanes, in the

Paris Exhibition this year, attracted uni-
versal attention.

THE PETTENKOEER PROCESS.*

The Royal Commission appointed by King Louis
of Bavaria some two years back to make experi-

ments on this process have at length published
their final report. It bears date Feb. 23 of the
present year, and is printed at length in the
current number of the Kunst und Gew&rbeblatt des

polytechnischcn Vcreins fHr das Konigreich Bayern.
Professor Pettenkofer, it will be recollected,

discovered that many of the defects noticed in

old oil paintings are due to physical and not to

chemical causes—to the loss ofmolecular cohesion,
in fact. His method consists simply in exposing
the picture to the vapour of alcohol, which causes
the separated molecules to reunite, and thus
restores the optical effect of the original. It
will be observed that the rationale ofthe improved
process and that of the ordinary method in use
by picture restorers is the same. The effect in
both cases is to replace the cracked and broken
surface of the varnish by a continuous one.

The Report is signed by the following :—

-

J. von Schraudolph, Carl Piloty, Eduard
Schleich, Dr. von Hefher-Alteneck, and M.
Carriere, most of whom are well known in this

country, and their opinion as to the artistic

value of the process is unmistakable. We
quote the concluding paragraphs.

“ The Commission have been occupied nearly
two years with experiments on the Pettenkofer
process, during which time more than fifty pic-

tures belonging to all schools and periods have
been operated upon. The objections of members
of the Commission, and also those emanating
from persons without, have been considered,
and a careful examination has shown them to
be groundless. They have arrived at the con-
clusion that it would be unpardonable to fail to

recommend the adoption of the Pettenkofer
process, as already carried out by M. Frey, the
conservator, as the rational groundwork of the
future means of regeneration and conservation
of the Bavarian state pictures. Considering
that the ravages of time do not proceed regu-
larly, but with accelerated velocity, if a stop be
not put to them, the Commission, in the fulfil-

ment of their duty, recommend that all the
state pictures, which possess any artistic value,

* See Art-Journal, 1864, p. 375 ; 1865, pp. 22, 61.

'
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and. which have already begun to show signs of

a loss of molecular cohesion to any great extent,

should he regenerated as soon as possible. Pro-
fessor Pettenkofer has not failed to bring for-

ward documentary evidence in support of this

recommendation. A picture by Dominic Quaglio
in the new Pinakothek was carefully photo-

graphed in 1859. The picture was re-photo-

graphed of the same size in 1864,.and a careful

comparison of the two shows that certain changes

in the original had made more rapid progress

during the last five years, than could have been
the case in the preceding ten years.”

To the Report is appended a list, accompanied

by explanatory notes, of some of the paintings

which have been submitted to the process. We
select a few which present points of interest.

In No. 41, 'Danac in the Shower of Gold’
(Malbodius), “ the blue drapery had suffered

from the so-called ultramarine disease (
Ultra

-

marinkrankheit) ,
an effect hitherto supposed

to be due to a chemical change in the pigment.”

After having been submitted to Professor Pet-

tenkofer's process the colour was restored to its

pristine brilliancy. The first picture operated

upon was No. 75, ‘A Lady playing a Lute’ (J.

Domer), whichhas undergone no sensible change

since its partial regeneration in May, 1863.

In many cases the application of the process

revealed the work of early restorers, which had
hitherto passed for that of the original artist.

This was the case with No. 846, ‘A Trumpeter’

(Mieris), where a curtain has evidently been

added by a later hand. A picture by De Nccker,
‘ Flowers in a Glass,’ which was brought from

the Schleissheim Gallery, was regenerated, and
the cracks accurately measured by a micrometer.

The measurements were carefully recorded so as

to serve for future comparison.

The Commission do not regard the process as

a substitute for the picture restorer’s art, but

merely as a help to it. The advantages of hav-

ing the picture as nearly as possible in its

original state and of its original tone before

commencing the restoration need not be insisted

upon. The assistance to be derived from its ap-

plication is shown in the restorations effected by
the practised hand of M. Frey, the conservator.

With regard to the permanency of the re-

generative effects of the new method, the Com-
mission offer no definite opinion. It is a ques-

tion which time only can solve. They assume,

however, that it will last at the very least as

long as the restorative processes hitherto in use.

In previous reports the Commission have

called attention to the destruction of oil paintings

by the precipitation of atmospheric moisture

upon their surfaces. This view has been strik-

ingly corroborated by an examination of the

pictures in the new Pinakothek. The walls of

this building are not lined with wood, and are,

therefore, more liable to absorb moisture from

the air. The action of the atmosphere was so

strongly marked, that a certain degree of mole-

cular separation was visible in 52 per cent, of the

pictures hung in the north rooms; whilst in

those having a southern aspect only 16 per cent.

were attacked. In the inner rooms only 10 per

cent, had suffered. In order to remove all doubts

on the subject, an examination was instituted

into the state of the pictures by the same
master hung in different positions, and it was

found that they had suffered more or less accord-

ing as they had been placed on the north or

south side of the building. The new Pinakothek

is unprovided with warming apparatus, and it

stands entirely isolated on all sides. “ Under
such circumstances,” to use the words of the

Report, “ the natural atmospheric influences of

our climate can act without any disturbing

cause, so that, to the scientific observer, these

results have all the value of those of a carefully

conducted experiment.”

Fears have been expressed for the safety of

paintings in which megilp, or other vehicle

containing resinous varnish has been used. The
Report does not contain any direct allusion to

this point. It merely states that some degree

of caution must be observed in the application of

the process. It has been urged that the alcohol

would attack and dissolve the mastic contained in

the megilp, and thus ruin the painting. Itshould,

however, be borne in mind that alcohol will, to

a slight extent, dissolve even oil. Moreover,

Professor Pettenkofer does not restrict himself

to the use of spirits of wine. He mentions in

the specification of his patent, ether, turpentine,

petroleum, benzine, &c., which are all powerful

solvents of fixed oils. Professor Pettenkofer is

an eminent chemist, and it is not likely that he
has overlooked this fact.

ART IN SCOTLAND AND THE
PROVINCES.

Sterling.—The work of erecting the National

'Wallace Monument has come to a dead stop,

after the tower has been carried up to a height of

155 feet. The funds are all expended, and as

the fame of the hero does not appear able to

extract more from the purses of his countrymen,

the committee has resolved to suspend opera-

tions and dispose of the plant and materials for

the purpose of liquidating the obligations still

existing. The fact seems scarcely credible.

Auingdon.—The memorial of the late Prince

Albert, designed by Mr. Gibbs, of Oxford, has

been erected on a piece of ground now called

“ Albert Park.” It was uncovered a short time

since in the presence of the Earl of Abingdon.
Bristol.

—

It is proposed to hold here in the

autumn an Industrial Exhibition, to afford an

opportunity to the artisan classes residing in

this city, in Bath, tho West of England, and
South Wales, of showing the skill and enter-

prise in the several branches of Art and industry.

An influential committee, with the Mayor of

Bristol at its head, has been formed for carrying

out the scheme.
Devonport.—A colossal bronze statue of the

late Field-Marshal Lord Seaton, is to ornament

the government parade of this town. Mr. G. G.

Adams is preparing the model.

Eton.—Messrs. O'Connor, of London, have

just executed a stained-glass window for St.

John’s Church, as a memorial of the Princo

Consort and other founders of the edifice. It

consists of six lights, and occupies the east win-

dow of the edifice, facing High Street. The
lower part of the compartments of the window,

which is about thirty feet high and fourteen

feet in width, is devoted to scenes in the Passion

of our Lord, wherein St. John is conspicuous,

while the upper is occupied by subjects depict-

ing the Resurrection
;
the decorative tracery at

the top of the memorial represents the Saviour

receiving the Just, who have risen. The general

treatment adopted is founded on that of four-

teenth century work. About £500 will cover tho

cost of the memorial, which will be defrayed by
subscriptions.

Gloucester.—Tho stained-glass window in

memory of Dr. Jenner, who was bora in this

city, has been completed by Messrs. Clayton

and Bell for the cathedral. The subjects of the

paintings are most appropriate. The window
consists of five lights, in each of which are re-

presented three of tho miracles of healing per-

formed by our Lord, the centre and chief repre-

sentation being that of the Raising of Lazarus.

The five lower subjects from left to right, are

—

Healing the Blind, Healing the Woman with

the Issue of Blood, Curing the Deaf, Healing

the Man sick of the Palsy, and the Impotent

Man at the Pool of Bethesda. In the second

tier, the objects are—the Raising of Jairus’s

Daughter, of the Son of the Widow of Nain,

and of Lazarus, Healing the Centurion’s Servant,

and Cure of the Deaf. In the upper row are

—

Healing the Lunatic in the Tombs, the Leper,

the Dumb, and the Lame. In the tracery

lights are angels bearing crowns, and scrolls

with “Alleluia.”

Liverpool.—Mr. Percy M. Dove, who lately

lent for public exhibition a large and valuable

collection of engravings, chiefly the works of

the principal ancient engravers of Holland and

Flanders, has placed at the disposal of the Com-
mittee of the Free Public Library, for the same

purpose, another valuable assortment of prints,

consisting of those executed in France from the

time of Thomassin, bom in 1536, down to that

of Bervic, who died in 1822.

Manchester has not yet succeeded in collect-

ing sufficient funds for the Prince Consort

Memorial
;
the sum of £500 being still required

to meet the liabilities already incurred. The
decorative part of the monument, estimated to

cost more than £2,500, has also to be provided

for; but double that sum, it is said, might be
advantageously spent in a full development of

the ornamented details of the design.

Newcastle-on-Tyne.—Mr. W. B. Scott, for

many years head-master of the School of Design
in this place, and whose pictures we have on more
than one occasion spoken of in commendatory
terms, was commissioned, before he left New-
castle, by a number of his friends to paint a pic-

ture for the town. ISIr. Scott chose for his subject
‘ The Building of the New Castle,’ and the work
has recently been hung in the place he selected

for it, the hall of the Literary and Philosophical

Society. The committee of the institution has

expressed to the artist its sense of the value of

the picture as a work of Art, and also as

an appropriate memorial of one who was long

associated with the society.

St. Helen’s.—A new stained-glass window
has been recently set up in this church. The
simple circular-headed openings have been filled

with a series of smaller and larger medallions of

excellent design and execution. The whole has

been manufactured at Messrs. Pilkington’s

works, of St. Helen's, and will take rank among
the best specimens of the art in the north of

England. The richness of the colour, and depth

and lustre of the mosaic, tranquillised by the

riband which connects all the subjects, call for

special approbation. The border is splendid.

To some tho medallion form may not recommend
the work, but a view of this window vindicates

the selection made by the artists, Messrs.

Gardner and Moore. The cartoons were sup-

plied by M. Casolani, of London, and the sub-

jects were chosen (so the labour has been appro-

priately divided) by the Rev. W. Wallace, M.A.,
curate of the church. The dexter light contains

six medallions of incidents in the life of Christ,

from his birth to his crucifixion, illustrative of

the words, “He manifested forth his glory.”

The sinister contains six appearances, illustra-

ting the words, “ He showed himself alive after

his passion.” The centre light has three subjects,

below, the Burial; above, the Appearance of

Angels at the Sepulchre
;

and, as the main
subject, the Ascension. The church, a large

square building, with galleries and no chancel,

has been dignified and made handsome by this

most rich, and yet unobtrusive, addition. The
words, “ To the glory of God

:
given by Richard

Fildes, of St. Helen’s, 1865,” aro placed at the

bottom of the centre light. The work does very

great credit to the famous glass-works of St.

Helen’s, and to Mr. Gardner, their accomplished

superintendent, under whose direction it has

been produced.
Sheffield.—At the annual meeting of the

supporters and students of the School of Art in

this town, the prizes were distributed by Mr.
Tom Taylor, who, in his preliminary address to

the assembly, found occasion to remark that the

institution did not receive that encouragement
from the inhabitants which might be expected

;

and that the same indifference to the schools

existed at the great centres of manufacturing

industry throughout the United Kingdom.
The ladies of Sheffield, Mr. Taylor is reported

to have said, show their sense of the value of

sound education by attending the classes, but

the sons of the manufacturers do not enter as

students. The manufacturers themselves, he
was told, are lukewarm

;
they do not see any

benefit arising out of the school
;
some will not

permit their workpeople to attend it; while

others did not scruple to say that they considered

it an injury to themselves to educate a class of

skilled designers, as it deprived them of the

advantages obtained over a competitor by em-
ploying the services of one or two skilful

designers. It seems scarcely credible that

such an argument as this last could be used by
any man with a grain of common sense in his

head, unless his judgment had become alto-

gether warped by illiberality. An objection to

be valid, must be based on other ground than

this, and no one who knows anything about the

matter need look far to discover the reasons

why schools of Art do not flourish where they

are most required, and where they ought to be

completely successful.
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THE ART OE
MAKING TEMPORARY BRIDGES.

BY CAPTAIN A. W. DEAYSON, R.A.

We, who pass our time amid scenes of the

highest civilisation and Art, do not often

reflect on the immense advantages we derive

therefrom. It is tree that when we com-
pare a voyage to Ireland fifty years ago
with one to the Cape of Good Hope in the

present day, we find the journey to the
latter place the less irksome. Also, when
we hear that three or four days were required
to pass from London to York, a distance

now accomplished in as many hours, we
cannot avoid perceiving how great are our
privileges. But in many minor things we
often overlook the aid that science has
given us.

Any person who may happen to have
resided on the wrong side of a stream or

river, over which he had frequently to pass,

and yet across which was no bridge, will

readily appreciate the value of the arch,

and comprehend how great a disaster is the

destruction of a bridge near a large thorough-
fare. Great indeed would be the confusion

in the City were some accident to happen to

London Bridge, which would prevent, dur-
ing several days, any transit over it. Other
means, such as boats, &c., would entirely

fail to supply the demand, and thus an
entire stoppage would be put to the human
circulation across the Thames at this point.

In war it is often necessary to move
troops across rivers with great rapidity,

and thus to destroy a portion of a bridge is

a very common expedient on the part of an
enemy, anxious to retard the advance of an
opponent. To repair the damage thus
committed is a performance usually falling

to the share of the engineer department of

an army, and much Art has been shown in

the readiness with which a temporary
bridge has been erected or a broken arch
respanned

;
a row of houses being suddenly

converted into a trestle bridge, the rigging
of a ship into a “rope walk” across a
chasm, or a simple double rope a means of

transit across a foaming torrent for a party
of men whose presence in some particular

spot has saved an army.
Not only from the peculiar circumstances

attending, but also from the skill displayed,

and the wild scenes amidst which the events

occurred, these temporary bridges are mat-
ters of general interest, and wo purpose
therefore giving a slight description of some
of the most peculiar or notable temporary
bridges, used at various times and places.

One of the most ancient bridges in the

world is that at Alcantara, called “ Trajan’s

bridge.” A portion of this was destroyed

by the French in order to retard the advance
of the allies, and it was therefore necessaiy
to repair it, or to devise some temporary
means by which infantry, cavalry, and
artillery could be moved across the river.

In consequence of the depth of the water
below, it was found most convenient to

construct a bridge of ropes, which was,
when completed, sufficiently strong to

answer all purposes. The ropes that made
the foundation of the bridge were fastened
together so as to form a diamond pattern,
like the lattice windows of a rural cottage.

On these ropes planking was laid across
and lashed at each end

;
upright posts placed

at intervals and fastened firmly together,

as well as into the horizontal planks, formed
a balustrade ; this also strengthened the
bridge, which, for all practical purposes,

was as strong as before its arches had been
blown up. The materials for such a bridge

consisted merely of rope and planking, and

could therefore be readily procured in
almost any civilised country.

Several bridges have been constructed at
various times on nearly the same principle

as that at Alcantara, and have always been
found to succeed admirably. In South
America these ropes are frequently formed
of the fibres of the leaves of the maguey.

The leaves are bruised and left to soak in
water, after which the fibres can be sepa-
rated from the vegetable portion. After
this process has been gone through, they
are twisted by hand into cords. Some of

these bridges are forty yards in length, and
although only four feet wide, and having
a considerable bend or drop in the middle,

yet mules and cattle are taken over them
in safety. The Indians term these bridges
Huascachaca, from Huasca, a suspended
cord.

Across the Maypo, a mountain torrent in

the Andes, a bridge is made of hide cables,

and is eighty yards in length, and is just
wide enough to allow a carriage to pass
over. A most exciting incident occurred
when somo troops were passing over this

bridge, which, however, served to show the
tenacity of the materials whereof it was
constructed. Infantry and cavalry had
passed over it in safety, and at length it

was determined to try the artillery. The
limber of the gun was taken off, and drag
ropes fastened to the washers of the gun
wheels. The bridge, however, swung so
much from side to side, that the men who
held the trail lost their balance, and the
gun upset. The carriage caught in the
balustrade, and thus caused the platform of

I
the bridge to become nearly perpendicular

;

this obliged all on the bridge to cling
to the ropes to prevent being precipitated
into the torrent below. It was expected
that the bridge would give way, and thus
no one dared venture to the assistance of
those on the bridge

; but at length aid was
given, the gun dismounted, and the carriage
sent piecemeal across the chasm.
In cases where the river is very broad

and deep, but the shores on either side but
little elevated, such a bridge as the preced-
ing would be unsuitable. Many parts of the
Thames, for example, could not be spanned
by a rope bridge. An admirable and efficient

bridge was formed across the Adour by our
engineers during the Peninsular war. It
consisted of a number of boats firmly
anchored head and stern, and lashed to-
gether. These being connected by ropes
and planking, formed a bridge capable of
supporting artillery. These boats, in fact,

formed a substitute for pontoons, which
are so often used in military operations.

The principal drawback against a bridge of

this description is that the enemy may
readily destroy it, either by sending a boat
loaded with explosive compounds against
it, or, if the stream be a very rapid one,

allowing heavy trees, &c., to float down
and ran against the boats, and thus cause
them to break adrift. A cautious engineer,

therefore, endeavours to select a portion of

the stream the least liable to such contin-

gencies, and also provides remedies against

them.
When a river to be crossed is not very

deep but is wide, and considerable traffic is

expected, a ‘
‘ trestle ” bridge is usually

constructed. These trestles consist usually

of a sort of wooden-horse form, the legs

spreading out so as to form a firm standing
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base, and the back being used to rest tbe
j

planking upon. Another form of trestle,

and one that is more suitable for a penna- !

nent bridge, is that shown in the annexed
sketch, where A represents the front view,

b the side view. The portion c is open at

top, and is filled in with stones, so as to
!

give great weight and solidity to the trestle

when placed on the bed of the stream.

Considerable care is required in the con-

struction of such a bridge, in order to pro-

cure the trestles of such a length, that

when lowered into the water, they will all

be of the proper height out of the water,

otherwise the bridge would be very irregular

in its gradients, and therefore unsuited for

heavy artillery to be drawn over. A very
carefully constructed trestle bridge was
built across the Agneda, below Ciudad Rod-
rigo, during our Peninsular campaign, the

trestles being constructed in the manner
shown in the sketches A and b.

A trestle bridge was constructed by
General Elbe, during Napoleon’s retreat

from Moscow, by which the wreck of his

army was enabled to cross the Beresina.

The bridge at Borisow having been cut by
the Russians, and a large force being there

assembled to oppose the French, it was im-
possible to construct any temporary bridge

in that place. The Russians, believing that

Napoleon would endeavour to pass the river

below Borisow, massed a force there. He,
however, at once decided upon attempting

a passage near Weselowo, higher up the

river than Borisow. In order to effect his

purpose, General Elbe caused all his men
to carry with them some implement useful

for his bridge, while nails were to be
gathered from houses, &c., on the way.
Early on the 25th the works were com-
menced, and about 1 p.m. on the 26th, the

bridge was sufficiently advanced to allow of

infantry and cavalry to the number of

7,000 to pass over it. The depth of the

river varied from 5 to 7 feet, and the width
was about 100 yards. At about 4 p.m. the

bridge was completed for the artillery, and
the greater portion passed over.

A very extensive trestle bridge was con-

structed in 1813 across the Elbe at Dresden.

This was for the purpose of repairing the

arches of the great bridge. The trestles for

this were about 26 feet in vertical height,

and were formed of trees.

In the late operations in America, a

trestle bridge of vast extent was put together

by the “ Construction corps ” of the Army
of the Rappahannock. This was for the

purpose of crossing the Potomac Creek, on
the line of the Richmond and Potomac rail-

road. The wood for the trestles was cut

in the forest near, and fastened together

roughly by spikes and pins. These trestles

were placed in three tiers, forming a total

height of 80 feet, the length of the bridge
being about 400 feet. This bridge was
destroyed on the retreat of the army, and
when re-constructed, permitted heavy trains

to cross it. This bridge was formed under
the superintendence of H. Haupt, C.E.,
superintendent of bridges in the Northern
States.

When a narrow chasm has to be crossed

by foot passengers only, and is too wide to

be spanned by one plank, a very excellent

bridge may be constructed by the aid of

four long poles, in the following manner :

—

The poles are lashed together two and two,

and by the aid of a cross piece can be kept

at a certain distance apart. A pair is then

arranged on each side of the chasm, and by
the aid of rope tackle lowered so that they

rest against each other, as shown in the

following sketch. The two pairs are then

lashed firmly together at A, and the ends

that rest against the rocks made fast
;
a

hand-rope may then be added, and we have
a secure foot-bridge. If the poles be very
long and slight, extra supports may be
added, as at b, which will give an im-
mense amount of additional strength to the

bridge. Some of the footways are found in

the wildest and most romantic localities,

and they in themselves are particularly

picturesque, so that the scene is one well

suited for the display of the artist’s skill.

The sketch below represents a bridge across

the Coa, near Puente de Pinkel. This,

also, was one of our army bridges during

the Peninsular war. The width of this

chasm was from 60 to 70 feet, and as no
person was upon the opposite side, it was
necessary to get some men over, a feat ac-

complished in the following manner :—Two
trees were placed with the large ends in

notches cut in the rock; these were made
to turn half across the chasm by the aid of

j

ropes, levers, &c. Being thus firmly held,

j

two men crawled out to the end and formed

|

loops, by the aid of which, light poles were

pushed over to the opposite side, and by
these the men descended, and thus effected

a communication between the two sides.

In the bridge last described, the leverage,

and consequent strain on the timber, is very

great
;
and thus, from want of a centre

support, the bridge has a weak point at

A, and is upheld mainly by the lashings

at that point. When possible, therefore,

some centre support is invariably made use

of, and several materials in daily use will

serve the purpose. When the river is not

too deep, a common two-wheeled cart may
be dragged into the centre, and the shafts

then drawn upright, and lashed ; these

shafts form the support, and the weight of

the cart keeps them near the centre of the

stream, and firmly in their place ;
ropes

from the bank of the stream to these shafts

serve as the foundation, and planking may
then be employed for the superstructure.

A bridge of this description is represented

above, the cart being supposed under water.

By the aid of this cart in the centre, the

bridge would bear nearly double the weight

that it would if there were no centre sup-

port; it also prevents the bridge from
curving too much.
In various parts of India, the “lever”

bridge, as it is termed, is very popular.

This consists in running out from the bank
more than half a plank or series of planks,

which is prevented from falling by means
of a great weight placed on the ends. Thus,

if a plank were thirty feet in length, twenty
feet of this might be pushed over a chasm,

and stand without support, because the

end was so heavily weighted, as to bring

the centre of gravity on the bank. This

plan being adopted on both sides of a ravine
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or chasm, leaves but a small interval to be
bridged over, which can be done by planks,

and the weight which this bridge will bear

at its centre is dependent upon the weights
on tho'shore ends of the first levers. The
illustration below shows a lever bridge,

with the weights on, at each end of the first

portion.

When it is merely necessary for a single
person, or two or three, to pass a chasm, a
stout rope with a “traveller” will serve
the purpose. This “traveller” is usually
a basket fastened by a rope, which will
“ run ” along the main rope : thus a person
in the basket may either drag himself along,
or be drawn along by another person on
the opposite bank. The Indians and hunters
in South America frequently make use of
this method of transit, and when a rope is

required across a chasm, the following plan
is adopted : a very thin but strong thread
of the proper length is attached to an arrow,
and by its aid thrown across the chasm.
A person on the opposite side pulls this

thread across, to which is attached a stout
piece of string

;
the string is strong enough

to support a small rope, and the small rope
drags a stout hawser across, which is then

made fast on either side, and thus com-
munication between the two is effected.

Horses and mules even are thus transferred
from one side to the othor : the animal is

supported by some stout canvas passed
under the belly, and a “traveller” supports
him from the hawser; two or more men,
having a rope made fast to the animal, then
draw him across and land him. The fol-

lowing sketch shows this kind of bridge,

which is also much used in Tibet. The
people in the Nepaul country use swinging
bridges over torrents and chasms, which
they term Jhula. Some of these are one
hundred yards in length, and are composed
of fifteen or twenty ropes, these ropes being
made from a grass called Baeeh. The ends
of these ropes are fastened either to trees

or stakes, and the bed of the bridge is

formed of split bamboos.
A sliding bridge is a very common expe-

dient in many countries. We find, in the

‘
‘ Asiatic Researches,” an account of a bridge
on a branch of the Alacananda, constructed
out of three or four strong Munga ropes,

made of grass
;
upon these a large cradle

traverses by means of hoops, and the pas-
sengers seated therein are conveyed on

either side by ropes pulled by men on the
shore ends.

This is the method used at Malta to com-
municate with the island at Gozo. Two
ropes, with a cradle suspended between
them, traverses from side to side. At the

Isle of Bourbon also there is a hanging
bridge, consisting of four masts, supported

by iron chains. Near the extremity is a
ladder of ropes, by means of which people

may ascend from boats and vessels.

A stream or narrow river is very often

made passable, when no other means are at

hand than is afforded by the trees on the

bank. Two large trees are selected, one on
each side of the stream, and these are cut

down by expert woodmen, so as to fall with
the branches up stream, and the two then
lock together, the action of the stream
serving to retain them more firmly in their

respective positions. By their aid it is then
easy to convey heavy weights across the

stream quite dry. A few ropes made fast

to these trees will secure them firmly in

their position for any length of time.

Floating and travelling bridges are com-
mon in many places. In some the force of

the stream is made use of in order to drive

the boat across from one side to the other,

a rope serving as the guide. This style of
“ flying bridge,” as it is termed, may be
seen at many points on the Rhine, whilst

various other parts of the Continent have
their special style of flying bridge.

The Americans, during their late san-

guinary struggles, made use of what they
term “ blanket boats.” These consist of a
rectangular frame, covered with a water-
proof blanket. The frame is about five

feet long, two feet four inches wide, and
eighteen inches deep. Over this frame
an india-rubber blanket is fixed, and thus
either boats, rafts, or bridges may be con-
structed. The ease with which such boats

may be carried adds greatly to their value

;

the blanket that keeps the man warm by
night would carry him over a broad river

by day, or any man might carry in front

of his saddle a means by which he could
cross a sheet of water. These blanket-boats
have been found even to support twelve

-

pounder guns, with horses
;
for this purpose

the boats were placed five wide. If by any
means the boats have holes rubbed in them,
these are easily stopped by patching up
with canvas coated with gum shellac, dis-

solved in alcohol, while washes of india-

rubber cement will remedy more serious

defects. Even the common bell-tent used
: iu our service might be rendered waterproof
by the same means, and thus an army need

i not be delayed on the banks of a stream or

river, but could cross at once
;
and it not

unfrequently happens that a general is

unable to take advantage of a victory, when
an enemy is separated from him by a river,

! because his pontoons have not been at hand,
or any other means available for transport-

ing his forces over the water. When india-

rubber or the cement cannot be procured,
the hides of cattle may be used for the

same purpose. These hides will, by the
aid of salt, keep fresh for a long time, and
by wetting, will remain soft and pliable;

they may be propped out in the same
manner as the india-rubber blanket.
In order to make canvas waterproof, and

suitable for a boat, the Russians use a

I varnish made of hemp-seed oil, strong loam,
i gum elastic, soap, wax, and soot, and India
rubber. The India rubber is cut into small

,
pieces, and kept for twenty-four hours in a
covered vessel of hot water. It is then
heated with the oil until dissolved. After

this, soap and bees’-wax are added. The
flour and soot mixed with hot oil are now

I

added to the solution of the gum elastic,

j

The whole mass is then boiled and stirred

for a quarter of an hour, and applied when

j

hot on both sides of the canvas, a common
paint brush being used for this purpose.

The American method of manufacturing
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these pontoons is as follows :—Two thick-

nesses of strong duck cloth are used, coated

on both sides with metallic rubber, the pre-

paration of which consists in placing small

pieces of India rubber in revolving cylinders

heated by steam to about 150° Fahr.
;
then

25 lb. of caoutchouc, 10 lb. of white lead,

3 lb. of sulphur. "When the rubber becomes
well mixed with the other ingredients, it is

passed through two sets of cylinders, re-

volving and heated as before. A thin sheet

of rubber is thus formed, and the duck,

which is wound on another cylinder, is

brought nearly into contact with the first.

Then these cylinders being compressed, the

composition is actually forced into the

meshes of the duck. Several coats on both

sides being thus put on, the material be-

comes thoroughly waterproof.

For passing baggage or any heavy mate-

rials from one side to the other of a sliding

bridge, the following ingenious method has

been suggested :

—

o p represents a chasm, across which it is

required frequently to transport materials,

&c. At o and r two very strong upright

posts are firmly fixed in the ground, and on

their summits are two moveable arms, A c,

and df. A rope connects c with D. If it

be required to transport the slider from c to

D, the two aims are held in the manner
,

represented. But if from d to c, then the

arm d f is pulled down at F, so that the
j

end d is elevated, whilst the aim on the i

other side is fastened, so that the end c is
j

downwards. Thus the relative up and
down of the rope is altered accordingly, as

j

the “ traveller” is required to slide from c
|

to D, or from d to C.

When no other means are at the disposal

of persons who must cross a river, it becomes
necessary to swim. Now, although swim-
ming may be a feat which we can easily

accomplish when divested of our clothes,
;

yet to swim and carry weight too is not so

simple a proceeding. It is therefore advan-

tageous to know where to cross a river so as

to reduce as much as possible the distance
!

to be swam. In all running streams there

is a certain amount of mud or gravel earned

onwards. When the stream ceases to flow I

rapidly, the heavier portion of the mud is
j

deposited by the action of gravity. This
|

effect going on from year to year at length

causes some portions of a river to be shal-

lower, and others deeper. At the bends

in the stream these changes are most evi-

dent, one side being deep, and the bank
steep, while on the other it is shallow, and
the bank sloping. Thus, by selecting those

parts where the deposit has accumulated,

we may often reduce to the shortest distance
j

the space over which we have to swim.
When it is absolutely necessary to swim,

j

we should never neglect any artificial means
of increasing our floating powers. There

j

are very few bathers who have not at times i

found that they have overrated their powers
of endurance, and have in consequence been
nearly drowned. One’s strength in the

water varies so much with tho state of the

health, and other conditions, that no one can

actually judge what he is capable of doing

when he has not been in the water for some
weeks or months. Thus a few corks, a

branch from a tree, the wood of which is

light, a bladder, or other aid, may enable us

to cross a river in comfort, whereas without

such assistance wo should become much
distressed. Wine or beer corks strung upon
strings form admirable aids, and are much
safer than bladders. By the expert engineer,

however, who has at his command even the

most scanty materials, a bridge or raft is

easily made, and thus, as we have shown
by our sketches, a temporary stop is put

to the advance of an enemy even by de-

stroying entirely the usual bridges, and
leaving him to construct a means of transit

for himself.

During the war in China against the

rebels, Captain Gooden, R.E., who com-

manded the Chinese royalist army, adopted

a very rapid means of forming bridges.

Having possession of large boats, he con-

structed .portions oi framework suitable for

the flooring of bridges, and placed two of

these in each boat, and in a vertical posi-

tion. When it was required to form a

bridge, these boats were brought in line,

anchored, and, when at a proper distance,

the frameworks were lowered into a hori-

zontal position, and thus afforded a means

of transit from boat to boat, and, in fact,

from shore to shore. Each boat carrying

its materials made up, enabled a bridge to

be formed in a veiy few minutes, and the

frameworks being earned vertically, would

partly protect the boat’s crew from mus-

ketry fire.

SELECTED PICTURES.

FROM TIIE COLLECTION OF B. GIBBONS, ESQ.,

ATITOL HOUSE, EDGBASTON.

THE BROKEN WINDOW.

W. H. Knight, Painter. H. Lemon, Engraver.

Rowland Hell, the celebrated and popular

Nonconformist divine, wrote a book, which
had a most extensive circulation in his

time, and yet finds numerous readers. It

is called “ The Village in an Uproar,” and
describes the excitement produced among
the inhabitants of some half-civilised and
utter godless hamlet, by the preaching of one
who taught doctrines new and strange to

their ears, and very strongly opposed to their

habits and course of life. Mr. Knight’s

picture might not inappropriately bear the

same title as the worthy but eccentric

minister’s book, for, certainly, here the

village, or at least the juvenile portion of

it, is in an uproar—caused, however, not

by the dissemination of the principles of

truth, order, and morality, but by an in-

fraction of the peace, an offence against the

laws of society, and the boast of English-

men that every man’s house is his castle,

and he has a right to be left in quiet posses-

sion of it. The circumstance which has

created such commotion is nothing less

than the breakage of a square of glass in

the window of tho house where the village

shoemaker resides
;
but whether the offence

has been committed inadvertently or with
malice prepense matters little to the old man,
who has rushed out from his workshop,
and, as it seems, has incontinently seized

the first two urchins he could lay hands on,

and asks, “ Who broke the window?” Of
course, the boy who has just dropped tho

sling knows nothing about it
;
and, equally

of course, the two rogues endeavouring to

hide behind the pump are also ignorant.

But there is strong circumstantial evidence

against the boy who owns the sling, and
corroborative testimony to his guilt in the

evidence afforded by the youngster in shirt-

sleeves, who distinctly points him out as the

culprit.

The outrage and the arrest have caused

no little excitement, both among the

juveniles and their elders ;
a group of the

former, including the fishmonger’s boy and
some other tradesmen’s small assistants,

gathers round the prisoners, listening to

the charge and defence
;
in the background

an old woman points out tho damaged
window to a matron who is endeavouring

to make her child “feel its feet;” at the

door of the cobbler’s house stands his wife,

shading the sun from her eyes the better to

see the probable result of the arrest ; and
from the upper windows of the cottages

heads are peering forth to ascertain the

cause of this sudden commotion. But the

|

interest of the picture lies in the principal

|

group, and especially in the old man—

a

capital figure, both in attitude and action,

and his head an admirable study of firmness

and decision, combined, at the present

moment, with anger. The elder of his

two prisoners is an untruthful, bold “ ne’er-

do-weel he may have broken the window
accidentally, but he denies altogether the

commission of the deed, and holds out his

empty hand as evidence of innocence :

—

“Me! I hav'n’t any stone!”—while he

drops behind him the sling and the missile

:

the pretty-faced young girl looks utterly

amazed at his effrontery. Capital, too, is

the bit of by-play going on behind the

pump, where the dog holds at bay the two.

companions of the actual offender, and
threatens to reveal their hiding-place.
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“ LIVERPOOL POTTERY.”
A NOTICE OF THE VARIOUS “DELFT WARE”

WORKS, AND OF THE INVENTION OF PRINTING

ON CHINA AND EARTHENWARE, IN LIVERPOOL.

BY LLEWELLYNN JEWITT, F.S.A.

Chapter II.

A most interesting matter in connection

with the Delft ware works at Shaw’s Brow is

the fact of a number of broken vessels having
a few years ago been discovered on this site.

They were brought to light during the

excavations necessary for the building of

the Liverpool Free Library and Museum,
in 1857. On that occasion an old slip-vat

was found containing clay, which might
probablyhave been prepared as earlyas 1680.

The clay was of the common coarse kind,

the samo as the general body of Delft ware.

Of this clay so discovered Mr. Mayer had a

vase thrown and fired. Some of the Delft

cups, &c., exhumed at this time are shown
in the accompanying engravings, the first of

which exhibits four different forms of these

cups or mugs, with and without handles.

These are all of a pinkish white, and have

no painted ornaments. The second shows

a small vessel, with a pattern in the usual

blue colour, and one of the plain cups.

Another example of Delft ware, said to

be of Liverpool make, in Mr. Mayer’s col-

lection, is seen in the accompanying en-

I shall hope, in a future paper, to give
some particulars which will be interesting

graving- It is one of a pair of flower

vases, of good design, with heads at tho

sides, and elaborately painted in blue. It

is marked on the bottom

—

W
D A

in blue. Another example, said to be of

Liverpool make, is the puzzle jug here

shown. It is a good example of these in-

teresting vessels, and bears the veiy appro-

priate motto, painted in blue—
“ Here, Gentlemen, come try yr skill,

I’ll hold a wager, if you will.

That you Don’t Drink this liqr all

Without you spill or lett some Fall.”

Of these interesting and curious vessels

not only to collectors, but to the general

reader.

Another maker of Delft ware in Liverpool

was Zachariah Barnes, a native of War-
rington, and brother to Dr. Barnes, of Man-
chester. He was bom in 1743, and having
learned the “ art, mystery, and occupation

”

of throwing, &c. ,
commenced business as a

potter in the old Haymarket, at the left hand
side in going to Byrom Street. He is said to

have first made China, but afterwards turned

his attention to Delft ware, and soon became
proficient in the art. The principal varieties

of goods made by him were jars and pots

for druggists, large dishes, octagonal plates,

and dishes for dinner services ;

‘
‘ Dutch

tiles,” labels for liquors, potted fish pots,

&c., &c. Of the druggist’s jars, of which
he made considerable quantities, it is said

that the labelling in his time underwent no

3 a

less than three changes from alterations in

the pharmacopoeia.
The large round dishes made by Barnes

were chiefly sent into Wales, where the
simple habits of their forefathers remained
unchanged long after their alteration in
England

;
and the master of the house and

his guest dipped their spoons into the mess
and helped themselves from the dish placed
in the middle of the table. Quantities of
this ware were sent to the great border
fairs, held at Chester, whither the inhabi-
tants of the more remote and inaccessible

parts of the mountain districts of Wales
assembled to buy their stores for the year.
This continued until a very recent time,
when, in consequence of tho formation of

good roads through the districts, and the
introduction of railroads, the business of
the great fairs held in the border city of the
two countries has materially diminished.
The quality of this ware was very coarse,

without flint, with the usual Delft-like

thick tin glaze. But Barnes’s principalforte
lay in the manufacture of square tiles, then
so much in vogue, and the use of which is

now reviving. So excellent were they,
that I believe there are none now made
which can bear comparison with them in

squareness and evenness, as well as in tho
superiority of the body and tho durability

of the glaze. When these tiles were re-

quired to be printed, that part of the work
was done by Messrs. Sadler and Green.
So large was the sale of this article, that
Mr. Barnes has been heard to say he
made a profit of £300 per annum by his

tiles alone, he having a monopoly of the
trade. He also made large quantities of
pots for potting char, which were sent to

the lakes. The ovens were fired with turf
brought from the bogs at Kirkley, and
on the night of firing, the men were
always allowed potatoes to roast at the
kiln fires, and a certain quantity of ale to
drink.

The labels for different kinds of liquors,

to which I have just alluded as being largely
made by Barnes, were of various sizes, but
generally of one uniform shape, as here

WORMWOOD
shown, the one engraved being five and a
half inches in length. Examples in. Mr.
Mayer’s Museum are respectively lettered

for Bum, Cyder, Tent, Brandy, Lisbon,
Peppermint, Wormwood, Aniseed, Geneva,
Claret, Spruce, Perry, Orange, Burgundy,
Port, Raisin, and other liquors. They are
of the usual common clay in body, faced
with fine white slip and glazed.

The tiles made by Zachariah Barnes were,
as has just been stated, of excellent quality,

and were indeed the best and most perfect

in shape and in flatness, as well as in body
and glaze, of any produced in this country.
They were usually made five inches square,
and about a quarter of an inch in thickness,
and were, as my readers are, of course,

fully aware, used for lining fire-places,

forming chimney pieces, and other domestic
purposes. Originally, the tiles were painted
in the ordinary Delft style, with patterns of
various kinds—flowers, landscapes, ships,

groups, &c.—in blue. Sometimes, how-
ever, they were painted in other colours.

A plaque of Liverpool Delft, painted in two
or three colours, is in the possession of
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Mr. Benson Eathbone, and is here shown.

It represents a bird in a cage, tbe perspec-

tive of which is more curious than accurate.

The tiles to which I have alluded bring

me to a very interesting part of the subject

of this chapter. I mean the introduction

of 'printing on earthenware, an invention

which has been attributed to, and claimed

by, several places, and which will yet re-

quire further research to entirely determine.

At Worcester it is believed the invention

was applied in the year 1756, and it is an

undoubted fact that the art was practised

there in the following year, a dated example

of the year 1757 being, happily, in exis-

tence.* At Caughley transfer-printing was,

as I have already shown, practised at about

the same period. At Battersea, printing on

enamels was, it would seem, carried on at

about the same date, or probably somewhat
earlier. At Liverpool it is certain that

the art was known at an earlier period than

can with safety be ascribed to Worcester.

A fine and exquisitely sharp specimen of

transfer printing on enamel, dated 1756, is

in Mr. Mayer’s possession. It is curious

that these two earliest dated exemplars of

these two candidates for the honour of the

invention of printing on enamels and
earthenware, Liverpool and Worcester,

should be portraits of the same individual

—Frederick the Great of Prussia. But so

it is. The Worcester example is a mug,
bearing the royal portrait with trophies, &c.

,

and the date 1757; the Liverpool one an

oval enamel (and a much finer work of art),

with the name, “ J. Saddler, Liverp 1

Enam1.”

The art is said to have been invented by
this John Sadler, of Liverpool, in 1752.

In Moss's “ Liverpool Guide,” published

in 1790, it is stated :
—“ Copper-plate print-

ing upon china and earthenware originated

here in 1752, and remained some time a

secret with the inventors, Messrs. Sadler

and Green, the latter of whom still con-

tinues the business in Harrington Street.

It appeared unaccountable how uneven
surfaces could receive impressions from
copper-plates. It could not, however, long
remain undiscovered that the impression

from the plate is first taken upon paper, and
thence communicated to the ware after it

is glazed. The manner in which this con-

tinues to be done here remains still un-
rivalled in perfection.”

John Sadler, the inventor of this impor-
tant art, was the son of Adam Sadler, a

favourite soldier of the great Duke of Marl-
borough, and was out with that general in

the war in theLow Countries. While there,
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he lodged in the house of a printer, and thus

obtained an insight into the art of printing.

On returning to England, on the accession

of George I., he left the army in disgust

and retired to Ulverstone, where he married

a Miss Bibby, who numbered among her

acquaintance the daughters of the Earl of

Sefton. Through the influence of these

ladies he removed to Melling, and after-

wards leased a house at Aintree. In this

lease he is styled “ Adam Sadler, of Mel-
ling, gentleman.” The taste he had acquired

in the Low Countries abiding with him, he

shortly afterwards, however, removed to

the New Market, Liverpool, where he
printed a great number of books—among
which, being himself an excellent musician,

one called “ Tho Muses’ Delight ” was with

him an especial favourite. His son, John
Sadler, having learned the art of engraving,

on the termination of his apprenticeship

bought a house from his father, in Har-
rington Street, for the nominal sum of five

shillings, and in that house, in 1748, com-
menced business on his own account.

Here he married a Miss Elizabeth Parker,

daughter of Mr. Parker, watchmaker, of

Seel Street, and soon afterwards became
engaged in Litigation. Having got together

a good business, his fellow townsmen became
jealous of his success, and the corporation

attempted to remove him as not being a

freeman of Liverpool, and therefore having

no right to keep a shop within its boun-
daries. Disregarding the order of removal,

the corporationcommenced an action against

him, which he successfully defended, and
showed that the authorities possessed no
power of ejection. This decision was one

of great importance to the trading com-
munity, and opened the door to numberless

people who commenced business in the town.
Mr . John Sadler was, according to Mr.

Mayer, the first person who applied the art

of printing to the ornamentation of pottery,

and the story of his discovery is thus told :

—

Sadler had been in the habit of giving waste
and spoiled impressions from ms engraved
plates to little children, and these they

frequently stuck upon pieces of broken pot

from the potworks at Shaw’s Brow, for their

own amusement, and for building dolls’

houses. This circumstance gave him the

idea of ornamenting pottery with printed

pictures, and, keeping the idea secret, he
experimentalised until he had nearly suc-

ceeded, when he mentioned the circum-

stance to Guy Green, who had then recently

succeeded Mr. Adam Sadler in his business.

Guy Green was a poor boy, but spent

what halfpence he could get in buying
ballads at the shop of Adam Sadler

;

Sadler liking the lad, who was intelligent

beyond his age or his companions, took

him into his service and encouraged him in

all that was honourable. John Sadler

having, as I have said, mentioned his dis-

covery to Guy Green, the two “laid their

heads together,” conducted joint experi-

ments, and having ultimately succeeded, at

length entered into partnership. This done,

they determined to apply to the king for a

patent ; which, however, under the advice

of friends, was not done.

The art was first of all turned to good
account in the decoration of tiles

—“ Dutch
tiles,” as they are usually called—and the

following highly interesting documents re-

lating to them, which are in the possession

of Mr. Mayer, and towhom the antiquarian

world is indebted for first making them
public, will be read with interest :—

-

“ I, John Sadler, of Liverpoole, in the county

of Lancaster, printer, and Guy Green, of Liver-

poole, aforesaid, printer, severally maketh oath

that on Tuesday, the 27th day of July instant,

they, these deponents, without the aid or assist-

ance of any other person or persons, did within

the space of six hours, to wit, between the hours
of nine in the morning and three in the after-

noon of the same day, print upwards of twelve

hundred Earthenware tiles of different patterns,

at Liverpoole aforesaid, and which, as these de-

ponents have heard and believe, were more in

number and better and neater than one hundred
skilful pot-painters could have painted in the

like space of time, in the common and usual way
of painting with a pencil

;
and these deponents

say that they have been upwards of seven years in

finding out the method of printing tiles, and in

making tryals and experiments for that purpose,

which they have now through great pains and
expenco brought to perfection.

“John Sadler.
“ Guy Green.

“Taken and sworn at Liverpoole, in the

county of Lancaster, the second day of August,
one thousand seven hundred and fifty-six,

before William Statham, a Master Extraordinary
in Chancery.”

“We, Alderman Thomas Shaw and Samuel
Gilbody, both of Liverpoole, in the county of

Lancaster, clay potters, whose names are here-

unto subscribed, do hereby humbly certifye that

we are well assured that John Sadler and Guy
Green did, at Liverpoole aforesaid, on Tuesday,
the 27th day of July last past, within the space of

six hours, print upwards of 1,200 earthenware

tiles of different colours and patterns, which is

upon a moderate computation more than 100

good workmen could have done of the same
patterns in the same space of time by the usual

painting with the pencil. That we have since

burnt the above tiles, and that they are con-

siderably neater than any we have seen pen-

cilled, and may be sold at little more than half

the price. We are also assured the said John
Sadler and Guy Green have been several years

in bringing the art of printing on earthenware

to perfection, and we never heard it was done
by any other person or persons but themselves.

We are also assured that as the Dutch (who
import large quantities of tiles into England,
Ireland, &c.) may by this improvement be con-

siderably undersold, it cannot fail to be of great

advantage to the nation, and to the town of

Liverpoole in particular, where the earthen-

ware manufacture is more extensively carried

on than in any other town in the kingdom ; and
for which reasons we hope and do not doubt the

above persons will be indulged in their request

for a patent, to secure to them the profits that

may arise from the above useful and advan-
tageous improvement.

“ Thomas Shaw.
“ Samuel Gilbody.”

:£ Sir,

Liverpoole, August 13th, 1756.

“ John Sadler, the bearer, and Guy
Green, both of this town, have invented a

method of printing potters’ earthenware tyles

for chimneys with surprising expedition. We
have seen several of their printed tyles, and are

of opinion that they are superior to any done by
the pencil, and that this invention will be highly

advantageous to the kingdom in gcnerall, and to

the town of Liverpoole in particular.

“ In consequence of which, and for the en-

couragement of so useful and ingenious an
improvement, we desire the favour of your
interest in procuring for them his Majesty’s

letters patent.
“ Ellis Cuncliffe,
“ Spencer Steers,
“ Charles Goore.

“ Addressed to Charles Pole, Esq., in London.”

In Mi*. Mayer’s magnificent museum are

found, among other invaluable treasures,

some enamels on copper hearing impres-

sions from copper-plates transferred to

them, and having the name of “ J. Sadler,

Liverp1
,
EnamV’ and other examples of

enamels and of earthenware with the names
of Sadler, Sculp., or of Green. Messrs.
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Sadler and Green appear to have done a

very profitable and excellent business in

the printing on pottery. The process was
soon found to be as applicable to services

and other descriptions of goods as to tiles

;

and theso two enterprising men produced

many fine examples of their art, some of

which, bearing their names as engravers

or enamellers, are still in existence. Josiah

Wedgwood, always alive to everything

which could tend to improve or render

more commercial the productions of his

manufactory, although at first opposed to

the introduction of tins invention, as being,

in his opinion, an unsatisfactory and un-
profitable substitute for painting, eventually

determined to adopt the new style of orna-

mentation, and arranged with the inventors

to decorate such of his Queen’s ware as it

would be applicable to, by their process.

The work was a troublesome one, and in

the then state of the roads—for it must be

remembered that this was before tho time

even of canals in the district, much less of

of railroads—the communication between
Burslem and Liverpool was one of great

difficulty. Wedgwood, however, overcame
it, and having made the plain body at his

works in Staffordshire, packed it in waggons
and carts, and even in the panniers of

pack-horses, and sent it to Liverpool, where
it was printed by Sadler and Green, and
returned to him by the same kind of con-

veyance.
The works of Sadler and Green were in

Harrington Street, at the back of Lord
Street, Liverpool, and here they not only car-

ried on their engraving and transfer-print-

ing for other potters, but made their own
wares, and carried on an extensive business.

It was here that they printed ware for

Josiah Wedgwood. Of this connection of

Wedgwood with the Liverpool Works, Mr.
Mayer thus writes :

—

“ About this time Josiah Wedgwood was
making a complete revolution in the art

of pottery ; and four years after Messrs.

Sadler and Green’s invention was an-

nounced to tho world, Wedgwood brought

out his celebrated Queen’s ware. Dr.

Gagerly seizing upon the new style of or-

namentation invented in Liverpool, he im-
mediately made arrangements with the

proprietors for decorating his hitherto

cream-coloured Queen’s ware by their pro-

cess
;
and accordingly I find him making

the plain body at Burslem, and sending it

in that state to Liverpool by waggon, where

it was printed, and again returned to him
by the same conveyance, except in the case

of those orders that must go by sea, fit for

the market. This he continued to do until

near the time of his death, when we find

by invoices in my possession that ware was
sent to Liverpool and printed by Mr. Guy
Green as late as 1794. A little before this

time, his manufactory at Etruria having

been made complete in all other branches

of tho art, and the manufacture at Liver-

pool being much decayed, he engaged

many of the hands formerly employed
there : amongst the indentures is the name
of John Pennington, son of James Penning-
ton, manufacturer of china, dated 1784, to

be taught the art of engraving in aquatint,

and thus he was enabled to execute tho

printing on his own premises in Stafford-

shire, thereby saving the expense of trans-

port to and fro.

“ In proof that Mr. Wedgwood did this,

I may quote a few passages from letters to

his partner, Mr. Bentley, in London. He
says :

—

“1776.—We wrote to Mr. Green in conse-

quence of your letter, acquainting that a foreign

gentleman wanted a series of ware printed with
different landskips, but that he would not con-
firm the order without knowing how many
different designs of landskips we could put
upon them.

“ Mr. Green’s answer is :

—

“ The patterns for landskipsare for every dish

a different landskip view, &c.
;
about 30 dif-

ferent designs for table, soup, and desert plates,

and a great variety for various purposes of

tureens, sauce, boats, &c.

“ 1768.—The cards (address) I intend to have
engraved in Liverpool, &c.

“ 1769.—One crate of printed tea-ware.

“ On the other hand I find letters from
Mr. Green to Mr. Wedgwood :

—

“ 1776.—Your Mr. Haywood desires the in-

voice of a box of pattern tiles sent some time
ago. As I did not intend to make any charge
for them, I have no account of the contents.

The prices I sell them for to the shops are as

follows :—For black printed tile, 5s. per dozen
;

green vase tile, 4s. ditto
;
green ground, 4s. ditto

;

half tiles for borders, 2s. 9d. ditto
;
rose or

spotted tiles, 3s. 6d. ditto, &c.
“1783.—I have put the tile plate to be en-

graved as soon as I received your order for

doing it
;
but hv the neglect of the engraver it

is not yet finished, but expect it will be com-
pleted to-morrow.

“ 1783.—Our enamel kiln being down pre-

vented us sending the goods forward as usual.
“ 1783.—The plate with cypher was done

here. I think it would be best to print the
cypher in black, as I am much afraid the brown
purple that the pattern was done in would not
stand an up and down heat, as it would change
in being long in heating.

“ 1783.—For printing a table and tea-service

of 260 pieces (D. G.) for David Garrick,

£8 6s. 1

“ 1783.—Twenty-fivedozen half-tiles printing

and colouring, £1 5s.

“ The last invoice I find from Mr. Green
is dated

“ 1793.—I am sorry I cannot make out the
invoice you request of goods forwarded you,
April 4, for want of having received your charge
of them to me. Only directions for printing

these came enclosed in the package.
“ 1798.—To printing two fruit baskets, Is.

“ This last item, of course, does not imply
that Mr. Wedgwood bad the chief of his

work done here, but no doubt the articles

were required to match some service pre-

viously sold, of which Mr. Green had pos-

session of the copper plates. In the follow-

ing year Mr. Green retired from business

to enjoy tho fruits of his long and success-

ful labours. The following memorandum,
in the handwriting of Mi’. Sadler (from

Mr. Sadler’s receipt-book in my possession,

date 1776), will give an idea of the extent
of their business :

—

“ J. Sadler and G. Green would be willing to

take a young man about 18 into partnership

for a third of their concern, in the printing and
enamelling china, earthenware, tile, &c., busi-

ness, on the following conditions :—1st, That
he advances his £200 for the third part of the

engravings and other materials necessary for

the business (N.B.—The engravings alone have
cost above £S00). 2nd. That he should give his

labour and attendance for twelve months with-

out any share of the profits, in consideration of

being instructed completely in the business.

3rd. After the expiration of twelve months, the

stock in ware should be valued as low as is

common in such cases, and he should imme-
diately enter as a partner into the profits of the

whole concern throughout, either paying the

value for his third share of such stock, or pay-

ing interest for it till it is cleared off. The value

of the stock is uncertain, being sometimes £200

more than other time; but reckon it at the

least may be about £600. The sole reason of

taking a partner is, J. Sadler not choosing to

confine himself to business as much as hereto-

fore.”

Specimens of these early printed goods,
beaiing Wedgwood’s mark, are rare. The
following curious teapot, in the possession

of Mr. S. C. Hall, F.S.A., which is highly
characteristic and interesting, will serve as

an example.
The teapot bears on one side a remark-

ably well engraved and sharply printed re-

presentation of the quaint subject of the

mill to grind old people young again

—

the kind of curious machine which one re-

collects in our boyish days were taken
about from fair to fair by strolling mounte-
banks—and on the other an oval border of

foliage, containing the ballad belonging to

the subject, called “The Miller’s Maid
grinding Old Men Young again.” It be-

gins—
“ Come, old, decrepid, lame, or blind,

Into my mill to take a grind.”

Tho teapot, which is an excellent speci-

men of black printing, is marked WEDG-
WOOD. In the possession of Mr. Beard, of

Manchester, is a fine dinner service of the
printed “Queen’s ware,” and other pieces

of interest. In the Museum of Practical

Geology is an example of this printing, the
design on one side of which is a group at

tea—a lady pouring out tea for a gentleman,
and on the opposite side the verse :

—

“ Kindly take this gift of mine,
The gift and giver I hope is thine

;

And tho’ the value is but small,

A loving Heart is worth it all.”

Examples of Liverpool made pottery printed

by Sadler and Green, are also of tincommon
occurrence. In Mr. Mayer’s Museum the

best, and indeed only series worthy the

name in existence, is to be found, and to

these wares I direct the attention of all who
are interested in the subject.

Of tiles printed by John Sadler and Guy
Green, many examples are in existence—

a

large number, some bearing their names,
being in Mr. Mayer’s museum. Of these I

also possess examples, and others again are

found in other collections. They are re-

markable for the sharpness of the engrav-
ing, tho wonderful clearness and beauty of

the transfers (the ink used being evidently
far superior to that usually used at the

present day), and excellence of the glazes.

They are printed either in black, green,

red, or purple, and the devices are ex-
tremely varied. It is interesting to add,

that the same copper-plates which were
used for decorating these Delft ware tiles

were used, also, for ornamenting mugs,
jugs, &c., of the finer earthenware, of

which I shall have to speak in my next
chapter. Adam Sadler (it should be added)
died on the 7th of October, 1788, aged
eighty-three, and his son, John Sadler, the

10th of December, 1789, aged sixty-nine,

and they were buried at Sefton.

Another Delft ware pottery was situated

at the bottom of Duke Street, in a small
street which, from that establishment, took
the name which it still retains, of ‘ ‘ Pot-
House Lane.” These works were conducted
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by Mr. George Drinkwater (who was
born in the neighbourhood of Preston),

brother to Mr. James Drinkwater, who, in

the navy, acquired considerable riches and

honour, and was ancestor of Sir John Drink-

water. The works were not, however, of

very long continuance, and except they

can be authenticated by evidence of descent,

&c., the productions cannot be distinguished

from those of the other potteries of the time.

In Mr. Mayer’s museum are some authen-

ticated specimens of Drinkwater’s make,

among which a large plate, twenty-three

inches in diameter, is the most interesting.

Another potwork of a similar kind was

established by a Mr. Thomas Spencer, at

the bottom of Richmond Row. These

works were, however, carried on only for

a few years, when Mr. Spencer removed to

the “Moss Pottery,” near Prescott, where

he continued to make coarse red ware for

common use.

Having now spoken of the various manu-
factories of Delft ware in Liverpool, and of

the invention or introduction of the Art

of printing on earthenware, I bring my
present chapter to a close. I shall, in my
next, resume the subject by giving historical

and other notices, of Chaffers’s china, of the
“ Herculaneum Works,” and of others in

the same locality
;
and shall introduce en-

gravings of the marks, &c., used, and illus-

trative views of the place itself, and of some
of the more notable of its productions.

The position which Liverpool ought to

occupy in the fictile annals of this country

had not been asserted until my friend, Mr.

Mayer, read his excellent paper on the sub-

ject, in 1855 ; and I trust that my present

brief history will assist in maintaining

that position, and in calling extended at-

tention to the subject of Liverpool pottery

and porcelain.
[To he continued.)

LINE ENGRAVING.
THE RAISING OF LAZARUS.*

The appearance of this magnificent engraving,

one which may, undoubtedly, he looked upon as

a national work, naturally compels us to offer

a few words upon the condition to which line

engraving, the highest branch of the art, has

been reduced in this country—a land that gave

birth to Strange and W. Sharp, to Wooffett

and Raimbach, to Heath and Burnet, besides

many others whose names are scarcely, if at

all, less entitled to honourable mention. Last

year, when adverting to the decay of line

engraving in France, and the attempts made in

that country by the government to revive it, by
commissions for some large plates, we made use

of the occasion to express our sincere regret

—

and not our own only, but also the regret of

every lover and admirer of true Art—that we
should in England bo in exactly the same posi-

tion. The Art is dying out among us
;

so far,

that is, as concerns the production of large and

important works. Into the causes which have

operated to bring about this result, there is no

occasion again to inquire ;
the fact is too well

known, and it might not be amiss if our Govern-

ment, in its endeavours to encourage the Arts,

would, like that of our neighbours across the

Channel, give the matter somewhat of its con-

sideration. We have no desire to see the Go-

vernment turn print-sellers, but something

might be done under its authority to revive a

drooping cause.

If it be urged as an excuse for the decadence

of a noble art that we are without men capable

of sustaining it, we might confidently point to

Mr. Doo’s ‘ Raising of Lazarus ’ to refute the

* The Raising of Lazarus. Engraved by G. T.

Doo, R.A., from the Picture by Sebastian del Piombo,
in the National Gallery. Published by Colnaghi & Co.

charge
;

it would almost seem as if he had pro-

duced the work for such a purpose : at any rate,

it will stand, like Raffaelle’s painting of ‘ The
Transfiguration,’ a lasting monument of the

artist’s genius, skill, and labour: it is the _ en-

graver’s apotheosis of his art, in all probability

the last great act of his professional career, and

not unlikely the last great print—great in sub-

ject as well as in execution—which this country

will be proud to own, unless a revival should

take place. There is certainly no picture in

England, and almost as certainly none on the

Continent, that has called forth more unqualified

praise than Sebastian del Piombo’s ‘ Raising of

Lazarus
;

’ Raffaelle’s picture just mentioned is

the single exception. Its history is interesting,

and is thus described by the late Mrs. Jamcson,
in her “ Handbook to the Public Galleries of

Art in and near London :

”—“ Michael Angelo,

with characteristichaughtiness, disdained to enter

into any acknowledged rivalry with Raphael,

and put forward Sebastian del Piombo as no

unworthy competitor of the great Roman
painter. Raphael bowed before Michael Angelo,

but he felt too strongly his superiority to Se-

bastian to yield the palm to him. * To deter-

mine this point, the Cardinal Giuho de Medici,

afterwards Clement VII., commanded this pic-

ture of the ‘ Raising of Lazarus ’ from Sebastian,

and at the same time commissioned Raphael to

paint the ‘ Transfiguration.’ Both were intended

by the Cardinal as altar-pieces for his cathedral

of Narbonne, he having lately been created

Archbishop of Narbonne by Francis I. On this

occasion, Michael Angelo, well aware of the de-

ficiencies of his friend Sebastian, furnished him
with the design: and, as it is supposed, drew

some of the figures himself on the canvas
; f

but he was so far from doing this secretly, that

Raphael heard of it, and is said to have ex-

claimed—‘Michael Angelo has graciously fa-

voured me, in that he has deemed me worthy

to compete with him and not with Sebastian !

’

The two pictures were exhibited together at

Rome in 1520, the year of Raphael’s death.

Cardinal de Medici, unwilling to deprive Rome
of both these masterpieces, sent only the ‘ Rais-

ing of Lazarus ’ to Narbonne ;
it remained there

till the beginning of the last century, when it

was purchased by the Regent Duke of Orleans

for £960. When the Orleans collection was

brought to England in 1798, Mr. Angerstein

purchased this picture for 3,500 guineas. It is

said that Mr. Beckford, of Fonthill, afterwards

offered him £15,000 for it, but Mr. Angerstein

insisting on guineas
,
the negotiation was broken

off. Mr. Angerstein was again offered £10,000

for the picture by the French Government, at

the period when the ‘ Transfiguration ’ was in

the Louvre, for the purpose of bringing these

two chefs-de-ceuvre once more into comparison

;

happily this offer was also refused. The picture

was originally painted on panel, but was trans-

ferred with great skill to canvas by M. Hacquin.

The surface of the picture had, however, been

in some parts slightly injured, and was re-

touched by West, who would allow no common
restorer to meddle with it. I must add that, in

the opinion of Mr. Ottley— ‘ the late well-known

Art-critic, and keeper of the prints in the British

Museum ’—
‘ Michael Angelo painted as well as

designed the figure of Lazarus. Fuseli and

Landseer—John Landseer,’ the eminent en-

graver, father of Sir Edwin and Charles

Landseer—agree with him
;
on the other hand,

Dr. Waagen differs from them all on this

point.”

Such is a brief outline of the story of the

picture which, with others that formed the

nucleus of our present National Gallery, Mr.

Angerstein bequeathed to the country. And it

is something to hold in our possession the

second, at least, great picture of the world. It

* He did not disdain to learn from him. The glowing

colour, sometimes hordering on exaggeration, which Ra-

phael adopted in Rome, is undoubtedly to be attributed to

the rivalry of Sebastian del Piombo. The most powerful

of Raphael’s frescoes, the ‘ Heliodorus’ and the ‘Mass of

Bolsena.’ were painted under this influence. — Goethe's

Theory of Colours. .......
t Several of the original drawings by the hand of Michael

Angelo, and in particular, the first sketches for the figure

of Lazarus, were in the possession of Sir Thomas Law-

rence.

is something, moreover, for us to have from
the hand of an Englishman,—Vendramini, an
Italian engraver settled in London, executed a

fine print from it about forty years ago,—such a
reproduction as Mr. Doo, after a long period of

labour, has put forth. It seems almost an age
since we saw him, mounted on a lofty temporary
scaffolding in the gallery, carefully studying

and making drawings of the subject in its various

details. To describe it minutely is unnecessary,

because all know, or have the opportunity of

knowing, this grand composition, which, though
comparatively simple in itself, is yet full of

material suggestive of abundant reflection. It

appears as if half the population of Bethany had
accompanied the Saviour and the two sisters of

Bethany to the grave of the brother of the

latter, to witness the miraculous deed that

proved Him to be “ the Resurrection and the

Life,” and which was an earnest of his own
uprising from the tomb, sealed, though it was,

and a watch set over it. And yet amid the
multitude looking on there is nothing like con-
fusion, or even terror: curiosity possesses the
minds of some, astonishment takes hold ofothers

;

but a deep solemnity is the prevailing feeling in

all, when, after listening to the wonderful words,
“ Lazarus, come forth !

” they see the dead man
seated on a stone of his tomb, endeavouring to

divest himself of his grave clothes. It is this

comparative composure, noticeable throughout
almost the entire assemblage, this absence of

exaggerated forms and expressions, that inclines

us to think Michael Angelo had but little to do
with the general design of the work. The
figure of Lazarus is, in all probability, his

;
so,

perhaps, is that of the kneeling old man on the

left of the composition, because, as Ottley re-

marks, Angelo “ repeated it many years after

in his ‘Last Judgment.’” There is little or

nothing in the works of this great artist which
have come down to us leading to the supposi-

tion that he could so have restrained his won-
drous inventive faculties, and his proneness to

heighten and amplify, even in the representation

of a subject so awe-inspiring as this.

“ Loose him, and let him go !” This is the
key-noto by which the picture is to be read

;
it

is the idea of the principal group. Christ, with
one hand uplifted, and with the other pointing

to Lazarus, has uttered the command
;
and in

obedience to it, a swarthy, muscular figure is

unbinding the cloths that enwrap the man
newly risen to life, a process in which he himself

joins, his attitude and the expression of his face

indicating, as Airs. Jameson observes, “wild
astonishment, and a sort of unconscious im-
patience to release himself from the ghastly

incumbrances which bound him hand and foot.”

At the feet of Christ one of the sisters kneels

and pours forth her feelings of love, gratitude,

and devotion. This figure must be intended

for Mary. The other sister stands behind in

the midst of the lookers-on, her face turned
away from the immediate place of action, and
her hands stretched forward to it, as if she

feared to witness the result of Christ’s visit to

the tomb of him whom He loved, though her
faith in the efficacy of the resurrection-command
wavered not for an instant.

We will not say that Mr. Doo has lavished

all his skiff upon the principal group, because
the entire work throughout bears the strongest

evidence of the utmost care; but, unquestion-

ably, the figures of Christ, of Lazarus, and of

Mary, stand out prominently, not only by their

position in the picture, but by the exquisite

delicacy of the engraving
; that of Lazarus is a

perfect study in its truth and force of line, and
as an example of the most refined “ cross-

hatching,” to give softness yet substance to

each muscular development. The faces of all

the figures are full of expressive character,

delineated with the utmost finesse. If we have
one fault to find in this remarkable engraving,

it is that the background—the buildings, bridge,

and water—are somewhat too obtrusive. We
should have liked to see them more “ kept
down.” But Mr. Doo may rest assured that in

this print he has produced a work which will be
regarded as the crowning act of his own career,

and an honour to the Arts of his country.

I
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MEMORIES OF THE AUTHORS OF THE AGE:
A SERIES OF WRITTEN PORTRAITS (FROM PERSONAL ACQUAINTANCE) OF GREAT

MEN AND WOMEN OF THE EPOCH.

By S. C. HALL, F.S.A., and Mbs. S. C. HALL.

“History may be formed from permanent monuments and records, but lives can only be written from personal
knowledge, which is growing every day less and less, and in a short time is lost for ever.”—Dr. Johnson.

EBENEZER ELLIOTT.

,
N 1837 I received this letter

from Ebenezer Elliott :
— ‘

‘ I
was born at Masbro, in the
parish of Kimberworth, a
village about five miles from
this place (Sheffield), on the
17th March, 1781 ;

but my
birth was never registered

except in a Bible, my father

being a Dissenter and tho-
rough hater of the Church as

by law established and not
long afterwards he gave me

' some further particulars of

his lifo. There can be no reason why I
should not print them, although they were
supplied to me as notes, out of which I

was to write a memoir to accompany some

|

selections of his poems in the Book of Gems.
“ Ebenezer Elliott—not ill-treated, but

neglected in his boyhood, on account of

j

his supposed inability to learn anything
useful—suffered to go to school, or to stay

away, just as he pleased, and employ, at

his own sweet will, those years which often

leave an impression on the future man that

|

lasts till the grave covers him—listening to

the plain, or coarse, and sometimes brutal,

but more often instructive and pathetic,

! conversation of workmen, or wandering in

;
the woods and fields, till he was thirteen

years old—is altogether the poet of cir-

cumstances. The superiority, mental and
' bodily, of his elder brother—though Ebe-

cl/ mu

nezer never envied it—cast him into insig-

nificance and comparative idiocy, and could

hardly fail to throw a shade of sadness

over a nature dull and slow, but thought-
ful and affectionate. Sowerby’s ‘ English
Botany’ made him a collector of plants,

!
and Thomson’s ‘ Seasons ’ a versifier, in

{

the crisis of his fate, when it was doubtful
whether he would become a man or a malt-
worm ; shortly afterwards, or about which

I
time, the curate of Middlesmoor—a lonely
hamlet in Craven—died, and left his father

a library of many hundred valuable books,
among which were ‘ Father Herepin’s
Travels of M. de la Salle in America,’ the
‘ Royal Magazine,’ with coloured plates

in natural history, Ray’s ‘ Wisdom of God
in the Creation, ’ Derham’s ‘ Physico-
Theology,’ Hervey’s ‘ Meditations,’ and
Barrow’s ‘Sermons,’ which latter author
was a great favourite with the future
rhymer, he being then deeply shadowed
over with a religion of horrors, and finding

relief in Barrow’s reasoning from the dread-
ful declamation which it was his misfortune
hourly to hear. To these books, and to

the conversation and amateur preaching of
his father, an old Cameronian and born
rebel, who preached by the hour that God
could not damn him, and that hell was
hung round with span-long children—to

these circumstances, and to the pictures of
Israel Putnam, George Washington, Oliver
Cromwell, &c., with which the walls of the

parlour were covered, followed by the events
of the French revolution and awful l’eign

of terror, may be clearly traced the poet’s

character, literary and political, as it exists

at this moment. Blessed or cursed with a
hatred of wasted labour, he was never
known to read a bad book through, but
he has read again and again, and deeply
studied, all the masterpieces of the mind,
original and translated, and the masterpieces

only; a circumstance to which, more than
to any other, he attributes his success such
as it is. He does not now know, for he
never could learn, grammar, but corrects
eiTors in composition by reflection, and
often tells the learned ‘ that the mouth is

older than the alphabet.’ There is not,
he says, a good thought in his works that
has not been suggested by some object
actually before his eyes, or by some real
occurrence, or by the thoughts of other
men

; but he adds, ‘ I can make other men’s
thoughts breed.’ He cannot, he says, like
Byron, pour out thoughts from within, for
his mind is exterior, ‘ the mind of his own
eyes.’ That he is a very ordinary person
(who, by the earnest study of the best
models, has learned to write a good style
in prose and verse) is proved by phreno-
logy, his head being shaped like a turnip,
and a boy’s hat fitting it. * My genius,’
says he, ‘ if I have any, is a compound of
earnest perseverance, restless observation,
and instinctive or habitual hatred of oppres-
sion.’ He is thought by many to be a
coarse and careless writer; but that is a
mistake. He never printed a careless line.
‘ Moore himself, with his instinct of elegant
versification, could not,’ he says, ‘improve
my roughest Com Law Rhymes.’ Of his
political poems, ‘ They met in Heaven ’ is

the best. The ‘Recording Angel,’ written
on the final departure of Sultan George from
the harem, is the best lyric. Of his long
poems, ‘ The Exile ’ is the most pathetic.
‘ Withered Wild Flowers ’ is his favourite

;

it is a perfect epic in three books, and the
idea of telling a stoxy in a funeral sermon
is new. But his masterpiece, both as a
poem and as a character, is the ‘ Village
Patriarch,’ the incarnation of a century of
changes and misrule, on which he has
stamped his individuality. The critics say
he succeeds best in lyric poetry

;
he thinks

he ought to have written a national epic,

and if he had time he would yet make the
attempt. He thinks also there is merit in
his dramatic sketch of ‘Kehonah,’ par-
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disheartening influences of an ascetic home
and defective education, nature not only
spoke to his senses, but worked within
him,

—

In all his sentiments and sympathies,
from first to last, he was emphatically one
of the people, illustrating his whole life

long, by precept and example,

“ The nobility of labour, the long pedigree of toil!
”

How far, or whether at all, the tastes of

the son were influenced in any way favour-
ably by those of the father, who was spoken
ofunder the above ugly appellation, does not
appear ; but it is worthy of remark that the

elder Elliott himself was a rhymester. ‘
‘ In

1792,” says Mr. Holland, in his “ Poets of

Yorkshire,
” “he published a ‘ Poetical Para-

phrase of the Book of Job,’ agreeable to

the meaning of the sacred text.”

Long afterwards, Ebenezer, in writing of
his father, says,—“ Under the room where
I was bora, in a little parlour, like the
cabin of a ship, which was yearly painted
green, and blessedwith a beautiful thorough-
fare of light—for there was no window tax
in those days—my father used to preach,

every fourth Sunday, to persons who came
from distances of twelve to fourteen miles

to hear his tremendous doctrines of ultra-

Calvinism. On other days, pointing to the

aquatint pictures on the walls, he delighted

to declaim on the virtues of slandered

Cromwell and of Washington the rebel.”

It is not material in this brief notice of

the “ Corn-Law Rhymer,” to trace him
from his father’s foundry, at Masbrough,
to his own shop, as a steel-seller, in Shef-

field, nor to describe his earliest efforts in

verse. His poem of “Love” attracted no
attention from readers of any class

;
while

his “Night”—the scene of which is the

picturesque spot identified with the legend
of “The Dragon of Wantley”—was de-

clared by one reviewer to be “ in the very
worst style of ultra-German bombast and
horror !

” But his taste rapidly improved,
and that—strange as it may appear—under
the stimulus of the intensest Radical

politics ! There was, in fact, a touch of

the morbid in his temperament—a dramatic
taste for the horrible in fiction—as witness

his own “ Bothwell”—with a special dislike

of hereditary pride or grandeur. But
though almost insane in liis denunciation

of the aristocracy, and absolutely rabid at

ELLIOTT’S MON I'M IANT IN TUB CORN MARKET.
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ticularly in the character of Nidarius, and
the dramatic introduction of the supposed
executioner of King Charles.”

The ancestors of Ebenezer Elliott were
“canny Elliotts” of the Border, whose
“ derring deeds ” were warning proverbs in

the debatable land
;

border thieves they
were, who “ lived on the cattle they stole.”

His father, who, for his eccentricities and
ultra “ religious ” views, was named “ Devil

Elliott,” had been apprenticed to an iron-

monger at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, after

which he became a clerk in the celebrated

cannon foundry of Messrs. Walker, at

Masbrough, near Rotherham. He soon

left that situation, and went as a servant

to the “ New Foundry ” in the same town
;

and there the poet was born, and baptised

either by his father or by “one Tommy
Wright,” a Barnsley tinker and brother

Berean. Ebenezer was one of seven chil-

dren, three sons and four daughters, of a

father bearing the same baptismal name.
His first book lessons, after those of his

mother, were with an Unitarian school-

master of the name of Ramsbottom, of

whom he has made grateful mention in

one of his poems. But he had the anxiety

of a curious and ingenious child to see

something of the woild beyond the foundry
and his teacher’s garden. “ My ninth

year,” says he, in a letter I copy, “ was an

era in my life. My father had cast a great

pan, weighing some tons, for my uncle at

Thurlstone, and I determined to go thither

in it, without acquainting my parents with

my intention. A track with assistants

having been sent for it, I got into it, about

sunset, unperceived, hiding myself beneath

some hay which it contained, and we pro-

ceeded on our journey. I have not for-

gotten how much I was excited by the

solemnity of the night and its shooting

stars, until I arrived at Thurlstone about
foui’ in the morning. I had not been there

many days before I wished myself at home
again, for my heart was with my mother.

If I could have found my way back I

should certainly have returned, and my
inability to do so shows, I think, that I

really must have been a dull child. My
uncle sent me to Penistone school,* where

I made some little progress. When I got

home from school I spent my evenings in

looking from the back of my uncle’s house

to Hayland Swaine, for I had discovered

that Masbrough lay beyond that village

;

and ever, when the sun went down, I felt

as if some great wrong had been done me.

At length, in about a year and a half, my
father came for me ; and so ended my first

irruption into the great world. Is it not

strange that a man who from his childhood

has dreamed of visiting foreign countries,

and yet, at the ago of sixty, believes that

he shall see the Falls of Niagara, has never

been twenty miles out of England, and has

yet to see for the first time the beautiful

scenery of Cumberland, Wales, and Scot-

land ?
”

But school days with Elliott, as with his

more or less hopeful companions, came to

an end
;
the iron-casting shop awaited him,

and from his sixteenth to his twenty-third

year he worked for his father, “hard as

any day-labourer, and without wages.”
According to his own account, he had

been a dull and idle boy, but poetry, in-

stead of nourishing his faults, stimulated

him to industry as well as thought. Thus,

while his earlier days were spent amid the

* The house is still standing at Thurlstone in which was
born, in 16S2, the celebrated blind mathematician, Dr.
Nicholas Sanderson, who learnt to read by feeling Ihe

letters on the gravestones in the churchyard of the adja-

cent town of Penistone.

times, both in his conversation and his
|

writings, there was in his heart an innate

love of the graceful and the beautiful in

nature ;
the fiercer passions evaporated in

a green lane, and wrath was effectually

subdued by the gentle breezes of the hill-

side. His strongly-marked countenance
bespoke deep and stern thought

;
his pale

grey eyes, restless activity
;
his eveiy look

and motion indicated an enthusiastic tem-
perament; his overhanging brow was stern,

perhaps forbidding ;
but the lower portions

of his face betokened mildness and benevo-

lence
;
and his smile, when not sarcastic,

was a most sweet and redeeming grace.

“ The meanest thing, earth’s feeblest worm,
He feared to scorn or hate :

But honouring in a peasant’s form
The equal of the great! ”

William Howitt describes him as “ one

of the gentlest and most tender-hearted of

men;” yet his mind seemed incapable of

reasoning when the higher orders of society

were praised
;
he could not tolerate even

the delicate hint of Mr. Howitt, that
“ among them were some amiable men.”
lie at once “ blazed up,” exclaiming furi-

ously, “Amiable men!—amiable robbers,

thieves, murderers !

”

Yes, on that subject he was absolutely

insane. The stern, bitter, irrational, and
unnatural hatred, was the staple of his

poetry—the greater part of it, that is to

say
;
for many of his poems are as tender,

loving, and pure, as are those of his fellow-

townsman, gracious James Montgomery.
I have quoted four lines from one of his

poems : this passage is from another : ho is

describing some mountain scenery conspi-

cuous for desolate sterility :

—

•• I thank ye, billow's of a granite sea,

That the brib’d plough, defeated, halts below

;

And thanks, majestic barrenness, to thee
For one grim region, in a land of woe.
Where tax-sown wheat and paupers will not glow.”

Comparatively little was known of the
vast poetical power of Ebenezer Elliott

until 1831, when an article in the New
Monthly Magazine (then under my editor-
ship), from the pen of Sir Bulwer Lytton,
directed public attention to his genius.

It was Dr. Bowring who showed to Sir

Bulwer Lytton a mean-looking and badly-
printed pamphlet called “The Ranter.”

:
Bulwer was struck with it, and sent to me

|

a review of the work in a letter addressed

i to the Poet-Laureate,—directing his atten-

tion to the “mechanic” as one of the
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“ uneducated poets ” whom Southey had so

often folded under his wings. Its publica-

tion gave the Sheffield poet a wider renown
than he had previously obtained, but it did

no more.
Sir Bulwer Lytton wrongly described

him, as others had done, as “ a mechanic:

”

ho was not aware thqi many years pre-

viously Elliott had been in correspondence
with Southey, who fully appreciated the

rough genius of the poet.* Neither did Sir

Bulwer Lytton know that Elliott had pub-
lished several veiy beautiful poems in

certain periodical works—“The Amulet”
among others, in which one of the most
perfect of his compositions, “The Eying
Boy to the Sloe-blossom,” appeared in 1830.

Afterwards Elliott became a regular contri-

butor to the New Monthly Magazine, and for

that work he wrote many of his best poems.
His friend, Mr. Searle, describes him

personally :
—“ Instead of being a true son

of the forge t—broad-set, strong and mas-
cular as a cyclops—he was the reverse. In
stature he was not more than five feet six

inches high, of a slender make, and a bilious,

nervous temperament
; his hair was quite

grey, and his eyes, which were of a greyish

blue, were surmounted by thick brushy
brows. ITis forehead was not broad, but

The’one great blemish of Elliott’s poetry,
in the estimation of general readers, is the
frequent introduction of that subject which,
with him, was more than a sentiment—an
absorbing and over-mastering passion—the
direct theme of some of his most spirited

lyrics, the topic of his common conversa-
tion, no less than the spell of his genius,
and in pursuance of which he adopted the
significant appellation of the “ Corn- Law'
Bhyiner.” This subject, it need scarcely
be added, while it wras the mainspring of
his popularity with one party of political

economists, including all the working men
* Southey, in one of his letters, laughs over the idea of

Sir Bulwer Lytton thus recommending to his notice an un-
educated poet whom he had long known and respected,
and with whom he had frequently corresponded. Elliott,

indeed, said of Southey, “that it was Southey who taught
him the art of poetry.” They had corresponded so fat-

hack as 1811. In 1819 Southey acknowledges the receipt
of Elliott’s poem “ Night,” " which contains abundant evi-
dence of power , but with defects no less striking, in plan
and execution.” Southey, writing in 1883, says;—-I
mean (in the Quarter///) to read the Corn-Law Rhymer a
lecture, not without some hope (though faint) that, as I
taught him the art of poetry, I may teach him something
better.”

t This mistake was common, and did the poet no harm.
That he knew how to use a hammer was true enough ; but
his townspeople were not a little amused to be told in print
that the house of the “Corn-Law Rhymer” was "sur-
rounded by iron palisades which had been forged on the
anvil by his own brawny arm !

”

rather narrow; and his head was small.

There was great pugnacity in the mouth,
especially when he was excited

;
but in re-

pose, it seemed to smile, more in conscious-
ness of strength, however, than in sunny
unconscious beauty. His nostrils were full

of scorn, and his eyes—which were the
true indices of his soul—literally smote you
with fire, or beamed with kindness and
affection, according to the mood he was in.

In earnest debate, his whole face was
lighted up, and became terrible and
tragic.”

He describes him self, however, as five

feet seven inches in hoight
;
slimly rather

than strongly made
;
eyes dim and pale

:

mostly kind in their expression, but some-
times wild

; his features harsh, but not un-
pleasing; “on the whole,” he says, “ he
is just the man who, if unknown, would
pass unnoticed anywhere.”
He is thus graphically sketched by Sou-

they:—“It was a remarkable face, with
pale grey eyes, full of fire and meaning,
and well suited to a frankness of manner
and an apparent simplicity of character
such as is rarely found in middle age, and
more especially rare in persons engaged in

what may be called the warfare of the
world.”

! of his day, was, at the same time, still

more powerful in exciting the dislike of

other classes of the community, and espe-
cially all those connected with the agricul-
tural interest. This position of personal
as well as poetical hostility towards a large,

wealthy, influential, and respectable section

of his countrymen, was rendered less en-
viable by the general bitterness of style

and harshness of epithet by which his
“ rhymes ” were but too commonly cha-
racterised. But “gentle arguments are

not suited for stern work :
” while, there-

fore, it is impossible to read many of his

most powerful pieces without a mixture of

admiration for the skill of the poet, and of

regret for the violence of the partisan, it

should not be forgotten that much of the
interest of those compositions has passed
away—by the signal triumphs of the doc-
trine which they originally illustrated and
enforced. For, whatever may be the
opinions entertained at this moment by any '

person or party in this country
,
relative to

the abolition of the com laws, there can be
no doubt but that the popular and energetic
struggle which issued in that event was
effectually aided by the genius of Ebenczer
Elliott.

On the other hand, let it not be imagined
that Ebenczer Elliott was made a victim,

or made himself a martyr, of the “bread
tax,” otherwise than in his “rhymes :

” he
was, in fact, a shrewd, active, and success-
ful man of business ; and notwithstanding
he tells us, in terms which formed so long
and so loudly the burden of his song,

that
“ Dear sugar, dear tea, and dear com,

Conspired with dear representation
To laugh worth and honour to scorn.
And beggar the whole British nation,”

he was fortunate enough to outmatch
the “four dears,” as he calls them—to

give up business—to leave Sheffield for the
enjoyment of a country retreat, in a good
house of his own at Hargot Ilill, in the
vicinity of Barnsley. But an insidious

complaint was slowly, yet surely, stopping
his vital powers. He “ departed this life”

on the 1st of December, 1849, and is buried
in the churchyard of the beautiful little

village of Darneld.* The church may be
seen from the houso in which he died.

It was not by his own desire he was laid

in consecrated ground. Not long before his

death he pointed out to a friend a tree in

one of the pleasant dells that environ black
and busy Sheffield, and said, “ Under this

tree I mean to be buried ; I shall sleep well

enough here ; and who knows but I may
feel the daisies growing over my grave, and
hear the birds sing to me in my winding
sheet ?”

He was dying, when his faculties were
suddenly roused by a robin singing in the

garden underneath his chamber window

;

lie had strength enough to write these lines

—they were his last :

—

“ Tliy notes, sweet robin, soft as clew.

Heard soon or late, are dear to me ;

To music I could bid adieu.

But not to thee.
When from my eyes this lifefull throng
Has pass’d away, no more to be,

Then, autumn’s primrose, robin’s song.
Return to me.”

His character is thus summed up by his

friend, Mr. dearie:—“He was a far-see-

ing, much-enduring, hard-working, prac-

tical man
;
he had a stern love of truth,

and a high and holy comprehension of

justice ;
he appreciated the sufferings of the

poor, and if he exaggerated, he thoroughly
sympathised with, their wrongs.” His life,

indeed, seems to have been governed in

conformity with one of his own lines :

—

“ So live that thou may’st smile and no one weep !
”

He was a good citizen, and a good
member of society ;

‘
‘ there was not a blot

or flaw upon his character
;

” he was
regular at his business

;
careful of all

homo duties; a dutiful son, an attached

husband, a fond, but a considerate, father,

t

and it is gratifying to record this, his own,

* The village of Darfleld is nearly a mile from its railway

station, on the North Midland line. The church, equally

plain in its design and architecture, looks pretty at a dis-

tance, from its elevated situation, and the group of fine

trees with which it is flanked. The tower contains a peal
of very musical bells, the ringing of which is duly appre-

ciated by the inhabitants of the valley of the Deane. The
grave of the “ Corn-Law Rhymer” is unmarked, except by
a plain stone, nearly level with the grass, and thus inscribed

lengthwise:—“Ebenezer Elliott, died December 1, 1849,

aged 6S years.” On the other half of the stone, “Funny
Elliott, his wile, died December 4, 1S56, aged 75 years.” A
plain gravestone adjoining bears " Sacred to the memory of

.John Watkins, late of London. Son of Francis and Chris-

I tiana Watkins, of Whitby, and Son-in-law of Ebenezer

|

Elliott, who died Sept. 22, 1850. aged 40 years.” It may be
mentioned that in this secluded churchyard there is a con-

spicuous obelisk, which, as we learn from an inscription on

the pedestal, was “Erected to commemorate the Sundhill

(Colliery) Explosion of Feb. 9, 1852, in which 192 men and
boys lost their lives, of whose bodies 14(3 are buried near

this place.”

t He had six sons and two daughters : the younger of

I

them married John Watkins, who published a very interest -

|
ing volume comprising “ The Life, Poetry, and Letters of

1
Elliott.” Two of his sons became clergymen of the Esta-

;

Wished Church ;
two conducted for a time the old business

at Sheffield ; these and the others are mostly “ well-to-do”

in the world.
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testimony to his faith, “having studied

the evidence on both sides of the question,

I am a Christian from conviction.” It will

hardly be expected that the religious cha-
racter of any person which is merely an-
nounced in terms similar to those just

quoted would find its practical expression

in conformity with the creed of any sect or

section of the Christian Church. The truth

is, the best friends or worst enemies of the

poet were never able to reckon among his

ostensible virtues or prejudices a regular

Sunday attendance at any place of public

worship, nor even to report him as a casual

hearer of his own exemplary “ranter”
preacher, with his favourite text

—

“ Woe be unto yon. Scribes and Pharisees

!

Who eat the widows’ and the 01 phans’ bread.
And make long prayers to hide your villainies !

”

The religious as well as the political
!

opinions of the poet are fully and fairly
'

presented in his two principal works, “ The
Village Patriarch” and “The Ranter:”
the former, a witness and victim of a pro-
gressive and culminating “monopoly;”
the latter an out-door ‘

‘ preacher of the
plundered poor.” Whatever may be thought
of the special and direct sentiments and
design of these compositions, they both
contain incidental descriptions of local

sceneiy which may be said to be unsur-
passed in truth and beauty of expres-
sion.

Though fellow-townsmen, there was little

or no personal intercourse between James
Montgomery and Ebenezer Elliott. It

would be difficult to imagine any two
persons more dissimilar : the one soft and
pliable as virgin wax ; the other hard and
unbending as a sheet of cast-iron. The
one ever laden with milk and honey for his

kind ; the other fierce as a fierce north-
wester, that spares none—raging sometimes
with indiscriminate wrath.

Yet thus writes Montgomery of his
“ brother —“ I am willing to hazard my
critical credit by avowing my persuasion,

that in originality, power, and even beauty
—when he chose to be beautiful—he might
have measured heads beside Byron in

tremendous energy—Crabbe in graphic de-
scription—and Coleridge in effusions of

domestic tenderness ; while in intense

sympathy with the poor, in whatever he
deemed their wrongs or their sufferings, he
excelled them all, and perhaps everybody
else among his contemporaries in prose or

verse.”

He was in a transcendental sense * ‘ the

poet of the poor :
” he (the lines are those

of Walter Savage Landor) :

—

“ asked the rich

To give laborious hunger daily bread.”

According to the testimony of one who
knew him well, Elliott's attempts at oratoiy
were failures

;
and that almost equally,

whether he read his composition in the

form of a lecture, or spoke viva-voce. He
was not simply impassioned; but on the
platform, at least, often violent to a degree
which prevented him alike from ordering
his thoughts, or choosing his words with
effect. Sententious, rugged, sarcastic, and
loud, his hearers were more entertaiued

with his excitement, than either instructed

by his statements, or convinced by his

reasoning. Iu a word, his oral declama-
tions generally lacked that charm of orderly
arrangement and those well-tuned, not to

say exquisite, graces of styles, which so

largely characterise his poetical essays,

even when wilfully dashed and marred by
vile epithets, or coarse personalities. In
his private conversation, when crossed and
excited by opposition, these faults would
sometimes break out ; otherwise he was

mild and amiable, always frank and un-
selfish ; admitting his own faults or those

of his partisans as freely as those of his

opponents.
I print the following as one of the few of

his characteristic letters I have had the good
fortune to preserve :

—

Sheffield, 9th December, 1836.

I have a great favour to ask of you, a fa-

vour which, on my knees, I implore you to

grant. If you do not grant it, you will miss an
opportunity of honouring the New Monthly, by
taking an entirely new view of the most im-
portant subject that ever agitated the public

mind. My request is, that you will publish in

your forthcoming number the enclosed article,

written and extracted by a friend of the author
from the proof-sheets of his unpublished book,
entitled “ Agricultural Distress, its Causes and
Remedy,” dedicated to the labouring people of

England, and published by Effingham Wilson,
London. The author is William Ibbotson, of

Sheffield, * Merchant, Fanner, and Methodist

—

one of a sect which, he says, numbers or power-
fully influences four millions of human beings
in Great Britain. It is seldom that men of
business like “the Manchester manufacturer”
can be induced to write books on any subject.

When they do so, it is important that they be
encouraged, because their experience and know-
ledge almost always enable them to write well.

Mr. Ibbotson has demonstrated by facts that

the com laws are the cause of agricultural dis-

tress, and that free trade would raise rents, and
permanently keep up agricultural prices, and
that nothing else can do so. It is desirable that
the article appear in the forthcoming number,
to give the well-timed book a shove, and pre-
vent the discouraging of an author from whom
great things may be expected. You will soon
perceive that Mr. Ibbotson is not used to com-
position; but his book, in my opinion, is the
most important ever published on the subject,

although the view he takes of it is opposed to

mine. I shall be in most painful suspense until

you inform me that you will publish the article,

or write one from the documents enclosed.

Unless you are false to yourself, and deficient

for once in good strategy, you cannot, as a
friend of the agricultural interest, refuse the
favour I request.

I am, dear Sir, yours very truly,

Ebenezer Elliott.

John Holland, the friend of Janies Mont-
gomery, who knew Elliott intimately,

writes, “than whom a truer poet did not
breathe the air or enjoy the sunshine among
the masses of fermenting intellect in Eng-
land at this period ; but a tone of political

bitterness, in the occasional use of the

coarsest terms of party vituperation, too

often tended to mar the beauty of com-
positions otherwise rarely surpassed for

their truth, for their power, or their ten-
derness, by the strains of his most richly-

gifted contemporaries.”
His corn-law rhymes are now probably

forgotten, but they did much of the work
which the reformers of 1830-35 achieved

;

they prepared the ground for the harvest

;

nay, they did more, they planted the seed.

These poems were, indeed, what the trum-
pets were by the walls of Jericho.

Although it was my lot to differ from
him upon nearly every subject on which
we corresponded or conversed, I honour
the name of Ebenezer Elliott as that of an
earnest and honest man, and I have greeted

with fervid homage the statue of the poet
they have erected to his memory—on the
site of the old corn-market—in the town
of Sheffield.

THE DRINKING FOUNTAINS.
,

This—the latest, and by no means the least

valuable, of our social boons—continues to

make some, if not rapid, progress in the
Metropolis. The scheme has been tried,

and is found to answer admirably. It is

now no vague experiment, the success of

which is doubtful, as one that might advan-
tage a few, but could not benefit many.
On that head it is sufficient to say that at

these fountains (now numbering about 140)

300,000 persons think daily. To thosewhom
“ Pleasure, ease, anil affluence surround,”

a cup of pure water may seem a poor
luxury

;
but to the thirsty wayfarer, the

artisan, and the hard-handed labourer,

homeward-bound at the close of a day’s

toil,—nay, to the poor needle-woman and
the milliner’s apprentice—to the workers of

both sexes—the enjoyment thus derived is

inconceivable to those whom costlier re-

freshment awaits at home. We have all

read touching statements of the agonies of

thirst to which travellers in the desert have
been subjected. Until very lately, wan-
derers in the peopled solitude of a great

city found it as hard to satisfy the most
natural and the least resistible of all appe-
tites. With “water, water everywhere,”
there was, literally, “ not a drop to drink.”
The thirsty shrank from the scent and coloiu-

of the Thames
;
here and there a pump fur-

nished a supply, but its source was usually
at the side of a graveyard—such as the
graveyard was a few years ago. It is

notorious—resting on sure authorities—that

the water thence derived was perilous to

health.* Indeed no relief was ever at

hand, except what was supplied at the
public-house, where poison, worse than
even poisoned water, was furnished—the

gratification of a moment thus diminishing
household comforts. The public-house was
always an excuse—often a necessity—when
the tired workman trudged homeward ; it

was difficult to blame and hardly possible

to condemn him. Temperance advocates
had no reply to the simple question, “When
I am thirsty, where can I get a drink?”
The answer is now easy: at all events, there

are fountains in one hundred and forty

localities where thirst may be quenched,
and we need not draw on fancy to describe

a very large proportion of the 300,000
drinkers who now pass by the gin and
porter palace and take to their families the

part of their wages that used to be spent,

—often necessarily—on their way home.
Well may we repeat the words that one

wayfarer was heard to utter—“ God bless

the man who put up this fountain !
” Nay,

surely we can sympathise with the dog who
drinks and wags his tail in gratitude, and
with the cattle who, jaded through dusty
streets, find, here and, there, “tanks” for

their relief, t
It is impossible to over-rate the value of

the boon thus conferred upon the humbler
portion of the public. It refreshes the
toil-worn wayfarer, it abstracts largely

from customers at public-houses, it brings

to continual thought the sympathy of the
rich for the poor, acting as a perpetual re-

minder of that sentence—the most powerful

* Mr. Ibbotson, “ the thirteen-childed patriot” as Elliott

once called him at a public meeting, was an active poli-

tician. and a worth)- man. He was a firm and zealous

friend of the late James Silk Buckingham, whose return to

Parliament, as one of the first representatives of the
borough of Sheffield, after the passing of the Reform Bill

in 1832, was largely due to the personal energy and popular

influence of the worthy merchant.

a Dr. Letheby. the medical officer of health for London,
has stated that of the thirty-six pumps which were formerly
in the city, scarcely one supplied a water suitable for

drinking.

t To erect “troughs ’’for cattle will be costly. It costs very

little. however, to place pans underneath fountains at which
dog3 may drink : we trust no fountain will be erected with-

out according this boon to the often dear friend as well as

companion of humanity. To say nothing of comfort be-

stowed, the surest protection against hydrophobia is thus

obtained.
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for good to be found in our language

—

“ supported by voluntary contributions.”

Something we may say, too, of tho
“ decorative ” character thus given to many
of the streets and roads of the Metropolis.

The fountains—with exceptions certainly

—

are agreeable and graceful objects, pleasant

to the eye of her or him who hears the water

trickling into tho cup and anticipates a

luxury—enjoyed freely. It is to an “ Asso-

ciation” we owe this boon of immense mag-
nitude

;
yet their operations date no farther

back than the year 1859, when Mr. Samuel
Gurney (honoured be the name ;

it has

received homage during three generations

of public benefactors) conceived a project,

that was at first considered visionary, but
which is now shown to be practical and of

incalculable value. Mr. Grn-ney has been

aided by other philanthropists, and the

latest report of the society records, as we have

stated, that there are 140 fountains erected

in London and its suburbs, of which

300,000 persons drink daily
;
that in many

of the provincial cities and towns similar

boons have been conferred on the people,

and that the movement is gradually but

surely making such way as to induce belief

that, ere long, in no part of England will a

thirsty workman or workwoman bo with-

out the knowledge where, on the homeward
way—or close to the home—thirst may be

quenched healthfully and without cost.

The “ Association ” appeals to the public,

rich and poor, for power to extend their

ramifications. There arc yet two hundred
districts in London and its immediate
vicinity alone, where fountains are required

—eagerly and hopefully asked for—but

where public-houses have still their tri-

umphs over natural wants, and where the

poor are compelled to do without water,

or, at best, with an insufficient supply ;
for

the tax is heavy, and cannot often be paid

at all. Tho facts set forth in the Report of

the Association are conclusive on that head.

It is pleasant to know that some of the

water companies have met tho evil, and are

a cting with the Association. We have daily

experience that mercy is twice blessed, “ it

blesseth him who yires and him who takes.”

“The Grand Junction and the Southwark
and Yauxhall Water Companies ” grant a

free supply to all the fountains on their

mains, and the Chelsea Water Company
supply water at a much reduced rate.” Tho
New River Company make no charge, ‘

‘ pro-

vided a tap is fixed so as to prevent a

continual flow ” (a matter, however, veiy
difficult to accomplish), and its directors

are liberal subscribers to the funds of tho

Association. Let these companies be “ had
in remembrance.”
We suggest that Memorial Fountains

might be more desirable monuments to de-

parted friends than memorial windows, now
so frequently introduced into churches.

They would be far more effective in calling

to memory persons passed from earth, who
would thus be the means, after “ death,”

of continuing a labour of love to mankind.
Surely the appeal of the Association for

help to sustain them in their generous and
merciful labours will not be made in vain !

There are thousands, nay, tens of thousands,

who if they give tho subject thought will

give it aid. There is no charity of London
so true a charity, no charity so wise ; none
that can so happily bring into continual

intercourse the rich and the poor at so

little cost, the one contracting and acknow-
ledging a debt, daily, to the other, record-

ing it in tho words we have quoted :
—

“ God bless the man who put up this fountain !”

OLD AND NEW LONDON.

Allons, Messieurs les Artistes, tenez vos

crayons. London is now rapidly losing all

its old features. Upon the pen and pencil

must wo soon depend for all knowledge of

what tho ancient city looked like
;

it will

be impossible to realise the past by a ramble

down an old street which, by its lonely in-

significance, may have been spared from

change. Town land is thrice valuable, and
trade is exiyeant. The quietest lanes are

invaded, and whero lonely old houses had
slept in tho sunshine for centuries, vast

and busy offices and warehouses rear their

giant heads. Tho transformation of Paris

in a few years is complete
;

all its historic

sites, with very few exceptions, are gone,

and its interest to all but the flaneur is gone

with them ;
London has lately imitated its

Gallic sister, and at fabulous cost, has de-

stroyed old buildings and created new, with

a rapidity that has outstripped the record

of either pen or pencil, and many curious

topographical features are gone for ever.

The few that do remain should be portrayed

at once : not by photography, which bears

in itself the elements of decay, but. by
honest, faithful drawing, such as gives

value to tho works of that most industrious

antiquary and admirable etcher, John
Thomas Smith, whose labours will increase

in value as time adds years to their age ;
or

to those of still more minute truthfulness,

which came from tho atelier of the elder

Cooke, and with which no photograph can

compare for clearness and beauty.

Washington Irving once rambled about

Eastcheap as he did at Stratford-upon-

Avon, “chewing the cud of sweet and
bitter fancies,’ ’ but producing reminiscences
that gave vitality to all he touched upon.

It would be difficult now to conjure up any
picture of the past in any historic locality

of London
;

all speaks of busy to-day, or

busier to-morrow ;
in the fever-haste to get

rich none spare a thought for the past, few
reverence what it has confided to our care.

Historic associations meet with little sym-
pathy. When the great conqueror of an-

tiquity destroyed cities recklessly, he spared

the humble house of Pindar in the midst of

the Thebes he had so cruelly doomed
;
for

even the stern heart of Alexander felt the

influence of gazing on the home of one
who had done so much to elevate tho mind.

It may be doubted if such a relic would be
spared in the English or French metropolis

by any merchant-princo or railway con-

tractor.

Leigh Hunt rambled through ‘ ‘ the Town”
of his"boyhood, and has made himself our
companion, as he will bo the still more
valued companion of our latest posterity ;

by the charming information he imparts so

pleasantly on the history of tho old streets

and their former inhabitants. No writer on

London as it was is so agreeable to read ; we
listen to his words as to those of an unpre-

tentious but well-informed old friend, and
as we pass over the pages of his book, almost

feel that wo are walking tho ancient high-

ways in his company. Walter Thornbury,

tho most recent of our topographic guides,

has happily termed our Metropolis ‘
‘ haunted

London
;

” it is indeed haunted by the

memories of the great, or the remarkable
;

so that every street and every old house
becomes an illustrated chapter of history

;

what that history is may bo best traced in

tho voluminous pages of that most indus-

trious and original compilation—Cunning-
ham’s “ Handbook of London

;

” here, in-

deed, we may revel in the rich literary

anecdote which makes sacred many a street

or house in the mind’s eye of tho student,

who, book in hand, may re-create the past

glories of various now dingy localities once

festive with wit and hilarity. Let the

plodding worshipper of Mammon think

how small a share of attention he or his

brother millionaires will ever attain in

comparison with the rich in intellect. A
man of enormous wealth died lately, but
what interest can ho raise in comparison
with the poor boy-poet Chatterton ?

Take, then, some good writer on London,
study him well, and go over the locality he
speaks of while that locality remains. It is

an intellectual pleasure we may not long

possess. Everywhere, “ improvements,”
real or fancied—“necessary changes” some-
times equally visionary—are clearing away
all the historic landmarks left to us. It is

but two years ago, since the writer of theso

lines contributed to Chambers's “Book of

Days” an essay on such localities as time

has spared us of London before the great

fire
;
and in that paper quoted Winchester

Street, Moorfields, as a fair, and almost
unique example of an old street. Now it

is nearly all gone, to be replaced
.

by
modern warehouses of gigantic proportion.

Twenty years ago, many similar streets re-

mained
;
now wo have not one.

Occasionally the deep digging, necessi-

tated by modern works, lays bare ancient

foundations of much interest. Such has
been the case with the great railway works
crossing Thames Street to Camion Street.

Here, tho workmen came across the founda-

tion walls of Roman buildings of vast size

and strength. As if to put to shame our
modern bricklaying, the Roman brick ox-

stone could not be dissevered from its mortar,

and resisted disseverance even by the pick-

axe
;
gunpowder was ultimately used to

split to pieces what it became necessary to

remove. These foundations were laid bare

soon after the terrible fire in 1660, and were
seen and described by the great architect

Wren
;
portions were again laid bare about

twenty years ago, when large business

premises were being erected on the spot ;

it will be long ere they are again seen,

as they are now beneath the foundations

of the railway works. This shoi't portion of

line between the Thames and Cannon Street

has displaced many interesting features of

old London life : the Steelyard, a ware-
house for the use of the merchantmen of

theLow Countries, its gatebcingsuimounted
with tho arms of Henry Y1II. quaintly

carved; and many good old houses of the

time of Charles it. and William HI., with

warehouses attached, telling of days when
citizens, however rich, resided at their

places of business. In Mark Lane there

still remains one such old mansion, with

an entrance hall of panelled oak, staircase

thickly balusti-aded with twisted columns,
and a passage to the garden, where a leaden

cupid still spouts water as a fountain amid
old fig-trees.

Opposite Mark Lane, on the other side of

Leadenhall Street, stands the church of St.

Andrew Undershaft, celebrated among city

churches for containing the monument of

the great antiquary, John Stow. Opposite

the church was a range of old houses, quite

Elizabethan in character, which were only

removed at the close of last year. St. Mary-
Axe and the neighbouring St. Helen’s,

recently abounded with fine specimens of

residences, such as may never again be
erected within the precincts of the City. It

is now a vast warehouse, or mart
;
yet

people living remember when Devonshire

Square, Bishopsgate, was chiefly tho resi-

dence of merchants who dwelt near to their

places of business, as did the elder branches

3 s
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of the Rothschild family to the uninviting

Judengasse, at Frankfort-on-the-Maine.
Until the end of the last century, after

passing Houndsditch, “fresh fields and
pastures new” awaited at no great distance

such as were tired of being ‘ ‘ in populous city

pent.” Moorfields, literally, was a place of

fields, with shady walks under trees, and
all beyond the Artillery Ground and Bun-
hill Fields was pretty open country, across

which paths led to pleasant villages, where
“ cakes and ale ” awaited London visitors.

Let any one who wishes to breathe—in

imagination — the “fresh air” of the

northern side of London, forget for the

present the dense mass of streets and
houses that crowd over and far beyond
Islington, and remember only that fifteen

years ago the “archers’ marks” still re-

mained in the fields between the City Road,

the canal, and Islington ; marks which,

put up in the middle of the seventeenth

century, succeeded such as had been there

from the old time when the practice of

archery was enforced by law, and con-

sidered most proper and wholesome for

city apprentices
;
being to the young moil

of the Elizabethan era what the \ ohmteer
movement is to our own.

It seems scarcely possible that so few
years ago Canonbury Tower should have
faced the open country

;
yet people ascended

its “proud eminence” only thirty years

since, to mark how the fields between it

and London wero succumbing to ‘ ‘ the

march of bricks and mortar.” Then, a

large pond was in front of its principal

entrance ; and it was a country walk beside

the New River to the old Sluice-House

;

and considered quite an expedition to get

as far as Hornsey Wood, whero an old-

fashioned country inn received visitors ex-

hausted by the long journey from town.

They need not have gone so far for country

inns and open field-walks : these began at

"White Conduit House, which was celebrated

for its tea-garden and its little white loaves.

It was the delight of the small tradesman
and his wife to stroll thus far from the busy
streets and look towards the Cockney Alps

of Highgato and Hampstead ;
far away

places, only visited by such persons “now
and] then,” by means of a lumbering
stage coach, built in humble imitation of

the “long stagers” and “mails.” Readers

of “Pickwick” will remember old Weller’s

contemptuous allusion to a brother of the

whip who was “ only a Camberwell man.”
To all these suburban places such vehicles

went twice daily, consequently people did

not travel much
;
to get out of sight of St.

Paul’s was no easy matter, and we may
understand the bewilderment of the City

Lady, described by Tom Hood, who once
lost sight of that familiar load-star.

Hackney-carriages crawled about the

streets then as lugubriously and about as

quickly as hearses. They were dear in

their charges— only patronised by the

“well-to-do,” or those necessitated specially

to use them. Shoroditch, consequently,

knew nothing of Pall-Mall
;
society was

distinct and divided
;
the east and the west

of London had inhabitants who looked on
each other as different tribes. The author

well remembers in his boyhood an old

tradesman in Tottenham Court Road, who
died at the ripe age of 72, and had never
seen the Monument.
The northern side of the metropolis was

the latest to change
;
many comparatively

young persons can remember Rhodes’s daily

and extensive pasture for cows where now
the Euston Station stands amid a labyrinth
of streets. Fifty years ago and there were
fields where Torrington and Gordon Squares

are now erected. It had little altered since

the days of Elizabeth, but was all market
|

garden or pasture land. Those who have
a curiosity to know how profoundly rural

this part of Middlesex was, should look at

Ben Jonson’s play, A Tale of a Tub, com-
posed in 1633. The scene is laid between
Pancras, Tottenham, and Mary-lc-bone ;

as

far as any notion of the near proximity of

London may be formed from the characters

and action of the drama, it might bo laid

in Sussex. The great people of the play

are Squire and Lady Tub, of Totten Court;

Justice Bramble, of Maribone ;
and Canon

Hugh, the Yicar of Pancras. We have
also “ the High Constable ofKentish Town”
to carry out these great people's behests ;

their inferiors are as clownish and ignorant

as if they lived in some outlandish locality.

They talk a broad country dialect, and use

the s for s, as the Somersetshire folk do

now ;
thus one of them on being asked if

he is “close enough” to keep a secret,

answers “ Ich’am no zive ” (I am no sieve).

Indeed, it is all this clownishness and
simple ignorance that make the humour
of the comedy. There is a sense of fresh

air in the long field-walks these people are

supposed to take to Hampstead
;
and of

danger in the robberies at St. John’s Wood
“by a sort of country fellows.” Indeed,

this district continued unsafe until a com-
paratively recent period

;
and to walk after

dark between St. Pancras Church and
Gray’s-Inn was to run the chance of high-

way robbery.

What, then, is there to regret in the loss

of all this rude life ? Nothing but the

green fields and picturesque character of

the past. That we may surely regret, the

latter more in city than in suburban life.

It is much to be regretted that as trade has
enriched us, it has not given us a percep-

tion of the beautiful—that we have, in fact,

deteriorated in public taste. Take any old

street in any old town, Shrewsbury, Chester,

or Tewkesbury, as an example. Observe
the variety of form, the picturesque dispo-

sition, the beauty of carved detail in some
of these old houses, and contrast it with
our modern streets of dirty, monotonous
brick. We havo become hideous in our

utilitai'ianism. Contrast Ford’s Hospital

at Coventiy, enriched by the most exquisite

wood carving, with a modern hospital, desti-

tute of all attempt at aught beyond plain

walls perforated by doors and windows.
The late architect, Pugin, once gave mortal

offence to the members of his own profes-

sion by publishing a pictured series of

architectural parallels, in which he thus

contrasted an old work with a new one.

It exasperated, but it helped to cure, a very
self-sufficient body of gentlemen. Wo
have no longer Strawberry Ilill Gothic, or

Wyattville Gothic, such as disfigures our

noblest royal house, Windsor Castle. When
Nash commenced “improvements” by the

formation of Regent Street, that class of

architecture was sufficiently debased. It

was said of the Roman emperor that ho
found Rome of brick and left it of marble

;

so it has been asked for Nash

—

“ Anti is not our Nash, too, a very jrreat master?

Who found London brick, and left it all plaster! ”

It "is this sham architecture which is so

peculiarly offensive ;
it has not the honesty,

and consequently it never has the satis-

factory effect, of the simplest timber house

of the' sixteenth century. Fortunately this

fact has obtruded itself so long that at last

our tradesmen are ashamed of it. City ware-

houses are now built in Germanised Gothic,

a cross stylo between a monastery and a

storehouse. We have yet to learn archi-

tectural fitness, but we must wait, be

thankful for present progress, and spend
hundreds of thousands of pounds in public

and private buildings, buying that expe-
rience which is already cheaply at hand in

elementary books, if those who order our
buildings would read them. We aro now
in danger of streets of most heterogeneous
character, made up of palatial offices and
warehouses of all designs, like the mixed
prints in a cheap portfolio. A minister of

public works prevents much of this abroad,

but the English love of liberty allows of

any amount of eccentricity at home.
Before all is gone that time has left to

us of old London, to be succeeded by some-
thing so very different, let us once more
look upon the old localities, endeared to

the historic student by so very many asso-

ciations, and think over the great men of

the past whose presence made these houses
famous. Places that wo looked upon but
two years since are gone without the re-

cord of a sketch. The workman’s pickaxe
knocks down as rapidly as the auctioneer’s

hammer, and while we look around us, that

which was “ going”—is “ gone.”

F. W. Faimiolt.

THE YALE OF ASHBURNHAM.

J. M. W. Turner, R.A., Pinxt. W. B. Cooke, Sculpt.

This engraving is, like that introduced into

our last number, from a drawing executed

by Turner in a comparatively early period

of his practice, and forms one of a series

sketched in the same locality. Ashburn-
ham, once a town of some importance, is

now only a small village ; it stands about
five miles from Battle, and was formerly

celebrated for its iron-works, for the county
of Sussex abounds with ironstone, and its

smelting-works were then the most flourish-

ing in the kingdom. But as the ore was
smelted with charcoal, the manufacturers

could not long sustain competition with

that in which coal was employed, and in,

or about, 1727, the last furnace in the

county was blown out at Ashburnham.
No one who travels now through this

highly-cultivated and thoroughly rural dis-

trict wrould suppose that at any time it bore

the slightest resemblance to some of our

great manufacturing localities.

We are not sufficiently acquainted with

the neighbourhood to determine where the

artist stood to take his sketch, but his eye

must havo travelled over a magnificent

range of landscape—cornfields and pas-

tures, and sloping woods, and, in the dis-

tance, a wide extent of flat downs, flanked

by Martello towers, beyond which is the

sea
;

to tho extreme right the view is

bounded by a stretch of elevated ground,

terminating towards the ocean in bold cliffs.

As a picture, the scene does not “ compose”
well ; the undulations of the principal lines

are not graceful, neither do they come well

together
;

but it is wonderfully rich in

foliage, and its very inelegancies of outline

are proofs that Turner took little or no
liberty with his subject. The foreground,

which he doubtless treated as he pleased,

is bold and striking : all who know Sussex
will not be surprised to see the waggon
drawn by oxen, that county being ono of

low which still employ these animals in

agricultural operations ; and very pic-

turesque they aro for the purpose of the

artist. The mansion in the centre of the

composition is Ashburnham Place, the seat

of the Earl of Ashburnham.







ART IN CONTINENTAL STATES.

Ajaccio.—The monument raised in this town
to the memory of Napoleon Bonaparte and his

family, of which we made mention in the Art-

Journal about a year ago, has been inaugurated

with due ceremony, by Prince Napoleon. It

consists of an equestrian statue, ten feet high,

of the Emperor, who is surrounded by his four

brothers, whose statues are about seven feet in

height. All the. statues are cast in bronze fur-

nished from cannon taken in the late Italian

campaigns
;
but two winged figures of Victory,

placed in the basement, are of marble. The
pedestal is raised more than twelve feet above

the ground level, and the entire monument is

about one hundred feet in length by twenty-

five in height. The general arrangements
were made by M. Viollct le Due, and the

sculptures are the work respectively of M.M.
Barye, Ben., Thomas, J. Petit, Maillot, and
Dubray.
Belgium.—Several important commissions for

largo pictures are in the hands of some of the

leading artists of this country. M. de Keyser,

President of the Antwerp Academy of Arts, is

engaged on a series for the vestibule of that

institution
;
Baron Homy Leys is decorating

one of the apartments of the Hotel de Villc,

Antworp
;
and M. Slingeneycr is at work on a

series for a public editico in Brussels. A recent

visit to tho studios of these artists has afforded

us an opportunity of seeing some of these great

paintings, concerning which we shall have more
to say hereafter.

Bergen.—The Norwegian International Ex-
hibition will be opened on the 7th of the present

month, in this city, by Prince Oscar in person.

Florence.—The inauguration of the monu-
ment raised in Florence in honour of Dante,

the great poet of Italy, took place on the 14th

of May, with great ceremony, in the presence of

the King Victor Emmanuel. There was a grand
procession, which occupied more than two hours

in passing. First marched the representatives

of the press, Italian and foreign
;
next came

those of the Italian drama
;
then a long file of

persons deputed from every province, town,

academy, society, and important institution in

the kingdom. Seven hundred banners floated

in the air. The cortege was closed by the col-

leges, and the national guard of Florence, in the

ranks of which marched the Count Sarcgo
Aligheri, descendant of the poet. The king

was received with immense acclamations ;
upon

his Majesty’s arrival the Gonfaloniere of Flo-

rence pronounced a short address, after which
Padre Jean Baptiste Giulani' delivered a dis-

course on Dante and his works, at the conclu-

sion of which the veil which until then had
covered the monument fell to the ground. This

act of national pride and fervour does honour
to the capital of united Italy.

Paris.—The Cross of the Legion of Honour
has been bestowed on Mdlle. Rosa Bonheur by
the Empress of the French

;
the favour conferred

was one of the last acts of her Majesty’s regency.

There is a stoiy in circulation that the Empress
called on the distinguished artiste, and decorated

her with her own hand.—M. Yvon, who has

obtained considerable reputation in his own
country as a battle-painter, is engaged to ex-

ecute, for the municipal hall of the Hotel de

Ville, four large pictures representing memo-
rable events in tho history of Paris. The sub-

jects chosen are—‘The Entry of Clovis into

the City,' ‘ Philip Augustus placing his Children
under the Protection of the Municipal Body ere

starting for the Holy Land,’ ‘ Francis I. laying

the Foundation-stone of the Hotel do Ville,’

and ‘ The Emperor Napoleon signing the Decree
which annexed the Suburban Communes to

Paris.’— M. Benedict Masson has completed
the first portion of a series of mural paintings

round tho principal court of the Involutes. The
subject of these pictines is taken from the

early history of France, and the works now
finished embrace a period from the time of

the Druids to the invasion of France by the

Normans. Such a series opens up a great field

for the genius of an artist.
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PICTURE SALES.

We have to record the following sales by Messrs.

Christie, Manson, and Woods, since our last

report :

—

On the 9th of June a collection, a portion of

which belonged to Sir W, Call. It included

—

* Landscape, with a Cow and Sheep,LT. S.

Cooper, A.R.A., £120 (Millar)
;

‘ Cottages,’ with

two figures and a white horse on a road, P.

Nasmyth, 100 gs. (Crofts)
;

‘ Sir W. Raleigh in

Durham House,’ H. Wallis, 140 gs. (Bennett)

;

‘ Interior of a Highland Cottage,’ J. Phillip,

R.A., £162 (Bennett)
;

‘ The Babes in the Wood,’

I). Maclisc, R.A., £241 (Skeat)
;

‘Bridge at

the Junction of the Greta and the Tees,’ T.

Creswick, R.A., £115 (Millar) ;
‘ The Princes in

the Tower,’ Mrs. E. M. Ward, £141 (Bennett)

;

‘ The Conscript’s Departure,’ F. Goodall, R.A.,

120 gs. (Millar)
;
‘View near Newport, Isle of

Wight,’ P. Nasmyth, £97 (Skeat)
;

‘ Landscape,’

J. Linnoll, £99 (Skeat)
;

‘ A Warrior’s Cradle,’

D. Maclise, R.A., 200 gs. (Flatow)
;

‘ Devon-
shire Scenery,’ F. R. Lee, R.A., £120 (Fitz-

patrick)
;

‘ The Mouth of the Thames,’ an early

work of J. M. W. Turner, R.A., £307 (Col-

naghi)
;

‘ The Noonday Meal,’ W. Muller, £682
(Hobnes)

;

‘ A Scene on the French Coast,’ C.

Stanfield, R.A., £473 (Vokins)
;

‘ A Lugger off

the French Coast,’ C. Stanfield, R.A., £514
(Gambart)

;
* Good Evening,’ an autumnal

scc-nc, T. Creswick, R.A., £357 (Gambart)

;

‘The Rugged Path,’ P. F. Toole, R.A., £152
(King)

;
‘ Dutch Coast Scene,’ E. W. Cooke,

R.A., £294 (Holmes)
;

‘ Road Scene,’ P. Nas-
myth, £200 (Vokins) ;

‘ Re-establishment of

Public Worship at Notre Dame, Antwerp,’

Baron Leys, £183 (Pappelandamer)
;

‘ The Cor-

nice Road,’ C. Stanfield, R.A., £493 (Vokins).

On the following day the collection of water-

colour drawings formed by the late Mr. J. R.

Williams, of Liverpool, was sold. Among the

pictures were— ‘ Duck Shooting—Twilight,’ J.

Linnell, £50 (Agnew) ;
‘ Queen Elizabeth when

Princess,’ J. E. Millais, R.A., £35 (Newman)

;

‘ Apples, Black Grapes, and Raspberry,’ W.
Hunt, £45 (Vokins): ‘Wolf’s Hope,’ from
Guy Mannering, J. M. W. Turner, R.A.,

£158 (Gibbs)
;

‘ Interior of tho Cathedral,

Bruges,’ L. Haghe, £44 (Bullock)
;

‘ Peach,

Green and Purple Grapes,’ W. Hunt, £75 (Peir-

main)
;

‘ Lochmaben Castle,’ J. M. W. Turner,

R.A., £68 (Agnew); ‘Landscape,’ with cattle,

J. B. Willis, £43 (Agnew)
;

‘ Nectarine, Purple

and White Grapes,’ W. Hunt, £79 (Newman)

;

‘View on the Meuse,’ C. Stanfield, R.A., £115
(Agnew)

;
* Scotch Cattle,’ a sketch in sepia by

Mdlle. Rosa Bonheur, 60 gs. (Agnew)
;

* Au-
tumn Leaves—Beeches,’ E. Warren, £44 (New-
man)

;

‘ Christ Preaching Humility,’ G. Catter-

mole, £73 (Cox)
;

‘ A Woman seated in a Chair,’

W. Hunt, £90 (Agnew); ‘A Fete Champctre,’

F. Goodall, R. A., £231 (Agnew); ‘Collecting

Sheep after a Storm,’ F. Tayler £157 (Vokins)

;

‘Milan Cathedral,’ L. Haghe, £136 (Agnew);
‘ Miss Flite,’ from Bleak House, J. Gilbert, £204
(Agnew)

;

‘ Interior of St. Mark’s, Venice,’ L.

Haghe, £252 (Gambart).

Messrs. Christie & Co. sold on the 30th of

Juno and the day following a considerable

number of pictures and drawings taken from
different collections. Among tho latter were,
‘ Troopers on the March,’ F. Tayler, £68
(Vokins); ‘Hawking in the Olden Time,’ F.

Tayler, £75 (Vokins)
;

‘ Heidelberg Castle,’

D. Roberts, R.A., £S2 (WhiteV, ‘Dover,’ D.

Cox, £50 (McLean)
;

‘ Cows and Sheep,’ T. S.

Cooper, A.R.A., £6S (Graves)
;

‘ Fishing-Boats

returning to Port on the Zuyder Zee,’ E. W.
Cooke, R.A., 110 gs. (Wurdeli)

;
‘Rydal Lake,’

J. B. Pync, £86 (Hartley)) ;

‘ Canterbury

Meadows,’ T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., 100 gs. (Lud-

low)
;

‘ Days of Peace,’ J. Varley, £72 (Wright).

On the 10th of July Messrs. Christie sold the

drawings, sketches, and pictures, in the posses-

sion of the late Mr. W. D. Kennedy at the

time of his death : among tho oil paintings were

his ‘ Border Outlaws,’ ‘ The Bandit Mother,’

and ‘ Italy,’ &c. &c. The whole sold well.
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HENRI DEUX WARE.

Ceramic Art has no more curious history

than that connected with the ware distin-

guished by the name of Henry II. of France.

It is at once most artistic and varied in de-

sign, fine in fabiic, and unique in manipu-
lation. Its variety is excessive, proving

that it must always have been poterie de

luxe ; tho arms or monograms upon it are

of royal or noble houses
;
while, as no two

pieces are alike, and all of elaborate design,

it is self-evident that the highest ability

was brought to bear upon them. The ut-

most research has only succeeded in proving

the existence of fifty-two pieces ;
of theso

twenty-five are in France, twenty-six in

England, and one in Russia.

Tho mystery that enveloped the history

of this manufacture seemed, till lately, im-
penetrable ;

nothing was known of tho

place where, or the persons by whom, it

was constructed. M. Andre Potier. of

Rouen, in 1839, was the first to call it

Henri II. ware, from the emblems found

upon it, but he considered it to be the

work of Florentine artists. MM. Thore

and Tainturier attributed it to Ascanio, a

pupil of Benvenuto Cellini ; another, be-

cause a G was found repeated on the ewer
belonging to Mr. Magniac, assigned to it a

still more remote period—namely, Girolamo

Della Robbia. After many years of re-

search, French writers on Ceramic Art came
to the conclusion ’that it was made in the

neighbourhood of Tours, as the larger

number of pieces came directly from this

town. It was also conjectured that the

pottery must have originated with some
artist unconnected with the ordinary trade,

save one probably who had worked in metal,

for its mode of ornamentation resembled the

inlaying of goldsmith’s work. As the badges

and monograms of Francis I. and nenry II.

most frequently appeared upon it, it was
thought to have been like fine Sevres, con-
structed for royal use, a luxurious experi-

ment in fictile Art.

Suddenly and unexpectedly, tho clouds

which hid this chapter of history from our
view were cleared by a provincial antiquaiy

,

M. Benjamin Fillon, of Poictiers, who while

prosecuting his researches among ancient

family documents, was enabled to prove
from among them the facts so long desired.

This pottery was manufactured at Oiron,

near Thouars (Deux Sevres), the district

already presumed from other causes
;
and it

was made to please a wealthy lady, Heleno
de Hangest-Genlis (who died 1537), widow
of Artus Goufficr, and mother of Claude
Gouffier, Grand Ecuyer do France, a man
celebrated for his tastes in Art. Their

secretary and librarian was Jean Bernard,
who furnished designs for ornamental bind-

ings ; and it is not a little curious that long
before this,was known, it was stated that

metal stamps similar to those used by
bookbinders must have been employed in

decorating theso works, for the great pecu-
liarity of the coloured ornamentation con-
sists in its not having been painted, but in-

laid with coloured clays, cut to fit stamped
spaces made in the surface for its reception.

A potter named Francois Charpentier,

assisted in the work. Many of the ciphers,

therefore, must now connect themselves

with the family of Gouffier, the arms of

William Gouffier being the contral orna-

ment of a salver in the South Kensington
Museum; and his initials being placed
round the ewer in the possession of H.
Magniac, Esq., the finest and most impor-
tant work in existence of this manufacture.

It will be at once felt that this curious
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discovery completely accounts for all the

peculiarities of this unique ware, and singu-

larly corroborates the shrewd conjectures of

the students in ceramic history.

It may be interesting to some of our
readers to know the history of the twenty-
six pieces of this ware now in England;
what they have cost at the various sales,

showing the increased prices they have
attained

;
from whence obtained, and to

whom they belong. With the exception of

the candlestick recently purchased for the
South Kensington Museum, and Mr. Mal-
colm’s exquisite biberon, all the following

pieces were exhibited at the Loan Exhibi-
tion in 18G2.

Owner.
H. Magniac.Esq.

Sir A. Rothschild

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

A.Fountaine.Esq.
Ditto

Ditto

Duke of Hamilton

Ditto
H. T. Hope, Esq.

Ditto

M. T. Smith, Esq.

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

S,Addington,Esq.
G. Field, Esq.

J. Malcolm, Esq.

Object. Whence obtained.
Ewer Odiot Col., 1842. £06.

(Strawberry Hill, 1842,
'Lwei

1 £20.
Ewer I)e Monville Sale, £140.
Candlestick.. Preaux Col., 1850, £208.
Hanap DeBruge Col., 1849,£20.

Tazza Preaux Col., 1850, £44.

(Bought at Tours for £48,
Bouquotitre .

-j yeatJ sint .e .

Cup cover... Unknown.
0 /These three pieces were
Candlestick..

J , , , hl
‘ r ,

i sir A. ronntaine,
Salt-cellai ...

f about i20 ve[1rs pjn(..e .

, (Bought of Madame De-
> Biberon - launay, price un-
'

f known.

Salt-cellar ...
| Strawberry Hill, 1842,

Tn„n S Preaux Col., 1850, £20.
1 "a

Rattier Col., 1859. £280
Salt-cellar ... Rnttier’s Sale,1859, £80.
Ewer(nofoot) De BrugeCol ,

1849,£i6.

Ewer DeBruge Col., 1S49.£20.

Ewer J Bou-ht Palissy in
J 'wer

I 1850. £10.
(Espoulart Sale, 1857,

}
D,,h

{ £140.
< Bought at Poictiers for

Tnzza
'

50s. ; cost Museum
I £180.

Candlestick.. Purchased in 1 ®64. £750.

1 ^cover
antl

•[ Soltikoff

l,e

'.Salc

, ’

^1861,
( cover

/ £450.

Salt-cellar ...{
So“ Sale-

Salt-cellar ... Battier’s Sale, 1859.

Salt-cellar ... Unknown.

) Biberon “e, Pori,,

CRYSTAL PALACE.

EXHIBITION OP WATER-COLOUR DRAWINGS.

A collection of valuable and extremely in-

teresting drawings is now to be seen at the

Crystal Palace, consisting of works by deceased

and living artists, that have been lent for exhi-

bition by the different proprietors—W. Leaf,

Esq. ; W. Quilter, Esq.
;
F. Fuller, Esq.

;
and

H. W. Phillips, Esq.—and containing precious

examples of the best times of Pobson, David
Cox, Dewint, Prout, George Cattcrmole, J. D.
Harding, IC P. Bonnington, W. Hunt

;
and of

those still with us—of Frederick Tayler, F,. W.
Cooke, R.A.

;
J. Lewis, R.A.

;
C. Stanfield,

R.A.
;
F. W. Topham, Joseph Nash, &c., &c.

If Mr. Wass can secure a succession of such
exhibitions at the Crystal Palace, he will merit
the best thanks of all admirers of water-
colour pictures. The. drawings by Pobson are
‘Ely Cathedral’ (27), ‘Nant Frangon’ (28),

and ‘Durham Cathedral;’ they take us back
forty or fifty years, and strongly exemplify
that of which, the founders of the school were
ambitious. There is much grandeur in ‘Nant
Frangon

;
’ but it is too much cut up. By

Dewint arc ‘At Lincoln’ (74), ‘Still Life’ (75),
‘Bridge with Cattle’ (7G), and ‘Old Mill at

Arundel’ (12)—the last the most important.
The buildings here are relieved by dense
foliage, marvellous for its individuality and
roundness, but poor in colour from the masses
having been washed out and left. ‘ Indiaman
Ashore’ (2G), by Prout, is glowing with the
golden hues that this painter employed with
such effect

;
it is certainly much more carefully

worked out than his later drawings that became
so peremptory in manner. Those admirers of

David Cox who may have seen only tlio

sublimity of bis latter summer, will be en-

chanted with some of the small studies in this

collection, as ‘Bolton Abbey—Evening’ (50),
‘ Hayfield ’ (54), ‘ Horse Fair at Birmingham ’

(57), ‘Rocks—North Wales’ (55), ‘Fort Rouge,
Calais ’ (52) ;

and let those who insist that Cox
was nothing if not material, look at ‘ Palace on
the Banks of a River ’ (58), and say if there

was ever anything sweeter in ideal art. He
loved the realities of Bettws more than the
ideal

;
but this drawing testifies to the quality

of the romance that was in him. Here are

also some of Cattermole’s most remarkable
drawings. Who that has seen them can forget
* The Damley Conspirators’ (66), ‘ The Assassins

of David Rizzio ’ (72), ‘ Trying the Sword ’ (65),

‘The Escape’ (70),
‘ The Baron’s Hall’ (71),

and ‘ Shakespeare reciting his first Birthday
Ode to Sir Thomas Lucy’ (92) ? Of this artist’s

drawings there arc not fewer than fifteen.

Louis Haghe is represented by ‘The Oath of

Vargas ’ (17), a large drawing, executed in 1S41,

with more power and substance, but less of

elegant finish, than his works of later date.

Topham’ s principal drawing is ‘ Goldsmith when
at Trinity College, Dublin, hearing one of his

own Ballads sung, and giving away liis last

Farthing’ (93); with this are two others. John
Gilbert’s drawings are ‘Scene from Richard
the Third ’ (82), and ‘ The King’s Kettledrums
and Trumpets ’ (83)—two memorable examples.

Those by F. Tayler are ‘ Moss Troopers ’ (88),
‘ Girl with Fowl ’ (39). By J. F. Lewis, ‘ Caged
Doves’—a brilliant study of a Harem Girl.

A small and simple study by Bonnington
is ‘On the French Coast’ (48); but from one
drawing the singular versatility of this artist

cannot bo understood. Of John Varley there

is a memento, ‘ London from Greenwich ’ (40)

;

of J. D. Harding two, ‘Frascati’ (40), with
another ; and of Turner, one, ‘ Loatherhead

’

(87). Of C. Stanfield, R.A., one, ‘ Bridge over

the Dovcria ’ (86). To name a few more of this

really valuable collection, there arc—‘The Cam-
pagna of Rome ’ (23), Newton ;

‘ On the Lock}'’

(29), T. M. Richardson
;

‘ Hart o’ Corrie, Skye,’

Collingwood Smith
;

‘ Hastings ’ (59), F. W.
Cooke, R.A. ;

‘ On the Welsh Mountains,’ E.

Duncan; ‘Aldringham Churchyard’ (84), W.
Hunt, and by the same a charming study of

fruit
;

‘ Tomb of Edward the Black Prince at

Canterbury’ (103), by Joseph Nash; with an
ample catalogue of others that we cannot even
name—how deserving, soever, all may be of

high commendation.
The thanks of the public arc eminently due

to the gentlemen who, on this and former occa-

sions, have so unselfishly lent the treasures of

their homes for the enjoyment and instruction

of others.

ART-EXHIBITION AT ALTON
TOWERS.

The Committee of the “ Wedgwood Memorial
Institute ”—the foundation of which admirable
institution was, it will he recollected, laid by
the Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone, in the
autumn of 1 863—very wisely determined a few
months ago upon organising an Art-exhibition

for the purpose of aiding the funds for raising

the noble building which is being erected at

Burslem, in the very centre of the Potteries.

This scheme has been brought to a most suc-

cessful issue, and the exhibition was opened
with considerable eclat on the 10th of July.

The project, as soon as broached, was received

with favour by all parties, and offers of assist-

ance by way of loan flowed in on all sides.

Application was made to the Right Hon. the

Earl of Shrewsbury and Talbot for permission

to hold the exhibition in the grounds of his fine

mansion, Alton Towers, to which he gave a
cordial assent. The authorities at South Ken-
sington, too, were communicated with, and they

promised to aid the project by the loan of a

large number of examples from the Museum.
The Committee of Council on Education, in

approving the scheme, expressed an opinion ‘
‘ that

this exhibition may be made the inauguration

of a series of county exhibitions, to take place

annually, at which many valuable works of Art
may he usefully brought to light for the benefit

ofArt-instruction,’ ’ and the Committee agreed to

furnish a series of examples, free of expense, to

the exhibition. This loan forms a conspicuous

and highly-interesting feature in the collection

brought together at Alton, where the objects

are intermixed with loans from the Chancellor of

the Exchequer, the Earl of Shrewsbury, Lords
Lyttelton, Lichfield, and C'lifden, the Earl of

Harrowby, the Duke of Leeds, the Earl of Dart-
mouth, Mr. D. C. Marjoribanks, Mr. Mayer, Mr.
LleweUynn Jewitt, Mrs. Marsh C'auldwcll, Sir

William Fitzherbert
;
Mr. Phillips, Mr. Josiah

Wedgwood, Mr. Rowbottom, Mr. Agnew, Mr.
Beresford-Hope, Mr. Melley, and others.

The exhibition was publicly inaugurated by
the Right Hon. Earl Granville, President of the

Council, and was a most successful and brilliant

affair. His lordship arrived at Alton Towers
shortly after one o’clock, accompanied by the

Earl of Shrewsbury and Talbot and other dis-

tinguished personages, and escorted by a detach-

ment of the Staffordshire Yeomanry Cavalry.

The ceremony took place in the drawing-room
and drawing-room gallery, which were filled

with a brilliant assemblage of visitors, among
whom were the Duke ofManchester, the Marquis
of Waterford, Viscount Ingestre, the Marquis
of Ailesbury, Lord Lyveden, Lord Sherburne,

the Right Hon. C. H. Adderley, Mr. E. Buffer,

Mr. Borcsford-Hope, Mr. Grenfell, &c-., <!cc.

Tho Earl of Shrewsbury and Talbot having
taken the chair, opened the proceedings in a

brief speech, in which he bid the committee
and guests welcome to liis mansion, and assured

them of the pleasure he had in throwing it open
to so good a cause as that of doing honour to

the memory of such a man as Josiah Wedg-
wood. Earl Granville then delivered an ad-

mirable inaugural address, in which he spoke
of the efforts that have of late been made
to atono for the neglect of Wedgwood, of his

high and noble character, and of the benefits

which his abilities, his skiff, and his enterprise

had conferred on his native county, and on the
kingdom at large. Having, also spoken at length
on the advantages which must arise from the

establishment of such an institution as the
“Wedgwood Memorial Institute” at Burslem,
and of the educational value of such exhibitions

as the present, his lordship concluded his ad-

dress amid loud cheering from all parts of
the room. A vote of thanks to Earl Granville,

proposed by Viscount Ingestre, and seconded
by Mr. Beresford-Hope, was carried by acclama-

tion, and his lordship returned thanks. The
Earl of Shrewsbury having vacated the chair, it

was taken hv the Right Hon. C. H. Adderley,
when Mr. Buffer proposed, and Mr. Grenfell

seconded, a vote of thanks to the noble earl for

giving the executive the use of his mansion for

the purposes of the exhibition, and for having
presided on that occasion. The Earl of Shrews-
bury having responded, presented the key of

the entrance door of the exhibition to Earl Gran-
ville

;
and their lordships, with Mr. Adderley and

tho guests, immediately proceeded to open the

exhibition, by passing through the various rooms
and galleries appropriated to that purpose.

After this, an elegant luncheon was served, at

which all the noble and distinguished guests

were present.

Tho exhibition itself is contained in “tho
Armoury,” “ the Picture Gallery,” “ the “ Octa-
gon Room,” and “the Talbot Gallery,” a con-
tinuous suite of rooms, extending about 450 feet

in length. The collection consists of oil paint-

ings, water-colour drawings, armour, photo-
graphs, examples of carving, &c., (Src., as well as

a fine collection of old Wedgwood wares, and a
choice assemblage of ceramic productions of
different makers, ages, and styles, and a number
of articles of vertu

,
from the collections of Mr.

Beresford-Hope and others.

Tho exhibition is intended to remain open
until September, and wo shall report fully upon
some of its treasures, with especial reference to

those hearing upon Wedgwood and his produc-
tions, in our next number. We wish the exhi-

bition the most entire success, and shall recur

to it with pleasure.
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ART-RAMBLES IN BELGIUM.

Chapter II.

Antwerp still preserves many buildings public

and private that existed in that stormy period of

the city’s history—the era of Spanish rule under

the cruel Duke of Alva. Motley, in his remark-

able history of the “ Rise of the Dutch Repub-

lic,” has remarked with truth, that no “ historic

doubter
’

’ can possibly take his defence in hand,

though they have done that of a Robespierre or

a Marat. “ Human invention is incapable of

outstripping the truth upon this subject. His

own letters, and the official records of the

Spanish court, are more than enough to prove

himself and Iris master, Philip II., monsters of

cold-hearted ferocity.” This “most Christian”

king, simply because his Protestant subjects ob-

jected to the external paraphernalia of his faith,

and the introduction of the Spanish Inquisition,

devoted a whole country to torture and death.

His actions and those of his general “ seem almost

like a caricature
;
as a creation of fiction they

would seem grotesque yet they fill the pages

of sober history, compiled from official docu-

ments of icy coldness. Indiscriminate massacre

or slow torture destroyed hundreds of thousands

of Belgic people. When his Majesty heard that

many had, spite of all torture, declared their

faith at the stake, and rejoiced on their road to

death, he ordered that they should be gagged,

and ultimately that they should be secretly de-

stroyed in the dungeons of their prisons. The
king, who was never seen to smile or be gay,

except for a few days, after he received the news
of the massacre of St. Bartholomew, provided

fitting dungeons for his fatal purpose. Follow

feet of the unfortunate ’ prisoner. This has a
window a few inches wide, but many are with-

out, and in suffocating darkness, like the third,

which is fitted for the worst purposes, the dark
hole in the floor opening down into a pit beneath

the prisons, whence the tortured bodies dis-

appeared for ever. The central cell of our
triplicate of horrors is the cell of examination

;

the post and chains to which the questioned

were affixed, remain. The holes in the arched

roof will be noticed, through which the voice of
the tortured ascended to an upper chamber,
where the secretary of “ the holy office,” with
official sang froid, took down what was said. It

is with a sigh of relief we again reach the fresh

air of the open street, after a visit to such an
unwholesome monument of religious hate and
cruelty.

Externally this building is not without the
picturesque character never unassociated with

DUNGEONS OF THE INQUISITION, ANTWERP.

mediaeval architecture. Numberless quaint
houses and picturesque “bits” reward the
pedestrian in Antwerp. “ La vielle Boucherie

”

is in this category, its quaint character obtain-
ing an additional charm from the irregularity of
its position. It is one of the oldest buildings in
the town.
We must turn from old buildings, however

fascinating, and study the works of the artist

who has given Antwerp an immortal renown,
and which draw towards them the footsteps of
Art-pilgrims from all civilised countries. Rubens
possessed all a Fleming’s love for pageantry,
and was the proper artist for princes. The

wealth of colour and richness of
imagination exhibited in his alle-

gorical and historic designs, and
some few of his religious pic-

tures,—as ‘ The Adoration of the
Magi,’— evince a tendency to

gold plate and jewellery, satin, brocade, and
velvet. Yet at the proper time he knew how
to be tender, even to the tenderness of simple

domesticity
;

witness his ‘ St. Anne teaching
the Virgin to Read,” a picture remarkable
for beauty : the group of angels hovering above
them is as bright and fresh as the bunch of

roses they hold in their hands. This tender-

ness is still more visible in an episode in that

noble picture, ‘ The Elevation of the Cross,’ the
first great public work executed by Rubens after

his return from Italy. Here, amid the groups
of terrifiedand horror-stricken women, stand the

Virgin and St. John, their hands locked together

as if seeking comfort from mutual sympathy.
St. John fixes his mournful gaze on his dying
Lord

;
the Virgin casts a side glance of anguish

in that direction—a look full of woe and deso-

lation—as if she could not boar to take in the

full sight of the agony which that spectacle

PRISON OF THE INQUISITION.

your guide through the tortuous streets of old

Antwerp, and the gloomy prison may yet be
seen. Its outer doors of solid oak, strengthened

by iron plates, and secured by numerous bolts,

lead to cells in which imagination sickens.

Three are here represented. The first, of the

most usual order, is about seven feet high and
six feet wide, and is furnished with a post and
chains, with rings to secure the neck, hands, and

THE PRISON 100R.

presents. These two figures in their sad-coloured

and grave drapery give solemn power, artistic-

ally, to the whole group. In the picture of

‘The Dead Christ bewailed by the Virgin’

there is still greater passion: the head of tho

Saviour is terribly faithful as a transcript of

death by suffering
;
the Virgin averts her head

in painful consciousness, with the deep anguish

of a mother
;
the Magdalen weeps with clenched

hands, but her sorrow is without the maternal
poignancy. Such pictures may never be painted

again : they belong to a past race, like the cathe-

drals that enshrine them, and which we can now
scarcely imitate. There is a deep-seated re-

flective sorrow in the face of the good cen-

turion as he gazes on his dying Saviour upon
the cross : he leans forward upon his horse,

abstracted from all other worldly thought, with

3 T
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an attentive sorrowful gaze. The sorrow of the

Magdalen is more poignant : her extended hands
stretched imploringly towards the brutal soldier

who is piercing the Saviour’s side, as if to pre-

vent this last outrage, is one of those touches of

nature which go home to the heart.

Rubens is often, and sometimes justly, accused

of coarseness in his pictures of martyrdoms. In
the gallery at Brussels is a terrible example, in

which a saint’s tongue is torn from the living

mouth. That he could feel more properly is

proved by his treatment of the ‘ Martyrdom of

St. John,’ now in the cathedral at Malines. We

copy the figure of the saint : the face full of the

expression of faith and confidence, looking up-

ward, and upward only, for he casts no thought
towards the boiling caldron in which the execu-

tioners are placing him. Irrespective of its

touching “ motive,” there is great grace in the

pose of this figure. In his c Peste d’Alost,’ there
is much of the same quiet grace, as may be
seen in the figure we select therefrom. The
trustful hope and resignation of this man as he
gazes on the saint is very tender.
His great pupil, Vandyke, is second only to

his master. In the same cathedral is his version

of ‘ The Crucifixion,’ from which we select the

figures of the two thieves. They are as power-
fully contrasted as those painted by Rubens in

his more celebrated work. The one on the right

of the cross, with distorted features and dis-

tended chest, is hopelessly dying in sin
;
but

the other, over whose cramped and tortured

limbs the lassitude of approaching death seems

already creeping (so bcautifull)' betokened by

the drooping hand which hangs helpless and
relaxed over the cross), bears an expression of

pleased resignation and humble hope.

The dead Christ in the arms of his mother,
surrounded by weeping angels, is copied from a
sketch byVandyke, formerly in the Van Schamps
collection at Ghent. It is remarkable for ten-

derness, pathos, and grace.

Malines is happy in the possession of one
of the greatest of Rubens’ works, ‘ The Mira-

culous Draught of Fishes.’ - It is one of the

brightest, richest, and most brilliant pictures

that perhaps ever issued even from his hand. It

is full of life and expression, combined with

great grace. Witness the two disciples who are

lifting the net, the younger beckoning to his

partners in the other vessel, and the elder intent

on the haul
;
the pose of both is admirably con-

ceived
;
but the idea of the original is wanted

to fully comprehend its artistic power. The
subordinate parts of this noble picture, the

brilliant colours of the various fish, the waves
with their foam blowing off in the wind, the

sandy beach with its shells, and the bird flutter-

ing over all, are faithful to nature and beautiful

as examples of such Art-realisations.

The rich store of artistic wealth in these
|

the pride with which a Belgian regards the

sacred edifices of Belgium is astonishing to many
!
painters of his native land

;
it is as if he shared

money-loving travellers, for they represent
j

in the honours the world has awarded them,

large sums, and the fraternities who own them
!
saying, “ I too am a Belgian,” as the enthu-

are not always among the richest": but they siastic master of the olden time exclaimed, “ I

have an innate love of Art, and a pride in the too am an artist.” It bears the nearest resem-

possession of works that can attract men of all !
blance to the zeal of the old Italians, who

countries and creeds toward them. This feel- honoured and loved artists more than they did

ing is not yet fully understood in England, nor warriors, statesmen, or princes.
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There is still much in these cathedrals and
churches, despite the fearful havoc once made
in them, to remind the spectator of the days

of old. The Romish ritual prides itself on its

unchanging nature
;

in this country all the

appointments of the church conform to the

mediaeval standard; and while the Italian

church, with its light operatic music, its thea-

tric decoration, and its undignified costume,

leaves very few solemn impressions on the

mind, the great festivals of the Belgian cathe-

drals possess an innate dignity and grandeur
which cannot fail to affect even those who may
not adhere to the faith that has called them
into existence. There is a regal dignity sur-

rounding these great celebrations, nor is there

anything trifling in the conduct of them. The
late architect Pugin, than whom no one could

bo more devoted to his Church, was as honestly

unsparing of his sarcasms on the weakness and
want of dignity visible in its modem ceremo-
nials and costumes as he was on modem archi-

tectural abortions at home and abroad. He has
shown, in his admirable “ Glossary of Eccle-

siastical Costume,” how the priestly guise has
degenerated from the grandeur of the middle
ages. In Belgium we may still see costumes as

grand as the priestly dresses in the pictures of
Titian, or tho noble figure of Loyola, now one

of the greatest pictorial treasures of Warwick
Castle.

Those who are conversant with early paint-

customs of past ages (as has been abundantly

shown in our pages by Messrs. Wright and

Fairholt), will at once detect the unchanged

character of much they will see in this interest-

ing coimtry. We give a small instance merely

ings, or
r
the so-called “ illuminated ” manu-

scripts of the same era, and which are often

very valuable exponents of the manners and

as a sample of the whole
;
it is a funeral bier,

covered with the cross-embroidered pall, and
surrounded by tall wax tapers. It is a sketch
of to-day, but in no degree differs from one that
might have been made in the fourteenth cen-
tury, so completely identical is every feature of
the modem with the ancient style.

The Roman Catholic Church preserved this

rigid adherence to good old forms until the
court of Rome became in itself corrupt and care-

less. The reign of the Borgias was as fatal I solemn, and, we may add, its most cruel cere-

to manners as to morals. Even in its most monies, tho taste of the theatre predominated
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over that of the church. Witness the memento
of sanguinary old times preserved in the church

of St. Saveur at Bruges. This faded and time-

stained relic is the banner once triumphantly
carried before the victims of the Inquisition.

The figure of St. Dominic that once surmounted

his mind as a proof of the benignity of the

Creator. With some such feeling let us look

upon the mental works of the great masters in

Art, unchanging in a world of change, or even
improving as teachers, as time grows older, and
the greed of wealth covers us as with a fog-

cloud.

In one of the Antwerp churches is a relic of

v

V\ W
it has decayed by age, and gives place to the I gold fringe

;
hut it is impossible to look on its

crozier, pastoral- staff, and mitre of the arch- faded hues, with the remembrance of its original

bishop. The central painting represents the
|

use, without a shudder, and a grateful feeling

adoration of the Virgin and Child

by saints and angels
;

it is mounted
on crimson satin, and edged with

that the spread of intelligence

among the laity, and the establish-

ment of the printing-press, has,

we hope for ever, banished such un-
christian cruelty from any church
purporting to be founded on the

words of Him who came to save

Pet-ru ; RVEBENS
. A° 1626

buildings, in the purer feelings

evinced in the works of these old

^ artists, let us walk through the

happy and prosperous kingdom of

u

\

'/! 1\\\V"

L FUNERAL BIER.

the great painter Rubens, more “ personal” in

its character than any other the city has to

show, if we except the painting-chair which he
constantly used in his studio, now preserved in

the picture gallery of the town. The church
of St. Jacques required for its altar a new rail-

ing, and the rich townsmen each gave some-
thing towards a handsome one of bronze. The
contribution appears to have amounted to a

€22;

rather than condemn, and who has taught us I Belgium, with the calm placidity of a philosophic

that “ God is love.” mind. Pictures are to our walls what parterres

In the holier thoughts inspired by these old
|
are to our flower-gardens. To those who look

mi

%
FROM A SKETCH BY VANDYKE.

not below the surface, a flower may be a pretty

trifle to pluck, to smell, or look at, and cast

aside to die
;
but to a properly constituted mind,

like that of our great poet Wordsworth, “ a

yellow primrose” is infinitely more than so

simple a thing as it appears to the unreflective.

It was to him “a thing of beauty” in its ex-

quisite colour and form
;
a “joy for ever” to

THE BANNER OF TIIE INQUISITION.

balustrade each
;
that given by Rubens is in-

scribed with his name, and the date of the gift

;

his coat of arms is also placed in its centre,

which we have engraved beside it, on a larger

scale. The opposite coat is that of one of his

fellow-contributors, and will remind the reader

of the “merchants’ marks” often seen in our

own churches and on mediaeval tombs.
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FEMALE SCHOOL OF AET.

Never since the establishment of this institution

has it been our pleasing task to speak of it in

terms so satisfactory as at the present time, and

this not only from the success of the pupils

themselves, but also from the solid foundation

on which the school now rests. The annual

meeting and distribution of medals and prizes

took place, on the 24th of June, at the Museum
of Geology, Jcrmyn Street, when we learned

from the report read at the meeting that the

number of pupils had increased from eighty-nine

last year to one hundred and seventeen on the

hooks of this year. In the month of March, no
fewer than one hundred and five drawings and
paintings were sent to South Kensington to

compete for local medals : of these twenty-five

were awarded, and three drawings received
“ honourable mention.” Eleven of the works
which gained medals were selected for national

competition, and to those by Miss M. E. Julyan,

Miss S. Macgrogor, and Miss L. Dixon, respec-

tively,were awarded national medallions. Later

in the same month tho government inspector

visited the school, when the examination for the

second grade was held. Forty-nine pupils pre-

sented themselves for examination in free-hand,

geometrical, perspective, and model drawing,

when twenty-one students obtained cards for

having passed, and sixteen obtained prizes for

having in addition the word “excellent” marked
on their drawings by the inspector. One stu-

dent, Miss E. Wilkinson, passed in all four

subjects, with tho mark of “ excellent” to each,

and Miss H. Pync and Miss M. Gardner respec-

tively obtained the same mark to three of their

works. Fifteen students competed for the third

grade examination held at South Kensington.

But while we congratulate Miss Gann, lady-

superintendent of tho school, on tho success

which has followed her able instructions in tho

class-room, we are still more gratified to know
that her indefatigable labours to obtain suitable

accommodation for her pupils promise at length

to accomplish the object. For the last four or

five years Miss Gann, assisted by the committee
of the school and by others, has been endeavour-

ing to raise a fund for rebuilding the house in

Queen’s Square where tho pupils have long-

assembled : it has long been found too small and
altogether inconvenient for the purpose. The
bazaar, held in the summer of 1864, at South
Kensington, under the patronage of tho Queen,

and presided over by Her Koval Highness the

Princess of Wales, produced a sum—above
£2,400—which enabled the committee of the

Female School to commence the task of recon-

struction. A portion of tho money was set

apart to complete tho final purchase of the pre-

mises, and tho balance goes to the payment of

the builder’s contract, the works being now in

progress. Tho committee has endeavoured, with

the strictest regard to economy, to proride for

the thorough and efficient working of the .school,

as well as for the personal comfort of the pupils.

The principal class-room is to bo forty-seven

feet long by twenty-seven feet wide, and of a
corresponding height. The other apartments

will be such as to afford accommodation for the

reception of two hundred students, with all the

requisite conveniences and appliances to render

the institution a most efficient place of instruc-

tion, and at the same time self-supporting. We
may add that her Majesty had graciously re-

sponded to the application which had been made
in aid of the school, and has promised to contri-

bute annually the sum of £10 towards tho

establishment of a “Queen’s scholarship.” The
committee very properly attributed the satis-

factory condition of the institution to the

judicious superintendence and management of

Miss Gann, and the valuable aid rendered by
her assistants, Miss Wilson, Miss De la Belinaye,

and Miss M. A. Williams.

Mr. Bruce, Vice-President of the Board of

Education, presided at the meeting and distri-

buted the prizes. Mr. Westmacott, K.A., and
the Kev. E. Bayley, Kcctor of St. George’s,

Bloomsbury, addressed tho students and their

friends, congratulating the former on the pro-

gress they had made, and urging upon them
renewed efforts.

MINOR TOPICS OR THE MONTH.

National Portrait Exhibition.—The
Earl of Derby has suggested to the Lords
of the Committee of Council on Education
the expediency of holding an exhibition of

portraits—oil pictures—similar to the minia-

ture collection recently opened to the pub-
lic. His lordship says, “ I have long

thought that such an exhibition, chrono-

logically arranged, might not only possess

great historical interest by bringing together

portraits of all the most eminent contem-
poraries of their respective eras, but might
also serve to illustrate tho process and con-

dition, at various periods, of British Art.

My idea, therefore, would be to admit either

portraits of eminent men, though by in-

ferior or unknown artists
;
or portraits by

eminent artists, though of obscure or

imknown individuals. I have, of course,

no means of knowing or estimating the

number of such portraits which may exist

in the country
;
but I am persuaded that,

exclusive of the large collections in many
great houses, there are veiy many scattered

about by ones, and twos, and threes in pri-

vate families, the owners of which, though
they could not be persuaded to part with

them, would willingly spare them for a few
months for a public object.” Tho Lords of

the Committee consider the noble earl’s

suggestions very valuable, and will carry

into effect, next year, an exhibition in ac-

cordance with them generally. They pro-

pose to constitute' a committee of advice,

and to invite tho trustees of the National

Portrait Gallery to be members of it. Mr.
S. Redgrave is to be requested to under-
take the special charge of carrying this

minute into effect. In dealing with Lord
Derby’s excellent proposition, the Com-
mittee will have to take into consideration

two objects differing in a great measure
from each other ; whether tho exhibition is

to be one of mere Art-work only, a chrono-
logical display of the state of portrait-

painting at different epochs
;
or whether it

is to be one of eminent individuals : if the

former, portraits of anybody, known or

imknown, will be admissible, so long as

they are the work of artists of distinction

;

if the latter, the exhibition must be limited

to portraits having historical interest
;
and

this, we believe, will be tho better and more
popular plan.

The National Gallery.—The “ Gar-
vagh ” Raffaelle, which is known to have
been purchased for the National Collection,

is now hung on a screen in the Italian

room, between a picture by Perugino and
tho Madonna by his famous pupil. The
picture was known as tho “ Aldobrandini ”

Raffaelle, and was brought to this country
many years ago by Mr. Day. We do not
know at what cost Lord Garvagh obtained
it, but it is said that tho price asked by
Mr. Day was only seventeen hundred
pounds or guineas, between which and the

nine thousand that have now been paid

for it, the difference is accounted for by the

fact that emperors and kings are now the

competitors when the finest examples of

Art come into the market. The picture is

reported to have been deposited at Coutts’s,

and the price first asked was more than

that for which it was sold. It is one of tho

most lovely of Raffaelle’s small pictures,

and quite fit to hang sido by side of the
‘ Madonna della Seggiola’ in the Pitti, which
it so far resembles that it presents a group
of the Virgin, the. infant Saviour, and
St. John. The background is composed of

a pier and two arches, through which are

seen landscape and buildings
;
every

:
por-

tion of these, together with the figures,

is minutely finished, constituting it one of

the most precious of tho master’s easel

works. The other recent additions to the

gallery are a landscape with ruins by Ruys-
dael, a portrait of a lawyer by Moroni,

a portrait of Philip IV. by Velasquez,

and a study of a dead warrior attributed

to Velasquez; three of these are unsur-

passed in the different classes to which
they belong. The Ruysdael is a small

picture, containing as principal objects a

ruin and a group of trees, beyond which,

on the left, there is a glimpse of dis-

tance. The near ground, which is most
beautifully manipulated, is a pieco of rough
bottom containing a pool of water. The
picture is dated 1673, and has been in-

tended for a speciality. It contains more
light and life than the Oppenheim picture

on the other sido of the room. The por-

trait by Moroni must rank as ono of the

finest head studies of the Venetian school.

That of the “tailor” by the same painter

will not bear comparison with it : tho

head has been most judiciously lighted

and admirably worked out. The portrait

of Philip IV." by Velasquez, simply a head
and shoulders, is a gem, and in it wo seo

what Wilkie means when he says that tho

principle of our best portraitists and that of

Velasquez are identical
;

that wherever
Velasquez is admired, English Art must be
appreciated. The mask of the dead warrior

attributed to Velasquez, is so extremely

hard and dry as to look unfinished. Some of

the works of this great painter would per-

haps have gained by glazing, but the purity

and essential beauty of the portrait of

Philip IV. would have been destroyed by
being richly glazed. Whether the dead

warrior is by Velasquez or not, the picture

wants a glaze.

The Dublin International Exhibi-
tion.

—

The Exhibition may now be con-

sidered complete ; but we are not yet in a
condition to report its existing state. Jurors

have, we understand, been selected. Their

names, however, have not been announced,
and we are in ignorance as to their fitness

for the important duties they will have to

discharge. Visitors continue to flow into

Ireland, tempted not only by the Exhibi-

tion, but by the fine weather, and the at-

tractions of the grand and beautiful scenery

of that interesting country.

By Mr. E. E. Church, the painter of
‘ The Heart of the Andes,’ there are to be

seen at McLean’s gallery, in tho Hay-
market, ‘ Cotopaxi,’ ‘ Chimborazo,’ and a
representation of the Aurora Borealis as it

appears in tho arctic regions. Cotopaxi,

which is the most remarkable of the South
American volcanoes, rises amid the eastern

chain of tho Andes—the apex of the cone
standing at an altitude of 18,858 feet above
tho level of the ocean; but the seeming
plateau from which the cone rises is 9,000

feet above the sea. The real height, there-

fore, as presented from Mr. Church’s point

of view, does not appear; still, although
seen at the distance of fifty miles, it is of

great height. Tho time is sunrise, but the

sun is obscured by the smoke that spreads

from the black column shot forth from tho

summit, even to the distance of fifty miles

from tho mountain. The scene impresses

the mind as one of those rocky solitudes

that have maintained their present aspect

since the last disruption of the surface,

when the world was many thousands of

years younger than it now is. The view of

Chimborazo has been taken from the banks
of the River Guayaquil, near the city of

that name, and at the distance of a hundred
miles from the mountain itself, which is

3 u
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situated in Ecuador, and rises more than

21,000 feet aboYe the sea level, and conse-

quently some thousands of feet above the

snow line which, near the equator, marks

a height of upwards of 15,000 feet. Giving

the artist all credit for faithful transcription,

tho mountain,—though here painted as at

the distance of a hundred miles,—seems to

hang in the upper air a vast mass separated

from the earth by the dense mists that

settle beyond the Cordilleras, the line of

which traversing the picture, limits the

lower parts of tho composition. This is a

more cheerful picture than that of ‘ Coto-

paxi ’
; it may be that the painter has in-

tended them to contrast. Thus we have in

the nearest section a glimpse of the clear

and tranquil waters of the Guayaquil, a

mirror framed, as it were, in a luxuriance

of vegetation, not to be surpassed in any

clime, andwhich isdescribed so minutely that

a naturalist could easily define the botanical

varieties. The ‘Aurora Borealis’ trans-

ports us to another region, the nearest land

to the North Pole that has yet been reached

by explorers. Considering the perfect truth

of Mr. Church’s versions of natural pheno-

mena, the accuracy of this cannot be ques-

tioned ; and, therefore, it is a picture that

should be seen by meteorologists. ‘ Coto-

paxi ’ and ‘ Chimborazo ’ are intended as

pendants to ‘ The Heart of the Andes,’ and

they are well worthy of such companion-

ship. To paint such pictures, Mr. Church

must have travelled far and laboured assi-

duously—neither the scenery of his own,

nor that of any other country, lias ever

been rendered with more of poetic truth,

and in thus worthily celebrating his native

land, we know not whether to admire most
his genius or his patriotism.

The National Portrait Gallery.

—

The portrait of Campbell, the poet, which

has been added to this collection, is that by
Sir Thomas Lawrence—well known by the

engraving—a knowledge of which causes

some disappointment on seeing the picture,

as, really, the latter is in many essential

points the less happy production of the two.

Campbell, perhaps, was not a very good sub-

ject ;
but more might have been made of the

head than appears on this canvas. Again,

there is near it another of Sir Thomas
Lawrence’s portraits—that of Sir James
Mackintosh, in comparison with which the
“ Campbell” picture suffers in every way.

There is also a head of Father Mathew, very

well painted by Leahy; and a portrait of

Queen Mary, the wife of William the Third,

attributed to some unknown member of

the school of Wissing. Although of the size

of life, the latter looks small, reminding

the observer of miniature'-painting ;
and,

like so many of the works of the time, the

shade from the nose falls on what should

be the lighted side of the face. The
growing interest excited by this collec-

tion has induced the trustees to open the

rooms three days in the week, and from

10 in the -morning instead of 12, as here-

tofore. Thus, in future the rooms will be

open in July and August, from 10 till 0;

during September, from 10 till 5 ; from the

1st of October to the 1st of April, from 10

till 4 ;
and during May and June, from 10

till 5. The visiting days hitherto have been

Wednesday and Saturday; the additional

day is Monday.
Tile National Gallery Turners.—

A

selection of the National Gallery Turners
has been produced in photography and
published by Marion and Sons, of Soho
Square. They are the work of Mr. Thur-
ston Thompson, an artist who is unsurpassed
in the power to multiply pictures by the

art of which he is an eminent professor.

In this case he has had all possible facilities

for securing accuracy ;
he has chosen only

such works as could be rendered, passing

over those of which it would be difficult

to obtain copies— such as are “dash-
ing” and undefined—and the result is a

collection very striking in effects and very

perfect as to all minor details ; a faith-

ful and instructive series of leading works

by the great master. Generally, they are

plain, but some of them are accurately

coloured from the pictures. In either case

they are valuable acquisitions, either for

the portfolio or for framing.

Drawings oe the Houses of Lords
and Commons. — The drawings of the

House of Lords, by Mr. Nash, of the

Society of Painters in Water-Colours, now
to be seen at Messrs. Croxford’s, 17, Ee-
gent Street, will amply satisfy the most
fastidious lover of omamentative detail.

The particular occasion is the opening

by her Majesty of tho first session of the

late Parliament. The view is taken from

the extremity of the House, immediately

opposite to the throne, and on each side are

rows of peers and peeresses. But the ar-

rangement and the painting of the figures,

numerous as they are, cannot have taxed

so much the patience of the artist as the

complicity of decoration with which every

available space is covered. In the picture

there is more light than in the House itself

;

in the way ofspace, certainly nothing is lost

;

and the colours of the ladies’ dresses and
of tho peers’ robes are most skilfully broken

and harmonised. The House of Commons
has more of an every-day character. The
view is taken, as in the other drawing,

from tho extreme centre, and, correspond-

ingly, in front of the Speaker’s chair,

near which stands Lord Palmerston ad-

dressing the House. The rows of black

coats present an aspect somewhat sombre

in comparison with the bright and many-
coloured array in tho upper House. It may
perhaps be said of these two drawings that

they are too matter-of-fact
;
but we con-

ceive they are intended to be so, as afford-

ing very minutely detailed pictures uncom-
promised by that arbitrary license which

the majority of artists would consider in-

dispensable to the subjects.

There is also at Messrs. Croxford’s, 17,

Eegent Street, a portrait of the Chancellor

of the Exchequer, painted by Mr. Eeuben
Sayers. It is of the size of life, and is

what is called a three-quarter length figure,

showing Mr. Gladstone standing with the

left hand resting on a chair, and the right

thrust within the breast of his coat, which

is buttoned. The head is turned slightly to

the .left, with very much of that kind of

expression which is habitual to the Chan-
cellor when he is gathering up his thoughts

in the course of an address : the likeness

strikes the observer at once. The portrait

will be engraved, and in the interests of

both engraving and portrait-painting it

may be observed that, though public por-

traits of our eminent men are now com-
paratively rare—a fact explained bythetem-
porary popularity of photography—it cannot

be supposed that such a state of things will

continue ;
and the first sign of the revival

is the subsidence of photographic portrai-

ture to that level which it should properly

occupy.
* An Episode in the Time of the Test

Act ’ is the title given to a picture, painted

by J. B. Macdonald, A.E.S.A., though

more immediately one of the memorable

scenes from “ Old Mortality;” that wherein,

in presence of the dragoon sergeant, the

momentary dispute occurs between Miln-

wood and Alie as to “punds Scots,” or

“ punds sterling,” in reference to the

douceur paid with the view of purchasing
some consideration for the captive nephew.
The characters are well conceived ; but the

picture, generally, is too low in tone : the

principal impersonations might well have
been brought more forward, and the others

should have been more decidedly relieved.

The picture is at Mr. Stuart’s, 68, Fleet

Street.

Visitors to the English Lakes will

thank us for informing them that there is,

at the head of the magnificent and beautiful

district—at Keswick—an accomplished pho-
tographist, who has taken views of all the
prominent, attractive, and famous points

and objects in the locality, including, of

course, the homes and burial-places of

Southey, Wordsworth, and others, who have
given to the Lakes a renown even greater

than that they derive from Nature. Mi’. A.
Pettitt has built a somewhat large and very
elegant gallery, one of the best adornments
of the picturesque town. It contains an
exhibition of pictures, chiefly the produc-
tions of himself and his brothers ;

for he is

one of a family of excellent and popular

artists. Hero will be found many im-
portant paintings of neighbouring scenes,

of which those who covet works more
imposing than photographs may become
possessors. The gallery is, indeed, a very-

great acquisition to the district, and is

destined to furnish a large number of

tourists with valuable memories.
The London Stereoscopic Company

has issued a series of stereoscopic slides

from subjects taken in the Dublin Biter-

national Exhibition. They include exterior

and interior views, but are especially inte-

resting as copies of the leading works in

sculpture, in which the exhibition is very
rich. The collection is produced with the

usual skill of the managers and operators

of this company. They are of great interest

and merit, and will bo regarded as agree-

able and useful records of the time and
the place, f

The Society of Noyiomagus selected

as the place of their annual excursion, this

year, the city of Canterbury. They exa-

mined very minutely the “ time-honoured ”

cathedral, under the guidance of George
Godwin, Esq., F.E.S., and F. W. Fair-

holt, Esq., F.S.A., and were afterwards

conducted by the Veiy Eev. the Dean into

parts of the ancient structure not shown to

casual visitors. Other ancient remains of

the city were also inspected, and the visit

yielded ample enjoyment as well as instruc-

tion to the members of the society and their

invited friends.

Mr. B. S. Cohen, the eminent pencil

manufacturer, has invented and patented a

very ingenious mode of preserving the

pencil points from breaking. A light metal
tube, easily moved up and down, covers the

point, and effectually protects it while in

the pocket. A very simple process is there-

fore all that is required when the pencil

is for use. It is, to our thought, far prefer-

able to the “ ever-pointed,” which too fre-

quently infers never-pointed.

Mr. Joubert’s “ Heliopmline ” Pic-

tures.—It may be remembered that some
time ago Mr. Joubert invented and patented

a method of transferring photographs to

glass, or, more properly, of printing them on
glass in a manner similar to that whereby
photographic planting is effected on paper.

The glass intended to receive the picture

may be crown or flatted, but it must be

selected with the same care that a photo-

grapher would employ in choosing his

plates for negatives. It is coated with

a solution of ammonia mixed with honey
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and albumen, then dried by means of a

gas stove, after which, being placed in a

pressure frame, it will receive the picture

in the ordinary way. The subject to be

transferred to the prepared surface must be

a positive on glass, or on transparent paper,

whence, of course, a negative is printed,

which, by a subsequent treatment, is made
into a positive print. But as this process

yielded prints which were seen
_

only as

transparencies, it became a desideratum

with Mr. Joubert so far to improve his

invention that they should bo seen by
direct or reflected light. With this view

he caused plates of a semi-opaque material

to be made, to which the name of opaline

has been given, and on this substance

the prints are seen either as prints on
paper, or by transmitted light as trans-

parencies. By the addition of colour these

prints become pictures, and it will at once

strike the artist that where the photogra-

phic means end, a process similar to that

of enamelling must begin ;
and so it is, the

colours and the subject are fixed upon the

glass in the kiln. As to the commercial

value of the patent, there is everything in

favour of its boing extensively popular;

the price is extremely moderate, and the

quality of the art may be of the highest

and rarest. The subjects shown by Mr.
Joubert are of all kinds—figure, landscape,

sculptural, and arabesque
;
and as perfect

and beautiful as is tho subject, equally so

is the transfer.

Institute of British Architects.

—

TheAnnual Conversazione ofthis Societyhas

been held at their rooms, 9, Conduit Street,

by invitation of the President, Mr. A. J. B.

Beresford-Hope, and the Council. A variety

of interesting objects and works of Art
was exhibited as usual, among which were

chiefly noticeable a selection from the mag-
nificent series of coloured drawings, copies

of ancient stained glass, by the late Mr. C.

Winston, lent for the occasion by the South
Kensington Museum, and a number of

architectural drawings intended for the Art-

exhibition at Alton Towers. In addition to

the above, the galleries of the Architectural

and Photographic Exhibitions were thrown
open.
Prizes for Art-Workmanship.—

T

he

Guild of Plasterers, acting on the sugges-

tion of the Society of Arts, offers a prize of

£10 for the best floriated bracket or truss

in the Italian Renaissance style, to be de-

signed and modelled by the competitor ;
or

the designer and modeller may co-operate

in the production, when, if successful, the

prize will be equally divided between them.

A sum of £o will be given for the next best

model, or the half of it to the modeller and
designer. Tho competition is strictly limited

to artisans, their apprentices, and to stu-

dents, and the awards are subject to the

general conditions of the Society of Arts.

Lay Figures.—

O

ur artist-readers, espe-

cially those who do not come into the

category of landscape painters, will thank
us for directing their attention to some
new lay figures invented by a French
artist, M. Gallibert, and which may be seen

at Messrs. Lechertier, Barbe & Co., Regent
Street. These mechanical representations

—both male and female—of the human
frame are composed of a series of strong

yet light pieces of wood fitting into each
other, which turn and revolve in every
direction. The entire suppression of interior

frame-work has allowed the inventor to

obtain perfect flexibility and grace in

every movement ;
the former quality is so

great that if the figure should happen to

fall, it will assume the position which the

human body would take under a similar

mishap ;
while it can be readily placed in

any attitude that may be required. Each one

of the movements is made secure by means
of screws, and tho figure being of several

pieces, each limb may be “ amputated” at

the pleasure of the person using the figure

without deranging the other parts. In

addition to its utility, its comparative

cheapness is not its least recommendation.

M. Gallibert’s invention is modelled after

nature, and has received the approval of

the Section des Beaux Arts of Paris.

The Alhambra.—

A

model of this re-

markable relic of Moorish architecture,

said to bo tho only perfect copy ever made
of it, has been brought to this country for

exhibition by the proprietor, Don Francisco

Martin, who has been six years occupied

in its construction. The materials employed
are wood, stucco, and paper, of which we
are told in the whole there are not less than

five millions of pieces. On the side next the

spectator, tho galleries are not continued, in

order tho better to admit of inspection of the

courts and interior of the galleries. It is on

this side that the palace of_CharlesV . stands.

Conspicuous in the centre of the Court of

Lions is the famous fountain, surrounded

by parterres of blooming flowers. No
detail, however minute, in the embellish-

ment of these open passages is wanting.

Even tho ornamentation of the ceiling,

which does not appear under ordinary in-

spection, is most faithfully imitated. Round
tho other enclosed area, the Tank Court,

the enrichments are not so profuse. On tho

left angle of the building is the tower in

which the queens of Spain dressed ; and at

the opposite extremity rises the tower con-

taining tho apartment in which they were

perfumed. In the centre is the Belvedere,

which commands an extensive view round

the city of Grenada. The model is to be

seen at No. 16, Bloomsbury Square.

Painted Glass.—

M

essrs. Trollope and

Sons, of Halkin Street West, have com-
pleted what may be called a riclily-designed

partition of painted glass for the mansion

of the Hon. R. J. Jeejebhoy, at or near

Bombay. For the sake of the best effect

of light, the principal designs occupy the

upper part of tho screen in spandrils, of

which there are five. Tho centre piece

contains the Jeejebhoy arms. The motto

is “Industry and Liberality,” symbolised

in tho shield by three bees and the sun on

a field consisting of the mountains and

plains of India: the crest is a peacock.

The other four spaces are filled with figures

and objects typifying the quarters of the

globe. The figures representing Europe

are a principal and two secondaries describ-

ing this quarter as at once the most agri-

cultural, scientific, and commercial of tho

whole. Asia is personified by a woman hold-

ing an ear of Indian corn, and supported

on the left by a Hindoo and on the right

by a Chinese, associated with appropriate

emblems. Africa is a man seated, holding

in his left hand an ancient harp, and hav-

ing on his right an Egyptian hunter, and

on his left a native of Algeria, as the most

advancedofthe native populations. America

is represented by a young woman, supported

on her right by one of tho early Spanish

settlers or conquerors, and on her left by

a native Indian hunter, with examples

of tho vegetable products, and a back-

ground allusive to the character of tho dif-

ferent regions of which the continents are

composed. Besides these principal com-

partments there are ample spaces devoted

to renaissance arabesque, with numerous

small figures impersonating the arts and

sciences. The drawing and execution

throughout are unexceptionable.

REVIEWS.

Some Account of Gothic Architecture in

Spain. By George Edmund Street,

F.S.A., author of “ Brick and Marble

Architecture in Italy.” Published by J.

Murray, London.

There are few, if any, men in the profession to

which Mr. Street belongs who work more dili-

gently and zealously in its cause than he does

himself. lie is an earnest, enthusiastic, laborious

architect; and to disseminate a knowledge of

his art and to foster the love of it in others is

evidently the grand business of his life. To
effect this object tho pen seems to be as fre-

quently in his hand as the pencil
;
or, a,t least,

whatever time is not actually occupied in pre-

paring designs and superintending tho opera-

tions of the builder appears to be given to the

writing of books, and of essays, and lectures for

public reading : he is a “ workman ” in the true

sense of the term.

All who are acquainted with Mr. Street's

writings and edifices know that he is an ad-

vocato of the Gothic style
;
and to study the

examples to be found in Spain, he has made
three journeys into that country : the result of

his travels he gives to the public in the hand-

some volume now before us. The extreme south

of Spain, which includes such places as Grenada,

Seville, Cordova, and others full of interesting

relics of Moorish architecture, he did not visit,

because, as he says, they “ have already been

treated almost to surfeit;” and his object was to

see how the Christians, and not the Moors, built

in Spain in the middle ages
;

he, conse-

quently, avoided those parts of the country

which, during the best period of mediaeval Art,

were not free from Moorish influence. Hence,

we have a narrative which, though it does not

altogether excludo places made tolerably familiar

by preceding writers and artists, such as Madrid,

Salamanca, Toledo, &c., yet is chiefly occupied

by that which must be considered as compara-

tively unknown matter.

And what the general reader will find as not

the least attractive character of the book is that,

though the subjects are treated from a pro-

fessional point of view, and the style and
peculiarities of Spanish Gothic edifices are fully

discussed in all their details, the volume reads

less like a learned treatise on architecture than

as the comments of an enlightened traveller

well skilled in the science, and with a mind able

to appreciate and point out its beauties as well

as to observe and notify what is defective. Mr.

Street writes about his journeys from place to

place, and describes, though briefly, the country

he passes through, so as to allow of his book
being used as a sort of “ guide.” Its plan, to

adopt his own words, is,
“

first, Artistic and
Archmological

;
secondly, Historical

;
and lastly,

Personal. I have first of all, therefore, arranged

the notes of my several journeys in the form of

one continuous tour
;
and then, in the conclud-

ing chapters, I have attempted a general risitme

of the history of architecture in Spain; and,

finally, a short history of the men who, as

architects or builders, have given me the ma-
terials for my woi-k.”

The word “ Gothic” as applied to architecture,

has a very comprehensive meaning : it includes

edifices hating one common origin, yet differing

not only in detail, but in general features. Thus
we find a wide distinction between German and
Spanish Gothic, and between these and English.

The influence of Moorish or Arabian examples

may be traced in many of the ecclesiastical and
domestic buildings erected in Spain during the

middle ages. And this is accounted for by what
is recorded in history, that when the Christians

vanquished the Moors who had settled in the

country, they usually allowed them to build

somewhat in their own fashion; moreover, as

Mr. Street intimates, the Moors were a refined

race, and well-skilled in many sciences ;
while

the Christians of the period were warlike, and
had little time to devote to the pursuits of

Art
;

so that “ when they had established their

supremacy, they wisely allowed the Moors to

remain under their rule when they would, and
employed them to some extent on the works in
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which they could not fail to see that they ex-

celled.”

The appearance of such a hook as this at the
present time is most opportune. The erection

of new churches is one of the “signs” of the

age
;
and the architect whose sendees are re-

quired for this purpose may have recourse to

Mr. Street’s history, and gather from it some
ideas which he might turn to good account, not

alone as regards the structure itself, but also as

to what may he called its fittings : as, for ex-

ample, lecterns, halls, screens, reredoses, &c., of

which specimens are given. The volume is, in

fact, enriched with a large number of well-

executed engravings, supplying designs that

would constitute a most welcome variety to the

sameness now too prevalent in the churches
everywhere springing up around us—mero re-

petitions of each other.

Jerusalem, Bethlehem, and the Holy Places.

By Carl Werner. With descriptive Letter-

press by the Rev. G. R. Gleig, M.A.,
F.R.G.S. C'hromolithographed byM. andN.
Hanhart. Published by Moore, McQueen
and Co., London.

Many of our readers remember, it may be pre-

sumed, the collection of drawings of the Holy
Land, by Carl Werner, exhibited in the early

part of last year at the Gallery of the Institute

of Water Colour Painters, and which received

due notice from us at the time. These draw-
ings were made with the view of being repro-

duced in chromo-lithography, and the first in-

stalment of the prints has made its appearance.

The three subjects forming this part arc, the
‘ General View of Jerusalem,’ ‘ View of Beth-
lehem,’ and the interior of the chapel known
as “ Christ’s Birthplace.” So far as any mere
mechanical process can imitate the truth and
delicacy of the artist’s original work, especially

as regards colour, Messrs. Ilanhart have suc-

ceeded in their object
;
and more particularly in

their rendering of the last-named subject, which,

from its peculiar treatment—a scene lighted by
lamps, and, consequently, requiring the most
skilful management of c’hiar-oscuro—must have
been found exceedingly difficult to copy with
any approach to fidelity.

Carl Werner’s work is so entirely different

from the publication which the late David
Roberts carried out so magnificently, that it

must not be looked upon as a rival, but rather

as a supplement to the latter, and right worthy
of it. Roberts—through his able coadjutor, Mr.
Louis Haghe, gave to the public facsimiles of his

pencil-work
;

valuable and beautiful, indeed,

these are as highly-finished sketches
;
but the

chromo-lithographs of Werner will, perhaps,

find greater favour with those to whom colour

is a great, if not the chief, recommendation of

a picture. The prints appear to be as large as

the original drawings, so far as our recollection

of the latter serves us.

The descriptive text which accompanies them
is sufficiently explanatory of the subjects.

Travels and Discoveries in the Levant. By
C. T. Newton, M.A., Keeper of the Greek
and Roman Antiquities, British Museum.
With numerous Illustrations. 2vols. Pub-
lished by Day and Son, London.

The isles of Greece have unquestionable charms
for travellers. The scholar, the archaeologist,

the painter, the architect, and the poet, with
that more multifarious class whose sole object

is to gratify a love of the beautiful, are drawn
thither by the powerful attractions of sunlit

regions, whose ancient glory it was to be the

abodes of the gods—celestial beings, yet having

eyes for the picturesque paradises of earth, and
who, like the monks of old, were discerning

enough to “ pitch their tents in all pleasant

places.”
.
Mr. Newton was not a temporary

sojourner in that part of the world, but having
been appointed, in 1S52, vice-consul at Myte-
lene, and being at the same time instructed to

use such opportunities as presented themselves
to procure antiquities for the British Museum,
he was authorised to extend his researches be-
yond the limits of his office, and consequently
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visited several other islands during a seven

years’ residence in the Levant. Where ho

travelled, and what he saw and did, he records

in the first of the two volumes now published

:

the second is a “ popular account” of discoveries

in Asia Minor, abridged from his larger work,

entitled “A History of Discoveries at Hali-

carnassus, Cnidus, and Branchidie,” published

in 1862.

The contents of the first volume arc presented

in the form of a series of letters, written at the

places from which they arc dated, and at the

time when they were originally transcribed.

But we are told that much new matter has been

added, and this also takes the form of letters.

With the author’s well-known archaeological

tastes and acquirements, it might naturally be

assumed that his book would, have a largely

preponderating weight of such matters
;
but this

is not the case : these topics have only a due

share of Mr. Newton's attention; the manners,

customs, social and political life of the modern
Greek islanders, their towns, -sillages, and rural

scenery, form the staple of his writing, on

which the antiquarian remarks are grafted.

And inasmuch as the subject discussed is not

a worn-out one, like that of most writers of

European continental travel, and it is treated

in an easy, unprosaic style, it will be found

both pleasant and instructive reading, especially

when perused by the light of the .' numerous
illustrations that accompany the text.

The second volume is more archreological

;

yet even the antiquarianism is. so] little of the

Dr. Dryasdust school, that it will scare no one

from the pages. Mr. Newton has succeeded in

his object of rendering his account “popular;”

or, in other words, of making it “readable.”

There are many excellent photographs of an-

cient sculptures, &c., besides engravings of par-

ticular localities, in tliis volume.

Susannah at the Bath. Engraved by J. C.

Thevenin from the Picture by Correggio.

Published by D. Colnaghi & Co.

This subject is frequently found among the

works of the old masters; but in no one instance

that we can call to mind is it handled with so

much delicacy of feeling and sentiment as in

Correggio’s famous picture. There is nothing

whatever in the treatment which can offend the

most fastidious. Susannah, a beautiful female

figure, is seated, partially draped, on the edge

of the bath ;
before her stand two attendants

bearing richly-embroidered robes, with which

they aro about to clothe their mistress. The
“elders” are at a distance behind her. The
attitude and modelling of the principal lady are

unexceptionable, and the group which the trio

compose is one of great excellence. Correggio’s

manner of painting flesh, giving it the most

exquisite tenderness of appearance, is pre-

eminent in the figure of Susannah. M.. The-
venin has most successfully realised this in his

engraving, and has also managed the chiar-

oscuro of the picture with great skill : the result

is an engraving which throughout combines

softness of expression with effective power.

The Artistic Anatomy of the Horse. By
W. Waterhouse Hawkins, F.L.S., F.G.S.,

Author of “Popular Comparative Ana-

tomy,” &c: &c. With Illustrations drawn
on wood by the Author, and engraved by
H. Orrin Smith. Published by Winsor
and Newton, London.

We have only to look at some of the pictures of

our landscape painters, in which animals are

introduced to enliven the scene, to be satisfied

of the necessity there is for the artist to possess

some knowledge, at least, of the anatomy

of the creature he represents. Even in the

works of the professed animal, painter, mis-

takes are frequently made which would
.

be

avoided if the artist had a scientific acquaint-

ance with his subject. Hence, as the sailor is

often a severe critic of the works of the marine

painter, so have we heard those of the horse or

cattle painter subjected to similar “ handling

by men who are ignorant of Art, but who know
something about the form and external develop-

ment of what constitutes the pride of the farm-

yard, the race-course, or the hunting-field. Mr.
Hawkins’s little manual we can highly recom-

mend for its condensed but lucid descriptions,

the value of which is much enhanced by a

number of well-drawn illustrations. The name
of this gentleman is widely known in connection

with natural history, especially in the section of

Mammalia ; any one who has heard him lecture

on the subject, as wo have had the pleasure of

doing, and who has seen him use the chalk on

the “black board,” must be assured of the skill

and accuracy with which he delineates what he
desires to represent. That he is an accomplished
draughtsman on the wood, these anatomical

“studies,” so delicately executed, abundantly
show.

The Secrets of Angling. By A. S. Moffat,
Author of “ Reminiscences of Otter-Hunt-
ing,” &c. Published by A. and C. Black,
Edinburgh.

It is a positive act of cruelty for Mr. Moffat, or

his publishers, to send us a book like this
;
and

we feel sorely tempted to commend them to the

serious notice of the Society whoso functions

are the legal suppression of such inhumanity.

To set before an enthusiastic lover of angling,

—

whose rod is now only the reviewer’s pen, and
into whose fly-book the moths have penetrated

and devoured everything but the hooks,—pic-

tures of fishing-scenery, and stories of enormous
“takes” of salmon and trout, and how and
where the reader, if he can only get away, and
will follow the rules laid down by the author,

may have the same good fortune, is much too

tantalising to be endured with an equable tem-

per : it almost provokes us to close the book
without further comment. And, as if to add
insult to injury, he reminds us in this way of

our unhappy condition: “Woe to you who
dwell in pent-up cities ! A chaos of bricks and
smoke, and fumes of every unsavoury odour,

constitute your dreary world.” Is it possible

that Mr. Moffat can expect generous treatment

at the hands of his critics after such a taunt ?

We will repay him with such kindness as lies

in our power. Though he has written nothing
but what every experienced fly-fisher and bot-

tom-fisher knows about taking salmon and trout

— for these are the only fish he treats of—his

book may be consulted and studied by the tyros

of the craft. He is doubtless a ripe scholar in

its mysteries, and writes more like an angler

than a penman, as it is proper he should. His

observations, however, are strictly limited to

angling in the border counties and Scotland

:

he knows nothing, or at least says nothing,

about the fishing in the southern counties of

England.

The County of Surrey : its History, Anti-

quities, and Topography. With an Itinerary

for the Tourist. Published by Cassell,

Petter, and Galfin, London.

There are few English counties that can boast

of more truly picturesque localities than Surrey,

considering its comparatively limited size : not

scenes of romantic grandeur, perhaps, but lovely

panoramas of liill and dale, woods and pastures,

perfumed heaths and breezy downs, with stately

mansions, pleasant villages, and nestling

churches. Take a survey from the top of Leith

Hill, Box Hill,*. St. Anne’s Hill, or Richmond
Hill, and you will scarcely find in any part of

England a richer and more luxuriant tract of

country stretched out before you. Such a county,

replete, too, as it is with most interesting his-

torical associations, cannot but possess great

attractions, especially to Londoners in search of

a day’s pleasure combined with the enjoyment

of pure aii\ Almost less than an hour’s ride by
railway takes the traveller into localities which

will gladden his eye, refresh his spirits, and

recruit his health, if this last be necessary. The
little guide-book on our table will tell him where

he ought to go for “choice of scenery.” The
information it contains is brief, but to the point

on all the topics to which the compiler has

turned his attention.
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every page he burns incense before pictures of the saints and
j

and schools that come after. In somewhat the same strain also

Madonnas, which he worships as immaculate and divine. These
j

Mr. Ruskin, in the celebrated lectures delivered at Edinburgh,

two writers, Montalembert and Rio, ready on all occasions to announced the startling fact that all painters prior to Raphael

rush into extremes, no sooner bestow benediction on the heads of ! confessed Christ, and that all subsequent artists have denied

artist devotees of the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth cen-
(

Christ. Mr. Pugin, too, in vehemence tainted by virulence,

turies, than they launch anathemas into the midst of all times
,

ever and anon denounced as with righteous indignation all works

I .
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has actually accomplished for the Arts, are there not centimes and
wide territories of space which, under Protestant sway, have been

conspicuous only for sterility ? What has Protestant England
done for the Arts, at least until recent days, when Anglicanism

was guilty of Romish proclivities ? What boon did Knox in

Scotland confer on architecture ? What favour did the soldiers

of Cromwell show to our cathedrals ? And even in Germany,
under the immediate sway of Luther and Calvin, it must be

admitted that the works of Albert Durer and Lucas Cranach

were hard, cold, and earthbound, in comparison with the ardent

and imaginative creations of their heaven-wrapt Italian contem-

poraries. This line of argument, indeed, has proved to some
minds so cogent, that artists, it is well known, both in this

country and in Germany, have seen fit to forsake the Protestant

worship in order to breathe an atmosphere and to live in a spirit

which to the Arts might prove more vital. We have already, in

preceding papers, seen how Overbeck, and others of his school, in

blind devotion to so-called Christian Art, espoused a church said

to be founded on a rock, but which shakes as if built upon the

sands. We have also witnessed in the series of iUustrations pub-
lished in these pages, how the major portion of the subjects

treated are committed to the Romish branch of the Church
Universal. The writer of these papers, though he happens to

hold to Protestantism as a system of religious independence

and intellectual progression, wishes, in his function of Art-

critic, to preserve strict impartiality. And thus, though anti-

Romanist, he is bound to admit that sundry bastard forms of

Protestantism have been as a blight and a bane upon the Arts.

Hence it becomes an interesting question how far Lessing, some-
times accepted as the champion of Protestantism, has been able

to obtain from that form of religion the spirit of inspiration.

In Germany, as in France and England, writers have alternately

exalted the Art-capabilities of the two hostile creeds, of which
Overbeck confessedly, and Lessing designedly or by accident, are

the respective representatives. Ultramontane Montalembert, for

example, is the eloquent champion of the medireval and monastic

Arts which the school of Overbeck has attempted to revive. Rio,

again, expends no less ardour in his advocacy of a cause which
seldom fails to enlist dilettante sympathies

;
this author is ever

prostrate in the presence of Fra Angelico and Perugino, and in

GERMAN PAINTERS OF THE MODERN SCHOOL.

No. VIII.—KARL FRIEDRICH LESSING.

HE lives of Overbeck, Veit, Fiirich, and
others, have set forth the fervour of the

Catholic faith
;
in contrast, the mission of

the artist who now falls under our notice

j been to enforce Protestant verities. It is

netimes questioned how far the Protestant

ase of Christianity, which starts with nega-
tion in creed, and is content with a thin

whitewash of ritual, can give to the Arts a
sphere, or vouchsafe an inspiration. The testi-

mony of history is certainly little in favour of

Protestant claims. The grand churches known
to Christendom, the cathedrals of Amiens,
Rouen, Rheims, and the Abbey of Westminster,

owe little, or rather nothing, to Protestant munificence. The

matchless paintings of Italy, the works of Angelico, Perugino,

Bartolomeo, Raphael, and Michael Angelo, were executed under a

faith as yet unreformed. And then, turning to what Protestantism
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that were not the offspring of ‘ * the one true and apostolic

Church,” to -which he himself' had become a convert and devout

bigot. So much then for the cause espoused by Overbeck.

On the other hand, the side to which Lessing is, at least by his

practice, committed, has not failed of defenders. Lady Morgan,
as a prelude to the life and times of Salvator Rosa—one of the

most masterly biographies with which we are acquainted—indulges

in vituperation against so-called Catholic Art, and the uses, or

rather the abuses, whereunto it has been put. In like manner a

French author, M. Coquerel Fils, in a volume entitled “ Des
Beaux Arts en Italie au point de vue religieux,” submits the

religious Arts and aesthetic rituals to the cold scrutiny of Pro-

testant incredulity. M. Coquerel found in the gorgeous church

ceremonies perpetrated in the Eternal City a religion false and an
Art degraded

;
and he saw in this imposing pomp little in common

with Gospel simplicity, little consonant with Jesus of Nazareth,

the Man of sorrows, who had not where to lay His head. In

Catholicism official, architectural, and pictorial, according to

M. Coquerel, the essence of Christianity was absent. “ Christian

sentiment,” continues this uncompromising critic, “ Christian life,

love, and duty, the dictates of strict conscience, and the emotions
of a fervent heart, have no place in this official theology and
dramatic worship. There is in these empty pageants nothing

individual or sincere ; all is vain show, coming from without, not

emanating from within. Thus the heavens and the earth are

nothing more than a magnificent theatre, on the stage whereof
the artist sets forth God and the Church.” I shall not attempt to

reconcile the conflicting claims and hostile strictures of these

Protestant and Romish critics. But it may be safe, at all events,

to assert that at least partial light and reason are alike on either

side, and that, as usual, truth lies in the happy mean between
the two extremes. At any rate, it is well that we should all

hold to the blessed persuasion that beauty must stand in indisso-

luble union with truth and goodness, and that thus the phase of
Christianity which is most true, and just, and lovely, is the one
best adapted to noble Art-developments. For myself, I feel that

under Roman Catholicism the Arts have suffered somewhat from
superstition. And, on the other hand, I am equally convinced
that Art has been chilled and stunted under a Protestantism
which too often is unimaginative and unemotional. Thus the

two several schools in which Overbeck and Lessing are victors or

victims, sustain loss. It remains to be seen whether, in the

approaching future, there shall not be evolved a religion at once
natural and supernatural, the outpouring of, and the response to,

imagination, affection, and reason, wherefrom a nobler Art shall

spring than any the world has yet witnessed.

Lessing lived and laboured in the spirit of revolt. Born at

Wurtemberg in the year 1808, he became, at the age of nineteen,

a student in the Academy of Dusseldorf, then under the direction

of Schadow. The school of Dusseldorf, as organised by Cornelius

l
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and disciplined by Schadow, was in those days, if not precisely

priest-ridden, at any rate given over to a sacerdotal and monastic

Art. Its disciples walked obediently in the steps of the old

masters, and the pictures which issued forth from its studios were
expressly after prescriptive mediaeval types. Li the previous

papers of the present series I have confessed to sympathies inclining

towards the high Art which has thus been educed out of the master

works of the middle ages. Yet it were absurd to suppose that

the creative powers of the mind can be for ever circumscribed by
narrow precedents set in ages of darkness and superstition ; that

the freedom of genius shall be for all time fettered by a Church
against which some of the best intellects have rebelled ; or that

artists on whom the light of science and the liberty wrested by
bold Biblical criticism have descended, shall be manacled in fetters

which were grievous even to those who believed that in servitude

they did God service. It was at this crisis, when things modern
were ready for revolt against modes medireval, that Lessing

rose into power. Endowed with talents which could scarcely fail,

under any circumstances, to win prominent position, possessed of

energy and courage that promised to crown warfare in victory, he
entered on a strife which had for its end the enfranchisement
of the Arts. Opposition, of course, met him at the outset ;

it was
not to be expected that the party in power would surrender with-

out a struggle. The charges usually made in such cases were,

almost as a matter of routine, directed against Lessing and his

coadjutors. It was easy to say that these men were infidels
;
that

they were bound under a socialistic pact. The answer to such

imputation is fortunately ready ;
—“ by their fruits shall ye know

them.” The pictures which Lessing has bestowed upon the world

are not the works of an irreligious scoffer ; they are not indited in

the spirit of levity ;
they do not set at nought things honourable

and of good report. Such compositions as ‘ Hubs Preaching,’
1 Huss before the Council of Constance,’ and ‘ Huss at the Funeral
Pyre,’ whatever umbrage they may give to certain powers that

be, are, beyond doubt, of a purpose solemn, earnest, and sincere.

Such works, indeed, when rightly considered, can scarcely bo

received as less religious than the paintings of Madonnas and
saints, which too often have usurped, to the prejudice of pictures

equally worthy, the privileged name of “ Christian Art.”

Lessing, as we have seen, has enlarged the frontiers of the once

narrow and exclusive school of Dusseldorf. That school, which
when he entered was Romish, when he left had become, in the

best sense of the word, Catholic. Hence Lessing has been rightly

deemed in his art among the chiefest of reformers. It was his

fortune, as we have seen, to come upon the stage just at the

situation when a bold stroke would probably bring upon the

enemies of progress confusion and overthrow. Like other inno-

vators, he was in advance of his time
;
yet was he made for his

•i

a
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summons he disdains to obey. At length approaches the final

issue, which Lessing has chosen for his famous picture hero

engraved. The Council of Constance, one of the most important

assemblies in the whole range of Church history, meets in the

year 1414, and Huss is arraigned before it to answer for his

schismatic conduct. Wo may now turn to the picture of Les-

sing in elucidation of tho scene which ensued. Huss stands

in the council chamber in the midst of assembled cardinals,

bishops, and church dignitaries, one hand placed on his breast in

asseveration of his faith, the other resting on an open volume,

whereunto he appeals as to the law and the testimony. That

voice and those persuasive truths which had incited the common
people in the capital of Bohemia, have evidently taken cogent

hold upon the judges seated in court of appeal. As we look at

these reverend fathers, their heads swayed by weight of argument,

we are reminded of that other judgment-seat before which the

apostle of the Gentiles was summoned to answer for his life and

time, and tho time had been prepared for his coming. Kindred
minds were ripe for revolt

;
the fuel was laid, the torch only

waited to be lighted. Lessing rushed in among the withered and
dead leaves of autumn, bearing in his hand a firebrand. He
breathed revolution, and proclaimed the doctrines of an insurgent.

His principles and his policy, in fact, are sufficiently manifest 1

on the face of his pictures. The themes on which he habitually

descanted were the Reformation, of which Huss was the apostle

and the martyr, the contests waged between emperors and popes,

those conflicts which throughout history have been maintained

between the Church and the State as champions respectively of the

civil and the sacerdotal powers. It has thus been the privilege

of Lessing to proclaim liberty to the captive, to assert the rights

of conscience, and maintain freedom for the human intellect.

That the Arts had from Roman Catholicism received culture and
obtained high development, no one can possibly call in question.

But under the continued progress and the changed aspect of

civilisation, and especially under the enfranchisement of the

human mind, won by science, and by strength of intellect using

for an instrument a free press, it became inevitable that the Arts

should take on commensurate and advanced manifestations.

History never repeats herself
;
nature never travels backwards

;

and so no art that is vital can stand still, or move only in retro-

gression. Lessing and his compeers saw this
;
the time for action

which should be, in fact, a reaction and a regeneration, had come.

The figments of an artificial theology had to be swept away, and
it remained to be proved whether in the truths of nature, and in

1

the depths of the human soul ever illumined by beauty, there

might not be found compensation and resource. I can never

l

believe that error, however veiled or adorned, that untruth, how-
ever specious, that fallacies in Church, in State, or in the realms

i of intellect, can tend to the real or lasting welfare of any art

which is worthy of man’s regard. Therefore all honour to Lessing

and those men, wherever found, who have boldness to break loose

, from traditions worse than dead, who possess that rational faith

j

which can lay hold on the immutable principles which preceded

every historic church and creed—principles which, firm in essen-

tial truth, God Himself fixed as sure foundations.

I have chosen for illustration two pictures taken from the

eventful and tragic history of Huss, the brave reformer of Bohemia.

Huss, preceding Luther by more than a century, caught the first

sparks of reformation from the fire which Wycliffe had kindled

in England. In the pulpit, and even by the wayside, this bold

protestor against the errors of Rome stood forth as the champion
of liberty. Our first illustration exhibits the fiery Reformer in

the very act of inciting his countrymen to rebellion against papal

usurpation. Holding forth the cup of communion, he offers to

the pilgrim, to the warrior, and the age-stricken, this sacrament of

the blood shed for the solace of suffering and the remission of sins.

The court of Rome naturally grew alarmed
;
and then began to

gather the storm which, as a thunderbolt, before long fell on the

head of its victim. The Archbishop of Prague commences hostile

proceedings. Huss is cited into the presence of the pope, and the
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doctrine ; “And as he reasoned of righteousness, temperance,

and judgment to come, Felix trembled.” The Council of Con-
stance, however, like Agrippa, refused to be persuaded. Huss
was condemned as a heretic, was publicly degraded from the

priestly office, then consigned to the civil magistrate, and finally,

by the order of the emperor, was burnt. The martyr died with a

fortitude which commanded the admiration even of his enemies.

The closing act in this direful tragedy, Lessing has made the

subject of a well-known picture, ‘ Huss at the Funeral Pyre.’

The bold nonconformist spirit of the painter is set forth by the

temper of the scenes, into which he has thrown all the manly
rigour of his mind. Lessing found in Huss a hero after his own
heart. He has done well not to dissipate his powers, but to

elaborate, as it were, a monograph on the noble theme of the

Bohemian Deformation. Master works, such as ‘ Huss Preaching,’
‘ Huss before the Council of Constance,’ and ‘ Huss at the Funeral
Pyre,’ leave a solemn impress on the age, and serve to consecrate

the truths for which the martyr died.

The eventful reign of Frederick II., Emperor of Germany, is

fertile in themes cognate with the genius of Lessing. Few of the

monarchs who hold a sceptre within the eras of Charlemagne and
Napoleon, have made a more decisive mark on the page of history.

Early in the thirteenth century—in that century which has

been called the seedplot of European civilisation—Frederick was
crowned Emperor of Germany at Aix-la-Chapelle. But an evil

star rose on the destiny of Frederick ; the Emperor fell under the

displeasure of the Pope, was excommunicated, and his dominions

were placed under interdict. This constitutes just that sort of

catastrophe which Lessing loves to celebrate. Frederick, not-

withstanding the curse that lay upon him, pushed forward the

conquest of Palestine; he entered Jerusalem victor, yet had he

to put the crown upon his own head, because no priest dared

even to read mass. At length Innocent IV. pronounced against

the emperor the most dreadful of anathemas : Frederick, deprived

of all his honours and dignities, was denounced as a heretic, a

perjurer, a peace- breaker, a robber of churches, and a profaner

of sanctuaries ;
his subjects were released from their oath of

allegiance, and whoso should remain faithful to the king was to

fall under hopeless malediction. In this state death came upon
the great Frederick, even as Lessing has depicted. There is

grandeur and calm resignation of soul in the king, whom, at the

age of fifty-six, the angel of death overtook in surprise. There
seems to be a conflict of authority as to the manner of the

great monarch’s exit. Blind bigots of the Church write, “He
died wretchedly, and went down to hell an excommunicated
man.” Dean Milman, however, in “The History of Latin Chris-

tianity,” and Mr. Kington, in his faithful “ Life of Frederick II.,

Emperor of the Bomans,” justify the reading which Lessing, in

the picture we engrave, has adopted. Milman pronounces the

excommunication to have been unjust/ and Kington describes

the monarch’s deathbed as that of a man beloved, sustained by
heaven, and honoured by earth’s nobles. “ A crowd of illustrious

subjects,” writes Kington, “stood around the Emperor’s death-

bed: first in rank was the Archbishop of Palermo,” from whom
Frederick received absolution. It is related that when the great

king died an earthquake was felt in distant countries !

A painter rigorous, truth-seeking, and naturalistic as Lessing,

might reasonably be supposed to find delight in nature’s ways.

Lessing, indeed, has been deemed by some persons greater as

the painter of landscape than of history. His manner is that of

the Dusseldorf school, which has seldom obtained favour in this

country. The execution of that school is often heavy and clumsy,

the colour is apt to be violent and even discordant, and the com-
position, when treating the fiords of Norway or the inomitain

lakes of Switzerland, is a little too grandiose for our simple

English tastes. Lessing, however, is a man far too independent

for servility to any mannerism, and accordingly his landscapes

are distinguished by a method of their own. In the Gallery of

Dusseldorf is a composition marked by the artist’s usual decision

of purpose. An invading army has set fire to a distant village,

and soldiers are seen in advance through a neighbouring corn-

field. The foreground scene is laid in a churchyard, where troops

have already entrenched themselves. The sky is black and
lowering, for a storm rages in the heavens as well as on the

earth. When I visited the studio of Lessing some few years

since, in Dusseldorf, I was interested in seeing the studies from

which his landscapes were composed and elaborated. The walls

were hung with detailed sketches of rocks and other fore-

ground materials, and upon an easel stood a canvas on which

the artist had systematically mapped out in outline the hills,

the vallies, and the torrents, which were to act the parts of

dramatis personce on the stage of the painter’s feigned nature.

All the landscapes I have seen by Lessing have been accen-

tuated with predetermined purpose. The fixed and the foi'ciblo

intent manifest in the artist’s historic compositions speaks out

scarcely less decisively and intelligibly in his portraiture of

inanimate nature, which thus becomes, as it were, vocal under
his touch. Lessing endows his landscapes with a certain archi-

tectonic symmetry and proportion
;
he throws together his masses

with a sense of their weight
;
he metes out his materials with a

hand that can adjust equilibrium ; his rocks stand firmly, as if

resting on the earth’s deep foundations ; and yet his clouds roll

with motion grandly, and tell of the strife of restless elements.

And herein wo gladly recognise those supreme mental qualities

which give to the old landscape painters of Italy their sway over

the imagination. Gaspar Poussin, Claude, and Salvator Bosa,

made nature move responsive to human sympathies
;
the storm-

wind that raged through the forest spake of the passion which
had rent the heart, and the placid sky of sunset Claude was like

a vesper hymn softly soothing to benediction. Even a landscape-

painter, when he happens to have an intellect, will find ways to

make that intellect felt ;
each detail, as in the pictures of Lessing,

will tell its own story, and especially will the general effect strike

some deep chord which vibrates to thought and emotion. There
is a philosophy in landscape-painting of which the Geiman intel-

lect is cognizant ; there is a poetry in landscape art wherein a mind !

such as that of Goethe, which, at a glance, saw at once by imagina-
tion and reason, is able to dilate; there is for the landscape-

painter, scarcely less than for the painter of humanity, a subjec-

tive and inner system of metaphysics, which teaches that nature
|

is thought projected into form, an idea clothed in colour and
thrown into relief by light and shade. Lack of space prevents me
from enlarging further on a line of speculation which, when curtly

enunciated, must, I fear, seem incomprehensible, and sound as

simply absurd. It is fortunate that the pictures of Lessing

require no elaborate theory for their exposition or defence.

They speak for themselves ; they make appeal to the universal

consciousness, and the public applauds, not caring to inquire the

reason why.
The pictures of Lessing, among which we engrave three of the

most characteristic, suggest general reflections which may serve

us for conclusion. Two of these, elucidating the life of Huss,

are, as we have said, expressly Protestant. Accordingly therein

we may read the canons of Protestant faith, and discern the motives

which the preacher of Scripture truths aroused in the breast of his

hearers. We are sorry to say that Huss, when addressing the

common people, comports himself as a fierce fanatic ; we might
have wished that Lessing could, compatibly with historic truth,

have thrown into his hero Christian graces to adorn stern

religious virtues. The bold reformer, however, when brought into

the presence of his superiors assembled in council, carries him-
self decorously as becometh a gentleman. The point, however,

on which I wish specially to insist is, that Lessing makes him-
self so completely part of his subject, that the life and spirit of

Protestantism breathe from his vital canvases. The right of

private judgment seems graven on every brow; conscience has set

her seal on every heart ; manly independence holds up a head
which will bow to no authority save that of reason and of truth

;

earnest will has given fixed purpose to action ; and thus the man,
whoever he may be, whether Huss, or Frederick, as the champion
for the rights which inhere to humanity, becomes thoroughly

equipped in the warfare of life, and stands forth bravely to do his

duty. Lessing, it will be seen, is a keen observer of character, an

accurate student of physiognomy. He delineates human nature

with a breadth which pertains to the species, and in a detail that

distinguishes the individual. We recollect to have seen paraded

in advertisements a book bearing the ultra-Protestant title, “ The
Individuality of the Individual.” This individuality, sharply

defined in outline, so separate in insular standing from its neigh-

bour individuality, that the spectator can walk clean round it and
view it on all sides, this “ individuality of the individual,” Lessing

portrays. The artist’s pictures thus conceived and elaborated, we
accept for master-works of the human understanding, as defined

and circumscribed in the philosophy of Locke,—keen, shrewd, and
penetrating, supremely knowing in the wisdom of this world, yet

not specially gifted with that wisdom which is from above. The
conceptions of Lessing, in short, forcibly illustrate the distinction

which Geiman metaphysicians are fond of drawing between “the
understanding” and “the pure reason.” They are not like the

creations of the early spiritual painters of Italy, outpourings

of a Divine presence
;
they are not the outcomings of spiritual

unction
;
they have more positive knowledge than intuition, more

fact than imagination, more vigour than sensibility, more wise

sagacity of the intellect than fine subtlety of soul. And this it is

that gives to the works of Lessing their pre-eminent reality; this

it is that endows them with strong power of appeal, and brings

them in close correspondence with the pronounced and positive

spirit of the age. Lessing’s pictures are no unsubstantial visions,

no feverish dreams, or ecstatic swoonings ; they are real as life,

true as nature, and manly as the grand historic characters they

seek to honour.
J. Beayington Atkinson.
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MR. CHURCH’S PICTURES.
COTOPAXI, CHIMBORAZO, AND THE

AURORA BOREALIS.
CONSIDERED ALSO WITH REFERENCE TO

ENGLISH ART.

The remembrance of the pictures Mr.
Church formerly sent to us for exhibition,

gives no ordinary interest to the arrival

of anything new by him
;
his subjects hav-

ing hitherto been of the utmost novelty

and magnificence, the choice of them sin-

gularly daring, and the treatment, of highly

-

wrought truthfulness, beauty, and splen-

dour. The ‘ Heart of the Andes,’ and the

‘Iceberg’ (the ‘Niagara’ we never saw),

were comprehensive representations each of

an entire class of noble sceneiy in nature,

additionally valuable as being of subjects

the most remote from us, and not merely
extending our knowledge of the world we
live in, but furnishing a delightful stimulus

to the imagination, in the new forms of

astonishing grandour and loveliness with
which they abound. The painter who dis-

plays so much talent and adventurous spirit

in adding these subjects to his art, and then
sends the results so far for our judgment,
has, surely, particular claims on our atten-

tion ;
especially if, as we believe, they have

peculiar merits which ought to put our own
landscape painters very much on their

mettle. Indeed, for our own part, we are

haunted by the somewhat humiliating im-
pression, that from the utmost excellence

landscape art ever attained among us, this

American alone is, in the highest qualities,

continuous and progressive, whilst we, with
regard to them, are forgetful, and have
declined.

The throe new pictures—briefly referred

to in our last number—are of the same high
and comprehensive kind as the former ones ;

two of them, ‘ Cotopaxi,’ and ‘ Chimborazo,'

being painted as pendants to the ‘ Heart of

the Andes
;

’ and a magnificent landscape
triptic would they form together : the
* Chimborazo ’ hung on the left, for its

expression of the tropical witchery of land-

scape, the Andean beauty; and the ‘ Coto-

paxi ’ on the right, as especially represent-

ing the Andean grandeur and energy. For
decision and magnificence of effect, this

last picture is the most striking of the three.

In contemplating it, you look down over a

plain, of which the abrupt horizon stretch-

ing across the picture, not far beneath the

peaks of mountains, creates the impression

immediately of a great height above the

sea. Far above all other crests, against

the fair cool brightness of the morning, the

volcanic cone ascends, itself pale with snow,

and therefore in aspect of a spirit-like,

mystical faintness ; but not the less a most
energetic fountain of dark smoke, which
shoots up elately in forms of strange fantasy,

till it grows light enough for the wind to

spread it on one side all over the heavens
in huge mountainous volumes, behind which
the burning disc of the sun appears, new
risen, glaring around with a lurid fiery

light. The cone of the volcano seems to

stand between day and night with a sub-
lime abruptness. It is a grand and most
daring conception. The partial influence
of this glare—ruddily firing the smoke,
dimly suffusing the distant heights, Hashing
across a lonely lake with a sulphurous in-

tensity, and touching preciously into ruby
the pale erupted cliffs close at hand—con-
trasted with the green and golden inequali-

ties of the Paramo, or plain, left more to the
serener light of morning, results in splendid

oppositions and varieties of colour
;
to under-

standwhose natural co-existence, and avoid

accusation of a w'ant of atmospheric unity,

it may be as well to bear in mind that there

are here two opposite sources of tone, the

lurid sun-fired pall of the volcano, and the

serene morning, whose spray of silver

dappled clouds you see shooting up behind

its ruddy, loosely-hanging films, with mar-
vellous beauty. Immediately at your feet

yawns a chasm, filled with the fierce youth
of some river, which, born in a cataract

from the high-seated lake, boils up its

smoke of spray with something of the spirit

of the fumes of the great Cotopaxi. From
its ghostly depths, it floats up into the light

of a rosy loveliness, and even hints of the

sunbows which perhaps would glitter out

keenly ere long, did yon tremendous fuming
cease.

It is a scene of strange solemn magnifi-

cence; with, obviously, beyond compare,
more deep and delicate truth in it than those

dull, commonplace works which alone pass

muster with dull, commonplace folk who
never understand that Nature’s mysteries

and splendours are as much facts as the

most prosaic every-day objects, as the very

chairs they sit on. And in these vapours
of various kinds, there are magical feats of

the pencil, such as we cannot remember
seeing equalled of late by our own painters,

who, active as they also are in seeking out

the more magnificent effects of nature, are

apt to be dry, hard, and opaque, compara-
tively. We cannot recall in them anything

of the kind so finely done as this trans-

parency, or transpicuousness rather, look-

ing through veils of smoke inflamed by the

sun, upon the silvery eruptions of the

dappled morning
;

or the pale mist and
sultry haze lying before those huge heaps
of earth-bora darkness which the painter

has rendered with no less .aerial delicacy

than grandeur. We here perceive that in

the painting of aerial mystery, a chief

element of beauty and sublimity in repre-

senting nature, Mr. Church has rare excel-

lence. It is a most un-Pre-Raphaelite
quality, which the comparatively crude

opaque colouring characteristic of our

painters fails to express. The execution of

the foreground of this picture of Cotopaxi

does not altogether please us. Wo think it

somewhat commonplace, wanting in style ;

and the prismatic hues of the torrent-

mist below seem too violent. Would not

an austerer paleness in that chasm have
been grander ? But all the distance is

admirable, quite wonderful ; and in the

next picture the foreground is so excellent,

as to prove that the defect in the ‘ Cotopaxi ’

is but temporary and partial, and therefore

does not warrant any absolute judgment
against the artist.

For his view of Chimborazo, the painter

descends from the high Paramo, where the

vegetation is almost treeless, to another
climate, low on the banks of the river

Guayaquil, amidst all the luxuriance of the

tropical forest. Here are trees, gigantic,

yet of a light grace, garlanded to the top

with drooping parasites
;
old aristocrats of

the woods overrun and borne down by a

whole democracy of climbing plants
;
an

infinite entanglementand confused embrace-
ment of sylvan greatness and loveliness,

with undergrowth of wide-embowering
grasses, and “ the kings among grasses,”

beautiful bamboos, and tall, slender, patriar-

chal palms :

—

tho palm, an undergrowth ;

for above luxuriate vigorously trees, which,

though far higher than our monarchs of the

wood, bear magnificent clusters of flowers.

Tho painter hesitated much whether the

chief of these, which, as we heard, blooms
in violet and gold alternately, should flower

on the present occasion, and decided
(
judi-

ciously, we think) that it should not. He
feared to cloy us with splendour. It is a

scene of wild, weird, Indian loveliness.

The river flows by, all fresh and lively with

mountain floods and rains, playing filmily

with the reflections of these astonishing

growths; a further winding being visible

through a low wide arch in them. Yet we
should scarcely like to remain there long

;

for all looks humid and hot, as if the place

would, very likely, soon sweetly insinuate an
ague, or marsh fever. A spur of the Cordil-

leras, immediately above, shines forth, one
low long ridge of golden light too splendid

for this moist air below
;
but around it is a

wide diffusion of transparent vapour, within

which some higher peaks, flushed with rose

tints, appear, or lose themselves in a deli-

cate mystery of aerial colours of surpassing

loveliness. One white cloud is stirring in

the midst
;
a few tufts from it floating up,

like a fairy pinnace on the aery sea, or

like some clove-winged messenger of peace

coming once more, perhaps—who knows ?

for the last time. But where is Chimborazo ?

Oh, it is far above, islanded in the soft blue

of the upper heavens, above an expanse of

thin sky-like vapour, like a dome of tender

sunny cloud, a thing entirely pertaining to

heaven, and having nothing whatever to do

with earth, but to present it with an imago
of heavenly peace, an object to inspire

heavenly fancies, and yearnings.

At length, here is the veiy painter Hum-
boldt so longs for in his writings

;
the artist

who, studying, not in our little hot-houses,

but in Nature’s great hot-house bounded
by the tropics, with labour and large-

thoughted particularity parallel to his own,
should add a new and more magnificent

kingdom of Nature to Art, and to our dis-

tincter knowledge. It is, indeed, a most
lovely, enchanting landscape. And what a

privilege to enjoy it, in town, seated un-
anxiously, exempt from the unhealthy in-

fluences apparent in the humid tone, the

monstrous entomology, and all the other

perils and privations of tropical misadven-
ture ; not parboiled in our own clothes, not

invaded by the continual dropping into our
hammocks of strange enormous insects of

unknown powers, not mosquito-fevered.

Looking around the usually empty room,

we pitied the heedless unappreciative Lon-
doners, who, indeed, neglect few things

pleasant or beautiful which Fashion gra-

ciously points out to them, but else will not

readily be moved, and so lose the mental
refreshment, and the ventilation of fancy,

that come from this.

To criticise is hardly necessary, wherever
the delight itself already implies the ex-

istence of tho artistic merits ; for crudeness

and want of truth are, of course, incom-
patible with such enjoyment on the part

of any one experienced in the excellence

of Nature and of Art ; and we may, per-

haps, be permitted to say that we have
seen far too much of both, ever to be able to

dream before bad painting, however beau-
tiful the subject misrepresented. Never-
theless, for those who need criticism, it may
be added that the composition is beautiful,

the colouring glowing yet delicate, artisti-

cally subordinated to a limited point of

supreme splendour, and the drawing play-

fully truthful to a most rare degree. One
of our grounds for classing Mr. Church
high amongst painters lies in his boundless

resources in rendering the most multitudi-

nous and varied details. His creative mind
fertilises his external impressions

;
for

mere imitation can give but a few cut-and-

dried specimens of such things. The in-

finities of foliage, especially, he has lite-

rally at his fingers’ ends, drawing it with
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most lively and graceful precision. He
has, surely, the finest running leafy hand,

the most un-Pre-Raphaelite. His fancy is

not stifled by these countless parasites, Tout

overruns them all, with the agility of a

little monkey. Here his manipulation
seems improved : none of our deftest hands
could have touched off those palm-trees
with more refinement of pencilling.

*

The third picture, the last painted, the
‘ Aurora Borealis,’ at first strikes the mind
as but a mild Aurora. We once saw, in

Portland Place, one not far less bright, so

bright that at the moment we thought it

fireworks at Chalk Farm ; but it was a

genuine Arctic coruscation. In the present

picture, through a dim, clouded sky, over a

promontory of North Labrador, which has
been named after this painter, and over an
ice-cumbered sea, in whose vast solitude

the little barque seems locked, and the

adventurous voyager and his dog-drawn
sledge appear so small as almost to elude

the eye, the soft rosy ray flits up quite

gently, before the pale dying light of

day. Disappointment in respect of bril-

liancy, however, is soon succeeded by ap-
preciation of the more subdued and solemn
treatment of the sxxbject, which leads us to

think, without much hesitation, that a
pensive feeling is intended. These boreal

flushings look, rather, like lonely aspira-

tions, with more of tenderness than hope

—

a rosy languishment in solitude, remote
Rom climes of warmth, and tenderness,

and social joys, accompanied by palpita-

tions of pale doubt and sadness ; for so

fancy, naturally enough, may interpret the

colder, fainter rays, that shoot up beside the

one warm, full-hearted gush of sanguinous
brightness. These beauteously strange

aerial phenomena are rendered with won-
derful vividness and delicacy of feeling

;

the bluff masses of the wild lone promon-
tory, too, are finely rounded; and, from
the simplicity of the subject, and absence
of hard-to-be-managed details, it is per-

haps, as a tuhole, the most perfectly harmo-
nious production of the three. Especially,

it marks Mr. Church as an admirable
colourist, in that high criterion, the refine-

ment of his subdued and neutral tints,

which are never monotonous and lifeless,

but infinitely vailed with beauteous gleam-

ings and undertones, and often of exquisite

quality. And in the more brilliant works,
vigorous and splendid as is the colour, it

is finely subordinated by gradations up to

the one or two supreme flashes, with a

variety and harmony, which prove un-
usually great resources in this element of

his art.

So here are three graphic poems, awak-
ening three different kinds of emotion ;

one

ardently sublime, the second of the very
fulness of beauty, and this, the third,

pensively tender, pathetic. We would not

disparage our own landscapists. Clever,

industrious workers are countless among
them ; and many are endued with a gentle-

ness and picturesqueness of feeling worthy
of our sweet minor poets. Some colour

vigorously, but make little of form ;
mul-

titudes can imitate vividly separate objects,

without combining them into an harmo-
nious whole, far less into a result that

touches the heights of feeling and imagina-
tion. The sense of beauty, the compre-
hensive creative energy of mind, are now
wanting among us to effect anything

parallel to the works of the higher order

of poets, or of painters, and fulfil the con-

ditions of the ‘

‘ grand heroic style of land-

scape painting,” dwelt upon by the scientific

philosopher, Humboldt, as the end to be

desired. But here, we affirm, is a visit

from one, who, to say the least, approaches

far nearer to the fulfilment of those condi-

tions. Here is one who can draw, can

colour, can air-tone, can imitate, compose,

and (oh, infinitely beyond all these cans !)

can conceive, so nobly and comprehensively,

that the result is, in some important re-

spects, a further advancement of the epical

style of landscape painting. Here is the

only landscape painter who, in the large

sense, can be said to have taken up the

pencil of our great Raphael of Landscape,

Turner—the only one who has similar per-

ceptions of beauty, and similar creative

powers, to raise him to the same high prin-

ciples of Art. Nay, more, he is carrying

on Turner’s work where he left off, adding

to the beauty and magnificence of the

whole, greater precision and completeness

of detail
; so that, in place of the slurring

of form, and numerous eyesores, the dreamy
consciousness, with which we must content

ourselves in contemplating Turner’s fore-

most and most comprehensive works, the

great picture here is made up of an infinity

of little pictures, on which the eye can rest

with a separate delight, each interwoven
with the others ;

and, certainly, never did

wo see such completeness of detail, both in

colour and form, in immense quantity and
variety, united with a splendid, aerial, and
poetical general effect.

There was much ridicule of Turner in

his lifetime
;

but now we are humble
enough, though not so much before his ex-

cellence as before his eloquent fame; yet

with so little discrimination, that the pris-

matic manifestations of his dotage fetch

preposterous prices, to the vexation of his

intelligent admirers, who regret that others

should be sophisticated as to his real merits

by having to admire them. Meanwhile,
comes from afar the work of his only true

successor; and, with regret be it spoken,

it receives so little attention, that they who
have incurred the trouble and cost of doing

that which might enrich us with a most
valuable incentive in landscape art, and
with a delightful enlargement of our im-

pressions of nature, begin to consider it as,

of necessity, their last attempt of the kind.

Such would be a most poor conclusion.

At least it was a handsome challenge. But
the probabilities seem to be, that this excel-

lence, of the very kind of which we fall

short, will return so slightly honoured that

we shall see its face no more
;
and the

general admiration it wins in its own
country will have some natural thoughts

on our indifference. Thus may we lose an

admirable and most well-timed lesson, and
be left alone with our mediocrity.

Individuals of high repute for intelli-

gence have, we know, been thoroughly de-

lighted with these works; but artists in-

grained in principles of a different kind,

and the guides of public opinion, have been
curiously inattentive to them ; our public,

generally, being so pre-occupied as to have
little leisure for the discovery of merit
which has not already the entree. More-
over, perception of beauty, that indispen-

sable great ground of artistic judgment,
without which cold dry intellect, and science

herself, lead but darkly astray, has, in con-

sequence of our rigid matter-of-factness
and dry utilitarianism, become wonderfully
rare among us English. For the present,

our very ideality seems to be ugliness

;

and when we quit the commonplace, it is for

the fantastical. The heroines of our fancy
are now-a-days neither of earth nor heaven,
but rather mere phantasms of the limbo of

vanity, there expiating heartless follies and
vices. Witness the walls of our Academy.
In our cold carelessness, and dearth of

natural artistic perceptions, we have been
much left to be sophisticated by phraseo-
logical critics, who would put us all in

resthetical go-carts, and wheel us where
they please. They have descriptive powers,

write charmingly, and tickle our sense of

profundity with high-sounding dogmas and
moral theories, which seem, indeed, plau-

sible enough
;
but on comparing the de-

scription with the work described, we find,

not unfrequently, that the eloquent and
dainty phraseologist could not distinguish

between ugly and handsome, valueless fact

and vital truth, archreology and imagina-
tion, good painting and bad

;
and when we

meditate on the moral basis of his sesthe-

tical theories, we find them, in all like-

lihood, something one-sided, ungenial, con-
tracted, ascetic

;
their evil influence being

indeed traceable in the falsely cramped and
rigid lines of the pencils led by them. Li
thus making the objects of painting the
mere symbols and ministers of a morbid,
dainty, and fantastical morality, imagina-
tion, and ideal beauty have been sorely and
sadly discountenanced by much dreary
superficiality about truth, which has led

to a mindless, servile imitation, in strait-

ened bondage to the “letter” which ever

kills. From our higher class of critics

—

pre-occupied profoundly in their own aesthe-

tic circle, much attention to foreign works
of an excellence scarcely in harmony with
their previous teachings, is hardly to be
expected. With regard to the writers of

the daily press, their miscellaneous func-

tions, and the little time they can reason-

ably be expected to devote to such a subject,

prevent the hope of much instruction from
that source

;
but on this occasion, their

criticisms have turned out of the mould
singularly ill. The Daily Neivs, the fore-

most Mend of the North during the late

war, being of wide repute and influence on
the other side the Atlantic, it was some-
thing specially unfortunate that its critique

should be of the undiscriminating, and in-

deed absolutely unseeing sort. The writer

announces that there is scarcely any ex-
pression of mystery in these paintings

—

nothing “allusive;” and then follows a

strange puzzled objection that there is no
foreground

;

as if the forewater in the Chim-
borazo, for instance, did not answer the

purpose quite as well. In this paper there

are some qualifying praises worthy of clever

scene-painting; but the Daily Telegraph

was absolutely contemptuous, naively con-

demning the Chimborazo for looking as if

it had been painted in a hothouse, heedless

of the simple fact that it was so prepared

and studied—that is to say, in a tropical

hothouse of a thousand leagues in extent,

bounded by vast mountains and rivers.

* Nevertheless, we have been told that some of our
admired artists condemn the manner of these details, pro-
nouncing the minute precision of the forms untrue. Look-
ing at their own works, we arc no way surprised at. the
opinion. Nature is multiform and many-sided ; and look-
ing at her with different eyes, we see in her different
things, each observer discovering what he looks for, accord-
ing to the bias of his own mind, and ignoring qualities
diverse in character. Our present painters, having little

perception of beauty of form, but more observance of
general effects of light and shadow, probably see notliing

but obscure intricacy, where an eye like Mr. Church’s
would trace out distinct and orderly shapes of loveliness,

and systems of lines. Not, however, that we mean his
minute details are perfect everywhere ; those not quite
in the foreground are perhaps in parts too distinctly spotty,

of too precise a littleness ; but the forms are always well

understood, and easy and graceful in composition ; and the
object thus defined is itself interesting, and adds to our
knowledge of tropical nature. Nor should it be forgotten
that this painter’s purpose is not merely to satisfy the
abstract requirements of Art, but to add to our knowledge
of a particular kind of landscape nature. The writer in the
Times made a great mistake, and unfortunately ignored
the poetry of this picture, in saying that Mr, Church’s
minuteness approaches homeliness , when its grace and
beauty merit the contrary of that epithet. Minuteness
has no necessary connection with it. We do not call the
lesser parts of flowers and radiant insects hemebj.



The Times
,

as usual, gave a charming
descriptive account of these pictures, ob-

viously desiring to commend them libe-

rally and amiably ; but even here nothing
was said to lead to the anticipation of

their rare refinement and poetical beauty.

On the contrary, the minuteness in them,
as remarked already, was wrongly asso-

ciated with homeliness

;

and they were
finally characterised as such works as might
be expected from an American. Yet we
scarcely think Americans can, for the pre-

sent, be reasonably expected to paint land-

scapes more refined, more remarkable for

the sense of beauty, than any of the works
of our living landscapists. Generally speak-
ing, these pictures have been praised by
our critics in good average terms, yet

treated as a sort of curiosities, creditable,

very, for an American, but scarcely within

the pale of legitimate Art. That is the

opinion we especially desire to deny and
confute. We have no doubt whatever that

they are works of thoroughly legitimate,

refined, classical Art, not perfect, it may
be, but combining more of the elements of

great landscape painting than anything we
have of late ourselves produced; great in

conception, brilliant in execution, and with
a finer perception of the beautiful, a more
tender and elevated poetical feeling, than
have been displayed in this branch of the

art since Turner.
W. P. Bayley.

LOWTHEE CASTLE,
THE SEAT OF THE EARL OF LONSDALE.

Bordering the most delicious scenery of

England, commanding views of its loftiest

mountains and the most charming of its

lakes, stands Lowther Castle, one of the

seats of the Earl of Lonsdale. It is less,

however, to the grandeur of its position,

in picturesque Westmoreland, than to the

contents of its Galleries, we direct the atten-

tion of our readers, although something
must be said of the situation it occupies,

for few of the Baronial Mansions of the

Kingdom are so auspiciously located. From
any of the terrace-walks, gracefully adorned

by vases and statues, are seen the several

mountain ranges ofWestmoreland and Cum-
berland—Helvellyn, Skiddaw, Saddleback,

Crossfell, “High Street”* (on the heights

of which runs the old Eoman road, clearly

discernible)—hiding among them, except

where occasional passes afford glimpses, the

romantic lakes of Ulleswater, Haweswater,
Derwentwater, Windermere, Bydal Water,
and a score of minor sources of the nume-
rous rivers, full of trout, that run in all direc-

tions through the highly- cultivated lands.

It is, indeed, scarcely possible to conceive

a view at once so grand and so beautiful as

that which the eye takes in from any of

the more elevated points surrounding the

Castle; while its interest will be largely

enhanced by occasional sights of Druidic,

Eoman, and Danish remains—bearing the
familiar names of “the Giant’s Cave,”
“ LongMeg and her Daughters,” “Arthur’s
Bound Table,” and others— abounding

* The High Street is a mountain of considerable bulk,

which lies between Ulleswater and Windermere, and forms
a conspicuous object from some parts of the high road
between those two lakes. It takes its name from the

ancient Roman road, or street, which passes right over the

top of it, an elevation of about 2,000 feet, on its way from
Ambleside, the Roman ALoruc, towards Penrith. Seen
from a distance, the road forms a great streak of green up
the side of the mountain, which produces a very singular

effect. There is an annual festival held here by the pea-

santry, who on this occasion redress it, and thus keep it in

the condition which so distinctly separates the road from
the rest of the surface of the mountain.
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among these border mountains ;
of Nor-

man castles, some in ruins, others yet in-

habited by lords of pure descent ;
of old

“Peel towers,” and many other interest-

ing objects.

The grounds that surround the Castle are

dulycared for, the deer-park is ofgreatextent,

the lawns and gardens are richly planted

;

but there is one rare peculiarity—an avenue

of venerable yew-trees, older even than the

Lowthers, which, probably, furnished wea-
pons for the fight at Hastings, but which
certainly supplied them to those who

“ Drew their sounding bows at Azincour.”

The Castle is not old, having been com-
pleted, from the designs of Sir Eobert
Smirke, early in the present century. It

is, in truth, as Wordsworth styles it, “ ma-
jestic,” rising upon one of the hill slopes,

and, as we have intimated, commanding on
all sides views of the surrounding country, a

very large proportion of which is the here-

ditary lordship of the Earl. Though by no
means the “ monarch of all he surveys”

—

for he can see lands some fifty miles from his

threshold—he looks upon mountain, moor,
and fell, upon lakes, and rivers, and rich

pasture lands, upon farms, homesteads, and
churches that are his—by no claim of con-

quest, or “ forfeiture,” or as results of
“ speculations,” but by justly-gained and
equitably-upheld rights, undisputed and
indisputable at any period of the Shire’s

history.

The Castle was ever famous for hos-

pitality : among its frequent guests have
been the great men of many epochs. States-

men, philosophers, artists, men of letters

and science, have here enjoyed brief inter-

vals of rest from labour—among them,
Scott, Eogers, Wilson, Southey, and Words-
worth. Southey commemorates not only
its stately walls, pinnacles, and “ embattled
brow,” but its “hospitable halls.” From
any point about it may be seen the moun-
tains that look down on “Greta Hall,”

where Southey lived so long and wrote
imperishable works, and on the calm grave-
yard at Crosthwaite, where his mortal part

is buried ; the home of Wordsworth, Bydal
Mount, in Grasmere valley, and the vener-

able church of Grasmere, beside which he
was laid to rest; Elleray, the place in

which Professor Wilson passed so many
of his early and happy days; the house
in which Arnold dwelt; that in which
Mi’s. Trollope lived, and that which is

still the dwelling of Harriett Martineau.

The list of those who have lived near
and shared the hospitality of Lowther
will be best understood, however, by the

list we shall presently supply of West-
moreland Worthies

;
those of its fail-

neighbour, Cumberland, being also a host.

The present earl has been renowned in

public life. As Lord Lowther he filled

some of the higher offices of state : from
1828 to 1830, he was chief of the Woods and
Forests

;
from 1834 to 1835, President of

the Board of Trade ;
from 1841 to 1845,

Postmaster-General ;
and he has also held

the high office of President of the Council.

He has, however, resigned all public em-
ployment—devoting his time to agricultural

and engineering pursuits—converting bar-

ren moors into arable land, and turning

idle wastes into profitable farms : setting,

indeed, an example of a good landlord at

home—an example which, happily, many
follow.

The Earl has, however, given much of

his leisure to Art; and it is to this subject

our notes on Lowther will, mainly, have
reference, for when wealth and rank combine
to collect and preserve the Art-products of
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many eras, it is a pleasant duty to make
known the results that may teach and
gratify—that have taught and gratified

—hundreds of thousands.
Passing through a wide and lofty hall,

containing many effigies of knights in

armour—armour that has been tested in

many a melee—and banners of various

countries and epochs, we turn into the

Library, full of rare and curious books—the

more valuable of these appertain to the

histories of the two shires. On the walls

hang the “family poi-traits ” from that of

Sir John Lowther, painted in 1657, to that

of the present earl in early life ;
* then,

passing along a corridor—the sides whereof
are lined with busts and portraits—we
reach the gallery of “Westmoreland Wor-
thies,” a somewhat original, and certainly

a wise, idea
;

for, in time, we shall here

see the outward semblances of those who
have conferred honour on their native

county from a very early period down to

our own time. At present the Gallery

contains thirty portraits.

The collection cannot fail to excite deep
interest, not only in those who are natives

of the county, but as a record of so many
who are renowned in the history of Eng-
land. We print the list :

—

Kateryn Parr. The mouldering ruins of Ken-
dal Castle mark the birthplace of this lady,

wife of Henry VIII., and first Protestant

Queen of England.
Christopher Baynbrigg. Cardinal of St.

Praxede, Legate to the court of Rome, Arch-
bishop of York, Master of the Rolls, &c. 1460-

1514.

George Clifford, Earl of Cumberland.
Sir Gerard Lowther, Lord Chief Justice of

the Court of Common Pleas, Ireland.

Marquis of Wharton.
Right Hon. Joseph Addison.
John, First Viscount Lonsdale.
Hon. Justice Wilson.
Sir Alan Chambre.
Doctor Burn, LL.D., the historian of West-
moreland and Cumberland, the author of the
“ Justice of the Peace,” a work on ecclesias-

tical law.

Lord Langdale.
Alderman Thompson, Lord Mayor of London.
Sir George Fleming, Bishop of Carlisle.

Gibson, Bishop of London.
John Bell, the celebrated Chancery barrister.

Richard Brattiiwaite, author of the “ English
Gentleman,” &c.

Dean Addison.
Doctor Shaw.
Waugh, Bishop of Carlisle.

Duke of Wharton.
Admiral Sir Charles Richardson.
John Langhorne, D.D.
Watson, Bishop of Llandaff.

Bernard Gilpin.

General Bowser.
John Robinson, Esq., Surveyor-General of

Woods and Forests. In his hand he holds a
“ Report of Acorns planted in and about

Windsor Great Park,” &c. Total, 11,225,000,

between the years 17 IS and 1801.

Admiral Pearson, whose memorable combat
with Paul Jones is recorded in Atkinson’s
“ Worthies of Westmoreland.”

Thomas Barlow.
Countess of Pembroke, Sir Jos. William-

son wrote to this extraordinary woman to

induce her to return a court candidate for the

borough of Appleby, and received the follow-

ing answer :—“ Sir,—I have been bulbed by
an usurper, I have been neglected by a court,

but I will not be dictated to by a subject.

Your man shan’t stand.”

Doctor Fothergill.
A portrait of Hogarth hangs in the collection,

* For the information of Mr. Peter Cunningham we
should state that two of the portraits are from the pencil of

Sir Peter Lely ; they are not mentioned in his list of the

paintings by that master ; but Mr. Cunningham expresses

a desire to obtain knowledge concerning those of the ex-

istence of which he is not aware.
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his ancestors having been natives of Westmore-
land. *

Passing through the suite of rooms—the

drawing-rooms, breakfast-room, billiard-

room, &c. &c.—we occupy much time, for

the walls hold a very large number of

the very finest works of the old masters.

Four of the best productions of Teniers are

here
;

here are admirable specimens of

Rubens and Yandyck, three by Ostade,

four by Wouvermans, three by Gerard
Douw, one by Jan Steen, one by Frank
Hals, one by Bonafaccio, one by Leonardo
da Vinci, two by Murillo, several by Sal-

vator Rosa, several by Brueghel
;
landscapes

by Ruysdael, Gasper Poussin, Paul Brill,

Zuccarelli, Swaneveldt, &c.
;

a large col-

lection of the works ofWilliam Vandevelde,
and some good specimens of Backhuysen

;

‘St. Francis,’ by Guido; ‘The Palmister,’

and ‘ Soldiers throwing Dice,’ Pietro da
Vecchia

;

' Magdalen in the Desert,’ Tinto-

retto, and two fine pictures by Bassano.

The collection includes also works by Hol-
bein, Cartona, Valentino, Borgognone, Fytt,

Bronzino, Giorgione, Cuyp, &c. &c., as well

as modem portraits by Lawrence, Opie,

Jackson, Beechey, Hopner, &c.

But to give a complete list of the paint-

ings in the Castle would far exceed our
limits. The earl is building— has, in-

deed, nearly completed— a new gallery,

which is destined to receive “gatherings”
from his other mansions. Some large pic-

tures by Snyders, belonging to the Lowther
family, will then be added to the collec-

tion, with magnificent works by Titian,

Claude, Guido, &c., and a few modern pic-

tures of note by Gainsborough, Reynolds,
Turner, &c.

In this Gallery will also be hung no
fewer than seventeen of the works of

Hogarth, collected by the Earl with great

industry ; and chosen not only for their in-

trinsic worth, but in homage to the memory
of the painter, whose father was a native of

Westmoreland, and who is therefore, as we
have said, included among the Worthies
of Westmoreland.
But the great attraction of Lowther

Castle is even less in its collection of paint-

ings than in its examples of ancient sculp-

ture, contained in two spacious and ad-
mirably-constructed galleries. Passing a

room devoted to Roman antiquities, many
of which were found in the neighbourhood
—at Tiirkby Thore, at old Penrith, and at

the famous Roman wall—we enter The
East Gallery. It is impossible to enu-
merate the whole of its contents ; a few of

the works, of more surpassing merit, we
may, however, mention :

—

1 . A statue of Hygeia, from the Beshorough
Collection. A very beautiful work of pure Art,

originally from the Capitol.

2. Venus, from the Stowe Collection. An ex-

quisite Torso (unhappily restored), undoubtedly
an example of the purest Greek, of an age
“ when Art was a religion.” It has been attri-

buted, and with reason, to Praxiteles
;
and it is

believed to have stood in the Temple of Cnidus
;

that it is the work alluded to by Lucian , and
Pliny as one of the triumphs of Greek Art

;
a

belief which obtains force with all Art-lovers

by whom it has been seen.

3. A statue of Diana, of exceeding grace and
beauty.

4. A statue of Julius Ciesar, half life-size,

having the easily-recognised type of the “ fore-

most man of all this world.”

* There are no doubt persons who possess portraits of

other Worthies of Westmoreland, who will gladly aid the
Earl in his desire to render this singularly interesting gallery
complete. Of two interesting personages connected with
the County of Westmoreland no trace of a likeness can
be found, viz.. Sir Hugh de Lowther, Attorney General to
Edward I„ and Pilkington, Speaker of the House of Com-
mons in the time of Richard II.

5. A fragment, or rather, the upper half of a
sitting female figure, draped, imported into

England by Lord Guildford, and the only speci-

men brought home by him. It is a fine work,
certainly a production of the best era of Greece ;

and although but a portion of a majestic yet

tender creation of the sculptor’s fancy, it is of

great worth.

6. Statue of Agrippina, from the Stowe Col-

lection. A production of rare excellence.

7. Torso of a Venus, from the Collection of
the Marquis of Hertford. A work of refined

delicacy, yet exhibiting intense power.
8. A statue of Bacchus, a relic of great worth.

Besides these, there are busts of Marcus
Aurelius, Augustus, Galba, Pompeius, Diana,
Scnpca, Julius Caesar, Sylla, Agrippina, Nero,
and others, undoubtedly the productions of the
several periods to which they refer. There are

also in this gallery two Corinthian pillars,

“ formerly in Westminster Abbey,” and two
sarcophagi, one of which is exquisitely carved

with high reliefs, representing cupids hunting
wild animals.

The West Gallery,—generally known as

the “ Gallery of the Caesars,” containing some
excellent busts, particularly that of Vespasian,

which adorned the library of Edmund Burke,

—

although not so rich as the East, being chiefly

occupied with ltoman busts, contains two or three

sculptures of great beauty and value. Fore-
most among these are statues of Cybelle and
Paris. Here, however, is an unique and very
curious work, the “ Olympian Meta.” An
inscription informs us that “ this rare relic

of ancient Greek Art was brought from Greece
by the Emperor Nero, and placed in the circus

at Pome. It was purchased by the Marquis of

Hertford, and was formerly in his collection.”

In . the vestibule leading to this gallery is a

mosaic bearing the following inscription :

—

“This mosaic, containing 20,000 siliceous peb-
bles, is the work ofSosus Pergami, who flourished

320 years before Christ, and is mentioned in

the writings of the elder Pliny. Discovered in

the ruins of the Palace of Pope Leo the 12th,

at Villa Chichignola. Presented by Pope
Gregory the 16th to Sir Edward Thomason, in

the year 1832.” This singular work, which
represents fishes, is not in size above two feet

by eighteen inches.

It is scarcely necessary to say that,

although we have directed attention to

many of the Art-treasures in Lowther
Castle, there are a vast number we cannot
name : to enumerate and describe all would,
indeed, be to fill pages, and not columns, of

the Art-Journal.

We have shown that in one of the

noblest of the many “stately homes of

England,” standing among its own “ances-
tral trees,” wealth and taste have combined
to accord to Art its due reverence, and to

artists ample honour. It has been a rare

treat to visit such a house
;
and it is a

privilege, as well as a duty, to express
gratitude for enjoyment thus received : we
received it as one of “the public ”—for the

public are freely admitted to all parts of

the castle and grounds. There may not be
many visitors who can so thoroughly, as

we can, appreciate the value of this boon
;

but the locality is of advanced intelligence,

and there are thousands of Tourists who
annually visit the English Lakes. This

open house of Art may add immensely to

the enjoyment derivable from the lavish

wealth with which Nature has endowed the

all-beautiful district.

The Earl of Lonsdale may be able to fonn
some estimate of the numbers to whom his

liberality thus gives pleasure, It would be
more difficult to calculate to how many he
conveys instruction

;
and who shall say

how far his Art-galleries may lay the

foundation of that Art-power which shall

hereafter supply additions to his Gallery of

Worthies of Westmoreland?

SELECTED PICTURES.

FROM THE PICTURE IN THE POSSESSION OF
THE ARTIST.

THE DEATH OF COLUMBUS.
Baron Wappers, Puinter. D. Devachez, Engraver.

Washington Irving, in his admirably-
written life of the great trans-Atlantic dis-

coverer, has said nothing in support of the

treatment we find in this picture ;
but his

remarks on the closing scene of Columbus’s
life are so finely and truly expressed, that we
cannot do better than introduce them here

:

—“ In the meantime, the cares and troubles

of Columbus were drawing to a close. The
momentaiy fire which had recently re-

animated him soon expired, quenched by
his accumulating infirmities. Immediately
after the departure of the adelantado ”—the

brother of Columbus who held that title

—

“ his illness increased in violence. His last

voyage had shattered beyond repair a frame
already worn and wasted by a life of hard-
ship

;
and, since his return, a series of

anxieties had robbed him of that sweet
repose so necessary to recruit the weariness

and debility of age. The cold ingrati-

tude of his sovereign had chilled his heart.

The continued suspension of his honours,

and the enmity and defamation he expe-
rienced at every turn, seemed to have thrown
a deep shadow over that glory which had
been the great object of his ambition. This

shadow, it is true, could be but of transient

duration
;
but it is difficult for the most

illustrious man to look beyond the present

cloud, which may obscure his fame, and
anticipate its permanent lustre in the admi-
ration of posterity. . . . Having thus scru-

pulously attended to all the claims of affec-

tion, loyalty, and justice upon earth, Colum-
bus turned his thoughts to heaven ; and
having received the holy sacrament, and
performed all the pious offices of a devout
Christian, he expired, with great resigna-

tion, on the day of the Ascension, the 20th

of May, loOG, being about seventy years of

age. His last words were :
—

‘ In manus
Urns, Domine, comniendo spiritual meum .’ ”

As the biographers of Columbus are toler-

ably numerous, it is probable the painter

has found in some ono of their writings such
a record of the last moments of this great

man as justifies the scene here depicted.

By the bed-side of the death-stricken

veteran, whom hardships and perils by land

and sea, grief and wrongs, had done more
to lay low than the infirmities usually

accompanying advanced years, sits a much
younger man, possibly his son Diego, to

whom living says, in the chapter describing

the death of Columbus, ‘
‘ he gave much

advice as to the conduct of his affairs.” In
front of the former is a large chest, from
which a strong chain has been partially

drawn out. This may be assumed to have
formed a portion of the fetters with which
his king, Ferdinand, had ordered him to be
bound six years before, when he was arrested

in Hispaniola, and carried captive to Spain.

The officers who had him in charge would
have released him from this degradation,

but Columbus proudly said, “ I will wear
them till the king orders otherwise, and
will preserve them as memorials of his grati-

tude.” They were afterwards kept in his

cabinet, and he requested they should be
buried in his grave. After all, those iron

links may form the key-stone on which
Baron Wappers intended his treatment of

the subject should rest, and he could not

have invented one more strikingly touching

and beautiful.
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“ LIVERPOOL POTTERY AND
CHINA."

A NOTICE OF RIGHAllD CHAFFERS AND HIS

CHINA
;
THE PENNINGTONS

;
THE HERCULANEUM

WORKS, ETC. ETC.

BY LLEWELLYNN JEWITT, F.S.A.

One of tho most noted men connected with

the ceramic art in Liverpool was Richard

Chaffers, who made great advances in that

art, and to whom his native town owed the

introduction of the manufacture of china.

Ho was a man of energetic character, a

good chemist, possessed of sound taste, and
highly accomplished. His family, who
wore shipwrights, had been settled in Liver-

pool, I believe, for several generations, and
were people of some note in that business.

Richard Chaffers, the son of a shipwright

of considerable eminence and means, was
born in Mersey Street, Liverpool, in the

year 1731, one year only after the birth of

Josiah Wedgwood, and was apprenticed to

Mr. Alderman Shaw, tho Delft ware potter,

of whom I have spoken in my last chapter.

About the year 1752 he commenced business

on his own account, for which purpose ho
took, or erected, some small works on the

north side, and nearly at the bottom of,

Shaw’s Brow, where he began making the

ordinary kind of Delft ware of the period,

the same as he had learned to manufac-
ture during his apprenticeship. These pro-

ductions he, as well as the other makers in

Liverpool, in great measure exported to

Kc fiarct ^Ck
round the waist. “ So well known was the

ware of Mr. Chaffers in the American

colonies,” says Mr. Mayer, "that it was a

common saying of a person that was angry,

that ‘ He’s as hot as Dick’s pepper-box,’

alluding to those made by Mr. Chaffers,

who exported a very largo portion of his

manufacture to tho then Lnglish colonies.”

But for this authority, I should have been

disposed to call this interesting object a

pounce-box or pounce-pot, and to suggest

that it had been made and painted with his

name and date so prominently, for use on

his own desk. Be this as it may, the piece

is one of exceeding interest, as being an

undoubted early specimen of Chaffers’swork,

and as bearing the date of its manufacture.

This box, or pot has, it is well to note,

remained in the family of its maker until

the last few years, when it was presented to

Mr. Mayer by the grandson of Richard

Chaffers, Mr. John Rosson. ^

In 1754 or 1755 William Cookworthy, of

Plymouth, as I have already shown in my
account of those works, discovered the
“ moor stone, or growan stone, and growan
clay ”—twoimportant materials in the manu-
facture of china—in Cornwall, and in 1768

he took out his patent for the manufacture

of porcelain from those materials. Chaffers

having determined upon prosecuting re-

searches into the nature of china ware, and
of endeavouring to produce it at Liverpool,

entered into a series of expeiiments, but

finding that the “ soap-stone ” was essential

for his purpose, and that the district where
it was found was held by lease for its pro-

duction, so as to keep the monopoly of its

use to Cookworthy and those whom he
might supply with it, he determined to try

and seek the stone in a fresh locality.

About this time a Mr. Podmore, who had

what were then our American colonies, now
the United States of America. In the

manufacture of this ordinary blue and
white ware—the staple of the trade as it

then existed—Chaffers continued for some
years actively employed. Prom the Delft

ware Chaffers passed on to the manufacture

of fine white earthenware, and produced an

excellent body, and an almost faultless

glaze. The rapid strides which Wedgwood
was making in the art seived as a strong

incentive to Richard Chaffers, and he deter-

mined to go on improving until his pro-

ductions should equal those of his great

rival. In this, of course, he did not suc-

ceed, but he did succeed in making the

pottery of Liverpool better than that of

most localities. A dated, though not very

early, example of Chaffers’s make, is fortu-

nately in the possession of Mr. Mayer, and

is here engraved. It is, as will be seen, “ a

pepper-boxof the hour-glass shape,” painted

in blue on a white ground, with a chequered
border at top and bottom, and the name,

for some years been employed by Josiah

Wedgwood, and who was a good practical

potter, and a man of sound judgment, left

Wedgwood’s employment, intending to

emigrate to America, and establish himself

as a potter in that country. To this end
he went to Liverpool, intending thence

to embark for the colony. On reaching

Liverpool, he called upon Mr. Chaffers,

who was then the leading man in the trade

at that place, and the result of their meeting
was, that Mr. Chaffers finding Podmore to

be a man of “so much intelligence and
practical knowledge, induced him, by a

most liberal offer, to forego his American
project, and enter into his service.” This

Podmore entirely confirmed the views of

his new master as to the importance of

getting a supply of the Cornish materials,

and the two practical men together soon

effected improvements in the then manu-
facture of earthenware, and laid their plans

for future operations. Of the manner in

which Chaffers set about his search, and the

successful results at which he arrived, Mr.
Mayer gives the following graphic account:

11 Mr. Chaffers’s object now was to come
into the field with Staffordshirepari materia ,

if 1 may be allowed that play upon words.

He therefore determined to set out for

Cornwall upon the forlorn hope of discover-

ing a vein of soap-rock. The operations

would be most expensive and laborious,

somewhat akin to the process of boring for

coal in our country. But where was he to

begin ? On whose estate was it to be found ?

What description of men was he to employ ?

He was, however, in the prime of manhood,
of untiring energy, of fine address, and,

what was then necessary, an excellent

horseman. He obtained letters of intro-

duction from the Earl of Derby, Lord

Strange, his eldest son, and other men of

consequence in our county, to some of

the leading landowners in Cornwall, then

attending their duties in Parliament.
‘ ‘ In those days there were no mail-coaches

and railways to aid the weary traveller.

A stout horse was the only means of con-

veyance for a man of the higher class.

Imagine Mr. Chaffers, having taken leave

of his wife, and his numerous family and
Mends, mounted with a pair of saddle-bags

under him, containing a supply of linen, &c.

,

a thousand guineas—the first instalment to

pay the wagers of the miners—a brace of

pistols in his holsters, pursuing his journey

to London. He had made considerable

progress in practical geology, though the

science was then but little cultivated.

Having, during his stay in London, ob-

tained permission to bore for soap-rock from

more than one of the principal proprietors

of mountain land he judged most likely to

yield it, he proceeded to Cornwall, and

commenced operations. His first efforts

were not successful. He moved to another

quarter with no better result
;
in a word,

he expended large sums of money without

finding the wished for vein. Somewhat
disheartened but not subdued, he deter-

mined to return home, where his presence

was much wanted. He did not, however,

intend to abandon, but only suspend, his

operations. He accordingly assembled all

the miners in his employ, and announced

to them, to their great regret, his deter-

mination. Previously to his departure, he

scrupulously paid every man his wages.

One of them was missing
;
he was told the

man in question was gone up the mountain

to try another place. He then left that

man’s wages in the hands of the ‘ captain

of tho gang,’ and, mounting his horse with

a heavy heart, took leave of the men, to

whom his animated and conciliatory man-
ners had greatly endeared him .

“ The road to the nearest town, the name
of which I never could learn, was precipi-

tous and rugged. A traveller on horseback

made so little progress, that a mountaineer

on foot, by taking a short cut over tho

rocky crags, could easily come within ear-

shot of Inm. After journeying for some
time, he thought he heard a faint cry in

the distance
;
he dismounted, and, ascend-

ing a hill, plainly saw the signal of dis-

covery flying from a lofty peak. It appeared

that the man who had separated from his

fellow-miners, and [pursued his researches

alone, had discovered a vein, and finding

Mr. Chaffers had left them, he hoisted the

preconcerted signal, and pursued him across

the mountain with the pleasing intelligence,

shouting at times to attract the somewhat
dispirited traveller’s attention. Mr. Chaffers

immediately returned, took the whole gang
into permanent employment, and obtained

an ample supply of the long-sought-for

clay, which was conveyed to the nearest

port, and shipped thence to Liverpool. On
its arrival the vessel entered with its pre-

cious freight into the Old Dock, dressed in

colours, amidst the cheers of the assembled

spectators.
‘

‘ During his absence, Mr. Chaffers had
regularly corresponded with his wife, but

on his arrival in London, on his return

home, the continued fatigue he had endured,

together with anxiety of mind, brought on
a dangerous fever, under which he laboured

for several weeks. Ho was unknown at

the inn where he stayed
;
but the landlord,

seeing that his guest—a very handsome
man—had the dress and demeanour of a

gentleman, called in an eminent physician,

who sedulously and skilfully attended his

patient. The doctor examined his saddle-
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bags, and haying ascertained his name and
address from the letters and papers therein,

communicated to his anxious wife all the
particulars of his illness, and concluded
with the consoling intelligence that ‘ he
could that day pronounce him out of
danger.’ As soon as he could travel, he
delighted his family and Mends with his
presence in Liverpool.

“No sooner had Mi-. Chaffers arrived at

home, than he set to work with his new
materials, and soon produced articles that
gained him much reputation, as was frankly
acknowledged by the great Wedgwood, to

whom Mr. Chaffers presented a tea-set of
his china-ware, and who, on looking at one
of the cups, admiring the body and exa-
mining the colours used in decoration, ex-
claimed, ‘ This puts an end to the battle.

Mr. Chaffers beats us all in his colours and
with his knowledge

;
he can make colours

for two guineas, which I cannot produce so

good for five !

’ ”

William Cookworthy, as I have said, dis-

covered the Cornish stone about the year
1754 or 1755, and Richard Chaffers must
soon afterwards have prosecuted his re-

searches in the same direction, for in De-
cember, 1756, we find him making his

“porcelain or china ware” in considerable

quantities, both for home sale and for ex-
portation. This is shown by the evidence
of Williamson's Liverpool Advertiser and
Mercantile Register for the 10th of December,
1756, in which the following advertisement,
discovered by Mr. Mayer, occurs :

—

“Chaffers and Co., China Manufactory.

—

The porcelain or china ware made by Messrs.
Richard Chaffers & Co., is sold nowhere in the
town, but at the manufactory on Shaw’s Brow.
Considerable abatement for exportation, and to

all wholesale dealers. N.B.—All the ware is

proved with boiling water before it is exposed
for sale.”

Liverpool may therefore boast of pro-

ducing its china in 1756, if not in 1755,

which is an early date in the annals of

English porcelain manufacture. Not only,

however, in this year did Richard Chaffers

and Co. make china-ware, but another firm,

that of William Reid & Co., held at the

same time, as I shall presently show, the
“ Liverpool China Manufactory,” w'here

they produced blue and white ware in con-
siderable quantities.

Of the “ china ware” made by Richard
Chaffers, Mr. Mayer possesses some excel-

lent examples. They are unmarked, but
have remained in the possession of the

family until of late years, when they
passed from Chaffers’s descendant to then-

present owner. They are, therefore, well

authenticated. One of these is the cup
here engraved. It is, of course, of “ hard

paste,” and is of remarkably compact and
excellent texture. It is painted, after the

Indian style, with figure and landscape of

good and rich colours, and is faultless in

manipulation and in its glaze. Examples
of C’haffers’s china are of exceeding rarity,

but Mr. Mayer is fortunate in possessing

among other specimens ascribed to him, a
fine jug, bearing in front a portrait of

Erederick the Great, with trophies of war
on either side. This jug has the peculiarity

of being painted inside as well as out. At
the bottom, inside, is the Prussian Eagle
in a border

;
in the spout is a trophy, and

all around the inside of the vessel roses and
other flowers are spangled about.

Chaffers carried on Iris works for some
years, making both earthenware and china

—the former largely, the latter but to a
limited extent—but was suddenly cut off

in the midst of his usefulness, and at an
early age. It appears that Podmore, his

foreman, being seized with a malignant
fever, and beyond hope of recovery, sent a

message to Chaffers, expressing “ his wish
to see his dear master once more before

their final separation.” With this request

Mr. Chaffers, who was a man of full and
sanguine habit, most kindly but unfor-

tunately complied, and at once visited the

sufferer. The consequence was he took the

fever, and soon afterwards died, and master
and servant were interred near to each
other in St. Nicholas’s churchyard. “ This

unfortunate event, by taking away both

master and principal assistant, put an end
to the prosecution of the trade, and was the

commencement of the breaking up of that

branch of the art which Mr. Chaffers had
mainly brought to such a high state of per-

fection. A great number of the potters

ultimately emigrated to America, whilst

many of the best hands transferred them-
selves to the service of Mr. Wedgwood, or

were hired by other Staffordshire manufac-
turers.”

About the year 1753 or 1754, I believe,

works were established in Liverpool by a

Mr. WILLIAM Reid, who afterwards took a

partner and conducted his business under
the style of Reid & Co. These works, in

1756, were called “the Liverpool China
Manufactory.” In that year Messrs. Reid
and Co. opened a warehouse in Castle Street,

as is shown by the following announcement
in Williamson’s Liverpool Advertiser of

November 19, 1756:

—

“ Liverpool China Manufactory. — Messrs.

Reid & Co., proprietors of the China Manu-
factory, have opened their warehouse in Castle

Street, and sell all kinds of blue and white
,

china ware, not inferior to any make in Eng-
[

land, both wholesale and retail. Samples sent

to any gentlemen or ladies in the country who
will pay carriage. Good allowance for shop-

keepers and exporters.”

In 1758, Messrs. Reid & Co. removed their

warehouse to the top of Castle Hey, where,

having largely increased their business, they

occupied much more extensive premises.

In the same year they were found advertis-

ing for apprentices for the painters in the

china manufactory. In 1760, again, the

works appear to have considerably increased,

and ‘
‘ several apprentices for the china

work ” were advertised for, as well as “ a

sober, careful man, who understands sort-

ing and packing of ware and merchants’

accounts.” Messrs. Reid & Co. continued

in business many years, and produced, be-

sides their “china ware,” a considerable

quantity of the ordinary blue and white

earthenware, most of which was exported.

Another of the principal manufacturers

of Liverpool pottery was Setii Penning-
ton, of whose works, as well as those of

his two brothers, a few words may well

be here introduced. Of the Penningtons,

three brothers were potters, and each had

separate works. Their names were James,

John, and Seth, and they were sons of John
Pennington, a maltster, by his wife, for-

merly a Mrs. Johnson, of Everton. James
Pennington, the eldest, had his works on
Copperas Hill, but produced only the com-
moner varieties of ware, and being dissi-

pated, and having done his youngest brother
a serious injury by divulging a secret in

the mixing of colour, he removed to Wor-
cester, where he obtained employment, and
where, atalater period, one of his sonspainted
a fine dinner service for the Duke of York.
John Pennington, the second son, had

his pot-works at Upper Islington, which he
carried on for some time. Ultimately he
sold the concern to a Mr. Wolf, “ who being
a scientific man, made great improvements
in the ware, but ultimately finding it did

not answer, as the Staffordshire potters

were making such rapid strides towards
monopolising the whole trade, he gave up
the manufacture, and the works were closed,

never to be resumed.”
Seth Pennington, the youngest of the

three brothers, it appears, had his pot-

works in that nest of potters, Shaw’s Brow.
His factories were very large, extending as

far as Clayton Street, and were conducted
with much spirit. At these works, Seth
Pennington, besides the ordinary classes of

earthenware then in use, and which he
produced in large quantities both for home
consumption and for exportation, made a
remarkably fine kind of ware that suc-
cessfully competed, for vases and beakers,
with the oriental, both in its colour, its

glaze, and its decoration. He also produced
many remarkably large and fine punch-
bowls both in Delft ware, in fine earthen-
ware, and, latterly, in china. The largest

size bowl I have met with was made by
Pennington, at these works, and is here
shown. This fine bowl, which is 20 \ inches

in diameter and 9 inches in height, is painted

in blue on the usual white ground. Out-
side it is decorated with a landscape with

two bridges in the foreground, on which
men are standing to fish, trees, houses,

church, &c. &c. Inside the upper part of

the bowl is decorated with a series of six

trophies, composed of flags, swords, cannon,

drums, tumpets, spears, &c., divided from
each other by different kinds of shot, viz.,

chain, crescent, arrow or triangle shell with
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fusee burning, cross or bar, and grape.
.

In

the centre, and filling up the inside of the

bowl, with the exception of the border, is a

group of ships and boats on the water, with

the inscription beneath it

—

Success to the Africa Trade,

George Dickinson.

This bowl was painted probably about the

year 1760—70 by John Eobinson, who was
apprenticed, and afterwards employed, at

Pennington’sworks. Eobinson subsequently

removed into Staffordshire, and ultimately

presented the bowl to the Potteries Me-
chanics’ Institution at Hanley, where it is

now carefully preserved along with his

note—“ John Eobinson, a pot painter,

served his time at Pennington’s, in Shaw’s

Brow, and there painted this punch-bowl.”

Several other bowls of Pennington’s make
are in Mr. Mayer’s, and other collections.

Of these, two of the finest are dated. One
bears on its outside a design of trees, birds,

and butterflies, painted in yellow and green,

and on its inside a ship in full sail, with

the words, “Success to the Monmouth,
17GO.” The other has on the outside a

soldier and a sailor, one of whom is seated

on the stock of an anchor, and holding in

one hand a sword, and in the other a punch-
bowl

;
and tho other sitting, Bacchus-like,

astride a barrel. Between them is a chest,

bearing the words “Spanish gold;” while

inside the bowl is a painting of a ship in

full sail, with the words, “ 1779. Success to

the Isabella.” Of the fine earthenware
vases and beakers to which I have just

alluded, some remarkably fine examples

are preserved in Mr. Mayer’s museum

:

others are in the Bateman museum, and
other collections. Of these I give the fol-

lowing illustrations. They form part of a

blue—Pennington had succeeded in beating

all his competitors, and it is said that a

Staffordshire manufacturer offered him a

thousand guineas for his recipe. This he

refused, “ as it was a source of great profit

to him, being kept so secret that none ever

mixed the colours but himself.” Ilis brother

James, however, whom I have spoken of as

being a dissipated man, persuaded him to

tell him his secret, and soon afterwards, in

one of his drunken bouts, told it to a pot-

companion, who at once sold it to the Staf-

fordshire house, and thus did Pennington
a grievous injury. Seth Pennington took

into partnership a Mr. Port, but the con-

nection was not of long duration. Having
turned his attention to the manufacture of

china, he produced some excellent services

and other pieces in that material. In

china * he also produced punch-bowls, as

well as services. Pennington is said to

have used the following marks

—

set of chimney ornaments, purchased by I ter of Seth Pennington, by whom they had

Mr. Mayer from the only and aged daugh-
|

been treasured as examples of her father’s

p f

manufacture. The next group exhibits the designs on which are painted in blue,

some other varieties of Pennington’s vases, In the making of this colour—a fine rich

A view of a part of Pennington’s works is

given in Herdman’s “ Ancient Liverpool,”

and is also shown on the vignette in the

following page.

Philip Christian was another of the

famous Liverpool potters, and had his

works also on Shaw’s Brow, but higher up
than those of Pennington. They were on
the site of what is now known as Islington

Terrace. His house was at the comer of

Christian Street, which was called after his

name. At these works he produced octa-

gonal and other shaped plates of tortoise-

shell ware, as well as bowls and other

pieces of the same material. He also made
the ordinary earthenware of the time.

Here, later on, he manufactured china f to

a considerable extent, and, after the death

of Biehard Chaffers, is said to have become
the leading potter in the place. Mr. Chris-

tian is said to have produced in china ware
some remarkably good dinner, tea, and
coffee services, as well as a number of vases

and other ornaments. It is, however, im-
possible at present to authenticate his pro-

ductions, so similar are they to those of

other makers of the same time and place.

In 1760 tho firm of Thomas Deare & Co.

took the old Delft ware pottery at Patrick’s

Hill, known as the “Patrick’s Hill Pot-

house,” where they manufactured “all sorts

of the best blue and white earthenware.”

About the same time a Mr. Okell carried

on “the Flint Pot Works,” which were
situated at the upper end of Park Lane,
near the Pitch House. Here he made blue

and white earthenware, and afterwards the

more fashionable cream-coloured ware.

Mr. OkeE died in 1773—74, and the works
were then taken by Messrs. Bigg and Pea-
cock, who immediately advertised their in-

tention of “ making all kinds of cream-
coloured earthenware, &c.” Mr. Eigg was,

I have reason to believe, from Newcastle-
under-Lyme, and a descendant of the cele-

brated Charles Eigg, the pipe-maker of that

town. In the same year there was also a
pot-house, called the “Mould Works,”
carried on by Messrs. Woods & Co., near
the infirmary, but where nothing of a finer

description than jars, sugar-moulds (for

sugar refiners), crucibles, chimney-pots,

* The following were the proportions of the ingredients

used by Pennington:—“Pennington’s body, March 18,

1769—Bone ashes, 60 lb. : lyme sand, 40 lb.
;
Hint, 35 fritt.

To every 60 of the above 20 lbs. of clay.”

t “ Christian’s china body (January, 1769). To 100 parts

rock: flint, 24 parts; best flint glass, 6 parts
;
small gkiss,

6 parts; crown glass, 6 parts. To every 20 lbs. of the
above put 1 lb. of salts. Glaze—4 china body (foreign):

16 flint glass
; 3 white lead

;
12 oz. of pearl ashes.
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melting-pots, black mugs, and the like,

were made.
In 1761 Liverpool was the scene of one

of those strongly contested elections for

which it was then, and is now, if we may
judge by what has recently taken place,

so notorious. The contest was between
three rival candidates, viz., Sir William
Meredith, Bart., Sir Ellis Cuncliffe, Bart.,

and Charles Pole, Esq., and the election

was carried by the potters, one hundred

and two of whom gave plumpers for Sir

j

William. This is proved by the poll and
squib book, which was published by John
Sadler, the inventor of transfer printing on

l

earthenware, of whom I have spoken in

!
my last chapter, and I allude to the circum-

j

stance here for the purpose of introducing

an engraving of one of the drinking mugs
! made specially for the occasion by the “jolly
i potters ” of Liverpool. This curious and
highly interesting mug is of common white

earthenware, and has a rude border, with
the words,

Ser William
a

Plumper,

scratched in, in blue, in the soft clay before

fining. It is here shown.

In connection with this election, a song
;

written especially for the potters, and no
doubt sung while this very mug was filled

with strong ale, and passed round from
mouth to mouth, is worth reprinting :

—

THE POTTER’S SONG.
To the tune of *• Ye mortals whomfancy,” S>c.

ADDRESSED TO THE PLUMPING POTTERS.
Ye true-hearted fellows, free plumpers and men.
Independent in Britain, how great is your claim !

Not power without candour can soothe with a smile.
Or forms of vain grandeur e’en fancy beguile.

Chorus.
And thus sings the parent of liberty’s cause,

Jf my son you would be,

If my son you would lie,

Like Britons undaunted, like Britons be free.

Tranquillity, heightened by friendship’s supply,
Degraded may censure, with malice stalk by!
Auspiciously reigning, those plumpers, they say.
Unluckily carry the spoils of each day.

And thus, &c.

Regardless of great ones, we live uncontrolled,
We’re potters and plumpers, we’re not to be sold.

No purchase but merit can cheapen such souls.

Thus circled in friendship we live by our bowls.
And thus, &c.

Regained, now preserve the true blessing of choice.
And strike at the wretch that would blast a free voice ;

'

Thus rich in possession of what is our own,
Sir William’s our member. Squire Charley may moan.

And thus, &e.

The Herculaneum Pottery, the largest

earthenware manufactory ever established

in Liverpool, was founded in the year
1796, on the site of some old copper works
on the south shore of the river Mersey at

Toxteth Park. The pottery had originally

been established about the year 1793-4,

by Richard Abbey, who took into partner-
ship a Scotchman named Graham. Richard
Abbey was born at Aintree, and was appren-
ticed to John Sadler, in Harrington Street,

as an engraver, where he produced many
very effective groups for mugs, jugs, tiles,

&c. Of these, one of his best productions
was a large group of the Farmer’s Anns,
which is to be seen on jugs, &c., in different

collections. After leaving Sadler’s employ-
ment, Abbey removed to Glasgow, where
he was an engraver at the pot-works,
and afterwards served in a similar capacity
in France, before he began his pot-works at

Liverpool. Messrs. Abbey and Graham
were successful in their factory at Toxteth
Park, but Abbey growing tired of the
business, they sold it to Messrs. Worthing-
ton, Humble, and Holland, and Mr. Abbey
retired to his native village, where he died
in 1801, “ at the age of eighty-one, after

breaking a blood-vessel whilst singing in

Melling Church, where, being a good musi-
cian, he used to lead the choir on a Sunday.
He was buried at Walton.”
In Mr. Mayer’s Museum is preserved a

teapot of Richard Abbey’s making. It is

of cream-coloured ware, with black print-

ing. On one side is “ The Farmer’s Arms,”
of large size, with supporters, well and
boldly engraved. The arms are quarterly

;

1st, a sheaf of corn ; 2nd, two scythes in

saltier
, across them in fess two flails,

knitted together by a sickle; 3rd, a hay
rake and hay fork in saltier, with, a three

pronged fork, prongs upwards, in pale
;

4th, a riddle and a bushel measure ; crest,

a plough; supporters, a dairymaid with a

churn, and a mower with a scythe
;
motto,

“In God is our trust.” On the other side

is the appropriate verse :

—

May the mighty and great

Roll in splendour and state ;

I envy them not, I declare it

;

I eat my own Lamb,
My Chicken and Ham,

I shear my own sheep, and I wear it.

I have Lawns, I have Bowers,
I have Fruits, I have Flowers.

The Lark is my morning alarmer

:

So you jolly Dogs now,
Here’s God bless the Plow,

-
’

Long Life and content to the Farmer.

On taking to these works, Messrs. Wor-
thington, Humble, and Holland, engaged
as their foreman and manager, Mr. Ralph
Mansfield, of Burslem. This person served
them for some years, and afterwards com-
menced a small pottery on his own account
at Bevington Bush, where he made only
the commoner kinds of earthenware. These
works ceased at his death. Besides Mans-
field the foreman, the new company engaged
about forty “ hands,” men, women, and
children, in Staffordshire, and brought them
to Liverpool to work in different branches
of their art. As Wedgwood had chosen to

call It is new colony, “Etruria,” the enter-

prising company determined on christening

their colony “Herculaneum,” which name
they at once adopted, and stamped it on
their wares. The buildings acquired from
Richard Abbey were considerably enlarged,

the arrangements were remodelled, new
ovens and workshops were erected, and
houses for the workmen built. This being
done, the workpeople were brought from
Staffordshire, and operations at once com-
menced. The story of the removal of this

band of artisans is so pleasantly and so

graphically told by my friend Mr. Mayer,
that I here give it in his own words. He
says:—“After enlarging and remodelling
the works, and the little group of emigrants,

who were chiefly from Staffordshire, being
ready to start, their employers gave them
a dinner at the Legs of Man public house
at Burslem, to which a few of their friends

were invited. There they spent the parting

night in jollity and mirth ; and at a late

hour, in conformity with an old Mercian
custom, still prevalent in some parts of

Staffordshire, the parting cup was called

for, and each pledged the other to a loving
remembrance when absent, and a safe

journey and a hearty goodwill. Next
morning at an early hour they started on
their journey, headed by a band of music,

and flags bearing appropriate inscriptions,

amongst which was one, ‘ Success to the

Jolly Potters,’ a motto still met with on
the signs of the public houses in the Staf-

fordshire pot districts. When reaching the

Grand Trunk Canal, which runs near to the

town of Burslem, after bidding farewell to

all their relatives and friends, they got into

the boats prepared for them, and were towed
away amid the shouts of hundreds of spec-

tators. Now, however, came the time for

thought. They had left their old homes,
the hearths of their forefathers, and were
going to a strange place. Still the hopes
of bettering themselves were strongest in

them thoughts, and they arrived in Runcorn
in good spirits, having amused themselves
in various ways during their canal passage,

by singing their peculiar local songs, which,
as ‘ craft ’ songs, perhaps stand unrivalled
in any employment, for richness of material,

elegance of thought, and expression of pas-

sion and sentiment, and it is to be regretted

that many of them are daily becoming lost.

Amongst other amusements was one that

created much merriment—drawing lots for

the houses they were to live in, which had
been built for them by their employers

;

and as they had not seen them, nor knew
anything about them, the only preference

to be striven for was whether it should be
No. 1, 2, 3, &c.

1 ‘ At Runcorn they stayed all night, as the

weather was bad and the river very rough,

after one of those storm-days frequent in the

Mersey, when the waters are lashed by the
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wind into such, fury, that few boats dare

venture out, and many who had never seen

salt water before, were afraid to trust them-
selves upon it in a flat. Next morning,

November 11, 179G, the wind had subsided.

They embarked on board the flat, and at

once, with a fair wind, got into the middle

of the Mersey, where it becomes more like

an inland sea surrounded by lofty moun-
tain ranges. This much surprised the

voyagers, alike by its picturesque beauty

and the vast extent of water. They had a

pleasant voyage down the river, and arriv-

ing at their destination, were met on their

landing by a band of music, and marched
into the works amidst the cheers of a large

crowd of people, who had assembled to greet

them. Thus commenced the peopling of

the little colony called Herculaneum, where

a few years ago, on visiting the old nurse

of my father, who had accompanied her

son there, I heard the same peculiar dialect

of language as is spoken in their mother

district in Staffordshire, which to those not

brought up in that locality, is almost unin-

telligible.”

From this it will be seen that the little

colony was peopled in the middle of Novem-
ber, 1796. The works were opened on the

8th of December, on which occasion an

entertainment was given to the workpeople,

as will be seen from the following interest-

ing paragraph from Gore's General Advertiser

of December 13th, 1796 :

—

“ On Saturday last, the new pottery (for-

merly the copper works)* near this town
was opened, and a plentiful entertainment

given by Mr. Worthington, the proprietor,

to upwards of sixty persons employed in

the manufactory, who were preceded by a

military band, from the works along the

docks and through Castle Street. Two
colours were displayed on the occasion, one

representing a distant view of the manu-
factory. We have the pleasure to say, that

these works are very likely to succeed,

from their extent and situation, and will be

of infinite advantage to the merchants of

Liverpool.”

The first productions of the Herculaneum
works were confined to blue printed ware,

in which dinner, toilet, tea, and coffee ser-

vices, punch-bowls, mugs, and jugs, were
the principal articles made, and cream-

coloured ware, which was then so fashion-

able. At a later date, terra-cotta vases and

other articles were produced, as were also

biscuit vases, figures, &c.

Of the cream-coloured ware, or Queen’s

ware, the examples which have come under

my notice are of remarkably fine quality,

and are as well and carefully potted as those

of any other manufactory, scarcely even

excepting Wedgwood’s own. In colour

they are of a somewhat darker shade than

Wedgwood’s, and Mayer’s, and not of so

yellow a cast as the Leeds wax-e. The glaze

is good, and the decorations are careful and
well designed. In the possession of Mr.

Benson liathbone and myself, are parts of

a dinner service, each piece of which is

decorated with a border of grapes, vine

leaves, and tendrils, carefully painted in

sepia, and the initials M. H. H. in writing

Capitals, within a beaded oval, surmounted
by the crest of a stag’s head caboshed.

This design of crest and initials is engraved,

and is an excellent specimen of transfer

printing in sepia. The border of vine leaves,

grapes, tfec., is precisely the same as is

found on some of Wedgwood’s Queen’s

ware, and pieces of other makes, in my own
collection. It should be added that some
of the pieces of this service ai'e marked with

in small capitals, impressed on their under

side. The collector will also find some good
examples of this ware in Mr. Mayer’s

Museum at Liverpool, which will serve for

HERCULANEUM POTTERY.

compai'ison with other makes. The Hercu-
laneum works also produced some remark-

ably good jugs with bas-relief figures,

foliage,'&c.
,
ofextremely fine and hard body.

These pieces, which rivalTurner’s celebrated

jugs, are marked with the name Hercula-
neum in small capitals, impressed. In the

possession of Mr. Davis, Leeds, is a scarce

example of Herculaneum make. It is a

plate of pure white, with a broad puce-

coloured border, with well painted leaves

and flowers. It is marked with the impressed

name of Herculaneum.
In terra-cotta vases of good design, as

well as other pieces, were produced. In the

possession of Mr. Beard is a remarkably
fine pair of covered vases, with boldly-

modelled heads of satyrs for handles, and
festoons on the sides. The vases are black,

and the heads and festoons gilt. This fine

pair is marked Herculaneum. In Mr.
Bathbone’s collection is a wine cooler of

vine leaves and grapes, of similar design,

and of the same reddish colour as some
of Wedgwood’s terra-cotta coolers. It is

marked Herculaneum, impressed on the

bottom.
In Blue Printing the Herculaneum Works

produced many remarkably good patterns,

and the earthenware bearing those patterns

was of a fine hard and compact body, of

excellent glaze, and the potting remarkably
good and skilful. One sex-vice, of which
specimens may be seen in Mr. Mayer’s
musexim and in my own collection, had
opexxwork basket rims, of similar design

to those produced by Davenport. On this

service were yiews of the principal towns
in England, the names of which were
px'inted in blue on the bottoms of each

piece, which mostly bear the impressed

mark of Herculaneum in large capitals.

This, axxd other services which I have ex-

amined, are in the ox'dinaxy process of

transfer printing, but batt printing was

* Many of the early productions of these works have a

peculiar green tinge about them. This was the effect of

the copper, which For some time tainted the manufactory.

also practised, and of these several examples
are in Mr. Mayer’s possession.

In 1800 the maxxxxfactoxy was consider-

ably increased, and again in 1806iti'eceived

many additions. At this time, in order

to augment the working capital, the nxim-
ber of proprietors was increased. Early
in the present centxxry china was made
at these wox-ks, and continued to be pro-

duced, though not to a lax-go extent, to

the time of the close of tho works. Of
the china produced several examples may
be seen in the Mayer museum. In 1822

it was ordered by proprietors at a meet-
ing held in that year, that “ to ' give

publicity and identity to the china and
earthenware manxxfactxxred by the Hercu-
laneum Pottery Company, the words ‘ Her-
culaneum Pottery ’ be stamped or max-ked

on some conspicuous part of all china and
eax-theixware made and manufactured at the

manxxfactory.” In 1833 the company was
dissolved, and the property sold for £25,000

to Mr. Ambrose Lace, who leased the pre-

mises to Thomas Case and James Mox-t,

who are said to have carried on the busi-

ness for aboxxt three years only. By these

gentlemen, it is said, the mark of the

Liver,” of which I shall speak presently,

4 A
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-was introduced. About 1836 the firm of

Case, Mort, & Co. was succeeded by that of

Mort and Simpson, who continued the

manufactory until its close in 1841.

During the time the works were earned

on by Case, Mort, & Co., a fine dinner-

service, of which a portion is in Mr. Mayer’s

museum, was made for the corporation of

Liverpool. It was blue-printed, and had

on each piece the arms of Liverpool care-

fully engraved, and emblazoned. In the

same collection is part of another service of

somewhat similar description, but with the

earlier mark of Herculaneum impressed.

The marks used at the Herculaneum
"Works at different periods appear to have

been, so far as my present knowledge goes,

the following
;
and as they have never be-

fore been engraved, they will, doubtless, be

found of much service to the collector, in

enabling him correctly to appropriate spe-

cimens in his possession. They are as

follows :

—

The word
HERCULANEUM

impressed in large capitals. The same in

small capitals, also impressed,

HERCULANEUM.

These have generally a number attached,

which, of course, is simply the mark of the

workman or of the pattern. The same
name also occasionally occurs in blue-

printing.

A crown, with the word Herculaneum
in a curve, above it. This mark is im-
pressed.

duced the process of transferring aquatints

to pottery and porcelain ; Paul Sandby, who
assisted other manufactories, and many
other artists of note.

It may also be well to say a word or two
on those pieces which more than others are

considered to be “ Liverpool pottery,” and
which, indeed, I believe are thought by
many collectors to be the only kind ever

made there. I allude to the mugs, plates,

&c., of cream-coloured ware which are

decorated with ships or with flags ofdifferent

merchants, and signals. These were prin-

cipally made at the works of Guy Green, in

Harrington Street, of whom I have spoken

in my last chapter. Of these, several

varieties have come under my notice, but

it will be sufficient for my present purpose

to note one or two. Some pieces have the

engraving of the lighthouse and flags, with

the name, “An east view of Liverpool Light

House and Signals on Bidston Hill, 1788.”

The flags are all numbered, and beneath

are references, with the owners’ names, to

forty-three different flags. Another piece

with the same date has forty-four flags and
owners’ names, showing the addition of a

new merchant in that year. Others again,

without date, show fifty and seventy-five

flags, and are therefore interesting as show-
ing the rapid extension of the port. Theso
pieces are very sharply engraved and
printed in black, and the flags on some of

the pieces are coloured.

I have purposely avoided in these chapters

on Liverpool pottery and china alluding to

the manufactories at Seacombe or St.

Helen’s, as these will, on another occasion,

form the subject of a short notice.

Having now brought my notice of the

Liverpool pot-works to a conclusion, it only

remains to add that I shall resume my
series of papers in the next number with a

history of Leeds pottery, about which but
little is at present known.

A crown within a garter, bearing the

word Herculaneum, impressed.

The words

HERCULANEUM
POTTERY

in capitals, impressed.

The crest of the borough of Liverpool, a

bird called the Liver
,
or Lever, with wings

expanded, and bearing in its beak a sprig

of the plant liverwort. Of this mark of the

crest there are three varieties, here shown,

and which are all impressed in the ware.

An anchor, with the word Liverpool in a

<***?»©>

A
curve, abovo it. This is likewise an im-
pressed mark.

Before closing this chapter, it may be
well to note, that among the men of emi-
nence who, at one time or other, were con-

nected with the potteries of Liverpool,

besides those named, were William Roscoe,
the eminent Art-critic and biographer,

Peter Pever Burdett, the engraver, who
also worked for Wedgwood, and who intro-

ART-EXHIBITION AT ALTON
TOWERS.

The Art-Treasures’ Exhibition at Alton
Towers, of the inauguration of which an
account was given in the last number of

the Art-Journal, consists principally of oil

paintings, water-colour drawings, architec-

tural drawings and sketches, Wedgwood
ware, pottery and porcelain of various

makes and periods, carvings in wood and
ivory, enamels, &c. &c. Among the con-

tributors of oil pictures are the Earl of

Shrewsbury and Talbot, the Earl of Dart-
mouth, the Earl of Lichfield, the Duke of

Sutherland, Viscount Clifden, Lord Leigh,

Lord Lyttelton, Lady Cotton Shepherd, the

South Kensington Museum, Sir William
Fitzherbert, Mrs. Marsh Caldwell, Mr.
Francis Wedgwood, Mr. Josiah Wedgwood,
Mr. Joseph Mayer, Dr. Davis, Messrs. Fen-
ton, Bateman, Twigg, Alcock, Hill, Sleigh,

Wood, Smith, Gaunt, Edge, Sneyd, Warren,
Buller, Clement, and many other well-

known amateurs. The collection thus

brought together is one of extensive interest

and beauty. The paintings are hung in

the Armoury and Picture Gallery, and
are between two and three hundred in

number, including examples of Rembrandt,
Murillo, Titian, Van Huysum, Guido, Ru-
bens, Vandyck, Loutherbourg, Reynolds,

Lawrence, Kneller, Morland, Westall, Wil-
kie, Cook, Collins, Redgrave, Etty, Clint,

Mulready, Leslie, Cope, Grant, Wright of

Derby, Jackson, Stubbs, and others.

The water-colour drawings and sketches

include examples by Flaxman, Prout, Tur-
ner, Hunt, David Cox, E. M. Ward,
Cattermole, Redgrave, Copley Fielding,

Sandby, Gastineau, Holland, Webster, Cope,

Dyce, Nash, Landseer, &c. ;—lent by Mr.
Beresford-Hope, Mr. Philips, the South
Kensington Museum, Mr. Rathbone, Mr.
Woodall, Mr. Taylor, Dr. Davis, Lord
Lyttelton, Mr. Campbell, Mr. Alcock, Mr.
Clement, Miss Rowbotham, and others.

The architectural drawings consist of

fifty large framed drawings of ecclesiastical,

public, and domestic buildings, contributed

to the exhibition through the Royal Insti-

tute of British Architects.

Another striking feature in the exhibi-
tion is a fine series of five hundred and fifty

framed drawings, sent in for national com-
petition from the schools of Art throughout
the kingdom, which are contributed by the
Lords of the Privy Council for Education,
from the South Kensington Museum.

Miniatures are contributed by Viscount
Ingestre (painted by Miss Dixon), and by
Mr. L. S. Davis.

Among the carvings, her Majesty the

Queen most kindly contributes the exqui-
sitely-carved boxwood cradle by Mr. Rogers,

from Windsor Castle ; Miss Burdett Coutts

also sends some examples of Mr. Rogers’s

work, and Mr. Beresford-Hope, M.P., a fine

piece of French carving of a squirrel, while
devouring a young bird in a nest, being

attacked by the old bird. This gentleman
also contributes a fine plateau of stag’s

horn, carved with hunting subjects and
Diana and Actseon, dated 1671-3, a ewer
of stag’s horn elaborately carved, and a
Venetian shrine or devotional tablet.

In enamels, the principal contributor is

Mr. Buller, M.P., who lends a few remark-
ably fine examples of Limoges, &c. Some
antique bronzes have been contributed by
Dr. Holland and others, and the Chancellor

of the Exchequer lends a magnificent crystal

ewer, set with precious stones.

In pottery and porcelain, besides the col-

lection of Wedgwood ware to be spoken of

hereafter, are many highly interesting

examples of various makes and periods,

contributed by the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer, who sends some fine majolicas,

capo de Montis, and specimens of old

German porcelain, &c ; Mr. Jewitt, who
sends rare examples of early Staffordshire,

and of Plymouth, Bristol, Liverpool Delft,

Chelsea-Derby, Derby, New Hall, Worces-
ter, Lowestoft, and other makes

;
Mr. Melley,

who sends specimens of French porcelain

;

Air. Edwards, examples of majolica
;
Lord

Leigh, a breakfast service, made to his

order for her Majesty’s use when visiting

at Stoneleigh Abbey
;
Mr. Ratcliffe, a col-

lection of Etruscan pottery ; Sir William
Fitzherbert, Bart., some interesting pieces

of ware ;
Messrs. Wedgwood, Messrs. Min-

ton, and Messrs. Copeland, selections of

their productions of the present day
; Mr.

Campbell, Mr. Rathbone, and others.

The object of the exhibition being to aid

that noble scheme, the establishment in

the Potteries of the “Wedgwood Memorial
Institute,” it will be right in this notice to

direct attention more especially to whatever
relates to Wedgwood or his productions,

which it contains. The speciality of the
loan collection should be Wedgwood, and to

this end the present notice will be confined

to him and his works, as exemplified in the

treasures temporarily brought together at

Alton Towers. And first as to Pictures.

In the centre of the west wall of the

picture gallery is a group of six paintings

brought together from different localities,

and belonging each one to a different

owner, which possesses more interest than
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any other group in the whole collection.

In the centre is the fine large family

picture (97), by Stubbs, the celebrated

animal painter, in which the great potter,

.Josiah Wedgwood, and his wife and family,

are represented in a part of the grounds

•of his mansion at Etruria; Wolstanton

Church, &c., is shown in the distance. In
this interesting picture, which belongs to

Francis Wedgwood, by whom it has been

kindly lent from his mansion at Barlaston,

•Josiah Wedgwood and his amiable wife are

represented in the characteristic costume of

the period, seated beneath a large tree in

the garden. The lady is holding out her

hand to her little daughter, Catherine, who
is drawing a child’s carriage, containing

the two younger members of the family,

Sarah and Mary-Anne. The eldest daugh-
ter, Susannah, afterwards wife of Dr. Dar-
win, of Shrewsbury, is represented on
horseback, as are her three brothers, John,

Josiah, and Thomas.*
Immediately below this painting is hung

Reynolds’s fine and well-known portrait of

Josiah Wedgwood (99), which has been
lent by its possessor, the present Josiah

Wedgwood, of Gunville. This portrait has

been engraved both in mezzotint and line,

and will be familiar to most readers of

the Art-Journal, t It forms a conspicuous

feature in the present collection. This

portrait is supported right and left by
those of the man who owed so much to

Wedgwood’s early patronage, and to whom
in his turn Wedgwood was indebted for

the beauty of many of his designs—John
Flaxman. Of these charming portraits

of Flaxman, No. 103, by Jackson, R.A.,

is contributed by Viscount Clifden
;
and

No. 101, by Derby, is lent by Mr. Row-
botham.
Above the family picture are portraits of

Dr. Darwin and of Thomas Bentley. Dr.

Erasmus Darwin, of Derby, the author of

the “ Botanic Garden,” &c. &c., was on
intimate terms of friendship with Josiah

Wedgwood, and his son, Dr. Darwin, of

Shrewsbury, married Susannah, his eldest

daughter, who is shown on horseback in

the family painting just described. This

portrait, which is after Wright of Derby,
was also produced as a medallion by
Wedgwood. It is lent by Miss Darwin.
The portrait of Thomas Bentley, the friend

and partner of Josiah Wedgwood, is by
Wright of Derby, and is lent by Mrs.
Marsh Caldwell. It is a remarkably fine

example of Wright’s admirable style of

painting. While speaking of Bentley it

will be well to note that in the same gal-

lery, at this exhibition, are three small
paintings (Nos. 196, 198, 200), by Wright
of Derby, of Mr. and Mrs. James Caldwell

and Miss Stamford, relatives of Bentley,

through his second wife. These paint-

ings are contributed by Mrs. Marsh Cald-
well. There is also (No. 117) a portrait

of George Stubbs, the painter of the family
portrait just described—“that excellent

artist, Mr. Stubbs,” as Wedgwood writes,

“whose exquisite enamels upon them,

j

after nature, which have been repeatedly
exhibited in the Royal Academy, are

evidences of the species and value of the

enamel painting that may be produced upon
these tablets.” This portrait of Stubbs,
which is probably painted by himself, is

contributed by Mi-. Joseph Mayer, F.S.A.

Another highly interesting portrait is that

of Richard Wedgwood, of Spen Green (No.

60), the father of Sarah Wedgwood, wife of

the great potter
;

it is contributed to

the collection by Mr. E. T. W. Wood. The
portrait, which exhibits Richard Wedg-
wood when somewhat advanced in life,

shows him to have possessed that quiet,

thoughtful, and benevolent expression of

countenance so characteristic of the family.

In the same gallery will bo seen a fine

portrait of Richard Chaffers, the Liverpool
potter (No. 157), of whom a notice appears
in the present number of the Art-Journal

,

painted by Chubbard, of Liverpool, and
contributed by Mr. J. Mayer, F.S.A.
Chaffers was the contemporary and friend

of Wedgwood, and, following in the wake
of Cookworthy, sought for, and found, a
fresh vein of “soap rock” in Cornwall,
and through its use introduced the art of

making china into Liverpool.

Another interesting picture in this gal-

lery (No. 155) is one of Etruria works and
village in 1838, with Burslem in the dis-

tance, painted by S. Williamson, and con-
tributed by Mi-. Majrer.

In the Talbot Gallery will be found some
of Flaxman’s sketches, viz.,

1 Ajax and
Cassandra’ (No. 356), lent by Miss Row-
botham, and a scene from the Inferno ,

—

‘ Dante and Virgil contemplating the Souls
in Paradise,’ lent by Mr. A. J. Berosford-
Hope, M.P. In the same gallery are Mr.
Wigginton’s ‘ Perspective Design for the
Wedgwood Institute,’ Mr. L. De Ville’s
‘ Premiated Ceramic Design for the Wedg-
wood Memorial and Mr. G. B. Nichols’s

‘Wedgwood Memorial, Original Design,’
which are all worthy of examination

;
as

is also Mr. Brandon’s large perspective

view of Alton Towers, whore the exhibi-
tion is being held, showing proposed alter-

ations in that fine and highly-picturesquc
building.

In the ceramic department, which is

principally comprised in the octagon room,
Wedgwood ware, as undoubted!y ought to be
the case, forms the most prominent feature.

Here is the fine marble bust of Josiah
Wedgwood, b}7 Fontana, presented to the
Memorial Institute by Mr. Mayer, F.S.A.,
and which is conspicuously placed on the
top of the central case, looking down the
picture gallery.

In jasper-ware the collection is especially

rich, and contains many choice examples
of various periods, including specimens of

both solid jasper and jasper-dip. Among
the principal contributors are Mi1

. Mayer,
who sends a large number of plaques,

cameos, medallions, &c., as well as some
choice vases and a fine wine-cooler (No. 232)
of circular form, with four supports with ter-

minal female heads in blue, decorated with
white bead necklaces, from each of which
hangs a small cameo, blue ground, withwhite
head

;
this fine piece is decorated with

figures and classic foliage. The Earl of

Ilarrowby has sent a pair of sumptuous
jasper-dip vases and covers. Mi-. D. C.

Maijoribanks, M.P., contributes, besides

a series of fourteen original models in

wax, by Flaxman, for Wedgwood’s bas-
reliefs, and several fine plaques, &c., a
pair of flower vases, with Flaxman’s cupids
beneath festoons of drapery and skins

suspended from the handles of vases stand-
ing on pillars

;
a remarkably fine open-

work basket of the nautilus form, in blue
jasper, with white jasper borders, edges,

and foliage (this is a very unusual ex-
ample, open-work baskets being generally
made in the bamboo or cane-coloured ware)

;

and a white marble chimney-piece, inlaid

with medallions and plaques in sage-

green jasper. Mr. J. E. Taylor sends a

collection of vases, pedestals, lamps, por-
tions of tea equipages, dejeune services,

plaques, cameos, &c. Messrs. Wedgwood,
who lend a cruciform vase with circular

base, tobacco pots, pedestals, flower vases,

cameos, &c. Messrs. Agnew and Sons
contribute some charming pedestals, ink-

stands, tea equipages, vases, &c. &c. Lord
Leigh sends a set of three exquisitely foli-

ated vases, a pair of tripod lamps sup-
ported on dolphins, inkstands, lamps, &c.
The Right Hon. the Chancellor of the
Exchequer sends the simple, but chaste
and elegant dejeune service to which he so

poetically alluded in his speech at Burs-
lem on the occasion of laying the foun-
dation stone of the Wedgwood Institute,

and which is engraved in the Art-Journal
for October, 1864, and in Mr. Jewitt’s

“Life of Josiah Wedgwood,” p. 325; and
other examples. Mr. Llewellynn Jewitt
sends some medallions, some double cameos
for sotting in bracelets, and examples of

double seals for mounting as “swivels.”
Mr. Bagshawe contributes a remarkably
fine plaque of large size, and of unusually
fine execution.

In red ware, Mr. Gladstone contributes

a “ root pot” and saucer, exquisitely orna-
mented with a wreath of flowers in relief in

black
; and Mr. Taylor exhibits an Egyp-

tian vase, and a pair of remarkably good
vases, decorated with foliage, borders, and
a series of classic figures in black relief.

In “ basaltes, or Egyptian black” ware,
the principal contributors are—Mr. Taylor,
who sends among other examples three

pair of magnificent sphinxes, two pair of
which are arranged as candelabra, some
highly interesting figures, paper weights,
&c. ; Mrs. Marsh Caldwell, who sends some
good vases, lamps, &c. ; Mr. Gladstone
contributes a coffee-pot and cover, decorated
with Flaxman’s groups of boys; and Messrs.
Agnew, who send a pair of vases, an ink-
stand, and portions of tea and coffee equi-
pages. There are also exhibited a marvel-
lously fine and large figure of Mercury,
a large bust, and a pair of the celebrated
“ wine ” and “ water ” ewers.
In “ encaustic ” or “ Etruscan ” ware the

Earl of Dartmouth exhibits a wonderfully
fine assemblage of vases, of large size, and
of remarkably good character.

In “ Queen’s ware,” Messrs. Agnew and
Sons exhibit the fine centrepiece engraved
in the Art-Journal for May, 1864, the tea-

pot engraved in the same number, and a
vase. Mr. Llewellynn Jewitt contributes

a fine round dish, painted with vine leaf

and grape border in sepia, a saucer with
painted border, and some plates, &c.
In imitation porphyry, agate, &c., Mr.

Jewitt and others contribute some remark-
ably fine examples.

In Wedgwood china, Mr. Mayer sends
some good specimens

;
and of printed wares

he and Mr. Jewitt also contribute examples.
The exhibition, though not so extensive

as could have been wished, and not so rich

in illustrations of Wedgwood and his pro-
ductions as might naturally have been ex-
pected, is, nevertheless, highly creditable,

and one which will tend to attract additional

interest to the ceramic arts, so long and
so successfully practised in the district.

As the collection is not yet entirely

arranged, but fresh objects for exhibition

are constantly arriving, we here close our
notice for the present, to supplement it in

our next number by a few words on the
recent additions, and on the bas-reliefs and
cameos, &c., to which only a brief allusion

has been made.

* Richard, the other son, had died previous to the execu-
tion of this painting.

t A fine steel engraving of this painting, by John Taylor
Wedgwood, appears as the frontispiece to the “ Life of

Josiah Wedgwood,” by Llewellynn Jewitt, F.S.A. London,
Virtue Brothers, 1865.

t Tablets of Wedgwood’s making in earthenware.
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DOMESTICATED ANIMALS*

Prebendary Jackson is one of those who have

done good service to the cause of humanity both

by word and deed : he has advocated the claims

donkeys, and cats, with some of which creatures

almost everybody has something or other to do.

Ho says, “ the work, it is hoped, will be ocea-

wards the lower creation.” But the book merits

a much wider circulation than it would have as a

* Our Dumb Companions; or, Conversations of a

Fattier with his Children, about Dors, Horses, Donkeys,
and Cats. By Thomas Jackson, M.A., Prebendary of

st. Paul's, and Rector of Stoke Newington. Published by

S. W. Partridge, London.

of the domestic animal on the kind consideration

of its owner and its employer.

In furtherance of this most laudable object the

reverend gentleman has put forth an excellent

little book, filled with a large variety of well-

authenticated anecdotes concerning dogs, horses,

I sionally used in primary, secondary, and other

I schools; and offered as a reward to peasant boys

I

and girls distinguished for their gentleness to-

“ prize it should find its way into every house-

hold, high or low, where a domestic animal is

kept, as a most entertaining teacher of kindness

to our dumb companions. It is presented in a

most attractive but simple form, with copious

illustrations, excellently drawn and engraved,

of which two specimens appear on this pago.

SELECTED PICTURES.

FROM THE COLLECTION OF D. PRICE, ESQ.,

regent’s PARK.

A PASSING CLOUD.
J. C. Hook, R.A., Painter. R. Wallis, Engraver.

A catalogue of Mr. Hook’s pictures would
show, perhaps, as great a variety of subject

as we should find in the works of any living

painter. His earliest productions are of an
historical character, or were suggested by
passages in the writings of our poets. From
these he turned to the legends and annals

of Venice, lingering for a long time on the

blue waters of the Adriatic as they reflected

the bright image of the beautiful city, and
the glittering throngs that issued from her

palaces in days of old. He exhibited her

people, her high-born ladies, cavaliers, and
her gondolas, in all the pomp and circum-

stance of mediaeval grandeur. At a subse-

quent date, his pictures were principally

representations of home sceneiy, with rustic

figures, similar to that engraved here

;

these, however, were occasionally inter-

spersed with historical subjects. Within
the last four or five years his pencil has

chiefly delineated fishermen, engaged in

their avocations, either at sea or on shore,

and these he has rendered with a fidelity

and truth scarcely siu'passed by artists who
have been all their life long marine painters.

To this latest class of works he has given

what may be called almost a new reading,

for their charm lies not so much in the

painting of the sea, or the vessel, or the

rocky coast—all of which, however, is ex-

cellent—as in the manner in which the

figures are brought forward, and the life-

like, salt-water expression (we can find no
other term to signify our meaning) given

to them. One of the earliest of these pic-

tures, ‘ A Signal on the Horizon,’ elicited

the following remarks from Mr. Ruskin, in

his “Notes on the Royal Academy Exhi-

bition ” in 1857:—“It seems to me that

this is the sweetest and most pathetic pic-

ture of an English bay that has been painted

in modern times
;
and as for the thought,

and choice of scene, and rendering of

expression throughout the picture, they

are all so true, so touching, and so lovely,

that I do not choose to speak many words
about them, lest I should do the reader

harm instead of good by some discordant

expression
;

it would need a little finished

idyl of Tennyson to express them rightly.”

The ‘ Passing Cloud ’ was exhibited at

the Academy the year before the picture

just mentioned. The title, it is evident,

has no reference to a cloud overshadowing

the landscape, which is bright as a summer’s

day can make it, but to one which has come
across the path of the two young rustic

lovers, who have had a slight quarrel, and

have turned away from each other, the

youth hiding his face on a high green bank,

and the girl sitting mute at its base, and
idly pulling to pieces the flowers in her lap.

Her countenance is not indicative of much
trouble ;

she is undoubtedly coquetting

with her swain, and, feeling she has him
firmly in her grasp, quietly waits her time

for the cloud above them to pass away.

There is considerable awkwardness in the

arrangement of a portion, and that the

most prominent, of the composition. The
outer line of the bank runs in the same
direction as the cottage, of which it seems

almost a continuation, so that at a first

glance the boy appears to be resting on the

latter. But the subject is worked out with

extreme care and minuteness of detail, espe-

cially in the whole of the landscape.
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ART-RAMBLES IN BELGIUM.

Chapter III.

Brussels is so happy a combination of the best

features of Paris and London, that it has always
been a favourite place of residence with the

English, who at one time formed a no very incon-

siderable portion of its population. Of course

the casual visitor goes to Waterloo, though the

locality is nowmuch altered since the great day of

battle. The continual visits of travellers, making
a residence here a means of profit, have so much
increased the population of Waterloo and Mont
St. Jean, that Avhereas there used to be a full mile

of distance between the two places, the long
straggling village of Mont St. Jean is now quite

united to Waterloo. We give a sketch of the

latter place in its original condition
;
the pyra-

midal mound surmounted by the Belgic lion,

commemorating the native soldier)', is threw

miles off.

Belgium has not many monuments to show
connected with its own great civil wars. Out-
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side tho gate of Ghent, on the road to Antwerp,
are the remains of the tremendous fortress erected

by the Emperor Charles V., to check the ever-

tufbulent inhabitants of the old city. Hero
wore imprisoned the Counts Egmont and Horn,
and here the celebrated Prince of Orange led

the assault of 1570, when the citizens succeeded
in obtaining possession of it, and soon afterwards
levelled it with the ground

;
the people working

as willingly as did the Parisians when they
razed the Bastille

;
and, like them, being assisted

by their wives and children. Within its

boundary is the octagonal chapel of St. Macaire.

It is enclosed by the heavy ivy-covered walls of

tho central keep. The cloister of the Gothic

chapel of St. Bavon, which also stood within the

citadel, has much more picturesque features. It

is in the Romanesque style, and was onco the

centre of the ancient quarter of St. Bavon,
whence eight hundred houses were removed to

make way for this formidable fortress.

Allusion has already been made to the fine

specimens of old domestic architecture to he

seen in Belgium
;

they abound in infinite

variety. Malines possesses some picturesque

examples, of which we engrave one specimen.

Louvain is equally rich, and among them is the

remarkable brick-building, with geometric tra-

cery over the entire front, also engraved in our

pages. At Ghent and at Bruges are equally

good, though varied, specimens of the ability of

the old Flemish builders.

Many amusing details will attract an observant

eye in these old cities. Quaint signs, with their

necessary names in broad Flemish, greet passers

by. Of these we give four specimens. It will

be conceded that we use the term “necessary ”

advisedly, for the “red hound” (of a bright

scarlet tint) and “the wild cat” require their

proper designations to render them recognisable.

The Flemings have always delighted in tho

grotesque, and in startling popular pageantry.

Every city had, and has still, its appointed day
of jubilee, generally in honour of its patron

saint, when the trade guild parade the streets

in fanciful dresses, accompanied by the civic

giants, enormous figures of animals, real and
imaginary, whales, ships fully rigged and
manned, with heathen gods, classic heroes, and
heterogenous characters to marshal the whole.

No great city was without its giant, and on
great occasions they all assembled to do honour
to the advent of some great personage. The

only giant who has never travelled beyond the

walls of his own city, is he of Antwerp, and for

the most sufficient reason : there is no gate of

the old city tall enough for him to pass under.

This enormous figure was constructed in the

reign of the Emperor Charles Y. Within the

body is a spiral staircase, leading to a platform

on a level with the neck, where a man stands to

direct a windlass to turn tho head from side to

WATERLOO.

side when he is drawn on his car through the

streets. He is provided with a wife of equally

gigantic proportion, and a brood of young
giants, about ten feet high, who walk after them.

Their bodies are of wicker-work, and conceal

strong men, who give what vitality they can to

the monsters. They are the delight of the

populace, who speak with warm affection of

“notre bon p6re Antigon,” “sa belle Dame,”

and “ nos amiables petits Gcants yet the history

of the “bon pere ” would seem to call for no

mark of esteem.* According to popular legend

he was a cruel giant, who inhabited a castle on

the Scheldt where Antwerp now stands, and

exacted heavy toll from all boats that passed
;

if the men did not pay, he cut off their hands.

Braban, one of Julius Cmsar’s generals, ulti-

mately conquered him, founded the seignory
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named Brabant after him, and built Antwerp,

giving it that name in memory of the hands cut

off (hand t'worpen) by the giant, which hands

still appear in the city arms, as may be seen

in the shield borne by the giant’s wife. In spite,

however, of so clear and vivacious a narrative,

sober topographers are more inclined to trace

the name of the cityfrom its position, “ an t’werf
”

(on the wharf), that led to its great commercial

prosperity.

But we must bid adieu to civic legends, and
take a last glance of the treasures of pictorial

Art the old towns enshrine. To begin at the

beginning, one of the earliest and most re-

nowned of paintings is still the great feature of

the cathedral of St. Bavon, at Ghent. It is the

T

CHAPEL IN THE CITADEL, GHENT.

work of the brothers Hubert and John van

Eyck, and possesses all their beauties, as well

as their faults. The wonderfully sound and

brilliant condition of the picture is a testimony

to their careful and conscientious work. The
principal subject (for it is in many compart-

ments) is * The Adoration of the Holy Lamb,’

into which design is crowded more than 300

figures all finished with the most scrupulous

minuteness; that, however, is a qualification

less remarkable than the great degree of cha-

racter they possess, and the vigour and correct-

ness of their drawing. Larger groups, or single

figures, surround this subject. One of the most
striking is that of the glorified Madonna. Her
costume is regal, as also is that of the Saviour,

picture by Baron Wappers, in tl

jest}-, representing the procession of tliis famous Giant,

under the title of * The Ommeganck at Antwerp.’
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tale of “ Cupid and Psyche,” which Vasari says

are by him, hut which are most usually as-

signed to Raphael. Coxie is not the only
Fleming whose pure love of Italian Art
would lead connoisseurs to ascribe their works

to Italian artists. Otto Venius, the master of

Rubens, is often termed by his countrymen the

who wears the tiara and the golden robes of a

worldly sovereign, clasped with jewels across

the breast, as shown in our cut.

In the same cathedral are two pictures by an
artist very little known, but of great ability

—Michael Coxie. There is a scries of designs

(thirty-three in number) illustrating Apuleus’s

Flemish Raphael, from the character of his de- i

signs. The pictures by Coxie in this church

represent
c Christ bearing His Cross ’ and ‘ The

Crucifixion
;

’ from the latter we copy the figure

of the Magdalen.
Bruges abounds in objects of interest, and

its old streets and houses are very picturesque
;

it is, however, so near the sea-coast and the

great landing-place, Ostend, that most English

travellers, with characteristic impatience, hurry

past it. It will well reward examination, as it

contains in its churches and public buildings

some of the finest Art-works in Belgium. The
cathedral (or St. Saveur, as it is sometimes

CLOISTER OF THE OLD MONASTERY OF ST. BAVON, GHENT.

termed) has a fine picture by an early artist, Hans
Hemling, worthy of Van Eyck

;
but the great

work of this artist is in the Hospital of St. John,
whither he had resorted for cure, after being
severely wounded in the battle of Nancy, 1477.

The picture was painted in grateful memory of

the attention he had received at the hands of the

,

good sisters. Here, also, is the chief glory of

1
his pencil—the famous “ Chasse,” painted with

; the legend of St. Ursula and the Virgin-

martyrs. The brilliancy and beauty of this

[

work, and its marvellous freshness after four

1 hundred years, astonish all who see it for the

first time. As a pure specimen of the Art of

the fifteenth century it may be said to be un-

rivalled.

Wood-sculpture has always been much pa-

tronised in the Low Countries; hence it has

assumed a higher character than it generally

exhibits elsewhere. We engrave a group from

the cathedral, and a graceful figure of the Ma-
donna, from a street comer. We have already

alluded to the interest and beauty that sometimes

attaches to these groups intended to attract the

pious feelings of pedestrians, and have given

some few specimens from Antwerp
;
but this

group is the most elegant we have met with.

Near the hospital stands the church of Notre-

Dame, a perfect museum ofArt. Nowhere can

be seen finer examples of the wood-carving which

has made Belgium famous. The tombs of the

renowned Charles the Bold, Duke of Burgundy,

and his daughter Mary, wife of the Emperor

Maximilian, are marvels of design and execu-

tion. A foundation of marble is overlaid with

foliations and figures in gilt metal-work, and

further enriched by coats-of-arms in brilliant

enamel colours. Funeral pomp could be carried

no farther than this, nor is the Art-workman-

ship of the Burgundian era better exhibited

than upon these sumptuous mementoes.

The great Art-feature of this church, and

undoubtedly the finest piece of sculpture in

Belgium, is the group of the Virgin and Child in

one of the side chapels. It is popularly ascribed

to Michael Angelo, but the fact of. its being

his work cannot be proved. There is nothing

unworthy of the greatest master in its composi-

tion and treatment, and it is certainly too good

for the best Flemish sculptor, Du Qucsnoy. Oi r

concluding sketch is of this group
;

it conveys

but a faint idea of its leading lines. Never was

the charm of simplicity more visible than in this

work. The dignity of the seated figure greatly

adds to the grace of the infant Saviour, the

playful and wavy lines of whose position con-

trast charmingly with the tranquillity and

solidity of that given to the Virgin-Mother.

Seldom does a sculptured work assert its high

place in Art, more unmistakably than this, the

pride of the people of Bruges.

In thus rapidly reviewing the Art-labours of

a country that has earned for itself so important

a position as Belgium, it will be conceded to us



that the difficulties are great, to make all com-

prehensible in a few pages, and hy the simplest

anatomy of the subjects treated of, embracing,

as they do, architecture, sculpture, and paint-

ing. Our task has been lightened hy the very

truthful sketches—the work of a lady artist

—

which have helped to make our descriptions

clearer, and very often drawn our own attention

to peculiar and valuable incidents in a picture.

Like the naive remark that gives piquancy to a

narrative, a slight incident in a picture may

give it a greater value by an appeal at once

to those strong innate feelings implanted in

all, and through which “ one touch of nature

makes the whole world kin.” The painter,

equally with the poet, has this power
;
occa-

sionally the painter has the advantage in a

more direct and positive form of communicating

bis ideas. It is the nature, even more than the

art, of the painters of the Low Countries, that

gives them their position as an original natural-

istic school, in opposition to the pure idealists

dungeons until death set them free, or were

tortured for money and robbed of their mer-

chandise. At last the great towns leagued

together, promising to aid and defend each

other with money and soldiers of their own

raising, thus establishing a confederation that

soon taught the world the wisdom of commer-

cial laws. The Hanse Towns became most im-

GOTHIC HOUSE

of the Italian school. They have have kept their

position, and are likely to keep it as long as
j

truthfulness be valued. They cannot take the
,

high rank that by right belongs to the greater
I

artists of the southern schools
;
but they do

not pretend to dispute that fact, and are con-

tent to rest on their own merits. Sometimes
j

we admire only their wonderful imitative power,
j

or perfect mastery of the technicalities of Art
: |

but we are often called on to note high flights
|

of thought and genuine touches of feeling.

Where, indeed, should we look for them, if not

in the men who fought the great fight of

liberty and religious freedom in the marshes of

Holland and the plains of Belgium? taught

in the severest school of cruelty and wrong,

persecuted for opinion past human endurance,

and quite past modern belief. Keen and deep

must have been the feeling and thought of the

Belgians of past times—the noble men to whom
the whole world owes a debt of gratitude for

crushing the tyranny of Spain at a time when

AN DE ROODTE HON'D.

FLEMISH SIGN—“THE BED HOUND.”

portant cities
;
the Hanseatic League was found

to be of as much, or more value, than royal

concessions and chartered promises, often made

to be broken. The local government of these

towns was another striking feature, and the

magnificent hotcls-de-ville erected in all of them

testify to the regal spirit exhibited by the mer-

chants of the middle ages. Indeed, their pride

“ THE WILD OAT."

was sometimes carried far, as when a deputation

waited on Charles V., and used their valuable

velvet coats, trimmed with costly furs and gold,

to sit upon, as the benches were of wood ;
the

audience over, they rose to depart, and had

reached the door, when an attendant came run-

ning to remind them oftheir coats left on the seats

behind. “ We are not accustomed to carry our

that power was vigorously directed to stamp

out with a bloody heel the last hope of Pro-

testantism.

As a mercantile nation we are also indebted

to our Belgian brethren; they were the first

to organise trade regulations and establish com-

merce on a proper basis. No one but the student

of mediaeval history can form an idea of the

absurd restrictions and the dangers that then

surrounded commerce. Protective laws of the

narrowest scope crippled home trade
;
dangers

by land and water almost destroyed export

trade. Cities exacted taxes, so did nobles, over

whose territories merchants passed. If they

trusted their property down rivers like the

Danube or the Rhine, they were liable to the

most monstrous exaction, or sometimes utter

confiscation, from the robber-lmights who lived

in the castles on their hanks, and stopped all

passers-by for the black-mail that formed their

principal, and sometimes their only, income.

Honest traders were sometimes incarcerated in

I

AN DEN CABPEH.

“ THE GOOD COW.”

cushions away with us,” proudly remarked the

last of the throng as he passed out of the palace.

This pride was doomed to a severe lesson when

Alva and his myrmidons came among them;

it was subdued, but never extinguished: sub-

dued in consequence of deep trial, and purer

thought, the result thereof ;
but living still, as

FLEMISH SIGN—11 THE CABP.”

we hope it ever will, in the hearts ot the brave

and free nations of Belgium and Holland.

Our own relations with both countries were

at one time most intimate ; readers of Shak-

spere will remember “old John of Gaunt,

time-honoured Lancaster,” an English prince

born in the old citadel of Ghent, which stands

in the centre of that city. By marriage and

inheritance our nobility had interests in the

country
;
by commerce we had much more, and
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our great merchantmen were as familiar with
the Antwerp Bourse as with the Royal Ex-
change. In the days of the great Gresham
they had their warehouses abroad as well as at
home, and the houses of the old traders are
shown at Brussels, Antwerp, and other great
mercantile towns. But as Venice fell by an

alteration in the route of traffic from the East,
Antwerp and Belgium generally suffered from
the same cause, accelerated there, however, by
internal warfare. The greater equalisation of
commerce in the present day has changed the
exclusiveness that would have become objec-
tionable or dangerous to the various nations;

and trade is in general hands instead of a few,
resting on its own power rather than on re-
strictive or protective laws.

In taking our leave of this interesting country,
we cannot but recur with much pleasure to the
wanderings we have indulged in among the

old cities, though we may have felt higher
elevation in their picture galleries. Every city

has its history, every old house seems to tell an
old tale. The wanderer in Ghent or Bruges
may often meet with an antique street, which
seems not to belong to the present time, as if

its inhabitants must be only such persons as
we sec in the marvellous mediaeval scenes de-
picted by their native painter, Leys, of Antwerp.
The picture galleries, glorious with the works
of the greatest men, possess a rich store, await-
ing visitors who will studiously search among
them. Art-rambles can be indulged in here

second to few in interest, and historic places of
matchless renown visited

;
the days pass quickly

and pleasantly during a holiday taken in Bel-
gium

;
how easily that holiday may be secured

by a short transit over the narrow seas that
separate her shores from our own, we have
shown in the first of this series of papers. The

' Englishman will find the habits of the people

;
more in accordance with his own than those of

!
our more volatile nearer neighbours of France.

I They possess in a large degree the English love

|

of liberty and home. They have the same ten-

,
dency to home comforts and enjoyments. Their

' business habits are distinguished by the steady
! regularity that has made the English trader

famous ; but this may well be the characteristic

of a nation that first raised trading to any emi-
nence, and taught the world this great way to

wealth. History, even our own, connects itself

with every town, Art with every church or

public building; “dull must he be of soul”
who can ramble in these old cities without deeply
feeling the mental advantage he thereby enjoys.

It is indeed a privilege to walk where the great

GROUP ATTRIBUTED TO MICHAEL ANGELO.

men of history, the great men in Art, have
walked before us; to realise past history by
present things

;
to re-people the old streets, in

imagination, with their old inhabitants, when
the noble Rubens and the courtly Vandyke
gave to the old city of Antwerp a dignity and
a glory, which its modem inhabitants, to then-

great honour, are still proud to acknowledge.
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RIVAL MUSEUMS.
THE BRITISH MUSEUM AND THE MUSEUM AT

SOUTH KENSINGTON.

“ New lamps for old ones,” was tlie attrac-

tive cry of Aladdin’s pretended uncle when
he so cunningly deprived him of his mystic
treasure. If we find there suddenly starts

up “a new light,” purporting to he far

superior to the old ones, which have been
steadily useful to us very long, may we not
reasonably question its claims, and before

we quite put our old lamp out, test the
real value of the new one, without being at

once dazzled by its polished brass ?

There must be very few persons who
have not felt some pleasurable gratification,

or obtained some useful knowledge, from
visits to the British Museum. It appeals
to all tastes, and can instruct all students
by its vast and varied contents. This can
only be tested by experience. The general
visitor in walking through its galleries may
leave them with a somewhat confused idea

of a great gathering of rare and curious
objects. It is only when the student goes
beyond the surface, and finds how complete
this great gathering is in all its most minute
requirements, that he feels proud of the
National collection, and grateful for its

possession.

But a rival, under a specious pretence of
being something else, has been gradually
increasing in importance, year by year,

until the public is called upon to pay the

heavy expenses of two collections, and is

assured that the old collection is compara-
tively deserted by the public, while the new
one enjoys a much larger share of its

patronage. It has been said that anything
may be proved by figures, and this asser-

tion is no denial of the apothegm. The
rules and usages of the two establishments
are widely different. The British Museum
is only open three days in the week, and
never in the evening, when the labouring
classes have most time to visit it. Children
are rigidly excluded, which keeps the work-
ing classes often away. In the winter it is

dreary and dismal enough. South Ken-
sington is accessible eveiy day, and is open
till ten at night

;
well lighted and decorated

rooms await all comers, and so anxious
were its rulers to obtain them, that origin-

ally no one was hindered from passing the
turn-tables that so unerringly counted
visitors; children of six or eight years of

age were allowed to drag in others younger,
until their presence became a positive

nuisance
;
but squalid as they often were,

they had all the value here of voters at an
election, and very good use has been made
of the sum total obtained by such means.
There must also be remembered another,

and probably the greatest source of attrac-

tion, and that is the picture galleries, which
are always most crowded. Here the rivalry

ceases, for even the stuffed monkeys of the
British Museum cannot compete with them.
The ruling powers at South Kensington (as

they have christened their locality, which
was, and is, Brompton Park, and Brompton
only) know this full well, and a system of

clever “conveyancing” has given them
pictures from the National collection that
ought never to have been removed, and
even the Cartoons from a gallery built ex-
pressly for them at Hampton Court.

There can be little doubt that the British

Museum suffers by the natural tendency of
all old institutions to be eternally ruled by
its old laws, and to be impatient of all new
ones. It is under very peculiar manage-
ment, and to argue with the directors is

about as likely to convince them and pro-

duce reform, as it is to argue with the

papacy in Rome. Its higher class officers

too, who formerly worked out the behests

of the great invisible powers, were often

obstructive, and strongly opposed to all

modem improvements. When it was pro-

posed to open the collections on great holi-

days, the principal antagonist to the measure
was found in the person of the chief director,

who conjured up visions of rifled cases,

smashed vases, and broken-nosed marbles,

as the certain result of admitting holiday

visitors. The collection might be opened
in the morning perfect, to be closed in the

afternoon a mass of fragmentary ruin ! It

was, however, thus opened ;
the result was,

a most enormous crowd of visitors, all cer-

tainly from the working and lower classes

;

a day of great fear and trembling for the

old director and the few who thought with
him

;
and a large accumulation of dust on

the cases and statues from the thousands
of visitors, who left no worse record of

their visit behind them. Not a work was
injured, not a square of glass broken

;

and London has had a wholesome holiday
sight for its visitors and inhabitants over

since.

In many other instances, the ruling

powers in Great Russell Street have been
obstructive rather than progressive. Hence
they have given foot-hold and ultimate

power to a formidable rival at South Ken-
sington. As the public have to pay for all,

and we have recently had a House of Com-
mons utterly regardless of public expendi-
ture, it becomes necessary that the general
public should begin to think for themselves,
and not be hoodwinked by any pretensions,

however plausible, that dip hands so deeply
into the treasury. As we have already esta-

blished a National Museum, which, how-
ever unfortunately ruled by effete routine,

is at least honest in its pretension, and has
done its work well for ourselves and our
fathers before us, we may inquire why we
are to create and pay for an unnecessary
rival, that has originated under different

pretences ?

When it was proposed that a museum
should be attached to the Schools of Design,
the object then clearly intended was that
something like the Ceramic Museum at

Sevres should be formed, and that the col-

lection should be simply one of reference

for the workman. Now, we ask any one
to walk through the collection, and judge
for himself how far this has been carried

out. On entering from the road we pass
through a long gallery, where only these

legitimate works are to be found
;

but
so very ill-selected and incomplete, and
thrown together in such wild confusion,

that it is evidently looked upon as a
lumber-store, and despised by those who
have used it as a shoeing-horn to other
matters. The interests of the genuine work-
men have been neglected in the formation of
the Museum, that a gorgeous display might
be made of expensive and showy china,

enamels, bronzes, &c., that attract other
classes, and secure the votes of dillettante

members of the House of Commons. We
have nothing to say against the works of

manufacture from Sevres, Dresden, and
elsewhere, that fill the cases in the principal

saloon
;
they are all beautiful, and really

useful to the student in ceramic Art. This
is the true and legitimate mode of forming
such a museum. But what shall we say
when twenty times the price of any one of

these works is given for some mere curio-

sity prized at a fancy value, and utterly

useless as a work of study or reference ? We
will take the most glaring instance, the
small collection of Henri II. ware. There

-1 c

we find the following, with their prices

attached :

—

Circular plateau . . . . £140
Small tazza . . ... 180
Tazza and cover . . . . 450
Small saltcellar . ... 300
Candlestick . . ... 750

£1,820

This large sum has been spent in the
purchase of five small earthenware objects,

that might be all comfortably packed in a
hat-box ! But it is not this we should
object to, if it could be shown that so
serious a sum was well spent in what would
be useful. These, however, are mere ce-
ramic curiosities teaching nothing, and the
large sum of money they have cost might
be obviously spent upon much better and
more useful objects. This is not a mere
assertion, but is a truth supported and en-
forced by the Brompton managers them-
selves. Look to the prices attached to the
finest works of modern ceramics, and then
it will be seen that a large number of ad-
mirable specimens, enough to fill many
cases with really useful reference works,
might have been purchased for the cost

of these five pieces of old ware, whose
proper locality is the British Museum.

The same may be said of the so-called
‘

‘ Raffaelle ware ’

’—plates and dishes. What
possible use could any manufacturer make
of them? would any student who was
about to enter a potter’s workshop ever
think of wasting his time over them ?

They are curious and rare, and the modern
rage for collecting ceramics has given them
a fictitious value

;
but they are crude and

offensive in colour, and works to be
avoided rather than imitated. These again
should be sent as proper additions to the
medireval department of antiquities in the
British Museum, where the public already
possess some fifty specimens. That being
the case, we may surely ask, why they
were bought for this new museum at all,

particularly at the “fancy prices” which
some fewmoneyed collectors have artificially

raised ? To make our statement more
clear, we will quote the plate purchased at

tho Bernal sale (No. 1848 of that collection),

sold but a few years before at the Stowe
sale for £4, and bought by Mr. Bernal for

£5. For this £120 was actually given by
the Kensington, or Brompton, directors.

It is certainly curious as representing an
artist painting one of these plates, but it is

otherwise perfectly simple in form, void of

all ornament, and without any claim what-
ever to admission in a museum purporting
to be established solely for the working
student.

When we examine the cases holding the
bronze works and enamels, we shall see
little else but reckless and useless expendi-
ture. What use to the practical workmen
of the present day is the reliquary pur-
chased recently at the sale of Prince Solty-
koff’s collection in Paris for tho enormous
sum of £2,142? It is never likely to be
reproduced, nor to aid in the reproduction
of any new work. The managers here seem
to revel in “ venerable” relics of an utterly

useless order. We have from the same col-

lection an enamelled crozier, at the price of

£413; an altar cross, price £350; and. a “ re-

table,” or folding altar picture, price £342 !

We will here for once put aside the ques-
tion of the real value of these things, and
allow that they are fully worth what they
have cost, yet we shall continue to argue that

this is not the place for them. Old spoons
at £8 each may be also seriously objected

to ; so may a spoon and fork which cost us
£42 at the Pourtales sale

;
but perhaps the
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most absurd purchase of all is a gold coin

of Philip of Valois at the price of £12.

Surely such things are utterly useless here.

Among the cups we find one, formed from

a cocoa-nut mounted in silver, that has

been purchasedfor the large sum of£40 10s.

;

another, with still less to recommend it,

cost £50 ; but the most absurd purchase of

all is a silver dish with the story of Androcles

and the Lion embossed on its surface, most
miserably bad in design and execution,

and surrounded by a border of hideous

foliage. This work can only be dated as

“early eighteenth century,” and has cost

us £42. The purchase is utterly indefen-

sible ;
it can teach nothing, except what

to avoid, and should be consigned to “the
chamber of horrors” once established in

this building for the reception of articles of
“ terrible ” bad manufacture.

Let us again call to mind that this is a

museum existing only on the plea of being

a collection for the use of students in Art-

manufacture. Of what use to them can

those hideous Spanish terra-cottas be, that

represent the Saviour and various saints in

the most repulsive style ? The Saviour is

upon the cross, covered with blood and
bruises

;
His knees are bared of flesh, which

is blackened round the bones. Is such a

figure here to be studied for reproduction ?

Is it not rather an eye-sore and an offence

to a rightly -constituted mind P Less dis-

gusting, but more absurd and useless, is

another figure of the Saviour bearing His
cross, in a magnificent flowered dress of

green and gold, a work of modem date, for

which we have had to pay £31 11s. 6d. In

close vicinity are somo small figures of

mounted negroes, dressed in silks like

children’s dolls, bought for £14 each; and
near them is the renowned “hurdy-gurdy

”

which attracted the notice of the House of

Commons when more money for such

trash was asked for last session ;
this little

addition to our stock cost £8. Considering

other prices, it is lucky for us it was not

£80.

We object to the purchase of many of

these “curiosities” as utterly useless or

totally out of place here, and hitherto no-

thing more than this has been done ;
but in

a museum of such a nature the principle

might be carried farther. Of what use was
the purchase of Donatello’s small mirror-

case at the price of £600, when casts in

bronze are to be obtained at £3 and £4
each, particularly as the latter serve every

useful purpose, and are more pleasant to

the eye than the original.

It would only weary the reader to point

out “ the Wardour Street branch” of the

establishment, the galleries of old furni-

ture and old iron, and pick out all the

real curiosities to be foimd there. We
will merely point to one, a kite-shaped

shield made for some Florentine tourna-

ment, with nothing on it but a grim griffin,

which we have obtained at a cost of £40.

Such are “the bargains” to be found in

every comer by any who may search. We
tire over it.

How much of all this gathering properly

belongs here, how much would be more
properly placed in the British Museum,
and how large a part is an improper pur-

chase altogether, let any candid visitor

judge. We would gladly hail the forma-

tion of a good Museum of Decorative and
Manufacturing Art, but it is evident that

this museum is rapidly forgetting its origin

and use, and is becoming a serious tax

upon the country for the purchase of very
expensive curiosities which have no right

to a resting-place under its roof.

Let us now turn to the British Museum,

and see what that establishment does for

us in the way of profitable instruction. A
glance on the surface of this collection will

show its value; but it requires a deeper

and more critical examination to fully un-
derstand its tme worth. The contrast, in

appearance, is great between such collec-

tions and the national collections at the

Louvre, and elsewhere abroad, where they

more fully understand the good effect pro-

duced by proper display. In our Museum
we may find hundreds of specimens of

minor antiquities—Egyptian particularly

—

crammed, one upon the other, in common
cases, giving an impression to 'ordinary

visitors that the whole is not worth £o,

looking as it does on a par with the stock of

a cheap curiosity shop. Were the contents

of such a case sent to the Louvre, each

article would be mounted on its satin-wood

pedestal, arranged with a few others in an
ornamental group, and placed on a velvet-

covered shelf, in an ebony brass-bound
cabinet. Everything there is arranged to

give a sense of its value ;
while in the

British Museum it seems to be a determined

persistence to detract from the apparent

value of every article exhibited as much as

possible. Want of space is the excuse for

all this ; but considering how much there

is stowed away in drawers, and never seen

by the public, it might be an advantage to

stow away a little more, and let us see

what wo do see properly. Perhaps in no
other country than England could so mon-
strous an excrescence have been affixed

to a public building as the glazed sheds

that block the portico. It is as if we de-

sired to proclaim to all the world our utter

disregard of correct taste, or proper appre-

ciation of Fine Art.

The Art-history of the whole world is as

perfectly represented in the great gather-

ings of our Museum, as in any other exist-

ing. Beginning with ancient Egypt, it

includes Assyrian and early Eastern Art

;

then we have the earliest, as well as the

finest, works of Greece and Borne. We
fail, certainly, in mediaeval specimens : here

the collection is weak ; it is, unfortunately,

only recently that attention is paid to this

necessary branch of a great national col-

lection. And the rise of the Kensington
collection has diverted public money into

a new channel—bringing there what should

more properly have gone to Great Bussell

Street.

The student who wants genuine and fine

specimens of ornamental Art, will procure

an abundance at the British Museum. No-
where is there a more perfect and exquisite

collection of Greek vases ;
they have been

selected with the utmost care; not only are

they beautiful in contour and decoration,

but of historic or literary interest from the

subjects painted on their surfaces.
_

The
elegant thought and free-hand drawing in

these designs is sometimes marvellous in

its perfection. That noble bequest, known
as “The Temple Collection,” shows that

the most fastidious taste has been employed

in its formation. All things in it are the

best of their kind. The bronzes of Siris

are also unrivalled. Payne Knight secured

some admirable statuettes, to which addi-

tions have lately been made at the Pour-

tales sale, in Paris.

It is unnecessary to do more than allude

to the bassi-relievi and statuary here.

The sculptures from the Parthenon are of

higher artistic value than any marbles in

the vast collection of the Vatican. It will

scarcely be credited that it was once

seriously proposed that a selection of the

best of these and other works in the

National collection, should be made, in

order to be carried from thence to South
Kensington. So monstrous a proposition,

made in the full intoxication of fancied

power, shows the great public danger of

supporting rival establishments.

It cannot be denied that the British

Museum labours under the difficulty of an
antique mismanagement. Its ruling power
is centered in a Board of Trustees, and the

constitution of that board is an obstruction

to progress. They are all, doubtless, very
excellent gentlemen in their way

;
they are

simply misplaced, and help to nullify the

best work of their own subordinate officers.

The composition of this board is a curiosity

in itself. Let us examine it. The mem-
bers amount to the large number of 47 ;

but of these one half (23) are members by
virtue of certain offices they hold, not by
any fitness, natural or acquired, for their

places. To them we must add equally in-

efficient person's, nine in number, who
merely sit as trustees for the Sloane, Cotton,

and other families, supposed to still require

a representative among them. This re-

duces the elected members to 15, and as

their election depends upon the rest, the

nature of their claims is often exceedingly

visionary. The ex-officio trustees exhibit as

curious a mixture as the cattle in Noah’s
ark. Here we have the Archbishop of

Canterbury and the First Lord of the Ad-
miralty, the Bishop of London and the

President of the College of Physicians,

miyp.fi up with “family trustees” and
“ elected trustees ” of the most opposite

tastes and acquirements. Is it to be

wondered at that mismanagement ensues ?

It; has with truth been said, it is no dis-

credit to the prelates, noblemen, and gen-
tlemen who figure in this list, that they

have no taste or feeling for certain branches

of art, or archaeology, brought before their

notice. They are aU more or less eminent
in some way or other ; are men of high
positions ;

but we fail to understand what
are the qualifications which have induced

the Government to appoint to a trust of

so responsible a nature, persons not only

not ' adapted to discharge its duties, by
education, by taste, or by scientific or an-

tiquarian knowledge, but positively dis-

qualified by the important offices they hold,

or by other engagements. What mischief

these gentlemen have done, and may do

again, is best illustrated by their conduct

in 1854, when the collection of Anglo-
Saxon antiquities, known as “TheFaussett
Collection,” was offered to them for the

ridiculously low price of £500. It was a

collection unique in its nature, particularly

desirable in a British Museum that was
singularly wanting in British examples,

and one which its officers were particularly

anxious to secure. It was refused by the

trustees. The Society of Antiquaries, the

various archaeological societies, and the best

known antiquaries, combined to enlighten

these gentlemen by explaining its value in

a petition, and appending their signatures.

The trustees were irate—they were “not
to be dictated to ”—refused all further ne-

gotiations ; and the best opportunity that

ever happened, or can happen, of filling

the now empty shelves of native antiquities

was culpably lost for ever. So great a public

disgrace, so great a proof of incapacity, has

never attached to any similar body.
_

The Kensington rulers are “wiser in

their generation.” They have courted

popularity, and improved upon what they

have obtained, by offering a luxurious

lounge to idlers in rooms richly-decorated,

and saloons resplendent with painting and

gilding. In fact, the collection in its best

part is almost secondary to its gaudy sur-
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roundings. Here, again, is a great and
unnecessary waste of public money, which,

might be much better bestowed on ordinary

specimens of mechanical Art more useful to

the students who belong to this establish-

ment, and for whose benefit alone this mu-
seum is supposed to be founded and kept up.

The remedy for all this is simple and
practical ;

but being so, it is almost certain

not to be adopted. Let the Kensington
Museum take its due and proper position

as a Museum of Industrial Art ; such a

collection as our workmen may refer to for

imitation or avoidance ;
or to study what

other nations are doing in the mechanical

arts that make their chief trade. Let us

have, for instance, the varieties of clays,

and the variety of works made from them by
different nations, for we should not forget

that the wealth of a country depends upon
its useful, rather than its luxurious, works.

The rough potteiy of Holland supplied the

whole world with 1 ‘ Delft-ware,” and greatly

enriched the country of its manufacture;

but the Staffordshire potters, with Wedg-
wood at their head, gave the death-blow to

this coarse and profitable trade by produc-

ing pottery as cheap for ordinary use, and
much superior. It was by the study of

clays, and the chemistry of the potter’s art,

that all this was done ; but we find no ma-
terials for such study here. The expensive

curiosities and antiques brought together

are useless for that purpose. Byzantine
reliquaries at £2,000 cost, and earthenware

candlesticks at £750, are utterly worth-
less here. All these things should be at

once sent to the British Museum, where
they are really wanted to perfect the Na-
tional collection—miserably meagre in this

department
;
and in future the Kensington

purchases should be restricted to “ orna-
mental Art in connection with manu-
factures,” upon which only it founds its

claim to existence. There could be no
difficulty in making it very instructive

to the manufacturer and the artizan, by
gathering specimens of works made, and
tools used, by the different nations, in the

production of the various objects of use and
ornament which give them celebrity : in

fact, such a “dissection” of each manu-
facture as we find in the Chemistry of Food
Department of this very building, or the

series of models and objects in the Educa-
tional Department. It would be only a

work of time to collect marbles, woods, and
clays, used by all nations in their Art-

manufactures, and it would be time well

spent. We should possess means of large

comparison and improvement by such
gatherings, and very many objects not a

little curious for the general public to ex-

amine, and be instructed thereby. We
would desire to rival the Ceramic Museum
at Sevres, by the variety of jjottery of all

ages and times gathered here
;
and in col-

lecting, we would not despise the humblest
specimen of what may be a large and pro-

fitable national trade. We would have
clays, glazes, and all details of each manu-
facture represented by absolute example.
Much of this would be attended with very
small expenditure, and many objects would
be gladly given by manufacturers for gene-
ral study. Abundance of room might be
found by sending to our great National

collection the contents of the “curiosity”

cases. But before any liberality of tins

kind be shown to the British Museum, a

revision of its laws, and some change in

its rulers, are absolutely necessary. It

must conform more to the wants of the

age, and be governed by a larger phi-

lanthropy than at present characterises it.

With the public, then, or rather with the

House of Commons, the question now
rests

;
if they do not cause it to be clearly

and definitely arranged, we shall go on
gradually starving and debasing our great

National collection, to glorify a gaudier

rival
;
rendering ourselves ridiculous in the

eyes of Europe, and taxing ourselves with

two expensive establishments, whose officers

must always be costly and antagonistic.

FRENCH INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION OF 1867.

This undertaking is beginning to assume a de-

finite form, so far as relates to preliminary

arrangements. An opinion has prevailed that

some one of tho existing buildings recently

erected in Paris, as the Palais de V Industrie, or

the Crystal Palace, might, by certain processes

of modification and extension, be made to serve

the purposes of the forthcoming exhibition
;
but

this idea has been completely laid to rest by a
decree lately issued by the Imperial Commis-
sion, with the approval of the Emperor, which
states that a temporary building is to be erected

in the Champ de Mars

;

it will be surrounded

by a park, intended for living animals and
plants, as well as objects too large or unfit for

exhibition in the interior of the edifice. Some
of the regulations announced require special

notice
;
for example, a committee will at once

be appointed to make the exhibition, its objects,

and official rules, thoroughly known through-

out the provinces of the empire
;
to furnish, by

the end of the month of October in the present

year, a list of the principal artists, agricultu-

rists, and manufacturers, whose aid would
serve the exhibition; to induce preliminary

local exhibitions of agricultural products in

each department; to form a commission con-
sisting of scientific men, agriculturists, manu-
facturers, foremen, and other persons, to study
these exhibitions, and report on the use which
may be made of the information thus obtained

;

to arrange for the collection of funds for aiding

the working classes in visiting the exhibition

;

and for the publication of the reports men-
tioned above. It is thus evident that no pains

will bo spared to make the display of 1867 one
of universal interest and utility.

The classification of works and objects con-

tributed differs considerably from that of former
exhibitions

;
it is divided into ten groups and

ninety-five classes. The first group comprises
the Fine Aids. The second group consists of

the materials'and applications of the liberal arts,

including printing, stationery, industrial art,

photography, music, medical, mathematical, and
surgical instruments, maps, geographical and
educational apparatus. The third group in-

cludes furniture, linen, paper-hangings, plaster

and other ornaments, glass, porcelain, carpets,

cutlery, goldsmith’s work, bronzes, clocks, and
watches, perfumery, small wares, &c. The
fourth group comprises all objects of personal

wear and decoration, together with arms, tra-

velling equipments, and toys. The fifth group
includes mining and mineralogy, and whatever
productions are associated with, or arise out of,

the vegetable and mineral kingdoms. The sixth

group is to consist of instruments and processes

of ordinary art, machinery, tools, and carnages

of all kinds, saddlery, railway and ' telegraphic

plants, maritime matters, &c. &c. In group

the seventh will be foimd elementary sub-

stances and liquids of every description. Group
the eighth comprises living products, the mate-

rials of agriculture, useful insects, fish, &c. The
ninth group is assigned to horticultural pro-

ducts and materials
;
and the tenth is to include

all objects having special reference to the mate-

rial and moral welfare of the great mass of the

population. This is a mere outline of the pro-

posed scheme of classification, in which the

Commissioners are willing, after due considera-

tion, to make any alterations that may be sug-

gested to them. With regard to the first sec-

tion, or group, artists must bear in mind that

no work of Art will be admissible if produced
prior to tho 1st of January, 1855.

There are several matters of detail, important

to intending exhibitors, that are referred to in

the decree of the Imperial Commission, but

which it is unnecessary for us to point out, at

least in the present stage of the proceedings;

and it is probable that before this number of

our Journal is in the hands of the public, further

announcements will be made by the authorities

which will 5
ret more fully develop their plans

for tho guidance of exhibitors both native and
foreign.

So far as our own country is concerned, we
have every reason to know, from the various

communications which have reached us, that

England will not be behind in this great peace-

ful international struggle for pre-eminence.

Our manufacturers, we confidently believe, are

making, or will make, strenuous efforts to main-

tain the high rank they have taken in past dis-

plays of this nature, and to show that the good

opinions extorted from their foreign rivals have

only stimulated them to renewed exertion after

still greater success.

ART IN SCOTLAND, IRELAND,
AND THE PROYINCES.

Glasoow.—The Royal Association for the

Promotion of the Fine Arts held its annual

meeting on the 22nd of July. The report stated

that during the year which had just closed,

1,547 new subscribers had been enrolled. The
total number of members was 4,582, showing an
increase over the previous year of 373. The
committee has purchased from the recent exhi-

bition of the Royal Scottish Academy, at a cost

of £1,783 19s., thirty-one paintings, nine water-

colour drawings, and one marble bust
;
and in

addition to these paintings and other works, the

committee had commissioned for distribution

among the subscribers for the year just ended

fifty statuettes in statuary porcelain, by Cope-

land, of the marble statuette after Steel’s colossal

statue of Sir Walter Scott. Eight engravings

in illustration of Scott’s “ Waverley ” are to be

circulated among all the subscribers for the pre-

sent year.

Dublin.—The returns, up to the date of

August 1, show that 300,000 persons have

visited the International Exhibition. The build-

ing, its contents, and gardens, arc now not only

fully completed, but arc yet seen in all their

freshness and beauty. Visitors are daily treated

with musical entertainments of the highest order,

including the bands of the different regiments

now stationed in the garrison of the town, and

also by the performances of somo of the most
distinguished organists of the day from the

cathedrals at home and on the continent. The
grounds attached to the Exhibition are beau-

tifully laid out and studded with fountains,

cascades, &c., which, with the tasteful arrange-

ment of the flower-beds, give a pleasant appear-

ance to the entrance from Harcourt Street,

stuated on the south side. Every country

of the globe not only is represented by its

|
exhibitions, but by the number of tourists

|

who are daily pouring into the capital of Iie-

!
land

;
and from the excellent arrangements

;

made by the executive committee to meet every

|

exigency, the greatest satisfaction is expressed,

j

The collection of modern sculpture, unrivalled
1 in any former exhibition in this or any other

country, has been lately further enriched by
tho addition of some very attractive works, in-

cluding the ‘Drawing Girl,’ by Magni. It is

with gratification we find that the public wants

of every part of the United Kingdom have been

liberally responded to by both railway and

steamboat companies in the shape of cheap ex-

cursions from almost every town and village.

Tenby.—Tho “Welsh Memorial” of the late

Prince Consort was unveiled last month in the

presence of Prince Arthur, as representing the

Queen. It consists of a colossal statue of the

late Prince, by Mr. J. E. Thomas, standing on

a pedestal eighteen feet high. The statue is

placed in an elevated position on the' Castle

Hill, Tenbv.

mi
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ANGLO-FRENCH “SKILLED "WORK”
AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

The desire to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary
of peace between France and England having
suggested to some members of our working
classes an International Exhibition of skilled

labour, as a signal and appropriate demonstra-
tion to mark the accomplishment of such a
period, a deputation of English workmen pro-
ceeded to Paris to invite the co-operation of the
working classes of Paris. The deputation was
received with much enthusiasm, and an influen-
tial committee was at once formed to give effect

to the proposal. The project was taken up by
the public journals both of England and France

;

the authorities of the Society of Arts and South
Kensington promised their countenance and
aid, and there is a highly respectable list of
guarantors, who are responsible for a sum
amounting to more than eight hundred pounds.
Thus every circumstance considered, such an
exhibition ought to be a success. The gallery
was opened to the public on the 7th of August,
but there was as yet a conspicuous absence of
French articles, and this is perhaps not with-
out reason, for most of the skilled workmen
in France are engrossed by the Great Exhi-
bition of 1867, and among ourselves there are
at this time many circumstances adverse to

such a project
;
but as it was proposed to solicit

articles on loan for exhibition, this resource
might supply a most attractive feature to the
collection in default of a deficiency of recent
productions. The local exhibitions of skilled

work that have recently risen into notice can-
not fail to militate against a movement of this

kind, as there are hundreds of cunning hands
at work on objects of beauty and curiosity, which
the producers prefer to reserve for their own
district gathering. In what may be called an
International Exhibition, the reception, how-
ever, of many of the classes of contributions that
are admitted into local exhibitions is especially

to be deprecated.

The term “skilled work” should be inter-

preted with a discrimination equally jealous of
what it is, and of what it is not. The autho-
rities of the Crystal Palace have conceded an
ample space for this exhibition, and it would be
popular and successful not less with a consider-

able proportion of works lent, than with a
catalogue of productions entirely new, should
it be found that similar recent occasions have
temporarily exhausted the articles which work-
men have had opportunities of executing on
their own account. Loan exhibitions have been
deservedly successful, and there are in the
possession of private individuals innumerable
objects which would give great and varied
interest to such an assemblage. The space that
has been allowed is an extensive portion of
the gallery, in a line with, but beyond, the
Picture Gallery

;
and of the classes of products

received, the useful articles outnumber the beau-
ties of the collection. We have remarked that
the French contributions are not numerous,
although, perhaps, a large assortment of what
our neighbours themselves call articles de Paris
might have been expected

;
but in order that

these should bo interesting they should be
novelties; it is presumed, however, that these
are reserved for the great occasion of 1867.

The announcement of the plan must have been
industriously and extensively circulated, for
every imaginable human want in the direction
of domestic usefulness and luxury can here be
found.

Considering the auspices under which this

exhibition has been originated and matured, we
are justified in expecting a display beyond those
of ordinary occasions. But the means and op-
portunities of workmen are so limited, that if

the exhibition was to be strictly a show of the
products of the craftsmen themselves, it could not
be supposed that the scale of their labours would
equal that of their employers. There are, how-
ever, distributed throughout the gallery nume-
rous examples of laborious ingenuity not to be
surpassed in their respective classes. Some of the
foreign carved work possesses rare merit

;
there

are two tanks for flowers in a carved frame-
work of walnut wood, of which the designs, all

in high relief, consist of birds, branches of
trees, and foliage. In the same category are two
cheval glasses supported between pillars of
drawers, whereon are carved, wherever space
for panels occurs, groups of nude Albano-like
children, some occupied as hunters, others as

bird catchers, &c. A carved gun-case (312),

with two side figures, by Messrs. Ribaellier and
Co., is a work of much artistic taste. The figure

and relief carving in walnut is as highly finished

as any work in that material can be. There is

also a Gothic cabinet of extraordinary richness,

exhibited by the same firm
;
an oak library

chair (284), of beautiful design, by John Allen
;

a flower-stand (297), Victor and Edward Wirth
;

a tea-caddy, in white wood, by Baylis
;
and in

the same department of enriched furniture,

cabinets, writing-desks, liqueur cases, ward-
robes, book-cases, billiard tables, See., all of

excellent construction. There is a small show
of sculptural works, among which is conspicuous
a marble bust of the Virgin, in alto-relievo, of
much beauty (475), by James Forsyth; and near
this are examples of photo-sculpture, or busts,

worked out from photographs—but these are

very hard in execution—besides groups and
figures after ancient and modern sculptors. The
lamps of Madame Moreau are distinguished by
beauty of design and elegance of ornamentation.
Some of the models of engines will be much
admired;—one of these, by Messrs. Maudslay’s
workmen, is valued at £2,000—with many other

engines of various make, by different engineers,

and these are works wherein English artisans

surpass all others. The examples generally are

remarkable for some excellence of embellishment
or construction, and this even is carried into

articles of every-day utility in cutlery, tools,

leather-work, iron-work, embossing, chasing,

jewellery, porcelain, glass, &c. The stained

imitations of satin and other woods, executed
by the Belgrave Furniture Company, are more
successful than any grain-painting we have
ever seen

;
and there are also painted enrich-

ments of oak and other panelling by Love-
grove, much in advance of what is commonly
practised in this department. As a labour of

love Mr. Phillips’ Golden Eagle is one of the

most remarkable imitations of animated nature
that has ever been produced. It is here, and
although already known to the public its con-
struction can never be considered without ad-

miration, every feather in the living bird having
been exactly copied in brass or copper with a
lightness so extraordinary that the whole re-

sembles natural plumage. Much attention will

be drawn to a beautiful model of the Alexandra
,

the “ clipper steamer,” which was built to run
the American blockade, but was purchased by
our Government, to prevent further complication

between the two countries. The vessel is now
plying between London and Gravesend, the first

instalment, it is said, of a class of river-boats in

all things superior to those that have been
hitherto employed in the navigation of the
Thames. The models of shipping are, as usual
in such exhibitions, numerous

;
and there are

some minutely finished field and ship guns, of

which a new pattern breach-loader, by a maker
named Gardner, will doubtlessly interest a cer-

tain section of -visitors. Some of the jewellery

designs of J. B. Louis Laine are extremely
chaste ; others will meet the eccentric taste of

our mercurial neighbours—one especially, a
brooch in which arc embodied the attributes

of the turf, a horse’s fore-leg entwined with a
whip, a jockey-cap, and a pair of stirrups. If

these designs are shown in execution there will

be bracelets, brooches, stomachers— classic,

renaissance, and rococo—of great value, in

diamonds, rubies, pearls, and emeralds. The
list of the Paris Committee would lead us to

augur a brilliant contribution ofFrenchproducts,
as it presents the names of twenty influential

persons, among whom are the editors of the

Si&clc, Le Temps, JJAssociation, I’AvenirNational,

and L'Economiste Francais, besides efficient

representatives of engineering, engraving,

bronzing, cabinet making, metal casting, See.

Under such auspices, and with conditions so

favourable, the collection ought to be attrac-

tive, and this we hope to be able to say of it

when it is fittingly displayed

PEYENSEY BAY,
FROM CROWHURST PARK.

J. M. W. Turner, R. A., Painter. W. E. Cooke, Engraver.

Among the numerous examples of pleasant

landscape scenery in Sussex, it would be
difficult to find one more inviting than this

view from Crowhurst Park, between Battle

and Hastings. The mansion stands, as the

engraving shows it, on ground of very
considerable elevation, looking down on a
wide extent of richly-cultivated and well-

timbered country, more or less undulating,

and interspersed with picturesque villages,

beyond which is Pevensey Bay, backed by
the lofty Downs whereof Beachy Head is

the extreme point, at a distance of about
fourteen miles “ as the crow flies.” No
engraving, even from a picture painted by
Turner, can convey an adequate idea of the

beauty of the scenery
;
and from the simple

fact that it possesses no striking object, or

series of objects, to arrest the eye
;
whatever

it has in this way is lost in the distance, or

swallowed up, so to speak, by its surround-

ings. All beyond the brow of the hill

which forms the foreground, is a vast

chequered mass of woods and fields, and
patches of homely dwellings guarded, as it

were, by the village church. And yet

Turner, with the skill that was habitual to

him, has given great pictorial interest to

his work, by the manner in which the acces-

sories are introduced, especially the group
of light, feathery trees, in the middle dis-

tance, which fill up what otherwise would
have been a comparatively blank space,

while they help to throw back the whole
tract of country beyond. The sky, too, is

finely rendered in the variety of forms given

to the clouds, and in gradation of colour,

some silvery grey, others of deeper tone.

No one who now looks upon this extent

of landscape scenery, characterised by all

the attributes of peaceful civilisation, would
suppose that it was once a thriving com-
mercial locality, and of sufficient import-

ance to attract the feet of invading armies.

Pevensey, now an insignificant village, was,

in the earlier part of the history of our

country, one of the chief ports for com-
munication with France and Flanders.

Earl Godwin, with his son Harold, then in

rebellion against their king, Edward the

Confessor, attacked Pevensey in 1043, tak-

ing and destroying many ships. Sweyn,
eldest son of Godwin, entered the port with

eight vessels, on his return to England,
after being compelled to fly the country

after his abduction of the Abbess of Leo-

minster ;
and it was in Pevensey Bay that

William of Normandy landed with his army,
and then marched to Hastings to fight the

battle which gave him the crown ofEngland.

Down to the time of Henry III. the port

was still open to vessels, but from that

period it rapidly fell into disuse, in conse-

quence of the withdrawal of the sea.

Pevensey, in its flourishing days, was
defended by a castle of great strength,

which existed as a fortress even so late as

the reign of Elizabeth. Odo, Bishop of

Bayeux, took refuge here, when the gar-

rison withstood a siege by the army of

William Rufus, and capitulated only when
supplies of provisions failed. Stephen at-

tacked it in person, but met with so gallant

a reception from Gilbert, Earl of Clare, that

he abandoned the attempt to take it. In

1265, Simon Montford, son of the celebrated

Earl of Leicester, vainly endeavoured to

get possession of the fortress
;
and in 1399

i Lad}' Jane Pelham, -wife of Sir John Pel-

|

ham, successfully defended it for the Duke
I of Lancaster against the partisans of the

deposed king, Richard H.
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MEMORIES OF THE AUTHORS OF THE AGE:
A SERIES OF WRITTEN PORTRAITS (FROM PERSONAL ACQUAINTANCE) OF GREAT

MEN AND WOMEN OF THE EPOCH.

BY S. C. HALL, F.S.A., and Mrs. S. C. HALL.

“ History maybe formed from permanent monuments and records, but lives can only be written from personal
knowledge, which is growing every day less and less, and in a short time is lost for ever.”—

D

r. Johnson.

AMELIA OPIE.

[
MELIA OPIE lived

to be eighty - four
years old. I saw her
but a short time be-
fore her death, sit-

ting in an easy chair

)
—she was then very
lame—in her draw-

j-room at Norwich
;

and the

i

ruling passion was still alive, for

she was neatly and gracefully

dressed, and moved as if she would
rise from her seat to welcome me.

. . She had preserved other of the attri-

Wy butes of her youth, and in her “the
$ beauty of age ” was a charming picture.

She was the only child of James Alder-
son, M.D., and was born on the 12th of

November, 1709, in the parish of St. George,
Norwich, and in that city she died on the
2nd of December, 1853, having passed there

nearly the whole of her life
;
for when she

became a widow she returned to it, and,
with few brief intermissions, it was ever

|

afterwards her home.
Although she had written somewhat at

t

an earlier age, she did not become an author

j

until after her marriage. That event took

,

place in 1798. Late in the previous year
she wrote to one of her friends, “ Mr. Opie
(but mum) is my declared lover.” She
hints, however, that her heart was pre-
engaged, and that she “ingenuously” told
him so. He persisted, nevertheless. At
that time, she adds, ‘

‘ Mr. Holcroft also had
a mind to me,” but he “had no chance.”
She was “ ambitious of being a wife and
mother,” and “ willing to wed a man whose
genius had raised him from obscurity into
fame and comparative affluence.” Her
future husband she first saw at an evening
party, entering (as her friend and biogra-
pher, Lucy Brightwell, states) bright and
smiling, dressed in a robe of blue, her neck
and arms bare, and on her head a small
bonnet, placed in somewhat coquettish
style, sideways, and surmounted by a plume
of three white feathei’s.” The somewhat
venerable painter, John Opie, was “smit-
ten ” at first sight. He was a widower (or

rather, he had divorced his wife), aged
thirty-six—she, “ sweet eighteen.” He was
rugged and unpolished

;
she had the grace

and lightness of a sylph. He (according to

Allan Cunningham) looked like an inspired
peasant; she, if her admirers are to be
credited, had the form and mind of an
angel. Yet they wore married, in Maryle-
bone Church, on the 8th May, 1798; and
the young bride preserved a record of her
trousseau—“ bluebonnet, eight blue feathers,

twelve other feathers, two blue Scotch caps,

four scollop’d edged caps a la Marie Stuart,
a bead cap, a tiara, two spencers with lace
frills, et cetera, et cetera.”

Opie was not rich
;
“ great economy and

self-denial were necessary,” and so she
became “ a candidate for the pleasures, the

pangs, the rewards, and the penalties of
authorship.”

“ Gaiety” was her natural bent ; not so
that of her husband

;
yet she did her duty

by him from first to last
;
and as, no doubt,

she expected little of romance, giving her
husband more respect than love, her married
life passed in easy contentment, until his
death, on the 9th of April, 1807, and his

burial in St. Paul’s, in a grave beside that
of Sir Joshua Reynolds. She bears testi-

mony to the * 11 general worth and natural
kindness” of her husband; yet he was
undoubtedly a coarse man, as one who
knew him well writes, “rugged and un-
polished, to say the least,” although, as
Haydon describes him, “of strong under-
standing, manly, and straightforward.”
She is described, at that period, as ex-

ceedingly beautiful, intellectual, refined,

graceful, and altogether lovely. She sung
sweetly, painted skilfully, and was remark-
ably brilliant in conversation ; and it must
have astonished many to find the lovely,

fascinating, and accomplished girl, pre-
ferring Opie to the host of lovers that
gathered in her wake.
From that far away time, she was a

widow
;
as she mournfully writes in after

years, “a lone woman through life, an
only child, a childless widow,” yet ever as
maid, wife, and widow, enjoying society,

lor some time the gayest of the gay, but
always without spot or blemish, slander
never having touched her fame. Yes, she
was all her life long “ true and lovely, and
of good report.”

She did not join the Society of “ Friends ”

until the year 1825, although she attended
their meetings much earlier. In 1814 she
writes, “ I left the Unitarians ;” but it does
not appear that she was ever in actual con-
nection with that body, although she had
frequent intercourse with them, and held
“ unsettled opinions ” concerning the Chris-
tian faith.

In 1825 her father died. He, too, had
“accepted Christianity,” was “a believer
in the atoning work of the Saviour,” and,
if not a Quaker, was, notwithstanding, in-

terred in the Friends’ burying ground at

Norwich, in a grave in which his daughter
was laid more than a quarter of a century
afterwards.

No doubt it was her intimacy with the
family of the Gurneys (honoured be the
name, for it has long been, and is, that of
many good women and good men) that led

to her joining the Society of Friends. It
is said, indeed, that she had an early attach-

ment to one of them, Joseph John Gurney.
He had known her when “ a gay and lively
girl,” when she was a beautiful and young
widow, and when she was sedate and aged

;

and perhaps, as far as we can think and
see, it is to be lamented that she did not
become his wife

; for that they had devoted
friendship each for the other, there can be
no doubt.

It was soon after she had become a
Quaker we first knew her. As a trait of
character, I may mention that about this

time, I had occasion to write and ask her
to furnish a story for a work I was then
conducting, “ The Amulet.” In reply, she
stated it was opposed to her principles to

write a story
,
but she would send me an

anecdote. She did so, and the distinction

made no difference, for a very touching
and pathetic story, called “ an anecdote,” I
received.

Not long afterwards, we made her ac-

quaintance. She was then verging upon
fifty, but looked much younger. Her per-
sonal appearance then might be described

by the single word “ sonsy.” Her full bust,



upright form, and stately carriage, were in-

dicative of that rare privilege of age :

“ Life to the last enjoyed.”

Despite somewhat of severity in her quick

blue eye, her manner and appearance were

extremely prepossessing. There was a plea-

sant mixture of simplicity and coquetry

in the folds of the pure' white kerchief

scrupulously arranged over a grey silk

dress of the richest fabric, though plainly

made and entirely without ornament. One

of her Quaker friends describes her cap as

“of beautiful lawn, and fastened beneath

her chin with whimpers, which had small

crimped frills.” Her hair, of a singular

colour, between flaxen and grey, was worn

in waving folds, in front. It had a natural

wave, but, of course, was never curled.

Her carriage was erect, her step firm and

rapid, her manner decided, her voice low

and sweet in tone, her smile perfect sun-

shine. She “flirted” a fan with the ease
|

and grace of a Spanish donna ;
and if her

bright, inquiring, and restless eyes made
one rather nervous at a first interview, the :

charm of her smile, and the winning grace
j

of her nature, placed one at ease after a

few minutes’ conversation. Still, the inces-

sant sparkling of those quick blue eyes told

“ that e’en in the tranquillest climes,

Light breezes might ruffle the flowers sometimes.”

When we met in after years, the restless
!

manner was much calmed. As the face

became less beautiful it grew more soft, !

less commanding, but more loveable.

Miss Brightwell thus pictures her :— j

“She was about the standard height of ,

woman, her hair was worn in waving folds
j

in front, and behind it was seen through
,

the cap, gathered into a braid. Its colour
,

was peculiar—between flaxen and grey ; it

was unusually fine and delicate, and had a
j

natural bend or wave Her eyes !

were especially charming : there was in

them an ardour mingled with gentleness,

that bespoke her true nature.” She was
j

aged when Miss Brightwell wrote this, but
;

she pictures her also in youth—no doubt
j

from hearsay. “ Her countenance was
,

animated, bright, and beaming ;
her eyes i

soft and expressive, yet full of ardour ; her

hair abundant and beautiful, of auburn I

hue ;
her figure well formed, her carriage

fine, her hands, arms, and feet well shaped
;

j

and all around and about her was the spirit
.

of youth, and joy, and love.”
( |

Yet, although a member of the Society of

Friends, and bound by duty to be sedate,
j

the old leaven clung to her through life—
j

innocently and harmlessly ;
and there was I

no sin in her occasional murmurs of self- 1

reproof—“ Shall I ever cease to enjoy the

pleasures of the world ? I fear not !

”

. In truth, she never did. And so her

Diary oddly mingles gaieties with gravities,

May meetings with brilliant evenings,

labours of love and works of charity with

half-idolatrous hero-worship ;
and if there

occur records of worldly sensations, at

which an Elder among the Friends might

shake his head and sigh, there are many
such passages as these

“

Went to the

jail—have hopes of one woman.”—“ Called

to see that poor wretched girl at the work-

house ;
mean to get the prayer-book I gave

her out of pawn.”
Mrs. Opie was brought up as “ultra-

liberal.” Her sympathies were with the

people. They were often exercised, at the

close of the past, and the beginning of the

present, century, when advocacy of freedom

was a crime, and there was peril even in

free interchange of thought. But though

a liberal in politics, her heart had room

enough for all humankind ; her bounty

was large, and her charities were incessant.

Among other merciful projects, in con-

junction with Mrs. Fry—another ot the

earth’s excellents—she conceived the idea

of reforming the internal management of

hospitals and infirmaries. In 1829 a pro-

ject had been actually “ set on foot—an in-

stitution for the purpose of educating a

better class of persons as nurses for the

poor,” a project much encouraged by

Southey, who considered that “nothing

in the system need be adopted at variance

with the feelings of a Protestant country.”

Mrs. Fry did actually establish a society

of “ nursing sisters,” and I believe it is in

existence still.

It was in reference to his belief in the

peculiar fitness of Amelia Opie to carry

out this work of wisdom and mercy, that

Southey thus wrote of her in his “ Collo-

quies :

”— .

“One who has been the liveliest of the

lively, the gayest of the gay ;
admired for

her talents by those who knew her only in

I her writings, and esteemed for her worth

: by those who were acquainted with her in

the relations of private life; one, who
haring grown up in the laxest sect’of semi-

Christians, felt the necessity ofvital religion,

while attending upon her father during the

long and painful infirmities of his old age,

and who has now joined the lively faith for

which her soul thirsted ; not losing, in the

change, her warmth of heart and cheerful-

ness of spirit, nor gaining by it any increase

of sincerity and frankness ;
for with these

Nature had endowed her, and society, even

that of the great, had not corrupted them.”
4

So far back as the year 1818, Mrs. Hall

was acquainted with Mrs. Fry, of whom it

may be emphatically said, “her works do

follow her ;
and Mrs. Hall supplies me

with this “memory” of that estimable

woman :

—

‘
‘ It was my privilege to accompany her

more than once to Newgate, some years,

however, after she had commenced her

Herculean and most merciful task of reform-

ing that prison. I first met her at the
1

house of William Wilberforce—to whom
humanity still owes a large debt, although

:
it has been, in part, paid by the abolition
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of negro slavery in all lands where the

Anglo-Saxon tongue is spoken. The great

philanthropistwas then living at Brompton,

and after a lapse of so many years, I recall

my sensations of intense happiness when,

in my dawn of youth, conversing with that

venerable man.
«

‘ Newgate, when first visited by Elizabeth

Fry, was a positive Aceldama. The women
were all in rags ;

no care of any kind having

been given to their clothing, and almost as

little to their food. They slept without bed-

ding on the floor of their prison, the boards

raised in parts to furnish a sort of pillow.

With the proceeds of their noisy beggary

from occasional visitors they purchased

spirits—at a tap-room within the jail ; and

the ear was constantly outraged by fright-

fully revolting language. Though military

sentinels were placed at intervals, even the

governor entered their part of the prison

with misgiving and reluctance.

“Things had, however, changed for the

j

better when I accompanied Mrs. Fry to

Newgate. She had been at her work—and

not in vain—during five years. My com-

panion was the Eev. Robert Walsh, one

of the most dear and valued friends of my
girlhood—of my womanhood also. His

children and his grandchildren are of my
best and most beloved friends to-day.

t

‘
‘ But of ElizabethFiy . I do not remember

how it came about
;
yet I can see myself

now clasping her hand between mine, and

entreating to be taken with her—once, only

once ;
and I can recall the light and beauty

that illumined her features— the gentle

smile and look of kindness—as she moved
back the hair from my moist eyes, and

said, ‘ Thy mother will trust thee with me
and thy friend the doctor. Her heart is

urged to this for good; do not check the

natural impulse of thy child, friend,’ ad-

dressing my dear mother
;

‘ better for thy

* In another of his letters Southey says of Amelia Opie

« I like her in spite of her Quakerism, hay, perhaps the

better for it. ;
for it must be always remembered in what

sect she was bred up, among what persons she had lived,

and that religion was never presented to her in a serious

form until she saw it in drub.”

t Dr. Walsh was, during many years, Chaplain to the

Embassies at Constantinople and at Kio. and his works on

Turkey and Brazil retained places in all libraries. He died

Rector of Finglas, near Dublin, honoured and beloved.
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future in her, to hear her pleading to visit

those with whom the Lord is dealing in

His mercy, than for thy sanction to visit

scenes of pleasure, where there can bo

gathered no fruit for hereafter.’ I felt the

words as a reproof; for only the night

before, I had seen the elder Kean play

Macbeth. It was the first time I had been

at a Theatre, and the consequent ex-

citement had kept me awake all night.

Her words made me thoughtful. I remem-
ber removing the rosette from my bonnet,

and putting on my gravest coloured dress,

to accompany Elizabeth Fry to Newgate.
‘

‘ Hannah" More, speaking of this heroic

* Friend,’ pictured her well :
—

‘ I thought

of her as of some grand woman out of the

Old Testament—as Deborah judging Israel

under the palm-tree.’
‘ 1When in repose, there was an almost un-

approachable dignity in Mrs. Fry. Iler tall

figure ; the lofty manner in which her head

was placed on its womanly pedestal ; her

regal form, and the calmness of her firm,

yet sweet voice, without an effort on her

part, commanded attention. You folt her

power the moment you entered her presence

;

but when she read and expounded the

Scripture, and above all, when she prayed,

the grandeur of the woman became the

fervour of the saint. In person she was

not unlike Amelia Opie, though obviously

of a ‘ stronger ’ nature, and, though by

no means unfeminine, more masculine in

form.
4

4

When I passed with her and Dr. Walsh,

and a lady whose name I have forgotten,

into the dreaded prison, and heard the loud

gratings of the rattling keys in the locks,

and the withdrawing and drawing of the

bolts, and felt the gloom and damp of the

walls, and heard my friends speak with

bated breath, and then saw the door open,

and a number of women—marked by ‘ the

trail of the serpent ’— I should have been

glad to have been anywhere but where I

was. 4 Wilt thou go back, young friend ?’

whispered a kind voice. I looked up to

her sweet face, and laying my hand in

hers, felt strengthened in her strength.

A Bible was on the table, and a chair and

hassock were beside it
;
but before she read
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or prayed, Mrs. Fry went to each indivi-

dually. Not one word of reproof fell from

her to any, though several were loud in their

complaints against one particular woman,

who really looked like a fiend. She took

that woman apart, reasoned with her,

soothed her, laid her hand on her shoulder,

and the hard, stubborn, cruel (for I learned

afterwards how cruel she had been) nature

relented, and tears coursed each other down
her cheeks. 4 She promises to behave

better,’ she said,
4 and thou wilt not taunt

her, but help her to be good. And He
will help her who bears with us all !

* She

had an almost miraculous gift of reading

the inner nature of all with whom she came

in contact. She seemed to show a peculiar

interest in each
;
while each felt as if the

mission was specially to her. I shall never

forget the wild scream of delight of a young

creature, who fell at her feet, to whom she

had said,
4 1 have seen thy child.’ One of the

women told the girl that if she was not

quiet, she could not remain for the prayer.

I remember even now how she clenched her

hands on her bosom, to still its heavings,

and how she kept in her sobs, while her

bright glittering eyes followed every move-
ment of Mrs. Fry, when she added, 4 Thy
child is well, and has cut two teeth, and

thy mother seems so fond of her !

’

4 4 This preparation for prayer and teaching

occupied fifteen or twenty minutes, and

eager and even noisy as some of those poor

women had previously been, when Mrs. Fry
sat down and opened The Bible, the only

sound thatwas heardwas the suppressed sobs

of the girl to whom Mrs. Fry had spoken

of her child. There was something very

appalling in the instantaneous silence of

these dangerous women, ,
subdued in a

moment into the stillness which so fre-

quently precedes a thunderstorm. The

calm and silvery tones of the reader’s earnest

voice fell like oil on troubled waters. Gra-

dually the expressions of the various faces

changed into what may well be called reve-

rential attention. Her prayer I remember

thinking very short, but comprehensive;

its entreaties were so earnest, so anxious,

so fervent, that few were there whose mois-

tened eyes did not bear testimony to its

influence. She seemed to know and feel

every individual case, to share every indi-

vidual sorrow, and to have a ready balm

for every separate wound. I can see the

radiance of her face through the long lapse

of years, and recall the 4 winningness ’ of

her voice, so clear and penetrating, yet so

tender. When she paused — remaining

silent awhile—and then rose to withdraw,

the women did not crowd towards her, as

on her first entrance, but continued hushed,

and gathered together ; indeed, several were

too overpowered for words, but gazed on

her as if she wore an angel, and—was she

not?
44 It was my privilege to repeat my visit.

The second was but a repetition of the

first—a few new faces, and some of the old

ones gone ! among them the girl whose

child Mrs. Fry had taken under her own
care. The mother had been sent over seas

—for a crime that would now be atoned for

by a few weeks’ incarceration.
44 Amid the admirably performed duties of

domestic life, followed, as years advanced,

by trials that the world calls
4 bitter,’ that

holy woman never wavered from her holy

Mission ;
removing with marvellous pa-

tience the chains of mind as well as of

body, that weighed so heavily upon the

human race, and teaching the liberty that

only the Christian appreciates, values, or

enjoys.”

Our most interesting intercourse with

Amelia Opie occurred in Paris, in February,

1831, not long after the so-called “three

glorious days.” We had met and chatted

with her at the receptions of the Baron

Cuvier, where, among the philosophers, she

was staid and stately.

And the Baron Cuvier is a rare memory.

His thick and somewhat stubbed form

;

his massive head containing the largest

quantity of brain ever allotted to a single

human being
;
his broad and high fore-

head ; his features far more German than

French
;
his manner sedate almost to seve-

rity : such is the picture I recall of the

marvellous man, the parent of many great

men who have opened to us the portals

of New Worlds.
*

But one memorable evening we had

the honour of passing in the Salons of

General Lafayette—the venerable soldier

whose singular career of glory was then

drawing to a close. The occasion was

eventful : there were present many young

Poles. The fatal struggle was then com-

mencing in Poland ;
they were on the eve

of departure, and had come to bid the aged

hero adieu, and receive his blessing. It

was touching in the extreme to see the old

man kissing the cheek of each young sol-

dier as he advanced, place a hand upon his

head, and give the blessing that was asked

for.

Suddenly we were somewhat startled by

a buzz and an audible whisper ; we could

only make out the words Sceur de Charite
,

and walking with formal state up the room,

we saw Amelia Opie, leaning on the arm
of a somewhat celebrated Irishman (O’ Gor-

man Mahon), six feet high, and large in

proportion, with peculiarities of dress that

enhanced the contrast between him and his

companion. She was habited as usual in

her plain grey silk, and Quaker cap 4 4 fas-

* These lines, descriptive of Cuvier, were written by

Mrs. Opie, after his death:—
“ ’Twas sweet that voice of melody to hear,

Distinct, sonorous, stealing on the ear;

And watch, to mark some sudden gesture throw

The hair aside, that, veiled that wondrous brow,—
That brow, the throne of genius and of thought,

And mind, which all the depths of science sought.”
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tened beneath her chin with whimpers which
had small crimped Mils.” No wonder such
a vision of simplicity and purity should

have startled gay Parisian dames, few or

none of whom had the least idea of the

nature of the costume
;
but the good old

General selected her fi-om a host of wor-
shippers, and seemed jealous lest a rival

should steal the fascinating Quaker from
his side.

To Lafayette and his family, Mrs. Opie

was greatly attached. She described him
as “ a delightful, loveable man,” “ a hand-
some, blooming man of seventy,” “ humble,
simple, and blushing at his own praises ;

”

and in allusion to her appearance at one of

his “receptions,” she writes:—“I sighed

when I looked at my simple Quaker dress,

considered whether I had any business

there, and slunk into a corner.” But that

was when the general “ received” in state

at the Etat Major of the Garde Nationale,

and not when she was “ at home ” with him
and his family at “ the Grange.”

It was at this time she sate to the sculptor

David for the medal I have engraved.

David was a small, undignified man, much
pock-marked. He was to the last a fierce

republican
;
as fierce, though not as ruth-

less, as his relative and namesake, the

painter. I saw much of him during several

after visits to Paris.

Mrs. Opie occupied an entresol in the

Hotel do la Paix, and a serv ant, with some-
thing of the appearance of a sobered-down
soldier in dress and deportment, waited

in the anteroom of the Quaker dame to

announce her visitors. Singularly enough,
Mrs. Opie was never more at home than in

Paris, where her dress in the streets, as

well as at the various reunions, attracted

much attention and curiosity, the Parisians

believing she belonged to some religious

order akin to the Sisters of Charity.

The last time Mrs. Opie visited London
was to see the Great Exhibition in 1851.

There she was wheeled about in a garden
chair. She retained much of her original

freshness of form and mind, and was cheer-

ful and “chatty.” In the brief conversa-

tion I had with her, surrounded as she was
by Mends who loved, and strangers who
venerated, her, she recalled our pleasant

intercourse in Paris, murmuring more than

once, “How many of them have gone
before !

”

In the autumn of that year I chanced

to be in Norwich, and there my last visit

to her was paid at her residence in the

Castle Meadow. The house exists no longer,

but a picture of it has been preserved by
her friend, Lucy Brightwell, and I have
engraved it

;
plain house though it was,

and fitly so, its memory is hallowed.

The room was hung with portraits, prin-

cipally of her own drawing ;

* flowers she

-was never without. She was delighted with
its cheerful outlook, and described it as a
“ pleasant cradle for reposing age.” Prom
her windows she saw “noble trees, the

castle turrets,” and “ the woods and rising

grounds of Thorpe.” She was thankful

that ‘
‘ the lines had fallen to her in pleasant

places.” There, venerated and loved, she

dwelt fi-om 1848 to her death.

She was at that time very lame, yet the

courtesy of her nature was manifested in

an effort to rise and give me a cordial wel-

come, chatting pleasantly and cheerfully of

gone-by people and times.

She described her dwelling in a letter

* “ It was her custom, from a very early period, to take
profile likenesses, in pencil, of those who visited her;
several hundreds of these sketches were preserved in books
and folios.”

written to Mrs. Hall, dated 8th Month, 4,
|

1851 :

—

“ I am glad Mr. Hall liked my residence. I

had long wished for it. The view is a constant
j

delight to me. My rooms are rather too small,

hut my sitting-rooms and chamber being en
\

suite, they suit a lame body as I now am ;
and

,

below I ' have three parlours, two kitchens,
]

I
and a pretty little garden— for a town. I

i have a second floor and an attic which com-

;

mands Norwich and the adjacent country
;
hut

this is thrown away on me—I have seen it,

and that is enough. The noble trees, flowrery

shrubs, and fine acacias, round the castle keep,

into which I am daily looking, have to me an
unfailing charm. The road rims under my
window

;
and I have seen many groups of Ic tiers

etat hastening along, evidently to the Monday
cheap train to London. It is a pleasant sight.

I
The wind is rather high, and the trees I have

! told thee of are waving and bending their light

branches so gracefully and invitingly before

me, that I could almost fancy they were bowing
to me, and get up to return the compliment
however gauchely. After this extraordinary

flight of fancy, it is necessary that I should

pause awhile to recover it—so farewell ! Thy
loving friend, “ Amelia Opie.”

It was obvious, however, that the time of

her removal was drawing on. The death of

her dear friend, Joseph John Gurney, one
of “the excellent of the earth,” in 1847

—

of Dr. Chalmers soon afterwards—and of

other beloved Mends and relatives—affected

her much, though she bore her losses re-

signedly, if not cheerfully, bowing in sub-
mission to the Divine will, remembering
her favourite text,—“ Shall not the Judge
of all the earth do right ?

”

Age and infirmities had been creeping

on ; the comforting influence of the good
Bishop Stanley was continually with her

:

numerous friends thronged around her : she

still manifested interest in all they said and
did. But, in 1849, Bishop Stanley died. She
loved that good man very dearly, and his

death was accepted as a warning that her
1 own was near at hand. Writing to Mrs.
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Hall, in 1851, she says,—speaking of the

good man’s grave,—“It is covered by a

large black marble slab, "with a deep border

round of variegated marble, the colours

black and grey. He lies in the middle of

the great aisle of the cathedral, and when
the painted glass window, as a memorial to

his memory, is finished, and placed over

the great western gates of entrance, it is

thought that the rays of the setting sun,

on which he loved to gaze, -will shine upon

the stone that covers his ‘ dear'remains.’”
*

She suffered much, yet was cheerful,

buoyant, and happy to the last ;
and at

midnight on the 2nd of December, 1853,

she breathed her last, murmuring “ all is

peace !—all is mercy !

” And so she joined

the good and holy spirits—her friends in

life and after life,—who had been waiting

to give her welcome.
The good works she did on earth she

considered and has characterised thus

:

‘
‘ They are good only as the evidence of

Faith.”

She was interred in the Friends’ burying
ground, at the Gildenscroft,—in the same
grave with her father, and in association

with so many of her beloved friends. At
the extreme left side of the ground, be-
neath an elm tree that overshadows the

wall, is a small slab bearing the names of

James Aldcrson and Amelia Opie, with
the dates of their births and deaths.*

Dear Amelia Opie — her nature was
essentially feminine in its gifts, its graces,

its goodness, its weakness, and its vanities

;

truthful, generous, and considerate ever

:

pure of heart and upright in walk and
conversation, her memory is -without a
blot ; her precepts are those of Virtue

;
and

her example was their illustration and their

comment :

—

“ Only the actions of the just

Smell sweet and blossom in the dust !
”

* Another of her friends was Archdeacon Wrangham.

I knew him well : he was a tall, slight man, of exceedingly

gentle and attractive manners ;
with the ease and grace

and persuasive eloquence of a Christian gentleman. He
had a proneness to translate favourite poems into Latin

verse, and usually had a copy or two in his pocket to pre-

sent as a memorial, where lie had reason to think the gift

would be acceptable.

* These are the words of her affectionate biographer,

Lucy Brightwell, in a little memoir published by the Re-
ligious Tract Society :—" Should any wanderer, at some
future day, desire to visit the grave of Amelia Opie, he will

find at the extreme left of the ground, beneath an elm tree

that overshadows the wall, a small slab, bearing the names
of Janies Anderson and Amelia Opie, with their ages and

the dates of their deaths.”
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ART-UNION OF LONDON:
EXHIBITION OF PRIZES.

The prize pictures of the Art-Union are this

year exhibited, in the gallery of the Institute of

Painters in Water-Colours; a change advan-
tageous for more reasons than one—although,

perhaps, the principal cause of the removal
was the difficulty of transporting the marble

group ‘The Wood Nymph,’ to which, it may be
remembered, was awarded the prize on the occa-

sion of the competition held at Kensington : in

the conveyance of a sculptural composition pre-

senting so many points of delicate carving, a

few stairs less to bo ascended would be a material

consideration. Moreover, in the large room of

the Society of British Artists the pictures always
looked sparse

;
whereas in the smaller gallery

in Pall Mall, they appear more compact.

The amount of subscriptions for the year was
£11,743

;
that is, £726 less than last year. In-

deed, the subscription for 1865 falls short of those

of the two preceding years
;
but from the com-

mencement fluctuation has in a remarkable

degree characterised the receipts of the Society,

and this is a feature entirely beyond the control

of the management. The sum set apart for

prize paintings, drawings, and sculpture, was
£3,785, so divided as to purchase one hundred
and sixteen works, of which the highest prize,

‘ The Defence of Lathom House, 1644,’ by
G. D. Leslie, is valued at £200. The particular

incident described is the “fishing” of the royal

standard on the battlements, alter the flagstaff

had been injured by the shot of the besiegers.

The other principal prizes are two of £150 each,

three of £100 each, and five of £75 each. ‘ In-

nocence’ (£150), by J. J. Hill, is a life-sized

group of a mother and child, extremely bright

in colour and agreeable in character, with more
earnestness and solidity than we have before

remarked in Mr. Hill’s works. ‘ The Thorn ’

(£150), by E. J. Cobbett, is a company of rustic

figures, with an open background
;

‘ Lochaber
no more’ (£100), by W. H. Paton, is a High-
land landscape closed by lofty mountains,
wherein the sentiment of the verse is fittingly

sustained. Another prize of £100 is ‘Eastern
Life,’ by W. Gale, a small picture showing a

woman and a boy habited in accordance with

the title, very conscientiously worked out, and
remarkable for force of colour. The third

selection made as a prize of £100 is a drawing
by C. Vacher, called ‘ Tombs of the Mamelooks,
with the Pyramids of Memphis in the dis-

tance,’ and describing a portion of the Desert
south of Cairo. Of this view it may be said that

it has more of local reality than some of the

recent drawings of Mr. Yacher, which impress

us as exaggerated in colour. The five prizes of

the value of £75 are—‘ Town and Yale of Fes-

tiniog, North Wales,’ E. J. Niemann
;

‘ Grace
before Meat,’ W. Hemsley, a picture much
larger than this artist habitually paints ;

‘ An
Old French Fishing Town,’ j. J. Wilson

;

‘Dysart, Scotland—East Coast,’ J. Danby, a

view of the old tower and landing-place, with a
charming effect of sunshine

;
and a large draw-

ing- by P. J. Naftel, called ‘Sunset after a

Storm, Grande Roque, Guernsey.’ It is observ-

able that from the catalogued prices of some of

the works selected, great reductions have been
made by the artists

;
as, for instance, ‘ Eastern

Life,’ the price of which was £168, was pur-

chased for £100
;

‘ Mother and Child,’ J. Collin

-

son, priced at £75, was purchased for £25
;
‘At

Havre—a Boulogne Trawler running in,’ J. J.

Wilson, £90, became a prize of £60
;
and others,

descending the scale until the differences become
unimportant.

The Society has this year made an experi-

ment which we believe has answered its best

expectations, and which will, if continued

and improved upon, materially advance the

interests of good Art. In order to secure

creditable works, and assist the judgment of
prizeholders, half a dozen pictures were at once

purchased by the Society and offered to prize-

holders optionally, and without the slightest

desire to limit their selection, but only with

the view of securing more meritorious prizes.

The system even in a first experiment has, we

believe, been so far successful as to justify its

continuance
;

and it is to be regretted that

something of this kind has not been done before
;

for every year, since the establishment of the

Society, selections so ill-advised have been
made by prizeholders, as to give positive pain

to all judges of Fine Art, and, certainly, to

none more than the directors of the Art-Union.

The pictures purchased by the Society are

—

‘A Calm,’ C. Dommerson, £20; ‘Morning,

Noon, and Night,’ H. S. Rose,’ £25
;
‘Horses and

Poultry,’ J. F. Herring, £20
;
‘Reaping,’ G. Cole,

£60 ;
‘ The Brook,’ G. A. Williams, £15

;
and ‘ Old

Mills—Dordrecht,’ R. H.Wood, £15—a selection

which has met the approbation of prizeholders

in so far as at once to have been accepted by
them. Hence, it is to be hoped that a more
extensive purchase will be made next season.

In addition to the pictures, there were dis-

tributed also as prizes 100 ‘Psyche’ vases,

100 busts in porcelain of His Royal Highness
the Prince of Wales, from the original by Morton
Edwards; 75 statuettes in porcelain, ‘Go to

Sleep,’ from the original by Joseph Durham

;

200 chromo-lithographs, ‘ Young England
;

’

200 chromo-lithographs, ‘ Wild Roses
;

’ and
150 volumes of etchings by R. Brandard

—

making, with the Parian busts presented to those

who have subscribed for ten years without
gaining a prize, 1,091 prizes, in addition to the
engraving received by every member.
One of the two pieces of plate presented by the

Society to the honorary secretaries, Mr. God-
win and Mr. Pocock, is conspicuously, and de-

servedly so, the centre-piece of the exhibition.

It consists of a small group, in oxidised silver, of
“ Wisdom encouraging Genius,” mounted on a
round ebony pedestal, whence are thrown out

four solid branches, also of ebony, each support-

ing a silver tazza. The group was designed by
AH. Woodington— a sufficient guarantee for

its grace and beauty. In continuation of the

series of medals commemorative of artists, the
council has determined on the production of

one in honour of the late David Roberts, R.A.
Those already issued are now fifteen in number,
and they commemorate five painters, four sculp-

tors, five architects, and one medallist. Among
the other branches to which the council is ex-
tending its patronage is repousse work

;
tho ex-

ample in this case has been copied by means
of the electrotype process—the original being
the production of Mr. Barkentin, by whom,
wo believe, the reproductions are worked upon
after removal from the mould. The most at-

tractive feature of the exhibition is Maclise’s
‘ Stoiy of the Norman Conquest,’ consisting of

forty-two plates
;
to a copy of which every sub-

scriber of one guinea will be entitled at the next
distribution, in addition to the chance of another
prize. We know not the cost at which this

great work has thus been brought forward, but
it would be cheap at even six times the small
sum for which it will become the property of

subscribers. In looking through these plates

we are once more reminded of the unwearied
research with which Mr. Maclise enters upon
every historical theme that he undertakes. His
principal resource here seems to have been the
Bayeux tapestry, as is acknowledged by several

passages—perhaps none more striking than the
mounted figure ofHarold holding his hawk on his

wrist. The subjects arc not so full of accessory

as are some of the artist’s earlier pictures, such
as ‘ Alfred in the Danish Camp,’ the banquet
scene in Macbeth

, ‘The Marriage of Eva and
Strongbow,’ and others

;
and although he may

have been obliged to coerce his exuberant fancy
where he was left without authority, there is

enough to prove a learning equal to the realisa-

tion of these engravings as grand pictures. At
this distance of time, we can look back on the

events forming the subject of the work through
the leaven of the dramatic by which they are in

some degree characterised, and without which
not a little of the charm they possess would be
absent. They are so much the better that

they are not made out with that rigid preci-

sion of drawing with which we all know the
artist could have rendered them. The story

begins with ‘Harold, departing on a visit to

William of Normandy, takes leave of Edward
the Confessor,’ and terminates with ‘ The dis-

cover}' of the body of Harold by Edith after the

disastrous Battle of Hastings.’ This we think
the most important work the Art-Union has

yet offered to the public
;
and it is much to be

regretted that such compositions should not be
executed as mural paintings. That the issue of
this publication by the Society ought largely to

increase the number of its subscribers no one
will deny

;
that it will confer credit on the

Council for selecting so noble a work for public

circulation is self-evident.

ART IN CONTINENTAL STATES.

Berlin.—It is expected that Kaulbach will

shortly complete the series of frescoes in the
“ new ” museum of this city, on which he has
been engaged very many years.—A new Na-
tional Museum is to be erected in the rear of

that just spoken of.

Munich.—Statues of the deceased architects,

Von Gartner and Von Klenze, are to be erected

in this city, at the cost of the ex-king Ludwig.
The sculptor of the former is Brugger, and of

the latter, Professor Widnmann.—A mausoleum
for the body of the late monarch, Maximilian,
is entrusted for execution to the architect

Riedel. It is to be placed in the church of the
Theatines.

Paris.—The bronze manufacturers of this

city appear determined to maintain the supre-

macy of their works over those of all other

countries. To this end they have announced a
competition among the artists and artisans in

their employ : the successful candidates are to

receive prizes in the form of medals, money, and
“honourable mentions.” Scidptors and orna-
mental modellers will be entitled to money
prizes of 800 francs each

;
chasers, 1,600 francs

;

designers, 500 francs
;

founders, 600 francs

;

turners, 400 francs
;
and mounters, 300 francs.

—

A most interesting discovery has been made in

that part of the Place du Carrousel which is cut
off by railings to form the Court of Honour of the
Tuileries, and where excavations have been made
with a view to the construction ofnew works. In
the course of their operations the workmen met
with a construction in brick that turned out to

be a potter’s oven, and which has been declared

to be that of Bernard Palissy, by M. Berty,
who is engaged on a work entitled “ The His-
torical Topography of Old Paris,” of which the
first volume is about to appear. M. Berty pre-

vailed on M. Lefuel, the architect of tho palace,

to have the excavations continued in such a
manner as to make the most of tho discovery.

The result was that they found large pieces of
moulds of figures and of various objects and
plants, evidently modelled on the natural sub-

stances. A great variety of moulds were found
which are supposed to be those of the Termes
that Palissy executed for the grotto he con-

structed for Catherine de Medicis about 1570.

A dozen large moulds have been found, toge-

ther with many fragments, and several pieces

of enamelled earthenware, which alone, had
further evidence been wanting, would have
proved that Palissy (who by his contemporaries
was called Master Bernard of the Tuileries)

had been there at work.
Rome.

—

Tho foundations of a temple of Jupiter
have, it is reported, been discovered in the garden
of the Caffarelli Palace.—The Sciarra Palace
has been partially destroyed by fire

;
fortu-

nately, the picture gallery, of which an account
appeared in the Art-Journal for 1861, was saved.

It contains, among other fine works, Titian’s
‘ La Bella Donna,’ Raffaelle’s ‘ Lute Player,’

Caravaggio's ‘ Gamblers,’ Leonardo da Vinci’s
‘ Modesty and Vanity,’ &c.
Venice.—The official journal of this city has

published a statement to the effect that an
original painting by Raffaelle, known as the
‘ Madonna di Loreto,’ and which has long been
missing, was recently discovered in a broker’s

shop at Mantua, by M. Torcella, of Verona.
The picture measures three feet by four feet,

and, when found, was covered with a thick coat
of dirt, apparently put on designedly. This has
been removed, and competent judges have pro-
nounced the work to be by Raffaelle, and in his

best manner.
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MINOR TOPICS OP THE MONTH.

The Royal Academy.—The season was
closed, as usual, with a very brilliant

“ evening;” the attendance was large, and
the result seemed to produce general satis-

faction. The monetary produce of the ex-
hibition this year has much exceeded that

of any previous year, amounting on the

whole to £13,000 ; while the sale of pic-

tures (so far as they can be ascertained)

has been larger than heretofore. These
are, indeed, the palmy days of British

artists.

Picture Robbery.—Mi’. E. M. Ward’s
portrait of Mr. Dallas, exhibited this year

at the Academy under the title of ‘ A Philo-

sopher,’ has been stolen by a man to whom
the painter had, unfortunately, given an
order for its delivery at the close of the

exhibition, presuming that the thief was
sent by the person usually employed by
Mr. Ward to remove his pictures. No
tidings had been heard of it at the time of

our going to press. The fact ought to be
a warning to artists.

The Crystal Palace Art-Union.—
In the month of July the prizes were distri-

buted in the lecture-room of the Crystal

Palace ; the president of the society, the

Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone, having been
unable to attend, the chair was taken by
Mr. G. R. Ward. The report was, on the

whole, satisfactory, although the number
of subscribers fell somewhat short of two
thousand—a fact easily accounted for, the

progress of the society having been for

awhile arrested by the lamented death of

its founder, Mr. T. Battam, and the general

election having occupied the public mind
during the months when the harvest of sub-

scribers is expected to be gathered in. Next
year, we have no doubt, members will

have doubled in amount
;

for, besides the

very admirable works now for distribution,

others are in preparation of great merit. As
one of the speakers at the meeting observed,

there need not be much sympathy for those

who failed to obtain prizes, inasmuch as

they had already received the full value

of the guineas they subscribed. That is

strangely true. A subscriber, at the time
of entering his name, has about a dozen
articles in ceramic Art to select from, any
one of which is honestly worth a guinea,

and a few years ago could not have been
obtained for less than two guineas. In
addition, he has the chance of a prize, and
some of the prizes are of considerable

“money worth.” Indeed, every object

issued by the society is of very great excel-

lence, and cannot fail to do much to advance
a pure taste in Art.

A statue of the late Sir Joseph Paxton
is to be erected in the grounds of the Crystal

Palace. The memorial is a right and suit-

able one, but Paxton’s noblest monument
was raised by himself, when he called into

existence the palace at Sydenham: here
might be inscribed what one reads on
Wren’s tomb in St. Paul’s:—“ Si quceris

momimentum, circumspice.” Mr. B. Spence,

of Rome, is spoken of as the sculptor of the
statue.

The late Wimbledon Meeting.—Many
of the most interesting scenes connected

with the recent volunteer matches at Wim-
bledon have been photographed by Mr
Vernon Heath. All the plates of the series

are successful, and many of them highly
so, considering the great difficulty of ar-

ranging groups and masses of men with
hope that each individual will remain per-
fectly still. The heath and gorse that con-
stitute such a beautiful feature in these

photographs greatly assist the composition

in many instances. Nothing can be richer

in picturesque vegetation than the view

called ‘ Glen Albyn,’ a wild passage of the

common so called by the London Scottish.

A few of the lions of the meeting are sig-

nalised, as in Plate 25, Private Sharman,

the winner of the Queen’s prize
;
he is in

the act of shooting. Again, Plate 16, ‘ The
Horatio Ross Firing Point,’ contains por-

traits of Mr. Peterlun, Lord Aberdeen, the

Hon. James Gordon, and Mr. Wilkie
;
and

No. 24, in ‘The Running Deer,’ Mr. Peterkin

again appears, as if about to fire at the

deer passing at a distance. In this are also

portraits of Mr. Thompson (Cambridge Uni-
versity), Mr. Malcolm, and Mr. M'Pherson,

of Cluny. Plate No. 3 is ‘ A Group of the

London Scottish,’ very full of figures, closed

by tents, and showing the well-known
windmill on the right. In No. 2 there is

another group of the London Scottish, one

of the most successful of the series. In
‘ Pool, five hundred yards—the danger flag,’

the wind has blurred the gorse bushes, and
the foreground vegetation, reducing the

flags to a dark blot
;
but all the figures—

guardsmen, volunteers, and police— are

most perfectly given. In Plate 13 are

shown the hues F and G close by the wind-

mill; and in No. 22 a magnificent extent

of broken foreground, with a distant view

of the tents of the London Rifle Brigade,

the London Scottish, and the 1st Surrey.
‘ The Camp from the Flagstaff,’ ‘ The Camp
of the Queen’s Westminster,’ and other

plates, will all be particularly interesting

to those whom they immediately concern

;

but independently of this, such a series

must be popular wherever rifle shooting

is practised. These plates are the first

photographs we have seen of the great

Wimbledon gathering, and when all the

difficulties which must naturally attend the

practice of the art under such circumstances

are taken into account, it is matter of sur-

prise these pictures are so successful.

Cameos.—The art of cutting and en-

graving cameos is but little practised in

this country, chiefly, it may be presumed,

from the prevailing idea that we have here

no artists who can be put in competition

with those of Rome ;
certain, however, it is

that there exists a fashionable—and, it may
be added, almost a foolish—prejudice in

favour of the foreigner, for we have seen a

few specimens by a young English artist,

Mr. Ronca, which, for delicacy and truth

of execution, sharpness and boldness of

relief, could scarcely be surpassed out of

the country. He exhibited three admirable

examples at the Royal Academy this year,

a bust of the late Prince Consort, a remark-

ably beautiful head of a young girl, and

the helmeted head of Geraint, from Ten-

nyson’s “ Idylls of the King.” Among
others shown to us we may point out one

after Mr. F. M. Miller’s bas-relief of Ti-

tania, and the profile portrait of a gen-

tleman, the latter a gem of its kind. Mr.

Ronca has executed two portrait busts of

the Prince Consort for her Majesty, who
has expressed her entire satisfaction with

his work ;
and he has more recently com-

pleted a portrait of General Sir James
Chatterton, K.H. We feel assured the

artist has only to be widely known to find

ample employment in his beautiful art.

Muckross Abbey and Lake is the title

given to a large chromo-lithograph, by
Messrs. Hauhart, from a drawing by Mr.

J. C. Reed, and recently published by
Messrs. Shaw and Sons, of Nottingham. Ii

is a passage of noble landscape ;
the Tore

' and other mountains rise boldly up, in

varied forms and elevations, from the sur-

ace of the lake, stretching themselves out

into the far distance. The foreground is

an expanse of park-like scenery, in which

stands a mansion—Muckross House, the

residence of — Herbert, Esq.—backed by

an extent of low wooded ground, in the

form of a promontory shooting itself for-

wards into the water. But the abbey is

not visible
;
the title of the print is there-

fore a misnomer. As a picture, however,

it may not be less valued, for it is a beau-

tiful subject cleverly rendered, the sky and

mountains especially so.

A “ City Exhibition ” of pictures and
drawings has been opened at No. 10,

Fenchurch Street, under the direction of

Messrs. Moore, McQueen, & Co., and con-

sisting entirely of works recently painted.

As in all similar collections, a consider-

able proportion is familiar to us ;
but

there are also very many which we here

see for the first time. In order to afford

an idea of what the exhibition consists,

it is enough to say there are distributed

through the room pictures and drawings by

E. M. Warde, R.A. ;
D. Maclise, R.A. ;

F. Goodall, R.A.
;
J. Gilbert, Geo. Smith, R.

Ansdell, A.R.A. ;
Holman Hunt, W. C. T.

Dobson, A.R.A.
;
H. O’Neil, A.R.A.

;
T. S.

Cooper, A.R.A.; P. H. Calderon, A.R.A. ;

T. Creswick.R.A. : J. D. Luard, G. Stanfield,

J. B. Pyne, W. Linnell, J. H. S. Mann,
Muller, Tiering, Jutsum, &c. Among the

foreign artists represented are:—Yerbock-

hoeven, Gronland, T. Frere, Lambinet,

Trayer, Troyon, &c. ;
these foreign pictures

generally are small, having been worked

out with that assiduity which never halts

until the utmost superficial finish has been

achieved, a result to which small paint-

ings owe in a great measure their popu-

larity. Mr. Ward’s picture is a reduced

replica of ‘ The Execution of Montrose,’

one of the frescoes in the corridor of the

House of Commons, which has been de-

scribed more than once in these columns.

That by Holman Hunt is a small study of

‘The Light of the World;’ the two by

Sant are pendants, ‘ Tragedy’ and ‘ Comedy ;

’

those by Maclise are ‘ The Scotch Lovers
’

and ‘ The Ballad Singer ;

’ H. O’Neil, ‘ The

Two Extremes ;

’ Ansdell, ‘ Seville,’ being

a distant view of the city, with near groups

of figures and animals. ‘ The Moll Stream,’

by Creswick, would afford a text for a

chapter on the works of this painter, differ-

ing so materially as it does from everything

that he has produced of late years. The

subject is unpretending, but it is rendered

with an exaltation of feeling equal to that

of Claude. Two pictures by Linnell, sen.,

called Italian landscapes, also differ in aspir-

ation from the recent works of this painter.

They present mountainous scenery, with

wild, Salvator-like figures; one is espe-

cially rich in colour ;
the recurrence of red is

perhaps too frequent. Two drawings by

Carl Werner, ‘The Cave of Jeremiah’

and ‘ Jacob’s Well,’ are very attractive.

There are also ‘ Return from Church,’ by
Redgrave; ‘A Glimpse of the Sea,’ James

T. Linnell; ‘ The Cottage Door,’ F. Good-

all, R.A.
;
‘The Shipwreck,’ T. Brooks;

‘Capri,’ J. B. Pyne; ‘Wood Scene,’

Muller; ‘Lake of Genoa,’ E. W. Cooke,

R.A. ;
‘ As fresh water to a thirsty soul,

so is good news from a far country,’

Geo. Smith; ‘Town’ and ‘ Country,’ J.

H. S. Mann ;

‘ Landscape,’ G. E. Hering,

&c. ;
and a variety of water-colour draw-

ings by G. Gilbert, H. Tidey, F. W. Top-

ham, Geo. Chambers, Birket Forster, W.
Hunt, J. E. Millais, Carl Werner, D.

Hardy, E. Goodall, &c.

South Kensington. — A cast of the

famous marble pulpit in the Baptistery at



Tisa, by Nicolo Pisano, is now being erected

at South Kensington. It is hexagonal,

supported on eight columns, the subjects

on the panels being ‘The Nativity,’ 'The

Adoration of the Magi,’ ‘ The Presentation,’

‘The Crucifixion,’ and ‘The Last Judg-

ment.’ The sixth side will be occupied by
the door, approached by a small flight of

stairs, the enrichments of which correspond

with the carvings of the pulpit, but casts of

the staircase have not yet been procured.

The portions of the circular pulpit, by
Giovanni Pisano, located in the museum
some time ago, have been already described

by us. It is intended to procure the portions

of this great work necessary to its comple-

tion, and place it opposite, and as a pendant,

to the other. The circular pulpit was re-

ported to have been destroyed in the fire that

occurred in October, 1590, but it was dis-

covered afterwards in the vaults of the cathe-

dral. In the great court of the museum, the

upper panels are being gradually filled with

ideal portraits of painters ;
there still remain

eight unappropriated. Giorgione is one of

the last impersonations placed, but the

artist has fallen into the error of painting

the figure on a scale so low, that against

the gold background the detail is entirely

lost ;
thus, from the floor of the hall the

figure appears holding something in his

left hand, but it cannot be determined

what it is. In reference to others of these

figures we have had occasion to make the

like remark ;
but in order to show that

the observation is not unreasonable, ex-

amples could be instanced that are charm-

ing in colour, brilliant in effect, and per-

fect in detail. The figure of N. Pisano has

been completed by Salviati in mosaic, the

only one in this material.
—

‘TheHorsePair,’

by Rosa Bonheur, about the absence of

which from the collection so much has been

said, is now in the gallery.—By the permis-

sion of Sir K. N. C. Hamilton there has

been recently placed in the Indian Court a

collection of Indian jewellery, consisting of

ear-rings, toe-rings, armlets, anklets, neck-

laces, finger-rings, many of massive gold

and richly ornamented, but generally coarse

in workmanship, and many having the ap-

pearance of having been transmitted as

heir-looms for centuries.

Mus. Treadwin, of Exeter, has long

established a high reputation as a maker
of “ Honitonlace it is so called, although

Honiton is by no means the only place in

Devonshire where it is produced. The en-

gravings of this fabric we gave, in 1862,

supplied ample evidence of the improve-

ment it has undei’gone, in so far, that is

to say, as Art is concerned ;
and we pre-

sume we may attribute some part of such

improvement to the influence of the govern-

ment school, which flourishes in Exeter

better than elsewhere. Of the engravings

referred to, several were those of Mrs.

Treadwin
;
she has very recently produced

a work that surpasses, not only in delicacy

and beauty, but also in design, any that

has hitherto issued from her establishment.

It is a “ corporal,” to cover the sacramental

bread and wine. Amid a border of vine

leaves and wheat ears are introduced the

sacred emblems—the lamb, the dove, the

pelican, the trefoil, the crown of thorns,

the monogram, the cross, &c. It is im-
possible to describe, and by no means easy

to do justice to, this very graceful and
beautiful example of refined workmanship.
A Model of the Royal Exchange has

been presented by Mr. Tite, M.P., archi-

tect of the building, to University College,

for the use of the students in the architec-

tural classes.

REVIEWS.

Popular Romances of the West of England ;

or, the Drolls, Traditions, and Superstitions

of Old Cornwall. Collected and edited by

Robert Hunt, F.R.S. 2 vols. Published

by J. C. Hotten, London.

From the fields of philosophical inquiry and the

domains of scientific investigation we find, in

these volumes, Mr. Hunt wandering in a region

whose laws, if laws it has, altogether defy

philosophy, science, and reason. “ Folk-lore,”

as it is called, has not yet entirely passed away

from much of the rural life of England, though

it is gradually leaving even the most remote

districts of the country where it had taken

deeper and more abiding root. “Those wild

dreams which swayed with irresistible force the

skin-clad Briton of the Cornish hills, have not

yet entirely lost their power where even the

National and the British Schools are busy with

the people, and Mechanics’ Institutions are dif-

fusing the truths of Science. In the infancy

of the race, terror was the ruling power
;

in

the maturity of the people, the dark shadow still

sometimes rises lilce a spectre, partially eclips-

ing the mild radiance of that Christian truth

which shines upon the land.” And it is not

alone among the half-taught or wholly unedu-

cated that popular traditions and strange super-

stitions find credence : they have believers in

some who haunt the crowded city and are

learned in the world’s wisdom. It is not every

one who can apply to himself the lines of

Crabbc :

—

“ But lost, for ever lost, to me, those joys

Which reason scatters and which time destroys!

No more the midnight fairy tribe I view

All iu the merry moonshine tippling dew;
E’en the last lingering fiction of the brain

—

The churchyard ghost— is now at rest again.”

And this determined tenacity of the mind to

hold to its credulity can only, we think, be

satisfactorily accounted for on Mr. Hunt’s

theory. He says, “ those things which make a

strong impression on the mind of the child are

rarely obliterated by the education through

which he advances to maturity, and they exert

their influences upon the man in advanced age.

A tale of terror, related by an ignorant nurse,

rivots the attention of an infant mind, and its

details are engraven on the memory. The
‘ bogle,’ or ‘ bogie,’ with which the child is

terrified into quiet by some thoughtless servant,

remains a dim and unpleasant reality to shake

the nerves of a philosopher. Things like these,

—seeing that existence is surrounded by clouds

of mystery,—become a Power which will, ever

and anon through life, exert considerable in-

fluence over our actions.”

Mr. Hunt is, we believe, a Cornish man
;
or

if not a native of the county, the days of his

boyhood and youth, with many years of later

life, were passed there
;
and he dates this col-

lection of Popular Romances from his early

childhood, when the legends he read and heard

related fixed themselves on his memory. Many
years back, a short residence on the borders of

Dartmoor placed him in the centre of a circle of

persons who believed “ there were giants on the

earth in those days ” to which the “old people”

belonged
;
and who were convinced that to turn

a coat-sleeve, or a stocking, prevented the piksies

from misleading man or woman. This circum-

stance caused a renewal of his acquaintance with

the wild tales of Cornwall which had either

terrified or amused him when a child ;
and,

being at leisure, he determined to make a

journey into the weird land for the purpose of

gathering up every existing story of its ancient

people. Several months were thus occupied,

during which a large number of the romances

and superstitions which he now publishes were

collected. Subsequent opportunities arose in

after-life for gaining additional information on

the subject—opportunities afforded by his re-

sidence ‘in Cornwall ;
and by his frequent visits

there, in his official capacity of Keeper of the

Mining Records of the Geological Museum in

Jermyn Street. “Seated,” he says, “on a

three-legged stool, or in a ‘timberen settle,’

near the blazing heath-fire on the hearth, have

I elicited the old stories of which the people

were beginning to be ashamed. Resting in

a level, after the toil of climbing from the

depths of a mine, in close companionship with

the homely miner, his superstitions and the

tales he had heard from his grandfather have

been confided to me.” It is evident, therefore,

that from childhood to mature years, Mr. Hunt
has had constant and unusual opportunities of

making himself thoroughly acquainted with the

legendary history of the westernmost part of

our island.

We can do little more than point out the plan

on which his materials are arranged. The first

volume, or series, as he terms it, includes tales

of the giants, the fairies, the mermaids, rocks,

lost cities, fire-worship, demons, and spectres,

&c. The second records stories and legends

of the saints, holy wells, King Arthur, sorcery

and witchcraft, the miners, fishermen and

sailors, death superstitions, old usages, popular

superstitions, and miscellaneous stories. By
adopting this arrangement, all such tales as

seem to belong to the most ancient inhabitants

of these islands are brought into the first series.

“ It is true that many of them, as they are now

told, assume a mediteval, or even a modern,

character. This is the natural result of the

passage of a tradition from one generation to

another. The customs of the age in which the

story is told arc interpolated—for the purpose

of rendering them intelligible to the listeners——

and thus they are constantly changing their

exterior form.” Mr. Hunt is “disposed to

believe that the spirit of all the romances in-

cluded in this series shows them to have

originated before the Christian era
;
while the

romances recorded in the second volume belong

certainly to the historic period, though the

dates of many of them are exceedingly pro-

blematical.”

Our readers should make the acquaintance of

these curious and most entertaining volumes,

from which, had we space, many amusing frag-

ments might be gathered into our columns. It

is well that such writers as Campbell in his

“ Popular Tales of the West Highlands,” Mrs.

Bray in her “ Traditions, Legends, and Super-

stitions of Devonshire,” Hugh Miller in his

“Scenes and Legends of the North of Scot-

land,” Mr. J. O. Halliwell in his “ Wanderings

in the Footsteps of the Giants,” Crofton Croker

in his “ Fairy Legends of Ireland,” and Mr.

Hunt in the volumes now before us,—as well as

other authors, whose names and works might

be associated with these,—have preserved some

waifs and strays of story that are almost lost in

the darkness of ages, and which were rapidly

dying out with those who told them. The
“march of intellect” has for the most part

scattered, if not entirely driven away, the belief

in these old-world tales, many of them beautiful

and of “good report;” yet the evidences by

which they were supported remain with us to

this day amid tho boulders and frowning heights

of gigantic rocks, the wild and desolate moor,

and the moss-covered fountain in the valley,

half-hidden among prickly bramble, and creep-

ing woodbine.

Last Winter in Rome. By Charles Richard
Weld. Published by Longman & Co.,

London.

A book of very pleasant gossip about Rome in

its social character, rather than in any other,

though the antiquities and Art-works of the city

have not been altogether forgotten. Mr. Weld
is fortunate enough to meet with comfortable

quarters—not free, however—in the mansion of

a Roman noble and an officer of the Guardia

Nobile, through whose introduction he has

opportunities of seeing and hearing much which

would be closed against the majority of visitors;

and as he appears to have kept eyes and ears

both well open, and is gifted with a light and

agreeablemanner ofdescribinghis “ experiences,’
’

has story of modern Rome is highly amusing

as well as instructive, while he takes a liberal

and unprejudiced view of what goes on around

him, “ nothing extenuating nor setting down
aught in malice.” Speaking of hunting in the

Roman Campagna, he says it is the great day

amusement of the English during winter, “ not

that many follow the hounds on horseback, but
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the meet is always numerously attended. And
very pretty is the sight on a bright day in
winter, when the Alban hills, crested with
snow, stand out against the deep blue sky, and
the air is delightfully bracing—to see the
gathering of healthy English faces, the girls

with nature’s roses on their cheeks, at a meet
in the Campagna. The distance from Rome is

generally sufficiently near to enable pedestrians
to be present, and several visitors attend in
carriages.” ....

“ A well-known figure at the Roman hunt is

that of Miss Hosmer, the clever American
sculptor, who rides so well that it is a pity the
Campagna has no stiff fences to try her prowess.
Gibson, who is a great friend of Miss Hosmer,
is reported to have said to her, ‘ You will never
excel in your profession if you hunt so much.’
‘ Mr. Gibson,’ was her reply, * if you could ride

as well as I do, you would hunt too.’ I am not
at all sure that the great sculptor would be
tempted, rode he ever so well, to turn Nimrod
now, or to leave his studio for the fairest scene
in the Campagna

;
but, notwithstanding his

remark to Miss Hosmer, most persons will

agree that she is quite right to hunt, and that

her skill ”—as a sculptor we presume the author
means—“ is not at all likely to suffer by this

wholesome exercise.”

With this little bit of artistic gossip—selected

as especially appropriate to our pages—we take
leave of Mr. Weld’s book, which, by the way,
may be recommended for its useful information
to any who intend visiting Rome, while it will

afford a few hours’ agreeable reading to those

of us who stay at home.

The Life of John Clare. By Frederick
Martin. Published by Macmillan and
Co., London and Cambridge.

It is well for some literary men of a past age
that they are followed by others able to appre-
ciate their genius, and unwilling to allow it to

fade from public memory. Were it not so, the
new lights would extinguish the old, and the
world would know little or nothing of the stars

that once shone in the firmament. There is a
great tendency in our day to overlook or forget
what was done beforo it, and men who were
“of mark,” caressed, flattered, and patronised

by their contemporaries, are too apt to be
“pushed from their stools” of fame by the
generation which comes after them. But then
comes an admirer, like Mr. Martin in the case

of Clare, the “Northamptonshire Poet,” to recall

the dead man to life in a biographical record.

And, notwithstanding the episodes that sadden
Clare’s history, and, above all, its melancholy
termination, a very interesting memoir has Mr.
Martin written from the materials at his com-
mand. The ploughman and lime-burner of

Helpston hewed out for himself a name among
the sons of genius, but it was done through
much vicissitude, many disappointments, and
great infirmity. Clare acquired the cognomen
of the “English Burns.” “There was no limit,”

we are told, “ to the applause bestowed upon
him. Rossini set his verses to music

;
Madame

Yestris recited them before crowded audiences

;

William Gifford sang his praises in the Quarterly

Review

;

and all the critical journals, reviews,

and magazines of the day were unanimous in

their admiration of poetical genius coming before
them in the humble garb of a farm labourer.”
Yet what did all this result in ? Neglect, poverty,

suffering, and—death in a lunatic asylum. It

is a very old tale, no doubt, is the remark of his

biographer, but which may bear being told once
more, brimful as it is of human interest

;
and,

he might have added, of warning also.

Such stories are far more useful—or ought
to be—than those told by the novelist: they are

facts. The dramatis persona are not the repre-

sentatives of others, their words and deeds are

their own
;
the scenery is the actual world, and

when the curtain drops on the last act of life’s

play— which, in Clare’s case, proved a sad
tragedy—we know that we have been in the
company of others than the creatures of a
writer’s imagination. Keats, and Chatterton,
and John Clare, dissimilar as were their intel-

lectual powers, form a bright triumvirate who
perished at the shrine of poetical genius.

The History of Playing Cards; with Anec-
dotes of their use in Conjuring, Fortune-
telling, and Card-sharping. Edited by the
late E. S. Taylor, B.A. Published by J.

C. Hotten, London.

Perhaps few card-players imagine that pon-
derous volumes have been compiled by learned
authors on the history of their favourite game.
Many of them are perfectly unreadable by the
heavy amount of labour too visible on their

surface. Such are the treatises of Breitkopf,

the German, and our own Singer; both must be
read as solemn and severe tasks. It is well,

then, to get a little volume that shall contain

the gist of their erudite researches, combined
with anecdote and descriptions of card-players,

and card-playing, ancient and modem ; as well
as expositions of tricks used in conjuring and
card-sharping. The author is inclined to ascribe

the introduction into Europe of cards to the
gipsy tribe, in the fourteenth century. It is

certain that their origin, like that of the gipsies

themselves, is involved in an obscurity which
no research has hitherto been able to dispel.

Their rapid spread, and the great variety of

forms they assumed, and of games in which
they formed a part, is matter of more certain

history, and has been well told by the author
of this volume, which is abundantly illustrated

by very many engravings of cards of all ages
and countries. Some of them are exceedingly
curious, and card-players who adhere to old

favourites will be amused with the variety and
curiosity of many engraved and described.

Some were used not only to teach geography
and heraldry, but to mark popular events and
temporary political excitement. The anecdotes
of play and players at home and abroad are
also very abundant and curious; indeed, the
book merits warm commendation.

Elsie
;

Flights to Fairyland, &c. By J.

Crawford Wilson, Author of “ Jonathan
Oldaker,” “ Gitanilla,” &c. Published by
E. Moxon & Co., London.

In spite of ours being, as most men aver, a pro-
saic age, there are people who write poetry, and
publish it too

;
it is, therefore, only fair to pre-

sume there are also people who read poetry, or
we should not find so many books of this sort of
composition in print. But it requires a genius
far above the level to bring a poet into anything
like popular notice, and if Mr. Wilson’s “ Elsie”
and other poems do not mark him as in the
possession of this exalted gift, they prove him
to be a writer of refined taste and no incon-
siderable powers. “Elsie” is a sad story, told

with much pathos, and in verse that reads
smoothly and pleasantly. Mary, the “ outcast,”
who finds and befriends her, is a well-drawn
character, and, we believe, not entirely without
its type in the streets of London, improbable as

it may seem. “ Flights to Fairyland” are of a
different order, light and occasionally humorous,
abounding with many pretty descriptions. These
appeared a few years ago in the Dublin University

Magazine. Among the shorter pieces are several
which are most creditable to Mr. Wilson’s muse.

Francis Stira, and other Poems. By the
Author of “The Gentle Life.” Published
by E. Moxon, London.

These poems are evidence of matured taste and
of refined judgment. They may not be popular,

for they deal, for the most part, with themes
that are not “taking;” but they wall receive

the approval of “the few” to whom they are

obviously addressed, and whose “applause” is

ever worth striving for. The style is sound and
healthy, manifesting intimacy with the great

“makers” of old times; full of fancy too, and
by no means without proof of the inventive

faculty. The principal poem is in blank verse,

entitled “ Hewn Stones ;” it deals with the com-
mon things of life, and is far more sad than
cheerful

;
yet it leads to that fountain of Life at

which all who drink live. In the minor com-
positions, however (although even they are

somewhat low in tone and sombre of hue), the

writer has had more freedom
;
rambling more

at ease in the garden where he gathers flowers.

The author, be he who he may, manifests con-
siderable power, and takes worthy rank among
the high souls whose works have for more than
a quarter of a century issued from the house of
his publishers.

Richard Cobden, the Apostle of Free
Trade : his Political Career and Pub-
lic Services. A Biography. By John
McGilchrist. Published by Lockwood
and Co., London.

In noticing this biographical sketch of one of
the most remarkable men of our age, we are not
called upon to pronounce an opinion of his

public life and policy. In the page of recent
history—not merely that of our own country
only, for the whole civilised world has been
affected by his words and deeds—the name of
Richard Cobden must always occupy a promi-
nent position. The chief events of his life are
given by Mr. McGilchrist at sufficient length, the
“ Corn Law ” agitation and its results filling no
inconsiderable portion of the small volume, as

they formed, in conjunction -with Free Trade
generally, the leading idea of Cobden’ s mind,
and the great incentive to almost the whole of
his career. He has found an ardent admirer
and warm partisan in his biographer, whose
book, however, is little more than a resume of
what has appeared in the various public journals
advocating Free Trade principles during the
last quarter of a century.

History- of the Town of Uttoxeter; with
Notices of Places in its neighbourhood. By
Francis Redfern. Published by J. Russell
Smith, London.

The old town of Uttoxeter might, it may
reasonably be presumed, have found a writer to

do more justice to it than Mr. Redfern has done.
He apologises, however, for its defects by speak-
ing ofhimself as a person who is neither “ devoted
to a literary calling, or living in worldly ease.

Being employed, as I am, at a mechanical trade,

I have been able to devote but very little time
to its compilation, except at nights, after the
suspension of labour.” But if men so circum-
stanced will “rush into print”—and we would
not, as a rule, cast blame upon them for so
doing, when they have anything worth writing
about, and are capable of saying it—they
should, at least, submit their proof-sheets to

some one capable of correcting their errors.

This book is full of them : on one page alone

(218), we find a French ship called “A Raison-
able,” Belleisle is printed Belleiste, and Marshal
de Conflans appears as de Covflaus. Such mis-
takes as these render any work absolutely value-
less, whatever else appears in it of a commend-
able character.

Diefpe: the Route by Newhaven. Published by
L. Booth, London

;
H. and C. Treacher,

Brighton
;
A. Marais, Dieppe.

Not only as an agreeable and salubrious water-
ing-place, but also as a “ rest by the way” for

travellers to Paris and other continental cities,

Dieppe has of late years been much frequented

by our countrymen, as well as by others from
most parts of the world during the “ season.”

Though this little “guide” has come into our
hands at the time of year when, it may be pre-
sumed, the majority of those who are permitted

to enjoy a little sea-side recreation have started

on their journey, still it may not be too late to

recommend it to some. It has evidently been
compiled for the especial use of us English, for

it contains a concise description of the town,
its suburbs, and most interesting historic sites,

together with much suitable advice to travellers,

and—for those who are unacquainted with the
French language—a vocabulary of such phrases
and words as would be most requisite for a
stranger to know when temporarily sojourning
there. It is a short and pleasant trip across

the Channel from Brighton, or rather New-
haven, to Dieppe

;
and when there the traveller

will find much to amuse and interest him in the

town and its vicinity, all of which are clearly

set forth in the pages of this unpretending
guide-book

;
while many of the most prominent

objects appear in the form of illustrations.
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ECCLESIASTICAL
ART-MANUFACTURES.

1. ECCLESIASTICAL SCULPTURE.

BY THE REV. EDWARD L. CUTTS, B.A.

SEEING that Architec-

ture is one of the most
important of the Fine
Arts, and that the re-

vival of the mediaeval
style of the Art has
been one of the most
remarkable pheno-

mena of the last quarter of a cen-

tury, it may have appeared strange

to some of our readers that the

Art-Journal has seemed to ignore

it. This has not arisen from any
want of interest in the subject, or

reluctance to acknowledge its im-
portance, but from the fact that

Architecture haying periodicals of

its own, through which its interests

are more amply represented than

they could be in a journal which devotes

itself to the sister Arts besides, we do it

no injustice by excluding it from our

columns, while we leave ourselves more
room to deal with the Arts of Painting and
Sculpture, and with the application of all

the Arts to the uses of common life. These

are the reasons why Gothic architecture,

by which our old churches are being re-

stored to their ancient beauty, and which

is dotting the country over with hundreds

of new ones rivalling the old in excellence,

has been allowed to remain unnoticed in

these pages.

The spirit which has thus restored our

old churches and built new ones, and in so

doing gradually raised the revived Gothic

architecture to its present high point of ex-

cellence, is proceeding to adorn the buildings

and to supply them with the requisite furni-

ture, and in so doing is creating new schools

of Gothic sculpture and painting, and has

called into existence new branches of eccle-

siastical Art-manufacture. During the

last few years these branches of Art-design

have made remarkable progress in the

originality and beauty of their design, and
the excellence of then workmanship

;
while

some individual works which have been

lately produced are on a scale of sumptuous
grandeur, and of a degree of excellence as

works of Art, that make them worthy to

be compared with the finest medieval works
which have come down to us. Such works

as these fall directly within the scope of the

Art-Journal, and demand from us a careful

attention ; and we propose therefore to de-

vote several papers to a general survey of

the various branches of ecclesiastical work
of which we have been speaking. In the

present paper w' shall deal with the subject

of Ecclesiastical Sculpture.

First of all, it requires some considera-

tion how far the highest type of sculpture

is applicable to Gothic architecture. Some
years ago, indeed, there was a lively discus-

sion in the columns of one of the journals

devoted to architecture, as to the relations

between sculpture and Gothic architecture.

A gentleman, who is himself an enthusiastic

admirer of Gothic architecture, and at the

same time one of our best sculptors, main-
tained that the highest typo of sculpture

was not compatible with the Gothic style

of architecture. This assertion, of course,

called forth a warm denial on the part of the

Gothic revivalists, jealous of the honour of

their art. It was easy for them to point out

that, as a matter of fact, in ancient Gothic

architecture, sculpture was very largely em-
ployed—in the shape of mouldings to every

constructional line of the building
;

in

the enrichment of the capitals and bosses,

and other emphatic points in the construc-

tion
;
in sculptured tympana, and screens,

and reredoses, and shrines, and tombs. That

them was hardly any limit to the extent to

which it might be applied
;
as in the cover-

ing of whole facades with single statues or

scriptural subjects, as in the west fronts of

Exeter and Wells Cathedrals. It was easy,

too, to show that some of the examples of

Gothic sculpture, as the capitals and angle

posts of the Doge’s palace, the south door

of Lincoln, afid the west front of Wells,

had received the highest testimony to their

artistic excellence.

Still, we are disposed to think that there

was some truth in the assertion that

Gothic architecture is incompatible with

the highest style of sculpture ; that is, wo
should at once feel the incongruity if the

finest existing statuary were placed in the

finest of our Gothic churches. The whole

spirit of the piece of sculpture would be felt

to be inharmonious with the Gothic archi-

tecture,

But wo beliove that, although this is a

truth, it is not the whole truth, and that

we need to look a little more deeply into

the question. All the finest existing sta-

tuary is Greek, or of the Greek school.

Now Greek sculpture is the expression of

a particular tone of mind which we call the

“classical;” medieval Gothic architecture

is the expression of a different state of

mind, which we call the “ romantic.” The
classical and the romantic are two oppo-

site poles, between which tho human mind
seems to oscillate. No wonder that, when
we put together the highest expression of

one state of mind, and tho highest expres-

sion of the opposite state, wo find that

they do not harmonise with one another.

How is it that men of high intellect and
cultivated taste now take delight—it would
seem equal delight—in both of them ? It

appears to us that it is because our minds

have sympathies with both. If we may
quote from words of our own which have

been uttered elsewhere,—“ AVe of this gene-

ration are in a peculiar transition phase of

mind. AVe stand between the classical

spirit in which we were brought up, in

whose literature our youthful minds were
thoroughly steeped, and the romantic spirit

which is reviving in such strength that it

seems destined to take full possession of

the age. Thus we have strong affinities

with both, and can heartily admire a

Gothic cathedral one day, and Phidias’s

marbles the next. They are incongruous

one with the other. One is the expression

of the Greek mind of the fifth century before

Christ, and the other ofthethirteenth century

after Christ ; no wonder they are incongru-

ous one with the other. But what is more
important is, that they are both incongru-
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ous with us at this moment. For wo take

leave to assert that Gothic architecture is

not in harmony with the mind of the present

age, is not adapted to our present knowledge
and tastes and habits. It is not possible

that it should be. An Englishman of the

nineteenth century is a very different man
from an Englishman of the thirteenth or

fourteenth centuries. AVe do not say that

he is better, or that ho is worse
;

pei’liaps

he is better in some respects, and worse

in others; all we say is, that he is very

different. If, then, the Gothic architecture

was the genuine outcome of tho mind of

the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, the

embodiment of their tastes and satisfaction

of their needs, the shell which the mankind
of that age had secreted out of the necessi-

ties of its organisation and habits for itself to

live in, it is not probable that the mankind
of this age can creep into it, and find that it

equally fits our very different developments,

and is equally adapted to our very different

habits, and wants, and tastes. Again, we
venture to assert that the classical sculpture

is not in harmony with tho mind of the pre-

sent age. It was tho genuine expression

of the mind of the gay, subtlo, sensuous,

earthly, idolatrous Greek, and it is impos-

sible that it should be in harmony with the

nature of the grave, practical, moral English-

man. There are elements in each with which
we sympathise ;

with the natural simplicity

and human truthfulness of classical sculp-

ture, and with the religious feeling and
vague aspiration of Gothic architecture.

Therefore it is that we admire both
;
but

neither of them can satisfy our whole nature.

AVe shall, perhaps, make clearer what we
mean if we say that we modern Englishmen
are more like the practical, unaesthetic,

conquering, ruling, cosmopolitan Romans,
than like either sensuous Greeks or chivalric.

Goths. The only thoroughly original and
characteristic works which wo have exe-

cuted in this age are our great engineer-

ing works, in which no one fails to recog-

nise the resemblance to the great works of

imperial Rome. And any Art which is the

real outcome of the age must give expression

to these elements of scientific knowledge
and massive energy. But we are also a

highly civilised, wealthy, refined, and luxu-
rious people, familiar with every choice

gift of nature, and every valuable produc-
tion of man, in every climate of the world.

And tho Art which is really to satisfy our
mind and heart and soul must be something
much more than the result of the bold con-

ception, and scientific plan, and durable

workmanship of the civil engineer. Gothic

and classical Art, we say, are not only in-

harmonious with each other, but they are

inharmonious with ourselves. But what
the modern Gothic architects of the most
advanced school are trying to do is, to take

the old Gothic merely as a basis, and to try

to develop it into a style which shall satisfy

all our wants and tastes. And so of the

modern sculptor we should say that he is

trying to add to the beautiful, truthful,

graceful forms of Greek Art, something of

our modern thought, and feeling, and reli-

gion, if we did not find so many of our
high-class sculptors still engaged on conven-
tional Arenuses, and nymphs, and allegories.

Tho real question as between the three sister

Arts of architecture, sculpture, and painting,

is this : if out of the Gothic basis which

they have adopted, our Gothic artists shall

succeed at length in their attempt to deve-

lop a new style of architecture which shall

be really an expression of the mind of the

present day
;
and if the sculptors, out of the

Greek basis from which they take their

departure, shall succeed in developing a
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now style of sculpture, which shall equally
be an expression of the mind of this genera-
tion ;

and if the painter, starting from the
Pre-Raphaelite basis, shall succeed in giving
us a new style of painting, which shall also

embody the spirit of the age ; will it be
found at last that there is any incongruity
among the results produced by the sister

Arts 'i We venture to say there will not.

There is only one Aid, though it may take
various modes of embodiment—prose or
poetry, painting, sculpture, or architecture.

It is only where a race of men have lost

the living Art tradition, and have fallen

upon a period of antiquarianism and eclecti-

cism, and the artists who practise one form
of Art borrow from one source, and they
who practise another form of Art from
another source, that there is any incongruity
between contemporary Arts. If we could
sweep all the monuments of ancient Art out
of existence, and erase from our own minds
all the impressions which they have pro-
duced there, and begin anew with nothing
but nature, and our own instincts and
tastes, to guide us, then the artists would
all be in harmony, and we should have no
doubt about the speedy rise among a people
like ourselves of a great school of Art. But
we cannot destroy the monuments of man-
kind from the Pyramids downwards, and
we can never divest our own minds of the
results of their education. All that we can
do is, to endeavour to extract sound prin-

ciples of Art from all past phases of Art

;

to avoid prejudice and copyism
;
to study

nature above all ; and having cultivated

our minds and souls with true and high
feelings, and healthful tastes, then to be
not afraid to follow our own instincts.”

Without further preface we proceed to

introduce and to describe some of the works
which we have selected as examples of

what a young and rising school of sculptors

is doing to bring their art more in harmony
with the most advanced forms of the revived

Gothic architecture, and in harmony with
the demands of our own wants and tastes.

Fig. 1 is a good example of a design for a
font, in which, while the conventional forms
of Gothic are preserved in the general con-

tour, there is a considerable amount of

originality in the details, and a high degree

of artistic skill has been employed upon the

work. The font is one which was executed
for Bombay Cathedral

;
the general design is

by an amateur and a clergyman, the Rev.
C. Boutell ; the sculpture is by Mr. Forsyth.

It will be seen that the general form is a bold
circular bowl, carried on a central pier and
four detached shafts, which stand upon a cru-

ciform base. Four medallions containing

appropriate Scripture subjects, sculptured

in bas-relief, are introduced upon the sides

of the bowl ; the upper and lower margins
are enriched with elegant patterns, and an
enriched band round the middle carries the

text—“ Suffer little Children to come
unto Me, and forbid them not, for of
such is the Kingdom of Heaven.” The
capitals of the four supporting columns are

caived with foliage and flowers
;
the shafts

are of coloured marble. The breadth of the

general design, the elegance of the enrich-

ment, and the excellence of the sculpture,

combine to make this font a very satisfac-

tory example of modem design.

We have before us a photograph of

another font designed for Dunkeld, in which
the same general elements ofform are treated

with details of fourteenth century character,

with successful result. The circular bowl
has simple mouldings at its upper and lower
edges, and the whole space between is

occupied by four large ogee quatrefoils

touching the upper and lower mouldings

and each other. The outer moulding of
j

the quatrefoils is enriched with ball-flower,
I

and the spandrel spaces between the quatre- i

foils are occupied by well-designed foliage.
;

The quatrefoils contain subjects from the
!

life of our Lord, sculptured in bas-relief, !

of considerable merit, by Mr. Forsyth.
The base consists of a central column and
four shafts, as in the Bombay font, but
the central column is larger in proportion,
and the four shafts are attached, and the
whole is of the same stone as the bowl.

FONT OF BOMBAV CATHEDRA!,.

The capitals of the shafts have elegant

sculptured foliage of conventional Gothic
character; the base mouldings run con-

tinuously round the central column and its

attached shafts, and bind them into one.

We give an engraving of another font of

still more elaborate character, designed by
Mr. Slater, and executed by Mr. Forsyth
for Lichfield Cathedral. The general de-
sign is a square bowl with its angles cut
off, so as to form an irregular octagon,

supported on a central pier and angle

FONT OF LICHFIELD CATHEDRAL.

shafts of coloured marbles. The sides

of the bowl are divided into panels, en-

riched with marble shafts. In the four

angle faces are four saintly figures
;
on the

sides are four historical sculptures in bas-

relief, of great excellence of design and

execution. The subjects are Noah and his

Family entering into the Ark, the Passage
of the Red Sea, the Baptism and the

Resurrection of our Lord. The engraving
serves to represent the general design of

the font, and to save us a longer description,
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but does not do justice to the excellence of

the sculpture, or to the rich effect of the

white marble bowl and the variously

coloured shafts.

Another class of fonts depends not so

much upon sculpture for its beauty as upon
the effect produced by the skilful use of

different coloured stones and marbles. We
shall probably have occasion hereafter to

notice that this use of coloured marbles,

the consequence of the study which has

lately been given so largely to Italian

Gothic, is rapidly increasing, and promises

to be one important cause of a great modi-
fication in the modern practice of the Gothic

school of design. One of the earliest re-

markable examples of this style is Mr.
Butterfield’s font, in All Saints’, Margaret
Street, which is a successful example of

originality of form and harmony of colour,

FONT OF WHITLEY CHURCH, CHESHIRE.

but is a little defective in the quality of

the small amount of sculptured decora-

tion introduced in it. We should have
been tempted to give a representation of

it, but that a large and excellent woodcut
by Mr. Jewitt has already been published

in the Building Nexus.

Lastly, there are some fonts in whose
design the conventional forms of Gothic
Art have no place. Thorwaldsen’s famous
font, which consists of a kneeling angel

holding a shell, is one that has been
lately popularised among us by a small

model in “ Parian,” and by a rather coarse

copy adapted to the purpose of a fountain

at the comer of the churchyard of St.

Clement Danes.
We give in the accompanying woodcut a

representation of another very charming
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design for a font, which was executed for

Whitley Church, Cheshire. The church is

Renaissance in character, and the artist very

properly concluded that a conventional

Gothic font would be out of keeping with

the building in which it was to be placed

;

and to this circumstance we are indebted

for a design which, if we mistake not, is of

a very high degree of excellence. The
model of it was exhibited in the Interna-

tional Exhibition of 1862. It hardly needs

much description. Four kneeling angels

support a large circular marble bowl,

whose exterior is very elegantly enriched

with bands of ornament in low relief. It is

quite true that the whole design has no-

thing of conventional Gothic about it, but
it is equally free from the earthlmess of Re-
naissance

;
and, with some modification per-

haps in the ornamental pattei’n with which
the bowl is enriched, we do not see why
such a font should not be placed in any
Gothic church, ancient or modern. The
cover of the font is another work of Art,

very elegant in itself, and probably forming

the connecting link between the style of

the font and that of the work with which it

was to be surrounded. If the font were to

be introduced into a Gothic church, the

cover would perhaps require remodelling,

and the artist has given ample proof in

other works, some of them mentioned and
illustrated in this paper, that he possesses

the Gothic feeling, and could as success-

fully design a Gothic cover which would
carry his beautiful font up into harmony
with Gothic surroundings as this carries it

down towards the features of a Renaissance

church. There can surely be no question

that a work like that at Lichfield, with

compartments of historical sculpture, or

like the poetical and graceful design at

Whitley, possesses an interest which does

not attach to a mere conventional Gothic

design, however excellent, or a mere
pattern of colour, however choice the ma-
terial or successful the combination ma}'

be.

.Another part of the church into which
sculpture of a high class is being rather

largely introduceed, is in the reredos or

ornamental screen on the east wall of the

church behind the altar. It has always

been usual to adopt some such means of

giving an artistic importance to this which
is ritually the highest point of the building.

During the prevalence of the Renaissance

taste, it was usual to panel the east end,

and sometimes to return the panelling along

the side walls of the sacrarium, that is, the

space within the altar rails. Many of our

London and town churches still possess

reredoses of elaborate character, with
Corinthian columns and cornices, cheru-

bim and festoons of fruit and flowers,

carved in wood; and some of them have
considerable merit in point of execution.

It was not unusual also to put a large

painting of some appropriate subject in the

centre, which went by the conventional

name of an “ altar-piece and sometimes

the side panels also contained paintings,

Moses and Aaron being favourite subjects.

With the revival of Gothic came a fashion for

stone reredoses ;
which at first consisted of

Gothic panelling or tabernacle work, with

rows of empty canopied niches. When a

piece of sculpture was first introduced in

the centre panel of one of these reredoses,

people were disposed to take alarm at the

novelty. But that has all gone by. We
have had so many novelties, that our un-
reasoning conservatism has been thoroughly

broken down. Wo no longer suspect any-
thing merely because it is new. Things
which were first introduced by a particular
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school within the Church, and were there-

fore at first looked upon as party badges,

have long since been adopted by all parties

;

and we are all prepared now to judge things

on their merits.

Out of the many sculptured reredoses

which have been executed during the last

few years, we can only mention a few of

superior merit with which we happen to

have some acquaintance, omitting others

which probably are of equal excellence.

The reredos of the restored church of Sher-

borne Minster is one which deserves men-
tion. In general form it consists of a

moulded base and ornamented plinth, which
rises just above the altar-table. Upon this

stand two square panelled piers, with a

triple projecting canopy between them to

protect the sculpture beneath. The canopy

does not run up into spires, but is finished

off with the piers, at the height of the sill of

the east window, with a rich horizontal cor-

nice. The space between the piers and

beneath the canopy is divided horizontally

into two unequal spaces. The lower space,

which is the lesser in height, is formed into

a subordinate screen of three elaborately

cusped and ornamented ogee arches, beneath

which, and behind the shafts which carry

them, is a bas-relief of the Last Supper.

The upper space is undivided, and is occu-

pied by a large bas-relief of the Ascension.

The general architectural design is by Mr.
Slater, the sculpture is by Mr. Forsyth, and

is of very superior character.

Another reredos, from Hereford Cathedral,

we have been by an accident prevented

from engraving as an illustration of this

class of works. It stands under the Norman
arch which opens out of the sacrarium into

the Lady Chapel beyond. The screen occu-

pies the lower part of the arch ;
over it the

eye ranges among the elegant pillars and
aVches of the early English Lady Chapel

;

the nearest of these pillars stands in the

middle behind the screen, and presents a

flat spandrel space to the spectator, which

has been crusted over with sculpture. The
whole is contained by the severe Norman
arch as in a frame, and the effect is remark-

ably picturesque. The reredos itself is

divided horizontally into two stages. The
lower stage consists of five large elaborately

cusped quatrefoil panels, carved in white

marble, the foils being inlaid with coloured

marbles. The upper stage consists of a

solid screen, backing a series of five gabled

arches of Geometrical Gothic style. The
arches are moulded, the gables pierced and
crocheted, the capitals carved in the most
sumptuous manner ;

the short shafts which

carry the arches are of coloured marble, and
above them is another series of short shafts

of similar material carried on carved brack-

ets, whose capitals, which rise above the

horizontal cornice of the solid screen, serve

as pedestals for a series of statuettes.

Beneath the series of arches are introduced

five bas-reliefs of scriptural subjects
;
be-

ginning from the north they are—theAgony,

Bearing the Cross, the Crucifixion, the Re-
surrection, and the Raising of Lazarus.

On the whole, it is a large and fine work,

and one of the most important of its

class. It will not be forgotten by our

readers that this cathedral possesses also

the magnificent metal-work rood-screen

which attracted so much attention at the

recent International Exhibition, and which

is undoubtedly the finest piece of metal-

work which has been executed in England

in modern times.

Lastly, we present to the reader an en-

graving of the doorway of the Digby Chapel

of Sherborne Minster, as one of the best and

most characteristic examples with which

I

J
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we have met, of the two parts of the sub-

ject of modem Gothic sculpture. First, in 1

the mouldings of the doorway, we have an
j

example of the sumptuousness and growing
;

originality of the style of ornamentation

which are characteristic of the most ad-

vanced works of the modern Gothic school.
|

This portion of the work is from the design

of Mr. Slater
;
in general effect it resembles

the famous PortoH Occidental of Rouen
Cathedral, though there is so much of dif-

ference between them as to leave it very

doubtful whether the one was consciously

suggested by the other. The richness of

the arch-mouldings is thoroughly carried

out in the piers and columns which support

them, and the effect of richness is increased

by the introduction of marbles of different

colours in the shafts of the columns. The
execution of the details, which can be only

indicated in a sketch on the scale of our

illustration, is of the highest excellence.

The tympanum affords us one of the

best efforts we have yet seen of the modern
Gothic school of sculpture. It is the work
of a young artist, Mr. Redfern, from whom
we may expect still greater things. Some
remarks with which wo have been favoured

by the artist, in explanation of his own
conception, cannot but be interesting to

those who really desire to appreciate a work
of Art. “ I have endeavoured to keep pro-

minent more particularly three of the ele-

ments of true Gothic : rigidity, so essential

to architectural sculpture and the dignity

of the subject in hand; profuseness, so

characteristic of the ornamental details of

the doorway
;
and changefulness or motion,

which the word ‘ resurrection ’ suggests. For

the sake of the last I have introduced three

angels and two stones, without, I hope,

running counter to Christian Iconography.

The heaving of the two stones apart conveys

a better and grander idea of the opening up
of the tomb, and leads one moro easily in

subtle thought to the second resurrection,

when the graves shall yawn and give up
the hidden dead, than the representation of

a single stone. The three angels, lending

as much to profuseness as to changefulness

or motion, supply what has purposely been
lost in the figure of our Lord, and in the

sleeping soldiers, in order to gain dignity

and repose. Dignity, I hope, has been
attained by making our Lord stepping erect

and firm from the mouth of the tomb, with
all action reduced to a forward movement
of the right foot, and a gentle outspreading

of the arms, as if to receive to His wounded
breast redeemed mankind, the right hand

DOORWAY OF THE DIGBY CHAPEL, SHERBORNE MINSTER.

raised.in blessing, and the left bearing the

banner of the resurrection. This treat-

ment, I hope, is better than suspending the

figure in the air, w'hich, for the simple

reason of its being so unsculpturesque,

ought sparingly to be resorted to, but

which is too often seen in modern eccle-

siastical sculpture. Repose, too, so essen-

tial to all sculpture, I trust I have made
felt in the posing of the sleeping soldiers

and the disposition of the draperies, which

proceed to the rigid in the perpendicular

lines of the doorway of the tomb, in the

background, and in the lines of tho stones,

and in the placing of all the figures. I have

ignored perspective as much as possible in

this as in all my reliefs, because the best

examples of sculpture have taught me to

do so, and in the subject of the ' Agony in

the Garden’ [referring to the sculptures on

the Westropp monument in Limerick Ca-

thedral, which we may have to describe

hereafter], where I have been compelled

into the use of it, I have endeavoured to

give it a treatment that does not aim at

betraying us into the belief that we are

looking at a picture. I have also desired

to attain something of the flatness of treat-

ment which the Eigin marbles possess, and

teach us to be so necessary in bas-relief for

the spreading of broad lights which drive

the shadows into the background, and make
tho definition of the figures plain when at a

distance from the eye. It is this flatness

which makes reliefs which possess it so dif-

ferent from those which seem to have figures

in the round, half buried in the background,

and even from those in alto with the round

treatment, which must always appear at a

disadvantage when removed from the eye.

Most Gothic architects seem to be blind to

this ; nay, I know some who purposely shut

their eyes to it because the best lessons on

it come from a classical source. But all

early Gothic sculptures havq it in no small

degree, and also contain many more of the

elements of true sculpture than later work.

While working my sculptures honestly, I

dispense with sand-paper finish as much as

possible. So fond are some of our Gothic

sculptors and architects of this rasp and

sand-paper smoothness—needed perhaps to

meet the demand ot the modem English

mind for perfect execution—that we very

often see not a knob or knot left to hang a

shred of Gothic feeling on.”

SELECTED PICTURES.

IX THE COLLEOTIOX OF JAMES DUGDALE,
ESQ., WHOXALL ABBEY, WARWICKSHIRE.

THE LIFE OF BUCKINGHAM.

A. L. Egg.,R.A., Fainter. W. Grcatbacli, Engraver.

Considering the restraint under which
England lived during the government of

Cromwell and the Puritans, it is scarcely

a matter of surprise that a violent reaction

should have taken place as soon as the

controlling power was removed. From a

kind of morbid sensitiveness upon points

of morality, and from something closely

approaching to a rigid and sometimes, it

may be alleged, a pharisaical observance of

religious duties, a large portion of the

people rushed into the opposite extreme by
indulging in every kind of folly and excess.

A generation had sprung up to whom
pleasure, in the ordinary acceptation of the

word, was a novelty, and because it was so,

and because it was sweet to the taste, men
indulged in it to the full. The monarch
who ascended the throne set the example,

and he surrounded himself with corn-tiers,

most of them only too ready to uphold him
and participate in his vices. Among these

aiders and abettors of royal extravagance

and depravity', not one more signally dis-

tinguished himself than George Yilliers,

Duke of Buckingham, second son of the

Duke whom John Felton stabbed in a house

of Portsmouth. Both noblemen were great

favourites of Charles II., and though history

is not too complimentary to the morality

of either father or son, the two men are

not to be. compared, for the conduct, or

rather misconduct, of the latter, has always

given to his name an unenviable notoriety

in the annals of licentiousness. It has

been truly said, that ‘
‘ in his habits Buck-

ingham was utterly profligate.”

This is the man represented here in one

of his midnight orgies ; his companions are

the “merry monarch” Charles; the Earl

of Rochester, almost Buckingham's equal

in wit, and quite his equal in profligacy;

three or four other men of the same stamp

;

with some of those personages of the oppo-

site sex whose beauty the pencil of Sir

Poter Lely has left on record, but of whose
virtue the moralist is impelled to silence

;

tho Duchess of Portsmouth, Lady Castle-

maine, Mrs. Waters, Miss Davies, the

actress, and poor “Nelly Gwyn,” perhaps.

One of the company stands on a chair to

propose Buckingham’s health, who seems

to be the host of the evening, and one of

the fair but frail ladies is placing a flower

in his long flowing hair: the King, decorated

with the star of the Order of the Garter,

stands by his side, smiling on his favourite

while he honours the toast. Repulsive as

the subject is, the picture is exceedingly

clever in treatment and delineation of cha-

racter ; but it may well be asked, whether

an artist could not find a more worthy
theme for illustration than a group of male
and female bacchanals in the height of

their saturnalia, though they are clad in

costly raiment and have a King in their

midst. One lesson, however, it teaches;

and that is a lesson of thankfulness that

we live in times when the bright example

of moral rectitude is reflected from the

palace of the monarch into the cottage of

the peasant.

The picture was exhibited at the Royal

Academy in 1835. By its side, included in

the same outer frame, was another, illus-

trating the death ofthis favourite of royalty,

of which an engraving appears further on.
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GERMAN PAINTERS OF THE MODERN SCHOOL.

No. IX.—IvARL PILOTY, THE REALIST.

ADAME DE STAEL has said that
Geirnan artists are more happy in

conception than in execution. In
theory and in thought they arc

imposing ; but too often in prac-

tical appliances they are all but
impotent. Thoughts, it would
seem, come crowding upon the
mind of these German painters

;

mysteries cast deep shadows upon
the background of their mental
vision, and then just when their

lips seem ready for high discourse,

harsh, and ofttimes unintelligible, guttural is the
-ily sound they utter. While we contemplate the

works of the old Italian painters, emotions arc aroused
as when we listen to the chant of psalms wherein
poetry and piety intermingle. While on the other
hand wo turn to the works of the German painters of
the modern school, it is as if the harp strings were
broken and dissonant—as if the psalmist, who sat

down at oventide, found that the right hand of melody
had forgot her cunning. It may be feared, indeed, that Overbeck
and other painters of the so-called spiritual school, in aspiring to

be more than human, have been so far less than human, and,
consequently, all the less divine. The poet and the truly poetic

painter should be human even to excess ; he must, in the words
of Tennyson, “ be dowered with the hate of hate, the scorn of

i

scorn, the love of love
;

” the poet’s mind flows as a crystal river,

“light as light, and clear as wind,” yet will the fountain in its

dash and spray murmur in “ low melodious thunder.” The great

painter, as the true poet, must, I repeat, have a large humanity

:

he should be the representative or the all- sided man
;
he ought to

I

be as a circular mirror set up in the midst of wide-stretching

nature to receive and to reflect all the beauty and the majesty of

the world. He should be endowed, let me specially add, not only

j

with this capacity to receive, but with this co-ordinate power to

reflect and give forth, not only with fertility of conception, but
!
with facility of utterance, otherwise the poet will remain inaudible,

and the painter rest to the end of time in dreams to the world
I invisible, or, at least, inappreciable. “ The poet,” says Emerson,
“is sovereign of the universe, and stands in its centre as ‘ tho

j

sayer,’ ‘ tho namer,’ and the representative of beauty.” And so

likewise of the artist. The painter is expressly stationed on his high
outlook in order that he may see, and what he sees proclaim

;

1 and unless his speech be articulate and clear, how shall the people,

|

waiting in the lowlands beneath, know of the light that has
1 dawned upon the summit, or of the truth which has on the mount

I

been revealed ? And to come more directly to the point, there

cannot be a question but that the greater part of the German
zealots of high Art have in this very respect shown defect, and
fallen into grievous error. The failing, in fact, which Madame
de Stael discovered in her day, has since been further aggravated,

so that at length want of technical knowledge and manipulative
skill, instead of meeting with regret, has been actually held up as

a positive merit. But oven in the world of Art there is a pro-

vidence which in the end sets matters straight, and in the possible

Drawn by W. J. Allen.] kero amid the ruins or rome. [Ek raved by J. D. Cooper.

“ Nero Spared neither the people nor the city. Somebody in conversation saying, ‘ When thou art dead let fire devour the world,’ Nero replied, ‘ Nay,
let that he whilst I am living.’ And he acted accordingly, for he set the city on fire so openly that his attendants were caught witli burning torches in their

hands. During six days and seven nights this terrible devastation continued, and the people were obliged to Ily to the tombs and the temples for lodging
and shelter. Nero went forth from his golden house to view the city’s overthrow.”

—

Suetonius.

default of deep -searching reason, there generally comes a plain and previous papers of this series we have seen sometimes one scale

practical common sense which rules in the long run right. And heavily weighed down, sometimes another. In the present article

so it has been in the evolutions of the modern German school, we cast Karl Piloty as a counteracting weight against the over-
One-sided action has been negatived by the opposite-sided re- whelming incubus of Overbeck.
action, and thus a just balance is at length struck. In tho Karl Piloty was born in the year 1820. On the death of his
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brother-in-law Schorn, the painter of the huge picture of ‘ The

Deluge,’ now in the new Pinakothek, Munich, he was appointed

professor in the academy of that city. Piloty has since acquired

European fame by two great works which, of their kind, are

almost without rivals: the one, ‘The Death of Wallenstein,’

which for some years has attracted the eye of every visitor to the

new Pinakothek ; the other, ‘ Nero walking among the Ruins of

Rome,’ which, in the International Exhibition, astounded all

comers by its intense realism. Piloty, in Munich, is a leader in

the new school of Realists, the characteristics of which I shall

proceed to describe.

The history of Art presents a succession of movements, in

which general progression seems secured by alternate oscillations,

forwards and backwards, first towards action and then to counter-

action. To whatever portion of the world of painting we turn, the

operation of the same law is discovered. Hardly had the first gene-

ration of disciples in the new-born Spiritual School died out, when

the freshly-opened paths were trodden into hackneyed ways, re-

cently revived truths, learnt and practised by rote, fell under the

bane of conventionalism, and reanimated life sank once more into

death. And so it happens that minds realistic and naturalistic

rebelled, and thus once more the time arrived for yet another re-

action. The scholastic forms of the Carracci were effete ;
the cold

classical designs of French David were out of date ; the pictures of

Raphael, Mengs, and of Angelica Kauffmann, still to be seen in

German galleries, had faded out of life ;
and, lastly, even the

honoured saints, to which Overbeck had given resurrection,

stricken with decay and stiffened in charnel cerements, are ready

to sink a second time into the grave. What hope, then, re-

mained for Art thus threatened with wide-sweeping and re-

peated overthrow ? One line still was left, one road yet was open

—a path worn by pilgrims in all times and countries—the broad

yet often narrow way that leads to nature. This was the course,

as we have seen in our preceding article, which truth-seeking

Lessing entered upon, in Dusseldorf ;
and this is the career which

Piloty the painter, who this month comes under our notice,

t
Engraven by J. D. Cooper.THE NUHSE.Drawn by U . J. Allen.]
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pursues in Munich. Thus to schools eclectic, classic, and eccle-

siastic, succeeds, under the law of reaction, a style of stalwart

naturalism.
But what is Nature—what is natural—what is naturalism ?

Mr. Lewes, in the Fortnightly Review, answers as follows :
—“The

pots and pans of Teniers and Van Mieris are natural ;
the passions

and humours of Shakspeare and Moliere are natural
;
the angels

of Fra Angelico and Luini are natural ;
the Sleeping Faun and

the Fates of Phidias are natural
;
the cows and the misty marshes

of Cuyp, and the vacillations of Hamlet, are equally natural.”

Criticism would, therefore, seem to require a more definite line pf

demarcation— a more solid basis of classification. For since, in

a certain sense, Carlo Boromeo by Overbeck, and Nero by Piloty,

are alike natural, we require to know wherefore the two works

are so contrary the one to the other, and why the two painters

stand at the opposing poles of the world’s Art. The explanation

is not so difficult to arrive at as might at the first view appear.

Nature, be it remembered, is rather a wide domain, containing

many kingdoms, a multiplicity of tenements, and a diversity of

dwellers. Nature, in her infinity, cannot be got within a canvas,

neither can she be comprehended in her integrity by any one

observant mind, however catholic in scope, or sympathetic in

spirit. She must be taken piecemeal
;
her truths must be held

up one by one for successive view ;
her beauties must be indited,

each in a separate sonnet or song. The hymn and the erotic poem

shall be kept apart
;
the picture of the saint shall hold no com-

munion with the design of the satyr. In the kingdom of Nature

are many mansions, and in her service are ministrants differing

widely in worldly wisdom and spiritual gifts. It were, indeed,

an error to suppose that in this commonwealth, or community,

there is equality in rank or office. As in the same human body

the varied members differ each from each in honour, so in the

framework of nature are the forms and functions'’dissimilar. And
students and workers, whoever they may be, whether men of
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his party assume. If for “ natui'alism ” we substitute “ realism,”
or “ materialism,” the perplexity in which we have been involved
disappears. Piloty, as I have said, belongs to the realistic school.
This school has little in common with the ideal philosophy which
teaches that Nature is Spirit visible, and that Spirit is invisible
Nature. It is allied more closely to the Philosophic Positive of
Auguste Comte, that philosophy which is founded on the observa-
tion of facts, that “ inductive method” indeed, whereon, since the
days of Bacon, all physical science is built. This, perhaps, is the
only system which gives to the Arts and the sciences the promise

of progression. Intuition or intuitive knowledge is not only
something purely inward, but it is moreover strictly individual

;

it cannot well be passed from hand to hand, it cannot be taught or

transferred from intellect to intellect, but ends as it begins, with
the conceiving mind that gave it birth. Positive knowledge, on
the other hand, may be weighed and measured, and, when of
worth, is accumulated, laid up in storehouses, transmitted from
father to son, and instilled by a master into his pupil. Thus the
acquisition made by one generation, becomes an inheritance
to all after ages ; it is the common property of mankind, so
that the general intellect grows in resource and gains in aggregate
power. This line of argument will, I think, in some measure
account for the fact that there is a finality in Arts and sciences so
long as they are the outcomings of mere intuition. It will, I
conceive, in good degree show why Overbeck and other masters of
the spiritual school have done little else than reproduce the forms

science, sculptors, or painters, are no less cast in widely 1

differing lots. Some one may find himself in Nature's household I

standing in an outer court—he may, perchance, be taken to
j

perform menial offices
;
or possibly he has been admitted to the

very shrine, there to assist in high function, and to enjoy imme-
diate communion with truth. Servants and worshippers wait
alike upon Nature, yet in dignity they are diverse. And so

it is with painters, who all claim admission into Nature’s great
temple : all are numbered by the goddess when she takes count
of her followers—some as menials, others as priests

; some as
sweepers of the floor, others as attendants at the altar ; some as
keepers of the vestments, purveyors of meats and drinks for the
body ; others as aspirants, who, in spirit, seek to be clothed in

white raiment, and to be fed by the heavenly manna. In Ger-
many we have men of each sort, and we honour them according
to their work. The scholars of Overbeck approach Nature with the
white lily of purity in their hand, and the star which shone in
Bethlehem is on their forehead

; others there are who worship the
great Pan, bearing garlands of vine and wreaths of bay.
The position of Piloty in the contemporary history of painting

requires to be yet more accurately defined. We have seen that ‘
‘ na-

turalism” is so widely generic as to need subdivision. In the strict

sense of the term, all schools are naturalistic which take nature as
their model. But there is to the word yet a narrower, and

,
indeed,

more accustomed meaning, that will serve to show with some
approach to precision the attitude which Piloty and others of

Drawn by 11 . J. Allen.] THE DEATH OF WALLENSTELN—SENI, THE ASTROLOGER, CONTEMPLATES THE MURDERED DUKE.
“Is lie dead? Seni. O bloody, frightful deed

!

He sleeps ! 0 murder not the holy sleep ! Within, the duke lies murdered

!

No, he shall die awake. 0 house of death and horrors !
”—Schiller.

[
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selves to be unproductive and uncreative. On the other hand,

this same reasoning gives to the opposing school of realists and

materialists assurance of strength and renovated vitality. It

shows, moreover, how Art may be yoked to the car of science, how
she can move onwards with civilisation, how she shall receive fresh

light according to the accession of new truths, and gain additional

power through the progress of the human intellect.

The realism and the materialism of Piloty and his school, being

lip mvprsfi nf abstract idealisms, obtain liracticul issues which Ithe reverse of abstract idealisms, obtain practical issues which

shall now proceed to point out one by one. In the first place,

pictures which are the record of facts and the offspring of induc-

tion, are generally strongly pronormced in individual character.

Dreamy and vague generalities they are usually delivered from

by a broad and bold portraiture which seizes salient points,

which, by incised lines, and possibly by here and there a

decisive shadow, hits off the personal peculiarity of each man
to the life. This Art, just as it departs from ideal forms,

just as it cares little for absolute beauty, so does it lay stress on

individual idiosyncrasies, hold up to view the aberrations from

the central type, and even exaggerate any line or angle which

strikes the eye, because it is abnormal. This tendency towards

what is singular, exceptional, and even fantastic, is a trait that

distinguishes the German mind when left to its own devices.

Let me point to the illustrations to the present paper in proof

of the position that on entering the studio of Piloty we bid adieu

to dreamland, we say good-bye to mediaeval Italy, we turn our

backs upon classic Greece, we ignore the gods of Olympus and

the poets of Parnassus. In one of these illustrations a wet-nurse

kneels by a cradle, and an old crone scrubs a frying-pan ! In

another Nero, bloated, sensual, and sotted in debauch, stands

pronounced as the personal embodiment of crime, individual,

actual, and realistic. In the remaining picture Seni, the astro-

loger, is marked by that close and detailed diagnosis of cha-

racter which pertains, as we have seen, to schools material and

realistic.

I wish, in the second place, to point out how realistic treatment

tends towards dramatic action, striking situation, and deliberate

plot or climax. Spiritual schools are naturally, if not of neces-

sity, contemplative. Saints are sedentary, martyrs are apt to be

meditative, and angels being seldom athletes, expend the little

physical force given to them in rhapsody upon the harp. The

case is wholly different with painters who enter on a stormy

world and enlist in the battle of life. Again, there are artists

who, not expressly religious or sacerdotal, are yet addicted to

philosophic musings or to ideal abstractions ;
and such painters

seldom commit themselves to dramatic situations. In Munich a

project was started for the decoration of a Eoyal Athemeum, and

artists there were who proposed to execute on the walls a grand

picture-cycle, which should expound a complete system of philo-

sophic ideas. Piloty and others of the realistic school promulgated

an opposition plan.
' They too had principles to enforce ; but their

precepts they wished to teach through living examples. They

believed that an abstract truth is most potent when put in a

concrete form. Philosophy is best taught by history. Noble

ideas stand in boldest relief when enacted by noble men. Thus

Piloty, Hildebrandt, Eethel, Adolphe Schrodter, and other artists,

pledged to realism, have been accustomed to select as the

themes for their pictures some clearly defined character, some

leading event which stands as a landmark in their country’s

annals, some heroic act in which man has fought a good fight and

left his mark on the page of history. And herein this band of

German painters is brought in close relationship .with contem-

porary artists in neighbouring nations—with Gallait in Belgium,

and with a still greater man, the late Paul Delaroche of Paris

artists who have been the realists of history, painters whose

pictures are as brilliant as the pages of Macaulay, as graphic as

the word-paintings of Carlyle.

The dramatic action which Piloty and his fellow-workers delight

in, is an element that has been of comparatively late develop-

ment in the history of Art. Eepose was the supreme sentiment

of Greek sculpture. Eternal rest seems the heritage of the figures

which Byzantine artists wrought in mosaic on the apses of

churches, and a like unruffled serenity dwells in the faces of saints

depicted by the early Italian painters. Action appears first to

have crept into Christian Art by smallest of incidents, as when
Eaphael, in a well-known picture, makes pretty play for the

infant Jesus and John by the introduction of a goldfinch. In
‘ The Murder of the Innocents,’ by the same artist, drama becomes

intense. And descending to modern works, tragedy .thickens

apace, as seen, for example, in ‘The Death of Queen Elizabeth,’

‘ The Execution of Lady Jane Gray,’ ‘ The Children in the Tower,’

‘ The Trial of King Charles,’ by Delaroche, ‘ The Execution of

Counts Egrnont and Horn,’ by Gallait, ‘ The Children in
.

the

Tower,’ by Hildebrandt, and ‘ Huss on the Funeral Pyre,’ by

Lessing. These works all partake of that realistic and dramatic

Piloty, is a late and illustrious example. Nero, stalking as the

genius of evil and destruction among the ashes and over the

ruins of Eome, is a theme no less terrible in disaster. It must,

however, be admitted that compositions thus highly wrought

verge closely upon the sensation drama, are tainted even with

the spasmodic passions, which have been rightly deemed omens

of evil and symptoms of disease in the face and complexion of

our modem Art. Passing through this purgatory of pain, it is a

relief to enter on the placid regions where Angelico the blessed,

Ary Scheffer the benign, and Overbeck the saintly, reign in

unruffled rest. The profit, not to speak of the enjoyment, brought

to the mind by the mere transition from one style to its opposite,

should at least teach the critic toleration. Unhappy indeed would

it be for us were it in our power to extinguish any one manifesta-

tion of the beautiful which, through the diversity of genius, has

been made to shine upon the world for good.

Thirdly, I will show how the realistic treatment of history

obtains strength through the accumulative force of objective

materials. The ideal method as practised by Eaphael and taught

by our own Sir Joshua Eeynolds, in its strife to lay hold of mind,

to depict humanity, and to reach towards divinity itself, readily

ignored every subordinate accessory. Drapery was drawn in

generic form, it was broadly massed in folds, but the texture of

linen, silk, or wool none of the great Italian masters would

condescend to indicate. The same superiority to trifling circum-

stance, the like disdain of mean detail, the same instinctive

repulsion for the uses and appliances of common life, invariably

mark the purest times of Italian Art. In these latter days,

however, a complete change has come upon our practice, and

Piloty and others of his school are herein subject to reproach.

Mr. Edward Wilberforce, in his volume on “ Social Life in

Munich,” institutes a contrast between Schiller’s poem and Piloty’

s

picture. “ A comparison,” writes Mr. Wilberforce, “ of Schiller’s

description of the death of Wallenstein with the version of Piloty,

should warn every painter against attempting the summit of

tragedy with clogs of silk and satin upon him.” Mr. Lewes, m
the article already quoted, is still .more severe. “In Piloty’s

much-admired picture of ‘ The Death of Wallenstein,’ the

truth with which the carpet, the velvet, and all other accessories

are painted, is certainly remarkable ;
but the falsehood of

giving prominence to such details in a picture representing the

death of Wallenstein, as if they were the objects which could

possibly arrest our attention and excite our sympathies in such a

spectacle, is a falsehood of the realistic school. H a man means

to paint upholstery, by all means let him paint it so as to delight

and deceive an upholsterer ;
but if he means to paint a human

tragedy, the upholsterer must be subordinate, and velvet must

not draw our eyes away from faces.”

Lastly, one word I must say on the technical excellencies which

are seldom wanting in the realistic school. Ideal painters are apt,

as we have seen, to rest content with the idea they have conceived,

and not unfrequently show themselves indifferent to the means or

the instruments whereby the conception is to be made visible,

to minds standing outside the sphere of intuition. On the other

hand, I need scarcely remark that realistic painters would be

wholly untrue to the name they bear, did they not give to each

object put upon canvas something more literal and substantial

than vague suggestion. The silks that hang from the shoulders

of a countess, the robes which deck the person of a prince, even

the rags that cover but in part the nakedness of the beggar, must

be transcribed literally thread by thread. In this art, whatever

be its worth, Piloty is a master—what a baton is to the conductor

of an orchestra, what a bow is to the leader of violins, such is the

brush in the hands of this painter. Manipulation so dextrous, and

for detail so minute, does not stop with the delineation of form

;

it goes on even to the illusive imitation of surface. Texture is

got by loaded, solid paint, transparency by thin liquid wash. As

an example of the former method, look at the crumbling and

calcined ruins of Nero’s Golden House. Gaze, too, when next in

Munich, on the glitter of that diamond ring which dazzles on

the hand of Wallenstein.

In Art, as in Philosophy, the opposing schools of idealists and

realists have existed from all time, and will continue to endure

while the world lasts. That the two systems will ever be entirely

renconciled, or completely merged the one in the other, is scarcely

probable, or, indeed, taken for all in all, desirable. Once or twice

perhaps in the history of Art this fusion has been on the point of

accomplishment. The statues of Phidias and the pictures of

Eaphael are both real and ideal. To the works of other men—to

the pictures of Piloty for example—this universality has been

denied. Genius, however, which is less discursive, often in com-

pensation gains proportionately greater concentration within its

narrower sphere. In the realism of history, at all events, Piloty

has not been surpassed.
J. Beavestgton Atkinson.
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RECENT SCIENTIFIC AIDS TO ART.

Part III.

COAL-TAR COLOURS DERIVED FROM
CARBOLIC ACID.

Although I am afraid to fatigue the
attention of the readers of this Journal by
constantly referring to the colours obtained
from coal-tar, still from the variety and
the brilliancy of the shades they give rise

to, and the important part they now play
in the arts of calico-printing, dyeing, paper-
staining, and other branches of trade, I
feel confident that I shall be considered as
only discharging my duty in continuing to

give a general outline of the various colours
thus derived. Having in the first two
articles referred specially to the remarkable
dyes obtained principally from aniline and
naphthaline, I shall proceed to make some
observations upon a substance also obtained
from coal-tar, and which is interesting not
only as being susceptible of producing, as
I shall show, some remarkable colours, but
also from its extraordinary medicinal and
therapeutic properties, a subject which is

attracting a considerable amount of public
attention at the present time. The sub-
stance I refer to is carbolic acid, which is

calculated to render great service to societj',

especially if a scourge like cholera visited

our countiy, for this acid is certainly

the most powerful antiseptic substance
known to chemists, as it destroys the germs
of putrefaction, and prevents thereby the
spread of infectious diseases. The value of
this recently discovered substance cannot
be overrated. To enablo the reader to ap-
preciate the correctness of the above state-

ment, it will be sufficient to state that this

substance—which was onlyknown to scien-
tific men in I860—has drawn so much at-

tention, and its employment is becoming
so general, that it is now manufactured
in quantities of several tons a week. The
commercial production of this substance is

an instance among many which could be
brought forward at the present day, where
we find a substance to be a scientific

curiosity one day, and become an important
commercial product the next.

To extract the small per-centage of this in-
teresting substance from coal-tar, the black,

sticky, noisome substance called coal-tar,

is to introduce it in a large still, and submit
it to distillation. A pitchy matter remains
behind, which is now extensively used in
connection with hard materials for making
private and public foot-paths. All recent
visitors to Paris must have observed that
not only is pitch used for the purpose
above named, but also for the roadway for

carriages
;
and although it may offer some

inconveniences for horses, still it does away
with the nuisance arising from the large
traffic existing in metropolitan towns, as it

prevents the noise, dust, and dirt arising
either from the use of common pavement or
Macadamised road

;
and no doubt many of

my readers are also aware of the application
it has received of late years in the hands
of the architect as a building material, by
employing it as a substitute for mortar or
cement in all places where damp or wet is

to be excluded.
I may also be allowed in a Journal

dedicated to Art to refer to some interesting
applications which this substance has re-
ceived within the last two years, at the
hands of an eminent scientific and practical
chemist of Lille, Mi’. Frederick Kulhmann.
He takes various works of Art made of
plaster of Paris and other porous substances,
and dips them into melted pitch, when it

penetrates into the mass, and gives them
not only great solidity, but renders them
capable of taking a high polish

;
in fact,

slabs of plaster so prepared are suscep-
tible of being substituted for black marble.
This gentleman has also made the curious
observation, viz., that if some of the hard-
est, and to all appearance the most com-
pact, minerals with which we are ac-

quainted are dipped in melted pitch, it will

penetrate through the mass and discolour

them. Thus he has succeeded in convert-
ing perfectly white rock-crystal into the
smoky variety. He has also succeeded in

penetrating several gems, such as amethysts
and corendon, and there is no doubt that
when these scientific researches of Mr.
Kulhmann become popularised, and placed
thereby in tho hands of practical men, some
useful and valuable applications of his dis-

coveries will be the result to society.

To come back to carbolic acid : it is found
in the products which distil when tar is

submitted, as above stated, to the action of

heat, and to extract it the hydrocarbons
which distil at a temperature of 300° to
400° are employed. They are mixed with
a solution of caustic alkali, that dissolves

the carbolic acid and other similar oi’ganic

compounds, leaving as insoluble substances
neutral hydrocarbons. The alkaline solu-
tion containing the carbolic acid is re-

moved from the oily and neutral hydro-
carbons, and mixed with sulphuric acid,

which liberates the carbolic acid. The oil

requires further chemical treatment to bring
it to the state of a white crystallised sub-
stance, having a fusing point of 94°, and a
boiling point of 370u . It is soluble in
twenty parts of water, and freely soluble
in alcohol, ether, acetic acid, and glyce-
rine. The presence of it is easily detected
by a chemist, owing to the two following
characteristic reactions which it presents.
If a pieco of pine wood is dipped in this

substance and then into hydro-chloric acid,

and the wood so prepared is exposed to tho
action of the atmosphere, it assumes a
beautiful blue colour. Further, carbolic

acid, when mixed with ammonia and a
little bleaching powder, or chloride of lime,

yields a beautiful blue colour.

We shall now trace the chemical modi-
fications that substance undergoes, to be-
come tho intermediate compound for pro-
ducing the various colours which are now
employed by printers and dyers in their

daily operations.

In the early part of this century several
eminent chemists, Wetter, Prout, and my
learned master, Mr. S. Chevreuil, dis-

covered that several of the organic sub-
stances, and especially indigo, would yield,

when treated by nitric acid, a very bitter

yellow substance, which received succes-
sively the names of Wetter’s bitter, car-

bonzotic by Chevreuil, and is now generally
known under the name of picric acid. It

is chiefly obtained by the action of nitric

acid on carbolic acid
;
and it is easy to

understand why carbolic acid should be
preferred for its preparation to any other
substance known at the present day, for it

only requires to substitute three of the
equivalents of hydrogen for three equiva-
lents of hyponitric acid to convert carbolic

acid into picric. When once this chemical
action has ensued, it is only necessary to

treat the mass resulting from the reaction

by hot water to dissolve from it the picric

acid it contains ; and allowing the aqueous
solution to cool, the picric acid crystallises,

and is ready for use. It presents itself in

beautiful yellow crystals, having a most
intensely bitter taste

;
it is freely soluble

in water, and imparts a most beautiful and

pure yellow dye to animal fibres, such as

silk and wool. In fact, to impart to those
materials the yellow dye (as was first

proved, in 1851, by Mr. Marnas), it is

simply necessary to dip the silk or wool in

a cold solution, and after a few hours tho
materials will be found dyed, and only re-

quire to be washed to be ready for use.

I cannot here refrain from calling the
attention of the reader to a most curious
and unique physiological property which
this picric acid presents. If taken inter-

nally by man, it is found to be a most
powerful febrifuge, as proved by the re-

searches of Dr. Alfred Aspland, in the mili-

tary hospital at Dukinfield, who has cured
hundreds of cases of intermediate fever in

soldiers who had returned from India and
China with this disease so chronically

settled that it had passed the stage where
it could be cured any longer by quinine,

and still tho disease had yielded to the

administration of picric acid. The singular
fact is, that the skin of the persons taking
picric acid becomes yellow dyed, and that

colour only appears when the therapeutic
action is effective ; and further, that the
skin reassumes its natural colour if the use
of the medicine is discontinued for a few
days.

Allow me now to call attention to an-
other brilliant colour obtained from car-

bolic acid, called rosalic acid, first dis-

covered, in 1834, by Runge, in connection
with another colour of a brown hue, called

brunalic acid. These acids Runge dis-

covered in examining the refuse products
resulting from tho oxidation of carbolic

acid, and he succeeded in separating them
by adding lime to their alcoholic solution,

when the rosalate of lime was formed, by
which rosalic acid was liberated by adding
to it ascetic acid. Muller, following up
tho researches of Runge, succeeded in ob-
taining rosalic acid as a dark red substance,
with a green lustre of cantharides, in-

soluble in water, soluble in alcohol, and
communicating a most magnificent crimson
colour to alkaline solutions. Dr. Angus
Smith has thrown much light on the trans-
formation which carbolic acid undergoes to

become converted into rosalic acid. He
has shown that such conversion is effected

by the addition simply of two equivalents
of oxygen to one of carbolic acid ; and that

to convert carbolic acid into rosalic acid,

it is simply necessary to pass tho vapour
of carbolic acid over a heated mixture of
caustic soda and peroxide of manganese,
when the peroxide of manganese would
yield to the oxygen necessary for the con-
version of the carbolic acid into rosalic. But
the most interesting method for producing
this rosalic acid, now used as a dye under
the name of yellow coraline, or aurine, has
been published by Messrs. Gainon, Marnas,
Bennett and Co. It consists in heating
slowly a mixture of sulphuric, carbolic,

and oxalic acids. Under the influence of
the oxalic, the greater part of the carbolic
is converted into yellow coraline, which
only requires to be well washed with water
to render it fit to be used as a dye. But
as it is insoluble in water, it is necessary
to dissolve it in methylated spirit, and to

add the solution into hot water. Then
working either silk or wool in the dye-beck,
the animal fibres will assume a brilliant

orange colour.

As to its employment in calico printing,

or paper staining, wo shall describe the
method in our next article.

It is with sincere pleasure that I have
again to bring forward the name of
Mr. Mamas; and still it is but to render
justice to whom justice is due, for he has
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made several most important discoveries in

connection with, tho production of tar

colours. This gentleman has succeeded in

producing with rosalic acid the most bril-

lionf vpr) r-nl mvr wVn'nli is immovable hvtJnliant red colour, which is immovable by the

action of alkalies and acids. The substance

he calls peonine, or red coraline. He has

attained .this important result by a most
ingenious process, and one which will ulti-

mately prove extremely valuable in the art

of manufacturing artificial colours
;
for he

has contrived to convert the red loose colour

of rosalic ‘acid into a fast red colour, by
fixing on rosalic acid some of tho elements

of ammonia, and he has effected this by
heating rosalic acid in contact with am-
monia under pressure. What renders this

reaction still more interesting is, that by
the introduction of nitrogen to the colour

itself, it imparts the property of fixation to

fabrics which do not contain that element,

such as cotton, flax, &c., and thus places

these fabrics more nearly on a par in this

respect with those which, as is well known,

owe their power of receiving dyes to the

presence of nitrogen in their composition,

such as wool, silk, alpaca, &c.

Le Societe d’Industrielle do Mulhouse
has lately called the attention of printers

and dyers to the production of a very fine

maroon and ruby colour, discovered by
M. Jules Eoth, and obtained by the action

of nitro-sulphuric acid, or a mixture of

nitric and sulphuric acids upon impure

carbolic acid. Tho oxidation of the sub-

stance is a modification of that which is

employed for obtaining picric acid. The
brown colouring matter thus produced must
be thoroughly deprived of any trace of acid

by being washed with water, to render it

fit for use
;

and, singularly enough, this

result is obtained by washing the substance

with boiling water instead of cold, owing to

the circumstance that it is insoluble in the

former, thus being contrary to the general

property of matter. It is very soluble in

water, ether, alcohol, and vinegar, and also

in alkalies, such as potash and soda.
_

To
dye with it, it is necessaiy to dissolve it in

methylated spirit, and to add to that solu-

tion in water, so as to render it in a fit state

to enable the animal fibres to fix it. It has

been used with success by the printers of

Mulhouse, and they speak very highly of

the fine fawn colours they are able
.

to

obtain. By passing the prints on which

is this colouring substance, which bears the

name of Phenicienne,
through a solution of

bichromate of potash, fine ruby tints are

obtained. I am not aware that this colour

has yet been employed to any extent in

England.
Very similar shades of colour can also be

obtained by acting upon picric acid with

sulphuretted hydrogen in presence of am-
monia, when a complicated chemical action

ensues, and an acid called picromic acid is

produced, which is susceptible of being used

as a substitute for Phenicienne. Messrs.

Carey, Lea, and Hlasiwetz have succeeded

in converting picric acid into the most
interesting substance, which, had it been

discovered ten years sooner, or before the

commercial manufacture of tar colours,

would have made their fortune. The readers

of this Journal will no doubt remember an

elaborate and able article published in it

(vol. vii., p. 114) from the pen of Ml-. Bobert

Hunt, on Murexide,
or Tyrian purple, where-

in .the author showed that chemists have
succeeded inobtainingfrom guano a brilliant

crimson colour, which has received the name
of Tyrian purple, in consequence of its simi-

litude in shade to what is supposed to have
been the colour extracted from buccinum,

or purpura— shell-fish, common to the

Mediterranean Sea, belonging to the genus

Murex—by the Phoenicians, and called by

them Tyrian purple, and also used by the

Homans under the name of Boman purple.

But tho production of murexide by the

action of nitric acid on uric acid, which

represents nearly entirely the oxcrement of

birds and serpents, or the remains of these

substances in the best qualities of guano,

rendered the manufacture of the colour

expensive, and limited, to a certain extent,

its employment. Yet the artificial pro-

duction of this colour from picric acid, as

above stated, by Messrs. Carey, Lea, and

Hlasiwetz, would have enabled, manufac-

turers to obtain it at a comparatively small

expense
;

and as it may prove inter-

esting to some readers to know how these

gentlemen effected their purpose, I may
state that they added one part of picric acid,

dissolved in nine parts of boiling water, to

a rather concentrated solution of cyanide of

potassium, heated to a temperature of 140°

;

ammonia and prussic acid are evolved, and

on allowing the liquor to cool, an abandoned

crystalline mass is produced ;
the whole is

thrown on a filter, and tho solid substance

washed with a little cold water ;
it is then

dissolved in boiling water, from which well-

defined crystals of isopurpurate of potash

are deposited, that have a red brown ap-

pearance with transmitted light, and a grey

metallic colour with reflected light. By
substituting ammonia for potash, a perfect

isomeric substance to murexide or Tyrian

purple is produced. The artificial produc-

tion of this colour gives rise to the curious

remark, that the colour mmrexide should

at first have been produced from uric acid,

which is found in human urine, and, as

stated above, presenting, if not entirely
,
at

all events nearly so, the excrement of ser-

pents and of birds, and should then have

been manufactured from the remains of

these substances in guano, and, lastly
,
from

a derivative product obtained from coal-tar.

This shows the progress which chemistry

has made of late years, and how it has

succeeded in producing from substances

apparently dissimilar, a unique substance

called murexide or Tyrian purple.

E. Grace Calvert.

EXHIBITION OE ABTS AND
MANUFACTURES

E OR Is ORTH-EASTERN LONDON.

Ax exhibition of manufactures produced within

a given district of north-eastern London has

been held in the Agricultural Hall, Islington.

The ceremony of the opening, which took place

in August, was conducted in such a manner as

to render it very impressive—the trustees hav-

ing invited the Lord Chancellor, the Lord

Mayor, the Marquis of Salisbury, the Arch-

deacon of London, and other personages, to

preside and assist at the inauguration. In

the several addresses, in which the utility

and prospects of such gatherings were dwelt

upon, great hopes were expressed that the object

of the exhibition would prove a success, that

object being the formation of a Museum in rela-

tion with, and as a branch of, that of South Ken-

sington, in favour of which scheme it is argued

that the latter is at so great a.distance from the

north-eastern district, that it was practically

out of the reach of a working-man in that

region. It would take two days and a half of a

working-man’s time to examine South Kensing-

ton Museum ;
for it would necessitate four visits

of throe hours each to see that valuable and

instructive collection, and that would be too

great a sacrifice, save as an exception.

The north-eastern district of our huge metro-

polis is a hive of skilled labour, and it is well

that it should have an opportunity of showing

what it can do for itself. The population of the

area whence it was appointed to receive contri-

butions, must far exceed a quarter of a million

of souls, though looking at the Catalogue it

appears that articles of utility and taste have

been received from quarters beyond the pre-

scribed limits, an exercise of discretion on the

part of the council, against which, in the present

instance, nothing can be fairly urged. Indeed

in considering some of the articles registered as

sent by producers living out of the north-eastern

district, we find there is something to connect

them with Clerkenwell, or St. Luke’s, or some
other division within the circle. The specialities

of the district are horological and scientific

manufactures, but within an area peopled by
such a' multitude, it is not too much to say

there is no application of human ingenuity

that is not there in fuff activity. An ample

list of guarantors are responsible for the sum
of £2,100, an amount not large when com-

pared with the ventures we daily hear of in

connection with public enterprises, but sufficient,

if it be necessary to call upon the guarantors, to

initiate a museum on the limited proportions

which it must first assume, supposing exhibitors

willing to represent themselves by acceptable

presentations. Thus the purpose of the exhibi-

tion is a desirable one, even were it carried no

farther than as a local museum for the display

of the productions of tho district, the pecu-

liarities of which supply certain of the great

wants of civilised life.

It will be understood that this exhibition is in

everything distinct from that held in the Agri-

cultural Hall last year, the latter having origi-

nated in the laudable desire of showing the pro-

ducts of individual handicraftsmen, whereas the

present occasion sets forth the results of the com-

bined labour of many skilled workmen ;
and but

for such combinations the excellence never could

have been arrived at whereby so many of these

manufactures are distinguished. The scheme

includes a Fine Art department, but we submit

that the dignity of the enterprise is in nowise

served by the works contributed on such occa-

sions. In favour, however, of sculpture now
exhibited there must be recorded an honourable

exception, as some of the statues and busts are

of the highest character, but as they are already

in great part known to the public, the mention

of a few of them is sufficient. In the gallery are a

few sculptures in marble, but those which grace

the hall are casts of the admirable statue of

(Goldsmith, by Foley; ‘The Captive’ and ‘The

Fugitive,’ two recent works by Lawlor ;
a case

of medallions, by G. G. Adams
;

‘ Winter,’

Papworth; the statue of Lord Falkland, and

‘Circassia,’ J. Bell; ‘The Love Test.,’ Birch,

« St. John,’ Davis
;

‘ May Queen,’ Nichols, &e.

The attractions to the exhibition are enhanced

by a small collection of beautiful works lent

from South Kensington, wherein is seen the

perfection of ornamental Art, and it is in this

direction that it is especially desirable to see a

marked advance in our own productions. In

contemplating at South Kensington the superb

and luxurious enrichments that everywhere

importune the eye, we are stirred by emotions

of wonder and admiration, but it must not be

forgotten that were the objects not a special selec-

tion of such as arc either rich or rare, it would

as an exhibition be worthless ;
and again it

must be remembered that each of these beautiful

examples may be one of a thousand, that for

one success there have been hundreds of failures.

The horological and scientific productions of

Clerkenwell and its neighbourhood are infinitely

superior to the great mass of continental works

of the same class, and nowhere are they sur-

passed. A good English watch wifi continue to

do satisfactory service for sixty or even a hundred

years, and some exemplification of the inven-

tions and improvements which have led to this

superiority are not unworthy of public record,

—of being signalised in a museum. In a

stand belonging to Mr. Bennett are some clocks

of elegant design, of which the works connect

them with the district ;
but the ornaments of the

cases seem to be French—small figures in the

taste of which Pradier was the creator. It is at

once clear that the modeller of these figures is
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an industrious and highly educated artist, whose
sole occupation is perhaps the modelling of small
figures. There are in the same case two Jewish
figures, parcel gilt; both are personally too
thin in the figure, unless intended for brackets,
and the polish of the faces is an unpardonable
error in the finishing. It is in this department
of Art that we are in arrear of our neighbours

;

them artists who devote themselves to this kind of
ornamentation are sculptors as accomplished as
the best of their school. Near these is a show
of communion plate, by Keith

;
two large trays

of medals of the Icings of France, byW. Peters
;

regalia, by Kenning
;
and trays full of the

movements of watches, by E. D. Johnson,
showing an eight-day duplex, a three-quarter
plate lever, half plate chronometer, and others

;

dials, Thwaites Brothers
;
a magnificent skele-

ton clock. Smith and Sons
;

the smallest
chronometer ever made, McLennan; and by
Marriott and Langton, tho microscopic curiosi-
ties of watch-making in springs, wheels, screws,
&c.

;
railway clocks, b}r Webster; a striking

turret clock, samples of English clock-work,
models of lever escapements, &c., by Thomas
Leonard; electrotyping, parcel gilding, and
oxidising exemplified, in salvers, urns, &c., by
Thoms

;
an interesting collection of jewellery,

by Ford
;
with excellent specimens of engraving

on metal, chasing, embossing, niello-work, See.,

by various exhibitors. The scientific instru-
ments are the very best examples of the manu-
facture, notably the telescopes, microscopes,
lenses. See., by Ross, and also thoso by Da 11-

meyer, whose lenses are held in high estimation
among photographers. The class of photo-
graphic apparatus, comprehends all the newest
and most useful inventions

; there are in the
same department night compasses, by Barker

;

compasses and sundials, Groves
;

barometers,
thermometers, &c., by Cetti, &c. The manu-
facture of jewellery is extensively carried on in
the district, but it will be understood that in
this class great value may be represented in
a small compass; it is not therefore probable
that manufacturers would deposit here any
very valuable portion of their stock, although
the collection contains some interesting speci-
mens of productions in the precious metals, and
also ingenious imitations. Besides the classes
mentioned, there are also musical instruments,
architectural decorations, machinery and tools,

stationery and printing, animal and vegetable
substances, furniture, &c. In the centre of a
dense population, a Museum exemplifying the
special branches of manufacture by which the
locality is signalised, would be a boon to those
who seek to improve themselves in such manu-
factures, as commending to their imitation the
very best specimens of '"production. The com-
paratively minute size' of many of the objects,
added to their great value, may at first limit the
display, but supported by South Kensington,
and sustained by the earnestness shown in the
getting up of this exhibition, there is every
reasonable prospect of success.

We trust the result will prove it to be so, for
there is something which places it beyond the
pale of recent metropolitan Industrial exhibi-
tions : it is, in the main, of a thoroughly prac-
tical character; the contributions are, chiefly,
the special produce of an important manufactur-
ing locality, and form no insignificant item in
British commerce.

THE ARUNDEL SOCIETY.

The Arundel Society has attained a pecuniary
position, and secured a general prosperity, which
constitute power. The present income of £4,000
represents a wide field of useful operations. The
annual publications for the last and the present

I
year cost 'rather more than a quarter of that
sum, and the “Supernumerary” and the “Occa-

j

i

sional” issues absorb another quarter. The
I

;
drawings from Italian frescoes have cost “ the

j
;

Copying Fund” not more than £250; but the
outlay for management and working expenses

j

|

is little short of £1,000. This, considering the
i

|

society is under the conduct of amateurs, and
obtains the gratuitious services of Mr. Franks,
Mr. Holman Hunt, Mr. Layard, Mr. Norton

and Mr. Oldfield, cannot but be deemed a heavy
charge. In the statement of the receipts and
expenditure, however, indications are not want-
ing that the council are wise in their generation.
It appears, for example, that the “rent of the
rooms,” which is set down at £130, has been
covered by the profit on “the sale of frames
and portfolios.” The above items are worked
out.for the purpose of showing that the financial
position of the Arundel Society is sound—a pro-
position sometimes called in question, but which
seems to be, in good degree, substantiated by a
balance at the bankers’ of £500, short of but one
shilling.

.
The income of the society, in fact,

appears circumscribed by nothing else than the
actual limits to the mechanical powers of repro-
duction. It is found that when lithographic
stones have given off some fifteen hundred im-
prints, that the quality of the copies produced
begins to be materially impaired. Hence it has
become essential in order to maintain 'a high
and uniform excellence in the publications
issued, that tho number of the members shall
not be so indefinitely multiplied as to overtax
the constitutional stamina of stones, or the en-
durance ol somewhat frail lithographic drawings.
Perhaps no better tribute can be paid to the
wisdom of the management, and tho popularity
of the Society, than in the facts that candidates
for admission to membership have to await their
turn for election in the probationary state of
Associates; that the publications of previous
years are at a premium; and that the five

chromolithographs from the triptych of Mem-
ling, which have recently been issued in return
for one guinea subscription, are now sold to the
public for £3 10s.

The campaign upon which the society enters
widens in its area year by year. The operations,
which formerly were confined to Italy, have
latterly extended to Belgium. M. Schultz was
sent two years ago to Bruges to copy “ a beau-
tiful triptych by Mcmling, in the Hospital of
St. John.” The same artist has since put his
drawing, then made, upon stone, and the suc-
cessful results are before tho world in the fine
chromolithographs, the market value whereof
has risen three hundredfold of the original price.
Mr.Weai, who supplies a carefully compiled mo-
nograph on tho life and works ofthe rare Flemish
master, pronounces this triptych to be “ Mem-
ling’s masterpiece as far as colour is concerned.
None of his works are more vigorous in chiar-
oscuro, none more harmonious in tono.” Tho
quality of M. Schultz’s chromolithograph will
be hereafter noticed. Encouraged by the success
of this new line of undertaking—for, bo it ob-
served, Belgium is not only a country hitherto
untrodden by the Arundel Society, but oil-

painting is a process which the artists in the
Society’s employ had not previously essayed to
reproduce or approximate—encouraged, I say,
in their novel enterprise tho Council proposes
to push the success achieved yet further. We
are told that M. Schultz “ will shortly proceed
to Ghent, to copy the celebrated picture of ‘ the
Adoration of the Lamb,’ forming; lie ri'iitiv nf
the great altar-piece painted by the brothers
Van Eyck for the cathedral of St. Bavon.
Whether it may be expedient hereafter to obtain
drawings of other parts of tho original, which
are now at Berlin, and whether and how to
publish so elaborate and expensive a work, must
be reserved for future decision.” The Council
of the Arundel Society has long expunged the
word “ impossible ” from the office copy of their
English dictionary. So we cannot but hope
they will go bravely to work in an under-
taking that must confer signal benefit on the
Arts, and in its successful issue will not fail

still further to extend the repute which the
Arundel Society has already earned throughout
Eureqie.

.

In Italy the sanctuaries entered by the So-
ciety are sacred, and the Ait-centres upon
which it has concentrated its forces are specially
rich in spoils. Some few blunders have been,
and are now in course of being committed, upon
which we shall animadvert. But for the most
part the enterprises of the Society are wisely
chosen. All lovers of the early epochs in the
history of Christian painting will be glad to
know that an opening attack has been made
upon the church of St. Francis, at Assisi, a

peaceful and Art-loving proceeding that is

specially timely in the immediate prospect of
the widely-differing onslaught which the so-
called liberal party proposes to make upon the
churches and monasteries of Italy. It is pos-
sible that the paintings at Assisi are rather too
archaic to fall within any but inveterate anti-
quarian and “Anglican ” sympathies; therefore
it is to be hoped that the Society, in the exorcise
of greater discretion than was shown in the Giotto
Chapel, may stop short of driving a good idea
to the death. A judicious selection of a few
representative works at Assisi is all that the
interest of Art demands, not to say the utmost
which the patience of the members will bear.
The want of this wholesome restraint upon
mere antiquarian tastes, which are often of all

desires the most insatiable, and yet still that
other want, the exercise of aesthetic love for

beauty, has led, it cannotbut be feared, to an error
much to bo deplored, the copying of the Last
Supper by Ghirlandajo. This, of the four large
renderings of the subject in or near Florence,
is perhaps the least worthy of reproduction

;
in

fact, there is but one ‘Last Supper’ in the
world, and all inferior renderings, of which
there are not a few, must suffer in comparison
with the divine picture in Milan. But a still

more serious objection remains, that this fresco
by Ghirlandajo in the refectory of tho Ognis-
santi is second to the artist's other works in
the neighbouring church of Santa Maria No-
vella. These chcfs-d' oeuvre, which are indeed
worthy of all admiration, the Society very pro-
perly proposes to publish. Ghirlandajo will be
by them sufficiently represented. For reasons
analogous to those already adduced, it must
be regretted that two inferior works by Barto-
lomeo, an ‘Annunciation’ and the ‘Noli me
tangere,’ have likewise been copied; frescoes
which will not bear one moment’s comparison
with the oil paintings by the same artist in the
Pitti Palace, the Church of Lucca, and the Bel-
vedere Gallery of Vienna. The Arundel Society
runs the risk of lowering the reputation of the
great artists towhom it stands before the English
public in the relation of trustee.

It is a comfort to know that the dust of dry
antiquarianism has not blinded the eyes of the
council to beauty. I have examined with in-
finite delight drawings from such exquisite
paintings as the far-famed ‘ Ecstacy of St. Cathe-
rine,’ by Razzi; the well-known ‘Sibyls,’ and the
allegorical figures of ‘Theology’ and ‘Poetry,’
by Raphael. These two circular compositions,
set in lovely arabesque borders, show the
greatest painter in the Roman school as a
colourist and a decorative artist. Among the
chromoliths shortly to be issued, ‘ The Delivery
of St. Peter from Prison,’ after Raphael, and
‘ The Nativity,’ after Luini, are likely to prove
effective and popular works.

Beforebringing this notice to aconclusion, some
remark is called for on the principles on which
copies should be made, and the modes in which
chromo-lithographs may be executed. Signor
Mariannecci received in times past well-earned
praises for his pleasing drawings. Then came
the day when certain critics pretended to dis-
cover inaccuracies in transcript, and especially
superfluities of prettiness, intended to disguise
the blemishes wherewith ago had disfigured the
face of the originals. Thereupon the services
of another artist were enlisted, M. Schultz, who
pledged himself to daguerreotype the minutest
crack upon plaster. The not over-pleasing
merits of this process may be viewed in the draw-
ing—a marvel after its kind—which M. Schultz
has made from the famed “Crucifixion” of Fra
Angelico. For myself, I incline to the opinion
that what is most to be desired is a style which
shall he as a happy mean between the opposite
extremes into which the two artists in the employ
of the Society havo fallen. On the ono hand
for a copyist to intrude his own conjectures and
inventions is an impertinence which takes from
his pretended transcript authority and value.
On the other, a painter who shall sit down and
dot out in detail mere accidental injuries, which
simply disfigure the surface of a fresco, is not
unlikely to fail in more momentous matters
which he near to the spirit and vitahty of the
grand original. Again, after further trial, it

may be found that the method suited to ono
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school or master is not fitted to the opposite.

For example, M. Schultz has certainly rendered

with success the picture by Memling, and he

will probably he equally fortunate in his attempt

to translate the kindred works of Yan Eyck.

But a German in Italy does not always find

himself at home. Signor Mariannecci, on the

contrary, possesses a largeness of manner, a

freedom of execution, and an eye for beauty

which put him at once cn rapport with the work,

which may, in fact, be the offspring of one of

his own ancestors. The instructions, however,

which Signor Mariannecci has received from

the council cannot but bo deemed wise and

timely : he is told, “ In copying the subjects

from Ghirlandajo, to avoid all restoration of

parts injured or destroyed, and to aim rather

at rendering tho existing than the supposed

original tone of colour.”

Let me add a word on the lithographic pro-

cess. Since the comparatively early days when
Mr. Vincent Brooks was responsible for tho

saddest of parodies on Italian frescoes,
.

the
“ chromos,” published by the Arundel Society,

have been, for the most part, good examples of

the art. The colours are softly blended, the

inevitable] repetition of the same tone is put

under disguise, and the clumsiness of execution

consequent upon the inaccurate working of the

registers, has been as far as practicable mitigated.

I shall not stop to indicate minor differences in

the quality of the diverse reproductions issued of

late years, but will at once strike at a broad

distinction in manipulation which two master-

works have, for the first time, made manifest.

Certain chromo draughtsmen on stone, such as

Kellerhoven, show beneath the colour lines and

shadows of black, giving to the work, when
complete, the aspect of a coloured engraving.

Now M. Schultz has reproduced tho Mending

triptych after this fashion. And when we take

into account the minute demarcations in the

original panel picture, when we recollect that

the colour does not hide tho drawing, nor over-

load the shading and the modelling, we shall at

once recognise a happy correspondence between

the original work and its replica. But the like

verisimilitude would not be found, were this

execution applied to an Italian fresco.
_

There

is in a fresco a certain opacity which imparts,

strange to say, transparency, a degree of chalki-

ness that gives atmosphere
;
and these qualities

have been most happily rendered by Starch and

Kramer, in one of the most successful and

lovely chromo-lithographs ever executed, ‘ The
Coronation of the Virgin,’ after Fra Angelico.

Yet let it not be supposed that it is impossible

to have too much of this opacity and chalkiness.

Specially out of place is such gross laying on of

pigments in the illuminated letters recently

published by the Society. The Council certainly

will do weil to keep a sharp look-out, so as

not to be blind to improvements and novelties

which may at no distant day, in hostile hands,

place there own publications at a discount. I

think I am correct when I say that under the

title, “ Chefs-d’ceuvre des Grands Mitres repro-

duits en couleur,” F. Kellerhoven has given to

the world, especially in that marvellous repro-

duction of ‘ L’Adoration des Kois Mages,’ works

which surpass the “ Arundel chromos.” Again,

in the recently published volumes “ Histoire des

Arts Industries au Moyen Age, par Jules

Labarte,” a brilliancy of colour and an accuracy

and minuteness of detail have been gained,

which in no other publication has been ap-

proached. These lovely effects in some degree

are due to the “Poitevin process” of photo-

lithography, which wo beg to commend to tho

best consideration of the Arundel Council.

Such strictures do not invalidate the eulogies

before bestowed. For the most part the Arundel

Society has done a good work nobly and well.

It has educated the tastes of the English people

upon models high in form and pure in spirit.

It has, at a comparatively small cost, brought

the grand frescoes of Italy within our homes,

so that Ghirlandajo’s ‘Death of St. Francis,’

and Fra Angelico’s ‘ Coronation of the Virgin,’

have been transferred from Florence, and may
be now seen hanging in the Parsonage of a

country clergyman, or in the mansion of a city

merchant.
J. B. A.

PHOTOGRAPHY.

Recent exhibitions in photography'do not show

any advance in the process. The improvement

which would be most acceptable in ordinary

practice, would be the certain production of

prints independently of those capricious con-

ditions which beset every step of the manipula-

tive procedure from beginning to end. Diffi-

cult, however, as the process is to the fastidious

operator, it has been practised with various

degrees of success; and satisfactorily, more or

less, to all classes of the public, with, of course,

a scale of prices proportionate to the pretensions

of each party to tho contract. The realisation

of an issue, good or bad, by the mere mechani-

cal practice of photography would certainly

tempt into the arena hundreds of speculators,

whose dishonesty would rise in proportion to

their ignorance. Tho kind of enterprise of

which the public has tho most reason to com-

plain, is that of advertising copyists, who pro-

pose, on receipt of a card portrait and thirty

postage stamps, to return twenty, fifteen, or

twelve copies, according to the terms adver-

tised. The grievance in such cases is not so

much that the copies are extremely coarse and

faulty, as that, generally, an inordinate length

of time has elapsed before the cards are forth-

coming, and that in many instances they have

not been received at all. The nuisance has

been carried to such an extent as to become the

subject of complaint in the newspapers; and

the public thus warned against the imposition,

it has ceased to be so recklessly practised.

When the Photographic Society declined to

exhibit “touched” prints,—the rule compre-

hended all portraiture tinted, and painted on

a photographic base,—tho society was loyal not

only to photography, but also to legitimate

Art. It was to be expected that the lower

walks of miniature painting would suffer from

the popularity of a method of producing resem-

blances, for which one sitting of a few seconds

only was required
;
but we were not prepared

to find the demand for high-class miniatures

relax insomuch as to leave some of our most

accomplished artists without a commission. Not
many years ago, the yearly collection of minia-

tures at the" Royal Academy was always a

feature of unfailing interest and attraction
;
but

now, miniatures are exceptional there, and those

artists whose works were the admired of all

beholders, are either dead, or have betaken

themselves to oil-painting, or even, it may be,

to photography. Everybody has sat down

before the magic lens, whether it be for a like-

ness, framed or encased, for threepence, or

worked out in water-colours, or oil, at prices

rising up to sixty guineas
;
but the best ex-

amples of the chemical process can never reach

the graces of the painter’s Art. It was expected

that Herr Wothly’s improvements would have

given precision and delicacy of degree to the

shaded passages of portraiture
;

but the ex-

amples we have seen do not fulfil the promise

of the early essays
;
and the Wothlytype

ceased to interest photographers, as soon as it

was known that silver was indispensable. In

the examples we have seen of this method. of

printing are gradations in the shades, which

suggest that ordinary methods of printing are

extremely defective, inasmuch as the shades and

markings of the best specimens are frequently

opaque and blotched. Thus, there is still much

left for miniature painting to accomplish before

the beau ideal of the sitter be attained. The con-

struction, sentiment, and brilliancy of a first-

class ivory miniature can never be equalled by

any photographic portrait, how skilful soever it

may be supplemented with colour. In the race

for popularity in portraiture, chemistry has for

tho present temporarily beaten painting. The

triumph will not be long lived, though that

which, in this respect, is true of water-colour,

is not less so of oil, as is shown by the fact

that there are portrait painters, who, for twenty

years, have had more sitters than they could

satisfy
;
yet some of these artists have now been

for years' without a commission. But there are

signs of reaction—for nothing based upon photo-

graphy can ever approach the beauties of a

study from the life by an accomplished hand.

SELECTED PICTURES.

FROM THE COLLECTION OF JAMES DTJGDALE,

ESQ., WROXALL ABBEY, WARWICKSHIRE.

THE DEATH OF BUCKINGHAM.

A. L. Egg, R.A., Painter. W. Greatbach, Engraver.

The pendent picture to that of which an

engraving appears elsewhere : both present a

strange but instructive contrast in the meri-

dian power and the final end of the courtly,

witty, and licentious noble. Pope, in his
‘

‘ Moral Essays,” assumes that Buckingham
was at length reduced to absolute destitu-

tion, and that he died “in the worst inn’s

worst room; ” but the statement is known
to be greatly exaggerated. This favourite of

a monarch as profligate as himself, finding

his health rained by a long career of dissi-

pation and vice, his fortune diminished by
boundless extravagance, and conscious,

also, that in Charles the Second’s successor

he had no hope of repairing his diminished

income or regaining any of his lost influence

in society, retired to his country mansion,

at Helmsley, in Yorkshire, and devoted

himself to field sports. It was from the

effects of this latter indulgence that he lost

his life, his death occurring at the age of

forty-one, at tho house ot a tenant, at

Kirkby-Moorside, in 1688, from fever pro-

duced ‘by sitting on the damp ground after

a long ran with the hounds. The painter

of the picture may have accepted either

Pope’s version of the event, or the true ono ;

for the room in which the duke has breathed

his last may be either one of a common
country inn or of a small farm-house '. the

furniture is poor and scanty, the mattress

on which he lies is stuffed with straw, and

the whole appearance of the apartment is

altogether comfortless. It would seem, too,

that he died- without a friend or one sym-
pathising individual near him. In the

agony of the death-throo he has thrown

himself partially off the bed, and his head

rests on the chair beside it, with the cur-

tain puckered up, its folds blending with

those of his laced cloak.

Drjdlen, in his “ Absalom and Achi-

tophel,” in which Buckingham is repre-

sented as Zimri, has sketched his character,

political and moral, with a most severe yet

just pencil :

—

“ Some of tlieir chiefs were princes of the land

:

. In the first rank of these (lid Zimri stand.

A man so various that he seemed to be

Not one, but all mankind’s epitome ;

Stiff in opinion, always in the wrong,

Was everything by turn, and nothing long

;

But, in the course of one revolving moon.

Was chemist, fiddler, statesman, and buffoon !

Then, all for women, painting, rhyming, drinking.

Besides ten thousand freaks that died in thinking.

Blest madman ! who could every hour employ

With something new to wish or to enjoy

!

Railing and praising were hia usual themes ;

And both, to show his judgment, in extremes

;

So over-violent or over-civil,
'

That every man with him was God or devil.

In squandering wealth was his peculiar art

;

Nothing went unrewarded but desert.

Beggared by fools, whom still he found too late,

He had his jest, and they had his estate.

He laughed himself from court, then sought relief

By forming parties, but could ne’er be chief

;

For spite of him the weight of business fell

On Absalom and wise Acliitophel :
*

Thus, wicked but in will, of means bereft,

He left not faction, but of that was left.”

For the sake of identifying Buckingham,

it may be supposed, with his once elevated

position, the artist has presented him, in

the picture before us, as habited in the

costume of his prosperous days, and not m
that which he would probably have worn

at the hour of his death, whether this took

place in the “worst inn ” or in the room of

his tenant : but both painters and poets are

permitted to indulge in license.

# The Duke ofMonmouth and the Earl of Shaftesbury.
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LEEDS POTTERY.
A HISTORY OF

THE EARTHENWARE WORKS AT LEEDS,
WITH NOTICES OF THEIR PRODUCTIONS, ETC.

BY LLEWELLYNN JEWITT, F.S.A.

The town of Leeds, so universally and
justly famed “ all the world o’er” for its

woollen manufactures, and which at the

present time is one of the busiest hives of

industry in the kingdom—producing all

manner of objects, from the finest and most
delicate fabrics to the most gigantic and
ponderous locomotives—has produced some
of the most exquisite examples of the
ceramic art which aro to be found in the

cabinets of the collector. Leeds woollen
cloth manufacture, Leeds flax works,
Leeds tobacco, Leeds glass, and Leeds en-
gineering and iron making establishments,

famous and well known as they are in

eveiy corner of the globe at the present
day, are not more famous now than the
Leeds pottery was in the last century and
the beginning of the present. However
much was known, years ago, about the
productions of this manufactory, nearly all

knowledge, even of its very existence, has
been lost, and scarcely one collector in a
dozen at the present day knows of what its

specialities consisted. The character of the

productions of the works has so thoroughly
changed, both in body, in variety of goods,

and in decoration, as well as in manipula-
tive skill, that “Leeds pottery” of the
olden time and that of the present are as

opposito as any two varieties of earthen-
ware well can be. My aim will be in the
present article—the first which has been
written on these interesting works— to

draw attention to some points of their his-

tory, and to give such particulars of their

productions as will enable collectors to dis-

tinguish them from those of other manu-
factories, and so correctly to appropriate
such specimens as may come into their

possession.

There is no doubt that pottery has
been made at Leeds, or in its immediate
neighbourhood, from the earliest times of

our British history. Celtic and Romano-
British relics have, from time to time,

been found in the neighbourhood, which
were, without doubt, made at the place

;

and the village of Potters Newton, evi-

dently takes its name from a colony of

potters having settled there in early times.

That it was so in days of yore is evi-

denced by the fact of the name appearing
in deeds of the thirteenth century. Li
later times coarse brown earthenware was
made in Leeds, as were also tobacco-pipes,

in the reign of Charles II. These were
made from clays found at Wortley ; the
same bed of clay which was worked for the
old Leeds pottery, and is still used for

making yellow ware and saggars at the
present day. The manufacture of to-

bacco-pipes at Leeds was established in

the latter part of the seventeenth century,
and was carried on somewhat exten-
sively for several years. Ralph Thorssby,
in his “ Ducatus Leodiensis,” published
in 1714, in his account of Wortley Hun-
dred says, ‘

‘ Here is a good vein of fine

clay, that will retain its whiteness after

it is burnt (when others turn red), and
therefore used for the making of tobacco-
pipes, a manufacture but lately begun at

Leeds.” Probably to the existence of this

bed of fine clay is to be attributed the
establishment of the pot works at Leeds,
to which I am now about to direct atten-
tion. But first let me remark that at

Castleford (another pottery of which I

shall have occasion to speak), which was a

Roman station, there is a probability of

wares having been made during the Ro-
mano-British period.

Of the date of the first establishment of

the Leeds pot works nothing definite is

known. It is, however, certain that they

were in existence about the middle of last

century, and that theywere then producing

wares of no ordinary degree of excellence.

Before this time a kind of Delft ware was
made, and I have seen some very credit-

able copies of Oriental patterns, with salt

glaze, also produced at theso works. Delft

ware, however, was only made to a small

extent, and was soon succeeded by the

manufacture of that fine cream-coloured
earthenware which made the works so

famous, and enabled them, in that par-

ticular branch, to compete so successfully

with Wedgwood and other makers. As
early as 1770 considerable progress had
been made in the ornamental productions

of these works, and I have seen dated

examples of open and embossed basket-

work ware of a few years later (1777 and
1779), which are as fine as anything pro-

duced at the time.

The first proprietors of whom I have
been able to find any record were Messrs.

Hartley, Greens, and Company, and they
had so far advanced in their work, and
were so firmly established and well known
in 1783, as to justify them in issuing a
book of “ designs” of some of the articles

they were then producing.
A copy of this almost unique book is in

my own possession, and it is of the utmost
possible, importance in authenticating the

productions of the Leeds works. The volume
bears the title, “ Designs of sundry Articles

of Queen’s, or Cream-colour'd Earthen-
ware, manufactured by Hartley, Greens,
& Co., at Leeds Pottery, with a great

variety of other articles. The same Ena-
mell’d, Printed, or Ornamented with Gold
to any Pattern

;
also with Coats of Arms,

Cyphers, Landscapes, &c. &c. Leeds,
1783.” The list and title-page occupy eight

pages, as do also each of two others—trans-

lated into German and Erench—which ac-

company it, and which bear the following

titles:
—“Abrisse von verschiedenen Ar-

tickeln vom Koniginnen oder Gelben Stein-

Gute, welches Hartley, Greens, und Comp,
in ihrer Eabrick in Leeds verfertigen

;

nebst vielen andern Artickeln : auch die-

selben gemahlt, gedruekt oder mit Gold
gezieret zu jedem Muster, ebenfalls mit
Wapen, eingegrabene, Namen, Land-
schaften, &c. &c. Leeds, 1783.” “ Des-
seins do divers Articles de Poteries de la

Reine en Couleur de Creme, Fabriques a

la Poterie de Hartley, Greens, & Co. a

Leeds : avec une Quantite d’autres Arti-

cles ; les memos emailles, imprimis ou
ornes d’Or a chaque Patron, aussi avec des

Armes, des Chitfres, des Paisages, &c. &c.

Leeds, 1785.” *

The plates, forty-four in number, are

very effectively engraved on copper, and
exhibit a wonderful, and certainly exqui-

site, variety of designs for almost all articles

in use, both plain, ornamented, perfo-

rated, and basket-work, including services,

vases, candlesticks, flowerstands, inkstands,

baskets, spoons, &c. &c.

The partners at this time (1783-4) com-
posing the firm of Hartley, Greens, & Co.,

were William Hartley, Joshua Green, John
Green, Henry Ackroyd, John Barwick,

* A copy of this most interesting pattern-book is in the

Museum (if Practical Geology, .Termyn Street, London,
which lias the English list, 1736 ; German, 17S3; and
French, 1785.

Samuel Wainwright, Thomas Wainwright,
George Hanson, and Saville Green. The
business was, it appears, divided into six

shares, of which William Hartley, Joshua
and John Green, and Henry Ackroyd, had
each one

;
John Barwick and the two

Wainwrights half of one each; and George
Hanson and Saville Green a quarter share
each, the latter acting as “book-keeper”
to the firm. The proprietors were ex-
tremely systematic and particular in their

mode of keeping accounts and in their deal-

ings with each other. They held regular
meetings, and appointed independent and
disinterested persons as valuers in each
department

;
for instance, one to value the

stock of finished goods in the ware rooms,
another the unfinished ware, another the
copper plates, another the buildings, others

the moulds and models, the windmill, tho
horses, the waggons and carts, the raw
materials, the woodwork, and every ima-
ginable thing. The reports of these various
valuers, whose names and awards for many
years I have carefully examined, were sub-
mitted to a meeting of the partners, when
a balance was struck, to which the names
of each one wore attached.

In 1785, and again in 1780, fresh editions

of the catalogue and book of plates were
issued, without change either in the number
of articles enumerated or in their variety

or form. The works at this time had been
considerably increased in size, and the
wares mado were exported in large quanti-
ties to Germany, Holland, France, Spain,
and Russia. So great had the concern be-
come five years later (1791), that the yearly
balance then struck amounted to over

£51,500; and it is worth recording that
in that year the value of the copper-plates
from which the transfer printing was effected

was £204, while at the present time they
represent about £1,000. These copper-
plates consisted of teapot borders, land-
scapes, Nankin borders, and others. The
general stock in this year (1791) was valued
at about £6,000, and the windmill at about
£1,200. The 'house of the partners, en-
tered as “Hartley, Green, & Co.’s House,”
was at Thorpe Arch, near Tadcaster and
Wetherby. At Thorpe Arch, too, were tho
grinding mills. These mills were ten miles
from the works at Leeds, and a team of

four horses was kept constantly at work
carrying the ground flint and stone. They,
with the men who worked them, stayed six

days, going and coming, between the two
places, and then six at Thorpe Arch, alter-

nately. The raw material was taken from
Leeds to the mills at Thorpe Arch, when
the horses who had brought it worked the
mill to grind it, and returned with it, when
prepared, to Leeds for use. This con-
tinued until 1814, when the windmill on
the Leeds premises, which had been used
as a corn mill, was converted into a flint

mill, and an engine, made by the builders
of the first successful locomotive, Fenton,
Murray, & Co., put up. This mill is still

used for the same purpose.
In 1794 another edition of the cata-

logue and pattern -book was issued. It

was precisely the same in contents as
the previous editions, both in the plates

and letter-press, and contained the cata-

logue, or list, in English, French, and
German. Fresh designs appear to have
been continually added, and, the connec-
tions of the company increasing, a transla-

tion of the catalogue into the Spanish
language was in a few years issued. This
interesting work, of ‘which a copy is in

the possession of Mr. E. Hailstone, F.S.A.

,

and which also contains the English cata-

logue, without date, bears the following
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title,

—

* ‘ Dibuxos de yarios Reuglones de

Loza Inglesa de Regna, de Color de Crema,
Fabricados en la Manufactura y Lozeria de
Hartley, Greens, y Comp3

- en Leeds : en
este mismo ramo fabriam de dicba loza, hay
piezas esmalladas impresas y adornadas
conoro, como tambien, Hermoseadas con
escudos, annas, cifras, payses, &c. &c.

Leeds.” Instead of 152 general articles,

as enumerated in the previous editions,

221 appear in this; and instead of 32 in

tea-ware, 48 appear. In 1814, too, another

edition was issued, a copy of which is in

my own possession
;

it contains 71 plates

of patterns, exhibiting 221 general articles,

and 48 patterns of tea, coffee, and chocolate

sendees. In this edition the whole of the

plates, both those from the other copies

and those newly engraved, have the words
“ Leeds Pottery” engi’aved upon them.
In the middle of the last century an

important event in connection with the

Leeds pottery took place. This was the

establishment of the tramway from the

Collieries of Mr. Charles Brandling, at

Middleton, to the town of Leeds. This

tramway passed through the Leeds pot

works, to the proprietors of which a nominal
rental of £7 a year was paid, and to whom,
as a further consideration for the right

of passage, an advantage in the price of

coals was allowed.* While speaking of

the formation of this early line it is in-

teresting to note that upon it was set to

work the first locomotive commercially
successful on any railway. Mr. John
Blenkinsop, who was manager of the

Middleton Collieries, took out a patent, in

1811, for a locomotive steam engine, and
placed his designs for execution in the

hands of Messrs. Fenton, Murray, <0 Co.,

at that time eminent engineers of Leeds.

This was the first locomotive engine in

which two cylinders were employed, and in

that respect was a great improvement upon
those of Trevithick and others. The cylin-

ders were placed vertically, and were im-
mersed for more than half their length in

the steam space of the boiler. The progress

was effected by a cog wheel working into a

rack on the side of one of the rails. Mr.
Blenkinsop’s engine began ninning on the

railway extending from the Middleton Col-

lieries to the town of Leeds, a distance of

about three miles and a half, on the 12th

of August, 1812, two years before George
Stephenson started his first locomotive.!

Mr. Blenkinsop was for many years prin-

cipal agent to the Brandling family, and
his invention was, as is seen, first brought

to bear in bringing coals from those pits to

Leeds—a matter of immense importance to

the town and its manufactures.
In the year 1800 two fresh partners,

Ebenezer Green and E. Parsons, had joined

the concern, the firm at this time consisting

of William Hartley, Joshua Green, John their length by the Brandling's Railway
Green, Ebenezer Green, E. Parsons, Mrs. (on which I learn it is again intended to

Ackroyd and her daughter Mary (widow start locomotives), and is also crossed in a
and daughter of Henry Ackroyd, deceased), cutting by the main line of the Midland
John Barwick, Thomas Wainwright, George Railway. The works arc very extensive,

Hanson, Saville Green, and Samuel Wain- and, with but some trifling alterations,

wright. On the death of Mr. Hartley the now stand as they did in the time of
business was carried on—still under the Hartley, Greens, & Co. Closely adjoining
title of Hartley, Greens, & Co.—by the them is the Leathley Lane Pottery, of

remaining partners
;
and a Mr. Ruperti, a which a few words will be said later on.

Russian, became, I believe, a partner in The wares manufactured at different

the firm. The trade at this time was, as periods at these interesting works consist

I have already stated, principally with of the coarse brown earthenware, made on
Russia, and with Spain and Portugal, and its first establishment

;
Delft ware, pro-

honce, I presume, Mr. Ruperti’s connec- duced only in small quantities, and for a

tion with it. Other changes in the pro- short period; hard and highly vitrified

prietary followed in succession, one of stone ware, with a strong salt glaze
;

which was, that a minister, the Rev. W. cream-coloured, or Queen’s ware
;
Egyp-

Parsons, married Miss Ackroyd, and thus tian black ware
;
Rockingham ware

;
white

became a partner ; and for a time the style earthenware
;
yellow ware

; &c. &c. The
of the firm was changed from “Hartley, great speciality of the works was the per-

Greens, & Co.,” to “ Greens, Hartley, and forated “ Queen’s or cream-coloured earth-

Co.” These repeated changes, and the un- enware,” for which they became universally

pleasantnesses and disputes that arose in famed, and more than competed with
consequence, appear to have been detri- Wedgwood. It is this kind of ware which
mental to the concern, which was ulti- among collectors has acquired the name of

mately thrown into Chancery, and a large “Leeds Ware.” To this it will be neces-

portion of the stock sold off. Some idea saiy to direct careful attention, and to

of the extent of the business done about point out both the peculiarities of pattern

this time may be formed from the fact, and of ornamentation, which they exhibit,

which I have gathered from a personal In colour the Leeds ware — i.e. the

reference to the accounts, that the annual cream-coloured earthenware—is of a parti-

sales amounted, in round numbers, to about cularly clear rich tint, usually rather

£30,000 ;
that about £8,000 was paid in deeper in tone than Wedgwood’s Queen’s

wages, and more than £2,000 for coals, ware, and of a slightly yellowish cast,

even with the decided advantage of reduc- The body is particularly fine and hard, and
tion in price by the arrangement already the glaze of extremely good quality. This

spoken of. glaze was produced with arsenic, and its

In 1825, by an advantageous arrange- use was so deleterious to the workmen,
ment effected through the good offices of that they usually became hopelessly crippled

his friend Mr. Hardy, the then recorder of after four or five years’ exposure to its

Leeds, I am informed, the affair was got effects. It is not now used,

out of Chancery, and passed, by purchase, The perforated pieces, as well as those of

into the hands of Mr. Samuel Wainwright, open basket-work, exhibit an unusual
one of the partners. The concern was at degree of skill and an elaborateness of

this time, I believe, carried on in the design, that is quite unequalled. The
name of Samuel Wainwright and Company, first example, which I give in the accom-
and was conducted with great spirit. Mr.
Wainwright engaged as his confidential

cashier Stephen Chappell, who up to that wT^S|[

time was employed as a book-keeper in

ono of the Leeds cloth manufactories.

At Wainwright’s death (of cholera), in

1832, the trustees carried on the business

under the style of the “Leeds Pottery / 1; / 5 i * $ i ^^^i > 1
7
‘3

Company,” and employed Stephen Chap-
pell as their sole manager. This arrange-

ment continued until the year 1840, when
the trustees transferred the whole concern

to Chappell, who took it at his own valua-

tion. Shortly after this time his brother < \
~

\

James became a partner in the concern,

the firm then consisting simply of Stephen
^^ x7

and James Chappell, who continued the

works until is it. when they became bank-
rupt. The pottery was then carried on for

about three years, for the benefit of the

creditors, by the assignees, under the ma- panying engraving, is a chesnut basket and

nagement of Mr. Richard Britton, who had stand, of the finest and most elaborate

for some time held a confidential position description. Of this exact pattern I only

with Mr. Chappell. In 1850 the concern know of two examples, one of which is in

passed, by purchase, into the hands of Mr. my own collection, and the other in that of

Samuel Warburton and this same Mi-. Mr. Manning. They were purchased to-

Richard Britton, and was by them carried gether, and are identical in every respect,

on under the style of “Warburton and Inform these pieces are faultless, as they

Britton,” until 1863, when, on the death are also in moulding, and there is con-

of Mi-. Warburton, Air. Richard Britton be- siderable elegance in the general outline,

came sole proprietor of the works, and they The upper part of the cover, and the lower

are carried on by him, with considerable portion of the bowl, are fluted, and the

spirit, at the present day. handles, which are double twisted, terminate

The Leeds Pot Works are situated in Jack in flowers and foliage. Both bowl and

Lane, and occupy an area of considerably cover are elaborately perforated
;
and here

more than seven acres of ground, and at the it may be well to note, for the information

present time give employment to about two of collectors, that the perforations of this

hundred and fifty persons. The premises description were produced by punches, by

are intersected for a considerable portion of which the soft clay was pierced by hand.

* The Act of Parliament for the formation of this line of

railway was passed in January, 1758, and it is therein

stated' that Charles Brandling, the owner of the collieries,

had made agreements with the owners of the lands through
which it was intended to pass, *• to pay yearly rent or other
considerations ” for tlie privilege. The Leeds pot works
must, therefore, have been established some length of time
previous to the year 1758. It may be interesting to add
that by this act Mr. Brandling bound himself for a term of

sixty years to bring from his collieries at Middleton, to a

repository at “Casson Close, near the Great Bridge at

Leeds.” “ 20,000 dozens, or 2-10,000 corfs of coals,” each
corf containing in weight about 210 lbs., and in measure
7680 cubical inches, and there sell the same to the public

at the price of a corf. As the town increased in size,

and its manufactures spread, fresh acts of parliament were
applied for and obtained in 1779. 1793 (two), and 1803. by
which last the quantity of coal undertaken to be supplied

was increased to 1920 corfs per day, and the price raised to

8d . per corf.

t For this information I am indebted to my friend, Mr.
John Manning, the principal of the firm of Manning,
Wardle, & Co., the eminent engineers of Leeds, whose
locomotives of the present day are in such high repute,
who read a paper and exhibited a model of Bbrnkinsop's
engine at the Leeds Philosophical Society, in 1S63.
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and characteristic, example. In these pieces,

which were produced in different varieties

of wicker-work, tho “ twigs,” or “withies,”
are really composed of clay in long or short

“strips,” as occasion required, and then
twisted and formed into shape. The process

was, one which required considerable care

and nicety in manipulation, and was well
calculated to exhibit the skill of the work-
man. Baskets of this kind were made by
various makers, as well as at Leeds, and
all on much the same model, so that with-
out an intimate knowledge of the body and
glaze of the Leeds ware, it is difficult to

distinguish them from others. One of these

I name this more particularly because I

have heard an opinion expressed that this

description of open-work was produced in

the mould. The fact of each of the perfo-

rations being produced separately by the

hand of the workman, adds materially to the

interest attached to the piece, and to its

value. It may also he remarked that the

wholesale price of this piece (eleven inches
in diameter), the pattern for which was pro-
bably produced about 1782—83, was, in

1794, 8s. Gd .—a price which collectors at

tho present time would gladly triple and
even quadruple.

Tho next example is an oval butter-tub
and stand, of peculiarly elegant design, be-
longing to Mi1

. Manning. It is well covered
with embossed work, and has both cover
and stand very nicely perforated, the per-
forations being produced in the same manner
as the one just described, by punches.
The handles are ribbed and double twisted,

with foliated terminations.

The next illustration shows one of the

“pierced fruit baskets” for which these

works were very famous, and I have chosen

it because it shows the combination of the

pierced work with painting. These, and the

asparagus shell, alsofrom myown collection,

which I engrave to show how the peculiar

art of these works was applied to the sim-
plest things, will he sufficient to illustrate

this variety of pottery.

The next variety is that of twig baskets,

of which the accompanying is a very good

baskets on its oval stand or dish (the

wholesale price in 1794 ranging from la. 4d.
to 3s. Gd . ,

according to size) is engraved
in the book of patterns of which I have
spoken, and those who are fortunate enough
to possess, or to be able to refer to that

extremely scarce work, “Wedgwood’s en-

graved Pattern Book” (18 plates, 4to.), will

there find one engraved on plate 13, fig. Sol.

The same baskets were produced at Castle-

ford and Don, and by Staffordshire houses.

Another characteristic variety of Leeds
work was the combination in basket-work,

&c., of embossed patterns with perforations.

Of these I give an ‘excellent example on

I produced services of various kinds, as well

i
as the usual vessels for domestic use, and

1 works of Art in the shape of vases, can-

i

delabra, centres, &c. &c. Of the services,

which, as a rule, were of remarkably ele-

gant forms, and produced with extreme skill

in workmanship, it will not be necessary
to give illustrations. Of the more decora-
tive pieces, however, I give the accompany-
ing engravings, because it is well to show
collectors to what degree of perfection in
design these almost forgotten works had
arrived. The first example which I engrave
is a magnificent centre, or “ grand platt

menage,” of four tiers, formerly belonging
to Mi 1

. Lyndon Smith, but now in the pos-
session of Mr. Nunneley, of Leeds. It is

composed of five separate pieces. The
base is rock, and each tier is composed of

shells after the fashion of the Plymouth
designs. The shells are supported on ele-

gant brackets, and the whole piece is sur-
mounted by a well modelled female figure.

Li Mr. Hailstone’s collection—a collection

which stands almost unrivalled in some
of its departments—is a centre of similar

design, but of three tiers only. It is also

surmounted by a figure.

The next illustration shows a jardiniere

of very elegant and effective design, in my

the accompanying engraving, in which the
rim of the dish is embossed and pierced in
basket-work. Tho way in which this was
produced was this. The plate, dish, basket,
or other piece, was formed in the mould so
that the pattern stood out in relief above
the parts intended to be incised. These
were then cut out by hand, with a pen-
knife, leaving the pattern entirely in open-
work. The dish here engraved is one of
the simplest kind, but is an extremely
early specimen, having probably been made
about 1779, and is therefore a good illus-

tration of this class of work. It is marked
in small capital letters LEEDS tottery.
I have by me the mould of a covered
basket, and some other varieties of this

kind of open-work, of elaborate design,

which show that considerable skill and a
large amount of patient labour were ex- own possession. It is of cornucopia form,
pended over the production of this, as of

;

with a head of Flora, crowned with flowers,

other varieties of work. in front, and festoons above held by

j

ram’s and an eagle’s head. This piece is a
remarkably fine and choice example of

Leeds manufacture.
The next illustration exhibits a ‘

‘ grand

In this same ware—the Queen’s or cream-
coloured earthenware—the Leeds works

platt menage,” similar to that engraved on
plate 26 (fig. 106) ofthe “Book of Patterns.”
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It formerly belonged to Mr. Lyndon Smith,

but is now in the possession of Mr. J. J.

Bagshawe. In the plate to which I have
referred this elegant piece has a base for

cruets added, and is somewhat different in

some of its details, but it is much the same
in general design. Around the centre of the

base, it will be noticed, is a series of rams’
heads with large bent horns, hooked at the

end, and the foliage beneath the pine-apple at

the top is also deeply bent downwards, and
the point of each leaf hooked up at the end.

On these—the horns and leaves—it was in-

tended to hang small earthenware wicker-

work baskets, and on the engraving to which
I have alluded, these are all shown in situ.

It is interesting to note that in Mi'.

Hailstone’s collection is a precisely similar

piece, but with the addition of a circular

base, which is of Wedgwood’s Queen’s ware,

and is marked wedgwood in the usual

manner. This circumstance shows that the

design was common to both manufactories,

and the natural inference to be drawn is

that Messrs. Hartley, Greens, & Co., in this

instance as in others, copied and reproduced

Wedgwood’s designs ;
while in other in-

stances it is equally possible Wedgwood
copied from them. It is curious in going
through the pattern-books of Hartley,

Greens, & Co. of 1783, and downwards to

1814,Wedgwood’s of 1815, and the “ Lon,”
to note the similarity of designs exhibited,

some of which are so nearly identical, as to

appear almost to have been produced from
the same moulds.
The vases, scent jars, cockle pots, and

potpourris produced at Leeds, were many
of them of very elaborate and elegant de-

signs, and of large size, and were decorated

with raised figures, medallions, flowers,

festoons, shells, &c., and with perforated

work. They were also frequently painted, or

enamelled, in various colours, blue, green,

and red being the prevailing ones. One
“cockle pot,” 22 inches in height, has a

square stand, highly decorated with shells,

&c.
,
in relief, and with perforations, stand-

ing on four feet. At each corner is a raised

seated figure. From the centre rises the

stem, supporting a solid globe, on which
rests the bowl, supported by mermaids.
The bowl is decorated with festoons of

shells, flowers, and sea-weeds in high relief.

The cover is also ornamented with raised

groups of shells and sea-weed, and is per-

forated in an elaborate and somewhat
intricate pattern. It is surmounted by a

spirited figure of Neptune with his trident

and horses.

Candlesticks were made in great variety,

and were highly decorated. Some were in

the form of vases, and in this variety vases

were produced in the same manner as

Wedgwood’s jasper ware, with reversible

tops, so as to serve either as ornaments
only, or as candlesticks. Others have
dolphins ; others again Corinthian and
other pillars; others have massive bases

perforated and embossed, while the candle-

stick itself rose from griffins
;
and others

again are vases with branches for two or

more candles springing out from their tops.

These are now of great rarity, as, indeed,

are many of the productions of the Leeds
works.

Single figures, and groups of figures,

were also produced, principally in the

plain cream-coloured ware, but sometimes
painted. It is also said that some minute
works of Art, small cameos, were made at

Leeds. A pair of these, said to be authen-
ticated as Leeds manufacture, are in the

possession of Mr. Ferns, who is also the

owner of many excellent specimens of per-

orated ware.

In Mr. Hailstone’s possession is a re-

markably fine fountain of large size. It

has a dolphin spout, shell terminations,

mermaids and shells for handles, and has
figures and ornaments in relief in front.

In tea, coffee, and chocolate services, a

large variety of patterns were produced,

both plain, engined, fluted, pierced, and
otherwise decorated. Many of these are

of similar form to Wedgwood’s, to whom
their manipulation would, indeed, have
been no discredit. The great peculiarity

of the tea and coffee pots, &c., is their

double twisted handles, with flowers and
leaves for terminations. Many of these are

extremely beautiful, both in design and in

execution. These services were made either

in plain cream-colour, or painted with
borders and sprigs of flowers in various

colour's. The chocolate cups are usually

two-handled, or without handles. The
stands are, in many instances, highly orna-
mented with perforations, or take the form
of melon or other leaves, and have orna-

mentalsockets for the cups attached. Several

patterns appear in the engravings of which
I have spoken. Tea-kettles and milk-

pails with covers were also made, and in

the possession of Mi'. Lucas is a fine ex-

ample of a tea-kettle with double twisted

handle, with foliated terminations.

In the early part of the present century,

a white earthenware was made at these

works. It was a fine, hard, compact body,

and had, like the cream-coloured, a re-

markably good glaze. In this ware services,

especially dinner and tea, were produced,

and were decorated with transfer printing,

painting, lustre, and tinsel. “Tinselling,”

it must be understood, is the peculiar

process by which a part of the pattern is

made to assume a metallic appearance by
being washed here and there over the

transfer or drawing. Examples of Leeds
ware of this kind are in the possession of

Mr. Manning and of Mr. Davis.
*

An excellent example of the white
earthenware of Leeds is the puzzle jug here

engraved. This is one of the most elaborate

in design, and careful in execution, which

has come under my notice. The upper part is

ornamented with “ punched ” perforations,

and the centre of the jug is open through-

out, having an open flower on either side,

between which is a swan standing clear in

* These examples are plates, and cup and saucer. They
are marked with the curved mark to be hereafter de-

scribed. The plates, too, bear a small blue-pencilled letter

C, and impressed flower of seven lobes, and kind of cross

pattee. These are of course workmen’s marks. The cup

and saucer in Mr. Davis’s possession have flowers and rude

landscape in colours and copper-coloured “ tinsel.”

the inside. The jug is painted with borders

and sprigs of flowers, and is marked with
the usual impressed mark of Leeds Pot-
tery. A curious example of the white
earthenware is in the possession of Mr.
Hailstone. It is a large jug, having on one
side a spirited engraving of “ the Vicar and
Moses ” in black transfer printing, and
colom’ed, and on the other side the old

ballad of “ the Vicar and Moses,” engraved
in two columns, and surrounded bya border.

In front of the jug, pendent from the spout,

is painted the aims of the borough of Leeds,

the golden fleece, commonly called the

“tup in trouble.” On each side of this are

the initials J. B. and S. B., and beneath
are the words—“ Success to Leeds Manu-
factorju”

Transfer printing was introduced at

Leeds, probably, about 1780, but this is

very uncertain. In the title-page of the
“ Book of Patterns in 1783,” it is said, “the
same enamel’ d, Printed or Ornamented with
Gold to any pattern

;
also with Coats of

Arms, Cyphers, Landscapes, &c. and in .

1791, the copper-plates then in use were
valued at £204. The patterns were prin-

cipally willow pattern, Nankin pattern,

borders, groups of flowers, landscapes, and
ruins.

Lustre, both gold and silver, was used
occasionally in the decorations at Leeds,

and excellent examples of “lustre ware”
were also produced. These, like the other

early productions of the works, are scarce.

About the year 1800, black ware was in-

troduced at Leeds. This was of the same
character as the Egyptian black, then so

largely made in Staffordshire by Wedg-
wood, by Mayer, by Neale, and others.

The body is extremely compact, film, and
hard, but had a more decided bluish cast

than is usual in other makes. In this

ware, tea and coffee pots, the latter both
with spouts and with snips, cream ewers,

and other articles were made. I believe

there are but few collectors cognizant of

the fact that this Egyptian black ware
was made at Leeds at all

;
but I have been

fortunate enough, by careful examination,

to ascertain that up to 181z—13 probably
from ninety to a hundred distinct patterns

and sizes of teapots alone were produced in

black at these works. This is an interest-

ing fact to note, and is one which will call

attention for the first time to this particular

branch of Leeds manufacture. The patterns

of the teapots were very varied, both in

form, in style of ornamentation, and in

size. In form were round, oval, octagonal,

and other shapes, including some of twelve

sides. In ornamentation some were engine-

turned in a variety of patterns, while others

were chequered or fluted. Others again

were formed in moulds elaborately orna-

mented in relief with flowers, fruits,

borders, festoons, &c. &c. ;
while others

still had groups of figures, trophies, and
medallions in relief on their sides. The
“knobs” of the lids were seated figures,

lions, swans, flowers, &c. &c. The lids

were made of every variety, both inward
and outward fitting, sliding, and attached

with hinges. In speaking of engine-turn-

ing, it may be well to note that “ engined”
mugs, jugs, &c., were made at these works
as early as 1782, if not at an earlier date.

And here, in connection with the black

ware, let me note too, that pot-works were
established at Swinton, by some of the

family of the Greens, of Leeds (the firm at

Swinton was ‘
‘ John and William Green &

Co., Earthenware Manufacturers”); and
that here, too, black ware teapots were

made, which were known as “ Swinton

pattern.” Of these I shall have more to
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say in my account of the Swinton works, in

a future number.
The marks used at Leeds are not nume-

rous, and are easily distinguished. Col-
lectors, however, need to be told that very
few indeed of the productions of this

manufactory were marked. The great

bulk of the potteiy, whether in Queen’s
ware or otherwise, was made for foreign

markets— Russia, Holland, Spain, Ger-
many, Portugal, France, &c.—and as a rule

the goods were sent off unmai’ked. It is

worthy of note, too, that the finest examples
of Leeds’ make, both in the perforated and
other varieties, now known, have been re-
covered from the Continent. To illustrate

this remark, it will be only necessaiy to
point to the chestnut basket just described
and engraved, which was purchased and
brought from Holland a few years ago.
The marks, so far as I have been able to

ascertain, which were used at the Leeds
works, and of each of which examples arc
in my own collection, are the following

—

LEEDS -POTTERY*
in large capitals, with a terminal asterisk

impressed. This mark occurs on a large-

sivprl “ AThlrvn Torino” in mvnwn nn««p<ni(m

who employs more than two hundred hands.
The wares produced are the ordinary de-
scriptions of earthenware for domestic use,
consisting of dinner, tea and coffee, toilet,

and other services, jugs and mugs, screw
jugs, bowls and basins, and, indeed, all

articles in general use. The white earthen-
ware is of the same quality as the ordinary
run of Staffordshire ware, and has a good
glaze. It is produced in the usual styles of
blue printing, painting and edging. In
this, the principal branch of Ins manu-
facture, Mr. Britton successfully competes
with some of the Staffordshire houses.

In Rockingham ware, tea and coffee pots
and other articles are still made at these

LEONARDO DA VINCES
“HERODIAS.”

sized “Melon Terino " in myown possession,

the same as that engraved in the pattern-
book of 1783, figure 68, plate 16. On the
same piece are a large capital letter S im-
pressed, and the number 12 incised. These
are of course workmen’s or pattern marks.

LEEDS * POTTERY

in small capital letters.

HARTLEY GREENS & CO
LEEDS * POTTERY

in small capital letters.

GRE*
*0&

in small capital letters, in two curved or
horse-shoe lines.

The marks usually ascribed to Leeds are
the following :

—

c c
but there is no proof that any of these
were ever used at the works. In my own
possession is a dessert service with the
“sponged” border (which was used at
Leeds), and a series of extremely fine and
thoroughly artistic figures, cupids, &c.,
engraved in stipple, and printed in a warm
pinkish brown colour, which bears the first

of these three marks
; but although it is

ascribed to Leeds, I have grave doubts as
to tho correctness of the appropriation

,
and

shall have more to say upon the point here-
after.

Mr. Chaffers, in his work on marks and
monograms on pottery and porcelain, says

:

“ The mark of 0. G. has been attributed to

Q q. Charles Green, of Leeds
; that in the

vy-
' margin is on a cup and saucer of
white English china, with paintings

of landscapes and the raised wicker border,
common to this manufactory.” I quote
this for the purpose of showing how little

reliance can be placed on the information
hitherto given with respect to these works.
So far as my researches go, I do not find
there was a Charles Green connected with
the Leeds works

;
and that china was never

made there I am fully convinced.
The Leeds.Pottery is, as I have said, at

the present time carried on, as it has been
for some years, by Mr. Richard Britton,

works in considerable quantities, as they
are also in Egyptian black glazed ware.
Yellow earthenware made from native clays
procured from Wortley, and pearl white of
good quality, both plain and decorated, are
also manufactured. Thus it will be seen
that the Leeds potteries of the present day
—of the very existence of which but few
persons are aware—are of considerable size
and importance, and are doing a large busi-
ness—a business which, unlike that of the
olden times, is principally confined to the
supplying of the homo markets, where, not
being marked, the ware usually passes for
that of Staffordshire.

Closely adjoining the works I have been
noticing is another small potteiy, called the
Leaiitley Lane Pottery, ofwhose history
a few words may be said. They were
established in the early part of the present
century, by, I believe, a Mr. North, for
the manufacture of black ware, but were
afterwards used by the same person for the
making of the ordinary white earthenware.
From Mr. North the works passed into
the hands of a Mr. Hepworth, who made
the ordinary brown salt-glazed ware. It
was next worked by Mr. Dawson, one of
the trustees of the Leeds pottery, who took
into partnership Mr. Chappell, of whom I
have spoken as, for a period, proprietor of
the Leeds pottery

;
and it was for some time

carried on by Dawson and Chappell, after-
wards by Chappell alone, and then by
Shackleton, Taylor, and Co. This part-
nership was dissolved in 1851, and the
works were then continued by two of the
former proprietors, Messrs. Taylor and
Gibson. Since 1859, the factory has been
continued to the present time by Messrs.
Gibson & Co. The premises are small, and
produce only the commoner and inferior
kinds of earthenware for domestic purposes.
These are white ware of the commonest
kind, yellow ware made from the Wortley
clays, and Rockingham ware.
Having now brought my notice of the

Leeds pot-works to a close, it remains only
for me to add my earnest hope that the
notes I have thrown together, and which
have been collected with no inconsiderable
amount of labour, and with much patient
investigation, may be found to contain in-
formation useful to the collector, and will
tend not only to remove many existing
misapprehensions as to the productions of
those works, but to call attention to them
in many quarters where their existence has
been hitherto unknown. My next paper
will be devoted to a notice of the Rocking-
ham works, and other works in the same
locality, and their productions, in which I
hope to give much information that will
be new to my readers. The locality, the
Valley of the Don, in which the works I
shall then notice are situated, is full of
interest, historical and otherwise, and has
long been a successful seat of pottery ma-
nufacture.

The works of Leonardo da Yinci are so rare,

that we regard with extraordinary interest any
picture even associated with his great name.
Strong evidence is offered in favour of one of
‘ Herodias,’ assumed to he by him, and now in
the possession of an American gentleman named
Kellogg. In the Tribune at Florence is a well-
known ‘ Herodias,’ now admitted, we believe,

to be a copy by Luini of a picture by Leonardo.
This picture was removed to Paris in the reign
of the first Napoleon, and was there engraved
as a work by Da Vinci. After its restoration to

the Tuscan government, it was attributed to
Luini, but many years after its replacement, it

was described in tho catalogues of the collection

of the Palazzo Vecehio as “ Erodiade c Vancella

cite ricev'ono la testa di -S’. Giovanni Batista, di

Leonardo da Vinci.” The persons represented
1 are three : Salome, who receives the head which
is about to be placed in the charger by the
executioner, and on her right the third, a
woman, said by some critics to be Herodias,
but by others, among whom are the Floren-
tine authorities, to be an attendant. The types
of the features are identical with those of the
picture in the National Gallery, ‘ Christ dis-

puting with tho Doctors,’ as if they had been
painted from the same models, or worked out
under similar impressions. The precise pas-
sage rendered in the picture is—“ And (the

executioner) brought his head in a charger,
and gave it to the damsel

;
and the damsel

gave it to her mother
;

” but it cannot be thought
that the woman on the right of Salome is such
a person as would have attracted the attention
of Herod

;
still the damsel turns to her, and

seems as if about to present her with the head
of the Baptist.

The history ofthe picture is not known beyond
the early part of the present century. It was
one of the collection at Mariahalden, near Zurich,
and belonged to the proprietor of that estate,

Count Bentzel-Sternau, who in 1847 disposed of
the contents of his gallery

;
some time after

which the ‘Herodias,’ with another from the
same source, became the property of Mr. Kel-
logg. The latter, by Raffaello, is known as
‘ La Belle Jardiniere,’ and is now in the collec-

tion of Lord Ashburton. This picture is said
to be original, while that [in the Louvre known
by tho same title is doubted by connoisseurs of
the “ divine master.” Under the head “Yinci ”

in the Allgemeincs Eiinstlerlexicon (Zurich, 1S19),
there is, by F. R. Fiissli, a description of this
* Herodias,’ concluding with these words, “ We
cannot cast the least doubt on Count Bentzel’s
picture;” but this writer describes the person
who receives the head from the executioner as
Herodias, and not Salome, whereas the entire
configuration is much too youthful for Herodias :

yet this interpretation coincides with the some-
what loose description given in the Florentine
catalogue, though it is not a rendering of the
sacred text. Round the upper border of the
dress of the principal figure appears the inscrip-
tion, “ Leonardo da Vinci, 1494.” On the
Florentine picture there is no signature, and
between that and the work in question there
are remarkable differences. In the latter the
dress of tho prominent figure is red, with a
flower pattern, but in the Tribune copy it is

brown, and the flower on the dress is omitted,
as is also the ornamental chasing on the vase.
For these discrepancies probable reasons might
be assigned, but no satisfactory conclusion could
be arrived at. The antecedents of the picture
are not known farther back than the year 1810,
when the Count Bcntzel Sternau purchased it

from Mr. Lamy, a publisher of works of Art at
Zurich. It was sent to Paris to be transferred
to canvas, and was there pledged to Baron Persi,
who, on its being redeemed, offered Mr. Lamy
20,000 livres for it. It was at the same time
known to have been valued at 40,000 livres.

The abiding places of all the productions of Da
Vinci are known

;
and, as his works are few,

an authentic addition to their number would be
a matter of much interest to admirers of the
masters of the Italian schools. The painting
in question is at No. 18, Ladbroke Square.
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“ But most of all it wins my admiration
To view the structure of this little work,
A bird’s nest. Mark it well, within, without

;

No tool hud he that wrought, no knife to cut,

No nail to fix. no bodkin to insert,

No glue to join ; his little beak was all,

And yet how neatly finished 1 What nice hand.
With every implement and means of art.

And twenty years’ apprenticeship to boot,
Could make me such another?

The bee observe

;

He too an artist is, and laughs at man
Who calls on miles the sightly hexagon
With truth to form : a cunning architect.

Who at the roof begins her golden work,
And builds without foundation.”

HOMES ‘WITHOUT HANDS.*

The architecture of animal life is infinitely more
marvellous, and oftentimes more beautiful, than
the most gorgeous edifices reared by the hand of
man. AVe look with astonishment—if we think

while we look—on the temples and palaces, and
gigantic constructions of every kind, which his

skill, his intelligence, and his industry have
raised

;
on the wide-swelling dome, be it of

stone or glass
;
on the graceful, tapering spire,

boldly shooting upwards into the sky; on clus-

tered columns
;
on ponderous arches, whose

shoulders might sustain a mountain : we see stone
compactly and symmetrically fitted to stone,

each of its appointed size and in its appointed
place, while the chisel of the sculptor enriches

them with cunning workmanship, and trans-

forms the shapeless blocks into elegant propor-
tions, and puts on them the undying hnpress of

j

beauty
;
weaving out of stone and marblo gar- I

lands of flowers and types of all things lovely,,

'

such as those with which the Deity Himself has
adorned the great temple of nature—the visible

world of His own creation. All these are the
i

works of reasoning, educated man, who builds
j

according to rules and laws which science

teaches. But if we pass from them to the struc-

tures of the lower creation—the “homes” made
;

“ without hands ”—we see far more reason for
j

wonder in what instinct alone has taught the
jbee and the ant, the reptile and the bird, to
j

form, each for its own purposes of safety and
domestic comfort.

those which burrow in the earth, and those that

burrow, or make holes for their homes, in trees.

Burrowing reptiles are followed by burrowing
invertebrates, and so on : and thus the whole

: subject is brought forward in its natural order,

and in a way that renders it perfectly expli-

cable.

It is only the diligent student of nature who
can entertain the least idea of the skill and in-

genuity possessed by the majority of these

“cunning” architects, and of the means they

employ in the construction of their homes to

render them safe and adequate to their neces-

sities. The illustrations with which Mr. Wood
has copiously enriched his book will do much
to enlighten the reader on this matter, and we
are favoured with the means of introducing
some examples. The first is a group of Weaver
Birds, natives of the tropical regions of Africa

and Asia. These birds suspend their nests in

the most extraordinary way to the ends of
twigs, small branches, drooping parasites, palm

So wrote Hurdis, in his “Village Curate,”
towards the end of the last century : his poems
are not so well known as they deserve to be,

for his pastoral descriptions are as truthful as

they are simple, and full of beauty. Hurdis
was the friend of Cowper—with whom he may
not unfitly be compared—and of Hayley, and
was Professor of Poetry at Oxford. It is, too,

on such topics that Mr. Wood discourses in the
most entertaining and instructive volume aptly
entitled “Homes without Hands;” and his

former publications on Natural History show
him to be eminently qualified to treat of them,

—

in a way, moreover, to commend the subject to

every class of reader. Beginning with the
simplest and most natural form of animal habi-

tation, a burrow in the ground, he proceeds to

notice the “ homes ” or those creatures that
suspend them in the air; next, those of real

builders, that form their domiciles of mud,
stones, sticks, and similar materials

;
the fourth

class consists of those which make their habita-
tions beneath the surface of the water, whether
salt or fresh

; the fifth, of those that live socially

in communities
;

the next, those which arc
parasitic upon animals or plants; then, those
which build on branches

;
and lastly, those that

must be classed under the head of miscellanea,

or those whose habitations could not be well
placed in either of the foregoing groups.
But this classification, dear and definite as

it must seem to all who are not well acquainted
with the subject, admits of another division or
arrangement. Thus, in treating of the “ Bur-
rowers,” the mammalia have precedence

;
these

include man, the mole, the fox, the weasel,

&c. &c. Burrowing birds eome next in order
;

* Homes without Hands. Being a Description of
the Habitations of Animals, classed according to their
Principle of Construction. By the Rev. J. G. Wood, M.A.,
E.L.S., &c.. Author of “ Illustrated Natural History.”
“ Common Objects of the Seashore and Country.” With
New Designs by W. F. Keyl and E. Smith. Engraved by
Messrs. Pearson. Published by Longmans, Green, and Co.,
London.

leaves, and reeds
;
many species of them hang

their nests over water, and at no very great

height above its surface. The object ot this

curious locality is evidently that the eggs and

young should be preserved from the depreda-

tions of the innumerable monkeys which swarm

in the forests, and whose filching propensities

would rob many a nest of its young brood,

The weight of the smallest monkey is too great

for the stem or leaf from which the nest is sus-

pended or to which it is attached
;
and it there-

fore happens generally that in the attempt to

grasp his prize ho pays the penalty of his mis-

I doings by being immersed in the water, which,

|

for a time at least, puts a stop to his depreda-

. tions, if he does not lose his life. The nests of

I all “pensile” birds, says the author, are re-

j

markable for eccentricity of shape and design,

J

although they agree in one point, namely, that

they dangle at the end of twigs, and dance

I about merrily in the breeze. Some are very

Ion", some very short
;
some have their en-
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trance at the side, others from below, and others

again from near the top. Some arc hung, like

a hammock, from one .twig to another
;
others

are suspended to the extremity of the twig

itself
;
and others fasten their nests to the ex-

tremities of palm leaves. Another peculiarity

is the difference of “make” and materials,

some birds using fibres, others the coarsest

WAKEFIELD EXHIBITIONgrass-straws
;
while some nests are so loose in

texture that the eggs can be plainly seen through

them, and others are as thick and strong as if
|

they were the work of a “professional thatcher.” ' INDUSTRIAL AND TINE ART,
The Sirex, seen in our second illustration, is

j

a terrible destroyer of fir-wood
;
in some cases

riddling the tree so completely with its tunnels,

that the timber is rendered useless. This is

effected in the following manner :—With the

long and powerful ovipositor the mother insect

introduces her eggs into the tree, and there

leaves them to be hatched. As soon as the

young grub has burst from the egg, it begins to

burrow into the tree, and to traverse it in all

directions, feeding upon the substance of the

wood, and drilling holes of a tolerably regular

form. Towards the end of its larval existence,

it works its way to the exterior of the trunk,

and there awaits its final change ;
so that, when

it assumes its perfect form, it has only to push

itself out of the hole, and find itself in the wide

world.

i Very curious are the nests of the two birds

seen in our next illustration, those of the Fairy

FAIRY MARTIN.

Martin and the Pied Grallixa, both natives

of Australia. These nests are formed of mud
and clay, with which are interwoven sticks,

grasses, feathers, and stems of plants
;

these

serve to bind the clay together, in the same
way as does cow’s hair in the plaster used by
bricklayers.

“ Homes without Hands ” is a book of absorb-

ing interest. To those who live in the country,

and whose tastes lead to the observation of the

animal life that surrounds them, it must prove

especially welcome
;
and it can scarcely be less

so to those who, dwelling in towns and cities,

have little or no opportunity of studying natural

history in any of its multitudinous and most

instructive forms.

The 30th of August was a “ red-letter” day in

the annals of Wakefield. Situated, as the town

[

is, in the midst of a large agricultural popula-

;

tion, it is yet fully alive to the importance of

j

encouraging the works of the artist and the

I

artisan. The exhibition had its origin in a very

j

humble beginning. It was primarily projected

|

to encourage the industry, and usefully to em-

ploy the winter evenings, of the children con-

I

nected with the parochial schools. Then the

I

parents of the children were desirous of exhibit-

j

ing the results of their own industry ;
and sub-

sequently others expressed a wish to contribute.

I As the report of the project circulated through

j
that part of Yorkshire, applications to^ partici-

1 pate in it were made from Leeds, Sheffield,

Bradford, Saltaire, Pontefract, and half a score
1 other places, and the result was a display of

I

various kinds of works, to which, including the

I Fino Arts department and that of the juveniles,

j

the names of nearly two thousand contributors

I
were appended.

i
The exhibition was held in six rooms, or

! halls, the “ Tammy Cloth Hall ” forming a por-

|

tion, to which was added a large temporary

I structure of wood and glass. It was opened

, with considerable ceremony, the day being ob-

I served as a public holiday. Among the distin-

i guished individuals who were present were the

' Archbishop of York, Earl Fitzwilliam, Lord

Milton, Lord Houghton, president of the exhi-

bition, the Right Hon. C. B. Adderley, M.P.,

I

Mr. Leatham, M.P., and a large number of the

local gentry, affording a gratifying instance of

I the interest they felt in this spontaneous display

of the industry of their poorer neighbours,

j

After the most reverend prelate had oflered up

j

a dedicatory prayer, the assembled company
i was addressed at considerable length by Lord
I Houghton, the Archbishop, Lord Fitzwilliam,

[

and Mr. Leatham.
Among other works placed in the large central

! hall, to which the visitor was first admitted, is

I
an important specimen of paper-staining and

j

ornamental painting, representing ‘ The Garden

of Eden,’ in the production of which six thou-

i sand blocks were employed. Beneath it were

—

i
we are writing in the past tense, as probably

the exhibition will be closed before our sheets

are in the hands of our subscribers—an interest-

I
ing collection of finely carved ancient furniture.

I On the walls hang specimens of the various

j

kinds of woollen stuffs manufactured in the

West Riding. In the entrance hall were con-

! tributions of pottery. What is called the

j

“Tammy Cloth Hall” consists of two long but

I
very narrow rooms, one above the other

;
in

! the lower rooms were specimens of machinery

|

in motion, and in the upper a large collection of

I objects too numerous to particularise, but con-

I sisting of chemical products and manufactures,

and mineral substances, scientific works, and of
1 the diverse productions that generally come

i

under the title of “Industrial Art,” all pro-

perly classified
;
very many of these objects are

|

of great excellence. The section “ Scholars’

I and Children’s Works,” included articles con-

j

tributed by twenty-four schools, male and

female, in Wakefield and its immediate vicinity.

I Right and left of the entrance hall were two

excellent picture galleries, one devoted to oil

paintings, the other to water-colour drawings,

photographs, &c. These formed, as might be

expected, attractive features in the exhibition,

and deservedly so, for they contained some ex-

cellent examples of the works of the British

school of painters. The oil pictures, numbering

more than three hundred, included specimens

of Reynolds, Romney, Iloppner, Etty, Hogarth,

Constable, Gainsborough, R. Wilson, Morland,

Lawrence, Leslie, E. M. Ward, C. Stanfield,

T. S. Cooper, J. B. Pyne, H. O’Neil, E. Y .

Rippingillc, J. Severn, Boddington, and many
others. The pictures in water-colours num-
bered about two hundred; among them were

works by Turner, W. Hunt, D. Roberts, S.,

Front, B. Foster, J. Nash, Linnell, J. Gilbert,

C. Werner, D. Francis, and many more.
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Among some pertinent and judicious obser-
vations made by Lord Houghton, the following
appears in the report of his speech, when allud-

ing to the advantages such exhibitions afford

to the artisan :
—“ It is a great thing for the

working man—the common hard-working me-
chanic—to see the results of his daily labour,
and to perceive that his work is in itself an art.

"When I see men engaged in long mechanical
labour, it always seems to me that there are
two ideas I should wish to see spread broadcast
over the community. One is, that such men
should have something in their minds besides
their mere labour-, which should occupy their

minds during the performance of their labour.
The other is, that they should have some other
employment—some power of doing something
else besides the mechanical labour in which
they are engaged. It is a new and interesting
feature of these exhibitions, that they afford to

the artisan class the oppor tunity of exhibiting
any works which they may have produced, and
which are not peculiar to their trades. It is a

great thing for a man to feel that he is not a

mere machine, or part of a machin e
;
but that

besides being part of the great machine of the
world, as we all are who perform any indus-
trious part, there is something divine in him
which gives him the power of understanding
and appreciating other things besides his me-
chanical work, and which thus places him in

conjunction and sympathy with minds higher
than his own.”

Such gatherings as appeared at the inaugura-
tion of the Wakefield Exhibition form a strong
link of union between the upper and lower
classes. They show a comimmity of interests

between the two, and the remarks made by
more than one speaker clearly pointed out that
each is dependent upon the other for no small
portion of his comfort and personal enjoyment,
for the wealth of the rich man could do little to

promote either without the skill and labour of
the artisan, who must look to the other to ap-
preciate the work of his hand by becoming its

possessor.

ART IN SCOTLAND A3D THE
PROVINCES.

Aberdeen.— Mr. A. Brodic is progressing
with his statue of tho Queen, which is intended
to stand at the corner of St. Nicholas Street, in

this city.

Edinburgh.—Mr. John Steell, K.S.A., has
recently completed a statue of the late Right
Hon. James Wilson, for transmission to India,

where he held the appointment of Finance
Minister. It will be placed in a prominent
position in Calcutta, and a replica of the work
in bronze—the original is in marble—will, pro-
bably, be erected in Hawick, Mr. Wilson's
native town, a subscription for the purpose
having been already announced. A bust of the

deceased statesman was some time since executed
by Mr. Steell, from life, and is now in the

Scottish National Gallery.—A portion of the
new Museum of Science and Art, which has
been in course of construction for about the last

four years, is so far completed as to allow of the
collections being removed into it, and the work
of transference has been in progress for some
weeks past. The halls and galleries are lighted

with gas, on the same system as that adopted in

the South Kensington Museum.
Fettekcaiiin.—A Gothic arc-h, in memory of

the late Prince Consort, has been erected, from
the designs of Mr. John Milne, of St. Andrew’s,
at Fettercaim. It consists of two massive
octagonal towers, each about seven feet in

diameter, and supported by buttresses; the
towers are about sixty feet high, and are sur-

mounted by gilded metal finials. The arch
itself is semicircular, rather more than eighteen
feet in the span, and upwards of sixteen feet in

height, to the keystone. Above the arch there
appears on a scroll the inscription, “Visit of
Victoria and Albert,” in raised letters of old
English character

; and above the cornice, on
each side, and under the cope of the arch, is a
crown, in relief; while the top of the arch is
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coped with embrasures, and in the centre is a

semi-turret with gilt metallic finials. The
memorial, as the inscription indicates, has refer-

ence to a royal visit to Fettercairn. It was
after this visit that a subscription was raised for

a memorial of the event
;
but it was not till the

death of the Prince occurred that much progress

was made in carrying out the object, and it has

now taken the form just described.

Birmingham.—An exhibition, entitled “The
Working Men’s Industrial Exhibition,” was
opened with considerable ceremony in this busy
town on the 29th of August. The catalogue

contains a long list of useful and ornamental

objects, as well as numerous literary contribu-

tion, in very many of which the women seem to

share the credit of production equally with the

men. We trust that when the exhibition closes

it will be found to have proved more pecuniarily

remunerative than some recent similar displays

in London.
Brighton.—The exhibition of the Brighton

Art-Society opened, on the 4th of last month,
with a collection of 230 oil paintings, 195 draw-
ings in water-colours, and five examples of

sculpture. Of the whole number of works ex-

hibited, 76 are the productions of local artists.

Among the leading subjects the following may
be mentioned :

—‘Tired,’ F. S. Cary; ‘Beatrice,’

E. Kennedy
;

‘ Imogen,’ J. B. Bedford
;

‘ After

sunset merrily,’ F. Smallfield
;

‘ The Favourite,’

and ‘ The Fisherman's Daughter,’ J. Noble

;

‘ Dutch Shipping,’ H. K. Taylor
;

* Amager
Girl,’ and ‘ Danish Nurse with a Parrot,’ Mdme.
Jeriehau ;

‘ Sunday,’ J. J. Wilson ;
* Vanity,’

S. B. Halle
;

‘ Fowey Harbour,’ and others, by
W. Linton

;
‘ Bilberry Gatherers,’ J. Bouvier

;

‘ The Fortune-teller,’ D. Hardy ;
‘ Calais Sands,’

and ‘ Fishing Boats,’ both by W. R. Beverley
;

‘ Asouan, Upper Egypt,’ and ‘ Moorish Ladies,’

C. Vachcr
;

‘ Dar Thurla,’ H. Tidey
;

‘ A Grave
Hint,’ ‘ Come into the Garden, Maud,’ and
others, Hablot K. Browne

;
‘ A Swollen Stream,’

J. Fahey. The catalogue contains also works
by many other artists whose names are well

known :—E. W. Cooke, R.A., Bennett, Holland,

G. Smith, J. B. Pyne, W. Leader, J. Uorlor,

Niemann, S. Prout, J. Callow, W. Hunt, T.

Joy, S. P. Jackson, G. D. Paris, Honorary
Secretary of the Society, Gastineau, R. R.

Scanlan, T. S. Robins, Miss Rayner, Mrs. W.
Oliver, and Mrs. H. Criddle. Some of the pic-

tures by these artists have been contributed by
their present owners.

Canterbury.—Mr. Ffyffers, the sculptor, is

engaged on a series of statues, sixty-seven in

number, for the south porch of the cathedral in

this city, in pursuance of a scheme which has

been laid down by Dr. Alford, Dean of Canter-

bury. They arc, chiefly, the gifts of individuals.

Coventry.—A statue of the late Sir Joseph
Paxton is to be erected, by public subscription,

in the vicinity of this city, which he represented

in parliament during a term of ten years. The
site selected is the cemetery, in all respects a

very suitable one, for it was designed by him,

and laid out under his superintendence.

Reading is haring its industrial exhibition,

to which the Queen bas contributed many valu-

able and interesting works from Windsor Castle.

The Provost and Follows of Eton College, Lord
Overstone, Colonel Lloyd Lindsay, M.P., Sir C.

Russell, M.P
,
Mr. Benyon, M.P., and others of

the county gentry, are contributors of pictures,

sculptures, and other works of Art. The exhibi-

tion was opened about the middle of last month.
Sheffield.—The Council of the School of

Art in this town is making an effort to remove
the debt on the building, which amounts to

£2,000,
r

and also to increase the subscription

list for the support of the institution by £200 a

year. The withdrawal of Government aid has

rendered these movements imperative to keep

the doors of the school open.

Winchester.—Eight small statues for the

upper portion of the City Cross are completed,

and have arrived at tbeir place of destination.

They represent respectively St. Lawrence, St.

Bartholomew, St. Thomas, the Virgin Mary, St.

John, St. Peter, St. Paid, and St. Maurice.

The three large statues for the lower niches will

be those of King Alfred, William of Wykeham,
and Florence dc Lunn, first mayor ofWinchester.

BRIGHTLING OBSERVATORY.
(FROM KOSEHILL PARK.)

J. M. W. Turner, R.A., Painter. W. B. Cooke, Engraver.

Mr. Thorxbury, the biographer of Turner,

says :
‘

‘ I go to few places in England but
I seem to meet Turner. I find him on the

Derbyshire Hills, and among the ruins of

Yorkshire abbeys. I meet his ghost on
the banks of the Wharfe, and on the sea-

shore at Dover. I come across him in the

green hop-fields of Kent, and in the marshes
of the Thames. I see his short, stalwart

spirit pacing about the Scotch moors, and
around the pebbly marshes of Scotch lakes.

I never go on the Thames, and look at

St. Paul’s, but I seem to see him bout past

me, and steer on to that old loved Chelsea.

Li Wales, at Oxford, in Sussex, in Wilt-
shire. I still cannot drive away the remem-
brance of him. lie haunts Eonthill, Pet-

worth, and Tabley
;
he meets one at every

old castle and abbey in England; he has

been on every river, and in every county.

He did much to spread the fame of the

beauty of our country.”

No painter ever did so much : the number
of engravings executed from his sketches of

scenery in Great Britain amounts to several

hundreds, and a very large portion of them
belong to a comparatively early period of

his career. Turner’s drawings have elicited

as much praise from his admirers as the

noblest of his oil paintings.

One has but to look at tho female figure

forming so conspicuous an object in the

foreground of tho accompanying engrav-
ing of ‘ Brightling Observatory’ to be con-

vinced that tho drawing from which it

was taken must have been made very many
years ago ;

for certainly her dress is of a
type to which the living generation, ex-

cept those of us who may be getting into

the sear and yellow leaf, knows nothing

except in pictures. The view itself has, in

all probability, undergone great changes
since Turner sketched it, and, we believe,

the Observatory no longer exists ; the hill

on which it stood rises to a height of

646 feet above the level of the sea. Bright-

ling is a small village about three or four

miles north of Battle, a locality which has

beauties almost peculiar to itself, and
Turner was always on the search after

variety in the picturesque. Here we have
a wide sweep of downs, with their rich

covering of short and delicate turf, fra-

grant with wild thyme, whereon large

fiocks of sheep feed—the celebrated ‘
‘ South-

downs,” whose flesh is esteemed a delicacy

even on the table of the epicure. The
scene is finely broken into hill and dale,

with noble patches of forest trees here and
there to relieve the eye of all monotony
both of form and surface, and permitting

the artist to display his powers of regulat-

ing the light and shade of his picture in

tho most effective manner. Turner’s ma-
nagement of clriar-oscuro is always notable,

and he often made it depend less upon the

composition itself—that is, upon the objects

or materials of which it was made up—than
of those which did not appear in it. The
chief, and indeed almost the only way of

doing this, is by invoking the aid of clouds,

and causing those which are out of the pic-

ture to throw their reflections on certain

portions of the landscape. Almost the

whole of the foreground in the drawing of

‘ Brightling Observatory ’ is treated in this

manner
;
there is no other way in which

the long line of shadow passing across the

composition, and gradually merging into

the light on the left can he accounted for

;

and how effective is the result

!
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HISTOBIC DEVICES AND BADGES-

BY MBS. BUEY PALLISEB.

“To describe emblazon’d shields

Impresses quaint.”—

M

ilton.

"Here’s now mystery and hieroglyphic.”
Ben .Tonson, 'ihe Alchymist.

Paet I.

Devices and badges form a branch of

heraldic study the importance of which has
not been sufficiently appreciated. It is of

the greatest value to the archaeologist, in

helping him to ascertain the origin and fix

the date of an infinity of works of Art.

The knight bore his device upon various

parts of his dress
;
it was embroidered upon

his surcoat and the caparisons of his horse
;

was engraved upon his armour and his

arms, inscribed upon his objects of daily

use, his books, his plate, his bed, and his

household furniture. On Majolica ware wo
see painted the imprese of' the dukes of

TJTbino, and those of the Medici popes appear
in the Loggie of the Vatican.

The badge and the device, though often

confounded, are essentially distinct in cha-

racter.

The badge or cognisance (from the Nor-
man term cognoissance, a mark, or token,

by which a thing is known) was a figure

selected either from some part of the family

coat, or chosen by the owner as allud-

ing to his name, office, or estate, or to

some family exploit
;
and sometimes it was

granted by the sovereign as a token of his

favour. It was worn by the retainers of

princes and powerful barons, to declare

visibly the liege lord to whoso service they

were attached. It glittered on the standard,

and was embroidered upon the sleeve, breast,

back, or other parts of the dress
;
in later

times, stamped or engraved on metal, and
attached to the sleeve, as the badge of the

waterman or ferrryman of the present day
—the only remnant, perhaps, now existing

of this once important mark of fealty and
vassalage.

Badges were greatly in favour in England
from Edward I. to the time of Queen Eliza-

beth. In the reign of Edward III.* they

were used in profusion, and the 'principal

houses, in imitation of the royal family,

had a distinctive mark for their retainers,

which secondary token of family distinction

was no doubt, at the time, better known
by their dependants than the personal aims
or crest of the liege lord to whom they

belonged. “Might I not know thee by
thy household badge ? ” says Shakspere.

Badges were hereditary in families, and to

deprive a nobleman of his badge! was a
punishment of the deepest degradation.

I

How many of the most interesting asso-

ciations of feudal history are connected

with the badge ! The “ Broom branch ” of

the Plantagenets, the “ Boses ” of the riyal

* “ This age did exceedingly abound with impresses,

mottoes, and devices, and particularly King Edward III.

was so excessively given up to them, that his apparel,

plate, bed, household furniture, shields, and even the har-

ness of his horses, and the like, were not without them.”—
Ashmole, History of the Ureter ofthe Garter.

t “ For the tliirde offence you shall openly
make recitall of all his offences, aud take away from him
his livery, or at least his badge.”

—

Some rules and orders

for the government of the House of an Earle, set down by
If. Brdithivaite. Temp. James I.

t Family decorations, called Livery Collars, were some-
times formed of the badges of a house, with one of the

most important as a pendant, such as

—

The collar of Broom pods, with the White Hart pendent,

in the portrait of Richard II., at Wilton.

The collar of SS, with Ithe Swan of the De Bohuns appen-
dent, round the neck of the poet Gower, in St. Saviour’s

Church, Southwaik, and the constantly recurring collar of

Suns and Boses ; badges of the House of York, with the

pendant of the White Boar of Richard III. ; the Black Bull

of the Duke of Clarence, and the White Lion of March.

houses, “ the Sun of York,” the “ Bristled

Boar” ofKing Richard, the “ Rampant Bear
chained to the rugged staff” of Warwick,
are all familiar, and identified with history

itself.

There are few now of our nobility who
retain this ancient appendage. The Stafford

Knot and the Pelham Buckle are among
the rare exceptions

;
but we still find the

cognisance of many an illustrious family
preserved in the sign of an inn.

The White Hart of Bichard II. ,
the Ante-

i
lope of Henry IV., the Beacon of Henry V.,

I
the Feathers of Henry VI., the Star of the

i
Lords of Oxford, whose brilliancy decided

’ the fate of the battle of Barnet, the Lion of
1 Norfolk, which shone conspicuous onBos-
worth Field, and many others too numerous

!
to mention, may yet be seen as signboards

- to village inns contiguous to the former
1

estates of families whose possessions have
l
passed into other hands.

Again, turn to the Salamander of Angou-
leme, the Porcupine of Orleans, the Ermine

(

of Bretagne, hereditary badges of France’s
1 sovereigns

;
the Plane and the Knotted

|

Staff of Burgundy and Orleans, the Wallet
of the Gueux, the “Biscia” of Milan,—to

periods fraught with what stirring historic

recollections do they all carry us bade

!

The object of the badge was publicity

;

not so the device or impresa, which, with
its accompanying legend or motto, was
assumed for the purpose of mystification

—

an ingenious expression of some particular

conceit of the wearer, containing a hidden
meaning.

Devices became general in the fourteenth

century, but it was during the French wars
in Italy that they attained their full deve-
lopment, and the ingenuity of the learned

was called forth to invent devices expressing
the dominant feeling of the wearer, in love,

war, arts, or politics.

Giovio, Ruscelli, Paradin, and a host of

literati
,
were enlisted in the cause

;
and

sovereigns did not disdain to compose their

own devices.

Mary Stuart solaced the hours of her
captivity by inventing devices which she
executed in embroidery

;

* and she appeals

to her astute uncle, Cardinal Lorraine, to

compose a device for a mirror,! as to one
well versed in the art.

In England they were never very popular,
but on the Continent to such an extent was
the fashion carried, that devices departed
from their original character, and degene-
rated into senseless and puerile subtleties.

The device ! required certain conditions.

It was composed of two parts, the picture

and the motto—the “ corpo ” and “ ammo,”
as they were styled by the Italians. No
device was perfect without the two. There
should be a just proportion between the

corpo and avimo. The corpo, or painted
metaphor, should not represent the human
form, and should be pleasing in appearance

;

the ani/mo should be short, and in a foreign

language, the object of the two being that

they should not be so plain as to be under-
stood by all, or so obscure as to require a
sphinx to interpret.^

In the middle of the sixteenth century,

books of devices formed a distinct class of

literature, and the number published would
form a library of themselves. Art was
inexhaustible in the variety of devices and

* There were no fewer than thirty impreses embroidered
on<i lied by Mary and her ladies when at Tutburv.

t “I pray you to have made for me a beautiful golden
miiTor to suspend from my girdle, .... . with some
appropriate device, which the Cardinal, my uncle, can
compose.”—

L

abanoff, JRecueil de Lcttres.

{
•* Gravity and majesty must be in it. It must be some-

what retired from the capacity of the vulgar.”— Sin Wil-
liam Drummond.

symbolic images by which it sought to

typify moral truths and doctrines.

But it is of devices adopted by persons of

eminence either in art, arms, literature, or

station, that we propose to treat,—devices

strictly historic, the study of which alono

can lead to any useful result. Our first

paper shall be devoted to the

DEVICES AND BADGES OF THE KINGS
OF FRANCE.

St. Louis took for his device the Daisy
and the fleur-de-lis ,

out of compliment to

bis wife, Marguerite de Provence, and in

allusion to his own armorial bearings. He
caused a ring to bo made, round which was
a wreath of daisies and fleurs-de-lis, ena-
melled in relief, and on a sapphire the two
flowers were engraved, with this inscrip-

tion :
—“ Hors cest auel, point n’ay amour

;

”

implying that all his thoughts and affec-

tions were centred in his wife and his

country.
On the occasion of his marriage, in 1234,

St. Louis instituted the order of tho ‘
‘ Cosse

de Genest,” and, as an emblem of his humi-
lity, selected for his badge tho broom flower,

with a suitable motto, Exaltat humiles
,

“ He exalteth the humble.” The collar of

the order was composed of broom flowers,

enamelled whito and green, intermixed with
fleurs-de-lis (Fig. 1).

Fig. l.

This order appears to have been long hold
in estimation, for, as late as the reign of
Charles VI., we find a charge in the accounts
of the “ Argentier du Roi,” for four collars

of the Cosse de Genest, sent to England as
presents to Bang Richard II. and his uncles,

the dukes of Lancaster, Gloucester, and, as
he is styled, the “ Due d’Yhorst.” Again,
the order occurs in the royal accounts, 1393 :

‘
‘ Deux cosses de genestes pendan en chacun
d’iceulx cottiers Tune esmaillee de blanc et

l’autre de vert.”— Comptes Royaux. 1395:
“Deux cosses pendans au bout de couron-
nes, l’une esmaillee de blanc et l’autre de
vert.”

—

Ibid.

John “Le Bon,” the prisoner of Poitiers,

had two swans for supporters, * and took, as
his device, a star crowned with the motto,
Monstrant regibus astra viam, “Stars show
theway to Kings,” in allusion to the star that
led the three kings to Bethlehem (Fig. 2).

After the example of Edward III., who had
instituted the Order of the Garter, John
established that of the Star. The knights
wore no collar, but on their mantle was em-
broidered a blue star, cantonned with the

* Louis IX. had two dragons for supporters. Of his pre-
decessors, Philip Augustus took two lions, and Louis VIII.
two wild boars. Of the successors of St. Louis, Philip III.,
Le Hardi, had two eagles

;
Philip V., Le Long, two lions;

and, for Navarre, eight escarbuncles. Charles IV., Le Bel,
bore two lions leopardes, and the escarbuncles for Navarre.
Philip VI., de Valois, had two greyhounds. He also took a
single lion, and sometimes a single angel.—M. Rev, Insig-
nes de la Monarchic Franfaise.

ESf: 1

I

I
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letters M.R.A.Y., the initials of the king’s

motto. They also wore a ring, with a star

enamelled upon it.*

Fig. 2.

Charles Y., “Le Sage.” First dauphin
of France, by virtue of the bequest of

Humbert, Count of Yiennois.

The motto of Charles V. was Recti et for-

mer, “Rightly and bravely;” his sup-

porters, two greyhounds azure, and after-

wards two dolphins.

Charles YL, “ Le Bien Servi,” took for

device a flying stag, with a collar of gold

round its neck, and the motto, Casar hoc

mild donavit

,

“This Ccesar gave to me.”
Juvenal des TJrsins relates that tho king,

when hunting in tho forest of Senlis, found

a stag wearing a chain of copper gilt round

its neck. The stag was taken alive, and on

the collar was the above inscription. From
that time the king adopted the flying stag,

and bore two of them as supporters to his

arms, having previously used two angels.

Froissart gives a different account of the

origin of this device.

“ It happened,” he relates, “ that during

the residence of the young king Charles at

Senlis, as he was sleeping in his bed, a

vision appeared to him. He thought he

was in the city of Arras, where, until then,

he had never been, attended by all the

flower of his kingdom
;
that tho Earl of

Flanders came there to him, and placed on

his wrist a most beautiful and. elegant

pilgrim-falcon, saying, ‘ My lord, in God’s

name I give this falcon to you, for the best

that was ever seen, tho most indefatigable

hunter, and the most excellent striker of

birds.’ Tho king was much pleased with

the present, and said, ‘ Fair cousin, I give

you my thanks.’ He then turned to the

Constable of France,! who was near him,

and said, ‘ Sir Oliver, let you and I go to

the plains, and try this elegant falcon which

my cousin of Flanders has given me.’ When
the constable answered, 1 Well, let us go.’

Then each mounted their horses, and went
into the fields, taking the falcon with them,

where they found plenty of herons to fly him
them at. The king said,

4 Constable, cast off

the falcon, and wo shall see how he will

hunt.’ The constable let him fly, and the

falcon mounted so high in the air they

could scarcely see him. lie took the direc-

tion towards Flanders, ‘Let us ride after

my bird,’ said the king to the constable,

‘ for I will not lose him.’ The constable

assented, and they rode on, as it appeared

to the king, through a large marsh, when
they came to a wood, on which the king

* “ Et porteriont continueliement un Annel en tour la

verge dut|uel sera escript leur noiu et surnom, auquel annel

aurer un Esmail plus vermeil, en l’esmail line estoile blanche,

au milieu tie l’Estoile une rondeur d'azur, un petit Soleil

d’or.”— Circular U tter of John II. to the nobles upon whom
he intended conferring the order. Cliambre des Comptes,
Paris.

f Olivier de Clisson. He lead the vanguard at Rosbec.

cried out, 4 Dismount, dismount, we can-

not pass this wood on horseback.’ They
then dismounted, when some servants came
and took their horses. The king and con-

stable entered the wood with much diffi-

culty, and watched on until they came to

an extensive heath, where they saw the

falcon chasing herons, and striking them
down

;
but they resisted, and there was a

battle between them. It seemed to the

king that his falcon performed gallantly,

and drove the birds before him so far that

he lost sight of him. This much vexed the

king, as well as the impossibility of follow-

ing him
;
and he said to the constable, 4 1

shall lose my falcon, which I shall very
much regret

;
for I have neither lure nor

anything else to call him back.’ Whilst
the king was in this anxiety, he thought a

beautiful hart, with two wings, appeared to

issue out of the wood, and come to this

heath, and bend himself down before the

king, who said to the constable, as he
regarded this wonder with delight, 4 Con-
stable, do you remain here, and 1 will

mount tliis hart that offers itself to me,
and follow my bird.’ Tho constable agreed

to it, and the young king joyfully mounted
the hart, and went seeking the falcon. The
hart, like one well tutored to obey the

king’s pleasure, carried him over tho tops of

the highest trees, when he saw his falcon

striking down such numbers of birds that

he marvelled how he could do it. It seemed
to the king that when the falcon had suffi-

ciently flown, and struck down enough of

the herons; he called him back, and instantly,

as if well taught, he perched on the king’s

wrist
;
when it seemed to him that after he

had taken the falcon by its lure, and given

him his reward, the hart flew back again

over the wood, and replaced the king on

the same heath whence he had carried him,

and where the constable was waiting, who
was much rejoiced at his return. On his

arrival, he dismounted, the hart returned

to the wood, and was no more seen. The
king then, as he imagined, related to tho

constable how well the hart had carried

him ;
that he had never rode so easy before

in his life ; and also the goodness of his

falcon, who had struck him down such

numbers of birds
;
to all which the constable

willingly listened. The servants then seemed
to come after them with their horses, which,

having mounted, they followed a magnifi-

fig. 3.

cent road that brought them back to Arras.

The king, at this part, awakened, much
astonished at the vision he had seen, which

was so imprinted on his memory, that ho
told it to some of his attendants who were
waiting in his chamber. The figure of this

hart was so agreeable to him, that he could

not put it out of his imagination
;
and this

was the cause why, on his expedition to

Flanders against the Flemings, he took a
flying hart for his device ”* (Fig. 3).

The sun also appears to have been one of

the devices of Charles YI. Froissart, in

describing the tournament given on tho

occasion of Queen Isabella’s entry into

Paris, states that 44 a brilliant sun dispers-

ing its way through the heavens ” was the

king’s device. There were thirty knights,

including the king, who styled themselves
Knights of the Golden Sun, all sumptuously
apparelled, and each had on his shield a
splendid sun.

Charles YIL, “ Le Fictorieux,” used
the flying stags of his father, but had as

his emblem, a thorny rosebush. At his

entry into Rouen ho bore golden suns.f

Louis XI. had the flying stags for sup-
porters, and afterwards two eagles. Finally,

he adopted the image of St. Michael as his

special emblem. His father, Charles VII.

,

had borne the image of this saint on his

standard, when he took the field, in conse-

quence, it is said, of the appearance of

St. Michael on the bridge of Orleans, de-

fending the city against an assault of the

English. In obedience to the testamentary
directions of his father, Louis XI. insti-

tuted, at Amboise, in 1469, the Order of

St. MichaelJ
Charles YIII.—His motto was Si Derm

pro nobis, quis contra nos ? “If God be with
us, who shall be against us ?

”

The letter K, surmounted by a crown,

was embroidered upon the surcoats of the

archers of the guard, and upon his stan-

dards^ He used as supporters, the winged
stags, two crosses of Jerusalem, and also

two unicorns.

Louis XII., “P&re du Peuple.” — In
1397, his grandfather, Louis, Duke of

Orleans, instituted the Order of the Porcu-
pine, and on the occasion of the baptism of

his son Charles, he took this animal as his

emblem., with tho motto, Oominuset eminus,
44 Near and afar,” alluding to the vulgar
error that the porcupine is able, not only

to defend itself from close attack, but can

throw its quills against more distant assail-

ants
; ||

Duke Louis meaning thereby to

convey that he could defend himself with
his own weapons, and that he could attack

his enemy, John, Duke of Burgundy, as

* Froissart, Book ii., chap. civ. Johne’s Translation.

His uncle, Philip the Bold, Duke of Burgundy, made use of

this vision to urge Charles to march against the revolted

Flemings, declaring it a presage of success, as was realised

by the gain of the battle of Rosbec, in which Philip von
Arteveld was slain.

t Lancelot, one of the knaves in playing-cards, bears a
sun upon his coat of arms, a proof, among others, of the

antiquity of the game.
Louis XI. coined “Escus de soleil,” to which Massinger

alludes—
“ Present your bag

Crammed with crowns of the Sun.”

Charles VI. reduced the fleurs-de-lis in the royal escut-

cheon to three.

X The collar was composed of escallop shells, interlaced

with double knots, and from it hung a medallion repre-

senting St. Michael and the dragon. The motto of the

order was lmmensi tremor Oceani, “ The trembliDg of the

immeasurable ocean.”
1438. " A collar of cokkilschellis contenand xxiii. schellis

of gold .”— Inventory of Jewels of James III. The Royal
Wardrobe and Jewel House, 1138—1606. Edinburgh.

1539. “ The ordoure of France of the Cokill and Sanct

Michael.”— Inventory of James f. Ibid.

§ 149S. “ Une couverture a chariot branlant, de velours

cramoisy, semee de cordelieres et de lettres de K et A de
drap d’or raz et plat.”—Invcntairc de la Royne Anne de

Bretagne.
[I Wilars de Honnecort, a writer of the thirteenth cen-

tury, in his album, preserved in the Imperial Library at

Pafis. gives a picture of the porcupine, with this legend

underneath—“ Vesci I. pore espi, e’est une biestelete qui

lance ce soie gant elle corecie.”



well at a distance as near. Perhaps, too,

he may have referred to his distant hope of
inheriting from his brother (Charles YI.)
the crown of Prance.

Louis XII. abolished the order after his
accession, but retained the hereditary-

badge of his family (Pig. 4), and took two

,
Fig. 4.

porcupines for his supporters. His cannon
were marked with the porcupine, and his

!

golden “ecus au pore epic” were much I

sought after by the curious. *

In his expedition against the Genoese,
Louis XII. is described by Montfaucon as
arrayed, as well as his horse, in white
vestments, covered with hives and bees of
gold, with the motto, Non utitur aculeo rex,
“ The king does not use a sting.’ ’t

Anne of Bretagne, Queen of Charles
VIII., and afterwards of Louis XII.,
adopted the ermine (Pig. 5), the ancient

j

hereditary device of her duchy, with the
motto, Malo mori quam foedari, “ Better to

die than be sullied,” or as the Prcnch
render it, “ Plutot mourir que souiller.”

Anne appears, however, more frequently
to have used the motto of the Breton order
of the ermine, “ A ma vie.” We find the
ermine with this last legend in her cele-

brated “ Livro d’heures.” It was placed on :

the “herse,” erected at Nantes, after her I

death, to receive her heart ;X an(l on. a
|

* 1396. “ C’est le compte de la nef de Porquepy faito I

par Hance Croist osfevre, varlot de chambre de M.S. ie Due
d’Orlcans.”

—

Inventairc des Dues de Bourgogne.
In the inventory ot' the jewels and artillery in the Castle

of Edinburgh, in 1578, are—
“ Ane cannon of the fonte markit with the porkspic.”
“ Ane uther moyane of the fonte markit with the porke-

pik,” &e.
t “ Whether the king of Bees alone hath no sting, and is

armed only with majestic? or whether nature hath be-
stowed a sting upon him, and denied him only the use
thereof? For certain it is, that this great commander
over the rest doth nothing with his sting, and yet a
wonder it is to see how they all readily obey him.”

—

Pliny, Book xi., ch. xvii., Holland's Translation.

X Montfaucon, ** Mons. de la Monarchic Frangais.”
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fountain in the market-place of Tours may
still be seen, on one side, the porcupine of
Louis XII.

,
and on the other the ermine of

Queen Anne, with the motto, “ A mavie.”* *

After the death of Charles VIII., who
had compelled her, sword in hand, to marry
him, that he might unite the rich inheri-

tance of the “ fi£re Bretonne ” to the crown,
Anne attired herself in black, departing
from the customary usage of wearing white
mourning, which had acquired in Prance,
for queens - dowager, the appellation of
“ reines blanches.” She encircled her arms
with the corddiere, or cord of St. Francis,
which she afterwards converted into an
order for widow ladies, f and declared she
would follow her husband to the grave.
Nine months afterwards the “Eeine
Duchesse ” accepted the hand of his succes-

sor. The corddiere,* however, still encircled

her arms, and on her death, the black hang-
ings of the chamber in which she lay are
described as enriched with “ des cordelieres

de sa devise.”

Mary Tudor, second wife of Louis XII.,
afterwards married to Charles Brandon,
Duke of Suffolk. Her motto, which was
placed upon her herse, was, “ La volonte
de Dieu me suffifc.”

Francis I.—His well-known device was
tho salamander, surrounded by flames,

with the motto, Nutrisco et extinguo, “I
nourish and extinguish ” (Pig. 6), alluding

Fig. 6.

to the belief current in the middle ages
that the salamander had the faculty of
living in fire

; and also, according to Pliny,
of extinguishing it. He says—“ He is of
so cold a complexion, that if hce doe but
touch the fire, hee will quench it as pre-
sently as if yce were put into it.”§

v This motto appears to be a somewhat
obscure rendering of one on a medal of

Francis, when Comte d’Angouleme, dated

* Sylvanus Morgan says:—“The ermine is a creature
of so pure a nature, that it will choose rather to be taken
than defile its skin.”— Sphere of Gentry. It is said, the
hunters surround it with a wall of mud, which it will not
attempt to cross, andtherefore becomes an easy prey. Hence
the ermine is the emblem of purity, and of honour without
stain. The robes of royal and noble persons are lined with
ermine to signify the internal purity that should regulate
their conduct. Ferdinand, King of Naples, instituted the
Order of the Ermine. The legend of Anne of Bretagne was
the usual motto, but Numquam, “Never,” was also used.

t The Chevaliers de la Cordeliere were instituted in

1493. Anne adopted this name in honour of St. Francis,
the patron saint of her father. The badge, a silver coni
of true lovers’ knots, with large knots between, was placed
round their aims. It was given only to ladies of nobility,
and of irreproachable conduct. The motto, a rebus, “ J’ai
le corps delie ’’—cordelier.

t “ In the maritime war between England and France,
in 1512, Anne aimed a fleet at Brest, and the principal
ship, which she built at her own expense, and which
carried, it. is said, 100 guns and 1200 men, was called La
Cordeliere. In an engagement with the English, the ship
took fire; its commander, a Breton, named Prinoguet.
directed it towards that of the English Admiral, and both
blew up together.”—

B

aku, Histoire de Bretagne.
§ Book x., ch. lxvii.
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1512*—“Nutrisco el buono, stengo el reo,”
meaning that a good prince protects the
good and expels the bad. Some insist that
it was the motto of his father

;
while

Mezeray tells us that it was his tutor,

Boisy, who, seeing the violent and un-
governable spirit of his pupil, not unmixed
with good and useful impulses, selected
the salamander for his device, with its ap-
propriate motto. This device appears on
all the palaces of Francis I. At Fon-
tainebleau and the Chateaux of the Loire,
it is everywhere to be seen

;
at Chambord

there are nearly four thousand. On the
Chateau d’Azay (Department of the Indro
et Loire) the salamander is accompanied
by the motto, JJng seed desir

;

at the
“ Maison de Francois I.,” at Orleans, built
for the Demoiselle d’Heillie, afterwards
Duchesse d’Etampes, we find it intermixed
with F’s and H’s.
At the meeting of the Field of the Cloth

of Gold, the king’s guard at the tourna-
ments was clothed in blue and yellow, with
the salamander embroidered thereon.+ In
the already quoted inventory of the Castle
of Edinburgh is

—

“ Ane moyane of fonte markit with the sallamandre
“ Ane little gallay cannon of fonte markit with salla-

mandre
;

”

with many others.

Claude de France, first wife of Francis
I., daughter of Louis XII. and Anne of

Bretagne, was styled by her subjects, “la
bonne reine.” She took for her device a
full moon, with the motto, Candida can-
didis

,
“ White to the white,” meaning that

as the moon, deriving its light from the sun,
can add no brilliancy to that luminary, so
she could not add to the fame and renown
of her husband. According to Menestrier,
this motto implied that she professed to be
sincere towards those who were so with her.
Queen Claude also took the swan trans-

fixed by a dart, which is to be seen repeated
with the salamander of Francis I., in the
coffered ceiling of the staircase in the
Chateau of Blois.

Eleanor of Austria, second wife of
Francis I.

,
by virtue of the , disgraceful

Treaty of Oambray, had a pheenix, with the
motto, Non est similis illi, “There is none
like her,” meaning that the sister of
Charles V. and the wife of so great a king
as Francis I. had no equal in happiness
and good fortune.
Eleanor also used the same impresa of

the phoenix, but changed her motto to
Unica semper avis,% “Always a solitary
bird,” either showing how much she was
neglected, or else to express her determina-
tion to remain single. §
Eleanor also took a tree with the sun

shining upon it
;
motto, His stiffulta.

She had a custom of giving a pair of
Spanish gloves to whomsoever brought her
news that she should see tho king that day,
for her affection for her indifferent consort
continued unabated. On a certain occasion,
Francis having ordered one of his gentle-
men to cany his message, another out-
stripped him and received from the queen
tho customary reward. When the mes-
senger to whom the king had given the

* In the Mint at Paris.

f Like Charles VI. ami Louis XII., Francis used his im-
presa for supporters. From Charles VI. lo Louis XII. tho
stags were the customary supporters of the French aims.

7 “ Et vivax phoenix, unica semper avis.”—Ovtr>.
4 “ At the meeting between Charles V. and Francis I.,

at Loches, the archway of the gate of the town was de-
corated with various heraldic devices, the most conspicuous
of which was the salamander of the king, with his motto,
and a phoenix, the badge of Eleanor, with her motto,
‘Unica semper avis.’ When the princes met, the sala-
mander began to vomit fiames, and the pheenix burned
gradually away.”—Paradise, Histoire de Notre Temps.
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message arrived, and told Eleanor that she

might expect his Majesty, the queen re-

plied—“ Je le stjavois bien, vous n’en aurez

pas les gants,” an expression which after-

wards passed into a proverb.

Henry II. had for supporters two angels,

and subsequently two greyhounds. When
Dauphin, he adopted the special device by
which he was distinguished—a crescent,

with the motto, Dover totum impleat orbem,

“Until it fill the whole world” (Fig. 7),

in her last moments, the astrologers declared

the prophecy to have been accomplished.

Fig. 7.

implying either that until he inherited the

crown, he could not display his full glory,

or else, that as the moon gradually
increases until it fills the whole circum-

ference, so he would not stop in his career

until he filled the world with his renown.
Henry bore the crescent variously disposed,

sometimes three interlaced, sometimes one
only, placed under his escutcheon. It was
generally accompanied by bows, quivers,

and other attributes of the chase, in allusion

to Diane de Poitiers, and their initials

(a, b, c).

alluding to the rising suns of Charles Y.

and of Philip II. ; against both of these

princes Henry made war to repair his

lather’s losses. It does not, however, ap-

pear that he ever made use of this device.

Catherine de Medicis, Queen of

Henry II., three times Regent of Franco.

She bore as her device, when young and
living with her father, and continued it after

her marriage, the rainbow, or Iris, from

the association of its name with the Floren-

tine lily. The motto was both in Greek

and Latin—d>QS 4>EPOI HAE EAAHNHN,
Lucem fercit et serenitatem,

“May the light

bring peace ” (Fig. 9).

He ordered the cloth of silver mantle of

the knights of St. Michael to be embroidered

with his “device,” i.e. the three crescents

interspersed with bows and quivers, and
seme of tongues and flames of fire. The
double cipher (a), which is to be seen in

the Louvre, on the gateway of the Chateau
ofAnet,* * and many other buildings, an-

swers equally for Diane as for his queen,

Catherine. Henry always wore Diana’s

colours, black and white, and was attired

in them at the fatal tournament which
terminated his life. His reign began and
ended in a duel ; Henry’s death from the

hand of Gabriel de L’Orge, Comte de

Montgomeri, accomplishing, among many
others,! the prophecy of Nostradamus, that
“ L’orge etouffera le bon ble.”

The poet Bellay, on seeing him dead,

gave him this epitaph—Hie jacet Henricus

jui fuit orbis amor, “ Cy gist Henri qui

fut 1’Amour du rnonde.” X

* “ II voit (1’Amour) les murs d’Anet batir au bord

de l’Eure,

Lui meme en ordouna la superbe structure.

Par ses adroites mains avec art enlasses ;

Les ehiffres de Diane y sont encore places.”

Voltaire, Hcnriade.

t Another predicted that

—

“ Le lyon jeune le vieil surmontera
En champ bellie par singulier duelle

Dans cage d’or [his golden helmet] les yeux lui creoera.”

A third, Lucas Gaurie, had foretold that Henry would die

from a wound in the eye received in a duel.

7 It was a current saying among the Huguenots that—
• “ Par l’oreille, l’espanle, et par l’oeil,

Dieu a mis trois rois au cercueil

meaning Henry I T., who was pierced in the eye by Mont-
gomery, Captain of the Scottish Guard, 1559.

Francis II. died of a gathering in the ear, at Orleans,
1560. Antoine de Bourbon, King of Navarre, died from a
wound in the shoulder received at the siege of Rouen, 1562.

Catherine caused a medal to be struck in

reference to the fatal tournament, a shivered

Fig. 9.

After the death of Henry, she took for

her device a heap of burning ashes with

drops of water falling upon it, emblematic

of her tears. The motto, Ardorem extincta

testatur vivereflamma, ‘ ‘ Extinct flames prove

that heat survives ” (Fig. 10).

Catherine also adopted the device of a

comet crowned, with the motto, Fato pru-
dentia major,

“Prudence is greater than

fate.”

A hen with her chickens; Servatque

fovetque

;

“ She preserves and fosters,” was
also among the devices of this queen.

*

An astrologer had predicted that Catherine

should die in St. Germain, in consequence

of which she superstitiously avoided all

churches of that name. She went no more
to St. Germain-en-Laye ; and because her

new palace of the Tuileries was in the

parish of St. Germain l’Auxerrois, she

deserted it, and caused the palace of Sois-

sons to be built near St. Eustache._ When
it was known that Laurent de Saint Ger-

main, Bishop of Nazareth, had attended her

Fig. 11.

lance, with the motto, Hinc dolor ,
Mnc

lachrymce, “Hence grief, hence tears”

(Fig. 11).

CORRESPONDENCE.

To the Editor of the “Art-Journal.”

Sir,—As a mis-statement has appeared in your
edition .for this month, respecting Mr. Ward’s

picture, I should feel obliged by your allowing

me to give the following explanation. A few

days ' previous to the closing of the Royal
Academy, Mr. Ward was waited upon in the

way of business, to know if he had any of his

works ho might wish to be sent to either of the

provincial exhibitions. The servant delivered

the message, and the reply was,—“ No, you can

remove the small picture from the Royal Aca-

demy, and wait instructions,”—which was done,

Mr. Ward not knowing to whom he gave the

order. I saw the statement in the papers on

the loth August. I immediately waited upon
Mr. Ward respecting it, and the picture was
returned to him a few hours after, for which I

have an acknowledgment, thus showing the

picture was not stolen. I trust you will give

me space for this letter, otherwise it is likely to

do me serious injury.

I am, &c.,

George Fogo,
for Joseph Green.

14, Charles Street, Middlesex Hospital,

September 1, 1865.

[The report of Mr. Ward’s picture having been stolen

was stated in the newspapers and literary journals be-

fore it appeared in our own columns, and was supported

by an advertisement which appeared in the Times, once

or twice, offering a reward for its recovery. We are

glad to hear the picture has been restored to its rightful

owner, though we are somewhat surprised that this fact

j
has not been communicated, so far as we have seen, to

' the papers which first gave currency to the statement.—

Ed. A.-J]

To Henry is also given as device a full

moon, with the motto, Cum pleva est emida
solis (Fig. 8), “When full it rivals the sun,”
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MEMORIES OF THE AUTHORS OF THE AGE:
A SERIES OF WRITTEN PORTRAITS (FROM PERSONAL ACQUAINTANCE) OF GREAT

MEN AND WOMEN OF THE EPOCH.

BY S. C. IIALL, F.S.A., and Mrs. S. C. HALL.

“History maybe formed from permanent monuments and records, but lives can only be written from personal
knowledge, which is growing every day less and less, and in a short time is lost for ever.”—

D

r. Johnson.

LEIGH HUNT.

EIGH HUNT was the power of receiving delight from the com-
CSp' son of a clergyman of monest every-day objects, as well as remote

the Church of England, ones, and a sort of luxurious natural piety,

and was born at South- if we may so speak, are the prevailing in-

H gate, in Middlesex, Oct. Jluences of Mr. Hunt’s writings. Has friend

19
) 1784. Like Cole- Hazlitt used to say of him, in allusion to

^ ' ridge and Lamb, he was his spirits, and to his family stock (which
educated at Christ’s Hospital, and is from the West Indies), that ho had
chiefly under the same grammar- “tropical blood in his veins.” .... “He

HM master, and, like Lamb, he was has been an ardent politician in his time,

wit prevented from going to the Uni- and has suffered in almost every possible
vXl versity (which, on the Christ’s Hos- way for opinions, which, whether right or

7 ' pital foundation, is understood to wrong, he has lived to see, in a great mea-
imply going into the Church), by sure, triumph. Time and suffering, with-

an impediment in his speech, which, how- out altering them, we understand, have
ever, he had the better luck to outgrow, blunted his exertions as a partisan, by
At school, as afterwards, he was remark- showing him the excuses common and
able for exuberance of animal spirits, and necessary to all men, but the zeal which
for passionate attachment to his friends, he has lost as a partisan, he no less evinces
but (lid not evince any great regard for his for the advancement of mankind.”
studies, except when the exercises were in The passages printed above are contained
verse. His prose themes were so bad, that in a letter addressed to me by Leigh Hunt
the master used to crumple them up in in 1838, and were notes for a biography I

his hand, and throw them to the boys wrote of him in the “ Book of Gems.” His
for their amusement. Animal spirits, a ancestors, who originally “hailed” from

Q/ifasC cvrt/Ss tfaafj/.d’. Sfit.

Cstoii dJ/Cu -ivdrfSa

f/A/) AfflOjvd- SxND

tis/J & • /$6?i £P/6}nos aS /& St/S'.

Devonshire, were, on the father’s side, house, and after having nari'owly escaped
Tories and cavaliers who fled from the being tarred and feathered, was carried to

tyranny of Cromwell, and settled in Bar- prison, but was enabled to escape by a
badoes. His grandmother was “ an O'Brien, heavy bribe to one of the sentinels who
and very proud of her descent from Irish guarded him, and getting on board a ship
kings.” At the outbreak of the American m the Delaware, made his way to Barbadoes,
revolution, his father, for the zeal he dis- and thence to England. By his loyalty, a

sect that believed all mankind, and even
the demons, would be eventually saved.”
After some time practising as a lawyer in

Philadelphia, he “emigrated” to England,
and entered the Church, having wedded a
lady of Pennsylvania, against the consent
of her father, “a stem merchant.” “She
had Quaker breeding,” and although of a
proverbially “fierce race”—the Shewells

—

she was meek, kindly, and Christian, and
from her, no doubt, the poet derived much
of the gentle urbanity and generous sym-
pathy that were essential features in his

character. To her, also, he traces a “ con-
stitutional timidity,” that “ often perplexed
him through life it is not so much seen
in his books as it was in his conversation
and conduct. This characteristic was no-
ticed by many, who wondered that so

“mild” a person should have embarked
on the stormy sea of politics, and have be-
come a fierce partisan of the pen.

Not long after he made his home in

England, his father, having taken orders,

became tutor to the nephew of the Duke of

Chandos, whose name was Leigh, after

whom be called his latest-born ;* who was
nine years younger than the youngest of

his brothers, of whom there were several.

Ilis father had the spiritual cure of South-
gate

;
and there, Leigh Hunt writes, “I

first saw the fight.” Southgate was then
“ lying out of the way of innovation,” with
a pure sweet air of antiquity about it, on
the border of Enfield Chase, and in the
parish of Edmonton. The house is yet
standing, and I have engraved it. The
neighbourhood retains much of its peculiar
character

;
it has still “ an air of antiquity

of old houses and ancient trees many yet
remain; the forest is indeed gone, but
modem “improvements” have but little

. spoiled the locality.

In 1792 he entered Christ’s Hospital;
for eight years he toiled there, bare-headed
all that time, save now and then when ‘

‘ he
covered a few inches of pericranium with a
cap no bigger than a crumpet.” Here,
however, he obtained a scholarship, under
the iron rule of the hard taskmaster of
whom something has been said in the ‘

‘ Me-
mory” of Coleridge. No doubt much of
the after tone of his mind was derived from
his long residence in the heart of a great
city, and to it may be traced not only his

love of streets, but his love of flowers—his

luxuries at every period of his life. He
was grateful to the Hospital for having
“bred him up in old cloisters,” for the
friendships ho formed there, and for tho
introductions it gave him to Homer and to

Ovid. In 1802 his father published a.

volume of his verses under the title of
“ Juvenilia,” of which the poet in his ma-
turity grew ashamed. For some time he
was “in the law-office of his brother Ste-
phen.” Gradually he drew in, and gave
out, knowledge. He next obtained a clerk-
ship in the War- office, which he relin-

quished when he became a political writer,
—fii'st in a weekly paper called The News,
and afterwards in the Examiner. He was,
by profession, a Man of Letters, working
with his pen for his daily bread, and be-
coming, all at once, a critic of authors,
actors, and artists.

In 180S, the two brothers, John and
Leigh, “ set up” “ the Examiner, the main
objects of which were (as Leigh states in
his autobiography) to assist in producing
reform in Parliament, liberality of opinion
in general (especially freedom from super-

played in his speeches and writings on the very considerable landed estate was lost to

royalist side, became obnoxious to the his family. He ultimately, however, be-
popular party. He was dragged out of his came a republican and an “ Universalist, a

* Ilis names were James Henry Leigh Hunt ; so the}’

stand in the baptismal registry, although he is known only
as Leigh Hunt.

4 M
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• stition), and a fusion of literary taste into

all subjects whatsoever.”
They soon made it popular, but had to

pay a penalty for the freedom of speech that

was then, even in its mildest tones, a crime

in England. They were tried and sen-

tenced to two years’ imprisonment, and a
fine of one thousand pounds, * for a libel on

the Prince of Wales, and they remained in

different prisons until the 3rd of February,

1815, John at Coldbath Fields, and Leigh
in Surrey Jail, where, however, he was
allowed to have his wife (he had married in

1809) and his children with him, and in

various other ways his incarceration was
made comparatively light ; for here lie had
many admiring and sympathising visitors,

among them Byron, Moore,t Maria Edge-
worth, Haydon, and Wilkie.

It has been too generally thought that

in the case of this libel, the punishment
greatly exceeded the offence ;

making duo
allowance for the difference between “ now
and then,” it would not seem so; for per-

haps no libel more bitter was ever printed.

If the Prince had been a grazier, he would
have obtained the protection he claimed

from a jury of his countrymen; and if the

author had written of the grazier in terms

such as he wrote of the Prince, he must
have accepted the issue. Here is the mar-
row of it—there can be no harm in reprint-

ing, to condemn, it, half a century and
more since it was written. Hunt was com-
menting upon an article of gross adulation

o£ the Prince in the Morning Post: “Who
would have imagined that this ‘ Adonis in

loveliness ’ was a corpulent gentleman of

fifty
;
in short, that this delightful, blissful,

wise, pleasurable, honourable, virtuous,

true, and immortal prince, was a violator

of his word, a libertine over head and ears

in debt and disgrace, a despiser of do-

mestic ties, the companion of gamblers and
demireps, a man who has just closed half a

centiuy without one single claim on the

gratitude of his country, or the respect of

posterity ?”%
The visit of Leigh Hunt to Lord Byron,

and its result in the publication of “The
Liberal : Verse and Prose from the South,”

forms part of the literary history of the

epoch. Li May, 1822, at Byron’s request,

Hunt left England for Leghorn, where, in

July, he found his attached friend Shelley,

§

* Some influential friends offered to raise a subscription

to pay tlie fine
;
but that was declined by the brothers. To

this and the heavy expenses incurred in subsequent govern-

ment prosecutions (some of which failed, however, in

obtaining verdicts against them), may be attributed the

pecuniary difficulties which John and Leigh Hunt laboured

under during the whole of their lives.

t In Moore’s “ Twopenny Post-bag,” in the midst of

political triflings, we come upon these earnest lines on

the separation and imprisonment of the two brothers :

—

“ Go to your prisons—though the air of spring

No mountain coolness to your cheeks shall bring

;

Though summer flowers shall pass unseen away,

And all your portion of the glorious day

May be some solitary beam that falls,

A t morn or eve, upon your dreary walls—
Some beam that enters, trembling as if aw’d,

To tell how gay the young world laughs abroad !

Yet go—for thoughts, as blessed as the air

Of spring or summer flowers, await you there ;

Thoughts, such as He, who feasts his courtly crew

In rich conservatories, never knew

!

Pure self esteem—the smiles that light within—
The zeal, whose circling charities begin

With the few lov’d ones Heaven has plac’d it near,

Nor cease, till all mankind are in its sphere !

—

The pride that suffers without vaunt or plea

And the fresh spirit, that can warble free.

Through prison bars, its hymn of liberty!”

{ It was contained in the Examiner, No. 221, published

on Sundav, 22nd March, 1812. In one of his letters to Mrs..

Hall, Leigh Hunt writes :—"The libel would not have been

so savage had I not been warmed into it by my indignation

at the Regent’s breaking his promises to the Irish.” “ It

originated in my sympathies with the sufferings of the

people of Ireland.” When Leigh Hunt met O'Connell

some years afterwards, the latter told him how much the

article delighted him, but that he felt certain of the penal-

ties it would draw down upon its author.

$ I find this description of Shelley in one of my letters

from Leigh Hunt

“

Shelley was tall and slight of figure,

a very few days before the terrible death of

that, greatly gifted man of genius. The sad

event changed the after destiny of Leigh

Hunt
;
Byron seems to have liked him but

little ; their elements could no more have
mingled than fire and oil

;
their intercourse

did not last long
;
one of the consequences

much impaired the reputation of Leigh
Hunt—the volume “Byron and his Con-

temporaries” was a fatal error ;
Leigh Hunt

could no more comprehend Byron than

Byron could understand and appreciate

Leigh Hunt. *

On his return from the “ Sunny South,”

Hunt went to live at Highgate. The sylvan

scenery of the London suburb refreshed

him
; he luxuriated in the natural wealth

of the open heath, the adjacent meadows,
and the neighbouring woods. The walk
across the fields from Highgate to Hamp-
stead, with ponds on one side and Caen
Wood on the other, used to be “ one of the

prettiest in England,” and he says of the

fairest scenes in Italy, ‘
‘ I would quit them

all for a walk over the fields from Hamp-
stead.” He had, indeed, long loved the

locality—before he left England he had
dwelt in a pretty cottage at Hampstead

;

it is still standing, and but little altered.

The accompanying engraving will show

that it remains—fit dwelling for a poet, as

indeed it still is, for a poet now inhabits

the place, which is hallowed to him by a

memory of his predecessor. Shelley went

often to visit Leigh Hunt there, delighting in

the natural broken ground, and in the fresh

air of the place, which “used to give him

an intoxication of animal spirits.” Here

he swam his paper boats in the pond, and

played with children
;
and to that house

Shelley brought at midnight a poor woman,

a forlorn sister, whom he had found in a fit

on the heath, and whomhe thus saved from

death.

Leigh Hunt, when I knew most of him,

was living at Edwardes Square, Kensing-

ton, in a small house, on restricted means.

All his life long his means were limited ;

it is, indeed, notorious that he was put to

many “ shifts,” to keep the wolf from the

door) “His whole life,” says his son,

“was one of pecuniary difficulty.” No
doubt he had that lack of prudence which

is so often one of the heavy drawbacks of

genius—one of the penalties that Nature

exacts as a set-off against the largest and
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holiest of her gifts. It may not, and per-

haps ought not, to be admitted as an

excuse, in bar ot judgment; the world is

not bound to make allowances for those

struggles of the mind, heart, and soul with

poverty, which not unfrequently seem to

have discreditable issues, and usually bear

dead-sea fruit. There have been many

with a singular union of general delicacy ol organisation

and muscular strength. His hair was brown, prematurely

touched with grey ;
his complexion fair and glowing; Ins

eves grey and extremely vivid : Ins face small and deli-

cately featured, especially about the lower part, and lie had

an expression of countenance, when he was talking in his

usual earnest fashion, giving you the idea of something

“ seraphical.” Hazlitt said “ he looked like a spmt. ’ In

the same letter occurs this sketch of his friend Keats

Keats was under the middle size, and somewhat large

above, in proportion to his lower limbs, which, however,

were neatly formed ; and he had anything in his dress and

general demeanour but that appearance of levity which

has been strangely attributed to him in a late publication.

In fact, he had so’much of the reverse, though in no unbe-

coming degree, that he might be supposed to maintain a

certain jealous care of the appearance and bearing ot a

gentleman, in the consciousness of his genius, and perhaps

not without some sense of his origin. His face was hand-

some and sensitive, with a look in the eyes at once earnest

and tender ; and his hair grew in delicate brown ringlets,

of remarkable beauty.”
* Southey, writing in November. 1822, says.— He

(Byron) and Leigh Hunt, no doubt, will quarrel, and their

separation break up the concern i.e.
" The Liberal.

men of genius wbo would suffer tbe ex-

treme of penury rather than borrow—such,

for example, as I have elsewhere shown,

was Thomas Moore, to whom the purses

of wealthy and high-born friends were as

sacred as the crown jewels; but men of

letters are for the most part less scrupu-

lous ;
to some it seems venial, to others

little else than a practical illustration of

the text, “It is more blessed to give than

to receive,” and a belief that God makes
almoners of those He enriches with over-

abundance. Such ideas, however, are op-

posed to the views of society
;
undoubtedly

they lower the intellectual standard, and
debase the mind; self-respect can rarely

exist without independence
;
yet, to quote

the words of a kindred spirit—unhappy
Will Kennedy—“if pecuniary embarrass-

ments be a crime, then are the records of

genius a Newgate Calendar.”*

* I knew intimately, between the years 1826 and 1830.

the author I have quoted—William Kennedy. He was

undoubtedly a man of genius, but wayward and reckless.

I lost sight of him many years before his death—his intel-

lectual death, that is to say; for his latter years were passed

in a lunatic asylum, where he died. My introduction to

him was singular. I reviewed in the Eclectic Review—so
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I do not mean the reader to infer that
either privately or publicly there is aught
dishonourable to lay to the charge of Leigh
Hunt. “Who art thou that judgest
another ?” But it is certain that his appli-

cations to friends for pecuniary aids wore
frequent, and may have been wearisome.
Of such friends he had many. Among the
most generous of them was that good man,
HoraceSmith.* *

Surely the lines of Cowley apply with
emphatic force to Hunt :

—

“ Business—the frivolous pretence
Of human lusts to cast off innocence !

Business—the thing that I of nil things hate!
Business—the contradiction of my fate !”

The truth is that, like many men of his

order, he never knew the value of money.
He was very generous, and certainly

thoughtless, in giving. No reckless extra-
vagance is laid to Ins charge

;
his habits

wore the very opposite to those of a spend-
thrift

;
he was utterly indifferent to what

are called “the luxuries of life.” Simple
in his “ways,” temperate almost to the
extreme : his “ feasts ” were with the
poets, his predecessors, and the table was

always well furnished that was covered with
books.*

I have treated this subject with some
hesitation, and perhaps should have ab-
stained from it altogether, but that I find
the son of the poet writing thus:—“The
plan of working, the varied and precarious
nature of the employments, an inborn dul-
ness of sense as to the lapse of time, con-
spired to produce a life in which the receipt
of handsome earnings alternated with long-

periods that yielded no income at all. In
these intervals credit went a long way, but
not far enough. There were gaps of total

destitution in which every available source
had been absolutely exhausted.” “ At this
juncture,” he continues, “appeals were
made for assistance, sometimes with and
sometimes without the knowledge of Leigh
Hunt, and they were largely successful.” f
In 1844 Sir Percy Shelley, the son of the

poet, succeeded to the title and estates of
his grandfather, and one of his earliest acts
(under the suggestion of his mother, Mary
Wolstonecraft Shelley) was to settle on
Leigh Hunt and on his wife, in the event
of her surviving him, an annuity of £120

;

and in 1S47 he was placed on the Pension
list, and received ‘

‘ in consideration of his
distinguished literary talents,” a pension of
£200 a year. Lord John Russell, in con-
veying this boon to him, adds, “ The severe
treatment you received, in times of unjust
persecution of liberal writers, enhances the
satisfaction with which I make this an-
nouncement.” Thus in his old age the
comforter came to his home, and the ‘

‘ pe-

far back ns 1825-a small book he had published, either in
Glasgow or Paisley, and received from him a letter of ac-
knowledgment. It led to my inviting him to London as
my guest, and by my influence he obtained a situation ns
reporter on the Morning Journal, a newspaper with which
I was myself connected, and of which I was subsequently,
for a time, the editor. Kennedy was an Irishman, a native
of Belfast. His youth had been “ wandering;” previous to
his visiting London, he was, I understand, a strolling player
in Scotland, where he had probably acquired habits that
led to the early close of a life which might have been most
honourable and prosperous, for his abilities had attracted
attention, and he obtained the appointment of Consul (I
think) at Venezuela.

* In one of Shelley’s letters to Leigh Hunt, in allusion
to a sum of money Shelley desired to send to Hunt to
defray his journey to Italy, he says

"

I suppose that I shall
at last make up an impudent face, and ask Horace Smith
to add to the many obligations he has conferred ori me. I
know I need only ask.”

cuniary difficulties ” that had haunted his
whole life were no longer felt,—should not
have been so, perhaps I ought to say, for I
believe pecuniary difficulties were never
“ entirely removed ” from him until he was
in his shroud.

That there were fine points in the cha-

* His friend Mr. Reynell tells me (and he is a safe and
sure authority), that in his later days, Mr. Hunt often said
to him his great wish was that when he died he should not
owe to any one a halfpenny. He had borrowed from the
good Duke of Devonshire a sum of £200, and returned it tu
/mu, the duke remarking that it was the only instance,
save one, in which money thus lent had been proffered
back: he declined to accept it. Hunt was indebted to Mr.
Reynell—a debt incurred by Mr. Reynell becoming surety
for him, in 1882, when the fortunes of the poet were lit

their lowest ebb. Twenty years afterwards he repaid
that sum—on receiving the first instalment of Shelley’s
legacy —as he had promised he would do. No doubt other
similar cases might be recorded.

t In a letter he addressed to me when, in 1335, 1 was
writing a brief memoir of him for the “ Book of Gems,” lie
says, “ You will not hesitate to add what objections you are
compelled by impartiality to entertain against me and
in a subsequent letter lie writes, “ Had you said that five-
sixths of my writings were worth nothing, I should have
agreed with you, for I think so, and I would use stronger
terms, if there might not be vanity itself in so doing. My
only excuse is (and it is, luckily, a good one, so fur) that I

have been forced to write for bread, and so put forth a good
deal of unwilling nothingness.”

racter of Leigh Hunt, all who knew him
admitted : foremost among them was his love
of Truth. In one of his letters to me he
writes:—“ I would rather be considered a
hearty loving nature than anything else in
the world, and if I love truth, as I do, it is

because I love an apple to be thought an
apple, and a hand a hand, and the whole
beauty and hopefulness of God’s creation a
truth instead of a lie.” He was justified in
saying of himself that he had ‘

‘ two good
qualities to set off against many defects,”

that he was “not vindictive and spoke
the truth,” although it may have been with
him, as he says it was with his friend Haz-
litt, “however genuine was his love of
truth, his passions may have sometimes led
him to mistake it.”

Charles Lamb, who dearly loved him,
describes his “mild dogmatism” and his
“ boyish sportiveness ;” and Hazlitt writes
of him thus :

— “ In conversation he is all

life and animation, combining the vivacity
of the schoolboy with the resources of the
wit and the taste of the scholar.” Of him
Haydon the painter said this:—“You
would have been burnt at the stake for a
principle, and you would have feared to
put your foot in the mud.” Even Byron,
who “hated him without a cause,” and

|

whose hatred seemed the birth of self

reproach, proclaimed him to be “a good
man.”
But to my thinking the best testimony

to the character of Leigh Hunt is that which
was borne to it by Sir Bulwer Lytton (an
author who has perhaps had more power to

circulate bitter things, and shoot poisoned
arrows at his brethren of the pen than
most men, yet who, I believe, has said of
them more generous and “ helping ” things
and fewer bitter things than any man
living). This character occurs in a review
of Leigh Hunt’s poetry in the Neiu Monthly,
1833. It is anonymous, but I can do no
wrong in stating that Sir Bulwer Lytton
was the writer :

—“None have excelled him
in the kindly sympathies with which, in
judging of others, he has softened down the
asperities and resisted the caprices common
to the exercise of power. In him the young
poet has ever found a generous encourager
no less than a faithful guide. None of the
jealousy or the rancour ascribed to literary

men, and almost natural to such literary
men as the world has wronged, have gained
access to his true heart, or embittered his
generous sympathies. Struggling against
no light misfortunes, and no common foes,

he has not helped to retaliate upon rising
authors, the difficulty and the depreciation
which have burthened his own career. He
has kept undimmed and unbroken, through
all reverses, that first requisite of a good
critic—a good heart.”

I knew but little of Leigh Hunt when
he was in his prime. I had met him, how-
ever, more than once, soon after his return
from Italy, when he recommenced a career
of letters which he had been induced to
abandon, trusting to visionary hopes in the
aid he was to derivo from familiar inter-
course with Byron. He was tall, but slightly
formed, quiet and contemplative in gait and
manner, yet apparently affected by mo-
mentary impulse; his countenance brisk
and animated, receiving its expression
chiefly from dark and brilliant eyes, but
supplying unequivocal evidence of that
mixed blood which he derived from the
pai’ent stock, to which his friend Hazlitt
referred when he used to say of him, in
allusion to his flow of animal spirits as well
as to his descent, that ‘

‘ he had tropical
blood in his veins.” His son, Thornton
( Gomhill Magazine), describes him “as in
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height about five feet ten inches, remark-
ably straight and upright in his carriage,

with a firm step and a cheerful, almost
dashing, approach.” He had straight black

hair, which he wore parted in the centre,

a dark, but not pale complexion
;

black

eyebrows, firmly marking the edge of a
brow over which was a singularly upright,

flat, white forehead, and under which
beamed a pair of eyes, dark, brilliant, re-

flecting, gay, and land, with a certain look

of observant humour. ‘
‘ He had a head

larger than most men’s ; Byron, Shelley,

and Iveats wore hats which he could not

put on.”
In 1838 I saw him often, and saw enough

of him to have earnest respect and sincere

regard for the man whom I had long
admired as the poet. He gave me many
valuable hints for my guidance while I

was compiling 1 ‘ The Book of Gems of

British Poets and British Artists.” All his

“notes” concerning his contemporaries (I

have some of them still) were genial,

cordial, and laudatory, affording no evidence

of envy, no taint of depreciation. His
mind was indeed like his poetry, a sort of

buoyant outbreak of joyousness, and when
a tone of sadness pervades it, it is so gentle,

confiding, and hoping as to be far nearer

allied to resignation than to repining, al-

though his life was subjected to many
heavy trials, and especially had he to com-
plain of the ingratitude of political “ friends”

—for whom he had fought heartily—when
victory was only for the strong and triumph
for the swift. Perhaps there is no poet who
so entirely pictures himself in all he writes ;

yet it is a pure and natural egotism, and
contrasts happily with the gloomy and mis-

anthropic moods which some have laboured

first to acquire and then to portray.
“ Quick in perception, generous of impulse,

he saw little evil destitute of good.”

In conversation Leigh Hunt was always

more than pleasing
;
he was “ ever a special

lover of books,” as well as a devout wor-
shipper of Nature, and his “ talk ” mingled,

often very sweetly, the simplicity of a child

with the acquirements of a man of the

world—somewhat as we find them mingled
in his “ Jar of Honey from Mount Hybla.”

It did, indeed, according to the laudatory

view of one of his poetic school, often
“ combine the vivacity of the schoolboy

with the resources of the wit and the taste

of the scholar.”

This generosity of thought and heart is

conspicuous in all his writings. His auto-

biography is full of liberal and generous

sentiments—rarely any other—evidence of

the charity that ‘ 1 suffereth long and is

kind, vaunteth not itself, is not easily

puffed up, thinketh no evil.” He who might
have said so many bitter things, utters

scarcely one
;
he who might have galled his

enemies to the quick, does not stab even in

thought.
He has written much prose and many

poems, and although marred, perhaps, by
frequent affectations, his poetry is of the

true metal; tender, graceful, and affec-

tionate, loving nature in all its exterior

graces, but more especially in man. It is,

and ever will be, popular among those

whose warmer and dearer sympathies are

with humanity. Charles Lamb, in his

memorable defence of Hunt against an in-

sinuation of Southey, that Hunt had no
religion, thus writes of him :

—“ He is one
of the most cordial minded men I ever

knew—a matchless fireside companion.”
Southey regretted, and justly, that Leigh
Hunt had “no religion.” He had indeed
a kind of scholastic theology, that he con-

sidered might stand in tho stead of it ; he

himself calls it in a letter to me, “a sort

of natural piety,” but in none of his letters

nor in his Diary—is there the slightest

allusion to its consolations, no evidence of

trust in a superintending Providence, and
but little intimation of belief or hope in the

Hereafter. Who will not lament this as

they read his writings
;
knowing how closely

combined is love of man with love of God ;

how much stronger is virtue for the general

good when it is based on Christianity ? His
religion (which he styles in the letter to me
I have quoted “ a sort of luxurious natural

piety ”
)
was cheerful, hopeful, sympathis-

ing, universal in its benevolence, and
entirely comprehensive in charity, but it

was not the religion of the Christian, it was
not even that of the Unitarian. He recog-
nised Christ, indeed, but classes Him only
among those—not even foremost of them—
who were lights in dark ages; “great
lights,” as he styles them, ‘

‘ of rational piety

and benignant intercourse ”—Confucius,

Socrates, Epictetus, Antoninus. Jesus was
their “martyred brother,” nothing more.

His published book entitled “ The Religion

of the Heart” (1853, John Chapman, Strand),

is but little known ; 1 hope it will never be

reprinted. Had Southey read it, ho would
not have been content with the mild rebuke

to Leigh Hunt which excited the ire of

one of the gentlest and most loving of the

friends of both, Charles Lamb, who in his

memorable letter to the Laureate—a letter

indignant, irrational, and unjust—bitterly

condemned the one for a very mild castiga-

tion of the other. * His theory of religion

may, perhaps, be indicated by the following

lanes, which were certainly among his own
favourites. I copy them from Mrs. Hall’s

Album, in which he wrote them :

—

“ Abou Ben Adhem (may his tribe increase !)

Awoke one night from a deep dream of peace,

And saw, within the moonlight in his room,

Making it rich, anti like a lily in bloom,

An angel, writing in a book of gold.

Exceeding peace had made Ben Adhem bold,

An«l to the presence in the room he said,

• What writes! thou ?’
'I he vision rais'd its head,

And with a look, made of all sweet accord,

Answer'd, ‘ The names of those who love Ihe Lord.’

• And is mine one V said Abou. ‘ Nay, not so,’

Beplied the angel. Abou spoke more low,

THE HOUSE IN WHICH LEIGH HUNT DIED.

But cheeriy still, and said, * I pray thee then,

Write me as one that loves his fellow men.’

The angel wrote and vanish’d. The next night

It came again with a great, wakening light.

And show’ll the names whom love of God had bless’d,

And lo ! Ben Adliem’s name led all tile rest.”

Leigb Hunt lived to see political asperi-

ties softened down, tbe distinctions be-

tween Whig and Tory gradually diminish,

and party bitterness become almost extin-

guished/ He lived, indeed, “through a

storm of obloquy, to be honoured and loved

by men who had been his most vigorous

antagonists.” * No doubt, as a politician,

he “flourished” some years too soon; he

was a reformer much too early. Both of

his successors, as editors of the Examiner
,

Albany Fonblanque and John Forster, were

rewarded in tho way that Liberal govem-

* A notable instance of this was the altered conduct of

Professor Wilson towards his old opponent. He not only

wrote a very kindly review of his “ Legend of Florence” in

Blackwood', but lamented the bitter things which had been

written in its early numbers, and used to send Leigh Hunt
the magazine regularly as long us he lived.

ments—more wise in their generation than

Tory governments—reward their partisans

of the Press. But Leigh Hunt “guided

the pen ” at a period when little was to be

gained by it, except annoyance and per-

secution—at least, in advocating ‘
* the old

cause.” “ Hazlitt used to say, that after

Leigh Hunt and himself and their like had
done the rough work of the battle for

Liberal opinions, the gentlemen of the

Whig party ‘put on their kid gloves’ to

* I by no means, however, mean to convey an idea that

Leigh Hunt was “ irreligious ” in the ordinary sense of the

term. I am quite sure he was not so. The New Testament

was a book of his continual study, but it was read in a spirit

that brought none of the light it has, happily, brought to

other men. If he was a ‘‘free thinker,” he rendered pro-

found respect to the Divine Author of the Christian faith,

and therefore never sneered at those who accept it as a

means of Salvation, and never wrote with any view to sap

or to weaken Belief. If we may not class him among the

advocates of Christianity, it would be injustice to place him
among its opponents. Some one who wrote a touching and

very eloquent tribute to his memory in the Examiner soon

after his death, says, “ He had a child-like sympathy of his

own in the Father to whom he is gone, of which those

who diverged from his path can only say that, ignorant

of the direct line to the eternal sea, he took the sure and
pleasant path beside the river.”
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finish the business and cany off the
honours.”
Leigh Hunt was “a journalist (I again

quote from the Examiner) when courage
and independence were the highest and
perhaps the rarest qualities a journalist

could show.” He wrote when party-spirit

ran high, when language was seldom
measured by responsibility, when vitupera-
tion was a weapon in common use.

In the year 1857 his wife had died. His
sons, such as were left to him, had gone
forth to fight the battle of life

;
his mind

and his heart were “ shaken.” In that

year he writes, sadly foreboding,— ‘
‘ I am

alono in the world;” troubled fancies

haunted him. In one of his letters to his

attached and faithful friend, John Forster,

ho murmurs :
—“ I have been long fancying

that most people, some old friends included,
had begun not to care what I said or

thought about them—whether anything or
nothing ;” and in another letter he writes,—“ Strange to say, it was joy at finding the
bookseller offer me more money than I had
expected for some copyrights that was
the immediate cause of my illness.” He
met old age with homage, and death with
fortitude. Almost the last sentence in his

autobiography is this :
—“ I now seemed

—

and it has become a consolation to me—to

belong as much to the next world as to

this ; . . . . the approach of my night-time
is even yet adorned with a break in the
clouds, and a parting smile of the sunset.”

Alas ! Ho refers not to the hope of the
Christian, but to a far dimmer, less ra-

tional, and infinitely less consoling faith—“ may we all meet in one of Plato’s vast

cycles of re-existence.”

Just two months before completing his

seventy-fifth year, “he quietly sank to

rest.” The oil was exhausted, the light

had burned gradually down.*
When I saw him last, he was yielding to

the universal conqueror. His loose and
straggling white hair thinly scattered over
a brow of manly intelligence

;
his eyes

dimmed somewhat, but retaining that

peculiar gentleness yet brilliancy which in

his youth were likened to those of a gazelle

;

his earnest heart and vigorous mind out-
speaking yet, in sentences eloquent and
impressive ; his form partially bent, but
energetic and self-dependent, although by
fits and starts—Leigh Hunt gave me the
idea of a sturdy ruin, that “ wears the
mossy vest of time,” but which, in assuming
the graces that belong of right to age, was
not oblivious of the power, and worth, and
triumph enjoyed in manhood and in youth, t
He died at the house of one of the oldest,

closest, and most valued of his friends,

Mr. C. W. Reynell, in High Street, Putney.
I have pictured the dwelling. It had a
good garden, where the poet loved to

ramble to admire the flowers, of which he
was “ a special lover.” Immediately in

front is the old gabled, quaint-looking
Fairfax House, in which, it is said, Ireton
lived, and where that general and Lambert
often met.

It is pleasant to know that the death-bed
of the aged man was surrounded by loving
friends, and that all which care and skill

could do to preserve his life was done. 1

There was no trouble, nothing of gloom,
about him at the last

;
the full volume of

his life was closed
;
his work on earth was

done. Will it seem “far fetched” if we

* His last work, only a few days before his death, was an
article in the Spectator, in defence of his beloved friend,
Shelley, against the aspersions of Hogg in a then recently
published collection of Shelley’s Letters.

t “ Those who knew him best will picture him to them-
selves clothed in a dressing-gown, and bending his head
over a book or over the desk.”—

T

hornton Hunt.

describe him, away from earth, continuing
to labour, under the influence of that Re-
deemer I am sure he has now learned to

love, realising the picture for which in the

Book I have referred to he drew on his

fancy—and finding it fact ?

This it is:
—“ Surely there are myriads

of beings everywhere inhabiting their re-

spective spheres, both visible and invisible,

all, perhaps, inspired with the same task

of trying how far they can extend happi-
ness. Some may have realised their heaven,
and are resting. Some may be helping
ourselves, just as we help the bee or the

wounded bird; spirits, perhaps, of dear
friends, who still pity our tears, who re-

joice in our smiles, and whisper in our
hearts a belief that they are present.”

“ Millions of spiritual creatures walk the earth

Unseen, both when we wake and when we sleep.”

Leigh Hunt was almost the only one then
remaining of that glorious galaxy of genius
which, early in the present century, shone
upon the intellectual world; ho survived
them all, and with a memory of each.

Some of them were his friends, and most of

them his acquaintances. He had seen star

after star decline, but might exclaim, and
did exclaim, with one of his eloquent con-
temporaries,

—

“ Nor sink those stars in empty night

:

They hide themselves in Heaven’s own light.”

He was buried at Kensal Green, but,

unhappily, there is, as yet, no monument
to record his name and preserve his

memory
;
that is a reproach to all who

knew him, and to all who have read,

admired, and loved his many works—

a

generation that reaps the harvest of his

labours. His works will, indeed, do both

—

they will be his monument—more enduring
than any of “piled up stones”—and they

will preserve his name for ever among the
foremost men of his age and country. But
it is not right that the crowded “ grave-
yard” which contains sculptured tablets

of so many illustrious authors, artists, and
men of science, should be without one to

this great writer, and I appeal to the thou-
sands by whom he is estimated to remove
from England the reproach. It will gratify

me much if I can obtain contributions for

that purpose, in addition to my own. A
large sum is by no means requisite. Such
a monument as Leigh Hunt would desire

should be unassuming and unpretending as

was his career in letters
; and if I am so

happy as to receive responses to this invita-

tion, I will set about the work.

In * A Royalist Family unfriended,’ by F. R.

Pickersgill, R.A., is the subject exhibited this

season at the Academy. The episode is alto-

gether touchingly set forth, and it forms one of

this painter’s best productions. ‘ The Death of

Adonis,’ by Frost, A.R.A., is here, and being

a small picture, there is ample opportunity of

justly estimating the fastidiously careful labour

whereby it is worked out. Mr. Frost is a most
careful painter, but the grace and elegance ofhis

results compensate him for the time he bestows

on his pictures. He is one of the few who are

proud of having sat at the feet of the masters of

the Art, and it is not intelligible that he should

still be on the lower steps of the ladder of pros-

perity. ‘A Cloudy Day in the Highlands ’ by
T..Creswick, R.A., is a large picture, low in tone,

and successful as a description of the scenery of

the north. * The Monastery of the Madonna
del Sasso,’ by G. E. Hering, is, in bright day-

light effect, a contrast to the preceding: the view

is on the Lake Lugano
;

it was painted for the

late Duke of Hamilton. By J. Sant, A.R.A.,

there is ‘Preparing for the Bath,’—a study,

charming on account of its modest simplicity,

and the graceful motive of the figure, of which
only the head and bust are seen. ‘ The Fern
Case,’ by TV. C. T. Dobson, A.R.A., were it

not so well painted, would be very like Murillo.
‘ The Cottar’s Saturday Night,’ by Alexander

Johnston—intended, we believe, to represent

Burns’s family circle—is, perhaps, the best

grouped picture Mr. Johnston ever painted.

‘The Text,’ J. Phillip, R.A., is one of those

free sketches whereby this painter at times

shows the cunning of his hand. ‘ Black Eyes
and Blue Eyes,’ by W. P. Firth, R. A., presents

two small figures—girls posed together—a kind

of material very different from that with which
he has lately been dealing. J. Calderon’s

(A.R.A.) subject from the verse of Tennyson

—

“ Something it is that thou hast lost,” &c.—

as seen here, looks the best piece of concentra-

tion he has ever achieved. There is a small

coast view by C. Stanfield, R.A., wonderfully

bright and breezy—the property, we believe,

of Mr. Gassiot; and an admirable Venetian

subject by E. TV. Cooke, 11.A. To these we
may add ‘ The Mountain Maid,’ by P. F.

Poole, R.A.—a girl filling her jug at a hill-

side rill
;

‘ The Slothful "Wife,’ and ‘ The
Industrious Wife,’ C. TV. Cope, R.A. — two
painted domestic lessons; ‘ Ferreting Rabbits;’

also * The Shooting Pony,’ by Ansdell, R.A.

;

‘ The Cornfield,’ J. TV. Calces—a view in the

Isle of Anglesea ;
‘ The Lady’s Tailor,’ Marks

;

‘ The Priest and the Bible,’ J. Pettie
;

‘ The
Blind Beggar,’ Gale; ‘In the Sanctum,’ G.
Smith; with others by F. Goodall, R.A., F.

TVyburd, Cooper, A.R.A., J. C. Hook, R.A.,

&c-. Although we have seen some of these

works before, they are all of such a degree of

merit as renders a renewal of acquaintance with

them an agreeable refreshment.

MR. MORBY’S PICTURE GALLERY.

It is in such collections as that of Mr. Morby,
at 24, Cornhill, we look for unexhibited pic-

tures : for it is not to be supposed that we see

the labours of the year in the few and special

works which each artist sends to the Academy
or elsewhere. In his gallery are two of the

most recent essays of Mr. Linnell : one, ‘ Con-
templation

;

’ the other, ‘ The Thunder-cloud.’

The former is a pastoral romance, skilful in

construction, and, as usual, most impressive in

colour. The other reminds us of ‘ The Wind-
mill

;

’ but with the enrichments of twenty
years’ additional study. In ‘ Salome dancing-

before Herod,’ by F. Leighton, A.R.A., the

subject, more Galileo, is rendered by a single

figure, into which is thrown an abandon ex-

plicable according to the precepts of the classic

Terpsichore. TVe were gratified here also by
an opportunity of examining at leisure ‘ In
the Bey’s Garden,’ by J. Lewis, A.R.A., in

which how successful soever the painter may
be in concealing his art, according to the grand
precept, the marvellous labour of his small

pictures is’still discoverable.

ART IN CONTINENTAL STATES.

Coburg.—The ceremony of unveiling tho

memorial statue of the late Prince Consort in

this quiet, but picturesque little German town,

took place with much ceremony on the 27th of

August, the anniversary of his birthday, in the

presence of tho Queen, and the chief personages

of tho royal houses of England and Saxo-

Coburg, with others. The statue, cast in bronze

at Nuremberg, is by Mr. Theed, and stands on a

pedestal of polished granite, which bears in front

of it the words, “ Prinz Gemahl vox Gross-
Britanxiex tend Irlaxd,” with the dates of his

birth and death : and at the back, the date of

the erection of the monument, with the verse

from the book of Psalms,—“Das Gedatciitniss

der Gerechten bleibt ix Segex ” (The right-

eous shall be in everlasting remembrance). The
memorial is erected at the sole cost of her

Majesty, and stands—in a spot selected by the

Queen, in the centre of the town—a tribute of

her undying affection for him who was so

suddenly taken from her.

4 x
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MINOR TOPICS OP THE MONTH.

_
The Houses of Parliament.—The defi-

ciency of light in the Houses of Parliament
will be the more felt in proportion as the
ornamental details are carried out. Thus
it has been found necessary to assist, as

much as possible, the relief of Poley’s
admirable statue of Sir Charles Barry, by
carving and gilding the panel behind it in

rose diaper. The gilding also of the blank
window panels has been refreshed, but these
are feeble aids in the absence of direct light.

The statue, be it remembered, is placed at

the foot of the staircase leading to the com-
mittee rooms, on a landing of which are
the unfortunate frescoes, on the premature
decay whereof so much has been said and
written. In the way of restoration, nothing
has been done to these works save by Mr.
Herbert, who has repainted the head of

France—the figure behind Cordelia—which
is probably an experiment in a direction

different from that taken in the first work-
ing of the picture. If it be so, its value
will soon be seen. There are other portions
that require repainting, as, for instance,

the head of Goneril, which is blistered, dis-

coloured, and damaged, as essentially as

was that of France
; but it may be desirable

to ascertain how far the restored head may
be permanent before more be done. The
painting of Mr. Maclise’s magnificent work,
‘ The Death of Nelson,’ is completed, with
the exception of the application of the
water-glass.

Architectural Museum.—The Council
of this institution offers a first prize of

£20, a second prize of £5, and a third prize

of £2, for tho most successful carvings in

stone of a subject from Flaxman’s illustra-

tions of Dante, entitled ‘ The Triumph of

Christ.’ A first prize of £15 for the best,

and a second prize of £5 for the next best

rendering in wood of a poppyhead not less

than 10 in. high and carved on both sides.

A first prize of £15 for the best, and a
second prize of £5 for the next best repro-
duction of the head of the Statue of Ger-
manicus in repousse or bossed up silver. A
prize of £10, given conjointly by the Eccle-
siological Society of London and Mr. Beres-
ford-Hope, is offered for the reproduction
in translucid enamels, on a flat “ plaque”
or plate of silver, of the figure of St. Bar-
bara, ascribed to Nino Pisano, and marked
7,451 in the Statue or Sculpture Collection

at the South Kensington Museum. A prize

of £10, given by Mr. Ruskin, is offered for

the reproduction of the same figure in

opaque enamels on copper, similar to those

of the chasse No. 2,332, and the two
plaques Nos. 2,191 and 2,192, at South
Kensington. A first prize of £10 is offered

for the best, and a second prize of £5 for

the next best panel filled with marble
mosaic work, without figures or animal
life, suited to architectural decoration. In
addition to the above prizes, certificates of

merit will be given in deserving cases, and
the Council of the Architectural Museum
may, at their discretion, award the sum of

£l Is. or upwards, or a book, for objects

showing merit, although not sufficient to

secure a prize. These competitions are
open to all bond fide Art-workmen, whether
members of the Architectural Museum or
not.

St. Paul’s Cathedral.—The embellish-
ment of the 'interior of St. Paul’s has been
now suspended for about twelve months,
in consequence of the deficiency of funds.
There is, therefore, but one of the spandrils
over the arches as yet filled, and a very
large arrear of gilding has yet to be accom-

plished; this, it is probable, will remain
;
for some time incomplete, as the first work
intended to be carried out is the organ

;

case, the expense of which will be at least

£2,000. The instrument will be supported
on eight marble columns

;
the design of the

case is Renaissance, to harmonise wuth the

cathedral. It is to be regretted that for

want of means the modest embellishments
of the cathedral of tho richest city in the

world should be suspended. Some of the

recent provincial restorations have cost a
larger sum than that now required for

St. Paul’s. A contemporary journal says

that Mr-. "Watts has undertaken to make
designs for mosaics to represent the four

Evangelists in as many pendentives of the
church, exclusive of one, by the same artist,

which had already been made. Also that

Mr. Stevens is engaged to furnish designs

for mosaics of three prophets of the Old
Testament, in addition to that of Ezekiel,

which is now in its place.

Picture Buying.—In the recent exhi-

bition, at the British Institution, of the

works of ancient and deceased masters, hung
a large painting attributed, in the catalogue,

to Sir A. W. Callcott, R.A., and now the

property of Mr. W. Fuller Maitland, one of

the Life Governors of the Institution, and a
distinguished collector. This picture is

claimed by Mr.W. R. Earl, of Shooter’s Hill,

as the work of his own hand—an original

composition, and not a copy of Callcott, or
any other master. Mr. Earl informs us he
painted the picture, with another, about
thirty years ago, for a Captain Barrett, who
was then living at or near Leamington,
and certainly the evidence submitted to us
by the artist is conclusive to our mind of

the truth of his statement, even were we
disposed to doubt his ability to produce a

work of such undoubted excellence as is

this. It is simply called in the catalogue
‘ Sea-shore—Unloading a Stranded Ves-
sel,’ but it is actually a view of the

harbour, or coast, of Aberystwith, on the

shore of which a large brig lies “high
and dry,” and men with carts and horses

are busy all around it. The original sketch,

in pencil, has been shown us by the painter,

on one sheet of paper, and on several other

pieces all the details—what artists some-
times call “short-hand notes”—of the
figures, animals, &c., just as they appear
on the canvas; all of these he had, for-

tunately for his own reputation, retained in

possession. The picture was, as wo under-
stand, purchased by Mr. Maitland—who
has been advised of the actual painter’s

claim—of a well-known dealer, for a very
large sum ; and at the time, as the report

has reached us, it was a debatable point

whether it was tho work of Turner or Call-

cott, but was at length assigned to the

latter. Mr. Earl is taking measures to

trace its ownership since it left his easel,

and has advertised in the Times for infor-

mation concerning Captain Barrett, or his

executors in the event of his death. At
the present time we merely give currency

to the fact
;
what we may hear hereafter

will, probably, furnish us with materials

for comment.
The Gallery of Fine Arts in the

Vauxhall Road, near Vauxhall Bridge, con-

tains a picture called ‘ S. Antonio di Pa-
dova,’ and certified as by Murillo. It was in

the Gallery of the Museum of Milan, and
became afterwards the property of the

Emperor Napoleon I., and was by him pre-

sented to the Cardinal Oppizrani, on the

occasion of his election as Bishop of Bologna.

After the death of the Cardinal it was sold

by his heirs. The work is said to be authen-

ticated by documents in the archives of the

bishopric of Bologna. The saint appears
in the picture as kneeling, and taking the
foot of the infant Saviour, who stands before

him on a cloud, attended by angel children,

who offer him crowns and garlands, emble-
matical of his future ministry and passion.

Supported by two of these on the right is

a book, allusive, it may be supposed, to the

New Testament. It is altogether a slight

picture, and is distinguished by great sweet-
ness of colour. There is in the same gallery

another picture, authenticated as by Guido,
according to documents existing at Bologna,
and known as ‘ La Vergine al Cardellmo.’
It shows the Virgin with the infant Saviour,

the latter holds by a string a flying gold-
finch. In addition to these is a large modern
picture of much merit, said to have been
painted by Ademallo for the King of Italy.

The subject is ‘The Battle of Varese ;’

Garibaldi is introduced as the conspicuous

personage of the composition. He is

mounted, and accompanied by one of his

staff, his attention being, for the moment,
engaged by the death of the last of seven
brothers, all of whom had died under his

command. It is a large picture, simple,

but very effective in arrangement.
The West London Industrial Exhi-

bition is stated to be a pecuniary failure ;

the deficiency, which the guarantors will

have to meet, is reported to be about
£1,200. We are in no degree surprised at

the result, for these undertakings have of

late become too common to interest the

general public;—the persons, that is to

say, whose payments for admission would
alone defray the expenses. Even London
cannot be expected to support three or four

such exhibitions during the year, however
worthy of patronage, and people are becom-
ing satiated with them.
The Emperor of France, on the occa-

sion of the grand fete in the month of

August, honoured the art of Photography
in the person of Mr. Claudet, F.R.S., by
conferring on this eminent practitioner the

order of Chevalier de la Legion d’Honneur.

The Annual Exhibition of the Liver-

pool Academy and Art-Institute, and of

tho Manchester Royal Institute, opened
last month ; but no report of either gallery,

nor even a catalogue of its contents, has
reached us. We hear, however, that the

chief attraction at Manchester is the room
that contains a small, but very valuable,

collection of pictures lent for exhibition.

The Chapel Royal in the Savoy, de-

stroyed by fire last year, is now rebuilt,

under the direction of Mr. Sydney Smirke,

R.A., and will shortly be opened. The
restoration has been carried out in a style

very similar to that of the old edifice.

Messrs. Defries and Sons, the eminent
chandelier manufacturers and contractors

for lighting, showed in a significant manner,
at the recent visit of the French Fleet to

Portsmouth, the resources of their vast

establishment, as well as their taste and
ingenuity in developing those resources.

When the Admiralty forwarded to the film

instructions for illuminating the principal

buildings and promenades in the town, the

time in which the work was to be accom-
plished was very limited, but a staff of

five hundred efficient persons was imme-
diately mustered, sent down, and com-
menced operations

;
and by the appointed

evening Portsmouth was brilliant with

lights from more than 300,000 lamps,

disposed in an infinite variety of elegant

devices, besides Chinese lanterns, gas jets,

burners, &c. The' effect of the whole dis-

play is described to have been most
splendid.
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REVIEWS.

The Naturae Histort, Ancient and Modern,
op Precious Stones and Gems, and op
the Precious Metals. By C. W. King,
M.A., Fellow ofTrinity College, Cambridge,
Author of ‘‘Antique Gems,” and “The
Gnostics and their Remains.” Published
by Bell and Daldy, London.

The volumes previously put forth by Sir. King
are sufficient evidence of his fitness to discourse

upon such a subject as he has here undertaken,
both [from a learned and a popular [point of
view. His respective treatises upon ancient
gems and, the Gnostics—the latter book noticed
at some length in our Journal in the early part
of the present year—are well followed up by
the volume now before us. “ There are more
things in heaven and earth than are dreamed of
in the philosophy ” of most men; and precious
stones and gems have a history unknown but to
few, and a value, real or fictitious, far beyond
that put on them by the lapidary, or those whose
brows are encircled by a coronet of the costliest

jewellery. From the time when Moses was
commanded to make a breastplate for the use of
the high priest of tho Hebrew nation, and to

adorn it with twelve of the rarest stones then
known, significant of the tribes of Israel, down
to the present time, these precious productions
of tho mineral kingdom have been eagerly
sought after, and as eagerly coveted by all ranks
and conditions of mankind in a position to

acquire them. Gold, in comparison, is but as
dross

;
a ship-load of the yellow metal is far

outweighed, in monetary value, by a single
pearl, if wc are to credit tho well-known story
of Pliny, that, at a banquet given [to Marc
Antony by Cleopatra, the queen threw ono of
two worn in her ears—each valued at about a
million of money—into a goblet, in order to dis-

solve it, that her lover might see with what
disregard of wealth she could entertain him.
The whole story is, possibly, only a fiction

;
or,

perhaps, has so much of truth in it as relates to

tho act, and not to the value of the pearl
;
yet,

who would venture to say what sum the “ Koh-
i-noor,” or the “ Great Mogul,” with others,

would realise, if offered for public sale ! It
seems not improbable that tho whole history of
Europe for the last seventy years was influenced
by a diamond

;
for, after the 18th Brumaire, in

the early part of the French Revolution, Bona-
parte pledged tho celebrated stone, known as
the “ Regent of Franco ”—from its having been
bought by the Regent Orleans, who gave
£150,000 for it—to the Dutch government, and
thus procured funds which enabled him to con-
solidate his power.

It is a natural consequence of the estimation
in which these valuable objects are held, that
they should at various epochs in the world’s
history engage the attention of writers, both
directly and incidentally. Pliny quotes by
name numerous mineralogists, chiefly Greeks,
from whom, in a great measure, he drew the
materials for his own remarks in his work on
natural history. Among those to whom refer-
ence is made are the Archelaus, of whom we
read in Josephus as “ reigning in Cappadocia,”
and the Numidian king, Juba II., contem-
porary with the Emperor Augustus. But
nothing of these earlier times have come down
to us, except a short treatise by Theophrastus,
written about 300 n.c., which Pliny has incor-
porated with his book, and a poem ascribed
to Orpheus, whom Mr. King appears to f.hink

in this case is identical with the Mayian Zo-
roastres. Of this poem, which is entitled “ On
Stones,” he has given in his volume an elegant
translation, though ho regards it, from a scien-
tific point of view, as almost valueless

; still,

beyond its own merits as a poetical composition,
it is the sole, and perhaps tho most ancient,
representative left of the mystic lore of Chaldma,
“ that magorum infanda vaultas which, ridiculed
by the philosophers of the age, but fondly and
fully believed in by their contemporaries of
every rank, and augmented as time went on
with yet more monstrous fables, remained the
established faith down to tho days of our own
great-grandfathers.”

The hierarchy of the early Christian church
found in these valuable specimens of mineralogy
subjects for their pens, even if they had no
desire to possess them. About the fourth
century, Epiphanius, Bishop of Salamis, in

Cyprus, wrote a small treatise on “The Twelve
Stones of tho High Priest’s Breastplate,” awork
praised by St. Jerome. In the seventh century,
Isidorus, Bishop of Seville, speaks of stones and
minerals in his “Origine,s” a work, says Mr.
King, “ which has a certain value as containing
quotations from many authors now lost.” Some
four centuries after Isidorus, Marbodus, or
Marboeuf, Bishop of Rennes, published a “ Lapi-
darium,” purporting to bo an abridgment of
the bulky volume composed by Evax, King of
Arabia, and presented to Tiberius Cmsar

;
while

about a century later, i.e. towards the close of
the twelfth century, appeared Mohammed Ben
Mansur, “ who may justly claim the honour of
being the first to compose a really scientific and
systematic treatise on the subject, in his ‘ Book
on Precious Stones,’ dedicated to the Abbaside
Sultan of Persia, Abu Naser Beharderchan. In
this work ho treats of each stone under three
heads, viz., ‘Properties, Varieties, and Places
producing it.’ Tho knowledge of the characters
of minerals displayed throughout this treatise

is absolutely miraculous, considering the age
that produced it. He actually anticipates by
many centuries the founders of the modern
science in Europe—Haiiy, Mohl, and others—in
several points, such as in defining the different

species of the Corundum, and in basing his
distinctions upon the specific gravity and the
hardness of the several lands.”

We mention these writers, all more or less

very far distant from us in time, only to show
how much attention has been given to the
subject. There are many more who might find
a place among them, and of whom Mr. King
speaks. Of later writers, the principal is, un-
doubtedly, De Boot, or Boethius, as he is

frequently called, a native of Antwerp, and
physician to Rudolph II., Emperor of Germany.
He published, in 1609, his book, “De Gemrnis
et Lapidibus,” which was reprinted about forty
years after, with good notes by Tollins.

It has already been remarked that gems have
been presumed to possess a value beyond their
rarity and beauty

;
and it is to this point that

most of the ancient writers address themselves.
The “ Lapidarium ” of Marbodus is the last

work professing to treat, however imperfectly,
of the natural history of stones. Orpheus, Par-
thenius (a Roman of the time of Nero), Isidorus,

Marbodus, and others, refer principally to their
magical or medicinal qualities

; while the
numerous Lapidaria extant in MS., some as
old as the thirteenth century, “ bid farewell not
only to science, but to common sense. They
treat not so much upon tho natural qualities of
gems, whether ‘ in medicine potable,’ or, set as
jewels, upon the health of the wearer, as upon
their supernatural powers in baffling the in-
fluence of demons, and the various evils duo to

the malice of such beings—plagues, murrains,
and tempests.” This phase of the subject, as it

appears in engraved gems and talismans, has re-
ceived due attention from our author in his pre-
vious work on the Gnostics. And it is both
curious and amusing to note what marvellous
virtues have been ascribed to precious stones of
almost every kind. Pliny, for example, speaking
of the amethyst, says :—“The lyingMagipromise
that these gems are an antidote to drunkenness,
and take their name”—which the Greeks inter-

preted to mean “wineless”—“from this pro-
perty. Moreover, that if the name of the Moon
or Sun bo engraved upon them, and they be
thus hung about the neck from the hair of the
baboon, or the feathers of a swallow, they are a
charm against witchcraft. They are also ser-

viceable to persons having petitions to make to
princes : they keep off hailstorms and flights of
locusts with the assistance of a spell which they
teach.” But these absurdities are small in

comparison with tho beliefs of later times, and
especially as to the medicinal virtues of costly
minerals.

tyThe plan of Mr. King's excellent treatise is

simple and perspicuous. Under the head of
each stone or mineral—and all are arranged
alphabetically—we have its natural history, its

chemical composition, origin, place or places
producing it, its varieties, distinctive characters,

counterfeits of it, and its ancient and; present
value. To these is added, as we have just inti-

mated, the consideration of gems as magical
and medicinal agents, perhaps the most impor-
tant of their characteristics in later antiquity,
as it certainly was throughout the whole course
of the mediaeval ages, when the beauty or
rarity of a stone counted for infinitely less in the
estimation of its value—the Batrachites

,
or toad-

stone, for example—than for its reputed virtue
in the Pharmacopceia. Among many other
virtues possessed by this stone was that of its

being an antidote to poison
;
and it was usual

to swallow it as a land of “ dinner-pill," to
counteract the effect of any noxious ingredients
put into the dish or wine-cup.

Gold and silver lead tho author to make some
valuable remarks on these metals as matters of
currency,'and on the question of recent legisla-

tion in this country concerning them. Then
there is a long and interesting chapter on
mediaeval decorated plate, another on antique
glass, or pastes, and one on the jewellery of the
ancients

; so that nothing which bears on the
subject in hand, however seemingly remote, is

left undiscusscd. Mr. King appears to have
exhausted it. He has certainly produced a
volume that will well serve the purpose either
of reference or of study. It instructs whilo it

entertains.

Lehrbuch der Perspective fur Bildende
Kunstler. Yon Otto Gennerich. Pub-
lished by Brogkhaus, Leipzig.

A new treatise on perspective may be con-
sidered a superfluity

;
and it is so for those who

require nothing beyond a few of the linear
principles. To the student of painting, not
loss than the architect, is a knowledge of per-
spective indispensable

;
yet rarely do wo enter

an exhibition room without observing the most
obvious outrages on both aerial and linear

perspective. One of the best reputed serious
attempts to disembarrass the study of its ma-
thematical encumbrances was Lambert’s “ Per-
spective Affranchio do l’Embarras du plan
Geometral,” published about the middle of the
last century

;
and the work under notice pro-

poses the improvement of Lambert’s idea. The
small treatises that have been written on per-
spective are legion, and any of these are to
students generally the more acceptable in pro-
portion as they eschew philosophy and mathe-
matics. Certainly one of the most experienced
and observant teachers that our school has ever
produced was the late J. D. Harding, but he
could rarely induce any of his pupils to address
themselves seriously to the acquisition of a
sound knowledge of perspective, as their great
object was to master by some royal method tho
legerdemain of his execution and the elegance of
his design. By, however, a playfully seductive
system of lines, which he insisted upon as in-

separable from drawing, he contrived to impart
to his pupils a modicum of perspective equal in
extent to that usually regarded as ample, even
by very many artists, for pictorial composition.
Of Herr Gennerich’ s work, it is enough to say

that every difficulty in the drawing ofany formal
body is solved with as few correlative lines as
possible. There are many methods of disposing
of points and lines

;
but architectural drawing

is an exact process, and nothing can supply tho
deficiency of a knowledge of the tendency of
lines and tho disposition of points as determined
by absolute rule. The first two chapters of the
work treat of aerial perspective, with which we
submit it had been better not to have troubled
the student until ho had advanced in linear

perspective. Such subjects as the force, reflec-

tion, refraction, colour, diffusion, and polarisa-

tion of light, would to a person desirous of
learning only enough of perspective for the
sake of composition, appear of doubtful utility

—how necessary soever a familiarity with tho
subjects may bo to the accomplished artist. But
although from this, or any other comprehensive
treatise, a smattering is obtainable, it is not to

superficial readers that the book is addressed.
The linear perspective commences with per-
pendicular and horizontal lines, horizontal and
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perpendicular planes,"&c.
;
proceeding, in these

sections, according to a well-digested plan, to

treat ofthe point ofsight in relation with the field

of construction, the point of distance under the

like conditions, the perspective of curved lines,

and of bodies the outlines of which are curved,

oblique lines and planes, planes oblique to

other oblique planes, &c. But among the most
useful chapters in the book to painters arc those

treating of the force, breadth, and projection

of shadows, the sun in the horizon—in the

zenith, behind the plane of the picture, or before

it ;
the truth of which relations is continually,

even by painters otherwise conscientious, made
to yield to expediency. In Turner’s picture, for

instance, of ‘ The Temeraire,’ in the position of

the setting sun, the shadow cast on the right

bow by the stem could not possibly be so

strong as it is given. The work is amply illus-

trated by plates, and it is on the whole the most

perfect treatise on perspective that has appeared

for many years.

The New Path : a Monthly Art-Journal. Pub-
lished by J. Miller, New York.

Four recent numbers—from May to August in-

clusive— of this Trans-Atlantic Art-journal

are on our table. It is a small publication of

sixteen pages, containing some cleverly-written

but pungent articles, chiefly on American Art,

our own coming in for an occasional page or

two of comment. The character of its reviews

is undoubtedly “ pugnacious,” as one of its own
countrymen says of it; but then, he adds,

—

“ Certainly the American public, with its very

small quantity of artistic knowledge, and very

great capacity for admiration, needs a smart

castigation at least monthly for its foolish ways.

Wo have not yet, as a country, got over a

childish pride in American performances, not

for what is good in them, but because they are

American
;
and a still more foolish jealousy of

foreign criticism and foreign attainment.” Per-

haps we should give offence by asserting this to

be a truth; but whether it be so or not, the

editor of the New Path is, without doubt, keenly

sensible to any strictures made upon what
appears in his publication; for in the number
for August he makes some remarks which were

printed in our contemporary the Builder a text

for a most angry discourse on the conduct

of this country during the lato unhappy civil

war in America. Politics in a journal whose
speciality is presumed to be the discussion of

questions concerning the Fine Arts, are utterly

and entirely out of place
;
and a publication that

gives its aid to the fomenting of national dissen-

sions cannot expect to find a welcome beyond

the country that produces it. The editor of

the New Bath has evidently made a “mistake”

in admitting such a violent diatribe into his

columns. “Perhaps,” he says, “we betray an

unbecoming heat
;
but the wound which wicked

English words have made in American minds

rarddes deep. We are great enough to forgive,

but it would be more than human if we could

forget what we have had to endure.” Would
it not have been greater in him to have left the

subject altogether in the hands of the political

journals of his country, instead of adding fuel

to whatever flame may have been kindled in

either land by designating the Builder “ impu-

dent,” because it charges the New Bath with

having “ attempted,” in a previous paper, “ to

foster unkind feelings between two kindred

nations.” For ourselves, we much regret to see

our American brother treading such a “path”
as this. It cannot lead to a termination honour-

able to himself, or satisfactory, it is to be hoped,

to the majority of his readers.

The Illustrated Catalogue of Postage-

Stamps for the Use of Collectors. By
Dr. John Edward Gray, F.R.S., F.L.S.,

Y.P.Z.S., &c. Published by E. Marl-
borough and Co., London.

When the system of postage-stamps first came
into operation, there were few, indeed, if any, of

us who expected to see these tiny bits of printed

paper as eagerly sought after as gems and coins,

and rare prints, and Wedgwood, &c. &c., are;

and that many of them bear a high price in the

market—indicating the estimation in which they

are held. “The fashion has been ridiculed,”

says Dr. Gray, “ as all fashions will be ;
but if

postage-stamps are properly studied, collected,

and arranged, there is no reason why they may
not be quite as instructive and entertaining as

the collection of birds, butterflies, shells, books,

engravings, coins, or other objects. ... A col-

lection of postage stamps may be considered,

like a collection of coins, an epitome of the his-

tory of Europe and America for the last quarter

of a century
;
and as they exhibit much varia-

tion in design and execution, they may also be

regarded as a collection of works of art on a

small scale, showing the style of art of the

countries that issue them,” &c. &c. Such, with

others, are the arguments employed by Dr.

Gray, in the introduction to his book, in support

of stamp-collecting.

But it is necessary for those who indulge in

this luxury to be on their guard against decep-

tion
;
for there are unprincipled dealers in these

objects as there are among those who trade in

pictures; antiques, curiosities, &c.
;
the counter-

feit is substituted for the reality, forgeries are

perpetrated, marks or dates are altered, colours

changedby chemical processes
;
in short, roguery

has been, and is, at work to make the thing

which is not appear as that which ought to be
;

and thus the collecting of stamps is not to be

thought of without a due knowledge of the sub-

ject, acquired by much previous study. We
confess to not a little doubt whether the know-
ledge, when gained, will repay the trouble of

learning.

Dr. Gray began to collect postage stamps

shortly after the system was established, and

before it had become a rage, as he took a great

interest in their use and extension
;
and he

believes he was “the first who proposed, in

1834, the system of a small uniform rate ofpost-

age to be prepaid bg stamps." These circum-

stances, combined with others well known to

those who have taken any interest in the matter,

render him as great an authority on this subject

as he is acknowledged to be on that of natural

history. His catalogue of stamps contains full

descriptions of—we presume—all the varieties

which have been in use since their first intro-

duction
;
while of very many of them he has

given engravings. China, we believe, has

stamps, but they are not mentioned
;
we have

heard they are never allowed to leave the

country
;
certainly we have never seen them.

The Mormon territory has its stamp, bearing

the head of that worthy specimen of humanity,

Brigham Young

!

We cordially recommend Dr. Gray’s catalogue

to all whom it may concern.

Our Domestic Fire-Places. A Treatise on

the Economical Use of Fuel, and the Pre-

vention of Smoke. With Observations on

the Patent Laws. By Frederick Edwards,
Jun. Published by R. Hardwick, London.

An Englishman’s house is said to be his castle,

and his greatest social enjoyment in the castle

is that which is felt to be associated with his

domestic hearth. It is a matter of concern with

him, therefore, that this sacred spot should be

rendered as comfortable in every respect, as free

from annoyances of all kinds, as skill and inge-

nuity, without excessive expenditure, can make
it. Fuel, even in this land of coal, forms a

heavy item in the housekeeper’s book of

accounts, especially in London, and in localities

far away from the “ black ” regions ;
and to show

how it may be economised, and how the fire-

grate should be constructed to send forth its

genial warmth most advantageously to the con-

sumer’s purse, and beneficially to his person,

Mr. Edwards writes a valuable treatise, derived

from a thorough practical knowledge of the

subject in all its bearings. It is a book which

should be not only in the hands of architects

and builders, but also in those of every one who
is blessed with a comfortable habitation. For a

scientific work, it is remarkably free from tech-

nicalities, and the whole subject is discussed in

a clear, impartial, and instructive manner. The
waste in this country of that most precious

mineral—coal, is something enormous
;

and

though there is little probability that either we

or our children may live to see the supply ex-

hausted, the diminishing process goes on so

rapidly, that the time may not be, after all, so

very distant, when those who succeed us will

have cause jto wish we had husbanded our re-

sources more than we are doing, and as Mr.
Edwards shows we might do, and yet add to our

comforts.

The Autographic Mirror. Lithographed by
Vincent Brooks. Vol.IL Published at 13,

Burleigh Street, London.

We noticed, on its completion last year, the

first volume of this most entertaining serial.

The second has recently come into our hands.

It contains about three hundred facsimile let-

ters, or communications, of notable men and
women of all countries who have lived within

the last three centuries— kings and queens,

princes and nobles, warriors and statesmen,

authors, actors, and painters. Not a few of the

letters are in themselves of great interest, others

are literary, and very many ealigraphic curiosi-

ties, almost as difficult to decipher, except by an
“ expert,” as an old Chaldean manuscript. Trans-

lations into English are given of the correspon-

dence of foreigners, and a short biographical

sketch of the writer is appended in all instances.

The idea of this work is excellent, and it is

carried out with much judgment and spirit. The
third volume has been entered upon, and wo
notice, from two or three Parts which have como
before us, that the editor is adopting a smaller

and somewhat more convenient form of publica-

tion than the preceding volumes, yet without

altering the character of the pages.

The Student's English Dictionary, Etymolo-
gical, Pronouncing, and Explanatory.
By John Ogilvie, LL.D., Editor of “The
Imperial,” and of “ The Comprehensive,”

Dictionaries. The Pronunciation adapted

to the best Modern Usage, by Richard
Cull, F.S.A. Illustrated by about Three
Hundred Engravings on Wood. Published

by Blackie and Son, London.

Dr. Ogilvie has evidently made the compilation

of English dictionaries his speciality; and, to

judge from this specimen, ho proves himself

perfectly qualified for such undertakings. The
“Student’s Dictionary” is a really valuable

work, the result of a thorough knowledge of the

etymologies of language. In it the words are

traced to their ultimate sources, the root, or

primary meaning is given, and the other mean-
ings are expressed according to their best usage.

The “ pronunciations ” appear to us remarkably
explicit and intelligible, as well as correct—

a

desideratum of the utmost importance. The
only fault we have to find with the work is the

smallness of the type in which it is printed

;

still, it is clear. But our eyes are somewhat
older than the majority of those for whom the

book is more especially intended, and it would
have considerably increased its size, no less than

its cost, to use larger type. This is certainly

the best “school dictionary” we know. Its

utility is increased by the introduction of nume-
rous woodcuts, illustrating words whose meaning
might not otherwise be perfectly understood,

Cassell’s Handy Guide to the Sea-Side.

Illustrated. A description of all the Prin-

cipal Sea Watering-Places, with their Rela-

tive Advantages to the Tourist and Resi-

dent. Published by Cassell, Petter, and
Galpin, London.

Any recommendation of ours that would cause

this little book to be consulted by those meditat-

ing a sea-side trip is scarcely of use this year,

for the wanderers on sands and coast are now
flocking homewards, as the days shorten and
the evenings become dark and chilly. It may,
however, serve as reference for future excur-

sions
;
and as the compiler gives almost as much

information concerning every watering-place in

England and the Channel Islands as the home-
traveller cares to know before starting, this

“guide” may help him to determine satisfac-

torily to which quarter he will turn his steps

when the summer months come round again.
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sufiicit orbis

* “ One world suffices not,”—

a

sentiment of piety, not of ambition.

f

A band issuing from a cloud, holding a

coin of gold upon a touchstone, with the

motto, Sic sptdanda fides, “So is faith to

he tried” (Fig. 14).

London. November 1.

HISTORIC DEVICES AND BADGES.

By MRS. BURY PALLISER.

Part II.

N continuation of the historic

devices and badges of the

Kings of France, the next

for consideration are those

used by

—

Francis II., “ Prince sans

tache and sans vice—L’lnno-

cent,” who bore for support-

ers two lions of Scotland, as

sovereign of that kingdom.
His ordinary device was

a burning column, encircled

by a scroll, upon which was
inscribed, Lumen rectis, “A

light to the upright” (Fig. 12), in allusion

to the column of fire which guided the

Fig. 14.

Francis had also tokens
(
jetons

)

struck,

upon which was represented a cup ; motto.

Inter edypsis exorior, “Among eclipses I
arise” (Fig. 15), because, says Menestrier,
the constellation of the cup is above the

horizon at the time of the occurrence of

eclipses, and Francis was not only born in

troublous times, but in the year of his

birth four eclipses took place. J
He had likewise for device a dolphin with

the terrestrial globe, encircled by the dia-

mond ring of the Medici, and the crescent

of Henry II. In the midst issue branches
of the palm and olive, emblems of victory

Israelites by night, and meaning that the

Almighty always grants His light as a guide

to those who seek Him.
At St. Denis is to be seen the monument

erected by Charles IX. to contain the heart

of his brother, Francis II. It is a beautiful

work by Germain Pilon, and consists of a

marble Corinthian column, with flames is-

suing from the top, and the motto, Lumen
rectis, inscribed on its side.

and peace. Motto, Regain putriis virhdibus

orhern, “I will rule the world with my
father’s virtues,” i.e. those I have inherited

from him. Francis thus united the devices

of his father and mother, signifying by
the diamond the unconquerable -virtue and
constancy with which he would rule the

vorld.

Mary Stuart, Queen of Scotland and
France.—Mary Stuartwas six yearsold when
she arrived in France ;

at fifteen she married

Fig. 13.

Francis had also two globes, the one celes-

tial and the other terrestrial (Fig. 13), as

appear on his medals. Motto, Uniis non

* “ Unus Pellaeo inveni non suffieit orbis.”—Juvenal.
t 1573. “ Ane bed of blak velvit enriclieit with armes

and spheris, with bordis of broderie werlc of daitli of gold.”

—Inventory of Jcxvelles and artaillerie within the CastelL

of Edinburgh pertening to our Soveranc Lordand hishiencs

derrest moder.

t A total eclipse of the sun occurred January 21, 154-1,

four days after lie was bom, and in the same month there

were partial eclipses of the moon. The other two eclipses

of the same luminary were visible in July and November.

Francis, then only fourteen years of age.

They were styled the Roy Dauphin and
the Reine Dauphinc

;
and Queen Mary of

England dying soon after, King Henry II.

required that the Dauphin should assume,
with the arms of France, Dauphine, and
Scotland, those of England and Ireland,

and affix them publicly in several places in

Paris by his herald “ Dauphine,” styling

themselves Francois and Marie, by the

grace of God, King and Queen of Scotland,

England, and Ireland, Dauphin and Dau-
phine of Viennois. These designations,

though merely recalling the eventual rights

of Mary, called forth remonstrance on the

part of the English ambassador, and were
productive of disastrous consequences.

Mary’s devices were numerous. On the

death of Francis II. she took the liquorice

plant, the root only of which is sweet, and
all above ground bitter. The motto, Duke
meum terra tegit, “The earth hides my
sweetness.”

Again, a vine, intended to represent the

kingdom of Scotland, with two branches,

one of which is leafless
;

a hand issuing

from the clouds, and holding a pruning-
bill, cuts off the withered branch, emble-
matic of rebels and heretics, in order that

the green branch (her Catholic subjocts)

may flourish and bear forth more grapes.

The motto was Virescit vulnere virtue. This

impresa is upon a hand-bell formerly be-
longing to Queen Mary, and now the pro-

perty of Mr. Robert Bruce, of Kennet.*
It likewise appears upon one of Mary’s
jetons. Miss Strickland also mentions the

device, ascribing to it a different significa-

tion. “ Maiy,” she writes, “ sent Norfolk
a cushion embroidered by herself, with the

royal arms of Scotland, beneath winch
there was a hand with a knife in it prun-
ing a vine, and the motto, Virescit vulnere

nrtus. Lesley knew enough of the meta-
phorical and poetic tone of Mary’s mind
to be able to explain that the mysterious
design embroidered on the cushion wras an
impresa devised by herself to convey a
moral sentiment applicable to her owm case,

signifying that the vine was improved by
the discipline to which it was subjected,

as, in the language of Scripture. * Faithful

are the W'ounds of a friend.’ ” +

The fullest account of the impresas of
Queen Mary is given by Drummond of Haw-
thornden, in a letter dated 1st July, 1655,

addressed to Ben Jonson. “ I have been
curious,” writes Drummond, “ to find out
for you the impreses and emblems on a bed
of state, wrought and embroidered all with
gold and silk by the late Queen Mary,
mother to our sacred sovereign, which will

embellish greatly some pages of your book,
and is worthy of your remembrance. The
first is the Loadstone turning towards the
Pole ; the word, her Majesty's name turned
into an anagram, Marie Steuart, ‘ Sa vertu
m’attire,’ which is not inferior to Veritas

armata, ‘ armed truth,’ which is likewise
meant as an anagram on Marie Stuarta.

This hath reference to a crucifix, before
which, with all her royal ornaments, she
is humbled on her knees most lively, with
the word Undique, ‘ on every side,’ which
would signify that through the cross she is

armed at all points.”

Drummond next gives the impresa of

Mary of Lorraine, her mother—a Phcenix
in flames; the word, En ma fin git mon com-
mencement. This same motto attracted the
attention of Elizabeth’s emissaries, when
Mary was at Tutbury, in 1569. Nicholas

Whyte writes to Cecil, “In looking upon

* Exhibited at Edinburgh in 1S62.

t “ Queens of Scotland,” vol. vii.
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her cloth of estate, 1 notice this sentence
embroidered, En ma fin est mon commence-
ment

,
which is a riddle I understood not.”

Miss Strickland observes, “This motto, it

may he remembered, had previously puz-
zled Randolph, and other English spy re-
porters, when they saw it wrought upon
her throne at Holyrood

;
not comprehend-

ing that the young blooming sovereign, in
her nineteenth year, undazzled by the
glories of her earthly state, testified thereby
her hope of a better inheritance when the
mortal shall have put on immortality.
Chosen for her warning in the days of her
prosperity, she adopted it in the season of
adversity as her consolation.” * These im-
presas show that a strain of melancholy
moralising occupied the mind, and pervaded
even the needlework, of this accomplished
and ill-fated princess.

Another device, wrought on this elabo-
rated specimen of her taste and industry,
was an apple-tree growing on a thorn

;
the

motto, Per vincula crescit, implying thereby
that her cause was increased by her capti- I

vity.

Another of these allegories was Mercury
charming Argus with his hundred eyes,

expressed by his caducous, two flutes, and
a peacock

;
the motto, Eloquium tot lamina

clausit, “Eloquence has closed so many
eyes.” Others are :

—

Two women upon the wheel 'of fortune,
the one holding a lance, emblematic of war,
the other a cornucopia, emblem of peace,

which impresa evidently typified Queen
Elizabeth and herself

;
the motto, Fortuna

comites, implying that whomsoever fortune
favoured would prevail.

A ship, with its masts shivered, still re-

sisting the buffeting of the ocean
;
Nunqiwm

nisi rectum, “ Never till righted,” or “ Never
unless erect,” descriptive of her invincible

constancy—though assailed on every side

by her Protestant subjects—to remain firm

in the Catholic faith.

Her maternal pride is expressed in the

device of a lioness, with her whelp beside

her, and the words Unum quidem sed

leonem, “ One only, but that one a lion.”

Her bitter sense of the insolence of her
inferiors is intimated by the emblem of a

lion taken in a net, and hares wantonly
passing over him, with the words, Et lepores

d' victo insultant leoni, “ The very hares

trample on the fallen lion.”

As an antithesis, she describes the im-
proving uses of adversity by camomile in

a garden, and the motto, Fructus calcata

dat amplos, “ Trampled upon, she emitteth
greater fragrance.”

Again, she typifies herself in the cha-

racter of the palm-tree, with the motto,

Ponderibus virtue innata resistit, * * Innate
virtue resisteth oppression.”

Also, as a bird in a cage, with a hawk
hovering'above ; the motto, limed me promt
e me spaventa peggio, “It is ill with me
now, and I fear worse betides me.”
A triangle, with a sun in the middle of

a circle; the word, Trino non convenit orbis.

A porcupine amongst sea-rocks ; the

word, Ne volutetur.

The panoply of war, helmets, lances, pikes,

muskets, cannon, and the word Dabet, Deus
bis quoque finem, “ God can put an end to

these things also.”

A tree planted in a churchyard, environed
with dead men’s bones

;
the word, Pietas

revocabit ab Oreo.

Eclipses of the sun and the moon ;
the

word, Ipsa sibi lumen quod invidet aufert,
“ She taketh from herself the light she
denieth to the earth,” glancing, as may ap-

* “ Queens of Scotland,” vol. vi.

pear, at Queen Elizabeth, figured as the
eclipsing moon.

Scarcely less pathetically applicable to

her own sad case are Brennus’s balance, a
sword cast in the scale to weigh gold

;
the

motto, Quid nisi victis dolor

?

“What re-

maineth for the vanquished but misery ?”

A vine tree watered with wine, which,
instead of making it spring and grow,
maketh it fade; the word, Men si cmihi pro-

surd.

In allusion to her great reverse, a wheel
rolled from the mountain into the sea

;
the

motto, Piena di dolor voda de speranza,
“ Full of griefs, empty of hope.”
A heap of wings and feathers dispersed ;

the motto, Magnatum vicinitas, implying
that she had too powerful a neighbour,

who rent her plumes and rifled her nest,

A trophy upon a tree, with mitres, crowns,
hats, masks, swords, boots, and a woman
with a veil about her eyes, or muffled,

pointing to some one about her, with this

motto, Ut casus dederit.

One of the most beautiful of these alle-

gories, describing the source from which
Mary derived consolation under the pres-

sure of her calamities, is the device of three

crowns, two opposite, and one above in the

sky, the motto Aliamque moratur, “And
awaits another ;” implying that the right-

ful Queen of France and Scotland awaits a

crown celestial in the heavens. The last

device is an eclipse, with the motto, Medio
occidit die, “ Darkened at noonday.”
In addition to these devices, the impresa

and mottoes of Francis I., Henry II., God-
frey of Bouillon, the Cardinal Lorraine,

together with the Tudor portcullis, and the

Order of the Annunciation of Savoy, were all

embroidered upon this bed by Queen Mary
and her ladies. The workmanship, con-

cludes Drummond, “ is curiously done, and
truly it may be said of it, the execution

surpassed the material.”

On Mary’s banner in Peterborough Cathe-
dral was the Scottish unicorn and three

thistles
;
motto, “ In my defence.”

*

It would appear, from a despatch of

Dickenson, that Queen Elizabeth directed

she should use her motto :
—“ Her Majesty’s

most royal daughter is to use her god-

mother’s impress, Semper eadem, ‘ Full of

princely courage,’ and therefore, as well

for that as her other admirable and royally

shining virtues, justly honoured even by
the enemies of her cause.”

The practice of making anagrams, in-

vented long before the Christian era,t was
first revived by Francis I. In addition to the

two mentioned by Drummond, a third was
made on Queen Mary; Maria Stevarda,

Scotorum Regina, was turned into Trusa

vi regnis, morte amara cado, ‘ ‘ Thrust by
force from my kingdom, I fall by a bitter

death.”
In the reign of Francis I., writes Menes-

trier, the fashion began of employ- j-
ing Greek letters for the name, and /TNv

the Greek Phi, <f> (d), was used in N/
several places for the king’s initial, JF
because he had re-established letters d

and the Greek language.

Francis, Duke de Guise, caused his

horses to be branded with the Phi.

Catherine de Medicis used the double

K (e), and she adopted, with many of -A.
her contemporaries, Greek mottoes e

for her impresas.

Queen Mazy followed the fashion of the

times, and took the <i> and the M for the

monogram of King Francis and herself.

* Lansdown MS., 574.

t By the Greek poet, Lycophron, who flourished B.c. 380,

at the court of Ptolemy Philadelphus.

Fig. / is copied from the above-mentioned
hand-bell, and it is also inscribed

on Mary’s signet-ring, now pre-

served in the British Museum,*
the M resembles that of the Con-
stable Anne de Montmorency, in

a monogram (Fig. g) on the plate

of a lock in the Musee de Cluny, at Paris.

Mary’s grand-daughter, Elizabeth, Queen
of Bohemia, used two Epsilons
intersecting each other, and her
ill-fated husband, Frederic, took
two Phi’s intersected, as we \/\
find noticed in an entry of her V
jewels.!

gHenry HI. continued the
fashion, and introduced the Lambda for his

queen, Louisa of Lorraine, inter-

laced with his H (//), in the collar

of the Order of the Holy Ghost.
Queen Louisa always used the

double Lambda
,
either large (i)

•

or small A A. (7c), and the same
letter (7) was continued by Louis XIII.

XX AA A
i k l

and Louis XIX'. as their initial, on the
binding of their books and their works of
Art.

Henry IV. does not appear to have used
any Greek initials, but he introduced
the punning S “ trait” (an S with a
stroke through it), Fig. m, for Gabrielle
d’Estree, united with his own, as we
see desci’ibed in the inventory of her
effects made after her death. %

m
Charles IX.—To this youthful monarch

the Chancellor de l’HOpital, with better in-
tentions than foresight, gave the motto,
Pictate etjusticia, “ With piety and justice,”
with two columns interlaced (Fig. 16),

Fig. 1(5.

showing that these two virtues are the

support of government. Charles IX. was
godson to Charles V., who assumed the

columns of Hercules, and it was probably

in imitation of the device of his godfather

that Charles IX. selected for his impresa
the two twisted pillars of the temple of

Jerusalem, called Jakin and Boaz.

* The <f> also appeal’s on some plates in the possession of

A. Fountaine, Esq., of Naiford Hall, as the signature of

the celebrated painter of majolica, Orazio Fontana, the 4>

forming both the initials of his name.
t “ Ane pictour box of gold qrin is conteuned in the on

syd the king of Boheme his portrait, the cover qrof is sete

with diamonts eftir this forme, <I> o <t>, containing twa J de-

ciphered within two o o, resembling twa great l’res (letters)

<1> for Frederick the king his name.” The writer of the
inventory mistook the intersection of the two <t> for an O.

t 1599. “Une bonette de peinture, esmaillee de gris,

sur laquelle y a des diamans oil est le chiffre du Boy et. a
coste d’iceluy quatre S (barrees) et aux quatre petites

triangles de diamans, prisee ciiijxx eseus.”—Inventaire de
Gabridlc d' Estrees, Bibliotheque Imperiale, Paris.
“ Une robe de toille d’argent . . . les grandes manches

a l’espagnole. . . Doublees de satin incarnadine, et brodees
en broderie d’argent oil sont les chiffres du Roy et de la

defunte dame.”

—

Ibid.
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Elizabeth of Austria, wife of Charles

IX., took for her device a temple, before

the door of which she is standing, looking

up to the Holy Ghost in the form of a dove,

with the motto, In Deo spes mea, “ My hope

is in God,” which was also the favourite

motto of her brother-in-law, Henry III.

Also, Fortune on a globe buffeted by the

winds. Motto, Volente, “ Being willing.”

Henry III.—His supporters were two

eagles for Poland. His device three crowns,

with the motto, Manet ultima ccelo
,
“The

last remains to heaven” (Pig. 17).

The Leaguers, to turn the device into

ridicule, placed the scissors instead of the

third crown, and substituted “ claustro
”

for “ ccelo,” threatening to shut him up in

a monastery. Cardinal Guise (he who was
assassinated, with his brother, at Blois)

used to say he would never die content

until he had the head of the king be-

tween his knees, to give him a monk’s

crown ; and his sister, the Duchess of Mont-

pensier, kept a pair of scissors always

attached to her girdle, as she said, for the

same purpose.

When Henry III. published, in 1577, an

edict, reducing the value of the crown to

sixty sols, it was hoped that this act would

help, as it did, to reform the currency.

Tokens (
jetons

)
were struck, upon which

was represented Plutus seated upon a cube,

his wings folded back, his eyes bandaged,

and bound with chains of gold ; the motto,

from the sixth book of the GEneid, Sedet

ceternumque sedebit, “He sits and will sit

eternal.”

Henry III. instituted the order of St.

Esprit, choosing this name for his order,

because he was elected King of Poland on

Whitsunday, and he succeeded to the

crown of France on the same festival of the

following year. The Order of St. Michael

had become so debased from its indiscri-

minate use by the sons of Henry II., as

to be styled the “Collier a toutes Betes,”

this principally led Henry III. to institute

his new order
;
but the Knights of the Holy

Ghost were required, before their insti-

tution, to receive the Order of St. Michael

;

hence the Knights of the Holy Ghost are

called “ Chevaliers des ordres du roy.”

Louise de VaudIsmont, the neglected

wife of Henry III., took for her device the

sun-dial (sun-dials, with quaint devices,

being much in vogue in the seventeenth

century), with the motto, Aspice utaspiciar,
‘ ‘ Look upon me, that I may be looked

upon” (Fig. 18). As the dial only shows
the hours of the day when shone upon by
the sun, so she entreats the king to look

upon her, that she may be held in esteem

by others.

After the assassination of Henry III.,

Louise took possession of the Chateau of

Chenonceaux, left to her by Catherine de

Medicis. All her rooms were hung with

black, and she wore white (the mourning
of queens) until her death. Her bed was
covered with black velvet fringed with

black and white, and her prie-dmi chair

was covered with black. In an adjoining

room hung a large portrait of Henry III.

,

underneath which was the portion of a line

from the iEneid (Book xii.)

—

Scevi monu-
\

menta doloris, ‘ ‘ The memorials of grievous

suffering.” Here she passed her days,

praying for the soul of her worthless hus-

band. Another of her devices was,

—

The Box-tree. Motto

—

Nostra vel in

tumulo, “ Ours or in the tomb.”
Henry IY.

,

‘
‘ Le merveille des rois et le

roi desmerveilles.”who succeeded as nearest

to the crown on the extinction of the house

of Yalois, was related to Henry III. only

in the twenty-third degree.

Two cows, the arms of Bearn (Fig. 19),

and a club, with the motto, Invia virtuti 1 sword had henceforth in -shew only the de-

nulla est via, “No path is impassable to
, fence and protection of his two kingdoms

valour,” the club of Hercules being emble- (Fig. 20).

The ingenious discovered a curious com-
j

Saviour, a.d. 1554 ;
born on the 14th of

bination of the number 14, in the name
j

December, died on the 14th of March, and
and life of Henry IV. ; fourteen letters in lived four times 14 years, and four times
“ Henri de Bourbon.” He was born 14 cen-

j

14 days, and 14 weeks,

turies, 14 decades, and 14 years after our
|

Marguerite de France, Queen of
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Navarre, daughter of Henry II., first wife I Although Francis II., Charles IX.,
of Henry IV., and the last of the Valois,

j

Henry III., Henry IV., and Louis XIII.
Kilo, best known as “Heine Margot,” of

|

had special supporters of their arms, yet
whose marriage, the forerunner of the Mas-
sacre of St. Bartholomew, it was said that
“ la livree des noces serait vermeille.”

Margaret was also styled “ La Lune,”
because she eclipsed the stars.

In her youth she bore a palm-tree over-
shadowing an altar, with the motto, Pros
altissima surgit in urns, “ By exercise one
rises to the highestthings.”* *

Her second device was the mystic penta-
gon,! the symbol of health, with the word
Sains inscribed at its angles (Fig. 22'.

j

they did not exclude the two angels of
' Charles VI., which were considered as the

ordinary supporters of the arms of the

kingdom. Louis XIV., Louis XV., and
. Louis XVI. never used any others (Fig.

21,* shown on the preceding page).

Fuj. 22.

After her divorce, Margaret took the

pearl, in Latin, “unio,” with the motto,

(Jnio ciincta disjunxit.”

Mary de Medicis, second wife of Henry
IV., when declared regent to her son,

caused to be embroidered on the hocquetons

of her archers an eagle crowned, covering

its little ones
;
motto, Tegit virtute minores.

On the occasion of the marriage of Louis

NHL, she changed the device to a pacific

eagle, carrying an olive branch
;
Nec ful-

mina desunt.\

A stork § feeding its young and rearing

them with care
;
Pia mater itoxin pello, “ A

pious mother, I expel hurtful things.’
’

The heliotrope
;

Solem sola sequor,

‘
‘ I

follow the sun alone.”

The sun among clouds
;
Major in adversis,

“ Greater in adversity.” A fire blown by
the four winds; Crescit ab adversis, “It
grows from adversity.” Les oppositions le

font croitre . ||
This she had embroidered on

the casaques of her guards.

A star
;
Cara ma lontana, “ Deal1

,
though

afar.”

Louis XIII.—Two Hercules, or some-
times the club of Hercules only, with the

motto, Erit luxe quoque cognita monstru,

“The monsters (i. e. heresy and rebellion)

shall make acquaintance with this.”

When Louis XIII. was born, there had
not been a dauphin since Francis II.

—

eighty - four years. The province of

Dauphine sent a deputation to Fontaine-

bleau, headed by the Archbishop of Vienne,

to recognise the infant as their sovereign,

and made him a present of an entire service

of richly chased plate, with various figures

of dolphins, estimated at 12,000 crowns.

Louis XIV. had, from his birth, as his

personal device, the sun in its splendour

(Fig. 23) ;
and later, among many othei

mottoes, he chose Nec pluribus impar, “ Not
unequal to many,” meaning that the genius

of the king sufficed, or would suffice, to

govern many kingdoms.

Temperance Society,’ ‘Feeding Time,’ ‘The
Farmer’s Pet,’ ‘ Duncan’s Horses,’ ‘ Pha-
raoh’s Chariot Horses,’ four agricultural

scenes, entitled respectively ‘ Spring,’
‘ Summer,’ ‘ Autumn,’ and ‘ Winter,’ * The
Country Bait,’ ‘ Quietude,’ ‘ Returning
from Epsom,’ ‘Market Day,’ ‘The Derby
Day,’ ‘ The Horse Fail-,’ &c. &c. He also

painted the portraits of several favourite

horses belonging to her Majesty ; one of

these works was engraved in the Art-
Journal for 1856, as a portion of our “ Royal
Gallery.”

Mr. Herring was an old and valuable
member of the Society of Bi’itish Artists.

* Paradin.

t ** A star of five points, composed of five A’s interlaced,

was formerly made by physicians the symbol of health,

under the name of Pentalpiia.”—

M

enestriee.
t Mercure Francois. 1615.

§ Renouard Devases Royales MS., Bib. Imp.

I!
Menestrier.

OBITUARY.

MR. JOHN FREDERICK HERRING

This artist, known through a long course

of years as a most successful animal painter,

died, at his residence, Meopham Park, near
Tunbridge, on the 23rd of September, in

the seventy-first year of his age.

Though we call Mr. Herring an “animal
painter,” the term takes in a wider signifi-

cation than his works have generally

shown, for he made horses his speciality

more than the stock which frequent the

pastures and the farmer's straw-yard
;
yet

these, accompanied by the stragglers from
the poultry-yard and dove-cot, are to be
seen associated in some of his pictures.

Like another veteran artist of the same
kind, Mr. Abraham Cooper, R.A., Herring
was self-taught, and traced back his love

of the horse, and the desire to become its

“portrait-painter,” to the fact of the “ pro-

fessional ” engagement with the animal in

his early life. It is now nearly half a
century ago since he left the metropolis

—

he was bom in the county of Surrey—for

Yorkshire, without any other special object

in view, we believe, than to see the “ St.

Leger ” run for at Doncaster, and seek

employment as a “whip.” For several

years after this he drove a stage-coach

between Wakefield and Lincoln, and finished

his career on the box as driver of the Lon-
don and York “Highflyer,” a celebrated

coach in its day. When not occupied on
the road he was engaged in painting the

portraits of favourite horses for their

owners, and also races and racing scenes.

During thirty years in succession, the

winners of the “St. Leger” “stood” to

him for their portraits, and when he had
entirely relinquished the coach-box, Mr.
Herring devoted himself solely to that

branch of Art in which he subsequently be-

came distinguished.

Among the works by which this artist is

distinguished—and so many of them have

been engraved on a large scale, and have

had a wide circulation, that they are well

known both here and in America—are :

—

‘ The Baron’s Charger,’ ‘ Members of the

MR. ROBERT H. GRUNDY.

Among those whose taste and enterprise

contributed, within the last quarter of a

century, to the encouragement of Art by
the wealthy inhabitants of Liverpool and
other large towns in Lancashire, was
AH. Robert Hindmarsh Grundy, whose
death occurred, at Liverpool, on the 18th

of September, the anniversary of his forty-

ninth birthday.

Not a few of the best works both of our
own school of painting, and of that of

France, which have found their way into

the locality referred to, Mr. Grundy was
the medium of acquiring and circulating.

But he made drawings ,
in water-colours

the speciality of his business
;

and this

branch ofArt was widely developed through
his instrumentality, collectors placing en-

tire faith in his judgment and honest deal-

ing. Many of our most eminent water-
colour painters of the present day are

indebted to him for bringing their works
prominently into notice. Collections of

this kind were comparatively limited in

Lancashire till he encouraged a desire for

such acquisitions ; now they have in some
great measure superseded oil-pictures.

Mr. Grundy carried on an extensive busi-

ness as a print- publisher ; one of the

engravings brought out by him is Land-
seer’s

1 There’s Life in the Old Dog yet.’

* “ This device was fust suggested by Cardinal Mazarin

to Monsieur l’Ouvrier, an antiquary.”—

V

oltaire.

MR. GEORGE RICHARDS ELKINGTON.

Associated as our journal has long been
with the Art-manufactures of the country,

some notice is justly due to the memory of

this gentleman, who died at his residence,

Pool Park, North Wales, at the end of

September, in the sixty- fourth year of his

age. He was the founder and head of the

eminent firm of Elkington and Co., whose
productions have a reputation wherever
the commerce of England extends—a re-

putation arising out of the enterprise, taste,

and knowledge, which he brought to bear

upon his business. His judgment and dis-

cernment attracted to the extensive esta-

blishment at Birmingham the most skilful

artists and workmen, both native and
foreign, who could be procured

;
while his

suavity of manners, just dealing, and
liberal treatment, retained them in his

service, and procured for him the respect

and esteem of those he employed. The
works of Messrs Elkington and Co.—from
the colossal bronze statue to the smallest

cup or salt-cellar—unquestionably form an
epoch in the metallic industries of the

country, and at the International Exhibi-
tions which have taken place both here

and in Paris, they have always received

the highest encomiums.
It is gratifying to know that in his sons

he has left behind those who are capable of

maintaining the high credit of thisjwell-

known firm.
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ECCLESIASTICAL
ART-MANUFACTURES.

H. METAL-WORK.

BY THE KEY. EDWAED L. CUTTS, B.A.

It is not many years since that the words
“ Gothic metal-work ” would probably have
suggested to the reader nothing but a vision

of cast-iron scroll work on a church door,
which the architect intended for Gothic
hinges. Now, the same words suggest to

the mind at once a great crowd of works
in different metals—viz., iron and brass,

gold and silver; variously treated, viz.,

wrought and cast, engraved, enamelled,
and jewelled; works of all kinds, from the
simplest articles of domestic use up to the
Lichfield and Hereford chancel screens

;

works in which rival manufacturers vie
with one another in the beautiful character
of the design and the excellence of the
production. That is to say, in the brief

interval between the day of cast-iron Gothic
sham hinges and the present day, a school
of design, both in the common metals and
in goldsmiths’ work, has arisen, and at-
tained a very high degree of excellence,

and has already produced works which
rival those of the old metal-workers,
which used to be our admiration and de-
spair. The great feature of the new school
is, that it has revived the use of wrought
metal. Nearly all the ornamental metal-
work of tho previous period, whether ofiron
or brass, was cast. But as soon as the
revived Gothic taste led people to examine
the details of old work, they found a great
amount of mediaeval metal-work of a
character very different from the modem,
and possessing characteristics worthy of
admiration. The first feature that ex-
cited admiration was the wonderful dex-
terity with which the old smiths manipu-
lated the intractable material, curved it

the old mechanical casting. Another fea- artists of metal have imbibed the spirit and
ture. of. the old work that called forth
admiration, was the beauty and elegance of
design exhibited in these works of common
use executed in base metal. A pair of door
hinges was sometimes a study of elegant
design

; a lock afforded scope enough for
a playful fancy, such as is exhibited in the
accompanying designs (Nos. 1 and 2) ; a
ring plate became the subject of a clever

acquired the skill of the old designers;
giving artistic touches to the commonest
things, and finding scope enough in a lock
face or a door plate for the exercise of a
playful fancy.
The branch of metal work which first

gave scope to the skill of our designers,
was found in the provision for the lighting
of our churches

;
for here there was not

into scrolls, and hammered it into foliage,
and introduced flowers, and birds, and
beasts, with wonderful skill. It was also
seen at a glance that the sharpness and
crispness of the wrought work were quali-
ties which could not be imitated in cast-
ings

; and that the twisted and hammered
metal had a life and vigour, and impress of
the maker’s hand, which were wanting in

grotesque
; elegant taste was shown in the merely need for artistic taste in designing

little artistic touches given to the com- pleasing forms, but there was required ori-
monest things, such as the little tormina- ginal invention in adapting the modern
trons to the common iron stanchions of a method of lighting by gas, and harmonising
window (No. 3) ; while a great work like it with Gothic architecture and accessories.

%
S
f
r
?
en rose dignity of a real work The designers had not much to guide them.

°* ir i „ ,

The mediaeval metal-work had almost en-
liiat first experiment in Gothic metal- tirely disappeared. The best type of eccle-

work which we have already mentioned, siastical chandelier we had was the great
seventeenth century thing with a globe of
brass in the centre, from which radiated a
number of thin curved branches, each carry-
ing a plain socket for a candle, with a shallow
brass saucer beneath to catch the falling
wax. As it hung by its chain from tho
church roof it looked so very like a great
spider dangling at the end of his thread,
that it received the name of the “spider”
chandelier. Detach one of its curved legs
and fix it by a little socket to the wall, and
it gave the wall-branch of the period. A
little later the manufacturers cast chande-
liers and wall branches, some for candles
and some with a central urn for oil, of
more pretentious design, and got up with
bright and dead relievings, and lacquered
like gold

;
but not so quaint and picturesque

as the old “spiders.” The first attempts
to introduce gas were amusing. Gas seems
to have been looked upon as unecclesiastical
at least, if not absolutely vulgar

;
fit only

to be used in street lamps and kitchens, and
town shops, or at best, in music halls and
theatres. But it was so cheap and conve-
nient, and brilliant, and therefore so much
superior to any other method of lighting a
large public building, that its introduction
was inevitable into our churches. But the
artists being ashamed of its use, set to
woi’k to design “Gothic” branches and
chandeliers which should hide the fact that
they were vulgar “gas-fittings.” If the
gas was to be used with a bat’s-wing
burner, they carried the pipe through a
piece of potteiy which cleverly imitated a
half-burnt candle. If an Argand burner
was to be used, they put an empty vase
above it, to make believe that it was an oil-
lamp. At the same time the Gothic taste
exhibited itself in design and ornament
by introducing architectural forms taken
from carvings and traceiy in wood and
stone. The Gothic outcry against “shams”
soon, however, earned us through this
transition stage. When people began to
think for themselves about the treatment
of gas in the lighting of a Gothic church,
they soon came to see it had two cha-
racteristics which ought to be made avail-
able, and might be used so as to intro-
duce novel and beautiful effects. The first

was, that the light did not require to be
manufactured on the spot out of a stick of
wax or a vase of oil, so that nothing more
was needed than a slender and flexible tube
to convey the gas to its burner. The second
was that the light might, with great facility

and actual economy, be subdivided into any
number of small jets : this at once afforded
the power of arranging the lights in clusters

so as to produce very beautiful effects.

This branch of design fell into the hands
of some clever artists, who appreciated
these novel characteristics; they went to
tho old mediaeval coronce and standards for
models for their design of the fittings

; and

the cast-iron hinges, was very instructive.

The designs were not so bad in themselves
;

very likely they were taken from some good
old wrought-iron examples

; but when they
came to be cast it was seen at once that they
were somehow thoroughly unsatisfactory.

On the other hand, it was apparent that a
pair ofwrought hinges, ofmuch less preten-
tious design, honestly shaped and hammered
out by the village blacksmith, had some-
thing about them whieh, though rude, was
not unsatisfactory. And so the clever

blacksmiths were picked out by the rising

Gothic architects, and they worked out the
problem together. The smith, by practice

in finer work, which called out his inge-

nuity and skill, got daily more skilful in his

handicraft
;
and the artist, standing by the

anvil, and watching the smith curving and
beating out, and welding together the glow-
ing bars, got to understand better what fire

and hammer, and human labour, could
fairly do with hard iron and brass. And
so the school of Art in metal grew and im-
proved, and the public appreciated and
purchased, until at length, among us, we
have introduced artistic designs and honest
workmanship into every branch of metal
manufacture, and have besides produced
some chefs-cVoeuvre ofwhich we have a right
to feel proud.
And here, before we commence another

paragraph, let us pause to say that the
pretty woodcuts which we have used above,
m illustration of our story, are not, as the
reader might think, copies of old works;
they are designs for modern works taken
from the Illustrated Catalogue of Messrs.
Hart and Son, because the drawings hap-
pened to be under our eye, and the wood
blocks obligingly placed at our disposal.
But we introduced them advisedly as illus-

trations of the way in which our modem
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the result has been that the modern school

of design has achieved a more bold and

complete success in this than perhaps in

any other branch of ecclesiastical Art-

manufacture. The works of Mr. Skidmore

(now the Skidmore Company), of Coventry,

of Messrs. Hardman & Co., of Birmingham,

and of Messrs. Hart and Son, of London,

and of half-a-dozen other firms, are illus-

trations of what we have said. We give

here one or two examples selected from

Messrs. Hart’s catalogue. The first is a

corona (No. 4), whose general form is of

mediteval type ;
the gas-burners are boldly

shown, each burner being 'divided into a

triplet, spread out so that the three flames

fall like the three leaflets of a vine. These

triplets are grouped in pairs, and there are

six pairs, which form an artistic crown of

of ornamenting metal-work ’with red and

white knobs of crystal. The same taste is

observable in the fashion for ornamenting

stone-work with bosses of coloured marble.

A row of these crystals will be seen round

the rim of the crown of the standard, and

others round the bandings of the shafts;

no doubt they catch and reflect the light

light. The standard, which is now generally

used instead of the wall branch, is a slender

shaft of metal, usually plain in the lower

half, and twisted above, from whose capital

spring three branches, each of which bears

a triplet of lights. Instead of taking one

of these for illustration, we have chosen a

woodcut of a great standard light (No. 5),

such as is often placed on each side of the

sacrarium. The ordinary standard is usually

attached to a bench,and is supported by it,

but these great sacrarium lights stand alone,

and need the spreading base which is here

given to it. The head of it is fashioned into

a crown imperial, gemmed with jets of

light. We have chosen this example espe-

cially because it enables us to illustrate a

fashion which has of late years come in

to represent a rather large and varied class

of designs, which are used not only for

altar candlesticks, but are rather largely

adopted in place of the old-fashioned silver-

plated candlesticks for domestic use.

One notable result of the success of our

revived metal-work is, that we now intro-

duce metal where we had been accustomed

to use other material, for the sake of indulg-

ing in the beautiful design which the de-

signers in metal are prepared to give us.

For example, in altar-rails. This article

of church furniture was only introduced, as

our readers will remember, in the time of

Charles I., and in all the old examples it

consists of a sill at bottom and a hand-rail

at top, with a series of balluster-shaped

standards, closely set, connecting
_

them.

"When the Gothic taste first came in, the

altar-rails of some of our earlier churches

had wooden arcading and Gothic tracery,

substituted for the balusters. But of

late years the whole design has been

modified. The upper rail is still retained

as a convenience to the kneeling communi -

with striking effect. But though we adopt

the manufacturer’s phraseology and call

them “ crystals,” they are in truth no-

thing more than pieces of glass; it is,

therefore, a very cheap style of ornament,

and if not carefully restrained by good

taste, may easily degenerate into vulgarity.

We introduce a single candlestick (No. 6)

cants
;
but usually it is supported now by

four or more metal standards, set at wide

intervals, and merely let into the stone

step of the sacrarium. These standards are

of various degrees of elaboration. Some-
times a very simple design of iron, with a

couple of scrolls under the rail ; sometimes

the iron is painted, and the leaves of the

scroll are of hammered brass
;
sometimes

the standards are of brass, and of elaborate

character, the uprights being wrought into

shafts with moulded bands and capitals, and

the curved brackets having well-wrought

passion-flowers, or vine leaves and clusters,

for foliage. In some of the later examples,

the crystal knobs described in the gas

standards are also introduced. The example

which we give (No. 7) is one of the simpler

kind, but will serve very well as a typical

example of the class.

Here, again, in the woodcut No. 8,

is another example. Had we wanted a

bell-cot to cover a little bell for a village
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church or school, we should naturally have

sent for the carpenter or the wood-carver

to make it ;
but the metal-worker steps in

with a pretty fanciful design like this, and

we are at once tempted to indulge ourselves

and other people with the elegant novelty.

Another example of still greater sump-
tuousness is presented in the canopy by

Messrs. Hardman & Co., of Birmingham

(No. 9). It is a canopy intended to hold a

fences enclosing a monument, and the par-

closes to a chapel or choir. This class affords

very wide scope for design, and extends

from the mere protection of an opening of

a couple of feet square, up to a western

choir-screen of the grandest conception.

We had, perhaps, more ancient examples

of this class than of almost any other re-

maining in England, from the simple grat-

ing of some “ low side window,” up to the

statue. Here it is the sculptor who has suc-

cumbed to the superior attraction offered

by his brother artist in metal. It would

have been natural to make a little bracket

of sculptured stone or marble for the figure

to stand upon, and to project a piece of

stone tabernacle work overhead for protec-

tion and honour. Eew persons, we imagine,

would regret the substitution of this deli-

cate, elegant, and original piece of work-

manship. The cluster of lilies which sup-

port the bracket
;
the slender twisted shafts

which carry the light canopy; the scaled

a specimen of the kind of grille which may
be used'for a pa/rclose screen. It is compara-

tively simple in design, and of architectural

(io.)

character in its outlines, though perfectly

free from the fault into which somo early

sides of the truncated- spirelet ; the flying

buttresses which form a bower round it;

the starry crown, with its terminal cross,

—

all demand careful examination for the

beauty of their detail
;
while the outline

and proportions of the whole design are

pleasing and satisfactory to the eye.

Another extensive use of metal-work is

for grilles

;

under which word we may in-

clude the gratings which protect open

spaces left for sound or ventilation, and

grand screen which surrounds the tomb of

Edward IV., in St. George’s Chapel, at

Windsor. And of this class oiu* modern

metal-workers also afford us abundant ex-

amples of every kind, and size, and degree

of grandeur. We should overcrowd our

columns if wo gave a tithe of the illustra-

tions which lie before us. We pass over

the smaller examples—though they offer

some very tempting specimens of design

—

and choose as oui\ first illustration (No. 10)

designs fell, of imitating in wrought-iron
forms only appropriate to wood or stone.

The next example (No. 11) is of a freer
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character, which is not the less“ Gothic ”

—

as we have slowly learnt to understand

—

because there is nothing of what is specially
called “ Gothic tracery ” in it.

A grille of still more elaborate character,
and still greater merit as a work of Art, is

given in the iron grating of a doorway
(No. 12). It is the better for our purpose of
exhibiting the progress of this branch ofour
Art-manufactures, that the mind will at
once contrast it with the contrivances for
the same purpose, with which we used to be
quite satisfied, and with which we are still

familiar. The work, it will be seen, is simply
the grating with which a doorway may be
closed against intrusion, while the door
itself is left open for ventilation. We still

commonly see—and we used to be content
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to see—a rude lattice-work of laths used
for such a purpose, and to think a plain
substantial grille of iron bars rather a
sumptuous provision for the need. With
these remembrances, we shall the better
appreciate the progress of the art of
design in metal-work which supplies us
with such door-gratings as the one here
represented. And we shall appreciate, too,
the desire that exists, and is increasing,
to apply the noblest Art to the adornment
of every detail of the furniture of God’s
House, when we see there are men willing
to give such a work as this to such a pur-
pose. We say that this feeling of desire to
apply the noblest Art to every part of the
building which is erected to God’s honour
is increasing, and will increase more and

more, and make itself seen in similar

works. In the last generation we were
occupied in building the churches them-
selves, in order to afford room, sorely

needed, for the worshippers of God. The
churches once built—though many more
need to be built elsewhere—the same spirit

finds its natural, and needed, expression
in furnishing and adorning the buildings
wherein we worship. We are, therefore,

we conclude, only at the beginning of the
development of ecclesiastical Art-manufac-
ture.

In directing the reader to a study of the
details of the last work we have placed
before him, we are compelled, in justice to

the metal-workers, Messrs. Hardman and
Co., to explain that the engraver has not
quite succeeded in interpreting the photo-
graph of the subject which was placed
before him. The upper part of the design
should have been rendered in the same way
as the lower part, or rather, perhaps, the

whole design should have been represented

in light drawing upon a dark background.
It was difficult, too, on such a scale, to

represent the fine detail of the workman-
ship, and all its little artistic niceties. But
the engraving will' serve as a diagram to

show the general form and character of the

design, and for that we boldly challenge

admiration.

SELECTED PICTURES.

FROM THE COLLECTION OF THE LATE T. E.

PLINT, ESQ., LEEDS.

OPHELIA.
A. Hughes, Painter. C. Cousens, Engraver.

Mr. Buskin, in his “ Notes on some of the
Principal Pictures exhibited at the Royal
Academy ” in 185S, speaks inferentially of
this artist as one of the “leaders” of the
Pre-Raffaellite school, and reprobates the
absence of the rest from the gallery. Mr.
Hughes, though certainly less known than
some who have attained notoriety in the
style of Art which the eloquent author
of “^Modern Painters” takes under his
especial protection, is certainly entitled to
assume the rank in which he has been
placed. While deprecating the injudicious
encomiums which have too often been
lavished by writers and amateurs on the
pictures of this school, it must fairly be
acknowledged that Pre-Raffaellitism has
led painters to earnest, serious thought,
and to diligent, painstaking execution. “ In
learning to work carefully from nature,
everybody has been obliged to paint what
will stay to be painted, and the best of
nature will not wait.”
That this style, in its least extravagant

form, should acquire popularity, is not ex-
traordinary : the great mass of those who
visit our picture galleries can better under-
stand what is purely naturalistic in Art
than what is purely ideal, especially in
landscape painting

;
they are charmed with

a bank of moss, or a bunch of wild flowers,
or the texture of a garment which rivals
the actual material. “This natural Art
speaks to all men ; around it daily the
circles of sympathy will enlarge

;

” but the
ill-drawn, thin, attenuated figure, having
no form of comeliness nor personal beauty,
excites only the surprise or ridicule of

k
the

many, whatever meaning the artist intends
it to convey.
The painter of ‘ Ophelia ’ is not one

who carries his predilections to the ex-
treme; he preserves—better than most of
his compeers—the juste m ilieu between the
two opposites of Pre-Raffaellitism natural
and Pre-Raffaellitism unnatural

; or, in
other words, he shows us that the Art to
which this title has been given may be
made attractive, just as others have seemed
to labour only for the purpose of showing
its repulsiveness. The picture in question
is an example. Here, every blade of grass,
every leaf and flower, are given with the
most exquisite delicacy and the most scru-
pulous fidelity, and yet there appears no
overstrained elaboration, while the colour
of all is very rich and brilliant, both in the
gradations of green verdure, and in the
twilight sky, now deepening in the horizon
into the intensest purple. On the trunk of
a tree sits the distraught maiden :

—

“ There is a willow grows askant llie brook,
That shows his hoar leaves in the glassy stream

;

Therewith fantastic garlands did she make
Of crow-flowers, nettles, daisies, and long purples.”

A sweet, child-like face is Ophelia’s, its

look ofvacancy scarcely dimming its beauty

;

the absence of reason developing itself

rather in her actions, as she drops the white
blossoms into the slowly-flowing stream,
and watches them quietly floating away,
than in her countenance. The whole figure,

as it appears in the picture, suggests the
idea of an exquisite cameo in a setting of
rich enamels. The composition is, un-
doubtedly, that of an artist whose mind has
thoroughly felt his subject, and given to it

a truly poetical rendering.
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DYCE’S EEESCOES
IN THE QUEEN’S ROBING-ROOM OF THE

WESTMINSTER PALACE.

It is probable that the memory of the late

Mr. Dyce has not been cleared, in the mind of

some, from those imputations of neglect iu

the execution of tho series of frescoes in the

Westminster palace cast upon the painter, both

in and out of Parliament
;
—imputations which,

upon the authority of a letter to the Fine Arts

Commissioners from the artist’s widow, aro said

to have aggravated a chronic illness, and con-

tributed to hurry one ofBritain’s most variously-

gifted sons into an untimely grave. Before
confining our attention to the works Dyce has

left at Westminster, let us, therefore, fairly state

the facts of the case.

In the summer, then, of 1S4S, Dyce under-

took to paint, in the Queen’s Robing Room,
seven frescoes, in compartments of tbo walls,

and others for the frieze, the whole to be com-
pleted in six or seven years. At the beginning
of 1864 the artist died, leaving two of tho

smaller compartments and the frieze unpainted.

The preparatoiy designs for these had, how-
ever, been executed long before. From the

fifteen years (exclusive) which have thus to be

accounted for, four have to be deducted—two
for the painting of the frescoes in All Saints’

Church, Margaret Street, executed with the

implied consent of the Fine Arts Commissioners,

one on account of ill-health, and one for having
served as a juror of the Great Exhibition during

the summer of 1851. In regard especially to

this last interruption, and also generally, it is

important to bear in mind that Dyce believed

fresco could only bo executed in this climate,

with any chance of perfect and permanent crys-

tallisation, during about four summer months of

the year. Eleven years remain, after all de-

ductions, and if—calculating the time according

to the average occupied for tho finished work

—

to these we add two, or at most three, years for

painting the untouched compartments and the

frieze (which only consists of very small escut-

cheons placed at intervals and to contain half-

length portraits of tho English kings and queens)

we shall have exactly double the time originally

stipulated. That the painter should have made
so great a miscalculation is much to be regretted,

and seems at first inexplicable
;
although it has

been far exceeded in the case of Mr. Herbert.

Dyce himself attributed the miscalculation

chiefly to his not apprehending the -wide differ-

ence between tho subjects chosen for this series

and that of the fresco in the House of Lords,

upon which the estimate of time was based.

The illustrations of the “ Mort d’Arthure ” were
foimd to involve the unforeseen necessity of

representing a vast number of “ details of chain-

mail, swords, and accoutrements, trappings of

horses, and the like, that not only entailed diffi-

culty of execution, which he had not previously

encountered, but, in consequence of the great

number of joinings the plaster required, and the

small size of the pieces which could be executed

in a single day, hisprogresswas greatly retarded.”

Besides this, not only were subjects from the
“ Mort d’Arthure” known to be little congenial

to Dyce’s taste, but there was considerable delay

in the final approval by the Commissioners of

those selected. Dyce prepared—although this

fact is not generally known—a very elaborately

coloured design (which we have seen) of the
‘ Departure for the Quest of the St. Greal,’ for

the largest compartment ;
but which, at the in-

stance of the late Prince Consort, was set aside

for tho existing subject. Other exculpatory

considerations will be readily imagined by the

charitably disposed.

Doubtless Dyce’s case was much prejudiced

by the circumstance of his having received pay-
ment for the whole series of paintings, viz.,

£5,600 by the end of the first seven years, as

agroed. But we must bear in mind not merely
tliat he offered shortly before his death to repay
into the Exchequer the sum he had not (accord-

ing to the contract) earned
;
but that it is

admitted on all hands the whole sum he received

proved very inadequate payment even for the

works actually completed. For our part, look-

ing at the enormous amount of care, thought,

and labour- lavished in every way on the finished

paintings, we have arrived at the conclusion

that no one had so much reason to regret the

contract as the painter himself.

The Arthurian romances were selected to

supply the subjects of these works, for reasons

similar to those which have led German painters

to illustrate their Niebelungen Lied. But we need

not dwell upon the appropriateness of scenes of

royal and knightly chivalry, derived from what,

in its elementary form, is our earliest native

literature, for the 'decoration of a chamber in a

Gothic national palace, specially set apart for

use on occasions of regal and aristocratic cere-

monial.

Mr. Dyce took as his authority Sir Thomas
Malory’s well-known compilation, the “ Mort
d’Arthure,” using the edition of Southey. We
have preferred to adopt the more modernised

orthography of the later edition, by Mr. Wright.

For precedent in matters of costume, architec-

ture, and so forth, the painter proposed to select

his material from the age of the first crusade, to

which period the romances, in their completed

form, belong. Many will think, however—and
that, too, after making allowance for anachron-

isms impossible from the nature of the story

to avoid— that much of the armour is too

modem
;
for it is after the fashion of the fifteenth

century, and even later. Moreover, tho shape

of some of the arms and armour could never be
correct. On tho whole, however, the artist’s

scholax-ly intelligence and antiquarian research

are conspicuous in the general treatment, as well

as in tho choice, ofaccessories. The Queen’s Rob-
ing Room has not yet been opened to the public,

and the great works therein remain compara-
tively little known. We will, therefore, offer

our readers a concise—though almost unavoid-

ably, to some extent, a detailed—description of

them.
The largest fresco occupies a compart-

ment of the north wall measuring twenty-
two feet in breadth, by ten feet six inches

in height, i.e., the dimensions of Mr. Her-
bert’s water-glass picture of * Moses bringing

down the Tables of the Law.’ The subject

is, the ‘Admission of Sir Tristram to the Fel-

lowship of the Round Table,’ and it is intended

as an illustration of “ Hospitality.” The scene

is the great hall of King Arthur’s palace at

Camelot. The king, in robes of state, stands

on a dais, looking enthusiastically towards the

assembled court, knights, and spectators. With
one hand he points towards the Round Table,

beside which he stands, and with the other he
holds aloft the magic sword, Excalibur, with

which he is about to strike Sir Tristram with

the flat of the blade, and thus confer upon him
the knightly accolade. Sir Tristram, whose
prowess was only equalled by that of Sir Laun-
celot du Lake, and the fame of whose exploits

had long made Arthur very desirous of securing

so powerful an auxiliary to his Order of the

Round Table, stands on the steps of the dais,

clad in chain-mail hauberk, and coif
;

the

former covered with surcoat and cape. He
wears sword and dagger. His head is bowed
reverentially, and with his eyes fixed on the

Round Table, he spreads forth his hands depre-

catorily. The Round Table, the mystic symbol,

according to Merlin, of the great rounded plain

of the earth, and which gave its name to that

order that was instituted to assemble the best

knights of the world, is placed to the spectator’s

right, and is represented as a massive sculp-

tured object of Purbeck marble. A plate of

apples on it seems to bo an allusion to the

“Fortunate Island of Apples,” the mediaeval

Garden of the Hesperides. Around it aro some
of the officers of Arthur’s court, probably Sir

Key, the king’s foster-brother and seneschal,

on the near side, and on the farther side old

Sir XJlfius, the chamberlain, Sir Lucas, the

butler, Sir Bawdewine of Britain, constable, and

the young Sir Modred, afterwards the arch-

traitor. In the immediate foreground, before

the dais, are two boy acolytes chanting, and a

grim greybeard, with a coronal of oak leaves

round his hoary head, seated, playing a harp

with a kind of sardonic joy—a figure, so weird

in aspect, as naturally to suggest that it was de-

signed for the great magician Merlin. As well as

can be understood from the very confused chro-

nology of the “ Mort d’Arthure,” it would, how-
ever, appear that Merlin had become, some time

before the incident represented, a victim to the

vales of the fairy Viviana, and that this must

therefore be a bard succeeding him at Arthur’s

court.

In the centre of the body of the hall stands

the fair but faithless Queen Guinevere, wearing

a regal mantle over her surcol, and with one

hand emphatically raised : a gesture repeated

on all sides, and indicating the almost unani-

mous acclamations of “welcome” with which

Sir Tristram was received. She is attended by
several lovely maids of honour; and beyond

there are spectators of various degrees. A group

of knights mounted and on foot (the mass thus

formed being somewhat detrimental to the

balance of the composition) occupies the large

remaining space to the left. Most prominent

among the mounted knights, seated on one of

his favourite white chargers, is the noble and

chivalrous Sir Launcelot, with whom Sir Tris-

tram had just fought at the Peron. Behind

him, also mounted, arc the brothers Sir Gawaine

and Sir Gaheris, who went in search of Sir Tris-

tram. Immediately in the foreground are four

knights in converse, the most conspicuous being

Sir Dagonet, King Arthur’s fool, in motley

hose, with cap and bells, bearing his bauble.

He appears to be making a bantering gibe at

the expense of one of his listeners, who is

covertly pointing in the direction of Sir Tris-

tram with a gesture of disparagement. Another

of the group seems, by his swarthy complexion,

to be intended for one of the “Saracens” who
were attracted to Arthur’s court. This is, how-
ever, not the Saracen Sir Palomidcs, seeing

that Sir Tristram’s rival and most inveterate

enemy was then in prison.

The fresco next in size (but about one-third

smaller than the preceding) occupies the central

compartment of the west wall. It is entitled

‘ The Vision of Sir Galahad and his Company,’

and is designed to exemplify “ Piety or Faith.”

The subject is derived from that mysterious,

ancient, semi-bardic, and semi-Christian ro-

mance of the “ Mort d’Arthure,” which narrates

the “ Quest of the St. Greal.” It will suffice

to remind the reader that the grand spiritual

object of the institution of the Order of the

Round Table was to “ achieve ” or discover the

St. Greal, i.e., the cup from which it was pre-

tended our Lord drank and gave to his disciples

at the last supper; in which also Joseph of

Arimathea collected the blood that flowed from

our Saviour’s wounds—which vessel had foimd

its way to some unknown place in Britain. The
fresco represents an adventure of the Quest, in

which the saintly—the “ maiden ” or “ virgin
”

knights of the Round Table, see a vision of

Christ, attended by the symbols of the Evan-

gelists, similar to that known from Raphael’s

design as the * Vision of Ezekiel.’ Instead,

however, of introducing the four beasts or

cherubim of the Apocalypse alone, Dyce has

represented the evangelists, with their symbols.

The scene of the adventure is the interior of a

hermitage chapel, where, in the window aper-

ture, over a low Norman altar, at tho “secrets”

of mass, a vision of our Lord, enthroned “in

majesty,” spreading forth his wopnded hands,

suddenly appears. A large circular gold-

coloured glory, or aureola, surrounds the throne,

and has a very fine effect against the azure sky.

Amid the clouds which sustain the throne, and

rise on either side, are partly revealed the

Evangelists in adoration
;
St. Matthew and St.

Luke, with a small head of a man or “angel,”

and a winged ox, on the left
;
St. John and St.

Mark, with an eagle and a winged lion, on the

right. In the lower part of tho fresco are,

besides an aged and young priest officiating at

the altar, the knights of the Quest, with Sir

Perceval’s sister. Sir Galahad, of course, wears

the sword miraculously descended to him from

King David, and he leans on the shield with

the red cross, made thereon with his own blood

by “that good knight, Joseph of Arimathy.”

As being the most saintly of all knights, and

destined to achieve the St. Greal, Sir Galahad

is represented as throwing himself fearlessly

towards the beatific vision. His companion,

Sir Perceval, seems, on the other hand, trans-

4 Q
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fixed with rapture and scarcely able to support

his swooning sister. The third knight, Sir

Bors, stands still more deeply impressed with

awe, and a little apart, as if conscious of that

one stain of sinful intent upon his otherwise

unspotted purity. This fresco seems to our

judgment the finest of the series. It would be

difficult to praise too highly the intensity of the

expressions, the architectonic symmetry of the

composition, the mellow splendour of the

colouring.

On each side of the preceding is a smaller

fresco. In that to the left. Sir Tristram (who

is the subject of the old legends before Sir

Launcelot is heard of) is again the hero. The
title is ‘Sir Tristram harping to La Belle

Isoude.’ A subject illustrating at once the

power of minstrelsy and love, was well adapted

fora series of chivalric designs, but “ Courtesy”

is the virtue specially illustrated. .It is so,

because skill in music and other social accom-

plishments, as well as the virtues of mercy and

generosity, belong to the meclimval notion of

Courtesy. Sir Tristram’s harping is represented

as having been a novelty in Ireland, whither he

had repaired to be healed of the poisoned

wound received in fighting for his uncle, King
Marke of Cornwall, from the champion of the

King of Ireland. And the young hero’s skill

in playing procured his being placed under the

care of that “ noble surgeon,” La Belle Isoude,

the king’s daughter. In such hands he could

not fail to recover quickly
;
and in return the

convalescent taught his fair physician to play

the harp. Further consequences are easily

foreseen
;
but unhappily the attachment of this

couple—continuing after La Bello Isoude was

married to King Marke—formed a scandal of

the Mort d’Arthure second only to that of the

liaison between Sir Launcelot and Queen Guine-

vere. In the fresco the pair stand under an

arch of a terrace arcade of the royal palace.

Sir Tristram accompanying a lay of love on his

harp, and glancing with furtive passionateness

towards his pupil
;
La Belle Isoude listening

bashfully, with downcast eyes. The latter is a

figure of exquisite loveliness, resembling some-

what that of the Virgin in Christian Art, and

particularly in Raphael's ‘ Sposalizio.’ A youth

in the background, with a hawk on his hand,

conversing with a huntsman, alludes, no doubt,

to Sir Tristram's great fame as a sportsman.

On the right side of the ‘Vision’ is the

corresponding fresco, ‘ King Arthur unhorsed is

spared by bis Adversary,’ illustrative of “Gene-

rosity.” The well-known incident occurs in

King Arthur’s siege of Sir Launcelot’s strong-

hold, Joyous-Gard. The king, in gilded chain-

mail, lies semi-recumbent, expecting the coup-

de-grace. His sword Excalibur is under him

;

but wo miss the dragon from the helmet, the

emblem of the “ great pen-dragonship,” and

other characteristics of Arthur’s equipment, as

described in Geoffry of Monmouth’s Chro-

nicle. Sir Bors, striding over the prostrate

form, is unsheathing his sword to despatch the

king
;
but he is arrested by Sir Launcelot, who

rides up to the rescue on his white charger, and

who, although King Arthur was then his mortal

foe, had long besieged his castle, and had re-

peatedly sought his fife during this particular

day, yet exclaimed that he would not “ see that

most noble king that made him knight either

slain or shamed.” Sir Lionel, Launcelot’s

brother, rides on the farther side, and beyond

are the towers of Joyous-Gard.
The fifth and last fresco is to the right of the

largest, and is entitled * Sir Gawaine swearing

to be Merciful, and never be against Ladies,’

and is an illustration of “ Mercy.” Sir Gawaine,

in one of his adventures, refused quarter to. a

vanquished adversary, “wherethrough, by mis-

adventure, a lady was villainously slain.” For

this crime against all knighthood, he was tried

by a court of ladies, over which Queen Guine-

vere presided
;
and ho was adjudged to swear

on the four Evangelists the oath, the substance

of which forms the title. In tho fresco, the

disgraced knight is kneeling and taking the

prescribed oath, with his hand on the Testament
held down to him by one of the ladies. The
queen, having just passed sentence, rises from
her throne. Other ladies hold the sword and
spurs which have been forfeited, but are about

to be restored. The homage to women hero

illustrated, as well as the duty of showing

mercy, was, perhaps, tho most remarkable cha-

racteristic of that French chivalry which gave

the final colouring to the Mort d’Arthure, and

may be traced to our own time, for still a similar

abstract reverence for all of womankind is

essential to the character of gentleman. This

work is unhappily already much decayed ;
and

incipient decay is discovering itself in all but

the last-painted, largest fresco—thus affording

another proof that even the true or “ buon

fresco,” as hitherto practised amongst us, is not

calculated to withstand the effects of an English

climate.

The compartments at the sides of the throne

in the Robing Room were to contain the follow-

ing subjects, namely, ‘ Courage : the Combat
between King Arthur, Sir Key, Sir Gawaine,

and Sir Grifiet, with Five Northern Kings,’ and
‘ Fidelity : Sir Launcclot’s Rescue of Queen
Guinevere from Sir Meliagraunce.’

We have left ourselves scant space to do

justice to the artistic merits of the finished

frescoes. It must suffice to say, generally, that

in chastened richness of composition, in figure

draughtsmanship, in glowing harmony of colour,

in finish and completeness, they are alike ad-

mirable. Those who only know Dyce as a

painter in oil, often cold and dry, will be sur-

prised to find him an admirable colourist in that

material with the technicalities of which he

was the first in this country to show an intimate

acquaintance. The knowledge of architecture

and ornament revealed in these works is almost

wholly a novelty in the English school of his-

torical painting. In the management and repre-

sentation of drapery, another branch of artistic

education much neglected among our painters

and even in our academy, Dyce stands unques-

tionably facile princeps. But what we wish to

direct particular attention to—especially now
that mural painting, by the moro permanent

method of water-glass, promises to become

widely practised in this country—is the perfect

keeping between the pictures and the room they

decorate. A largeness, simplicity, and dignity

throughout, a clearness and distinctness of out-

line and effect, a substantiality of relief, a breadth

of colour, as well as of fight and shade, combine

to make these paintings appear as necessary

and integral parts of the room. In short, they

have been executed by one who had informed

himself of those principles which regulated the

great monumental painters of Italy in the six-

teenth, and of Franco and Germany in the nine-

teenth centuries. They give no evidence of

the gigantic power and marvellous facility of

Maclise ;
they do not aim at those atmospheric

effects of Herbert, which are so greatly enhanced

by tho advantage of a top-light; but we say,

without hesitation, that as models of those

qualities in perfect balance which should dis-

tinguish paintings designed to combine with

architecture, they are the most unexceptional

works hitherto produced by a British painter,

and as such deserving very attentive considera-

tion from all artists and lovers of Art.

T. J. Gullick.

[Since this article was in type (matters of

more pressing interest having delayed its pub-

lication) Mr. Gullick has published “A Descrip-

tive Handbook for the National Pictures in the

Westminster Palace;” but although a critical

examination of the works of Dyce forms, neces-

sarily, a part of that book, it is so limited in

extent that we have considered it right to leave

Mr. Gullick free to treat the subject as he has

done, in extenso
,

in the Art-Journal. The
“ Handbook” deals with the whole of tho Art-

decorations of the Palace at Westminster. The
writer is historical and explanatory, rather than

critical; but he has manifested a sound judg-

ment and a right spirit in considering the

various and varied subjects concerning which

he was called upon to pronounce opinions. The

pamphlet cannot fail to be a valuable companion

to all who visit the “ Two Houses.” The writer’s

descriptions and historical remarks will be found

of great service as a guide to the right under-

standing of the important historical, or quasi-

|

historical, pictures that decorate this magnificent

i

edifice.]

THE CASSEL PICTHRE-GrALLERY.

Cassel itself is a largo, uninteresting, uncom-
fortable town of above 35,000 inhabitants,

among whom are hosts of gay soldiers, and, by
way of contrast, miserably poor peasants, mar-

ket people, and dirty children. It contains

little to attract the stranger. But the neigh-

bourhood is beautiful, and thousands of persons

go to the town every summer to visit the cele-

brated Wilhelmshohe, the hills, the park, tho

woods, and, above all, the cascades, in true,

old-fashioned, Versailles style.

Of these thousands some few remain an hour

or two longer in Cassel itself to visit the gallery

of paintings, not, indeed, so well known to the

multitude, but, by report at least, an object of

interest to all artists, connoisseurs, and lovers

of Art. This gallery is in the old Bellevue

Schloss, now unoccupied. In tho town the

other day, the annual fair was attracting to its

own quarter all residents and guests, and the

Schloss, always lonely, looked quite neglected

and desolate. A solitary soldier stood in his

sentry-box, sheltering himself from the rain

;

under an archway three little boys were amus-

ing themselves over a heap of rubbish and

stones. “Can I enter the Schloss?”—“Yes
certainly,” said one of the boys. “You want
to see the pictures ?”—“ Yes.”—“ You must go

to that door.”—“ No,” said another of the boys,

“you must go to that door,” pointing to the

opposito corner of a large court.—“ Y es, that is

true,” said the first ;
“there fives the castellan,

and you must first seek him.” Going to the

door as directed, I knocked, and a servant-maid,

washing up plates and dishes in an adjoining

kitchen, ushered mo into a parlour opposite.

T waited for about a quarter of an hour. They
dine early in Cassel, and the castellan no

doubt, had a quiet nap after dinner. Meantime,

in that pleasant, still room, looking over to

trees and hills, I had time for reflections which

I cannot now speak of, but the tenor thereof

may be guessed when I mention the name of

Friedrich of Cassel, who, between the years

1776 and 1784, took 22,000,000 thalers from

the English, and in return sent 12,000 of his

soldiers to America. It is a little better now-
a-days

;
but the question yet is, whether the

people aro to find a master in a king, and to be

driven as slaves from their home, or is the

king to find his master in the people ? Many
folks are discussing the matter in our tune;

but a picture-gallery must be a scene of peace,

and to that I hasten.

The castellan made his appearance, an old,

grave man. With cautious, slow steps he led

the way across the court to the other door

pointed out by the first boy. The door being

unlocked, we ascended a flight of steps, and my
guide said, quite solemnly, “ You are aware

that you are about to see one of the finest col-

lections of paintings in the world.”—“ That it

is a fine gallery I know,” was the reply, “ or I

certainly should not have stayed in Cassel and

come across so many streets in this horrible

weather to see it
;
but why is it not open to the

public as other collections are ? Think of

Dresden, Munich, Frankfort.” He slightly

shrugged his shoulders. “ As it is, so it is,” he

said.
—“ Does the collection belong to the

Elector?”—“To the Electoral family,” he said.

We arrived now at a second door, and it was

solemnly unlocked and opened by my grave

conductor. I asked for a catalogue, wishing to

be left alone. It was something at least to find

that a catalogue existed, though printed on very

shabby Electoral paper. It cost 10 grosehen

;

admission fee 20 grosehen. I paid therefore

altogether a thaler for my pleasure, a sum not

for a moment to be grudged, yet the Dresden

and other galleries are free. The catalogue

gave me no liberty, for the castellan accom-

panied me like a shadow. Let me do him the

justice, however, to say that he was an intelli-

gent old gentleman, and knew every picture by

heart. Small and large, good or bad, he was

acquainted with them all—artists’ names, sub-

ject, date, style, criticisms thereon by passing

artists, and prices affixed by eager dealers.

It is by no means my intention here to give

a description of a gallery known to all lovers of
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Art ; but it is known mostly by' report ;* casual

travellers often neglect it, and the English

very seldom go to see it. I was alone in the

gallery for two hours, and the castellan told

me I was the only visitor that day, and in

general it was but moderately attended. The
entrance fee keeps some back, but no one

should delay on that account to go. Then,

in largo towns, as Dresden, Munich, and even

Hanover, every ono in any street can tell you

where the museum or gallery is, but if you for-

get in Cassel to ask for Bellevue Schloss, few

know anything of the gallery, and as to the

Schloss, they suppose you wish to find one of

those nowr occupied by the reigning family.

Once found, the gallery rewards you. It is

true the pictures are often hung in bad lights,

and arranged almost at random
;
that the cas-

tellan follows you about
;
that you cannot sit

down for a few minutes to enjoy a favourite

picture, thero being neither benches nor chairs
;

but these are all secondary things if you have

some enthusiasm.

Not far from the entrance hangs Rembrandt s

famous picture, ‘Jacob blessing the two Sons

of Joseph.’ Do not criticise, and do not think

too much of lines, and form, and such things,

but first enjoy, and that picture alone will pay

you for much of your vexation and trouble.

The Rembrandts in the gallery are altogether

twenty-nine in number, and among these one

or two landscapes and portraits beyond all

criticism and all praise. The Dutch and

Flemish schools are well represented. Rubens,

Vandyck, J. Jordaens, lead the way, and a host

of secondary stars follow. In the larger saloons

you cun find nothing that you Avould eliminate

as rubbish, and the pieces of the lesser masters

are also excellent in their way. The Italian

school is not particularly well represented, but

a ‘Cleopatra,’ by Titian, is there
;
and by the

samo master a portrait of the Marquis de Guasto,

which, while one waits and looks at it, comes out

magnificently. But, as with many old paint-

ings, you must watch it carefully, or it will not

speak.

This account will be as irregular as the ar-

rangement of the gallery, and from Titian I

pass to Caravaggio. A “Leicrmann” of his

hangs in a bad light. Two pearls of Sassoferrato,

a master of the times of the decline of Italian

Art, but having something of the halo of the

old masters, are not to be forgotten. As a

curious rarity, is a painting by Mabuse
;
and

as interesting works seldom seen, are one or

two good paintings by Holbein.

Pausing now and then, I looked out at a

window of the old Schloss, and said thus:

—

“ Castellan
,

it is well named Bellevue, for you
have a fine landscape here. What hills are

those, and in what direction do we look ?”

—

“ There below is the Au ;
and the Fulda flows

by, though you cannot see it for the trees.

There, yonder, is the Fulda Thai. Those are

oiu- Hessian hills, and far away in the distance

is the Meissner, the highest mountain, more
than 2,000 feet above the sea-level. In that

direction,” pointing south, “ is the Thiirig

Wald.”
A beautiful country. Ono would think the

people themselves must bo artists; but they

are not nor do they care much for Art.

The peasantry are very poor, and, as in most
other towns, the people work hard for their

daily bread. What is over goes to keep up the

military system of the country. All the youths

in turn must be soldiers for a time, and, in fact,

soldiers swarm wherever you go. I suppose

these happy people at least have found their

master. They have certainly little time and

less money for picture galleries. Well, take care

of this, old castellan
,

if only to keep the pic-

tures safe and in good repair for other genera-

tions. Now and then a visitor may see those

old masters, but our generation will not, and
consequently cannot learn from them. It may
be brighter days will come; Art may be set

free. Other generations will have other ideas,

and these glorious old works, now stowed away
under lock and key, and almost unknown, may
be abundantly visited, and produce in after

times effects of which we have as yet but little

foreboding. J• G,

CORRESPONDENCE.

OIL FRESCO.

To the Editor of the “ Art-Journal.”

Sir,—In compliance with the wishes of several

Ait-friends, I send you a few facts respecting

the use of a mineral white pigment in place of

the over darkening lead, or its weaker, yet

durable rival, zinc, for oil-painting.

The power of painting with fresco materials

in oil has long been sought for by artists, not

only because of the known durability of such

substance, but also for the light-reflecting pro-

perties that belong to all mineral pigments as

compared with existing substances, prepared by
our colour grinders from metals, and vegetable

substances ;
and we have only to look to the

hieroglyphic art of the Pyramids, the frescoes of

Pompeii and the Alhambra, as illustrations of

the durability ofsuch materials over those of tho

modem house-painter, and the artists of that

school of material of which the works of Rubens,

Vandyck (when in England), and Hogarth,

down to Turner, abound, as warning examples

of the reverse.

The impossibility, however, of using such

substances with oil, except by methods known
hitherto by tho early painters of the Van Eyck
schools, compelled ourmodem painters to content

themselves with fresco, and this search after

aerial brightness ultimately called into life our

English water-colour schools.

Transparent washes over light ground, how-

ever, demands so much practice or trick, and is

so contrary to the known manner by which

Nature gets out her effects

—

i.e. by putting on

the lights and leaving the shadows—that body-

colour was next resorted to
;
and so far, when

“ sise ” is not of consequence, this last addition

to the old water-colour practice almost rivals oil.

Still, the freedom of the latter vehicle and its

security from damp made this advance with

body-colour only comparative : the painter, par

excellence,
must at last resort to oil,—which, like

the construction of the violin, has never allowed

of any alteration since its alleged discovery by
Van Eyck, or in his time. So thus I found

Art-work in 1852, when, at the suggestion of

the late Mrs. Jameson, I first commenced exhi-

biting what I knew of Art at the British Insti-

tution and Royal Academy.
Turner’s works had then begun to bo the

“ hat-peg ” of our commercial critics and dealers.

But looking to the soiled condition in which I

found them, as well as those of our R.A.’s, and

others, compared with their first appearance, I

went down to the “back wood settlements” of

North Wales to study, resolving to give up the

practice of oil-painting altogether, unless I could

find a mineral white that would be as durable,

effective, and practical as the lapis lazuli and
ochres, that arc minerals also ;

for I found that

only those substances would give me the

“ah'” and lightness of the nature I sought to

copy.

I had previously heard of all manner of sub-

stitutes for lead and zinc, viz., oyster-shells,

pounded tobacco-pipos, old casts ground, and

even egg-shells, were suggested. But in vain :

no white in oil with any of these; being all

transparent, and of use only (as J. B. Pyne
employed them on that account) as a medium
to give a dead, but unfortunately chalky, effect,

to pictures executed in the usual manner with

lead, &c. Still, in absence of any other means,

Pyne’s medium was a gain to Art, particularly

for landscape and out-of-door effects. Still a

white, per se, was wanting, and to this end

I set my stock of Art-chemistry to work on

every substance I could think of, putting each

pigment to every possible test, by which I

quickly reduced the usual palette of forty tints

to eight, with nothing now but zinc-oxide for

my white that would at all answer to the dura-

bility of my really permanent scale.

With this palette still bright I made a few

studies and large pictures, but always with the

same result—want of body and power in the

lights, just as tempera (most powerful in the

latter) wants force in the darks. There was

nothing for it, therefore, but to “go in ” for a

true white, or else in pigmentary disgust throw

up oil-painting art altogether. At last, how-

ever, by constantly keeping the object in view

(instead of manufacturing pictures in tho usual

manner, and making Art “pay,” like others), I

found at last a means of making any white earth,

available in oil, -with superior power and body to

lead, resulting in a fresco white pigment, with

which I have made every study and picture since

(two early results exhibited in British Institution

1853, and Royal Academy 1855, I send here-

with), referring your readers to Desanges’s por-

trait of the Princess of Wales (Royal Academy
of this year) as the last result

;
his ‘ Battle of

Inkermann ’ being his first attempt.

Knowing, however, the prejudice in England

to everything new (notwithstanding that novelty

is sought after and imported at any cost!), I

did not exhibit any of my pictures as a speciality

until last year, when, in consequence of the

exhibition of j\Ir. Desanges’s picture, to whom I

gave this white, and the employment of the

material in a house of Judge Manning (who had

purchased an original work executed with these

fresco materials in 1853), I painted a picture,

five feet by three, with these eight simple earths

and poppy oil only, the white being china clay.

This was advertised in the Times as a novelty,

and exhibited in the Crystal Palace Gallery,

where, in spite of being executed with a neces-

sarily unground pigment, it “told” among the

brightest pictures there, whether of our R.A.’s,

or the works of Verboeckhoven, Rocloff, and

Rosa Bonheur.
Its use for Decorative and Fine Art purposes

having thus become a fact, it was thought I

might venture to see if I could get some remune-

ration for the time, &c., spent in its acquisition,

and tho Society of Arts was mentioned as the

proper quarter to apply to
;
but, like the colour-

men, the Society of Arts “had never heard. of

such a white,” yet, with a complete illustration

by Desanges before them, even the pigment

itself at the disposal of their chemist, they could

not recognise tho gain to Art, or affected to do

so with such evasiveness that I felt that “ How
not to do it” was the motive here. Possibly,

like the colourmen, vested interests in lead

fostered their supineness, and I could not afiord

to educate them any further.

But “ Why not try tho * Department of Science

and Art ?’ they are .'the paid people for all such

matters.” So I took my palette and a written

statement of the material to Mr. Redgrave. But
again only to find all I had heard of the useless-

ness of such a Department justified
;

for, though

Mr. Redgrave had also never met with any

other white pigment than zinc, or lead, for oil-

painting, and was obliged to admit its advan-

tages, he could only express himself glad to see

a practical result. But “ the Department did

not enter into such questions,” and he feared the

laissez fairc of artists would not allow of their

adoption of any new thing. “ Only the head

drawing-master” (whom I always thought to be

Mr. Redgrave) “ might consider and recommend

it to his pupils.” However, not being a colour-

man commercially engaged in such matters, I

could not do Iris work for him, and so waited for

the next illustration of general inquiry and

partizan apathy. I had not long to wait; for,

on a statement being made in the Times by

some of the “association” to the effect that there

was no moans of painting with fresco materials

in oil or on walls, I replied that slate was used

by many of the “old masters,” and that they

aiso had employed fresco materials with oil, and

that this good—lost to their successors—was re-

produced by myself at last. With this letter

I forwarded a practical “guarantee of good

faith” to tho editor, a study from nature of the

South Coast, painted exclusively with fresco

materials on a lime ground, the white used being

a portion of the chalk of Beechy Head ! But no

notice was taken by the editor of either letter

or study.
, „

Thus it remains for the true department ol

science and Art—the Art-Journal—to introduce

the subject further.

For myself, embitteredwith home, socialwrong

undeserved (the loss of all, save honour, that

life holds dear), I have little reason or spirit to

do more than thus allude to tho fact that there is

now a white pigment in place of zinc, lead, or

barytes, that has tho light-giving properties of

water-colour, or a fresco with the freedom and
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power of oil
;
that this substance is white in

its natural state
;
that it is without any perni-

cious properties either to health or Art, and is

as durable as the lapis lazuli, -which it resembles
in character; that I have painted exclusively
with this white and fresco materials only for

the last ten years ; and that the portrait alluded

to above, and the ‘Battle of Inkorman,’ both
by Desanges, were painted with this white, the
cost of which is less than that of lead or zinc.

But for any means of procuring the substance,

save in an unground state, the Art-public will

have to wait till some one of capital and
honesty will make or grind it for them in

quality such as I make and employ myself. I

however, use the materials unground, and at

present can only give to others the means of

making earth whites available for oil-painting.*

At present it has necessarily all the imperfection

of an unground pigment, that is 3*et, however,
more durable and satisfactory than any other

mineral white or substance known to or heard of

by your correspondent,

W. Noy Wilkins,

Author of “ Art Impressions of Dresden,”
“ Letters on Connoisseurship,” &c., &c.

September 4, 18G5.

THE FRENCH LOAN EXHIBITION.

The collection of ancient works of Industrial

Art, contributed by their owners to the exhi-

bition that was opened in the Champs Elysecs,

in August last, is reported to be of the highest

class. Italian Art, in all its various branches,

is well represented, especially in the numerous
examples of Majolica ware, by Maestra Georgio,

of Gubbio
;
and in the bronzes of Florence,

Ycnice, and Ferrara. Specimens ofthe enamelled

earthenware of Lucca della Robbia and his school

are but few. Some works in terra cotta claim

attention, particularly a group of the ‘ Entomb-
ment,’ apparently German, and bearing the date

1437, and a small statuette of a lady reading a

letter. The carvings in ivory, both German
and Italian, are in considerable number and of

rare beauty. Among the works in glass are

some remarkably fine Arabian lamps, supposed

to have been used in the chief mosque at Cairo.

A room, devoted to furniture of the time of

Louis XV., contains, with other rich specimens,

some sets of chairs and sofas, covered with the

tapestry of Beauvais, looking as fresh as when
it left the loom. There are other fine specimens

of the tapestry of Beauvais, as well as of the

Gobelins, and of Flanders, contributed to the

exhibition, some of it belonging to the imperial

palaces. In a room set apart for the collection

of Prince Czartoryski arc many rare objects,

especially plate and jewellery, the productions

of Germany and Asiatic Turkey, belonging to

the crown of Poland
;
and some fine specimens

of stuffs made at Aleppo and Broussa.

* The frescoes of Maclise in the Houses of Parliament

are a notable illustration of the visual aspect of nature

when given with water on lime or earth ground. Here
we have much of the brightness of the scenic painter

and power of oil. But its. permanence is conditional

and durable. Besides this, only the ground is earth,

and light-giving. The rest is the work of oxide of zinc with
water, rendered only comparatively permanent by a solu-

tion of the silicate of potass. This medium, or varnish

rather (highly alkaline, called water-glass), is used only

as a covering to protect the dry zinc underneath, and so long

as) it does so, this modification of the old fresco is an
advance in Art. But, unfortunately, the slightest abrasion

on the surface, or crack in the wall of plaster, from damp,
&c., removes this, and an eating away’, or soil, in the

material is the result. This, I understand, has already

taken place, and with the known defects of metallic over
mineral white, I cannot regard this fresco painting as other-

wise than a choice of evils. Could, however, the “ water-
glass ” be used as a medium in place of oil, either with
zinc or earths, the gain would be greatest. For oil, absorb-
ing the light, is only valuable for its freedom and power of

resisting damps.
A work painted without oil, and to resemble a scene

painting in surface, with the hardness of a piece of slate,

would lie the perfection of Art-material ; and because the
use of a mineral white colour in oil has these last advan-
tages, I consider and maintain oil so used to be superior to
this mode of water-glass painting of 'Westminster, Belgium,
or Berlin.
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Me. W. CAVE THOMAS’S
ALTAB-PICTUKES.

Some time since we announced that Mr. Cave
Thomas was engaged on a large picture for

Christchurch, Marylebone; but the work was
then in its earliest stage. It is now, however,

so far advanced as to show the purposes of the

artist, and his powers in the entertainment of

sacred subject-matter. In the treatment of his

theme ho has been bound by an immutable
condition, that of the form of the space to be
filled—a thin segment of a circle

;
and the dif-

ficulty has been the selection of a subject which
should not show any coercion in its adaptation

to the form. It is ‘ The diffusion of good gifts
’

that Mr. Thomas has undertaken to set forth

;

and he shows in his enterprise an elevation of
conception, and an ingenuity of composition,

which place him very high in the list of painters

who profess the Fine Art decoration of public

buildings. In the centre of the picture the

Saviour from his heavenly throne, and with ex-

tended arms, sends forth to the world beneath
winged messengers that are represented as ra-

diating from that source “ from whom all good
gifts do proceed.” On each side of our Lord
the good gifts are represented by angelic im-
personations in the act of descending to the

earth. On the right are Faith, or Self-

conquest, Wisdom, Justice, and Honour
;
and

on the left, and corresponding materially

with these, are Victory, Wealth, Beauty, and
Plenty. Thus Faith has its material comple-

ment in Victory, or worldly success, Wisdom
in Wealth, ‘moral Justice in physical Beauty,
or the balance of external Nature, and the ful-

ness of Honour in that of Plenty. At present

the three principal figures alone are finished;

but when it is stated that the picture is thirty-

five feet in length, and that the figures are in

stature eight feet, it will be understood a con-

siderable time must be occupied in completing a

painting of such magnitude in the careful man-
ner in which this artist works. Together with
the figures mentioned, the whole of the heads

may be said to be finished, each having been
most carefully studied according to the senti-

ment which it is intended to support. The
second picture, which will have a place beneath
the larger, represents the Saviour dead and
lying on the cross, with infant angels looking

at the wounds and covering them with flowers :

this work is only yet a sketch.

In addition to these pictures Mr. Thomas
is engaged in painting the heads of the

twelve apostles for the new Greek church
of the Russian embassy which has just been
completed by Mr. Thomson. Ten of these

heads are finished
;
they are painted in cir-

cular panels, and relieved hy a gilt back-
ground, the principal field being roughened
by an underlay of sand, while the nimbus has

a flat and smooth surface, whereby, through
reflection, it is distinguished from the surround-

ing rough surface. These, as also the large

pictures, are painted in a medium which settles

down to a surface as flat as water-colour, and
is as entirely free from reflection

;
it is, we be-

lieve, an invention of Mr. Paris, and as to

permanence, every confidence is expressed in

its stability. It is probable that Mr Thomas,
when an opportunity offers, will be employed
to assist in the decoration of the Houses of

Parliament, where in future, according to pre-

sent views, nothing but the water-glass method
will be employed. Even Dyce’s frescoes are

beginning to fade
;
and with such a fact on re-

cord, fresco can never again be resorted to in

the Palace of Westminster, for perhaps of all

the artists who were employed there Mr. Dyce
was the most accomplished painter in fresco.

Mr. Cave Thomas was one of the earliest com-

petitors at the exhibition of cartoons atWestmin-

ster
;
and then, even at that time, his contri-

butions showed a power of drawing and a skill

in composition equal to the production of great

works. Since those successes he has had to enter

the arena of genre painting, the result of which is

that he returns to loftier subjects after an expe-

rience sufficiently lengthened and profitable to

constitute him a master in his art.

SELECTED PICTURES.

THE PICTUBE IN THE COLLECTION OF
F. EENNOCH, ESQ., BLACKHEATII.

SUSPENSE.

A. Johnston, Painter. H. Bourne, Engraver.

Custoh has assigned the title of ‘ 1 fancy
portraits ” to a class of pictures that are
assumed to be purely imaginative, but
which are generally portraits in reality,

indued with any expression the artist

thinks proper to give them. One pecu-
liarity noticeable in such works is, that
they are almost invariably limited to the
female figure

;
why, wo cannot tell, unless

it be that the passions, or feelings, are
more strongly developed in the face of
woman than of man, and therefore the
artist finds in her features the most expres-
sive model. “ Women,” says Savill, “ have
more strength in their looks than we have
in our laws, and more power by their tears

than we have by our arguments.” Modem
sculptors, even more often than painters,

adopt this symbolical kind of representa-

tion, employing the entire calendar of moral
virtues and Christian graces to signify their

works. Thus, our sculpture galleries show
us examples of “Purity,” “Innocence,”
“ Fortitude,” “ Resignation,” “ Love,”
“ Charity,” with many others. It is not
an uncommon occurrence for an author to

write a book, and leave the determination
of the title till the work is completed.
Artists frequently adopt the same plan :

they paint a picture, and then give it the
most suitable name they can find ; so that

the work is not so much the expression of
their idea of a given subject, as the result

of a fancy which is afterwards associated,

by name, with a definite spirituality, as a
kind of tangible identification.

Suspense, “the toothache of the mind,”
is a mental feeling to which it is not easy
to give an unequivocal expression in a pic-

ture, unless there is also on the canvas
that which serves to explain it. Repre-
sented in the person of a single figure, as

in Mr. Johnston’s portrait, the character

of the face is open to many constructions,

according to the pleasure, taste, or idea of

the spectator, who may not widely misin-
terpret what the artist has done, though
very far from what ho intended to do.

The “ Suspense ” maybe of anticipated joy,

or it may be of expected grief. In each
case the expression must be distinct from
the other, and in either it would be difficult

to determine without some clue to the cir-

cumstances which called it into being. In
the picture here engraved a certain degree

of anxiety is apparent in the countenance,

but it is not of the kind that gnaws and
cankers into the heart, or of that terrible

mental agony one feels when witness of a
scene where life and death are struggling

for mastery : no evidence here of “ the

racking thoughts that crowd upon the

mind, and make the heart beat violently,

and the breath come thick, by the force or

the images they conjure up before it.”

And unquestionably the “Suspense” is

not that of anticipated pleasure, for there

is a strong shadow of disquietude thrown
over the features to cloud its serenity.

Without determining, therefore, whether
or no the picture has received the title

most appropriate to it, we may without
controversy affirm that Mr. Johnston has

produced a fine portrait of an exceedingly

handsome female ;
her face showing un-

mistakable signs of deep, earnest solicitude.
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No. X.—ALFRED BETHEL.

MELANCHOLY interest shadows the life,

the death, and the works of Alfred Bethel.

Here once more we have the sad story sym-

bolised by metaphors of the keen sword

cutting through the scabbard, of the eye

blinded by excess of light, of eclipse com-

ing upon noonday, of genius burning itself

out at the socket, of the runner in a race

^
cast down ere the goal is reached. Bright

and lurid lights play across the picture

of this painter’s life, but “ the stage

was darkened ere the curtain fell.”

Alfred Bethel * was horn, in the year 1816, at Aix

la Chapelle, and the spirit of the great Charlemagne,

who lies buried in the cathedral of the city, rose as a

star over the artist’s cradle. Bethel, from his earliest

youth, delighted in battles
;
the sound of arms aroused

his imagination
;
the crash of empires, the fall of dynasties,

the march of an army to victory, kindled his ardour and

wrought within him the intent to design grand historic works,

which pledged his coming manhood to the cause ofmonumental Art.

The liberation of the Greeks, that fired the poet Byron, moved

deeply the sympathetic mind of Bethel. In the artist’s childhood

a trivial, though well-nigh fatal accident—a fall under the wheels

of a passing waggon—seems to have brought momentous conse-

quences. The injury then sustained may have been indeed the

remote cause of the mental overthrow which darkened and

tormented the painter’s later years, and the imprisonment within

bed and home consequent thereupon was certainly the im-

mediate occasion of calling into action latent pictorial faculties.

We find that at the age of thirteen, Bethel executed a design

which, being sent to Dusseldorf, obtained him admission to the

academy of the city. That this youth of precocious promise

turned to account the advantages placed at his command, is

testified by the fact that a figure of St. Boniface, the climax of

three years’ study, excited the wonder of the artist world. Bethel,

in accordance with the prevailing spirit of the times, gave himself

up to poetic and romantic themes, to Bhineland legends and

mediaeval lore, to the exploits of knight-errants, to the hardihood

of burgher warriors, and to the prowess of castle barons and of

city battalions. In his drawings, however, may he noted this

peculiarity, that unlike the vague and conjectural creations found

in the pictures of contemporaries, veritable men and women
people his pictures, and actual knights, squires, and ladies play

their several parts upon his canvas just as when they sported and

warred in the olden world. Bethel was, in fact, a conscientious

student of history ; he painted not the fair scenes which his fancy

feigned, but the hard facts that his intellect had established.

Yet was he not of the section in the Dusseldorf school which

became devoted to trivial detail
;
he knew how to seize upon a

signal historic act in its integrity and greatness
;
the grand drama

of humanity was to him of more import than the arms of the

warrior or the trappings of the war-horse. Abovo all, inde-

pendence, boldness, and originality were the characteristics of the

artist and his works. During the years which Bethel tarried at

Dusseldorf, dissensions—semi-political and semi-artistic—divided

the school. On the one side were ranged Schadow and the

partisans he had gathered around him, men plighted to Prussia

and the Bhineland
;
on the other were banded in hostility a young

party who had become identified in interest with the provinces of

western and southern Germany, youths who looked towards

Munich with affection, and were ready to break off allegiance with

the Bhine town, and join ranks for open secession to Frankfort or

other more remote cities in the fatherland. Bethel, ever inde-

pendent in bearing, stood separate from either clique. Dusseldorf

however, without prince or royal patron, could offer to the aspir-

ing painter, now pledged to the service of monumental Art, no

adequate sphere of action. Accordingly Bethel, in common with

other men who have cast a lustre upon the school which brought

Drawn by J. W. Allen.) the massacre of saint bonlface. [Engraved by J t). Cooper.

Saint Boniface, the apostle of Germany, having in the year 719 received his mission from the pope, penetrated into the wilds of the country,

everywhere converting and civilising the people. One day, when he had summoned a body of neophytes to receive the rite of confirmation, he stood

in expectance of their arrival. But behold, instead of friends, a band of enraged pagans, with weapons in hand, advanced across the plains, sworn

to avenge their injured deities. The servants of St. Boniface drew their swords in his defence, but lie held forth Ins hand to restrain their zeal, titty-

two Christians were shot by the bow, or cut down by the sword, and St. Boniface himself fell in their midst.

training to their nascent talents, migrated to neighbouring states,

and made the passage of the Alps for descent upon the fields of

Italy to gather the flowers and the fruits which there lie scattered

in perennial beauty.

Bethel at the age of twenty took up his residence at Frankfort,

* I am indebted for these biographical details chiefly to a life of Alfred Bethel written

by Wolfgang Miiller von Konigswinter. I wish here also to acknowledge my obligations

to Messrs. Williams and Norgate for the generosity with which they have placed at my
disposal a series of photographs taken from the original designs of the aritst. The
illustrations to the present article—‘St Boniface,’ and ‘ The Swiss before the Battle of

Sempach ’—are reductions from these compositions.

and there fell within the sphere of the painter Yeit, who then

reigned over the Stadel Institute. Yet in the known works of the

nascent artist do we fail to trace the lineaments or the inner life

of that new-born school of Christian Art wherein Yeit was a con-

spicuous leader. Bethel’s mind indeed was probably too discur-

sive to take any exclusive bias, or to submit to fetters that would

circumscribe the wide sphere of its activity. The impetuous artist

in entering on his professional career seems to have rushed into

the midst of works singularly diversified in theme and distracted

in interest. As a good sign, however, it may be noted that
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Drawn by W. J. Allen.] THE SWISS in prayer before the battle of sempach. f Engraved, by J. D. Cooyer.

The Swiss patriots, on the 9th day of July, 1386, gained in the neighbourhood of Sempach a complete victory over their Austrian oppressors.

The army of the confederacy drew up on an eminence, and, according to ancient custom, the warriors knelt down and implored a blessing from on

high. The sun stood high, and the day was sultry. The Swiss, after their devotion, ran full speed to meet the enemy, encamped in the plain

beneath. At evening’s close, 600 nobles and 2,000 subalterns of the house of Hapsburg lay dead upon the field. •• God,” says the Helvetian annals,

“ upon that day sat in judgment on the wanton arrogance of the usurpers! ”

strict demands of science, and anticipated and realised, even in

those days, the requirements of the ethnologist. In the year 1842

Eethel began the series of compositions whereby his name is

associated with yet another of the world’s heroes—designs in

elucidation of Hannibal’s great military feat, the passage of

the Alps by the Carthaginians. In these compositions may-

be noticed, for the first time, the incoming of that weird spirit

and ghostly presence which loom as forebodings of mental over-

throw. In 1844 Eethel went to Eome, enjoyed himself after the

manner of travellers, studied, moreover, in quality of painter,

and executed, among other works, an altarpiece for a church in

the fatherland. At length the altercations which had impeded
the progress of the work that was to prove the signal achieve-

ment of the painter’s life had been set to rest. In 1846 Eethel

came to Aix, and set to labour in earnest upon the frescoes which
were to stand in his native town as the monument to his genius.

It is sad to relate that the artist, in this his arduous undertaking,
had to complain of the lack of sympathy; in fact, he had to

endure not only indifference, but worry and vexation. In the
prosecution of his work he suffered interruption ; people with no
better excuse than mere idle curiosity were permitted to intrude

upon his privacy. From a light-hearted man Eethel became a

misanthrope. Yet it must be admitted that the cause of this dis-

quiet lay within himself rather than in the outer world. It

became difficult, indeed, for any one to do the thing that seemed

to Eethel right. One day Paul Delaroche entered the hall where

the painter was at work, and, out of mere delicacy, said noth ing.
Eethel, hearing of the visit, was in heart lacerated under the

feeling of fancied neglect. Fortunately friends were ready to set

matters right ; the two artists met in reconciliation, and Delaroche

was able to pour into the wounds of his brother the healing oil of

eulogy. Eethel, it cannot be doubted, had grown painfully sen-

sitive ; his impending malady tortured him under the forms of

fears, jealousies, and suspicions. Eivalries with his fellow artists

tormented him. Yet that these perturbations were mere phan-

toms bom within his own brain, everybody, save the poor sufferer

himself, might see plainly. Nothing, for instance, could have

been more hearty than the reception which Schnorr, Eietschel,

Bendemann, Hubner, and Eeinick gave to the artist on his visit

to Dresden. Nevertheless the nightmare of diseased imagination

was, to all intents and purposes, for the victim himself, a desperate

reality. The burden weighed him down heavily, and could not

Eethel, from the first, made himself famous for historic portraits.

In the Imperial Hall of Eomer he executed figures of illustrious

men, which gave proof of his insight into character, and of his

power to cast into pictorial form the images which loom out of the

dim distance of tradition. The artist, as a disciple of monumental
schools, had a predilection for fresco

;
year by year we find him

diligent in the drawing of cartoons which his ready hand trans-

ferred to the walls of palace or council chamber. Yet with the

noble process of mural painting did Eethel alternate oil manipu-
lation. We learn that the first decade of his manhood is busily
occupied in the execution of easel works, dedicated to historic

incidents. The same period also finds him earnest in the produc-
tion of monochrome designs in elucidation of the Old Testament
record. Nothing, in short, came amiss to the readiness of his

resource, no labour could exhaust the fertility of his fancy, no
disappointment quench the ardour of his spirit, for as yet the
cankerworm was not preying upon heart or brain.

The star of Eethel’s good fortune shone on his four-and-twen-
tieth year, and, strange to say, the place of its rising lay in the
direction of his native city of Aix. There was a scheme for

restoring the council house of the ancient capital of the Char-

lovingian empire. Proposals were sent out to divers artists, of
whom Eethel was one, for the furnishing of designs illustrative of
the career of Charlemagne, to be executed in fresco on the walls
of the council chamber. Here was a grand sphere for the deve-
lopment and display of that historic and monumental Art to which
the ambitious painter desired to dedicate his talents. The designs
were sent in, and the award was pronounced in favour of Eethel,
who seldom failed where the careful and detailed study of history
could come to his aid. In the carrying out of the plan, however,
considerable delay and consequent disappointment ensued. Dis-
putes arose as to the method of restoration, in which the advantages
of painted windows over mural decoration came under consider-

ation, and for years kept the commission in abeyance. In the
meantime the pencil of the prolific painter did not remain idle.

Eethel occupied his leisure in the illustration of historic and
topographic books. His drawings were always recommended by
their verisimilitude to the countries and the peoples whereof the

writer in the letterpress had treated. He seized the physiognomical
traits and the organic conformation of the varied races of man-
kind

;
in his portfolio Greeks were Greeks, and Eomans none

other than Eomans, so that the painter reconciled Art with the
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be cast off. In finishing the last picture to which he put his hand
in Aix, Bethel said, “ My power is extinguished, my labour must
be relinquished ;

when I have worked I have won but a pittance,

and now I must cease wholly, for no more strength is left to me.”
The closing scenes of life’s fitful fever were now gathering into

tragedy. The fields of reason were about to be invaded by wild,

weird fantasy, akin to frenzy ; into the tissues of the once sober

thoughts were soon to be interwoven threads flushed in hectic

colour, and the torrent of the artist’s remaining years swelled

with passion and moaned in agony. About this time Eethel

executed a design, ‘ Death the Avenger,’ a draped skeleton in the

act of scraping two bare bones, as would a dainty player on

violin
;
a figure intended as a symbol of the demon Cholera, on its

first entrance into Paris, at a masked ball. Eethel showed this

drawing to a company of artists, whose sleep was thenceforth

haunted by the fearful spectre. ‘ Deatii coming as a Friend,’

which is chosen as one of our illustrations, the painter executed

in expiation of his first terror-striking work. A third drawing,

completing the series, was found among the papers which the

painter left. In the same spirit, also, were conceived six designs

which may be taken as a new reading of ‘ The Dance of Death.’

The thoughts here embodied were suggested by the tumults that,

in the year 1848, under the banner of liberty, threatened Europe
with unbridled license. Eethel saw ruthlessly torn asunder the

death coming AS A eriend. [Engraved by J. D. Cooler.

AU the townsfolk wait to hear
The voice they know this many a year.

Drawn by IV. J. Allen. J

THE OLD SEXTON
Inscribed to Alfred Rethel by W. Allingham.

’Twas nigh the hour of evening prayer,

The Sexton climbed the turret stair

Wearily, being very old.

He seats himself in a stony niche :

A bell rope sways within his reach :

unity and brotherhood of Germany, which were for him the most
sacred of political idoals

;
and he sought b3T his pencil to upbraid

the follies of the people, and to guide his countrymen back into

the ways of law and order. All this while, too, the artist’s inde-

fatigable hand was plied as usual to the prolific production of
t

historic and miscellaneous designs. In the year 1850 Eethel had
become engaged to Marie, the daughter of Professor Grahl, an
artist residing in Dresden. For his fiancee he executed an illus-

trated calendar, containing fourteen drawings, the personifications

of the varied months and changing seasons. His wife, soon after

marriage, fell into an alarming illness, which brought upon her
husband painful anxiety. On her recovery Eethel, in gratitude,

It is past the ringing hour,

There is silence in the tower.
Save that on a pinnacle
A robin sits and sings full well.

Hush ! at length for prayer they toll

;

God receive the parting soul

!

designed an apposite allegory, after the manner of classic bas-

reliefs. We also find mention of other drawings, which took as

their text Luther’s well-known hymn, “ Ein’ feste Burg.” But
the time now comes apace when the mind, strong in genius, was
to collapse utterly

;
when the artist, who had the promise of im-

mortality dawning in the near horizon, was himself to lie prostrate,

disabled in body and palsy-stricken in spirit, leaving incomplete-

ness written on his works, and disorganisation as a discord thrust

into the midst of his creations. The sequel is melancholy in the

extreme. Designs from the life of Alfred the Great gave monition

of the approaching catastrophe. Likewise the cartoon for the

picture ‘ The Baptism of Wittkind,’ the fourth in the series of
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frescoes at Aix, came as further -warning of the impending doom.

Rethel was in fact a wreck. Picture him in his youth and look

at him now. Twenty years before he might be seen walking
beneath the acacia avenues of Dusseldorf, a man of quiet mien
but proud bearing, his face an index of noble character

;
the nose

boldly curved, the mouth small but eloquent, the eyes blue

and piercing, it was said, with the ken of the eagle and the

falcon; above rose a towering forehead crowned with abundant
hair. See him now once more at Dusseldorf, shattered in frame,

shaken in intellect, every nerve trembling to the passing breath,

each thought dagger-wounded by spectral fears. All artistic

power was gone ; the faculty of discrimination had fled ; things

bad and good were to him alike. He took pencil in hand to

retouch a cartoon, and forthwith marred the head of Hannibal !

His mother died, and he gave no sign of sorrow. His speech

became inarticulate, and at last grew wholly unintelligible.

Utterly prostrate in strength, on the first day of December, 1859,

death entered the artist's chamber “ as a Friend,” and Rethel

breathed forth his troubled spirit in childlike calm, bearing even

a smile upon his lips.

“ Vex not his ghost : 0 let him pass ! He hates him
That would upon the rack of this tough world

Stretch him out longer.”

On the 5th of December, when the snow lay thick upon the

ground, and ice hung from roof and window, the body of Alfred

Rethel, followed by the chief artists of Dusseldorf and a numerous
train of admirers, was earned to its last resting-place. On the

grave friends placed a laurel crown.

I will now proceed to a more critical estimate of Rethel’s position

as an artist. Only to the Greeks and middle-age Italians was it

given to attain through intuition access into the immediate pre-

sence of the Beautiful
;
to them only was granted a revelation of

the mysterious triad of Truth, Goodness, and Beauty, brought

visibly before the world by the noblest of Art’s creations. The
Teutonic nations, seeking to escape from their ice-bound and
snow-buried fatherland, have from generation to generation

migrated southwards, “resting weary limbs at last on beds of

asphodel,” drinking nectar and bathing in the fountain of .ZEgeria.

Yet, not to the climate born or to the manner bred, the northern

mental stamina sinks for the most part debilitate, contracts the

malaria distemper of the soil, and in the end breeds little better

than a hybrid offspring. This has been, with scarcely a single

exception, the saddening experience whenever northern Art,

dissatisfied with her northern nationality, has migrated to southern

latitudes. The painters of Germany, Flanders, and Holland, who,

in the generations which followed upon the times of Van Eyck,

Durer, and Holbein, fell under Italian sway, lost their own native

style, and gained in exchange a mongrel manner. A century or

two later we come down to other migrations, each attended by
results doubtful, if not indeed disastrous. Winkleman and Mengs
contracted classical modes of thought and of form, Overbeck and

Cornelius, Christian ; and the common fatality which befalls hybrid

races threatened with extinction, even from the first, the progeny

thus begotten. These, then, are reasons why I hail with satis-

faction any master, school, or system of study, which, instead of

being Italian-German, or Greek-German, is radically and exclu-

sively Germanic and Teutonic. The manner of Alfred Rethel

had the merit of being true to his nationality. Beauty he seldom

sought for its own sake: typical or ideal forms gave place to

pronounced and individual characters
;

grace was frequently

violated for vigour
;
uniformity and symmetry of design were

surrendered to accident, and gave way to the actual exigency of

the facts. Rethel wras, indeed, little indebted to masters or times

foreign to his own country : his sojourn in Italy had cost him
nothing of originality

;
such as he was in himself, so were the pro-

ducts of his imagination, uncontaminated and unadulterated.

Hence, as I have said, the German phase of his genius was per-

mitted to remain more than commonly intact. The pictorial

aspects, in fact, which in Holbein, Albert Durer, and Martin

Schon, have pronounced German Art with a singular and eccentric

idiosyncrasy, found in the works of Rethel revival. In looking

over the designs of this modern painter, we cannot but recall that

“ tendency to the singular” and “the fantastic,” that angularity

of form and “ strangeness in attitude,” which the German critic

Kiigler admitted as peculiarities, and perhaps defects, in the

school of Albert Durer. The pursuit of a course thus eccentric,

the indulgence of a temperament wayward and abnormal, betrayed

Rethel, in common with his predecessors, into forms of the gro-

tesque sometimes little short of ignoble. This is the snare into

which painters of such antecedents and predilections are specially

prone to fall. ‘ The Dance of Death,’ ‘ Death as a Friend,’ ‘ Death
as an Avenger,’ and the design ‘ King Wenzel the Sluggard,’ are

examples of the varying phases of the grotesque humour
which ever enters as a strange anomaly into German Art, from

the early sculptures in Gothic cathedrals down to death’s de-

vilry by Rethel, and the designs to “Reineke Fuchs” by Kaul-

bach. The poet Beddoes, the author of “ Death’s Jest Book,”
seemed to have contracted during his residence in Germany
a like weird and wild fantasy. The Frenchman, Gustave
Dore, likewise, in his illustrations to Les Contes Drolatiques,

Don Quixote, and Dante, gives free rein to the same lawless

revelry. Rethel, however, had manifold moods
;

he was a
many-sided man

;
like all true dramatists, he could be gravo

and gay by turns
;
he shed tears sometimes in laughter, but

often in woe. His works show his mind to have been thorough,

direct, and earnest. I should suppose that he seldom took

a thought second-hand; he was not a man to borrow spec-

tacles of his neighbour’, he preferred to look straight at nature

with his own eyes. Walking with fearless foot in tmtrodden
ways, he came perchance on things startling and new. Figures

which at once strike the spectator as independent creations,

and attitudes altogether novel, are in his designs scattered,

not with scant penury, but in rich profusion. That Rethel was
manly and strong, that he was fitted for the high walks of historic

and monumental Art, whereunto, as we have seen, he aspired, the

noble composition here engraved, ‘ The Swiss in Prayer
before the Battle of Sempach,’ is sufficient indication. Into

the onslaught of battle, too, the painter could throw motiou and

fury. That the bounds of moderation should be now and then

overstepped, is nothing more than might be reasonably anticipated.

Men who soar high cannot be incumbered with heavy ballast ;
a

car that rushes full speed, perhaps, too, on a rough road, cannot

be safe of the ditch. Thus Rethel, doubtless, fell into pictorial

mishaps which imperilled his good reputation. For example, the

artist’s personation of Moses, whatever be its merit in force, fury,

and fire, is assuredly melodramatic in excess. Then again m
another design, ‘The Death of St. Stephen,’ we have to deplore

the intrusion of a savage brutality wholly unpermissible in the

region of sacred Art. Raphael in the treatment of the same
subject, as also the Greeks when touching on the tragic doom of a

Niobe or a Laocoon, were able to approach to truth and yet escape

from horror. Those who are acquainted with Durer’s designs of

‘ The Passion of Our Lord,’ will understand what is the excess I

wish in certain German works to condemn.
The genius of Rethel was of the mien which is proverbially

allied to madness, a genius that coloured all the painter wrought,

especially during his later years, with hectic, not to say dis-

tempered hues. How far states of mind which are in them-

selves of the nature of infirmities may actually favour the

creation of Art-products recommended by a certain brilliancy of

complexion, is a question which has peculiar cogency in the career

of this painter. There is ever a wizard spell, a charm of fascina-

tion, in feats of wayward fancy
;
a thrill passes through the mind

of the beholder when the intellect plays, if I may so say, sleight

of hand
;

the imagination stands in awe before an artist who
wields the witchery of the evil eye, who as a necromancer can

draw from deep wells beneath draughts of demon inspiration.

We all admit that serene and heaven-born Art may receive bene-

diction from God’s good angels
;
but I scarcely like to confess how

far works of vehemence, rebellion, and desperation, may be the

outcoming of wholly opposite powers. In the kingdom of Art,

however, as in the sphere of God’s providence, evil is overruled for

good, so that it becomes true, especially in the province of the drama,

that “ the wrath of man shall praise God,” while “ the remainder

of wrath shall be restrained.” And hence it comes to pass that so

long as madness can maintain method, so long as excess is reined

in by some measure of moderation, the work gains a proportionate

talismanic power. This is the vehemence which in Art is known
by the profane name of “devil”—a devilry which, it must be

confessed, is very near to our humanity’, a madness which some

have been ready even to worship, as having about it aspects of the

divine, so mysteriously in this life do intermingle things fair and

foul, so closely does heaven border on the confines of hell. These

reflections do not seem to me out of place when I look at the class

of subjects wherein Rethel and other German artists take what

appears tome all but an unhallowed delight ;

— * Dances of Death,’

and such like, works which laugh and jeer with thoughts that lie

“too deep for tears”—creations which teem with the outcasts of

pandemonium. That Rethel, however, knew how to redeem

themes which in other hands had been tainted with profanity,

that he could throw over the death-robed skeleton solemnity, that

he knew how to give to life’s exit pathos and repose, is manifest

to all who will but gaze on the design we here publish—Death

come at eventide to toll the knell of the old sexton in the tower.

Let us pray that death thus came for Alfred Rethel, having

lost its sting, and the grave its victory. To him is granted, as a

recompense for life’s torments, the reward of immortality. His

works testify to a resolute, though a restless, spirit ;
to a high,

though inconstant, aspiration. We find the light of the mind
darkened in its zenith, yet know that the fire which burns itself

out will kindle into life beyond life.

J. Beavington Atkinson.
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Charles lamb was
born on the 18th Eeb- I

ruary, 1775, in Crown
Office Row, Inner Tem- ,

pie, bis father being in
|

- the employ of one of

the Benchers as his “ clerk, ser-
|

vant, friend, flapper, guide, stop-

watch, auditor, and treasurer.”
i

On the 9th of October, 1782, the

boy was placed in the school of

Christ’s Hospital, as the “ son of

John Lamb, scrivener, and Eli-

zabeth, his wife.” He is de-

scribed as, then, of small stature, delicate

frame, and constitutionally nervous and

timid; of mild countenance, complexion

clear brown, eyes of different colours, with
“ a walk slow and peculiar,” and a “ dif-

ficulty of utterance ” that was something

more than an impediment in his speech.

At Christ’s Hospital was formed his friend-

ship with his schoolfellow, Coleridge— a

friendship that continued without inter-

ruption until the philosopher was laid in

his grave at Highgate. They were, as

Lamb writes, “fifty year friends without

an interruption.”

In 1789 he quitted Christ’s Hospital, and

obtained a situation at the India House,

where he remained during thirty-six years,

rarely taking a holiday. Hr 1825 he “re-

tired from the drudgery of the desk” with

a pension sufficient for all the moderate

needs and luxuries of life.

No doubt such drudgery may have been

to some extent irksome to a man of letters,

who loved to use the pen for a higher pur-

pose than that of dull entries in heavy

ledgers; but it had its “set off” in the
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security from pecuniary perils that too
,

were— compelled to learn from terrible

frequently cage the spirit and cramp the
|

experience

—
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energies of men of lofty intellect and aspir-

ing souls. On many occasions Lamb ex-

pressed his thankfulness that he was not,

as so many are—as so many of his friends

“ How salt the savour is of others’ bread.”

In 1822 he writes to Bernard Barton, a

banker’s clerk,—“I am, like you, a pri-

soner to the desk
;
I have been chained to

that galley thirty years; I have almost

grown to the wood.” And again, “ What
a weight of wearisome prison hours have I

to look back and forward to, as quite cut

out of life !
” Yet he tenders this counsel

to the Quaker poet, who had contemplated

resigning his post, “trusting to the book-

sellers ” for bread Throw yourself from

the steep Tarpeian rock, slap dash, head-

long upon iron spikes,” rather than be-

come the slave of the booksellers ;
and

he blesses his star “that Providence, not

seeing good to make him independent, had

seen it next good to settle him down upon

the stable foundation of Leadenhall Street

;

while he sympathised with, and mourned

over, the “ corroding, torturing, torment-

ing thoughts that disturb the brain of the

unlucky wight who must draw upon it for

daily sustenance.” “There is corn in

Egypt,” he writes, “ while there is cash m
Leadenhall.” He was therefore content

with his lot, although “ every half hour’s

absence from office duties was set down

in a book ;” yet when ultimately released

from the oar, he “ could scarcely compre-

hend the magnitude of his deliverance

;

and was grateful for it.

But, in truth, it was no punishment to

Charles Lamb to be “ in populous city

pent.” In the streets and alleys of the

Metropolis he found themes as fertile as

his contemporaries had sought and obtained

among the hills and valleys of W estmore-

land
;
where great men had trodden was to

him “hallowed ground;” and many a

dingy building of unseemly brick was to

him holy—as the birthplace, the death-

place, or the intellectual laboratory of some

mighty luminary of the past.

He once paid a visit to Coleridge at

Keswick, and though he conceded the

grandeur and the glory of old Skiddaw,

and admitted that he might five a year or

so among such scenes, [he should “ mope

and pine away if he had no prospect of

again seeing Fleet Street.” Writing to the

high priest of nature, Wordsworth, he says,

“ I do not now care if I never see a moun-

tain in my life
;
I have passed all my days

in London, until I have formed as many
and intense local attachments as any of

you mountaineers can have done with dead

nature.” And Talfourd records he has

heard him declare that his “ love for natural

scenery would be abundantly satisfied by

the patches of long waving grass, and the

stunted trees that blacken in the old church-

yard nooks which you may yet find border-

ing on Thames Street.” The Strand and

Fleet Street were to him “ better places to

live in, for good and all, than underneath

old Skiddaw;” and Covent Garden was
“ dearer to him than any garden of Alci-

nous.” So late as 1829, when he had been

some years free to wander at his own sweet

will, he writes to Wordsworth,—“ 0 let no

Londoner imagine that health, and rest,

and innocent occupation, interchange ot

converse sweet, and recreative study, can

make the country anything better than

altogether odious and detestable.”

Lamb is not the only Londoner to whom
the huge city is a refreshing luxury.

James Smith used to say that “London

was the best place in summer, and the

only place in winter.” It was Jekyll who

proposed to make country lanes tolerable

by having them paved. Dr. Johnson grew

angry when people abused London, saying,

‘ 4 Sir, the man who is tired of London is

tired of existence.” While I had a resi-

dence among the healthful commons and

thick woods of West Surrey, a distinguished

author of this class was my guest, and was
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the full potations that induced self-reproach,

in the deep draughts that frightfully aug-
mented the evils they were taken to diminish
or to cure ! Talfourd gently refers to his

only blot—his “ one single frailty “ the
eagerness with which he would quaff excit-

ing liquors,” which he attributes to “a
physical peculiarity of constitution.” It was
“ a kind of corporeal need,” augmented, if

not induced, by the heavy, irksome labom’s
of his dull office, and still more by 4 4 the

sorrows that environed him, and which
tempted him to snatch a fearful joy.” Lamb
himself refers to his excessive love of

tobacco, and his vain attempts to subdue
or to control it, and describes “how from
illuminating it came to darken, from a
quick solace it turned to a negative relief,

thence to a restlessness and dissatisfaction,

thence to a positive misery.”
Yet, although with many drawbacks, the

life of Charles Lamb was by no means
without its enjoyments. He had many
attached friends : the earliest and the latest,

as I have said, was his school-mate Cole-

ridge. This tribute is from his pen :

—

“ Mv gentle-hearted Charles ! for thou hast pined,

And hungered after nature many a year,

In the great city pent ; winning thy way
With sad yet patient soul, through evil and pain.

And strange calamity! ”

And this is the tribute of Bobert Southey :

—

“ Charles Lamb, to those who know thee justly dear
For rarest genius and for sterling worth,
Unchanging friendship, warmth of heart sincere
And wit that never gave an ill-thought birth,

Nor even in its sport, infixed a sting.”

It was said of him that “ he had the
faculty of turning even casual acquaintances
into friends,” and he thus touchingly records
the departure of many of them :

—

“ All, all are gone, the old familiar faces.
Some they have died, and some they have left me,
And some are taken from me, all are departed.
All, all are gone, the old familiar faces.”

He was a most delightful companion,
and a firm and true and never-changing
friend. Of the latter, there is the evidence
of his memorable letter to Southey, whom
he considered to have wrongfully assailed
Leigh Hunt;* of the former we have the
testimony of so many, that it is needless to
quote them. Among his more frequent
companions and intimate friends were Haz-
litt, Godwin, Thelwall, Basil Montagu and
his estimable lady, Proctor, Barnes, Hay-
don, Henry Crabb Eobinson (who is, hap-
pily, still with us, in honoured old age,
having survived so many of his great friends
of the epoch), Carey, Knowles, Moxon,
Hood, and Hone

;
while, later in life, he

was often cheered by the light that emanated

LAJIB’S RESIDED AT EX FIELD.
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located in a pretty little lodge 'heltered

among tall trees, where nightingales were
singing. In the morning he complained
they had kept him awake all night.
“Well,” I said, “surely it is not much
of a misery to be kept awake by 4 the
bird most musical.’” “Nay,” he replied,
“ if I am kept from sleep, I do not see
much difference between nightingales and
cats !

”

The love of Lamb for London was, in
fact, an absolute passion ; Hazlitt says of
him, “ The streets of London are his faery
land, teeming with wonder, with life and
interest, to his retrospective glance, as it

did to the eager eye of childhood. He has
contrived to weave its tritest traditions into

a bright and endless romance. ”

Although Lamb had thus ample scope
for continual enjoyment, and was saved from
the necessities that so often beset the paths
of men of genius, there was a skeleton in
his house, and pleasure was ever associated
with a terror more appalling than Death.
His beloved sister—his dear companion and
cherished friend—was subject to periodical

fits of insanity, during one of which, with
her own hand, she killed her beloved
mother. There is nothing in human his-
tory more entirely sad than the records of the I

walks these two made together, when, there-
after, as the cloud came over her mind, and
she saw the evil hour coming, they paced
along the road and across fields, weeping
bitterly both—she to be left at the lunatic
asylum until time and regimen restored
reason, and he to return to his mournful
and lonely home.
The fatal death of the mother took place

on the 22nd September, 1796. There was,
of course, a coroner’s inquest, and a verdict—“ Lunacy.”* The daughter was confined
in Bedlam

;
after a time she was given up

to “her friends,” and her brother became
thenceforward her “ guardian.” The word
is far tooweak to convey an idea of the never-
ceasing, never-ending care and thought
for her consolation and comparative com-
fort. It is, indeed, a sad task to picture him

:

with a perpetual dread of insanity haunt-
ing him;t loving one, whom he addresses

as “the fair -haired maid” (of whom
nothing further is known), but sacrificing

that, and all else, to solemn and mournful
Duty. It was, however, duty lightened by
love ; for intense affection linked these two
together from the earliest to the latest hours
of their lives. “ The two lived as one in

double singleness together.” On her side

affectionate and earnest watching
;
on his a

charming deference, “pleasant evasions,”

little touches of gratitude, perpetual care

—

anxious and troubled care.

In one of her letters to her brother
during her temporary confinement, she
writes:—“ The spirit of my mother seems
to descend and smile upon me, and bid me
live to enjoythe life and reason the Almighty
has given me.” And she did live to enjoy
both—in calm and sorrowful content—to a
very old age—surviving her brother many
years—dying on the 20th of May, 1847.

She was placed in the grave by his side,

—

“ In death they were not divided.”

His life is truly described as a “ life of
uncongenial toil, diversified with frequent
sorrow.” Unhappily, he sought relief where
the remedy is worse than the disease, in

* The sad story is told by himself in a letter to Cole-
ridge:—“ -My poor dearest sister, in a fit of insanity, lias
been the death of her own mother. I was at hand time
enough only to snatch the knife out of her grasp. My poor !

father was slightly wounded.”
t There was a tendency to insanity in the family ; and

Charles himself was for a time “under restraint.” In one
of his letters to Coleridge he refers to the “six months he
was in a mad-house at Hoxton.”

from good and tender Talfourd. His loving
and eloquent biographer describes with
singular felicity Lamb’s “suppers” in the
Middle Temple. In 1800, he was living at
No. 16, Mitre Court Buildings; in 1817, he
had removed to lodgings in Eussell Street,

Covent Garden, the corner house, “de-
lightfully situated between the two great
theatres.” Afterwards he was again a re-

sident in the Temple. Later in life, his

residence was at Enfield, in an “odd-look-
ing, gambogish coloured house,” from
which, in 1833, he removed to Church
Street, Edmonton. In 1834, in the sixtieth

year of his age, he died.
“ Bay Cottage,” as it is now called—and

I believe was so called when Lamb inhabited

it—is a poor dwelling : mournful-looking
enough; it could never have been calcu-

lated to dissipate the gloom that must have
here perpetually saddened the heart and
mind of the poet.

Lamb and his sister were but lodgers

there : the house was kept by a woman
named Bedford, who—I learned from a
person still residing there, and who well

remembers both the afflicted inmates

—

lived by taking charge of insane patients,

and was by no means worthy of such a

trust, for she had habits that probably did

not receive any check from the interesting-

patients of whom she had the care. Thu
person I refer to recollects Miss Lamb cut-

ting up her feather-bed, and scattering the

feathers to the winds out of her window ;

and tells me, what I am loath to believe,

that whenever Lamb or his sister “ misbe-
haved ” themselves, Bedford was in the

habit of thrusting them into a miserable
closet of the room, where they were con-
fined sometimes for hours together until it

pleased the harpy to give them freedom.
Lamb did not die in that humiliating

house : his friends—according to the autho-
rity I have quoted—having discovered the
manner in which he was treated, removed
him from the woman’s custody, a few weeks
before his death, to Enfield, and it was at

Enfield he died.

* Lamb’s bitter letter to Southey—whose only offence
was, that in an article in the Quarterly Iievieiu he liad

spoken of Hunt as the author of a “ book that wants only a
sounder religious feeling to be as delightful as it is original

he repented of, and atoned for
;
his guardian angel, he said

(meaning his sister), was absent when he wrote it. They
met, and were again friends ; and in a letter to Southey,

written long afterwards, he thus wrote :—“ Look on me as

a dog who went once temporarily insane and bit you.”
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To none of these facts does Talfourd

make any reference
;
but it is announced

that a “ Life of Charles Lamb ” will be ere

long published by Mr. Procter, the “Barry
Cornwall ” of our younger days. Lamb
will be sure to receive ample justice at the

hands of that estimable gentleman and de-

lightful author—a kindred spirit, who was
the friend of nearly all the great men and
women of his age, and who can in no way
better close a long life of honourable in-

tellectual labour, than by a biography of

one ho knew so well and loved so much.
Lamb had many peculiarities

;
all of them

were, to say the least, harmless. He play-

fully alludes to some of them: “I never

could seal a letter without dropping the

wax on one side, besides scalding my fin-

gers.” “ My letters are generally charged

double at the post-office, from their inve-

terate clumsiness of foldure.”

The first time I saw and spoke with

Charles Lamb was where he was most at

home, in Fleet Street. He was of dimi-

nutive and even ungraceful appearance,

thin and wiiy, clumsily clad, and with a
shuffling gait, more than awkward

;
though

covered, it was easy to perceive that the

head was of no common order, for the hat
fell back as if it fitted better there, than
over a large intellectual forehead, which
overhung a countenance somewhat expres-

sive of anxiety and even pain
;
yet, as it

was afterwards described to me by one of

his nearest friends—Leigh Hunt—“ deeply
marked, and full of noble lines, with traces

of sensibility, imagination, and much
thought.” His wit was in his eye—lumi-
nous, quick, and restless

;
and the smile

that played about his mouth was cordial

and good-humoured. His person and his

mind were happily characterised by his

contemporary, ‘
‘ As his frame, so his genius

;

as fit for thought as can be, and equally as

unfit for action.” In one of his playful
moods he thus described himself :

‘
‘ Below

the middle stature, cast of face slightly

Jewish, stammers abominably.” Leigh
Hunt recollected him, when young, coming
to see the boys at Christ’s Hospital, “with

THE GRAVE OF CHARLES LAMB.

a pensive, brown, handsome, and kindly
face, and a gait advancing with a motion
from side to side, between involuntary con-

sciousness and attempted ease,” and he says

of him in after life, “ He had a head worthy
of Aristotle, with as pure a heart as ever

beat in human bosom, and limbs veiy fra-

gile to sustain it. His features are strongly

yet delicately cut ;
he has a fine eye as well

as forehead, and no face carries in it greater
marks of thought and feeling.” But the

most finished picture of the man is that

which his friend Talfourd draws : “A light

frame, so fragile that it seemed as if a

breath would overthrow it, clad in clerk-

like black, was surmounted by a head of

form and expression the most noble and
sweet. His black hair curled crisply about
an expanded forehead; his eyes, softly

brown, twinkled with varying expression,

though the prevalent feeling was sad
; and

the nose slightly curved, and delicately

carved at the nostril, with the lower outline

of the face regularly oval, completed a head
which was finely placed on the shoulders,

and gave importance and even dignity to a
diminutive and shadowy stem.” Thus
writes Hazlitt of Lamb : “There is a pri-

mitive simplicity and self-denial about his

manners, and a Quakerism in his personal

appearance, which is, however, relieved by
a fine Titian head, full of dumb eloquence.”

And this is the picture drawn of him by the

American, N. P. Willis :
—“ Enter, a gentle-

man in black small-clothes and gaiters,

short and very slight in his person, his head
set on his shoulders with a thoughtful for-

ward bent, his hair just sprinkled with
grey, a beautiful deep- set eye, aquiline

nose, and a very indescribable mouth.”
Some time in 1827 or 1828, I met Lamb

twice or thrice at the house of Coleridge,

and one evening in particular I recall with
peculiar pleasure

;
there were not many

present, none I can remember, except
Mr. and Mrs. Gillman. The poet-philo-

sopher engaged in a contest of words with
his friend upon that topic concerning which
Coleridge was ever eloquent—tho power to

reconcile Fate with Free-will. Alas, I am

unable to recall to memory a single sentence

that was said. I only know the impression

left upon me was that of envy of the one
and pity for the other

;
envy of the philo-

sopher who reasoned so cheerfully and
hopefully, and pity for the essayist whose
despondency seemed rather of the heart

than of the mind. Unhappily I did not

turn to account the opportunities I had of

seeing and knowing more of Lamb. I

might surely have done so, but little thought

had I then, or for a long time afterwards,

that it would ever be my task to write a

memory of the man.
“ His poems were admirable, and often

contained as deep things as the wisdom of

some who have greater names that is the

statement of one who knew him intimately.

“No one,” writes Hazlitt, “ever stam-

mered out such fine, piquant, deep, eloquent

things in half-a-dozen half sentences.”

I copy these lines from Mrs. Hall’s

album
;
I believe they have not been here-

tofore in print :
—

“ I had sense in dreams of a Beauty rare.

Whom fate had spell-bound and rooted there,

Stooping, like some enchanted theme.
Over the marge of that crystal stream

Where the blooming Greek, to echo blind,

With self-love fond, had to waters pined.

Ages had waked, and ages slept,

And that bending posture still she kept

;

For her eyes she may not turn away.
Till a fairer object shall pass that way:
Till an image more beauteous this world can show.
Than her own which she sees in the mirror below.

Pore on, fair creature, for ever pore,

Nor dream to be disenchanted more

;

For vain is expectance, and wish is vain,

Till a new Narcissus can come again.”— C. Lamb.

It is said of Lamb, that being applied to

for a memoir of himself, he made answer
that “ it would go into an epigram.” His
life was indeed of “ mingled yam, good
and ill together,” but the latter was in the

larger proportion. “ He had strange phases

of calamity,” living in continual terror.

He described himself as once ‘
* writing a

playful essay with tears trickling down his

cheeks.” Yet in none of his writings is

there any taint of the gloom that brings

discontent
;

if he had unhappily too little

trust in Providence, he did not murmur at

a dispensation terribly calamitous. If sel-

dom cheerful, he was often merry ; and in

none of his writings is there evidence of

ill-nature, jealousy, or envy. He wrote
for periodicals of opposite opinions

;
he was

the friend of Southey and he was the friend

of Hazlitt
;
he aroused no animosities, and

enemies he had none.
There must have been much in the genial

and loveable nature of the man to attract

to him—in a comparatively humble posi-

tion, and with restricted, rather than liberal,

means—so many attached friends who are

renowned in the literary history of the

epoch.

He was not young, but not old, when
called from earth. ‘

‘ He sank into death
as placidly as into sleep,” writes his loved
and loving friend Talfourd ;

he was laid

in Edmonton churchj’ard, “ in a spot which,
a short time before, he had pointed out to

the sexton as the place of his choice for a
final homo :

” and a line from Wordsworth’s
monody to his memoiy, will fitly close a
brief record of his life :

—

“ Ob, he was good, if ever good man liv’d.”

On the tombstone is the following inscrip-

tion :

—

TO THE MEMORY
OF

CHARLES LAMB,
DIED 27th DECEMBER, 1834. AGED 59.

“ Farewell, dear friend, that smile, that harmless mirth,

No more shall gladden our domestic hearth

;

That rising tear, with pain forbid to How,
Better than words no more assuage our woe

:

That hand outstretched from small but well-earned store,

Yield succour to the destitute no more.

I
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Yet art thou not all lost ; thro’ many an age,

With sterling sense and humour, shall thy page
Win many an English bosom pleased to see

That old and happier vein revived in thee

;

This for our earth. And if with friends we share

Our joys in Heaven, we hope to meet thee there.”

ALSO MARY ANNE LAMB,
SISTER OF THE ABOVE,

BORN 3rd DECEMBER, 1767. DIED 20th MAY, 1847.*

The grave of Charles Lamb is situated in

the western part of Edmonton churchyard,

in the midst of a multitude of graves, some

having quaint old headstones, but mostly

of a modem character. A venerable yew
tree still lives beside a tower of remote

date
;
and a number of almshouses for aged

men and women skirts one of the sides of

the cemetery—pleasant objects for the poet

to have thought over when selecting his

last resting-place here.

SAMUEL LAMAN BLANCHARD

.

This “ Memory” may aptly follow that of

Charles Lamb, not only because they knew
and loved each other—although the star of

the one was but rising when that of the

other was in its decline—but because in

many ways the one resembled the other.

More naturally, however, the name of

Laman Blanchard is associated with that

of Lretitia Elizabeth Landon, for he wrote

her “Life,” and did ample justice to her

memory. He first met the young poetess

at our house ;
and a friendship was com-

menced which did not terminate with her

death. Eoreseeing what “might be,” she

had laid a duty on him before her depar-

ture for Africa, and the pledge he gave was

faithfully kept. With a copy of the volumes,

Blanchard wrote us this note :

—

“ For two reasons you will try to like the

long-looked for. The first and strongest refers

to the glorious creature who is gone
;
and the

second to one whom you know to have striven

hard to vindicate her name, and to keep her

memory as a pleasant odour in the world. If I

have failed, it is because there were difficulties

in the way that I cannot explain
;
and if some

of her enemies escape, it was because I was

fearful of injuring her.”

Blanchard was born at Great Yarmouth
on the loth of May, 1803. His father

removed to London in 1805, and followed

the calling of a painter and glazier in

Southwark. Laman was educated at the

neighbouring school of St. Olave, where he

soon became a prominent scholar, gaining

prizes when he was under ten years old.

He had been doomed to drudgery in a

Proctor’s office, but early formed acquaint-

ance with Buckstono, and acquired a taste

for the stage. He tried, indeed, his “ pren-

tice han’ ” at the Margate theatre, but

recoiled with the natural delicacy of a sensi-

tive and highly refined organisation from

the humiliations of a strolling player’s life.

For a time he was assistant secretary to

the Zoological Society, of which his brother-

in-law, Vigors, was the chief founder and

secretary. At the early age of twenty, he

fell in love, and married Miss Ann Gates.

He soon became a “writer,” editing or

sub-editing the Monthly Magazine, La Belle

Assemblee, afterwards the True Sun, and

ultimately the Courier, the once famous

paper being then in a dying state, having,

moreover, gone over from the Tolies to the

* I cannot say by whom these lines were written. Tal-

fourd, in his “ Memorials of Charles Lamb,” takes no

notice of them. Perhaps they are the production of Lamb’s

dear and cherished friend, the publisher Moxon : a man
who had the singular fortune of being beloved by many of

the great men whose works he published, and who was
himself a poet of no mean order.

ultra-Liberals. None of these employ-
ments were remunerative ;

he worked hard,

and in many ways, to keep the wolf,

Poverty, from the door.

He published but one book—“ Lyric

Offerings”— a collection of most sweet

poems. His writings were all “ anony-

mous few but his friends knew the true

value of the author, fewer still the great

worth of the man.
His name is not largely known

;
for he

died while yet but midway up “ the steep
”

that leads to “ Fame’s eternal temple.”

Not long after the death of his friend

L. E. L., he himself proved the sad truth

of the lines, that

“ Wit to madness nearly is allied,

And thin partitions do the bounds divide.”

I knew him when he commenced his

career as a man of letters by profession.

Scott has well said, “Literature is a good

staff, but a bad crutch,”—to depend on it

altogether is but a sadly precarious trust.

He was of all men the readiest and most

versatile. His ever prompt and eloquent

pen could indite a sonnet, point an epigram,

tell a story, or give interest to an essay,

while slower spirits were pondering and
wondering what they had to write about.

His wit was genial and not caustic : it

brightened everything it played about, and

was checked only by a sensitive desire to

avoid giving pain

:

“ His wit in the combat, as gentle as bright.

Ne’er carried a heart-stain away on its blade !
”

His was the ardent temperament of a

genuine child of song, yet dedicated to the

direst and hardest duty-work. His voca-

tion was that of a writer for the press
;
and

multitudinous were his “leaders,” “criti-

cisms,” “reviews,” “reports,” and “ opi-

nions,” upon every conceivable subject,

which the public strongly relished, while

entirely ignorant of their source,

—

“ The sunny temper, bright where all is strife

;

The simple heart that mocks at worldly wiles

;

Light wit that plays along the calm of life,

And stirs its languid surface into smiles.”

In person ho was small
;
his countenance

was at once expressive of his heart and

mind—sensitive, graceful, and affectionate

;

his eyes, those unerring indications of

genius, were peculiarly tender, yet spark-

ling like two burning coals. Earnest, true,

fervent, sympathising, the man was made
to be loved.

While yet in the prime of life, and in the

vigour of intellect, a domestic sorrow—the

death of his wife, whom he had married

when little more than a boy—struck his

energies at the root. Best, perfect rest,

was absolutely needed to his body and his

mind ;
but how was the day-labourer for

bread to obtain it, with several children

looking to him for food ? It is a common
thing for thoughtless friends to say to such

a man so circumstanced, “You must not

overwork yourself! ” Ah ! they do not see

under the gay draperies that society folds

around the form—they do not see the chains

that bind us to the galley in which we are

slaves. A terror of the future—a spectral

dread of want—took hold of my poor friend

;

seized him by the brain through the heart.

It was half real, half imaginary
,
yet it did

its work. Hope went', and life followed.

The eloquent and tender poet; the brave

advocate of natural rights ;
the brimful and

active, but generous, wit
;
the sterling and

steadfast essayist
;
the searching, yet indul-

gent, critic—for he was all these and more

—died in a moment of madness induced by

despair
;
and died in harness, which, if one

ready hand had unbuckled for a time, he

might have worn, after brief repose, with

honour to himself and advantage to all

mankind. *

The reader will, I trust, permit me to

print two or three extracts from his letters

:

they show the fervid and affectionate nature

of the man,—how prone he was to exag-

gerate small favours conferred
;
while they

serve, in a degree, to account for the terrible

ending of his laborious and energetic life :

—

“ Your letter, dear Mrs. Hall, contained as

much sound wisdom as true kindness. More I

cannot say. It gratified us much; but grati-

fied is a wretched word ;
it moved and delighted

us more than any letter I ever received in my
life. As few living could have so written, so no

one, I almost think, would have so written. It

will be treasured as something more precious

than the ordinary tokens of interest and friend-

ship. As something more to be prized than the

tokens which the early dreams of Fame look

forward to, for a better fame it is to enjoy the

sympathy and regard of those to whom she is a

familiar guest, than to have a flying visit from

her oneself. You have brightened my present

by giving me such a glimpse of a future
;
and

that future, whatever it may turn out, must ho

gladdened by the recollection of this moment

—

of the feelings crowded into, of the resolves I

build upon it. The only thanks I give you are

conveyed in the adoption of your advice, in the

prompt and earnest acting upon that which you
have so feelingly and beautifully expressed.

Most sure we are that this will be felt by you as

the truest gratitude, and that all return else

would be idle.”

“I am scarcely out of the house once a

month, the condition of my wife being so pre-

carious, her faculties so impaired, and the

mental irritation so continual. I am nearly

worn out with anxieties and miseries, though

not easily cast down. Her bodily strength may
admit of her being removed shortly ; that may
give a chance for her shaken brain and restless

nerves.

“ The alarm occasioned by my excessive ill-

ness is past, and the frightful nervous derange-

ment and palpitations arc abating, so as to give

the assurance that my system, which had been

insensibly sinking for many weeks, has been

spared the worst blow. To a total want of rest,

calm promises to succeed, and I am already,

though pitiably distressed in health, consider-

ably relieved. In the deepest of this affliction

I have been conscious of the presence of a

spirit of mercy. And the extreme kindness of

many friends—dear to me always is yours and

Mr. Hall’s—not only endears life to me, but also

enables me to live. God bless you and yours,

dear Mrs. Hall, prays, with his truest gratitude,

“Your faithful friend,

Laman Blanchard.” jj]

It was, indeed, a melancholy morning
when thirty or forty of his friends assembled

at his dwelling, somewhere in Lambeth, to

accompany his remains to the grave, in

the cemetery at Norwood, where not long

afterwards a monument was erected to his

memory.
Prominent among the group that filled

his small parlour, was his constant friend

and familiar associate, Douglas Jen-old. The
ceremony was one of peculiar gloom

;
and

the sobs that every now and then came
from some comer of that mournful room,

manifested deep and desponding grief, that

a life so active and so useful should have

been closed by so sad a death, just when
the future seemed to promise a reward other

than “ rest from labour.”

* In fact hands were ready to do the work of mercy.

Sir Bulwer Lytton and John Forster, two of his most

esteemed and estimable friends, knowing his circumstances

and particular needs, had met and devised a plan to free

him of all unhealthy incumbrances. They were, I have

been told, actually together, devising the best mode of

working for his emancipation from pecuniary obligations

when they received intelligence of his death.
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The Exhibition in the metropolis of our sister

island has nearly run its course. The juries

have made their awards, and with the end of

October the Exposition will have closed, leaving

behind it, however, something more than a

memory,—a fine building, catching every gleam

of sunshine, within which, in the long, cold,

rainy days of winter, one may pass many an

hour of recreation and instruction
;
and charm-

ing pleasure-grounds wherein to wander in the

bright, dry, frosty noons. But better than all

this, there will remain something as substantial,

let us hope, though perhaps, as yet, not as

palpably visible,—permanent results in the ad-

vancement of Art, the progress of manufactures,

the improvement of machinery, and the develop-

ment into a higher state of all those blessings,

physical, social, and intellectual, which may be

summed up in the word “ civilisation.”

Many opportune circumstances have concurred

to favour,this exhibition. A continuous period,

from its opening, of fine weather, with scarcely a

shower to damp the ardour, or a breeze to shake

the resolution of visitors from other lands, who,

in consequence, have come to Dublin in large

numbers
;
and above all, as was well observed

by Earl Russell on the occasion of the declara-

tion of the awards, profound peace, international

and domestic. These we have enjoyed, and

still enjoy despite that silly playing at treason

called Fcnianism—agitations, which, as Mr.

Parker happily remarked, “ were but ripples on

the surface, and only tended to make loyalty

more true and treason more impotent.” With-

out the former no international exhibition could

bo attempted, without the latter it would be a

failure. It is not enough that there should be

the freest intercommunication between nations,

but they who devote themselves to industrial

pursuits, to science, and to Art, should possess

themselves in peace, and should feel secure that

the fruits of their labours will not be wrested

from them.
Such then being the conditions under which

this Irish Exposition has been held, let us now
consider what have been the results. Were we
to take the evidence of those who gave their

testimony on the evening when the great Con-

cert Hall was thronged 'with a brilliant and en-

thusiastic auditory, and glittering in the blaze

of gaslight, we should be justified in saying that

the Exhibition has been a complete success.

“ Of that complete success,” said a noble Secre-

tary of State, “ I believe there is but one unani-

mous voice, not only throughout Ireland, but on

the part of every person from foreign countries

who has had the pleasure of visiting this Exhi-

bition,” Wo are not, however, disposed to

accept so unqualified a statement, especially

when it is post-prandial and made at a moment
when even the most phlegmatic would be

excited. We prefer to consult the calm and de-

liberate judgments of the jurors, and the excel-

lent reports which some (we regret to say not

all) of those bodies have appended to their

awards
;
and having done so, we are prepared to

say that, with certain shortcomings and failures,

the success has been large and creditable, and

though it may not compete with some of its

predecessors in the vastness of the contributions,

it may bear favourable comparison with the

best of them for the variety and value of its

industrial and artistic displays.

The true object of all international exhibitions

is to bring together, and place, as it were, in

juxtaposition, the products of all nations,

whether natural or artificial—whether of mind

or of matter, of science or of Art
;
and, when so

congregated, to subject them to the inspection

of all peoples, that each may thus compare him-

self, his country, and the productions of each,

with those of every other people and land
;
and

so learn from the excellence of others his own
imperfections, from their strength his own
weakness, each imparting new knowledge, each

stimulating to a generous rivalry which sharpens

the intellect and pushes forward civilisation.

With such a standard as the. measure of

utility, we can form a tolerably fair estimate of

the results of this great undertaking. Before

we discuss the objects brought together for in-

spection, let us premise that the condition of an

adequate amount of inspectors was very suffi-

ciently fulfilled
;
that visitors from every part

of Europe, and from countries more distant still,

were found in the halls and show-rooms of the

Exhibition, to derive from collation and com-

parison all the knowledge and the benefit which
such inspection could afford. The excellent

organisation for the selection of the various

juries from lists forwarded by the British and

foreign committees, to which we alluded in a

former article, has secured the best possible in-

vestigation and judgment upon everything

brought into competition
;
and, though it would

not be within the range of possibility to attain

to infallibility in judgment or to give satisfac-

tion to every exhibitor, yet we have the con-

current testimony of every one who has spoken

on the subject, that the decisions of the juries

have been distinguished by entire impartiality,

and soundness, and knowledge.

The whole contents of the Exhibition have

been arranged under thirty classes, each having

its own jury. To enter into even a brief con-

sideration of each of these classes would

transcend the functions of our Journal, and

exceed the limit of space at our command
;
we

shall, therefore, content ourselves with noticing

some that peculiarly solicit our attention.

In mining and mineral productions the display

was, upon the whole, creditable, though we do

not think that the United Kingdom has done

herself full justice. But we notice with plea-

sure that a medal has been awarded to the

Mining Company of Ireland for the ores pro-

duced by them, and their skill in the processes

of .extraction and ^manufacture. Whoever has

examined the case of specimens exhibited by
this Company, will affirm the award of the jury.

The auriferous quartz of Nova Scotia and

Victoria have also deservedly obtained medals,

and are highly instructive. Two Irish slate

companies have been equally successful, and,

judging by the size and excellence of the slates

and the character of their cleavage, we do not

see why Ireland should not be able to supply

herself at home with these articles, especially

as the quarries are situated in a central part of

the kingdom, and command inexpensive water

carnage.
In the chemical section, though there is not

much to note in the way of novelty since the

last exhibition in London, there is a good deal

interesting and highly instructive. For in-

stance, the fine case of platinum stills, syphons,

and other apparatus, exlubited by Messrs. John-

son, Matthey, & Co., for the concentration of

sulphuric acid, raises the question of the com-

parative eligibility of platinum and glass for

these purposes. To manufacturers of sulphuric

acid this is a subject of great importance. The
subject was discussed upon the spot by the

advocates of each, and the result arrived at

seems to be that the price of fuel will regulate

the choice. Thus, on the Continent, the dear-

ness of fuel makes the use of platinum the more

economical ;
while in England, where platinum

had been used to some extent, the manufacturers

are now returning to glass.

The candle and soap-making trades are well

represented
;
and in these the British and Irish

exhibitors have a marked superiority over the

foreign and colonial. In this department there

are objects of great interest: the mannite, or

sugar of mushrooms, for instance, exhibited by
Professor De Luca, of Naples, which is procured

from the olive-tree.

In the section of substances used for food, the

collection is large and varied, so that the pro-

duce of every variety of climate and soil is

exemplified. One cannot over-estimate the

value or interest of such a display as bearing on

the prosperity and social comforts of nations.

In this view the seeds of Victoria demand
special consideration. The specimens are very

numerous and varied—the wheat, especially,

stands comparison with the best of other

countries, and will probably one day become a

favourite with the British miller and public,

being of very fine quality and particularly rich

in gluten.

Not less important is the “ mess meat,” from

the same colony, which is well preserved, ex-

cellently flavoured, and tender,—very superior

to the jerked beef brought from South America.

No doubt, if it can be imported at a moderate
price, it will form a very valuable auxiliary to

our home productions—a matter at the present

moment of deep importance. While the Con-
tinent furnishes very creditable displays in this

section, it must be admitted that the food sub-

stances of the British Isles are not adequately

represented.

The advantages of such exhibitions as this arc

well illustrated in the section for agricultural

and horticultural machines and implements. On
the occasion of the Royal Dublin Society’s

Exhibition of 1864, we adverted to the great

benefit which was likely to result to Ire-

land from the opportunity there afforded to

inspect the machinery exhibited by English

factories. Our anticipations have been realised
;

and we find the Irish machinists fully equal to

hold their own with the best manufacturing

firms of agricultural implements elsewhere.

We have in a former article noticed the ex-

cellent specimens of glass and ceramic manufac-

tures contributed by the leading firms, especially

those of Minton, Copeland, and Chance Brothers.

Ireland, too, comes out very creditably. The
Imperial Manufactory of Sevres presents some
marveUous specimens of ceramic Art of the

highest merit; but it is to be regretted that

neither Dresden, Berlin, nor St. Petersburg has

been adequately represented in this section.

We must, however, pass over many subjects

less intimately connected with Art—though there

are very few from which Ant can be altogether

excluded—and come to those specially within our

own province. In Photography, upon the whole,

thedisplay is successful
;
but itdoes not realise our

anticipations, as many eminent photographers

in England, France, Germany, and America,

have not contributed ;
but some new processes,

invented since the International Exhibition of

1S6‘2, are to be seen here, and give to the

Dublin Exhibition a character and an interest

that go far to compensate for its deficiences.

These processes are, the Wothlytype
;
the de-

veloping by formic acid
;
the Sympsontype, the

casket portraits, photo-sculpture, and carbon

processes. Mr. Simpson’s very interesting dis-

covery will be found detailed in the publications

of the Photographic Society, and we have
noticed the photo-sculpture in a recent number
of this Journal.

The casket portrait—by the way, not a very

appropriate name—the invention of Mr. Swan
—is an ingenious, original, and scientific con-

trivance. Without being conscious of it, tho

observer has before his eyes, as in the ordinary

stereoscope, a picture composed of two different

photographs superposed, each one separately

visible to one eye and invisible to the other.

These two pictures, placed at right angles on
the two sides of two rectangular prisms, -with

their hypothenuses in contact forming a quad-

ranglar block of glass, are conveyed to the eye,

one from the hack surface by refraction, and
the other from its hypothenuse by reflection,

after having been refracted upon it by the other

prism. By the optical law of the angle of in-

cidence and reflection the reflected image is

seen only by one eye, the axis of which coincides

with the reflected ray, and is invisible to the

other eye; and by the law of refraction the

other image is seen only by the eye, the axis of

which coincides with the refracted ray, and is

invisible to the other. So that when the ob-

server is placed exactly in the position from

which each eye has tho exclusive perception of

the image, whose perspective belongs thereto,

the two images coalesce on the two retime, and

tho stereoscopic perception is brought out in all

its beauty and force. The only defect of tho

apparatus is, that the observer is obliged to find

the exact position from which the phenomenon
takes place exclusively, and if he lose that

position, by the slightest movement of the head,

he sees only one or the other image, and there

is no illusion of relief, the picture having the

flatness of the single photograph which repre-

sents it. Notwithstanding that imperfection

Mr. Swan has succeeded in contriving a most
ingenious instrument, which elegantly illustrates

a very extraordinary phenomenon of optics.
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J?he exhibitions of photography in' 1862 and TTTTT V A T TT fiF TTTi1 A TTTTi’TP’T Tinow in 1865, go far to support its claims to be
1±iJjj ' ALh 01 HEATH* IELl).

ranked among the Fine Arts
;
and we think

the observations of the reports of the jury on J. M. W. Turner, E.A., Painter. W. B. Cooke, Engraver.

aUudlnfr ? 0CC^ed a l°n
gf

Pen°d than the dura-

England, Heath, and others, they say, “ When J

101
l
°f Turner s life, though this was ex-

we examine the specimens exhibited by such tended beyond the threescore years and
artists we cannot but acknowledge their excel- ten allotted to man, to make the world
lence ; that they do the greatest honour to comprehend and appreciate his marvellous
photography, and are capable of elevating it to genius. Only by slow degrees did its light
the rank of Fine Art.”

_
shine into the dark understandings of a

Landscapes, mountain and sea views, arehi- generation who regarded him—or, at least,
tectural subjects, ancient .and modern, all these the vast majority did so— as a kind of
are a field which cannot be worked out except artistic madman, a strange being having

t
no eyes for nature such as others have, andmere choice of the subjects, the moment at „ , , n ,, , •, ,

’

which it is to h e represented, when the effects
tmS a

f
™d dogmas

of light are the most favourable, require the 9* scho°ls
> Pa®^ an(

}
Pieseilt. At length

eyes and feeling of artists. In their hands the scales tell from their eyes, and both his

photography is only the means of catching the own countrymen and foreigners joined in

picture they have selected, to represent nature an almost universal chorus of admiration
in some point of beauty. For this, they must, of the man whose pencil had wrought out
of course, make use of perfect instruments, and such wonderful creations, and compelled
manipulate well

;
but the principal merit of the homage they could no longer refrain

their works is due to the selection of the sub- from paying to it. The American writer
]ect, and to the treatment ot its reproduction.

' Emerson, in his “ English Traits,” says
‘
‘ There was lately a cross-grained idser,may observe that the Dublin Exhibition affords n i i

J
•
e

,

a very interesting and manifest proof of all the
°dd and resembling m countenance

advantages and merits of photography, and the portrait of Punch, with the laugh left

shows that the new art has become the indispens- ou-t
»
rich by his own industry ; sulking in

able auxiliary of both Art and Manufactures in a lonely house; who never gave a dinner
furnishing the illustrations of all their produc- to any man, and disdained any courtesies

;

tions.
.

There is hardly a department of the yet as true a worshipper of beauty in form
Exhibition in which the exhibitors have not and colour as ever existed

;
and profusely

availed themselves of photography to represent pouring over the cold mind of his country

-

the. articles they exhibit, or the instruments by men creations of grace and truth, remov-
which they are made. But it is particularly in

£ tlw reload, of sterility from English
bmerythatph,itography ^ catchmg from their savage climatenas rendered eminent services in showing the r , , , . , ,, .

mode of their productions and their various
every fine hint and importing into then-

applications. A remarkable example of such g.allenes every tint and trait of sunnier

illustrations is seen in the Prussian department, cities and skies, making an era in painting
;

showing the machines under their various and when he saw the splendour of one of

aspects, and the extensive works in which they his pictures in the Exhibition dimmed his
have been manufactured, with the appliances rival’s that hung next it, secretly took a
used in their construction. brush and blackened his own.”
We have already spoken at length of the His picture of ‘ The Yale of Heathfield

’

sculpture and paintings, and have little to add is another of those Sussex scenes that have
to those remarks. The former is, m every re- appeared in our J011rnal duriag the last few
spect, fane; some of the works are of the very Tt .i n

, -r, , P
Mghest order. No one can look on the < Sleep-

m0
?
ths ' Heathfield Park, which occupies

iug Fawn 'of Miss Hosmer without feeling that
B°“rge a portion of the composition, is

the artist was penetrated with the very spirit of W1thin a comparatively short distance of

the antique
;

that she has produced a work Bnghtling, engraved in our last number,
which, were it dug out of the ruins of the It requires no pen to describe the beauty of
Forum Romanum, might he held in public the scenery

; the richly-wooded park, en-
estimation as a fit companion for the Apollo closing, hut not concealing, one of those
Belvedere. Of the paintings, we think some of “ stately homes ” whereof England has so
those by the Spanish masters are a remarkable many to show. Rising above the thick
feature in the Exhibition. One of these, ‘ The screen 0f trees at the farther extremity of
Funeral of &t. Lorenzo, by Vera, is a masterly the domain is just ^ of Hondh-

SSSS.tf&iS historira^paijithigs^e
“ W°ad »

had seen.
stretch ot level country, that seems to

From this necessarily brief survey, we think l°s® itself in the line of blue sea, where the

we are justified in saying that the Dublin Ex- old Martello towers mark the division of

hibition has, upon the whole, been a success
;

land and water. Turner, with his keen
that it will yield results permanent and benefi- eye for picturesque composition, selected
cial. Many of the objects of the Fine Arts will an excellent spot from which to sketch the
remain in the country. The ‘ Sleeping Faun ’ subject, so as to take in all the most attrac-
has been purchased by Benjamin Lee Guinness, tive points, and at the same time to pre-
Esq., M.P.

;
the colossal statue ol the Pope for serve a well-adjusted balance of the parts,

tho Marlborough Street Eoman Catholic Churcli; and graoeful arrangement of lines. He
and some twenty more, including Story s Saul

; h foc
°
sed the Hgl/in the centre of thewhile about threescore pictures have also been . . .Jy , , , P

sold. This is a good result for the encoiu-age- Picture, and encircled it with a belt of

ment of Art, and the promotion of a taste for it.
shadow more or less intense, according to

Ireland needs every assistance which can he distance, beginning at the rising ground on
rendered to place the masses of her people on a the right, and carrying it, by means of the

level with those of her sister countries, in the noble trees that flank the outskirts of the
appreciation of Art, and to benefit by its ele- park all round till it meets the point from
vating influences

;
the nobles and gentry of which it started. From the wild and rugged

the land have it in their power to effect much character of the foreground, it seems not
good of this kind. improbable that this locality was onc9 a

do? f A
We may

^
mu? f heath, whence its name. The word “ field,”

done lor the cause of civilisation and of material , . ’

, £ c<

prosperity
;
that the comparison of the Indus- denv

?
d P*™ tJ

?
e old Saxon /eld, occurs fre-

tries of the various nations who have met in quentlym the towns and villages of biissex,

this friendly competition, exhibiting their arts, as m Uckfiold, Maresfield, Mayfield, Hart-
manufactures, products, and inventions, will field, Rotherfield, Netherfield, Ninfield,

stimulate each to new exertions, and thus further Lindfield, &c. &c.
the ever onward march of humanity.

ART IN THE PROVINCES.

Birmingham.—The catalogue of the Exhibi-
tion of the Birmingham Society of Artists

reached us too late to enable us to avail our-
selves of it last month. Judging from what we
know of many of the pictures from seeing them
elsewhere, the exhibition is far above the
average, and does credit to the energy of the
council and secretary in procuring so large a
number of excellent works. Foremost, in point
of size and glowing colour, among thoso which
have been exhibited in London, is ‘ La Gloria

—

a Spanish Wake,’ by J. Phillip, R.A., the pro-
perty of Mr. Pender, M.P.

;
near it is E. Armi-

tage’s ‘Ahab and Jezebel,’ Millais’s ‘ Carpenter's
Shop ’ and ‘ The Black Brunswicker,’ both be-
longing to A. Grant, Esq., M.P. Other con-
spicuous contributions arc * A Jealous Eye,’ by
J. C. Horsley, R.A. : Holman Hunt’s ‘ Hireling
Shepherd,’ Brett’s ‘The Hedger,’ Dawson’s
‘ London, from Vauxhall Bridge,’ Prinsep’s
‘ Bianca Capello

;

’ Dobson’s ‘The Good Shep-
herd,’ Dyce’s ‘Lear and the Fool;’ Lucy’s
‘ Royal Captives of Carisbrook,’ A. Johnston’s
‘ Reverie ;

’
‘ Raising a Church Rate,’ J. Mor-

gan ;
* The Tombs of the Sultans, near Cairo,’

E.Walton
;

‘ The Jaunting Car,’ W. H. Hopkins

;

‘ The Gulf Islands,’ J. B. Pyne
;

‘ The Romans
leaving Britain,’ J. E. Millais, R.A.

;
‘ Roman

Catholics rescued by a Puritan Family from
the Mob during the Great Fire in London,’
W. H. Fisk

;

‘ Signal Lights,’ T. F. Marshall

;

‘The Secret Discovered,’ T. Brooks; ‘Negroes
waiting for Sale,’ E. Crowe

;

‘ The Fugitive

—

after Waterloo,’ T. J. Barker
;

‘ Sir Launcelot
looks upon Queen Guinevere dead,’ by J.

Archer, R.S.A.
;

‘ The Harvest Field,’ F. R.
Lee, R.A.

;
* The Arrest,’ C. Rossiter. The

local artists are large contributors, and among
their productions are not a few excellent pic-

tures. F. H. Henshaw sends five, * Loch Lo-
mond ’ being the most important

;
C. T. Burt’s

‘ Port Madoc, North Wales,’ and ‘ Beeston
Castle,’ are most attractive works

;
so also are

W. Hall’s * Departing Day,’ and ‘ Near Llan-
gollen.’ The names of W. and F. Underhill,

C. W. Radclyffe, H. H. Horsley, C. R. Aston,
J. Steeple, A. Everitt, and many more, appear
frequently in the catalogue as contributors to

the gallery, which contains about 680 paintings
and drawings, and three examples of sculpture.

Bristol.—The annual meeting of the Bristol

School of Art was held in the month of Sep-
tember. The report, read by the honorary
secretary, Mr. J. B. Atkinson, stated that
although serious difficulties have been encoun-
tered during the past year, the school is now
found in a satisfactory condition, notwithstand-
ing that it, in common with all the schools

throughout, had been placed in jeopardy by
the new “ Art-Minutes,” which, even as now
ameliorated, will press heavily upon the future

of the school. The report is evidently drawn
up in the hope of making the best of a bad
bargain, yet from the spirit of the document it is

just as evident that most strenuous efforts must
he made to keep the institution afloat.—An In-
dustrial Exhibition was opened on the 19th of
September with every prospect of its having a
successful result.

Manchester.—The Committee of the Cobden
Memorial has come to the decision of placing
the commission for the statue in the hands of
Mr. Marshall Wood, a native of Manchester.
The subscriptions for the work have reached
considerably beyond £4,000.—The distribution

of prizes to the successful competitors in the
School of Art, was made by Mr. T. Bazley,
M.P., on the evening of the 22nd of September.
Two hundred and four drawings were forwarded
to London last March for competition, and
thirty-five medals were awarded, being the
largest number ever given, and five more than
could be received by any one school. The
examiners, however, in consideration of then-

merit, recommended that the whole number of

prizes should he awarded. In the national

competition recently ended, the Manchester
school took eight prizes, the highest number
hitherto obtained by it. Mr. Muckley, head-
master, reported favourably of the condition of

the institution, and remarked that the system
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he introduced some time ago of enforcing the
practice of drawing flowers and foliage from
nature had proved most beneficial.—A prospec-
tus has been issued by the Committee of the
Manchester District Art-Workers’ Association,
announcing the intention to hold an Exhibition
of Ails and Manufactures next year.
Norwich.—During the recent meeting of the

“ Church Congress ” in this city, there was an
interesting exhibition, in the Masonic Hall, of
ecclesiastical vestments actually in use in the
Church of England. Many of these are exceed-
ingly rich, and are only worn by those clergy
who entertain what are called “High Church’’
principles. Among other objects in the collec-
tion were a beautifully finished elm coffin, a
finely carved oaken processional cross, ancient
communion services, altar-cloths, embroidery,
pictures in oil of sacred subjects, with photo-
graphs, engravings, and chromo-lithographs,
published by the Arundel Society, all relating
to Church matters.
Nottingham.—An exhibition, entitled “ The

Nottingham and Midland Counties’ Working
Classes’ Art and Industrial Exhibition” was
opened in September in this town. The ex-
hibition is reported to have been “ very good of
its kind

;

” but Lord Belper, who delivered the
inaugural address, expressed his regret at not
seeing “ some working men present.” The ab-
sence of this class of individuals from an ex-
hibition of their own was certainly strange.
Plympton.—An appeal is being made by the

parochial authorities and others resident in the
ancient borough of Plympton, the birthplace of
Sir Joshua Reynolds, to .aid in the restoration
of the parish church, which at present is in a
very dilapidated condition. The population of
the place is small, and consists principally of
miners and agricultural labourers, so that with-
out some extraneous help there is but little

chance of the work being accomplished, at least
in the way which is desired. The Committee is

not without some hope that the funds now
sought may leave a sufficient surplus to justify
the carrying out of a long- cherished design for
the erection of a memorial window in the
church to Reynolds, in whose honour nothing
appears at Plympton, though tho late Mr.
William Cotton placed a simple tablet in the
church to the memory of Sir Joshua’s father.
In the Grammar School, close to the church,
Reynolds, Haydon, Northcote, Sir C. L. East-
lake, and other artists of note, were educated

:

so far Art has proved herself the genius loci, and
therefore Plympton may confidently appeal to
the lovers of Art for assistance. Subscriptions
will be thankfully received by the Rev. Percy
Nicolas, Perpetual Curate

;
and Mr. H.

Graves, Pall Mall, will also receive and for-

ward any donations for the above purposes
which may be left with him.
Preston.—An Industrial Exhibition, in aid

of the funds of the Preston Institution for the
Diffusion of Knowledge, and of the Central
Working Men’s Club, was opened in the Corn
Exchange of this town in September. In the
large room of the building were collected many
creditable examples of industrial and ornamental
works.

Salford. — An Industrial Exhibition was
opened in this town in the month of September.
Its chief contributors were the artisans of the
place, some of whose works evidenced taste and
ingenuity.

Whitby, famous for its jet, has had another
annual exhibition—the third—of ornamental
works,—_brooches, bracelets, necklaces, &c.,
executed in this material. By way of stimulus,
prizes are awarded for the most commendable
designs and workmanship. The number of
competitors increases each year, and there is

also a corresponding improvement in their pro-
ductions.

Windsor.—We hear that several of the car-
toons by Messrs. Clayton and Bell, from which
the mosaic pictures of the Sovereigns of England
are to be executed, by Signor Salviati, for the
Albert Memorial Chapel, Windsor Castle, have
been forwarded to Venice. One panel, that
which represents Henry VIII., has already been
completed, and placed in the chapel.
Yarmouth.—The prizes awarded to the

pupils of the various parochial and other schools i

connected with the Yarmouth School of Art
were presented to them in the month of Sep-
tember, at the Town Hall. The mayor pre-
sided, and the occasion drew together a large
number of visitors and others interested in the
proceedings.

York.—At the annual meeting of the York
School of Art for the distribution of prizes, held
on the 20th of September, an able essay on
“ Art-Education” was read by Mr. Tom Taylor.
The pupils of this school have had awarded to

them this year twenty-six local medals, and one
“ honourable mention ” at the local examina-
tion, and at the national examination four
medallions and three “honourable mentions.”

j

The committee of this institution—Mr. J. C.

Swallow is the head-master—aims at including

j

in the course of instruction not only every study

J

calculated to correct the eye and refine the
mind, but also such a measure of technical and

j

scientific knowledge as shall, combined with a

j

true appreciation of Art, enable its possessor

!
both to construct and fitly adorn those objects

' of utility which surround us on all sides.—The
' Council of this city has passed a resolution per-
i mitting the picture of ‘ Paul pleading before

I

Agrippa,’ by Richard Mander, to be removed
from the Guildhall to the School of Art.

ART IN
.

CONTINENTAL STATES.

Paris.—The French Academy of Fine Arts
has awarded the “Lambert” prize to Madame
Moreau, widow of the sculptor whoso statue of
Aristophanes lately called forth so much ad-
miration.—An exhibition of water-colour draw-
ings was opened in tho month of September at
the gallery on the Boulevard dcs Italiens. M.
E. Hildebrandt, a German artist, who enjoys a
high reputation on tho Continent, and who has
travelled over the greater part of tho world in
pursuit of his Art, exhibits no fewer than three
hundred water-colour drawings. The differ-

ences which exist amongst the methods em-
ployed by English and foreign artists in the
treatment of water-colours, apart from the
ability of the artist in question, render this

exhibition especially worthy of the attention of
artists and amateurs of all countries.

Boulogne.—A statue of Dr. Jenncr, to
whom the world owes so much as the intro-
ducer of vaccination, has been erected in this
town : an honour to which this distinguished
English physician is pre-eminently entitled.

The statue is by Eugene Paul.
Estragel, near Perpignan, and the birth-

place of Arago, has erected a statue in memory
of the distinguished astronomer : it was inau-
gurated about two months since in the presence
of a large concourse of persons, including many
distinguished men of science, and other nota-
bilities. The proceedings of the day concluded,
somewhat after English fashion, with a grand
banquet.

Oporto.—The Portuguese International Ex-
hibition was opened in the early part of the
month of September. The King, Queen, and
royal Princes, with a brilliant suite, were pre-
sent at the ceremony. The exhibition was held
in a “palace of glass,” erected for the purpose
on the Torre de Marca, near the city. Our
own countrymen are said to have been the best,
if not the largest, contributors among the
foreigners who exhibit.

Rome.—After the erroneous statements which
have been lately published respecting discove-
ries made at Pompeii, one naturally feels cautious
what to believe. The fact is, that during the
past six months no excavations of importance
have been undertaken, owing to want of funds

;

and, with the exception I am about to mention,
nothing has been discovered since the admirable
statuette of Narcissus, one of the very loveliest

small bronze works among the collection of
the Naples gallery. Four months ago there
was foimd an equestrian statue in bronze, pro-
nounced to be a representation of the Emperor
Nero. It is now in the Naples Museum, not
being as yet visible to the public, but is shut
up in a wooden box, one end of which is on

hinges, forming a door, through which one can
see tho fore-quarters of the horse, while the
rider sits shrouded in gloom upon his back.
This cover is a protection to the statue while a
new room is being fitted up around it. The
group is of bronze, a little over life-size. The
emperor is represented sitting his horse without
saddle or stirrups, and his right arm is extended
at full length, as if he were engaged in making
a gesture to some person in front of the animal.
In fact, the face of the figure, and the action of
the right arm, are precisely those of the famous
statue of Marcus Aurelius on the Capitol of
Rome

;
but the horse of Nero is slender, and, as

I remarked before, the group is not colossal.

The orbits of the eyes are hollow, like a mask.
It is interesting to observe that the attitude of
Marcus Aurelius has been anticipated by the
designer of this group, which probably was made
some one hundred years previously to the statue
which has played so important a part in the
history of Rome, and which has so long reigned
as the unique large equestrian bronze statue
left us by the ancients. I was indebted to the
courtesy of Signor Fiorelli, the director of tho
Museo Reale, for permission to see this, the last
reward of the excavators of the buried city of
Pompeii.—J. T.

Tenerani’s monument to the memory of
Pius Yin. is now nearly completed; and the
colossal group, consisting of figures of the
Saviour, the two chief apostles, with the pope
kneeling in front, will shortly be placed above
the door, in the church of St. Peter’s, leading
from one of the aisles to the sacristy. Another
example of sculpture lately erected in St.
Peter’s, is a colossal statue of St. Angela Merice,
founder of the Ursuline nuns; a dignified figure
clad in monastic costume, whose venerable form
and appearance offer a contrast to a young
girl standing before her. This group is by' Galli.

NATIONAL PORTRAIT EXHIBITION.

In accordance with a suggestion made some
months ago by the Earl of Derby to the Science
and Art Department, it is determined to have a
National Portrait Exhibition, which will be
opened in April, 1866, in the portion of the
building at South Kensington that was used
for the refreshment rooms of the International
Exhibition of 1862. The exhibition is specially
designed to illustrate English history, and the
progress of Art in England. It may be divided
into two or three sections, representing distinct

historic periods exhibited in successive years,
depending upon the number of the- portraits

received and the space available for their proper
exhibition. It will comprise the portraits of
persons of every class who have in any way
attained eminence or distinction in England,
from the date of the earliest authentic portraits

to the present time
;
but will not include the

portraits of living persons, or portraits of a
miniature character. In regard to Art, the
works of inferior painters representing distin-

guished persons will be admitted
;

while the
acknowledged works of eminent artists will be
received, though the portrait is unknown or
does not represent a distinguished person. The
portraits of foreigners who have attained emi-
nence or distinction in England will also be
included, with portraits by foreign artists which
represent persons so distinguished. The por-
traits, for the purpose of proper arranging and
cataloguing, will be received not later than the
second week in February

;
and will be returned

at the end of August at the latest
;
but though

the exhibition will continue open till that time,

any owner who requires tho return of his con-
tributions at the end of July will have them
forwarded to him at once. All correspondence
relating to the subject should be endorsed
“National Portrait Exhibition” on the cover,

and addressed to the Secretary of the Science
and Art Department, South Kensington Mu-
seum. The list of the Committee for carrying
out the object includes a long array of noble-
men and gentlemen interested in Art, with
Lord Derby as their president.
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ROCKINGHAM CHINA
AND THE YORKSHIRE POTTERIES.

THE SWINTON AND HOCKINGHAM WORKS,

THE DON POTTERY, THE MEXBOROUGH POTTERY,

AND OTHER8 IN THE VALLEY OF THE DON.

BY LLEWELLYNN JEWITT, F.S.A.

Of all the many places in Yorkshire where
the plastic Art has been followed, the dis-

trict forming a part of the lovely and fertile

valley of the Don, and comprising the now
rapidly rising and important villages of

Swinton, Mexborough, and other outlying

places, has been the most successful. Situ-

ated in the midst of beautiful scenery—hills

and dales, wood and water—these places,

now growing rapidly into repute, and into

importance among the busy hives of in-

dustry in the Riding, have, in their day,

been famous as producing some of the best

earthenware, and certainly some of the

finest and purest porcelain which has been

made inany locality. Several places in York-
shire have produced fine earthenware and
chinaware, butfewhave competed so success-

fully with other localities as has the one little

district to which I am about to direct atten-

tion. Leeds, of which I have written in

my last paper,* Castleford, and Ferry-

bridge, as well as Kilnhurst, Mexborough,
Swinton, and many other places, have been
famous for their ceramic productions, but

to collectors they are almost unknown, even

by name. It will be my province in the

present notice to try to exhume the memory
of those of Swinton and Mexborough, and
in another to do the same good office for the

Don, Castleford, &c. I have said that these

places are almost unknown, even by name,

to collectors, and as a proof of that, I need

only say that in Marryatt only the Rock-
ingham Works (Swinton) are named out of

all the places I have enumerated, and in

Chaffers only two additional ones appear.

I purpose now to confine myself to a

notice of the works, and their productions,

which lie in the small area comprising

Swinton and the places closely adjacent to

it. These are the “Swinton Pottery”

which afterwards became the “ Royal Rock-
ingham China Works,” the “ Don Pottery,”

the ‘ ‘ Rock Pottery,” now the ‘
‘ Mexborough

Pottery,” the ‘
‘ Kilnhurst Pottery,” and the

“Denaby Pottery,” &c., and then to take

a"glance at those of Castleford and Ferry-

bridge.

Swinton, the centre of this old pot-

making district, it may be well to premise,

has a station on the main line of the Mid-
land Railway, on its way from Derby to

Leeds, York, and the North. It is a place

of considerable antiquity, and many inte-

resting historical associations are con-

nected with it. With these, however, I

have nothing, in the present paper, to do ;

my object is with pottery alone. When
this Art was first practised in the district,

it is, of course, impossible to say, but I

have reason to believe that as early, at all

events (if not at a much earlier period), as

quite the beginning of last century, a hard

brown ware, of much the same quality as

that made at Nottingham and Chesterfield,

of which I shall yet have to give some inte-

resting notices, was produced at Swinton
Common, where clays, useful for various

purposes, were abundantly found. In the

middle of the century, in 1745, it appears

that a Mr. Edward Butler, seeing the ad-

vantage offered by the locality through
its clays, which consisted of a “ common
yellow clay used for the purposes of mak-

* Art-Journal for October, 1865.

ing bricks, tiles, and coarse earthenware

;

a finer white clay for making pottery of a

better quality
;
an excellent clay for mak-

ing fire-bricks
;

and also a white clay

usually called pipe-clay
;

” established a tile-

yard and pot-works for common earthen-

ware, on a part of the estate of Charles,

Marquis of Rockingham, which lay closely

contiguous to Swinton Common, where
these clays existed. The memory of this old

potter, the founder of the works which after-

wards, as I shall show, became so famous
as the “ Royal Rockingham China Works,”
is, it is pleasant to observe, at the present

day preserved in the name of a field near

the now ruined factoiy, called “Butler’s

Park.” Butler at these works produced

the ordinary classes of goods then in use,

but principally the hard brown ware, to

which I have just alluded. An interesting

example of this period is in the possession of

Dr. Brameld, and is here engraved. It is

a “posset-pot” of the usual form of those

which, at that period, were in such general

use in Derbyshire and Yorkshire ; it bears

the date of 1759. This interesting example

has a fragment of a label, written at

“Swinton Pottery,” which authenticates

it as having been made by, or for, John
Brameld.
In 1765 the works were taken by William

Malpass, who held another small pot-work

at Kilnhurst, in the same neighbour-hood,

and he continued them for some years.

With him were associated in partnership,

I believe, John Brameld, and subsequently

his son, William Brameld, of whom I shall

have more to say presently. Mi-. Malpass

continued to manufacture the same varieties

of ware as his predecessor, and held the

works, or rather was a partner in them, at

all events as late as 1786.

In 1778 Mr. Thomas Bingley became a

principal proprietor of the Swinton works,

and had for partners, among others, John
and William Brameld, and a person named
Sharpe. Mr. Bingley was a member of a
family of that name which had been resi-

dent at Swinton for more than four hundred

years, and is now worthily represented in

the person of Mr. Thomas Bingley, who still

resides there. The firm at this time was
carried on under the style of Thomas
Bingley and Co., and, being thriving,

indeed opulent, people, the works were

greatly enlarged, and conducted with much
spirit. An extensive trade was at this time

carried on, and besides the ordinary brown
and yellow wares, blue and white dinner,

tea, coffee, and other services wore made,

as also a white earthenware of remarkably

fine and compact body, and other wares of

good quality.

A highly interesting example of this

period, 1788, is shown on the accompany-

ing engraving, which exhibits a two-handled

drinking-cup, with the name of one of the

proprietors, “William Brameld,” on one

side, and the date “1788” on the other.

This curious cup, which is five and a quarter

inches in height, is of fine white earthen-

ware with a bluish coloured glaze. The
upper part, both inside and out, two narrow
borders round the centre, the handles, and
the base, are ornamented with blue transfer-

printing. The rest of the vessel is black,

the name, date, and ornaments upon it

being gilt. The borders of blue printing
are much the same as those around ‘

‘ willow
pattern ” plates, and from this it may bo
inferred that the “ willow pattern ” was at

that period produced in Swinton.
From about the year 1790 down to

1S00, the firm traded under the style of

“Greens, Bingley, and Co.” This was
consequent on some of the Greens—Mr.
John Green was one partner in the “ Leeds
Pottery,” of which I have already given a

lengthy notice *—having become partners,

and taken an active part in the Swinton
manufactory, with Mr. Bingley, Mr. Bra-
meld, and those who were connected with
him in those works. Of these Greens,
Mr. John Green became acting manager of

the Swinton works, and afterwards, as I

am informed, founded the “ Don Pottery.”

The partnership with John Green existed

in 1788, and from some letters, which I

have examined, from himself to John Bra-
meld, it is evident that a full partnership

with Hartley and the other members of the

Leeds proprietary was in contemplation,

and the deeds drawn up.

Late in the last century, about the time
of which I am now writing, a peculiar kind
of ware was first made at these works, and
took the name of “ Brown China,” and
afterwards that which it has ever since

maintained where attempted to be made, of
“ Rockingham Ware.” This ware, which
is of a fine reddish brown, or chocolate,

colour, is one of the smoothest and most
beautiful wares that has ever been pro-

duced at any place. The body is of fine

hard and compact white earthenware, and
the brown glaze, by which the peculiar

shaded and streaky effect of this class of

goods was produced, is as fine as it is

possible to conceive, and required to be
“ dipped ” and passed through the firing no
fewer than three times before it could be
considered perfect. In this exquisite ware,

tea, coffee, and chocolate services, jugs,

drinking cups, &c., were produced, and
continued to be made to the close of the

works in 1842. Since that time “ Rocking-
ham ware”—in every instance falling far

short of the original in beauty and in ex-
cellence—has been made by almost every
manufacturer in the kingdom, and has

always, especially for tea and coffee pots,

met a ready and extensive sale. One special

article produced in this ware was the curious

coffee pot, formed on purely scientific prin-

ciples, which is usually known to collectors

as the “ Cadogan pot.” This curious piece

was formed on the model of an example of

green Indian ware, said to have been brought
from abroadf by the Marquis and Mar-

* Art-Journal for October, IS65.

t Vessels of this construction, of early Japanese make,
are in existence.
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chioness of Rockingham, or the Hon. Mrs.

Cadogan, and preserved fifty or sixty years

atWentworth before itwas thought of being

copied. It has a small opening in the

bottom to admit the coffee, but none at the

top, and no lid. From the
J
hole in the

bottom a tube, slightly spiral, was made to

pass up inside the vessel to within half an

inch of the top, so that after filling, on the

“pot” being turned over into its proper

position for table use, the coffee was kept

in without chance of spilling or escape.

It is worthy of remark that tea and ‘
‘ Ca-

dogan” coffee pots of genuine Rockingham
ware, the first of which was made for the

Marchioness ofRockingham, have the repu-

tation of being by far the best of any, and are

said, I know not upon what principle, to pro-

duce a better and purer flavour than any

others.* I have been told it as a fact,

that Georgo IV. ,
who was as great a connois-

seur in tea as he was in many far less harm-
less matters, invariably, for a long time, used

one of the then fashionableRockinghamware
pots. I have it from undeniable authority

that the royal penchant for this kind ofware

thus arose. When he, while Prince Regent,

visited Wentworth House, the seat of Earl

Fitzwilliam, these teapots were in use,

and were much admired. On the return of

the prince and suite to London, inquiries

were made for them at John Mortlock’s, in

Oxford Street, who supplied the palace.

He at once saw that they would come into

considerable repute, ordered largely, con-

tracted to have his own name stamped upon
them, and enjoyed the questionable reputa-

tion of being their inventor. Mr. Mortlock,

I believe, ordered as much as £900 worth

of this ware in one season alone.

In 1796, the firm was, as before, “Greens,

Bingley, & Co. ;” and from a list of prices

and goods now in my possession, it appears

that a large variety of articles were pro-

duced. The list is thus headed :

—

“ Greens, Bingley, and Co., Swinton Pottery,

make, sell, and export wholesale, all sorts of

EarthenWare, viz., Cream-coloured, or Queen’s,

Nankeen Blue, Tortoise Shell, Fine Egyptian

Black, Brown China, &c. Also the above sorts

enameled, printed or ornamented with gold or

silver.”

Among the articles in cream ware, enu-

merated in this list, are all the sepa-

rate items for services in Paris, Bath, con-

cave, royal, queen’s, feather, and shell-edge

patterns, which were produced “printed or

enamelled with coats of arms, crests,

cyphers, landscapes, &c. ;
also blue printed

Nankeen patterns ;” dishes, covers, com-
posers, tureens, plates, butter-tubs, bak-
ing-dishes, nappies, glass trays, fruit

plates, fruit-baskets pierced and plain, tea-

trays, garden-pots and stands, shaving

basins, salts, castors, cruets, egg-cups,

spoons plain and pierced, ice-cellars, candle-

sticks, inkstands, wafer and sand boxes,

fountain inkstands, bidets, &c.
,
furnished

castors, tureen ladles, chocolate stands,

quintal flower horns, radish dishes, crosses

with holy water cup, ice pails, broad mugs,
bowls, ewers, basins, &c., milk ewers, tea

and coffee pots, tea canisters, chocolate

cups and saucers, &c. &c.

In 1806, the firm of “ Greens, Bingley,

and Co.,” was dissolved. At this time, as

appears from a memorandum of resolutions

passed at a meeting held on January 22nd,

1806, preparatory to the dissolution, that

the partners (present) were—“"William

Hartley for himself and others (this was

* These teapots were of high and somewhat peculiar

form, like what are now usually sold as coffee-pots, and
were universally known as “Rockingham Teapots.’’ This

high form was said to be the reason of the tea being pro-

duced of a better quality than in the ordinary, shaped ones.

William Hartley, principal proprietor in

the Leeds Pottery), Ebenezer Green for

himself and others (this was another of the

partners in the Leeds Pottery), George
Harrison, Thomas Bingley, John Brameld,
and William Brameld.” By these resolu-

tions it was ordered that the collieries and
quarries at Wathwood be closed, and the

movables brought to the pottery
;
that the

crops, &c., on the farm be disposed of;
‘

‘ that as many men bo immediately dis-

charged from the manufactory as can be
conveniently done, retaining for the present

only as many as may be necessary to com-
plete the orders already taken, and make a

few things that may be needful to assort

the stock on hand that schedules be pre-

pared, and that these resolutions be carried

out by C. Prince. At the dissolution of

partnership, the whole concern fell into the

bauds of two of the partners, Messrs. John
and William Brameld, who, with other

partners, continued the works with con-

siderable spirit under the style of “ Bra-
meld & Co. ” until their death. They
were joined in partnership by the younger
branches of the family, who eventually, as

I shall show, became proprietors of the

manufactory. By Messrs. John and William
Brameld additional buildings were erected,

and great improvements made in the ware.

About this time cream-coloured ware was
made very extensively, and a remarkably
fine white earthenware—the “ chalk-body,”
as it was technically called—was success-

fully produced, but, owing to its costliness

through loss in firing, was made only to a
small extent, and is now of great rarity.

About the year 1813, the sons of the old

proprietors, on the death of Mr. William
Brameld, succeeded to the concern. These
were Thomas Brameld, George Fredei’ick

Brameld, and John Wager Brameld, and
to them the great after-success of the works
was duo. These gentlemen considerably

enlarged the works, made many improve-
ments in the wares produced, and erected

a flint mill on the premises, which is still,

at the present day, worked by their

descendants.

Mr. Thomas Brameld, the eldest of the

partners, was a man of the most exquisite

taste, and he laboured hard to raise the

character of the productions of the Swinton
Works to a high standard of excellence.

In this he succeeded to an eminent degree.

In 1820 he turned his attention to the pro-

duction of china ware, and made many ex-
periments in bodies and glazes. Having
expended large sums of money in the pro-

duction of this, his favourite project, and
in making Art-advances in his manufactory,
the firm became, as is too frequently the

case with those who study the beautiful

instead of the strictly commercial in the

management of their works, slightly em-
barrassed. This was considerably increased

by the great loss, both in earthenware and
money, which the firm sustained consequent

on the war. In 1825, which it will be

remembered was a year of great commercial
difficulties, Messrs. Brameld succumbed to

the embarrassments that had for some
time affected them, and a meeting of them-
selves, their creditors, &c., was held atRother-
ham. At this meeting, Mr. Thomas Bra-
meld produced some remarkable examples
of his china ware, the result of long and
patient labour on his part, and these being

highly approved by all who were present,

and appearing likely to succeed, Earl

Fitzwilliam, the owner of the property at

Swinton, in the most laudable and kindly

manner agreed to assist in the prosecution

of the work by the advance of capital, and
by taking an active part in the scheme.

This being done, Mr. Brameld set him-
self to his task with renewed spirit, and
with a determination to make his porcelain

at least equal to any which could then be
produced, and in this he certainly succeeded.

The works were altered and enlarged;
modellers and painters, the most skilful

who could be procured, were employed;
and every means taken to insure that

success, artistically and manipulatively,
which quickly followed. In this ware,
dinner, dessert, breakfast, and tea-services,

vases, groups of figures and flowers, aud
numberless articles, both of utility and
ornament, were produced, and were all

characterised by pure taste, and an excel-

lence of design and workmanship which
told much for the skill and judgment of the

mind that governed the whole of the
manufactory'.

Mr. George Frederick Brameld, the

second of the partners, devoted himself to

the strictly commercial part of the busi-

ness on the Continent. He for some time
resided at St. Petersburg, a large trade

with Russia being carried on by the firm.

Mi-
. John Wager Brameld, like his

brother, was a man of pure taste. He was
an excellent artist, and some truly exqui-
site paintings on porcelain by him have como
under my notice. He was a clever painter

of flowers, and of figures, and landscapes.

In flowers Mr. Brameld went to nature
herself, collecting specimens wherever he
went, and reproducing their beauties on
the choice wares of the works. At Lowes-
toft I remember seeing a set of three vases
painted in flowers, which, it is said,

Mr. Brameld gathered, on the Dene, at that

place, on one of his visits, and which vases

he presented to the father of their present
owner. * In the same hands is an elegant
snuff-box, bearing an exquisite painting of

“The Politician,” with groups of flowers,

and bearing the words, “ Brameld, Rock-
ingham Works, near Rotherham,” “ The

j

Politician, J. W. Brameld.” This being a

|

signed piece of John Wager Brameld’s, is

:

particularly interesting. Mr. Brameld’s
,
time was chiefly devoted, however, to

! travelling for the firm in the United King-
dom, and to the management of the London

! house, so that his artistic productions did

j

not make a feature in the goods generally
made at the works.
Mr. Thomas Brameld, who resided at

Swinton House, Swinton, a delightful resi-

dence overlooking the valley of the Don
(to whose taste Swinton is deeply indebted
for the preservation from destruction of
two fine old Norman archways from the
destroyed chapel), died in 1850. He is

worthily represented by his sons, the Rev.
John Thomas Brameld, the Rev. George
William Brameld, the Rev. Arthur James
Brameld, and Dr. Harry E. Brameld, to

each and all of whom—especially the two
last named—I am indebted for assistance in

the preparation of this notice. Mr. John
Wager Brameld died in 1851, leaving an
only son, who was accidentally drowned
while bathing near Swinton. The last of
the partners, Mr. George Frederick Bra-
meld, died unmarried in 1853.

Earthenware of various kinds—Rocking-
ham ware, green glazed ware, biscuit

figures and ornaments, hard fine white
stoneware, cream-coloured ware, and other

varieties of goods were also still made

;

and the works, which, at this time—the

time when china began regularly to be
made (1826)—with the assistance of the Earl

* Mr. Allen, of Lowestoft, at one time was in the habit of

purchasing white wares from the Rockingham Works;
which he painted and burnt in an enamel kiln, erected at

the back of his shop.

-uU.
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Fitzwilliam, assumed the name of the
“Rockingham Works,” began to use the
crest of the Fitzwilliam family as the mark
of the firm.

In 1832, the Rockingham Works received
an order for a splendid dessert service for

King William IV.
,
which was executed in

the highest style of the art, and gave
intense satisfaction. Of this I shall have
yet to speak. At this time the works
assumed the name of “ Royal Rockingham
Works.” In 1838, the manufacture of
china and earthenware bed-posts, cornices,

&c.—a somewhat novel feature in the art

—

was added to the other productions of the
Rockingham Works. In that year a patent
was taken out in the name of William Dale,
for ‘

‘ certain improvements in constructing
columns, pillars, bed-posts, and other such
like articles;” “consisting of several or-

namental pieces or compound parts of china
or earthenware,” “united, strengthened
and supported by a shaft or rod passing
through the whole length of the same, and
furnished with screw-nuts or other descrip-
tion of fastenings, and collars,” &c. These
bed-posts and other similar things were
made at the Rockingham Works, though
never to any extent. They are now of very
great rarity, but examples are in my own
possession. The body is white, the prevail-

ing colour being Rose-du-Barry
,
with yellow

flowers, &c. Another of these interesting

examples is white with an effective chintz
pattern in colours

;
while others have small

groups and sprigs of flowers, the outline in
transfer printing, and filled in with colour.

In my possession, too, are several of the
original designs for beds, window cornices,

lamps, candelabra, &c.

Although the Rockingham Works were
eminently successful in an artistic point of

view, they were not so commercially,
and in 1842 were closed, after involving
not only their noble owner, but the abso-
lute proprietors in a loss of very many
thousands of pounds. Only sixteen years
had elapsed since the introduction of the

china manufacture to the works, but those
had been sixteen years of beauty, and of

artistic and manipulative success. No man
better understood his art than Mr. Thomas
Brameld, no man laboured harder and
more disinterestedly in the ennobling of

that art than he did, and few men, either

before his time or since, succeeded in ac-

complishing greater or more honourable
things. As I said before, he looked to

Art instead of commerce, and the result

was embarrassment and loss.

At the close of the Rockingham Works
in 1842, the stock, &c., was sold off and
dispersed, and the manufactory which had
produced so large a quantity of elegant
services, &c., was entirely discontinued.

A small portion of the building was taken
by an old and experienced workman, Isaac

Baguley (formerly employed at the famous
Derby China Works), who was one of
Messrs. Brameld’s best painters and gilders.

Here he commenced business in a small
way on his own account, and continued to

do some little business until his death a few
years ago. Mr. Baguley did not manufacture
the wares himself, but purchased what he
required in the biscuit and white state,

from other makers, and then painted, gilt,

and otherwise ornamented them for sale.

At his death, his son, Alfred Baguley, suc-
ceeded him, and still carries on this deco-
rative branch of the business on the old

premises. At the present day Mr. Baguley
decorates, with commendable taste, earthen-
ware and porcelain, and produces some
extremely good and effective designs in
modelling, and clever patterns in decoration.

One of his specialities is the old Rockingham
ware, which he produces of a far purer and
better quality than any other house, so far

as my knowledge goes. . To this branch he
has paid particular attention, and now pro-
duces what is calculated to become a
favourite with persons of taste, the Rock-
ingham chocolate or brown glaze on a
china body. In this Rockingham china,

breakfast and tea services, tea and coffee-

pots of the good old designs, drinking
horns, jugs, &c., are made, and, being gilt

in the same manner as the old Rockingham
ware, have a remarkably pleasing appear-
ance, while in touch they are all that can
be desired. Mi*. Baguley also still makes
the famous old “ Bishopthorpe” and “Went-
worth” jugs. In 1852, a small portion of
the works was tenanted by some earthen-
ware manufacturers, who traded as P. Hob-
son and Son, but their occupation was of
only short duration.
The Rockingham Works—a view of which

in their* palmiest days is on a dish made
by Twigg, in my own collection—when in

full operation, gave employment to a con-
siderable number of hands, and occupied a
large area of ground. At the present time
the place is a sad and desolate-looking

wilderness. The buildings have many of

them been removed, and others, at the time
of my recent visit, were being taken down.
The whole place is in min, and in the area,

where but a few years ago all was life,

activity, and bustle in the execution of a
royal order, “weeds and briars grow;”
while in the centre of the wreck stands
a building bearing the almost defaced
words, “This way to the China Room,”
where no china, save broken fragments
scattered about on the “ shard rucks,” is

to be seen.

Of some of the wares made at these
works, I have already spoken, but these

and others still require a passing notice.

Of the “ brown china ” or “ Rockingham
ware” services, Cadogan pots, &c., I have
given notices. It will be sufficient to add
that although all which was made at these

works was not marked, they usually bear
the impressed marks of “ Rockingham,”
“ Brameld,” or “ Brameld & Co,” or the

name of “ Mortlock.” An interesting

little jug of this same body, but of a pinkish
stone-coloured glaze, is in Mr. Lucas’s
possession.

In fine hard “white stoneware,” and in

fine cane-coloured ware, jugs of remarkably
good design were made, and were decorated

with groups in relief in the same manner
;

indeed, strongly resembling, both in body
and in design, those of Turner, which are

so well known to collectors. In Mr. Davis’s

and in Mr. Lucas’s possession, are remark-
ably good jugs of this kind, decorated with
raised groups of figures in blue, and bear-

ing the embossed mark to be hereafter

spoken of. The handles of these jugs are

formed of the leg and tail of a horse.

In “green-glazed earthenware,” dessert

services, flower vases, garden seats, and ail

the usual varieties of articles were made.
The green, as a rule, was a somewhat
lighter colour and not so good in quality as

Wedgwood’s. The pieces were generally

marked with the usual impressed mark.
In fine “ earthenware,” services of eveiy

kind were produced, both white, blue-

printed, painted, and gilt. The glaze on
the earlier pieces, it should be remarked,
is of a decided blue tint, and somewhat
inferior in quality.

Some of the dessert-services produced in

the early part of the present century are

particularly interesting. On each piece is

painted some flower as large as life, and

coloured true to nature in every particular.

The name of the plant represented is in

each case pencilled at the back of the piece.

In my own, in Mr. Manning’s, and in other

collections, are fine examples of this par-

ticular variety of Swinton manufacture, of

which I give an example in the accom-

panying engraving. The plants represented
on these two are respectively marked as
“ Althea Frutex” and “ Virgilia helioides.”

In Dr. Brameld’s possession is a service of
this same kind, in which the flowers are
beautifully painted. The painter of these
pieces was Collinson, the best flower
painter employed at the Swinton Works,
and they were made between the years
1810— 15. The ware is particularly light,

and has a remarkably pleasant feel in
handling. I have been somewhat particular
in speaking of this variety of goods, because
similar services were produced far more ex-
tensively at the Don Works, at Swansea,
and at other places, and some of them
might also easily be taken to be the produc-
tion of “ Absolon, of Yarmouth.” *

Of works of Art, in earthenware, the
Swinton Pottery produced many vases and
other objects of a high degree of excellence,

both in design, manipulation, and in deco-
ration, and were, indeed, far in advance of
most of their competitors. The annexed
engraving represents one of a pair of re-

markably finqpot-pourris,whichwere thrown
at the Swinton Works by Mr. Thomas
Brameld the year he was out of his appren-
ticeship, in 1805, and are nowin possession
of his son, Dr. Brameld. They are 18 inches
high, and have lions’ heads for handles,

while on the top of the lid is a lion-couchant,

the family crest, gilt. The jars are beauti-

fully painted in Chinese subjects.

The next engraving shows one of the
specialities of the Swinton pottery, a “ lotus

vase,” from an example in Mr. Manning’s
possession. It is formed of leaves, &c.,

and has butterflies, &c., raised, as if resting

upon the leaves. The whole is carefully

enamelled, and altogether forms a flower

vase of surpassing beauty. It is pleasant

* Of this Yarmouth potter, or rather ileeorator, I shall

have yet to speak, and shall then show that he procured his

white ware not only from Staffordshire, but, I believe, from
Swinton also.
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to add that at the close of the Rockingham
Works, the moulds for the production of

these “ lotus vases,” as well as others, in-

cluding the model of the keep of Conis-

borough Castle,* which, by the way, was

another of the specialities of the Swinton

Works—passed into the hands of Mr. John

Reed, of the “ Mexborough Pottery,” of

which I shall have a few words to say later

on. By Mr. Reed these “lotus vases”

are still made, from the original Swinton

moulds, both in the fine old green-glazed

style, and enamelled.

"in “ Queen’s ware,” or “ cream-coloured

ware,” services were formerly made at Swin-

ton. It was of a very similar quality to

that made at Leeds and at Castleford, and,

being unmarked, is generally ascribed to one

or other of those works. In Dr. Brameld’s

possession is a teapot of this material,

which is said to have been made in the

latter part of last century by his grand-

partners here, the cream ware would be

made principally at Leeds, while at the

Swinton Works was produced what had
not been made at the other place. From
the time the works fell entirely into the

hands of the Bramelds, however, this kind

of ware became the staple production of

the manufactory, and an immense trade

was carried on in it in the Baltic and else-

where. Not being marked, it probably

often passes for Leeds ware in the eyes of

collectors. In this material beautiful open-

work baskets, and many other elegant

articles, were made.
Transfer printing was introduced at

Swinton, at all events, as early, as I have
shown, as 1788, and was continued to the

close of the works. In the later years,

some extremely tasteful groups of flowers,

butterflies, &c., were engraved and trans-

ferred in outline, and then painted in the

usual manner. In dinner, tea, toilet, and
other services, the designs were extremely

good, and one of them, the Don Quixote

pattern, became very popular.

Engine-turned tea and coffee pots, plates,

&c. ,
were also manufactured, and in manipu-

lation equal to any produced in ordinary

earthenware. Groups of flowers, figures,

father. It is here shown. It is of deep

buff, or cream colour, with beaded edges,

and bears the name and date

—

Amelia Hallam,
1773.

In Mr. Reed’s possession, too, is a double-

handled drinking cup of elegant form, with

the name Iohn Alsebiiook, and the date

1795, within an enamelled border of roses

and foliage, and having on the other side a

Chinese figure subject, also enamelled.

That this kind of ware was not made ex-

tensively at Swinton until after the dissolu-

tion of partnership with Hartley, Greens,

& Co. ,
is perhaps to be easily accounted for

in the fact that these proprietors of the

Leeds Pottery, where 'it was manufactured

so extensively and so well, being also

* Conisborougli Castle is in the neighbourhood of these

works, being only four or five miles distant from Swinton.

It is one of the finest Norman keeps in existence.

trophies, borders, &c., in relief, were also

introduced.

In “ china,” the earliest examples are

two trial pieces by Mr. Thomas Brameld,

now in possession of Dr. Brameld. These

are a pair oi small leaves, the body of which

is of good quality, painted of a salmon

colour with gold veins. These are pro-

bably of the date 1820-2, and but few trials

were made from that time until 1825. In

1826 china ware began to be made largely,

and from that time (in this year it will be

remembered that the works changed their

name from “ Swinton ” to Rockingham ”)

to 1842 was one series of successes in all

but profit. Tea, coffee, dinner, dessert,

toilet, and other services, were made in

every variety of style, from the ordinary

blue printed, or white with raised blue

ornaments, to the. most elaborately painted

and gilt varieties. Yases, and number-

less ornamental articles for the drawing-

room and the toilet were also made, and

were generally distinguished by good taste

in design, and skill in decoration. To show

how Art was, by the taste of the Bramelds,

made subservient to the production of

things of every-day use, I give the accom-

panying engraving of three examples in

Mr. Manning’s possession, and among others

in my own collection is a small ring-basket,

in Hose-du-Barry, which is very exquisite

in the dead and burnished gilding. In
Mr. Lucas’s collection is a cup and saucer,

beautifully embossed in basket-work, and
painted with flowers.

In vases, some of the finest which had

ever been produced were made at these

works. At Wentworth House, the magni-

ficent seat of Earl Fitzwilliam, among other

fine examples of Swinton Art, is one which

is of surpassing beauty. It was the largest

china vase produced at that time in a single

piece in tins country. It stands three feet

nine inches in height, and is three feet

one inch in circumference. The base,

which is of tripod form, has a blue ground,

with flowers in compartments, and is mas-
sively gilt. From it rises the vase, sup-

ported on three lion’s paws in white and
gold. From between the feet on each side

spring branches of oak, solidly gilt, which

entwine their leaves around the paws, and
form an elegant border to each of the large

painted subjects on the sides. The neck of

the vase is in honeycomb open-work, with

raised bees upon it ;
and the handles are of

massive coral in white and gold. On each

of the three sides of the vase is a large

subject from Don Quixote, exquisitely

painted in enamel colours. The cover has

a blue ground, on which are flowers and

trophies in tablets, surroundedby oak leaves

and acorns in gold. It is surmounted by a

large and powerfully-modelled rhinoceros,

gilt. The under side of the cover, quite

out of sight except when lifted off the

vase, is painted in a series of small land-

scapes, alternating with subjects taken from

Bewick’s celebrated tail-pieces. Inside

the cover is the mark of the crest, and the

words, “Rockingham Works, Brameld,”
and the date 1826. This splendid vase was
painted by John Wager Brameld. At
Wentworth House, too, the Earl and
Countess Fitzwilliam have, along with a

large number of choice examples of Chelsea,

Chelsea-Derby, and other rare makes of

China (which I have lately examined),

several other notable pieces of Rockingham
china. Among these are a set of three
“ Canova-shape” vases, painted with groups

of flowers
;
a dessert service of white and

gold “ sea-weed” pattern, each piece bear-

ing the crest and the date 1838 ;
three

of the pattern plates submitted to Wil-
liam IV. in competition for the royal ser-

vice; a number of example-plates of dif-

ferent designs ; a breakfast service painted

in flowers, each flower named ; an elegant

tray 'with raised flowers and a view of

Arundel Castle; a pair of “monkey”
beakers, nineteen inches high

;
and a pair

of fine biscuit scent bottles, sixteen inches

high, decorated with exquisite raised

flowers.

Li the possession ofDr. Brameld, who has,

among other things, a remarkably beautiful

ice pail and other pieces of note, is the fine

vase here engraved, and which is known as

the “Dragon Vase,” and occasionally by
the n6t very euphonious name of the “ In-

fernal Vase.” It is 3 feet 44 inches in

height, and has dragons for handles, and
also a dragon on the top of the cover.

Another of these “ Dragon ” vases is in

the possession of Mr. Henry Barker. In

Mr. Bagshawe’s collection is a set of three

vases, green and gold, with swans for

handles, on which are beautifully painted

“named” views of “Bellagio, Lago di

Come,” “Verona,” and “Isola Bella, Lago
Maggiore.” In my own collection, among
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others, is a fine card tray, with an exqui-
sitely-painted view of Wentworth House,
the seat of Earl Fitzwilliam, the owner of
the Eockingham Works. In Mr. Norman’s

possession is a fine tray, with a splendid

painted view of Woolaton Hall. Mr. Reed
has pieces bearing -views of Newstead
Abbey, &c., and Mr. Lucas a view of

Fonthill Abbey, while in Mr. Hobson’s
possession are fine vases, with views of

Chatsworth and other places. I name these

few examples to show that views of man-
sions, &c., constituted a favourite style of

decoration at these works.

The chef d'ceuvre of the Eockingham
China Works was, however, the truly gor-

geous dessert service made for William IV.
in 1832-3, and which is now preserved with
the most scrupulous care at Buckingham
Palace, and is, we are credibly informed,

justly prized by her Majesty as among her
more precious ceramic treasures. This ser-

vice, which cost no less a sum than £5,000,
consists of onehundred andforty-four plates, i

and fifty-six large pieces, and is one of

the finest produced in this or any other

country. The plates have raised oak borders

in dead and burnished gold running over a
raised laced pattern, also in gold, and the

centres are splendidly painted with the royal

arms, &c. The comports, which were all

designed by Mr. Thomas Brameld, are

emblematical of the use to which each
piece has to be put. For instance, the
comports for biscuits are supported by ears

of wheat; the fruit pieces have central

open-work baskets of fruit ; the ice pails are

supported by holly berries and leaves; and
in each case the landscapes are also in uni-

son with the uses of the pieces, which are of

exquisite design, and have also oak leaf and
lace decorations, so massively gilt in dead
and burnished gold as to have the appear-
ance of ormolu laid on the porcelain, and
each piece is decorated with views of different

seats, the sketches for which were taken ex-
pressly for the purpose, and by groups of

figures, &c. This service is, as I have said,

at Buckingham Palace. In Dr. Brameld’s
possession is the specimen plate which was
submitted to, and approved by, the king,
and some portions of the comports, &c., and
in Mrs. Barker’s hands is one of the com-
ports (with views of “ Langthwait Bridge,”
and “ Kentmore Hall,” and a group of bird-
catchers), which, for its extreme beauty
and rarity, is an almost priceless treasure.

She also possesses a cup and saucer of
the breakfast service prepared for her
Majesty. In Mr. Eeed’s possession is a
unique example, being one of the speci-

men plates submitted for royal approval in

a competition with the principal china
manufacturers of the kingdom for the royal

order. In this competition, twelve plates

of different patterns were specially prepared
and submitted by the Eockingham Works.
Of these plates, the examples in Mr. Eeed’s,

Dr. Brameld's, the Earl Fitzwilliam’s, Mr.
Hobson’s, and other hands, form a part.

In the centre are the royal arms, and the
rim is decorated with oak leaves and acorns.

Another unique pattern-plate belongs to

Dr. Brameld, and is of the most delicate

and exquisitely beautiful character. In the
centre are the royal arms, and on the rim
are three compartments, two of which con-
tain groups of flowers, and the third a view,
while between these the “garter” is re-

peated. The cost at which in the estimate
it was calculated these plates could be pro-

duced, was twelve guineas each.*

The dessert service made for William IV.,

to which I have alluded, was first used on
occasion of the coronation of our beloved
Queen, and has only, I am informed, on
very special state occasions, been used from
that time to the present. Although so

large a sum of money was paid for it, the

cost of its production was so great, that the

actual outlay was, I am told by those who
are in the best position to know, consider-

ably more than was charged. This royal

service—the finest work of Art which had
then been produced—had some little, I
believe, to do with the embarrassments
that caused the final stoppage of the

works, t
In “ biscuit,” figures, busts, and groups,

as well as vases, of which splendid examples
belong to Earl Fitzwilliam, were produced.
Among other specimens that have come
under my notice are a Swiss boy and girl,

a fine bust of Earl Fitzwilliam, Ohantrey’s
sleeping child, C’hantrey's full-length statue

of Lady Russell.

Among the artists employed at the Eock-
ingham works it will only be necessary to

name a few. These were Oollinson, who
painted flowers ; Llandig, who was a charm-
ing fruit and flower painter; Bailey, who
was the principal butterfly painter, \ and
who also painted landscapes and crests

;

Speight (father and son), the latter of

whom painted many of the finest subjects,

both landscapes and figures, on the royal

service, and who also painted the heraldic

decorations on the same; Brentnall, who
was a clever flower-painter; Cordon, who
executed landscapes and figures

;
Tilbury,

who painted landscapes and figures
;
Mans-

field, who was the principal embosser and
chaser in gold ; Aston, who was clever

as a modeller of flowers
;
and Cowen, who

was an artist of much repute, and for

many years enjoyed the patronage of the

Fitzwilliam family. William Eley, too,

was employed as modeller, and executed

* This truly exquisite plate, which is a perfect chcf-

d'ccuvre of ceramic art-decoration, was desiened by Jlr.

Thomas Brameld. after the death of King William IV.,

and submitted to her present Majesty, Mr. Brameld pro-

posing to substitute it for the plates made for his late

Majesty. The Queen, however, did not give her consent
to the alteration. The cost of the substitution would, it is

stated, have been £1,700.

t Sendees were also made for the King of Hanover, the

King of the Belgians, the Dukes of Sussex, Cambridge, &e.,

for the Duke of Sutherland, and for many others of the

nobility.

t Butterflies were more frequently introduced into the
decorations at these works than at any others, and were
beautifully painted from nature. They were also intro-

duced as “knobs” to muffineers, sauce tureens, &c., and
were for that, and other decorative purposes, charmingly
modelled. In Mr. Manning’s and my own collections are

examples of this kind of decoration.

some admirable works, including a fine

bust of Earl Fitzwilliam.

The Maiiks used at the Swinton Works
are not many, but have the advantage of
being particularly clear and easily recog-
nised. They are, so far as I have been
able to ascertain, the following.

It should be premised that no mark was
placed on the early productions of these
works, and they are, therefore, only to be
ascertained by a knowledge of the body,
the glaze, and the style of ornamentation
used.

The following are the marks which have
come under my notice :

—

$ocJtirw&am

This mark, the earliest used by these
works, occurs on one of the famous “Brown
China” high-shaped teapots of which I

have spoken. It is here engraved from an
example in my own collection, and is a
mark of great rarity. It is impressed in

the bottom of the piece.

EOCKINGHAM
in large capital letters, impressed into the
body of the ware. The same in small
capital letters. These occur on early
examples of “ Eockingham ware,” &c. The
name Mortlock also occurs on examples
of this ware.

BRAMELD ^
in capital letters, impressed. This occurs
on green glazed ware, &c.

BRAMELD & CO.

also in small capital letters, impressed.

BRAMELD * *

impressed as in the others, in small capital

letters.

Mbrameld

An embossed mark, in an oval, stuck on
the ware, from which it generally differs in

colour, being usually in blue.

ROYAL
ROCKINGHAM

WORKS
BRAMELD

in small capitals, in four lines, impressed.
This mark occurs in biscuit figures, &c.

This mark is the crest of the Earl Fitz-
William, and was adopted in 1825-6 on the
commencement of the manufacture of china,
under the assistance of that nobleman, who
was owner of the works. It is usually
printed in red.

jt-
v" h>

o
& (

s™e %
crest.) tp

Brameld

in writing letters. This mark occurs, with
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the date 1826, on the Rhinoceros Yase at

Wentworth House.

(Same crest.)

Rockingham Works

„
Brameld _

^“faofnreratofco®118

in writing letters in purple.

(Same crest.)

Royal Rockingham Works
Brameld

in writing letters same as the others.

These marks were adopted after receiving

the patronage of the king, and are usually

printed in purple or pink.

(Same Crest.)

ROYAL ROCKINGHAM
BRAMELD
(Same Crest.)

BRAMELD
ROYAL ROCKINGHAM WORKS

in capital letters. Sometimes in gold.

(Same crest.)

Rockingham Works
Brameld

Manufacturer to the King
Queen and Royal Family,

surrounded by a wreath of roses, &c.

Printed in purple.

It is only necessary to add to this account

of the Swinton Pottery that collectors will

find some good examples of Rockingham
china, for reference, in the Jermyn Street

Museum.
Having alluded to the Mexborough Pot-

tery as possessing many of the original

moulds from Swinton, it may be well to

give my readers a few words on that esta-

blishment before proceeding to speak of

the Don Pottery, and others in the same
neighbourhood

.

The Mexborough Pottery, which, un-
like the one a sketch of whose history I

have been attempting to give, is now in

active operation, was first established late

in the last century. It is situated at Mex-
borough, a rising and rapidly improving

little town which adjoins Swinton, and has

its station on the South Yorkshire, as well

as on the Midland, line of railway, and gives

employment to a large number of hands.

The works, which at first were very small,

were, I believe, established for the manu-
facture of brown and yellow wares, and
for common red garden-pots, by a person

named Beevers, who, with a partner named
Ford—trading as Beevers and Ford—car-

ried on the business for some years. The
workrooms at this time were built close up
to the rock, which, indeed, formed the back

wall of the manufactory; and from this

circumstance the place was called the

“Rock Pottery,” a name by which it is

still occasionally known at the present day.

The goods were at this time, and in the

succeeding period of the proprietorship of

Ford, Simpson, and Beevers, made entirely

from native clays, and wero confined to

“cane,” or “ yellow ware,” dishes, jugs, &c.,

for household use, garden and root pots of

redware, and pitchers, &c., of a brown ware.

The works next passed into the hands of

Messrs. Reed and Taylor, who also owned
the works at Ferrybridge, of which I shall

have to speak in my next paper, and by
them were considerably enlarged. The ma-
nufacture of finer kinds of earthenware was
also introduced by them, and. carried on
with great success. In 1839 ..the pottery

passed entirely into the hands of Mr. James

Reed, who carried it on until 1849, when
he was succeeded by his son, Mr. John
Reed, by whom the manufactory is still

conducted. During the time of Mr. Reed’s
proprietorship, and that of his father, con-
siderable alterations and additions were
made to the works, and new kilns erected.

The character of the productions was also

much improved, and several new varieties

of wares introduced. The works now,
under the energetic management of Mr.
John Reed, successfully compete in several
classes of goods with any in the locality, and
with many of the Staffordshire houses.
The principal varieties of goods made at

the Mexborough Pottery are the follow-
ing :

—

In ordinary white earthenware all the
most marketable varieties of painted,
printed, enamelled, and gilt services of
different kinds, many of which are of good
design, are manufactured chiefly for the
home market. In toilet services, espe-
cially, some remarkably good patterns, well
enamelled and gilt, are produced. In
dinner services, too, Mr. Reed supplies

enamelled and gilt patterns of really good
quality. In Stilton cheese stands and
covers some good designs have been intro-

duced. In Rockingham ware all the usual
kinds of vessels are made.
In “terra-cotta,” which is of a good

colour, and of a fine and durable quality,

Mr. Reed manufactures large-sized flower-

vases for gardens and other decorative pur-
poses; pendant flower-vases for conserva-
tories, entrance halls, &c. ; root-pots of
tasteful design, butter coolers, &c. &c.
In green glazed earthenware, dessert ser-

vices, in which the plates, centres, comports,
&c.

,
are embossed with leaves, flowers, and

other patterns, are made, many of them
from the original moulds of the Swinton
Works

;
and others of equally elegant de-

sign from moulds expressly belonging to

Mexborough. In this ware, too, Mr. Reed
makes garden seats, both plain and foliated,

of the same designs as those produced in the
old days of the Rockingham Works

;
and also

root-pots and flower-vases. Of these the
“ lotus vase,” of which I have already given
an engraving, is one of the most elegant and
attractive, and is, I believe, made only at

the Mexborough Pottery, as is also the
model of the keep of Conisborough Oastle.

The mark used at the Mexborough Pot-
tery, but which is only occasionally intro-

duced, is simply the name of the proprietor,

# REED *

in large capitals, impressed in the ware.
At Mexborough was formerly another

pot-work, known as the “ Mexborough Old
Potteiy.” This was established at the end
of the last century by Messrs. Sowter and
Bromley,* who held the works until 1804,

when they came into the possession of Mr.
Peter Barker. Peter Barker was the son
of Joseph Barker, who camo out of Staf-

fordshire as manager of the Swinton Pot-
tery. He became partner with Mr. Wain-
wnght at the pot-works at Rawmarsh
(afterwards Hawley’s), and ultimately took

to the works at Mexborough. These were
continued by the Barkers until 1834, when
they acquired the Don Pottery. The Mex-
borough Old Potterywas then discontinued,

and is now converted into ironworks for

the manufacture of wheels for locomotives.

At these works the commoner descriptions

of earthenware, including blue printing,

were produced.

(To be continued.)

• Of Mr. Bromley, and his connection with these and
the Whittington works, I shall have some interesting par-

ticulars to bring forward hereafter.

READING
INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION.

So distinctly, and so recently, have we expressed

our estimate of the elevating influences of all such
movements, under judicious management, that our
readers will require of us no reiterated assurance

of our interest therein, or our conviction of the

multiform advantages accruing therefrom. But,

familiar as the public have of late become with

industrial exhibitions, the recent gathering at

Reading is, perhaps, of all others yet held, most
notable by the richness and extent of its loan col-

lection.

Her Majesty the Queen graciously accorded to

the Committee permission to select for this exhi-

bition, from the Art-treasures at Windsor Castle,

works of such artistic beauty and historic value,

as would almost constitute an exhibition in

themselves. From the Royal Collection is Ben-
venuto Cellini’s famous shield, the present of

Francis I. to Henry VIII., on their meeting on
the Field of the Cloth of Gold. From the same
source, in addition to this and other works in

precious metals, was a variety of specimens of

Eastern workmanship and manufacture, articles

from the tent of Tippoo Saib, exquisite mosaics,

Wedgwood ware, and other objects of interest

and beauty.
Amidst the embarras dcs richesses exhibited,

and our present limited space, we can only call

attention to some of the principal works,

though a glance at the list of contributors will

show how thoroughly the promoters of the pro-

ject assisted in its realisation. It maybe stated

that with Mr. F. J. Blandy originated the

idea of the movement, which, on being publicly

broached, at once enlisted the support and co-

operation of all classes
;
the rooms being crowded

with a great variety of skilled artisan-work,

paintings and drawings, ceramic ware, cabinets,

miniatures, caskets, ivory-carvings, filigree-

work, bronzes and vases, in rivalry with which
modern industry, exercised on the costliest

materials, vies with the productions of former
periods and foreign hands.
The exhibition was held in the Town Hall and

adjoining rooms, the ground floor being devoted
to the larger models and machinery. Ranged
through the upper rooms were many works by
the old masters, whilst among modern names
the water-colour painters were most prominent.
Of the latter a valuable collection had been lent

by the Rev. E. Coleridge, of Mapledurham, in-

cluding works by Turner, E. W. Cooke, F.
Tayler, Duncan, G. Richmond, Danby, Catter-

mole, Harding, &c.
;

also seven choice spe-
cimens of the late W. Hunt, lent by Miss
Sheepshanks. The Earl of Abingdon, Lord
Lieutenant ofthe county, was a large contributor,

sending portraits and miniatures of high artistic

merit, and other objects of historic interest. In
tho same list must also be mentioned the con-
tributions of Viscount Eversley, Lord Over-
stone, and Captain Loyd Lindsay. Mr. C.

Morrison sent ‘The Tinted Venus,’ by Gib-
son, and Tidemand’s ‘Administration of the
Sacrament in a Norwegian Cottage,’ exhibited
in the “ International,” 1862. , The contributions
of Mr. Benyon, including some fine examples of
old metal work and bronzes, proved of great
interest, as also those sent by the Messrs. Blandy.
Fine specimens of illuminating, dating from
Henry VIII. to Charles I., were seen in the
Charters ofthe Borough of Reading, exhibited by
the corporation of this town. The Provost and
Fellows of Eton College sent a ‘ Portrait of Jane
Shore'—this work has been at Eton since 1477.

They also contributed portraits of collegiate cele-

brities, and, among many other curiosities, a
double-handed tankard, their oldest piece of
plate, and known as “The Stranger’s Mug.”
A number of meritorious drawings by the pupils
of the Reading and Henley Schools of Art were
here shown, which, with the lace work ofMessrs.
Ivey, the glass manufacture ofMessrs. Chapman,
the exquisite bookbinding of Messrs. Holloway,
and the inlaid silver work of Messrs. Phillips,

must close our notice of this interesting display.

Money prizes to artisans were offered by the
Committee, and a guarantee fund has been
formed to insure against all contingencies.

ml

..
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MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.

The Winter Exhibitions.—There are

this year to be two : one Mr. Gambart an-

nounces as the thirteenth Winter Exhibi-

tion, to be held, as heretofore, at his gallery

in Pall Mall. This will contain only pic-

tures received directly from the artists, and
contributed by them ; to consist exclusively

of British works. The other is announced

by Mr. Henry Wallis as “ the eleventh

Winter Exhibition,” and is to take place

at the rooms in Suffolk Street. The spaces

are so large that Mr. Wallis is making
more than usual efforts to fill them.

_

It is

said that ‘
‘ one room will be occupied by

the productions of lady artists this is

neither wise nor just. There is already a

Ladies’ Exhibition, that has had a hard
struggle for life, and might do all that is

desirable in that direction. Moreover, it

is absurd to separate the productions of

ladies from those of the other sex under

the same roof, and under circumstances

that seem imperatively to forbid their being

“put asunder.”
A Winter Exhibition oe Water-

Colour Drawings is announced to open

in November by Messrs. McLean, in the

Haymarket:
Hampton Court.—Several pictures by

Holbein, which for some years past have

been hanging in the Queen’s Gallery, are

now placed in the rooms occupied until

recently by Raffaelle’s Cartoons. The
removal of a quantity of gauze material

has exposed to view some valuable ancient

tapestry, which covered the walls where

the pictures hung. This tapestiy is still in

excellent preservation, and is fitted to the

panels of the room, as if made expressly

for it. The subjects are supposed to repre-

sent some of the battles of Alexander the

Great, but nothing, as yet definite, seems

to be known of the date and manufacture

of the tapestry, nor when it was hung
where it now is.

Canadian Bookbinding.—Among the

contributions to the Dublin International

Exhibition, we especially noticed some
elaborate and beautiful specimens of book-

binding, by Mi-. G. E. Desbarats, of Quebec,

which would do credit to any of the most

eminent binders in London or Paris. One
volume in particular attracted our observa-

tion, not more on account of the book itself

than because there appears to have been

expended upon its cover all the taste of the

designer and the skill of the workman.
The volume in question was the two Illus-

trated Catalogues published by us in 1851

and 1862, bound together, the cover being

inlaid with various colours on a ground of

Russian leather, presenting a remarkably

rich and gorgeous effect. The inside of the

cover is also most elaborately ornamented.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer.
—A very striking “bust” portrait of the

right honourable gentleman has recently

been published by Mi*. I. L. Fairless, of

Newcastle-on-Tyne. It is admirably en-

graved by Mi'. J. H. Baker, from a drawing

—in crayons, we presume—by Mr. Lowes
Dickinson, both of whom have most faith-

fully preserved the expressive lineaments

of this eminent statesman’s face, marked as

it is with the deep furrows which thought

and the turmoil and restlessness of political

life have graven upon it.

“ Once a Week.”—This well-conducted

illustrated serial is now edited by the Rev.
Edward Walford, M.A., who for a long
time assisted Mr. Lucas in managing it.

We note the fact because it is currently

reported that when Mr. Lucas left to take

the'
1

direction of another periodical, Mr.
Walford accompanied him.
Preservation of Oil-Paintings.—;

A

t

the recent meeting of the British Associa-

tion, a paper was read by Dr. D. S. Price,

“ On the Action of Light upon Sulphide of

Lead, and its bearing upon the Preservation

of Paintings in Picture Galleries.” Having
noticed the rapidity with which sulphuret

of lead oxidises when exposed to sunlight,

the author recommends the possessors of

oil-pictures to expose them now and then

to sunlight, so as to whiten the lights.

Dr. Price illustrated his paper by a striking

experiment on a painting.

A Statue of the late Sir James
McGregor, Bart., Director-General of the

Army Medical Department from about the

date of the Battle of Waterloo to 1851, has

recently been placed in front of the new
military barracks at Chelsea. It is the

work of Mr. Noble, who has also nearly

completed a statue of the distinguished

Arctic explorer, the late Sir John Franklin.

This is a commission from Government, and
is intended for the garden behind the

Athenceum Club in Pall Mall, where it will

face the western side of the United Service

Club. Another work on which the same
sculptor is engaged is a monumental me-
morial, in marble, of the late Sir James
Outram, destined for Westminster Abbey.

It consists of a bust, with a tablet beneath,

representing the meeting of Outram and
Lord Clyde at Lucknow. On each side of

the principal subjects are two seated figures,

chieftains respectively of the Scinde and
Bhile tribes.

Messrs. Elliott and Fry have produced

a profile photograph of the Poet-Laureate

that has not been surpassed, if it has been

equalled, by any example of the Art. It

is indeed difficult to believe that it is

actually “from the life;” the features are

strongly marked, yet entirely free from any
rugged harshness; while the hair of the

beard, and of the large intellectual head, is

copied with a fidelity absolutely marvellous.

The eye is full of fire : unhappily the mouth
is hidden by a huge moustache ;

we can

only guess at what it may be from what it

ought to be, but the most important part

of the poet’s face is thus lost. It is a grand

head, and the artist has been fortunate who
circulates so valuable a copy. A photo-

graph, equal in merit, of Thomas Carlyle

has also been issued by the same photo-

graphers. We may not say these speci-

mens will never be excelled ;
but we may

certainly affirm that they have not been.

The Worcester Royal Porcelain
Works.—It is known that these long

famous works are now conducted by a

Company (limited). It is pleasant to record

its entire success as a commercial specula-

tion, while its high repute has been honour-

ably upheld; in some respects its present

productions exceed in excellence those of

its past. The works have the great advan-

tage of an Art-manager, who is unsurpassed

in knowledge, taste, judgment, and expe-

rience ; and although, no doubt, he is much
“hampered” by trade requirements, the

company are wise enough to know that

objects of “high Art,” even when they do

not directly pay, do pay indirectly by

obtaining that “fame” which operates

favourably upon all the issues of an estab-

lishment. To the city of Worcester these

Works are of great value, not only because

they keep alive a most important source of

commerce, and give employment to a large

number of its population, and thus augment

the prosperity of the city, but because they

uphold one of the most important branches

of British manufacture, a manufacture that

has of late years obtained increased renown
in all the countries of Europe, being, in-

deed, now-a-days, imported into places

that, not very long ago, scouted the porce-

lain while it accepted the earthenware of

England. We rejoice, therefore, to know
that the Worcester Porcelain Company is

prospering, that its “ Report ” is more than
encom-aging, and that plans for extending
the Works are projected.

Mr. Eugene Rimmel has delivered, at

the Royal Horticultural Society, a lecture
“ On tho Commercial Use of Flowers ;” so

at least it is called, but in reality it is a
very learned discourse on the manufacture
of perfumes, treating it in all its branches,

and completely exhausting the subject,

historically and practically. No wonder
that Mr. Rimmel should have so extended
his trade as to have introduced the pro-

ducts of his manufactory into every city

and town of the civilised world—for he has

brought rare intelligence and exceeding

skill to aid the advantages he derives from
commercial intercourse with all the varied

sources whence the raw material is obtained.

The Bishop of London has recently

shown his hostility to ecclesiastical decora-

tion in a manner that seems incomprehen-
sible in a prelate who has the reputation of

holding liberal ideas upon most subjects.

At the consecration of St. Michael’s Church,
Shoreditch, his lordship refused to proceed

with the ceremony till some of the clergy

present, who were habited in vestments
presumed to be the badge of the ‘

‘ High
Church” party, had disrobed themselves of

their adornments ;
and, on the bishop’s

remonstance, certain flowers that had been
placed in several parts of the sacred struc-

ture were also removed. On this part of

Dr. Tait’s conduct we offer no remark, for

the matter does not come strictly within

our province. But on his subsequent pro-

ceeding we have a word to say. On a

panel above the altar, or communion-table
—the latter, it may be presumed, is tho

more fitting designation in the bishop’s

estimation—appeared a rough sketch in

charcoal of the * Crucifixion,’ which at

some future time was to take the form of a

piece of sculpture. The sketch was an
offence against his lordship’s idea of Church
of England propriety; and, it is reported,

he ordered the architect to fetch a bucket

of water and efface the obnoxious design.

This gentleman had the independence to

decline obedience to the mandate
;
but it

was not till he and the churchwarden had
given a written guarantee to obliterate the

sketch after the service that the bishop

commenced the ceremony of consecration.

Now, assuming—for wo hear of nothing

to the contrary—that the design in ques-

tion was only what it is represented to be,

simply one of the * Crucifixion,’—and not a

crucifix—we are utterly at a loss to under-

stand the objection made to it, unless on
the ground that it was to be replaced by a

piece of sculpture, the one art supplying a

reason which in another would doubtless

have no force ; for, presuming that the

same subject appeared in a stained-glass

window in the chancel, or on canvas as an
altar-piece, it cannot be supposed Dr. Tait

would have interfered as he did. Pictures,

though not absolutely forbidden in our

churches, are, unfortunately for the sacred

Art of our school of painters, very rare;

but they do exist, and gladly would we see

them multiplied, and yet have no fear of

their turning the minds of Protestant wor-

shippers from the pure and simple truths

of Christianity. These are days when
strenuous efforts are made—and rightly,

too—to render the church, that is, the
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building itself, attractive, and especially

amid such populations as that wherein St.

Michael’s is situated. A bishop ought to be

the last member of the ecclesiastical body

to oppose his influence to what thousands

of good and earnest men consider almost,

if not quite, a necessity ;
and in the name

of Art, as well as of common sense and

liberal religious sentiments, we enter our

protest against Dr. Tait’s injudicious and

untimely interference.

Tiie Society of Wood Carvers has

voted the sum of £10 for the purchase of any

works that may be contributed to the

Society of Arts’ Exhibition of Art-Work-

manship, to bo held in December next

.

such purchase is to bo placed among the

works in the rooms of the Wood-carvers

Society.

Canterbury Cathedrae.—The artist

by whom the series of statues has been

executed, which adorn Canterbury cathe-

dral, is Mr. Theodore PhYpeers, of

Grosvenor Row, Pimlico. His name was

erroneously spelt in oiu notice of his

works ;
and he is entitled to correct it, for

his productions not only there, but else-

where, are of very great merit, and have

been valuable accessories to many public

edifices in England.

Tile Old “Talbot” Inn, Southwark,

immortalised by Chaucer, and by Stothavd

in his picture of ‘The Pilgrimage to Canter-

bury,’ is about to bo pulled down ; but an

appeal has been mado for its purchase and

preservation as a memorial of the poet.

Tho inn is a quaint and picturesque build-

ing enough—one of the few such relics Ox

long bygone times still remaining to us,

but it is scarcely a question whether

Chaucer’s eyes ever rested on a fragment

of the present structure.

Mosaic.—On the evening of Thursday,

the 12th instant, a lecture on “Ancient

and Modern Mosaics ” was delivered to a

large and attentive audience by Mr. G. H.

Stevens, at the South-Western Literary

Institute. Tho lecturer was introduced by

Mi-. P. M. Hart, F.R.G.S., the honorary

secretary, who said that the subject pos-

sessed for the residents of that locality the

merit of novelty, and could not fail to

prove instructive and interesting. The

lecturer treated his subject with knowledge

and ability that could only be gained from

practical experience. Mr. Stevens di-

vided it into tho following heads :—The
Antiquity of the Art; the Mosaics of

Pompeii ;
the Mosaic Portraits of our Lord

;

Decadence of the Art; Glass Tesselation

on Geometrical Mosaics ;
Tomb of Henry

the Third in Westminster Abbey ;
Revival

of the Art in Italy ;
St. Peter’s at Rome

;

Method of Working ;
Reproduction by Mr.

Pother in conjunction with Mr. Singer, of

the Vauxhall Pottery ;
Salviati’s Venetian

Mosaics ;
Messrs. Rust & Co.’s Enamel

Mosaics, &c. Tho lecture was well illus-

trated by drawings and prints, and espe-

cially by several handsome specimens of

enamelled mosaic, which had been lent by

Messrs. Rust, of the Lambeth Glass Works

;

also by a selection of Indian mosaics from

the East India Museum. The address

was extremely suggestive; and if such

“teachings” be continued a new stimulus

and interest will be given to the Art. To

Messrs. Rust, of the Lambeth Glass Works,

much credit is due for the efforts which

they are making to popularise the Art

which, for mural decoration, is suited to

our climate infinitely better than fresco.

We have already described some of the

public works that have been executed in

this manner.

REVIEWS.

The Romance of London: Strange Stones,

Scenes, and Remarkable Persons of the

Great Town. By John Times, F.S.A. Pub-

lished by R. Bentley, London.

Legends of old London, tales about its old

houses, anecdotes of their remarkable inhabi-

tants, all combine to make those volumes attrac-

tive. The author, a man of large experience in

such work, has the tact to give his book great

varietyby a proper selection of story or anecdote,

and he is sensible enough to be brief; hence he

is never tedious, and the volumes are mines of

information, which occasion no labour to read

;

they may be taken up for half an hour, or less,

and some story heard, or fact gained, well worth

knowing. Each narration is complete in itself,

varying in length from one to half-a-dozen

pages, seldom more, so that the volumes are ex-

cellent for a drawing-room or waiting-room

table, where books are used to divert short

intervals of time. The author’s labours are,

however, of such a character as will ensure his

volumes permanent resting-places in the library.

Mr. Timbs must have felt embarrassed by the

riches of his subject when he set about his

task ;
his material in quantity and quality was

overwhelming. It takes in the chief chapters

of English history, and the principal characters

who have figm-ed in it, as well as the topography

of a vast capital, and tales of its remarkable

inhabitants, its manners,
_

and its amusement.

Our author has divided his work into sections :

historic sketches occupy the larger portion of

the first volume, and are succeeded by talcs of

notorious highwaymen
;
rogueries, crimes, and

punishments; tales of love and marriage ;
super-

natural stories
;
accounts of sights, shows, and

public amusements ;
strange adventures and

catastrophes, and histories ofremarkable persons.

There is, indeed, variety enough, and it is

impossible to open a volume without finding

something for all tastes. We only regret that

they have evidently been hurried through the

press, and have many mis-spelt names and typo-

graphical errors that sometimes destroy the

author’s meaning. There is also occasionally

a little too much of the “ paste and scissors
”

visible, the tales sometimes not being fully told

in consequence. .

To the general reader, many of these stones

will be new. They are all, without exception,

curious, and embrace a vast variety ofremarkable

facts regarding our ancestors, and their manners

and customs, which we hardly need observe

give a very disagreeable impression of what has

been called “the good old times,”—times singu-

larly difficult to live in, abounding in bad law's

and general insecurity. The stories of highway-

men, and crime in general, afford a sad picture

of dangers incurred by all who had the slightest

claim to respectability. The state of the metro-

polis, until tho latter part of the last century,

was a disgrace to a civilised country. Our

author assures us that “ even so late as 1799,

it was necessary' to order a party of light horse

to patrol every night from Hyde Park Corner to

Kensington.” George IV. and the late Duke of

York, when very young, were stopped one

ni"ht in a Hackney coach, and robbed on Hay
Hill, Berkeley Square. “At Kensington, within

the memory of man, on Sunday evenings a

bell used to be rung at intervals, to muster the

people returning to town. As soon as a band

was assembled sufficiently numerous to ensure

mutual protection, it set off; and so on till all

had passed.” This was a common plan tor

security adopted at most of the outskirts of

London, and has not ceased fifty years.

The taste of the genuine Cockney for strange

sio-hts was a foible that made him amenable to

satire centuries ago. Shakspere makes 1’rinculo

declare, “when they will not give a doit to

relieve a lame beggar, they wall lay out ten to

see a dead Indian,” and the gullibility of country

folks is shown in the success that attends the

sale of Autolycus’s ballads. It would scarcely

be credited, was it not matter of history, that

in the middle of the last century (January 10

1749) the Haymarket Theatre could be crammed

with the nobility' and gentry, as well as “ the

general mob,” to see a performer who promised

to “ get into a tavern bottle, without equivoca-

tion, and while there, sing several songs, and

suffer any' spectator to handle the bottle. Of

course, this was a mere experiment on public

credulity, but it succeeded well. It was a fertile

source of jest for the satirists
;
and one wickedly

insinuated that the conjuror was still ready to

perform his promise, only ho could not get a

tavern quart bottle large enough to hold an

honest quart

!

The tales of strange adventure will interest

many young readers, and some older ones may
learn useful lessons from the anecdotes of re-

markable persons which conclude this work. In

the miserable fears of the millionaire Rothschild

may be seen the inutility of mere wealth to

procure happiness
;
in the opium-eating of Cole-

ridge, the destruction of a brilliant and vigorous

intellect through a physical remedy being con-

verted into a baneful habit
;
in the foolish eccen-

tricities of Lord Byron, how a great genius may,

by absurd pretences, become ridiculous. "We

are apt to think that odd characters have passed

away' with past times, and that we are now all

at a more monotonous level. That this is not

quite the case is shown in these volumes by

modern instances, and particularly that of Mr.

George Blamire, who shut himself in his house,

No. i, Adam Street, Adelphi, living for twenty

years in a state of seclusion, no person, under

any pretence whatever, being allowed to enter

tho three rooms in his occupation. His meals,

and all he wanted, were left at the door. He
had no bed or bedding, and was found dead in

the chair that supplied their place, as recently

as September, 1868.

In going over so large a field of research as

Mr. Timbs has chosen for his labours, it cannot

be denied that he has shown much tact in

the selection of bis anedotes
;

it may safely bo

said none are dull and tedious. I he variety

throughout the volumes is very great, so that

even when his tales are classified together they

arc without monotony. Every reader may' find

something to his taste ;
for ourselves wc casually

found a remark by Canova, when speaking of

the neglect Flaxman’s works met with in his

own country, and which remark we wish to

repeat for general benefit,—“You English seo

with your cars ;
” that is, they are led to appre-

ciate or purchase a work of Ait from the way it

is talked about, not from judgment of its innate

merit. To how many wealthy connoisseurs and

patrons will not this remark apply ! Some col-

lectors oven buy books entirely for their rarity,

condition, or binding, at high prices, without a

thought of ever reading them. They are

“ curiosities ” merely. So, in one sense, are Mr.

Timbs’s volumes, but we advise that they should

be read for the amusement and instruction they

abound in.

Album Photogkaphique des Objets d’Art

ET RELIGIEUSE DU MOYEN AGE ET DE LA

Renaissance. Text descriptif par W. H.

James Whale. Published by J. Maes,

Brussels.

This is a very valuable work: valuable to

many classes—to the manufacturer especially,

for it will supply him with the best designs of

several epochs
;
and as the selection has been

judiciously' mado, he will find much to loam

from, and little to avoid in, the collection of

“authorities.” The volume consists of fifty-

eight “plates,” containing 120 objects— of

sculptures in ivory, chandeliers, crosses, re-

liquaries, &c. &c.—of all matters, indeed, that

appertain to the service of the Roman Catholic

Church, many of which (perhaps too many)

have of late years been taken back, for use, into

the Church of England.
.

The objects were selected, exclusively, from

the assemblage of Art-treasures exhibited at

Malines in 1864. All the churches of the Low

Countries contributed from their stores : the

result was a gathering together of renowned

Art-productions of great rarity and worth, such

as are never likelv to be again exposed to tho

multitude ;
but which have, no doubt, acted as

important teachers, and may continue to do so,

for all that is instructive in them has been pre-

served for universal use in the very handsome

<V
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volume under review. Of the fifty-eight

“plates,” there is not one that will not supply
a lesson.

The photographs are admirably executed

;

hut that may be expected from the high repute
of the renowned establishment of M. Maes, at

Brussels. The several objects are rendered
with a clearness, sharpness, and fidelity that
has rarely been surpassed. A table of contents
gives us the names of the various churches
and private collections whence the works have
been taken.

The letter-press has been furnished by an
Englishman—Mr. Wcale : it is not long, but
sufficiently minute, and so written as materially
to aid the student, the antiquary, and the his-

torian ; while giving valuable hints to the pro-
ducer, whose best ideas must be chiefly borrowed
from predecessors.

We trust the work will find its way to Eng-
land, where it may be of very considerable
benefit.

Jerusalem, Bethlehem, and the Holy Places.
By Carl Werner. Part II. Published by
Moore, McQueen, and Co., London.

The three prints, in chromo-lithography, which
form the second part of Carl Werner’s work, are
certainly of no less interest than those which
have preceded them. The first subject is called
‘ The Manger,’ but the “ lowly stable of Beth-
lehem” has undergone a wonderful transforma-
tion since its glorious occupation nearly nineteen
centuries ago. It appears as a cavern irregular
in shape, and hewn out of the solid rock. A
mass of silk draperies and curtains hides it from
profane observation, and gorgeous lamps with
wax tapers in massive candelabra light up the
place ascribed by tradition to the great event
of Christ’s birth. The next plate represents
‘ The Grotto del Latte,’ at Bethlehem, to which,
according to the testimony of the Latin Church,
some remarkable properties are attached. In
the picture, the solitary gloominess of the
cavern, with its heavy pillars cut out of the
natural rock to support the roof, is relieved by
a pleasing group of an Armenian woman and
her two young children. As a work of Ai t, the
third plate, * Bethany and the Dead Sea,’ is less

satisfactory than the others. It is, as a whole,
wanting in effect. The shadows are hard, the

character of the ground undefined—especially so

in the distant hills of Moab—while the middle
distance, which includes the Dead Sea and the

rugged ground on its near banks, almost over-

powers the rest of the picture. The landscape

has, in fact, no atmosphere, a quality which, it

seems, chromo-lithography is rareiv able to

attain to.

Tales for the Marines. By Walter Thorn-
rury. Published by S. Low, London.

Mr. Thombury has given so much thought and
work to subjects connected with Art, that we
expected these volumes of Tales would add to

! the pleasure he lias in that way afforded us. Not

|

so, however : there is not one of them that in

I

any degree touches Art : although in his

|

various and varied travels he must have en-

J

countered
,
much material that would have fur-

j

nished him with aids more productive of interest

|

and instruction than those of which he has
here availed himself. The stories are pleasant

stories, such as may wile away an unemployed
hour or two—nothing more : they will not
add to the well-earned reputation of their

author.

A Century of Pottery in the City of Wor-
cester: being the History of the Royal
Porcelain Works, from 1751 to 1851. By
R. W. Binns, F.S.A. Published by Ber-
nard Quaritch, London.

Mr. Binns has added a very valuable contribu-
tion to the works that have of late years thrown
light on the history of

.
porcelain manufacture

in England. His attention was naturally
directed to the productions of the works at

Worcester, of which he has been the able Art-
director since the year 1852; and to these he
has confined his inquiries. He is, however, so

placed as to be enabled to do that which pro-
bably no other person could have done

;
all

that can be known of this renowned establish-

ment and its productions is now known : the
volume is a collection of facts, and assumes to

be nothing more. The details, therefore, are dry
and somewhat uninviting to the general reader

;

but they are of very considerable value as clear-

ing up all that was doubtful and uncertain in
the history of one of the most important of the
manufactures of Great Britain.

In the works at Worcester, there is a very
curious and interesting collection of productions
of various artists of all the periods that have
passed since the foundation of the establishment
—more than a century ago : these have supplied
Mr. Binns with dates and proofs

;
some of

them he has engraved, illustrating his book
also by examples from private sources. The
value of early examples of Worcester porcelain
has of late years largely increased

;
from the

uncertainty of the “marks,” there was frequent

doubt as to their authenticity. Mr. Binns has
enabled the collector to ascertain with certainty

the reality of examples they may possess. His
book is, therefore, indispensable to all persons
who make ceramic Art either their enjoyment
or their study.

So many of our columns have been, during
the past two or three years, occupied with this

subject, that we may be excused from devoting

to this volume the space to which it is en-

titled. It will suffice to say that Mr. Binns
has, by its production, done good service to the
Art, and upheld his own reputation as a
gentleman of great intelligence, refined taste,

and large experience.

Men of the Time : a Biographical Dictionary
of Eminent Living Characters of both
Sexes. A New Edition, thoroughly Re-
vised, and brought down to the Present
Time, with the addition of a Classified

Index. Published by G. Routledge and
Sons, London.

This new edition of a most useful and really

valuable work is a manifest improvement upon
its predecessors, excellent as these were. The
biographical sketches have been thoroughly re-

vised, they are more correct in minor details,

and are freer from comments which ought not
to find expression in writings that we expect to

find dealing with facts, and not controversial or

critical. Opinions will naturally differ as to

those who should, or should not, bo placed on
the roll of “men of the time

;

” but the editor

has allowed himself—and perhaps rightly—

a

wide margin, including in it about two thousand
five hundred names of all ranks and conditions,

both here and in other lands. The duty of
selection must of necessity be an invidious one,

yet he has performed it with considerable dis-

cretion and judgment; though inserting some
names which cannot legitimately claim a place

here, and omitting some—especially we notice

the omission of many great foreign artists

—

which should not have been forgotten. The
compilation is, nevertheless, a work of much
industrious research, and a careful collection of
authenticated contemporaneous biographies. As
a book of reference, it ought to be in the hands
of every educated person. ^

Gulliver’s Travels into several Remote
Regions of the World. By Dean Swift.
A New Edition, with Explanatory Notes,
and a Life of the Author, by J. F.Waller,

LL.D., Vice-President of the Royal Irish

Academy. Illustrated by T. Morten,
Published by Cassell, Petter, and Gal-
pin, London.

Having noticed this work on its first appearance

as a serial publication, little remains for us to

do,' but to record its completion in a manner
quite as satisfactory as that in which it was
commenced. Mr. Morten’s illustrations through-

out are excellent, capitally drawn, and most
humorous ; his pencil is remarkably free and
rigorous, and his conceptions are full of plea-

sant fancies. Dr. Waller prefaces the stories

with a short but characteristic memoir of their

author, whose brilliant genius and attractive
personal appearance were snares to one who,
when he entered the Church, mistook his call-

ing. Had Swift never donned canonical robes
he might have worn the ermine of a noble, or
carried the baton of a field-marshal. This well-
printed and profusely-illustrated edition of the
friend of our boyhood, Gulliver,—we have read
his travels with no less interest in their present
attractive form—must command a large sale.

The explanatory notes, showing the political
allusions in the tales, are necessary to the right
understanding of Swift's object in writing
them : they are ample and to the purpose.

Art applied to Industry. A Series of Lec-
tures by W. Burges, F.R.S. B.A. Pub-
lished by J. H. and J. Parker, London
and Oxford.

The lectures delivered last year by Mr. Burges
before the Society of Art, as a portion of the
“Cantor” series, and two papers read respec-
tively at the Architectural Association, and at the
South Kensington Museum, are here collected
and placed in the hands of the public. The
subjects specially discussed in the former,—the
first of which is an introductory lecture on the
general condition of manufacturing Art among
us,—are Glass, Pottery, Brass and Iron, Gold
and Silver, Furniture, and Textile Fabrics : in
the two latter, “ External Architectural Deco-
ration,” and the “ Modem Development of
Mediaeval Art.” There will be found in these
pages much judicious treatment of the various
topics brought under notice

;
and observations

made that both producers and consumers of the
industrial Arts would do well to ponder over.

Cassell’s Popular Natural History. Illus-
trated. Vol. II. Published by Cassell,
Petter, and Galpin, London.

The first volume of this publication—as we
learn from the preface to that now before us,
for we have not seen the former—describes a
certain portion of the Mammalia classes of ani-
mals

; the subject is continued in the second
volume. The book is entertaining and instruc-
tive ;—neither in matter, nor in the quality of
its numerous illustrations, equal to Wood's
“ Natural

_

History ”—but still a remarkable
work considering its price, and one that well
deserves to have its title “popular” justified by
its circulation. An attempt has been made to
give additional pictorial value to some of the
larger woodcuts by colouring them; this is a
mistake

;
the colouring is partial and altogether

ineffective, and gives a hybrid appearance to
the whole picture, while it hides some good
specimens of the engraver’s handy -work. A
handsome cover of green and gold will not
prove among the least recommendations to
those for whom this history is more especially
intended.

The Boy’s Own Volume of Fact, Fiction,
History, and Adventure. Midsummer,
1865. Edited by the Publisher, S. 0.
Beeton, London.

The contents of this volume are of a varied de-
scription

;
stories gathered from history, the

adventures of travellers by land and sea, deeds
of heroism performed by our soldiers and sailors,

tales of fiction, &c., interspersed with scientific

subjects, chapters on natural history and “puzzle
pages.” Captain Drayson contributes^ under
the title of “ Ingonyma, the Caffre Chief,” an
instructive story of Southern Africa; Mr. F.
Davenant, a well-written tale of the days of
Richard II., with the title of “Hubert Ellis

;

”

and an amusing fiction, called “ Silas the Con-
juror,” appears from the pen of an anonymous
writer. The natural history department is well
sustained by the Rev. J. G. Wood, a name
which, with Captain Drayson’ s, must be familiar
to our readers. The book is extensively illus-

trated with woodcuts, not of the highest class,

certainly, but sufficient for their purpose. There
are few “ boys ” who will not find something or
other in it to fill an hour or two of leisure time.
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London, December 1, 1865.

j,’ jiave completed the

Twenty - Seventh
Annual Volume of

Alt-Journal

—

the Fourth of a
New Series

;
and,

in compliance with

a now old custom

,

issue a brief address

to our Subscribers.

The Art-Journal is the only
^ Journal in Europe that aims to re-

jrf* present the Arts—the Fine Arts and

^ the Arts Industrial—either or both.

Various attempts have been made to

obtain ' such popularity for works of that

class as might justify their publication

;

but they have not succeeded. Yet it is noto-

rious that the number of inquirers concerning

Art—of amateurs, collectors, critics—have in-

creased tenfold, since this work was, twenty

-

eight years ago, first issued. Every other

kind of publication has multiplied, but to

represent Art there is only the Art-Journal.
It will be obvious that to the great cost re-

quisite to produce such a work is mainly

attributable the paucity of periodical Art-

literature; and that the age, so fertile of

matter on this all-important topic, is not in-

different to a leading source of gratification

and intelligence. But be the cause what it

may, we have laboured, and shall continue to

labour, with earnestness and zeal, to retain

the place we hold in public favour ; hesitating

at no expenditure that may supply such

means of information as can be obtained by

the co-operation of accomplished writers and

able artists.

We humbly, yet with some degree of con-

fidence, refer to our past efforts as evidence

that we may be relied on for future exertions

in the conduct of this Journal. During the

coming year we are enabled to calculate on the

aid of several new contributors, and on the

power to introduce many novelties in Art and

Art-manufacture.
Our aim has been, and will continue to be,

to minister)' to the utmost of our power, and

by all available resources, to the requirements

of the Artist, theA mateur, the Manufacturer,

and the Artisan.

We desire that the Art-Journal shall be

regarded not only as an illustrated work which

may be an elegant luxury of the drawing-

room, but an auxiliary in the studio, and a
“ helper ” in the manufactory and in the

workshop. We have reason to believe that

hitherto in this aim we have been successful

;

and it is certain that the services we have en-

deavoured to render to the several classes who
profess Art have been earnestly acknowledged.

While we are grateful for past favours to

those whose interests we represent
,
and to

whose wants we minister, we trust we may
anticipate an increased support—commensurate

with the increased appreciation of Art by

which the present age is distinguished.

ECCLESIASTICAL
ART-MANUFACTURES.

III. EMBROIDERY.

BY THE REV. EDWARD L. CUTTS.B.A.

The revived love of mediaeval Art has not

only created new schools of Aid-manufac-
ture in sculpture and wood-carving, and
metal-work, but it has also revived the

peculiarly feminine art ofembroidery, which
is rapidly assuming an importance as a
branch of Art-manufacture that entitles it

to a place in these columns.
There was a time when England seems

to ‘have excelled the continental nations of

Europe in the excellence of its works of em-
broidery

;
a fact which is illustrated by the

naive story told by Matthew Paris, of Pope
Innocent IV. (a.d. 1246), who, observing

that the copes and chasubles of some English
ecclesiastics who had come to the Roman
Court were of unusual beauty, inquired

where they were made ;
and being informed

that they were made in England, he ex-

claimed, “ Truly England' is our garden of

delight, a well inexhaustible; and where
there is great abundance, thence much may
be drawn.” So he sent to the abbots of

the Cistercian houses in England, and
urged them to procure him—for love if they

could, and if not, for money—a set of copes

for his choir. The amount of embroidery
work which existed in England in the

middle ages must have been enormous.
Every cathedral and monastic church had
hundreds of vestments in its vestry. Cata-

logues of some of these, as of York Minster,

St. Paul’s, and Peterborough, taken at the

time of the dissolution of the religious

houses, have been preserved
;
and even the

brief notices in these dry catalogues are

enough to show that many of them were
embroidered with needlework, and some of

them further enriched with gems. Every
parish church, too, had not only one set,

but frequently several sets of vestments,

and every chantry altar in the church had
its own vestments besides. Every noble-

man and country gentleman, too, then had

a domestic chapel handsomely fitted and
furnished with every necessary for divine

worship, and among them with sets of

vestments, on which very often the ar-

morial insignia of the owners were embroi-

dered. Then eveiy church had hangings,

at least about the altar ; and palls, not only

one for use at funerals, but several for

laying on tombs at obits and “month’s-
minds.” Besides, the ordinary costume of

the wealthier classes gave abundant scope

for the art. Lords and ladies, knights and
dames, wore robes of costly material, with

armorial or ornamental devices embroi-

dered upon them. In domestic furniture,

too, the needle was commonly employed to

enrich the hangings of hall and chamber,

the “ bankers ” and “ dorsors ”—that is, the

cloths spread on the scats and backs of the

rude benches and couches of the time—and
the testers and coverlets of the beds. The
sumptuousness of some of these works of Art

may be gathered from some notes published

by the late Mi-. Hartshome, in a paper in

the Archa-ological Journal,* from the royal

account rolls, of the actual cost of several

robes, both ecclesiastical and civil, there

j

recorded; for example, Henry III. (1241)

paid to Adam de Basinges £24 Is. 6d.

' for a cope of red silk given to the Bishop

i of Hereford
;

also to the same person,

I £17 18s. 10 cl. for two diapered, and one

precious cloth of gold, for a tunic and dal-

i matic, entirely ornamented with gold fringe,

i
and £17 and one mark for two embroidered
chasubles for the royal chapel. Edward III.

gave £140 To Thomas Cheinier for a vest

of velvet embroidered with divers work
for his own chaplain. If we accept the

usually received estimate, that we must
multiply the money of those times by about

fifteen to reduce it to modem currency,

then the Bishop of Hereford’s silk cope was
worth about £360, and Edward IH.’s chap-

lain wore a vest
(qy

.

vestment) worth more
than £2,000.
A few relics of ancient work still exist.

One or two copes remain in the vestries of

cathedrals where they continue to be used
under the canon of 1602. More are kept
as curiosities by collectors. Two of the

city of London companies still possess their

palls ; and the altar cushions and pulpit

cushions sometimes bear evidence that they

have been made out of the old vestments of

the church. Some of these old robes are

enough not only to show us completely the

ancient modus operandi, but to prove that

the old work was often designed by very
competent artists.

It may be desirable that we should briefly

describe the material and mode of working,

in order that our readers may distinctly

understand what the ancient art of em-
broidery was, of whose modern revival

we have to speak. The material of the

robe was usually silk or velvet ; but the

design, or pattern, was not worked upon

the robe itself, but on canvas, or coarse

cambric, which was afterwards attached to

the ground. The design was first sketched

out on the canvas, then those parts which
needed to be thrown into relief were raised

by tacking a length of cord, or a little pad-
ding of wool ; then the device was em-
broidered with different coloured silks, or

gold thread. When the device was finished,

it was stitched upon the robe of silk, or

velvet, an edging of gold tambour was tacked

on to hide the joining, and very usually

rays or tendrils of gold tambour were carried

* Vol. i., p. 321.



also able to give an illustration. The ac-
companying woodcut (No. 2) represents an
altar-covering designed by that gentleman,
with a pair of stoles to match, which are
disposed in the way we have described. The
conventional ornament thrice repeated upon
the frontal itself, is admirably designed in
the spirit of much of the ancient” work

;
it

has the lightness which is appropriate in
needlework

;
and the spreading sprays

and tendrils bind the body of the em-
broidery to the ground, and carry it over a
wide extent of the field.

The beautiful woodcut (No. 3) which we
give next is from the central cross of the
altar-clothjust completed for the gorgeously-
restored chapel of St. Stephen, in the crypt
of the Houses of Parliament. It is difficult
to describe completely the colours of such
an elaborate work, and we must content
ourselves with pointing them out suffi-
ciently to give some general idea of the way
in which the design is worked out. The
central circle is of crimson velvet

; the cross
is of gold cord, stitched across at short
intervals with red silk, with a marginal
line of white

;
the sacred monogram is

worked in low relief in pure gold cord ; the
rim from which the rays spring is of white
silk with black quarterfoils, the rays are
of gold stitched with red, on a* blue
ground ; the broad outer rim is of cloth of
gold, with white and red circles upon it.

The foliage of the floriated terminations of
the cross is shaded in silks red, green, and
white

; the work is further enriched by the
introduction of crystals in the centre, and
artificial pearls round the rim of the four
arms, of the cross. The crown also over the
monogram is similarly worked, and en-
riched with a row of pearls. On the whole
the work is very rich and harmonious, and
deserving of high praise. Some of our
readers will, perhaps, question the perfect
taste of the artificial—that is to say sham

—

crystals and pearls
;
but the truth is, that

the whole decoration of this chapel is so
gorgeous, that in order to make the altar,

as it ought to be, the climax of the whole
system of decoration, it was necessary to
take strong measures, and perhaps nothing
else would give the same amount of em-
phasis as this jewelling. Another criticism
which we venture to make is that the mo-
nogram is stiff in form, and does not com-
bine with the rest of the design

;
it looks as

if the letters had been cut out of metal, and
fastened on the original design as an after-
thought.
The three remaining woodcuts (Nos. 4,

5, 6) are parts of one work, viz., the altar-
cloth for the chapel of the Kadcliffe Infir-
mary at Oxford ; the band of ornament
(No. 6) is one of the stoles which divide the
frontal into three compartments

; the con-
ventional flower (No. 5) is the ornament in
the two side compartments

; and the cross
(No. 4) occupies the centre. The designs,
which are by Mr. Blomfield, the architect,

are of very great merit. The work is finely
executed, and the effect of these rich em-
broideries on a ground of red velvet is

veiy sumptuous. We should mention that
the engravings represent the pieces of em-
broidery before they are placed upon the
ground, and consequently without the sta-
mens of gold thread, with gold spangles
for stigmata, which give a wonderful light-
ness and finish to the flower, and without
the rays of gold thread, that are thrown
off from the extremities of the arms of the
cross, and the intermediate points of the
circle, which have very much influence
upon the general effect of the design.
Here, again, the design is worked out in
coloured silks and gold, crystals being in-
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from the body of the device, and tacked
upon the robe itself, in order to take off the
stiffness of effect which would have been
produced by the method of applique we have
described.

This, then, is the art which has been
very successfully revived of late years, and
is rapidly growing into very extensive use.

A society of ladies was long since estab-

lished for the cultivation of the art, and has
done good service. A good deal of this work
is now done by the sisterhoods. Several
architects have acquired a reputation for

knowledge and taste in design in this

accessary branch of their profession; and
professional embroiderers are also employed
in the trade which has grown up, and is

rapidly extending. The principal scope

and the vertical bands of the frontal are
executed in coloured silks and gold pass-
ing—i.e. thick gold thread—and enriched
with artificial crystals and pearls. The
two vertical bands which we have just
mentioned are technically called the stoles,

and we are told that they derive the
name from the fact that it was sometimes
the practice to lay upon the altar the stoles

which the clergy usually wear over the neck,

in such a way as to make their handsome
embroidered ends an addition to the orna-
ments of the altar.

In a picture in our National Gallery there

is a representation of an ecclesiastical sub-
official thus arranging the stoles. Mr.
Brangwyn has seized the idea, and made
use of it in another design, of which we are

(30

afforded to the art by our present eccle- exhibit will have an additional interest to
siastical usages is in the fabrication of altar our readers, as an evidence that the taste
cloths. We are enabled, by the courtesy of for this kind of work is to be found among
Messrs. Frank Smith and Co., of South- our brother Churchmen across the Atlantic,
ampton Street, Strand, to present engrav- It is a drawing of an altar-cloth for the
ings of some of the most important and Church of Grace, in Brooklyn, New York,
successful of the works of this kind that

;
designed by Mr. Brangwyn, and executed

have as yet been executed. in London under the direction of Messrs.
The first example (No. 1) we are able to Frank Smith and Co. The central cross
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troduced in the extremities and centre of Frank Smith and Co. with a view of some
the cross, and the effect produced is very : figure subjects, worked in embroidery, of

rich and handsome. !
a very high degree of excellence. The

We have also been favoured by Messrs. ! drawing is good, the execution of the

the ancient work
;

and we have rising

artists who do not scorn to turn their

attention to these branches of Art-manu-
facture, and who are learning to supply
the skilful fingers of our executants with
designs worthy of all their skill.

Another direction in which the embroi-
derer’s art is beginning to find employment,
is in the revival of the ancient ecclesiastical

vestments that forms the most striking

phenomenon of the present phase of the
Gothic revival. Many of our readers may
remember that modern specimens of some
of the vestments wore exhibited at the In-
ternational Exhibition. Many of us saw
such things then for the first time

;
looked

at them with curious interest
;

rather

admired their beautiful material and work-

drapery is bold and effective, and the faces

are wonderfully well wrought out by a

few true and effective lines. Some

examples, in which the ground colour of the
draperies was supplied by a piece of silk

applique on the ground, and shaded with

embroidery silk, instead of being entirely

wrought out in embroidery, are very effec-

tive
;
they are more cheaply executed than

in whole embroidery, and yet are honest

and durable work. Indeed, it seems to

us that in the execution of embroidery
we have nothing more to learn to enable

us to produce work as fine and durable as

manship
;

and perhaps wondered why
Messrs. Jones and Willis had incurred the

expense of producing works for which
they were so unlikely to find customers.

But the exhibition of modem copes, cha-

subles, dalmatics, albes, and stoles at the

Norwich Congress, brought out the fact

that many more of these vestments have
been made, and are actually in use, than
most of us were at all aware of.

It becomes a question of interest to the

embroiderer, among others, whether this

revival will or will not maintain its

ground, and so cause a new and extensive

demand for the productions of his art.

It is a question we do not undertake to

answer. On one hand there is no doubt
that the vestments are not forbidden by
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the letter of the law, as established by i

recent decisions
;
on the other hand it is

said that an attempt will be made in the
approaching session of parliament to get
the law altered on this point. Probably
it will be found that as such an attempt
would touch the very large and difficult

question of a revision of the Prayer Book

—

a question which is not yet ripe for settle-

ment—the attempt to alter the rubric will

fail, and the question will be left to be settled

by the public opinion of the Church. How
;

will public opinion decide it ? We are not
so sure as some people are that the answer :

will be in the negative. At present these
vestments are looked upon as the badge
of a party, and there is a great outcry
against them. But many of these revivals

began with a party, and were loudly
exclaimed against, and then were taken
up by men of all parties, and are now uni-
versally adopted by the Church. We
already hear many men who are not of

any party discussing these vestments in an
unprejudiced tone; there is evidently a
wide-spread distaste for the old-fashioned
bald, meagre, slovenly style of service, and
a growing desire to see the divine worship
of the Church invested with greater beauty,
and dignity, and solemnity. The same spirit

which has restored our old churches from
damp, and dirt, and neglect, and which is

adorning them with painted windows, and
putting in beautiful fonts, and pulpits, and
lecterns, and reredoses, is now moving men
to be dissatisfied with the way in which
divine service is usually performed in our
churches. The majority do not know much
about Gregorians or Anglicans, and cannot
tell one from the other when they hear
them. They are not learned in albes, and
dalmatics, and copes, and chasubles, do not
care about their symbolical meaning, or
which of them are appropriate to the dif-

ferent orders of the clergy, or should be
worn at the different offices of the Church, or

what colours are correct on particular fes-

tivals. They are a little afraid lest any new
doctrine should creep in under new customs.
But once assured that nothing more is in-

tended than honestly to make the public

worship of Almighty God more beautiful,

and solemn, and attractive, and we be-

lieve that a large majority of Church people
would not object to a service, at least par-
tially choral, or to a surpliced choir, or to

their entering and leaving church in decent
order, singing a hymn, or to the clergy

wearing some dress more rich and hand-
some than a singing boy’s surplice.

The attempt to introduce vestments of

the fashion of the time immediately pre-

ceding the Beformation, would, probably,

hinder their general adoption. The popular
mind could hardly see a clergyman officiat-

ing in a vestment of that kind without
associating the sight with the sacrifice of

the Mass, and being scandalised. The
earlier forms of the ecclesiastical vestments
would afford us better models for imitation,

if we choose to have them at all. The
original form of the chasuble was a circle

about four to five feet in radius, with a hole
in the middle, through which the head was
put, while the garment fell in full folds

round the person. If made of white silk,

it would look very like a silk surplice, and
might be used instead of the surplice, or

over a scanty surplice
(
i.e . an albe), with-

out exciting any undesirable associations.

The cope was a semicircle of rich mate-
rial, with a border of embroidery along its

chord, and is put on like a cloak. Whether
the popular taste would accept it as a sub-
stitute for the orthodox but ugly black
gown, is more than we venture to determine.

There is another field in which the em-
|

broiderer is perhaps more likely, before long,
|

to find scope, viz., in the appropriate adorn-
|

ing of palls. A general dissatisfaction with i

our funereal customs prevails, which is pre-
j

paring the public mind for a revolt against
!

the undertaker and his lugubrious adorn-
j

ments. Already other fashions are begin-
I

ning to be introduced, and one of them
!

is that of a coloured pall. The use of a ,

black pall is a comparatively modern in-

novation. In earlier times the mourners
were clad in the livery of woe, but the dead
was veiled from their- sight by a covering

of brilliant colour’s, symbolical of the hope
in which we commit our dead to the earth,

j

J

In the fourteenth century illuminations we
find the bier cloth often composed of alter-

nate stripes of red, blue, green, &c.
;
some-

times of one colour covered with a pattern

of embroidery, or flowered with afleur-de-lis
.

or device. The Fishmongers’ Company of

London still possess the old pall of the

guild, which has historical sirbjects embroi-
dered on a gold ground. The Sadlers'

j

Company possess theirs, which is of crimson !

velvet, richly embroidered. In 1572, John
Cawood left to the Stationers’ Company a
pall, which is described in his will as ‘

‘ a
! herse-cloth of cloth of gold bordcryd with
bleu velvet, and border'd abought with
black velvet, embroidered and steyned with
bleu, yellow, red, and green.” Similar palls

; were commonly used, and there are indica-
|

tions that such are likely to be used again,
j

|

Another, and by no means unimportant.
|

I

aspect of the question is, that a general

I

revival of the taste for embroidery would
j

;

afford a profitable branch of woman’ s work
j

,
very suitable for those numerous females of I

j

the middle class who are compelled, or who !

choose, to maintain themselves by their
;

own labour. It is work which, in its ,

simplest operations, requires more neatness

and delicacy of touch and intelligence than i

any merely mechanical needlework
;
and it

affords scope to many gradations of taste
!

and skill, from that which is most simple
to those of the greatest elaboration.

Some of our readers may be glad to know
where they can obtain further information

on the subject which we have thus briefly

dealt with. There are two little works on
the subject ;

one on “ Church Needlework,”
writh practical remax-ks on its arrangement
and preparation, by Miss Lambert, pub-

,

lished by Masters in 1844. It contains

a good deal of antiquax-ian information,

with two engravings of the old pall of the

Fishmongers’ Company, which we have
mentioned

;
and also some suggestions

for modem designs for embroideiy, which
would, no doubt, be replaced, if the book
had to be brought out now, by others in the

j

better knowledge and taste which we now
;

possess on such matters. The other is a
j

little 12mo. work, on “English Mediaeval
Embroidery,” published by Parker in 1848.

This book describes some of the finest

existing examples of old embroidery, and
gives elaborate practical directions. It

contains numerous engravings from the

fine ancient examples, and thus supplies

valuable suggestions both to the designer

and worker.
We should not do justice to Messrs.

Frank Smith and Co., ifwe neglected to say

that we are indebted to them for all the

I

illustrations to this paper. This firm is

paying great attention to the subject of
1 embroidei-y

;
many of the finest modern

examples have been executed under their

|

direction. They are also quite willing to

J supply designs, and material, and infor-

mation to ladies who desire to execute their

! own embroidery.

SELECTED PICTURES.

FROM THE COLLECTION OF S. GURNEY, ESQ.,

M.F., PRINCE’S GATE.

A DREAM OF THE FUTURE.
Frith, R.A., Creswick, R.A., and Ansdell, A.R.A., Painters.

J. Cousen, Engraver.

Three artists combined their strength to

produce this picture
;
Mr. Frith contributed

the figure, Mr. Creswick the landscape, and
Mr. Ansdell “ put in ” the dog

;
and a very

charming result has followed their united
action. Scarcely less happy, too, is the
title given to the work, one which is most
suggestive. The question, “ What’s in a
name?” a query very often asked to ex-
press a matter of indifference, finds here a
most significant answer. ‘ A Dream of the

Future’ suggests, in all probability, as

many thoughts in the mind of the person
looking at the picture as it does in that of

the maiden who is the subject of it. A
commonplace title, such as ‘ The First Visit

to London,’ or ‘ Leaving Home,’ would
have left comparatively little for the imagi-
nation to fill up, but ‘ A Dream of the

Future ’ affords abundant material for spe-
culation. The costume of the girl carries

us back a full century ; with her scanty
wardrobe compi-essed into a package whoso
size and weight are not beyond her powex-s,

she has left the home of her youth to take
service, or try her fortune, in the great

metropolis, seen in the distance. Her
pathway, hitherto, seems to have been
through a wood, and she halts at the stile

on the outskirts, where a view is obtained
of the city lying not many miles beyond.
And now begins the waking dream of what
the future may be ; the attitude of the

figure, and the expression of the face, are

not incompatible with a feeling of doubt

;

she may have heard, possibly may have
read, of the crimes and temptations of the
town, and these may, perchance, mingle
with those other tales which have reached
her, of streets paved with gold

;
of young

girls, though poor, marrying rich men

;

or, at least, of the enjoyments of a town
life, with its scenes of gaiety open to all

conditions, contrasting vividly with the

quiet pleasures of the country. All these
things may cause her to linger on the

threshold, as it were, of her journey, and
ponder o’er its probable results. Who can
say how many recollections of the past are

mixed up with the uncertain anticipations

of the future in the musings of that fair

young creature ? for fair she is, though a
cottager’s daughter ; and hence her peril as

a denizen of a city whei'e ^vice and virtue

walk side by side through the length and
breadth of its crowded streets.

This pictxire, for permission to engrave
which we are indebted to the courtesy of

the owner. S. Gurney, Esq., M.P., was ex-
hibited at the Royal Academy in 1856.

The canvas is small, but the merits of the

work are very great
;
the figure is painted

with great delicacy and richness of colour,

and Mr. Creswick has introduced a charm-
ing “bit” of landscape, the pencilling of

the trees, and their forms, showing equal
trath and picturesque character. The in-

troduction of the dog is a feature in itself

most striking
;

the animal had been tied

up, but he has broken away, as the piece

of cord hanging from his neck tells us, and
has followed, perhaps unseen till now, his

master’s child. He stands gazing up into

her face, as if he would turn her back again
to their home by his earnest though silent

appeal to their mutual attachment and the

memories of the past.
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THE DUBLIN INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION.

REPORTS OF THE JURIES.

Tiie Exhibition has closed. Without being a

large financial success, we understand it has

been by no means a commercial failure.* In-

deed, it is understood, and we hope cor-

rectly, there will be a “ surplus.’’ That it has

done good is certain : it has induced many
strangers to visit Ireland. As we have said

often, “ for every new visitor Ireland obtains a

new friend.” Any inducement is a benefaction

that leads Tourists' to that most interesting

country. They are sure to return with preju-

dices removed, and esteem, confidence, and hope

strengthened. Viewed in that light, the late

Exhibition must bo regarded as a boon of magni-

tude
;
and our grateful thanks are due to those

who conceived and carried out a project, out of

which, in many ways, great good must have

arisen. That good would have been much
greater, but that in tho month of all months,

when visitors to Ireland were expected to be most

numerous, “a madness” (we can scarcely give

it a harsher term) possessed a small and obscure

section of its people, naturally creating alarm

sufficient, at least, to change the plans of many
persons who had arranged a tour to Ireland.

The exchequer of tho International Exhibition

thus lost much; and probably the evil may
continue its influence for years to come.

The Reports of the Juries have been printed.

It is a thin volume, for tho awards are seldom

accompanied by any remarks. The “ Reports,”

therefore, are meagre
;
but we are supplied with

the names of all" the exhibitors, British and

foreign, who received medals, or who were

noticed by “ honourable mention.”

The jurors consisted of a very large number
of noblemen and gentlemen who are eminent in

science, or in social position. Of artists there

were but one or two, and of men of letters none.

Several manufacturers and respected persons in

trade are of tho list
;
and we have no doubt the

Executive Committee made the best selection it

could. Four-fifths of the jury are, as may be

supposed, residents in Dublin. There are a few

foreigners, but, we regret to say, still fewer

Englishmen. That is not well: the Dublin

Committee owe very little to English aid. Pro-

fessedly, great efforts were made here, and large

expectations were held out of extensive and

beneficial help when the scheme was promul-

gated, and the “sanction” of the Society of

Arts was secured for its promotion. Upon that

source of power, wo believe, much reliance

was placed
;
too much, for it was soon found

the Society had in reality little influence—too

little; and that neither artists nor Art-manu-

facturers were disposed to listen to its appeal.

The few leading manufacturers who did contri-

bute were not induced to do so by either the

persuasion or the pressure of the Society of Arts.

It recommended, indeed—and the recommenda-

tion was acted on—two gentlemen as managers

or superintendents ;
but as it docs not fall

within our sphere to comment on the results of

these appointments,—to inquire whether the

Executive Committee was satisfied or dissatisfied

with them, we shall find it more agreeable to

pass over the matter in silence.

Again we express our regret, and we do so

with some degree of shame, that England gave

so little help to Ireland,! on an occasion that

offered a “ glorious ” opportunity of testifying

the regard the one country has for the other,

and of discharging a duty always incumbent on

the stronger to aid the weaker.

While the “missionaries” to England did so

much less than was anticipated, those who repre-

sented Jho Exhibition in foreign countries do

not appear to have been more fortunate. They
were poor collections—at least of Art-manufac-

tures—those that were gathered from France,

Belgium, Austria, Prussia, and other European

states. We believe many will think with us if

we say the Exhibition would have been but little

more nude if nothing whatever had been con-

tributed by these nations. Although high sound-
ing names of “ Commissioners,” from that king-

dom and tliis, appear on the list of jurors, and
although the Executive Committee “engaged”
gentlemen of position to visit each of them—tho

result was disproportionate to the trouble that

was taken, and the zeal that was manifested.

We have seen no financial report
;
but we

imagine the charges incident to the employment
of English secretaries and managers, and the

expenses incurred by “ missionaries” to various

parts of Europe—north, south, and east—will

form so important an item, as to surprise, if it

do not terrify, the Dublin Exhibition Palace

and Winter Garden Company (Limited).*

We have, however, to consider the “Reports
of the Juries.” Passing over those that apper-

tain to “ Raw Materials ” (signed C. R. C. Tich-

borne), “ Substances used as Food ” (signed C.

A. Cameron, M.D., reporter), “ Vegetable and
Animal Substances, chiefly used in manufactures

as implements, or for ornament ” (signed W.
K. Sullivan, Corr Vandermaeren, P. L. Sim-
monds, reporter, and C. M. Moore), “ Machinery”
(the jury for which numbered thirty-six per-

sons), “The Textile Fabrics,” “Manufactures
from Flax and Hemp ” (a department in which
Ireland did sadly too little), “ Saddlery and
Harness ;

” “ Leather, Skins, Furs, Feathers, and
Hair;” “Paper, Stationery, Printing, and Book-
binding;” we arrive at those “classes” in

which we are more immediately concerned.

For “Tapestry and Carpets,” we find medals
awarded to Treloar for his very meritorious and
now famous “ carpets

’
’ of cocoa-nut fibre

;
to

Messrs. Hare, of Bristol, for their “carpets” of oil

cloth
;
to the Cork Carpet Company for Cork car-

peting
;
to Messrs. Taylor and Co. for “ Kamp-

tulicon
;

” to the well-known firms of Watson
and Bontor/Lapworth, Templeton, Brinton and
Lewis, and a few others. For lace and em-
broidery, medals were awarded to Allen, Forrest,

and Cochrane, of Dublin, “ for superior work-
manship in point lace,” and also to the Indus-

trial Repository of Dublin, and the Countess of

Erne. The works exhibited in this department
were of rare excellence, and of great beauty both
in design and execution.

In “Metallic, Vitreous, and Ceramic Manu-
factures,” medals were awarded to Messrs.

Chubb, W. Crichley (of Birmingham), for im-

provements in stove-grates, &c. (his exhibits

being of very high merit, those that are

useful and those that are ornamental)
;
Messrs.

Edwards, of London, for grates, &c. ;
Messrs.

Peyton, for iron bedsteads
;
Messrs. Hodges, of

Dublin, and Messrs. Riddell, of Belfast—both of

these for excellence in iron and brass medieval
work

;
also to Mr. Barkentin for vases in oxy-

dised silver, and to Mr. Johnson, of Dublin, for

a carved bog-oak casket mounted in gold, a
production of very great value

;
also to Messrs.

Chance for their renowned glass; to Mr. J.

Green for his most beautiful collection (a lead-

ing attraction of the Exhibition) of cut and
engraved glass; to Mr. Powell for similar

excellence
;

to Messrs. Phillips, for their fine

“ show ” of varied glass
;
and to Messrs. Lavers

and Barraud for a stained-glass window. Mr.
Alderman Copeland (to whose efforts the Exhi-
bition owed so much), was “ precluded from
receiving the award,” inasmuch as his son, Mr.
Alfred Copeland, was one of the jurors. On
the same principle, he was deprived of tho medal
that would surely have been given to him for

his collection of works in ceramic art. The
“report,” however, is very complimentary, and
rightly so, to that eminent manufacturer, whose
“ collection forms an exhibition of a most com-
prehensive character, consisting of a series of

works in all the leading branches of the manu-
facture, especially flower and landscape paint-

ing, upon shapes and forms of great purity and
originality, and ceramic statuary as exemplified

by reproduction from the models of the most
noted sculptors of the age.” So'say the com-
mittee

;
and their opinion will be endorsed by

* A volume is announced for publication, “containing

all the official documents,” &c., for which the moderate

sum of one guinea is to be charged. Where the value will

be we can by no means guess.

all persons who examined Mr. Copeland’s exten-

sive and amply furnished stalls. Awards of

medals in ceramic art were made to the Wor-
cester Royal Porcelain Company, to the Hill

Pottery Company
;
to Mr. Blashfield, for his

marvellously fine show of works in terra cotta
;

to McBerney and Armstrong, of Belleek, County
Fermanagh, for productions that give good
promise of future excellence, under the influence

of encouragement, and to Messrs. Cliff for stone

ware. Exhibitors who arc not manufacturers
were properly excluded from competition in

this department
;
but the contributions of Messrs.

Goode and Messrs. Phillips, both of whom
largely aided the Exhibition, are acknowledged
with gratitude.

“The Miscellaneous Manufactures ” include
“ furniture”— strangely enough. LikeMr. Cope-
land, Mr. Peter Graham was excluded from
competition, being one of the jurors in that

class. Medals wero awarded to Messrs. Dyer
and Watts for their contributions in stained

wood—productions in which they are unrivalled,

combining good workmanship with much grace

and taste, and at prices that bring them within

tho reach of most “furnishers;” to Messrs.

Gillow, Grace, and Trollope, of course
;

to

Messrs. Howard and Sons, and to Messrs. Fry
and Messrs. Strahan—admirable furniture ma-
nufacturers of Dublin, who were by no means
“ put to shame ” by the efforts of the great

London houses. Messrs. Brunswick Brothers
obtained a medal also for their cabinet flower-

stands, &c., in buhl and fancy woods—a medal
justly earned and rightly awarded. Medals
were also awarded to Messrs. Woollams for

paper-hangings; Messrs Bettridge for papier-

mache articles
;
Messrs. Heywood, of Dublin,

for paper-hangings
;
and to Messrs. Skidmore,

Hart and Son, and Cox and Son, for mediaeval

metal-work, carved oak lectern, &c. &c.

In another section of this class medals were
awarded to Mrs. Gonne for a very beautiful

collection of wax flowers
;
to Mrs. Hopkins for

flowers made of paper, and to Miss Hogan for

wax flowers
;
also to Mr. McCormick, of Belfast,

Mr. J. Moore, and Mr. J. Goggin, “ for design

and execution of bog-oak ornaments.” We
confess to surprise that so few honours were
obtained by producers of this class of goods.

Messrs. Smith, of Mauchline, obtained a medal
for their tartan works in wood.

In photography, medals were awarded to the

London Stereoscopic Company, Mr. Ross of

Edinburgh, Mr. Rejlandcr, Messrs. Mawson
and Swan, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, Messrs. Lock
and Whitfield, Mr. Robinson, Leamington

;
the

Cashel Portrait Company, the Viscountess

Jocelyn, the Amateur Photographic Association,

the Earl of Caithness, Air. Vernon Heath, Dr.

Hemphill (Clonmel), Dr. Madox, Mr. Bedford,

Mr. England, Mr. J. Mudd (Manchester), Mr.
Thurston Thompson, Messrs. Breeze (Birming-

ham), Mr. Joubert, Major Russell, Air. Bourne,
Mr. Simpson, Mr. Blanchard, Mr. Rough, and
Mr. Mayall. Mr. Claudet was excluded, as he
was one of the jurors—who has written, indeed,

the somewhat elaborate and very learned and
interesting “Report.” *

Under the head of “ Stationery,” we find

medals awarded to Mr. Cohen for his pencils

;

to Messrs. Rowney, for “ artists’ materials ;” to

Messrs. Cassell and Co. for “educational works
;

”

to Messrs. Hanhart and Mr. V. Brooks for chro-

mo-lithographs, and to several others for “ supe-

rior excellence.” For musical instruments,

medals were awarded to Messrs. Hopkinson,
Chappell, Kirkman, and others.

For Horological Instruments, honours wero
obtained by Air. White (of Cockspur Street),

Mr. Benson, Messrs. Frodsham, and Messrs.

Schreiber and Sons, of Dublin.

Of course, opinions will vary as to the justice

of these awards
;
and exhibitors who failed to

obtain them -will no doubt be dissatisfied. On
the whole, however, we believe that honours
were rendered where honours were obviously

due
;
and although a few more might have

given general satisfaction, there are not many
out of the list who are entitled to bo there.

* “ The Exhibition Palace andWinter Garden Company”
have now opened the building for concerts and other public

entertainments. If. is admirably fitted for that purpose,

being just such a structure as was needed in Dublin.
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* We elsewhere allude to some of the works exhibited

under this head.
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A VISIT TO THE STUDIOS
OP SOME

AMERICAN PAINTERS.

There are now exhibiting in the Hay-
market, London, some glorious pictures,
painted by the admirable American artist,

Church. I am aware that the furore for

modern Art runs high—if you will, it is

the fashion—and the high price given for
even inferior pictures is maiwellous

;
whereas

very fine works of ancient masters pass
from sale-room to sale-room without the
value of the canvas and frames being offered

for them. These pictures by Church, though
not large, are grand pictures—far too grand
to be neglected by the lovers of Art, far too
beautiful to be passed over even by those
who love to look at noble paintings, even
without the requisite taste or knowledge of
Art justly to appreciate the real merits
of that on which they look. I name this,

inasmuch as while there are ten persons
who really understand or appreciate what
they look on, there aro thousands and ten
thousands who would spend hours in admir-
ing a well-known scene at home or in
Europe, but would pass by, whatever its

merits, a painting of Cotopaxi or Chim-
borazo.

I write on this subject in simple words,
but it is with pride I own to being an
enthusiastic lover of Art, whether that Art,

be the work of the painter’s or the sculptor’s

hand, or whether it arise from the noble
institutions of Sevres, Dresden, Capo de
Monte, Bueno Retiro, the never-dying
graceful genius of Wedgwood, or the more
recent art of Minton. Be it what it may,
if it bears the stamp of genius combined
with beauty, it is a taste conveying to the
mind wealth, pleasure, and refined pur-
suits,—indeed, far higher virtues

; for I
fully believe that he who possesses this

taste, and pursues it, will soon turn his
back on what may be termed the grosser
pleasures and frivolities of life, not seldom
made attractive for mere pastime. I believe
it was the gifted and Christian gentleman,
the present Archbishop of Canterbury, who
gracefully and truthfully remarked, “ That
the higher order of Art was the constant
handmaid of religion, and that those great
masterpieces which still adorn the collec-

tions of Europe, seem to have been the
offspring of piety, and were, indeed are
still, powerful aids to reverence and devo-
tion.” Altered circumstances have perhaps,
in later days, somewhat changed the direc-

tion in which the current of genius used
to flow, but still Art has, and ever will

have, a high and noble mission to fulfil .

That man is, I think, little to be envied
who can look on works of Art and go forth
without being, in some sense, a better and
a happier man—if at least it be that we
feel ourselves the better and the happier
when our hearts are enlarged as we sympa-
thise with the joys and sorrows of our
fellow-men.
During a visit of a few months to the

United States of America, it was my good
fortune to know—indeed, I hope to form
friendship—with some of the leading artists

at New York, and to visit with untold
gratification their studios, watching for

hours together the hand of Art following
the counsels of the brain.

_

A visit through the studios of that noble
city is indeed a treat

;
and such liberal en-

couragement has of recent years been ac-
corded to Art, that artists have felt impelled
to extraordinary efforts, and the results
developed in the studios cannot but prove
most gratifying to all interested in the

rapid advance of Art, whether at home or
abroad.

Mr. Church—and I place him at once at
the head of all American landscape painters,
without in the slightest degree desiring un-
courteously or unkindly to detract from the
great talents or merits of many of his
colleagues—is, or ought to be ere this,

well and deservedly appreciated through-
out Europe by his celebrated picture the
‘ Heart of the Andes,’ * from which a
splendid engraving has been secured in
England. This engraving,* with many
others, has been produced under the aus-
pices of Mr. John M'Clure, son of the well-
known Mr. M'Clure of Glasgow ; and only
in justice to this gentleman be it said,

that he has done much for American Art

—

as for the lovers of Art throughout Europe
—by bringing to England, at great expense,
the works of Church, unrivalled in their
peculiar character, and causing them to be
engraved. In fact, no one has done so
much to diffuse an agreeable and general
acquaintance with the masterpieces of the
best American painters as Mr. M'Clure;
for years it has been to him a labour in-
deed, but a labour of love, prosecuted often
under great discouragements, with heavy
losses at times, but at last, I would truly
hope, to be crowned with promising pros-
pects of success. Already he has published,
from Mr. Church’s paintings, chromo litho-

graphs of the great ‘Falls of Niagara.’
‘ Under Niagara,’ and * The Icebergs,’ all

romarkably true in colour and effect to
the great originals. Also two companion
chromos from Mr. G. H. Hall’s ‘ Uvas de
Sevilla,’ or the grapes ; remarkably fine

and pure line engravings from Church’s
* Heart of the Andes ;’

‘ Mercy’s Dream,’ by
Huntington

;
and ‘ The Home of Wash-

ington after the War of Independence.’
His forthcoming publications comprise

‘The Aurora,’ by Church, to be executed
in colour as a companion to ‘ The Icebergs

;’

an exquisite gem in line engraving of the
great ‘ Falls of Niagara,’ now all but com-
pleted, upon which the engraver has been
engaged for two years

;
a line engraving

in the style of Millais’s ‘Huguenot,’ from
Broughton’s delightful picture, ‘ Passing
into the Shade,’ so much admired in Now
York ; also a series of line engravings em-
bracing ‘ Cotopaxi ’ and ‘Chimborazo,’ as
companions to the ‘ Heart of the Andes
‘ Rainy Season in the Tropics ;’

‘ The Twi-
light,’ to serve as a companion to Turner’s
‘ Old Temeraire ;’ three companions, being
‘ The Rising Sun,’ ‘ The Rising Moon,’ and
a picture finished some years since, now at
Baltimore, entitled * Twilight in the Cordil-
leras,’ all being from paintings by Mr.
Church.

This artist, after disposing of his superb
picture of ‘ Cotopaxi,’ I believe for £2,000,
commenced that of ‘ Chimborazo,’ the view
being taken from the Guayaquil river, ap-
proaching the Cordilleras. In the fore-

ground and middle distance is displayed
the richest vegetation of the tropics, twin-
ing lianas, groups of bamboos, bananas,
and clusters of palms ; a distant city peep-
ing through an arch of foliage

;
a broad,

cool expanse of water, 'enlivened by passing
canoes, or the strange rafts with native

huts upon them
;
and gardens of brilliant

flowers, which serve as the lares and
penates for so many families in those inter-

tropical regions ; and over and above all,

in the clear blue heavens, hangs the snowy

* Her gracious Majesty was pleased to express her ad-
miration of this great picture ; while the late amiable and
noble Marquis of Lansdowne, on beholding it, observed

—

that he cared little who was the artist, it was one of the
finest pictures the eye of man ever rested on.

dome of Chimborazo, a hundred miles dis-
tant, yet seeming almost like a cloud. This
picture, so replete with sunny beauty and
rare delicacy of execution, has found an
appreciated home in England.
Mr. Church next commenced, on a some-

what larger canvas, ‘ The Rainy Season in
the Tropics,’ to me, I humbly admit, one
of the finest works of this celebrated artist.

The sceneiy here embodied is of grander
nature : vast mountains with broken ridges,
a broad plateau with green fields, a tran-
quil lake, whose waters escape in the fore-
ground in tumultuous cascade—all these
visible here and there through passing
showers, now illumined by sunlight break-
ing through a rifted cloud, again shadowed
by sweeping vapours and heavy tropical
rains; while over the entire foreground,
from mountain to mountain, its left resting
on a church perched upon the crags, its

right sinking into a group of palms, springs
the bow of promise, tremulous in prismatic
colours, spanning the heavens with a truth-
fulness to nature’s own handiwork such
as rarely, if ever, has been depicted on
canvas.

All the accessories of the picture are in
strict accordance with the scene portrayed

—

the rivulets leaping down the mountain
gorges in showers of spray, the fresh green
tints upon the grass banks, the roaring
cataract in the immediate foreground, the
cool clearness of the air as the showers pass
away, the indescribable charm thrown into
the general effect of a view seen so dimly
through falling rain, and the exquisite
beauty of the sunlight resting on a distant
snow-crowned summit standing out against
the clear blue sky.

We next find Mr. Church passing from
the luxuriance of tropical vales to dare the
icebergs and driving floes in the far and
frigid north, as he opens to our vision the
glories of the “ Aurora ” flashing through
the long Arctic night. Here is a literal

viewof the farthest north land yet discovered
—masses of inhospitable cliffs wreathed in
driving snow-drifts. Cold, oh how cold, in its

every expression ! the broad sea in the fore-

ground fast locked in ice ; the little schooner,
the United States, with Dr. Hayes’ expedi-
tion in winter quarters, showing one single
gleam of home warmth from an open port

;

and a solitary voyager upon a sledge, drawn
by a team of dogs, hastening towards the -

vessel, giving the only touches of human
sympathy to the grim desolation of the
scene

;
and overhead, stretching in a great

arch through the heavens, the weird corus-
cations of the northern banners stream
forth, glittering in endless imitations of
unearthly splendour, while keeping watch
and ward along the icy portals to an undis-
covered realm.

The ‘ Aurora ’ must take a very high rank
in artistic excellence, it is something so
original. Think of giving the effect of
electric light, its strange convolutions, its

exquisite delicacy of tints; yet here it is,

flashing from the sky, and reflected from
snowy cliffs upon the rough bosom of an
icebound sea. You feel the sublime soli-

tude of the gloomy Arctic night
;
the deadly

cold, the utter absence of life, the perfect
helplessness of human effort in the presence
of that monarch of the north, whoso throne
is terror, and whose breath is the extinction
of life.

As a contrast to the above-named beauti-
ful work, Mr. Church recently painted
a picture entitled ‘A New England Twi-
light.’ Here a summer’s evening steals

over the landscape in charming repose and
beauty—not a ripple upon the sea, not a
murmur from the trees—all is tranquillity

;



the distance falls into indistinct shadows,

shrouding the hills, and gathering oyer the

waters : it is an evening such as we have

all seen and felt—a perfect peace reigning

over nature. The sun has gone down in

glorious beauty, which the clouds catch,

reflect, and seem to love to prolong—a rich

dash of crimson in the far west, delicate

fringes of light on the darker masses, and
overhead azure and gold. Just such an

evening as gathered in softer beauty over a

newly- created world, when God rested from
His labours, and saw that it was good.

Space will not permit me to linger in

Church’s studio, and yet how many other

pictures of great merit has he painted ! So

let me pass to Mr. Hayes, another American
artist of brilliant talent. He has latterly

been working mostly at cabinet pictures

—

groups of deer in the forest, or on the prairie

—

some for American connoisseurs, some for

the Tying of Italy. These cabinet pictures

have been, and are justly prized, and Mr.

Hayes has been remarkably successful in his

treatment of them. There is no animal

painter in America, and few in England,

more thoroughly conscientious in his fidelity

to nature. The secluded forest or the broad

plain, with the graceful grouping of their

denizens, under his magic pencil, produces a

dharm impressing alike the cultivated in

Art and the hunter from the forest. This

artist richly deserves the increasing popu-

larity which his ability has secured, and

some of his works, scarcely, if at all, inferior

to those of Landseer, Ansdell, or Horlor,

will create a sensation in all Art-circles of

a lasting and brilliant character.

Mr. Haselime is another American artist

whom no one can fail to appreciate. The
freedom with which he treats the bold

scenery of the American coast, with tho

grand roll of the sea breaking upon the

everlasting rocks, is marvellous.

One picture, only recently finished, em-
bracing a view of ‘ Castle Rock,’ near

Nahaut, is remarkably happy in treatment,

from the grand mass of cliffs in shadow in

the foreground, the delicate tints upon the

sea as its crested surges roll in before a

freshening breeze, and the rare transparency

of the sky. This gentleman is, I believe,

now at Naples or Capri, a locale that pre-

sents unusual artistic advantages in the

boldness of its cliffs, ranging from twelve to

fourteen hundred feet high, the brilliant

colouring of the water, and the wonderful

effects of the sky. Ere long, then, we
may reasonably expect paintings from his

easel equal to some of his finest pictures

gleaned from his summer associations.

Mr. Nehlig hasjust completed his ‘ Artist’s

Dream,’ a subject tried before, it is true,

and with great success ; but the pencil of

this painter has created new features of

beauty, originality of design, and shown
exceeding poetical treatment. He is now,

I understand, engaged upon a large picture

of the ‘Battle of Gettysburg,’ which gives

promise of great force and action, while its

associations must command a wide-spread

interest.

Mr. Robins, now on the Continent, a

pupil, I believe, and friend of Mr. Church,

also shows promise of a high rank in his

profession ;
while Mr. Bierstadt, of whom

more hereafter, has been developing his

rockymountain experienceswith great effect.

But I cannot close this paper without

referring to Mr. Darly, the talented illus-

trator of ‘Marguerite,’ the ‘Sleepy Hollow,’

and various other works of Washington

Irving and Dickens, and the designer of

some admirable illustrations of the late

war. In his peculiar line of art he stands un-

rivalled in America, if not in Europe. Pos-

sessing much of the humour of Cruikshank
in his best day, combined with the power
of grouping, so as to cast over the inani-

mate characters traced by his unerring

hand and rapid pencil a sense of feeling

and life-like expression, telling their own
tale with striking effect.

And when I add that as yet neither Mr.
Darly nor Mr. Church have ever been in

Europe, that they have never visited the

rich galleries of the Continent, nor dwelt

on the realities of life, save as depicted

in the States, it is marvellous the high

degree of Art they have attained, and the

spirit which appears to have grafted itself,

I may say, on their imaginations, making
them to bring before the world life-like por-

traits of scenes rarely actually beheld. And
I must in all candour declare, that among
the number of artists who permitted me
to look on their noble works, and watch
their daily labours, there reigned an uncon-
scious modesty in reference to their own
great merits, which the world does not

usually ascribe to Americans.
Another artist ofmost distinguished talent

is Mr. Bierstadt, just mentioned. He has. I

believe, travelled in Europe ; but, generally

speaking, he confines himself to American
scenery. Though possibly possessing less

poetic taste and imagination, Mr. Bierstadt

has a bolder hand even than Church, and
his ‘ Rocky Mountains,’ if sent to the old

country, would, or I greatly err, find abun-
dant favour with those who love to look

on modem excellence in Art. A quotation

of a few lines, written on the subject of this

grand picture, will in some measure illus-

trate its merits, or at least describe the

nature of the scene it presents.

“ The vales are green and narrow, and the rivers swift and
deep,

Which lie between these stately lulls, where nature’s

glories sleep.

Unbroken by the white man’s tread, the white man’s rifle

sound,
And echoing but the Indian’s whoop, the panther’s deadly

bound.
Tire red man’s slender birch canoe upon each stream is

seen,

The red man’s wandering tent of skins is spread on every

green

;

But his nation’s strength and glory like morning’s mist
must fade

Before the march of enterprise, led by the sword and
spade.”

The few names I have mentioned as suc-

cessful American artists of the modern school

are quite sufficient to show the love and
rise of Art in the United States. In a

brief article like this, it would be in vain to

give any readable description of the nume-
rous other artists unknown in England. In
the selection I have made, however, I dis-

claim most emphatically the idea that, in so

far offering my humble tribute of praise and
amateur opinion of Art, I have the slightest

desire to detract in the most remote degree

the great talent of numerous others. Mean-
while, it is my firm belief that the school of

American painters, by the taste and love for

Art and of Art, in all its phases already so

forcibly evinced, bids fair to place itself on
as high a pedestal as that of any contempo-
rary nation, if it has not already attained it.

The principal picture galleries in New
York are those of

—

W. H. Aspinall . Old Masters.

Auguste Belmont French and Belgian.

T T ( American (owns Church’s
John Johnston

Robert Stuart . Principally American.

Marshall Roberts Principally American.

W. Oliphant . . Mostly American.

John Wolfe . . French and Belgian.

( Various pictures, includ-

W. P. Wright . ! ing Rosa Bonheur’s

(
‘ Horse Fair.’

( Various (many of
George Blodget .

i
Church’s).

This latter gentleman is the fortunate

possessor of the ‘ Heart of the Andes,’ and
other pictures of Church’s, as also the beau-

tiful pictures of the Uvas de Sevilla, by
Hall. H. B. H.

ART IN CONTINENTAL STATES.

Cape Town.—In connection with an institu-

tion for the intellectual improvement of young
men, founded about three years ago under the

auspices of the Lord Bishop of Cape Town, it

was determined to establish a school of Art on

the plan of the schools in connection with the

Department of Science and Art in England.

The promoters accordingly sought for a trained

teacher from England, and secured the services

of Mr. T. M. Lindsay, an assistant master of

tho Liverpool School of Art, who arrived at the

Cape in May, 1864. Arrangements were at

once made for opening the school, and there are

now in full work six evening and five morning

classes, four of which are attended by ladies.

It has naturally been found difficult in a colony

with scarcely any manufacturing class to create

an impression of the practical value of Art-

training
;
but, by dint of steady exertion, the

institution is making its way, and has already

brought out some students of more than average

ability. After just one year’s labour, the first

exhibition, consisting entirely of student s’ works,

was held in July last, and opened by his Excel-

lency the Governor, Sir Philip Wodehouse,

who has proved himself a liberal patron of the

school. During the three days the exhibition

continued open, it was visited by between two

and three thousand persons. In the various

classes there are now about one hundred stu-

dents ;
and, considering the colonial difficulties

of such an undertaking, it may be described as

a remarkable success. A considerable number
of prizes were awarded to students, both male

and female, who had distinguished themselves

by their drawings in competition. We may
remark that the object which, at the outset, the

managers of the school seek alter, is the promo-

tion of outline and practical drawing, rather

than highly-finished work or pictures. A peti-

tion to the local parliament for a grant of money
in aid of the school was to be presented.

Parts. — The Academie dcs Beaux Arts, as

trustee of the funds bequeathed by M. Bordin,

has offered a prize—a gold medal valued at

£116—for an essay on the following subject

“To examine and demonstrate the amount of

influence exercised on Art by circumstances,

national, political, moral, religious, philosophic,

and scientific. To show to what extent the

most eminent artists have shown themselves

independent of, or affected by, such influence.”

The essays are to be sent in to the Secretary of

tho Institute on or before the 15th of June,

1867. The subject has a special interest viewed

in relation to the forthcoming International

Exhibition
;
but we do not know whether the

competition is also “international,” or limited

to France.—M. Olivia, a French sculptor, is

engaged on a bust of Richard G’obden, to be

placed, by' command of the Emperor, in the

gallery at Versailles.—M. Guichard, President

of the Exhibition of Works of Art, has con-

ceived the project of establishing a school of

Art in the Faubourg St. Antoine, a quarter of

the city in which so many of the artisans of

Paris reside. Separate workshops for the various

kinds of artistic productions are to be erected in

connection with the school, and the best French

artists will deliver lectures in them. Subscrip-

tions to the amount of £12,500 have already

been received towards carrying out the project,

and'a piece of ground for the necessary buildings

has been purchased on the Boulevard Philhppo

Auguste.
Pesth.—The Esterhazy gallery of paintings,

which includes some fine examples of Murillo,

has been removed from Vienna to the museum
of this city, where it is intended to form, accord-

ing to the desire of its owner, the nucleus of a

picture-gallery.
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THE PARIS
UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION, 1807.

It appears, from a notice issued by tbe
Science and Art Department, South Ken-
sington, that the 28th February, 1866, has
been fixed upon as “ the last day for receiv-

ing demands for space.” Although, to our
minds, it will be difficult for contribu-
tors to ascertain their wants so long in
advance

; and although, to us, it seems
needless to call upon them for absolute
resolves thirteen months before the Ex-
hibition will open, it is quite clear that
ordinary exhibitors, artists, manufacturers,
etcetera, must obey the mandate.
The Exhibition will probably be the last

that will bo witnessed by those that were
in their prime in 1851': for, undoubtedly,
many years will pass before—either in
England or in France—there will be an-
other. We know that the leading producers
of Art-'works in Great Britain are deter-
mined upon great efforts to be represented
worthily. They will enter into the com-
petition with far more confidence than they
did in 1857, when Pans, following the
example of England, invited contributions
from all parts of the world. Then, English
manufacturers distrusted their own powers';
they anticipated not triumph, but defeat.

It is otherwise now : in Great Britain there
has been a marvellous advance

;
while in

France there has been little, if any. France
in 1862, did not, as she did in 1851, throw
all competitors into the shade : she gave us
“fair play” in 1S57, and we are quite sure
will do so again in 1867.

We believe, therefore, our Art-producers
are acting wisely in resolving generally to

respond to the call that France has made
upon them in common with the other
countries of the world.

It may be well, even at this early period,

to state that the Paris Universal Exhibi-
tion we shall report fully; illustrating it,

perhaps, as extensively as we did the In-
ternational Exhibitions of 1851 and 1S62,
having due regard, and giving proper pro-
minence, to such works as are instructice.

There can be no doubt that the wealth of
Nations will be there gathered—in meri-
torious competition

;
and it will be again

our duty—probably, as we have intimated,
for the last time—to preserve a worthy and
useful record (for the practical teaching, by
example) of the productions of every people
and country of the globe.*

On this subject we shall necessarily have
much to say hereafter : for the present, it

will suffice thus to notice our intention.

Those who require information for their

guidance—intending to exhibit works in
Paris, in 1867—may obtain copies of the
printed “regulations” by applying for

them at the Museum, South Kensington.
It is a very clear, circumstantial, and satis-

factory document
; we learn thence that

“the Universal Exhibition” (that name
seems to have been adopted in preference
to “ International”) will be held in a tem-
porary building in tho Champ de Mars

;

and that it will open on the ls£ of April
,

1867, to be kept open until the 31st of

* It may be right to state, that a provision is made
similar to that which was made in London in 1362.

“ No work of Art, or object, exhibited in the Exhibition
building or in the Park may be drawn, copied, or repro-
duced in any manner whatever, without the authority of
the exhibitor who is the author of it. The Imperial Com-
mission reserves to itself the right to authorise the taking
of general views of the Exhibition.”
We respectfully yet earnestly hope the Imperial Com-

mission will take warning by the results of the miserable
attempt to make a little money (even in that light a
failure), in 1362, by the production of what was called
“An Official Illustrated Catalogue.”

October following. It is placed under tbe
direction of an Imperial Commission, whose
duty it will be :

—

To make known throughout the whole extent
of the department the measures relative to the
organisation of the Exhibition, and to distribute
the forms of demands for space and other docu-
ments issued by the Imperial Commission.
To point out, before the 31a/! October, 1865,

the principal artists, agriculturists, and manu-
facturers, whose productions would seem specially
calculated to contribute to the success of the
Exhibition.

To appoint a Commission of learned men,
agriculturists, manufacturers, overseers, and
other persons with special knowledge, to make
a careful study of the Exhibition, and to pub-
lish a report upon the means of applying in the
department the lessons which the "Exhibition
may have taught.

Artists, &c., will be sufficiently informed
when they have read the following :

—

Works by French and foreign artists, exe-
cuted since the 1st January, 1855, will be re-
ceived for exhibition.

The following will not be received :

—

Copies, including those which reproduce a
work in a manner different to that of the
original.

Oil-paintings, miniatures, water-colour paint-
ings, pastels, designs, and cartoons for stained-
glass frescoes—without frames.

Sculpture in unbaked clay.

The number and nature of the rewards that
may be given in respect of Art, as well as the
constitution of the international jury wrho will
be called upon to act as judges, will be decided
hereafter.

Before the 15th August, 1866, the Imperial
Commission wall notify to the Foreign Com-
missions the amount of space allotted to each
of them for the display of the productions of
their respective exhibitors.

All expenses, such as the employment of
workmen in the building, the reception and
opening of packages, the removal and charge of
packing cases, the construction of counters,
stages, glass and other cases, Ac., the placing of
goods in the Exhibition building and in the
Park, the decoration of tho stalls, and the re-
turn of the goods, arc to be borne by the exhi-
bitors, French as well as foreign.

The various stalls and fittings may be erected
in the Exhibition as fast as the buildings are
completed

;
they must be commenced at latest

on the 1st December, 1866, and must be ready
for the reception of goods before the 15th
January, 1867.

From the 11th to the 28th March, 1867, the
goods already unpacked and placed in the
stalls, are to be arranged and displayed for ex-
hibition. A review of the whole Exhibition
will take place on the 31st March.
The name of the producer will bo affixed to

the goods exhibited. The name of the retailer

who usually acts as his agent may be added
with the producer’s consent.

The Imperial Commission will, when re-
quired, make arrangements for the exhibition
of goods under the name of the retailer, when
not sent for exhibition by the producer.

Exhibitors are requested to insert after their
own names, or the names of their firms, the
names of those persons who have contributed

j

in a special manner to the merit of the products
i exhibited, either as inventors or designers, or
by some process of manufacture, or by some re-

markable skill in tho workmanship.
The cash price of the objects exhibited and

the place where they may be purchased may be
stated.

A ticket will be delivered to each exhibitor,

which will give him free admission.

These rules and regulations it is essential

for every intended exhibitor to study
;
but,

as we have intimated, a comprehensive
programme may be easily obtained.

"VVe trust that the entente cordiale which
now so thoroughly unites France and Eng-
land, will bo not only unbroken, but
strengthened, by time.

SELECTED PICTURES.

FROAT THE COLLECTION OF T. BIRCHALL, ESQ.

,

RIBBLETON HALL, PRESTON.

THE GIPSY QUEEN.

P. F. Poole, B.A., Painter. F. Joubert, Engraver.

Whether the title accorded to this picture
is the most appropriate that could be found
for it may reasonably be questioned

; the
figure is, we apprehend, only one of those
numerous fancy portraits painted by the
artist, and introduced as gleaners, fisher-
men’s daughters, girls at a spring, &c. &c.

;

charming portraits, they are, too: bright,
vivacious, and life-like in character—allow-
ing some margin for artistic licence—vigo-
rous in execution, and brilliant in colouring.
The walls of our annual exhibitions supply
abundant evidence of the great popularity
of this kind of works ; figure-painters of
eveiy grade of excellence practise it more
or less, with a tolerable certainty of finding
purchasers, becauso the subjects are so
attractive as to recommend themselves to a
public which is pleased and satisfied with
whatever has in it the embodiment of
simple nature, clothed though it may be
in:the garb of imagination. Yet an artist

will never elevate himself to great emi-
nence by confining his labours to such
pictures, and Mr. Poole would never have
risen to the rank he now holds had he done
nothing more ; but the painter of ‘ Solomon
Eagle during the great Plague of London,’
of ‘ The Goths in Italy,’ of ‘ The Messenger
announcing the evil tidings to Job,’ and
others of Like character, can well afford to
employ a small portion of his time upon
the belles of the village or fishing-town,
without fear of losing caste among his
professional brethren, or reputation with
the public.

We have intimated that the titlo and the
subject of this little picture do not appear
quite in harmony, and yet we know not
what other, of a definite signification, could
be given to it. Certainly the locality, so
far as the bit of landscape introduced can
determine it, may be the resort of gipsy
tribes, and the face of the girl, with her
large, black, full eyes, and arch expression,
is not incompatible with the features of the
race. But here identity seems to stop, and
we look elsewhere in vain for any assimi-
lation to the descendants of Ishmael, the
free denizens of the wild heath and shadowy
lanes—a nation without a country, a people
without a home. In her picturesque but
most indescribable hat she has gracefully
placed a drooping feather, and her bodice,
somewhat closely fitting, displays a bust of
which the queen of an empire might be
proud. As she leans against, and rests her
w'ell-rounded arm on, the green bank, in
spite of the long bramble sprays springing
from it, the coquettish attitude of the figure,

no less than the expression of the coun-
tenance, indicates that she is not insensible
of her pretensions to be a “ gipsy queen ;”

and as in olden time ladies of high birth
possessed their favourite falcons, which
they petted and made conqianions of, so
Mr. Poole has given to his royal maiden
not a regal bird, but a fine magpie, which,
perched on her finger, appears to be chat-
tering his delight at the position he occu-
pies. The introduction of this “ accessory”
into the composition is a happy idea, fi lling
up a vacant space on the canvas with a
pleasing object, while it serves to balance
the outline of the figure on the opposite
side.
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GERMAN PAINTERS OF THE MODERN SCHOOL.

No. XI.—WILHELM YON KAULBACH.

AULBACH comes as a crowning climax to

the long and illustrious series of German
painters of the modem school. He is the

consummation of the great revival, the

history of which through the past fifty

years I now, with the present paper, bring

to a close. H born in ancient Greece, he
had been a Phidias; if in middle-age

Italy, a Raphael; if in modern Prance, a Dela-

roche
;

but a native of Waldeck, in west Ger-

many, his genius has taken '.on the guise which is

better in keeping with his time and country. The
pictorial phenomena presented by his paintings are

not a little complex. His compositions are as a go-

between and a compromise of many styles. His
manner is architectonic, yet florid and free; sculp-

turesque, but decorative and even meretricious; pic-

torial, yet wanting in the qualities which distin-

guish a picture from a bas-relief. And henco it is that the

creations of Kaulbach fail to bring entire satisfaction to either

the architect, tho sculptor, or the painter. Nevertheless, taken

for all in all, Wilhelm von Kaulbach, I think, merits the

position usually assigned to him, that of the first among the living

artists of Europe.
Wilhelm von Kaulbach was born in the small town of Arolsen,

in Westphalia, in the year 1805. His father, a goldsmith by
trade, proposing to make ofWilhelm an artist, took the youth, when
seventeen years old, to Dusseldorf, and placed him as a student

in the Academy, then under the direction of Cornelius. At the

age of twenty-one, Kaulback followed his master to Munich, and
commenced the works which first brought him into notice. Among
his earliest productions were six allegorical frescoes, executed in

the arcade of the Hofgarten. About this same period, while yet the

artist fell short of his five-and-twentieth year, we hear of several

productions, such as a wall-painting of ‘ Apollo and tho Muses,’

in the Odeon, and tho celebrated design, entitled ‘The Madhouse,’

the materials for which had been collected some years previously

I from a lunatic asylum in Dusseldorf. Then followed a series of

sixteen wall-pictures in the palace of the Duke Maximilian, illus-

trations of the oft-painted myth, the loves of Cupid and Psyche.

;

Further years were devoted to the decoration, conjointly with

Schwanthaler, the sculptor, and Schnorr, the painter, of Kang

j

Ludwig’s new palace. Ivaulbach’s share of the work was the

!
illustration of Klopstock, Wieland, and Gothe. Character and
truth, fertility, facility, and fancy, were qualities conspicuous

1

even in these comparatively prentice compositions. The frescoes

j

which, at a later period, Kaulbach placarded on the external walls

Drawn by W. J. Allen.] FLIGHT OF THE CHRISTIANS.

AN EPISODE FBOM ‘ THE DESTRUCTION OF JERUSALEM.’

[ Engraved, by J. D. Cooper.

of the New Pinakothek, grotesque and hideous designs, that 1837, was completed for Count Raczynski, the design since

have sometimes been likened to the advertisement pictures placed 1 executed in “ water-glass,” in tho New Museum of Berlin,

in front of itinerant menageries at country fairs, are, by common
]

Kaulbach’s masterpiece, ‘ The Battle of tho Huns.’ The car-

consent, wholly unworthy of the artist’s renown. In the year
,

toon for another chief work, ‘The Destruction of Jerusalem,’

'

I
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his mark on the city of Berlin. His connection with Dusseldorf,
the town which, above all others, acknowledged the sway of Over-
beck, the spiritualist, did not enrol Kaulbach as a disciple of Fra
Angelico, or Perugino; neither did his residence in Munich, a
city which, for long years, lay subject to the dominion of Corne-
lius, make him a follower of Michael Angelo. Between Cornelius
the master and Kaulbach the pupil there has, indeed, always been
a wide interval. Cornelius is metaphysical, material, and mus-
cular. His creations are historical, erudite, and incomprehensible.
That Kaulbach was indebted to the great master for grandeur
of form, and wide sweep of discursive thought, there may be little

doubt. Yet to what he borrowed he added more
;
not, indeed,

that the materials he supplemented were always his own
;
rather

let me say that Kaulbach obliterated his obligations to Cornelius
by putting the artists of all times and countries under contribu-
tion

;
that he made good his independence of any one among his

contemporaries by drawing wealth from the accumulative stores

was also completed in the years 1837 and 1838. The oil-picture

elaborated therefrom eight years later, King Ludwig purchased,
and placed in the New Pinakothek : a water-glass ” replica

covers one of tho compartments of the Berlin Museum. In the
year 1846 was published a series of designs, scarcely less esteemed
in England than in Germany, elucidations of Gothe’s ‘

‘ Reynard
the Fox.” Here the artist’s subtlety as a humorist and power as
a satirist are seen in the full fling of revelry. Kaulbach, ever
fertile in fancy and fluent in hand, has been copious in the illustra-

tion of books. In this walk, a folio edition of the Gospels, and the
Shakspere Gallery, may be mentioned among the best] known
products of his pencil. The last ten or fifteen years of the painter’s
life have been devoted to the great mural pictures which decorate
the “ Treppenhaus ” of the New Museum, Berlin.

Kaulbach, as we have seen, was in his early years allied to the
school of Dusseldorf

;
in his maturer manhood he became identi-

fied with Munich ; and now in the advance of life he is leaving

Drawn by W. J. Allen.'] [Engraved by J. D. Cooper.

of every Greek and Italian who has left to the world works which
cannot die. Yet even the most cursory examination of the

products educed, prove that these diverse materials become fused
in the furnace of tho painter’s studio

;
and the flux which makes

even dissonant matter flow into one homogeneous mass is in the
nature of an esthetic essence. A sense of beauty is the one faculty

which Cornelius lacked ; a love of what is lovely for its own sake
is, in fact, a state of mind all but unknown to the German school.

Kaulbach, however, as a rare anomaly in a race of the northern
hemisphere, came into the world pre-eminently gifted with the
aesthetic sense. Unlike his forerunner, Cornelius, he is more ofan
artist than of a historian, more of an Epicurean than of a philoso-
pher

; and differing from Overbeck, he is rather the painter than the
divine. As with Raphael and Praxiteles, so with Kaulbach, Art as
Art became the supreme aim and end,—an art identical with essen-
tial beauty. Hence, in good degree, the popularity which pertains
to the creations and compilations of Kaulbach. They appeal to a

universal sense implanted in every breast, they strike those chords
of intuition which vibrate with exquisite pleasure

;
they fall upon

the eye as music upon the ear in soft seductive cadence.

To say that in Kaulbach the aesthetic sense is supreme were,
after all, to leave the analysis of his creations incomplete. Kaul-
bach’s love for the beautiful is not so much abstract, ideal, or
absolute, as a direct induction from classic master works. Alone
in Europe Kaulbach stands as the representative of the antique
style draped in modem garbs. Some artists among his contem-
poraries, as we have seen, are naturalistic

;
others, again, are

spiritualistic, but to him it is given to follow in the footsteps of

the masters of the Italian Renaissance, and so it has been his

delight to reanimate, and to adapt to every-day ends, the forms
which Phidias in the Elgin friezes had fashioned, and the figures

that Greek painters had on vases delineated. Possibly Kaulbach
had been greater, or, at least, more original, had he borrowed less

and created more. Yet in the history of Art, as in the progress
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of science, nothing is better established than that great men are
dependent on their antecedents and surroundings, and that the
grandest works have been compiled out of anterior products rather
than created absolutely out of nothing. This were true even of
the genius and achievements of Raphael and Michael Angelo. If,

then, a man must date hack somewhere, I would, with Kaulbach,
say that it is impossible to go to a source more copious or pure

than that which flowed out of the midst of ancient Greece.

Whether Greek Art, as served up by Kaulbach, is not a little

spoilt in the redressing, may possibly be questioned. A Yenus in

modem German guise is a coquette, a figure of Pudicizia becomes
the courtesan. The goddess dies, the woman only lives. Again,

it may be feared whether classic modes do not intrude into the

works of Kaulbach when least wanted and welcome, whether the

Drawn by J. Allen.] the GENIUS OF painting. [ Engraved by J. D. Cooper.

spirit which was dominant in the Italian Renaissance to the cor-
ruption of a purer Art, does not taint creations which ought to

shine solely in the light of Christian graces. It must, at least,

be admitted that the offspring of Kaulbach’s imagination is

hybrid. The pedigree which he traces from Parnassus and
Olympus is not pure. The flesh and the spirit intermingle in a
manner lawless and illegitimate. His angels are Psyches, his

cherubs are Cupids, his virtues Yenuses, his Christs Apollos,

his Madonnas Junos, his Jehovahs Jupiters.

The style of the Italian renaissance, which is tyrannous in

Kaulbach, obtains an incontestable triumph in the friezes designed
as borders to the grand compositions that decorate the Berlin
Museum. Taken for all in all, I consider these creations the

most successful arabesques the world has seen. Por sportive
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fantasy they are unsurpassed, for the facile and felicitous trans-
|

formation of human figures into inanimate forms, for growth of
j

the lithesome limbs of children into stems, and leaves, and budding
flowers, thejr stand beyond all known examples

;
for geometric

balance and interlacing of curves that in sequence of lines become
melody and music, these compositions are not surpassed by the

arabesques in the baths of Titus, or the friezes and pilasters of

Raphael in the loggie of the Vatican. In these sportive feats of

the fancy a prominent part is played by a charming little fellow

to whom a story attaches. Kaulbach, it is said, desired to have a

child such as his imagination had conceived and his hand created.

Accordingly, it is recorded, that in due time his wife presented

him with a little boy, modelled from top to too after the manner
of his painted genii. Certain it is that Kaulbach has a faculty

for the making of children who shall live and rejoice in the world

of Art. Correggio was not more read)' at the creation of cherubs

than Kaulbach in the calling into being of cupids, sportive as

butterflies over flowers. In these friezes precocious little urchins
j

as the heralds of civilisation are made to enact various stages in
|

the progress of the arts and sciences. Here are little philosophers
1

looking through telescopes, children-artists painting pictures,

modelling statuettes, small musicians, Pan-like, playing on pipes, I

presumptuous heroes contending with Jove’s eagle. The exquisite
j

fooling of this infant play must be seen to be appreciated. The
j

artist himself seems to have become once more a little child, so

thoroughly is he at home in this game of innocence.

The same faculty for the facetious, the same exuberance of fun
j

and jollity—that facility for bringing into unexpected contact !

things similar and discordant which has sometimes been deemed
(

the true essence of wit—is found in still more startling manifesta-
J

tion in Kaulbach’s far-famed illustrations to Gothe’s poem of :

“ Reineke Puchs.” The metamorphosis, which in the friezes just
j

described carries human form into vegetative growth, obtains in

these bold designs a still more startling transmutation of species.

Men and animals seem hero to lose all distinctive difference ;
the

brute creation assumes the functions and high prerogatives of

humanity. The lion does not simply roar, but thunders forth

orations ; the dog does not so much bark as talk ;
the donkey is i

not a simple ass, but an absolute fool ; the fox is not a knave, but

rather the cunning sage. Animals here assemble as gods in

council. The lion and the lioness are enthroned; the lion

is sick, and the queen lioness dissolves in tears : the owl looks

on doubly grave, and the cat hides her face in her kerchief.

The mock gravity wherewith the whole joke is sustained, makes
the absurdity triumphant and irresistible.

That the German grotesque, which from century to century has

cropped out in the sculptures of Gothic churches, obtains rampant

manifestation in the conceits of which Kaulbach is guilty, it were

superfluous to observe. More novelty may be found in the

remark that a semblance subsists between the humour of our

English Hogarth and the keen, sly wit of the German satirist.

Comedy is unknown to the earnest phases of Italian Art. Broadest

farce, however, makes itself at home even in the midst of the most

serious German thought. And certainly our own people, who
glory in the discords of the Shakspero drama, can scarcely be

shocked at the pictorial discrepancies which Kaulbach delights to

encounter and overcome. That the great artist wholly escapes

vulgarity in such figures as Alaric in ‘ The Battle of the Huns,’

and Belus in ‘The Tower of Babel,’ none of his admirers will

venture to assert. The truly great genius is able to strip off the

robes of state and ceremony, and still to maintain nobility. We
had a right to expect that Kaulbach would act the hero even to

his valet.

When I first made the acquaintance of the grand mural paint-

ings of Kaulbach in Berlin, the new and experimental process

of water-glass was unknown in this country. I submitted the

pictures then in course of execution to careful examination. The
surface of the composition prepared for the reception of the artist's

designs, had the appearance of a large grained freestone, and was

as sharp to the touch as sand-paper. A like surface I have
subsequently found prepared for the water-glass pictures of

Mr. Maclise, Mr. Ward, and Mr. Cope in our own Houses of

Parliament. A close inspection of the pictures in Berlin revealed

the loading on of colours in the lights, and a transparency of tone

and a hatching in the shadows which showed that the process

called forth the full resources of the artist’s manipulation. The
scumbling of opaque, and the glazing over of transparent pigments

were methods evidently as admissible in the new material as in

the older medium of oil. Nevertheless, the granulated texture of

the original surface appeared through the picture’s overspread

veil, and thus was preserved that power of giving off light which
has usually been deemed a vital attribute in fresco. I also noted

that the colours did not’penetrate into the texture of the compo-
sition, but on the contrary lay merely as a thin covering over the

outer face. The general and final effect on close approach is

rather woolly
;
at a distance, however, there is a pleasant softness

in the blended outlines and suffused colours. By some persons
this new process of water-glass, adopted by Kaulbach in Berlin,

and sanctioned by the Fine Arts Commission of England, is

deemed one of the signal discoveries of the age. That the method
promises peculiar facilities of execution, that so far it offers tempt-
ing advantages over fresco, may readily be admitted. But, on the

other hand, that this much lauded process is as yet experimental,

not to say empirical, and that the whole practice of mural painting

has, by a series of failures, been put in jeopardy and disrepute,

must no less be conceded.

‘The Destruction oe Jerusalem,’ of which we publish that

charming episode, the flight of Christians for safety from the city’s

devouring flames, ranks with the greatest works of modem times.

The chef-d'oeuvre of Overbeck, ‘ The Influence of Religion on the

Arts,’ the celebrated picture of Yeit, ‘ The Introduction of Chris-

tianity into Germany,’ the grand picture of Delaroche, ‘ The
Hemicycle,’ in the Academic des Beaux Arts

,
and the majestic

frieze of Flandrin, in the Church of St. Vincent de Paid—works
which record the triumphs of modern European schools—serve to

show Kaulbach in supremacy and isolation. This, the greatest

among living artists, manifests in such pictures as the ‘ Destruc-

tion of Jerusalem’ and ‘ The Battle of the Huns,’ a power wanting
to Overbeck, a versatility not found in Yeit, a readiness and
copiousness of utterance never granted even to French artists the

most masterly, such as Delaroche, Scheffer, and Flandrin. Kaul-
bach, by these works, proves himself an epic painter. ITis subjects

have grandeur, and has treatment is endowed with dignity. He
treads across,the historic fields of space and time with stately step

;

the march of his heroes makes a spectacle for men and angels.

That the world for him is one vast stage, and that the men and
women are but players, is perhaps a misfortune and a fault. It

must be deemed a pity that his genius has not the charm of being

unconscious of its cleverness
;

it is to be regretted that the left

hand of his talent is not unknowing of what the right hand doeth

;

that the virtues and the graces which he practises and adorns are

not unmindful of the praise of men. Homer and Phidias, Dante
and Raphael, Chaucer and Shakspere, are simple, severe, and
all but unadorned : men conscious of power are not ever busy to

proclaim it
;
they move not in ostentation, they pray not at the

corners of the streets, nor sound a trumpet as they pass through
a city. Some of the noblest deeds history records, exquisite

poems, too, on which the tongue lingers, lovely paintings that the

world treasures, are so simple in their mode of birth, that their

bringing forth scarcely attracts the public eye. The truly great

man preserves an even tenor on his way
;

the really great

work has passion but no spasm. I have extolled Kaulbach in no
stinted terms, yet I know that his mortality is betrayed even
through his robes of state. His limits are confessed when he
rushes towards the illimitable

;
his finality is felt when in boldest

flight he steals fire from heaven. Kaulbach has many virtues,

but moderation is not of their company.
Nevertheless, let me in fine recapitulate the claims which Kaul-

bach lays upon the remembrance of posterity. His subjects, his

styles, and his materials, which are many, are alike worthy of

note. His themes, we have seen, are wide in range and lofty in

aspiration. History in epochs which are landmarks in the world’s

civilisation
;

philosophy that teaches through example
;
poetiy

as manifested in the creations of Shakspere and Gothe ; life in

its light and shade, in the climax of its joy and the depth of its

sorrow—such are the subjects which in their diversity and import
measure the genius and circumscribe the labours of Kaulbach.
In style, too, as in subject, this painter displays the same versa-

tility
; by turns he is grave and gay. Like dramatists and actors

of first quality, he is great at once in comedy and in tragedy
;
his

impersonations, in short, are close upon the models of Phidias

and Raphael, of Durer and Hogarth. The name of Kaulbach will

also be identified with the most successful efforts to free Art from
the tyranny of the Church, to ennoble secular subjects by lofty

thought and elevated treatment, and to raise the practice of

monumental painting to an equality with the sister arts of sculp-

ture and architecture. Such are the services which Kaulbach has

conferred upon his age and country. He enters upon his sixtieth

year, and wears a crown as chief among living painters.

The somewhat arduous attempt to bring to the knowledge of

English readers the great masters and works of the modem
German revival of painting is with the present paper complete.

In the prosecution of this task I have met with no assistance, and,

as might be expected when preaching to an unappreciating public,

have found little sympathy. It is, however, some consolation to

know that the principles which have for the last fifty years obtained

favour in Germany, do not stand in need of further sanction
;
and

the labour of love, now brought to a close, finds sufficient recom-

pense in the persuasion that the truths inculcated will endure so

long as high Art is revered, and must prevail even in our own
land so soon as low Art has ceased to be the vogue.

J. Beavington Atkinson.
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THE WINTER EXHIBITION.
THIRTEENTH: 120, PALL MALL.

This collection amounts in number to upwards
of a hundred pictures, among which are many
presenting the best characteristics of the painters

whose productions they are
;
yet, as these exhi-

bitions arc but introductory to what we may
call the Art-season, the great efforts of the

profession are reserved for the full tide of

that time. There are, however, on these

walls two things that must strike the expe-

rienced observer ;
an absence of that pre-

ponderance of domestic subjects which usually

now forms a striking feature of every exhi-

bition
;
and a disposition so marked in the

way of deferential retrospect towards the “old

masters,” as to look like the beginning of a
transition in that direction. We are well con-

tent to be reminded, by free translations, now
of Titian, now of Giorgione, and anon of that

admirable Andrea, unknown out of Florence.

There is more honour in sitting at the feet of

such men than in attempting to deal with the

so-called inspirations of the infancy of painting.

We have seen in this room in Pall Mall some
of the most genuine essays of Prc-Raffaellism,

but these are now comparatively rare. One of

the works on which the eye instantly rests is

‘Dr. Johnson’s first Interview with JohnWilkes,’
by E. M. Ward, 11.A. The scene is found in

Boswell’s “ Life of Johnson,” and its point turns

on Wilkes pressing Johnson to take another

slice of roast veal,— for they had met at dinner,

—

but Johnson is proof against the winning smile

and suave manner of Wilkes. He has had
enough, and has asked for a glass of ale. The
learning and skill shown in this work leave

nothing to be desired, either in the narrative or

the composition. Johnson declines positively

to be again helped, and Wilkes's manner is essen-

tially according to Boswell's description. Next
to the perspicuity of the story is the masterly

knowledge shown in the prominence given to,

or withheld from, the objects introduced. The
subject is one which might have been so easily

vulgarised, that it is a high merit to have thus

elevated it. ‘ Iver House in the time of

Charles I.,’ F. Goodall, R.A., showing children

feeding swans in the moat, recalls ‘ An Episode

in th<Thappier Days of Charles I.,’ exhibited by
this artist some years since

;
yet the former is

purely original as to idea, and in every way
independent of the latter. In contrast so strik-

ing to this is (45) ‘ The Well near Cairo,’ that,

if the matter were doubtful, it would be diffi-

cult to believe both were the work of the same
hand. By L. W. Dcsanges is a portrait of

the Princess of Wales, somewhat younger, it

would seem, than the royal lady herself, and,

wo submit, wanting force from the light Hat

background. ‘The Curt Reply’ (40), G. F.

Follingsby, is a version of the story of the

writing on the window by Raleigh, “ Fain
would I climb,” &c. Queen Elizabeth is in

the act of writing the line that completes

the couplet. She is attended by one of her ladies,

and Raleigh is seen retiring
;

it is bright and
well drawn. There is another scene in which
a queen plays a principal part, (14) ‘ Attempted
escape of Mary, Queen of Scots, from Lochlevin

Castle,’ by P. Calderon, A.R.A., but it presents a

humble contrast to the courtly style of the other,

showing Queen Mary equipped as a laundress,

with a bundle of linen on her head, and thus

waiting a favourable opportunity for escape. It

is so simple and unpretentious throughout, that

it would scarcely be attributed to a painter so

ambitious as Mr. Calderon.
‘ The Eve of the Deluge ’ (96), by W. B.

Scott, is as remarkable for the diligent research

exercised in determining the properties of the

subject as for tbe conscientious elaboration with
which it is worked out. The suggestion occurs

in the 24th chapter of St. Matthew :
—“ They

were eating and drinking, and giving in mar-
riage,” &e. Thus we see Noah and his family

entering the ark in the presence of a jeering

company, heedless of the sign which is already

rising in the sky. According to the authorities

we now possess, these people with their sur-

roundings arc set forth more accurately than

in any similar picture that has come under our

notice. ‘Little Red Riding Hood’ (76), and
‘ Attention Diverted ’ (77), are the contributions

of J. E. Millais, R.A. The former is a little

girl in profile, in the accustomed dress, and the

other shows a lady seated at a piano : it is a

sketch. ‘ Taking an Opportunity ’ (33), by T.

Faed, R.A., contains one figure, that of a ser-

vant maid, having a pile of tea-chests boforo

her, on which she leans while writing a letter.

The picture is thin, and according to tho rich-

ness of Mr. Faed's works generally, looks in-

complete. ‘ The Guardian ’ (31), and ‘ She
gae me a glance wi' her bonny blue e’e,’

are by Alfred Elmore, R.A. The former is

an old story, that of a watchful old uncle

or father, and a niece or daughter, who looks

much chagrined that no opportunity occurs

of despatching to her lover a letter, which she

conceals with her muff. The incident and cha-

racter are extremely well rendered, and tho

picture is brilliant and effective. ‘ Rosy Mom ’

(43), W. C. Frost, A.R.A., a nymph and an
amorino— nothing nowin tho idea—but brought
forward with a sweetness savouring of the verse

of Milton, even worthily embodying Homer’s
“rosy-fingered morn.” There is no other

member of our school enthusiastic enough to

paint classic poetry, when the public taste rises

little beyond domestic anecdote. By G. F.

Watts are four contributions, one of which
is (106) ‘Portrait of the Right Hon. W. E.

Gladstone;’ another, (107) ‘Portrait of Mr.
Hanbury ;

’ the third, (108) ‘ A Study with the

Peacock’s Feathers ;
’ and the fourth, (109) ‘ Tor-

trait of a Lady.’ The second (107) is really a

fine study, and if complexion be nothing in por-

traiture, perhaps very like; but that of Mr.
Gladstone is unintelligible as a portrait. It is

not difficult to paint in this way, but it is ex-

tremely .difficult to make a picture of a head
wherein are seen qualities other than picturesque.

It is not every subject that can be made to refer

to some famous remnant of the fathers of Aid.
‘A Lady with Azaleas

' (65), F. Leighton, A.R.A.,

is like all the productions of its author, a work
of thought and study. The lady holds up before

her a vase containing tho flowers, and wears a

mantle of white satin richly embroidered, but
underneath the mass of drapery there is not a
sufficient indication of form. The head-dress,

also, might have been less heavy, yet it is an
original and an admirable picture, although the

head attire bo somewhat too Cenci-like.

F. R. Pickersgill, R. A., has interpreted Tenny-
son’s lines,

—

“ The sweet forget-me-nots
That grow for happy lovers,”

in a very happy version of a youth and maiden,
the former reaching below the bank on which
he is seated to pluck the flowers, and present

them to his mistress. Tho subjects recently

painted by Mr. Pickersgill are much more per-

spicuous in their personal narrative than those

culled from Italian poetry and history. ‘ Prepar-

ing a Cudgel’ (112), J. D. Watson, is a spirited

study of a man in the hood and hose of the fif-

teenth century
;
he is trimming a stick. E. W.

Cooke, R.A., contributes a most extraordinary

study of shingle and boulders in ‘ The Break-
water at Porlock Weir’ (20), and in ‘The
Dutch Coast at Kawijk’ (18), one of the best

of his fishing-boat scenes. In ‘Annie’s Dessert’

(6), C. Baxter, a child holding a salver of fruit,

this artist sustains his character for tender and
bright colour. In ‘Die Hcu Magd,’ W. C. T.
Dobson, A.R.A., tho colour of the child’s face is

too monotonously red. She is carrying at her

back a basket of grass. The work is otherwise

very characteristic. ‘The Boulogne Fish Mar-
ket' (4)9, J. Hayllar, is one of the best of his

works. ‘ The Fast Flowing Tide ’ (55), J. C.

Hook, R.A., shows tho difficulty of a couple id'

Breton peasants with their load of sea-weed
sinking into the sand with a rising tide—a load

too heavy for the two miserable little cows that

are urged to extricate it by merciless beating.

The description is pointed and circumstantial.

‘The Ardgour Hills from Ballaculish
’ (51), and

‘ The Black Valley, County Kerry ’ (52), Edward
Hargett, are distinguished by much freshness

of feeling. ‘ The Dogano and San Salute
’

(86), George C. Stanfield, is painted in a much
higher key, and with more sweetness of colour,

than antecedent works—a graceful advance on

what he has hitherto done. ‘ The Winepress
’

(98), R. S. Stanhope, is an essay in what may
be called the genuine spirit of Pre-Raffaellite

art. There are in addition to those mentioned

other works of merit, as ‘The Haunt of tho

Crocodile’ (25), F. Dillon; ‘His Likeness’

(41), W. P. Frith, R.A.
;

‘ Alpen Gliihen’ (38),

Mrs. Follingsby
;

‘ Earnest Prayer ’ (75), Charles

Martin
;

‘ Lily ’ (85), James Sant; ‘The Widow’s
Consolation’ (95), Kate Swift; and others by
W. D. Wynfield, W. F. Yeames, A. Hughes, C.

Rossiter, &c., and what must not be forgotten,

a series of subjects for the decoration of a

dining-room bv Yeames, Hodgson, Leslie, Storey,

Wynfield, and Marks. Interspersed in the

collection are many productions of inferior

merit, showing on tlie part of the management
a desire to assist aspirants, as yet feeble, by ex-

hibition at least of their crude efforts.

THE WINTER EXHIBITION.
ELEVENTH: SUFFOLK STREET.

There were last season two winter exhibitions,

both in Pall Mall
;
there are now two open, one

in Pall Mall, a second in Suffolk Street
;
and it

remains to be seen whether there will or will

not be a third. Year by year we hear of new
and extraordinary speculations in Art which
bespeak the unprecedented prosperity of the

profession
;
but, more than all, the increase of

“ winter exhibitions” has a marked significance,

the more especially when consisting of such a

gathering as that now in the rooms of the

Society of British Artists, in Suffolk Street.

Considered as a gathering of modem cabinet

pictures, it is the most comprehensive we have

ever seen, and one of the most interesting.

Although the catalogue numbers upwards of

six hundred works, there arc but few that could

with justice be denied a place in any exhibition.

All the available space is covered, and one

room is filled with foreign productions of great

excellence. The great value of the collec-

tion may be understood when it is known
that it contains pictures or drawings by Ro-
berts, Stanfield, E. M. Ward, Frith, Poole,

Ansdell, Faed, Sant, Dobson, J. Lewis, E. W.
Cooke, F. Goodall, Harding, Westall, Haghe,
J. Gilbert, B. Foster, Girtin, Robson, Cox,

Dimcan, Hart, Fielding, Chambers, F. Tayler,

Rosa Bonheur, Verboockhoven, Bougereau,

Trayor, Kockkoek, Thom, &c. As to poetry and
history, we have little to say of the one, and
nothing of the other ;—a most curious anomaly
—when our school could not draw, its subjects

were poetical and historical; now that it can

draw, both sources are ignored. English his-

tory, therefore, remains to be painted
;
and it

is well it should be so, for there are yet many
changes to come in our Art. The subject painted

by E M. Ward, R.A., is ‘ Jeannio Deans’ First

Visit to the Duke of Argyll,’ from the “ Heart
of Mid-Lothian,” which, it may be supposed,

would be readily disposed of by the hand that

has so felicitously dealt with the most exciting

scenes of the French Revolution, and many
memorable passages in our own annals. Mr.
Ward communicates to his characters the ex-

pression of profound emotion, and not unfre-

quently of excitement, interpretable by personal

action
;
but here is a scene in which the painter

has resolved that nothing should move, in order

that we might the better hear the beating of

poor Jeannie’s heart, who sits in rapt atten-

tion, with eyes fixed on the features of the

duke, while he reads the declaration of Effie’s

innocence. Although brought thus into con-

junction these two impersonations are in such

relative opposition that the purpose of the inter-

view is at once obvious, and we read the result

in the interest given by the duke to tho poor

girl’s prayer, it is an admirable picture, show-

ing throughout neither sign of weakness nor

impatience.
‘ Christopher Sly,’ byW. Q. Orchardson, is one

of the most successful readings of the humour
of Shakspere that has ever been exhibited.

Tho maudlin stare of the drunken and be-

wildered cobbler, when beset by the butler and

5 B
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his troop of lacqueys, is in perfect harmony
with such a petition as “ For God’s sake, a

pot of small ale !

”—uttered hy Sly as he
sprawls out of bed ; and the conceptions and
attitudes of the serving men respond most per-
fectly to the respectful “ Will 't please your
honour,” &c.,—prefacing the invitations to drink
sack or eat conserves. We remember ‘The
Challenge,’ painted by this artist, and we
cannot bestow higher praise on ‘ Christopher

Sly ’ than hy saying that it is in everything
equal to the former. In two pictures by E.

Long, ‘ Corpus Christi in Cordova ’ (3G1) and
‘Matting Making in Grenada' (293), there is

a varied display of Spanish character. The
former especially, that of a religious procession

passing through narrow and crowded streets, is

a masterpiece of diligence and profitable study.

Of ‘The Gentle Student’ (425) and ‘The
Walk from School ’ (439), both by J. Sant,

A.R.A., it is something to say that they are two
of the most charming figures ever exhibited by
Mr. Sant. In his studies of children he realises

the simplicity of Reynolds better than any one
who has ever essayed it. The observer is en-

tranced by the inexpressible sweetness of these

two heads. There is much originality in ‘ The
Knight’s Mirror ’ (221), P. R. Morris, a group
of a knight armed cap-a-pie, and his lady, whose
face is reflected in his breastplate

;
but between

the figures there is too great a disparity of

stature, as he looks like a giant : the back-
ground is darkly monotonous; in other respects

the labour and care bestowed on the subject tell

their own story. It is somewhat far to travel, to

go to the “Last Days of Pompeii” fora subject;

we have, nevertheless, ‘ Glaucus and lone in

the Cave of the Witch of Vesuvius ’ (385), W.
Maw Egley, worked out very assiduously with
two effects, those of firelight and moonlight,
and with a degree of elaboration always com-
manding a satisfactory result. ‘ At Pay ’ (346)

is the title given to a picture of an Egyptian or

Jewish woman, who seems, with her two child-

ren, to have, as it may be assumed, taken
refuge, during some reign of terror, in a stable,

or a vault. It may allude to the Massacre of

the Innocents ;
but that which might have been

richly descriptive, becomes obscure by reason
of the title. There is, however, an earnestness

about the picture capable of much better things.
‘ A Spanish Improvisatorc ’ (482), J. B. Burgess,
is a Spanish street scene, wherein the improvisa-

tore, a fellow of infinite wit, humour, and gallan-

try, sits on a stone, surrounded by an enraptured

audience, who vehemently applaud the compli-
ments he is paying to a lady tending her
flowers at a window above,—by no means in-

ferior, though with a different feeling, to the
picture exhibited under this name at the Aca-
demy last season. In ‘The Doubtful Move’
(266), R. Ilillingford, we see two young people,

perhaps lovers, engaged in a game of chess. The
lady hesitates, and seems by her look to appeal
to an aged cavalier—her father it may be—who
is seated by her side. The party occupy a
room sumptuously furnished in the taste of the

seventeenth century. The subject is by no
means new

;
but careful study, with a certain

amount of power, will always produce an agree-

able picture even of a common-place subject.

A large picture, by the late D. Roberts, R.A.,

occupies a conspicuous place at the end of the

principal room : it is ‘ The Surprise of the
Caravan—Baalbcek.' And near that, and a

contrast in dimensions, is ‘Comus’ (320), by
C. Stanfield, R.A., lighted on one side by the

moon, and on the other by the fiery glare of the
revels in the neighbouring wood. If in ‘ The
Virgin Mary and the Infant Saviour on their

flight into Egypt’ (334), R. Redgrave, R.A., we
arraign the presentation oftheVirgin with Saxon
features, we must challenge a wide circle of

similar discrepancies even among the fathers

of the Art ; and yet such rigorous principles

would the precisians of the profession enforce.

It has, however, many beauties, being a work of
well-matured study. ‘Will he dare?’ (330),

J. B. Bedford, is the question a young lady
asks herself in the presence of her bashful
lover. The situation is sufficiently described
by the point of the relations of the figures.
‘ Searching for the Will ’ (358), George Smith,
with all its merits, does not rise to the power

and sweetness of those smaller works whereby
he won a reputation. A forcible and very cha-
racteristic picture, by J. Pettie, called ‘ The
Bible and the Monk ’ (364), takes us back to

those times in Scotland when the Bible was pro-

hibited. The subject has probablybeensuggested
by “ The Monastery.” ‘ Never Again ’ (412), E.

C. Barnes, is the title borne by a richly-coloured
composition, in which appears a gentleman of the

Elizabethan period, with his little son by his

side, contemplating the portrait of the wife and
mother lately deceased. In * The Free Seats

’

(432), J. Morgan, we find, as may be gathered
from the title, an assemblage of poor people,

diverse in character, but all devout and atten-

tive. The figures are well painted, but the
background is too light. ‘ Highland Mary ’

(380), T. Faed, R.A., is one of those single

rustic figures of which Mr. Faed has painted
many, and to which he succeeds in communi-
cating so much interest. ‘Patience’ (447),
II. Le Jcune, A.R.A., presents two children

sitting on a bank, one of whom is angling
in a pond. By the same artist are, ‘ Spring
—collecting Forget-me-nots,’ and others, all dis-

tinguished by much sweetness. ‘ Rebecca ’ (446),

W. C. T. Dobson, A., is a study of an Oriental
|

figure in drapery remarkable for richness and
harmony of colour. It is small, but it would
make a very impressive life-sized picture.

‘Stonehenge—Evening’ (371), and ‘St. Paul’s,

from below Bridge ’ (372), G. F. Tcniswood : are

two essays of so much merit, that the artist is

unjust to himself not to have set forth espe-

cially the latter subject on a large scale. F.
Goodall, R.A., has contributed in a man-
ner to remind us of his extraordinary com-
mand of childish character : there are ‘ The
Young Gleaners’ (214), ‘The Swing’ (256), a
replica, and others, in water-colour as well as

in oil. Other interesting works are ‘ Ben Venue,
from Loch Achray’ (337), E. Ilargitt, and
‘ Loch Ness, Inverness-shire,’ by the same

;

‘The Romance,’ J. A. Fitzgerald; ‘Dutch
Fishing on the Y, off Ransdorf’ (248), E. W.
Cooke, R.A.

; ‘The Signal’ (253), J. D. Wat-
son , also by the same, ‘ Resting’ (268). By R.

Ansdell, A. R. A., two pictures (275) and 276), each
respectively entitled ‘ Setter ' and ‘ Partridge.’
‘ On the Banks of the Nile' (257), Ilolyoake, is

a study of a native girl in a red dress. ‘A
Dream of the Golden Ago’ (404), W. Maw
Egley, represents a statuesque figure standing
by a fountain, and in association with classic

surroundings : the relations with the golden age
are, however, obscure. But the figure is well

drawn, though with a certain hardness which
may be subdued by time. Many of the landscapes

romind us of the best periods of the painters,

as— ‘ Near Didworth, Leicestershire ’ (265), II.

Dawson; ‘ Dividing the Flock— Sunset
'
(271),

J. Linnell, sen., apparently a small study for

a larger picture
;

‘ The Brooklet in Spring ’

(258), ‘ Valley behind Moore’s Cottage ’ (249),

and ‘ A Country Lane,’ T. Creswick, R.A.

;

‘ Cornish Coast ’ (428), G. E. Ilering :
‘ The

Glen at Eve’ (429), H. M. Anlhonv
;
‘Shipley

Mill’ (392), ‘Vietoi’_ (251), and ‘ Pandy Mill

’

(257), by .T. D. Harding; ‘A Sunny Afternoon
on the River Conway’ (264), B. W. Leader;
‘Cutting Vetches’ (281), David Cox; ‘Our
Footbridge, Millwater Ockham ’ (307), and
‘ Bramshot, Hants’ (321), F. W. Hulme; ‘The
Fletschhom from Fee, Valley of Saas,’ F.

Dillon
;
and others by Niemann, Oakes, A. W.

Williams, &c.

Of the two rooms at the farther extremity

of the large room, the south-west has been set

apart for the paintings of lady artists
;
but we

think the distinction in this case not flattering

to these contributors, for the works they ex-

hibit are well worthy to mingle with those of

the other sex. The famous picture by Rosa
Bonheur, ‘ Labourage Nivemais,’ is here. Mrs.

E. M. Ward has sent her picture, ‘ The Tower,

ay, the Tower ’ (565), and ‘ A Christmas Party ’

(556), an assemblage of happy faces round the

dinner table. There arc tlrree portraits by
Madame Henriettc Brown

;
and an exquisite

drawing of a group of sheep, by Rosa Bonheur

;

‘Hermione’ (561), and ‘Rosa’ (584), by Mrs.

Robinson; ‘A Revelation’ (570), M. E. Ed-
wards

;
‘ Young Blackberry Gatherers ’ (590),

j

Eliza Goodall ; ‘Goat and Kids' (593), Peyrol

Bonheur; ‘ Millstrcam at Pangboumc’ (596),

A. Blunden
;

‘Roses’ (557), M. D. Mutrie

;

‘ Elaine ’ (586), M. E. Osborne
;

* Tobias re-

storing the Eyesight of Tobit;’ and figure

studies by Mrs. J. E. Benham Hay, &c.

Of the water-colour drawings, occupying two
rooms, no terms of eulogy would be too favour-

able, as among them we find examples of that

time when the careful study of natural pheno-
mena was esteemed beyond all the craft of

manual dexterity. Thus the drawings of Turner,
G. F. Robson, Girtin, Copley Fielding, Barrett,

De Wint, Bonington, W. Midler, and others,

lead us back, we may say, to the generation
last past; and those students who have known
how strong these men were in the virtues of
their art, will not be surprised that their works
tell so powerfully among those of the present

day. It is impossible to do justice to the many
wondrous drawings hung on these walls, save

by a detailed description of each. All, there-

fore, that can be done in the present case, is

simply to give the names of some of the artists ;

thus, besides those named, there are also repre-

sented F. W. Topham, David Cox, J. D. Hard-
ing, G. Cattermole, J. B. Pyne, E. Duncan,
Birket Foster, D. Roberts, R.A., J. Gilbert,

H. B. Willis, E. W. Cooke, R.A., F. Tayler,

T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., W. L. Leitch, J. Lewis,

R.A., C. Stanfield, R.A., C. Smith, C. Davidson,
L. Haghe, F. Smallfield, Henry Warren, W.
Goodall, II. Moore, A. J. Stark, J. Nash, G. E.
Hering, Rayner, Cole, Bentley, &c. Many
of the examples associated with these names
will never be surpassed. Among the foreign

contributors are also artists of high reputa-

tion, as Geromc, Bach, Duvcrger, Thom, Eoek-
koek, Verboeckhoven, Bougercau, G. Schmidt,
E. Frcre, Trayer, Schlcssingcr, Lc Poittevin,

Pecms, Chavet, Ten Kate, Auguste Bonheur,
Portaels, with many others of scarcely less

merit. If the water-colour drawings of this

collection were exhibited alone, they would
justly constitute a subject of great attraction.

MR. McLEAN’S GALLERY
OF

WATER-COLOUR DRAWINGS.

Ax exhibition exclusively of drawings has been
opened by Mr. McLean, at No. 7, llaymarket.
The room in which they are placed is sufficiently

lighted, and consequently well adapted for the

inspection of delicate works. The subjects are

those generally entertained in this department
of painting

;
and although light and often

trivial, are by no means easy of realisation ac-

cording to the principles which influence the

labours of our living school. This is confirmed

passim in the best works of the men of mark

;

for instance, we find, by Birket Foster, ‘ Bee-

hives near Witley,’ ‘The Young Shepherdess,’

&c., charmingly coloured, and worked out more
as if with a burin than a pencil. There are

also two or three plums by the late W. Hunt,
elaborated into a picture as brilliant and power-
ful in colour as anything he has ever done,

—

trifles in nature but wonders in Art. The
drawings are not all of recent date, but those

of a late date are not the less interesting on

that account
;
as instance several compositions

by Cattermole. ‘ Hunting in the Olden Time ’

is one of those bright and genial sketches

which have won a high reputation for their

author, F. Tayler; and a ‘Storm coming on,’

by Duncan, is a superb instance of singular

power in describing the grandeur of a tempes-

tuous sea. ‘ Interior of a Cathedral, Ant-
werp,’ and ‘ The Spy,’ by L. Haghe, exem-
plify capabilities alike for figure and archi-

tectural subjects. ‘ Launcelot Gobbo and his

Father ’ are two figures by J. Gilbert, who has

a richer conception of picturesque rags than

even the most dissipated of the ancient Dutch-

men : this is a highly-finished drawing.
‘ Venice,’ Holland, is a bright daylight view

of the buildings from the mouth of the Grand
Canal, looking towards the palace. ‘ Haddon
Hall,’ G. Dodgson, is treated with much of

the elegance that characterises the composi-
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tions of this artist. ‘ Fishing Boats,’ D. Cox,

is extremely simple, but the sea is so truly

rendered that it seems to heave under the eye :

there are seven drawings by this artist, all of

his best time. ‘ A Composition,’ Barrett; ‘ Loch
Lomond ’ and * Sussex Downs,’ Copley Field-

ing
;
and ‘ An Interior,’ S. Prout. ‘ Bab-el-

Katareen,’ Carl Haag, are noteworthy draw-

ings. ‘ The Fern Gatherer,’ by F. Topham,
is a figure larger than those he usually ex-

hibits ; it is a study of a girl wading through

a shallow stream with a load of fern at her

back. ‘ A Scene from Gil Bias,’ J. Gilbert,

seems to be the interview with Gil Perez and
his housekeeper, preparatory to entering the

service of that learned and excellent personage.

* Turkish Figure,’ John Lewis, is an admirable

and characteristic sketch, which has been made
no doubt some time. ‘ Leaving Port,’ J. W.
Carmichael: the vessels in this drawing are.

rigged and placed on the water with a know-
ledge of marine-drawing superior to most of his

contemporaries. ‘The Slide,’ M. Tenkate, shows

a company of boys amusing themselves on the

ice
;
very Dutch in feeling, but very honest in

execution. * Our Saviour and Ilis Disciples ’ is

the only sacred subject wc remember to have

seen treated by Cattermole
;

it does not there-

fore admit of the essential point which consti-

tutes the great interest of this artist’s composi-

tion. ‘ Study of a Head,' F. Sinallfield, has

extraordinary force and life, described with

remarkable facility. ‘ In the Forest,’ H. Clif-

ford
;
a piece of sylvan scenery, with rich masses

of foliage, but all too intensely green.

There are some attractive studies by Sir E.

Landseer—‘A Hindoo Girl,’
‘A Spanish Girl,’

and others. ‘ A Sailor's Widow ofDieppe,’ Miss

M. Gillies, is a touching passage, sufficiently

described by the accompanying legend, “Tronc
pour la sepulture des Noyes.” Remarkable
for various and remarkable qualities arc ‘ From
our Mutual Friend,’ Marcus Stone

;

‘ Interior of

the Cathedral of Spalatra, Dalmatia,, Carl Wer-
ner

;
and by the same, ‘ Garibaldi’s First Land-

ing in Sicily, near Marsala,’ &c.

As already stated, there are in this exhibition

drawings we have seen before, but they are

generally select, and of excellence sufficient to

be always pleasing. The majority consists, as

will be understood from this notice, of the pro-

ductions of rising artists, and others long esta-

blished in public favour.

AllT IN SCOTLAND AND THE
PROVINCES.

Liverpool. — The Liverpool Exhibition of

Pictures this year is, we regret to say, below

mediocrity. It contains upwards of one thou-

sand works, but the quality bears no proportion

to the quantity. There arc, indeed, but two
pictures that are likely to excite attention—the
‘ Esther,’ by Armitage, and ‘ Treading out the

Corn,’ by Ansdell. The “loans ” are very few,

and of foreign contributions there arc none of

much value. Why there should be this deplor-

able falling off we cannot say ;
for, during the

last four or five years, the exhibition at Liver-

pool has been the best of the provincial exhibi-

tions; and we had been led to expect a still

further improvement when the society was re-

moved from Bold Street to larger premises in

Post-Office Place—the gallery of the old aca-

demy, which not long ago was amalgamated
with the new. There must be something wrong
somewhere, for “ the Liverpool Academy and
Art Institute,” instead of offering a more intel-

lectual treat than did its predecessors, falls very
far below them. Wc are by no means over-

anxious to see in our exhibitions a large prepon-

derance of foreign works. Possibly, Liverpool

had too many in past times
;
but who will see

without sorrow their places supplied, as they
now are, by nonentities that can add. neither

grace nor dignity to any mansion in which they
may be placed, and which, any true Art-lover

will hope may never find purchasers ? These
remarks are not pleasant, but they are necessary.

Liverpool, with its daily increasing wealth and
intelligence, might do much for Art—has, indeed,

done much for Art. Its citizens have, more-
over, thought it to be wise, and felt it to be

liberal, to supply themselves, year after year,

with selections from the walls of their own ex-

hibition. This year there is no inducement, but
its opposite, to do anything of the kind

;
and if

there be but one other annual exhibition so bad,

we may fear that any harvest to be gathered

there will fall to the lot only of third-rate

British artists. The society consists of fifteen

lay and fifteen artist members. May we know
who is really responsible for this lamentable

result ? Certainly, the junction from which we
anticipated much good, has been lamentable in

its consequences
;

for, of the two societies that

did exist some two years ago, either exhibited

a better collection than that which is shown by
the two combined.—The annual presentation

of prizes to successful students in the South
Liverpool School of Art was made by Lord
Houghton, on the 23rd of October. After the

head-master, Mr. Finnie, had read the report

on the present condition of the school, his lord-

ship addressed the meeting, and especially the

students, in a very able speech, giving to the

latter portion of his auditors some excellent

advice as to the proper use of the faculties

with which they were endowed, reminding them
that in every way it would be to their advantage
to become good ;ind skilful designers, instead of

indifferent artists. The number of scholars in

the central school of Liverpool is about 230, of

whom thirty-six alone competed for prizes : of

these eleven were successful, and four more
gained “honourable mention.”
Manchester.—The gallery of the Manchester

Academy of Fine Arts, opened in the autumn,
contained nearly 750 works of all kinds, includ-

ing some contributions from the studios of

continental painters. But the room that at-

tracted chiefly was that wherein hung a small,

but choice, collection of pictures, lent by their

owners, gentlemen resident in the city, or its

neighbourhood. Here were examples of Leh-
mann, Dyce, Decamps, F. Goodall, Ansdell,

Etty, Frith, Moriand, Yvon, Muller, Ary
Scheffer, Millais, T. S. Cooper, Stanfield, J.

Linnell, Mulready, Danby, T. Faed, J. T.

Linnell, Creswick, J. Phillip, Sir E. Landseer,

Wilkie, E. M. Ward, Delaroche, A. Bonheur,
Collins, R.A., Elmore, Webster, Pyne, H.
Wallis, F. Stone, and others ;—pictures that

have more than once come under our notice.

Of those contributed by the painters themselves,

we may notice ‘ Half a Loaf is better than no
Bread,’ by E. Hughes

;

‘ Reindeer Hunters in

the Highlands of Norway,’ and ‘ The Hundredth
Birthday,’ by G. Saal; ‘He went up into a
Mountain to Pray,’ W. Gale; ‘Spring Flowers’

and ‘ Home once more,’ W. J. Miickley
;

‘ Harry Esmond's Welcome at Walcote,’ R.
Solomon

;
* Castle of Ischia,’ A. W. Williams

;

‘ An English Pastoral,’ F. W. Ilulme
;

‘ Striv-

ing for Mastery,’ J. T. Peele ;
‘ Morgan le Fay

stealing the Scabbard of Excalibar,’ J. B. Bed-
ford

;

‘ The Conscript’s Departure,’ Miss E.
Brownlow

;
‘Judith in the Tent of Holofernes,’

J. R. Powell
;

‘ A Rainy Day in Lapland,’ G.
Saal

;

‘ Treading out the Corn, Gihon, Jeru-

salem,’ W. J. Webb
;

‘ Bad News on the

Threshold,’ T.. Brooks
;
‘One of the Old Nooks

and Corners of Old England,’ F. Ii. Lee, R.A.
;

‘ Bernard Palissy, the Potter,’ J. Heaphy
;

‘Sunset, Beach at Hastings,’ L. R. Mignot
;

‘ The Romance,’ J. Archer, R.S A. ;

‘ Harvest
Scene,’ J. W. Ehninger

;
‘A new Bride for the

Sea,’ T. Danby ;
‘ Boy Playing Marbles,’ C. A.

Du Yal
;

‘ Foss Hill, Mulgrave,’ H. Moore
;

‘ Danish Nursery Girl,’ and ‘ Danish Cowkeeper
Girl,’ Madame Jerichau. The water-colour

room contained drawings by many well-known
artists :—T. Dalziel, J. Callow, Chase, Fahey,
Smallfield, E. Hayes, E. G. Dalziel, S. Rayner,

T. F. Marshall, E. PI. Wehnert, J. Absolon,

W. R. Beverley, E. P. Brandard, with others.

Want of space prevents any detailed notice of

the various works exhibited.

Ayr.—Mr. M. Noble’s statue of the Earl
of Eglinton, in the uniform of lord-lieutenant,

was inaugurated on the 23rd of October: it

stands twelve feet high, and is placed upon a

pedestal about sixteen feet in height. The work
is of bronze, and was cast at Messrs. Robinson
and Cottam’s foundry, London.

Alton Towers.—The Art-exhibition held

here in the summer and autumn months was so

successful, that, it is reported, a sufficient sum
has been realised, in conjunction with the
bazaar held in Burslem, which realised nearly

£400, to justify the committee of the Wedg-
wood Institute in proceeding with the building

to its completion.

Bath.—A meeting for the . distribution of

prizes to those pupils of the Bath School of Art,

who at the last examination had proved success-

ful in the competition, was held on the 30th of

October, in the Council Chamber, the mayor
presiding. The school has not been founded
more than two years, and though many hin-

drances have beset its path, especially in the
matter of funds, it progresses favourably under
the direction of Mr. Puckett, head-master, and
has already branches at Frome and Chippen-
ham, where the master attends weekly. The
receipts from payments made by students in tho

principal school rose from about £67 in the first

year to about £97 in nine months of the second
year. This is a good augury for the future.

Chester.—Tho equestrian statue of the late

Field-Marshal Viscount Combermerc was pub-
licly unveiled on the 24th of October. It is the

work of Baron Marochetti, A.R.A., and stands

opposite the gate of Chester Castle, contiguous

to the monument of Matthew Henry, the well-

known scriptural commentator.
Exeter.—At a banquet, held in this city

after the ceremony of laying the foundation

stone of the Albert Memorial Museum, on the

30th October, Sir Stafford Northcote, M.P.,
spoke at considerable length on the importance
of the cultivation of Science and Art among all

classes. He said, “ It had been felt of late that

they had a great battle to fight with their rivals

in other countries
; that, whereas some fifty

years ago England had the advantage over
those foreign nations of a greater accumulation
of capital and a better system of machinery,
and possessed, moreover, certain exclusive

privileges from which other nations were shut
out, it had been felt that for many years other
nations had been gaining on them : they were
accumulating capital, and would soon be a

match for England The pressure of

foreign competition was being more and more
felt

;
and if Englishmen were to maintain their

position at the head of the manufacturing
nations of the world, it must be by the study of

those laws of nature and of Art to which he
had made allusion, and the application of which
must always be felt to be of the greatest im-
portance in connection with their commerce
and their manufacturing industry.”

Ipswich.—The last report, recently issued,

of the Committee of the Ipswich School of Art,

speaks favourably of the condition and prospects

of the institution, though there is a small pecu-
niary balance against it, arising from a larger

sum than usual having been expended in tho
purchase of models.

Reading.—Tho closing ceremony of the In-
dustrial Exhibition lately held hero took- place

on the 30th of October, when the Earl of Car-

narvon, who presided, enlarged upon the

benefits arising out of such exhibitions, and
congratulated the promoters of that at Reading
on the success of the undertaking. Mr. Blandy,
one of the secretaries, read the report, which
stated that since the opening of the rooms, on
the 13th of September, the number of admis-

sions had exceeded 70,000 ;
the amount of

money taken at the doors was over £1,800

;

and tiiat although the expenses had necessarily

been heavy, the balance-sheet would present a

very handsome surplus.

Salisbury.—The School of Art in this city,

the formation of which was announced some
months ago in our columns, was “inaugurated”
at the end of October last. Mr. Thurlow Short

is named as the head-master.

Wakefield.—The Industrial Exhibition in

this town, which was closed towards the end of

the month of October, has proved most success-

ful. During the six weeks it remained open, it

was visited by nearly 186,000 persons; the
money taken for admission reaching the amount
of £5,429. It is expected that a considerable

surplus will remain after all expenses arc de-

frayed.
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POEMS AND PICTURES.*

It seems but the other day when the first of
the “

gift-hooks ” for the present year came
before us, and now we have received the first

compiler divides “ Our Life ” into a quaternion
of epochs—Childhood, Youth, Manhood, Old

instalment of those for the next year
;
and an l

elegant little volume it is, a well-chosen se- I

lection of minor poems by the best modern
writers chiefly, with a host of illustrations of all

kinds from the pencils of artists favourably
known in this especial department of Art. The

|

I Age
;
and the poems have reference to each

|

period of life. The character of tho society

EVANGELINE.
FitJM THE STATUE BY S. F. LYNN.

The sculptor of this pleasing statue is

a native of Ireland, and was early en-
gaged in the study of architecture at Bel-
fast, under his brother, Mr. W. H. Lynn,
while at the same time he attended the
classes in the Belfast School of Design.
In this way a taste for modelling was fos-

1 tered, which led him to think the pro-
fession of a sculptor would prove more

! congenial than that of an architect
;
an

idea which received encouragement from
the fact of his winning prizes offered by

I two of the patrons of tho school, Lord Duf-
ferin and Sir Hugh Cairns, M.P. He
therefore abandoned the study of architec-
ture, and, in 1854, came to London, en-
tered the Royal Academy as a student in
tho following year, and made such progress
that shortly afterwards he obtained the

I
silver medal for a model from the antique.
In 18,37 a silver medal was awarded to him

|

for the best model from the “life;” and
!

in 1859 he won the Academy gold medal
1

for the best historical composition—the sub-
I
ject given being Achilles and Lycaon.

1 Wo find Mr. Lynn exhibiting at the Aca-
demy in 1857, a life-size statue called
' Reflection,’ and in the following year
the figure which we have engraved, toge-
ther with a group of a mother and child,

entitled ‘ Grief the latter was sent, in

1859, to the Liverpool Institution for exhi-
bition, and was there sold. His next ex-
hibited works at the Academy were, in

1860, a monumental relievo, and the group
for which the gold modal was awarded

;

and, in 1861
,
statuettes of Ariel and Psyche.

In this year he was elected as member of
the Institute of Sculptors. Since then he
has been engaged in the execution of
various commissioned works of decorative
sculpture

;
among these are a pediment

group for the new Provincial Bank
in Dublin, and figures for the interior;

two large subjects in relief, represent-
ing respectively ‘ Life Insurance’ and 1 Fire
Insurance ;’ the former of which is now
placed “ in position ” in the interior of the
new Lancashire Insurance Office, Man-
chester. During the last two years Mr.
Lynn has been assisting his countryman,
Mr. J. H. Foley, R.A., in the studio of
the latter.

The heroine of Longfellow’s poem,
“Evangeline,” is, both in her days of
maiden happiness and when grief had
driven reason from its throne, lovely enough
to be embodied in tho sculptor’s marble.
It is in the latter condition we see her in

Mr. Lynn’s representation :

—

“ Sometimes in churchyards strayed, and gazed on the
crosses and tombstones.

Sat by some nameless grave, and thought that perhaps
in its bosom

He was already at rest, and she longed to slumber beside
him.”

under whose auspices the work is published is

a sufficient guarantee for the high moral and
religious tone of the writings selected. Of the

* Our Life Illustrated by Pen and Pencil.
The Designs by Noel Humphreys, J. D. Watson, C. H.
Silous, Du Miiurier. Barnes. Wimperis, Green, Pinwell.
Sulman, Lee. and others. Engraved by Buiterworlh and
Heath. Published by the Heligi'ms Tract Society, London. !

engravings wo give two excellent specimens :

the first, an elegant little marine view by Mr.
Wimperis, the second, a domestic scene, very

gracefully composed by Mr. Selous. Messrs.

Lutterworth and Heath have done full justice

to tho numerous drawings and designs entrusted

to them for engraving.

Seated on a dwarf footstone, she ap-

I

pears sadly contemplating some “nameless
!
grave,” her hands loosely clasped, the head

I

bowed down, her whole attitude motion-

!

less, as if already transformed into stone

;

her dress hanging carelessly, and yet not

I

ungracefully, about the figure. The sculp-

|

tor has not misapprehended his subject,

: and has displayed considerable taste and

]
feeling in the treatment of it : the model-

I
ling of the figure, so far as this can he

I traced through the folds of the drapery

—

j

which, by the way, is arranged in a light,
' easy, and unaffected manner, shows careful

j

study fi’om the life. The statue is not yet

j

produced in marble.
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MEMORIES OF THE AUTHORS OF THE AGE:
A SERIES OF WRITTEN PORTRAITS (FROM PERSONAL ACQUAINTANCE) OF GREAT

MEN AND WOMEN OF THE EPOCH.

By S. C. HALL, F.S.A., and Mrs. S. C. HALL.

“ History may be formed from permanent monuments and records, but lives can only be written from personal
knowledge, which is growing every day less and less, and in a short time is lost for ever.”—

D

r. Johnson.

GEORGE CRABBE.

7RABBE was born at Aid-
borough, in Suffolk, in a
small and rude cottage,

now removed
;
the ‘

* por-

traiture ” of which has
been preserved by the
painter Stanfield, His

,

father was a man of humble means
and position. He gave, however,

x"’ 7 *° e^est son the best teaching

,

he could; but George was “in a
great measure self-educated:” yet
the ground must have been well
laid, for in later days he was no

mean scholar. He was born on the Christ-
mas Eve of the year 1754 ;

and when little

more than a child, had made essays in
verse. He was apprenticed to a village

surgeon
;
but learned little and knew little.

When “ out of his time,” ho “ set up for

himself” at Aldborough. Of this uncon-
genial and ill-rewarded employment ho
soon wearied; and in 1780,—“with the
best verses he could write,” and a bor-

Shelburne silent; Lord Chancellor Thur-
low had “no leisure to read verses;” a
poetical appeal to Prince William Henry
—then a young sailor, afterwards King
William IV.—produced no response.
Here he was, in the “ peopled solitude,”

without a friend, without a shilling, with-
out a hope,—nay, not so, for trust in God
never left him ! And there was a dearly-
loved girl (afterwards his loving and
devoted wife) praying for him in the
humble home he had left. But his suffer-

ings of mind and body were intense : once
when he had wandered away to Hornsey
Wood (the locality he most frequented),
and found it too late to return to his lodg-

ing, he passed the night under a hayrick

—

having no money to pay for a casual bed.

What was he to do P The natural holiness

rowed three pounds in money,—he set forth

to seek his fortune in London.
Thus writes the Laureate Southey, in

reference to a case somewhat analogous :

—

“ Woo bo to the youthful poet who sets out
upon his pilgrimage to the Temple of Fame
with nothing but Hope for his viaticum ! There
is the Slough of Despond, and the Hill of Diffi-

culty, and the Valley of the Shadow of Death
upon the way !

”

Partly from the statements of his son,
and partly from a journal kept by himself,

we learn much of the terrible struggle that
followed the advent of Crabbe in the
Metropolis. His “wealth” gradually di-

minished; went down to shillings, and
then to pence : nay, once on taking stock,

he found “ sixpence farthing ” in his purse,
and reduced it to fourpence-halfpenny, by
expending seven farthings in the purchase
of a pint of porter. The pawnbroker gave
temporary relief. At length he had ac-
cumulated a debt of seven pounds ; and the
gates of a jail were about to open to
the heir of Parnassus. Here, there, and
everywhere, he had sought a publisher in
vain : as futile were his efforts to find a
patron! Lord North was deaf; Lord

of his nature kept him from following the
example of that “marvellous boy,” who,
but a few months gone, had “perished in

his pride,” in the wretched attic of Shoe
Lane. What was he to do, as he wandered
about, hungry and hopeless, with high
aspirations and much self-dependence,—

a

full consciousness of the fount within, that

was striving to send its streams of living

water to mankind,—yet without a hand to

beckon him across the slough of despond,

or a glimpse of light to guide him through
the valley of the shadow of death ?

His lot has been the lot of many to

whom “letters” is a sole “profession;”
but of few may the story be told so

succinctly and emphatically as of Crabbe

;

for but few so thoroughly or so suddenly
triumphed over the enemy, or could look

back without a blush upon the progress
of the fight when its end had been
Victory.

Who will say that his prayers, and those
of his “ Sarah,” were not heard and an-
swered, when an inspired thought sug-
gested an application to Edmund Burke ?

I copy a touching passage from ‘
‘ The Life

of the Rev. George Crabbe,” by his son—

a

volume of rare interest, that renders full

justice to an illustrious memory, but
claims for it nothing that the present and
the future will not readily give :

—

“ He went into Mr. Burke’s room a poor
young adventurer, spurned by the opulent
and rejected by the publishers, his last shil-

ling gone, and all but his last hope with it

;

he came out, virtually secure of almost all

the good fortune that by successive steps
afterwards fell to his lot

;
his geniusacknow-

ledged by one whose verdict could not
be questioned

;
his character and manners

appreciated and approved by a noble and
capacious heart, whose benevolence knew
no limits but its power.”
Ay, the dark and turbulent river was

crossed
; and the celestial city was in

sight. The sad and solitary wanderer no
longer walked London streets in hopeless
miseiy

; no more was the spirit to be sub-
dued by the sickness of hope deferred ; and
who will grudge him the natural triumph
with which he once again entered his

native town,—his genius acknowledged

;

his position secured ; his lofty imaginings
converted into palpable realities

; the com-
panion and the friend of many great men,
whose renown had reached even the poor
village of Aldborough ?

It was by the advice of Burke, respond-
ing to his own thought, that he became a
clergyman

;
and by that good man’s in-

fluence ho was ordained on the 21st De-
cember, 1781 : his first curacy being in
his native village

; and, no doubt, among
those who heard his first sermon was the
“Sarah” who had believed in him, when
neighbours considered him a “lubber”
and a “fool,” or at best, a hair-brained
youth, who “would never come to good.”
In 1783 they were married, and went to
reside at Belvoir Castle, the Duke of
Rutland having made Crabbe his domestic
chaplain.

He who had borne poverty with heroism
was able to bear ‘

‘ straitened circum-
stances,” which he had to endure for

several after years. There was a sweet
seraph ever by his side; and “trust in
God” had been strengthened by imparting
“trust” to others.

In 1815 he was inducted into the living

of Trowbridge
;
and on the 5th of June, he

preached his first sermon there. Here he
lived and worked till he died—discharging
his duty until within a week of his re-

moval : having been so richly gifted with
health and strength that he had not
omitted the duty on a Sabbath once for

forty years

—

“ The children’s favourite and the grandsire’s friend,

Tried, trusted, and beloved !
”

In the autumn of 1830, the world was
closing over him. “ Age had sadly bent his

once tall stature, and his hand trembled
;

”

and on February 3, 1832, he “died;”
almost his last words to his children being,
“God bless you! Be good, and come to
me !

”

Crabbe seldom visited London during
the later years of his long life, and I saw
him only in a crowd, where, of a surety,
he was not “ at home.” He was then aged,
over threescore and ten ; it was impossible,
however, not to be impressed by the ex-

T1IE CHURCH AT TROWBRIDGE.

5 c
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terior of the poet whom a high contem-
porary authority characterised as ‘

‘ Nature’s
sternest painter, yet her best.”

Half a century had passed between the
period when the raw country youth sought
and obtained the friendship of Edmund
Burke, and the time when I saw him, the
“observed of all observers,” receiving the
homage of intellectual listeners.

My visit was paid to him at Hampstead,
where ho was the guest of his friends, “ the

Hoares.” It was in the year 1825 or 1S26,

I do not recollect which. There were
many persons present ; of the party I can
recall but one

;
that one, however, is a

memory—Joanna Baillie. I remember her
as singularly impressive in look and
manner, with the “queenly” air we asso-

ciate with ideas of high birth and lofty

rank. Her face was long, narrow, dark,

and solemn, and her speech deliberate and
considerate, the very antipodes of ‘

‘ chatter.”

Tall in person, and habited according to the
“mode” of an olden time, her picture,

as it is now present to me, is that of a very
venerable dame, dressed in coif and kirtle,

stepping out, as it were, from a frame in

which she had been placed by the painter

Vandyke. Her popularity is derived from
her “Plays of the Passions,” only one of

which was ever acted—De Montford—in

which John Kemble, and afterwards Ed-
mund Kean, performed the leading part.

Her father, I)r. Baillie, must have been a
stern, ungenial man, for it is said by Lucy
Aikin (on the authority of her sister) that

he had never given his daughter a kiss, and
Joanna herself had spoken of her “ yearn-
ing to be caressed when a child.” We have
but little to sustain—yet nothing to ignore

—the portrait Miss Aikin draws of the

author of “ Plays of the Passions —“ If

there were ever a human creature ‘ pure in

the last recesses of the soul,’ it was surely

this meek, this pious, this noble-minded,

and nobly-gifted woman, who, after attain-

ing her ninetieth year, carried with her

to the grave the love, the reverence, the
regrets of all who had ever enjoyed the

privilege of her society.”

In the appearance of Crabbe there was
little of the poet, but even less of the stern

critic of mankind, who looked at nature
askance, and ever contemplated beauty,
animate or inanimate,

—

who seemed to have neither eye nor ear for were barren, muddy, and unprofitable,

—

the pure and graceful, whose spring wore was only misanthropic in verse.* In his

the garb of autumn, to whom even the life and practice he was amiable, benevo-
breeze was unmusical, and the zephyr lent, and conciliatory. We have other

harsh, whose hill, and stream, and valley ! authority besides that of his son and bio-

grapher for believing that “to him it was I which he worships has had no influence

recommendation enough to be poor and
j

whatever on the kindly dispositions of his

miserable that as a country clergyman

—

“ To relieve the wretched was his care !
”

This is a tribute to his memory from his

friend, the poet Moore :
—“The musa severior

heart ; but while with the eye of a sage and
a poet he looks into the darker region of

human nature, he stands in the most genial

sunshine himself.”

This is the inscription on the monument

“ The simple loves and simple joys,”

—

“ through a glass darkly.” On the con-
trary, he seemed to my eyes the represen-

tative of the class of rarely-troubled, and
seldom-thinking English farmers. A clear

grey eye, a ruddy complexion, as if he
loved exercise and wooed mountain breezes,

were the leading characteristics of his

countenance. It is a picture of age,
‘

‘ frosty

but kindly ”—that of a tall and stalwart

man gradually grown old, to whom age
was rather an ornament than a blemish.

He was one of those instances of men plain,

perhaps, in youth, and homely of coun-
tenance in manhood, who become absolutely

handsome when white hairs have become a

crown of glory, and indulgence in excesses

or perilous passions have left no lines that

speak of remorse, or even of errors un-
atoned.

This is the portrait that Lockhart draws
of Crabbe :

—“ His noble forehead, his

bright beaming eye, without anything of

old age about it—though he was then above
seventy—his sweet and, I would say, inno-
cent smile, and the calm, mellow tones of

his voice, all are reproduced the moment I
open any page of his poetry.”

Certain it is that the Crabbe who wrote
“ The Village,” and “ Tales of the Hall,”

to his memory in the church at Trowbridge,

of which he was so long the rector :

—

SACKED
TO THE MEMORY OF

THE REV. G. CRABBE, LL.B.
Who died on the 3rd of February, 1832, in the 78th year of

his Age, and the 18th of his services as

Rector of tliis Parish.

Bom in humble life, he made himself what he was ;

Breaking through the obscurity of his birth by the force of

his genius,
Yet he never ceased to feel for the less fortunate ;

Entering, as his works cantestify, into the sorrows and
wants of the poorest of his parishioners,

And so discharging the duties of a pastor and a magistrate

as to endear himself to all around him.

As a writer he cannot be better described than in the words
of a great poet, his contemporary,

—

“ Tho’ Nature’s sternest painter, yet her best.”

Tliis monument was erected by some of his affectionate

friends and parishioners.

[
Mrs. Moore, tbe widow of the poet, has

died since I wrote a memory of her illus-

trious husband, barely twelve months ago.

We have hopes, at no distant time, to offer

our tribute of respect and affection also to

the memory of one of the most admirable

women it has ever been our destiny to know.

We allude to the subject here, chiefly to

mention that among a few other interesting

bequests to us, she left us an inkstand that

was long the cherished companion of the

poet Crabbe. It -was presented to Moore
by the sons of Crabbe soon after his death.]

* “ His poems have a gloom which is not in nature ; not

the shade of a heavy day, of mist, or of clouds, but the dark

and overcharged shadows of one who paints by lamp-light,

whose very lights have a gloominess.”

—

Southey. Some
one has written that “Crabbe was Pope in worsted

stockings.”
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WILLIAM LISLE BOWLES.

Bowles, “of an ancient family in tlie

county of Wilts,” was bom in the village

of Kang’s Sutton, in Northamptonshire, of

which his father, William Thomas Bowles,

was vicar. The day of his birth was the

24th of September. 1762. At least, I pre-

sume it to be so, for it is so given in a

letter I received from him, though he had

struck his pen through the date alter it was

written. “ His father,” he continues, “ was

the only son of the Bev. Dr. Bowles, of

Brackley, who married Elizabeth Lisle, a

descendant of the ancient family of the

Lisles ofNorthumberland ;
the son (William

Thomas) marrying, 1760, Bridget, eldest

daughter of the well-known Dr. Bichard

Grey, Chaplain to Nathanael Crew, Bishop

1

published (in 1793), and sold well—first an
edition of one hundred copies, then another

of five hundred copies, and then another of

seven hundred and fifty copies.

There came a young man into the

printer’s shop who “spoke in high com-
mendation ” of that volume. Eorty years

afterwards, Bowles discovered that the

young man was Bobert Southey ;
and there-

fore, m 1837, another edition of the sonnets

was dedicated to Bobert Southey, “ who has

exhibited in his prose works, as in his life,

the purity and virtues of Addison and
Locke, and in his poetiy, the imagination

and soul of Spenser.” For more than sixty

|

years he was continually writing, and has

i left poems which, if they do not place him

I

among the highest of the poets, give to him
I rank more than respectable.

At the outset of life’s journey he was

j
cheered by the voice of a generous and

j

sympathising “ brother.” Coleridge speaks

j

of himself as having been withdrawn from

several perilous errors “ by the genial in-

fluence of a style of poetry, so tender and

yet so manly, so'natural and real, and yet so

dignified and harmonious,” as the sonnets

of Bowles, and thus tenders his thanks :

—

“ My heart 1ms thanked thee, Howies, for these soft strains.

Whose sadness soothes me, like the murmuring

Of wild hecs in the sunny showers of spring.’’

De Quincey states that so powerfully did

the sonnets of Bowles impress the poetic

sensibility of Coleridge, that he made forty

transcripts of them with his own pen by

way of presents to youthful friends. Cole-

ridge considered Bowles as one of the first

of our English poets “ who combined natu-

ral thoughts with natural diction—the first

who reconciled the heart with the head.”

In one of Lamb’s letters to Coleridge, he

thus expresses himself :

—

“Coleridge, I love you for dedicating your

poetry to Bowles, genius of the sacred foun-

tain of tears. It was he who led you gently by
the hand through all this valley of weeping,

showed you the dark green yew trees and the

mellow shades, where, by the fall of waters,

you might indulge an uncomplaining melan-

choly, a delicious regret for the past, or

weave fine visions of that awful future,

of Durham. The Bev. William Lisle

Bowles was the eldest son of that marriage.

He was educated at Winchester, and re-

moved to Oxford, where he gained a prize

for Latin verse, having been entered a

scholar of Trinity. He took his degree in

1792, entered into holy orders, became a

curate in Wiltshire, and obtained, in 1804,

a prebend’s stall, and, in 1S05, the living

of Bremhill, Wiltshire,” where he resided

until he resigned it in 1845, after forty

years’ faithful service, during which long

period he had watched zealously over the

spiritual and worldly interests of his ilock.

His memory is venerated there to this day.

He retired from Bremhill to Salisbury, and

j

died there on the 6th of April, 1850, being

I a Canon Besidentiary of that Cathedral.

He had then reached the patriarchal age

of fourscore and eight years—a good man,

and a good clergyman

!

In a note to one of his poems, he acknow-

ledges his debt to the Dean and Chapter of

Salisbury for “preferment in a cathedral,

where I might close my days to what 1,

through life, most loved, cathedral har-

mony.”

In early youth, he was innocent enough

I

to apply to a printer at Bath, to know if

! “ he would give anything for fourteen

i sonnets,” to be published “ with or without

a name.” The purchase was declined ; so

' the simple man ,
who fancied he might thus

j

pay the largest debt he ever owed, seventy
1 pounds, “thought no more of getting rich

|

by poetry.” Yet they were afterwards

“ ‘ When all the vanities of life’s brief day

Oblivion’s hurrying hand hath swept away

;

And all its sorrows, at the awful blast

Of th’ archangel’s trump, are but as shadows past.’ ”

This is no 'slight praise from two such

men. We may add to it that of Southey,

who says in reference to one of the poems

of Bowles—“St. John in Patinos,”—“I
should have known it to have been yours

by the sweet and unsophisticated style,

upon which I endeavoured, now almost

forty years ago, to form my own.”

Bowles never sought rude popularity

—

satisfied with inculcating lessons of sound

morality in “dignified and harmonious

verse,” and to lead the heart to virtue as

the chiefest duty of the muse.

His poetical works are many, but he did

not despise prose. His “Life of Ken”
ranks high ;

but ho is in this way chiefly

remembered by his contest with Byron,

Campbell, and others, relative to the claims

of Pope to be considered a poet of the first

order. Byron’s line is familiar to aU :

—

“ And Pope, whom Bowles says is no poet.”

He thus refers to this subject in one of

his letters to me, dated October 28, 1837.

“ I never said ‘ Pope was no poet.’ I never

thought so. I put the epistle to Abelard

before all poems of the kind, ancient or

modern. The Bape of the Lock, the most

ingenious, and imaginative, and exquisite ;

but the Ariel is inferior, how inferior ! to

Shakspere, because the subject would not

admit a being employed ‘ in adding fur-
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belows ’ to a lady’s mantle to be as poetical,
J

as an aerial being singing

—

* Where the bee sucks,’

and raising the storm. The question was
|

wilfully bothered by blockheads, and i.o
|

otherwise was the question evaded, But
'

the principles are eternal.”

When I personally knew Bowles, in Lon-
don in 1835, he was a hale, hearty old
man. He seemed tome a happy blending of
the country farmer with the country clergy-
man of old times, and recalled the por-
traitures of “ parsons ” of the days of Field-
ing and Smollett. He rarely quitted Brem-
hill. Now and then he visited the metro-
polis, where he seemed as much out of
place as a “ daisy in a conservatory ”—that
was his own simile during one of my con-
versations with this eccentric, but benevo-
lent clergyman. Some idea may be formed
of his loneliness amid the peopled solitude
of London, by an anecdote related to me by
the wife of the poet Moore. Bowles was in
the habit of daily riding through a country
turnpike gate, and one day he presented as
usual his twopence to the gate-keeper.
“ What is that for, sir P ” he asked. “ For
my horse, of course.” “ But, sir, you have
no horse.” “ Dear me !

” exclaimed the
astonished poet

;
“ami walking P ” Mrs.

Moore also told me that Bowles gave her a
Bible as a birthday present. She asked him
to write her name in it ; he did so, inscrib-
ing it to her as a gift—-from the Author.”

“ I never,” said he, “ had but one watch,
and I lost it the very first day I wore it.”

Mi-s. Bowles whispered to me, “ and if he
got another to-day he would lose it as
quickly.”

This constitutional peculiarity must have
been natural to him, tor when a very child—-just seven years old—(“ the child is father
to the man”), while accompanying his
parents through Bristol, he was “lost.”
He had strayed away. There was a hunt
for him in all directions, with the eager
questioning of his frightened mother.
“ Have you seen a little boy in blue jacket
and boots ? ” He had been attracted by
the sound of the bells of Redcliff Church

;

and was found tranquilly seated on the
ancient steps of the churchyard, careless of
the crowd around, listening in delight and
wonder to the peal from the old tower.
To this event he alludes in one of his after

poems, when

“ The mournful magic of their mingled chime.
First woke my wondering childhood into tears.”

Another peculiarity of his was an inve-
terate tendency to give away his chattels
to those who happened casually to admire
them. Mrs. Bowles was compelled, in con-
sequence, to keep a watchful eye at all

times upon his proceedings in that way,
and is said to have controlled his simple-
minded irregularities as well as his indis-
criminate liberality.

Of his eccentricities many anecdotes are
told in the neighbourhood where he resided
for nearly half a century. All of them,
however, are simple, harmless, and exhibit
generous sympathy. He was loved by the
poor, and by many friends. One of the
most acceptable guests at Sloperton was
the poet Bowles

;
and Moore says of him,

“What with his genius, his blunders, his
absences, he is the most delightful of all

existing persons or poets.” And again,
“ What an odd fellow it is, and how mar-
vellously by being a genius he has escaped
being a fool!” And thus Southey writes
of him :— ‘

‘ His oddity, his untidiness, his
simplicity, his benevolence, his fears, and
his good nature, make him one of the most

entertaining and extraordinary characters
I _ever met with.”

I copy this extract from the registry in
Bremhill Church

“The Rev. W. L. Bowles, Canon of Salis-
bury Cathedral, died April 6th, 1850, and was
buried in the Cathedral of Salisbury, April 13th,
1850. He was instituted to the living of Brein-
hill in the year of grace 1805, and resigned it

when unableany longer to fulfil theduties thereof,
in January, 1845, having held it forty years.
He was a man of no ordinary min d, and has
bequeathed a memorial of himself to posterity
in various printed sermons, as well as in his
volumes of poems and local histories (whereof
the best is his ‘History of Bremhill’), and
casually in his ‘ Life of Bishop Ken.’ I imagine
that his prose will survive his verses

;
but many

greatly admired his sonnets.
“ His controversy with Lord Byron on the

merits of Pope, which once drew great atten-
tion, is already almost forgotten. The church-
yard of the parish abounds with epitaphs which
he wrote and set up for many of his poor
parishioners. The fragrance of his name is

.still pleasant and grateful to the people here

;

they loved him for his Christian simplicity,
kindness, and truthfulness. I preached a fune-
ral sermon, on the day after his burial, as the
last tribute that could be paid him in his own
parish.

“ Henry Drury.
“April, 1850.”

A true lover of nature, be took the
greatest delight in ornamenting the beau-
tifully-situated vicarage gardens. And a
very pleasing taste it was, altogether pic-

turesque, replete with quaint surprises and
fancies, and yet entirely devoid of old-
fashioned formality. It afforded him high
gratification to entertain his friends in
these grounds, and lead them along its

labyrinthine paths—here to a sylvan altar
dedicated to friendship, there to some
temple, grotto, or sun-dial. Thus he
speaks of one of these garden treats in
the “Little Villager’s Verse Book”—

a

small volume of very sweet hymn s, which
are, I believe, well known in many village
school-rooms, and cannot be too well
known. “A root-house fronts us, with
dark boughs branching over it. Sit down
in that old carved chair : if I cannot wel-
come illustrious visitors in such consum-
mate verse as Pope, I may, I hope, not
without blameless pride, tell you, reader,
that in this chair have sate, among other
visitors, Sir Samuel Bomilly, Sir George
Beaumont, Sir Humphrey Davy—poets as
well as philosophers—Madame de Stael,
Rogers, Moore, Crabbe, Southey, &c.”
Having discovered a huge ancient stone

cross lying neglected half-buried in the
churchyard, he had it placed there, so as
to be visible from the vicinage of the root-
house, the moral of which he indicated by
inscribing on the latter this couplet :

—

“ Dost tliou lament the dead and mourn the loss
Of many friends ? Oil ! think upon the cross !

”

The steps leading to this root-house, and
the entrance to where it stood, are depicted

|

in the subjoined illustration
; but, unfor-

IN THE VICARAGE GARDEN, BREMHILL.

tunately, neither root-house nor chair re-

main to give point to deeply interesting

memories connected with the spot.
*

From some lines that—according to the
work I have quoted—were inscribed in an-
other part of the very charming grounds
of the vicarage, it would appear as though
Mr. Bowles had once intended to be buried
at Bremhill, instead of Salisbury Cathedral.
“ There rest the village dead, and there, too, I
(When yonder dial points the hour) must lie

;

Look round, the distant prospect is displayed
Like life’s fair landscape, marked with light and shade

;

Stranger, in peace pursue thine onward road,
And ne’er forget thy long and last abode,
Yet keep the Christian’s hope before thine eye,
And seek the bright reversion of the sky.”

Also, bearing on the same point, in a ser-

mon entitled ‘
‘ The EnglishVillage Church,”

* “ The garden is ornamented with a jet fountain, some-
thing like a hermitage, an obelisk, a cross, and some in-
scriptions. Two swans, who answer to the names of
Snowdrop and Lely, have a pond to themselves.”— Southey
Visiting Bowles in November, 1S36.

preached by him at Bremhill, April 20,

1834, are to be found these words:—“In
the course of nature, it will not be long
before my grey hairs, who have lived among
you for so many years, will be brought
down, I hope and pray, in peace. My last
abode will be in this chancel, where all the
young are now assembled, and who will
romember me. 1 would not wish a better
epitaph than the expression of a poor child,

on the departure of a man of genius, a con-
scientious clergyman, and a friend.”

In a note, Crabbe is mentioned as the
friend, and the words of the child were,
‘

‘ He with the white head will go up in
pulpit no more ! ”

Bowlesappears to have lovedBremhill and
its neighbourhood heartily

;
he wrote about

it genially, and did his best to render the
village attractive by commemorating its

antiquities and associations.
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THE YORKSHIRE POTTERIES:
BEING A NOTICE OF THE “ DON,”

THE “ CASTLEFORD,” THE “FERRY-BRIDGE,”

AND OTHER POTTERIES, AND THEIR PRODUCTIONS,

AND THE CONNECTION OF THE LATTER
WITH THE WEDGWOODS.

BY LLEWELLYNN JEWITT, F.S.A. &c., &C.

Having in my last articles treated of some
of tlie more famous of the potteries of York-
shire, I purpose, in the present chapter,

continuing my subject by giving such

notices as I trust will be useful and in-

teresting to my readers, of the Don Pottery,

the Castleford Pottery, the Ferrybridge

Pottery, and others in the same locality.

These, with the places whose histories I

have already attempted to trace, and others

in the neighbourhood of Masborough, &c.,

comprise what may be considered the

“Yorkshire Potteries”— a district rich in

industrial occupation of almost every kind

—and in which, perhaps, as a Yorkshire-

man, I maybepardonedfor taking more than

a passing interest.

The Don Pottery is situated at Swinton,

closely adjoining the canal, on which it has

a wharf. It was established in the year

1800, by John Green, of Newhill. He was
one of the Greens of Leeds, of the same
family as the proprietors of the Leeds Pot-

tery, and a proprietor in the Swinton

Pottery. He is, in fact, stated to have
been the manager of the Leeds and the

Swinton potteries, and is said to have sus-

tained considerable losses on the breaking

out of the French war. He, about the time

I am speaking of,—1S00, or a little later,

—

purchased a plot of almost waste and
swampy land at Swinton, and, with the

aid of partners, set about the erection of

the works. At this time a person named
Newton, father to the more than octoge-

narian from whom I have picked up many
scraps of the information I record, had
an enamel kiln at the back of his house

at Swinton, where he used to burn such

wares as ho decorated. To this man, for

the first twelve months, Green, of the Don
Pottery, brought his pattern pieces as he

prepared them, to be fired. In 1807 there

were other members of the family united

with John Green, who also had partners

named Clarke. The firm then traded as
“ Greens, Clarke, & Co.”

From this time until 1834 the Don Pot-

tery remained in the hands of the Greens

and their partners, and in that year passed

by purchase to Mr. Samuel Barker, of the

Mexborough Old Pottery.* The latter works

were continued until 1844, when they were

closed, and Mr. Barker confined his opera-

tions entirely to the Don manufactory.

The old potworks are now carried on by
the sons of Mr. Samuel Barker as a manu-
factory for wheels for locomotives. In 1851

the firm became “ Samuel Barker and
Son,” under which style it is still con-

tinued, the present proprietors being Mr.
Henry Barker, and the other members of

the family of Samuel Barker, now deceased,

who are tenants in common
;
Mr. Henry

Barker being the acting partner.

Of the wares made and the goods pro-

duced—many of which are of extreme
rarity, and much sought after by the few
collectors who are cognizant of their having

* More than sixty years ago, the uncle of Mr. Samuel
Barker, Peter Barker, carried on business at the Rawmarsh
Pottery, in the same neighbourhood, under the style of

“ Barker and Wainwright.” Peter Barker afterwards

joined his brother Jesse (father to Samuel Barker) in part-

nership, and they carried on the Mexborough Old Pottery

for many years, when they were succeeded by Samuel
Barker, who continued them until he purchased the Don
Pottery as here stated

been produced—it will be necessary to speak

at more length. From a list of goods

prepared by the firm in 1808, it appears

that a considerable variety was produced at

that time. This list, which is now before

me, is thus headed :

—

“ Greens, Clarke, & Co., Don Pottery, near

Doncaster, Make, Sell, and Export Wholesale

all the various kinds of Earthenware, viz.,

Cream-colour, Brown, Blue, and Green Shell,

Nankin Blue, Printed, Painted, and Enamelled,

Egyptian Black, Brown, China, etc. &c. Also

Services executed in Borders, Landscapes, Coats

of Arms, &c., and ornamented with Gold or

Silver.”
|

Of the ordinary fine earthenware made
soon after the opening of the works, some
specimens, whose actual date can be satis-

factorily ascertained, have come under my
notice, and show to what perfection in

body and glaze, in manipulation, and in de-

coration, the manufacture had already

arrived. The most remarkable of these early

specimens is a jug, commonly called the
“ Jumper Jug,” which is of great rarity,

but is occasionally to be seen in the cabinets

of collectors. In the possession of my
friend, Mr. Jackson, of Sheffield, are a pair

of these jugs, holding two quarts each,

which are the finest I have seen. On either

side is the figure of a very uncouth, coarse,

and slovenly-looking man, in red coat,

pink waistcoat, striped green and white

under-waistcoat, orange neckerchief, orange
breeches, above which his shirt is seen, top

boots, and spurs. In his hand he holds

his hat, orange, with red ribands, on which
is a card bearing the words “ Milton for

ever.” Beneath the spout, on a scroll, is

the following curious verse :

—

“ The Figure there is no mistaking,

It is the famousMan for—breaking.
Oh that instead of Horse and Mare
He had but broken Crockeryware,-
Each grateful Potter in a bumper
Might drink the health of

Orange Jumper.”

This man, who was known all the coun-
try round as “ Orange Jumper,” was a very
eccentric character, and a great mover in

the political “ stirs ” of his county. He
was a horse breaker at Wentworth, and
many extraordinary stories are remembered
in connection with him. One ofthese, as con-

nected with the story of this jug, is worth
repeating. In the great Yorkshire elec-

tion of 1807—the most costly and the most
strongly contested election on record—when
the candidates who were so mercilessly

pitted against each other were Lord Mil-
ton, Wilberforce, and Lascelles, “Orange
Jumper” was employed to carry despatches

regularly backwards and forwards from
York to Wentworth House, the seat of Earl
Fitzwilliam, the father of Lord Milton, who
eventually won the election, and was re-

turned as the colleague of Wilberforce.

Orange was the Fitzwilliam colour, and
blue that of Lascelles (son of the Earl of

Harewood), his opponent, and on one occa-

sion “ Jumper” was seen entering York
decked out as usual in orange, but riding

on an ass gaily covered with bright blue

ribands. On being jeered at for this appa-

rent inconsistency in wearing both colours,

he replied that lie wore the right colour,

orange, and that his ass was only like other

asses, for they were all donkeys that wore
blue ! The election was gained by the

party he espoused, and in commemoration
these jugs,* with his portrait and verse,

were made. They are marked

Don. Pottery.

pencilled in red on the bottom.

In this fine earthenware, and in cream-

coloured ware, the Don Pottery produced

every article required either for ordinary

use or for ornament.
I An engraved pattern-book was issued by
the firm, in the same style, and of the same
size, as that of Hartley, Greens, & Co., of

; the Leeds Pottery, which I have already

described. A careful comparison of the two

I
books reveals the fact, that whereas in the

latest edition of that of Leeds 269 patterns

are engraved, in that of the Don Pottery

292 are given. It also reveals the impor-

tant fact that many of the Don patterns are

identical with those of Leeds, the engraver

of the former having evidently traced from

those of the latter (Leeds) in preparing his

plates. Many of the remaining patterns

are slightly altered from Leeds, while others

do not appear in the book of those works at

all. As two of the many examples in which

the patterns are closely copied from Leeds,

I may refer to the chesnut tureen and the

asparagus holder, engraved in my account

of the Leeds works.

Open-work baskets, tureens, &c., twig

baskets, in which the “ withies” were of

precisely the same form as those of Leeds

and Wedgwood, &c., perforated plates,

dishes, tureens, spoons, ladles, and other

articles, ice-pails, salt-cellars, flower-vases,

cruets and stands, inkstands, seals, bird

fountains, smelling-bottles, and, indeed,

every variety of articles, as well as services

of all descriptions, and ornamental vases

of several designs, were made in these

wares, and such as were adapted for the

colour, were made in green glazed ware.

Upon each plate of the book the words
“ Don Pottery” are engraved. Of teapots,

many patterns, with raised groups, trophies,

&c.
,
and others for loose metal ‘

‘ kettle-

handles ” are also engraved.

In the cream-coloured ware, and also in

the fine white earthenware, excellent des-

sert and other services were made, and
were painted with a truth to nature which
has seldom been equalled. I have in my
own possession a part of a remarkably fine

dessert service, consisting of plates and com-
ports of various forms, in which each piece

is painted with some special flowering plant

—no two pieces being alike—the name of

which is written at the back of the piece.

This service was painted by two different

artists, with the respective initials of B.
1 and H., which are marked on each piece,

j

The edges are gilt.

In my own collection are some remark-

1 able plates of small size of fine earthen-

ware. In these the bottom of the plate

is left white, while the whole of the rest

I

is tinted of a deep buff. The edge, and
' a line on the inner side of the rim, is
1

black, and in the centre of each plate is a

landscape, which has all the beauty7 and
effect of a well-executed Indian ink draw-

|

ing. The artistic execution of these draw-
1 ings—which are different on each plate

—

is remarkably free, touchy, and artistic,

j

About IS 10- 12, china of an excellent

quality was, to a very small extent indeed,

I made at the Don Pottery, and examples of

this are of extreme rarity. In Mr. Man-
!
ning’s possession is a coffee mug of excelr

j

lent body, and of remarkably good soft

glaze, well painted with Chinese subjects,

I

which is marked ‘
* Don Pottery ” in very

small letters, pencilled in red. This almost

unique and most interesting specimen is

|

the only marked one which has come under

]

my notice, and is particularly curious and
valuable.

I In my own collection are some specimens

i

of this very rare china ware, which are

equally curious and interesting with the one



I have just spoken of. Two of these are

shown in the accompanying engraving.
One is a jug which will hold rather more
than a pint, and has a curious story at-

tached to it. The china body was mixed
by Godfrey Speight and Ward Booth, both
of whom were originally from Stafford-

shire
;
tho latter, it is said, was brought

from that county ‘
‘ with a whole regiment

of hands” to work at the new Don Pottery,
of which he became the manager. The jug
was painted by his son, Taylor Booth, who
was brought up with Enoch Wood, of Burs-
lem, and afterwards was at the old Derby

Norman’s possession, will serve as an ex-
ample. It is of remarkably good work-
manship, and is ornamented with figures,

trophies, &c., in relief in black. It is

marked “ Green’s Don Pottery.”

China Works, and given to Speight, from
whose aged son’s hands it has passed into

my own. It is beautifully ornamented with
groups of roses and other flowers on either

side, and a sprig of jasmine beneath the

spout, and has a broad gold line round the

top. The curious part of the story con-

nected with this jug is, that in the body of

which it is composed, by one of those

strange and unaccountable freaks to which
potters as well as other people are liable,

are two of the fingers of a noted malefactor,

Spencer Broughton, who was gibbeted on
Attercliffe Common at the close of the last

century. It appears that a party of the
Don and Swinton potters, who had been to

Sheffield for a carousal, and had stayed

there till the small hours of the morning,
were, when not sober, returning over the

moor, when, on passing the gibbet on which
the gaunt skeleton of the malefactor still

hung, as it had for years, in chains, one
of them, saying, “Let’s ha’ a rap at him,”
picked up a stone and threw it, knocking
off the bones of two of the fingers. These
were picked up, and carefully carried home
as trophies of the exploit, and some time
afterwards, when trials in the manufacture
of china were being made, they were brought
out, calcined, and mixed with some of the

body. Of this body a seal was made, ‘
‘ with

a gibbet on it,” and the jug which I have
just described, and which is now in my
collection. This story I have from the lips

of one of the party of potters, a man now
fast nearing “ fourscore years and ten” in

age. The horrible and brutal taste dis-

played by the potters has, it must be ad-

mitted, itsuse in authenticating the example,
and in giving it, at all events, an approxi-

mate date.

The other of these examples is a com-
port of the same form, and indeed made
from the same mould as those of the bota-

nical service I have just described. It is

of remarkably fine body and excellent

glaze, and has a plant of the tiger-lily ex-
quisitely painted of natural size, occupying
the whole of its inside.

In fine cane-coloured ware, tea-services,

jugs, &c., were made, and were ornamented
with figures, borders, and other designs in

relief. Of this kind of ware the accom-
panying engraving of a sugar-box, in Mr.

In green glazed ware flower-vases of
large size, root-pots, dessert and other ser-
vices

;
in red ware, scent jars of bold and

good design, large-sized mignonette vases,
and many other articles

; and in ‘ ‘ Egyptian
black,” teapots, cream - ewers, jugs, &c.,
were made.
Tho “brown china” spoken of in the

list of goods was the “ Rockingham Ware,”
which was attempted to be made at the
Don Potteiy, and is still made of the usual
marketable quality.

A considerable trade was carried on with
Russia, with France and Belgium, and
with South America, to which markets the
greater part of the goods produced were
consigned.

At the “Don Potteiy” at the present
day, under the able management of Messrs.
Barker, the energetic proprietors of the
works, all the usual varieties of earthen-
ware are manufactured to a large extent,

the works giving employment to between
two and three hundred hands. In services

of different kinds many admirable and ex-
cellent patterns are produced, and they suc-
cessfully vie with many of the Staffordshire

houses. Some of the toilet services which
I have seen, enamelled, gilt, and lustred,

are especially good. They also produce
dinner, tea, dessert, and other services, as

well as all the usual varieties of goods for

home and foreign consumption, including
in “Egyptian black,” teapots, cream-ewers,
&c., Rockingham ware, and “ cane,” or
yellow ware.
The marks adopted by these works have

been but few, and these only very occa-

sionally used. They are, so far as I have
been able to ascertain, as follows :

—

Don Pottery

I
pencilled in red on the bottom of the vessel.

DON POTTERY

impressed on the bottom of the pieces.

GREEN
DON POTTERY

also an impressed mark.

and was adopted by him on purchasing the

Don Pottery on its discontinuance by the
Greens.

(POTTERY)

The first of thesewas impressed, the second
was printed and transferred on the ware. It

was the first mark used by Samuel Barker,

The first of theso marks, also in transfer

printing, an eagle displayed rising from out
a ducal coronet, was adopted by the firm
when it became Samuel Barker and Sons,

at which time the old mark was discon-

tinued. The mark of the eagle displayed

is not now used, the firm having adopted
the old mark of the demi-lion rampant hold-

ing in his paws the pennon, and enclosed

within a garter, beneath which are the
initials of the firm, “ S. B. & S.”

In the same neighbourhood is the Denaby
Pottery, carried on by Messrs. Wilkinson
and Wardle. These works were, until a

few years ago, confined to the production
of fire-bricks, &c., but were then taken by
Mr. John Wardle from Messrs. Alcocks, of

Burslem, who has recently been joined in

partnership by Mr. Charles W. Wilkinson.
The factory is conveniently placed near
the railway, from which there is a siding

direct into the premises, which are compact,
well arranged, and light. The goods pro-
duced are the general ordinary classes of

printed earthenware, pearl body, cream
ware, &c., which are made of good ordi-

nary quality. In these all the more popular
and favourite patterns are produced, and
the works being of recent establishment,

the copper plates are new, and are conse-
quently sharp and fresh in appearance.
Dinner, tea, coffee, toilet, and other ser-

vices are produced, as well as jugs and
other articles, some of which are of really

good and effective design. Yellow, or cane-
coloured ware, is also made, as are tiles

for external decorative purposes. These
are made from clay found at Conisborough,

i
where branch works are being established.

I

The mark adopted by the film, for what
reason it is difficult to divine, unless it be

I that the wares are intended to pass for,

and take the place of (which they do), Staf-

fordshire make, is tho Staffordshire knot,

with the words “Wilkinson and Wardle
Denaby Potteries.”

At Ivilnliurst, a place which one would
naturally say took its name from pot-works,
is a manufactory of earthenware, known
as the Kilnhurst Old Pottery. This

was established about the middle of last

century, soon after the Act for the naviga-
tion of the river Don was obtained. It

was erected on the estate of the Shore
family, and was held some sixty years ago
by a potter named Hawley, who had also

a pottery at Rawmarsh. From him it

I

passed into the hands of George Green (one

of the family of the Greens at Leeds), who
was succeeded, in 1839, by Messrs. Twigg
Brothers. It is now carried on by the

;

surviving partner, Mr. John Twigg, who
produces the usual varieties of earthen-

ware, and has made some unsuccessful
trials in china.

I

There also have been, or are, pot-works

,
at New Biggin, held by George Tayler, at

one time a manager at the Don Pottery
;
at

,

Rotherham, held by persons of the names
of Beatson and Yates

;
at Swinton Bridge,
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worked only for a few years by Messrs,
j

Hampshire and Newton
;
at West Melton,

^

worked by Twigg ; and at other places in
’

the neighbourhood.
Castleford, which has its stations on

the “North-Eastern” and on the “Lan-
cashire and Yorkshire” railways, lies

about twelve miles from Leeds. It is a
rapidly rising and important little town,

and is in a great measure supported by its

glass-houses, its chemical works, and its

potteries, which are still in full operation.

Common brown ware had, I believe, been

made for a considerable period, on the spot,
|

the goods produced, of course, being pan-
j

cheons and the ordinary classes of coarse

vessels. The Castleford Pottery was
established, towards the close of the last

century, by David Dunderdale, for the

manufacture of the finer kinds of earthen- ;

ware, more especially Queen’s or cream-

coloured ware, which was then so fashion-
!

able, and which was at that time being
t

made so largely at Leeds and other places,

as well as in Staffordshire. Mr. Dunder- !

dale took into partnership a Mr. Plowes,

and in 1803, the firm of D. Dunder-
dale & Co., which appears stamped on the

]

goods, consisted, I believe, solely of these
j

two persons. The partnership was not, it
;

seems, of very long duration, and after
j

considerable dissension, was dissolved,
j

Mr. Plowes removing to Ferrybridge,

where he joined the proprietors of the pot-

works there, his son removing to London,

and Mr. Dunderdale continuing the Castle-

ford Works alone. The next partner, I

believe, was Mr. Thomas Edward Upton,, a

relative of Mr. Dunderdale’s, and these two

shortly afterwards took into partnership

John Bramley (or Bramler) and Thomas
Russell, who was not a practical potter,

but was an hotel proprietor at Harrogate.

At this time the proprietary was thus

divided :—Dunderdale one half of the con-

cern, Russell a fourth, and Upton and
Bramley an eighth each. Considerable

additions were made to the works at this

time, and the change in the proprietary

was commemorated by a grand feast, and

by bonfires, and all kinds of extravagant

rejoicings.

In 1820 the manufactory was closed, and

in 1821 a part of the works was taken by
some of the workmen—George Asquith,

William and Daniel Byford, Richard Gill,

James Sharp, and David Hingham. They
were succeeded by Taylor, Harrison, & Co.,

Harrison having been an apprentice of

David Dunderdale’s, and the place is still

carried on by the latter and the son of the

former, under the style of Taylor and Har-

rison. At these works, an offshoot, as I

have shown, of the old pottery, the com-
moner descriptions of goods only are made.

At the close of the year 1825, I believe,

the old works were taken by Asquith,Wood,

and Co. They were joined in partnership

by Thomas Nicholson, who had served his

apprenticeship with Hartley, Greens, & Co.,

of the Leeds Pottery, and carried on the

business as Asquith, Wood, and Nicholson,

and afterwards asWood andNicholson alone.

In 1854, another change took place, by
which Mr. Nicholson, one of the old firm,

retained the works, and took into partner-

ship Thomas Hartley, the style of the firm

being Thomas Nicholson & Co. A few

years ago Mr. Nicholson retired from the

concern, and it is now carried on by
Thomas Hartley alone under the old name
of Nicholson & Co.

The Castleford Works, under David

Dunderdale & Co., did a large trade with

Spain, the Baltic, and other “foreign

parts,” principally in cream-coloured ware,

and it is said that during the war the

losses were so great, both in earthenware
and in specie, as to cripple the works, and
lead to their being closed. So great was
the export trade of the firm, that they

owned vessels of heavy burthen, which
were kept trading with the Spanish and
other ports. It is related that just before

the peace of Amiens, one of Dunderdale’s
ships was closely and hotly chased, but
succeeded in outstripping her would-be
captors. This was celebrated at Castleford,

and the circumstance was remembered as

“Dunkirk Races,” and is still talked of

with pride by one or two of the old people

with whom 1 have conversed.

As I have said, the staple production of

the Castleford Pottery in Dunderdale’s
time was the “Queen’s” or “cream-
coloured ware,” which was made of an
excellent quality, and of a good colour.

In appearance it assimilated pretty closely

to the cream ware made at the Herculaneum
Works, and was not so fine or so perfect in

glaze as that made at Leeds. In this ware
dinner, dessert, and other services, as well

as open-work baskets, vases, candlesticks,

and a large variety of other articles, were
made, both plain and painted, or enamelled,

and decorated with transfer printing. Li
the accompanying engraving I show some
examples from my own collection, and that

of my friend, the Rev. Robert Pulleine.

In tins group is seen one of a set of four

central covered dishes in my own pos-

session and that of Mr. Manning, which
are painted in sepia with a border of vine

leaves, grapes, and tendrils, of precisely

the same design as appears on examples of

Wedgwood’s make, of that of Herculaneum,
and of other places. This set of dishes,

when placed together for use, forms a circle

of twenty-two inches in diameter. The
sauce-boat is a part of the same service.

The small oval sauce tureen and ladle

which I engrave for the purpose espe-

cially of showing that double -twisted

handles were made at Castleford as well as

at Leeds, at Swinton, and at other places,

belongs to Mr. Pulleine. In Mr. Manning’s
and Dr. Brameld’s collections are some very
characteristic and excellent examples of this

manufactory.
Open-work baskets, stands, plates, dishes,

&c., were produced in great variety, and
of designs in many instances closely resem-
bling those of Leeds and other places. The
accompanying engraving exhibits one of

the designs of Castleford from a marked
example in my own collection.

In what would now be called Parian, the

Castleford Works in their early days pro-

duced some remarkably good and effective

pieces. One of these, a liot-milk jug with
its cover, is shown in the above engraving.

It belongs to my friend, the Rev. Robert
Pulleine, whose collection, which I have
before named, contains many choice ex-
amples of ceramic Art. It is beautifully

decorated with foliated and other borders,

and with groups of figures in relief. In
the same collection is a large mug of the

same material, the lower part of which is

fluted, the upper with a raised foliated

border, and dark brown band, and the

central part with a continuous subject of

figures, goat, and trees, of good design and
of high relief. In my own possession is a

jug of very similar character, with a con-

tinuous hunting subject. Examples of this

kind of ware may be seen in the Museum
of Practical Geology, Jermyn Street.

Black or Egyptian ware of fine quality
,

was made at Castleford in its palmy days,

and is now of some degree of rarity. In

my old friend C. Roach Smith’s posses-
j

sion is a part of a service of this material,
i

in which the hot-milk jug is of precisely
!

the same pattern as the one engraved
above. In fine white earthenware a large

variety of goods was made by Dunder-
dale & Co., who produced a remarkably
hard and compact body, and a glaze of con-

siderable merit. In Mr. Pulleme’s posses-

sion, among other examples, is an oval

fruit-dish, painted inside with a broad,

bold, but not elegant, border in red, and in

the centre, in an oval, a landscape, with

water, buildings, trees, figures, &c., in the

same colour on a red-tinted ground.

The marks used at these works appear to

have been very few, and are easily recog-

nised. They are

—

D D & C°*
CASTLEFORU

impressed in the bottom of the goods.

D-D & Co

CASTLEFORD

POTTERY

also impressed in the ware. The mark at

the present time is a circular garter, sur-

mounted by a crown. On the ribbon are

the initials of the firm—“T. N & Co.”—and
in the centre the name of the pattern.

At the present day the Castleford Pot-
tery, as carried on by Mr. Thomas Hartley

I

I

I

I

I

;• I
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under the style of “T. Nicholson & Co.,”
manufactures all the more ordinary kinds
of earthenware, including white, printed,
sponged, and the very commonest kinds of
painted varieties. The old glory of the
works has, however, long departed, and
nothing artistic or beautiful is now to he
seen in the place where once so many choice
articles might be found.
In Castleford several other potteries, the

offshoots of this one, now exist. The prin-
cipal of these is the Eagle Pottery, estab-
lished in 1854 by a company of workmen,
and taken by Pratt & Co., who sold the
concern to a Mr. McDowell, who carries
it on under the style of John Roberts & Co.
The Ferrybridge Pottery is situated

at Ferrybridge, by Knottingley, and only
a short distance from that famous seat of
the growth of liquorice, Pontefract, whose
“ Pomfret cakes ” are so well and, indeed,
universally known. The potworks at
Ferrybridge are among the largest, if they
are not the very largest, in Yorkshire, and
have the reputation of being well arranged
and convenient. They were established in
1792, by Mr. William Tomlinson, who had
for partners Mr. Seaton, an eminent banker
of Pontefract; Mr. Foster, a wealthy ship-
owner, of Selby; Mr. Timothy Smith, a
coal proprietor

; and Mi-. Thompson, an
independent gentleman, residing at Selby.
The firm was styled “William Tomlinson
and Co.,” until about the year 179G, when
the proprietors took into partnership Ralph
Wedgwood, of Burslem, when the style
was changed to that of “Tomlinson, Foster,
Wedgwood, & Co.”
Ralph Wedgwood was the eldest son of

Thomas Wedgwood, of Etruria, the cousin
and partner of Josiah Wedgwood, and was
brought up at that place under his uncle
and father. He was brother to John
Taylor Wedgwood, the eminent line en-
graver, whose works are so justly in
repute.

In my “ Life of Josiah Wedgwood,” I
have given for the first time, as the result
of considerable research, a notice of this
remarkable man, Ralph Wedgwood, and of
his inventions, and his family* and con-
nections, and to this I must refer my
readers for many particulars concerning
this remarkable man.

After the dissolution of the partnership
at Ferrybridge, which took place, I believe,
about 1800 or 1801, when Wedgwood ceased
to have any connection with the concern,
the firm was carried on under the style
of Wm. Tomlinson & Co. until 1804, when
it was changed to “ Tomlinson, Plowes, &
C'o.,” ME Plowes, of the Castleford Works,
having joined the proprietary.

In 1804, the name of the manufactory,
which, up to that period, had been called
the Knottingley Pottery, was changed to
that of the Ferrybridge Pottery. This
change was made for ike convenience of
foreign correspondence—a large foreign
trade being carried on—Ferrybridge being
at that time a post-town of some note, and
the works being situated nearer to it than
to Knottingley.

Mr. Tomlinson was succeeded by his son
Mr. Edward Tomlinson, who continued the
works, under the firm of Edward Tomlinarm
& Co., until the year 1826, when he finally
retired from the concern. A part of the
premises were then worked for a short time
by Messrs. Wigglesworth and Ingham;
when the whole place was taken by Messrs.
Reed, Taylor, and Kelsall, who continued
the manufactory until the retirement of

Mr. Kelsall
; after which theworks were con-

tinued by the surviving partners, Messrs.
James Reed and Benjamin Taylor. Mr.
Reed, who was father of Mr. John Reed,
of the “Mexborough Pottery,” of whose
works I gave a notice in my last chapter,*

was a man of enlarged experience, of ma-
tured judgment, and of great practical

skill
;
and in his time many improvements

in the ware were made, and the manufac-
ture of china introduced. He, in conjunc-
tion with his partner, took the Mexborough
Pottery, and for some time carried on the two
establishments conjointly. Ultimately Mr.
Reed gave up the Ferrybridge works, and
confined himself to those at Mexborough,
while Mi -

. Taylor carried on the Ferrybridge
factory alone. He was succeeded by Messrs.
Shaw and Poulson, by whom the works
were carried on for a very short time.

In 1851, Mr. Lewis Woolf, the present
head of the firm, became tenant, and in 1S56
purchased the property, and commenced
manufacturing in his own name, and has
continued from that time until the present
day. In 1857, a large additional pottery
was built closely adjoining, and, indeed,

connected with the “ Ferrybridge Tottery,”
by the sons of Mr. Lewis Woolf. This
new manufactory was called the “Aus-
tralian Pottery,” and is still in full work!
The proprietors of the joint works, “the
Ferrybridge and Australian Potteries,” as

they are named, now are Lewis, Sydney,!
and Henry Woolf.
These works, besides a very large local

and coasting trade, had extensive transac-
tions with several foreign ports. From their

first establishment to the time of issuing

the Berlin decree by Napoleon, Tomlinson
& Co. had carried on a very extensive and
lucrative trade with Russia, for which
country the finer and more expensive kinds
of goods were made, both pressed, printed,

enamelled, and gilt. The decree cut short
the trade with the Continent

;
but shortly

after this commercial blow, which was
severely felt by the Yorkshire potters, the
River Plate was opened by Sir Home Pop-
ham, a circumstance that was taken im-
mediate advantage of by the Ferrybridge
firm. ‘

‘ One of the partners immediately
proceeded there, and succeeded in establish-

ing a good market until the royal family
emigrated to Brazil, when the same partner
moved up to Rio de Janeiro, to which port

a large business was for many years car-

ried on.”
The wares principally made were the

following :

—

cream and cane-coloured ware,
in which services and most articles in

general use were manufactured, either plain,

pressed (i.e. with raised patterns), painted,

or printed
; green glazed ware

;
Egyptian

black ware ; and fine white earthenware.
Artists of considerable ability were em-
ployed at the works, and I have seen

examples which are of thoroughly good
character, and will vie with some of the

best contemporary productions of the Staf-

fordshire potteries.

In the time of Messrs. Reed and Taylor
china of a very fine quality was made, but
the manufacture was not of long duration.

Tea and coffee services, dessert services,

scent bottles, and a variety of articles, were
made of this body, and were remarkably
good in form and in stylo of decoration.

Examples of Ferrybridge china are now of

extreme rarity.

Cameos, medallions, and other orna-

mental things in the time of Ralph Wedg-
wood’s connection with the works, were

made in imitation of those of Josiah Wedg-
wood, to which they were, however, very
inferior both in body and finish. A good
collection of these is in possession of Mr.
Tomlinson.
The “Ferrybridge and Australian Pot-

teries” now give employment to about five

hundred hands, and do one of the largest
trades to Australia and to other foreign
markets of any house in the district. In
white earthenware, in which eveiy class
of goods is made, every style of ornament
adapted to the different foreign markets
is adopted. This is the staple trade of
the works, and the ornamentation consists
of almost eveiy conceivable pattern in
transfer printing (twenty-two printers, we
are told, being employed) in common paint-
ing, in lustre or “tinsell,” and in sponged
patterns. Enamelled and gilt goods, too,

are made, and of qualities to suit the dif-

ferent markets for which they are intended.
For the Egyptian markets, to which large
quantities of goods are sent, lustred or tin-

selled patterns are produced very exten-
sively.

In jet ware, the manufacture of which
was commenced at Ferrybridge about three
years ago, dessert services, candlesticks,

toilet trays, and other articles are made.
The quality of this ware is extremely good,
the colour and glaze faultless, and the
gilding, in some instances, carefully exe-
cuted. In this ware, I believe I am right
in saying that a large number of services
have been made especially for the Chinese
market.
In Egyptian black the ordinary varieties

of articles are made, as they are also in
Rockingham ware.
In “ blue jasper ” ware, i.e., a blue glazed

ware, richly gilt and otherwise decorated,
many useful and ornamental articles are
made, as .they are also in a variety of other
bodies.

The marks used at the Ferrybridge
Pottery have been but few. So far as my
knowledge goes, those which will be of
interest to the collector are tho following—

TOMLINSON & CO.
impressed in the bottom of the ware

;

WEDGWOOD & CO.
used for a short time, during the period
when Ralph Wedgwood was a partner,
when it was impressed with the imitations
of Josiah Wedgwood’s cameos, &c., which
were, at that time, to some extent, made
at Ferrybridge ;

FERRYBRIDGE
also impressed, and one variety of which
mark is peculiar from having the letter D
reversed thus—

FERRYBRiaGE
P

A shield, with the words—“ Opaque Granite
China” in three lines, supported by a Ron
and unicorn, and surmounted by a crown.
This mark is also impressed, and occurs on
green-glazed ware, as does the one just
spoken of.

The mark at the present time is that
of the Ron and unicorn with the shield
and crown, and the words, “Ferrybridge
and AustraRan Potteries,” sometimes im-
pressed, and at others printed on the goods,
with the names of the bodies, as “ granite,”
“stone china,” &c., added.
Having now completed my notice of this

interesting knot of Yorkshire potteries, I
must, for a time, take my leave of the
subject, which I trust, ere long, to resume
with notices of the works at Swansea, at

Bow, at Pinxton, at Nantgarw, and several

other places.* Jewitt’s “ Life of Wedgwood.” London : Virtue
Brothers, p. 177, et seq.

• Art-Journal for November, 1>65.

t Mr. Sydney Woolf was a candidate for the representa-
tion ofPontefraet, in 1859.
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MINOR TOPICS OP THE MONTH.

The Royal Academy.—The reply of the

Royal Academy to the “ ultimatum ” of

Government relative to conditions on which
they are to receive ground for building on
the present site of Burlington House, has

been sent in. It will, of course, “ lie over”

until the assembling of Parliament. The
Academy meet the proposals of Government
in a spirit of conciliation, yet adhere with

firmness to their own expressed views.

They declare their willingness to adopt

“reforms,” or perhaps we ought to say
“ changes,” more extensive than even those

suggested, but they reject the counsel to

largely augment the number of their body,

and decline altogether the introduction of

tho lay element (we believe, however, the

Government does not press that obstructive

matter), and they avoid certain topics as

bringing them too directly under Govern-
ment influence and control. In short,

they are willing to go a long way, but not

all the way they are asked to go, to change
the constitution of the body. One proposal

is to do away altogether "with the Associate

class ; but if that be done, it would not seem
that the full members are therefore to be
greatly augmented—not, certainly, to the

extent the public expects and Parliament
demands. At present, however, all is in

contusion. The Academy cannot know
what to do, because they anticipate a con-

siderable reduction in the amount of sacrifice

now required from them. Probably there

will be “a give and a take” on both sides;

but if we are rightly impressed, the Aca-
demy will do much to prevent the necessity

of purchasing ground out of their own
funds, while Government is strongly desir-

ous not to act so as to make the Academy
a private body over which the country will

have no jurisdiction.

Silt Charles Eastlake.—We regret

to learn that the accomplished President

of the Royal Academy remains at Milan in

a state of health that gives little hope of his

return to the arduous duties of his office.

It is not at all likely he will be able

to resume them. Tho misfortune is espe-

cially embarrassing at this particular time,

when the Government and the Academy
are arranging a treaty, upon which the

future of the latter will greatly depend.

Much of the result must necessarily have
depended on the enlightened mind, large

experience, and personal influence of the

President, and of these, unhappily, the

members are for the present deprived.

The Crystal Palace School of Art,

Literature, and Science, has entered upon
its sixth annual session. During the last

term nearly two hundred ladies joined the

classes of the school.

Photography oh Copper.—A photo-

graphic copper plate has been submitted to

us, with impressions from it, so clear and
beautiful as to be really a substitute for

engraving; and it is said two hundred
“ prints” can be taken from it in an hour.

On this subject we shall soon have much
to say.

The National Gallery was re-opened
on the Gth of November, after having been
closed for some weeks according to annual
custom. There has been added to the col-

lection a small picture assumed to be by
Memling ; it presents two figures, each
in a separate compartment, as if they had
formed the wings of a larger centre piece.

In the left is St. John the Baptist holding

a lamb on his left arm, to which he points

with his right hand : he wears an under
garment of sackcloth, over which hangs

a dark purple mantle. The other is St.

Lawrence, wearing over a white robe a red

ceremonial vesture enriched with gold.

Each head is relieved by a coloured marble
column, with a gilt capital, and beyond is

a glimpse of a garden-like landscape dis-

tance.

King’s College.—The authorities of this

institution have arranged that the students

attending the drawing classes shall, during

the present winter, have the benefit of two
hours’ instruction instead of one, in the

evenings, when the classes are open ;
for

this no additional fee is required.

Lewis Pocock:, Esq.—This gentleman
is, we believe, about to resign his post as

one of the honorary secretaries of the Art-
Union of London, having joined as a

partner the firm of Dominic Colnaghi & Co.,

publishers of engravings, &c. &c. The
public owes a very large debt to Mr. Pocock,
for gratuitous and very valuable services

during nearly thirty years, and when he
retires from the offico he has held so long,

he will carry with him the esteem and
regard of all with whom he has been, at

any period, brought into contact. The
firm he joins is respected, not only in Eng-
land, but throughout Europe. It has been
established above half a century. The
estimablo chief may, no doubt, desire to

relax somewhat the labour incident to his

position, and in obtaining the co-operation

of Mr. Pocock he will obtain that of a
gentleman who will suffer in no way to

depreciate the high and honourable fame
of the house. We trust, that "under the

new influence, there will be a great enlarge-

ment of its issues as a publishing firm. A
publisher of engravings who shall be ho-

nourable, just, and courteous, and at the

same time judicious, liberal, and enterpris-

ing, is greatly needed in England.
The Ladies’ Exhibition.—This exhibi-

tion will open, as usual, early in the spring

at the gallery in Conduit Street. It has
had a hard struggle for life : it has cer-

tainly done some service to Art, and may
do much more, and we earnestly hope the

weaker sisters will receive the aid of those

who are strong, whose help would be of

great value, and who can accord it without
any sacrifice of dignity, for their motives
cannot be misjudged.
Mr. James Ross, of Edinburgh, a pho-

tographist who has obtained large renown
in Scotland, has submitted to us a few of

the specimens of his art that justified the

award of a medal at the Dublin Interna-

tional Exhibition. The award was made
“ for artistic feeling in the pose, particularly

of children.” It would be difficult to over-
rate the merit of these most charming works,
not only those that are specially noticed for

approval, but of groups from nature, that

are arranged as skilfully as they could have
been if fancy, skill, and artistic experience

had been the dictators. One of a party
gazing at Punch would sufficiently justify

the praise we accord, but there are
‘
‘ family

parties” that are admirable. The children,

however—from the infant newly bom to

the boy and girl who joy in life’s early

morning—are the attractions in these

examples of the art. We do not know and
do not care who they are ; they are lovely

pictures, many of them of most beautiful

little beings whom one could love with a

whole heart :

—

“ No thought have they of ills to come,
No care beyond to-day."

Those we have seen are probably selections,

but they induce faith and hope in the

future of their countiy. It is to the merit

of these works—as works of Art—how-
ever, that we have to direct attention ; they

are exquisite specimens of artistic skill. It

would seem as if the little restless rebels

had given no more trouble to the mani-
pulator than so many lay figures, so per-

fectly natural, easy, and graceful is the

“pose” in each instance chosen; yet we
may imagine the thought and patience that

were required to obtain it. We thank Mr.
Ross for a very pleasant Art-treat.

Photography : Carbon Process.—

A

medal was awarded, in Dublin, to Messrs.

Mawson and Swan, of Newcastle-on-Tyne,
for specimens of photography by their
“ carbon printing process.” Some examples
have been submitted to us

;
they are of

great beauty, singularly brilliant in tone

and “ colour,” the artistic arrangements
being very near perfection, and the manipu-
lation clear and sharp. The inventors

claim that by this process the pictures pro-

duced are of unquestionable permanence,

the colouring matter forming the picture

being carbon, either alone or modified by
admixture with other water-colour pig-

ments, such as indigo and lake. As a

basis for colouring upon, these carbon

prints have, it is affirmed, a very great ad-

vantage over “ silver prints,” inasmuch as

the colours forming the carbon print are

known to be durable when in contact with
the pigments usually employed in water-

colour painting. We can but judge by
results as they meet tho eye, and these are

entirely satisfactory; but we have no doubt
that Messrs. Mawson and Swan have se-

cured that most essential advantage—the

durability of the picture when it is printed.

We should add, that in the specimens

before us, the photograph is not printed

upon a piece of paper separate from the

mounting board, as is usual with ordinary

photographs, but that the print and mount
are “ one and indivisible.” Tho value of

this improvement is too self-evident to re-

quire any comment by us.

Mr. J. F. Herring.—In our notice last

month of tho death of this artist, it was
stated that he was entirely self-taught.

This is not quite the fact
;
for we are in-

formed by Mr. A. Cooper, R.A., that Her-
ring, when a youth, was in his studio for a

period of six months, being placed there

by the father of the young man.
Mr. Remmel’s Almanac for the ensuing

year, sweetly odoriferous as usual, is em-
bellished with four very pretty female heads,

symbolising the seasons
;
each ‘

‘ faire ladye”

is set in a framework of gay flowers appro-

priate to the period.

Mr. Moring, the heraldic artist and
engraver, of Holbom, has invited our

attention to some monumental engraven
plates, which justly claim from us the ex-

pression of our cordial approval. These
plates are of brass, and their surfaces, upon
which the inscriptions, arms, and other

devices and designs are engraven, are

richly gilt, and a very durable preparation

is used to colour the letters, armorial

insignia, &c. This surface-gilding is pro-

ductive of an excellent effect, and it also

serves to protect the plates themselves, and
to preserve their original freshness. It is

the intention of the designer that these

plates should be attached to solid pieces of

wood, which, in their turn, would be fixed

to the walls of churches. This is a form of

memorial it would be very desirable to see

in general use.

The Misses Bertolacci.— We state

with much pleasure that the photographic

works of these accomplished ladies are now
in the hands of Messrs. Marion, of Soho
Square, who will be their future publishers.

Hitherto in that respect they have been
most unfortunate ; insomuch that, although

5 13
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perhaps no publications of the class have
been so generally lauded, they are as yet
very insufficiently known to collectors and
amateurs. They comprise photographs of
the highest possible merit from the works
of Turner—a series of the “ England and
Wales,” one of the “ Richmondshire,” one
of the “Ports and Harbours of England,”
and one of the “ River Scenery.”
The General Exhibition of Pa inters

in Water Colours will take place, as last

ear, at the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly, and
e opened on the 5th of February. All

contributions must be sent to the hon. secre-
taries on or before the 11th January.
The Grave of Charles Lamb.—We

perceive in the Reader some remarks as to
the condition ofLamb’s grave in the church-
yard at Edmonton. On visiting the place
some two months ago, we found it in a
sadly neglected state ; the stone was loose,

and the “green sod” a mass of nettles.

We arranged, however, with the sexton that,

at our expense, it should be “ renovated,”
and will see that it is done. The inscrip-
tion on the tombstone was written by the
Eev. Mr. Cary, the translator of “ Dante.”
Proposed Monument to Leigh Hunt.

—We have received the names of between
thirty and forty subscribers—of each a
guinea or half a guinea—to a fund for

placing a simple yet worthy monument
over the grave' of Leigh Hunt at Kensall
Green, at present without any mark to in-
dicate where the kindly and genial author
lies. The sum is not yet sufficient for the
purpose, but no doubt it will soon become
so. Among the subscribers are his old
friends Procter, Sir Bulwer Lytton, Mac-
ready, Forster, Dickens, Sir Bowland Hill,

Sir John Bowring, &c. &c. A list will be
published in due course.

British Institution.—The annual ex-
hibition of copies of the old masters made
by students in the School of Painting was
opened on the 15th of last month, too late

to allow; of a notice in the present number.
Picture Sale.—We are desirous to call

the attention of our readers who are in-

terested in such matters to a notice in our
advertising sheet of the sale of a valuable
collection of paintings at Brussels, early in

the present month. The pictures include
examples of most of the old Flemish and
Dutch masters, and form the gallery of
Mi’. F. J. Chapuis.
Mr. TnEED’s statue of the late Prince

Consort has been reproduced in terra-cotta,

by Mr. J. M. Blashfield, of Stamford, for

a hospital in Hampshire. The material
of which it is made was obtained from the
estate of the Marquis of Exeter, at Waker-
ley, Northamptonshire.
The New Charing Cross, within the

enclosure of the London terminus of the
South-Eastern Railway, is complete, and a
very beautiful structure it is. It was a
happy idea to mark this Charing-Cross
Railway terminus with such a cross as once
stood at Charing, beween London and
Westminster; and Mr. Barry, in that he
has just erected, gives evidence he could
have designed and built its predecessor.
It wiR be understood that the new cross
does not occupy the precise site of the old
one, nor does it pretend to be a reproduc-
tion of the original “ Queen Eleanor’s
Cross ” in fac-simile

;
it stands, however,

sufficiently near to the old spot to be
strictly “Charing Cross;” and, while an
original design, it is in close conformity,
as well in detail as in style and general
character, with the nine crosses that were
built between the years 1291 and 1294.
The tapering pyramidal form of Mr. Barry’s
work has been very ably carried out, and

its effect is at once eminently graceful and
suggestive of solidity and endurance

;
nor

does the lavish richness of the external de-
coration either impair this good effect, or
excite any suspicion of excessive ornamen-
tation. The several parts of the structure
are judiciously adjusted to one another,
and all the decorative members and acces-
sories are evidently constructive portions
of the cross itself

; hence the whole work is

thoroughly effective through the consistent
effectiveness of its component parts. What
the new cross wants is elevation of plinth.

As a matter of course, space could not
have been spared for any widely-spreading
flights of steps leading up to the cross
itself

; still, the actual plinth might easily

have been made to rest upon a base-
ment or substructure of plinthiform cha-
racter, which would have given to the main
structure an elevation that it decidedly
wants. Considering also the facts of the
case, that this beautiful cross is neither a
model of the old Charing Cross, nor itself

strictly a memorial of the first consort of
the great Edward, we are of opinion that
Mr. Barry might have marked the era of
his own work by a statue of the Royal Lady
now happily reigning over us, and by
placing the shield of arms of her Majesty
Queen Victoria with the shields of Eng-
land, Castile and Leon, and Ponthieu. The
eight statues of Queen Eleanor, with their

varied symbols, that encircle the cross,

form a beautiful group
; but the beauty of

the group would have been enhanced by
the presence of one Victoria amongst the
seven Eleanors

; and, besides, thus the
cross would have recorded its own history,

and have declared itself to bo a remini-
scence of the memorial of a Queen consort
of the olden time, erected in the days of a
Queen regnant, her remote, yet direct, de-
scendant. Mr. Barry must be congratu-
lated upon the excellence of workmanship
which distinguishes this cross. A true
Gothic feeling pervades the whole, the re-

sult of a harmonious sympathy between
the architect and the sculptors and masons
—a sympathy, also, in which they all evi-

dently shared alike, with the work upon
which they all wore engaged.
Among Amateur Photographists, none

rank higher than Dr. Hemphill, of Clonmel,
who last year received the first prize at the
Amateur Photographic Association, and
this year has been awarded a medal at

the Dublin International Exhibition. The
work that was most prominent of the many
of great excellence contributed by him, is

the interior of a drawing-room, at Newton
Armer, the seat of R. B. Osborne, Esq.
It is a production of surpassing skill, filled

by a variety of graceful objects, each one
of which comes out distinctly. As a
triumph over more than the usual diffi-

culties, it is perhaps the most remarkable
effort of the Art.

The List of Photographic Portraits
issued byMessrs. John and CharlesWatkins,
is really a remarkable “document;” it

contains the names of several hundred of

the foremost “ celebrities ” of the age and
country, including one hundred and thirty

British artists, sixty of whom are, or have
been, members of the Royal Academy. Of
men and women of letters there are about
the same number, while of the more pro-

minent members of the Houses of Peers
and Commons, judges, bishops, and eminent
clergymen, there are, perhaps, a thousand
names. What a huge mass of pleasure and
knowledge may be hence obtained ! It is

impossible to overrate the value of such a
collection to the present and the future.

To estimate it rightly, let us imagine what

a treasure would such a series be that sup-
plied us with sure likenesses of the great
men and women of the past, who are
famous “for all time.” Messrs. Watkins
must have greatly exerted themselves, and
their influence also, to obtain so “ glorious
a gathering.” No doubt much of the issue
results from the admirable manner in which
their photographs are produced. There
are none better, few so good ; excellent as
copies of the originals, and singularly clear
and “emphatic” in manipulation.
Messrs. De la Rue have issued their

annual diaries, pocket-books, &c., for the
year 1866. As they have always been,
they are by far the best productions of
their class—thoroughly accurate and com-
prehensive as to varied information, printed
and “ got up ” with considerable taste, and
bound strongly, though with much grace.
They supply a want that everybody feels,

and it is impossible to supply it better.

They also this year issue several new
^designs, of much elegance, in playing cards

;

productions in which they surpass all com-
petitors, not only as regards appearance,
but in the more essential quality of excel-
lent manufacture.
Associated Arts Institute.—The first

meeting of the season, 1865-6, took place
at 9, Conduit Street, Regent Street, on the
evening of Saturday, October 21. There
was a very full attendance of members
and visitors. The chair was taken by
Richard Westmacott, Esq., R.A., F.R.S.,
and an introductory paper, ‘

‘ On the special

importance of General Mental Culture to

the Artist,” was read by Mr. A. H. Wall,
one of the officers of the Society. In the
course of his remarks Mr. Wall pointed out
that although ‘

‘ to think clearly and reason
accurately must be advantageous to all

classes of the community, yet it was more
especially so to those whose pursuits were
intellectual.” He thought as artists they
“should be less slavishly devoted to the

mechanical and technical, and more warmly
and actively appreciative of the intellectual

and msthetical; should be governed not
only by rules and laws, but by a subtle
knowledge of principles. Just as the
education of the artist’s eye is as essential

as that of the hand, so the education of his

mind, which gives the eye its power, special

as well as general, is also not less essential.

Mind, eye, and hand should be alike trained

and exercised—the first to conceive, the
second to recognise, and the last to realise.

Above the duty which an artist owed to

himself individually, was the duty he
owed to his art. He would be unfaith-

ful to the trust reposed in him if he
refrained from doing his best to increase its

power and elevation. This duty was one
with that which they owed to society, and
as no knightly lover should be deaf to the

plea of a mistress who bids him do honour
to her cause and prove himself worthy of

her favours, so no artist should neglect in

idleness, mock in vulgar selfishness, or

shrink from in cowardice, the duty he
owes to his beloved art.” The scope and
objects of this young society are so ad-

mirable in their nature that we are glad

to find it making headway in popularity

and repute. Composed mainly of young
men—poets, painters, sculptors, architects,

decorators, and “certificated” Art-masters
—its meetings are devoted to the promotion
of social intercourse among the members,
to the readings and discussions on the Fine
Arts, and to the exhibition of sketches.

The society originated in January, 1863,

with a little body of the students at the

Royal Academy and the South Kensington
Museum.
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Illustrations of Architecture and Orna-
ment. Drawn and Etched on Copper by J

.

B. Waring. Published by Day and Son,

London.

It is easy to form an opinion of this volume, and

very pleasant to express it. In the single page

of his preface, the author sets forth an admir-

able motive in worthy language
;
and the work

itself, consisting of seventy plates, with nine-

teen pages of concise (perhaps too concise)

letter- press, shows with what conscientious

earnestness the author devoted himself to the

realisation of his own aspirations. Mr. Waring
has selected subjects that are thoroughly good

in themselves, and at the same time are exactly

suited for etching
;
and he has etched them with

masterly skill and true artistic feeling. These

plates, indeed, are distinguished no less by
breadth of treatment and richness of tone, than

by that peculiar delicacy, sharpness, and exact-

ness of outline, which render the etching-needle

of such pre-eminent value to the architectural

artist.

The “illustrations” themselves, which, the

author tells us, are treated “in a pictorial more
than in an architectural manner,” comprehend

an abundant variety of objects, and they also

range over a wide space of both time and region.

France, Spain, Italy, Germany, and the Nether-

lands, have each contributed to produce this

collection, and each country may be content to

consider itself fairly and honourably represented.

The first plate .contains a group of subjects

from the Abbey Church of St. Gilles, in the

South of France, which was dedicated by
Urban II. in the year 1096

;
while plates 38 and

59 date severally in the years 1510 and about

1640, and their contents are the noble bronze

monument to Archbishop Ernest von Magde-
burg, the work of Peter Vischcr, in Magdeburg
Cathedral, and the splendid silver drinking-

horn of the Municipality of Amsterdam, which

is represented in Van der Heist’s fine picture,

* The Commemoration of the Peace of Munster,’

painted in 1648.

For the subjects of Mr. Waring’ s other plates,

we refer our readers to his beautiful book
;
but

when wo do so, we desire at the same time to

point out that their “pictorial” treatment by
no means implies any deficiency in “architec-

tural” truth and accuracy. Mr. Waring desired

his etchings to be suggestive of original thought,

and not working drawings in miniature. Ho
did not intend them to be copied, but he did

intend them to be useful in showing to living

artists in what way the artists of earlier days

did their work. And this is exactly what is so

much needed. The days of reproduction, or, in

plain English, of copying, ought to be passing

away
;
and, at such a period, men want to be-

come familiarised with the works of great artists,

that thus they may be the better empowered to

become great artists themselves. It is from its

happy rendering of choice examples of various

works, both strictly architectural and simply

decorative, in such a manner as to leave the

impression that they are “illustrations,” and

not copies, that this book possesses a high in-

trinsic value, and will surely maintain its posi-

tion as a standard work of decided authority.

Ten plates at the end of the volume are en-

tirely occupied with specimens of plants suitable

for ornament. Here, as in the other plates, the

suggestive intention of the author is apparent

in almost every leaf. Everything has lessons

for the designer, but for the copyist there is not

an example ready to his hand. These are fine

characteristic studies of Nature’s glorious forms,

and they are set forth with that loving apprecia-

tion which ensures for the etchings a truly cha-

racteristic fidelity.

Sports and Pastimes. Hunting: Incidents

of “The Noble Science.” By John
Leech. Published by Agnew and Sons,

London, Manchester, and Liverpool.

To pass, at this lapse of time, any eulogium on
the pencil of Leech, would be something like

the process of “gilding refined gold.” The
world, year by year, pronounced its verdict on
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his works, and those who come after us will

ratify it, though unable so well as we are to

realise all the truth and piquancy of his life-

like sketches. There are, in all probability,

many among us who will prefer these as they

appeared in the pages of Punch—a few lines

and touches only, produced with wonderful

vigour and expressive character, serving for a

complete picture—to the larger and more im-

portant form in which, with the aid of colour,

he worked out some of his ideas, and which

have been reproduced by chromo-lithography,

or some other process of printing. A few of

the subjects, such, for example, as ‘The Mer-
maids’ Haunt,’ ‘A Cavalier,’ ‘The Fail1 Toso-

philites,’ ‘ Not a Bad Idea for Warm Weather,’
‘No Consequence,’ ‘Where there’ s a Will there’

s

a Way,’ and one or two others, that now make
their appearance on a large scale, do not suffer

by the alteration
;
but it may, perhaps, be fairly

questioned whether the rest do not—chiefly be-

cause the subject matter does not admit of effec-

tive enlargement even with the assistance of the

palette. We felt this when the pictures were

exhibited prior to their sale, soon after the

death of the lamented artist. Leech was not a

painter—not a colourist
;
but a wonderful de-

signer, an inventor, in whose hands a bit of

chalk or a lead pencil was an instrument of

great power to catch and retain the humours,

the follies, and the amusements of the age. The
mantle of his genius has fallen upon no shoulders

worthy of possessing it
;
and this “ large edi-

tion” of certain of his sports, pastimes, and
hunting scenes, will, with almost everything

else that came from his prolific and most plea-

sant pencil, long be treasured up as sources of

unqualified enjoyment by ourselves and our

children.

A Round of Days. Described in Original

Poems by some of our most Celebrated

Poets, and in Pictures by Eminent Artists.

Engraved by the Brothers Dalziel. Pub-
lished by G. Routledge and Sons, London.

It is not an easy task in these days of multitu-

dinous publications to find a title for a book of

miscellaneous character which has not been

already forestalled. Messrs. Dalziel have evi-

dently encountered the difficulty, and if they

have not quite succeeded in overcoming it satis-

factorily, that selected is not very wide of the

subject. The reason given for its adoption is

that “ As Life consists of ‘ a round of days,’ this

title has been chosen to designate a collection of

Poems and Pictures representing every-day

scenes, occurrences, and incidents in various

phases of existence
;

” and a very attractive col-

lection of both we find in this handsome volume.

Among those we select “ for choice,” are F.

Walker’s “Broken Victuals,” consumed by an
old and poor man at a cotter’s fire-side, where
he is regarded with piteous face by a little girl.

Mr. Tom Taylor’s descriptive verses are prettily

plaintive. Miss Rosette’s sketch in rhyme of

an Italian belle in an English drawing-room we
prefer to Mr. Houghton’s picture of the scene.

Mr. Hain Friswell writes a short yet sparkling

poem to illustrate two charming little views by
W. P. Burton and T. Dalziel respectively. Mr.
Houghton’s drawing, “Wed Last Spring,” is

bold and gracefully composed, Tom Hood’s ac-

companying lines are sweet and appropriate to

the picture. Mr. Hood’s “Eventide,” descriptive

of two little “gems” of engravings from the

pencil of T. Dalziel, breathes a low, plaintive

wail that is very touching. F. Walker contri-

butes four clever designs illustrative of the

Seasons. Of these “ Spring Days ” is unques-

tionably the best. Dora Greenwell supplies a

pleasant rhythmical comment on each. “ One
Mouth More,” by the same artist, is a striking

picture of character
;
the intercessory petition,

which is the form used by Mr. Tom Taylor, in

describing it, is perfectly natural and well put.

We like E. Dalziel’ s two designs of “ The Silent

Pool,” and also Mr. F. Locker’s short lyric

that accompanies them. Mr. Houghton is the

designer of several clever subjects—not all

however, of equal interest,—illustrating “ Life,

in a Year,” and “ Life in a Day,” to which Dora
Greenwell contributes short poems. Two sub-

jects, entitled “The Old Shepherd,” by J. W. i
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North, are capital. “ Fated to Meet,” and “The
Noon of Love,” the former by T. Morten, the

latter by P. Gray, with verses by Tom Hood,
may be instanced as among the best composi-

tions in the volume
;
and in the same category

may be classed E. Dalziel’s “ Beaten,” which the

author of “ The Gentle Life ” explains in a few

lines of the deepest pathos
;
and G. J. Pinwell’s

two drawings, “ Kyrie Eleison,” to which the

Hon. Mrs. Norton has written a short poem of

considerable power.

We have not the least doubt but that Messrs.

Dalziel’ s “Round of Days”—for they are not

only the engravers of the designs, but the book
is printed at their press, and got up under their

superintendence,—will be one of the favourite

“ gifts” of the season.

What the Moon Saw, and other Tales. By
Hans C. Andersen. Translated by W. H.
Dulcken, Ph.D. With Eighty Illustra-

tions by A. W. Bayes. Engraved by the

Brothers Dalziel. Published by Rout-
ledge and Sons, London.

A work by the admirable Dane is sure to find

admirers and purchasers : it is here produced in

a very tempting form, full of excellent engrav-

ings, for the artist has caught the spirit of the

author, and it is needless to say his drawings

have received justice at the hands of Messrs.

Dalziel. The beautiful book is full of them.

It consists of a large number of stories, historic

sketches, romantic legends, venerable and
curious traditions, and tales that are in the

highest degree romantic—very exciting, yet

very instructive to read; for Andersen is a

Christian philosopher as well as a lively and
attractive tale-teller.

The Year, its Leaves and Blossoms. Illus-

trated by Herman Stilke, with Yerses
from Eminent Poets. Published by Grif-
fith and Farran, London.

This is a charming gift-book : one of the

brightest and the happiest, and not the least

instructive, of the season’s products. A series

of twelve chromo-lithographic prints com-
memorate “the months”—the artist and the

poet combining to their honour. Flowers and
landscapes, peculiar to the period, are beauti-

fully arranged and grouped. Fancy has been
active in aiding Fact: the flowers and fruits

are drawn with great accuracy, and they have
been treated with consummate artistic skill.

The volume is most attractive, gracefully boimd,
admirably printed, entirely satisfactory to the

Art-lover, while it is sure to be heartily wel-

comed by the refined “public,” for whom it is

intended.

Tales from Shakespeare. By Charles Lamb.
Published by Routledge and Sons.

This is a new edition of a work that has kept
its place in public favour for more than half a

century: it was “designed” by its authors,

Charles and Mary Lamb, “ for the use of young
persons;” but the old—even those who know
Shakspcro by heart—may read it with delight.

The illustrations are by John Gilbert, coloured:

they are of much excellence, not highly

wrought, but sufficient as accompaniments to

the text.

The Search for a Publisher
;
or, Counsels

for a Young Author. Published by A. W.
Bennett, London.

In recommending Mr. Bennett's “Counsels,”

we by no means advise young writers to “ rush
into print” incontinently; but if they are so

determined, then let them consult this book.

It is certainly, and principally, an advertise-

ment of the publisher’s own business
;
a set-

ting forth of the manner in which he sends out

books entrusted to him for publication. Still,

the tyro in authorship may select from it the

sort of type in which he may desire to appear,

the size of his page, and may also learn how
to correct proofs and leave his sheets for the

press. It is something to know how to do this

rightly, and so as to save unnecessary trouble

i both to the writer and the compositor.
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JUVENILE
ILLUSTRATED LITERATURE

For 1866.

It is curious to note the almost imperceptible
changes that take place around us

;
yet every

period has its decided fashion
;
whether the

fashion be old or new, it is all the same
imperative and imperious. When we were
children, our mental food consisted of “Tom
Thumb,” and “Mother Hubbard,” and “Red
Riding Hood,” with, at a more advanced period,

the immortal stories of Maria Edgeworth, and a
series of books we used to hate heartily, called
“ Joyce’s Scientific Dialogues.” l\Irs. Holland's
“ Son of a Genius ” was a great favourite in
those days, and from a French hook, “ L’Ami
des Enfants,” we learned more French than
from grammar or spelling-hook

;
but as time

passed, the “fashion” of these earlier hooks
also passed. We should have been hooted by
all “thinking parents” if we had put “Jack
the Giant Killer” or “Red Riding Hood” into

the hands of our little ones
;
these were con-

demned by educationists as teaching the young
idea to shoot round a corner

;
and so, children’s

books became grave and sententious. Any one
who talked of cultivating the imagination
would have been considered as almost immoral.
Children scorned fairy tales, and only tolerated

the history and “sciences,” with occasionally a
work of “ improving fiction.” In short, they
were simply dwarfed men and women; a na-
tural child was a rara avis. This “cramming”
babes with strong meat was found, we presume,
not to altogether answer, for the juvenile litera-

ture for the present year, as for years past, is

pretty much of the same literary calibre as that
we ourselves enjoyed in the “long ago,” when
we were young, only “got up” in infinitely

better taste. Indeed the illustrations of all the
books published by Griffith and Farran are

admirable lessons in drawing and perspective.

We take one up at random.
Trottie’s Story Book, with eight illustra-

tions by Harrison Weir. The tales, or rather
anecdotes, are told in “ short words and large
type,” and relate what children always take an
interest in, all manner of things about animals.
The illustrations are of first-rate excellence.

‘The Dog and the Times,’ ‘The Bull and the
Pump,’ ‘ The Dog who did not touch his Food,’
and above all, ‘ The Ass and the Pigs,’ could
not be surpassed by any delineator of the
eccentricities of the animal kingdom.
The Early Days of English Princes

(Griffith and Farran) is a new edition of Mrs.
Russell Gray’s short biographies of the most
interesting of our princes, some of whom, alas

!

have been made interesting by their misfor-
tunes. The illustrations to these histories are

by John Franklin, who has not of late been
as much before the public as we could wish.
Whatever he does is well done.

“ Featherland ” is another of the charm-
ingly “got up” books, with illustrations, by
F. W. Keyl, which the “ old shop at the old
comer” offers to the juvenile public. Mr.
Fenn has not only created imaginary conversa-
tions between the feathered tribes, but he makes
them do the most comical, clever impossibilities.

And we note this book as one of the steps to-

wards the class that delighted our childhood;
there is no fear of the “young ones ” expecting
a swallow to come down and pick a thorn out
of a dog’s nose, even if the dog (according to

the evidence of Cock Robin) is quite “ safe.”

We believe all our young friends remember
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a very amusing book, by Mrs. Margaret Norris,

called “A Week by Themselves,” and they will

be pleased to discoverWhat became of Tommy.
We do not intend to divulge the secret

;
let

them find it out. Messrs. Griffith and Farran
confided the illustrations of this interesting

story to Mr. Absolon, and we know how charm-
ingly he groups children and invests them with
life-like interest. This is an exceedingly pretty
gift-book for boy or girl.

Our Favourite Nursery Rhymes, with up-
wards of one hundred illustrations by A. W.
Bayes, T. Dalziel, and J. B. Zwecker, engraved
by the Brothers Dalziel, and published by
F. Warne & Co., Bedford Street, Covent
Garden, is a rechauffe of all the jingles, stories,

and rhymes, that those who have graduated in
nursery literature are familiar with. It is a
stride back to our own earliest days, a positive

rerival of nursery nonsense, rendered most at-

tractive by excellent paper, print, and pretty
illustrations, a capital present to a large nursery,
and what is no small advantage in such a
neighbourhood—much more strongly bound
than the generality of children’s books. We
quite believe that our young blooms were too
much forced by the large doses of wisdom of
all kinds which*' it was, until very lately, the
practice to administer to them. But we should
regret to see them given over to utter nonsense,
despite the excellence of the illustrations. Is

there no one who can mingle both so as to

excite, in moderation, both the imagination and
the reason of the rising generation ? Many of
those old rhymes that Mr. Warne has so taste-

fully revived, had a political tendency, which is

now forgotten, and others a local interest, which
has sunk into the oblivion of the “long ago,”
and are remembered only as “nursery rhymes.”
Mr. Warne has also ushered in Christmas by

a number of gay-coloured books—about the
size of copy-books—with coloured illustrations,

that will delight many a little one just start-

ing from babyhood into childhood. These are
called Aunt Louisa’s London Toy Books.
There is The Railway A B C, a very clever

collection of rhymes explanatory of railway
movements. Indeed, we have gone over it

twice ourselves.

Thenthere is another, forwhichweare indebted
to “Aunt Louisa,” and in which small boys will

especially delight, The General’s Progress;
and yet another, which ought, we think, to

have been Plum-Pudding, but which is only
Apple-Pie !

Aunt Louisa’s Nursery Rhymes are very
nicely illustrated—indeed, the illustration to

Tom the Piper’s Son is worth the price of the
book.
Aunt Louisa has also provided some “ Sun-

day Books” for her young friends, which are

very desirable in every family
;
but we do not

think that the beautiful story of Joseph and
his Brethren is as happily rendered as The
Proverbs of Solomon. In the latter, the Pro-
verb is given, and some few words illustrate

and apply the passage very happily
;
but the

history of Joseph, as given in the Bible, is so

full of beauty and pathos, that to touch it is to

tarnish—it is best as it is in Sacred Writ.
Mr. Warne has also published a number of

Picture Toy Books. These are so varied that

.there is abundant scope for choice; whilst

mammas will be still more pleased with a very
pretty Primer. We venture to suggest that it

ought to be bound in linen.

Patient Henry : a Book for Boys. With
illustrations. (Frederic Warne & Co.) “ Pa-
tient Henry” is a story that will interest boys
and girls, either or both. The hero’s patience

finis.

VIRTUE AND CO., PRINTERS, CITY ROAD, LONDON.

under suffering is described with tenderness and
simplicity, such as may give more pleasure,
perhaps, to girls than to boys. The book can-
not fail to be a favourite in every household
where it may find shelter. We must say, how-
ever, that the story deserves to be better illus-

trated.

Ellen Montgomery’s Bookshelf. (George
Routledge & Sons.) It is sufficient to say
that this talc is by the author of “ The Wide
Wide World” to insure its popularity. Miss
Wetherell has long been an established favourite.

Never was a volume more closely filled than
“ Ellen Montgomery's Bookshelf.” Its interest

may not be so varied as that of the “Wide
Wide World,” and there is much repetition in
some of the dialogues

;
but that does not inter-

fere with the interest of the principal incidents.

The book will not be the “ least” in the affec-

tions of many a fair girl who will find a pro-
minent position for it on her bookshelf.

Balderscourt
; or, Holiday Times. By

the Rev. H. C. Adams. (George Routledge
& Sons.) “ Balderscourt,” we are told, was, or
is, a large rambling pile of building, the chief

part of which was Elizabethan in style
;
the

deep bay windows, ponderous pillars, and mul-
titudinous galleries, gave it a very picturesque

appearance from without, and its long galleries

and passages afforded the children a famous
playground in cold or wet weather. In this

fine old residence a number of children, while
spending their Christmas holidays, prevailed on
the master of the household to tell them some
stories

;
these are ten in number, and very

varied and pleasant they are. There is nothing
new in the plan of threading tales in this

manner, and yet it is one of the surest ways of
making a thoroughly enjoyable book for the
young. The variety is sure to draw forth their

different tastes, and elicit a diversity of opinions

;

reasons are given why this talo is preferred

to the other
;
and if one likes this best, another

prefers that
;
and so the volume becomes a

favourite for some one or more reasons with the

household.
Ronald’s Reason

;
or, The Little Cripple.

By Mrs. S. C. Hall. Published by Partridge,
Paternoster Row. This is one of good Mr.
Smithies’s books for the young. It is a cheap
little volume, very charmingly illustrated. The
wood engravings are so good as really to make
one wonder how it can be produced for a shilling.

There are two “ Annuals one, published by
Routledge, is entitled “ Every Boy’s Annual.”
It is a pretty, pleasant, and attractive book.
The title will sufficiently convey an idea of the

contents. Good artists have co-operated with
good authors, and both have been judiciously

directed. There is a sensible blending of the

amusing and instructive : even “ dry” matters,

when they are treated, are made seductive
;
and

the tales and incidents are often interesting

lessons. The book, therefore, cannot fail to be
a welcome gift to all boys at Christmas.

The other is “ Beeton’s Annual,” published

by Warne & Co. This also is a very attractive

volume. Here, however, we have coloured prints

as well as woodcuts, and certainly a more bril-

liant host of artists and authors. The volume
consists of stories mainly, if not exclusively

;
but

the subjects are so selected as to convey infor-

mation, and that in a manner which cannot fail

to have effect; for of a surety every one of

them wiR be thoroughly read by the young
people for whom they are intended.
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